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PREFACE.

Thb progress of the Mathematical Sciences, through a long

succession of ages, during which they have been cultivated by

nearly all the civilized nations of the earth, has given rise to a

multiplicity of peculiar terms and expressions, only to be found

in the works of those authors who have written expressly on

these subjects. Whence it must necessarily happen that the

mathematical student will frequently meet with words and

phrases, to which he is unable to affix any precise ideas, and

for an explana^on °^ wnicn *t wiH be in vain to consult common

dictionaries, ioto which they are either not introduced, or too

slightly defined to afford him the requisite degree of information.

And besides this inconvenience, which more particularly af

fects the student, there are others experienced even by proficients,

arising out of the numerous rules, principles, and results, so

frequently called for in practice; but the ready recollection of

which bids defiance to the most retentive memory, and renders

frequent references, if not absolutely necessary, at least extremely

convenient-
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These and other impediments which might be enumerated,

and which have been more or less experienced at all times, have

given rise to several distinct works, under the titles of Dic

tionaries, Lexicons, &c. the object of which *has been the ex

clusive illustration of the terms and principles of these sciences :

together with such other information as accorded with the views

of their respective authors.

Of these we have several in our own language, but the only

two, which are here entitled to notice, are Stone's " Ma

thematical Dictionary," in one small octavo volume, and Dr.

Hutton's " Mathematical and Philosophical Dictionary," in two

volumes quarto. But the first of these works is evidently too

small to convey much essential information on such an extensive

subject, and of too remote a date to detail any of the numerous

and important discoveries of more modern times. And the latter,

though an excellent and comprehensive performance, cannot of

course contain many of the more recent improvements, besides

its being necessarily limited to a comparatively small number of

purchasers, its size and price being such as not to meet the

views or to suit the conveniences of a number of persons, who

would, notwithstanding, wish to possess the requisite informa

tion on these subjects, provided it could be comprised in a

moderate compass, and purchased at a reasonable expense.

The present work is therefore intended to form a mean between

these two extremes ; and while equally remote from brevity on

the one hand, and from digression on the other, will, it is pre

sumed, be found to contain much important information relating

to Mathematical and Physico-Mathematical subjects. In order

the more effectually to accomplish this part of the design, a
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number of terms usually introduced into works of this descrip

tion, have been omitted. Such are all those relating to the

exploded science of Astrology, and those which are merely tech

nical in Architecture, Fortification, Music, and Military Affairs;

which, though proper articles for an Universal Dictionary, do not

necessarily, nor properly, form a part of a work professedly

mathematical. In all cases, however, where these subjects are

either practically or theoretically connected with the Mathematical

Sciences they have been retained, and their relations and depend

ences fully illustrated.

This exclusiou of a number of irrelevant terms, usually in

troduced into works of this kind, has afforded the author an

opportunity of dwelling more at length on subjects of greater

interest, and of introducing many articles not to be found in

other works of a similar description ; as also of combining witli

the explanatory matter such historical facts, connected with these

sciences, as seemed most conducive to the reader's information

and instruction.

With this view, besides the historical sketches, found under

the heads of the several distinct branches, there is also given

an alphabetical arrangement of the names of the most eminent

authors, from the earliest period of authentic history to the

present time; with an account of their several discoveries and

improvements, the dates and titles of their respective publica

tions, the several editions through which they have passed,

&c. &c ; a part which, it is presumed, may be advantageously

consulted, not only by the student, but also by those who may

have already made some progress in these sciences.
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To accomplish this in such a manner as should be most advan

tageous to the x'eader, it has been necessary to have recourse to a

great number of original works, as well as to many heavy volumes

of Histories, Dictionaries, Transactions, &c; which it would be

useless to enumerate in this place, as frequent references are

made to them in the body of the work.

It is
,

however, but justice to particularize Montucla's " His-

toire des Mathematiques," the mathematical volumes of the

" Encyclopedia Methodique," Dr. Hutton's " Mathematical and

Philosophical Dictionary" above mentioned, and the abridg

ment of the Philosophical Transactions by Drs. Hutton, Shaw,

and Pearson ; from each of which much important information

has been obtained.

New principles and new subjects of investigation will not be.

expected in a work, the professed object of which is to detail

the discoveries and improvements of preceding writers. At the

same time, a different method of illustrating certain articles, as

also in the arrangement and classification of them, may be con

sidered as the necessary consequences of the peculiar opinions

which different writers form on those subjects. If, therefore, in

these respects, any deviation be observed, from the excellent models

which the author had before him, he trusts the reader will do him

the justice to attribute it to the above cause, and not to any desire

of introducing novelty at the expense of simplicity and truth.

In the composition of the scientific articles, perspicuity aud

conciseness have always been kept in view, and in the historical

parts every possible means have been used to obtain the most
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accurate information; where any contrariety has appeared in dif

ferent accounts, it has been duly considered, and the conclusion

drawn on the side of the strongest evidence-; or where this

could not be determined with safety, the reader is put in pos

session of the statements on both sides of the question, and

thence enabled to draw his own conclusions.

Having thus explained the motive which led to the present

undertaking, and in some measure the means which have been

employed in its execution : the author has only further to add

his acknowledgements to those who have been pleased to express

their approbation of the performance during the publication of

the parts ; from which, and the success it has already experienced,

he has reason to flatter himself that the work now completed will

be favourably received by the public, to whom it is most respect

fully submitted.

ROYAL MILITARY ACADEMY,

January 24th, 1814.
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DICTIONARY.

ABA
ABACUS, an instrument used by the an-
.eients, for facilitating arithmetical calculations.
This seems lo have been, at lirst, nothing more
than a small table or board, covered thinly
with dust, on which their figures and schemes
were drawn, and their calculations performed ;

answering the purpose of our slates ; and
hence it appears to have derived its name,
viz. from the Phoenician nVi* dust ; thongh
others derive it

,

with less probability, from the
Greek

This instrument seems to be almost as an
cient as arithmetic itself : if it be later than
methods of computing by the lingers, and by
(apilli, or stones, (which obtained amongst the

.Egyptians) it is, at least, much prior to the
numerical letters or figures w rought with the
prn.

Its forms have been very various amongst
different nations, under one or other of which

it was employed by the Greeks, Romans, Chi
nese, Germans, French, &c. ; and, in some
cases, it excels the common method in point
of facility and neatness of operation, as work
ing without any strokes or blots of the pen, or
waste of paper; and it is even said by some to
be more expeditious ; but this is very doubt
ful under the present form of arithmetic,
though it might be true with respect to the
method of notation employed by the ancients.
There are, however, instances in modern
times, of instruments of a similar kind, that
were found very useful in performing long
multiplications ; such wore Napier's, Bone's,
Sannderson's palpable Arithmetic, and some
others.

The ancient abacus was variously contrived :

that which was principally used in European
countries, was made by drawing any number
of parallel lines at pleasure, at a convenient
distance from each other; that is, equal to

about twice the diameter of the calculus or

counters employed. I'hen, a counter placed on

the nrsf or lowermost line, signifies 1 ; on the

frond 10- on the third, 100; and so on. In
the spaces 'betw een the lines the counters

i^La u.af nf what they did m the next
5"'Sed *",f ? * in the space between the
superior line ; > - '

ABE
lirst and second line, 5 ; between the second
and third, 50; between the third and fourth,
500, Sec. Thus in the following position of the

cus, the number 37392 is

llKXXI

f

1000

100

counters on the al
represented. — The
abacus is also di
vided crosswise in
to areolae, by means
whereof subtrac
tions are performed.

10

I

Wolf. Lex. Math. p
. 171, et sea.

Abaci's Logisticus is a right-angled tri
angle, the sides of which forming the right
angle, contain the numbers from 1 to 60; and
its area, the product of each two of the oppo
site numbers: this is also called a canon of
sexagesimals, and is nothing more than a mul
tiplication table carried to 00 both ways.

Abacus Pi/thagoriviis, a tabic of numbers
contrived for facilitating arithmetical com
putations; which was probably nothing more
than our multiplication tabic, carried to a little
further extent.

ABBREVIATION of Fractions, in Arith
metic and Algebra, is the reduction of them
to lower terms. See Reduction.

ABENEZRA, a name sometimes given to
the star Aldcbaran.

AB EH RATION, in j4 stronomy, an apparent
motion of the celestial bodies, occasioned by
the progressive motion of light, and the earth's
annual motion in its orbit. The word is com
pounded of ab from, and erro to wander from
their situations. This apparent motion is so
minute, that it could never have been disco
vered by observations, unless they had been
made with extreme care and accuracy ; and
although it naturally arises from the combina
tions of the two causes above mentioned, yet
as it was not even suggested by theorists, until

it was discovered by observation, it furnishes
us with one of the strongest proofs of the truth
of the Copernican system. The discovery was
first made by that ingenious and indefatigable
observer Dr. Bradley, Astronomer Royal, who
was led to it accidentally by the result of some
careful observations, which he made with a

view of determining the annual parallex of the

P
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fixed stars ; the history of which discovery is FGHn, and draw the diagonal F H. Since

related by the doctor himself in No. 406 of F (i and n F represent the motions of light

the Philosophical Transactions,

The theory of aberration may be illustrated

in the following manner :— If light be supposed

to have a progressive motion, the position of

the telescope, through which any celestial ob

ject is viewed, must be different from that

which it must have been, if light had been

instantaneous ; and therefore the plaec mea

and of the earth, if we conceive a motion Fn
equal and opposite n F to be impressed upon
the eye at F, and upon the particle of light,
then the eye will be at rest, and the particle
of light, by two motions FG and Fn, will
describe the diagonal F H, which is its relative

motion with respect to the eye itself. Hence
it follows, that the object appears in the di-

sured in the heavens will be different from the rection H F, and consequently that its appa-

7\
7

A

rent place differs from its true place by the

angle G F H = F S r.

But by trigonometry, sine FSt : sine FtS
;:Fr : FS:: the velocity of the earth : the

velocity of light, and therefore the sine of
, _ . _ vel. of earth .

aberration — sine r t S x — ;— .. ,. i : and
vcl. ot light

if these velocities be considered as constant,

the sine of aberration or the aberration itself,

which never exceeds 20", varies as the sine

F t S, and is therefore greatest when F f S is
a right angle. Let then s express the sine of

F f S, and we shall have radius (1) : t ;: 20" :

20 x * the aberration, and since FSt — 20",

when F t S = 90°, we shall have the velocity
of the earth : the velocity of light : : sine 20" :

1 :: 1 : 10314. It appears that the aberration

SV lies from the true plaec of a star, in a

true place. Thus if
S' be a fixed star,
V F the direction
of the earth's mo
tion, S' F the direc
tion of a particle of
light, entering the
axis a c of the tele
scope at a, and
moving through a I
while the
moves from e

and if the telescope
be kept parallel to
itself, the light will descend in the axis. For,
let the axisnm, Fit) continue parallel tone,
and if each motion be considered as uniform,

that of the spectator, occasioned by the earth's
rotation, being disregarded, because it is so direction parallel to that of the earth's motion,

small as to produce no sensible effect, the and towards the same part,

spaces described in the same time will pre- Maupertius, in his Elements of Geography,

serve the same proportion ; c F and a F being familiarly illustrates the aberration, by the oU-

described in the same time, and as we have rection in which n gnu must be pointed in

cF : oF :: en : ao, en and oo will be dc- order to shoot a bird in its flight. Instead of
scribed in the same time ; and therefore when pointing straight to the bird, the sportsman

the telescope is in the situation nm, the par- directs the gun a little before it in the path of
ticle of light will be at o in the telescope; its flight; and so much the more as the flight

and the case being the same at every instant of the bird is the more rapid with respect to

of its descent, the place measured by the tele- that of the shot.

scope at F is s'
,

and the angle S'l'V is the Clairaiit likewise, in the Memoir of the Aca-
aberration, or the difference between the true demy of Sciences for 1746, explains the aber-

placc of the star, and the place measured by ration, by supposing drops of rain to fall rapidly

the instrument. Hence it appears, that if we after each other from a cloud, under which

take S F : F f : : the velocity of light : the a person moves with a very narrow tube ; in
velocity of the earth, join S t and complete which case it is evident that the tube must

the parallelograms Ft S*, the aberration will have a ccrtaiu inclination, in order to admit

be equal to SFt, S will be the true place of a drop which enters at the top, to fall freely

the star, and s the place measured by the in- through the axis of tin; tube, without touching
strumcnt: and this latter is the same as tlx
apparent place of the object, as it would be

seen by the naked eye. In order to prove
this, let it be considered, that if a particle of
light fall upon the eye in motion, its relative
motion with regard to the eye will be the
same as if equal motions in the same direc
tion were impressed upon each at the moment
of contact ; for it is a well-known principle in
Mechanics, that equal motions, in the same
direction impressed upon two bodies, M ill not
affect their relative motions, and consequently
the effect of one upon the other will not be
altered. Let V F then be a tangent to the
earth's orbit at F, and represent the direction
of the earth's motion at F, and S' a star ; join
S'F and produce it to G, and take FG : Fn

the velocity of light : the velocity of the

the sides of it ; and this inclination must be
greater or less, according to the velocity of
the drops in respect to that of the tube. In
this case the angle made by the direction of
the tube, and that of the falling drops, is the
aberration, arising from the combination of
these two motions.
To find the Aberration o

f a Star in Latitude
and Longitude.

This problem has been investigated by Dr.
Bradley, and various other authors, the results
of which arc as Ibllow ; viz.

1
. The greatest aberration in latitude, is

equal to 20" multiplied by the sine of the
star's latitude.

2. The aba-ration in latitude for any time is
equal to 20" multiplied by the sine of the
star's latitude, and the sine of elongation

earth in its orbit; complete parallelogram found for the same time.
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Note. The aberration is subtractive before

Opposition, and additive after it.
3. The greatest aberration in longitude is

equal to 20" divided by the cosine of the star's
latitude; and the aberration for any time is
equal to the above quotient multiplied by the
cosine of the elongation of the star.

Note. This aberration is subtractive in the
first and last quadrants of the argument, or
of the difference between the longitudes of
the sun and stars, and additive in the second
and fourth quadrants.

EXAMPLES.
1. To find the greatest aberration of y Ursce

Minorit, whose latitude is 75" 13'.
Here the sine 75° 13' ~ "9069; consequently

20" x 9669 = 19.34", the greatest aberration
in latitude. Also cosine 75° 13' — -2561 ; and

20"
therefore s^gj = 78-4", the greatest aberra

tion in longitude.
2. To find the aberration of the same star

in latitude and longitude, when the earth is
30" from syzygics.

Here sine of 30° = '5; and therefore 19.34"
X 'b~ 9*67", the aberration in latitude. If
the earth be 30° beyond conjunction, or be
fore opposition, the latitude is diminished ;
but if it be 30° before conjunction, or after
opposition, the latitude is increased. Again,
cosine 30° = -866 ; consequently 78 4'' x -866
— 67'89", the aberration in longitude. If the
earth be 30° from conjunction, the longitude
is diminished ; but if it be 30° from opposition,
it is increased.

To find the Aberration of a Star in Declination
and Right Ascension.

Dr. Bradley has annexed to his Theory the
rules or formula; for this purpose ; and these
rules have been variously demonstrated, and
reduced to other practical forms, by M. Clai-
rant, in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sci
ences for 1737 ; by Simpson, in his Essays, in
1740; by Eulcr, in the Memoirs of Berlin,
torn. ii. p. 14, &,c. ; and by several other per
sons, the results of which are as follow :—

1. The greatest aberration in declination is
20", multiplied by the sine of the angle of
position A at the star, and divided by the sine
of B. the difference of longitude between the
sun and star, when the aberration in declina
tion is nothing.

2. The aberration in declination at any other
time, will be equal to the greatest aberration

multiplied by the sine of the difference, be
tween the sun's place at the given time, and
its place when the aberration is nothing.

3. The sine of the latitude of a star : ra-
<uns : : the tangent of A : the tangent of B.

4. The greatest aberration in right ascension

» equal to 20" multiplied by the cosine of A,
fa angle of position, and divided by the sine

<tC, the difference in longitude between the

m and star, when the aberrauon in right

TrTiiSV* right tension at anyI The
«t*-rraf °''to the greatest aberration

<% tunc, i* eqaai

multiplied by the sine of the difference be
tween the sun's place at the given time, and
his place when the aberration is nothing. Also
the sine of the latitude of the star : the radius
: : the co-tangent of A : the tangent of C.

Aberration of the' Planets is their geo
centric motion, or the space through which
they appear to move, as seen from the earth,
during the time of light's passing from the pla
net to the earth. —
Let S be the sun, T
the earth, P the cor
responding place of
the planet ; and let
the earth be sup
posed to move in
the direction Tt, pa
rallel to which draw
P Q, and let it be
equal to the space
through which the
earth has moved,
whilst the light
passes from P to T,
and Q will be the apparent place of the planet.
If Pp represent the motion of the planet in
the same time, Q being the apparent, and p
the corresponding true place, the angle Q Tp
will be the aberration arising from the pro
gressive motion of light and the motion of the
planet Since P Q and Pp represent the mo
tions of the earth and planet, Q p will repre
sent their relative motions; and hence the
motion of the planet about the earth in the
time which the light takes to pass from the
planet to the earth is the aberration. With
respect to the sun, the aberration in longitude
is constantly 20", that being the space moved
through by the sun, or by the earth, in 8' 7" \,
which is the time in which light passes from
the sun to the earth. In like manner, if we
know the distance of any other planet from
the earth, we shall obtain its aberration ; for
let ST = 1, PT = d, m = the angle described
by the planet about tlie earth, or its geocentric
motion, in latitude, longitude, right ascension
or declination, in 24 hours ; then 1 : d : : 8'7"t
: 8' T \ d, the time in which light moves from
P to T ; consequently 24 h. : 8' 7"\ d : : m : the

aberration =
8 = '00564 dm. Thcrc-

24 h.
fore, taking the geocentric motion from the
Nautical Almanac, and estimating the dis
tance (in doing which no great accuracy is
required), we shall find the aberration of a
planet in latitude, longitude, right ascension,
or declination. When m ~ o, or when the pla
net is stationary, the aberration is evidently
equal to nothing.

It is evident that the aberration will be
greatest in the longitude, and very small in
latitude, because the planets deviate very littla
from the plane of the ecliptic, so that this aber
ration is almost insensible and disregarded ;

the greatest in Mercury being only about 4" },

and much less in the other planets. As to

the aberration in right ascension and declina

tion, they must depend upon the place of the

B2
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planet in the zodiac. The aberration in longi

tude being equal to the geocentric motion,

will be greater or less according to this mo

tion : it will be greatest in the superior pla

nets. Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus, when

they are in opposition to the sun; but in the

interior planets, Mercury and Venus, the aber

ration is greatest at the time of their superior
conjunction. These maxima of aberration for

the several planets, when their distance from

the sun is the least, are as follow ; viz.
v Georgian or Uranus 25" 0

Saturn 27"0
Jupiter..'. 29"}
Mars 37"|
Venus 43" i
Mercury 59" 0

Moon 0"|
And between these numbers and nothing the

aberration of the planets, in longitude, varies

according to their situation. That of the sun,
however, is invariable, being constantly 20" ;

and this may alter his declination, by a quan
tity which varies from 0 to 8", being the

greatest or 8" at the equinoxes, and vanishing
in the solstices.

For the methods of computing these, see a

paper by Clairaut in the Memoirs of the Aca
demy of Sciences for 1746, and another by
Euler in the Memoirs of Berlin, vol. ii. 1746.

See also Viucc's Astronomy, vol. i. p
. 332.

338 ; and a paper by Dr. Price in the Philoso

phical Transactions, vol. Ix. art. 47.

Aberration, in Optics ; that error, or de

viation of the rays of light when inflected by

a lens or speculum, whereby they are pre
vented from meeting or uniting in the same

point, called the geometrical focus ; it is either
lateral or longitudinal. The lateral aberration

is measured by a perpendicular to the axis of
the speculum, produced from the focus, to
meet the refracted ray. The longitudinal
aberration is the distance of the focus from
the point in which the same ray intersects the
axis. If the focal distance of any lenses be
given, their aperture be small, and the inci
dent ray homogeneous and parallel, the longi
tudinal aberrations will be as the squares, and
the lateral aberrations as the cubes, of the
linear apertures.

There are two species of aberration, distin
guished according to their different causes ;

the one arises from the figures of the speculum,
or lens, producing a geometrical dispersion of
the rays, when these are perfectly equal in all
respects: the other arising from the unequal
refrangibility of the rays of light themselves ;

a discovery that w as made by Sir I. New ton,
for which reason it is frequently called the
Neittonian aberration. As to the former spe
cies of aberration, or that arising from the
figure of the lens, it is well known that if rays
issue from a point at a given distance, they
must be reflected into the focus of an ellipse,
having the given luminous point for the other
focus, or directly from the focus of an hyper
bole ; and will be variously dispersed by all
other figures. :But if the luminous point be

indefinitely distant, or. wtach is the same, if

the incident rays be parallel, then they will
be reflected by a parabola into its focus, and

variously dispersed by all other figures. Those

figures are, however, very difficult to make,

and therefore curved sppcula are generally

made spherical, the lignrc of which is gene

rated by the rotation of a circular arc, which

produces an aberration of all the rays, w hether

they are parallel or not, and therefore it has

no accurate geometrical focus which is com

mon to all the rays. Let B V represent a

concave spherical spe

culum, whose centre is

C; and let A B, EFbc
incident rays parallel
to the axis CV. Be
cause the angle of in
cidence is equal to the
angle of reflection in jp

^

all cases ; therefore if

the radii C B, B F be
drawn to the points of
incidence, and thence BD making the angle
CBD equal to the angle CBA; and FG
making the angle C F G equal to the angle
CPE; then B D, P G will be the reflected
rays, and D, G, the points in which they meet
the axis. Hence it appears that the point of
coincidence with the axis, is equally distant
from the point of incidence and the centre ;

for because the angle C B D is equal to the
angle CB A, which is equal to the alternate
angle BCD, therefore their opposite sides

C D and D B arc equal ; and in like manner,
in any other, G P is equal to G C. And hence

it is evident, that when B is indefinitely near
the vertex V, then D is the middle of the
radius C V ; and the nearer the incident ray

is to the vertex C V, the nearer will the re
flected ray come to the middle point D ; and
the contrary. So that the aberration DG of
any ray EFG, is always more and more, as
the incident ray is further from the axis, or
the incident point P from the vertex V ; till
when the distance V D is 60°, then the re
flected ray falls in the vertex V, making the
aberration equal to the whole length D V.
And this shows the reason why specula are
made of a very small segment of a sphere,
namely, that all their reflected rays may arrive
very near-tho middle point or focus D, in order
to produce an image the most distinct, by the
least aberration of the rays. And in like mari
ner for rays refracted through lenses. Huy-
gens has demonstrated, that Hie aberration
from the figure in different spherical lenses is
as follows:

1
. In all plauo convex lenses, having their

plane surfaces exposed to parallel rays, the
longitudinal aberration of the extreme ray, or
that most remote from the axis, is equal to
4f times the thickness of the lens.

2. In all piano convex lenses, having their
convex surfaces exposed to the parallel ray s,
the longitudinal aberration of the extreme ray

is equal to 1
J of the thickness of the lens.

3. In all double convex lenses of equul
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spheres, the aberration of the extreme ray is
equal lo \\ of the ftickness of (lie lens.

4. In a double convex lens, the radius of
whose spheres are as 6 to 1, if the more con
vex surface be exposed to the parallel rajs,
the aberration from the figure is less thiui that
of any other spherical lens, being no more
than ji of its thickness.

Huygcus has also shown, that the same
aberration is produced by concave lenses as
by similar convex ones. It has been asserted,
principally on the authority of Sir I. Newton,
that this aberration, arising from the figure of
tilt glass, is very inconsiderable when com
pared with that arising from the unequal re-
frangibility of the rays of light; and Smith, in
his Optics, book ii. chap. 6, makes the latter
to the former as 5449 to 1. Admitting the
truth of this, it was thought strange that ob
jects should appear through refracting tele

scopes so distinctly as they are found to do ;
and indeed many persons despaired of success
in the use and construction of lenses. But a
little attentive consideration of the subject
will probably convince us, that the above pro
portion is over-rated. In consequence of the
aberration, a geometrical point after refraction
is not represented by another geometrical
point, but by a very small circle, which is
sometimes called the circle of diffusion. And
as in the performance of optical instruments,
it is necessary that this extended representa
tion of any point P be so small that it may
not sensibly interfere with the representation
of the points adjacent to P, and thus cause
indistinct vision, a limit is set to the extent
of the refracting surface (that is, to the aper
ture) which must be employed to produce the
representation. But this evidently diminishes
the quantity of light, and renders the vision
less vivid, though distinct. -The nature of
these aberrations may be finely illustrated, by
receiving on a piece of white paper the light
of the sun refracted through a globe or cylin
der of glass filled with water. If the paper
be held parallel to the axis of the cylinder,
and close to it, the illuminated part will be
bounded by two very bright parallel lines,
where it is cut by a diacaustic curve ; and
these lines will gradually approach each other,
as the paper is withdrawn from the vessel, till
they coalesce into one very bright line. If
the paper be held with its end touching the
vessel, and its plane nearly perpendicular to

the axis, the whole progress at the curve will
be distinctly seen. We know that the doc
trine of aberrations has been considered in a

manner independent of caustic curve*. But
whoever considers the progress of rays in the

eve-piece of optical instruments, will see that

the knowledge of diacaustic curves determines

directly, and almost accurately, the foci and
images that are formed there. It is of great

importance to attend to the manner in w hich

the tisht is distributed over the surface of the

tittle of smallest diffusion; for this is the

representation of one point of the infinitely

Jiitut radiant object. Each point oi a plane.

for instance, is represented by this little cir
cle ; and as the circles representing the dif
ferent adjacent points must thus interfere
with each other, an indistinctness must arise
similar to what is observed when we view an
object through a pair of spectacles, which do
not suit the eye; and this indistinctness must
be in proportion to the number of points whose
circles of diffusion interfere ; that is

j

to the
area of those .circles, provided that the light

is uniformly diffused over them : but if it be

v cry rare at the circumference, the impressions
made by the circles belonging to the adjacent
points must be less sensible. Accordingly Sir

I. Newton, supposing it incomparably rarer
at the circumference than towards the centre,
affirms, that the indistinctness of telescopes
arising from the spherical figure of the object-
glass was incomparably less than that arising
from the unequal refrangibility of light as be

fore stated. It is much to be regretfed that
this truly eminent philosopher should have
committed such an oversight, as the authority
of his name prevented others from examining
the matter, trusting to his assertion, that the
light was so rare at the borders of this circle,
contrary to the very nature of a caustic, in
which the light is infinitely dense at these
borders. The first who discovered this error
was the celebrated Abbe Boscovich, who, in

a dissertation, published at Vienna in 1767,
showed, b

y a very beautiful analysis, that the
distribution was very different from what
Newton had supposed, and that the superior
indistinctness, arising from unequal refrangi
bility, was considerably less than had been
stated.

Many ingenious philosophers, in different
parts of Europe, hav e paid great attention to

the subject of optical aberration, particularly
with a view of improving the construction of
refracting telescopes, and among those no one
has more distinguished himself than Mr. Dol-
land, who, in 1758, made a considerable im
provement in this instrument, by introducing
two object-glasses of crown glass, and one of
flint. — For various papers on this subject, see

Phil. Trans, vols. xxxv. xlviii. 1
. Ii. lii. (v. Ivi.

Hist. Ac. Par. for 1737, 46, 52, 55, 5C, 57, 02,

64, 65, 67, 70. Swed. Mem. vol. xvi. Ac.
Berlin, 1746, 62, 66. Com. Nov. Petrop. 1762.

Euler's Dioptrics, and M. d'Alembert's Opus.
Mathem. Sec also the articles Aberration, ike.

Rees's Cyclopedia ; to which latter work wo
have been much indebted for many of our

preceding remarks.
ABRACHALEUS, a name sometimes

given to the star Pollus.
ABRIDGING, in Algebra, is the reduction

of a compound quantity, or equation, to a

more simple expression : thus to abridge the

equation,
a \ ab \

x1 — b^x'+ ac>x — abc — 0.

e ) 0c}
Instead of the known compound co-efficient

(a 4- 6 4
. c), some single letter, as p, is sub

stituted; and instead of ab +«c + be. another
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single letter, as q ; and for — abc, is written
another, as r ; whereby the original equation
is expressed more simply, as follows :

x' — px2 + qr — r~0.
This abridging; of an algebraic cqualion, or

expression, is done principally to save room,
or the trouble of writing a number of symbols,
or to simplify the expression for relieving the
attention and memory, or in order to render
the formula more easy and general.

ABSCISS, Abscis.b, Abscissa, (from Ab-
scindere, to cut off) is any part of the diameter
or axis of a curve, comprised between any
fixed point, where all the abscisses begin,
and another line called the ordinate, which is
terminated in the curve. Commonly the ab

scisses are considered as commencing at the
vertex of the curve ; but this is not necessary,
as they may have their origin in any other
point; but generally, when no condition is

specified, they arc understood as commencing
at the vertex. Thus if AQ be any curve,
and A, or A', or
A", certain fixed
points, of which,
in the annexed
figures A and A',
are at thevertices,
but A' any point
whatever in the
axis; also PQ any
line perpendicu
lar, or otherw ise,
to the axis A, A',
and terminating
in the curve; then
is P Q an ordi- A
nate, "and A P, A' P, A" P, abscisses. The
absciss and corresponding ordinate, consi
dered together, arc called co-ordinates, and
by means of these the equation of the curve
is defined. See Curve.

ABSIDES. See Apsides.
ABSOLUTE Equation, in Astronomy, is the

sum of the optic and eccentric equations.
The apparent inequality of a planet's mo

tion, arising from its not being equally distant
from the earth at all times, is called its optic
equation ; and this would subsist if the pla
net's real motion were uniform. The eccen
tric inequality is caused by the planet's motion
not being uniform. For the illustration of this,
conceive the sun to move, or appear to move,
in the circumference of a circle, in the centre
of which the earth is placed. Then it is ma
nifest, that if the sun move uniformly in this
circle, he must appear to move uniformly to

a spectator on the earth; and in this case,
there would be no optic or eccentric equation.
But suppose the earth to be placed out of the
centre of the circle; and then, though the
sun's motion should be really uniform, it would
not appear to be so when seen from the earth ;
and in this case there would be an optic equa
tion, but not an eccentric one. Again, let us
imagine the sun's orbit not to be circular, but
elliptical, and the earth to be in its focus,
then it is evident th at the sun cannot appear

to hare a uniform motien in such ellipse,
and therefore his motion will be subject to
two equations, viz. the Optic and Eccentric
Equations, the sum of which is the Absolute
Equation.

Absolute Term or Number, in Algebra, is
that which is completely known, and to which
all the other part of the equation is made
equal; thus in the equation x' + ax — b, the
latter quantity b, is called the absolute term,
which in every equation is equal to the con
tinued product of all its roots. This term
Vieta calls the homogeneum comparationis ; but
modern algebraists class it with the co-effici
ents, considering it as the co-efficient of x°.

Absolute Gravity, Motion, Space, Time, &.C.

sec the respective substantives.
ABSTRACT Mathematics, or Pure Mathe

matics, is that which treats of the properties of
magnitude, figure, or quantity, absolutely and
generally considered, withou t restriction to any
species in particular, such as Arithmetic and
Geometry. It is thus distinguished from Mixed
Mathematics, in which simple and abstract

quantities, primitively considered in Pure Ma
thematics, arc applied to sensible objects, as
in Astronomy, Mechanics, Optics, &c.

Abstract Numbers, are assemblages of
units, considered independently of any thing
or things, that they might otherwise be sup
posed to represent. For example, 5 is an ab
stract number, while it remains independent ;
but if we say 5 feet, or 5 miles, it is no longer
an abstract, but a concrete number.

ABSUKD.or Absurdum, a term commonly
employed in demonstrating converse proposi
tions, in which the proposition is not proved
in a direct manner, by principles before laid
down ; but it proves that the contrary is ab
surd, or impossible; and thus indirectly de
monstrates the truth of the proposition itself.
The 4th prop, of the 1st book of Euclid is
demonstrated by this method, by showing,
that if the extremities of two right lines coin
cide, the lines themselves will coincide in all
their parts, otherwise they would enclose a
space, which is absurd, being contrary to the
10th axiom. Converse propositions are com
monly proved in this way, which mode of de
monstration is called reductio ad absurdum ;
but it is objected to by some mathematicians,
as inconclusive and unsatisfactory : it would,
however, be very difficult, perhaps impossible,
to devise any system of geometry in which
such a method should be entirely excluded.

ABUNDANT Number, hi Arithmetic, is a
number the sum of whose aliquot parts is
greater than the number itself : thus 12 is an
abundant number ; for the sum of its aliquot
parts 1+2+3 + 4 + 6 = 16, which is greater
than 12. It is thus distinguished from a per
fect number, which is equal to the sum of all
its aliquot parts, and from a deficient number,
which is less than the sum of all its aliquot
parts.

ACADEMY, Academia in Antiqnity, a fine
villa or pleasure-house in ono of the suburbs

of Athens, about a mile from the city, where
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Plato and his followers held assemblies, for
disputes and philosophical discussions. The
house took its name from its original pro
prietor Academus, or Ecadeinus, who lived
there in the time of Theseus.

Amongst the moderns this term is applied
to a society of learned men, instituted under
the protection of some prince or other public
authority, for the cultivation and improvement
of the arts and sciences. —The reader will
find an interesting history of the several Eu
ropean institutions of this kind, under the
article Academy, in Dr. Hutton's Math, and
Phil. Diet.

Academy is also used amongst us for a
kind of collegiate school or seminary, where
youth are instructed in the liberal arts and
sciences in a private manner.

ACAMPTE, a word used by Leibnitz to
denote a figure, which being opaque and po
lished, and consequently possessing properties
necessary for reflecting light, yet does not re
flect it. Sec Op. Lcib. tome iii. p. 203.

ACCELERATED Motion (from accelero,
to make quick,) is that which continually re
ceives fresh accessions of velocity, and is
cither equably or unequably accelerated. If
the accessions of velocity be always equal in
equal times, the motion is said to be equably
or uniformly accelerated ; but if the accessions
in equal times either increase or decrease, the
motion is unequably or variably accelerated.
Acceleration stands directly opposite to Re
tardation, which denotes a diminution of ve
locity.

Accelerated Motion, of Pendulums, of Pro
jection, of Compressed Bodies. See Pendulum,
Projectiles, Dilation,Compression, Elas
ticity, &c.

ACCELERATING Force, in Mechanics.
See Force.

ACCELERATION is principally used in
Physics, in respect of falling bodies, viz. of
heavy bodies falling, or tending towards the
centre of the earth, by the force of Gravity.

That natural bodies are accelerated in their
descent, is evident from various considera
tions, both a priori and posteriori. Thus we
actually find, that the greater height a body
descends from, the greater impression it
makes, and the more intense will be the blow
with which it strikes the plane or other ob
stacle on which it impinges.

Various have been the systems and opinions
which philosophers have produced to account
for this acceleration. Some have attributed
it to the pressure of the air ; others to an in
herent principle in matter, by which all bodies

tend to the centre of the earth as their proper
seat or element, where they would be at rest ;

and hence, say they, the nearer bodies ap

proach to it, the more is their motion acce

lerated. Another class held, that the earth

emitted a sort of attractive effluvia, innumer

able thread* of which continually ascend and

Aeiccnd proceeding, like radii, from a com-

Zcentre, diverging the more the fur-

thcr they go ; so that the nearer a heavy body
is to the centre, the more of these magnetic
threads it receives ; and hence the more iU
motion is accelerated.

The Cartesians accounted for acceleration,
from the repeated pulses of a subtile ethereal
mutter, which they supposed to be continually
acting on the falling body, and impelling it
downwards.

Rut leaving aH such visionary theories, and

only admitting the existence of such a force
as gravity, so evidently inherent in all bodies,
without regard to what may be the cause of
it, the whole mystery of acceleration will be
cleared up, and the theory of it established
on the most obvious principles.

Suppose a body let fall from any height, the
primary cause of its beginning to descend it
doubtless the power ofgravity ; but when once
the descent is commenced, that state becomes
in some measure natural to the body; so that
if left to itself, it would persevere in it for
ever, even though the action of the first cause
should cease ; as we see in a stone cast from
the hand, which continues to move after it is
left by the cause that first gave it motion;
and which motion would continue for ever,
was it not destroyed by resistance and gra
vity, which cause it to fall to the earth. But
besides this tendency to descend, impressed
by the first cause, and which of itself is suffi
cient to continue the same degree of motion
once begun, in finitnm, there is a constant
accession of subsequent e (Torts of the same
principle, gravity, which continues to act on
the body already in motion, in the same man
ner as if it were at rost. Here, then, being
two causes of motion, and both acting in the
same direction, the motion they jointly pro
duce must necessarily be greater than that of
one of them ; and the same cause of increase
acting still on the body, the descent of it
must of course be continually accclorated.

For supposing gravity, whatever it be, to
act uniformly on all bodies, at equal distances
from the earth's centre ; and that the time in
which a heavy body falls to the earth be di
vided into equal parts, indefinitely small : let
this gravity incline the body towards the
earth's centre, while it moves in the first in
definitely small space of time of its descent ;
if after this the action of gravity be supposed
to cease, the body would proceed uniformly
towards the centre of the earth, with a velo
city equal to that whicli results from the force
of the first impression.

But now, since the action of gravity is here
supposed still to continue, in the second mo
ment of time the body will receive a new im
pulse downwards, equal to what it received
at first ; and thus its velocity will he double
of what it was in the first moment: in the-

third moment, it will be treble; in the fourth,

quadruple ; and so on continually : for the im

pression made in one moment, is not at all
altered by what is made in another ; but they
arc, as it were, united into one sum.
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Hence, since the portions of time aru sup

posed indefinitely small, and all equal to one
another, the velocity acquired l>y the falling
body will be every w here proportional to the
times from the beginning of the descent ; that
is, the velocity will be proportional to the time
in which it is acquired.

Thus if a body, by means of this constant
force, acquire a velocity v, in one second of
time, it will in two seconds acquire a velocity
2»; in three seconds, it will acquire a 3v;
and so on : and all bodies, whatever be their

quantity of matter, will acquire, by the force
of gravity, the same velocity in the same
time; that is, supposing no resistance from
the atmosphere, or that the bodies are falling
in a perfect vacuum. For every particle of
matter heing endued with an equal impelling
force, viz. its gravity or weight, the sum of
all the forces in any compound mass of mat'
tor, will be proportional to the sum of all the
weights or quantities of matter to be moved ;

and consequently, the forces and masses
moved, being thus constantly increased in the
same proportion, the velocities generated will
be the same in all bodies, great or small ; i. e.

a double force will move a double mass of
matter, with' the same velocity as the single
force moves the single mass, Set. as the whole
compound mass falls together with the same
velocity, and in the same time, as if its par
ticles were not united.

Hence, if r be made to represent the time
a body has been falling, and » the velocity
generated in one second, then will / » repre
sent the velocity at the end of t seconds.

And if now we represent by <pthe velocity
of a body when it first begins to fall, or its
velocity acquired in an indefinitely small
space of time, or first instant of its descent,
then will the terms of the series

(f
>

,

2 3 <
p
,

4 If
,

&c. t p
,

represent the successive velocities at each
successive instant ; and since the velocity v

into the time in uniform motions is equal to
the space, and since we may consider the
motions as uniform during any indefinite small
instant of time, therefore the above may also
be taken to represent the spaces described at
each successive instant, and hence the sum
of them will be the whole space described
in the time (. Now the number of terms in
this series being t, and t $ being the final ve
locity, it may be represented by v, and thus
the sum of the series will be "expressed by

J / (<
p

+ v). But since <
p

represents the first
velocity of the descending body, this is inde
finitely small, and may be considered as no
thing with regard to t>, and may therefore be
cancelled out of the expression, and conse
quently the whole space will be represented
by \tv, or taking t to represent the space,
we shall have $ = { t v, that is, the space de
scribed by a body uniformly accelerated in
any time, is equal to half the space that would
be described by the same body with a uniform
velocity equal to that last acquired.

And since it has been (bund by experiment
that a body tailing freely by the force of gra
vity, in the latitude of London, passes through

a space equal to 16','5 feet in the first second
of time, we have, by representing this space
by g, g — | 1 1>, or g — \ v ; because 1:1,
whence v — kig, is the velocity acquired at the
end of the first second of time, and therefore,

from what has been above demonstrated.
v—'2g t, will represent the acquired velocity
at the end of any time t.

Also we have seen, that s~\lr; substi

tuting therefore for e, as above, we have s~

\ t (tig /), or I —t2 g; and since g is constant,

it follows that the spaces described by falling
bodies are to each other as the squares of the

time of descent, the spaces themselves being

accurately expressed by the formula s r* r,
where g represents feet, the space a body
falls through in the first second of time.

Hence then, from the preceding principles
and reasoning, w cdeducc the following general
laws of uniformly accelerated motions ; viz.

1
. The velocities accquired are constantly

proportional to the times.
2. That the spaces are proportional to the

squares of the time ; so that if a body describe

any given space in a given time, it will de

scribe four times that space in a double time,

nine times that space in a treble time, and

so on. And universally, if the times be in
arithmetical proportion, as 1

,

2
, 3
,

4
, &c. /,

the spaces described will be as 1,4, 9
,

16, Sect*.
Thus a body,' which falls by gravity through
16ifeet in the first second, will fall through

64$ feet in two seconds, and so on. And-
since the velocities acquired in falling are as

the times, the spaces will be as the square of
the velocities ; and both the times and veloci

ties will be as the square roots of the spaces.

3. The spaces described by a falling body

in a series of equal moments, or intervals of
time, will be as the odd numbers 1
, 3
,

5
,

7,
9, \c. which are the differences of the squares
or whole spaces; that is, a body which falls
through 16,'7 feet in the first second, will fall
through 3 x 10^j in the second, 5 x 16^ in
tlic third, and so on.

These properties may be otherwise repre

sented, thus:— Let S
, V be put for the space

and velocity of a falling body in any time T ;

and »
,

t>, the same for the timet; then w*
shall have

S : s : : T» : t"

S : s : : V : ra

V : v : : v/S : •/*
T : t : : */S : ✓*

S : s : . TV : tv

T : t : : V

S s

T : t : : Sr : Xs
V

When the accelerating forces arc different,
but constant, the spaces will be as the pro
ducts of the forces into the square of the
times ; and the times will be as the square
roots of the spaces directly, and of the forces
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inversely. For when the force is given or
constant, the velocity (V) is as the time (T);
and when the forces are different, but con
stant, aud the time is given, the velocity (v)will be as the force (F> But when neither
the force nor the- time is given, the velocity
(») will be as the -product of the force into
the time that is as (F x T).

Hence, V: »::FxT:/x<
conseq. F x 'I" :/xf::VxT:»x<::«:i
therefore, TJ : t'::

-j.-.j.
or,... T:

*::v/f:v/)
From the properties above demonstrated,

we obtain the following practical theorems :
Let g- denote the space passed over in the first
xecond of time, by a body urged by any uni
form force, denoted by 1 ; and let t denote the
lime or number of seconds in which the body
passes over any other space s, and »>the velo
city acquired at the end of that time : then
we shall have r — 2gt, and s — gt'; and from
these two equations wc obtain the following
general formula; :

1 t—— — — — /~~
2tf

~
gv ~S

g
2- v-2gt = 2v'g, = j-
3 ' = *' =

5F
= ¥

s v _ v2g~ ? —
2? ~4s

Let us now illustrate these formula: by a
few examples.

Exam. I. How far will a body fall in 10",
in the latitude of London ; and what will be
its last velocity .'

Here g = 16^, and t — 10 ; therefore * —gf= 16j!j x 100 = 1608$ feet, the space required.
Also", r = 2gt : — 2 x 16TV x 10 = 321 }, feet

the last acquired velocity.
Exam. 2. How long w ill a body be in fall

ing through a space of 1608 feet ?

Here t = 1608, and t - \/ 'z = \/ 16' s

~
10 seconds nearly.
Exam. 3. How far must a body fall to ac

quire a velocity of 321 feet per second.'

Here r =321, and * = 2H1 = 10 se-
conas nearly.

The same law ofacceleration obtains equally
m the descents of bodies down inclined planes,
except that the force of gravity will in that ease
vary as the sines of the angles of inclination
of the planes, that is, the force down the in-
dined plane, is to the whole force of gravity,
as the sine of the ajigle of inclination of the
plane, to radius. If, therefore, the angle of
inclination of the plane be a, the force down
lie plane will be sin. a xg; and by using
tbsinifead of g, the anove formula; will be
•pfr applicable to the descents of heavy
Miei down inclined planes. See Inclined
htm.
lie theory that

w as lirst .discovered by Galileo, and many ingenious contrivances which he made use ofin order to deduce this law from experiments,
may be seen in his work, entitled Dialoghidrlle Scienze nuove, &c. printed lirst at Ley (Tonin 1637. "

Ofvariably accelerated motion. I laving aboveillustrated the laws of accelerated motion,
when the accelerating forces.arc constant, and
deduced the formula: for expressing them inlinale determinate quantities, we shall now.subjoin those that belong to the cases of
variably accelerated motions.

Here the formula: will be fluxianary ex
pressions, the fluents of which, adapted to particular cases, will give the relation of time,
space, velocity, &c. Let t denote the time ofmotion; v the velocity generated by any force ;
s the space passed over; and 'Zg the variable
force at any part of the motion, or the velocitythat the force would generate in one secondof time, if it should continue invariably likethe force of gravity during that one second,and the value of this velocity, 2g, will be in
proportion to 32£ feet, as that variable force isto the force of gravity. Then, because theforce may be supposed constant during the
indefinitely small space of time /, and spacesand velocities in uniform motions being proportional to the times, we shall have thesetwo fundamental proportions, vis.

v : i :: 1 sr or « = i i>
2g : i :: l":t or i—2gi

Whence are deduced the follow ing formula',in which the value of each quantity is expressed in terms of the rest :

1

2

3.

'"
r 2g

■_,, . 2s-.;-... v= 2gt=^-

■■■*g= $ =v4-

have been investigating,

These formulae, like those in the precedingpart of this article, are equally applicable tothe destruction of motion and velocity, bymeans of retarding forces, as to the generationof them by means of accelerating forces.The motion of a body ascending, or impelled upwards, is diminished or retarded fromthe same principle of gravity acting in a con
trary direction, in the same manner its a falling body is accelerated. See Retardation,A body, thus projected upwards, rises till ithas lost all its motion ; which it does in thesame time that a falling body would have acquired a velocity equal to that with which the
body was thrown up. Hence the same bodyprojected up, will rise to the same height,from which, if it fell, it would have acquiredthe velocity with which it was projected upwards. And hence the heights to which bodies, thrown up with different velocities, as
cend, are to each other as the square of those
velocities.

Acceleration, in Mechanics, the increase
of velocity in a moving body.
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Acceleration-, in Astronomy, is a term

applied to the fixed stars. Thus, the diur
nal acceleration is the time by which the
stars, in one diurnal revolution, anticipate the
mean diurnal revolution of the sun, which is
3' 55^," of mean time, or nearly 3' 56"; viz. a
star rises or sets, or passes the meridian, 3' 66"
sooner each day. This apparent acceleration
of the stars is owing to the real retardation
of the sun, which depends upon his apparent
motion towards the east, which is at the rate
of about 60* 84" of a degree every day. In
consequence of this the star which passed the
meridian at the same moment with the sun
yesterday, is about 59* 84" beyond the meri
dian to the west, when the sun arrives at it ;
and this distance will require about 3' 56" of
time for the sun to pass over,- and therefore
the star will anticipate the motion of the sun
at this rate every day.

Acceleration of a Planet. A planet is
said to be accelerated in its motion, when its
real diurnal motion exceeds its mean diurnal
motion. And on the other hand, the planet
is said to be retarded in its motion, when the
mean exceeds the real diurnal motion. This
inequality arises from the change in the dis
tance of the planet from the sun, which is
continually varying; the planet moving alw ays
quicker in its orbit when nearest the sun, and
slower when furthest oif.

Acceleration of the Moon, is a term
used to express the increase of the moon's
mean motion from the sun, compared with
the diurnal motion of the earth, by which it
appears that, from a certain cause, it is now a
little quicker than it was formerly. Dr. Hal-
Icy was led to the discovery, or suspicion of
this acceleration, by comparing the ancient
eclipses observed at Babjlon, &c. and those
observed by Albategnius in the ninth cen
tury, with some of his own thne (Phil. Trans.
No. 218). He was not able to ascertain the
quantity of this acceleration, because the lon
gitudes of Bagdat, Alexandria, and Aleppo,
where the observations were made, had not
then been accurately determined. But since
his time, the longitude of Alexandria has been
ascertained by Chazcller; and Babylon, ac
cording to Ptolemy's account, lies SO' east
from Alexandria. From which data Mr. Dun-
thorn (Phil. Tras. No. 492. abs. vol. x. p. 84.)
compared several ancient anil modern eclipses
with the calculations of them by his own
tables, and thus verified Dr. Hal ley's opinion;
for he found that the same tables represent
the moon's place in the ancient eclipses behind
her true place, and before it in latter eclipses;
and hence, justly inferred that her motion in
ancient times was slower, but in latter times
quicker than the tables give it ; and therefore
that it must have been accelerated. But he did
not content himself with barely ascertaining
the fact. He proceeded to determine the quan
tity of the acceleration; and by means of the
most ancient eclipses, of which any authentic
record remains, observed in Babylon 721 years
before Christ, he concluded that the observed

beginning of this eclipse was not above an
hour and three quarters before the beginning
by the tables ; and therefore the moon's true
place could precede her place by computa
tion but a little more than 50* of a degree at
that time. Admitting the acceleration to be
uniform, and the aggregate of it as the square
of the time, it will be at the rate of about
10" in 100 years : Lalandc makes it 9".886.
In Mayer's Tables it is 9", beginning from
1700.

La Place (Mem. de l'Acad. Boy. des Science
for 1786) has shown this acceleration of tho
moon's motion to arise from the action of the
snn upon the moon, combined with the varia
tion of the eccentricity of the earth's orbit. By
the present diminution of the eccentricity, the
moon's mean motion is accelerated ; but w hen
the eccentricity is arrived at the minimum, the
acceleration will cease; after this the eccen
tricity will increase, and the moon's mean
motion will be retarded.

M. de Lambrc found, by comparing modern
observations at about the distance of a cen
tury, that the secular mean motion of the
moon, in the last tables of Mayer, was too
great by 26"; and that the place of the moon,
calculated by these tables, ought to be correct
ed by the quantity— 25" (n + 2"), 136a' + 0",
04398 n', n being the number of centuries from.
1700. Vincc's Astron, vol. i. p. 206.

ACCIDENS. Per aecidens is frequently
used by philosophers to denote what does not
follow from the nature of a thing, but from
some accidental quality of it ; in which sense
it stands opposed to perse, which denotes the
nature and essence of a thing.

ACCIDENTAL Colours, so called by Buf-
fon, are those which depends upon the ail'cc-
tion of the eyes, in contradistinction to such
as belong to light itself. The impressions
made upon the eye by looking steadfastly on
objects of a particular colour arc various,
according to the single colour, or assemblage
of colours, in the object; and they continue
for some time after the eye is withdrawn, and -

give a false colouring toother objects that are
viewed during their continuance. See several
ingenious papers on this subject in the Aea.
Par. 1743 and 1765; Nov. Com. Pctrop. voLx.;
see also Priestley's History, &c. of Discove
ries relating to Vision, Bee. p. 631.

ACCIDENTAL Point, in Perspective, is a point
in the horizontal line, in which a right line
drawn from the eye, parallel to another right
line, intersect the picture or perspective plane.
This is also the accidental point of all other
lines parallel to the original line, since the
same line drawn from the eye is parallel to,

them all ; and the representations of all these;

parallels, w hen produced, concur in the acci
dental point. See Perspective.

ACCLIVITY, the slope or steepness of a
line or plane inclined to the horizon, taken
upwards, in contradistinction to declivity,
which is taken downwards. So the ascent of
a hill is an acclivity, and tkc descent of the
same a deditity.
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ACCOUNT, or Accompt, in Arithmetic,

fa. a calculation or computation.
Account, in Chronology, is nearly synony

mous with style ; thus, we say the old or new
style, or old or new account.

ACHERNES, or Acharnes, in Astronomy,
a star of the first magnitude, in the southern
extremity of the constellation Eridanus ;
marked a by Bayer.

ACHILLES, in Pliilosophy, a name that
the schools gave to the principal argument,
alleged by each sect of philosophers in behalf
of their system. In this sense, we say this is
his Achilles; that is Ids master-proof, alluding
to the strength and importance of Achilles
amongst the Greeks. Zeno's argument against
motion is particularly termed Achilles. That
philosopher made a comparison between the
swiftness of Achilles and the slowness of a
tortoise; maintaining that if the tortoise were
one mile before Achilles, and his motion 100
times swifter than that of the tortoise, yet he
would never overtake it ; and thence he con
cluded that there was no such thing as motion.
But this it is evident was only a mere sophism ;
and is easily solved by expressing the whole
relative distance run by the tortoise before
Achilles overtook him, by the following series :

u^+,Toooo + io6^ow+,&c-; *■* 8um of

which is equal to ^ of a mile ; and the dis
tance run by Achilles is just one mile more ;
so that when the latter had run l^L miles, he
would have overtaken the tortoise.

ACHLUSCHEMALI, an Arabian term for
the constellation Corona Sorealis.

ACHROMATIC, (from « privative and

X^vua colour, without colour) in Optics, a tenn
first used by Lalandc, in his astronomy, to de
note telescopes of a new invention; contrived
to remedy aberrations and colours. SeeABER-
•ation and Telescope.

ACLASTE, a term used by Leibnitz to de
note figures which possess the necessary pro
perties for refracting the rays of light; through
which, notwithstanding, they pass without
refraction. See Op. Leib. tome iii. p. 203.

ACOUSTICS, (from a&u, to hear, in Philo-
*°phy) signifies the doctrine of hearing, and
the art of assisting that sense by means of
speaking trumpets, hearing trumpets, whis
pering galleries, &c. Sec Echo and Sound.

ACRE (from the German acker, field) de
notes a quantity of land containing 4 square
roods, or 160 square rods or perches. By the
customs of countries, the perch diners in quan
tity; but by the ordnance for measuring land,
made in the 33d and 34th of Edward I. the
statute length of the perch is fixed at yards,
« 16f feet ; and therefore the statute acre
contains 4840 square yards, or 43,660 square
feet

The French acre, arpent, is equal to 1} Eng-
fai teres.

The Strasburg contains about half an Eng-

fei acre

Tie Welsh acre is equal to nearly 2 Eng-

The Irish acre contains la. 2r. 19$,p. Eng
lish.

The number of square acres contained in
England and AVales is supposed to be about
47,(HX>,000, in Scotland 26,000,000, and in
Ireland 13,578,000; but there is a very con
siderable difference in the estimates of diffe
rent writers on this subject. Sec Phil. Trans.
No. 320, and Sir Will. Potty's Political Arith
metic.

ACROAMATICI, in Philosophy, a deno
mination given to the disciples of Aristotle,
8cc. who were admitted into the secrets of the
inner, or acroamatic philosophy.

ACRONYCAL, Achronycal, or Achro-
nical, in Astronomy, is said of a star, or planet,
when it is opposite to the sun. It is derived
from the Greek, axfowx?;, the point or ex
tremity of night.

The acronycal is one of the three poetic
risings and settings of the stars, and stands
distinguished from Cosmical and Heliacal. And
by means of which, for want of accurate in
struments, they might regulate the length of
the year.

ACTION, in Mechunics, denotes either the
effort or power which one body exerts against
another, or the effect resulting from such
effort ; or, more accurately, the motion which
a body really produces, or tends to produce,
on another. The action of a body becomes
apparent only by its motion ; and we cannot
affix any precise idea to the tenn action, be
sides that either of actual motion, or a simple
tendency to motion. Leibnitz and his dis
ciples, for want of duly attending to the pro
per and discriminating idea of the word action,
have perplexed themselves and others with
unprofitable and indecisive disputes concern
ing vis viva and vis mnrhia. Sec Force.

The Cartesians resolve all physical action
into metaphysical. According to them, bodies
act not upon one another, but the action pro*
cceds immediately from the Deity: the mo
tions of bodies, which seem to be the cause,
being only the consequence of it. Action is
either instantaneous or continued; that is,
either by percussion or pressure. These two
forces, or sorts of action, have been generally
considered as incongruous, no more admitting
of comparison than a line and a surface, or a

surface and a solid ; but tins' does not appear
to be well established, as we have shown un
der the articles Pressure and Percussion.

It is one of the first laws of nature, that
action and reaction arc equal and contrary to
each other.

If a body bo urged by equal and contrary
actions, it will remain at rest ; but if one of
the actions be greater, then its opposite mo
tion will ensue towards the part least urged.

It is to be observed, that the actions of
bodies on each other, in a space that is car
ried uniformly forward, are the same as if the
spaces were at rest ; and any power or forces
that act upon all bodies, so as to produce
equal velocities in them, in the same or in

parallel right lines, have no effect on the
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mutual actions or relative motions. Thus the
motion of bodies on board a ship, which is car
ried steadily and uniformly forward, arc per
formed in the same manner ns if the ship
were at rest. The motion of the earth round
its axis has no effect on the actions of bodies
and agents at its surface, except so far as it
is not uniform and rectilineal ; and, in gene
ral, the actions of bodies upon each other de
pend not upon their absolute but relative mo
tion. See Force, Power, Motion, &c.

Action, quantity of, in Mechanics, an ex
pression used by Maupertuis in the Mem. of
the Acad, of Sciences of Paris for 1744, arid
in those of Berlin for 1746*, to denote the con
tinual product of the mass of a body, by the
space through which it runs, and by its cele
rity. He lays it down as a general principle,
that ' whenever any changes happen in nature,
the quantity of action necessary to produce
this change is always the least possible.' And
this, he says, is a law indicating the highest
wisdom. This principle he applies to the in
vestigation of the laws of refraction, the laws
of collision of hard and elastic bodies, and
even the laws of rest, as he calls them ; that
is, of the equilibrium of, or equipollency of
pressures: and thus investigating the laws of
motion, referring these and the laws of equi
librium to the same principle, and connecting
the metaphysical consideration of jinal causes
with the fundamental doctrine of mechanics,
he deduces what he conceives to be a stronger
proof of the existence of a Deity, or of a lirst
intelligent cause, than the other arguments
commonly alleged, and derived from the order
of nature.

It may be observed, however, that the quan
tity of action, according to the definition of
Maupertuis, is in reality the same with the
product of the mass into the square of the
celerity, when the space passed over is equal
to that by which the celerity is measured;
and therefore the force or quantity of motion
will be proportional to the mass into the
square of the velocity ; since the space is
measured by the velocity continued for a cer
tain time.

In the same year that Maupertuis commu
nicated his principle, Euler also demonstrated,
in the supplement to his Treatise, entitled
" Metliodus iufoiucndi Lineas curvas," &c. ;

that in the trajectories, described by bodies
urged by central forces, the velocity multi
plied by what the foreign mathematicians call
the element of the curve, is always a minimum;
which Maupertuis considered as an applica
tion of his principle to the motion of the
planets.

ACTIVE, something that communicates
motion or action to another. In this sense the
word stands opposed to passive. Thus we say,
an active cause, active principles, &.c.

ACUBENE, in Astronomy, a name some
times given to a star of the fourth mag
nitude, in the claw of Cancer ; marked «. by
Bayer.

ACUTE, or Sharp, a term opposed to ob

tuse ; thus wc say, acute-angled triangle, acute-

angled cone, ixc.
Acute Angle. Sec Angle, Cone, Trian

gle, &c.
ACUTE Angular Section of a cone, an el

lipse, a term applied by the ancient geometers
to the plane cutting both sides of an acute-

angled cone ; but the} *lifl not consider, before
it was pointed out by Apolloniiis, that such a
section might be obtained in any cone what
ever. Sec Wallis's Opcr. \ol. i.

ADAMANT, a term sometimes given to
the magnet, or loadstone.

ADAR, in the Hebrew Chronology, is the
6th month of their ci\il year, but the 12th of
their ecclesiastical year. It contains only 29

days, and it answers to our February; but
sometimes it enters into the month of March,
according to the course of the moon.

ADDITION, the joining or uniting <vf two
or more things together; or the finding of one

quantity equal to the sum of any number of
other things taken together.

Addition, in Arithmetic, is the first of the
four fundamental rules of that science; and
consists in finding a number equal to several
others taken together; which number is gene
rally called the sum. Addition is either sim
ple or compound : the first relates to quan
tities which are all of the same kind, or deno
mination ; and the latter, to quantities of dif
ferent denominations.

Simple Addition, is the method of collect
ing several numbers of the same denomina
tion into one sum.

Rule 1. Place the numbers under each
other, so that units may stand under units,
tens under tens, hundreds under hundreds,
and so on ; drawing a line below them. 2.
Add up the figures in ihc row of units, and
find how many tens are contained in their
sum. 3. Set down what remains above the
tens, or if nothing remains, a cipher ; and
carry as many units, as there are tens, to the
next row. 4. Add up the second row, toge
ther with the number carried, in the same
manner as the first ; and proceed thus till the
whole is finished.

EXAMPLES.
7468 2468
3417 1357
5432 9135
6847 2468
4132 7523
1489 6814

28786 Sums 28765

Proof of Addition. Cast up the several
lines a second time, omitting one of them;
and, finally, add the line thus omitted to the
sum of the other quantities; and iT in this
manner the same result is obtained as in the
first operation, it is highly probable that the
work is right. Other methods of proof may
be seen in Bonycastle's Arithmetic; and most
authors on this subject.

Compound Addition is the method of col
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\ecting several quantities of different denomi
nations into one sum.

Rule 1. Place the quantities so that those
of the same denominations stand directly un
der each other ; and draw a line below them.
2. Add up the figures in the lowest denomi
nation, and find how many units of the next
higher denomination are contained in their
sum. 3. Write down the remainder, and
carry these units to the next higher denomi
nation; which add up in the same milliner as
before: and thus proceed through all the dif
ferent denominations to the highest ; and this
sum, together with the several remainders,
will give the answer required.

EXAMPLES.
d. Tdl.
4 17

\\\ 16

9| 13

7i 14

«J 20

223 7 3 Sums

84 13

64 9
36 14

17 15

19 13

11

9{
71-

6J
(l

82 0 10J

The method of proof is the same as in the
former rule.

Addition of Fractions is the adding into
one sum several fractions of the same, or of
different denominations.

Rule 1. If the fractions are of different de
nominations, they must be first reduced to
the same denomination. 2. Reduce all mix
ed numbers to improper fractions; and all
fractions, having different denominators, to
the same denominator. 3. Add all the nume
rators into one sum ; which, placed over Un
common denominator, will be the answer
required.

EXAMPLES.
I. Add together the fraction }, j. and I.

v , , _33 . _14 , _ 10
*lrSt' I-70; T _70' 7 -70

those in the numbers proposed, and it will be
the sum required.

EXAMPLES.
1. Find the sum of 34.17; 19.143; 167.13;

and 143.5.

2. Find the sum of .1176; .1344; .746; and
.1468.

mtExam. I& E\am.
34.17 .1176
19.148 .1344

167.13 .746

143.5 .1468

363.948 Sums 1.1448

Addition of Circulating Decimals, is the
finding the sum of any number of circulating
decimals.

Rule 1. Reduce all the decimals to their
equivalent fractions; and the sum of these
will be the answer required.

Rule 2. Carry on the repetends till they be
come conterminous ; that is, till they all begin
their periods of circulation in the same line,
and let also the circulation of each be carried
two figures beyond this place; then add them
up as in the former rule, observing not to
set down any thing in the first two places ;
only carry the proper number from them to
the conterminous period; and the result will
give the true period of circulation in the sum
required.

EXAMPLE.
Add 3.6; 78.3476; 42.84; and 15.5 together.

3.6 = 3.6066666
78.3476 =78.3476476
42.84 =42.8484848
15.5 = 15.5000000

„ 35 , 14 , 10
then, — H r — -

70 70 70
.59
70'

The sum 140.3627991

47

48

2. Required the sum of f of a shilling, J of
a guinea, and | of a pound.

J of a guinea = ^ of a shilling,

35i or a pound — '— of a shilling;

Therefore, |+2 +
* = JL + !» 2W

1
4

T
2 TI T

12
+

12
407

=
-TJ-

= 33*. llrf. - 1/. 13*. llrf.

For the method of the reducing the frac
tions, see Reduction.

.irjDino.v of Decimals, is finding the sum
of several quantities, consisting partly of in

tegers and partly of decimals, or of decimals

•til).
Me 1. Arrange all the quantities so that

lie several decimal points may fall in a line

directly under each other. 2. Add up the

mJ U„cs as in .simple addition, and place

tk decimal point m the result exactly under

In this example, the periods of circulation
do not commence together till after the seventh
place of decimals; they are then carried on
two places further, in order to ascertain what
ought to be carried to the conterminous
period ; which in the present ease is 1

,

as will
appear from the above operation.

Sole. There may arise cases in which it

will be necessary to carry the circulation on
to three or more places beyond the conter
minous period, but in general two or three
places are sufficient.

Addition, in Algebra, is finding the sum of
several algebraical quantities, and connecting
those quantities together with their propei
signs. And this is generally divided into th<
following cases.

Case 1
. When all the indeterminate letters

are the same, and affected with the same sign.
Rule. Add the co-cllicients of the several

quantities together, and prefix before the sum
the proper sign, whether it be plus or minus.

EXAMPLES.
+ 7a+ 36 + 5*— 13y

+ 5a + 46 + 4x — Uy
4- 6a + 116 + 14j— 7y
+ 18« + 18* Sums + 23* — 31y
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Case 2. When the quantities arc the same,

but affected with different signs.
Rule. Add all the like quantities together

that have also the same sign, and thus two
separate sums will be obtained; then subtract
the less of these from the greater, and prefix
b«;forc the remained the same sign as belong
to the greatest sum.

EXAMPLES.

+ 7ab— 3cl — 4xy + 3rJ
— 6ab+ 7c* +Ory-ll=3
•Mfft— 13f* 4-4.ii/— 14?3

4-5«6 — 9cl Sums + (Uy— 22r3

Note 1. When the leading quantity of any
algebraical expression has no sign, it is sup
posed to be affected with the sign 4-.

Acre 2. Unlike quantities can only be add
ed by means of the sign + placed between
them.

Addition of Algebraic Fractions, is find
ing the sum of any number of fractions ex
pressed by means of indeterminate letters.

Rule. Reduce all the given fractions to a

common denominator, and then add the nu
merators together for the sum required.

EXAMPLES.

, ,. 5a , 3d* , 5e
1. Add together _ + _ + ___.

5a _ M)ab 3 a* _9a1 b1 _ 5c _ be

66*
~

126*' 46
—

1263
'

126'
—

1263

10a6 9a1 bl 5c _ 10a5 + 9a'61 4- 5c

I2F +
1263

+
1263

~~
1263

2. Thus also we find,
7x 4t_21t 44x_65x
lly +

3y~33y
+ 33y-33y

3- AnU' ~3^6- +~aJc~- 3abc
+

\5x — 9y_7cx + 15a- 4- 4cy — 9y _
3a6c 3a6c

(7c + 15)i4-(4c — 9)y
3a6c

Addition of Surds, is the finding the sum
of any number of surd expressions, which are
inexpressible in rational numbers.

Rule. Reduce all the given quantities to
their most simple form; then add together the
co-eOicients of the equal radicals for the sum
required.

EXAMPLES.

Tims, ✓ 84- ^18 = 2^2 4.3v'2 = 5%/2
✓ 12 4- */27 =2 s/3 4- 3^3 =5^3j

108a* 4-^32s=3a^y 4a 4-2^4o =
(3a 4-2)^4a.

Note. When the quantities are reduced to
their lowest terms, or simplest form, and have
different radicals, they can only be added to
gether by means of the sign + placed between
them.

Thus, v/18 4- s/l08 = 3 V24-6V3, can
not be reduced to a simpler form than that
above ; and the same with various others.

Addition of Ratios, is the same as com
position of ratios ;

thus, if a : b :: e : d;
then by addition, or composition,

a + b : a :: c + d : c
or, a + b : b :: c + d : d. See Ratio.

ADDITIVE, denotes something to be add
ed to another, in contradistinction to some
thing to be taken away, or subtracted. Tims,
astronomers speak of additive equations; and
geometricians, of additive ratios, ice. &c.
. ADERAIMIN, or Alderaimin, a name

given to a. Cepheus.
ADFECTED, or Affected Equation, in

Algebra, is that in which the unknown quan
tity is found in two or more different de
grees or powers; thus, x3 — px% + qxzza, is
an adfected equation, having three different
powers of the unknown quantity! enter into its
composition. The term affected is also some
times used to denote a certain condition of
an indctenninate quantity; such as in the ex
pressions 7x, ±3a, &c. ; we say that x is
affected with the co-efficient 7; and in the
latter, that the quantity, 3a, is affected with
the ambiguous sign ±,kc. This term, adfect
ed, is said to have been introduced into algebra
by Vieta.

ADHESION, in Philosophy, (adha-sio, from
adhario, to stick to), is a species of attraction
which takes place between the surfaces of
bodies, whether similar or dissimilar, and
which, in a certain degree, connects them
together; differing in this respect from co
hesion, which, uniting particle to particle, re
tains together the component parts of the
same mass. It has been proved that the
power of adhesion is proportional to the num
ber of touching points, which depends upon
the figures of the particles that form the
bodies ; and in solid bodies, upon the degree
in which their surfaces are polished and com
pressed. The effects of this power are ex
tremely curious, and in many instances as
tonishing. Musschcnbrock relates that two
cylinders of glass, whose diameters were not
quite two inches, being heated to the same
degree as boiling water, and joined together
by means of melted tallow lightly put between
them, adhered with a force equal to 130
pounds : lead, of the same diameter and in
similar circumstances, adhered with a force
of 275 pounds; and soft iron with one of 30O
pounds. (Musschenbrock's Philosophy, by
Colson.) And Martin, in his Philosophic
IJritannica, vol. i. says, That with two leaden
balls, not weighing above a pound each, nor
touching upon more than one-thirtieth of a
square inch surface, he has lifted more than
150 pounds weight. The balls were first
planed very finely with the edge of a sharp
penknife, and then equally pressed together
with a considerable force and a gentle turn
of the hand. The force of adhesion between
two brass planes, each four and a quarter
inches diameter, and smeared with grease or
fat, was so great, that Mr. Martin asserts
that he never eould meet with two men strong
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enough to separate them by pulling against
each other. These instances are sufficient to
give an idea of the nature of this power.
Those who wish for more experiments may
find them detailed in the two works above
referred to, and in Rces's Cyclopedia, under
the article Adhesion. To measure the force
of adhesion betw een different substances, and
iu different temperatures and circumstances,
various methods have been contrived; but the
best is that which was suggested by Dr. Brook
Taylor, whose experiments led him to conclude
that the force of adhesion might be determined
by the weight necessary to produce a separa
tion, and which has since been pursued and
extended by M. de Morveau (now M. Guy ton),
with considerable success. He constructed
cylinders of different metals, perfectly round,
an inch iu diameter, and the same in thickness,
haiing a small ring in their upper surface, by
which they might be hung exactly in equili
brium. These cylinders were suspended, one
after another, to the beam of a balance ; and
when they counterpoised exactly, were ap
plied to mercury, placed about one-sixth of
an inch below them. After sliding them
along the surface, to prevent any air from
lodging between them and the mercury, he
marked exactly the weight necessary to over
come their adhesion ; taking care to change
the mercury' after every experiment. The
results were as follow :

Grains.
Gold adheres to mercury, with a force

of 446
Silver 420
Tin 418
Lead 397
Bismuth 372
Platina 282
Zinc 204
Copper 242
Antimony 126

Iron 115

Cobalt „ 8

This method which, when it can be applied,
is the most direct and accurate of any that
has jet been devised, has been pursued to
still greater lengths and degrees of nicety, by
M- Achard, and otlHirs ; whose experiments
our limits will not allow us to detail. From
what has been done altogether, we may de
duce the following conclusions: —That there
exist a tendency to adhesion between many,
and probably between all substances in na
ture, absolutely independent of atmospherical
or any other external pressure ; that the force
of this adhesion between solids, is in the order
of their chemical affinities ; and between solids
aid fluids, in an inverse ratio to the thermo-

fflefrica/ temperature, and a direct ratio to
lie squares of the surfaces ; that every solid

tihtm with a peculiar force to each fluid ;

tkat this force in expressed by the weight

tmmry to break the adhesion, in all cases

wfarcOe so/id comes
^
out clear from the

Mi- but th»t whenever any particles of the

fluid adhere to the solid, the weight of tJifl
counterpoise is then expressive of the mixed
forces of the adhesion between the surfaces
of the solid and the fluid, and of the cohesion
between the component parts of the fluid.

ADHIL, in Astronomy, a star of the sixth
magnitude, in the garment of Andromeda,
under the last star iu her foot.

ADJACENT Angle, in Geometry. See
Angle.

ADJUTAGE. SccAji'tace.
ADSCRIPTS, an ancient mathematical

term for tangents of arcs ; called also, by
Victa. prolines.

jEGOCEROS, or ^Egocerus, a name some
times given to the constellation Capricorn.

.EOL1PILE, /Eolipila, an instrument
consisting of a hollow metalline ball, with a
slender neck or pipe arising from it. This being
filled with water, and thus exposed to the tire,
produces a vehement blast of wind.

This instrument, Des Cartes and otliers
have made use of to account for the natural
cause and generation of wind ; and hence, its
name .Eolipila, that is, pilaJEoli, JEolos'sball,
.Eohis being reputed the god of the winds.
The best way of fitting up this instrument, is
to have the neck screw off and on, for the
convenience of introducing the water into the
inside ; for by unscrewing the pipe or neck,
and immersing the ball in water, it readily
tills, the hole being pretty large; and then tho
pipe is screwed on. But if the pipe do not
screw oil', its orifice is too small to force its
way in against the included air. The water
being thus introduced, the ball is set upon
the tire, which gradually heats the water, and
converts it into clastic steam, which rushes
out of the pipe with a great violence and
noise ; and thus continues till all the water is
discharged ; though not with a constant uni
form blast, but by sudden gusts: and tho
stronger the tire is, the more clastic will be
the steam and the force of the blast. Care
should be taken that the ball is not set upon a
violent fire with very little water in it
,

and that
the small pipe be not stopped with any tiling;
for in such cases the included elastic steam
w ill burst the ball with a very dangerous ex
plosion. This instrument was known to tho
ancients ; being mentioned by Vitruvius, lib. i.

cap. 6. It is also treated of, or mentioned, by
several modern authors, as Dcs Cartes, Father
Mcrsennus, Varenius, &c.

In Italy, it is said the .Eolipilc is often
used to prevent cliimnies smoking ; for being
hung over the fire, the blast arising from it

carries up the loitering smoke along with it.
And some have imagined that the ^Eolipile
might be employed as bellows to blow the
fire ; but experience would soon convince
them of their mistake ; for it would rather
blow the fire out than up, as it is not air, but
rarified water, that is thus violently blown
through the pipe.

jEOLUS, in Mechanics, a small portable
machine, invented by Mr.Tidd, for refreshing
and changing the air in rooms. This machine
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is adapted in ils dimensions to supply the

place of a square of glass in a sash window ;

aiul is executed in so small a compass, as to

project but a little way from the sash ; and in
so neat a manner, says the inventor, as to be
an elegant ornament to the place where it is
fixed. It works without the least noise, re

quires no attendance, and occasions neither
trouble nor expense to keep it in order. It
throws in only such a quantity of air as is

agreeable ; .and leaves off working of itself
w henever the door or window is opened.

jEOLUS'S Harp, an instrument so named
from its producing agreeable harmony, merely
by the action of the wind. It is thus con
structed : Let a box be made of as thin deal
as possible, of the exact length answering to
the width of the window in which it is in
tended to be placed, five or six inches deep,
and seven or eight inches wide ; let there be
glued upon it two pieces of wainscot, about
half an inch high and a quarter of an inch
thick, to serve as bridges for the strings ; and,
within side, at each end, glue two pieces of
beech, about aji inch square, of length equal
to the width of the box, which are to sustain
the pegs ; into these fix as many pins, such
as are used in a harpsichord, as there are to
be strings in the instrument, half at one end
and half at the other, at equal distances: it now
remains to string it with small catgut, or blue
first fiddle strings, fixing one end to a small
brass pin, and twisting (he other round the
opposite pin. When these strings are tuned in
unison, and fhe instrument placed with the
strings outward in the window to which it is
filled, it will, provided the air blows on that
window, give a sound like a distant choir,
increasing or decreasing according (o the
strength of the wind.

-'EH A, in Chrmwlogy, is the same as Epoch,
and means a fixed point of lime, from which
to begin a computation of the succeeding
years.

.Era also means the way or mode of ac
counting; time. Thus, we say, such a year of
the Christian <rra, &c.

Christian Era. It is generally allowed by
chronologcrs, lhat the computation of time
from flit- birth of Christ, was only introduced
in fhe sixth century, in the reign of Justinian ;

and is generally ascribed foDionysiusExiguus.
See Epoch.

/EE I.Mi, Perspective, is that which repre
sents bodies diminished and weakened in pro
portion (o their distance from the eye ; but it
relates principally to the colours of objects,
which are less distinct the greater the dis
tance at which they are viewed.

^EROGKAPH Y, (from «np, air, and ypaipM,I describe) a description of the air or atmos
phere, its limits, dimensions, properties, Sec.

,ER< H/ITHS, (from «»p, the air, and X160;,
a stone) air stones, a name lately given to
those solid semi-metallic .substances which
fall from the atmosphere. The descent of
such bodies have been long reported ; but the
fact was not considered as authentic till with

in a few jfears, during which it has been si>
well established, that there is now no longer
any doubt on the subject, several cases having;
been attes'.ed by eye-witnesses of undeniable
veracity. The larger sort of these stones have
been seen as luminous bodies, to move with
great velocities, descending 'in oblique direc
tions, and frequently v>ith a loud hissing noise,
resembling that of a mortar-shell when pro
jected from a piece of ordnance; they arc
sometimes surrounded with a blaze or flame,
tapering off to a narrow stream at the hinder
part, are heard to explode, and seen to fly
in pieces. The velocity with which they
strike the earth is verj great, frequently pe
netrating to a considerable depth, and when
taken up have been, in some cases, found to
lie still hot, and bearing evident marks of
recent fusion. Sometimes such falls have
happened during a storm of thunder and
lightning, at others, when fhe sky has been
clear and serene; whence one may infer that
these phenomena are unconnected with the
state of the atmosphere.

One of the most remarkable and distin
guishing characteristics of these stones is, that
they perfectly resemble each other; at the
same time, thai they are totally different from
any known terrestrial substance ; and pre
sent, in all cases, the same appearance of semi-
metallic matter, coated on (he outside with a

thin black incrustation. If is not, however, in
appearance only that their similarity is to be
discovered ; they have been submitted to the
most accurate chemical analysis, in ail cases
have yielded the same substances, and in very
nearly the same proportions. The stone
which fell at 1'Aigle in France, in 180;}, was
found to contain

54 parts of silica
36 . , .

1

And all that have been analizcd have given
nearly the same results.

The specific gravity of these bodies is also
found to be nearly the same, much exceeding
that of common stone, and approaching that
of metallic ores, being about 3.400, or nearly
3\ times that of common water.

These general and constant characters
strongly indicate a common origin, and va
rious hypotheses" have been advanced to ac
count for these singular phenomena. Some
have attributed them to terrestrial, and others
to lunar, volcanoes ; they have again been sup
posed to be concretions actually formed in
the regions of our atmosphere ; while others
have considered them as small planets cir
culating about the sun or earth, which coming
in contact with our atmosphere, take tire
from (he resistance and friction they expe
rience in passing through it.

Our limits will not admit of a very minute
examination of these several hypotheses, a
few remarks how ever will not be unintercst-







ing. With regard to the first supposition, viz.
that these stones proceed from terrestrial vol
canoes, it will be sufficient to observe, that no
remarkable eruption has been known to have
happened at or near the time of their fall, and
that such bodies have been found at the dis
tance of some thousand miles from any known
volcano; beside the immense force that would
be necessary to project bodies, some of them
of many hundred weight, to so great a dis
tance, lar exceeds any force that we can con
ceive to arise from volcanic eruptions. As to
the lunar theory, that is

,

that they proceed
from volcanoes in the moon, it has certainly a

much greater degree of probability. The
same force that would project a body from
the moon to the earth, would not, if it were
exerted at the earth's surface, send the same
body to the distance of ten miles; in conse
quence of the superior gravity of our planet,
and the density of the atmosphere. It is

readily computed, that a body projected from
a favourable spot on the moon's surface, that
is, from the centre of her disc opposite the
earth, with a velocity about four times what
is commonly given to a cannon ball, or,
about 8220 feet per second, would carry it

beyond the centre of attraction, and conse

quently into the sphere of the earth's activity;
whence it must necessarily either fall to our
sTirface. or circulate about us as a satellite.

The time that a body, so projected, would be

in its passage from the moon to the earth, is

also found to be three days; which is not so

long but that it might retain its heat, particu
larly as it is doubtful whether in passing
through a vacuum, or very attenuated medium,

it would be possible for the caloric to escape,

not to say that it might acquire a fresh accumu

lation of heat, by passing through the denser

parts of our atmosphere. Add to this, that

eruptions resembling those of our volcanoes*

have been frequently observed in the moon,

and that her atmosphere is extremely rare, and
consequently presenting but little resistance to
projected bodies; and it will then be seen thai
this hypothesis, though at first sight appa
rently extravagant, is notwithstanding much
more probable than the one we before exa
mined. It must be acknowledged, however
that the explosions of which we have spoken'
are difficult to account for upon this sup
position.

With regard to these bodies being concre
tions formed in the air, there is one principal
objection, viz. that the velocity with which they
strike the earth, estimated by the depth to
which they have been known to penetrate, is

so great as to indicate their having farien from
heights far exceeding the limits of the terres
trial atmosphere.

It only remains now to make a few remarks
concerning the supposition of their being little
planets, which in the course of their revolu
tions get entangled in our atmosphere ; and
by the resistance they experience, have their
projectile velocity destroyed, which brings
them to the earth. On this hypothesis it is

very difficult to account for the strong ap
pearance of recent fusion that these bodies
possess, which can hardly be attributed to
the friction experienced in passing through
the medium of onr air. Beside, it would ex
hibit the first mark, which any where appears,
of want of order, uniformity, and durability,
in the works of the Deity : to have this grand
machine thus falling to pieces and to decay,
from the mere operation of external causes,
but ill accords with that wisdom, power, and
omniscience which are so strongly indicated
in all the works of the creation.

It will be seen from the preceding remarks,
that we incline towards the lunar theory; the
difficulties, however, are fairly stated, and
the reader of course will draw his own con
clusions.

The following is an abstract o
f a Table, drawn up b
y M. Izarn, a philosopher, who has paid great

to this subject ; it exhibits a collection o
f the best authenticated modern instances of

Shower of stones

Shower of stones

Shower of iron
Shower of mercury

A very large stone.... ^

Three large stones
barge stone of 260lfe. j

Mass of iron, 14 quint...
About I200 stones ;f

one of 120, another >

of 6om y

Stone of o9lfe |

Two large stones
Stone of 721b

PUcm»oeretAej fell.

at Rome

at Rome |

in Lucania

in Italy
near the river Negos, }

Thrace S

in Thrace
Ensishcim, Upper )

Rhine S

Abakank, Siberia

Padua, in Italy

On Mount Vaiser )

Province I

Ireland
Macedonia ••

Periodof their fall. Tettiaoor.
underTultiusHostilius, Livy.
Consuls, C. Martins i r

andM.Torquatus) J" Obsequcns.

year before the de- ) „..
featofCrassus J ™n*-

unknown Dion.
secondyear780lym- )

piad:. .........J Phny-

before Christ 462 Ch.of Count Marcelling

November 7
, 1492 Butenschoen.

very old Pallas, Chladni, &c.

in 1510 Cardan, Vascit.

November 27, 1627 Gassendi.

in 1695 Musschcnbroeek,
January, 1706 Paul Luca*.

C
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Subitanccf. Placet wheretbejrfell. Periodof their f*n. Tat'\an>tij.

shhoZ°i s.a"d..for.!! \ in the At,antic • Ap,n 6> 1709 Kre la FeuiI1*e-

Shower of stones *
^^ort^!.!!?"!!^ \ Ju,y. 1738 Darcet,jun.Lomet,&c.

Shower of stones at Plann, Bohemia July 3, 1753 B. de Born.
A stony mass Niort, in Normandy.... in 1750 De Lalaudc.

T3oo!r!l°^.a.u.d \
near Vcrona in 1762 Acad- de Bourd-

A stone of 7£lb at Luce, in Le Maine.. September 13, 1768.... Bachelay.

A stone at Aix, in Artois in 1768 Gurson de Boyaval.

A stone in La Contcntin in 1768 Morand.
Great shower of stones.. Environs of Agen July 24, 1790 St.Amand, Baudin,Scc.

Twelve stones Sienna, Tuscany July, 1794 Earl of Bristol.
A stone of 561b Wold Cottage, Yorks. December 13, 1795 Captain Topham.
A stone of lOtb in Portugal February 19, 1796 Southey.

AstoneofSMfo \ S1he Rhone"'!"!.
°f

!
March 17, 1798 De Dree.

Shower of stones Benares, East Indies.. December 19, 1798 Lloyd Williams, Esq.

A stone of 201b
| tranche*" \

Mareh 12' 1798""' Dc Drf!e-

Mass of iron, 70 cui./t.. America April 5, 1800 Philosoph. Magazine.
Several stones, from) near I'Aigle, Nor-) » u „„„„

10 to 171b...: \ mandy \ APnl *>• 1803 I ourcroy.

AEROLOGY, (from an} and Xoyoj, dis- density of the atmosphere decreases, on ac-

cowse) the doctrine or science of the air, and count of the diminished pressure of the super-
its phenomena, properties, good and bad qua- incumbent air, and the elastic property which
lilies, &c. it possesses at different elevations above the

AEROMETRY, (from an}, air, and finpot, eartlv this body can rise only to a height in

measure) the art of measuring the air, its which the surrounding air will be of the same

powers and properties ; including the laws of specific gravity with itself: in this situation it
motion, gravitation, pressure, elasticity, re- will either float, or be driven in the direction

fraction, condensation, &.c. of the atmosphe- of the wind or current of air to which it is

rical fluid. See Pneumatics. exposed. An air balloon is a body of this
AERONAUT, a person who sails or navi- kind, the whole mass of which, including the

gates through the air. covering, contents, and appendages, is of less
AERONAUT1CA, the pretended art of sail- specific gravity than that of the air in which

ing through the air, or atmosphere, in a ves- it rises.
sel, sustained as a ship at sea. Heat is well known to rarify and expand,

AEROSTATICA, the same as Aerometry. and consequently to lessen the specific gravity
AEROSTATION, (from anp, air, and o-orixn, of the air to which it is applied ; and the di-

of i5-ip». I weigh, the science of weights ), in munition of its weight is proportional to the
its primitive and proper sense, denotes the heat. According to the scale of Fahrenheit's

science of weights suspended in the air ; but thermometer, heat seems to expand the air
in the modern application of the term, it sig- about one four-hundredth part ; and 400, or
•lilies the art of navigating through the air, rather 435, degrees of heat, will just double

both in the principles and practice of it. the bulk of a quantity of air. If, therefore,
Hence also the machines, which are employed the air enclosed in any kind of covering be
for this purpose, arc called aerostats, at aeros- heated, and consequently dilated, to such a
tatic machines; and on account of their round degree as that the excess of the weight of an
figure, air-balloons. And the person who equal bulk of common air above the weight
navigates them is called an teronaut. of the heated air, is greater than the weig;ht

The Principles of Aerostation. —The fun- of the covering and its appendages, this whole
damcntal principles of this art have been long mass will ascend in the atmosphere; till by
known ; although the application of them to the cooling and condensation of the included
practice seems to be altogether a modern dis- air, or the diminished density of the surround-

covery. These chiefly relate to the weight, ing fluid, it becomes of the same specific gra-
prcssurc, and elasticity of the air, its specific vity with the air in which it floats, and with-
gravity, and that of the other bodies to be out renewed heat it will then gradually de-
raised or floated in it; the particulars of which scend. If instead of heating common air,
will be found under the articles Air and At- inclosed in any covering, and thus diminish-
mosphere: it will therefore be sufficient, in ing its gravity, the covering be filled with aji
this place, to observe, that any body which is elastic fluid lighter than atmospheric air, so
specifically, or bulk for bulk, lighter than the that the excess of the weight of an equal bulk
atmospheric air encompassing the earth, will of the latter, above that of the inclosed elastic
be buoyed up by it, and ascend ; the same as fluid, be greater than the weight of the cover-
wood, or cork, ascends in water; but as the ing and its appendages, the whole mass will
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ascend in the atmosphere, as in the former
case, and continue to rise in it till it attains
an altitude at which the surrounding air is of
the same specific gravity with itself.—For the
knowledge of many of the properties of in
flammable air, which is a fluid of this kind, we
are much indebted to modern philosophers,
particularly to Priestley and Cavendish, the
latter of whom made many important disco
veries relating to this subject, which the limits
of this work will not allow us to enter upon ;

we must therefore refer the reader to the 66th
vol. of the Phil. Trans, in w hich he will find
an interesting paper on this subject by the
gentleman above mentioned. See also Ca-
vaUVs Historv and Progress of /Erostation,
6\o. 1795.

Hittory of Aerostation. In drawing a

sketch of the history of this interesting art,
the reader will not expect that we can enter
much into the detail of the numerous aerial
voyages that have of late years been under
taken and successfully accomplished : indeed,
if our limits would admit of such a detail, it
would not afford the reader a proportionate
degree of interest, in consequence of the same
ness which necessarily attend exploits of this
description. The terrestrial navigator gives
us but little information till he sets foot on
land: when he begins to examine the pro
ductions of the country, the manners of its
inhabitants, and the nature of its soil, then it
is that our curiosity is awakened, and the re
cital of his adventure becomes interesting and
important. But the aerial traveller has no
such information to convey: the lutrmonious
silence of the upper regions, the grandeur and
novelty of the prospect, —cities, towns, and
villages, reduced by distance to the repre
sentation of a map, —the singular appearance
of dense and heavy clouds rolling beneath his
feet, illuminated by the solar rays, are cer
tainly subjects calculated to excite our ad
miration and astonishment; but when onco
related, they admit of no further variety than
that which is supplied by the imagination of
the writer. We shall therefore confine our
attention principally to the first attempts of
aerial navigation, and a few of the voyages
which have furnished the greatest information
on this theory.

The idea of flying or passing through the
atmosphere, by means of wings and other con
trivances, was certainly entertained by the
ancients ; and some accounts relate exploits
of this kind having been performed; but still
there is every reason to suppose they are mere
fictions, and that no means were ever pos
sessed for accomplishing this undertaking till
the invention of balloons, which dates no fur
ther back than the conclusion of the last cen

tury. Soon after Mr. Cavendish's discovery
of the specific gravity of inflammable air, it
occurred to the ingenious Dr. Black, that if
» bladder sufficiently light and thin were filled

*itft this air, it would form a mass lighter

fen the same bulk of atmospheric air, and

rutin it. Thi* thought wag suggested in his

lectures, in 1767 and 1768 ; and he proposed,
by means of the allantois of a calf, to try the
experiment. Other employments, however,
prevented the execution of his design. The
possibility of constructing a vessel, which
when filled with inflammable air would ascend
in the atmosphere, had occurred also to Mr.
Cavallo, and to him belongs the honour of
having first made experiments on this sub
ject, in the beginning of the year 1782, of
which an account was read to the Boyal So
ciety, on the 20th of June in that year. He
tried bladders ; but the thinnest of these, how
ever cleaned and scraped, were too heavy.
In using China paper, he found that the in
flammable air passed through its pores like
water through a sieve ; and having failed of
success by blowing this air into a thick solu
tion of gum, thick varnishes, and oil paint, he
was under a necessity of being satisfied with
soap balls, which, being inflated with inflam
mable air, by dipping the end of a small glass
tube connected with a bladder containing the
air into a thick solution of soap, and gently
compressing the bladder, ascended rapidly in
the atmosphere ; and these were the first sort
of inflammable air-balloons that were ever
made.

But while aerostation seemed thus on the
point of being made know n in Britain, it was
unexpectedly announced in France by two bro
thers, Stephen and John Montgolfier, natives
of Amionay, and masters of a considerable
paper-manufactory there, w ho had turned their
thoughts to this project as early as the middle
of the year 1782. Their idea was to form an
artificial cloud by inclosing smoke in a bag,
and making it carry up the covering along
with it. In that year the experiment was
made at Avignon with a fine silk bag; and by
applying burning paper to an aperture at the
bottom, the air was rarefied, and the bag
ascended to the height of 70 feet. Various
experiments were now made upon a large
scale, which excited the public curiosity very
greatly. An immense bag of linen, lined with
paper, and containing upwards of 23,000 cubic
feet, was found to have a power of lifting
about 500 pounds, including its own weight.
Burning chopped straw and wool under the
aperture of the machine, immediately occa
sioned it to swell, and afterwards to ascend
into the atmosphere. In ten minutes it had
risen 6000 feet ; and when its force was ex
hausted, it fell to the ground at the distance
of 7668 feet from the place it ascended. —Soon
after this one of the brothers, invited by the
Academy of Sciences to repeat his experiment
at their expense, constructed a large balloon
of an elliptical form ; and in a preliminary ex
periment, this machine lifted from the ground
eight persons who held it

,

and would have
carried them all off, if more had not quickly
come to their assistance. Next day the ma
chine was filled by the combustion of' 50

pounds of straw and 12 pounds of wool. The
balloon soon swelled and sustained itself in
the air, together with tu« burden of between

C a
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400 and 500 pounds weight. It was designed
to repeat the experiment before the king at
Versailles ; but a violent storm of rain and
wind happening to damage the machine, it
became necessary to prepare a new one ; and
such expedition was used, that this -vast bal
loon', near 60 feet in height and 43 in diameter,
was made, painted within and without, and
finely decorated, in the course of four days and
four nights. Along with it was sent a wicker
cage, containing a sheep, a cock, and a duck,
which were the first animals ever sent on such
a voyage. The full success of the experiment
was, however, prevented by a violent gust of
wind, which tore the machine in two places
near the top, before it ascended. Still it rose
1440 feet; and after remaining in the air about
eight minutes, fell to the ground, at the dis
tance of 10,200 feet from the place of its ascent,
with the animals in perfect safety.—As the
great powers of those aerostatic machines, and
their very gradual descent, showed they were
capable of transporting people through the air
with all imaginable safety, M. Pilatre do Ro-
zier offered himself to be the first aerial adven
turer, in a new machine constructed in a

garden in the Fauxbourg of St. Antoinc. It
was of an oval shape, 48 feet in diameter and
74 in height, elegantly painted with the signs
of the zodiac, ciphers of the king's name, and
other ornaments. A proper gallery, grate, &c.
enabled the person who ascended to supply
the lire with fuel, and thus keep up the ma
chine as long as he pleased: the weight of
the whole apparatus was upwards of 1600

pounds. Ou the 15th of October, 1783, M.
Pilatre placing himself in the gallery, the ma
chine was inflated and permitted to ascend to
the height of 84 feet, where he kept it afloat
about four minutes and a half; after which it
descended very gently: and sucli was its
tendency to ascend, that it rebounded to a
considerable height after touching the ground.
On repeating the experiment, he ascended to
the height of 210 feet. His next ascent was
262 feet; and in the descent, a gust of wind
having blown the machine over some large
trees in an adjoining garden, M. Pilatre sud
denly extricated himself by throwing straw
and wool on the fire, which raised him at once
to a sufficient height ; and on descending again,
he once more raised himself to a proper height
by the same means, Some time after he
ascended with M. Girond de "Vilettc to the
height of 330 feet ; hovering over Paris at least
nine minutes in sight of all the inhabitants,
and the machine keeping all the while a steady
position. These experiments having shown,
that aerostatic machines might be raised or
lowered at the pleasure of the persons who
ascended, M, Pilatre and the Marquis d'A r-
landes, on the 21st of November, 1783. under
took an aerial voyage, which lasted about 25
minutes, and during which time they passed
over a space of above five miles: Prom the
account given by the Marquis, they met with
several different currents of air, the effect of
which was to give a very sensible shock to

the machine, and the directions of the motion
seemed to be fsom the upper part downwards.
It appears also, that they were in some danger
of having the balloon burnt altogether; as the
Marquis observed several round holes made
by the fire in the lower part of it, which
alarmed him considerably, and indeed not
without reason. However, the progress of
the fire was easily stopped by the application
of a wet sponge, and all appearance of danger
ceased.

This voyage of M. Pilatre and the Marquis
may be said to conclude the history of those
aerostatic machines which were elevated by
means of fire; these having been soon after
superseded by balloons in which inflammable
air was enclosed. This gas being consider
ably lighter than heated atmospheric air, pos
sessed many advantages over the other. The
first experiment was made by two brothers,
the Messrs. Roberts, and M. Charles, a pro
fessor of experimental philosophy. The bag
was composed of lutestring varnished over
with a solution of the elastic gum called
caoutchouc ; and was about 13 English feet
in diameter. Many difficulties occurred in
filling it with the inflammable air ; but being
at last set at liberty, after having been well
filled, it was 35 pounds lighter than an equal
bulk of common air. It remained in the at
mosphere only three quarters of an hour, dur
ing which it traversed 15 miles. Its sudden
descent was supposed to have been owing to
a rupture which had taken place when it
ascended into the higher regions of the atmo
sphere. The event of this experiment, and
the aerial voyage made by Messrs. Rozier and
Arlandes, naturally suggested the idea of un
dertaking something of the same kind with a
balloon filled with inflammable air. The ma
chine used on this occasion was formed of
gores of silk, covered with a varnish caout
chouc, of a spherical figure, and measuring
27| feet in diameter. A net was spread over
the upper hemisphere, and fastened to a hoop
which passed round the middle of the balloon.
To this a sort of car was suspended, a few feet
below the lower part of the balloon ; and in
order to prevent the bursting of the machine,
a valve was placed in it; by opening of which
some of the inflammable air might be occa
sionally let out. The car was of basket-work,
cov ered with linen and beautifully ornamented ;

being 8 feet long, 4 broad, and 3| deep ; its
weight 130 pounds. Great difficulties again
occurred in filling the machine; but these at
last being removed, the two adventurers took
their seats at three-quarters after one in the
afternoon of the 1st of December, 1783. At
the lime the balloon rose, the barometer was
at 30.18 inches ,- and by means of the power
of ascent with which they left the ground, the
balloon rose till the mercury fell to 27 inches,
from which they calculated their height to be
about 600 yards. Throwing out ballast occa
sionally as they found the machine descend
ing, by the escape of some of the inflammable
air, they found it practicable to keep at pretty
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near the same distance from the earth during
the rest of their voyage, the quicksilver fluc
tuating between 27 and 27-65 inches, and the
thermometer between 53° and 57°, the whole
time. They continued in the air an hour and
three quarters, and alighted at the distance of
27 miles from Paris ; having suffered no incon
venience during their voyage, nor experienced
any contrary currents of air, as had been felt
by Messrs. Pilatre and Arlandes. As the bal
loon still retained a great quantify of inflam
mable gas, M. Charles determined to take
another voyage by himself. M. Robert ac

cordingly got out of the machine ; which now
being 130 pounds lighter, arose with such ve
locity that in 20 minutes he was almost 9000
feet high, and entirely out of sight of terrestrial
objects. The globe, which had been rather flac
cid, soon began to swell, and the inflammable air
escaped in great quantity. He also drew the
valve, to prevent the balloonfrombnrsting ; and
(he:inflammable gas being considerably warmer
than the external air, diffused itself all around,
and was felt like a warm atmosphere. In ten
minutes, however, the thermometer indicated
a great variation of temperature ; his fingers
were benumbed with cold, and he felt a vio
lent pain in lu's right ear and jaw, which he

ascribed to the expansion of the air in these
organs, as well as to the external cold. The
beauty of the prospect which he now enjoyed,
however made amends for these inconve
niences. At his departure the sun was set
on the valleys ; but the height to which M.
Charles was got in the atmosphere, rendered
him again visible, though only for a short time.
He saw for a few seconds vapours rising from
the valleys and rivers. The clouds seemed to

ascend from the earth, and collect one upon
the other, still preserving their usual form,
only their colour was grey and obscure, for
want of sufficient light in the atmosphere. By
the light of the moon, he perceived that the

machine was turning round with him in the
air ; and he observed that there were contrary
currents, which brought him back again. He
observed also, with surprise, the effects of the
wind, and that the streamers of his banners
pointed upwards; which, he says, could not
be the effect either of his ascent or descent,
as he was moving horizontally at the time.
At last, recollecting his promise of returning
to his friends in half an hour, he pulled the
valve, and accelerated his descent. When
within 200 feet of the earth, he threw out two
or three pounds of ballast, which rendered the
balloon again stationary ; but in a little time
afterwards he gently alighted in a field about
three miles distant from the place whence he
set out ; though by making allowance for all
the turnings and windings of the voyage, he

supposes that he liad gone through nine miles
at least. By the calculations made, it appears

that he rose at this time not less than 10,500

ieet; a height somewhat greater than that of
ilnaiit Etna. .
Tie subsequent aerial voyages differ so little

from those above related, that any particulaj

description of them would be superfluous.
We shall therefore pass over several of them
in silence ; observing merely, that various at
tempts were made to render aerostatic ma
chines manageable in the air, so as to pro
ceed in any direction at pleasure, but they all
turned out abortive, as indeed might have
been foreseen. In experiments of this kind,
the whole machine is enveloped in a medium
which is itself in rapid motion, the wind some
times blowing at the rate of fiO or 70 miles per
hour; and of course the balloon is carried for
ward with the same rapidity. It was there
fore not to be expected that any appendages,
or apparatus, that could be constructed, would
enable the aeronaut to proceed in an opposite
direction, or even in a sidcral one, at pleasure.

The expense in filling a balloon with in
flammable gas is very considerable, and it
therefore became an object of anxious in
quiry, how this might be avoided or reduced.
Tho first attempt of this kind was made by
the Duke.de Chartres; it consisted in having
a smaller balloon within the greater one, the
smaller being fi|led with common air by means
of a pair of bellows, when necessary ; viz.
whenever it was thought proper to descend,
it being supposed that the machine would thus
become heavier, and the air in the outer bal
loon condensed, and consequently, that tho
ascent or descent might be effected at plea
sure. The circumstances of this voyage, how
ever, were so unfa\ ourable, that it could not
be ascertained whether or not the experiment
would have succeeded, in a more serene state
of the atmosphere, the weather being so bois
terous during this voyage, that the duke had
a very narrow escape with his life.

This scheme for raising or lowering aero
static machines by bags tilled with common
air, being thus rendered dubious, another me
thod was thought of; which was to put a small
aerostatic machine, with rarificd air, under an
inflammable air-balloon, but at such a dis
tance, that the inflammable air of the latter
might be perfectly out of tho reach of the fire
used for inflating the former; and thus by in
creasing or diminishing the fire in the small
machine, the absolute weight of the whole
would be considerably diminished or aug
mented. This scheme was unhappily put in
execution by the celebrated M. Pilatre de
Rozicr and M. Romaine. Their inflammable
air-balloon was about 37 feet in diameter, and
the power of the rarificd air one was equi
valent to about 60 pounds. They ascehded
without aliy accident ; but had not been long
in the atmosphere, when the inflammable air-
balloon was seen to swell very considerably,
at the same time that the aeronauts were ob
served, by means of telescopes, very anxious
to get down, and busied in pulling the valve
and opening the appendages to the balloon,
in order to facilitate the escape of as much
inflammable air as possible. Shortly after this
the machine took fire at the height of about
three quarters of a mile from the ground. No
explosion was heard ; and the silk of the bal-
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loon seemed to resist the atmosphere for about England and othercounlries, which are omitted
a minute, after which it collapsed, and de- in the present article, as furnishing little or no
scended along with the two unfortunate tra- additional interest; but the last voyage of M.
vellers so rapidly, that both of them were Garnerin in this country, being of a very novel
killed. Pilatre seemed to have been dead be- kind, must not be passed over in silence. On
fore he came to the gTOiind ; but M. Romaine the 2lst of September, 1802, this celebrated
was alive when some persons came up to him, aeronaut undertook the singular and desperate
though he expired immediately after. experiment of ascending in a balloon, and then

The first aerial voyage in England was per- descending by means of a parachute. The
formed on the 15th of September, 1784, by ascent took place from St. George's Parade,
Vincent Lunardi, a native of Italy. His bal- North Audley Street, and he descended safe
loon was made of oiled silk, painted in alter- in a field near the Small-pox Hospital, Pan-
nate stripes of blue and red : its diameter was eras. The balloon was of the usual sort, tiz.
33 feet. From a net which went over about of oiled silk, with a net, from which ropes pro-
two-thirds of the balloon, descended 45 cords ceeded which terminated in, or were joined to,
to a hoop hanging below it, and to which a single rope at a few feet below Ihe balloon,

the gallery was attached. The balloon had To this rope the parachute was fastened iti
no valve ; and its neck, which terminated in the following manner :—The reader may easily
the form of a pear, was the aperture through form to himself an idea of this parachute, by
which the inflammable air was introduced, imagining a large umbrella of canvas, of about
and through which it might be let out. The 30 feet in diameter, but destitute of the ribs
air for filling the balloon was produced from and handle. Several ropes of about 30 feet
zinc by means of diluted vitriolic acid. M. in length, which proceeded from the edge of
Lunardi departed from the Artillery-ground the parachute, terminated in a common join-
at two o'clock; and with him were a dog, a iug, from which shorter ropes proceeded, and to
cat, and a pigeon. After throwing out some the extremities of these a circular basket was
sand to clear the houses, he ascended to a fastened, and in this basket M.tiarnerin placed
great height. Hie direction of his motion at himself. Now the single rope which has been
first was N.W. by \V. ; but as the balloon rose said above to proceed from the balloon, passed
higher, it fell into another current of air, which through a hole in the centre of the parachute,
carried it nearly N. About half after three he also through certain tin tubes which were
descended very near the earth, and landed placed one after the other in the place of- the
the cat, which was almost dead with cold ; handle or stick of an umbrella, and was lastly
then rising, ho prosecuted his voyage. He fastened to the basket ; so that when the 1ml-

ascribes his descent to the action of an oar; loon was in the air, by cutting the end of this
but as he was under a necessity of throwing rope next to the basket, the parachute with
out ballast in order to re-ascend, his descent the basket would be separated from the bal-
was more probably occasioned by the loss of loon, and in falling downwards would be na-
inflammable air. At ten minutes past four, finally opened by the resistance of the air.
he descended in a meadow near AVare, in The use of the tin tubes was, to let the rope
Hertfordshire. The only philosophical instru- slip off with greater certainty, and to prevent
ment which he carried with him was a ther- its being entangled with any of the other ropes,
mometcr, which in the course of his voyage as also to keep the parachute at a distance
stood as low as 29°, and he observed that the from the basket. The balloon began to be
drops of water collected round the balloon filled at about two o'clock. There were 36
were frozen. casks filled with iron filings, and diluted sul-

The second aerial voyage in England was phuric acid, for the production of the hydrogen
performed by Mr. Blanchard, and Mr. Sheldon, gas. These communicated with three other
professor of Anatomy to the Royal Academy, casks, or general receivers, to each of w hich
being the first Englishman who ascended with was fixed a tube that emptied itself into the
an aerostatic machine. They ascended at main tube, attached to the balloon. At six,
Chelsea the 16th of October, at nine minutes the balloon being quite full of gas, and the pa-
past twelve o'clock. Mr. Blanchard having rachute, &c. being attached to it

, M. Garnerin
landed Mr. Sheldon at about 14 miles from placed himself in the basket, and ascended
Chelsea, re-ascended alone, and finally landed majestically, amidst the acclamations of in-
near Rumsey, in Hampshire, about 75 miles numerable spectators. The weather was the
distant from London, having gone nearly at clearest and pleasantest imaginable; the wind
the rate of 20 miles an hour. The wings used was gentle, and about W. by S. ; in conse-
on this occasion, it seems, produced no de- quence of which, this machine went in the
-viation from the direction of the wind. Mr. direction of about E. by N. In about eight
Blanchard said, that he ascended so high as minutes time the balloon and parachute had
to feel a great difficulty of breathing; and that ascended to an immense height, and the

a pigeon which Hew away from the boat, la- aeronaut, in the basket, could scarcely be per-
boured tor some time to sustain itself with its ceived. While every spectator was contem-
wings in the rarified air; but after wandering plating the grand sight before them, M. Gar-

a good while, returned and rested on the side nerin cut the rope, and in an instant he was

Various voyages were now undertaken in to the parachute. At first, viz. before the pa-
of the boat
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rxchute opened, he fell with great velocity;
but as soon as this machine was expanded,
which took place a few moments after, the
descent became very gentle and gradual. In
this descent a remarkable circumstance was
observed, namely, that the parachute, with the
appendage of cords and basket, soon began
to vibrate like the pendulum of a clock; and
the Vibrations were so great, that more than
once the parachute and the basket seemed
to be on the same level, or quite horizontal,
which appeared extremely dangerous ; how
ever, the extent of the vibrations diminished
as he came pretty near the ground. On coming
to the earth, M. Garnerin experienced some
pretty strong shocks; and whence came out
of the basket, he was much discomposed; but
he soon recovered his spirits, and remained
without any material injury.

Several other excursions have since been
made in England, by Mr. Sadler, from Ox
ford, Cambridge, and Hackney ; but they pre
sent no novelty, and we therefore pass them
by for the reasons before stated, and shall now
conclude this article with an account of the
process employed for producing inllammablc
gas, and (lie method of filling the balloon.

Inflammable air for balloons may be ob
tained in several ways : but the best methods
are, by applying acids to certain metals ; by
exposing animal, vegetable, and some mineral
substances, in a close vessel to a strong fire ;

or by transmitting the vapour of certain fluids
through red-hot tubes. In the first of these
methods, iron, zinc, and vitriolic acid, are the
materials most commonly used : the vitriolic
acid must be diluted with about five or six
parts of water. Iron may be expected to yield,
in the common way, about 1700 times its own
bulk in gas ; or 4| ounces of iron, the like
weight of oil of vitriol, and 22£ ounces of w a

ter, will produce one cubic foot of inflammable
air : six ounces of zinc, and an equal weight
of oil of vitriol and 30 ounces of w ater, are
necessary for producing the same quantity.
It is more proper to use the turnings or chip-
pings of gTeat pieces of iron, than the filings
of that metal; because the heat attending the
effervescence will be diminished, and the di
luted acid will pass more readily through the
interstices of the turnings when they are,

heaped together, than through the filings, which
stick closer to one another. The weight of
the inflammable gas thus obtained in the com
mon way, by means of acid of vitriol, is gene
rally about one-seventh of the weight of com
mon air ; but with the necessary precautions
for philosophical experiments, it will be less
than one-tenth of the weight of the same fluid.
The other elastic fluids that are generated
with the inflammable air, may be separated
from it by passing the inflammable air through
water, in which quick lime has been dissolved ;

the water will absorb these fluids, cool the in
flammable au-, and prevent its over-heating
the balloon when it is introduced into it.

Inflammable, air may be obtained at a much

•ieaper rate, by the action of fire on various

substances ; but the gas thus obtained is not
so light as that produced by the effervescence
of acids and metals. The substances proper
to use for this purpose are,—pit-coal, asphal-
tum, amber-rock oil, and other minerals; wood,
and especially oak ; camphor oil, spirits of wine,
aether, and animal substances, which yield air
of different kinds and of various specific gra
vities. But pit-coal is the substance most pro
per to be used : a pound of this substance ex
posed to a red heat, yields about three cubic
feet of inflammable air, which, whether it pass
through water or not, weighs about one-fourth
of the weight of common air.

Balloons of the smaller size, such as those
of two or three feet in diameter, and also blad
ders, may be filled with inflammable air, after
passing it through water, by means of the fol
lowing simple apparatus (Fig. 4, Plato II. Pneu

matics): A is the bottle that contains the in
gredients which produce the gas ; B, C, D, is a
tube in the form of a syphon, fastened by one
extremity into the neck of this bottle, and
passing through a hole of the stopper of an
other bottle K, it extends so far as almost to
touch the bottom of this bottle, which is nearly
full of water. To another hole made in the
cork of the bottle E, is adapted another tube,
to the outward extremity of which a bladder,
or the aperture of the balloon is tied. The
inflammable air, coming out of the aperture
D of the tube, passes through the water of the
bottle E, and then enters into the bladder or
balloon. Two small casks might be employed
iustend of the bottles A and E.

Another apparatus for producing hydrogen,
and conveying it into a balloon, is represented
Eig. 6: A RC is a vessel made of clay or of
iron, in the form of a Florence flask ; and the
substance yielding gas is introduced into it

,

so as to occupy about |ths, or loss, of its ca
vity. If tho substance swell much, by the
action of the fire applied to it, a tube of
brass, or first a brass and then a leaden tube,
must be lulcd to the neck, C

, of the vessel;
and the extremity, D, of the tube is made
to pass through the water of a tub II I, and
to terminate under an inverted vessel EP,
to the upper apperturo of which the balloon,
or a tube going to the balloon, is adapted.
When the part A B of the vessel is put into
the fire, and made red hot, the inflammable
air that is generated will come out of the tube

C D, and passing through the water in tho
vessel, it will at last enter into the balloon G.
As a considerable quantity of common air re
mains in the inverted vessel E F, before the
operation is begun, it should have a stop cook,
K, through which it may be drawn out by
suction, and then the water will ascend as

high as the stopcock. The aperture of the
vessel E F, should be at least one foot below
the surface of the water in H I ; and the fire
should be at a sufficient distance from the

tub H I, that the inflammable air, if any of it

should escape, may not take fire and do in

jury.
The apparatus for filling an inflammable air
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balloon, of the larger sort, is represented,
PI. TIL : A, A, arc two tubs, about three feet
in diameter and nearly two feet deep, inverted
in larger tubs : at the bottom of each of the in
verted tubs there is a hole, to which is adapted
a tin tube, E, about seven inches in diameter,
and seven or eight inches long. To these
tubes the silken tubes of the balloon are tied.
Each of the tubs, B, is surrounded by several
strong casks, so regulated in number and ca
pacity, as to be less than half full when the
materials arc equally distributed. In the top
of each of these casks are two holes ; and to
one of tiie holes is adapted a tin tube, formed
so as to pass over the edge of the tub B, and
through the water, and to terminate with its
aperture under the inverted tub A. The other
hole, which serves for supplying the cask with
materials, is stopped with a wooden plug.
These tin tubes may be about three inches
and a half diameter, and the other holes may
be smaller. Two masts, with a rope, S>c. are
used for this machine, although they arc not
absolutely necessary ; because the balloon, by
means of a narrow scaffold or other contrivance,
may be elevated five or six feet above the level
of the tubs A, A. When the balloon is to be
filled, the net is put over it, and suspended as
exhibited in CDE: and having expelled all
the common air from it

,

its silk tubes are
fastened round the tin tubes E E, and the ma
terials in the casks are properly proportioned,
the iron being first put in, then the water, and
lastly, the vitriolic acid. The balloon w ill soon
be inflated by the inflammable air, and support
itself w ithout the aid of the rope G H. As
the filling advances, the net is adjusted round
it, the cords proceeding from the net arc fast
ened to the hoop M N ; the boat, I K, is sus
pended from the hoop M N, and every thing
necessary for the voyage is deposited in it.
When the balloon is a little more than three
quarters full, the silken tubes are separated
from the tin rubes, and their extremities being
tied, they arc placed in the boat. Finally,
■when the aeronauts are seated in the boat, the
lateral ropes are slipped oil', and the machine
ascends in the air.

In order to produce such a bulk of inflam
mable air as is necessary for a balloon of 30
feet in diameter, whose capacity is 14,137 cubic
feet, there will be required about 3900 pounds
of iron turnings, 3900 pounds of vitriolic acid,
and 19,500 pounds of water, with which the
balloon will not be above three quarters full.
For more on this subject, see Cavallo's " His
tory and Practice of Aerostation ;" Meyer's" Fragments," tome ii. p. 107 ; Rees's Cyclo
pedia ; and Dr. Huttou's .Math. Diet. ; article,
Aerostation.

.lESTIVAL. See Estival.
yETHER. See Ether.
AFFECTED Equation, or Adfected Equa

tion, in Afgebra, is any equation above the
simple degree, providing it be not a complete
power whose root may be extracted. Sec Ad
jected.

AFFECTED is a term made use of by alge

braists, when speaking of the signs or co-effi
cients of a quantity. Thus, if a quantity is pre
ceded by the sign +, it is said to be affected
with a positive sign ; and if by — , it is affected
with a negative sign, &c. Thus also, 2a, 7 a,
are said to be affected with the co-efficients 2

,

7
,

&c.
AFFECTION, in Geometry and Physics, is

a term signifying the same as property.
AFFIRMATIVE Quantity, or Positive

Quantity, in Algebra, is one that is to be added
or taken effectively, in contradistinction to a
negative quantity which is to be subtracted.

Affirmative Sign, or sign of addition, is +,
and is read t>lus, or more, or added to : thus
a + b

,

signifies that the quantity represented
by b

, is to be added to the quantity repre
sented by a. When a single letter or quantity

is preceded by the sign +, as + a, it indi
cates that it is to be taken positively ; and the
same is always to be understood if there be no
sign prefixed. Before the introduction of this
sign into algebra, the word plus, or its equi
valent, was used to imply the addition of quan
tities ; as was the word minus, to indicate the
subtraction of them.

AFORTIORI, a term frequently used by
mathematicians, signifying for a strottger
reason.

AGE, in Chronology, is used for a century,
being a system or period of 100 years.

Age of the Moon, in Astronomy, is the num
ber of days elapsed since the last new moon.
See Moon.

AGENT, in Physics, that by which a thing

is done or effected ; or any tiling having power
to act upon another.

AGGREGATE, the sum of several things
taken together.

AGNESIA (Maria Gaetana), an Italian
lady of extraordinary acquirements in mathe
matics and philosophy, besides possessing a
very extensive know ledge both of ancient and.
modern languages. She was chosen to the pro
fessorship of Mathematics in the university of
Bologna, in consequence of a work which she
published in 1748, in two volumes 4to, enti
tled " Istituzioni Analytiche," which was so
much admired by Professor Colson, that he
was at the labour of studying the Italian lan
guage in order to translate it into English,
under the title of " Analytical Institutions :"
his translation was published in Londoii in
1801. We have no account of cither the birth
or death of this celebrated lady : she retired
early in life into a nunnery, after which time
all traces of her arc lost ; not even is the time
known when death terminated the mortal ex
istence of one of the brightest ornaments of
the female sex.

AGUILON, or Aquilon (Francis), a jesuit
of Brussels, professor of Philosophy at Douay,
and of Theology at Antwerp. He wrote a
work on Optics, in six books, folio, 1613 ; as
also a treatise on the Projections o

f the Splmre ;

he had likewise promised some other works;
but was prevented by his death, which hap
pened at Seville in the year 1617.
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AIR, in Physic*, an elastic, transparent,

ponderous, compressible, and dilatable fluid
body ; surrounding: the terraqueous globe to a
considerable height. The ancients considered
air as an element ; but, taken in its popular
sense, it is very far from the simplicity of an
elementary substance. It does not, however,
fall within the limits of this work, to consider
the different kinds of air now comprehended
under the general term gas, that being totally
a subject of chemical investigation ; we shall,
therefore, merely consider the mechanical pro
perties of atmospheric air, which is a coalition
of corpuscles of various kinds, constituting
together one fluid mass, in which we live, and
move, and are continually receiving, and ex
pelling by respiration, and which, considered
as composing one body or mass, is termed
the atmosphere.

The most important physical or mechanical
properties of this fluid, falling within the limits
of our investigation, are its fluidity, weight,
and elatticty.

Of the Fluidity of the Air.—That the air is a
fluid is evident from the easy passage it affords
to bodies moving through it

,

as in the propa
gation of smells and other effluvia. The easy
conveyance it affords to sounds is also fre
quently cited, as another proof of its fluidity,
though perhaps with little propriety, as sounds
are known to be easier conveyed through solid
bodies than through the medium of the atmos
phere. That air is a fluid, is also proved from
this circumstance, that it is found to exert an
equal pressure in all directions ; an effect that
could not take place otherwise than from its
extreme fluidity.

The Weight or Gravity o
f the Air.—Ot this

property of air the ancients were not totally
unacquainted, though their sentiments on the
subject were confused and unsatisfactory.
Aristotle, for instance, asserts (de Ca;lo, lib. iv.
c. L) that a bladder filled w ith air will weigh
more than the same when empty; and Em-
pedocles ascribed the cause of respiration to
the weight of the air, which by its pressure
insinuates itself into the lungs ; and the same
was also the opinion of Asclepiades. Hero
of Alexandria, and his contemporary Ctcsi-
bius, were both acquainted with its gravity
and elasticity; and on these principles, in
vented air-guns, or wind-guns, which have
since been considered as a modern discovery.
See Duten's Inquiry into the Origin of the
Discoveries attributed to the Moderns. Such
were the opinions and knowledge that the
ancients possessed on this subject ; and it

seems strange, after such ideas were once pro
mulgated, that the followers of Aristotle should
abandon the sentiments of their master, and
for many ages maintain a contrary doctrine.
The effects which are now known to result
from the weight and elasticity of the air, were
for a long time attributed to an imaginary

ftinciple called fuga nacui, or Nature's abhor-

rmee of a vacuum ; and Galileo himself ad

mitted the principle, although he was under

tie necessity of assigning a limit to it
,

corre

sponding to the weight of a column of water
of 34 feet high. This distinguished philoso
pher was, however, well apprised of the weight
of air as a body; and in his Dialogues, he
points out two methods of demonstrating it,
by weighing it in bottles ; but the pressure of
the atmosphere was first discovered by his dis
ciple Torricelli. In the year 1643 it occurred
to him, that whatever might be the cause by
which a column of water, of 34 feot high, is
sustained above its level in the tube of a com
mon pump, the same force would sustain a
column of any other fluid, which weighed as
much as that column of water, on the same
base ; and hence he concluded, that quick
silver being about 14 times as heavy as water,
would not be sustained at a greater height
than 29 or 30 inches. He then made the ex
periment, called after his name. The Torri
cellian Experiment He took a glass tube, of
several feet in length, and having sealed it her
metically at one end, he filled it with quick
silver ; then inverting it, and holding it up
right by pressing his finger against the lower
or open orifice, he immersed that end in a

vessel of quicksilver ; then removing his finger,
and suffering the fluid to run out, the event
verified his conjecture : the quicksilver, faith
ful to the laws of Hydrostatics, descended till
the column of it was about 30 inches high
above* the surface of that in the open vessel :

and hence he concluded, that it was no other
than the weight of the air incumbent on the
external surface of the quicksilver, which
counterbalanced the fluid contained in the
tube. By this experiment he not only proved,
as Galileo had done, that the air had weight,
but that its weight was the cause of the sus
pension of water in pumps, and of quicksilver
in the tube ; and that the weight of the whole
column of it, was equal to that of a like co
lumn of quicksilver 30 inches high, or of water
34 or 3d feet high ; but ho did not ascertain
the weight of any particular quantity of it

,

as
a gallon, or a cubic foot ; nor its specific gra
vity to water, as had been done, though in
accurately, by Galileo.

Torricelli's experiment soon became very
popular. Father Mersenne was apprized of it

in 1644, and immediately conveyed an account
of it to the philosophers of France, where it

was repeated in various ways by Pascal and
Petit, which gave occasion to the ingenious
treatise which Pascal published, entitled" Experiences Nouvelles touchant la Vuidc."
Having, after some hesitation, adopted Torri
celli's idea, and abandoned the principle of
fuga vacui, he devised several experiments for
confirming it. One of these w as to procure a
vacuum above the reservoir of quicksilver, in
which case he found the column sunk down
to the common level ; but this appearing to
him not sufficiently powerful to dissipate the
prejudices of the philosophers of the old school,
he prevailed on M. Perier, his brother-in-
law, to execute the famous experiment of the
Puy-de-domme, who found that the height of
the quicksilver, half way up the mountain,
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was considerably less than at the foot of it

,

and still less at the top : by this means the

question was set to rest ; as no doubt could
any longer be entertained, that it was the
weight of the atmosphere that counterpoised
the column of quicksilver. This experiment
was repeated afterwards in various parts of
Europe, aud particularly by Dr. Power and
Mr. Sinclair; thejormer in England, and the
latter at Glasgow, in .Scotland.

Still, however, the weight of a cubic foot of
air, or, in other words, its specific gravity, had
not been ascertained. Mersenne undertook
to dete:mine it, in a very ingenious manner;
but did not approximate nearer the truth than
Galileo: the former making it as 1 to 1300,

and the latter as 1 to 4O0. But Mr. Boyle, in
a more accurate experiment, obtained a result
much nearer, having determined it to be to
that of water in the proportion of 1 to 938.
Mr. Hawksbee found it to be as 1 to 850, by
proceeding upon the same principles as Mer
senne, with a three-gallon glass bottle ; but
extracting the air out of it with the air pump,
instead of expelling it by fire ; the height of
the barometer being at that time 29-7 inches.
Subsequent experiments made before the
Royal Society, at different times, gave the fol
lowing results ; viz. 1 to 840 ; 1 to 852 ; 1 to
860 ; and finally, by a very simple and accu
rate experiment made by Mr. Hawksbee, the
proportion was settled at 1 to 885. But these
experiments being all made in the summer
months, when the barometer was at 29 \ inches,
Dr. Jurin thought, that at a medium between
heat and cold, when the barometer is 30 inches
high, the proportion between the two fluids
might be taken at 1 to 800 ; which agrees with
the observation of Cavendish, the thermometer
being at 50 degrees, and the barometer at 29}
inches. Phil. Trans, vol. hi. p. 152. Other
experiments of Sir G. Shuckburgh gives the
proportion as 1 to 836, the barometer being
29.27, and the thermometer 53 degrees. The
medium of all these is about as 1 to 832, or

1 to 833 ; when reduced to the pressure of 30
inches of the barometer, and the mean tem
perature of 55 degrees of the thermometer; or,
by adding f to the last number, the proportion
becomes 1 to 833}, or 3 to 2500; whence
upon the whole we may conclude, that the
density of air is to that of water as 3 to 2500 ;

and consequently, that a cubic foot of air
weighs at a mean lj ounces avoirdupois ; the
weight of a cubic foot of water being 1000
ounces, and of a cubic foot of quicksilver
13,600 ounces. —For further particulars on this
subject see Atmosphere.

Elasticity o
f the Air— is another quality of

this fluid, viz. that it will yield to any pres
sure, by contracting its dimensions; but by
removing or diminishing the impressive cause,

it will again return to its natural state or figure.
This elastic force may be accounted the dis
tinguishing property of air, the others which
we have mentioned above being common to
all fluids, whereas this property belongs almost

sxclusively to the former ; for though perhaps

all fluids are in some respects compressible
and elastic, yet they possess these properties
in so small a degree, when compared with air,
that we may still consider elasticity as a dis
tinguishing characteristic of this fluid. To
prove this property of air, various experiments
might bo recited ; it will, however, be suffi

cient to mention one; which is, simply invert
ing an open vessel full of air in water : in
which case, the resistance it offers to further
immersion, and the height to which the water
ascends within it, in proportion as it is further
immersed, are proof's of the elasticity of the
air contained in it. The same may be other
wise shown, by squeezing a blown bladder
between the hands ; in which case the in
cluded air offers a sensible resistance ; but
the pressure being removed, it immediately
recovers it's former figure, and this obviously
in consequence of the elastic property of the
fluid.

With regard to the degree of this clastic
force, it has been shown by the most satis
factory experiments, that with moderate prcsT
sure it is always proportional to the density
of the air, and that the density is always as
the compressing force ; whence also the elas
ticity of air iijjas the force by which it is com
pressed. Thus, if air is confined in a bent
tube, one end being open and the other her
metically sealed, and quicksilver be poured
in at the open end, it will be found that the
spaces into which the air is compressed are
always inversely as the weights by which it is
loaded, and since these weights arc the mea
sures of the elasticity, therefore the elasticities
are inversely as the spaces which the air oc
cupies. But the densities are also inversely
as those spaces ; therefore the elasticity of air

is directly as its density, as was first shown
from experiments by Boyle, and thence termed
the Boylean law ; and the same was also done
by Mariotte and Amontons.

It has been questioned, amongst philoso
phers, whether this elastic power of the air is
capable of being destroyed or diminished. Mr.
Boyle could not discover that any state of
rarefaction, which he was capable of produc
ing, was sufficient for destroying this pro
perty. Dcsaguliers found that air, after being;
confined half a year in a wind-gun, still retain
ed its original powers; and Roberval, after
keeping it in a state of condensation for a
much longer period, found that it possessed
the same clastic power as in the first instance
of its compression. Whence one might con
clude that no state of rarefaction, or conden
sation, could totally destroy the elastic power
of the air. Colonel Roy, however, (Phil. Trans,
vol. Ixvii.) has shown that the particles of air
may be so far removed as to lose a very great
part of their elastic force : the same experi
ments show that moist air possesses the
greatest elastic force ; and that common air,
in its natural state, is proportionally more
elastic than when its density is considerably
augmented by pressure. Mr. Hawksbee also

found that the elasticity of air may be s»
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effected by a violent pressure, ax to require
some time to return to its natural tone. And
Dr. Hale has shown that there are various
■waysin which the elastic property of air may
be deranged and impaired ; Statical Essays,
vol. L The weight or pressure of the air, it
is obvious, has no dependence on its elasti
city ; but would be the same whether it pos
sessed the latter property or not. But being
elastic, it is necessarily effected by pressure,
which reduces it into such a space, that the
elasticity which re-acts against the compress
ing weight, is eqnal to that weight Indeed the
law of this elasticity is as we have seen above,
that it increases as the density of the air ill-
creases ; and the density increases as the
force increases, by which it is pressed. Now
there must necessarily be a balance between
action and re-action ; that is, the gravity of
the air which tends to compress it

,

and the
elasticity of the air whereby it has a tendency
to expand, must be equal. Hence the elas
ticity increasing or diminishing, universally,
as the density increases or diminishes, it is of
no importance whether the air be retained in
such space, by the weight of the atmosphere,
or b

y

any other means, as it must still in
either case have a tendency to expand with
the same force. And hence, if air, near the
surface of the earth, be pent up in any vessel
so as to cut off all communication with the
external air, the pressure of that enclosed will
be equal to that of the atmosphere. It is

shown, for example, under the article baro
meter, that the column of quicksilver is coun
terbalanced by the weight of a column of the
atmosphere, acting on the surface of that fluid
in the bulb. But if this bulb were to be her
metically sealed, so that the external air did
not act at all upon this surface, the elastic
force of the air enclosed would still be equal
to, and keep in equilibrium, the column of
quicksilver in the tube.

The elasticity of the air exerts itself equally
in all ways; and when it is at liberty, and
freed from the cause which compresses it, it

expands eqnally in all directions, in conse
quence of which it always assumes a spherical
figure, in the interstices of the fluid in which

it is lodged. This is evident in liquors placed
under the receiver of an air-pump ; for by
exhausting the air, at first there appears a
multitude of exceeding small bubbles, like
grains of fine sand, dispersed through the
fluid mass, and rising upwards ; and as more
air is pumped out, they enlarge in size, but
still retain their spherical figure. Also, if a
plate of metal be immerged in the liquor, on
pumping, its surface will be seen covered
over with small round bubbles, composed of
the air which adheres to it, now expanding
itself. And for the same reason it is that glass
flobes always assume a spherical shape when
formed, by blowing air through iron tubes
**> a piece of melted glass, at the end of the

/ Tie expansion of air, by means of its elastic

property when only the compressing force is

taken off or diminished, is found to be sur
prisingly great; it having been known, in cer
tain experiments, to expand itself into 13,679
times its original space, and this solely by its
own natural power, without the application
of fire.

The elasticity of the air, under the same
pressure, is increased by heat and diminished
by cold, and that according to several very
accurate experiments, at the rate of abput
one~435th part for every degree of heat of
Fahrenheit's thermometer. See Thermo
meter.

We shall conclude this article by recapitu
lating the general results deduced in the pre
ceding paragraphs, viz.

Air is a fluid, the specific gravity of which

is to that of water as 3 to 2500, or as 1 to
833J, when the height of the barometer is 30
inches, in which state a cubic foot of it weighs

1
| ounces avoirdupoise, reckoning the cubic

foot of water to weigh 1000 ounces, and of
mercury 13,600 ounces ; that is

,

at a medium,
the specific gravity of air is about 1-2, that of
water being 1000.

Air is also an elastic, compressible, and
dilatable fluid; and, except in extreme cases,
its elasticity is directly proportional to the
compressing force, or to the density, while
the temperature remains the same. And
when the pressure is constant, it varies as the
temperature, increasing by about one-435th
part for every degree of heat of Fahrenheit's
thermometer, and decreasing in the same ratio
as the heat decreases. For the application of
these principles to various philosophical pur
poses, see Am-tcmi, AiR-pump, Atmosphere,
Barometer, Manometer, Thermometer,
&c.

A\R-Balloon. Sec Aerostation.
AlR-Giwt, a pneumatic machine, which ex

plodes bullets or shot with great velocity and
effect ; the first account of which is found in
the Elemens d'Artillerie of David Rivaut,
who was preceptor to Lewis XIII. of France;
though it is said that machines of this kind
were constructed by Hero, and Ctesibius of
Alexandria. Their operation depends upon
the elastic power of air, which we have seen
above increases in proportion to the greater
degree of condensation. Now the elastic
power of fired gunpowder being equal to the
pressure of 1000 atmospheres, or 1000 times
greater than that of common air, it follows
that in order to produce the same effect with
an air-gun as with a lirelock, the air must he
compressed into one-thousandth part of its
natural bulk; and for all inferior degrees of
condensation, flic effect will be proportionally
diminished; and as the velocities with which
equal balls are impelled, are directly as the
square roots of the forces acting upon them,
we shall be able always to estimate the effect

previous to any explosion taking place: thus,

if » be the number of times the air is con
densed, then as v'lOOO : Jn :: the velocity
arising from the explosion of gunpowder to

that arising from condensation. If, therefore,
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*ir be condensed twenty times, its velocity
will be about one-seventh of that arising from
fired gunpowder. In the air-gun, however, the
reservoir of condensed air is commonly very
large, in proportion to the tube which con
tains the ball, and its density will be very
little altered by expanding through the nar
row tube ; and, consequently, the ball will be
urged throughout by nearly the same uniform
force with that of the first instant ; and hence
the exploding power of condensed air is much
more considerable than appears from the pre
ceding estimation, being little less than that
of gunpowder, even under a condensation of
ten times, provided the reservoir be of any
considerable magnitude.

Air-guns of late years have been much im
proved in their construction. Fig. 1, Plate II.
Pneum. represents one made by the late Mr.
B. Martin, which, for simplicity and perfec
tion, exceeds all others. A is the barrel,
with the lock, stock, ramrod, &c. of the size
and weight of a common fowling-piece. Un
der the iock at 4, is a round steel tube, having
a small moveable pin in the inside, which is
pushed out when the trigger a is pulled,
by the spring-work within the lock ; to this
tube 4, a hollow copper ball c screws, per
fectly air-tight. This copper ball is fully charg
ed w ith condensed air by the syringe B (fig. 2.)
previous to its being applied to the tube 4 of
fig. 1. It is then evident, that if a bullet be
Tammed down in the barrel, the copper ball
screwed fast at b, and the trigger a be pulled,
that the pin in 4 will, by the action of the
spring-work within the lock, forcibly strike out
into the copper ball : and thereby pushing in
suddenly a valve within the copper ball, let
out a portion of the condensed air ; which air
will rush up through the aperture of the lock,
and forcibly act against the bullet, driving it
to the distance of 60 or 70 yards, or further if
the air be strongly condensed. At every dis
charge only a portion of the air escapes from
the ball ; therefore, by re-cocking the piece,
another discharge may be made ; and this re
peated to the amount of 15 or 16 times. An
additional barrel is sometimes made, and
applied for the discharge of shot, instead of
the one above described.

The air in the copper ball is condensed by
means of the syringe B, in the following man
ner. The ball c is screwed quite close on the
top of the syringe. At the end of the steel-
pointed rod (i, is a stout ring, through which
passes the rod A; upon this rod the feet should
be firmly set; then the hands arc to be applied
to the two handles it, fixed on the side of the
barrel of the syringe. Now by moving the
barrel B steadily up and down on the rod a,
the ball c will become charged with condensed
air; and it may be easily known when the
ball is as full as possible, by the irresistible
action that the air makes against the piston
when jou are working the syringe. At the
end of the rod k is usually a square hole,
which with the rod serves as a key to fasten
the ball c fast on the screw 4 of the gun and

syringe close to the orifice in the ball e. In
the inside is fixed a valve and spring, which
gives way for the admission of air; but upon
its emission comes close up to the orifice, shut
ting up the internal air. The piston-rod works
air-tight, by a collar of leather on it

,

in the
barrel B ; it is therefore plain, w hen the bar
rel is drawn up, the air will rush in at the
hole h

. When the barrel is pushed down,
the contained air will have no other way
to pass from the pressure of the piston but
into the ball c at top ; the barrel being drawn
up, the operation is repeated, until the con
densation is so strong as to resist the action
of the piston.

Various other constructions have been de
vised for guns of this description, which our
limits will not admit of detailing; the most
important of these, is the magazine air-gun
of Colbe, by which ten balls may be discharg
ed in succession, and so quick as to answer
the purpose of as many different guns. Sec
Martin's Phil. Brit. vol. ii.; Adams's Lectures,
by Jones, vol. i.; and Desagulier's Exp. Phil,
vol. ii.

A\R-Lamp, is a Pneumatic Machine formed
by the combination of inflammable air and
electricity, which by turning a stop-cock pro
duces a flame that may be restrained or con
tinued at pleasure. For a description and
representation of this instrument, see Adams's
Lectures, by Jones, vol. ii. ; see also article
AlR-Lamp, Recs's Cyclopedia.

AlR-Pipcs, an invention due to Mr. Sutton,

a brewer, of London ; being intended for
clearing the holds of ships and other close
places of their foul air. The principle upon
which this contrivance is founded, is well
known ; being no other than the rarefying
power of heat, which by causing a diminution
in the density of the air in one place, allows
that which is in contact with it to rush in, and
to be succeeded by a constant supply from
remoter parts, till the air becomes every where
equally clastic. If, therefore, one end of a
long tube be placed in the hold, or place to
be purified, while the other end of the tube
be sufficiently heated, the foul air will be con
stantly drawn up, and supplied by fresh air
from above. See Phil. Trans, abridgment,
vol. viii.

AiR-Pump, in Pneumatics, the name of a
celebrated machine, the invention of which is
due to Otto de Guericke, consul of Magde
burg, who exhibited his first public experi
ments with this instrument before the Em
peror and States of Germany, at the breaking
up of the Imperial Diet at Hatisbon, in the
year 1654 ; but his description of the instru
ment, and of his experiments, did not appear
till 1672, at Amsterdam, under the title of
Experimcnta nova Magdeburgica de vacuo
spatio.

Long before this publication, however, the
subject became well known to philosophers,
through the two works of Gaspar Schottus,
professor of mathematics at Wirtcmberg, the
first entitled Mechanica Hydraulico-pneuma,
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tica, in 1657; and the other, Technics Cnriosa,
in 1664. In the former of which, with Gue-
ricke's permission, he gave a description and
illustration of the instrument, and of many of
the experiments that had been performed
upon it.

Dr. Hooke, therefore, is wrong in attribut
ing the invention to Boyle ; for two years
after the publication of the first of the above-
mentioned works, this celebrated philosopher,
in a letter to his nephew, Lord Dungarvon,
introduces his acknowledgment of his obliga
tion for the discovery of this useful machine,
to what he had heard reported of it

,

though
he had not perused it. At the same time, he
assures us that he had made some attempts
upon the same foundation, before he knew
any thing of what had been done abroad, but
that the information he afterwards received
from the Mechanica of Schottus, first enabled
him to bring his design to maturity.

Guerieke's machine was, as might be ex
pected, in the first instance, very imperfect,
as it required some hours to produce a state
of rarefaction sufficient for performing his ex
periments. Boyle and Hooke gave it a new
form, and successive improvements have since
brought it to the greatest possible degree of
perfection.

We cannot, in this article, enter into a

minute detail of the several improvements
that have been made in this instrument, nor
of the peculiar construction that has been
given to it by different artists, it will be suffi

cient for our purpose to describe the princi
ples upon which its operation depends ; the
most popular machine of this description, the
law of rarefaction depending upon its opera
tion, and an enumeration of the several pur
poses to which it may be applied, and the dis
coveries to which it has given rise.

The principles on which the air-pump is

constructed, may be readily imagined. It con
sists in expelling a portion of air out of a ves
sel, which is so secured as to prevent any of
the external air rushing into its place, and con
sequently producing a certain degree of rare
faction within : another portion being again
expelled, the air becomes farther rarefied ; and
thus by repeated operations, such a state of
rarety is produced as to be nearly equivalent
to an absolute vacuum ; though it is obvious
that it is impossible ever to arrivo completely
at the latter, because at each operation only

a part of the remaining air is excluded. The
bases, or essential part, of the air-pump is

a metalline tube, answering to the barrel of

a common pump or syringe ; having a valve
at the bottom, opening upwards, and a

moveable piston or embolus answering to the
sucker of a pump, furnished likewise with

a valve opening upwards; the whole being
fitted to a proper vessel, as a recipient or re
ceiver. Thus, let B represent the section of

» perfectly uniform metallic barrel, commu

nicating' with the glass receiver A, by means

o
f

the tube 1 1 ; let P be a piston attached

to the rod R, and fitting the barrel air-tight,

i tad v are two valves opening upwards,

the one adapted to the hole in the piston, and
the other to the end of the tube tt. Now the
receiver A being placed upon its support C D,
in such a manner as to prevent any commu
nication with the external air, by setting it on
wet leather collars, or otherwise, the operation

is carried on as follows. When the piston rod

is forced down, the air in the barrel is com
pressed iu the first instance, which shuts the
lower valve t>,and forces open the upper valve
in the piston, whereby all the air in the barrel
escapes ; then by drawing back the piston, the
incumbent atmosphere shuts the valve v, and

a vacuum would be left behind it ; but that the
air in the receiver pressing against the lower
valve v, and finding there no resistance rushes
into the barrel, and the whole is filled with
air as before. But it is now so much more
rare, as the content of the barrel, and receiver
exceeds that of the receiver alone. The ope
ration being now repeated, another barrel of
air escapes, and when the piston is again lift
ed up, the air rushing into the barrel as before,
produces a farther rarefaction; and thus, by
successive repetitions, the receiver is finally
nearly exhausted of air, though it can never
be completely so, as the portion expelled each
time is only a certain part of the whole quan
tity contained in it

,

previous to each stroke
of the piston.

The above are the principles of operation ;

but in order to render these more effective
and convenient, a great variety of forms have
of late years been given to this instrument,
which it is totally out of our power to enume
rate in this place, without far exceeding our
proper limits ; wc shall therefore conliue our
remarks to a machine of this kind invented
by Mr. Cuthbertson, which is by far the most
complete of any hitherto constructed.

Fig. 8
, Plate IV. Pneumatics, exhibits a per

spective view of this pump, with its two prin
cipal gages screwed into their places. These
need not be used together, except in cases
where the utmost exactness is required. In
common experiments one of them is removed,
and a stop-screw put in its place. When
the pear-gage is used, a small round plate, on
which the receiver may stand, must be first
screwed into the hole at A ; but this hole is

stopped on other occasions with a screw.
When all the three gages are used, and the
receiver is exhausted, the stop-screw B, at
the bottom of the pump, must be unscrewed,

to admit the air into the receiver ; but when

they are not all used, cither of the other stop-

screws will answer this purpose.
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A cross-bar for preventing the barrels from it ; and when it is pushed downward, it will

being shaken by working the pump, or by any open as far as the shoulder aa will permit,
accident, is represented by the dotted lines. It and suffer air to pass through. A A, fig. 7,
is confined in its place, and kept close down on is the receiver plate. B B is a long square
the barrels by two slips of wood N N, which" piece of brass, screwed into the under side of
must lie drawn out as well as the screws O O, the plate, tnrough which a hole is drilled cor-
when Hie pump is to be taken asunder. responding to that in the centre of the receiver-

Fig. I. is a section of one of the barrels, plate, and with three female screws 6, 4, c.

with ;ill its internal parts ; and fig. 2, 3, 4, and The rarefaction of the air in the receiver is
5, arc different parts of the piston, propor- effected as follows: Suppose the piston at the
tioned to the size of the barrel and to one bottom of the barrel. The inside of the bar-
another. rel, from the lop of the piston to a, contains

In fig. 1. CD represents the barrel, F the common air. When the rod is drawn up, the
collar of leathers, G a hollow cylindrical ves- upper part of the piston sticks fast in the bar-
sel to contain oil. R is also an oil-vessel to rel till the conical part connected with the rod
receive the oil which is drawn, along with the shuts the conical hole, and its shoulder applies
air, through the hole aa, when the piston is close to its bottom. The piston is now shut,
drawn upwards ; and, when this is full, the and therefore the whole is drawn up by the
oil is carried over with the air, along the tube rack-work, driving the air before it through
T, into the oil-vessel G. cc is a wire which is the hole aa, into the oil-vessel at R, and out
driven upwards from the hole aa by the pas- into the room by the tube T. The piston will
sage of the air ; and as soon as this has escap- then be at the top of the barrel at a, and the
ed, it falls down again by its own weight, wire gg will stand nearly as represented in
shuts up the bole, and prevents all return of the figure just raised from the hole L, audpre-
the air into the barrel. At dd are fixed two vented from rising higher by the nut O. Dur-
picces of brass, to keep the wire cc in a ver- ing this motion the air will expand in the
tical direction, that it may accurately shut the receiver, and come along the bent tube m into
hole. II is a cylindrical wire or rod which the barrel. Thus the barrel will be filled with
carries the piston I, and is made hollow to air, which, as the piston rises, will be rarefied
receive a long wire gg, which opens and shuts in proportion as the capacity of the receiver,
the hole L ; and on the other end of the wire pipes, and barrel is to the barrel alone. When
O is screwed a nut, which, by stopping in the the piston is moved down again by the rack-
narrowest part of the hole, prevents the wire work, it will force the conical part of fig. 5
from being driven up too far. This wire and out of the hollow part fig. 4, as far as the
screw are more clearly seen in fig. 2 and 6; shoulders aa. Fig. 2 will rest on aa fig. 4,
they slide in a collar of leather rr, fig. 2 and 5, which will then be so far open as to permit
in the middle piece of the piston. Fig. 4 and 5 the air to pass freely through it, while at the
are the two mean parts which compose the same time the end of ^g- is forced against the
piston, and when the pieces 3 and 6 are add- top of the hole, and shuts it

, in order to pre-
ed to it

,

the whole is represented by fig. 2. vent any air from returning into the receiver.
Fig. 6 is a piece of brass of a conical form, Thus, the piston moving downwards suffers
with a shoulder at the bottom. A long hollow the air to pass out between the sides of fig. 4

screw is cut in it, about two-thirds of its length, and 6; and, when it is at the bottom of the
and the remainder of the hole, in which barrel, will have the column of air above it :

there is no screw, is of about the same diame- and, consequently, when drawn upwards it

terwith the screwed part, except a thin plate will shut, and drive out this air, and, by open-
at the end, which is of a width exactly equal ing the hole L at the same time, will give a
to the thickness of gg. The part of the inside free passage to more air from the receiver,
of the conical brass in which no thread is cut, This process being continued, the air of the

is filled with oiled leathers with holes through receiver will be rarefied as far as its expansive
which gg can slide stiffly. There is also a power will permit. For in this machine there
male screw with a hole in it, fitted to gg, are no valves to be forced open by the Clas
sen ing to compress the leathers rr. In fig. 4

, ticity of the air in the receiver, which at last
aaaa is the outside of the piston, the inside of it is unable to effect. There is therefore no-
which is turned so as .exactly to fit the out- thing to prevent the air from expanding to its
side of fig. 5. 44 are round leathers about 60 utmost degree.
in number, cc is a circular piece of brass of the Various other machines have been invented
size of the leathers, and dd is a screw serving of late years by Smeaton, Jones, Adams, &c.
to compress them. The screw at the end of which we are sorry our limits oblige us to pass
fig. 3 is made to fit the screw in fig. 5. Now over ; a particular description of them may,

if fig. 6 be pushed into fig. 5
,

this into fig. 4 however, be seen under the article AlR-Pump,
and fig. 3
,

be screwed into the end of fig. 5
, in Rees's Cyclop. ; see also Nicholson's Jour-
these will compose the whole of the piston, as nal, vols. i. and ii. 4to. for descriptions of the
represented in fig. 2. H in fig. 1

, represents pumps invented by Messrs. Prince, Sadler,
the same part as H in fig. 2

,

and is that to Little, Sir G. Mackenzie, Sec; to the Retro-
which the rack is fixed. If, therefore, this be spect of Philosophical Discoveries, vol. ii., for

close into fig. 4
, and drive out the air above and Silvester; and to Vince's Hydrostatics,
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for an account of the air-pnmp used by that
gentleman in his lectures.

The Use and Effect of the Air-Pvmp.—la
whatever manner or torm this machine is

made, its use and operation are much the
same. By means of the motion of the handle,
a barrel of the contained air is drawn out at
every stroke of the piston, and thus is the air
in the receiver diminished at each stroke of
the piston, by the quantity of the barrel or
cylinder full, and therefore always in the same
proportion: so that by thus repeating ♦he ope
ration again and again, the air is rarefied
to any proposed degree, or till it has not elas
ticity enough to open the valve of the piston
or of the barrel, after which the exhaustion
cannot be any further carried on : the gage,
in comparison with the barometer, showing at
any time what the degree of exhaustion is,
according to the particular nature and con
struction of it. See Gage.

But, supposing no vapour from moisture,
Sec. to rise in the receiver, the degree of ex
haustion, after any number of strokes of the
piston, may be determined by knowing the
respective capacities of the barrel and the
receiver, including the pipe, &c. For as we
have seen above that every stroke diminishes
the density in a constant proportion, namely,
as much as the whole content exceeds that of
the cylinder or barrel ; and consequently the
sum of as many diminutions as there are
strokes of the piston, will show the whole
diminution by all the strokes. So, if the
capacity of the barrel be equal to that of the
receiver, in which the communication-pipe is
always to be included, then, the barrel being
half the sum of the whole content, half the
air will be drawn out at one stroke ; and con
sequently the remaining half, being dilated
through the whole or first capacity, will be of
only half the density of the first ; in like man
ner, after the second stroke, the density of the
remaining contents will be only half of that
after the first stroke, that is only £ of the ori
ginal density: continuing this operation, it
follows that the density of the remaining air
will be i after 3 strokes of the piston, after
4 strokes, ^ after 5 strokes, and so on, ac

cording to the powers of the ratio { ; that is,
such power of the ratio as is denoted by the
number of the strokes. In like manner, if the
barrel be $ of the whole contents, that is, the
receiver double of the barrel, or f of the whole
contents; then the ratio of diminution of den
sity being f , the density of the contents, after
any number of strokes of the piston, will be
denoted by such power of f whose exponent
is that number; namely, the density will be }
after one stroke, (f)1 or $ after two strokes,

(f)' or after three strokes, and in general
it will be (f)» after n strokes: the original
density of the air being 1. Hence then, uni

versally, if s denote the sum of the contents
of the receiver and barrel, and r that of the

tWe/ver only without the barrel, and n any

number of strokes of the piston ; then,

ttf original density of the air being 1, the

density after n strokes will be -> that is
,

the

n power of the ratio

^
. So, for example, if the

capacity of the receiver be rqual to 4 times that
of the barrel ; then thrir sum s is 5

, and r is 4;
and the density of the contents after 30 strokes,
will be (i)3°, or the 30th power of which is
•g^j nearly ; so that the air in the receiver is
rarefied 808 limes.

See also the Memoircs de I'Acad. Koyale
des Sciences for the years 1093 and 170.3.

From the same formula?, namely (jz) — d

the density, we easily derive a rule for finding
the number of strokes of the piston, necessary
to rarefy the air any number of times, or to
reduce it to a given density d

, that of the na

tural air being 1
. For since (jj) — d
,

by

taking the logarithm of this equation, it is n

X log. ~= log. of d
;

and hence n — i°JLi* —

log.rf, l0g"»

log. r— log.V that divide ™e loS- of the

proposed density by the log. of the ratio of
the receiver to the sum of the receiver ami
barrel together, and the quotient will show
the number of strokes of the piston requisite
to produce the degree of exhaustion required.
So, for example, if the receiver be equal to .0

times the barrel, and it be proposed to find
how many strokes of the piston will rarely
the air 100 times ; then r-5,j = 6,((= T{ns,

whose log. is — 2
, and j= ~, whose log. is

o
— -07918; therefore

.0-918
= 25i nearly,

which is the number of strokes required.

Some of the principal effects and phenomena
of the air-pump arc the following :—That, in
the exhausted receiver, heavy and light bo
dies fall equally swift; so, a piece of metal and

a feather fall from the top of a tall receiver to
the bottom exactly together. That most ani
mals die in a minute or two : but, however,
that vipers and frogs, though they swell much,
live an hour or two ; and after being seem
ingly quite dead, come to life again in the
open air : that snails survive about ten hours ;

efts, or slow-worms, two or three days; and
leeches five or six. That oysters live for 24
hours. That the heart of an eel taken out of
the body continues to beat for good part of an
hour, and that more briskly than in the air.
That warm blood, milk, gall, &c. undergo a

considerable intumescence and ebullition.
That a mouse or other animal may be brought,
by degrees, to survive longer in a rarefied air,
than it does naturally. That air may retain
its usual pressure, after it is become unfit for
respiration. That the eggs of silk-worms
hatch in vacuo. That vegetation stops. That
fire extinguishes ; the flame of a candle usually

going out in one minute ; and a charcoal in

about five minutes. That red-hot iron, how
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ever, seems not to be affected ; and yet sul

phur or gunpowder arc not lighted by it, but
only fused. That a match, after lying seem
ingly extinct a long time, revives again on
readmitting the air. That a flint and steel
strike sparks of fire as copiously, and in all
directions, as in air. That magnets, and mag
netic needles, act the same as in air. That
the smoke of an extinguished luminary gra
dually settles to the bottom in a darkish body,
leaving the upper part of the receiver clear
and transparent ; and that on inclining the
vessel sometimes to one side, and sometimes
to another, the fume preserves its surface
horizontal, after the nature of other fluids.
That heat may be produced by attrition. That
camphire will not take fire ; and that gun
powder, though some of the grains of a heap
of it be kindled by a burning glass, will not
give fire to the contiguous grains. That glow
worms lose their light in proportion as the air
is exhausted, and at length become totally
obscure ; but on readmitting the air, they pre
sently recover it again. That a bell, on being
struck, is not heard to ring, or very faintly.
That water freezes. But that a syphon will
not run. That electricity appears like the
aurora borealis. With multitudes of other
curious and important particulars, to be
met with in the numerous writings on this
machine, viz. besides the Philos. Trans, of
most academies and societies, in the works
of Torricelli, Pascal, Mersenne, Guericke,
Schottus, Boyle, Hook, Duhamel, Mariottc,
Hawksbee, Hales, Muschcnbroeek, Grave-
sande, Desaguliers, Franklin, Cotes, Hclsham,
Martin, Ferguson, Adams, Nicholson, Ca-
vallo, Gregory, Hutton, &c. Pantoloiga.

K\K-Vessel, in Hydraulics, is a name given
to those metalline cylinders, which are placed
between the two forcing-pumps in the im
proved fire-engines. The water is injected
by the action of the pistons through two
pipes, with valves, into this vessel ; the air
previously contained in it will be compressed
by the water, in proportion to the quantity
admitted, and by its spring force the water
into a pipe, which will discharge a constant
and equal stream; whereas in the common
squirting engine, the stream is discontinued
between the several strokes.

AJUTAGE, (from the verb ajouter, to adapt)
in Hydraulict, is a part of the apparatus of an
artificial fountain, or jet d'eau, being a sort of
tube fitted to the aperture or mouth of the
vessel, through which the water is to be played.

ALAMAC, the Arabic name for y Andro
meda.

ALB AN O (Peter), an Italian physician of
the fourteenth century; author of a treatise
on the Astrolabe.

ALBEGALA, the Arabic name of the con
stellation Lyra.

ALBERTAGNI, an Arabian prince and
astronomer, who flourished about the middle
of the ninth century. He composed a work
on the science of the stars, comprising all
parts of astronomy. This work was printed

in Latin at Nuremberg in 1537, and again at
Bologna in 1645.

ALBERTUS (Magnus), a learned domini-
can, born in Suabia at the beginning of the
thirteenth century, and died at Cologne in
1280. He was author of a great many ma
thematical works, which were printed at
Lyons in twenty-one vols, folio, 1615. But
he is not distinguished for any important dis
coveries or improvements.

ALBIREO, the name of $ Cygnus.
ALBUMASAR, an Arabian astrologer and

astronomer of the ninth century. Two of his
works have been printed, viz. one, on Astro
logy, at Venice in 1586 ; and Ihe other, an
Introduction to Astronomy, in 1489.

ALCYONE, the name of the brightest star,
marked y in the Pleiades.

ALDEBARAN, a star of the first magni
tude, in the constellation Taurus or the Bull,
vulgarly called the Bull's-eye.

ALDERAIMIN. Sec Aderaimin.
ALDHAFERA, a star of the third magni

tude, in the constellation Leo.
ALEMBERT (John le Rond d'), an emi

nent French mathematician and philosopher,
was born at Paris 1717, and died in the same
city in 1783. He Mas author of several im
portant works on these sciences, as,

"Traits de Dynamque," in4to. Paris, 1743.
The 2d edit. 1758.

" TraM de l'Equilibrc et du Movement
des Fluides," Paris, 1744 and 1770.

" Reflexions sur la Cause gen£rale des
Vents;" which gained the prize at Berlin,
1746 ; published at Paris in 4to. 1747.

" Recherehes sur la Precession des Equi
noxes, See." Paris, 4to. 1749.

" Essais d'une Nouvelle TheWie du Move
ment des Fluides," Paris, 4to. 1752.

" Recherehes sur difl'erens Points impor-
tans du System du Monde," Paris 1754 and
1756 ; 3 vols. 4to.

" Elemcns de Phylosophie," 1759.
" Opuscules Mathematiquc," Paris, 9 vols,

in 4to, 1761 and 1773.
" Flemcus de Musiquc," 1 vol. 8vo.
Besides these complete works, d'Alembert

sent numerous important essays and papers
to the Academy of Sciences at Paris, which
arc published in the Memoirs of that learned
institution ; a complete list of which is given
by Dr. Hutton in his Mathematical Diction
ary, under the article d'Alembert. To this
author we are also indebted for the Theory of
Partial Differences ; as also for the Introduc
tion to the " Encyclopedia Methodique," aud
various excellent articles in the body of that
work.

ALFECCA, a name given to the star com
monly called Lucida Coronas.

ALFRAGAN, a celebrated Arabian astro
nomer, who flourished about the year 800.
He wrote an astronomical work, which has
been since translated into Latin ; and first
published at Ferrara in 1493 ; again at N u.-
rcmberg in 1537, with a preface by Metanc-
thon. A second translation was published at
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Frankfort in 1590 ; and a third, which is far
the best, by Golius, at Leyden in 1669.

ALGEBRA is a general method of re

solving mathematical problems, by means of
equations ; or it is a method of computation
relative to all sorts of quantities, by means of
certain indeterminate characters or symbols,
which have been invented for this purpose.
We have no records which enable us to de
termine any thing with regard to the date or
author of this very important science; having
arisen, in all probability, like most others,
by such slow and imperceptible degrees, that
were we in possession of all the writings of
the ancients, it would perhaps be difficult to
draw a line, so as to determine the precise
commencement of the algebraic art. The
analytical method of investigating problems
must have suggested itself very early to ma
thematicians. Those unknown quantities
which are now represented by letters, were
in the infancy of this science probably ex
pressed by their names at full length, and

every operation performed upon them, as ad
dition, subtraction, multiplication, &c. were
expressed in the same manner. But it would
soon be found, that in this way a useless and
tiresome repetition of the same words would
occur in the most simple problems, whence
we may easily conceive, how the idea of ex

pressing quantities by letters first arose, which
was, by substituting the initial of the word
for the word itself; the several operations
were soon after represented in the same way :

and thus by successive improvements arose
this noble and comprehensive science, which
in its present state does honour to the inven
tive genius of man.

The term algebra is of Arabic original ; but
its etymology has been variously assigned by
different writers. Amongst the Arabians, from
whom it was immediately transmitted to us,
this science was denominated algiabur almo-
cahalah, which denoted the science of restitu
tio* and comparison, or resolution, and there
fore expressed its nature with sufficient pre
cision ; and, accordingly, Lucas de Burgo,
one of the earliest European writers on alge
bra, calls it the rule of restoration and opposi
tion ; and affirms that we had both the name
and the art from the Arabs. Others, however,
have derived the name from Geber, cither the
name of a celebrated mathematician, to whom
they have ascribed the invention of the
seience ; or from the word geber, which forms
with the particle al, the appellation algebra.
Various other derivations have been given to
this term, which it would be useless to mention
in this place, many of them being both fanci
ful and improbable; leaving, therefore, this

nvestigation, we shall proceed to give a brief
abstract of the principal features of the his

tory of algebra, with the names and improve-

•rafs of the most celebrated authors who
k«e written on this subject

Be oriein of afeebra, as we have before

efaerrei like that of other sciences of ancient
. — is not easily asccr-

rained. The earliest treatise on that part of
analytics, which is properly called algebra,
now extant, is that of .Diophantus, a Greek
author of Alexandria, who flourished about
the year 350, and who wrote thirteen books,
though only six " Arithmeticorum " of them
are preserved ; which were printed, together
with a single imperfect book on multangular
numbers, in a Latin translation, by Xylander,
tn 1575 ; and afterwards, in Greek and Latin,
with a comment, in 1621 and 1670, by Caspar
Bachet and M. Fermat. These books do not
contain a treatise on the elementary parts of
algebra, but merely collections of difficult
questions relating to square and cube num
bers, and several other curious properties of
numbers, with their solutions. In his prefa
tory remarks, which arc addressed to one
Dionysius, and for whose use they are sup
posed to have been written, he recites the
names and generation of the powers; the
square he calls dynamis; the cube, cubits; the
fourth power, dynamo dinamis ; the filth power,
dynamo cvlnis ; the sixth power, cidio cubus, &c. ;

according to the sum of the indices of the pow
ers, which powers he marks with the Greek
initials ; expressing the unknown quantity by
a(<9/*t;, or the number; simply marking it in
the solution by the final o,-, and denoting the

monades, or indefinite unit, by 7*°. In his
researches on the multiplication and division
of simple species, he shows what powers they
produce, and observes that minus multiplied
by minus produces plus, and that minus mul
tiplied by plus produces minus ; he employs
the symbol ^, or the inverted ^, to denote
minus ; but has no mark to denote plus. Sup
posing his reader acquainted with the com
mon operations of addition, subtraction, mul
tiplication, and division of compound species,
he proceeds to remark on the preparation of
the equations that are deduced from the ques
tions, and which we now call reduction of
equations, by collecting like quantities toge
ther, adding quantities that are minus, and
subtracting those that are plus, being equiva
lent to what we term transposition, so as to
bring the equation to its simplest terms, and
then depressing it to a lower degree by equal
division, when the powers of the unknown
quantities are in every term ; having thus ob
tained his final equation, he proceedsno farther,
but merely says what the root is

,

without giv
ing any rules for finding it

,

or for the resolution
of equations ; thus intimating that rules for
this purpose were to be found in some other
work, either of his own or of some other per
son ; and as all his final results are either
simple equations, or simple quadratics, it does
not appear how far his knowledge extended
to the resolution of compound or affected
equations.

Diophantus is the only Greek author on
algebra whose works have been handed down
to us, though some traces of it appear in the
writings of some authors much more ancient,
as Archimedes, Euclid, Apollonius, &c. ; and
we know that the celebrated Hypatia wrote

D
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a commentary on the work we have been

describing. By what means the Arabs be

came possessed of this art is not known , some

have supposed they derived their knowledge

of it from the Greeks, while others maintain

that they owed both this science and their

notation to the I lindoos ; with regard to the

latter, there seems to be little doubt, but the

former is not so evident. However this may
be, it is certain that the Brahmins possessed

a knowledge of algebra, but whether prior to

the Arabians, or subsequent to them, it is

difficult to determine ; at all events, wherever

algebra was invented or first cultivated, both

the name and the science were transmitted to

Europe, and particularly to Spain, by the

Arabians or Saracens about the year 1100, or

probably a little earlier.
Italy, however, seems to have taken the

lead in the cultivation of this science, after
its introduction into Europe ; and Lucas
Paciolus, or Lucas de Burgo, was one of the
first who wrote on this subject, having pub
lished several treatises in the years 1470,

1476, 1481, 1487, and 1509; but his principal
work, " Summa Arithmetica? ct Geometric
Proportionumque ct Proportionalitatum," was

published in Italian at Venice in 1494, and

again in 1523. In this work he mentions se

veral writers, and particularly Leonardus Pi-
sanus, who it seems flourished at the begin
ning of the thirteenth century. His proper
name w as Bonacci, an Italian merchant, who
traded to the sea-ports of A fries and the Le
vant, whence he obtained his knowledge of
this science, and to whom Italy was doubtless
indebted for the first introduction of algebra.
This Leonard must notice confounded with
another Leonardus de Pesar, author, as it is
said, of a book entitled " Liber desideratus.
Sec.;" these being distinct persons. Montucla
mentions two other authors who are supposed
even to have preceded Leonardus Pisanus in
this department of science, viz. Paul dell'
Abaco and Hclmando, or Bcldomando, of
Padua. However this may be, we know lit
tle of algebra amongst Europeans before the
works of Lucas de Burgo, from whom we
learn that the knowledge of the Europeans,
in his lime, (1500) extended no farther than
to quadratic equations, of which they used
only the positive roots, and they admitted
only one unknown quantity; that they had no
marks or signs for cither quantities or opera
tions, excepting a few abbreviations of words
or names ; and that the art w as merely em
ployed in resolving certain numerical pro
blems.

After the publication of the books of Lneas
de Burgo, the science of algebra became
more generally known and improved, espe
cially by many in Italy ; and about this time,

or soon after, that is, about 1505, the first
rule was there found out by Scipio Perreus,
for resolving one case of a compound cubic
equation. But this science, as well as other
branches of mathematics, w as most of all cul
tivated and improved at this time by Hicrony-

mns Cardan of Bonomia.a very learned author,
whose arithmetical writings were the next
that appeared in print, namely, in the year
1539, in nine books, in Latin, at Milan, where
he practised physic and read public lectures
on mathematics ; and in the year 1545 a
tenth book was published, containing the
whole doctrine of cubic equations, which had
been in part revealed to him by Nicholas
Tartalea, about the time of the publication of
his first nine books.

The chief improvements made by Cardan,
as collected from his writings, are stated by
Dr. Hutton as follows :

Tartalea having only communicated to him
the rules for resolving these three cases of
cubic equations, viz.
x3 + bx — c "j he from thence raised a very
x3 — bx + c y large and complete work, lay-
x3 + e = bx J ing down rules for all forms
and varieties of cubic equations, having all
their terms, or wanting any of them, and
having all possible varieties of signs; demon
strating all these rules geometrically ; and
treating very fully of almost all sorts of trans
formations of equations, in a manner totally
new. It appears also that he was well ac
quainted with all the roots of equations, that
are real, both positive and negative ; or, as he
callsfliem,tme and fictitious; and that he made
use of them both occasionally. He also showed
that the even roots of positive quantities, are
either positive or negative; that the odd roots
of negative quantities, are real and negative ;
but that the even roots of them are impossible
or nothing, as to common use. He was also
acquainted with the number and nature of the
roots of an equation, and that partly from the
signs of the terms, and partly from the mag
nitude and relation of the co-eflicients. He
knew that the number of positive roots is
equal to the number of changes of the signs
of the terms. That the co-efficient of the
second term of the equation, is the difference
between the positive and negative roots: That
when the second term is wanted, the sum of
the negative roots is equal to the sum of (lie
positive roots. How to compose equations
that shall have given roots. That changing
the signs of the even terms, changes the signs
of all the roots. That the number of roots
failed in pairs ; or what we now call impos
sible roots, were always in pairs. To change
the equation from one form to another, by
taking aw ay any term out of it. To increase
or diminish the roots of a given equation. It
appears also, that he had a rule for extracting-
the cube root of such binomials as admit of
extraction ; and that he often used the literal
notation a, b, c, d, &c. Tt»at he gave a rule
for biquadratic equations, suiting all their
cases; and that in the investigation of that
rule, he made use of an assumed indetermi
nate quantity; and afterwards found its value
by the arbitrary assumption of a relation be
tween the terms. Also, that he applied algebra
to the resolution of geometrical problems ;
and w as well acquainted with the difficulty of
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what is called the Irreducible Case ; upon
which he spent a great deal of time in attempt
ing to obtain a solution of it. Ami though he
did not fally succeed in this, he nevertheless
made many ingenious observations concern

ing it
,

laying down rules for many particular
forms of it, and showing how to approximate
very nearly to the root in all cases whatso
ever.

Nicholas Tartalea, or Tartaglea, of Brescia,
was contemporary with Cardan, and was pro
bably older than he was; but we do not know
of any book of algebra published by him till
the year 1646, the year after the date of Car
dan's work on cubic equations, when he print
ed his "

Quesitai Invenzioni diverse," at Ve
nice; where he resided as a public lecturer on
mathematics. Tartalea made no alteration in
the notation or forms of expression used by
Lucas de Burgo; calling the first power of
the unknown quantity, in his language, cota;
the second, censa; the third, cubo, &c: and

writing the names of all the operations in
words, at length, without using any contrac
tions, except the initial R for root, or radi
cally. So that the only things remarkable

in this collection, are the discovery of the
rales for cubic equations, and the curious cir
cumstances attending the same ; particularly
the correspondence and conferences which
took place between him and Cardan. See
Irreducible Case.

About the time that Cardan and Tartalea
flourished in Italy, the science of algebra was
cultivated in Germany by Stifelius and Sehcu-
behus. Stifelius's " Arithmetica Integra,"
was published at Noremberg in 1544, being
the year before Cardan's work on cubic equa
tions; it is an excellent treatise both on arith
metic and algebra. From an examination of
this work of Stifelius, it appears that the im

provements made by himself, or other Ger
mans, beyond those of the Italians, as con
tained in Cardan's book of 1539, were as fol
lows :

He introduced the characters +, — , v', for
plus, minus, and root, or radix, as he called
it. Also the initials 2

f , ■
".

V$< for the pow ers

1
. 2. 3, &LC. He treated all the higher orders

of quadratics by the same general rule ; and
introduced the numeral exponents of the
pow ers — 3, — 2. — 1

,

0
,

1
, 2
, 3
,

&c. both po
sitive and negative, as far as integral num
bers, but not fractional ones ; calling them by
the name exponent, exponent ; and taught the
general uses of the exponents in the several

operations of powers, as we now use them in
the logarithms. He likewise used the gene
ral literal notation A, B, C, D, &c. for so many
different, unknown, or general quantities.

John Schcubelius wrote much about the

tune of Cardaji and Stifelius ; but as he takes

io notice of cubic equations, it is likely that

t* had neither seen nor heard any thing about

4fln. He treats pretty largely upon surds,

»i gives a general rule for extracting the

M ofmy biaoudal or residual « ± b
, where

m»hoih narts are surds, and « the greater

quantity ; namely, that the square root of it is

/« + v/a*~p* — o1

2

V

2

which he illustrates by various examples.
A few years after the appearance of these

treatises in Italy and Germany, Robert Re-
cordc, a celebrated mathematician and phy
sician, born in Wales, proved, by his writings,
that algebra was not altogether unknown in
England.

The first part of his Arithmetic was pub
lished in 1552, and the second part in 1657,
under the title of "The Whetstone of Witte,
which is the seconde part of Arithmetike:
containing the Extraction of Rootes ; the
Cossike Practice, with the Rule of Equation ;

and the Works of Surde Nombers." The par
ticulars, which are new in the works of this
author, are,

The extraction of the roots of compound
algebraic quantities; the use of the terms
binomial and residual ; the use of the sign of
equality, or ~.

The first edition of Peletarius's Algebra, was
printed in 4to. at Paris, in 1558, under this
title, " Jacobi Peletarii Cenomani de occulta
parte Numerorum, quam Algebram vocant,
Lib duo." This is a very ingenious and mas
terly composition, treating in an able maimer
upon the several parts of the subject then
known, except cubic equations. His real
discoveries or improvements are these :

That the root of an equation is one of the
divisors of the absolute term. He taught how
to reduce trinomial to simple terms, by mul
tiplying them by compound factors. H*
taught curious precepts and properties con
cerning square and cube numbers, and the
method of constructing a series of each by
addition only ; namely, by adding successively
their several orders of differences.

Peter Ramus wrote his arithmetic and a
l

gebra about the year 1560. His notation of
the powers is thus, /, q, e

,

bq, being the ini
tials of latus, quadratus, cubus, biquadratus :

but he treats only of simple and quadratic
equations.

Raphael Bombolli's algebra was published
at Bologna in the year 1579, in the Italian
language : the dedication, however, is dated
1572. In this work we meet with little im
provement or alteration, except in the nota
tion, where he uses for the unknown
quantity, with the numeral indices of Stifelius.

The arithmetic of Simon Steven of Bruges,
was published in 1585; and his algebra a
short time afterwards. A general air of ori
ginality runs through the whole of this latter
work of Stevenus ; yet his more peculiar and
remarkable inventions may be reduced to
these :

He invented a new character for the un
known quantity ; namely, a small circle O,
within which he placed the numeral exponent
of the power ; and extended them to frac
tional and all other sorts, thereby denoting
roots the same as powers b

y numeral expo-.
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■enti ; an improvement hitherto thought to

be of much later invention.
Most of Vieta's algebraical works were

■written abont the year 1600, or a little before ;

but some of them were not published till after
his death, which happened in the year 1603.

And his whole mathematical works were
collected together by Francis Schooten, and

elegantly printed in a folio volume, in 1646.

The real inventions of this very ingenious
author are stated in the following particulars:

He introduced the general use of the let
ters of the alphabet to denote indefinite given
quantities; which had only been done in some

particular cases before his time ; but the ge
neral nse of letters for the unknown quan
tities, was before pretty common with Stife-
Kus and his successors. Vieta uses the vowels
A, E, I, O, Y, for the unknown quantities,
and the consonants B, C, D, 8cc. for known
ones. He invented and introduced many ex

pressions or terms, several of which are in
use to this day : such as co-efficient, affirma
tive and negative, pure and adfected, or
affected, uncise, bomogeneum, &c. and the
line, or vinculum, over compound quantities,

thus, A + B. His method of setting down
equations, is to place the absolute known
term on the right hand side alone, and on the
other side all the terms which contain the
unknown quantity, with their proper signs.
He showed how to change the root of an

equation in a given proportion ; and derived,
or raised, the cubic and biquadratic, &c. equa
tions from quadratics ; not by composition, in
Harriot's way, but by squaring and other
wise multiplying certain parts of the qua
dratic. He extracted the roots of afTected

equations, by a method of approximation
similar to that for pure powers ; and gave the
construction of certain equations, and ex
hibited their roots by means of angular sec
tions ; before adverted to by Bombelli.
, Albert Girard, an ingenious Flemish ma
thematician, died about the year 1633. The
work which entitles him to notice in this his
tory, is his " Invention Nouvellc en l'Algebre,
&c. ;" which was printed at Amsterdam, 1629,

in small quarto, in sixty-three pages; viz.
forty-nine pages on arithmetic and algebra,
and the rest on the measure of the superficcs
of spherical triangles and polygons, by him
then lately discovered. From this work of
Girard's we learn,

That he was the first person who under
stood the general doctrine of the formation
ef the co-efficients of the powers, from the
sums of their roots, and their products, &c.
He was the first who understood the use of
negative roots, in the solution of geometrical
problems ; and was the first who spoke of the
imaginary roots, and understood that every
equation might have as many roots, real and
imaginary, and no more, as there are units in
the index of the highest power.

The celebrated Thomas Harriot flourished
about the year 1610; near which time it is
probable he wrote his algobra. His inven

tions and improvements were important ;

though they may be comprehended in three

particulars.
He introduced the uniform use of the small

letters a, A, e, d, &c. ; viz. the vowels a, e, and r,
for unknown quantities, and the consonants
b, c, d,f, &c. for the known ones ; which he

joins together like the letters of a word, to
represent the multiplication or product of any
number of these literal quantities, and prefix
ing the numeral co-efficient as we do at pre
sent, except being separated by a point, thus

5.bbe. For a root he sets the index of the

root after the mark v/; as ^3 for the cube
root. He also introduced the characters >
and < , for greater and less ; and in the re

duction of equations he arranged the opera
tions in separate steps, or lines, setting the

explanations in the margin on the left hand
for each line. By which, and other means,
he may be considered as the introducer of the

modern state of algebra, which quite changed
its form under his hands. In the next place,
he showed the universal generation of all the
compound or affected equation, by the con
tinual multiplication of so many binomial
roots ; thereby plainly exhibiting to the eye
the whole circumstance of the nature, mys
tery, and number of the roots of equations ;

with the composition and relations of the co
efficients of the terms ; and from which many
of the most important properties have since
been deduced. He also greatly improved the
numerical extraction of the roots of all equa
tions, by clear and explicit rules and me
thods, drawn from the foregoing generation,
or composition of affected equations of all
degrees.

Oiightred's Clavis was first published in
1631, the same year in which Harriot's Alge
bra was published by his friend Warner.
Oughtred chiefly follows Vieta in the notation
by the capitals, the designation of products,
power, fkc. though with a few variations.

He was the first, as far as we can learn,
who set down the decimals without their
denominator; separating them thus, 21(56.
In algebraic multiplication, he either joins
the letters which represent the factors toge
ther like a word, or connects them by the
mark x , which is the first introduction of this
character. He also seems to be the first who
used points to denote proportions, thus 7.9::
28 . 36 ; and for continued proportion he has
this mark -rf . He denoted roots by the com
mon radical sign, with q for square root, e for
cube, qq for biquadrate. In equations, he gives
express and general directions for the several
sorts of reductions. He uses the letter n after
V for universal, instead of the vinculum of
Vieta.

In this work we likewise meet with the
first instance of applying algebra to geometry,
so as to investigate new geometrical proper
ties.

In 1634, Herigone published, at Paris, the
first course of mathematics, in 5 vols. 8vo. ;
in the second of which is contained a good
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treatise on algebra ; in which he uses the
notation by small letters, introduced by the
algebra of Harriot, which was published three
years before, though the rest of it does sot
resemble that work, and one would suspect
that Herigone had uot seen it The whole of
tins piece bears evident marks of originality
and ingenuity. Besides 4- for plus, he uses
<r tor minus, and | for equality, with several
other useful abbreviations and marks of his
own. In tbe notation of powers, he does not
repeat the letters, like Harriot, but subjoins
the numeral exponents to the letter, as Des
cartes did three years afterwards. And Heri
gone uses the same numeral exponents for
roots, as >/3 for the cube root.

Descartes' Geometry was tirst published in
1637, being six years after the appearance of
Harriot's Algebra. This work of Descartes
was rather an application of algebra to geo
metry, than either algebra or geometry sepa
rately considered. Still he made improve
ments in both ; and with respect to the sci
ence of algebra, we may speak both of his im
provements and his inventions. In the first,
that he might fit equations the better for their
application in the construction of problems,
Descartes mentions, as it were by the by,
many things concerning the nature and re
duction of equations, without troubling him
self about the first inventors of them, stating
them in his own terms and manner, which is
commonly more clear and explicit, and often
with improvements of his own. And under
this head we find that he chiefly followed Car
dan, Vieta, Harriot, but especially the last ;

and explained some of their rules and disco
veries more distinctly than they had done,
but varies a little in the notation. Descartes
explained or improved most parts of the re
dactions of equations, in their various trans
mutations ; the number and nature of their
roots, whether real or imaginary.

As to bis inventions and discoveries in al
gebra, they may be comprehended in these
particulars ; viz. the application of algebra to
the geometry of curved lines ; the construction
of equations of the higher orders ; and a rule
for resolving biquadratic equations by means
of a cubic and two quadratics ; to which may
also be added, his method of maxima et mi
nima.

In 1644, Renaldino published in 4to. his
" Opus Algehraieum," both ancient and mo
dern, with mathematical resolution and com
position; and in 1665, in folio, the same greatly
enlarged, or rather a new work, which is very
heavy and tedious. In this work Renaldino
uses the parenthesis (a* 4- 61) as a vinculum,
instead of the line over, as a1 + 6\

Indeed, after the publication of the geo
metry of Descartes, a great many other inge
nious men followed the same course, applying
themselves to algebra and the new geometry,
to the mutual improvement of them both;
which was done chiefly by reasoning on the
■store and forms of equations, as generated
and composed by Harriot.

It is proper to take notice here of Fenrrat,
a learned and ingenious mathematician, who
was contemporary 'and a competitor of Des
cartes, for his brightest discoveries, which he
was in possession of before the geometry of
Descartes appeared ; namely, the application
of algebra to curve lines, which he expressed
by algebraical equations, and by them con
structing equations of the 3d and 4th orders ;
also a method of tangents, and a method de
maximiset minimis, which approaches very near
to the method of fluxions or increments, and
much resembling both in the manner of treat
ing the problems, and in the algebraic nota
tion and process.

Hudde, who was a burgomaster of Amster-
dom, discovered a very beautiful theorem re
lative to equations, which contain equal roots.
He showed, that if we multiply the terms of
such an equation by those of an arithmetical
progression, the sum of the products is equal
to zero, or 0, and that it forms a new equation
which contains, with the exception of one,
roots equal to those of the equation proposed.
On this property he founded a very simple
rule to discover the greatest or the least aug
mentation to which a variable quantity could
arrive, and which may he called Hudde's me
thod de maximil et minimis.

About this time the attention of mathema
ticians was directed towards the improve
ment and extension of algebra. Thus, in
1655, Wallis published his " Arithmetics In-
finitorum," being a new method of reasoning
on quantities, or a great improvement on the
indivisibles of Cavalereus, and which in a
great measure led the way to infinite series,
the universal application of the binomial
theorem, and the method of fluxions. We
here find the first expression for the quadra
ture of the circle by an infinite series ; it was
Wallis likewise who substituted the fractional
exponents in the place of radical signs, by
which the operations are in many cases much
facilitated and abridged. Huygens, Barrow,
and other mathematicians, resolved by the

algebraical calculus many problems which the
ancients could never attack with success.

In 1707 was published by Mr. Whiston, the
first edition of Sir Isaac Newton's " Arithme-
tico Universalio ;" and many editions have
been published since. This work was the

text-book nsed by our great author in his lec

tures, while he was professor of Mathematics
in the university of Cambridge : and although
it was never intended for publication, it con

tains many and great improvements in ana

lytics; particularly in the nature and trans

mutation of equations ; the limits of the roots

of equations; the number of impossible roots;

the invention of divisors both surd and ra

tional ; the resolution of problems arithme

tical and geometrical ; the linear construction

of equations; approximating to the roots of
all equations, &c. To the later editions of
this work is commonly subjoined, Dr. Halley's
method of finding the roots of equations . As
the principal parts of this work are not adapted
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t6 the circumstances of beginners, there have
been published commentaries upon it by se

veral persons, as P. Gravesande, Castilion,
Wilden, &c. Many of Newton's algebraical
discoveries were farther developed and ex

plained by Halley, Maclaurin, Nicoles, Stir
ling. Euler, Clairant, Sec.

The exponential formulas for the sines and
cosines of arcs, were first given by De Moivre,
and greatly contributed to the extension of
the analytical part of trigonometry, by abridg
ing its operations, and shortening the labour
of investigation. A considerable improve
ment, too, in this branch of the subject, or in
what is usually called the arithmetic of sines,
was introduced, we believe, by Euler, who,
instead of using separate letters belonging to
the same arc, gives the abbreviations sin. a,
cos. a, tan. a, cot. a, &c. a method which con
siderably relieves the memory, and saves the
trouble of repeated reference to the original
notation.

The theory of series comprehends many
branches, all of which have been cultivated
with success during the last two centuries.
James Bernoulli, Taylor, Nicole, Stirling, Mac
laurin, Euler, Lambert, Landen, and Waring,
are the most distinguished in these researches.
Recurring series were presented for the first
time by De Moivre, in treating on the doc
trines of chances, a fertile branch of the mo
dern analysis. But it was in the hands of
Daniel Bernoulli, of Euler, and of P. Riccati,
that, with the simple succour of the ordinary
algebra, the theory of this kind of series was
augmented and generalized.

We have thus given a sketch of the suc
cessive discoveries and improvements that
have been made in Algebra, from the earliest
cultivation of this science in Europe, to the
early part of the last century ; after which pe
riod the authors become too numerous for us
even to give an enumeration of their names
and works, and much less of their several im
portant improvements and inventions. We
ought not, however, to pass over in silence the
celebrated work of M. Gauss, entitled " Dis-
quisiones Arithmctieae," principally relating
to the theory of numbers, but containing also
a complete solution of all binomial equations,
by means of which he has been able to find
the side of a polygon of 17 sides inscribed in
a given circle, or which is nearly the same,
he is enabled to inscribe a polygon of the
above number of sides, geometrically, in a
circle. Lc Gendrc has also a work on the
Theory of Numbers, in whic h he shows how
to approximate towards the roots of equations
in general, by means of continued fractions.
Arbogast is another author who has really ad
vanced the science of algebra, by his pro
found work, entitled " Du Calc.nl des Deriva
tions," published in 1804. Waring, Euler,
Lagrange, Bezout, La Croix, Woodhouse, &c.
have also made important advances in this
science. To these may be added the authors
of many useful elementary works, particularly
calculated for the use of beginners ; such arc

Ward, Maclaurin, Simpson, Emerson, Satin--
derson, Clairant. Dodson, Bonnycastle, Gar-
nier, Wood, Erend, Manning, Hridges, and
several others whose names have been already
given above.

In the above summary a great many authors

are necessarily omitted ; yet it is presumed it
will be found useful to the student, by show
ing him the progressive improvements and in
ventions of the several authors, as well as in
directing him in the choice of his books. But
the reader who wishes for more complete in»
formation on the history of this important sci
ence, is referred to the article Algebra, in Dr.
Hutton's Mathematical and Philosophical Dic
tionary, where the subject is treated at great
length, and with the usual accuracy and pre
cision of its author. See also Hist. Math, by
Montulca, and Rees's Cyclopedia, article Al
gebra.

Algebra is naturally divided into numeral,
and specious or literal.

Numeral Algebra, is that which is chiefly
concerned in the solution of numeral problems,
and in which all the given quantities are ex
pressed by numbers.

Specious or Literal Algebra, is that com

monly used by the moderns, in which all
quantities, whether known or unknown, are

expressed by general characters, as letters,

8cc. in consequence of which general designa
tion, all the conclusions become universal
theorems for performing every operation of a
similar nature with that for which the investi

gation was instituted.
Every figure or arithmetical character has

a determinate and individual value; as, for
example, the figure 4 always represents one
and the same number, namely, the collection
of four units : algebraical characters, on the
contrary, must be general, independent of any
particular signification, and proper to repre
sent all sorts of quantities, according to the
nature of the questions to which they are ap
plied : farther, they must be simple, and easy
to describe, so as not to be troublesome in
operation, or fatiguing to the memory. These
advantages meet in the letters of the alphabet,
which are, therefore, usually adopted to re
present magnitudes in algebra.

In algebraical inquiries some quantities are
assumed as known or given ; and others are
unknown and to be found out: the former
are commonly represented by the leading let
ters of the alphabet, a, b, c, rf

,

&c. ; the latter
by the final letters, tr, x, y, z. Though it often
tends to relieve the memory, if the initial let

ter of the subject under consideration be made
use of, whether that be known or unknown :

thus r may denote a radius, b a base, p a per

pendicular, s a side, d density, ni mass, &c.
The characters used to denote the opera

tions are principally these :

+ signifies addition, and is named plus.
— signifies subtraction, and is named minus,

x denotes multiplication, and is named into.
-H denotes division, and is named by.

s/ , the mark of radicidity denotes the square
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toot; with a 3 before it, thus y'', the cube
root-, with a 4, thus the fourth or biqua
drate root ; thus , the nth root.

ftoportion is commonly denoted by a colon
between the antecedent and consequent of
each ratio, and a double colon between the
two ratios : thus, if a be to 4 as c to d, we state
it as follows ; a : b :: c : d.

— is the symbol of equality.
Hence a + b, denotes the sum of the quan

tities represented by a and 4.
a — £ denotes their difference when b is the

less : b — a, their difference when a is the less :

asb the difference when it is not known
which is the greater, a x b, or a. b, or ab, re
presents the product of a multiplied into 6.

■ -r 4, or ~, shows that the number repre

sented by a is to be divided by that which is
represented by 4.

j is the reciprocal of _ , and _ the recipro

cal of a.

a : b : : c : d, denotes that a is in the same
proportion to b as c is to d.

x~a — b 4- c is an equation, showing that
x is equal to the difference of a and 6, added
to the quantity r.

v/ a, or a1, is the square root of a ; tf,
or a

^
,

is the cube root of a ,- and ^ a, or a",

is the rath root of a.
a1 is the square of «; a1 the cube of a; a*

the fourth power of a; and a"' the mth power
of a.

a + 4 x c, or (a + 4
) r, is the product of

the compound quantity a 4- 4 multiplied by
the simple quantity c. Using the bar , or
the parenthesis ( ) as a vinculum, to connect
several quantities into one.

« + 4-r-o — 4
, or :, expressed like a

a — o

fraction, is the quotient of a 4- 4 divided by
a — 4

.

5a denotes that the quantity a is to be taken

5 times, and 7. (4 4- c) is 7 times 4 + e. Aud
these numbers, 5 or 7

, showing how often the
quantities are to be taken, or multiplied, arc
called co-efficients.

Like quantities, are those which consist of
the same letters and powers. As a and 3a;
or 2ab and 4«4; or 3a*4c and —6azbc.

Unlike quantities arc those which consist of
different letters, or different powers. As a and

4 ; or 2a and a1 ; or 3a4x and 3<fAc.

Simple quantities, or monomials, arc those
which consist of one term only. As 3a, or
5a4, or 6o4c*.

Compound quantities, are those which con
sist of two or more terms. As a + 4

, or
a + 24 — 3c.

And when the compound quantity consists
of two terms, it is called a binomial ; when
of three terms, it is a trinomial ; when of four
terms, a quadrinomial ; more than four terms,

» multinomial, or polynomial.

Positive or affirmative quantities, are those
which are to be added, or have the sign 4--
As a or + a, or ab; for when a quantity is

found without a sign, it is understood to b*
positive, or to have the sign + prefixed.

Negative quantities, are those which are to
be subtracted. As —a, or — 2«4, or — 3a4\

Like signs, are cither all positive ( + ), or
all negative (— ).

Unlike signs, are when some arc positive
(+), and others negative ( — ).

A residual quantity, is a binomial having
one of the terms negative. Asa — 24.

The power of a quantity (a), is its square
(a1), or cube (a3), or biquadrate (a+), Ice. ;

called also the 2d power, or 3d power, or 4th
power, Sic.

The index or exponent, is the number which
denotes the power or root of a quantity. So

2 is the exponent of the square or 2d power
a1 ; and 3 is the index of the cube or 3d power ;I

and \ is the index of the square root a1 or

■Ja; and | is the index of the cube root a1

or $ a.
A rational quantity, is that which has no

radical sign or iudex annexed to it. As a, or
3a4.

An irrational quantity, or surd, is that which
has not an exact root, or is expressed by means
of the radical sign •/. As ^2, or </o, or

\f «*, or a 4*.

The reciprocal of any quantity, is that quan
tity inverted, or unity divided by it So, the

reciprocal of a, or

^

is -i
,

and the reciprocal
-a . 4

of r is -.

o a

Tor the several operations in algebra, as

Addition, Multiplication, Involution, see the
several articles.

ALGEBRAICAL, something relating to
Algebra.

Algebraical Curve, is a curve the nature
of which may be expressed by an equation.
Sec Curve.

ALGEBRAIST, a person skilled in a
l

gebra.
ALGENEB, the name of a, Perseus.
ALGOL, a fixed star in Caput Medusae,

and marked 0 in Perseus. This star is sub
ject to a periodic variation in its brightness :

it changes from the second magnitude to the
fourth in about three hours and a half, and
back again in the same time, when it conti
nues at its greatest brightness for about two
days and seven hours; when it again changes
as above. Sec Phil. Trans, for 1783.

ALGOMEIZA, the Arabic name for Pro-
cyon.

ALGORAB, the name of y, Corvus.
ALGORITHM, or Algorism, an Arabic

term expressive of numerical computation:
or the common rules of computing in any
branch of analysis ; as the algorithm of num
bers, of surds, of imaginary quantities, &c.

ALHABOR, the Arabic name for Sirius.
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ALHAIOTH, ther Arabic name for a star

of the third magnitude in the constellation

Capricorn ; called also Alhatod, and Rostrum
Gallinte.

ALHAZEN, a learned Arabian, who flou
rished in Spain about the year 1100. He wrote
on astronomy and ooties ; and the latter work
was published at Basil, in 1572, under the
title of " Opticas Thesaurus," by Risner. Al-
hazen was the first who showed the import
ance of refraction, so little known to his pre
decessors. He is also the first author who has
treated on twilight, upon which he wrote a

distinct work, wherein he speaks of the height
of the clouds.

ALIDADE, a term used by old authors for
label or index.

ALIEMINI, the Arabic name for Sirius.
ALKAMELUZ, the Arabic name for Arc-

tunis.
ALIQUANT Part, is a term used by some

old authors, to express any part of a number
or quantity, that will not exactly divide it

,
as

5 is an aliquant part of 7
,

11, &c. because

jt is not contained in it a certain number of
times.

ALIQUOT Part, from aliquottu, any num
ber o

f times, is such a part of a number as is

contained in it a certain number of times, and
may therefore be otherwise considered as a

divisor, or rather the quotient arising from
division. See Division.

ALLIGATION, one of the ru|es in Arith
metic, relating generally to the compounding
or mixing together of various simple ingre
dients, of which the prices or qualities are
given, so that the compound may be of a cer
tain value or quality. The word is derived
from alligare, to tie together by reason, pro
bably, of the vincula commonly used to con
nect the several numbers together. This
rule is usually divided into two distinct
cases, viz. Alligation Medial, and Alligation
Alternate.

Alligation Medial, is the method of find
ing the rate or quality of the composition,
from having the rates or qualities of the simple
ingredients given.

Ride. Multiply each quantity by its rate,
and divide the sum of all these products by
the sum of the quantities, and the quotient
will be the price or quality required.

Exam. Require the value per gallon of bran
dy, made up of the following composition;
viz. 10 gallons at 24 shillings per gallon, 12

at 30 shillings per gallon, and 20 at 36 shillings
per gallon. By the rule,

Gal. Price. Products.
10 x 24 = 240
12 x 30 = 360
20 x 36 — 720

42 ) 1320 (311 shillings the answer.
126

60
42

18

Alligation Alternate, is the method of
finding the quantities of ingredients necessary
to form a compound of a given rate.

Ride. Place the given rates of the ingre
dients in a line under each other; noting
which rates arc less and which greater than
the proposed compound. Then connect or
link with a crooked line, each rate which is

less than the proposed compound, with one
or any number of those that are greater than
the same ; and every greater with one or any
number of those that are less. Take the dif
ference between the given compound rate,
and that of each simple rate; and set this
difference opposite every rate with which that
one is linked. Then if only one difference
stand opposite any rate, it will be the quan
tity belonging to that rate: but when there
are several differences to any one, their sum
will be quantity.

Exam. Let it be required to mix together
gold of various degrees of fineness ; viz. of 19,
21, and 23 carats fine, so that the mixture
may be of 20 carats fine.

Rates. Din". Result*.

21-^n 1 = 1 of 21 carats.

Comp.rate20< 1+3 = 4ofl9.

= 1 of 23 .

Note. If the compound is to consist of a
certain quantity, then take the sum of the
above results, and say, as that quantity or
sum is to the proposed quantity, so is each of
the above results to the quantity of each re

quired.
In general, questions of this kind are better

solved by common algebra, of which they form

a species of indeterminate problems. See In
determinate Analysis.

ALLIOTH, in Astronomy, a star in the tail
of the Great Bear, marked i by Bayer, the ob
servation of which is of considerable service
to navigators. It is also written Alliot, Aliot,
and literally denotes a horse.

' ALLOY, in the composition of metals, de
notes a portion of baser metal mingled with
a finer or pnrcr sort.

ALMACANTARS, Almacantaras. See
Almucantars.

ALMAGEST, the name of a celebrated
work composed by Ptolemy, and consisting of
13 books ; being a collection of many of the
observations and problems of the ancients,

relating both to geometry and astronomy. It
contains a catalogue of the fixed stars, with
their places; besides numerous records of
eclipses, the motions of the planets, &c. : be
ing the first work of the kind which has been
transmitted to us, and is therefore very valu
able to astronomers.

In the original Greek it is called o-vrra$»c

jxriy.-r.. q
. d
.

greatest construction, or collection ;

which last word megiste, joined to the particle
al, gave occasion to its being called Almagest,
by the Arabians, who found it at Alexandria,
in Egypt, on the capture of that city, and
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translated it into their tongue about the year
827, by order of the caliph Almamon. It
was first translated into Latin about the year
1230,by favour of the emperor Frederic II.
But the Greek text was not known in Europe
till about the beginning of the 15th century,
when It -was brought from Constantinople,
then taken by the Turks, by George, a monk
of Trebizond, who translated it into Latin ;

which translation has been since frequently

nblished, in 1661, a body of
ny, which he entitles, after Ptolemy,

the "New Almegest," being a collection of
ancient and modern observations and disco
veries in that science.

ALMAMON, caliph of Bagdat, a philoso
pher and astronomer in the beginning of the
9th century ; who made many astronomical
observations, and determined the obliquity of
the ecliptic to be then 23° 35'. He also caused

proper instruments to be made, and skilful
observers to be procured : he ordered a degree
of the meridian to be measured on the plains
of Sinjar or Sindgier, (or, according to some,
Fingar) upon the borders of the Red Sea, by
which the degree was found to contain 56}
miles. He likewise caused Ptolemy's Alme
gest to be translated in 827. After these and
several other useful acts in the cause of sci
ence, particularly astronomy, he died at Tar
sus, in Celicia. in the year 833.

ALMANAC, said to be formed of the Ara
bic particle al, and manach, to count, a calendar
or table, in which are noted down all the most
remarkable phenomena of the heavenly bo
dies ; such as eclipses, occupations, the con
junctions and oppositions of the planets, the
risings and settings of the sun and moon,
kc. ice.

Nautical Almanac and Astronomical Ephe-
wm, is a kind of national almanac begun in
1767, nnder the direction, and by the advice,
of the astronomer royal, the late Rev. Dr.
Maskelyne. This almanac is generally com
puted a few years forward, for the convenience
of ships going out upon long voyages, for
which it is highly useful. Besides most things
essential to general use, and which are found
in other almanacs, it contains many new and
important particulars, particularly the distance
of the moon from the sun, and fixed stars,
computed to the meridian of Greenwich, for
every three hours of time, for the purpose of
computing the longitude at sea.

ALMUCANTARS, Almacantars, from
the Arabic almocantharat, are circles parallel
to the horizon, conceived to pass through
every degree of the meridian ; being the same
as the parallels of latitude.

Almucantars Staff, an instrument formerly
ssed at sea, for observing the sun's amplitude
at rising or setting.

'

ALPHERAZ, the name of a, Pegasus.
ALPHETA. Set Alfecca.
ALPHONSINE Tables, are astronomical

tables, compiled bv order of Alphonsus, king
»/ Castile.

ALPHONSUS, the 10th king of Leon and
Castile, who was surnamed the Wise, on ac
count of his attachment to literature and sci
ence, and is now more known as an astro
nomer than a king. He was born in 1203 ;
succeeded his father, Ferdinand III., in 1252;
and died in 1284, in the 81st year of his age.

A LR I CCA BAH, the Arabic name for the

polar star.
ALTERNATION, or Permutation of quan

tities or things, is the varying or changing the
order of them. See Permutation.

ALTIMETRY, Altimetria, compounded
of alt ii.i, high, and jxitj aw, to measure, the art
of taking or measuring altitudes or heights,
whether accessible or inaccessible, perpendi
cular or oblique.

ALTITUDE, in Geometry, the third di
mension of a body, considered with regard to
its elevation above the plane of its base.

Altitude of a Figure, is the distance of its
vertex from its base, or the length of a perpen
dicular let fall from the vertex to the base.

Altitudes are divided into accessible aud in-

Accessible Altitude, of an object, is that
whose base we can have access to, so as to
measure the distance between it and the sta
tion from which the measure is to be taken.

Inaccessible Altitude, is when the base of
the object cannot be approached.

There are several methods of measuring the
height or altitude of bodies, viz. by Geometru,
Trigonometry, by Optical Reflection, by means
of the Barometer, &c.

The instruments commonly used in mea
suring altitudes, are, the Geometrical Square,
Quadrant, and Theodolite; a description of
each of which will be found under the respec
tive articles.

Prob. 1. To measure an accessible or inacces

sible Altitude geometrically. —Under this head
arc included all those cases, in which the cal
culation depends upon pure geometrical prin
ciples, and particularly on the similarity of
triangles, of which we propose to give an illus
tration in the following examples :

D C A
Let A B represent an object of which the

altitude is required. Being provided with
two rods or staves of different lengths, plant
the longest of them, as FC, at a certain mea
sured distance from the base of the object.
Then at a farther distance, plant the second
or shorter staff ED, in such a manner that
the tops of the two, E and F, may be in , line
with the top of the tower B. Then having
measured the distance I D, as also ihc length
ED, we shall have by similar triangles, as

1D:ED::IA: AB;
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that is, by multiplying the second and third
terms, and dividing by the first, we shall have
the whole altitude of the tower B A : that is,

_ , I A X E D _ , ,
B A =

For example, suppose IA — 100 feet, ID
:r 8 feet, and £D = 4 feet, being the height of

ion v 4
the staff; then B A = ^Lp-? - 50 feet, the

o
altitude of the tower.

If the object AB were inaccessible, two such

operations as the above must be made, in or
der to ascertain the altitude required: thus,

Let ID — a, and ED = d; also the un
known distance I A = z, and the required
altitude of the object = y ; then in a second

operation, in which both the staves must be

replanted, make the new distance IDra'
and the second unknown distance zzx±c,
c being the distance between the two stations
of the shorter stall' E D ; also the lengths of
the staves remaining still the same, E D will
be represented by d, as above.

Now, from the preceding proportion wc
shall have, by substituting for ID, ED, I A,
and A B, the above letters :

1st operation a id:: x : y
2d operation a' : d : : x ± c : y

Whence, by subtraction, a'*r a: d:: c : y

That is
,

a = A B = -p— the height of the' 3 a
' si a

p

tower required.
For the method of determining the distance

IA, see the conclusion of problem 4.

Prob. 2. To measure accessible or inaccessible

Altitudes b
y means o
f their S/utdows.

c c a C C A
At any time when the sun shines, plant a

rod a b perpendicularly at a, and measure the

length of its shadow, and immediately after

measure the shadow of the proposed ob

ject A B. Then by similar triangles,

e a : ba : : CA :

— AB,
ca

the altitude required.
If the object be inaccessible, but still such

that the difference of the lengths of its sha

dows, taken at two different times, can bo
ascertained, the altitude may be found nearly

the same as in the last example. Thus make
ab~a, ac~b, and the unknown length of the

shadow —x; let the second shadow of the

rod — b", and the second shadow of the tower
— x ±.d, the height of the tower = y; then,

by the preceding proportion,
1st operation b : a:: x : y

2d operation b : a :: x ± d : y

Whence, by subtraction, b ir b
'

: a :: d : y

That is
,

y— r—-y, the altitude required.

Prob. 3. To measure accessible or inaccessible

Objects b
y means o
fOptical Reflexion.

OB

u C C A

Place a mirror, or other reflecting surface,
horizontally in the plane of the figure's base,
as at C, and when the object is accessible,
measure the distance C A. Now retire back
in the direction A C to D, till the eye observes
the top of the object exactly in the centre of
the mirror, which for the greater degree of
accuracy may be marked by a line across it.
Then having measured the distance D C, and
ascertained the height of the eye of the ob
server, it will be, from the known laws of re
flection, as

DC:DE::CA:DEUXCCA=AB,
the altitude of the object required.

When the object is inaccessible, that is,
when the distance C A cannot be measured,
two such operations as that above must be
employed. Thus,

Let E D =: a, D C = d
, and the unknown dis

tance CAzi; also let d' represent the ana
logous distance D' C in the second operation,
and x ± c the second distance CA, that is,
making c — the distances between the two
situations of the mirror ; and let the required
height of the object = y

. Then substituting
the above letters in the preceding proportion,
we have,

1st operation d : a : : x : y
2d operation d' : a : : x ± e : y

Whence, by subtraction, d
' yd: a:: c : y

and consequently, y —
"(

,. the altitude

sought.

Prob. 4. —To measure an accessible or inac
cessible Object, b

y the Geometrical Sqiuire or
Quadrat. See Quadrat.
Havingfixrdthc .,11

instrument at any ' i \

place C, turn the I !
1

square about the F ;1
]

centre of motion
D, till the top
the object B

perceived in the C A
direction of the sights placed on the side of
the square D E, and note the number of di
visions; cut off the other side b

y the plumb-
line F. G ; then having measured the distance

C A, we have by similar triangles, as

EF:FG::CAorDH: SLAJi£i} = BH;
to which adding the height of the observer's
eye, D C, we shall have

C A x F fr

j,
. — + DC = A B, the altitude sought.

'
rf> d'

Of

JtfF
II
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In the case of an inaccessible object, two

tibservations must be made similar to that
above, in which the only variable lines will be
G P and C A. • Let therefore the side of the
square

— *, and the variable part GF = «,
in the first observation, and a', in the second ;
also put the unknown distance —x in the first
case, and x ± e, in the second, so that c will
be the distance of the observer's two stations,
and make the required height of the object
— y. Then on the same principle as those
above,

1st operation s : a :: x : y
'2d operation t . a1: : x ± c : y

Whence, by equality,
a'c

Prob. 6.—To measure an inaccessible Object
by two Stations.

Let A B be the object of which the altitude
is required.

B

ax — a1x ± a'c, or x —
as. a"

but bv the first y =. — , therefore « = •,"
" c ■' t " s(as a!)

the altitude required.

It is obvions, that the methods made use of
in all these problems, for inaccessible objects,
will give the distance of the objects as well
as their altitudes. Thus,

1. The distance EG-i = — r -m ;
U a (a i/> a)

. _, _ . bv bad
2. The distance C A — r = — ~ —tta a (b

y

6
')

_ dy acd
3. The distance C \ — x — — ~

—ry.—— ra a (d si d
)

C A
Take the angles of elevation at the two

stations D and C, and measure the distance
between them. The angle DBCr the dif
ference of the two measured angles B C A

and BDA. (Euclid, prop. 16, book 1), which
angle therefore becomes known. And by tri
gonometry, as sin. D B C : DC : : sin. C D B :

DO x sin. CDB „ „ ,.
as radius := C B. Again.

CB x sin. A C B

Rad.
= BA

4
. The distance C \—x — ,

a r a

It is singular that the above methods for in
accessible altitudes and distance, being so

very simple, should never have been men
tioned b

y any author; at least they arc not
mentioned by any one that we are acquainted
with.

Prob. 5. —To measure an accessible Object

Let A B be the object of which the altitude

is required.
At any convenient station

C
,

with a quadrant, theodo
lite, or other graduated in- .

struxnent, measure the all

ele of elevation ACB; then, , /

having also measured the
distance CA, wc have, from c./
the elementary principles of
trigonometry, as

Rad. : A C : : tan. t_ A C B : A B,
the altitude required; or, by logarithms,
Log. A B = log. A C + log. t an . A C B- log. rad.

Suppose, tor example, the distance A C —

to feet, and the angle of elevation ACB =
*f" 3C; then, by the above formula,

Log. A C or log. 340 = 2-5314789
Log. tan. 34° 2KS =: 9-&371343

12-3686132

Log. radius lQ-0000000

Log. B A =233 67 2 3686132

sin. D B C

CB:: sin. ACB
the altitude required.

Or substituting, in the second expression,
the value of C B, we have

DC. sin. C P B. sin. A r B
Rad. sin. DBC.

Or b
y

Logarithms. —From the sum of the
logarithms of the terms in the numerator sub
tract the sum of those in the denominator, and
the remainder will be the logarithm of the re

quired altitude B A.

Prob. 7. — To measure an inaccessible Object
from three Stations, taken in the same right Line.

Let A be the ob
ject, and suppose that
three angles of eleva
tion, BCA, BDA,
AE B, to lie known ;

as also the distances
DC, DE. Make the

angle RCA=a, BDA
= 6

, and AEBzc;
make also the distance CD — d

, DEz }
, and

EC = D; also the required altitude — x. Then

it is obvious that TLB zzx cotan. a; DB:i
cotan. A

;

and HC — cotan. c. Hence in the
triangle BCE are given the two distances,
CD, D E, and the ratio of the three lines,
BC, BD, BE; whence, by the principles ex
plained under the article! Application,

run
1 ~

(i cot. 2a + d cot. ib — D cot. 2c)
will be the altitude required.

It is manifest that in these, or any other
methods of ascertaining altitudes trigonome-
trically, the accuracy of the result will depend
upon the accuracy and care with which the
angles are taken. Some mathematicians (par
ticularly Mr. Cotes, in his excellent little trea
tise " Dc oestimationc crrorum in mixta ma-
thesi,") have inquired in what manner the
result would be allccted by any supposed error
in the angles. This matter may be exemplified
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by referring to the most simple case in taking
altitudes, namely, when the object is accessi
ble, and perpendicular to the horizon, as A B,
prob. 6. It has deen found by a fluxional pro
cess, that the error of the height A B, is to the

measure of the error of the angle C, as the

doable of this height is to the sine of double the

observed angle. The error, therefore, which

can prevail in the determination of the said

height, will be the least possible when the sine

of double the observed angle is the greatest
possible ; that is, when this angle is 45°. Hence
appears the propriety of moving to and fro on
the line AC, until the observed angle is as near
as possible to 45°. If a mistake of one minute
of a degree be committed in the determination
of the angle C; then, if radius be = 10000000,
the arc of a minute which measures the sup
posed error will be 2909 ; the double of which
is 5818 : but this quantity is to the sine of dou
ble the angle 45°, or to radius, as 1 to 1719;
therefore, on this supposition the error in the
height will be T7t-51'1 P8** °f tl>e height itself.
If the error of the angle C be increased or di
minished, the error of the height will be in
creased or diminished in the same ratio. And,
if the angle observed be greater or less than
45°, the error of the height will be increased
in the ratio of radius to the sine of double the
said angle.

Other methods of taking altitudes, &c. may
be seen in Dr. Hutton's Mensuration, and in
Mr. Bonnycastle's and most other works on
trigonometry.

To measure Altitudes by the Barometer. —The
application of this instrument to the measuring
of altitudes, soon suggested itself to mathema
ticians, after the celebrated experiment of the
Puy de Domme, which was executed at the
request of Pascal, in order to confirm the
Torricellian experiment; but the first distinct
ideas on this subject were communicated by
Dr. Halley, in a paper published in the Philo
sophical Transactions, No. 181, since which
time it has engaged the attention of various
eminent mathematicians and philosophers, and
is now brought to a very considerable degree
of accuracy and perfection. In order to illus
trate this, let £ A Q represent the surface of
the earth, and A,B, C,D, &c. a column of the
atmosphere. Conceive this to be divided into
a number of equal and
indefinitely small parts,
A B, B C, CD, &c.
in each of which we
may suppose the den
sity to be uniform, be
cause they are indefi
nitely small. Now since
we have seen, under
the article Air, that
the density of this fluid _
is always directly as the
compressing force ; and this compressing force
being in the present case the pressure of the
superior strata, we shall have the density of
the air in any of those parts, as the weight of
the column of atmosphere above that place ;

that is, if P represent generally the pressure,
and D the density at any place, and P' and D
the pressure and density at any other place
whatever, we shall have

P : D :: V : D';
and consequently, the pressure is to the den
sity in a constant ratio, which may be repre
sented by n : 1 ; that is,

P : D :: F : D' :: n : 1;
therefore, D=*P, D' = iP', 8ms.

or, the density at any place is equal to, or may
be measured by, Jth of the pressure of th«

superior strata at that place.
If, therefore, we make P represent the pres

sure at the surface A, and call each of the

parts A B, B C, C D, &c. equal to 1, then will
also £ P represent the weight or pressure of
the part A B, and consequently

P— *-P="~
1

P will be the pressure at B;

- P the density or weight ofB C.

In the same way
(«-iy

P will be the pres

sure at C.
^* ^ P the pressure at D,

&c. &c. So that the pressures, and conse

quently the densities, will decrease in geome
trical progression, as the altitudes increase in
arithmetical progression: hence, calling the
density at the surface equal to d', and the se
veral altitudes 1, 2, 3, &c. wc shall have

Alt. 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, &c,
cors. dens, d", d—', rf—5, d—*, d—*, &c.

Or, dividing the latter series by d ", we have
Alt. 0,1, 2, 3, 4, &c.

recip. dens. 1, d~', d~*, d~*, d~*, &c.

which is strictly analogous to the property of
logarithms. In fact, the several altitudes form
a peculiar system of logarithms, of which the
reciprocals of the corresponding densities arc
the natural numbers, and which may there
fore, properly enough, be denominated atmo
spheric logarithms, on the same ground as the
Napierian are termed hyperbolic logarithms.
We shall consider them in this way, and shall
denote them by Aoy. to distinguish them from
the common logarithms, which are generally
marked log. ; and from the hyperbolic, which
are denoted by h. log.

Hence, if a and A represent any two alti
tudes, and d and D the corresponding densi
ties, we shall have

A = — Xoy. d
a ~ — \<ry. D

whence A — a — \<ry. d— \vy.D —\ay.

Now it is a well-known property of logarithms,
that in all the various systems, the logarithms
of the same numbers are convertible from one
system to the other by a constant multiplier ;
and the object of our inquiry will be to de
termine the constant multiplier, that shall
convert the common logarithm of a number
into the atmospheric logarithm of the same
number.
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For this purpose, make Xoy. =: x log. g

»o that A — a = x log. jj.
Or if we make a —

o, or which is the same,
if we suppose d to represent the density of the
atmosphere at the surface of the earth, we

shall have A = x log. -j
y

Again, in order to iind x, let us take a known
case: let us, for instance, take the density at
the surface, and at one foot above it

,

which,
when the thermometer stands at 31°, and ba
rometer at 29} inches, will be as follows; viz.

* = 0; d = 26057
A = 1 ; D = 26066

that is, at the surface the pressure will be
equal to a column of air, of uniform density,
of 26057 feet; and consequently, one foot
above the surface, the pressure will be one
foot less, or 26056 feet ; and as the densities
are as the pressures, these numbers will also
be proper measures of the former ; whence

. 26057A — a — \ — x log.

or, making 26057 — n, we have 1 ~x
log.-^

- -.

B«tlog.-^T=M{i+ii + 3-l-,&c.J
And as in the present case, n is a great num
ber, all the terms past the first may be neg
lected ; and since also M = '43420448 in the
common system (see Logarithms), we have

_ -43429448

26057

:

_, 26057
lrhence * =

.43429443
= 60000, very nearly :

therefore, the above formula is reduced to this:

A = 60000 x log. g feet.

Or, since the height of the mercury in the
barometer is always proportional to the den

sity, the fraction ^ = m and M being the

height of the mercury at the earth's surface,
and at the altitude A ; also, since six feet is

equal one fathom, the same formula may be
otherwise expressed thus :

A = 10000 log. ^fathomt;
and which is the general formula for measur
ing altitudes by the barometer. This simple
multiplier is very convenient, and for which
we are indebted to our assuming the tem
perature at 31°; for with any other degree of
the thermometer we should have had a dif
ferent multiplier: the particular degree, how
ever, so far as relates to the accuracy of the
result, is totally indifferent ; because we may
always readily accommodate the result to any
temperature whatever. For b

y numerous ex
periments it has been found, that air expands
•bout 3-frth part of its bulk for every degree of
Iwat, and contracts the same for every degree
of cold, and consequently the result obtained
from the above formula must be increased or

diminished by as many times jj-jth part of it

self, as the temperature in degrees exceeds, or

is less, than 31°. Hence we have, according to
the preceding principles, the following rule for
measuring altitudes by the barometer, viz.

Observe the height of the mercury at the
bottom of the object to be measured, and
again at its top ; as also the degree of tho
thermometer in both these situations ; and
half the sum of these two last may be ac
counted the mean temperature. Then mul
tiply the difference of the logarithms of tho
two heights of the barometer by 10000, and
correct the result by adding or subtracting so
many times its 435th part, as the degrees of
the mean temperature are more or less than
31° ; and the last number will be the altitude
in fathoms.

Exam. —If the heights of the barometer at
the bottom and top of a hill are 29-37 and
26-59 inches respectively, and the mean tem
perature 26°, what is the height ?

Log. 29-37 = 1-467904
Log. 26-59 = 1-424718

Diff. of Logs. = 0-043186
Mult, by 10000

43186

Now 31°— 26° = 6° temp, below 31° j

therefore ^ of 431 86 = 4 96 ;

conseq. 431-86 — 496 = 42690 fathoms, the
altitude of the hill.

Such was the method formerly employed in
measuring altitudes with this instrument; but
later observations have shown, that it requires
certain modifications, on account of the diffe
rence in low and elevated situations, the ex
pansion of the column of mercury, and other
circumstances, which the limits of our article
will not admit of investigating. Before M.
de Luc began his experiments with the baro
meter, a mean of the two temperatures shown
by the thermometer attached to the barometer
and the height of the barometer, at the bottom
and top of a hill, were thought sufficient for
determing its altitude. De Luc, however,
found that an additional or detached thermo
meter was also necessary (see his " Recherchea
sur Ies Modifications dc I'Atmosphere") ; and
this has been since confirmed by the experi
ments of General Roy and Sir G. Shuckburgh.
The formulae for the height in fathoms, ac

cording to the two latter observers, are as
follow :

ROY.

{

10000 / q: -468 d
\ x \l + (f— 32°) -00245}

SHUCKBUROH.

\ 100007 + .440d} x

\
1 + (/— 32°)-00243}

Where I — diff. of logs, of the heights ofbarom.

d ~ diff. of degrees Farhenheit's therm./= mean of the two temp, shown by
the detached thermometer ex
posed for a few minutes to the
open air in the shade of the two
stations.

The sign— takes place when the attached ther-
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Iriomcter is highest at the lower station, and

the sign + when it is lowest at that station.

Exam. — Find the height of a mountain, from

the following observations taken at the foot

and summit :
Barom. Attach therm. Detach, thenn.

Low. stat. 29 862 683 71°

Hig. stat. 26 137 63° 55°

Here we have, d — 5°, diff. detach, therm.
And /—(ft3, mean of attach, therm.

Log. 29-862 = 1475119
Log. 26 137 = 1 4 17256

Diff. of Logs. = 0-057863 =z /.

Tlicn, bv the first formula,

/— 322=310, and 1 + (31 x -00245) = 1 07595
10000 / — 10000 x 057863 = 578 63

•468 d — 468 x 5 = 2 34

576-29
Multiply by 1 07595

620 fatlioms,

the altitude sought; the decimals being re

jected as unimportant.
Ramsden's engraved table gives the height

= 3730 feet, or 621 f fathoms. This table is

on a slip of paper, a foot long and about 3!

inches wide ; the logarithmic differences, from
25 to 31 inches, are given to 500ths of an inch,

and the corrections for the thermometer at

both stations found by inspection.
It may bo observed, that in determining

altitudes by the barometer it is best to make

the observations at the upper and lower sta

tions at one and the same time, as nearly as

can be ; but great care must be taken that

the two barometers, aud also the thermome
ters, are alike ; that is, they should precisely

agree when together in all states of the air.

It is also necessary that the specific gravity of
the mercury be well ascertained, because it is

not equally pure in all barometers; which is

the principal reason why different results have

been so frequently obtained, from observations

made with different barometers at the same

stations. Other circumstances, however, not

generally known, may contribute to such dis

agreement: thus Mr. Ramsden proved, by

experiment, that the quicksilver in barometer
tubes, made of different sorts of glass, will be

.suspended at different heights. See De Luc,
Recherches, &c. Horseley and Maskclyne,
Phil. Trans, vol. l\iv. p. 214 and 158. Tremblcy
and Saussure, vol.ii. p.616.Damen Dissertatio,

Phys. ct Math. &c. Gen. Roy, Phil. Trans, vol.

lxvii. (1777) p. 653, &.e. Sir G. Shuckburgh,
ibid. 513. And La Place, Mcchaniquc Celeste,
torn. iii. p. 289.

Altitude of the Eye, in Perspective, is a

right line let fall from the eye, perpendicular
to the geometrical plane.

Altitude of the Pyramids in Egypt, was

measured so long since as the time of Thalcs,
which he effected by means of their shadow,
and that of a pole set upright beside them,

making the altitudes of the pole and pyramid

proportional to the lengths of their shadows.
Plutarch has given an account of the manner
of this operation, which is one of the first
geometrical observations we have an exact
account of.

Altitude, in Astronomy, is the arch of a
verticle circle, measuring the height of the
sun, moon, star, or other celestial object,
above the horizon.

This altitude may be either true or apparent.
The apparent altitude is that which ap]>cars by
sensible observations made at any place on the
surface of the earth. And the true altitude is
that which results by correcting the apparent,
on account of refraction and parallax.

The quantity of the refraction is different at
different altitudes ; and the quantity of the
parallax is different according to the distance
of the different luminaries: in the fixed stars
this is too small to be observed; in the sun it
is only about 8} seconds ; but in the moon it
is about 58 minutes, at a mean.

The altitude of a celestial object may be
very accurately determined, by measuring the
arc of an oblique great circle intercepted be
tween the star and the horizon, and the incli
nation of the same great circle to the horizon.
This may be put in practice by means of the
equatoreal, thus : Let the sine of the estimated
altitude of the object be s ; elevate the equa
toreal circle above the horizon to an angle, the
sine of which = ✓ s, rad. being =: 1. The de
clination circle being set to 0, direct the line
of collimation to the star, by the equatoreal
and azimuth circles moved in their own planes ;
observe the arc of the equatoreal circle inter
cepted between the iudex and VI ; if the sine
of this arc = p, the sine of the observed alti
tude will be equal to p J s, radius being I.
This indirect method has many advantages ;
and is, in general, less exposed to errors than
the direct method, in about the proportion of
1 to 7. Atwood's Lectures, p. 198, 227.

Meridian Altitude of the Sun, or any ce
lestial object, is an arch of the meridian inter
cepted between the horizon and the centre of
the object upon the meridian. The altitude
of a celestial body is greatest when it comes
to the meridian of any place (the poles of the
earth excepted, for there the altitude of a fixed
body is subject to no variation) ; and the alti
tude of any star which sets not, is least, and
the depression of any star which docs set, is
greatest, when in the opposite part of the
meridian.

Altitude of the Pole, is an arch of the
meridian intercepted between the horizon aud
the pole : it is equal to the latitude of the
place.

Altitude of the Equinoctial, is the elevation
of that circle above the horizon, and is always
equal to the complement of the latitude.

Refraction of Altitude, is an arch of a
verticle circle, whereby the altitude of an hea
venly body is increased by refraction. And
Parallax of Altitude, is an arch of a vertical
circle, whereby the altitude is decreased Uy
parallax.
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Altitude of the Earth's or Moon's Shadow,

in eclipses. See Eclipse.
Altitude Instrument, or Equal Altitude In

strument, one used to observe a celestial object
when it has the same altitude on the east and
west sides of the meridian.

Observations of this kind are made for the
purpose of obtaining the true time of the sun's
passing the meridian : various modes of cal
culation have been recommended at different
times ; but we know of none (independent of
tables) that is preferable to the following me
thod of deducing the true time of the sun's

the meridian, by the clock, from a

of four equal altitudes, observed
on two succeeding days. The rule was in
vented by the celebrated Dr. Rittenhouse, the
American astronomer.

Snppose there are four sets of altitudes ol>-

tained on two successive days, (viz. one set in
the morning, and one in the afternoon, of each
day,) the instrument being kept at exactly the
same height both days; then the exact time of
the sun's passing the meridian per clock, may
be readily obtained by the following

Rule. — Take the difference in time be
tween the forenoon observations of the two
days, and also between the afternoon obser
vations.
Call half the diff. of the two differences, X ;

And half the sum of the two differences, Y ;

Let the half interval between the two observa
tions of the same day, be Z.

Then, if the times of the altitudes observed
on the second day be both nearer 12, or both
farther from 12 per clock than on the first
day...X will be the daily variation of the
clock, from apparent time, and Y will be the
daily difference, in time, of the sun's coming
to the same altitude, arising from the change
of declination. And the proposition will be
..-24>>: Y :: Z : E, the equation sought; which
will be found the same (without any sensible

e) as the equation obtained from the

But of one of the observations on the second
day be nearer 12, and the other more remote
from 12. than on the first day, ...then Y will
become the daily variation of the clock from
apparent time, and X will be the daily diffe
rence in time of the sun's being at the same
altitude. And the proportion will be ... 24h :

X::Z:E.
The equation E, thns obtained, is to be

subtracted from the mean noon, if the sun's
meridian altitude be daily increasing; but to
be added, if it be daily decreasing. The
reason of all this is very plain ; and its mode
of application so obvious that it is needless to

five examples in this place: several, how
ever, may be seen in the first volume of the

American Transactions, whence the rule was

extracted.
Altitude, Circles of. Parallels of, Quadrant

of, See. See the respective words.
AMBIENT, is nearly the same as encom

passing ; thus the atmosphere, which encom

passes the earth on all sides, is c&Hud the

ambient air; or, sometimes, the circumam
bient air or fluid.

AMBIGENAL Hyperbola. See Hyper
bola.

AMBIGUOUS Case, in Trigonometry, is
that which arises in the solution of a problem,
in which an acute angle and its opposite side
arc two of the given parts, and one of tha
sides about the given angle is the third part.

With these data, the angle opposite th«
unknown side may be cither obtuse or acute,
because every sine answers to two angles
which arc supplements to each other ; that is,
the question admits of two solutions, and is
hence denominated the ambiguous case. Se«
Sine and Triangle.

Ambiguous Sign, in Algebra, is that in
which both plus and minus enter ; being writ
ten thus, ± , and is read plus or minus.

AMBIT, in Geometry, the same as Peri
meter.

AMBLIGON, or Ambligonal, obtuse, an
gular.

AMICABLE Numbers, are those pairs of
numbers of which each of them is equal to
all the divisors, or aliquot parts, of the other ;
thus, 234 and 220 are a pair of amicable num
bers ; for

284 284 284 284 284
-7T- + ~~ + ITT + TTT, T — *■»

71 142

220
+

4

220
+ -5- +

220

10

220

11

220 220
+

22
+

20

220

2
be. = 984.

The only three pair of amicable numbers, at
present known, are

284 and 220
17296 .... 18415

9363638 .... 9437056

Which were found by F. Schooten, sect. 9.

of his " Exercitationes Mathematics ;" and
who seems to have been the first author that
distinguished them by the term amicable num
bers ; though they were before treated of by
Rudolphus, Descartes, and others.

In order to find a pair of amicable numbers,
we must first determine such a power of 2, as

2" ; that the following formulae may be prim*
numbers, viz.

3.2" — 1 = a prime
6.2" — 1 =: a prime

18 . 2" — 1 = a prima
then will 2"+ 1 (18.2»-l),and2"+»(3.2"-l)
(6 .2" — 1), be the pair of amicable numbers

required.
See a demonstration of this theorem in Bar

low's " Elementary Investigations, &c."
AMONTONS (William), an ingenious

French experimental philosopher, author of a

treatise " On Observations and Experiments
concerning Barometers, Thermometers, Hy-
groscopes, Hour-glasses, fkc. ;" also of a
" New Theory of Friction." He was born in
1«63, and died in 1705. Many papers of this

philosopher were published in the Memoirs
of the Academy of Sciences for the years
1698, 1699, 1702, 1703, 1704, and 1705.

AMPLITUDE, in Astronomy, is an arch
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of the horizon, intercepted between the true

east and west points, and the centre of the

sun or a star at its rising or setting ; so the

amplitude is of two kinds ; ortive or eastern,

and oeciduoui or western. These are also called

northern or southern, as they fall in the
northern or southern quarters of the horizon ;

and the compliment of the amplitude, or the
distance of the point of rising or setting from
the north or south point of the horizon, is

called the azimuth.

To find the sun's amplitude, having the latitude
and the sun's declination given.

Say, as the cosine of the latitude is to ra
dius, so is the sine of the sun's or star's decli
nation to the sine of the amplitude.

Exam. Let it be required to find the am

plitude of the son in the latitude of London
(51° 320; declination being 23° 28'.

As cosine 51°32'. . , 9 7938317
is to radius 10-0000000
so is sin. dec. 23° 28' 9 6001 181

To amplitude 39° 48' 9-80C28G4

And this is of the same name with the de
clination ; viz. north, when the declination is
north ; and south, when it is south.

Amplitude, in Projectiles, the range of the
projectiles, or the right line upon the ground,
subtending the curvelinear path in which it
moves.

Amplitude, Magnetical, is an arch of the
horizon, contained between the sun or a star
at its rising or setting, and the magnetical
east or west point of the horizon indicated by
the magnetical compass, or the amplitude or
azimuth compass; or it is the difference of
the rising or setting of the sun, from the east
or west points of the compass.

In order to ascertain this amplitude, place
the compass on a steady place, from which
the horizon may be clearly seen, and look
ing through the sight vanes of the com
pass, turn the instrument round till the cen
tre of the sun or star may be seen through
the narrow slit, which is one of the sight
vanes, exactly in the thread which bisects the
aperture in the other sight vane ; and when
the centre of the celestial object, whether
rising or setting, is just in the horizon, push
the stop in the side of the box, so as to stop
the card, and then read the degree of the card
which stands just against the siducial line in
the box; and this gives the amplitude re
quired. Then subtracting from this ampli
tude the known or true amplitude, and the
difference will be the variation of the mag
netic needle.

ANABIBAZON, in Astronomy, the Dra
gon's Tail.

ANACAMPTICS, the science of the re
flection of sounds, frequently in reference to
echoes, which are said to be sounds anacamp-
tieally, or by reflection.

ANACHRONISM, (from mtt, higher, and

Xporo;, time) in Chronology, an error in the

computation of time, by which an event is
placed earlier than it really happened.

ANACLASTIC Curves, a name given by
Mairan to certain apparent curves formed at
the bottom of a vessel of water, to an eye
placed in the air; or the vault of the heavens,
seen by refraction through the atmosphere.

Anaclastic Glasses, a kind of sonorous
phials or glasses, chiefly made in Germany,
which have the property of being flexible and
emitting a vehement noise by the human
breath. These glasses are a low kind of phials
with flat bellies, resembling inverted funnels,
whose bottoms are very thin, scarce surpass
ing the thickness of an onion peel. This
bottom is not quite flat, but a little convex- ;

but upon applying the mouth to the orifice and
gently inspiring, or as it were sucking out the
air, the bottom gives way with a prodigious
crack, and from convex becomes concave.
On the contrary, upon expiring, or breathing
gently into the orifice of the same glass, the
bottom with no less noise bounds back to its
former place, and becomes gibbous as be
fore.

ANAPLASTICS, or Anaclatics, (from
aia. and xXau, I break) an ancient name for
that part of optics which relates to refracted
light ; being the same as is now denominated
dioptrics.

ANA I.EMMA, (from caaXotiiQam, I take

backwards) a planisphere or projection of the
sphere, on the plane of the meridian, ortho-
graphically made by perpendiculars from
every point of that plane ; the eye being sup
posed to be at an infinite distance, and in the
east or west point of the horizon In this
projection, the solstitial colure, and all its
parallels, are projected into co-centric circles,
equal to the real circles of the sphere; and
all circles whose plane pass through the eyo,
as the horizon and its parallels, are projected
into right lines equal to their diameters ; but
all oblique circles are projected into ellipses,
having the diameter of the circles for the
transverse axis. Sec Projection.

Analcmma is also used for a gnomon, or
astrolabe; consisting of the same projection,
drawn on a plate of brass or wood, with an
horizon fitted to it ; and it is used for finding
the time of the sun's rising or setting, the
length of the longest day in any latitude, the
hour of the day, (Sec. It is also of consider
able use to dialists.

The most ancient treatise on this instru
ment now extant, was written by Ptolemy,
and printed at Rome in 1562, with a com
mentary by Commandine. Since that time
many authors, as Aquilonius, Jacquet, De-
chales, &c. have written on the same subject.

ANALOGOUS Quantities, are quantities
of the same kind.

ANALOGY, in Mathematics, is the same
as Proportion.

ANALYSIS, (from utaXvu, to resolve) is
generally the method of resolving mathemati-
col problems, by reducing them to equations ;
and may be divided into ancient and modern.
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The ancient analysis, as Pappus has de-

icribed it in his ** Mathematical Collections,"
lib. vii. p. l ,">7. ed. Coramendini, Pisatis, 1588,
u the method of proceeding from the thing
sought taken for granted, through its conse
quences, to something that is really granted
or known; in which sense it is opposed to
lyntfien'j, or composition, which commences
with the last step of Hie analysis, and traces
the several steps backwards, making that in
this case antecedent, which in the other was
consequent, till we arrive at the thing sought,
which was assumed in the first step of the
analysis. The principal authors on the ancient
analysis, enumerated by Pappus nbi rupra,
are Euclid, in his " Data," " Porismata," and" De Locis ad Superfiriem;" Apollonius, "De
Sectione Rationes," " De Sectione Spatii,"" De Tractionibns," " De Inclationibus,"" De Locis Planis," and " De Conicis ;"
Aristaeus, " De Locis Solidis ;" and Eratos
thenes, " De >Iediis Proportionalibus." Pap
pus himself, who has given many examples
from the preceding writers, may also be added
to the above number.

This analysis has also been cultivated by
many of the moderns; as Fermat, Viviani,
Ghetaldus, Snellius, Hiiygens, Simson, Stew
art, Lawson, Hugo d'Omerique, &c; particu
larly by the latter, in his " Analysis Geome
tric".."

Montncla, in his Histoire des Math, has
given an example, illustrating the method
pursued by the ancients in their analysis,
which at this day would be considered very
tedious ; and for that reason we shall omit
it in this place, and barely explain the
modem method of considering the same
subject. The example above cited is as fol-

and take A B to B H,
of F to G. Draw A C H

in the given
in the given
and BC.

Demonstration. The triangles A B C, A B H ,
are equi-angular, therefore

AC : CB :: AB : BH,
which is the given ratio by construction.

Prob. 2. To inscribe a square in a given
triangle.

ANALYSIS.
Let ABC be

the given trian
gle, and suppose
DEFG to be a
square inscribed
in it: join AE and
produce it till it
meet C K, drawn parallel to the base A B iu
K, and demit H I perpendicular to A B, pro
duced if necessary. Then DEFG is a square
by hypothesis, C K is parallel to D E, andHI to EF; and therefore by similar triangles

AE:AK::DE :CK
AE: AK::EF = DE:KI;

whence, since the three first terms in each
set of proportionals are equal, the fourth
must necessarily be so likewise ; that is, K I
= CK = CH, or the figure C K I H, is a
square, the side of which is equal to the per
pendicular of the triangle ABC. Hence tho
construction.

SYNTHESIS.

Construction. On the given perpendicular
C H describe the square C K I H ; join A K,
and from the point E, in the side C I, draw
E F perpendicular, and E D parallel to A B,
draw also D G parallel to E F ; so shall
D E F G be the square required.

Demonstration. For, by similar triangles,
AK:AE::CK :DE

and AK: AE::KI = CK : EF;
therefore, since the three first terms in each
set of proportionals are equal, the fourth are
also equal; thatis, DE = EF, and DG=EF,
and DKrGE by construction ; and there
fore the figure DEFG is equilateral, and is
also equiangular by construction ; it is there
fore a square, and it is inscribed in the given
triangle as required.

Modem Analysis comprehends algebra,
arithmetic of infinites, infinite series, incre
ments, fluxions, &c; for an account and illus
tration of each of which see the respective
articles. To this branch of science we are in
debted for the noble inventions and improve
ments that have been made in mathematics
and philosophy, for the last two centuries. It
furnishes the most perfect examples of the
manner in which the art of reasoning should
be employed ; it gives to the mind a wonderful
skill for discovering things unknown by a few
things given ; and by employing short and
easy symbols for expressing ideas, it presentsConstruction, Draw B H, making the angle to the understanding things whichA B H, equal to that which may be contained otherwise be beyond its sphere. By :

£

Prob. 1. From the extremities of the base
A and B, of a given segment of a circle, it is
required to draw two lines A C, B C, meeting
at the point C, in the circumference, so that
they shall have a given ratio to each other,
suppose that of F to G.

ANALYSIS.

Suppose the thing done, viz. that

AC:BC::F:G,
and let there be
drawn B H, mak
ing the angle ABH
equal to the angle
A C B, and meet
ing A C produced
in H. Then the
angle A being also
common, the two triangles ABC, ABH, are
equiangular; and, therefore,

AC:BC::AB:BH
m the given ratio ; also A B being given, B H
h given in position and magnitude.

SYNTHESIS.
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of this, geometrical demonstration!! may be
abridged; a long train of reasoning aided and
facilitated by visible symbols. By this artifice,
a great number of truths may be expressed in
a single line ; which, in the ordinary process,
would occupy many pages : and thus, by con
templation of one iinc of calculation, we may
acquire in a short time the knowledge of a
whole science, which without this aid could
scarcely be comprehended in several years.

It is said, indeed, that Newton, who well
knew the advantages of analysis in geometry
and other scieuces.frequently regretted that the
study of the ancient geometry should he neg
lected and abandoned ; and it must be allow
ed that the method employed by the ancients,
in their geometrical writings, is more rigorous
than the modern analysis ; and though it be
greatly inferior to the moderns, in point of
dispatch and facility of invention, it is never
theless highly useful in strengthening the
mind, improving the reasoning faculties, and
accustoming the youthful mathematician to a

pure, clear, and accurate mode of investiga
tion and demonstration, though by a long and
laborious process ; to which he would reluc
tantly have submitted if his taste had been
vitiated, if we may use the expression, by the
modern analysis. On this circumstance were
principally founded the complaints of New
ton ; who feared, lest by too early use of the
modern analysis, the science of geometry
should lose that rigour and purity which cha
racterise its investigations ; and the mind
become debilitated by the facility of our
analysis. He was, therefore, fully justified in
recommending, to a certain extent, the study
of the ancient geometricians, whose demon
strations, being more difficult and opcrose,
afford greater exercise to the mind, accustom
it to closer application, extend its views, and
habituate it to patience and resolution, so
necessary tor making discoveries. This, how
ever, is the only, or principal, advantage re
sulting from it ; and upon a comparison of
both methods, the result seems to be that the
analysis of the ancients is the best adapted to
the commencement of our studies, as it serves
to inform the mind, and to fix proper habits ;
and that the modern should succeed, and is
best suited to extend our views beyond the
present limits, and to assist us in making new
discoveries and improvements. Montucla's
Hist, des Math. torn. i. p. 1G6. Hutton's
Diet. vol. i. Rees's Cyclop, vol. ii.

Analysis is divided into finite and infinite,
determinate, indeterminate, and residual; ana
lysis of Powers, of Curves, Sec ; for which
sec the respective terms.

The principal early writers upon the ana
lysis of infinites, are Sir Isaac Newton, in his" Analysis per Quautitattim Series, Fluxio-
nes, &c." " Dc Quadratura Curvarum ;"
Leibnitz, in Act. Eroditor. an. 1C84 ; the
Marquis de l'Hopital, in his " Analysis des
Infinimcnts petites," 169C ; Carre, in his" Method pour la Mcsure des Surface, Sec."

1700; G. Manfredi, in a posthumous piece,
" De Constmctionc /Equationum, &c." 1707 ;

to which we may add, Mercator, Cheyne,
Craig, Gregory, and Walinsley. Those of a

later date who have contributed to bring this
science to perfection, are Euler, Simpson,
Maclauriu, Lagrange, and La Croix ; to which
we might add a numerous list of other au
thors, of less celebrity.

ANALYST, an algebraist, or one skilled
in analysis in general.

Analyst is also the title of an ingenious
tract, written by the celebrated Dr. Berkeley,
against the doctrine of fluxions.

ANALYTIC, or Analytical, any thin;
partaking of the nature of analysis ; or per
formed by that method.

ANALYTICS, the science, or doctrine,
and use of analysis.

ANAMORPHOSIS, in Perspective and
Painting, a monstrous projection, or a repre
sentation of some image, cither on a plane
or curve surface, deformed or distorted; but
which, in a certain point of view, shall appear
regular, aud drawn in just proportion. Sec
Wolfius's Catoptrics and Dioptrics, Priest
ley's History of Vision, and other optical
authors.

ANASTROUS, signs in Astronomy, a name
given to the duodecatemoria, or the twelve
portions of the ecliptic, which the signs an

ciently possessed, but have since deserted by
the precession of the equinoxes.

ANAXAUORAS, one of the most cele
brated philosophers amongst the ancients ,

who is said to have written on the Quadrature
of the Circle. He was horn at Clazomenc in
Ionia, about 550 years before Christ.

ANAXIMANDER, a philosopher of Mi
letus, the disciple and successor of Thalcs.
He had a considerable knowledge of astro
nomy and geography, and first noticed the
obliquity of the ecliptic ; he taught that the
moon received her light from the sun. and
that the earth is globular; to him is ascribed
the invention of the sphere, the gnomon, aud
geographical charts. He lived about 600 years
before Christ; at which period he makes the
obliquity of the ecliptic to be twenty-four de

grees.
ANAXIMENES, the pupil and successor

of Anaximandcr; to whom Pliny attributes
the invention of sun-dials.

ANDERSON (Alexander), a celebrated
Scotch mathematician, who flourished about
the beginning of the seventeenth century. He
published several works of his own, and his
friend Victa's, as follows:

"
Supplcmcntum Apollonii Rcdivivi," (of

Ghelaldus) Paris, 1012, 4to.
" Francisci Victan l'ontenaccnsis de Ac-

quationem, 8lc." with an appendix by Ander
son, Paris, 1615, 4to.

The Angular Sections of the same author ,
with the demonstrations by Anderson.

ANDROMEDA, a constellation of the
northern hemisphere. Sec Constellation.
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AN'ELA R, the star marked «, in the

of Castor.
ANEMOMETER, (compounded of att^ux,

wind, and juttTgoir, measure) in Mechanics, a
machine for measuring the force of the wind.
The anemometer is variously contrived. The
first of the kind seems to have been invented
by Wolfins in 1708; and an account of it first
published in his " Aerometry " in 1709, and
also in the " Acta Eruditorum" of the same
year, and afterwards in his " Mathematical
Dictionary," and also in his " Elementa Me-
theseos," vol. ii. p. 319.

This machine of Wolfius's was much im
proved by Martin (see fig. 3, plate II, Pneu
matics). A n open frame of wood A B C D, &c.
is supported by the shaft or arbor L In the
two cross pieces H K LM, is moved a hori
zontal axis Q M, by means of the four sails
an, cm, of,gh, exposed to the wind in a proper
manner. Upon this axis is formed a cone of
wood, MNO ; upon which, as the sails move
round, a weight R or S is raised by a string
round its superfices, proceeding from the
smaller to the larger end NO. Upon this
large end, or base of the cone, is fixed a
racket wheel K, in the teeth of which falls
the click X, to prevent any retrogade motion
from the depending weight. The construc
tion of this machine sufficiently shows that it
may be accommodated to estimate the va
riable force of the wind ; because the force of
the weight will continually increase, as the
string advances on the conical surface, by
acting at a greater distance from the axis of
motion ; consequently, if such a weight be
added on the smaller part M, as will just keep
the machine in equilibrio in the weakest wind,
the weight to be raised as the wind becomes
stronger will be increased in proportion, and
the diameter of the cone N O, may be so large
in comparison of that of the smaller end at M,
that the strongest wind shall but just raise
the weight at the greater end.

In the Philosophical Transactions for 1766,
Mr. A. Brice describes a method which has
been successfully practised by himself, of
measuring the velocity of the wind by means
of that of the shadow of clouds passing over
the surface of the earth.

M. d'Onsen Bray invented a new anemo
meter, which of itself expresses on paper not
only the several winds that have blown dur
ing the space of twenty-four hours, and at
what hour each began and ended, but also
the different strengths and velocities of each ;
see Mem. Acad. Sciences, an. 1734, p. 169;
see also a description of some other instru
ments of this kind, in Encyclopedia Britan-
niea, and Rees's Cyclopedia.

ANEMOSCOPE, (from omiux, wind, and
<wnv, / see) a term sometimes given to a
wind-dial, which points out the course of the
wind by an index that is connected with the
spindle on which the vane works. The term
is also applied to little machines which are
"tended to foretel the changes of the weather.
See Hygroscope.

ANGLE Angulus, in Geometry, is formed
by the opening ^.jj
or mutual incli
nation of two
lines meeting in .
a point ; such is
the angle B AC, or BAD.

Note. When an angle is denoted by three
letters, that at the angular point must be read
in the middle. But sometimes, for brevity
sake, if there be but one angle at a point, that
angle is denoted by the single letter standing
at that point.

ANGLES are of several different kinds or
denominations, as rectilinear, curvilinear, sphe
rical, mixed, solid, &c.

Rectilinear Ancle, is that which is formed
by the meeting of two right lines.

Curvilinear Angle, is that which is formed
by the meeting of two curve lines.

Mixtilinear Angle, is formed by the meet
ing of a right line and curve.

Spherical Angle, is that which is formed
on the surface of a sphere, by the intersection
of two great circles. See Sphere, and Sphe
rical Trigonometry.

Solid Angle, is formed by the mutual in
clination of more than two planes, or plane
angles, meeting in a common point Sec
Solid Angle.

Properties and Denominations of Rectilinear
Angles.

Right Angle, is that which is formed by one
line perpendicu- _ (B
lar to another;
or that which is
subtended by a
quadrant of acir-
cle ; as the an
gle B AC.

All right angles are equal to one another.
An Oblique Angle is that which is greater

or less than a right angle ; and these are dis
tinguished into two kinds, acute and obtuse.

An Acute Angle is less than a right angle ;
asDAC.

An Obtuse Angle is greater than a right
angle ; as EAC.

Adjacent Angles, are the two angles form
ed by one line
meeting ano
ther, any where
except at its ex
tremities; such
are the two an
gles BAD and B AC.

These angles are said to be
each other, their

Vertical, or Op
posite Angles, arc
such as have their
legs mutual, conti
nuations of each
other; as B AC and
DAC.

S3
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Vertical, or opposite angles, are equal to

tach other.
Alternate Angles,

are those made on the

opposite sides of a

line cutting two other
lines; as AFG and

DGF. And if these

two lines are parallel,
the alternate angles
are equal.

External ANGLES,

those formed by the sides

of any right-lined figure,
and the adjacent sides pro
duced ; such are the an

gles A, B, C, 8cc.

The sum of all the ex
ternal angles of any figure
is equal to four right an

gles.
Internal Angles, are the angles within a

figure, formed by the meetiug of each two

adjacent sides ; as the angles a, b, c, &c.

The sum of all the inward angles of any

right-lined figure, is equal to twice as many

right angles, wanting four, as the figure has

sides.
An Angle at the Centre

of a Circle, is that whose

angular point is at the cen
tre; such is the angle ACB.

An Angle at the Circum

ference, is that whose an

gular point is in any part
of the circumference ; as

the angle AD B.
An angle at the centre is double an angle

at the circumference, when both stand on the
same arc.

An Angle in a Semi-Circle, is an angle at
the circumference contained in a semi-circle,
or standing upon a semi-circle or diameter.

An angle in a semi-circle, is a right angle.
An angle iii a segment, greater than a semi

circle, is less than a right angle.
An angle in a segment, less than a semi

circle, is greater than a right angle.
Angle of Contact. See Contact.
Angles of other less usual denominations

are used by some authors, as

Horned Angle, that which is formed by the
circumference of a circle and a right line.

Lunular Angle, is formed by two curve
lines, one concave and the other convex.

Cissoid Angle, the inward angle, formed
by the intersection of two spherical convex
lines.

PROBLEMS.

I. To bisect a given Angle, B A C.

From the centre A,
with any radius, de
scribe an arc cutting off
the equal lines AD, AE ;

and from the two cen
tres D, E, with the same
radius describe arcs in-

tersecting in F, then draw A F ; which will
bisect the angle as required.

2. At a given point A in the line A B, to

an Angle equal to a given Angle C.

From the
centrcsA and £,
C, with any
one radius, Q
describe the D A. B
arcs D E, B G ; then with the centre B, and

radius DE, describe an arc cutting BG in G.
Through G draw the line AG, and it will
form the angle required.

3. To Measure the quantity of an Angle on Paper.

Apply the centre of a protraclcr to the ver

tex of the angle, so thai the radius may coin
cide with one of the lines ; and the dcgre«

shown by the other line, will give the mea

sure of the angle required.

Otherwise with the Line of Chords.

With a radius equal to the chord of 60°,

describe an arc between the lines forming the

angle; then apply the subtense of this arc

to the same scale of chords, and it will giv«

the measure sought.
Angles, in Astronomy, receive the follow

ing particular denomination: as Angle of
Commutation, of Elongation, of Position, &c;
for which, see the respective terms.

Angles, in Mechanics and Optics, also re

ceive particular denominations, and are dis

tinguished into separate orders; as Angles
of Direction, Elevation, Inclination, Inflection,
Incidence, Refraction, &c; for which, see the
respective terms.

Optic Angle, is the angle included be

tween two rays, drawn from the two extreme

points of an object to the centre of the pupil
of the eye.

ANGUINEAL Hyperbola. See Hyper
bola.

ANGULAR, something relating to, or hav

ing angles.
Angular Motion, is that which is perform

ed by an oscillating or vibrating body, as re
ferred to the angle which it describes or passes

over in a given time, the vertex of which is
the point of suspension, or centre of motion.
Hence all points in a pendulum have the
same angular motion, although their absolute
motions are different from each other, being
greater or less, according to their distance
from Ihe centre of suspension.

Angular Motion is also sometimes used to
denote a motion which is partly curvilinear,
and partly rectilinear ; as the motion of a
eoach-wheel on a plane.

Angular Sections, is a term used by Vieta
to denote a species of analytical trigonometry,
relating to the law of increase and decrease
of the sines and chords of multiple arcs, which
he first pnblished in his " Canon Mathema-
ticus," in 1579; a work which is now extremely
scarce, in consequence of its author having,
soon after its publication, destroyed all the
copies that he could gain possession of, on
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account of some inaccuracies which he dis
covered in the impression.

Vieta demon
strated that if ^*L_
a semi-circle as 7"^svvs.G-
AB be divided
into equal arcs
BD, DE, EF,
FG,&c.andthe
radius be taken
equal to unity, and the supplemental chord
DA=*; then will

A 15 — 2ADzi
AE=i'-2
A F = x* — 3x
A G = x* — 4*x 4- 2
AH = x'—dx1 + &x
AI =x6 — 6z* + 9x* — 2
&c. &c.

Also, if the chord DB be taken equal to y, fore' 88 104 : 100 : : 100 :

and the radius equal to unity as before ; then value of the first payment
till BD= ;

BE =2 — v1
B F = 3 + y3
B G = 2 — 4y* + ys
BH = 5y — 5y' + y<
&c. &c

These properties, in the present state of
trigonometry, are readily demonstrated ; but
in the state of the science in Vieta's time,
their investigation was attended with con
siderable difficult), and amply displays the
superior genius of their celebrated author.
See Montucla's Hist, des Math, tome i.
p. 607.

ANIMATED Needle, aneedle touched with
a magnet.

ANNUAL, in Astronomy, any thing which
relates to the year, or which returns yearly.

Let the annuity be supposed £ 100. ; the
present value of the first payment of it

,

or of

a hundred pounds to be received a year
hence, is that sum in hand, which being put
to interest will amount to £100. in a year.
In like manner, the present value of the se
cond payment, or of £ 100. to be received two
years hence, is that sum which being put to
interest immediately will amount to £ 100. in
two years ; and so on for any number of years
or payment; and the sum of the values of all
the payments will be the present value ot the
annuity.

Let the interest be supposed to be 4 per
cent. The sum which improved at 4 per cent.
interest for the year, will produce £100. at
the end of the year, is that sum which has the
same proportion to 100 as 100 has to 104; the
sum of the interest and principle. Say there-

100 x 100

104
= 96- 15,

And that sum which in two years will
amount to £100. at the same rate of interest,

is evidently that which in one year will amount
to £96-15. because we have seen that this
sum will, in a year, amount to £ 100. ; we
have, therefore, on the same principle as above,

OA*15
104 : 100 :: 96- 15 : -r^r = 92-45 val. 2d. pay.

104 : 100 :: 9245

104 : 100 :: 86-48

104

9245
104

85-48

104

= 85-48 3d. pay.

8219 4h.pay.

&c. &c. &c.
But since the interest of money bears a

constant ratio to principle, we may represent
these proportions more conveniently by as
suming generally £1. as the yearly payment,

as Annual Motion o
f the Earth, Argument o
f andr as the amount of £1. for one year; and

Longitude, Epacts, Equation, 8tc. ; for which, whatever results are thus produced, being
see Earth, Argument, Epact, Equation,
ike.

ANNUITIES, signify any interest of mo
ney, rents, or pensions, payable from time to
time, at particular periods.

The most general division of annuities is

into annuities certain, and contingent annuities;
the payment of the latter depending upon
some contingency ; such, in particular, as the
continuance of a life.

Annuities h^ve also been divided into an
nuities in possession, and annuities in reversion;
the former meaning such as have commenced,
or are to commence immediately; and the
latter, such as will not commence till some
particular future event has happened, or till
some given period of time has expired.

Annuities may be farther considered as

being payable yearly, half-yearly, or quarterly.
The present value o

f an Annuity is that sum
which being improved at compound interest,
will be sufficient to pay the annuity.

The present value of an Annuity certain,
payable yearly, and the first payment of which

is to be made at the end of a year, is com
puted as follows :

multiplied by the yearly payment, will be the
value of the annuity in such case. By this
means the above proportions become

: — valuo 1st. paymentr: 1

r: 1 :-

&c.

r

&e.

1

r
1

_

r*

J_

. 2d. payment

. 3d. payment

&c.
The value, therefore, of an annuity pf £1.

for n years, is equal to the sum of the series.

1+1+1+2+ 1

and therefore when the annuity is perpetual,
or in perpetuity, the value of it is equal to
the sum of the above series continued in inr

Jinitum.
Now, in order to find the sum of this series,

let us make it equal to v ; then since1.1.1.. 11- + „.r r

1 . 1 . 1 L 1 ■ 1 1

vr = l + 7 + - + -j + kc.?^

1
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whence, (r — 1) v — 1 —2.

r»— 1 ^ 1
or v — . x - ;

r — 1 r*

which is a general formula for the present
value of an annuity of £1. for u years. And
since an annuity of a pounds per year will be
worth a times as much ; we have generally

— r"~ 1 «," ~ r — 1
*

r"
for the value of an annuity of a pounds per
year, for n years.

If the annuity is to be at s equal distant
times in the year, then r instead of repre
senting the amount of £J. for a year, must
be taken lor the amount of £1. for the time
of the first payment ; also n, which is the
number of payments in the above, will be

come ni, and a will become — ; whence the
nt

more general formula will be

_ r—— 1 a _V— 1 , d
v - r—1 x ^ - T—T + 7s

Substituting therefore as above,
a the annuity, or yearly rent ;
n = the number of years, or payments ;

r = the amount of £1. for a year, or for
one payment;

v = the present value of the annuity;
m — the whole amount ;

we shall have the several cases of annuities
expressed by the following formulae:

. r»— 1 a
1 v =: x —

r — 1 r*
n r — 1 _* a ~ pr^T * *'

3 m- C^ll x a
r— 1

4. n _ log- m— log. »

log. r

6 ... log. r = lo* »-»■*•"

«• "=^4i"CT
In this last theorem, R denotes the present

value in reversion, after p years, or not com
mencing till after the first p years, being found
by taking the difference between - the two
values

r»— 1 a , r*— 1 a
—>—— x — and rr- x —
r— 1 r* r — 1 i*

Let us now illustrate these formulae by a

few examples.
Required the present worth of an annuity

of £100. per annum for 5 years, at yearly
payments, half-yearly payments, and quarterly
payments; the rate of interest being 4 per
cent, in each case.

In the first case, r = 1*04, n — 5, and a zz
100; therefore, by formula 1, we have

104'— 1 100

104s
= £44518." —

1-04—1
In the second case, r zz 1-02, n —

10, and
a — 50 ; therefore

l-02'°— I 50" = 1-02-1 X-^n £449-13.

In the third case, r zz 1-01, n =: 20, and a
= 25 ; therefore

1-01" _1 25'= 1-01-1 X r^ = £45415.

Hence, it is evident that the greater the
number of payments, the greater is the pre
sent value of the annuity.

What annuity, payable yearly, may be pur
chased for 5 years with £2226.; taking the
rate of interest at 4 per cent.?

Here we have v zz 2226, r ~ 104, n = 5 ;
whence, by formula 2, we obtain

1-04 1
« = ,.54.-1 * 2226 x UK' =£500. per

annum, nearly.

Required the whole amount of an annuity
of £100. per annum, for 20 years, at 5 par
cent per ann. yearly payments.

Here we have rzz 1-06, »»= 20, azz 100.

r»— 1
m = — X «•r—1

1-0510— 1
X 100 = £3306. 12/.

105—1
Required the amount of the same annuity,

at halt-yearly payments.
Here r = 1-025, n = 40, o = 50.

r»— 1
m zz r- X a.r — 1

m - X 50 = £3370. Os. 9{d.

Required the amount of the same, at quar
terly payments.

Hero r = 10125, n = 80, a = 25;

therefore m = x 26 = £3402. 16*.
1*0125 — I

Whence again it follows, that the greater
the number of payments, the greater will be
the amount of the annuity.

To find the present value of an annuity by
the following table, we have only to find the
amount for £1. at the given rate of interest,
and for the given time ; which multiplied by
the given annuity, or payment, will be the
present worth.

Exam. What is the present value of an
annuity of £40. per ann. to continue 20 years,
at the rate of 4 per cent. !

By the table, the amount of £ 1. for 20 years,
at 4 per cent, is 13-590326 ; therefore

13-590326 x 40 = £543. 12s. very nearly.
For what relates to life annuities, see Life

Annuitiet and Assurances ; see also tho
works of Price, and Morgan, on this subject ;
and an excellent treatise on the Doctrine off
Annuities, by Y. Baity.
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TABLE.

The present Value of an Annuity of £1. per Ann. for any number of Years not exceeding
60, at any rate of Compound Interest from 3 to 6 per Cent.

Yean. At a per Caat, H perCem. 4 per Cent. 4| per Cent. ftper Cent. ft)w Cent*

1 .970874 .966184 .961638 .956938 .962381 .943396

2 1.913470 1.899694 1.086095 1.872668 1.869410 1.833393

3 2.828611 2.801637 2.775091 2.748964 2723246 2673012

4 3.716098 3.673079 3.629895 3.587526 3.646950 3.466106

5 4.579708 4615052 4.451822 4.389977 4.329477 4.212364

6 5.417191 5.328553 5.242137 5.157872 5.075692 4.917324

7 6.230283 6.114544 6.002065 5.892701 6.786373 5.582381

8 7.019692 6.873956 6.732745 6.596886 6.463213 6.209794

9 7.786109 7.607687 7.436332 7.268790 7.107822 6.801692

to 8.530203 8.316606 8.110896 7.912718 7.721736 7.360087

11 9.252624 9.001651 8.760477 8.528917 8.306414 7.SS6875

12 9.954004 9.663334 9.386074 9.118581 8.863252 8.383844

13 10.634955 10.302738 9.985648 9.682852 9.393673 8.852683

14 11.296073 10.920620 10.663123 10.222825 9.898641 9.294984

15 11.937935 11.517411 11.118387 10.739546 10.379658 9.712249

16 12.661102 12.094117 11.652296 11.234015 10.837770 10.105895

17 13.166118 12.651321 12.165669 11.707191 11.274066 10.477260

18 13.753513 13.189682 12.659297 12.159992 11.689587 10.827603

19 14.323799 13.709&17 13.133839' 12593294 12.085321 11.158116

20 14.877475 14.212403 13.690326 13.007936 12.462210 11.469921

21 15.415024 14.697974 14.029160 13.404724 12.821163 11.761077

22 15.936917 15.167126 14.451115 13.784425 13.163003 12.041582

23 16.443608 15.602410 14.856842 14.147775 13.488574 12.303379

24 16.935542 16.068368 15.246963 14.496478 13.798642 12.550358

26 17.413148 16.481515 15.622080 14.828209 14.093945 12.783350

26 17.876842 16.890352 15.982769 15.146611 14.375185 13.003166

27 18.327031 17.285364 16.329580 16.451303 14.643034 13.210534

28 18.764108 17.667019 16.663063 15.742874 14.898127 13.406164

29 19.188455 18.035767 16.983715 16.021889 15.141074 13.590721

30 19.600441 18.3920-15 17.292033 16.288889 15.372451 13.764831

31 20.000428 18.736276 17.588494 16.641391 15.692810 13.929086

32 20.388765 19.068865 17.873551 16.788891 15.802677 14.084043

33 20.705792 19.390208 18.146674 17.022S62 16.002649 14.230230

34 21.131837 19.700684 18.411198 17.246768 16.192904 14.368141

36 21.487220 20.000661 18.664613 17.461012 16.374194 14.498216

36 21.832252 20.290494 18.908282 17.666040 16.646852 14.620986

37 22.167235 20.57*525 19.142579 17.862240 16.711287 14.736780

38 22.492462 20.841087 19.367864 18.049990 16.867893 14.840019

39 22.808215 21.102500 19.684486 18.229656 17.017011 14.919075

49 23.114772 21.355072 19.792774 18.401584 17.159086 15.046297

41 23.412400 21.699104 19.993052 18.566109 17.294368 16.138016

42 23.701359 21.834882 20.185627 18.723550 17.423208 15.224643

43 23.981902 22.062689 20.370795 18.874210 17.545912 15.306173

44 24.254274 22.282791 20.548841 19.018383 17.662773 15.383182

45 24.618713 22.495460 20.720040 19.166343 17.774070 15.455832

46 24.775449 22700918 20.884652 19.288371 17.880066 15.524370

47 25.024708 22.899438 21.042936 19.414709 17.981016 15.689028

48 25.266707 23.091244 21.195131 19.536607 18.077158 15.650027

49 25601657 23.276564 21.341472 19.651298 18.168722 15.707672

50 25.729764 23.465618 21.482186 19.762008 18.256926 15.761861

51 25.951227 23.628616 21.617485 19.867950 18.338977 15.813076

52 26.166240 23.795765 21.747582 19.969330 18.418073 15.861393

53 26.374990 23.957260 21.872675 20.066345 18.493405 15.906974

54 26677660 24.113296 21.992957 20.169181 18.165146 15.949978

55 26.774428 24.264053 22.108612 20.248021 18.633472 15.990543

56 26.966464 24.409713 22.219819 20.333034 18.698545 16.028814

67 27.150936 24.550448 22.326749 20.414387 18.760519 16.061919

58 27.331005 24.686423 22.429567 20.492236 18.819542 16.09S980

59 27.505631 24.817800 22.528430 20.566733 18.875754 16.131113

60 27.675564 24.944734 22.623490 20.638022 18.929290 16.161428
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ANNULAR Eclipse, (from annulus, a ring)

is an eclipse of the sun, in which the moon
appears less than the sun; whence the eclipse
which would otherwise have been total, be
comes an annular one ; leaving a bright ring
round the sun's disc : such was the eclipse in
1764, which was observed in Spain, France,
and England. The diameter of the moon is
29 25' in its apogee, and 33° 37' in its perigee;
the diameter of the sun is 31°31' in its apogee,
and 32° 36' in its perigee; whence one may
readily perceive that there ought to be fre
quent annular eclipses. The eclipses of 1737

and 1748, were annular in Scotland ; the latter
of which was observed by Le Monnier, who
undertook a voyage from Paris to Edinburgh
for that purpose ; and to measure the diame
ter of the moon, as it appeared on the sun's
disc. The greatest duration of an annular
eclipse is 12* 24" of time; (Mem. de l'Acad.
1767) which exceeds the greatest duration of
a total eclipse by 4' 26". See Eclipse.

ANOMALISTICAL Year, in Astronomy,
called also Periodical Year, is the space of
time iu which the earth, or other planet,
passes through its orbit ; which is longer than
the tropic.il year, by reason of the precession
of the equinox. For example, the tropical
revolution of the sun, with respect to the
equinox, is 366115" 48™ 45*
but the siderial, or return to ) „„, „ „ , ,

the same star \
365 6 9 11

and the anomalistic revolution is 365 6 15 20
because the sun's apogee advances every year
65$" with respect to the equinoxes, and the
sun cannot arrive at the apogee till he has
passed over the 65£" more than the revolution
of the year answering to the equinoxes.

ANOMALOUS, (from a privative, o/uaX»{,

plain, even) any thing deviating from the usual
rule or method.

ANOMALY, in Astronomy, is an irregu
larity in the motion of a planet, by which it
deviates from the aphelion, or apogee ; or it
is the angular distance of a planet from the
aphelion, or apogee ; that, is, the angle formed
by the line of the apsides, and another drawn
through the planet.

Kepler distinguishes three kinds of anomaly ;
mean, eccentric, and true.

Mean, or Simple Anomaly, in the ancient
astronomy, is the distance of a planet's mean
place from the apogee. But in the modern
astronomy, in which a planet P is considered
as revolving about the sun S, in an elliptic
orbit as A P B, it is the time in which a planet
moves from its aphelion A, to the mean place
or point of its orbit P.

Hence, as the
elliptical area
A S P is propor
tional to the
time in which
the planet de
scribes the arc
A P, that area
may represent
the mean ano-

maly; or if PD be drawn perpendicular t«
the transverse axis AB, and meet the circle in
D, described on the same axis ; then the mean
anomaly may also be represented by the cir
cular trilincal A S D, which is always propor
tional to the elliptic one ASP, by a known
property of the ellipse and circle. Or draw
ing SG perpendicular to the radius DC pro
duced ; then the mean anomaly is also pro
portional to SO + the circular arc AD, Keil.
Lect. Astron. Hence, taking DH =SG, the
arc A H, or angle A C H, will be the mean
anomaly in practice, as expressed in degrees
of a circle, the number of those degrees being
to 360°; as the elliptic trilincal area ASP is
to the whole area of the ellipse ; the degrees
of mean anomaly being those in the arc A H,
or angle A C H.

Eccentric Anomaly, or oftlie Centre, is the
arc A D of the circle A DB, intercepted be
tween the apis A, and the point D determined
by the perpendicular DPE, to the line of
apsides, drawn through the place P of the
planet ; or it is the angle ACD at the centre
of the circle. Hence, the eccentric anomaly
is to the mean anomaly as A D to A D + S G,
or as A D to A H, or as the angle A C D to
the angle ACH.

True, or Equated Anomaly, is the angle
A SP at the sun, which the planet's distance
A P from the aphelion appears under ; or the
angle formed by the radius, vector, or line
S P, drawn from the sun to the planet, with
the line of the apsides.

The finding of the true anomaly, when the
mean anomaly is given, is a problem which has
engaged the attention of many able astrono
mers. Dr. Wallis gave the first geometrical
solution of it, by means of the protracted cy
cloid; and Newton did the same at prop. 31.
lib. 1. Principia; other solutions, by means of
series, &c. may be seen in the works of diffe
rent astronomical authors.

ANSjE, a term given by Galileo to the
prominent parts of the ring of Saturn, which
appears somewhat like handles, from which
the name is derived.

ANSER, the name of a small star lying
between Lyra and Aquila.

ANTARCTIC Circle, in Astronomy, is a
small circle parallel to the equator, at the dis
tance of 23° 28' from the antarctic or southern
pole. The word is derived from am, opposite,
and afitlos. the bear, or arctic pole.

Antarctic Pole, is the southern pole of
the earth's axis.

ANTARES, the Scorpion's heart; a star of
the first magnitude, marked a, in the constel
lation Scorpio.

ANTECANIS, in Astronomy, the same as
Canis Minor.

ANTECEDENT of a Ratio, denotes the
first of the two terms of the ratio ; thus in the
proportion a : b :: c : d, a and c are the two
antecedents, and b and d the two consequents.

ANTECEDENTAL Calcnltis, a branch of
analysis invented by J. Glenic, Esq. and pub
lished by him in 1793. The author professes
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to employ it, with advantage, instead of
fluxions ; bat it has not been much attended
to by other mathematicians.

ANTECEDENT1A, a term used by astro
nomers to denote a planet moving westward,
or contrary to the order of the signs Aries,
Taurus. Kc. As in the opposite case, or when
its motion is eastward, they are said to move
in consequentia.

ANTECIANS, or Antocei, in Geography,
those inhabitants of the earth which occupy
the same decree of latitude, but in different
hemispheres ; the one being as much north as

the other is south,
ANTILOGARITHMS.thc complement of

the logarithmic sine, tangent, Stc. of an an
gle; being the difference between them and
radius.

ANTINOUS, in Astronomy, a part of the
constellation Aqnila, or the Eagle.

ANTIOCHIAN Seel, a class of ancient

philosophers, founded by Antiochus.
Antiochi an Epocha, a method of computing

time, from the proclamation of liberty granted
to the city of Antioch, about the time of the
battle of Pharsalia.

ANT1PARALLELS, in Geometry, are those
lines which make equal angles with two other
lines, but in contrary order ; that is, calling the
farmer pair the first and second lines, and the
latter pair the third and fourth, if the angle
made by the first and third lines be equal to
the angles made by the second and fourth ;

and on the contrary, the angle made by the
first and fourth be equal to the angles made
by the second and third ; then each pair of
lines are ami parallels to each other; viz. the
first and second, and the third and fourth.

Thus, if AB and AC are any two lines,
and FC and FE be two others, cutting
them so that < B = < E and < C = < D ;

then BC and DE are antiparallels with re
spect to AB and AC, and the latter anti-
parallels to the former.

It has been commonly asserted of these
lines, that each pair cuts the other into pro
portional segments, taking them alternately ;

than, AB : AC :: AE : AD :: DB : EC
EF : FC :: FB : FD :: DE : BC

this, however, upon examination, will be
found erroneous.

ANTIPODES, in Geography, are the in
habitants of two places on the earth diametri
cally opposite to each other, and who there
fore walk feet to feet ; whence the derivation
of the term, friz, am, against, and toJo;, a foot.

It is obvious that antipodes must have the
same degree of latitude, but in a different
hemisphere; and the difference in longitude
is 180°. It is therefore night with one, when
it is day with the other; and summer with
one, when it is winter with the other. The

antipodes to London lie a little south of New
Zealand.

ANTISCIANS, or Antiscii, in Geography,
are the inhabitants of different hemispheres ;
being a more general term than Antescians,
who must also inhabit the same degree of
latitude, which under the present term is not
necessary.

APERTURE, in Geometry, is the space
formed by the mutual inclination or opening
of two lines meeting in a point.

A perturb, in Hydraulics, is the hole through
which a spouting fluid passes. See Discharge
of Fluids.

Aperture, in Optics, is the hole next the
object glass of a telescope, or microscope,
through which the light and the image of the
object come into the tube, and are thence
conveyed to the eye.

APEX, the vertex, top, or summit of any
thing.

APHELION, or Aphelium, (viz. im.from,
and qXter, the situ) that point in the orbit of the
earth, or any other planet, in which it is at its
greatest distance from the sun : that is, at the
extremity of the transverse diameter of the
elliptic orbit, which is farthest distant from
that focus in which the sun is placed.

The aphelia of the planets arc not fixed;
for their mutual actions upon each other keep
those points of their orbits in a continual mo
tion, which is greater or less in the different
planets. For the aphelia of the planets, at
present, see Elements of the Planets.

APHELLAN, the name of a, Gemmini.
APHROD1S1US, in Chronology, denotes

the eleventh month in the Bythiuian year ;

commencing on the 25th of July in ours.
APIAN, or Appian, (Peter) called in Ger

man, Bienewitz, a celebrated astronomer and
mathematician ; was born at Leipsic in 1495,
and made professor of mathematics, at Ingol-
stadt, in 1524; where he died in the year
1552, at 57 years of age. Apian was the
author of many works; of which the following
are the most important :

1. " Astronomicnm Caesareum;" folio, In-
golstadt, 1540.

2. "Cosmography;" published in 1524, and
again by Gemma Frisius, 1540; other editions
are mentioned, as being published in 1530,
1550, and 1584.

3. " Inscriptiones Orbis ;" published in
1534.

4. " Instrumentum Sinuum sive Primi Mo-
bilis;" 1540.

Besides these, Apian was author of several
other works; as his Ephemerides, from the year
1534 to 1570: a work on S/uidows, Arithmeti
cal Centilog nes, Arithmetic, Algebra, or as

he calls it, the Rule of Coss: upon Ganging;
Almanacs ; Conjunctions, &.C. He also gave
the works of Ptolomy, in Greek : books of
Eclipses : the Astrological work of A zoph : the
works of Geher : the Perspective of Vitello;
of Critical Days ; and of the Rainbow : a new

Astronomical awl Geometrical Radius; with
various uses of sines and chords: a Universal

Astrolabe of Numbers; Maps of the World,
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<wrf of particular Countries, tic. Apian left a
son, who was also an able mathematician.

APIS Musca, the bee or fly, a southern con
stellation, containing four stars. See Con
stellation.

APOCATASTATIS, in Astronomy, is the

period of a planet, or the time employed in
returning to the same point of the zodiac
from which it set out.

APOGEE, (from ctro, from, y*, the earth) in
the ancient Astronomy, that point in the orbit
of the sun, or a planet, which is farthest dis
tant from the earth ; and which, therefore, as

applied to the sun, corresponds with the aphe
lion of modern astronomers. The ancients
regarding the earth as the centre of the sys
tem, chiefly considered the apogee and pe

rigee : the moderns, making the sun the
centre, change the apogee and perigee into
aphelion and perihelion. Apogee i:, how
ever, still used to denote the greatest distance
of a body from the earth. The moon, for ex
ample, is in its apogee when farthest from the
earth ; and its aphelion, when farthest from
the sun.

APOLLONIAN Hyperbola and Parabola.
See Hyperbola, &c.

APOLLONIUS, of Perga, a city in Pam-
philia, was a celebrated geometrician who
flourished in the reign of Ptolemy Euergetcs,
about 240 years before Christ; being about 60

years after Euclid, and 30 years later than
Archimedes. He studied a long time in Alex
andria, under the disciples of Euclid; and
afterwards composed several curious and in
genious geometrical works, of which only
his books of Conic Sections are now extant;
and even these not perfect. For it appears
from the author's dedicatory epistle to Eudc-
mus, a geometrician in Pergamus, that this
work consisted of eight books ; only seven of
which however have come down to us.

From the collections of Pappus, and the
commentaries of Eutorius, it appears that
Apollonius was the author of various pieces
in geometry, on account of which he acquired
the title of the Great Geometrician. His
Conies was the principal of them. Some have
thought that Apollonius appropriated the writ
ings and discoveries of Archimedes ; Hera-
clius, who wrote the life of Archimedes, affirms
it ; though Eutocius endeavours to refute
him. Although it should be allowed a ground
less supposition, that Arohimedes was the
first who wrote upon conies, notwithstanding
his treatise on conies was greatly esteemed ;

yet it is highly probable that Apollonius
would avail himself of the writings of that
author, as well as others who had gone before
him ; and, upon the whole, he is allowed the
honour of explaining a diflicult subject better
than had been done before ; having made
several improvements both in Archimcdcs's
problems, and in Euclid's. His work upon
conies was doubtless the most perfect of the
kind among the ancients, and in some re
spects among the moderns also. The other
writings of Apollonius, mentioned by Pappus,
are,— 1. The Section of a Ratio, or Propor

tional Sections, two books. 2. The Section
of a Space, in two books. 3. Determinate
Sections, in two books. 4. The Tangencies,
in two books. 6. The Inclinations, in two
books. 6. The Plane Loci, in two books.

The contents of all these are mentioned by
Pappus, and many lemmas are delivered rela
tive to them ; but none, or very few, of them
have been transmitted to the moderns. From
the account, however, that has been given of
their contents, many restorations have been
made of these works by modern mathemati
cians, as follow, viz.

Vieta —Apollonius Gallus; the Tangencies,
Paris, 1600, 4to. Snellius —Apollonius Bata-
vius; Determ. Sect. 1601. 4to. Snellius —Sectio
Rationcs et Spatii, 1607. Ghetaldus —Apollo
nius Ridivivus ; the Inclin. Venice, 1607, 4to.
Ghetaldus —Supplement to the above ; Tangen
cies, 1607. Ghetaldus —Apollonius Rcdivins,
lib.ii. 1613. Alex. Anderson —Supplem. ApoL
Red. Inclin. Paris, 1612,4to. Alex. Anderson —
Pro Zctetico Apolloniahi, fkc. 1615. Schoo-
ten—Loca Plana rcstituta, 1656. Fermat —
Loca Plana, 2 lib. 1679, folio. Halley— Apol.
de Sect. Rationis, libri duo, Oxford, 1706, 8vo.
Simson —Loca Plana, libri duo, Glasgow, 1749,
4to. Simson — Sect. Dctcrminat Glasgow,
1776, 4to. Horsley —Apol. Inclinat. libri duo,
Oxford, 1770. Lawson —The Tangencies, in
two books, London, 1771, 4to. Lau-son— De
tenu. Sect, two books, London, 1772, 4to.
Wales— Determ. Sect, two books, London,
1772, 4to. Burrow —The Inclinations, Lon
don. 171)7, 4to. Hutton's Diet.

APOSTERIORI, a term frequently em

ployed in demonstrating a truth, whether
mathematical or philosophical ; when a canse
is proved from an effect, or a conclusion is
proved by something posterior, whether it be
an effect or only a consequent.

APOTOME, the remainder or difference
between two lines or quantities, which are
only commensurable in power. Such as the
difference between 1 and %/% or the diffe
rence between the side and diagonal of a
square. The word is derived from axon/itu,I cut off.

Euclid, in bis tenth book, treats of these
quantities, and distinguishes them under six
heads, viz.

Apotome Prima, is when the greater term
is rational, and the difference of the squares
of the two is a square number ; as, 3 —

Apotome Secmida, is when the less term is
rational, and the square root of the difference
of the squares of the two terms has to tho
greater term a ratio expressible in numbers ;
such is %/*18— 4, because the difference of
the squares 18 and 16 is 2, and */1 is to vM8
as \/ 1 to v/9, or as 1 to 3.

Apotome Tertia, is when both the terms
are irrational, and, as in the second, the
square root of the difference of their squares
has to the greater term a rational ratio; as,
^24 — 4/18, for the difference of their squares
24 and 18 is 6, and >/6 is to ^24 as J\ to
✓ 4, or as 1 to 2.

Apotome Qunrta, is when the greater term
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Is a rational number, and the square root of
tbe difference oi" the squares of the two terms
has not a rational ratio to it; as, 4 — v'S,
where the difference of the squares 16 and 3
is 13, and V 13 has not a ratio in numbers
to4.

AfOTOME Quinta, is when the less term is a
rational number, and the square root of the
difference of the squares of the two has not
a rational ratio to the greater; as n/6 — 2,
where the difference of the squares 6 and 4 is
2, and *^2 to */6, or Vl to y/3, or 1 to ^3,
a not a rational ratio.

Apotome Sexta, is where both terms are
irrational, and the square root of the diffe
rence of their squares has not a rational ratio
to the greater ; as ^ 6 — where the diffe
rence of the squares 6 and 2 is 4, and ^ 4 to
^6, or 2 to is not a rational ratio.

APPARATUS, the appendages or utensils
belonging to machines; as the apparatus of
an air-pump, electrical machine, &c. ; mean
ing the various detached parts which are ne
cessary for putting the machinery in action,
and for performing experiments, &c.

APPARENT, in Mathematics and Astro
nomy, is used to signify things as they appear
to us, in contradistinction from real or true ;

and in this respect the apparent state of things
is often very different from their real state:
as is the case of distance, magnitude, &c.

Apparent Conjunction of the Planet*, is
when a right line, supposed to be drawn
through their centres, passes through the eye
of the spectator, and not through the centre
of the earth. —And, in general, the apparent
conjunction of any objects, is when they ap
pear or are placed in the same right line with
the eye.

Apparent Diameter of an Object, is not the
real length of that diameter, but the angle
which it subtends at the eye, or under which
it appears. This angle diminishes as the dis
tance increases; so that a small object at a

small distance may have the same apparent
diameter as a much larger object at a greater
distance, provided they subtend the same or
equal angles at the eye. If the objects are
parallel to each other, their real diameters
are, in this case, proportional to their dis
tances. The apparent diameter also varies
with the position of the object; and of equal
objects at equal distances, those which stand
in a position most nearly perpendicular to the
line of their direction from the observer, will
appear to have the greatest diameter: our
idea of the apparent magnitude generally
Tarring nearly as the optic angle.

But although the optic angle be the usual
or sensible measure of the apparent magni
tude of an object, yet habit, and the frequent
experience of looking at distant objects, by
*lnch we know that they arc larger than they
appear, has so far prevailed upon the imagi
nation and judgment, as to cause this likewise
to have some share in our estimation of appa
rent magnitudes ; so that these will be judged
to be more than in the ratio of the optic an
tics. See Apparent Magnitude.

Apparent Distance. See Distance.
Apparent Altitude of celestial Objects, is

effected chiefly by refraction and parallax ;
and that of terrestrial objects, by refraction.
See those words.

Apparent Figure, is the figure or shape
which an object appears under when viewed
at a distance ; and is often very different from
the true figure. For a straight line, viewed
at a distance, may appear but as a point ; a
surface, as a line; and a solid, as a surface.
Also these may appear of different magni
tudes, and the surface and solid of different
figures, according to their situation with re
spect to the eye : thus the arch of a circle may
appear a straight line; a square,- a trapezium,
or even a triangle ; a circle, an ellipsis ; an
gular magnitudes, round; and a sphere, a
circle. Also all objects have a tendency to
roundness and smoothness, or appear less
angular, as their distance is greater : fur, as
the distance is increased, the smaller angles
and asperities first disappear, by subtending
a less angle than oue minute; after these, the
next larger disappear, for the same reason ;
and so on continually, as the distance is more
and more increased ; the object seeming still
more and more round and smooth. So, a
triangle, or square, at a great distance ap
pears only as a round speck ; and the edge of
the moon appears round to the eye, notwith
standing the hills and valleys on her surface.
And hence it is also, that near objects, as a
range of lamps, and such like, seen at a great
distance, appear to be contiguous, and to
form one uniform continued magnitude by
the intervals between them disappearing, from
the smallness of the angles which they subtend.

Apparent Motion, is either that motion
which we perceive in a distant body that
moves, the eye at the same time being either
in motion or at rest ; or that motion which an
object at rest seems to have, while the eye
itself only is in motion.

The motions of bodies at a great distance,
though really moving equally, or passing over
equal spaces in equal times, may appear to
be very unequal and irregular to the eye,
which can only judge of them by the muta
tion of the angle at the eye. And motions, to
be equally visible, or appear equal, must be
directly proportional to the distances of the
objects moving. Again, very swift motions,
as those of the luminaries, may not appear to
be any motions at all, but like that of the
hour-hand of a clock, on account of the great
distance of the objects: and this will always
happen, when the space actually passed over
in one second of time, is less than about the
14000th part of its distance from the eye ;
for the hour-hand of a clock, and the stars
about the earth, move at the rate of fifteen
seconds of a degree in one second of time,
which is only the 13751 part of the radius or
distance from the eye. On the other hand, it
is possible for the motion of a body to be so
swift, as not to appear any motion at all ; as
when through the whole space it describes

there constantly appears a continued surface
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or solid as it were generated by the motion of
the object, as is the case when any thing is

whirled very swiftly round, describing a ring,
&c.

Also, the more oblique the eye is to the line
which a distant body moves in, the more will
the apparent motion differ from the true one.
So, if a body revolve with an equable motion
in the circumference of the circle ABCD,
&c. and the eye be at E in the plane of the

. |K

circle ; as the body moves from A to B and C,
it seems to move slower and slower along the
line A LK, till, when the body arrives at C, it
appears at rest at K; then while it really
moves from C by D to F, it appears to move
quicker and quicker from K by L to A, where
its motion is quickest of all ; after this it ap
pears to move slower and slower from A to
N, while the body moves from F to H : there
becoming stationary again, it appears to re
turn from N to A in the straight line, while it
really moves from H by I to A in the circle.
And thus it appears to move in the line K N
by a motion continually varying between the
least, or nothing, at the extremes K and N,
and the greatest of all at the middle point A.
Or, if the motion be referred to the concave
side of the circle, instead of the line K N, the
appearances will be the same. All this is
manifestly referable to the motions, stations,
retrogradations, &c. of the planets.

If an eye move directly forwards in one
direction, any remote object at rest will ap
pear to move in a parallel line the contrary
way. But if the object move the same way,
and with equal velocity, it will seem to be at
rest. If it move the same way, with less
velocity, it will appear to move backwards,
with the difference of the velocities : if it
move with greater velocity, it will appear to
move forwards with the difference of the velo
cities. And when the object has a real mo
tion contrary to that of the eye, it appears to
move backwards with the sum of the velo
cities. The truth of all this is experienced by
persons in a boat moving on water, or in a
moving carriage, making observations on dis
tant objects in motion, or at rest

On the subject of this article see Gregory's
Astron. eh. ix. Pantologia vols.

Apparent Place of an Object, in Optics, is
that in which it appears, when seen in or
through glass, water, or other reflecting or
refracting media. In most cases, it differs
much from the true place.

Apparent Station, in Astronomy, the posi
tion or appearance of a planet, or comet, in
the same point of the zodiac for several days.

If the earth were in the centre of the orbits

of the planets, their motions would always be
found nearly regular, and we should never
observe either stations or retrogradations.
But since the situation of an observer on the
earth is far from the centre of their orbits,
they do not always appear to go forwards, or
in consequentia ; but they seem to stand still
for a time, after which their motions become
retrograde, or in antecendentia. Supposing
the earth and planets to move in concentric
circles in the same plane, the problem respect
ing their stations would admit of an easy
solution, as will appear from the following
considerations.

Let C be the
sun, in the cen
tre of the or
bits, and let
the planets be
found in the ,

points B and H [
of the circum
ferences when the one appears stationary to
the other. Draw CB and CH, and letting
fall the perpendicular CM upon BH, pro
duced if need be, let H P be drawn through
the point H parallel thereto, meeting the
radius CB in P; from which point, as also
from the point O, let PR and OQ be drawn
parallel to the Hue BH; which being done,
since the right line bh connecting the extre
mities of the infinitely small arches Bb, HA,
described by the planets in the same time, is
parallel to B H, the small right lines bf3 and
hp, drawn through b and A, will be paral
lel to MC, and equal to each other: and be
sides, because the triangles B6S, CBM, and
COQ are similar, it will be BA: 60:: CO: OQ;
and the similar triangles HA<p and HCM
give h<p or 6/S:HA::HM or PR:HC or OC;
therefore, ex eequo perturbati, B6 : HA :: PR:
OQ. Now the small arches B6, HA, describ
ed in the same time, are as the velocities with

P R
which they are run over; therefore

jjq>
or

P C
OP is equal to the quotient of the velocity of

the planet B divided by that of the planet H :
hence, putting this ratio of the velocities as 1
to n, it is only necessary to divide the radius
OC in P, so that the part PC may be to the
whole OC as 1 to n; and bisecting the re
mainder B P in S, from this centre, with the
distance SP, or SB, let the circle BHP be
described, it will cut the inferior orbit O Y in
the desired point H.

The angles in the triangle BCH may be
easily found by plane trigonometry; for, be
cause the radii BC, OC, are given, a part

OC
thereof , which is PC, will be given; and

n

consequently PB, and its half SP or SH;
therefore, in the triangle SCH there are

BC 4. PC
given three sides, namely, SC = -

2

SH or SP = BC — PC
, and CH = OC;

m

whence we may readily find SCH, and C S H,
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or its half CBH; from which may also be
found the third CHB, or its supplement
CHM. to two right angles.

APPARITION, in Astronomy, denotes a
lUr or other luminary's beeoming visible,
which before was hid : in which sense it stands
opposed to Oceultation. Thus the heliacal ris
ing is rather an apparition than a proper rising.

Perpetual Circle of Apparition. See Cir
cle.

APPEARANCE, in Perspective, is the re
presentation or projection of a figure, or body,
npon the perspective plane.

Direct Appearance, in Optics, is the view
or sight of an object by direct rays, without
either refraction or reflection. In Astronomy,
appearances are more commonly termed phe
nomena and phases.

APPLIC ATE, Ordinate Applicate, in Geo
metry, is a right line drawn across a curve,
so as to be bisected by the diameter of it;
being what we commonly call double ordi
nate.

Applicate Numbers. See Concrete.
APPLICATION, the act of applying one

thing to another, by causing them to approach,
or bringing them together.

Application, in Arithmetic, is sometimes
used to signify division : thus 4 applied to 20,
means only that 20 is to be divided by 4; but
this mode of expression is now seldom or
never employed.

Application, in Geometry, is similarly ap
plied by Euclid in his Elements, as lib. vi. 28,
and some other places. But, generally, by
application in Geometry is meant, the apply
ing of one thing to another in order to prove
their equality, or inequality, as is done by Eu
clid (lib. i. 4.)

Application of one Science to another,
signifies the use that is made of the principles
of the one, for extending and perfecting the
other.

Applic ation of Algebra to Geometry, is of
two kinds ; viz. that which relates to the plane
or common geometry, and that which relates
to the doctrine of curve lines. The first of
these is concerned in the algebraical solution
of geometrical problems, the investigation of

figures, &c. Instances of this
I of application occur in the works of most

eariy writers on Algebra, as Diophantus, Lucas
de Burgo, Cardan, Tartalca, &c. ; and in many
of our modern authors. Some of the best pre
cepts and exercises relating to this kind of
application may be seen in Newton's " Uni
versal Arithmetic," Simpson's " Algebra," and
his " Select Exercises." This method of re
solving geometrical problems is, in many cases,
Bsore direct and easy than that of geometrical
analysis; but the latter method by synthesis,
or construction, and demonstration, is the
most elegant. The algebraical solution gene
rally succeeds best in such problems as re
spects the sides and other lines of geometrical
figures; and those geometrical problems in
which angles are concerned, are best resolved
by the geometrical analysis. See other re-

marks on this method of solution in Newton's
treatise above mentioned.

In the solution of problems of this kind, but
few rules or principles can be laid down which
are applicable in all cases, and much must
therefore be necessarily left to the skill and
ingenuity of the analyst; but the following
observations will be of some use.

When any geometrical problem is proposed
for algebraical solution, you are, in the first
place, to draw a figure that shall represent the
parts or conditions of the problem, and regard
that figure as the true one; then, having con
sidered the nature of the problem, the figure
must be prepared for solution, by producing
or drawing such lines as may be thought ne

cessary. When this is done, let the unknown
line or lines, which it appears may be most
easily found, and any of the known ones that
may be requisite, be denoted by proper sym
bols; then proceed to the operation, by ob
serving the relation that the several parts
have to each other. No rules can be given
for drawing or producing the lines, as men
tioned above, and it would therefore be use
less to attempt any directions on that head;
it is practice only which will render a student
ready in the solution of problems of this kind ;
but some idea of the method may be collected
from the following examples :

Prob. 1. Given the base, and the sum of the
hypothenusc and perpendicular of a right-
angled triangle, to find the sides severally.

Let ABC represent
the right-angled triarifcA,
of which the base A It is

given, and put AB=J,
AC—x,C hzzy, the sum
of AC and BC=»; then
we readily obtain the two ^4
following equations ; viz,

1st, xl—ylz=bl (Euclid. 1—47.)
2d, x + y =. s bythequest*.

by division.x — y=7

2i = s
.A1 s1 + 6* , .....

+ — zz by addition.
s s J

by subtract*

Prob. 2. It is required to determine the
of a square inscribed in a given triangle.

Let ABC repre
sent the giveu triau-
gle, and EFGH its
inscribed square. Put
the base A B = 6, the
perpendicular CD =
a, and the side of the
square GF or GH =
x; then will C I =
CD — DI=« — *;
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And, because of the similar triangles ABC,

C F C, it will be, as
AB:CD::GF:CI; or,

b : a : : x : a — x.

Hence multiplying extremes and means:
we have ... ax — ba — bx;
whence ax+bx~ ba,

or x =: —^-r, the side of tho
a + b

square required.
Cor. Hence it is obvious, that in all trian

gles whose bases and perpendiculars arc con-
slant, the side of the inscribed square will be
constant also.

Prob. 3. Giving the area or space of a rect
angle inscribed in a given triangle, to deter
mine the sides of the rectangle.

Let ABC repre
sent the given trian
gle, and EFGH the
inscribed rectangle,
the area of which is
given, and which let
be represented by a;
make C D —p, A B =
b, EF = x, and ID
—y; then will C I ~p — y ;
triangles we shall have

AB:CD::EF:CI, or
4 : p :: x :p-y;

whence px ~ bp — by,
and xy

The first gives

the second ....

Whence again
P y

or bpy— byi—pa;
or y1— py = — £?.

The root of which is y = £ ± y/ (£—ff\
the breadth required.

Having thus found the breadth, the length
may be obtained by dividing the area by the
breadth ; or otherwise we have, by finding the
values of y instead of x,

and by similar

» = i
whence

or

bp — px a

b
-

.. bpx—px1 — ba;

which gives x1 — bx — -;
b //J* ba\

whence x=- ± v' — —J.
Prob. 4. In a right-angled triangle, having

given the lengths of two lines drawn from the
acute angles to the middle of the opposite
sides, to find the sides of the triangle.

Let ABC repre
sent the proposed tri
angle of which tho
lines AD, C E, aro
given. Make AD —

a, C E = b, A B =
2x, CB = 2y, AC
— 1z. Then we have A*

4s: 4;=s}(Euciid,47,i.)
Now 4xt + 16y1 = 46I
again 4x* + y1— a1;
therefore, 15y* = 4b1— a1

andconsq....2y — Is/ f— ~"
) =Cli.

And in the same manner we find

consequently — 1 \/ j^
3—^rAC.

Prob. 5. In a right-angled triangle, having
given the hypothenuse and side of the in
scribed square, to find the base and perpen
dicular.

Let A B C be the pro
posed triangle, A C the
given hypothenuse, and

B D the given square.
Make A C = h

, F D =
D E = *, AB=x, BC
-V-

A i"

Then we have x* + y
1 = h1 (Eucl. 47, 1.)

and (x —*):#::«: (y — t) by sim. trians.
Whence xy — ix — *y =
or xy = i (x + y).

By adding double this to the first equation,
we obtain x1 + 2xy +yl = h1 + 2* (x + y), or

(x + y)1— 2*(*+y)=Al;
whence x + y = *± + **)•

Now x + y being known, make it = n, then
we have x1 + y

1 — K1
x + y — n.

Square the second, and subtract it from
double the first, and we obtain

xl— 2xy + y
1 = 2/i1— n*.

By extracting .... x — y = %/(2A* — nl).
Again, ar + y=*;
therefore, x=«+ S(W-n*) = AB;

and !=BC, as re

quired.
Prob. 6

.

Having given the sum of the three
sides of a right-angled triangle, and the per
pendicular, let fall from the right angle upon
the hypothenuse, to find the three sides of the
triangle.

Let ABC be
the proposed tri
angle, of which
the sum of the
sides and per
pendicular BD z
arc given. Make .V
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the sum of the sides = $, the perpendicular
= p, AB=i, BC=y, AC=z.
Then we have x + y + z by the question.

x* + yz = z* (Eucl. 47,51.)
x : * y.p : y, by sim. trians. ; or

xy—pz.
Now, add double this last equation to the se

cond, then x1 + 2 xy + y1
— z1 + 2p z

x1 + 2xy + y,=*1 — 2*z + Z1,

by transposing z in the first cquat. and squaring.
Whence z1 + 2pz = s'1— 2*z + zl, or

= AC.~
2p + 2s

Now z being known, make it ~ n ; then the
second and third equations become

x* + yl = »*
xy ~ pn.

Add and subtract double the last equation
from the first, and we have

x1 +2xy +y* = n* + 2pn
x1 — 2xy + y1 zzn1 — 2pn,

the roots of which are, x + y = v^(n* + 2pn)
and x — y = j(nz — 2pn).

Whence again,
2 = }/(«,+2?») + }v'(»1-2;») = AB,

and
y = { ✓(»!* + 2/>n)

— * ✓ (»»
— 2pn) = BC.

Wherefore the three sides A B, B C, A C,
are determined.

For the geometrical construction of these
problems, see Construction of Geometrical
Problems, and Analysis.

The second branch of the Application of
Algebra to Geometry, or that which respects
the higher geometry, or the nature and pro
perties of curve lines, was introduced by Des
Cartes. In this way the nature of the curve
is expressed, or denoted by an algebraical
equation, which is formed as follows :—A line
is conceived to be drawn to represent the
diameter, or some other principal line of the
curve ; and upon this line, at any indefinite
points, are erected perpendiculars, which are
called ordinates ; and the parts of the first line
cut off by them are termed abscisses. Calling
the abscis x, and its corresponding ordinate y,
the known nature of the curve, or the mutual
relation of the other lines in it

, will furnish an
equation, involving x and y, with some other
letter or letters which are known. And as x
and jf are common to every point in the pri
mary Hne, the equation, derived in this man
ner, will belong to every position or value of
the absciss ana ordinate ; and may be pro
perly considered as expressing the nature of
the curve in all points of it

,

and is usually
called the equation of the curve. Hence
every particular curve will appear to have an
appropriate equation, differing from that of
every other; either as to the number of the
terms, the powers of the unknown quantities

* >nd y
, or the signs of the co-efficients of the

•was of the equation. Thus the circle, the
t%se, the parabola, the hyperbola, and other
curves,have their peculiar and distinguishing

Thegeometry of curve lines has been much

extended and improved by means of these al
gebraical equations, and their roots are trans
ferred to the curve lines whose abscisses and
ordinates have similar properties, and con
sequently, tlie known properties of curves ar«
transferred to the equations that represent
them. See Curve.

Application of Geometry to Algebra, is th«
converse of the first of the two preceding
cases ; for as in that, algebra is employed in
order to obtain the solution of a geometrical
problem, so in this case geometry is made use
of to obtain tlie solution of an algebraical
problem. This relates principally to the find
ing the roots of an equation by a geometrical
construction, which is explained under tha
article Construction.

Application of Algebra and Geometry to
Mechanics. This is found on the same prin
ciples as the Application of Algebra to Geo
metry j and consists principally in represent
ing, by equations, the curves described by
bodies in motion ; as in the theory of Projec
tiles, &c.

Application of Mechanics to Geometry, con
sists chiefly in the use that is sometimes made
of the centre of gravity of figures, for deter
mining the contents of solids described by
those figures. Sec Centrobary Method.

Application of Geometry and Astronomy
to Geography, principally consists iu the three
following articles ; viz. In determining by
geometrical and astronomical operations, the
figure of the terrestrial globe ; in .finding the
positions of places by their observed latitude
and longitude; and in determining, by geo
metrical operations, the positions of places
that are not very remote from one another.
Astronomy and geography are again appli
cable to the theory of navigation.

Application of Geometry and Algebra to
Physics or Natural Philosophy. For this ap
plication we are indebted to Sir Isaac Newton,
whose philosophy may therefore be called the
geometrical or mathematical philosophy ; and
upon this application are founded all the phy-
sico-mathematical sciences. Hence a single
observation or experiment will often produce

a whole science. Having ascertained by ex
perience, that the rays of light, by reflection,
make the angle of incidence equal to that of
reflection, we hence deduce the whole science
of Captoptics, which thus becomes purely geo
metrical, since it is reduced to the comparison
of angles and lines given in position. Th«
case is also the same in many other sciences.

APPLY, amongst mathematicians, some
times signifies the application of a line within

a circle, or some other figure, so that the ex
tremities of the line shall be in the perimeter
or circumference of the figure. Sec Appli
cation.

APPOLLON, a name given to the star
Castor.

APPROACH. The Curve o
f equable Ap

proach was first proposed by Leibnitz, and has
much engaged the attention of analysts. The
carve is of such a nature, that a body de
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icending by the sole power of Us own gravity
approaches the horizon equally in equal times.
This curve has been found, by Bernoulli, Va-
rignon, Maupertuis, and others, to be the se

cond cubical parabola, so placed that its point
of regression, or vertex, is uppermost, and the
descending body must commence its motion
in it with a certain determinate velocity. Va-
rignon rendered the question more general by
investigating the curve which a body might
describe in vacuo, so as to approach through a
given point through equal spaces in equal
times, according to any law of gravity. Mau
pertuis also resolved the same problem, in the
case of a body descending in a medium, the
resistance of which is proportionate to the
square of the velocity. See Hist. Acad. R.
Science, 1699 and 1730.

Method of Approaches, a term used by Dr.
Wallis, in his Algebra, to denote a method of
resolving certain problems, relating to square
numbers, &c. ; which is done by first assigning
certain limits to the quantities required, and
then approaching nearer and nearer till a co
incidence is obtained. This method was in
vented by Dr. Pell, for the solution of equa
tions of the form x1 — ay1

— I; which problem
was proposed by Fermat, as a challenge to all
the English mathematicians of his time ; viz.
To find rational and integral values of x and
y, in the above equation, for every value of a,

except when it is a complete square. This
rule is explained by Euler, in the 2d vol. of
his Algebra. See also a general solution of
these kind of problems in Barlow's Theory of
Numbers.

APPROXIMATION, in Algebra imA Arith
metic, is the method of approaching nearer and
nearer to the quantity sought, when there is
no method of obtaining the exact value : this
is the case in all rules for finding the square
or cube root of any number that is not an
exact square or cube. Methods of approxi
mation in these cases, and for the roots of
powers of all dimensions, will be found under
the articles Extraction and Root.

Approximation to the Roots of Equations.
As there is no direct method of determining
the roots of equations beyond those of the
fourth degree, and even in those of the third
and fourth degree being very laborious by the
direct rules, mathematicians have endeavoured
to find approximating methods of determining
the roots: of these, Newton's rule is the most
popular, and is founded on the following prin
ciples :

If any two numbers, being substituted for
the unknown quantity in an equation, give re
sults with opposite signs, an odd number of
roots must be between these numbers.

This appears from the property of the abso
lute term, and from this obvious maxim, that
if a number of quantities be multiplied toge
ther, and the sign of an odd number of them
be changed, the sign of the product is changed.
For when a positive number is substituted for
x, the result is the absolute term of an equa
tion, whose roots are less than the roots of the

given equation by that quantity. If the result
has the same sign as the given absolute term,
then from the property of this term, either
none, or an even number only, have had their
signs changed by the transformation ; but if
the result has an opposite sign to that of the

given absolute term, the sign of an odd number
of the positive roots must have been changed.

In the first case, then, the quantity substi
tuted must have been either greater than each
of an even number of the positive roots of the

given equation, or less than any of them ; in
the second case, it must have been greater
than each of an odd number of the positive
roots. An odd number of the positive roots
must, therefore, lie between them, when they
give results with opposite signs. The same
observation is to be extended to the substi
tution of negative quantities and the negative
roots. This being premised, the reader will
readily follow the operation in the following
example :

Let it be proposed to find an approximate
value of x in the equation

*' — 2x — 5=0.
Here we easily see, that one root is between

2 and 3; for these numbers being substituted
for x, will give, the one a positive, and the
other a negative result. The root, therefore,
is greater than 2 and less than 3, and we may
therefore write x = 2 + /, or x = 3 —/; and
by finding/, or an approximate value of it, in
either case, will obviously also give an ap

proximate value of i, by adding the value of

/ to 2, in the first case, and subtracting it from
3 in the second case.

Suppose x — 2+f, and substituting this va
lue for x in the proposed equation, we have,

*' = 8 + 12/+6/1+/*
— 2x = — 4 — 2/
— 5 = — 5

x3 — 'Zx — 5 = — 1 + 10/+ 6fl +/' = 0;
therefore, to find / we have the equation

F+6fl + 10/— 1=0,
which is still a cubic ; but since, from the na
ture of our substitution,/ must be less than 1,

the cube of it may be omitted as inconsider
able, and this will give

Z1 + */-* = «. «*

J 6
— V \36 r 6/ 6

which value of /, being added to 2, will give
an approximate value of x.

But generally, when/ is less than unity, all
the higher powers of/ may be omitted, •with

out any very sensible error; which being done
in the present instance, will give 10/— 1 =0,
or/= 0*1, and therefore x = 2-1 nearly.

Now as /= 0*1 nearly, let/= -1 + g\ and
substituting this value for / in the preceding
equation, we have

P = 0 001 + 0-03 g + 0-3 g* + g-»

6/1 = 0-06 + V2g + 6gT
10/= 1. + 10 g
— 1 = 1

P+ 6/' + 10/— 1 =

0-081 + 1 123 g + 6-3 g-1 + g1 — 0.
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AnJ neglecting gz and g\ for the reasons
above stated, this equation heroines

0061 + \ l-23g =0, or

Hence, then,/= -1 + g = -1 — -0054 = 0946,
nearly ; and consequently

x—1 +/= 2 + -0946 — 2-0946.

This operation may be extended to any
length at pleasure, by supposing attain g -
— -0054 + h. and thence finding a \ulue of A,

and so on: this last substitution, it
' worked

out, will give x = 209455147.
Another method of approximating towards

the roots of equations in general, is by the
following formula :

Let i- 4-«rx"-| + bx*-' + cx*~* + tec. = tr,
be any equation ; and

x* +01"-' + bx"— » + cy»-s+ &c. =»,

3
!

being an approximate value of x ; then

x=x'+ -
(k—

1
) w + (n + 1
) x" + (»— 1 J « J"-1

rally, if the first supposition be a simplo in
teger, the lirst approximation may be obtained
to three places, which, though it be not always
correct in the last place, yet by employing it

as a new approximation, the next value of x
will, in most cases, be found true to six or
seven figures, which is a degree of conver-
gency that cannot be obtained by any other
rule that we are acquainted with, at the same
time that the operation is much more simple
than by any other rule whatever.

An example will sufficiently illustrate the
preceding remarks.

Example. — Find the value of a; in the cubic
equation x1 + 3** + 3x = 130 ;

Assume x
' —

4
, then by formula (1)

64 2x'3 = 1'28

18 ax'1 = 48
w — 130

+ (*— 3; bx-

*=*• +

+ Sue. or,

(to — v)2x'

(«— l)» + (n + + — \)ax"
+ («— 3)bx*-*+ &c.

The first formula being applicable to the
cases in which x' is greater than unity, and the
second when x1 is less than unity.

These formula- are general for equations of
all dimensions, but when reduced to particular
cases they become much more simple : thus,
reducing them both into one, we have for

(1.) Equations of the third Degree,

(v—v) x
"

x~x' +
w or r -f 2 x13

x = x
'

+

(2.) Equations of the fourth Degree,

3tt-or3» + 5y+ + 3o.c'3 + bx'1— cx'

(3.) Equations of the fifth Degree,

x-y-f O— )«"

.— T2wor2r + 3x" +2ax'* + bx'3— dx
And in the same w-ay we might find the

particular formula answering to an equation
of any other degree.

Application o
f the preceding Formula:.- —The

method of applying these formulae w ill be at
once obvious to those who arc acquainted w ith
the nature of equations ; but to the student, a
short explanation becomes necessary.

In order to this it may be observed, that x
!

is an approximate value of x, found first by
trial, as near the true root as possible, which
in all cases ought to be true to the nearest in
teger. Then substituting this value of x', a

nearer approximate value of x w ill be obtained,
which will in all cases double the number of
figures. Then, considering this as a new va
lue of x", another still nearer value of x will
be determined ; and so on.

In stating the degree of approximation to
he that of doubling the number of figures in
the assumed root, we are rather under than

the real state of convergence ; for geue-

_/3 —

3x'* =
3X1 zz 12

v — 124

w = 130
300 denominator.

«t>—v —

y =

306) 24 (4-08 nearhj.
Therefore now x

1 = 4-08.

Hence,
x'3 =
3i" =
Ax1 —

v —

w —

x -

idopting this new value, we liave

67-9173
490392
1224

I30-09C5
130

■0965

408

2x'J
ax'1

w

= 135-8346
= 499392
= 130

315-7738

315-77) -39372 ( 001217.

Whence 4 08 — -001247 = 4-078753 Answer.
This root is true in the seventh figure; and

in the same manner the root of any other
equation may be determined.

The above method I lately published in
Leybourn's Mathematical Repository, and the
investigation of it will be given in the intro
duction to my Mathematical Tables.

In the same way the root of any equation
may be obtained, and on similar principles
the root of any number whatever, that is not
a perfect power.

La Grange has published a work on the
subject of Numerical liquations, in which is

given a method of approximation much more
accurate than those above, or than any which
has yet appeared, and in which he has shown
that all such rules are sometimes defective;
for since there may be more than one root be
tween the limits first determined, the succeed
ing results will sometimes give one root and
sometimes another. Wc should have gladly
entered into an explanation of the method
taught in this work ; but it is impossible, in
the limits to which wc are under the necessity
of confining this article, to give an adequate
idea of it

,

and we must therefore refer the
reader to the work itself—" Sur la Resolution
des Equations Numerique," par Lu Grange ;

as also to the article Approximation in the
" Encyclopedia Methodique."
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We ought to observe, however, that the

method of La Grange, though extremely ac

curate, is more valuable as u theoretical than

as a practical rule ; it being too complicated
for general use. And a similar remark is ap

plicable to the method of Budan, who has

lately, re in 1807, published at Paris a work
on Ibis subject, entitled " Nouvelle Mclhode
pour la Resolution des Equations Nunic-
rique."

Other ingenious methods of approximation
to the roots of equation, may he seen in Clai-
raut's Algebra, and in tlmse of Newton, Simp
son, Bonnycastle, Madam in, &c. On this sub
ject, too, the reader may consult J. Bernoulli,
Opera, torn. iii. ; Taylor, in Phil. Trans, for
1717; Simpson's Essajs, and Select Exercises,
&c. See also the articles Continued Frac
tions, Roots, and Extraction.

APB1L, the fourth month of the year.
APRIORI, Demonstration Apriori, is that

whereby an effect is proved from a cause,
either a next, or remote one; or a conclusion
pro\ed by something previous, whether it be
a cause, or only an antecedent.

APSES, in Astronomy, arc the two points
in the orbits of the planets 'where they are at
their greatest and less distance from the sun
or earth; the former being called the higher
apsis, and the latter the loner apsis : but the

higher apsis is more commonly called the

aphelion, and the lower apsis the perihelion ;

or, according to the ancient astronomy, the

apogee and perigee. The diameter which joins
these two points is called the line of the apsides,

and is supposed to pass through the centre of
the orbit of the planet, and the centre of the
turn or earth ; in the modern astronomy, this
line makes the longest or transverse axis of
the elliptical orbit of the planet ; and in its line

i.
> counted the eccentricity of the orbit.

According to the above definition, the lines
of the greatest and least distance an' supposed
to lie in the same straight line; which is not

always precisely the case, as the two fre
quently make an angle with each other; and
what this angle differs from 180°, is called the
motion of the line of the apsides: and when
this is less than 180°, the motion is said to be
contrary to the order of the signs ; and when

it is greater than 180°, the motion is said to
be according to the order of the signs.

The problem of determining the motion of
the apses has been the subject of many inge
nious papers, and different solutions ha\ c been
given to it by different authors; viz. by Dr.
Keil, in his Astronomy ; by Eulcr, in vol.
Acta. Petrop. ; b

y Newton, in his Principia;
See. &e.

API'S, or Apous, in Astronomy, a constel
lation of the southern hemisphere ; the num
ber of stars in which, according to the British
catalogue, is 11. See Constellation.

AQUARIUS, iu Astronomy, one of the ce

lestial constellations, being the 11th sign in
the zodiac beginning from Aries; its character

is £7, representing a stream of water issu

ing from the vessel of Aquarius, or the water*

poorer. The sun passes through this sign ia
the latter part of ihe month of January and
the beginning of February. Sec Constel
lation.

AQUEDUCT, q. d. ductus aqua, a conduit

o
f water, in Architecture and Hydraulics, is a

construction of stone and timber built on un
even ground, to preserve the level of water,
and to conduct it through canals from one
place to another. Some of these aqueducts
are \isiblc, and others subterraneous: those
of the former sort are constructed at a great
height, across valleys and marshes, and sup
ported by piers and ranges of arches ; the
latter are formed by piercing the mountains,
and conducting them below the surface of the
earth. They arc built of brick, stone, &c. and
covered above w ith \ aultcd roofs, or flat stones,
serving to shelter the water from the sun and
rain : and of these, some are double and others
triple, that is, supported by two or three ranges
of arches. Of the latter kind, are the Pont-
du-gard in Langnedoc, supposed to have been
built by the Romans to carry w ater to the city
of'Nismes; that of Constantinople ; and that
w hich, according to Proeopius, was constructed
by Cosrocs, king of Persia, near Petra in Men-
grclia, and which had three conduits iu thu
same direction, each elevated above the other.
Some of the aqueducts are paved, others con
vey the water through a natural channel of
clay ; and it w as frequently conducted by pipes
of lead into resen oirs of the same metal, or
into troughs of hewn stone.

The most modern and most extensive aque
duct, is that built by Lewis XI V. near Main-
tenon, for carry ing the ri\ cr Bure to Versailles.

It is 7000 fathoms long, and its elevation 2560
fathoms; and contains 242 arcades. Sec Phil.
Trans, ap. Lowth. Ahr. vol. i. p. 594. And
for an inquiry into the nature and construction
of the aqueducts of the Romans, sec Pownall's
" Notices and Descriptions of Antiquities," &c.
4to. 1788.

AQLTLA, the Eagle, in Astronomy, is a con
stellation of the northern hemisphere, usually
joined with Antinous. Sec Constellation.

ARA, the Alter, in Astronomy, one of th«
old constellations . situated iu the southern
hemisphere. See Constellation.

AR.EMOMETER. See Aremometer.
ARC. See Arch.
ARCAS, a name sometimes given to Arc-

turus, a bright star ill the constellation
Bootes.

ARCH, or Arc, in Geometry, a part of a
curve line ; as of a circle, ellipse, &c.

Circtdar Arc, is any part of the arc of a
circle, and by which the magnitudes of angles
arc compared ; an angle being said to contain
so many degrees, minutes, &c. as are contained
in the arc which subtends it.

Co-centric Arcs, are such as have the same
centre.

Equal Arcs, are such arcs of the same cir
cle, or of equal circles, which have the sam*
measure, or the same number of degrees, mi*,

nutes, Stc.
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Similar Arcs, are lliosc which have the

same measure, but belonging to different
circles. The lengths of similar arcs are to
each other as the radii of the corresponding
circles

The length of circular arcs may be ex
pressed in terms of the sine, cosine, tangent,
&c. in the following manner :

Let a represent any arc to radius 1. ; s its
sine, c its cosine, t its tangent, 's the secant,
and p its versed sine ; then will

«=f— ilJ +|is— }t•
. v v ,'v>

~3cJ

2.3

a-^2e. | 1 +

a — sin. a, sec

.31416
1H0

+ — &C.

ff = j + -

a ~ -

1.3..^ 1.3.5. J?
+

2^5 + 2ZoT+ &C>

r
13»^

2 .3 23.4.5'
. iff, sec. Jff,

1.3.5f3
L5,&c.|2+.4U,

SCC. }«, &C

d — 01745329, &c x d ; wliere

d represents the nnmher of degrees,
&c. contained in the given arc.

« = —
5
— -'

,

nearly. Where C and c are the

chords of the arc and half arc.
See Dr. Mutton's Mensuration, and the ar

ticle Rectification.
And since similar arcs are to each other as

their radii, it is obvious, that having the length
of any arc given to radios I, the length of a

similar arc may be found for any other radius,

b
y multiplying the length of the first arc by

the given radius. Or, since -01745329 is the
length of an arc of 1°, to radius 1 ; the length
of any arc, of which the measure is given, will
be found by multiplying the number of de
grees by -01745329, and that product again

b
y

the given radius.
For example ; let it be proposed to find the

length of an arc of 30°, the radius being 9.

Here -01745329 x 30 x 9 = 471 15, S.c. the
length sought.

ARCH, in Astronomy, has various denomi
nations, according to the circle to which it is

applied.
Diurnal ARCH of the Sun, is part of a circle

parallel to the equator, described by the sun

iu his course between rising and setting. His
nocturnal arch is of the same kind, being that
described between setting and rising.

The latitude and elevation of the pole are
measured by arcs of the meridian, and the
longitude by an arch of a parallel circle.

Arch of Progression, or Direction, is an
arch of the ecliptic, which a planet seems to
pass over, when its motion is direct, or ac
cording to the order of the signs.

Arch of Retrogradation, is an arch of the
ecliptic described when a planet is retro
grade, or moves contrary to the order of the
•igns.

Arch of Position, or Angle of Position, is

the same with the hoary angle.
Arch of Vision, is the sun's depth below

the horizon at which a star, before hid in his
rays, begins to appear again. This arch is

different for different planets ; being for Mer
cury 10°, Venus 5°, Mars 1 11°, Jupiter 10°,
Saturn 11°; a star of the 1st magnitude 12°,
2d magnitude 13&, Sec. This angle is not, how
ever, constant in all cases for the same planet,
but varies a little with the latitude and de

clination, kc. With respect to Venus, it is

sometimes reduced to 0
,

as she is at times vi
sible even when the sun is some degrees above
the horizon.

AROHKS, in Architecture, are constructed
of various forms, and arc designated by va
rious names, according to their ligure ; as cir
cular, elliptical, cyclodical, &c.

Semicircular Arches, are those which con
sist of an exact semicircle, having their centre
in the middle of the span or chord ; such are
the arches of Westminster-bridge.

Skene Arches, arc those that consist of a

segment less than a semicircle.
AitCH of Equilibrium, iu the Theory o

f

Bridges, is that which is in equilibrio in all
its parts, and therefore equally strong through
out, having no tendency to break in one part
more than in another; on which account it is

generally preferred to any other.
The arch of equilibration is not of any de

terminate curve, but varies according to the
figure of the extrados ; every different extrados
requiring a particular intrados, so that the
thickness in every part may be proportional
to the pressure. If the arch were equally
thick throughout, the catenary curve would
be the arch of equilibration; but as this can
seldom or never happen, it is a mistaken idea
to suppose this curve the best in all cases.
The reader may find this subject fully treated
of in Dr. Hu ttou's "Principles of Bridges,"
and in his Tracts lately published; where the
proper intrados is investigated for every par
ticular extrados, so as to form an arch of equi
libration in all eases whatever. It there ap
pears, that when
the upper side
of the w all is a

straight horizon
tal line, as iu the
annexed figure,
the equation of
the curve is thus
expressed :

A)

A. 2

log.

a + x 4
- y/(2r/a- 4- x1)

y — h x

log.

a + r-r </(2ar 4- r1)

where i= DP, y = PC, r = DQ, A =r A Q,
and a — D K ; and hence, w hen a, h

, and r,
are any given numbers, a table is formed for
the corresponding values of x and y, by means
of which the curve is constructed for am par
ticular occasion.

And in a similar manner, if the curve of the
intrados, and the depth of the key-stone or
central voussoir, be given, the equation of the
extrados may be computed. Thus, for ex
ample, in the case where the intrados is a
circle,

F2
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IC

):—Y7 F

C Jl o *;

Let AGE bo

one half of the

arch, C the cen

tre ; A B the
height or depth
of the key-stone.
From the centre
E, intersect C A,
with a distance

ci|ual to C 13, in
1); and through D draw P1I perpendicular

to AC, and through G, any point in the

trados, draw GC, intersecting UH in F.
FL be perpendicular to C E; join LB,
produce CG, till C IC be equal U

K be a point in the oxtradc
which points may be found in the same

manner.
The line KC is always greater than C F,

but approaches to it as the arch AG increases;

so that D 11 is an asymptote to the c\ trades,

the equation of which is readily deduced from

Lei
and

LB, so shall

iny number of
in

the above construction, being

x — * , -—
A1)

where CA =a, CD=J, CO=x,and OK=y.
The extrados, in the case of a circular arch,

is therefore a curve of the fourth order, very

much resembling the conchoid of Nicomcdes,

having for its asymptote the line 1) H, and

also a point of contrary flexure; so that it co

incides very nearly w ith the curve, in which a

road is usually carried over a bridge. And
this holds good, whatever portion of the circle
the arch is supposed to consist of.

On the subject of arches, see Hutton's
Principles of Bridges ; Bussut, Beeherchcs sur

l'Equilibrc des Voutes, Mem. dc 1'Acad. des

Sciences, 1774 and 1776 ; also Mechaniquc of
the same author, edit, of 1802, p. 383; Prony.
Arch. Hydranl. torn, i.; A twood's Treatise on

the Const, and Prop, ofArches ; and Gregory's
Mechanics, vol. i.

Arch, Mural. Sec Mural Arch.
ARCHER. See Sagitakius.
ARCHIMEDES, of Syracuse, one of the

greatest and most celebrated of the ancient
mathematicians, was born in the above city
about 240 years before Christ. The great
and comprehensive genius of this author led
him to the study of every branch of science;
arithmetic, geometry, mechanics, optics, hy
drodynamics, were alike the objects of his in
vestigations, and experienced alike the power
ful effects of his superior talents.

To Archimedes we owe the first idea of ihe
specific gravity of bodies, which arose out of
the following circumstance, lliero, King of
Syracuse, having had reason to suspect that
a goldsmith, who was employed to make him
a crown of gold, had adulterated the metal
by mixing with it a quantity of silver, re
quested Archimedes to endeavour to discover
the cheat; which he did by procuring two
masses of gold and silver of equal weight
with the crown, which he immersed in a ves
sel full of water, and carefully noticed the

quantity of water which each displaced; after

which he observed how much the crown
caused to flow over; ami on comparing this

quantity with each of the former, be was
able to ascertain the proportions of gold and

silver in the crown. See Hiero's Crown.

Some ancient authors celebrate a glass ma

chine made by Archimedes, which, according
to them, represented exactly the motions of
flic heavenly bodies; and ho is also said to

have made burning glasses, which destroyed

ships at a great distance. Archimedes became

most famous by his curious contrivances, by
which the city of Syracuse was so long de

fended, w hen besieged by the Roman consul
Marcellus; showering upon the enemy some

times long darts and stones of vast weight, .

and in great quantities; at other times lifting
their ships up into the air, that had come near

the walls, and dashing them to pieces by let

ting them fall down again ; nor could they

find their safety in removing out of the reach

of his cranes and levers, for then he contrived

to set fire to them with the rays of the sun

reflected from burning glasses. 1 low ever, not

withstanding all bis art, Syracuse was at length

taken by storm; and Archimedes w as unfortu

nately killed in the assault. >\ hat gave Mar-
ecllus the greatest concern, says Plutarch,

was the unhappy fate of Archimedes, who was

at that time in his museum; with his mind so

intent upon some geometrical figures, that he

neither heard the noise of the Romans, nor

perceived the city to be taken. In this depth
of study and contemplation, a soldier came

suddenly upon him, and commanded him to
follow him (6 Marcellus, which he refusing to
do till he had finished his problem, the soldier
in a rage drew his sword, and ran him through.

Livy says, he was slain by a soldier not know
ing who he was, while he was drawing schemes

in the dust ; that Marcellus was grieved at his

death, and look care of bis funeral, and made

bis name a protection and honour to those

who could claim a relationship to him. His
death, it seems, happened about the 142d or
143d Olympiad, or 210 years before the birth
of Christ.

The expression which Archimedes made

use of to king lliero is well known: " Give
me a place to stand on," said the philosopher,
" and I will move the earth.*' This affords

matter for a curious calculation, ri;. to deter

mine how much time he would have requir
ed to have moved the earth only one inch.
Ozanam, after making proper allowances,

states the time at 3,653,745,176,803 centuries !

See Hutton's Ozanam, part 5.

A whole volume might be written upon the
curious methods and inventions ofArchimedes,
that appear in his mathematical writings now
extant only. He was the first who squared a
cunilincal space; unless Hippocrates must
be excepted on account of his lanes. In his
time the conic sections were admitted into
geometry, and he applied himself closely to
the measuring of them, as well as other figures.
Accordingly he determined the rclatioas of
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spheres, spheroids, and conoids, to cylinders
and cones; and the relations of parabolas to
rectilineal planes, whose quadratures had long
before been determined by Euclid. He lias
left us also his attempts upon the circle: he

proved that a circle is equal lo a right-angled
triangle, whose base is equal to the circum
ference, and its altitude equal to the radius;
and consequently, that its area is equal to the
rectangle of half the diameter and half the
circumference ; thus reducing the quadrature
of the circle to the determination of the ratio
between the diameter and circumference ;
which determination, however, has never yet
been effected, though we have very near ap
proximation. Sec Circle.

Besides these figures, he determined the
measures of the spiral, described by a point
moving uniformly along a right line, the line
at the same time revolving with a uniform
angular motion, determining the proportion of
its area to that of the circumscribed circle, as
also the proportion of their sectors.

Many of the works of this great man are
still extant, though the greatest part of them
are lost The pieces remaining are as follow :
1. Two books on the Sphere and Cylinder.—
2. The Dimension of the Circle, or proportion
between the diameter and the circumference.
—3. Of Spiral Lines. — 4. Of Conoids and
Spheroids.— 5. Of Equiponderants, or centres
of gravity. —6. The Quadrature of the Parabola.
—7. Of Bodies floating on Fluids. — 8. Lem
mata.— 9. Of the Number of the Sand.

The most complete edition now extant of
the works of Archimedes, is the magnificent
one in folio, printed at Oxford in 1792. This
edition was prepared ready for the press by
the learned Joseph Torclli, of Verona, and in
that state presented to the university of Ox
ford. The Latin translation is a new one. At
the end of the whole, a large appendix is
»ddcd, in tw o parts ; the first being a Com
mentary on Archimcdcs's paper upon Bodies
that float on fluids, by the Rev. A brum Ro
bertson; and the latter is a large collection
of various readings in the manuscript works
of Archimedes, found in the library of the
late king of France, and of another at Flo
rence, as collated with the Basil edition. A
French translation of the same has also been
lately published by Peyrard.

Archimedes's Screw. See Screw.
ARCHYTAS, a Pythagorean philosopher

anddistinguished mathematician ofTarentuin,
»ho flourished about 400 years before Christ,
and to whom A/istotlc is said to have been
indebted for his ethical principles and maxims.
To the ingenuity of Archytas, as a mathema
tician, we owe, according to Eutocius, the
method of finding two mean proportionals,
wertasj'caMy, between two given lines, with a
WW to the duplication of the cube ; and we
derive from his skill in mechanics, the inven
tion of the screw, crane, and various hydraulic
machines; to say nothing of his flying pigeon
°r Hinged automaton. The astronomical and
geographical know ledge of Archy tas is cele

brated by Horace in a beautiful ode, recording
also his death, which was occasioned by a
shipwreck, w hich Francis has rendered as fol
lows :

" Archytas, what avails thy nice survey
Of Ocean's countless sands, of earth and sea?
In vain thy mighty spirit once could soar
To orbs celestial, and their course explore ,
If here, upon the tempest- beaten strand,
You lie confin'd, till some more lib'ral band
Shall strew the pious dust in funeral rite,
And wing thee to the boundless realms of light."

ARCTIC (from ajxV. the name given by
the Greeks to the Little Bear) Circle, in Astro
nomy, a small circle of the sphere parallel to
the equator, and distant 23° 28' from the arctic
or northern pole.

Arctic Pole, the northern pole of the world.
ARCTOPHYLAX, a name sometimes

given to the constellation Bootes.
AKCTLBL'S, in Astronomy, a fixed star of

the first magnitude, marked a, in the constel
lation Bootes ; and thought by some to be the
nearest to our system of any of the fixed stars.

ARCTL'S, in Astronomy, a name giveu by
some authors to the constellations Ursa Major
and Minor, or tho Great and Little Bear.

AREA, in Geometry, is the superficial mea
sure or surface of any figure. The areas of
similar plane figures arc to each other as the
square of their like sides, or other lineal di
mensions.

AREN'ARIUS, the name of a celebrated
work of Archimedes, principally written to
show the power of numbers, which were not
Well known among the Greeks till the time of
Archimedes. In this work he shows how to
number the particles of sand that would be
sufficient to lilt a sphere, the diameter of which
is equal to the distance of the fixed stars from
the earth. An English translation of this work
was published in London, by G. Anderson,
in 1784.

AREOMETER, (from aecuof, thin, and ,zt-
Tfoy, measure) an instrument for measuring the
density or gravity of fluids. The invention of
this instrument is

,

according to some authors,
due to Hypatia, the daughter of Theon ; but
according to others, it was known and em
ployed by Archimedes. It is now commonly
made of glass; consisting of a round hollow
ball, vvhieh terminates in a long slender neck,
hermetically sealed at top ; there being first as
much running mercury put into it, as will servo
to balance or keep it sw immiug in an erect
position. The stem or neck is divided into
degrees or parts, which are numbered, to
show the specific gravity by the depth of its
descent.

Another instrument of this kind is described
by Hombcrg, of Paris, in the Memoirs of the
Acad, of Sciences for the year 1699; which

is also described in the Phil. Trans. No. 26'2-

By means of this instrument, its ingenious
author deduced a table of the different weights
of the principal chemical liquors, both in sum
mer and winter ; which varies a little, accord

ing as tho liquors arc more or less ntrcfiablc
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by heat, or rondcnsible by cold. See Hy
drometer.

AREOMETRY, the science of measuring
the specific gravity of fluids. See Phil. Trans,
vol. Ixviii.

ARGETENAR, a star of the fourth magni
tude in the constellation Eridanus.

ARGO-NA VIS, the Ship, in Astronomy, one
of the old constellations in the southern he
misphere, the number of stars in which, ac
cording to Flamstcad, is 64. See Constel
lation.

ARGUMENT, in Astronomy, is in general
a quantity upon which another quantity or
equation depends, or some circumstance re

lating to the motion of a planet ; or it is an
arch, whereby we seek another unknown arch,
bearing some proportion to the first: hence

Argument of Inclination, or Argument of
Latitude, of any planet, is an arch of a pla
net's orbit, intercepted between the ascend
ing node and the place of the planet from the
sun, numbered according to the succession
of the signs.

Menstrual Argument of Latitude, is the dis
tance of the moon's true place from the sun's
true place ; by which is found the quantity of
the real obscuration in eclipses.

Annual Argument of the Moon's Apogee,
or simply Annual Argument, is the distance of
the sun's place from the place of the moon's
apogee ; that is, the arc of the ecliptic com
prised between those two places.

Argument of the Parallax, denotes the
eflect it produces on an observation, and which
scrres for determining the true quantity of the
horizontal parallax.

Argument of the Equation of the Centre, is

the anomaly, or distance, from the apogee or
aphelion ; because this equation is calculated
in an elliptic orbit for every degree of ano
maly, and varies according to the variation of
the anomaly.

ARIES, or the Ram, in Astronomy, one of
the celestial constellations, and the first of the
old 12 signs of the zodiac : it is marked

,
in

imitation of a ram's head. The sun enters this
sign generally about the 20th of March. Sec
Constellation.

Aries, the denomination given to the bat
tering-ram of the ancients. See Battering
Ram.

ARIST/EUS, an eminent geometrician of
Crotonia,' who lived before Euclid, viz. 330
years before Christ. Pappus (Mafhein. Collect,
in prooem. lib. \ii.) speaks of him as having
been the author of live books on the Conic
Sections, which, however, have never been
transmitted down to us, though those of his
contemporary (and, as some have said, his
brother), Mencchmus, have been preserved.

ARISTA RCH US, a celebrated Greek astro
nomer and philosopher, was born at Samos,
and flourished about the middle of the third,
century before Christ. Aristarcluis is well
known to have maintained the modern opi
nion with regard to the motion of the earth
round the sun, and its revolution about its

own centre or axis. He also taught, that the
annual orbit of the earth is but merely as a
point, compared with the distance of the fixed
stars. His method of determining the dis
tance of the sun from the earth, was by means
of the dychotamy of the moon (see Dycho-

TAMY): and in this way he concluded, that it
contained at least 18, or 20 times, that of the
moon from the earth. Aristarchus likewise
found by methods, the detail of which would
be too tedious, that the diameter of the moon
bears a greater proportion to that of the earth,
than that of -13 to 108, but less than that of 19

to 60; so that the diameter of the moon, ac
cording to his statement, should be somewhat
less than a third part of the earth. He also
estimated the apparent diameter of the sun
at the 720th part of the zodiac. Besides his
astronomical discoveries, Aristarchus invented
a peculiar kind of hemispherical sun-dial,
mentioned by Vitruvius, b. ix. c. 9. The only
work of this ancient astronomer now extant,
is a treatise " on the Magnitude and Distances
of the Sun and Moon;" first published by Val-
lus, at Venice, fol. in 1498, afterwards by
Wallis, with his own notes and Commandinc's
version, at Oxford, in 1683, 8vo. ; and again
in Wallis's works, vol. iii.

ARISTOTELIAN, any thing relating to
the doctrines or philosophy of Aristotle.

Aristotelian Philosophy, the philosophy
taught by Aristotle, and maintained by his
followers. It is otherwise called the Peripa
tetic Philosophy, from their practice of teach
ing while they were walking.

The principles of Aristotle's philosophy arc
chiefly laid down in the four books De Calo.
Instead of the more, ancient systems, he intro
duced matter, form, and privation, as the prin
ciples of all things ; but it docs not appear that
he derived much benefit from them in natural
philosophy. His doctrines arc for the most
part so obscurely expressed, that it has not
been yet satisfactorily ascertained what his
sentiments were on some of the most im
portant subjects. He attempted to confute
the Pythagorean doctrine, concerning the two
fold motion of the earth ; and pretended to
demonstrate, that the matter of the heavens
is ungeuerated, incorruptible, and not subject
to any alteration; and he supposed that tho
stars were carried round tho earth iu solid
orbf.

ARISTOTELIANS, a sect of philosophers
so called from their leader Aristotle ; and are
otherwise called Peripatetics.

ARISTOTLE, one of the most celebrated
of tho ancient philosophers,* who flourished
about 350 years before Christ. He is said to
have written 400 books, of which, however,
only 20 have been handed down to the mo
dems : these may be comprised under five
heads, viz. Poetry and Rhetoric; Logic;
Ethics and Politics; Physics; and Metaphy
sics: and such was the veneration paid to
him, that his opinion was allowed to stand for
reason itself. Yet such is tho altered state of
philosophy, that to say a philosopher of the
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present day were an Aristotelian, would be
considered a stigma upun his judgment and
acquirements.

ARITHMETIC, formed from a(mno(, tptm-
hr, the art and seience of numbers ; or .that
part of mathematics which considers their
powers and properties, and teaeiies how to

compute or calculate truly, and with ease and
expedition. The several rules relating to this
subject will be found under their respective
heads, and we shall limit ourselves in this
place to giving a slight historical sketch of
the progress auu improvement of this science,
at lca.it as far as any information on this head
is attainable at this day, which, though in
some measure imperfect, will not, it is pre
sumed, be found uninteresting to the curious
reailer.

Hittory of Arithmetic. —The early history
of arithmetic, like that of many other branches
ofknowledge which have proved of the greatest
utility to mankind, is so perplexed by fabulous
relations, and a variety of uncertain traditions,
that though many attempts have been made
to elucidate it, we have hitherto received but
little satisfactory information on the subject ;

some authors attributing the invention to one
nation, and some to another, according to the
fancy or opinion of the writer.

ThusJosephus asserts, that Abraham having
retired from Chaldea into Egypt, during the
time of a famine, was the first who taught the
inhabitants of that country a know ledge both
of arithmetic and astronomy, of which they
were before ignorant; while Plato and Dio
genes Lacrtius, on the contrary, represent the
former of those sciences, together with that of
geometry, as having originated among the
-Egyptians themselves ; to whom it is said they
were first communicated by their god Theut
or Thot, a deity whose character has been
thought, by some, analogous to that of Mer
cury among the Greeks ; and that, like him,
his office was to preside over the concerns of
traffic and numbers.

Strabo, on the other hand, relates, that arith
metic, as well as astronomy, was generally
considered, in his time, as having been in
vented, or at least first cultivated, by the Phoe
nicians; who it was supposed, from their being
.1maritime and trading nation, could not have

performed the long voyages they were known
to have undertaken, or have managed their
commercial affairs, without some acquaintance
with the principles of these useful and neces

sary sciences. But this opinion, as far as it
regards any claim to a priority of discovery, is

certainly erroneous; since it is to the Chal-
'icans, who arc well known to have been a
wore ancient people, that we are indebted for
onr knowledge of certain cycles, or astrono
mical epochs, which it is manifest could not
have been determined without their having
wade considerable advances both in this sci
ence and that of arithmetic.

On this obscure question, however, it is un

necessary to dilate ; since it is evident, from

lie bare consideration of our natural wants,

and earliest impressions, that some knowledge
of numbers, more or less perfect, must \va\c
been nearly coeval with human society : and
though in the ruder ages of the world, when
the mode of living was simple, and most things
in common, the usual methods of reckoning
must, iu all probability, have been extremely
limited, and founded on no fixed or general
rules ; yet as men advanced in civilization,
and had occasion to enter into frequent trans
actions with each other, it is reasonable to
Suppose, that the first simple notions of tho
art would be gradually extended, ami various
signs and processes devised for assisting the
memory, and abridging the labour of long and
ditticult computations. But by whom, or at
what period, these improvements were first
introduced into the science, it is now impos
sible to determine, as none of the early writ
ings on this subject have reached the present
times, except the little that Iras been extracted
from them, and employed by Proclus, in bis
Commentary on the f irst Book of Euclid's
Elements. We are greatly surprised to liud,
amid the uncertainties which attend this in
quiry, that almost all nations should have been
led to fix upon the same numeral scale, as the
basis of their arithmetic; for except the an-
cien' Chinese, and an obscure tribe mentioned
by Aristotle, all the rest appear to have agreed
in choosing the decuple division, or method of
reckoning by periods of tens, as the most na
tural and commodious that could be devised.

This general conformity of various nations,
in adopting the same idea with respect to their
numeral scale, could evidently have arisen
from no other cause than the custom so uni
versally observed in childhood, of counting by
the fingers; w hich being first reckoned singly
from one to ten, and then successively over
again, would naturally lead to the formation
of the decimal scale, or decuple division of
numbers, so commonly used ; and as the same
cause must operate equally under similar cir
cumstances, there can be little doubt but a
race of men having more or less than ten fin
gers, would have chosen that number, what
ever it might have been, as the radix or basis
of their arithmetic. A people, for instance,
with six fingers on each hand, would have
certainly counted by periods of twelves ; which
method, indeed, had it been originally adopted,
would not only ha\e sufficiently answered all
purposes of calculation, but would likewise
have been attended with some advantages
which our present system does not possess.— .

Without entering, however, into farther re
marks of this kind, it will be sufficient at pre
sent to observe, that except in the common
practice of dividing numbers into periods of
tens, hundreds, thousands, &c. the ancient
arithmetic was very different from that of tho
moderns, both with regard to the method of
notation, and to the manner of performing the
practical operations of the science. The He
brews and Creeks in particular, at a very early
period, and after them the Romans, had re
course to the letters of the alphabet for the
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representation of numbers, whieh they em

ployed in a way sufficiently commodious for
the purposes of a confined numeration ; but, as

they were ignorant of the method of giving to

each of their characters a local, as well a.s

simple value, the usual processes ofmultipli
cation and division must necessarily have been

attended with considerable difficulty and em

barrassment.
The marked superiority, indeed, of our pre

sent numeral system over that of the ancients,

is so conspicuous, that since the time of its

first introduction into Europe, nearly all know
ledge of the more imperfect and obscure me

thods before used is obliterated and forgotten ;

and even the slight vestiges of these aban

doned monuments, which now remain, have

become so rare and difficult to be traced,

either in the original works, in which they

might be expected to be found, or in the com

mentaries and translations of later writers,

that except from the scanty relation that has

been given of them by Wallis, and the more

recent and ample detail of Delambrc, but little

farther information can be expected on the

subject ; particularly as it is now well known,
that the authors of most of the early perform
ances in which these methods were employed,
have contented themselves with barely giving
the results of calculations, without showing

the nature of the process, or the different steps
of the operation. Bonnycastle's Arithmetic,
8vo. edition.

As, however, the particular rules and modes

of operations of the ancients, though now ob
solete, cannot fail of being interesting, wc
shall, in this historical sketch, give a short

detail of the Grecian arithmetic.

Arithmetic of the Greeks.

We have before observed, that the Greeks

divided all their numbers into periods of tens;

but, for want of the happy idea of giving a

local value to their numerical symbols, they
were under the necessity of employing thirty-
six characters, most of which were derived

from their alphabet, and « ith w hich they con

trived to render their arithmetic very regular,

and as unembarrassing as such a number of
symbols would admit.

! l> 2' 3> 4' 5' 6> 7- 8> 9'

they employ- "j
cd the cha- S a, $, y, 2, t, £, r>, 9.

ractcrs >

To represent ... 10, 20, 30, 40, 60, 60, 70, 80, 90,

they made ) , .
use of \ x> *» * '» & °' *' <•

Tor the hun-"j
dreds they V p, <r, t, v, <

p
,

^, u,
had 3

But the thousands, 1000, 2000, Sec. were

represented by a, $
,

y, 5
,

«, 5, £
, *, 9
.it* it* iii

That is
,

they had recourse again to the cha
racters of the simple units, with this difference

only, that, in order to distinguish them from

the former, they placed a small iota or dash
below the latter.

AVith these characters, it is evident that
the Greeks could express any number under
10000, or a myriad. Thus,

991 was represented by <^«,

9999 9^9,

7382 £t7t/S,

8036 nX;,

C420

4001 Sa;

and so on for others: whence it is evident,
that neither the order nor the number of cha
racters had any effect in fixing the value of
any number intended to be expressed ; for
4001 is expressed by two characters, 6420 by
three, and 7382 by four. Also the value of
each of those expressions is the same, in w hat-
ever order they are placed ; thus

''i7>,l'i is the same as or as .. .y^ ;

and so on for any other possible combination ;

but as regularity tended in a great measure
towards simplicity, they generally wrote the
characters according to their v alue, as in the
examples above.

In order to express any number of myriads,
they made nse of the letter m, placing above

it the character representing the number of
myriads they intended to indicate. Thus,

cc $ y &

M, M, M, M, fee.
represented 10000, 20000. 30000, 40000. Thus,

also, M expressed 370000, 'm =43720000;
and, generally, the letter M placed beneath
any number, had the same effect as our an
nexing four ciphers.

This is the notation employed by Eutocius,
in his Commentaries on Archimedes ; but it is
evidently not very applicable to calculations.

Diophautus and Pappus represented their
myriads by the two letters Mi/ placed alter tlio
number ; and hence, according to them, the
above numbers would be written thus :

a.Mu, jS.Mv, y-Mv, J.Mu, &c.

370000 = a£mu, and 43720000 = Jto/S.Md.

Also 43728097 is expressed by Jto/S.mu

And 99999999 by 9^9.mu 9^9.1 1

This notation in some measure resembles
that which we employ for complex numbers,
such as feet and inches, or pounds and shil
lings.

The same authors, however, employed a
still more simple notation, by dropping the
Mu, and supply ing its place with a point ; thus,
instead of

Jto/3.mu a{{, they wrote $Tofi.*ig; and for

9^9.>iv 9^9, they wrote 03{9.G%{6:
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this last number, with the addition of unity,
becomes 100OO1 = 100000000, which was the
greatest extent of the Greek, arithmetic ; and,
for common purposes, it was quite sufficient,
because their units of weight and measure,
such as the talent and stade, were greater
than our pound and foot. It was, therefore,
only astronomers and geometers who some-
tunes found an inconvenience in this limita
tion; thus, for example, Archimedes in his
Arinariun, in order to express the number of
grains, of sand, that might be contained in a

sphere that had for its diameter the distance
of the fixed stars from the earth, found it ne
cessary to represent a number which, with our
notation, would require sixty-four places of
figures; and in order to do this, he assumed
the square myriad, or 100000000, as a new
unit, and the numbers formed with these new
units he called numbers of the second order;
and thus he was enabled to express any num
ber which in our notation requires sixteen
figures: assuming again (100000000)1 for a
new unit, he could represent any number that
requires in our scale twenty-four figures, and
so on : so that by means of his numbers of the
8th order, he could express the number in
question, which, as we have said above, re
quired sixty-four figures in our scale.

Hence, according to Archimedes, all num
bers were separated into periods or orders of
eight figures ; which idea, as we are informed
by Pappus, was considerably improved by
ApoIIouius. who, instead of periods of eight
places, and which were named by Archimedes
octades, he reduced to periods of four figures;
the first of which, on the left, were units, the
second period mjriads, the third double my
riads, or numbers of the second order, and so
on indefinitely.

In this maimer Apollonius was able to write
any number that can be expressed by our
system of numeration ; as, for example, if he
had wished to represent the circumference of
a circle, whose diameter was a myriad of the
ninth order, he would have written it thus :

'/■ avn. %<r%i. y$rQ. yai/i?. Pxv-y-

3. 1415 9265 3589 7932 3840 2643.

yuXjS. /9m>i<J.

3832 7950 2824.

Having thus given an idea of the Grecian
notation for integer numbers, it remains to
say a few words on their method of represent
ing fractions. A small dash set on the right
'•f a number, made of that number the deno
minator of a fraction, of which uuity was the
numerator; thus,

y =1, X — h & —Tf> P**' = ttt> &c-;

but the fraction ± had a particular character,
«C,or <, C, or S.

When the numerator is not unity, the de

nominator i* placed as we set our exponents.

Thus,

uf5, represented 156+, or^J; and

represented 7" orTJT: also,

aly.yQt&y-rt* = 2633544" = WtVVV-

This last fraction is found in Diophantus,
book iv. quest. 46.

As it w as only our intention in tliis place to
convey to the reader a connected and general
idea of the notation of the Wrecks, we have-

not entered into an explanation of their sexa
gesimals employed by astronomers in the di
vision of the circle, and of which ours is still a
representative, ,as is evident from the follow
ing example :

0. >9' *" »£"' iyh ijS' Xavi =
0° 59' 8" 17" 13if 12* 81Tl

It still remains for us to explain, by a few
examples, the method that was employed by
the ancients in order to perform the common
rules of arithmetic, with this complicated sys
tem of notation, and must refer the curious
reader, who wishes for more particular in
formation, to an ingenious essay on this sub
ject by Delauibrc, subjoined to the i'rench
translation of the works of Archimedes; to
w hich essay we are indebted for many of the
foregoing and following remarks.

EXAMPLE IN ADDITION.

Front Eutocius, Theorem 4, of the Measure of
the Circle.

y^Ka 847 3921

£. m 60 8400

(Stk* 908 2321

In this example the method of proceeding
is so obvious, that it needs no explanation,
being performed exactly as we do our com
pound addition of feet and inches, or pounds,
shillings, and pence ; but it is more simple on
account of the constant ratio of ten between
any character and the succeeding one.

EXAMPLE IN SUBTRACTION.

Eutocius, Theorem 3, on the Measure of the
Circle.

Q.yX^t 93636

jS.yu 0 23409

JT771 70227

This example also is so simple, that the
reader will find no difficulty in following the,

operation, by proceeding from right to left, as

in our subtraction ; which method seems so ob
viously advantageous and simple, that one can
hardly conceive why the Greeks should ever
proceed in the contrary way, although there
are many instances which make it evident
that they did, both in addition and subtrac

tion, work from left to right.
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In multiplication they most commonly pro

ceeded in their operations from left to right,
as we do in multiplication of algebra, and
their successive products were placed with
out much apparent order, as is evident from
the following examples; but as each of their
characters retained always its own proper
value, in whatever order they stood, the only
inconvenience of this was, that it rendered
the addition of them together a little more
troublesome.

As it is burdensome (o the memory to re
tain in mind the value of all the Greek cha
racters, we have, for the ease of the reader, in
the following examples, made the substitutions
as below, by which means their operations
will be the more readily comprehended.

For a, jS
,

y, J, &c. we write 1°, 23, 3°, 4°, &c.

«
, x, \, ft, kc 1
', 2\ 3', 4', &c.

f, <r,t, u, 8us 1", 2", 3", 4", &c.
«,/S,y, 3,&c V", 2"', 3'", 4"',&c.

And the myriads are represented by '" placed
over the number of them.

Thus, 1°, 2°, 3°, have their proper value ;f , 2\ 3', &c. will represent 10, 20, 30,Sec.
1", 2", 3",&c 100, 200, 300,&c.
l'",2"\3'",&c 1000,2000,3000,&.c.
I", 2°', 3"', will be so many myriads.

After which it will be extremely easy to
follow the work, in all the succeeding ex
amples.

1" 5
'

3

1" 5
'

3

1". 5"' 3"

2"' 5" 1" 5
1

3" 1" 5
'

9°

/3.yi/9 2". 3"' 4" 9°

This example may be farther illustrated:
thus, by beginning on the left hand, we have

(Xf = «, or 100 x 100= 10000 = 1™

|X« = i, or 100 x 50= 5000

fXy=r, or 100 x 3= 300

Again,

tXf — t, or 50 X 100 = 5000

y X » or 50 x 500 = 2500

»Xy=p», or 50 X 3= 150

Also,

yX p = T or 3 X 100 =

y X i = ft, or 3 X 50 =

yXyzzi, or 3x 3= 9°

5"'

3"

2"' 5"

1"5'

3"

1"5'

Whence, by addition, wc have } ^ „, „

evidently S

£ A 4 9

The above example is exactly copied from
Eutoeius, and is sufficient to indicate the
method that the Greeks employed in their
multiplication; but it will not be amiss to
present the reader with another example
drawn from the same source.

Poet

5" T 1°

5" T 1°

25" 3" 5"' 5"

3™ 6"' 4"' 9" T

5" 7
'

1°

32" 6"' 4
'

1°

The division of the Greeks was still more
intricate than their multiplication, for which
reason it seems they generally preferred the
sexagesimal division, and no example is left
at length by any of those writers, except in
the latter form ; but these are sutlicicnt to
throw some light on the process they followed
in the division of common numbers, and De-
lambre has accordingly supposed the follow
ing example :

FAAMI'LF. IN DIVISION.

TX/J-yrxSCouxy 332" 3"' 3" 2 0°( 1"' 8" ? 3°

pT/3.y a»xy 182 3 1'" 8" 2' 3°

t

•u{9

150 0 3 2 9
145 8 4

4 19 2 9

3 C 4 6

5 4 6 9

5 4 6 9

This example will be found, on a slight in
spection, to resemble our compound division,
or that sort of division that wc must neces
sarily employ, if we were to divide feet, inches,
and parts, by similar denominations ; which,
together with the number of different cha
racters that they made use of, must have ren
dered this rule extremely laborious: and that
for the extraction of the square root was of
course equally difficult, the principle of which
was the same as ours, except in the difference
of the notation, though it appears that they
frequently, instead of making use of the rule,
found the root by successive trials, and then
.squared it in order to prove tho truth of their
assumption.

From the foregoing sketch of the notation
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«ad arithmetic of the Greeks, the reader will
be able to form some estimate of the value
and importance of the present system, which
does perhaps as much honour to its inventor
as any other discovery in the whole circle of
the sciences; being that to which we must
consider ourselves indebted for the many bril
liant advances that have been subsequently
made in the modern analysis and astronomy.
Let any one compare the complicated mul
tiplications of the ancients with the logarith
mic operations of the moderns, and he will
soon be convinced that he cannot set too high
a value upon the discovery of our present
system of arithmetic, which laid the founda
tion of that of logarithms, and many other
of the most important improvements that have
been made for facilitating calculations, and
thereby extending the bounds of science to
their utmost possible limits. He will also
perceive how slow and progressive are the
steps to knowledge, and by what impercep
tible degrees we arrive towards perfection :
from the first rude efforts of the Greeks, when
their notation carried them no farther than to
write down 10000, or a myriad, he will be
able to trace them through their several suc
cessive improvements, until it became indefi
nite like our own ; first, by placing the cha
racter m under the number of myriads that
they wished to represent, they extended it
to 10000% or 100000000; but this position of
the character being fouud inconvenient, was
changed for Mu, following the number it was
before placed under; and this again was after
wards dropped for the more eligible form of a .
point, separating the myriads from the simple
units: afterwards Archimedes invented his
octates, or periods of eights, and thus gave an
indefinite extent to the Grecian arithmetic,
an idea that was considerably improved upon
by ApoIIonius, by making the periods consist
of only four places instead of eight, and divid
ing all numbers into orders of myriads. In
this form, it seems most astonishing that he
did not perceive the advantages of making
the periods to consist of a less number of
characters ; for having by this means given a
local value to his periods of four, it was only
necessary to have done the same for the single
digits, in order to have arrived at the system
m present use; and this is the more singu
lar, as the use of the cipher was not unknown
lo the Greeks, being always employed in their
Kxagesimal operations, where it was ncees-
■ary; and, consequently, the step between
this improved form of their notation and that
oi the present system was extremely small,
although the advantages of the latter, when
compared with the former, were incalculably
great

It is nmch to be regretted, that we are
kwruit u> whom the brilliant invention of
& decimal scale is due ; even the nation

»ience it hud its origin is not distinctly

town, though it seems most probable that it

Hyp to the Indians, it being from these

)k2 <hat the Arabs first acquired their

knowledge of it; which they carried into Spain
about 800 years back, and whence it soon
after circulated amongst the oilier European
nations. Barlow's Elementary Investigation*
of the Theory of Numbers.

Some writers have supposed the Arabs to
have been the inventors of the present arith
metic, but this is evidently erroneous even
from their own works, in which they acknow
ledge it to be of Indian origin; but whether
or not these people were the authors of it, or
whether they derived it from any other nation,
is, aud probably ever will be, a mystery. The
oldest European author of arithmetic that wc
know of is Jordanus of Namur, who flourished
about the year 1200, and whose arithmetic
was published and demonstrated by Joannes
Fabcr Stapuleusis in the fifteenth century,
soon after the invention of printing. The
same author also wrote a work upon the new
art of computation by the Arabic figures,
called "Algorismus Dcinonstratus."

The early performances, how ever, were very
imperfect ; but as learning advanced in Eu
rope, so likewise did the knowledge of num
bers, which by degrees received considerable
improvements, particularly from SacroBoseo,
Lucas de Burgo, and Nicholas Tartaglia, the
latter of whom has been called the Prince of
practical arithmeticians; aud if wc but look
to the state of this science at the time he
lived, his title will not be disputed.

In Trance, the principal arithmeticians of
early date, were Clavius and Kamus; in Ger
many, Stifelius and Hcnischius; and in our
own country, Buckley, Diggs, and Recordc ;
all of whom, as well as several others, flou
rished before the year 1000; since which time
the writers on this subject have become too
numerous to be enumerated in this place.
We shall, therefore, only observe that the fol
lowing arc those which are most esteemed at
the present day, and by whom the true prin
ciples of the science arc laid down with accu
racy aud perspicuity, viz. Bonnycastle, Burke,
Hutfon, and Malcolm.

Binary Arithmetic. See Binary and
Notation.

Decimal Arithmetic. See Df.cimals.
Denary Arithmetic, is the common arith

metic in present use.
Duodenary Arithmetic. See Duodenary.
Duodecimal Arithmetic. See Duodeci

mals.
Integral Arithmetic, is that which relates

to whole or integal numbers only.
Literal Arithmetic, a term which some

authors have given to algebra.
Political Arithmetic, is the application of

arithmetic to political subjects.
Senary Arithmetic, that which proceeds

by periods of six. See Notation.
Sexagesimal Arithmetic, that which pro

ceeds by periods of sixty. See Sexagesimals.

5/>edoi«ARiTHMETlc, the same as Algebra,
which see.

Universal Arithmetic, is the name given

by Newton to the science of algebra, under
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which title he has left us an excellent treatise
on the hitter subject,

ARITHMETICAL, any thing relating to
arithmetic.

Arithmetical complement of a Logarithm.
Sec Anti-LiOG xrithm and Complement.

Arithmetic Instruments. See Abacus,
Napier's Bones, &c.

Arithmetical Mean, is the middle term of
three quantities in arithmetical progression,
or it is half the sum of any two proposed
numbers.

Arithmetical Progression and Proportion.
See Progression and Proportion.

Arithmetical Ratio, is the difference be

tween any two adjacent terms in arithmetical
progression.

Arithmetical Scales. Sec Notation.
Arithmetical Triangle. See Triangle.
ARMED fcirt. See Magnet.
ARMILLARY Sphere, formed of armilla,

a bracelet or ring, a name given to the artifi
cial sphere, composed of a number of circles
of metal, wood, or paper, which represent the
several circles of the system of the world, put
together in their natural order. It serves to
assist the imagination in conceiving the dis
position of the heavens, and the motion of the
celestial bodies.

The armillary sphere revolves upon an axis,
within a silvered horizon, which is divided
into degrees, and moveable every way upon a

brass supporter. The other parts arc the equi
noctial, zodiac, meridian, the two tropics, and
the two polar circles. See Ferguson's Lec
tures, by Brewster.

In Pembroke-hall, Cambridge, there is an
armillary sphere constructed by Dr. Long,
which is eighteen feet in diameter, and will
contain more than thirty persons sitting within
it, to view, as from a centre, tho representa
tion of the celestial spheres. That part of the
sphere which is not visible in England, is cut
off; and the whole so contrived that it may
be turned round, thereby exhibiting to spec
tators within all the phenomena of the hea
venly bodies.

Armillary Trigonometer, an astronomical
instrument invented by Mr. Murray, and im
proved by Ferguson ; the latter of whom has
given a description and representation of it

,

p. 80 of his tracts.
ARTIFICIAL Numbers, a term sometimes

used for logarithms, sines, tangents, &c.
ASC FN DING, in Astronomy, is understood

of those stars, or degrees of the heavens, &c.
which are rising above the horizon, in any
parallel of the equator.

Ascending Latitude, is the latitude of a

planet when going towards the north pole.
Ascending Node, is that point of a planet's

orbit where it passes the ecliptic to proceed
northward.

ASCENSION, in Astronomy, is either right
or oblique.

Right Ascension o
f the Sun, or o
f a Star, is

that degree of the equinoctial, accounted from
Hie beginning of Aries, w hich rises with the

sun or star in a right sphere. Or, right ascen
sion is that degree and minute of the equi
noctial, counted as before, which comes to
the meridian with the sun or star, or other
point of the heavens.

The reason of thus referring it to the meri
dian is, because it is always at right angles
to the equinoctial, whereas the horizon is only
so in a right or direct sphere. The right
ascension stands opposed to the right descen-
sion, and corresponds to the longitude of
places on the earth. Two fixed stars that have
the same right ascension, that is, which arc
at the same distance from the first point of
Aries, or which is still the same, are in the
same meridian, rise at the same time in a

right sphere, or with respect to persons living
under the equator. If they be not in the
same meridian, the difference between their
rising, or coming to the meridian, is the pre
cise difference of their right ascension. But
in an oblique sphere, where tho horizon cuts
all the meridians obliquely, different points of
the meridian never rise or set together ; so
that two stars, on the same meridian, never
rise or set at the same time ; and the more
oblique the sphere is, the greater is the inter
val of time between them.

To find the right Ascetision o
f the Sun, or a

Star, irigonometrically.

Say, for the sun,
As radius
Is to the cosine of the sun's greatest de

clination, or obliquity of the ecliptic.
So is the tangent of the sun's longitude,
To the tangent of the right ascension.

If the obliquity of the ecliptic, and the sun's
declination were given, the proportion for the
right ascension would be :

As radius
Is to the cotangent of the obliquity of

the ecliptic,
So is the tangent of the sun's declination
To the sine of the right ascension.

The sun's right ascension in time is useful
to the practical astronomer in regular obser
vations, who adjusts his clock by sidereal time.
It serves also for converting apparent into
sidereal time ; as, for instance, that of an
eclipse of Jupiter's satellites, iu order to know
at what time it may be expected to happen
by his clocks. For this purpose, the sun's
right ascension for the preceding noon, toge
ther with the increase of right ascension from
noon, must be added to the apparent time of
a known star passing the meridian: then
subtract the sun's right ascension in time at
noon, from the star's right ascension in time,
the remainder is the apparent time of the
stars passing the meridian nearly: from whioli
the proportional part of the daily increase ot
the same right ascension from his apparent
time from noon being subtracted, leaves tlic
correct time of the star's passing the meri
dian. The sun's right ascension in time i;
also useful for computing the time of tl*«
moon, or a planet's, passing the meridian.
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The Arch of Right Ascension, is that por

tion of the equator, intercepted between the

beginning of Aries and the point of the equa
tor, which is the meridian: or it is the num
ber of degrees contained in it. This coin
cides with the right ascension itself, and
which is the same in all parts of the globe.

Oblique Ascension, is an arch of the equa
tor, intercepted between the first point of
Aries, and that point of the equator which
rises, together with the star, Jce. in an oblique
sphere. The oblique ascension is counted
from west to east; and is greater or less, ac

cording to ■the. different obliquities of the

sphere.
Arch of Oblique Ascension, is the arcli on

which the oblique ascension is measured; and
which changes according to the latitude of
the place.

ASCENSIONAL Difference, is the diffe
rence between the right and oblique ascen
sion of the same point on the surface of the
sphere. Or it is the time the sun rises or
sets, before or after six o'clock.

To find the ascensional Difference of the Sun,

hmiug the Sun's Declination and the Latitude

of the Place.

Say,
As radius
Is to the tangent of the latitude.
So is the tangent of the sun's declination
To the sine of the ascensional difference.

When the latitude and declination have
the same name, the difference between 1he

ri?ht ascension, and the ascensional diffe
rence, is the oblique ascension: and their
tarn is the oblique deseension; but when they
are of contrary names, the sum is the oblique
ascension, and the difference is the oblique
deseension.

ASCII, are those inhabitants of the globe,
who, at certain times of the year, have no
shadow; such are all those who inhabit the
torrid zone.

ASCELLI, two fixed stars of the fourth
magnitude, in the constellation Cancer.

ASPECT, in Astronomy, is the situation of
the star» and planets with regard to each
other. There are five principal aspects; which,
with their respective characters, are as fol
lows: viz.

(J, Conjunction, when the angle con-")
tabled between any two pla- > 0
nets is )

* , Sextile, when the angle is 60°
O, Quartile, when the angles is 90°
A, Trine, when the angle is 120°
8, Opposition, when the angle becomes 180°

These terms were introduced for the pur-
!»•« of astrology, but they are still retained

some cases in astronomical w orks ; in the
fcrmer case they are more numerous ; but
«cb foolish distinctions it will be improper in

present day to enumerate.

When the planets have exactly the dis
tances described above, they are called par
tite aspects ; and when the distances have not
precisely these measures, they arc called
platic aspects.

ASPERITY, the roughness or inequality
in the surface of bodies.

ASSURANCE on Lives. By assuring a life,
is meant obtaining security for a sum to bo
received should the life drop; in consideration
of such a payment made to the assurer, as

shall be a sullicient compensation for the loss
and hazard to which he exposes himself. In
estimating this compensation, the amount of
it w ill depend entirely on the rate of interest
at which money is improved, and the proba
ble duration of the life of the individual. In
order to illustrate this, let £ 100. be supposed
to be assured on a life for a year to come, sup
posing money to bear an interest of 5 per cent.
Now, first, if it were certain that the life
would become extinct in the course of the
year, the premium would be the present va
lue of £100. payable a year hence, which at
5 per cent, would be £95. 4$. 8d. ; but if in
stead of the certain extinction of the life, it
be known from the regular bills of mortality
that out of 1000 persons of the age of tho
assured, only 250 falls in the course of a year,

250
or which is the same, if j^j-jr or \, represent

the prospect of its failing, then \ of the abovo
premium will be the fair compensation to bo
received by the assurer; and as there have
been tables of the decrease of human life kept
for many years, in various parts of this and
other kingdoms, the calculation of the fair
premium to be paid for any age, for a year, is
extremely simple, and needs no farther illus
tration. Hut the assurances most commonly
practised, are those on single lives, either for
a given term, or during their whole con
tinuance ; and the premium is cither paid in
a single present payment, or in annual pay
ments during the said term, or till the life
fails ; in both which cases the calculation be
comes more complicated. We will, however,
endeavour to explain the principle of inves
tigation, as far as the limits of our article will
admit.

Let a be the number of persons living at the
age of any given life A ; let a', a", a"', Jkc. be
the number of persons that have died in the
1st, 2d, 3d, &c. year after the age of A ; and
let m bo the amount of £1. for one year, and
S the sum to be assured: which latter sum may
be supposed also £1. for the sake of simplifi
cation ; as it will only be necessary to mul
tiply the result by S, to find the premium in
any other case. Now the probability that A
dies in the first year is

a
, the value therefore

of the assurance for that year, for £1. will be

— , because - represents the present value
ma m
of £1. a year hence, from the principles ex

plained under the article Annuities : and on
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the same principle, since

°
is the probability

a

of the life failing in the second year, therefore

—— will be the value of the assurance for the
ma
second year.

In like manner the value of the assurance
in the 3d, 4th, 6th, ....nth years will be

a'" «>' a" <! ,—— , —— , —— respectivclv.
m'a m*a m'a m'a

And therefore the whole value of the assur
ance for » years, will be

— + _2!L + £L +
"°°

ma m1a m3a m'a
But this scries may be otherwise express

ed ; thus,
1 a — a'

whole number of persons that die in the n
years after the age of V, out of the number a
living when the assurance was made. Sec

Life Annuities, and Probabilities of Life.
If the assurance be for the whole conti

nuance of life, the fraction vanishes ; N
m'a

becomes equal to the perpetuity ; and M to
the value of an annuity for the whole life of
A: so that in this case the formula becomes
simply

m

1

ma
a — («' + a")

1
ma

-(a' + a"+a'»)

+ &c. . &c to
« —

(«' + «" + a'" + .

m'a

__L .« — <
■

•
'

to*
+

-\ +

. «)

ma

« — («■+ a")

■&c.

1

+

.. &c. ..

d + a"

lo

+ a'"

Now the scries
a — a

'

^_
a — (a1 + a")

+

ma m'-a
, « — («' + a" + a<«') . , .
&c. - is known to cx>

m" a

press the value of an annuity of £1. on the
life of A for n years ; and the series

1
.

+ J- +

1

+ J_
m r/i j«3 »«*

lo express the value of an annuity of £1. cor-
tain, for n years; calling therefore the first of
these series M, and the second N : the whole
will become equal to

N_M_Nl + H + _i
m m m'-r1 am*+'

when w — a
'

+ a" + a"' +, &c. «<**-

_m-I(N_M)_2, + «_
m m m' a

Now since

1——- is equal to the perpe

tuity, or (p); therefore

m p + 1 m p + 1

Heace the whole value of an assurance S
,

for any number years n, of the life A, will be

S

X)N-M+^| [A];

p + 1 I m'a > L

where S is the sum assured, n (he number of
years for which the assurance is made, p the
perpetuity, N the amount of an annuity cer
tain Corn years, and M the amount of an an
nuity for n years on the life of A, also to the

p + 1

If the assurance be that of an estate, or
perpetual annuity, the value of each payment
of such annuity depending on the failure of
the life of A, in 1,2, 3

,

8tc. n vears, w ill beJ a — a\ 1 a — (a
1

+ a") , J_
m ma

'

m1 mra »«3

a — (V + a" -f «"') 1 a — w _

m3a m" m'a '

and the value of the fee simple, after n years,
depending on the contingency of A having

died in the mean time, will be i^-; the whole
am'

value therefore of the assurance will be

N — M + x into the annuitv [CI;
urn'

or simply (p — M) multiplied into such an
nuity, if the assurance is to be continued for
the whole duration of the life of A.

If the annual payment be required, that
shall be equivalent to the whole value of the
assurance, found as above, formula'. (A) and
(13), proceed as follows: viz. Divide the
value of the assurance by the value of an
annuity of £1. on the given life, for one year
less than the given term, increased by unity,
and the quotient will be the Gxcd annual pay
ment required.

Let us illustrate the above by an example ;

supposing the term of years to be 27, the life
39, the sum to be assured £ 100. and th«
interest 6 per cent.

The value of an annuity of £1. certain, fur
27 years, at 5 per cent, is 14*643 — N.

The value of an annuity of £1. ou the life
of a person aged 39, for 27 years, an In.,
to the Northampton Tables, is 11*191 •= N.

The present value of £1. payable 27 y ears
hence, at the same rate of interest, is -267m5

= 127
m

The probability of the life failing, accord-
2158ing to the same tables, is — -— **z «\s
37 10

And the perpetuity is 20 zzp.
Also the sum assured being 1 00 =: S .
These numbers, substituted in the formu

la [A], give

p + 1 t m-c
present value, or payment.

Again, the value of an annuity of JEI. 01
the saine life, fox 20 years, = 11*019; wheuci

'L
]

=31*276, th,
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31-276

11019 4- 1

31-27(5 — £.1. 12*. the annual
12019

payment required.
When the assurance is for the whole con

tinuance of life, divide the present value, as

found in formula [B], by the value of the
life, and the quotient will be the annual pay
ment.

On the above principles, tables have been
computed which exhibits at one view the an
nual payment that ought to be made in order
1o assure a life, at any age, for £100.; and
which, therefore, is equally applicable for any
other sum, by a simple operation of multipli
cation and division; these annual payments
vary a little in different offices, but the most
general terms and conditions are as follows:

The person making the assurance is to de

clare the place and date of birth of the person
whose life is to be assured. Whether he have
had the small-pox. Whether subject to the
goat And w hether in the army or navy.

Conditions of Assurance made by Persons on

their own Lives.

The assurance to be void, if the person
whose life is assured shall depart beyond the

limits of Europe, shall die upon the seas (ex
cept in his Majesty's packets passing between
Great Britain and Ireland); or shall enter
into or engage in any military or naval ser
vice whatever, without the previous consent
of the company ; or shall die by suicide,
duelling, or the hand of justice ; or shall not,
be, at the time the assurance is made, in
good health.

Conditions of Assurance mnde by Persons on the
Lives of others.

The assurance to be void, if the person
whose life is assured shall depart beyond tho
limits of Europe, shall die upon the seas (ex
cept in his Majesty's packets passing between
Great Britain and Ireland); or shall enter
into or engage in any military or naval ser
vice whatever, without the previous consent
of the company ; or shall not he, at the time
the assurance is made, in good health.

Any person making an assurance on tha
life of another, must be interested therein,
agreeably to act of 14th of Geo. 111. chap. 48.
which prohibits wagering, or speculative in
surances.

TABLE OF PREMIUMS
For assuring the sum of One Hundred Pounds upon the Life of any healthy Person, from

the Age of Eight to Sixty-seven.

Afe. One Year.
Seven Year*,

it au an
nual Pav-
meutof

For thewbole
Life, at au
annualPay-
meatof

Age. Odc Year.
SevenY.-ars,

at an an
nual Pay
mentof

For thewhole
Life, at an
annualPay
mentof

/. i- d. I f. i. u
8 to 41

i. i. 4. I. f. <f. (, >. d.
8 to 14 0 17 9 1 1 5 1 17 7 2 2 0 2 5 4 3 9 9

15 0 17 11 1 •2 11 1 18 7 42 2 3 6 2 (i 6 3 11 8
16 0 10 •2 1 4 7 1 19 8 43 2 •1 6 2 7 9 3 13 8

17 1 1 2 1 (i 1 2 0 8 44 2 5 6 2 9 2 3 15 9

18 1 3 3 1 7 5 2 1 S 45 2 (i 8 2 1(1 10 3 17 11

19 1 5 0 1 8 6 2 •2 8 46 2 7 10 2 12 6 4 0 2
20 1 7 3 1 9 5 2 3 7 47 2 9 0 2 11 4 4 2 7

21 1 8 10 1 10 1 2 4 6 48 2 10 3 2 Hi 4 4 5 1

22 1 y 3 1 Kl 6 2 ") 4 49 2 12 3 2 18 6 4 7 10

23 1 9 8 1 11 0 2 6' 3 50 2 15 1 3 0 8 4 10 8

24 1 10 2 1 11 s 2 7 1 51 2 17 4 3 2 8 4 13 6
25 1 10 7 L 12 I 2 8 1 62 2 19 1 3 -1 9 4 16 5
26 1 11 1 1 T2 7 2 9 1 53 3 1 0 3 7 0 4 19 7

27 1 11 7 1 13 2 2 10 1 54 3 3 0 3 9 5 5 2 10

28 1 12 I 1 13 9 2 11 1 65 3 5 0 3 12 0 5 6 4
29 I 12 8 1 14 4 2 12 3 56 3 7 3 3 14 8 5 10 1

30 1 13 3 1 14 11 2 13 6 57 3 9 8 3 17 0 5 14 0

31 1 13 9 1 16 7 2 14 7 68 3 12 3 4 0 6 6 18 2

32 1 14 4 1 16 3 2 \r> 0 59 3 15 1 4 3 8 6 2 8

a3 1 15 0 1 Hi 10 2 17 1 60 3 18 1 4 7 1 6 7 4

34 1 lo 8 1 17 8 2 18 6 61 4 1 5 4 10 11 6 12 4
35 1 16 4 1 18 10 2 1!) 10 62 4 a 11 4 15 0 6 17 9

36 * 17 0 1 19 7 3 1 4 63 4 7 8 4 19 8 7 3 7

37 1 17 0 2 0 S 3 2 10 64 4 10 9 5 4 10 7 9 10

38 1 18 6 2 1 9 3 4 a 65 4 15 2 6 10 10 7 16 9

39 1 19 3 2 2 11 3 6 2 66 5 0 1 5 17 7 8 4 1

40 2 0 8 2 4 1 3 7 11 67 5 5 6 6 5 2 8 12 1

For farther particulars relating to this in-
knfting subject, see Simpson's " Select Ex-

'
Dr. Price's " Treatise on Rever

sionary Payments ;" Morgan's " Doctrine of
Annuities and Assurances;" and an excellent
Treatise on the same subject by F. Baily :
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sec also the several articles. Annuities, Life
Annuities, Survivorship, &c.

ASTERION, the name of one of the dogs
in the constellation Canes, Vcnatici.

ASTEROIDS, (from ari?, «*w, and aSo;,

like) in Astronomy, a name given by Dr.
Herschcl to the four new planets discovered

by the foreign astronomers Piazzi, Olbers,

and Harding'; which are defined as "'celestial
bodies, either of little or considerable eccen

tricity round the sun, the plane of which may
he inclined to the ecliptic in any an^le what
ever. The motion may be direct or retro-

g-adc; and they may, or may not, have con
siderable atmospheres, very small comas,
discs, or nuclei:" a definition which seems to
be invented for no other purpose than to de

prive every one but himself of the honour of
having discovered a planet.

ASTRISM, in Astronomy, an ancient term

signifying the same as Constellation.
ASTR/EA, in Astronomy, a name given by •

some authors to the sign Virgo.
ASTRAL, depending or belonging to the

stars : as Astral i/ear, &c.
ASTRODICTICUM, an astronomical in

strument invented by Mr. Weighel, by means
of which several persons may view the same
star at the same time.

ASTROGNOSIA, signifies a knowledge of
the fixed stars, their names, ranks, situa
tions, &p.

ASTROLABE, (from a?ri(, star, and \a.p-
Cctm, I take ; alluding to its use in taking, or
observing, the stars) is the name of an an
cient astronomical instrument, very much
resembling our armillary sphere. The first,
and most celebrated instrument of this kind,
is that mentioned by llipparchns, which he

made at Alexandria, the capital of Egypt,
and which he lodged in a secure place, where
it served for divers astronomical observations.
The astrolable has been treated of by Stofllcr,
Gemma Frisius, Clavius, and several other
early astronomers.

AsTROLABHis likewise the name of an in
strument formerly much used at sea for
ascertaining the altitude of the sun, stars, &c.
It consisted of a brass ring about fifteen
inches in diameter, graduated into degrees
and minutes, and fitted with an index move
able about its centre, airfl carrying two sights ;

the whole being attached to a small brass
ring for suspending the instrument at the
time of observation.

Astrolabe is also used by modern astro
nomers to denote a stereographic projection
of the sphere, either upon the plane of the

equator, the eye being supposed to be in the
pole of the world ; or upon the plane of the
meridian, when the eye is supposed in the
point of the intersection of the equinoctial
and horizon.

ASTRONOMICAL, any thing relating to
astronomy; as Astronomical Day, Hour, Year,

Observations, Tables, &e. : for which, see the

respective substantives.
ASTRONOM1CALS, a name used by some

writers for sexagesimal fractions, on account
of their use in astronomical observations.

ASTRONOMICLiS Radius. See Radius.
ASTRONOMY, (formed of a,T*f, star, and

wfios, law or rule) is a mixed mathematical
science, which treats of the heavenly bodies,
Iheir motions, periods, eclipses, magnitudes,
&c, and of the causes on which they depend.
That part of the science which relates to the
motions, magnitudes, and periods of revolu
tion, is called Pure or Plain Astronomy ; and
that which investigates the causes and laws
by which these motions arc regulated, is
called Pkisical Astronomy.

History of Astronomy. —The early history of
this science, like that of all others of ancient
date, is too much disfigured by fabulous and
allegorical representations, to admit of any re
gular or satisfactory elucidation. It is pro
bable, however, that some knowledge of this
kind must have been nearly coeval with the
formation of society ; for, besides motives of
mere curiosity, which are sufficient to have
invited men in all ages to examine the mair-
nificient and varying canopy of the heavens,
it is evident that some pails of the science
are so connected with the common concerns
of life, as to render the cultivation of them
indispensably necessary.

Many traces of it have accordingly been
found amongst various nations, which show
that several of the most remarkable celestial
phenomena, at least, must have been observ
ed, and a knowledge of them disseminated at
a very remote period. But in what ago or
country the science first originated, or by
whom it was gradually methodised aud im
proved, is extremely uncertain; nothing more
being known on this subject than what can
be obtained from the scanty and incidental
information of ancient writers, whose accounts
are often too extrav agant and improbable to
deserve much attention.

Amongst other relations of this kind, may
be reckoned what is mentioned by Joscphus
in his Antiquities, who, in speaking of the pro
gress made in astronomy by Seth and his pos
terity before the deluge, asserts that they en
graved the principles of the science on two
pillars, one of stone and the other of brick,
called the pillars of Seth; and that the former
of these was entire in his time. He also as
cribes to the Antediluvians, a knowledge of
the astronomical cycle of 600 years; which,
however, Montucla thinks, with much greater
reason, was an invention of the Chaldeans ; the
knowledge of which he, in all probability, ob
tained cither from that people, or from some
ancicnl writings which no longer subsist.

M. Bailly, in his elaborate history of an
cient and modern astronomy, endeavours to
trace the origin of this science among thc|
Chaldeans, Egyptians, Persians, Indians, and:
Chinese, to a very early period. And thence
he maintains, that it was cultivated in Egypt
and Chaldca 2800 years before Christ;" in
Persia, 3209; in India, 3101; and in China,
2962 years before that a;ra. He ajso appre-
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hends, that astronomy had been .studied even

.long before this distant period, and that we
are only to date its revival from this time.

In investigating the antiquity and progress
of astronomy among the Indians, M. Bailly
examines and compares four different sets of
astronomical tables of the Indian philoso
phers; namely, that of the Siamese, explain
ed by M. Cassini in 1689 ; that brought from
India by M. le Gentil, of the Academy of
Sciences; and two other mannscript tables,
found among the papers of the late M. de
Lisle ; all of u tech he found to accord toge
ther, and all referring; to the meridian of
IJenares. It appears that the fundamental
i ,"och of the Indian astronomy, is a remark
able conjunction of the sun and moon, which
took place at the distance of 3102 years be-
fureChrisl : and M. Bailly informs us, that by
our most accurate astronomical tables, such
i Lunranciion did really happen at that time.
He farther observes, that ;il present the In-
di ins calculate eclipses by the mean motions
of the sun and moon commencing at a period
5000 years distant.

The cycle of nineteen yeurs is also used by
; lis people, and their astronomy agrees with
modem discoveries as to the obliquity of the
• liptic, an acceleration of the motion of the
<'itiinoctial points, and in many other respects.
I rom the researches made into the knowledge
1: the Indians, on these points, by Playfair,

of the Edinburgh Traus-
cral writers in the Asiatic

be inferred that the fabu-
antiquity of the world,

vulgar among the Hindoos,
periods assigned by their
commencement of difle-

of the Brahmins of Terva-
e is divided into twelve unequal months,

< h being equal to the time the sun occupies
i:i moving through a sign; and in their calcu-
I as for a day, they employ the time the
sun moves 1° in the ecliptic. Their sidereal
year consists of 365", Ch, 12">, 30»; and the

f 36&>, 5\ 50™, 35'. They assign in-
the motions of the planets, an-

"1 to the annual parallax, and
i of the centre.

Vlost authors, however, fix the origin of
astronomy and astrology either in Chaldca, or
in Egypt; and accordingly, among the an
cients, we find the word Chaldean often used
for astronomer, or astrologer. Indeed both of
these nations pretended to a very high an
tiquity, and claimed the honour of producing
the first cultivators of this science. The Chal-
•lean* boasted of their temple, or Tower of
whs, and of Zoroaster, whom they placed
#00 years before the destruction of Troy :

•Me the Egyptians spoke with equal pride
1 their colleges of priests, where astronomy

taught; and of the monument of Osyman-

in which, it is said, there was a golden

Orefcof365 cubits in circumference, and one

cubit thick, divided into 366 equal parts, an
swering to tho days of the year, Sec.

Diodorus Siculus informs us, that " tha
southern parts of Arabia consist of sandy
plains, of a prodigious extent ; the travellers
through which directed their course by the
Great and Little Bear, in the same manner as
is done at sea." He farther observes, that
the Chaldeans made the annual motion of the
sun oblique to the equator, and contrary to
the daily motion; and that they had thirty-
six constellations; twelve in the zodiac, and
twenty-four out of it. They also made an
observation on Saturn in the year 228, A. C,
which is preserved by Ptolemy; and it ap
pears to be the only one which they ever made
on the planets. Mr. E. Barnard says, (Phil.
Trans. No. 158.) that the Egyptians discover
ed, very early, that the stars had an annual
motion of 50", 9"', 45"", in a year ; and, ac
cording to Macrobi us, the Egyptians made
the planets revolve about the sun in the same
order as we do : but it does not appear at
what time the planets were discovered.

From Chaldea and Egypt, the science of
astronomy passed into Phenicia, which this
people applied to the purposes of navigation,
steering their course by the north polar star;
whence they became masters of the sea, and
of almost all the commerce in the world.
The Greeks, it is probable, derived their as

tronomical knowledge chiefly from the Egyp
tians and Phcuicians, by means of several of
their countrymen who visited those nations
for Uie purpose of learning the different
sciences. Newton supposes that most of the
constellations were invented about the time
of the Argonautic expedition; but it is more
probable that they were, at least most part of
them, of a much older date, and derived from
other nations, though clothed in fables of their
own invention or application.

Several of the constellations arc mentioned
by Hcsiod and Homer, the two most ancient
writers among the Greeks, and who lived 870
years belbre Christ. Their knowledge in this
science, however, was greatly improved by
Thales the Milesian, and other Greeks, who
travelled into Egypt, and brought from thence
the chief principles of the science. Thales
was bom about (140 years before Christ; and
was the first among the Greeks who observed
stars, the solstices, the eclipses of the sun
and moon, and predicted an eclipse of the
sun ; and the same was farther cultivated and
extended by his successors, Anaximander,
Anaximenes, and Anaxagoras ; but most es

pecially by Pythagoras, who was born 577
years before Christ, and having resided a
long time in Egypt, &c. brought from thence
the learning of these people, taught the
same in Greece and Italy, and founded the
sect of the Pythagoreans. He taught that
the sun was in the centre of the universe ;

that the earth was round, and people had an

tipodes ; that the moon reflected the rays of
the sun, and was inhabited like the earth ;

G
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•that cornels were a kind of wandering stars,

disappearing in the farther parts of their
orbits; that the white colour of the milky way
was owing to the united brightness of a great
multitude of small stars; and he supposed
that the distances of the moon and planets
from the earth, were in certain harmonic pro
portions to one another.

Philolaus, a Pythagorean, who flourished
about 460 years before Christ, asserted the
annual motion of the earth about the sun;

and not long after, the diurnal motion of the
earth, on its own axis, was taught by Hicetus
a Syracusian. About the same time flourish
ed, at Athens, Meton and Euctemon, where
they observed the summer solstice 4o2 years
before Christ ; and observed the risings and
settings of the stars, and what seasons they
answered to. Meton also invented the cycle
of nineteen years, which still bears his name.

Eratosthenes, who was born at Cyrene in
the year 271 before Christ, measured the cir
cumference of the earth ; and being invited
to Alexandria, from Athens, by Ptolemy
Euergctes, and made keeper of the royal
library there, he set up for that prince those
armillary spheres, which Hipparchus and
Ptolemy the astronomers afterwards em
ployed so successfully in observing the hea
vens. He also determined the distance be

tween the tropics to be ±\ of the whole me
ridian circle, which makes the obliquity of
the ecliptic, in his time, to be 23° 51}'. The
celebrated Archimedes also cultivated astro
nomy, as well as geometry and mechanics;
and constructed a kind of planetarium, or
orrery, to represent the phenomena and mo
tions of the heavenly bodies.

To pass by several other of the ancients,
who practised or cultivated astronomy, more
or less, we find that Hipparchus, who flou
rished about 140 years before Christ, was the
first who applied himself to the study of every
part of this science ; and, as wc are informed
by Ptolemy, made great improvements in it: he
discovered that the orbits of the planets are
eccentric, that the moon moved slower in the
apogee than in her perigee, and that there
was a motion of anticipation of the moon's
nodes ; he constructed tables of the motions
of the sun and moon, collected accounts of
such eclipses, &.c. as had been made by the
Egyptians and Chaldeans, and calculated all
that were to happen for 600 years to come :
he discovered that the fixed stars changed
their places, having a slow motion of their
own from west to cast: he corrected the Ca-
lippic period, and pointed out some errors in
the method of Erastosthencs fur measuring
the circumference of the earth ; he computed
the sun's distance more accurately than any
of his predecessors : but his chief work is a
catalogue which he made of the fixed stars,
to the number of 1022, with their longitudes
and latitudes, and apparent magnitudes ;
which, with most of his other observations,
are preserved by Ptolemy in his Almagest.

But little progress was made in astronomy

from the time of Hipparchus to that of Pto
lemy, who was born at Pelusium in Egypt,
in the first century of the Christian era, and

who made the greatest part of his observa

tions at the celebrated school of Alexandria
in that country. Profiting by those of Hip
parchus, and other ancient astronomers, he

formed a system of his own, which, though
erroneous, was followed for many ages by all
nations: he compiled a great work, called
the Almagest, which contained the observa

tions and collections of Hipparchus, and
others of his predecessors in astronomy ;

a performance wliich will ever be valuable to
the professors of that science. This work
was preserv ed from the grievous conflagration
of the Alexandrine Library by the Saracens,

and translated out of Greek into Arabic, in
the year 827, and again into Latin in 1230.

During the long period, from the year 800

till the "beginning of the fourteenth century,
the western parts of Europe were immersed

in the grossest ignorance and barbarity, while
the Arabians, profiting by the books they had

preserved from the wreck of the Alexandrian
Library, cultivated and improved all the
sciences, and particularly that of astronomy,

in which they had many able professors and
authors; the caliph, Al Manor, first intro
duced a taste for the sciences into his em

pire; and his grandson, Al M anion, who
ascendeil the throne in 814, was a great en-
couragcr and improver of the sciences, and
especially of astronomy. Having constructed
proper instruments, he made many observa

tions; determined the obliquity of the ecliptic
to be 23° 35'; and under his auspices, a de
gree of the circle of the earth was measured
a second time, in the plain of Singar, on the
border of the Red Sea. About the same time,
Alferganus wrote elements of astronomy; and
the science was from that time greatly culti
vated by the Arabians, but principally by Albe-
tcgnius, « ho flourished about the year 880, and
wlio greatly reformed astronomy by compar
ing his own observations with those of Pto
lemy ; whence he computed the motion of the
sun's apogee from Ptolemy's time to his own ;

settled the precession of the equinoxes at one
degree in seventy years; and fixed the ob
liquity of the ecliptic at 23° 35'; the tables
also wliich he composed for the meridian of
Aracta, were long esteemed for their accuracy
by the Arabians.

After his time, though the Saracens had
many eminent astronomers, several centuries
elapsed without producing any very valuable
observations, excepting those of some eclipses
observed by Ebn Younis, astronomer to the
Caliph of Egypt; by means of which the
quantity of the moon's acceleration, since
that time, has been determined.

Amongst other eminent Arabic astrono
mers, may be reckoned Arzachcl, a Moor of
Spain, who observed the obliquity of the
ecliptic, and who also improved trigonometry
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Vj constructing tables of sines, instead of
chords of arcs, dividing the diameter into
thirty equal parts ; and Alhazen, his contem
porary, who wrote upon the twilight, the
height of the clouds, the phenomenon of the
horizontal moon, and first showed the im
portance of the theory of refraction in astro
nomy.

The settlement of the Moors in Spain in
troduced the sciences into Europe ; from
which time they have continued to improve,
and to be communicated from one people to
another, to the present time, when astronomy
and all the sciences have arrived at a very
eminent degree of perfection. The Emperor
Frederick II, about 1230, first began to en
courage learning, by restoring some decayed
universities and founding a new one in
Vienna: he also caused the works of Ari
stotle, and Ptolemy's Almagest, to be trans
lated into Latin ; and from tlie translation of
this work we may date the revival of astro
nomy in Europe. Two years after this, John
de Sacro Bosco, or John of Halifax, compiled
from Ptolemy, Albatcgnins, Allerganus, and
other Arabic astronomers, his work " Do
Sphaera," which was held in the greatest esti
mation for 300 years after, and was honoured
with commentaries by Clavius and other
learned men. In 1240, Alphonso, King of
Castile, not only cultivated astronomy him

self but greatly encouraged others; and by
the assistance of several learned men he cor
rected the tables of Ptolemy, and composed
those which were denominated from him the
Alphonsinc Tables. About the same time
also Roger Bacon, an English monk, wrote
several tracts relative to astronomy, particu
larly of the lunar aspects, the solar rays, and
the places of the fixed stars. And about the
year 1270, Vitello, a Polander, composed a

treatise on optics, in which he showed the
use of refraction in astronomy.

Little other improvement was made in this
science tiH the time of Purbach, who was
born in 1423. He composed new tables of
sines for every ten minutes, making the radius
sixty, with four ciphers annexed. He con
structed spheres and globes, and wrote seve

ral astronomical tracts, as a commentary on
Ptolemy's Almagest; some treatises on arith
metic and dialling, with tables for various
climates; new tables of the fixed stars, re
duced to the middle of that century ; and he
corrected the tables of the planets, making
hew equations to them where the Alphonsinc
tables were erroneous. In his solar tables, he
placed the sun's apogee in the beginning of
Cancer; but retained the obliquity of the
ecliptic 23° 33£', as determined by the latest
observations. He also observed some eclipses,
■sade new tables for computing them, and had
just finished a theory of the planets, when he
died in 1462, being only thirty-nine years of
*S*

Afler Purbach, the subject of astronomy
was cultivated by John Muller, commonly

*>lied RegiomonivoMS ; bis labours were suc

ceeded by those' of Bernard Walther; and
Walthcr was followed by John Werner, a
clergyman, at Nuremberg, &c. he showed
that the motion of the fixed stars, since called
the precession of the equinoxes, was about
1° ltf in 100 years. The celebrated Coper
nicus was the next who made any consider
able figure in astronomy. He very early con
ceived doubts of the Ptolemaic system, and
entertained notions about the true one, which
he gradually improved by a series of astront-
mical observations, and the contemplation of
former authors. By these he formed new
tables, and completed his work in the year
1530, containing these, and a renovation of
the true system of the universe, in which all
the planets arc considered as revolving about
the sun, as their common centre.

After the death of Copernicus, the science
and practice of astronomy were greatly im
proved by Schoner, Nonius, Appian, Gemma
Frisius, Byrgius, &c. ; and about the year
1561, William IV. Laudgrave of Hesse Cas-
sel, applied himself to the study of this sci
ence, with the best instruments which could
thcii be procured, made a great number of
observations, published by Snclius in 1618,
and preferred by Hcvelius to those of Tycho
Brahe. From these observations he formed
a catalogue of 400 stars, with their latitudes
and longitudes, and adapted them to the be
ginning of the year 1693.

Tyciio Brahe, a noble Dane, began his ob
servations about the same time with the
Landgrave of Hesse, and observed the great
conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn: but find
ing the usual instruments very inaccurate, he
constructed many others, much larger and
more exact. In 1571, he discovered a new
star in the chair of Cassiopeia; which induced
him, like Hipparchus on a similar occasion,
to make a new catalogue of the stars; which
he composed to the number of 777, and adapt
ed their places to the year 1600. In the year
1576, by favour of the King of Denmark, he
built his new observatory, called Uraneburg,
on the small island Huenna, opposite Co
penhagen, which he very amply furnished
with many large instruments ; some of them
so divided as to show single minutes, and in
others, the arch might be read otf to ten
seconds. Tycho invented a system to account
for the planetary motions ; but he is more to
be noted on account of his accurate observa
tions, which tended much to the discovery
of the real nature of the planetary orbits.

While Tycho resided at Prague, with the
emperor, he prevailed on Kepler to leave
the University of Glatz and to come to him;
and Tycho dying in 1601, Kepler enjoyed
the title of mathematician to the emperor;
who ordered him to finish the tables of Tycho
Brahe, which he published in 1627, under the
title of Rodolphine. He died about the year
1630, at Ratisbon, where he was soliciting
the arrears of his pension. From his own
observations, and those of Tycho, Kepler dis
covered several of thu true laws of nature, by

•
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"which the motions of the celestial bodies are
regulated. He discovered that all the planets
revolve about the sun, not in circular but in
elliptical orbits, having the sun in one of the
foci of the ellipse ; that their motions are not
equable, but varying quicker or slower, as

they are near to the sun, or farther from hiin ;

that the areas described by the variable line
drawn from the planet to the sun are equal
in equal times, and always proportional to the
times of describing them. He also discovered,
by trials, that the cubes of the distances of
the planets from the sun were in the same
proportion as the squares of their periodical
times of revolution. By observations also on
comets, he concluded that they are freely
carried about among the orbits of the planets,
in paths that are nearly rectilinear; but which
he could not then determine. See Dr. Small
on the discoveries of Kepler.

About this time much was done by Wright,
Napier, Bayer, &c. To Napier we owe some
excellent theorems and improvements in
spherics, besides the ever memorable inven
tion of logarithms. Bayer, a German, pub
lished his Uranometria, or the figure of all the
constellations visible in Europe, with the
stars marked on them, and accompanied by
names of the letters of the Greek alphabet ;

a contrivance by which they may easily be

referred to with distinctness and precision.
About the same time too, astronomy was culti
vated abroad by Mercator, Maurolycus, Mag-
nius, Homelius, Schulter, Steven, Galileo,
&c.; and in England, by Thomas and Leonard
Digges, John Dec, Robert Hood, Harriot, itc.

The beginning of the seventeenth century
was particularly distinguished by the inven
tion of telescopes, and the application of
them to the purposes of astronomy. The
more distinguished early observations w ith the
telescope, were made by Galileo, Harriot,
Hnygens, Hooke, Cassini, &e. It is said that,
from report only, Galileo made for himself
telescopes, by which were discovered inequa
lities in the moon's surface, Jupiter's satel
lites, and the ring of Saturn ; also spots on
the sun, by which be found out the revolu
tion of that luminary on its axis ; and he dis
covered what was merely supposed by Pytha
goras, that the nebulae and milky way were full
of small stars. Harriot also, hitherto known
only as an algebraist, made much the same dis
coveries as Galileo, and as early, if not more
so ; as appears by his papers, not yet printed,
in the possession of the Earl of Egremont.

Hevelius, from his own curious observa
tions, furnished. a catalogue of fixed stars,
much more complete than Tycho's. Huygens
and Cassini discovered the satellites of Sa
turn, and his ring. And Gassendus, Horrox,
Bullialdus, Ward, Ricciolus, Gascoign, &c.
each contributed very considerably to the im
provement of astronomy.

The immortal Newton demonstrated, from
physical consideration, the great law that re
gulates all the heavenly motions, sets bounds
to the planetary orbs, determined their

greatest excursions from the sun, and their
nearest approaches to him. It was he who>

first discovered whence arose that constant
and regular proportion, observed by both pri
mary and secondary planets, in their circu
lation round their central bodies; and their
distances, compared with their periods. He
has also given us a new theory of the moon,
which accurately answers all her inequalities,
and accounts for them from the laws of gra

vity anil mechanics.
Mr. Flamstcad was appointed the first as

tronomer royal at Greenwich in 1675. He
observed, for forty-four years, all the celestial

phenomena, the sun, moon, planets, and fix
ed stars ; of all which he gave an improved

theory and tables ; viz. a catalogue of 3000
stars, with their places, to the year 1689; also
new solar tables, and a theory of the moon,

according to Horrox ; likewise, in Sir Jonas
Moor's System of Mathematics, he gave a
curious tract on the doctrine of the sphere,
showing how to construct geometrically eclip
ses of the sun and moon, as well as occulta-
tious of the fixed stars by the moon. And it
was upon his tables that were constructed
both Halley's tables, and Newton's theory of
the moon. Cassini also, the first French as

tronomer royal, very much distinguished him
self, making many observations on the sun,
moon, planets, and comets, and greatly im

proved the elements of their motions. He
also erected the gnomon, and drew the cele
brated meridian line in the church of Petro-
uia, at Bologna.

In 1719, Mr. Flamstcad was succeeded by
Dr. Halley, the friend of Newton, and a man
of the first eminence in all the departments of
literature and science ; w ho had been sent, at
the early age of 21, to the island of St. Helena,
to observe the southern stars, a catalogue of
w Inch he published in 1679 ; and a few years
afterward he gave to the public his " Synopsis
Astrononihe Comcficae," in which he ven
tured to predict the return of a comet in 1758,
or 1759. He was the first who discovered tho
acceleration of the moon's mean motion ; and
is the author of a very ingenious method for
finding her parallax, by three observed places
of a solar eclipse : he also showed the use that
might be made of the approaching transit of
Venus, in 1761, in determining the distance
of the sun from the earth ; and recommended
the method of determining the longitude by
i lie moon's distance from the sun and certain
fixed stars, which has since been carried into
execution at the instance of the late Astro
nomer Royal. Dr. Halley also composed tables
of the sun, moon, and planets, with which he
compared tho observations he made of the
moon at Greenwich, amounting to near 150O,
and noticed the differences. About this time,
an attempt was made in France to measure a
degree of the earth, which was the occasiou
of a w arm dispute concerning its figure. M.
Cassini concluded, from the measurement of
Picard, that it was an oblong spheroid ; but
Newton, from a consideration of the laws of
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*r»vity, and the diurnal motion of the earth,
had determined its figure to be that of an
oblate spheriod, flattened at the poles, and
protuberant at the equator. To determine
this point, Louis XV. ordered two degrees of
the meridian to be measured ; one under or
neat the equator, and the other as near as

possible to the pole : the result of this arduous
undertaking was a confirmation of Newton's
investigation. Messrs. Maupertuis, Clairaut,
&c. were employed on the northern expedi
tion; and Condatuine, Bouguer, Don Ulloa,
of Spain, See. on the southern; who all fulfilled
their commissions with great eredit to them
selves and advantage to the sciences, making
many observations besides those immediately
connected with this subject. Among others,
it was found, by those who went to the south,
that the attraction of the mountains of Peru
had a sensible effect on the plumb-lines of
their large instruments, which afforded an
experimental proof of the Newtonian doctrine
of gravitation, that has since been completely
verified by the observations of Dr. Maskelync,
made on the mountain Schehallien, in Scot
land. On the death of Dr. Hallcy, 1742, he
was succeeded by Dr. Bradley, who has ren
dered himself celebrated by two of the finest
discoveries that have ever been made in astro
nomy,— the aberration of light, and the nuta
tion of the earth's axis. Among other things
he also formed new and accurate tables of
the motions of Jupiter's satellites, as well
as the most correct table of refractions yet
extant. Also, with a large transit instrument,
and a new mural quadrant of eight feet radius,
constructed hy Bird, in 1760 he made an im
mense number of observations for settling the
places of all the stars in the British catalogue,
together with near 150 places of the moon,
the greater part of which he compared with
IVIayer's tables. Dr. Bradley was succeeded
in 1762, in his office of astronomer royal, by
^Mr. Bliss ; but who, being in a declining state
of health, died in 1765, and was succeeded by
Nevil Maskelyne, D. D. the late astronomer
royal, and who has rendered very considerable
services to the science, by his publication of
the " Nautical Almanac,'' the " Bcquisitc
Tables," &c. ; and more particularly by his
great assiduity aud zeal, in bringing the lunar
method of determining the longitude at sea

into general practice.
In the mean time many other eminent ma

thematicians, both of our own and other na
tions, were assiduously employed in endea

vouring to promote the science of astronomy.
Amongst these may be particularly distin

guished, Clairaut, d'Alembert, Euler, Simp
son, Wahnsley, Mayer, de laCaille, Manfredi,
Lambert, Sec.

Soch was the state of astronomy when Dr.

Herschel, by aagmenting the powers of tele-

scoiies beyond the most sanguine expecta-

tktmi opened a scene altogether unlookcd

for by the discovery of a new planet, 13th

J/arcfj 178I, and which he named, in ho-

nonr of his majesty, the Georgium Sidus ; but
the planet is now more commonly called (at
least by foreign astronomers) Vrccmu. This
planet revolves about the sun in an orbit dou
ble in diameter to that of Saturn, and conse
quently the limits of the planetary system may
be said to have been doubled by this disco
very. We are also indebted to the same cele
brated astronomer for a variety of observations
on several other astronomical subjects ; such
as the discovery of two additional satellites to
Saturn, and those of his own new planet ; and
several other important and interesting re
sults, which the limits of our article will not
admit of enumerating: they are mostly con
tained in the PhilosophicalTransactions, where
they will remain an honourable testimony of
the learning, ingenuity, and industry, of this
celebrated astronomer.

On the 1st of January, 1801, another new
planet was discovered bctwoen Mars and Ju
piter, by M. Piazzi, of Palermo, which is
named Ceres ; and since this time three others
have been observed, revolving also between
Mars and Jupiter, viz. Pallas, discovered by
Dr. Olbers, March 28, 1802; Juno, first ob
served by Mr. Harding, at the observatory at
Lilicnthal, near Bremen, Sept. 1, 1804; and
Vcster, discovered by Dr. Olbers, 29th of
March, 1807, being the second that we owe to
this eminent astronomer. 1'or the particular
elements of these new planets, see the respec
tive articles Uranus, Ceres, Pallas, Juno,
and Vester.

Hence it appears, that within a few years
the number of planets in our system have been
nearly doubled, and many other important and
interesting discoveries have been made during
the same period : yet it must be acknowledged
that we are still unacquainted with many par
ticulars, and which therefore still remain to
exercise the talents of modern astronomers.
We have not yet determined the times of ro
tation, and the proper figures of some of the
planets and their satellites ; nor do we know,
with sufficient precision, the masses of those
bodies. The theory of their motions also con
sists in a series of approximations, of which
the convergence depends both upon the per
fection of the instruments and the progress of
analysis, and which for that reason ought to
acquire continually new degrees of exactness.
We shall not, in this place, enter into any his
tory of the discoveries connected with what is
termed the physical part of astronomy; not
that it is less interesting, but because our
limits will not admit of a farther extension of
this article ; besides this, being principally of
modem date, abstracts of it will be found
under various heads in this work; as Central
Force, Density, Gravity, Kepler's Laws,
&c. &c. We shall therefore now conclude this
article with a reference to such works as are

best calculated to convoy correct ideas to the

student, both as relating to the history, prac
tice, and theory, of this interesting science :

such are, Weilder's History of Astronomy,
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brought down to the year 1737 ; Bailly's His
tory of ancient and modern Astronomy ; Mon-
tucla's Histoire des Mathematiques ; and the

first volume of Lalande's Astronomy. For the

practical part of the subject, see Lalande's
and Vince's Astronomy, in two vols. 4to. and
Woodhouse's Treatise, lately published, on
the same subject: for the more familiar and
introductory works, the reader may consult

Bonnycastle's, Gregory's, Emerson's, and Fer
guson's works on Astronomy ; to which may
also be added, those of LaCaille, Kicll, Lead-
better, Street, &c. ; and Viuco's Practical
Astronomy, 8vo. And on the physical part of
the science, see Dr. Gregory's work, in two
vols, published in 1702 ; Biot's " Tracte Elc-
mentaire des Astronomie Physique ; and above
all, the Mecaniquc Celeste of La Place.

ASTROSCOPE (from as-if, star, and <rx»-

wtw, / consider), an astronomical instrument,
composed of two cones, on whose surfaces
are exhibited the stars and constellations,
by means of which they are both easily
found in the heavens. This instrument was
the invention of Schukhard, professor of ma
thematics at Tubingen, who published a trea
tise expressly on it in 1698.

ASTROSCOPIA, is the art of observing
and examining the stars with the telescope,
in order to discover their nature and pro
perties.

ASTROTHESIA, an ancient term, nearly
synonymous with constellation.

ASTRUM, or Astron, a constellation or
assemblage of stars, the same as Aster de
notes a single star.

ASYMMETRY (from a. privitive, ow, with,
and nmeot, measure), without measure, a want
of proportion between the parts of a tiling, as

between the side and diagonal of a square,
which arc to each other as 1 : V2.

ASYMPTOTE (from a privative, ow, with,
and crwrla, Ifall; incoincident), is properly a

right line, which approaches continually nearer
to some curve, whose asymptote it is said to
be, in such sort, that when they arc both in
definitely produced, they are nearer together
than by any assignable finite distance ; or it
may otherwise be considered as a tangent to
the curve, when infinitely produced, or at an
infinite distance. Two curves are also said to
be asymptotical, when they thus continually
approach indefinitely to a coincidence : thus
two parabolas, placed with their axis in the

same right line, are asymptotes to each other.
Of lilies of the second kind, or curves of

the first kind, that is, the conic sections, only
the hyperbola has asymptotes, which arc two
in number. All curves of the second kind
have at least one asymptote, but they may
have three ; and all curves of the third kind
may have four asymptotes, and so on. The con
choid, cissoid, and logarithmic curve, though
not geometrical curves, have each one asymp
tote ; and the branch or leg of the curve that
has an asymptote, is said to be of the hyper
bolic kind.

The nature of an asymptote is very difficult
to be conceived, by persons who are not ac

quainted with the higher geometry : they can
not comprehend how two lines should always
continually approach each other, without the

possibility of touching or coinciding; this
mystery, however, may be elucidated, and tho
nature of these lines readily comprehended,
by considering the generation of the conchoid
of Nicomedes. which is as follows :

Let F K be
any lino inde
finite towards
K, and from
the point P let
there be drawn
the lines P A,
PB, PC, PD,
&e. making the

several parts
FA,GB, 11 C,
ID, KE, &c.
all equal to each other: the curve ABCDE,
&c. passing through all the extremities A, B, C,
D, &c. is called the conchoid of Nicomedes;
and the line F K produced, is the asymptote
of the curve ; and w hich it is obvious, from
the construction, can never coincide or touch
the curve itself, although the latter continu
ally approaches towards the former.

Asymptotes, by some are distinguished
into various orders. The asymptote is said to
be of the first order, when it coincides with
the base of the curvilinear figure ; of the 2d
order, when it is a right line parallel to the
base ; of the 3d order, when it is a right line
oblique to the base ; of the 4th order, when it
is the common parabola, having its axis per
pendicular to the base ; and, in general, of tho
n 4- 2 order, when it is a parabola whose or
dinate is always as the n power of the base.
The asymptote is oblique to the base, when
the ratio of the first fluxion of the ordinate to
the fluxion of the base, approaches to an as

signable ratio, as its limit ; but it is parallel
to the base, or coincides with it

,

when this
limit is not assignable.

The areas bounded by curves and their
asymptotes, though indefinitely extended,
have sometimes limits to which they may ap
proach indefinitely near : and this happens in
hyperbolas of all kinds, except the first or
Apollonian, and in the logarithmic curve; as
was observed above. But in the common
hyperbola, and many other curves, the asymp
totical area has no such limit, but is infinitely
great. Solids, too, generated by hyperbolic
areas, revolving about their asymptotes, have
sometimes their limits; and sometimes they
may be produced till they exceed any given
solid. Also the surface of such solid, when
supposed to be infinitely produced, is eithor
finite or infinite, according as the area of tho-
generating figure is finite or infinite. ■

The way of discovering whether any pro,
posed curves have asymptotes, and the manner1,

of drawing them when they are inclined

)
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tie axis,

thod of
ample:

be easily derived from the me
ns in the following ex-

Let the curve be ADE, with the equal ion

— — x™ (a
. + x
) the subtangent of which

tobeTB (»i + n
) fa x + x*) Then

ma + (m + n) x

. . . . > m (m + n
)

(a x + x1)
the intercepted hue AT = i ^ — '-r ma + (tn + n)x
— x, that is — Now it is

ma + (m + n)x
plain that the tangent TD will become au
asymptote when, touching the curve at an
infinite distance, that is, when the absciss
AB = i becomes infinite, the intercepted line
AT (then = AM) shall remain finite. But,
putting x infinite in the expression of AT, the
first term ma of the denominator, 'is infinitely
less than the other, and therefore vanishes.

Whence, in this case, it will be —- x

, or
(m + n

) x

. which is a finite quantity: so that

the curve has an asymptote, which will pass

through the point M, making A M =: — .
m + n

Now, to draw it, let A H be raised perpendi
cular to A B, and let the asymptote be, for

example, M HP. This being supposed, if we
take x infinite, it will be x : !/ :: M A : A H ;

and on the supposition of x being infinite, the

equation of the curve above given, a being
then as nothing in respect of x, will be trans-

formed into this, — x . Or, ex-

b

trading the root, and for convenience, making
ra + K — t, it will be yi/a — xf/b; and,

taking the fluxions y j/ a — x ijb\ so thati : y :: \/a : b
. Whence M A : A H ::

v7*: v'^i and because MA = we shall

have^f; AH :: J a : J b
, or AH = —

>/ -. I£ therefore, we take AMr— , and
a t

"Use the perpendicular AH= — . •y -, the

indefinite right Vine M HP, drawn through the

point* M and H, will be the asymptote of the

curve ADE.
Ifm and n be each rr 1

,

the curve becomes

tie Apollonian hyperbola, whose equation is

jf= (a + x) x; then will t — 2
,

and there-

fore AM = i«, and AH = Ja x

•/ ab. That is, A INI is half the transverse
axis, and AH half the conjugate: results cor
responding with what are shown in treatises
of conic sections.

Again, suppose ADE in the same figure to
be a curve whose equation is «' —x1— axy,
making AB~r, BD=y. By taking the
fluxions we shall have 3y* y — 3 x1 x~axy

+ a y x ; and therefore — . ax^; and'
. V 3xx + ay' .

, m_vi _3y3 — 3 Xs — 2axy _AT = -. x=-2 ——— ?. Or,

y 3x1+ay
instead Of 3 y 3 — 3 x5, putting its value 3 a x y

from the equation of the curve, it will be

AT = ., a.xf — . Then, making x infinite, to

suit the case of an asymptote, in which A T
becomes A M, and the term ay is indefinitely
small with regard to 3 a:1; so that we shall

, .,. axy av
have AM =

But because, in the proposed equation, the
indeterminatcs cannot be separated, nor con
sequently the value of AM determined, if we

put AMz^ = s (an expedient that may be
3x

adopted in other such cases), we shall have
30 x

y

—

; which value, substituted for y in the

27 s3 x*
proposed equation, gives —

—z x3 —3tx\

or
x — x = 3#. But since x is infinite,

as *

the last term will be as nothing with regard to
27 *3 x

the others, so that it will be — = izo:
a>

whence x — \ a.

Taking, therefore, A M = \ a, the asymp
tote must be drawn through the point M.
Also, since it must be M A : A H : ; x : y ; the

proposed equation will be reduced to xJ —y3,
or x — y, when x is infinite, and therefore

xzz'y. Consequently, making MAr AH,
the right line drawn through M and H, will
be the asymptote sought.

For more on this subject, see Agnesi's In
stitutions, b. ii. ; Maclaurin's Fluxions, b

. i.

ch. 10; and Cramer's Introduc. Analyse des

Lignes courbes, art. 147. ■

ATLANT1DES, a name sometimes given
to the Pleiades, or seven stars.

ATMOSPHERE (from oho;, vapour, and

t7$at;a, a spltere), that gaseous or aeriform

fluid which every where invests the surface

of the terraqueous globe ; and partakes of all
its motions, both annual and diurnal.

We have already considered the mecha

nical properties of tins fluid, under the article

Air; and it therefore only remains in this

place to treat of it as forming one body, viz.

its figure, altitude, pressure, Sec.

Figure o
f the Atmosphere.— As the
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sphere envelopes all parts of the surface of
the earth, if both tlie one and the other were

perfectly at rest, and were not endowed wi(h
a diurnal motion round their axis, then the
atmosphere would be exactly spherical, ac
cording to the universal laws of gravity; for
the parts of the surface of a fluid in a state of
rest, must be equally remote from its centre.
But the earth and the ambient atmosphere
are invested with a diurnal motion, which car
ries them round their common axis of rota
tion ; and the different parts of both having a
centrifugal force, the tendency of which is
more considerable, and that of the centripetal
force less, as the parts are more remote from
the axis; and consequently the figure of the
atmosphere must become that of an oblate
spheroid, because the parts that correspond
to the equator have a greater centrifugal force
than the parts which correspond to the poles.
Besides, the figure of the atmosphere must
represent such a spheroid, in consequence of
the sun striking the equatorial regions more
directly than those about the poles: whence
it follows, that the mass of air, or part of the
atmosphere, about the polar regions, being
less heated, cannot expand so much, nor reach
so high ; nevertheless, as the same force which
contributes to elevate air, diminishes the pres
sure on the surface of the earth, higher co
lumns of it at or near the equator, all other
circumstances being the same, will not be

heavier than those of the lower belonging to
the poles ; but, on the contrary, without some
compensation they would be lighter, in con
sequence of the diminished gravity of (he up
per strata.

Mr. Kirwan (Irish Trans, for 1788, p. 61),
stating the height of the mercury in the ba
rometer, on the level of the sea, indicating
the natural state of the atmosphere to be 30
inches under the equator and under the poles,
observes, that in order to produce this state,
the weight of the atmosphere must he every
where equal at the surface of the sea; and as
the weight of the atmosphere proceeds from
its density and altitude, this equality of weight
requires that the atmosphere should be lowest
where its density is greatest, and consequently
highest where it is least. These extremes of
density take place in the equatorial and polar
regions. Under the equator, the centrifugal
force, the distance from the centre of the
earth, and the heat, are all at their maximum ;
and, on the contrary, in the polar regions they
are all in their minimum state; and hence it
follows, that the atmosphere must be highest
under the equator and lowest under the poles,
with their several intermediate gradations.

Weight or Pressure of tke Atmosphere. —We
have already had occasion to touch on this
subject, in speaking of the specific gravity of
air, and it will therefore be unnecessary, in
the present place, to repeat again the history
of the discovery, which we have seen is due
to Torricelli. He found that the pressure of
the atmosphere sustains a column of quick-

silver, of an equal base and 30 inches height ;

and as a cubical inch of quicksilver is found
to weigh near half a pound avoirdupoise,
therefore the whole 30 inches, or the weight
of the atmosphere on every square inch, is
neaiy equal to 151b. Again, it has been found
that the pressure of the atmosphere balances,
in the case of pumps, &c. a column of water
of about 344 feet high; and, the cubical foot
of water weighing just 1000 ounces, or624tb.
344 <imes 624, « 21581b. will be the weight
of the column of water, or of the atmosphere
on a base of a square foot ; and consequently
the 144th part of this, or 15tb. is the weight
of the atmosphere on a square inch ; the same
as before. Hence Mr. Cotes computed, that
the pressure of this ambient fluid on the whole
surface of the earth, is equivalent to that of a
globe of lead of 60 miles in diameter. And
hence also it appears, that the pressure upon
the human body must be very considerable ;
for, admitting the surface of a man's body to be
about 15 square feet, and the pressure about
151b. on a square inch, he roust sustain
32,400lb. or nearly 144 ,01,s weight for his or
dinary load. And it might be easily shown,
that the difference in the weight of air sus
tained by our bodies in different states of tho
atmosphere, is often near a ton and a half.

Hence, it is so far from being a wonder,
that we sometimes suffer in our health by a
change of weather, that it is the greatest
wonder we do not sutler oftencr, and more,
by such changes. 1 'or, when wc consider lhat
we are sometimes pressed upon by near a ton
and a half weight more than at another, and
that the variation of the additional pressure
of many pounds is often very sudden, it is
surprising that every such change does not
affect our constitutions much more consider
ably. But the fact is, that our bodies always
contain some elastic fluid, the spring of which
is just sufficient to counterbalance the weight
of the atmosphere.

Height ntid Density of the Atmosphere.—This
is also a subject that has already been consi
dered under the article Altitude, at least so
far as it is connected with the measurement
of altitudes by the barometer. We have seen
under that article, that the densities of the air
decrease in geometrical progression, as tho
altitudes increase in arithmetical progression ;

and therefore, if no other cause existed, it
would follow that the atmosphere was of in
definite height But tliis cannot be, in con
sequence of the other planetary bodies: onr
atmosphere, for instance, cannot extend be
yond the common centre of attraction of tho
earth and moon ; for if in the first instance we
conceive it to surpass this limit, it is obvious,
that as the earth revolves on its axis, and
thereby turns all its parts successively towards
the moon, this body, in consequence of its
superior attraction beyond that point, would
draw that part of our atmosphere towards her
own centre, and either leave a vacuum be
tween the terrestrial and lunar atmospheres,
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or the limits of both would be the common
centreof attraction of the two bodies. An
othercause, viz. the centrifugal force, would
alsooperate against an indefinitely-extended
atmosphere ; for as this fluid partakes of the
diurnal motion of the earth, it is obvious, that

bejond that point where the centrifugal force
is equal to the force of gravity, the fluid would
be thrown off by the rotatory motion of the
body, and the limits of the atmosphere ter
minated in that point.

If the air was every where of the same uni
form density as at the earth's surface, where
its specific gravity to that of water is about
as 3 to 250O ; or where a cubic foot weighs

1} ounces, it would follow, that its altitude
would be about !>\ miles : for we have seen that
the whole atmospheric pressure is equal to

about 33 or 34 feet of water; and the density of
thi» latter fluid being about 833$ times greater
than that of air, we should have 833$ x 33 =
27500 feet, for the height of a uniform co
lumn ; which is a little more than 5J miles.
We have seen, however, that this is not the
case, but that the density decreases as the
altitudes increase, the former in geometrical,
and the latter in arithmetical progression.
We have also, under the article ALTITUDE,
shown (hat the general formula for ascertain
ing altitudes above the earth's surface, at the

temperature of 31°, is A = 10000 x log. ^ ;

A being the altitude, and m and M the heights
of the barometer, the former at the lower place
and the latter at the top of the eminence,
which are also as the densities of the air at
those places, and therefore conversely to find
the density of the air corresponding to any
particular altitudes, we may change the for
mula into A = 10000 log.m— 10000 log.M ;

, , A + 10000 log. M „whence log. m — : 5 . From6
10000

which formula is deduced the following table,
which exhibits the comparative density of the
air at the several corresponding heights, viz.

Steiffltt la Mile*. No. of Timesrarer.

O 1

3*. 2
7 4

14 16

21 64
28 268
3d 1024

42 4096
49 16384

56 65536
♦33 262144
70 1048576

Am6 by pursuing the calculation in this table,
it might easily be shown, that a cubic inch of
"f hit we breathe would be so much rarefied

« the height of 500 miles, that it would fill a

sphere equal in diameter to the orbit of Saturn.

Witt regard to the extent of the atmo

sphere we have already observed, that from

fte principles npon which our calculation is

foraded it u indefinite; but we have likewise

seen, that it must of necessity have a certain
limit, and this limit is generally estimated at
much less than what was stated iu the pre
ceding part of this article. For one of the
principal effects of the atmosphere being the
refraction of light, the particles of which are
the smallest of any we know of in nature, it
is reasonable to fix the boundary of the atmo
sphere where it begins to have the effect of
bending the rays of light. Now Kepler, and
after him La Hire, computed the height of
the sensible atmosphere from the duration of
the twilight, and from the magnitude of the
terrestrial shadow in lunar eclipses, and found
that it was sufficiently dense at a height of
between 40 and 50 miles, to reflect and inter
cept the light of the sun. So far, therefore,
we may be certain that the atmosphere ex
tends; and at that altitude we may collect,
from what has been already said, that the air
is more than 10,000 times rarer than at the
earth's surface ; but how much farther it may
be extended, is totally unknown. Cotes's
Hydrost. Lcct. p. 123. See Refraction and
Twilight.

Refractive and Reflective Powers of tlie At
mosphere. —That the atmosphere has a refrac
tive power, which is the cause of various phe
nomena, is unquestionable. This power is
ascertained by the production of twilight, and
by many other facts and experiments. It has
also a reflective power, and this power is the
cause of objects being so uniformly enlightened
on all sides, and the want of it would render
our situation here extremely unpleasant ; the
shadows of objects would be so dark, and their
enlightened sides so very bright, that probably
we should only be able to sec those parts of
them which were absolutely exposed to the
sun's rays, if indeed the extreme light in this
case did not even render them loo powerful
for the delicacy of the optic nerve. It should
be observed, however, that though the atmo
sphere greatly modifies the illumination of
objects, yet it also obstructs the passage of
a great deal of the solar light, as is obvious
from the great difference that we experience
between the light and heat of the sun in a
morning or evening, and when it is shining
in its meridian splendour, which difference is
occasioned, in a great measure, by the diffe
rent extent of the atmosphere which it tra
verses in the two cases. See Reflection;
and also Keill's Astronomy, Iect. 20.

Temperature of the Atmosphere.—The tem
perature of the atmosphere diminishes, as the
distance from the earth increases, though ap

parently in a less ratio. M. de Saussure found,
that by ascending from Geneva to Chamouni,
a height of 347 toiscs, Reaumer's thermometer
fell 4° 2'; and that, on ascending from thence
to the top of Mont Blanc, 1941 toises, it fell
20° 7': this gives 221 feet English for a dimi
nution of 1° of Fahrenheit, in the first case,
and 268 in the second. Nevertheless, from

the accuracy which the rule for barometical
measurement possesses, it may be inferred,

that the decrease of heat for the greatest
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heights which we can reach, is not far from
uniform ; but that the rate for any particular
case must be determined by observation,

though the average in our climate may be
stated at 1° for 270 feet of perpendicular
ascent. On this subject, see La Grange,
Mem. de Berlin, 1772, p. 206, &c. He thinks
that the hypothesis of a uniform decrease of
heat is the most conformable to appearances.

Euler, in a volume of the same Memoirs,
for 1754, p. 140, considers a harmonical pro
gression as the most probable. If the sole
cause of the diminution of temperature were
distance from the earth, and if it were ad
mitted that there is no current of air perpen
dicularly upwards, as there certainly is not,
the diminution of temperature would follow
the inverse ratio of the distance from the centre
of the earth. Transactions of the Royal So
ciety of Edinburgh, vol. vi. p. 365.

Professor Leslie, in the Notes on his Ele
ments of Geometry, p. 495, edit. 2d, has given
a formula for determining the temperature of
any stratum of air when the height of the mer
cury in the barometer is given. The column
of mercury at the lower of two stations being
b, and at the upper fi

, the diminution of heat,
in degrees of the centigrade thermometer, is

2.5

^
2 — which seems to agree well with

observation. >

The mean temperature of the atmosphere
in any parallel of latitude remains nearly con
stant, but it decreases from the equator to
either pole ; and if t be made to represent the
mean temperature of any parallel of which
the latitude is L, M the mean temperature in
the latitude of 45°, and M + E the mean tcm-

■perature at the equator ; then is

t = M + E.cos. 2L;
whence the mean temperature in any latitude

is readily ascertained. The mean tempera
ture in latitude 45° is 58° = M, at the equator

it is 85°, whence 85° — 58° = 27° = E ;

therefore t = 58° + 27° x cos. 2 L,
which, when 2 L > 90, the cosine being ne
gative, is less than 58°. See Mayer, " Opera
inedita," vol. i. p. 4 ; also Kirwan, " Estimate
of the Temperature of different Latitudes,"
p. 18. But if the place is at any height above
the surface of the sea, then the formula be-

comes t = M — — +E.cos. 2L;
M and E being still the same as above, and
H the height of the place in English feet.

On ascending into the atmosphere, at a cer
tain height in every latitude a point is found
where it always freezes, or where it freezes
more than it thaws, so that the mean tempe
rature does not exceed 32°, and the curve
joining or passing through all those points is

called the curve o
f

perpetual congelation. The
equation to which is found by making

32 = M— S + E.cos.2L,
n

and this line, at the equator, is elevated 15577
faet ubov« the level of the sea.

WLcDCe " = E.cos.2"+M-32
= 15577

=294,
27 + 58 — 32

and conseq. ... H = 7642 + 7933 . cos. 2 L.
Which formula seems to agree very nearly
with actual observation.

See Playfair's " Outlines of Natural Phil."
p. 285 ; see also a different formula for ex
pressing the line of perpetual congelation,
Leslie, " Elements of Geometry," 2d edition,
p. 495.

Atmosphere, in Electricity, denotes that
medium which is conceived to be diffused
over the surface of electrified bodies, and to
some distance around them ; by which other
bodies immerged in it become endowed with
an electricity, contrary to that of the body to
which the atmosphere belongs. On this sub
ject see Beccaria's " Artificial Electricity,"
p. 179, Eng. edit.; Dr. Priestley's " History
of Electricity," vol. ii. sect. 5; and Cavallo's
Electricity, p. 241.

Atmosphere of the Planets. — Since the
planets and their satellites are now universally
allowed to be bodies of a nature similar to the
earth we inhabit, there are few, if any, philo
sophers of the present day, who attempt to
deny that the planets are surrounded with
atmospheres analagous, in most respects, to
that whose properties have been explained in
the preceding articles. M. de la Place, in his
Systeme du Monde, enters into a considerable
detail respecting the atmospheres of the pla
nets. " In all the changes to which the at
mosphere is subject," says he, vol. ii. p. 128,
" the sum of the products of the particles of
the revolving body, and its atmosphere, mul
tiplied respectively by the areas they describe
round the common centre of gravity, the radii
being projected on the plane of the equator,
remain the same in equal times. Supposing,
therefore, that by any cause whatever, the at
mosphere should be contracted, or that part
thereof should become condensed on the sur
face of the body, the rotatory motion of the
body and its atmosphere would be accelerated ;

for, the radii vectorcs of the areas described by
the particles of the original atmosphere be
coming smaller, the sum of the products of
all the particles, by their corresponding areas,
cannot remain the same unless the velocity
be augmented. The atmosphere is flattened
towards the poles, and protuberant at the
equator. But this oblateuess has its limits ;

and in the case where it is greatest, the ratio
of the polar and equatorial diameter is as 2
to 3. The atmosphere cannot extend itself
at the equator to a greater distance than to
the place where the centrifugal force is ex
actly equal to the force of gravity. With re
gard to the sun, this point is remote from its
centre to a distance measuring the radius of
the orbit of a planet which would make its
revolution ia the same period as that luminary
employs in its rotation. The solar atmosphere
eaanot, therefore, extend to the orbit of Mer
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my; andconsequently it cannot produce the
roliacalfc;ht, •which appears to extend even
toihcorVit of the earth."

ATMOSPHERIC Tides, arc certain peri
odicalchanges in the atmosphere, similar, in
semerespects, to those of the ocean, and pro
duced in a great measure by the same causes.
On this subject see La Place's " Exposition
do Sjsteine da Monde," liv. iv. ch. 12.

Atmospheric Stmies. See Uroliths.
ATOM, a particle of matter indivisible, on

account of solidity, hardness, and impenetra
bility, which preclude all division, and leave
no vacancy for the admission of any foreign
force to separate or disunite its parts.

ATOM1CAL Philosophy, is the doctrine of
Atoms ; a system which accounts for the
origin and formation of things from the hypo
thesis, that atoms arc endowed with weight
and motion.

ATTRACTION (formed of ad, to, andtracto,

Idrenc). in Physics, a general term used to de
note the cause, power, or principle, by which
all bodies mutually tend towards each other,
and cohere, till separated by some other power.
The laws, phenomena, &c. of attraction, form
the chief snbject of Newtonian philosophy,
these being found to obtain in almost all the
wonderful operations of nature.

The principle of attraction, in the Newto
nian sense of it, was first surmised by Coper
nicus. " As for gravity," says he, " I con
sider it as nothing more than a certain natural
appetence ( appetentia) that the Creator has
impressed upon all the parts of matter, in order
to their uniting or coalescing into a globular
form, for their better preservation ; and it is
probable that the same power is also inherent
in the snn and moon, and planets, that those
bodies may constantly retain that round form
in which we see them." (De Revol. Orb.
Coelest. lib. i. cap. 9.) Kepler calls gravity a
corporeal and mutual affection between simi
lar bodies, in order to their union. (Ast. Nov.
in IntrodU) And he pronounced more posi
tively, that no bodies whatever were abso
lutely light, but only relatively so; and con
sequently, that all matter was subjected to the
power and law of gravitation.

The first iu this country who adopted the
notion of attraction, was Dr. Gilbert, in his
book De Magnete ; and the next was the ce
lebrated Lord Bacon, in his Nov. Organ, lib.ii.
apfaor. 36, 45, 48. Sylv. cent. i. exp. 33 ; also
in his treatise De Motu, particularly under
the articles of the 9th and the 13th sorts of
■notion. In France it was received by Format
and Roberval ; and in Italy, by Galileo and
BoreQi. But till Newton appeared, this prin
ciple was very imperfectly defined and ap-
Sibed.

Before Newton, no one had entertained
la* h correct and clear notions of the doctrine
cf universal attraction as Dr. Hooke, who in
Ua " Attempt to prove the Motion of the
Earth," 1674, observes, that the hypothesis
■P"* which he explains'the system of the
*urid is loundtd upon, the three following

principles : 1. That all the celestial bodies
have not only an attraction or gravitation to
wards their proper centres, but that they mu
tually attract each other within their sphere
of activity. 2. That all bodies which have a
simple and direct motion, continue to move
in a right line, if some force, which operates
without ceasing, does not constrain them to
describe a circle, an ellipse, or some other
more complicated curve. 3. That attraction is
so much the more powerful, as the attracting
bodies are nearer to each other. But Hooke
was not able to solve the general problem re
lative to the law of attraction, which would
occasion a body to describe an ellipse round
another quiescent body placed in one of its
foci ; this admirable discovery, which requires
the aid of the higher geometry, and does the
highest honour to the human mind, being re
served for the genius of Newton.

Attraction may be considered as it regards
celestial bodies, terrestrial bodies, and the
minuter particles of bodies. The first case is
usually denoted by the word attraction, or
universal gravitation, the second by gravita
tion, and the third by the words attinity, che
mical attraction, or molecular attraction.
Many philosophers are now of opinion, that
it is the same force contemplated under diffe
rent aspects, yet constantly subject to the
same law.

At a finite distance, all the bodies in nature
attract one another in the direct ratio of the
masses, and the inverse ratio of the square of
the distance, which may be thus demonstrated :

According to a law of Kepler, deduced
from observation, the radii vectores of planets
and comets describe about the sun areas pro
portional to the times ; but this law can only
have place so long as the force which inces
santly deflects each of these bodies from the
right line is constantly directed towards a
fixed point, which is the origin of the radii
vectores. The tendency, therefore, of the pla
nets and comets towards the sun, follows ne
cessarily, from the proportionality of the areas
described by the radii vectores to the times
of description : this tendency is reciprocal. It
is, in fact, a general law of nature, that action
and reaction are equal and contrary : whence
it results, that the planets and comets react
upon the sun, and communicate to it a ten
dency towards each of them.

The satellites of Uranus tend towards
Uranus, and Uranus towards his satellites:
the satellites of Saturn tend towards Saturn,
and Saturn towards them. The case is the
same with regard to Jupiter and his satellites. *

The earth and moon tend likewise recipro
cally the one towards the other. The propor
tionality of the areas described by the satel
lites to the times of description, concur with
the equality of action and reaction, to render
these assertions unequivocal.

All the satellites have a tendency towards
the sun ; for they are all animated by a regular
motion about their respective planets, as if
they had been immoveable : whence it results
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that the satellites are impelled with a motion
common also to their planets ; that is to say,
that the same force by which the planets tend
incessantly towards the sun, acts also upon the
satellites, and that they are carried towards
the sun with the same velocity as the planets.
And since the satellites tend towards the sun,
it follows that the sun tends towards them,
because of the equality of action and re
action.

Observations have convinced us, lhat Sa
turn deviates a little from his path when he
is near Jupiter, the largest of (he planets ;

whence it follows, that Saturn and Jupiter
tend reciprocally the one towards the other.
Saturn, as was observed by Flamstead, dis
turb the motions of Jupiter's satellites, and
draws them a little towards him; which proves
that these satellites tend towards Saturn, and
Saturn towards them.

It is therefore true, that all the heavenly
bodies tend reciprocally towards one another:
but this tendency, or rather the attractive
force which occasions it

,

appertains not solely
to their aggregate mass; all their inoleculae
partake of it, or contribute to it. If the sun
acted exclusively upon the centre of the earth,
without attracting each of its particles, the
undulations of the ocean would be incompa
rably greater, and very different from those
which are daily presented to our view. The
tendency of the earth towards the sun is,
therefore, the result of the sum of the attrac
tions exerted upon all the molecuhc, which
consequently attract the sun in the ratio of
their respective masses: besides, every body
upon the earth is attracted towards its centre
proportionally to its mass. It reacts therefore
upon it, the attraction following the same
ratio. If it were otherwise; if all the parts of
the earth did not exert upon one another a
reciprocal attraction, the centre of gravity of
the earth would move by a constantly-acce
lerating motion, till at length it would be lost
beyond the limits of the system.

The attraction is therefore universal, reci
procal, and proportional to the mass. It re
mains to demonstrate, that this force is in
versely as the square of the distance.

Observations have shown, that the squares
of the periodic times of the celestial bodies arc
proportional to the cubes of the mean dis
tances. Farther, it is rigorously demonstra
ble, that when bodies circulate in such manner
that the squares of the periodic times are pro
portional to the cubes of the distances, the
central force which actuates them is in the
inverso ratio of the square of the distance:
therefore, supposing the planets to move in
circular orbits (from which they, in fact, differ
but little), they are solicited towards the sun
by a force which varies inversely as the square
of the distance. This supposition is not rigo
rous. But the constant relation of the squares
of the periodic times, to the cubes of the dis
tances, being independent of the eccentricity,
would doubtless subsist in the case where the
eccentricity vanishes, that is

, if the planets

moved in circular orbits. Indeed, the truth
of the position may be readily established
with regard to elliptical orbits : but we omit
the demonstration, rather than protract this
article to too great a length.

If the planets revolve about the sun in
virtue of a central force, which is reciprocally
as the square of the distance, it is natural to
infer that the moon is retained in her orbit by
a central force directed towards the earth, and
which only diners from the gravity of terres
trial bodies, in the ratio of the diminution
that is occasioned by the augmentation of the
square of the moon's distance. Now, it may
be shown that the revolution of the moon
about the earth is a phenomenon of the same
kind, and to be accounted for in the same
manner (that is

,

by considering the joint ope
ration of the projectile and gravitating forces)
as the curvilinear motion of a stone, bullet, or
any other projectile near the surface of the
earth. If we had engines of a sufficient force
to project a body in a right line parallel to the
horizon, with the velocity of 24326 Paris feet
(nearly five English miles) in a second of time,
that body, setting aside the resistance of the
air, would revolve about the earth like a moon.
For, 24326 is a mean proportional between
39231600, the diameter of the earth, and 15^,
the space described in the first second of timo
by a heavy body falling from quiescence to
wards the earth. And the periodical time of
such a projectile would be nearly equal to

1 hour, 24 minutes, 27 seconds. If this body
could be carried to the distance of the moon,
and projected in the same direction as that in
which the moon moves, with such a velocity
as would carry it through 188489 Paris feet in
a minute, it would revolve about the earth in
the same orbit as is described by the moon.
We know from experience, that the motion
with which a body near the surface of the
earth tends to its centre, is such as in a second
of time makes it descend through 15^ Paris
feet. Supposing this motion to decrease in
versely as the square of the distance ; at the
distance of the moon, which is equal to GO
semidiameters of the earth, it would be 60 x GO
times less than at the surface of the earth ; and
therefore at that distance would be sufficient
to make a body descend through lay, Parts
feet in a minute of time. This is, in fact, tho
space through which the moon, at the distance
of 60 semidiameters of the earth, descends
from the tangent of its orbit, towards the cen
tre of the earth in a minute of time. For that
space is a third proportional to the diameter
of the moon's orbit, and the arc described in
the same time. And 235389600 (the diameter
of the moon's orbit in Paris feet) is to 188489
(the arc described in a minute), as 188489 is
to 15^. Thus the motion agrees in quantity
as well as in direction, with the legitimate in
ferences from the motions of projectiles near
the earth. And these phenomena are so per
fectly coincident and similar, that they must
be referred to the same principles, namely,

a projectile force and a gravitating force var
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mag inversely as the squares of the dis
tances.

In establishing this law of attraction, we
hwe considered the centres of bodies, though
the gravity is proper to each of their mole
cule; because, in spheres, or in spheroids dif
fering but little from them, the attraction of
the moleculae most distant from the attracted

point, and those of the nearest molecukc, mu
tually compensate in such manner that the
total attraction is the same as if the molccuhe
were united at their centre of gravity.

This law of spheres suffers various modifi
cations, when the bodies attracted are at the
surface or in the interior of the spheres. A
body situated within a spherical shell, through
out of the same thickness, is equally attracted
on all sides ; so that it will remain at rest iu
the midst of the attractions it experiences.
The same thing obtains within an elliptical
shell, whose interior and exterior surfaces
are similar and similarly placed. Supposing,
therefore, that the planets are homogeneous
upberes, the gravity in their interior diminishes
as the distance from their centres ; for the ex
terior envelope contributes not to the gravity,
which is only produced by the attraction of a
sphere, of a radius equal to the distance of
the attracted body from the centre of the pla
net. But this attraction is proportional to the
mass of the sphere divided by the square of its
radius ; the gravity of the bodies is therefore
proportional to such radius.

It will, however, be proper to observe, 1.

That Ibis result is only rigorously true, on the
hypothesis of the homogenity of the planets :

they are probably composed of strata more
and more dense as they approach the centre.
The gravity below the surface diminishes,
therefore, in a less ratio than in the case of
their homogenity. 2. The same results can
only be exact by abstracting the molecules
attraction, which always obtains when a body
is placed on the surface of a sphere. This at
traction is very great at contact, and nothing
at a sensible distance ; whence it results, that
the molecula in contact, and which is situated
in the opposite extremity of the same dia
meter, do not attract as if they were united
at the centre. Pantologia, article Attraction.

Attraction of Mountains. —According to
the Newtonian theory of attraction, this prin
ciple pervades the minutest particles of mat
ter, and the combined action of all the parts
of the earth forms the attractions of the whole.
For the same reason, therefore, that a heavy
body tends downwards in a perpendicular to
the earth's surface, it must be attracted to
wards the centre of a neighbouring mountain
by a force greater or less, according to the
quantity of matter contained in it; and the
effect of this attraction, or the accclerative
farce produced by it, must depend on the dis
tance of the mountain from the gravitating
body, because this force increases as the
square* of the distances decrease. Upon these

principles, it is obvious that the plumb of a

quadrant, or of any other astronomical in

strument, must be deflected from its proper
situation, by a small quantity, towards the
mountain ; and the apparent altitudes and
zenith distances of the stars, taken with the
instrument, be altered accordingly ; viz. if the
zenith distance of a star were observed at
two stations, under the same meridian, one
on the south side of a mountain, the other
on the north ; and the plumbliue of the instru
ment were attracted out of its vertical posi
tion by the mountain, the star must appear
too much to the north, by the observation at
the southern station, and too much to the
south, by that at the northern station ; and
consequently, the difference of the latitudes
of the two stations resulting from the observa
tions, would be greater than it really is. If,
then, the true difference of their latitudes bo
determined by measuring the distance be

tween the two stations on the ground, the ex
cess of the difference, found by the observ a
tions of the star above that found by this
measurement, must have been produced by
the attraction of the mountain ; and the half
of it will he the effect of such attraction on the
plumbliue at each observation, provided that
the mountain attracts equally on both sides.

The first idea for determining the quantity
of this attraction was suggested by Newton,
in his treatise of the System of the World ;

but no farther notice was taken of it till M.
Bougner and M. de la Condamiue, in the year
1738, while they were employed in measuring
three degrees of the meridian, near Quito in
Peru, thought they perceived a deflection of
their plumbline from the effect of the attrac
tion of Chimboraeo, a mountain in that neigh
bourhood, which by a rough computation they
supposed to be equal to about the 2lHX)th part
of the attraction of the whole earth. By ob
serving the altitudes of fixed stars at two
stations, one on the south side of the moun
tain and the other on the north, they found
the quantity of 7f" in favour of the attraction
of the mountain, by a mean of their observa
tions; whereas the plumbline, according to
the theory, should have declined from the
true vertical line 1' 43". However, though
the general result was favourable to the
Newtonian doctrine, the experiment was per
formed under so many disadvantages, as not
to afford the satisfaction which was to be
wished ; and M. Bouguor terminates his ac
count of their observations with expressing
his hopes, that the experiment might bo re

peated under more favourable circumstances,
either in France or in England. Bonner,
" Figure do la Terre."

Nothing was afterwards done, till Dr. Mas-
kelyne, the late astronomer royal, made a pro
posal to the Royal Society for this purpose,
in tho year 1772 ; and in 1774 he was deputed
to make the trial, accompanied with proper
assistants, and furnished with the most accu
rate instruments. He made choice of the
mountain Schehallien, iu Scotland, for the
scene of his operations, the direction of which

is nearly from east to west ; its mean height
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above the surrounding valley about 2000 feet,
and its highest part above the level of the sea
3550 feet. Two stations for observations were
selected, one on the north and the other on
the south side of the mountain. Every cir
cumstance that could contribute to the accu
racy of the experiment was regarded ; and
from the observation of ten stars near the
zenith, it was found that the apparent diffe
rence of the altitudes of the two stations was
54' 6" ; and from a measurement by triangles,
formed from two bases on different sides of
the mountain. Phil. Trans, vol. lxv. part 2,
Nos. 48 and 49.

These data seemed to offer the means of
determining the mean density of the earth ;
but the calculation necessarily required great
accuracy, as well as immense labour. The
task, however, was undertaken by Dr. Hut ton,
who gave an account of it, and the result of his
investigation, in the Phil. Trans, as also in his
Tracts lately published, from which it appears,
that the mean density of the earth is to that of
common water, in about the ratio of 5 to 1.

Centre of Attraction. See Centre.
ATTRITION, the striking or rubbing of

bodies against each other.
ATWOOD's Machine, a term very pro

perly applied to the ingenious apparatus in
vented by the late Mr. Atwood, of Trinity
College, Cambridge, to illustrate the doctrine
of accelerated motion, a description of which
is given in his excellent treatise on Rectilinear
and Rotatory Motion, p. 298. Sec also Gre
gory's Mechanics, vol. ii. p. 64.

AVICENA, a celebrated Arabian philoso
pher and mathematician, who flourished about
the beginning of the 11th century : he was the
author of a great number of scientific works ;
but is not distinguished for any particular dis
covery or improvement.

AVOIRDUPOISE Weight, a weight used
in England for weighing all the larger and
coarser sorts of goods; and all mefals, except
gold and silver. Avoirdupoise weight is thus
divided :
16 dr. or drams, make 1 ounce oz.
16 oz 1 pound lb.
28 lb 1 quarter qr.

4 qrs 1 hundred weight cwt.
20 cwt 1 ton.

The avoirdupoise is less than the troy ounce,
in the proportion of 700 to 768; but the avoir
dupoise pound is greater than the troy pound,
in the proportion of 700 to 576 ; viz.

700oi. troy ~ 768oz. avoirdupoise.
700/6*. troy = 576/6*. avoirdupoise.

The first statute that directs the use of
avoirdupoise weight, is that of the 24th
Henry VIII.; which plainly implies that it
was no legal weight till sanctioned by this
statute.

AURIGA, in Astronomy, a constellation in
the northern hemisphere, consisting of four
teen stars in Ptolemy's catalogue; but in Ty-
cho's twenty-seven ; in Hevclius's, forty ; and
in the Britannic, sixty-six. See Constella
tion.

AURORA, the morning twilight, or that
faint light which appears in the morning when
the sun is within eighteen degrees of the
horizon.

Aurora Borcalis, or Northern Light,
sometimes also called streamers, is an extra
ordinary meteor, or luminous appearance,
showing itself in the night-time in the north
ern parts of the heavens, and most commonly
in frosty weal her.

It is usually of a reddish colour inclining to
yellow, and sends out frequent coruscations
of pale light, which seem to arise from the
horizon in pyramidal undulating forms, and
shoots with great velocity up to the zenith.
This light appears sometimes remarkably red,
as happened Dec. 5, 1737; of wrhich we have
very full accounts from divers parts of Eu
rope, in the Phil. Trans. No. 459, sect. 7,
p. 583—606.

The aurora borealis appears frequently in
the form of an arch ; chiefly in the spring and
autumn, after a dry year; the arch is partly-
bright and partly dark, but generally transpa
rent; and the matter of which it consists, is
found to have no effect on the rays of light
which pass through it. Sec Dr. Hamilton's
Phil. Essays, p. 106.

This kind of meteor, which is more uncom
mon as we approach towards the equator, is
almost constant during the long winter nights
in the polar regions. In the Shetland isles,
the "

merry dancers," which is the term by
which this phenomenon is there designated,
are the constant attendants of clear evenings,
and afford the inhabitants great relief amidst
the gloom of their long and dreary nights.
They commonly appear at twilight near the
horizon of a dun colour approaching to yellow,
and sometimes continue in that state for se
veral hours, without any sensible motion, and
afterwards break into streams of stronger light,
spreading into columns, and altering slowly
into innumerable different shapes, and varying
their colours from all the tints of yellow to
the most obscure russet, frequently covering
the whole hemisphere, and exhibiting the
most beautiful appearance.

In flic northern latitudes of Lapland and
Sweden, the aurora boreales are not only sin
gularly beautiful, but their almost constant
effulgence afford travellers a very fine light
during the whole of the night. In Hudson's
Bay this phenomenon diffuses a variegated
splendour, which is said to be equal to that of
the full moon ; and in the north-eastern parts
of Siberia, according to the description of
Gmelin, these northern lights are observed to>

begin with single bright pillars rising in the
north, and almost at the same time in the
north-east, which gradually increasing com
prehend a large space of the heavens, rush
about from place to place with incredible?
velocity, and finally cover almost the wholft
canopy, exhibiting the appearance of a vast,
tent beautifully illuminated ; and which is.
sometimes attended with a hissing noise re
sembling the playing off of large fire-works.
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Similar lights, called aurora australei, have

been long since observed towards the south

pole; and their existence have been more
lately ascertained by Mr. Forster, who as

sures ns, that in his voyage round the world
with Captain Cook, he observed them in high
southern latitudes.

Various attempts have been made to deter
mine the cause of this phenomenon, which
our limits will not admit of detailing; we
must, therefore, refer the reader to Franklin's
Exper. and Obs. 1769; Phil. Trans, vol. lviii.
p.358,784; ib. vol. li. p. 403; Bcccaria's Let-
tere dell' Ellettricistno, p. 269; or to Priest-
lev's Hist of Electricity. See also Phil. Trans.
No. 461, 347 ; and Cavallo's Elem. of Nat.
and Exper. Phil. vol. ii. p. 1056.

The theories advanced in the works and
essays above quoted, are many of them very
ingenious; but a new theory has been sug
gested by M. Libes, in his " Nouv. Diet, de
Physique," which is adopted by most of
the northern philosophers ; but being founded
on chemical principles, we cannot introduce
into the present article.

AUSTRAL, the same as southern ; thus we
say, australis Corona, australii Piscis, for
southern Crown, and southern Fish. See
Corona and Pise is.

AUTOMATON, (from but®-, ipse, and
poopeu, I em excited; whence auTojtotTo;, spon

taneous) a seemiiigrjy self-moving machine ; or
one so constructed, by means of weights, le
xers, pulleys, springs, &c. as to move for a

considerable time as if it were endued with
animal life. And according to this descrip
tion, clocks, watches, and all machines of that
kind, are automata.

It is said that Archytas of Tarentum, four
hundred years before Christ, made a wooden
pigeon that con Id fly; that Archimedes also
made similar automatas; that Regiomonta-
nns made a wooden eagle that flew forth from
the city, met the emperor, saluted him, and
returned; also that he made an iron fly, which
flew out of bis hand at a feast, and returned
again after flying about the room ; that Dr.
Hooke made the model of a flying chariot,
capable of supporting itself in the air. Many
other surprising automatons we have been
eye-witnesses of in the present age: thus,
*e have seen figures that could write, and
perform many other actions in imitation of
animals: M. Vaucanson made a figure that
played on the flute; the same gentleman also
Bade a duck, which was capable of caring,
drinking, and imitating exactly the voice of a
aauiral one ; and, what is still more surpris-
fflg". the food it swallowed was evacuated in
i digested state, or considerably altered on
the principles of solution; also the wings,
nsoera, and bones were formed so as strongly
to resemble those of a living duck ; and the
actions of eating and drinking showed the
strongest resemblance, even to the muddling
the water with its bill ; and the last French
journals mention one now exhibiting in Paris
'hat says distinctly, Papa, Mamma, Vive VEm-

pereur, &c. M. le Droz of la Chatix de Fonds,
in the province of Neufchatcl, has also exe
cuted some very curious pieces of mecha
nism: one was a clock, presented to the
King of Spain, which had, among other curio
sities, a sheep that imitated the bleating of
a natural one, and a dog watching a basket
of fruit, that barked and snarled when any
one offered to take it away; besides a variety
of human figures, exhibiting motions truly
surprising.

AUTUMN, the third season of the year:
this begins at the descending equinox, which,
in the northern hemisphere, is when the sun
enters the sign Libra, about the twenty-second
of August, and ends about the same day in
December.

AUTUMNAL, something relating to au
tumn.

Autumnal Equinox, the time when the sun
enters the descending point of the ecliptic,
where it crosses the equinoctial.

Autumnal Point, the point of the ecliptic
answering to the autumnal equinox.

Autumnal Signt, are the signs Libra,
Scorpio, Sagettary, through which the sun
passes during the autumn.

AXIOM, (from a£ iou, I am woi-thy) a self-
evident truth, or a proposition, the truth of
which is perceived at first sight. Thus, that
a whole is greater than a part ; that a thing
cannot be, and not be at the same time ; and
that from nothing, nothing can arise; are self-
evident truths, or axioms.

Axiom is also an established principle in
some art or science. Thus, it is an axiom in
geometry that things which are equal to the
same thing, are equal to each other; that if
to equal things, equal things be added, the
wholes will be equal, &c.

For the Newtonian axioms, see Laws of
Motion.

AXIS, in astronomy, an imaginary right
line, supposed to pass through the earth, sun,
planets, satellites, &c. and about which they
perform their respective diurnal rotations.

The earth and planets, in their progress
through the annual orbit, move in such a
manner that the axis of each always keeps
parallel to itself, or points to the same parts
of the heavens.

The axis of the earth is inclined to the
ecliptic, in an angle of nearly 6&P, a position
which is well adapted for promoting the fer
tility of the earth and rendering it habitable.

Dr. Keill, in his Examination of Burnet's
Theory of the Earth, has pointed out many
advantages which result from this inclination
of the axis, particularly iu ripening the fruits
of the earth; and he has proved the truth of
much that was advanced by Kepler in his
" Epit. Astron. Coperni." to the same effect.

Among other curious particulars, Keill has
shown that all who live beyond 46°-of lati
tude, and have greatest need of the sun's heat,
have more of it during the whole year than if
the equator and ecliptic coincided ; whereas

they who live between the equator and 45°
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of latitude, and are rather too much exposed
to the sun than too little, have, on account of
the present inclination, less of the sun's heat
than if the earth were in a right position, p. 71,
&c. These considerations ought to lead us
into a transcendent admiration of the Divine
wisdom and goodness.

Axis of the Horizon, Equator, &c. is a right
line drawn through the centre of the respec
tive circle, perpendicular to its plane.

Axis, in Geometry, tho Straight line in a

plane figure, about which it revolves, to pro
duce or generate a solid.

'
Thus, if a semi

circle be moved round its diameter at rest, it
will generate a sphere, whose axis is that
diameter. And if a right-angled triangle be

turned about its perpendicular at rest, it will
describe a cone whose axis is that pcqicndi-
cular.

Axis is yet more generally used for a right
line conceived to be drawn from the vertex of
a figure to the middle of the base. So the

Axis of a Circle or Sphere, is any line drawn
through the centre, and terminated at the cir
cumference, on both sides.

Axis of a Cone, is the line from the v ertex
to the centre of the base.

Axis of a Cylinder, is the line from the cen
tre of the one end to that of tho other.

Axis of a Conic Section. 1Sec Conic Section.
Transverse Axis, in the ellipse and hyper

bola, is the diameter passing through the two
foci, and the two principal vertices of the
figure. In the hyperbola it is the shortest dia
meter, but in the ellipse it is the longest.

Conjugate Axis, or Second Axis, in the

ellipse and hyperbola, is the diameter passing
through the centre, and perpendicular to the
transverse axis. It is the shortest of all the
conjugate diameters.

Axis of a Curve Line, is still more gene
rally used for that diameter which has its
ordinates at right angles to it

,

when that po
sition is possible.

Axis, in Mechanics, a certain line about
which a body may turn. Axis are of various
kinds; as

Axis of a Balance, the line upon which it

moves or turns.
Axis of Botation, the line about which a

body really revolves, when it is put into mo
tion. The impulse given to a homogeneous
sphere, in a direction which docs not pass
through its centre, will cause it to revolve
constantly round the diameter, which is per
pendicular to a plane passing through its cen
tre, and tho line of direction of the impressed
force. New forces acting on all its parts, and
of which the result passes through its centre,
will not change the parallelism of its axis of
rotation. Thus it is that the axis of the earth
remains always nearly parallel to itself in its
revolution round the sun, without its being
necessary to suppose, with Copernicus, au an
nual motion of the poles of the earth round
those of the ecliptic.

If the body possess a certain figure, its axis
of rotation may change e\ery instant. The

determination of these changes, whatever
may be the forces acting on the bodies, is one
of the most interesting problems of mechanics
respecting hard bodies, on account of its con
nection with the precession of the equinoxes,
and the libration of the moon. The solution
of this problem has led to a curious and very
useful result ; namely, that in all bodies there
exist three axes perpendicular to each other,
round which the body may turn uniformly
when not solicited by external forces. On
this account these axes are properly called
principal axes of rotation.

Axis of Oscillation, is a line parallel to the
horizon, passing through the centre, about
which a pendulum vibrates, and perpendicu
lar to the plane in which it oscillates.

Axis in Peritrochio, one of the five mecha
nical powers, consisting of a pcritrochium or
wheel, and moveable together with it about
its axis. The power is applied at the cir
cumference of the wheel, and the weight is

raised by a rope that is gathered up on the
axis while the machine turns round. The
power may be conceived as applied at the
extremity of the arm of a lever, equal to tho
radius of the wheel; and the weight as applied
at the extremity of a lever, equal to the ra

dius of the axis ; only those arms do not meet
at one centre of motion, as in the lever, but
in place of this centre we have an axis of
motion, viz. the axis of the whole machine.
See Wheel and Axle.

Axis, in Optics. Optic axis, or visual axis,

is a ray passing through the centre of the eye,
or falling perpendicularly on the eye.

Axis of a Lens, or Glass, is the axis of the
solid of which the lens is a segment. Or the
axis of a glass, is the line joining the two ver
tices or middle points of the two opposite sur
faces of the glass.

Axis of a Magnet, is a line passing through
the middle of a magnet lengthwise, in such a
manner as that, however the magnet is divid
ed, provided the division is made according
to a plane in which such line is tbund, I lie
magnet will be cut or separated into two
loadstones: and the extremes of such lines
are called the poles of the magnet, •

AZIMUTH, an Arabic term in Astronomy,
signifying an arc of the horizon intercepted
between the meridian of the place, and the
verticle circle passing through the centre of
an object, and is equal to an angle at the
zenith, formed by the_ said meridian and ver
ticle circle, which is measured by the fore-
mentioned arc.

The azimuth is reckoned eastward in the
morning, and westward in the afternoon, and

is usually estimated to the north or south, as

it is nearer to one or other of those points :

thus, if it be found that the vertical circle
which passes through the zenith intersects
the horizon exactly between the east and
the south, then the star's azimuth is said to
be 45° eastward of the south ; or it is the
complement to the eastern or western am
plitude.
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Tt find the Azimuth, at the Time of the Equi

nox, trigonometrical!)/.
Sty,

As radius is to the tangent of the latitude.
So is the tangent of the altitude of the

sun or star
To the cosine of the azimuth from the

soufh.

To find the azimuth of a sun or star, at any
older lime, the reader may consult any of our
elementary treatises on astronomy.

Ma^netical Azimuth, an arc of the horizon
contained between the azimuth circle of the
ttkstial object and the ma judical meridian;

or it is the apparent distance of the object
from the north or south point of the compass.
This is found by observing the object with au
azimuth compass, when it is about 10° or 15°

high, either in the foreuoon or afternoon.
Azimuth Compass, is a compass used at sea

for finding the sun's magnetical azimuth. See
Compass.

Azimutm Circles, called also vertical circles,
are great circles of the sphere, intersecting
each other in the zenith and nadir, and cut
ting the horizon at right angles.

Azimuth Dial, is a dial whose style, or
gnomon, is at right angles to the plane of the
horizon.

B

Bachet (Gastard), a French analyst of
great reputation in the seventeenth century,
wasbom about the year 1500, and died in 1636.

We owe to him an excellent edition of the
arithmetic of Diophantus, with a very inge-
nions commentary on the same, in which is
contained the first germ of the theory of nu in
kers, and the solution of many very interest

in
g

problems relating to the indeterminate
analysis. This edition, in Greek and Latin,
was published at Paris in folio, in 1621.

Bacnef was author also of another work,
entitled " Problems plaisans et de'lectables,
it" published at Lyons first in 1612, and

a second edition containing several improve
ments and additions in 1624; amongst others,
tie first general solution of all indeterminate
equations of the first degree. This work is

'fry scarce, and held in great estimation.
BACKStq/F, an instrument formerly used

for taking the son's altitude at sea; being so
failed because the back of the observer is

famed towards the sun when he makes the
observation. This instrument is also called
D*cu's Quadrant, from the name of its in-
Teotor, John Davies, a Wclchman and cele
brated navigator, who first employed it about
theyear 1590.

It consists of two co-centric arches of box
wood, and three vanes, the arch of the longer
radios being- of 30°, and that of the shorter of
*J. forming together 90°, or a quadrant. A
fSrticnlar description of this instrument may
'< seen under the article Back-staff, in Dr.
Button's Math. Diet. ; but as it is now to-

bO) discarded, in consequence of the intro-
taction of much more accurate instruments,

1 farther description in this place would be

^iwrfJuous.
BACON (Roger), a Franciscan friar, of

r«t genius and learning, was born near 11-

•fettter in Somersetshire in the year 1214,

and died in 1294. He was author of the fol
lowing works :

1
. " Epistola fratis Rogcri Baconis dc se-

cretis operibus artis et nature, ct nullitate ma
gi*." Paris, 1542, 4to.; at Basil, 1593, 8vo.

2. "Opus Majus." London, 1733, folio;
published by Dr. Jebb.

3. " Thesaurus chemicus." Frankfort, 1603
and 1620.

This bright luminary of the thirteenth cen
tury, was also a great linguist and grainma-
riau, well versed iu the theory of perspective
and optics, knew the use of couvex and con
cave glasses, and is said to have been the
inventor of gunpowder —at least so far as re
lated to its explosive power: lie also under
stood the erroneous principle of the calendar,
and assigned the cause, and proposed the
remedy: lie possessed great knowledge in the
medical art, and was au able mathematician,
metaphysician, and thcologist. His great
learning, however, subjected him to the per
secution of his ignorant brethren, who ac
cused him ot having dealings with the devil,
and he was in consequence confined for ten
years, during which time he is said to have
prosecuted his studies with (he same ardour
as befqre, and with the greatest possible suc
cess.

Bacon (Francis), Baron of Verulum, Vis
count of St. Alban's, and Lord High Chan
cellor of England under James I. was born
in 1560, and died in 1626 ; was one of those
extraordinary geniuses who, by giving a new
direction to the study of philosophy, have
most contributed to the advancement of the
sciences. He clearly perceived the imper
fection of the philosophy of the old school,
and pointed out the only means of reforming
it; by proceeding from facts to theories, and
by means of experiments to the discovery pf
the laws of nature,

H
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Bacon was author of several works, which

have been all collected into one folio volume,
and published at Frankfort in 1605 ; with an
introduction concerning his life and writings.
Another edition of his works was published
at London in 1740; the enumeration of which
is as follows :

1. " De Dignitate et Augmentis Scientia-
rum." 2. "Novum Organum Scientiarnm,
sive .Indicia vera dc Interpretatione Natura' ;
cum Parasceve ad llistoriam Naturalem et
Experimentalem." 3. " Phenomena Uni-
versi, &c." 4. "Silva Silvarum, sive Historia
Natualis." 5. " Novus Atlas." 6. "Historia
Rcgni Ifenrici Vll. Anglice Regis." 7. "Ser-
moncs l'idelcs, Fthici, Politici, (Economici."
8. " De Sapicntia Veterum."

BACULOMETRY, an old term to denote
the art of measuring accessible or inacces
sible heights, by help of one or more baculi,
staves, or rods.

BAILLY (Jean Sylvain), a celebrated
French astronomer, historian, and politician,
was born at Paris in 1736, and guillotined in
the same city in 1793, at fifty-seven years of
age. He was author of se\ cral works relating
to astronomy ; viz.

1. "An Essay on the Theory of Jupiter's
Satellite; preceded by a history of the astro
nomy of these bodies." Paris, 1700.

2. "History of Ancient Astronomy," in
one volume, 4to. Paris, 1775.

3. " History of Modern Astronomy," in
2 vols. 4to. Paris, 1779.

4. " History of the Indian and Oriental
Astronomy ;" being the second volume of
Ancient Astronomy. Paris, 1787.

Bailly had also several memoirs published
in the volumes of the Academy of Sciences,
principally upon astronomical subjects; an
enumeration of which may be seen in Dr.
Hutton's Math. Diet.: see also the article
Baillv, Rees's Cvelopcdia.

BAINBHIDGE (John), an eminent as
tronomer and mathematician, was bom at
Ashby-de-la-Zouch in Leicestershire in 1582,

and died in the year 1013, at sixty-one years
of age. He was author of several works; but
only the three following were ever publish
ed ; viz.

1. "An Astronomical Description of the
late Comet, from the 18th of November, 1018,
to the 10th ot December following." 4to.
London, 1019.

2. " Prodi Spluera, Ptoloma'i dc Hypothe-
sibus Planetarum liber singularis." To w hich
he added Ptolomy's Canon Rcgnornm.

3. " Canieularia." A treatise concerning
the Dog-star, and the canicular days : pub
lished at Oxford in 1648, by Mr. Greaves.
Together with a demonstration of the heliacal
rising of Sirias, the Dog-star, for the parallel
of Lower Egypt.

There were also several dissertations of his
prepared for and committed to the press the

year after his death; but the edition of them
was never completed.

BAKER (Thomas), a learned mathemati

cian, was horn at Ilton, in Somersetshire, in
1625. In 1645, he was chosen scholar of
Wadham College, Oxford; and, in 1647, he
took the degree of B.A. On leaving the

university, he obtained the living of Bishop's-
Nymmet, in Devonshire, where he devoted
himself to his studies, particularly to the ma
thematics. He published the "Geometrical
Key, or the Gate of Fquations unlocked," Sec.
1684, 4to. Not long before his death, the

Royal Society sent him some questions, which
he solved in so satisfactory a manner, that
they presented him with a medal, with a flat
tering inscription upon it. He died at his
vicarage in 1090.

Baker (Henry), an eminent naturalist,
and author of two works relating to micro
scopical observations; viz.

1. "The Microscope made easy." London,
8vo. 1742.

2. " Employment for the Microscope."
London, 8vo. 1764.

Baker's Central Rule for the construction
of equations. See Central Rule.

BALANCE, in Mechanics, a peculiar ap
plication of the lever, in order to determine
the difference or equality of weights in
heavy bodies, and consequently their masses
or quantity of matter. There are various
kinds of balances; the principal of which,
however, arc the Common balance, the Bent
lever balance, the Roman balance, and tb«
Swedish or Danish balance. Balances also
receive other denominations, according to the
circumstances under which they are employ
ed, or the principles on which they act, as
Assay balance. Hydrostatic balance, &c.

Assail Balance, a very delicate balance
used for determining the exact weight of
minute bodies, in the different processes of
assaying, and of frequent use and application
in chemical analysis : for a description ot*
which, see Gregory's Mechanics, vol. ii. p. 94 ;

Nicholson's Journal, 4to. vol. v. p. 303 ; sea
also the Annates de Chemie, xxxvi. 50.

Bent Lever Balance. This instrument is
represented at fig. 1, Plate Vll. Mechanics. It
operates by a fixed weight C at the end ot"
the bent lever ABC, supported on its axis H,
in the pillar IH, having a scale E suspended
from the other extremity of the lever at A .
Draw the horizontal line KBG through ij,
the centre of motion, on which from A and. V",

let fall the perpendicular A K, CD; then if
BK and BD are reciprocally in proportion
to tin.1 weights at A and C, they will be ixi
equilibrio; but if not, the weight C will move
upwards or downwards along the arc FG, till
that ratio be obtained. If the lever be so
bent, that when A coincides with the tin**
G K, C coincides with the verticle B H, tiaevi
as C moves from F to G, its momentum will
increase while that of the weight in the scale
E will decrease ; hence the weights in E cor
responding to different positions of the t>a
lance, may be expressed on the graduskt<><
arc F G, and the whole used in the same -\v i»
as the steel-yard.
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CommonBalance, or Scale.—This instrument

is too well known to need any particular de
scription; it consists of a lever AC, with
equal arms, at
theextremity of
each of which
i< attached a
scale as D and
E, and before

loading it with
iny weights the /K
whole ought to /|\
preserve a per
fect equilibri-
nm; and this —
equilibrium must arise from an exact distri-
bntion of the weight of each arm and scale ot
thebalance, as well as from the equal length
of the former: for on this depends the accu
racyof its action.

Professor Playfair, in his " Outlines of Na
turalPhilosophy." has the following remarks
with regard to the accuracy of the balance.

1. "It shonld rest in a horizontal position
whenloaded w ith equal weights. 2. It should
havegreat sensibility; that is, the addition of
>small weight in either scale should disturb
the equilibrium, and make the beam incline
sensibly from the horizontal position. 3. It
shouldhave great stability ; that is, when dis-
tnrbed. it should quickly return to a state of
test. That the first requisite may be obtain
ed, the beam mnst have equal arms, and the
centreof suspension must be higher than the
centreof gravity. Were these centres to co
incide, the beam, when the weights were
equal, would rest in any position, and the
additionof the smallest weight would overset
thebalance, and place the beam in a vertical
situation, from which it would have no ten
dencyto return. The sensibility, in this case,
*wld be the greatest possible ; but the other
(worequisites of level and stability would be
entirely lost. The case would be even worse,
if thecentre of gravity were lower than the
■eotreof suspension, as the balance, when
imaged, would make a revolution of no less
'inn a semi-circle. When the centre of sus-
Knrionis higher than the centre of gravity,
if theweights be equal, the beam will be hori-
a"ta]; and if they be unequal, it will take
<noblique position, and will raise the centre

gravity of the whole, making the momcn-
'»mon the side of the lighter weight equal to
*at on the side of the heavier, so that an
tjtrihbrinm will again take place.

"The second requisite is the sensibility of
'4* balance, or the sniallness of the weight,
tr which a given angle of inclination is pro-
^'«d. If a be the length of the arm of the
lj*laoee,and 6 the distance between the cen
to »f snspension and the centre of gravity, P
■I load in either scale, and W the weight of

Warn, the sensibility of the balance is as

- ; it is therefore greater, the greater

between the two centres, and the less the
weight with which the balance is loaded." Lastly. The stability, or the force with
which the state of equilibrium is recovered, is
proportional to (2P + W)6, the denominator
of the preceding fraction.

The diminution of b, therefore, while it in
creases the sensibility, lessens the stability of
the balance. The lengthening of a will, how
ever, increase the former of these quantities,
without diminishing the latter. The above
formula? are of great practical utility, because
by means of them, one balance may be made
having exactly the same sensibility and sta
bility with another; it is only required that
the ratio of the lengths of the arms should be
the same with that which is compounded of
the ratios of the distances of the centres of
gravity and suspension, and of the weights of
the beams." A balance made by Rainsdcn for the
Royal Society, is capable of weighing ten
pounds, and turns with half a grain, or a
millionth part of the weight. Young's Lec
tures, vol. i. p. 125. The descriptions of ba
lances, given by mechanical writers, are ge
nerally defective, as they do not give the
values of a, b, and W, the quantities on which
the merit of the balance depends, and by the
knowledge of which, similar instruments
might be constructed. In some of the nicest
balances, b is made variable by means of a
small moveable weight."

See L"a Hire, Traits de Mechanique, prop.
33; Musohenbroek, $383, &c.; Euler's Com
ment. Petrop. torn. x. p. 1 ; Magellan, Jour
nal de Phys. torn. xvii. (1781) p. 43.

Compound Balance, is a combination of
several balances employed in weighing very
heavy bodies, as anchors, great guns, Sec.

Danish Balance, is a sort of steel-yard, in
very general use in various parts of the con
tinent of Europe ; the principle of its action
being as follows :

It consists of a bar of iron, or batten of
wood, having a heavy lump or knob at one
end, and a scale or hook at the other. The
goods to be weighed arc placed in the scale,
or suspended from the hook, and the whole is
then balanced on a piece of cord, by sliding
the latter about to and fro till the equilibrium
obtains ; and the weight of the body is then
indicated by the graduated divisions of the
instrument, which are thus computed :

B

W

fenpth of the arm, the less the distance

Let A B represent this balance, A the fixed
weight, and VV the body whose weight is te
be ascertained, and C the moveable fulcrum.
Make AB~i ACm; put also the weight
A =a, and that at W — w, then, in case ef
equilibrium,

x : d — x :: a : te
by comp d : x : : a + w : o

therefore at=: ■—
a + a>

Ha
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and hence by substituting w —

1, 2, 3, &c. Ib.

the distance x or AC, for each of those

weights, will be determined. Suppose, for

»xample, the whole length — 30 inches, and

the weight A zr21b.; then, substituting these

numbers for a and d, and the numbers 1,2,3,

Sec. for w, we shall have the following series :

x = 20, 15, 12, 10, &c.

v>= 1, 2, 3, 4, &c.

We give this merely as the principle of

computation; in real practice, of course, the

weight of the bar, and the place of its centre

of gravity, must enter into the calculation,

which will render it a little more complicated.

See Gregory's Mechanics, vol. ii.

Hydrostatic Balance, is an instrument con

trived for determining accurately the specific

gravity of bodies, both solid and fluid; of
which there are various constructions. See
Hydrostatic Balance.

Roman H ilance, or Steet-yard. See Steel-
yard.

Balance of a Clock, or Watch, is that part

which by its motion regulates and determines

the beat.
Balance, in Astronomy, is the same as

Libra, which see.

BALL, in a popular sense, is any spherical

body, whether natural or artificial.

Fire Balls, in Meteorology, are luminous

bodies generally appearing at a great height

above the earth, and sometimes amazingly

vivid and brilliant. See Meteor.
Ball and Socket, is a joint frequently at

tached to survejing and astronomical instru

ments, whereby they may be moved horizon

tally, vertically, and obliquely.
BALLISTA, (from $xXXu, to shoot) an an

cient military engine, which was used for

throwing stones, darts, and javelins.
Ballista was formerly also the name given

to the cross-staff.
BALLISTIC Pendulum, an ingenious ma

chine, invented by Bobins, for ascertaining

the velocity of military projectiles, and con

sequently the force of fired gunpowder. It
consists of a large block of
wood MN, suspended verti-
tically by a strong horizontal
iron axis at S, to which it
is connected by a firm iron
stem. Now to determine the

velocity with which a ball is

projected, the pendulum is

so situated that the ball im- mI :;

pinges directly against it, and

causes it to vibrate through
a certain arc, which being
accurately observed, the velocity of projec
tion is computed as follows :

Let the weight of the pendulum =: w
the weight of the ball — p

And let O, G, and R, be the centres of oscil
lation, gravity, and gyration, and P the point
of impact ; also let q bo a weight, which col
lected in the point P, a given force applied to
P will generate the same angular velocity as

if it wero applied against the pendulum itself

in the point P.
. . ... _ w x SG x SO

Tins equivalent weight q =.
S LI

= . See Gyration.
SL»*

Again, let v represent the velocity commu

nicated to the point P, and x the required

velocity of the ball. Then the block of wood

being considered as non-elastic, the laws of

collision gives the following proportion; viz.

q + p : p :: x : v, w hence

x — v x Z-jlC. See Collision.
P

And here, since p and q are known, it only

remains fo assign the velocity v, wliich has

been communicated to the point P, from

having given the angle through which the

pendulum is impelled by the stroke.

For this purpose, make SOn, SP=:d,
then the velocity acquired by the centre of

oscillation in a pendulum, which describing
from rest any arc of a circle has arrived at its

lowest point, is equal to that acquired by a

heavy body, which lias descended freely from

rest by the acceleration of gravity, through a

space equal to the versed sine of the arc
described by the pendulum. In like manner,
if any given velocity be communicated to the
centre of oscillation of a pendulum when qui
escent, it will rise through an arc whose ver
sed sine is equal to the space through which
a body falls freely from rest, in order to ac

quire that velocity. Let, then, 6 represent the
versed sine of the angle described by the pen
dulum to radius — 1, then will the centre
of oscillation O, describe an arc during its
motion, the versed sine of which = tb ; and
consequently, if we represent 10^ feet by g,
the central velocity of O = Jigbs feet per
second, (see Acceleration) and the velocity

of the point P — \/ 2i*fL — p.

G
R
O
P

This, therefore, will give us the velocity of
the ball the instant it struck the pendulum ;

that is, the required velocity

I = ,x^=^xv/^ feet
p p *

per second.

In this investigation, in which we have fol
lowed the method employed by Atwood ii
his treatise " On Rectilinear and Rotatory
Motion," p. 215, the change in the centre o
oscillation, which is caused by the ball 1. >,<_

ing in the point P, is omitted. But the allow
ance for that change, and a few other sma
quantities, are all considered by Dr. Hnttc
in his Tracts, vol. i. ; where also are given tl
results of a great number of very accura
experiments performed with cannon balls, 1
means of which the most useful and imports
conclusions have been deduced in mLlitn
projectiles.

Dr. Mutton has also, since that publican,
made many other experiments of the sai
kind, by discharging cannon-balls at v
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distances from the pendulum; from which is
deduced a complete series of the resistances
of the air to balls passing through it, with all
degrees of velocities from 0 to 2000 feet per
second.

On this subject, see also Robins's " New
Theory ofGunner} ," and Mathematical Tracts.
Euter, Antoni, Le Roy, Darcy, &c. have writ
ten on this subject.

BALLISTICS, is sometimes used for pro-
jectics, under which name this theory has
been treated of by Mersennus.

Montucla distinguishes between projectiles
and ballistics, by defining the former to re

late to bodies projected into free space, and
the latter into a resisting medium.

BALLOON, in its general sense, signifies
any round hollow body ; but it now more
commonly implies an aerostatic machine. See
Aerostation.

BARLOWE, an eminent English mathe
matician, who flourished about the beginning
of the seventeenth century. He was par
ticularly distinguished for his accurate obser
vations relating to the magnet; on which
subject he published an ingenious work,
entitled,

1. " Magnetical Advertisement, or divers
pertinent observations and improved experi
ments concerning the nature and properties
of the loadstone." London, 4lo. 1616.

2. " A brief Discovery of the idle Animad
versions of Mark Ridley, M.D. upon a trea
tise entitled Magnetical Advertisements."
London, 4to. 1618.

Beside which, he was author of a work on
navigation ; viz.

3. " The Navigator's Supply, containing
many things of principal importance belong
ing to Navigation, Sec." London, 4to. 1597.

In which latter work he gave a demonstra
tion of Wright's, or Mcrcator's division of the
meridian line ; observing, that " This manner
of cardc has been publiquely extant in print
these thirtie yeares at least ; but a cloude
(as it were) and thicke mist of ignorance doth
keep it hitherto concealed. And so much
the more, because some who were reckoned
for men of good knowledge, having by glaunc-
ing speeches (but never by any one reason of
moment) gone about what they could to dis
grace it."

BAROMETER, (from /3<tpoo-,weight, and
furpor, measure) an instrument for measuring
the weight of the atmosphere aud its varia
tions, in order principally to determine the
changes of the weather, the heights of moun
tains, and other eminences, &c. The baro
meter is founded upon the Torricellian ex
periment, so called from its author Torricelli;
who, in consequence of the previous sugges
tion of Galileo, with regard to the ascent of
water in pumps, proceeded in 1643 to make
experiments, with a tube filled with mercury,
conjecturing that as this fluid was about thir
teen times heavier than water, it would only
<tand at about one-thirteenth of the height to
which the latter rises in pumps, or to about

thirty inches. He therefore filled a glass
tube, about three feet long, with quicksilver ;

and having sealed it hermetically at one end,
he immersed the other in an open vessel of
the same fluid. He found the mercury de
scend in the tube, and finally settled at the
height of about fwcnty-niue and a half Ro
man inches, and this, whether the tube was
vertical or inclined, according to the known
laws of hydrostatiral pressure. This famous
experiment was repeated and diversified in
various ways, with tubes filled with other
fluids, and the result being the same in all,
except so far as relates to their specific gra
vities, the weight and pressure of the air were
established beyond the possibility of doubt,
to any one who could divest himself of former
prejudices. This, however, cannot always be

done, and in consequence various objections
were started, and new hypotheses framed in
order to account for the suspension of the
mercury, till the question was at length finally
settled by the experiment of the Puy de
Dommc, which we have already mentioned
under the article Altitude.

The real cause of the suspension of the

mercury in the tube, and of water in pumps,
was now generally admitted to be the atmos
pheric pressure, and repeated observations
were made, connected with this subject; from
which it was discovered that the column of
mercury varied considerably in its height, at
different times, and this variation was soon
observed to be followed by changes of the
weather. This led to farther and more ac
curate observations, and various alterations
and improvements were suggested in the form
and construction of the barometer, or weather

glass, as it is sometimes called in consequence
of its use in determining the changes in the

weather. The constructions of this instru
ment are now exceedingly varied and nume
rous, much beyond what our limits will admit
of enumerating; we must, therefore, content
ourselves with describing the most popular and
general forms, and refer the reader who wishes
for farther information to the article Barome
ter, in Rees's Cyclopedia, where he will find
a detailed account of nearly all the forms and
uses to which this instrument has been applied.

Common Barometer. —This is represented
(at fig. 6, Plate II, Pneumatics) such as it was
invented by Torricelli. AB is a glass tube open
at one end, and hermetically sealed at the
other, A, having its diameter about one-third
or one-fourth of an inch, and its length thirty-
three or thirty-four inches : this is filled with
purified mercury so justly as not to have any air
over it

,

nor any bubbles adhering to the sides
of the tube, which is best done by means of a
small paper or glass funnel, with a capillary
tube. The orifice of the tube, filled after this
manner, so as to overflow, is then closely press
ed by the finger, so as to exclude any air be

tween it and the mercury; this done invert the
tube, and immerse the finger anil end, thus

stopped, into a bason of like purified quick
silver, and in this position withdraw the finger,
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and the mercury will descend in Ihe tube to
dome place as E, between twenty-eight and
thirty-one inches above the surface of the
mercury in the bason at F ; these being the
limits between which it always stands near
the surface of the earth or sea.

Instead, however, of the detached vessel
C D, the modern barometer tubes are curved
at the bottom, and terminate in a bulb, which
ought to be as big as it can be conveniently
made, in order that the variation in the alti
tude of the mercury in the tube may affect, as
little as possible, the depth of that in the
bulb.

The barometer tubes, under either of the
above forms, are now to be enclosed in a
wooden case or frame, to prevent their being
broken, and the vessel or bulb, though open
to the air, must be secured from dust ; and
thus far the construction will be completed.

Next measure from the surface of the mer
cury at F, 28 inches to G, and 31 inches to
H ; dividing the spaces between them into
inches and tenths, which are marked on a
scale placed against the side of the tube ; and
these tenths are again subdivided into hun
dredth parts of an inch, by means of a sliding
index carrying a vernier or nonius. In the
common barometers called weather-glasses, the
lowest limit at G is marked stormy, and the
highest point, H, is marked on one side very
dry for summer, and on the other, very hard
frost for winter. To the next half-inch below
the highest point are annexed set fair, on the
one side, and set frost on the other. At the
height of 30 inches, fair is marked on one
side, and frost on the other. At the height
of 29j inches is marked changeable, both for
summer and winter; and at 29 inches, rain
on one side, and snow on the other. At 28|
inches, much rain on one side, and much snow
on the other ; the lowest division being mark
ed stormy, as we have before observed.

As the common barometer is the best, arid
most to be depended upon in accurate ob
servations, it may be proper to add some di
rections for preparing it : they are collected
chiefly from, the publications of Muschcn-
broek, Desaguliers, and De Luc, on this sub
ject. It appears from many experiments, that
the mercury stands higher in tubes of a larger,
than in those of a narrower bore ; and there
fore, when observations are made with diffe
rent barometers, attention should be paid to
the difference of their diameters ; and it would
be desirable to have them constructed of tubes
of the same diameter. The bore of the tube
should be large (not less than one-fourth of
an inch), in order to prevent the effects of the
attraction of cohesion ; but if they arc one-
third of an inch diameter, they are better. If
a cistern be used as a reservoir for the stag
nant mercury, it should be large in proportion
to the diameter of the tube, at least ten times
greater; that the addition or subtraction of
the mercury, contained between the greatest
and least altitudes, may not sensibly afTect its

; for the numbers marked on the scale

annexed to the tube show their distance from
a fixed point, and cannot truly indicate the
height of the column above the mercury in
the cistern, unless its surface coincide with
this point and be immoveable. In order more
effectually to preserve the lower surface at
the same height from the divisions on the
scale affixed to the instrument, the father of
the late Mr. George Adams first applied to
the barometer a floating gage; by means of
which the same screw that renders the baro
meter portable, regulates the surface of the
mercury in the cistern, so that it is always at
the place from whence the divisions on the
scale commence. The tube should be pre
served free from dust till it is used ; and for
this purpose it may be hermetically sealed at
both ends, and one end may be opened with
a file, when it is to be filled. If this precau
tion has not been observed, the inside should
be well cleansed, by washing it with alcohol
highly rectified, and rubbing it with a little
portion of shammy leather fastened to a wire.
The mercury should be pure ; and may bo
purged of its air by previously boiling it in
a glazed earthen pipkin covered close ; and
when the tube has been uniformly heated, and
rendered electrical by rubbing it

,

the hot mer
cury should be poured into it in a regular
current, through a glass funnel with a long
capillary tube, so that the air may not have
room to pass between the parts of the quick
silver. M. de Luc directs, as Mr. Orme had
practised many years ago in the construction
of his improved diagonal barometers, that the
mercury should be boiled in the tube, as the
most effectual method of purging it of its air
and moisture. The process is briefly this :

He chooses a tube of 2| lines or 3 lines bore,
and not exceeding half a line in thickness ;

he fills it with mercury within two inches of
the top, and holds it

,

with the sealed end
lowest, in an inclined position over a chafing-
dish of burning charcoal, presenting first the
scaled end to the tire, and moving it obliquely
over the chafing-dish. As the mercury is
heated, the air-bubbles appear like so many
studs on the surface of the tube, and gradu
ally running into one another, ascend towards
the higher parts of the tube which are not
heated ; here they arc condensed, and almost
disappear ; and, after successive emigrations,
they acquire a bulk by their union, which en
ables thera at length to escape. When the
mercury boils, its parts strike against each
other, and against the sides of the tube, with
snch violence, that a person unaccustomed to
this operation is ready to apprehend their
force to be sufficient to break the tube. The
mercury is thus freed from all the heteroge
neous particles contained in it, together with
their surrounding atmosphere ; and the air
which lines the inside of the tube, which can
not he easily expelled in any other way, is
discharged : when this last-mentioned stratum
of the air is thus expelled, the tube may be,
afterwards emptied, and filled even with cold
mercury, and will be found nearly as free from
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»ir u before. The mercury in the tubes thus
prepared by a determinate quantity of heat,
will rise higher than in those of the common
sort, and the barometers will more nearly cor

respond with each other; whereas there will
be a difference of six or ei^ht lines in the

ascent of the mercury in common barometers.
When this operation is completed, the mer
cury generally remains suspended at the top,
and will not descend to its proper level with
out shaking the tube to bring it down. The
tubes, whirh should be chosen not less than
three feet long, may now be filled to their
proper length.

Barometers of this kind rose uniformly in
a heated room ; whilst the mercury in those
that had been prepared in a common way de
scended, and in different proportions. When
the room cooled, the former descended uni
formly, and corresponded with each other; the
latter rose with the same irregularity with
which they had before descended ; nor were
they found, at Ihc close of the experiment, (o

stand at the same relative heights as thej did at
the beginning of it . The reason of « hich is
obvious, from the effects of heat on the air re

maining in unequal quantities in the tubes, in
the one case, and on the purer mercury in the

other.
Another circumstance, that requires atten

tion in the construction and use of baiomc-
ters, is the temperature of the air; for unless
this remains the same, the dimensions of a

given quantity of mercury will be variable ;

and the altitude of the mercury will be an
uncertain measure of the weight of the atmo
sphere, because it is dilated by heat, and con
tracted by cold, when probably its weight and
pressure are unchanged. M. dcLuc attended
particularly to this circumstance, and con
trived to estimate the effects of heat on fho
quicksilver in the barometer, when it is used
for accurate observation, by means of the

thermometer; the scale of which is divided
in such manner as to indicate, with little la

bour of calculation, the correction to be made
on account of heat. As an increase of heat
that is sufficient to raise (he mercury in the
thermometer from the point of melting ice to
that of boiling water, will lengthen the column
of mercury in the barometer six lines, he di
vides each line in the scale of the barometer
into four parts, each of which may be easily
subdivided into four lesser parts, or sixteenths
of a line. The scale of the thermometer mark

ing the interval between the freezing and boil

ing points, and answering to the six lines of
lie barometer, is divided into 96 equal parts ;

each of which will correspond to the sixteenth
of a fine in the motion of the mercury in the

barometer dilated by heat, which must be

added to or subtracted from the height of the

mercury in the barometer, for every degree of

thevariation of the thermometer so graduated.

A scale of this kind continued above boiling

a Uw freezing w ater is annexed to his port-

prepared two barometers with their respective
thermometers, graduated in the manner above
explained ; he placed one pair in the cellar of
one house, and the other pair in the upper
room of another house in a lower situation,
so as to be exactly on a level with the cellar:
he found that the thermometer in the room rose
nine degrees, and the barometer 16 of a line
higher than those in the cellar; whence he
shows, that without allowing for the effect of
heat, the difference in the heights of these two
barometers would have indicated a difference
of about 45 feet in the heights of these two
places, though they were exactly on the same
level. M. de Luc's Recherches, &c. vol. i.
p. 193— 199.

M. Prius, an artist in Holland, has made
an improvement in the reservoir of the simple
barometer, by means of which the mercury
contained in it is constantly kept at the same
level; but the construction is difficult, and
therefore it has not been generally adopted.
De Luc's Recherches, &c. vol. i. p. 35.

Such are the precautions which become
necessary in the construction of the common
barometer, and it only remains now to give
a slight sketch of the different forms under
which this instrument has been constructed ;
but this being a matter rather of curiosity
than utility, wc shall be as brief as possible,
and dispatch it in a few paragraphs.

As soon as it was observed, that the diffe
rent heights of the mercury indicated by the
barometer were in some measure connected
with the state of the weather, and that it
might be applied to the purpose of a weather
glass, many attempts were made to render
the changes in it more sensible, whereby to
measure the variations in the weight of the
atmosphere the more accurately, which at
tempts have given rise to a great number of
barometers of different structures, deviating
from the simplicity of the common barometer,
and frequently much less accurate. Hence,
the Dinironal, Horizontal, Pendant Wheel, &c.
Barometer.

Diagonal Barometer. This acts on the
same principle as the common barometer
above described, except, that the upper end
of the tube is bent at about an angle of 45°
from the vertical, whereby the scale of varia
tions is increased in about the ratio of 3 to 2,
or more accurately, in the ratio of the dia
gonal of a square to the length of its side. If
the upper cud lie bent in a greater angle, the
scale of variation will be so much the more
increased ; but in practice, it is not found
convenient to have the angle much exceed
ing 45°.

Double Barometer. This was invented by
Dr. Hooke, and is described by him in the
Phil. Trans. No. 185. It was claimed by
Huygens and Dc la Hire; but according to
De Luc, in his " Recherches," vol. i. p. 18,
there seems no doubt of Hooke having been
the original inventor. See the description of
thin iMStruineut in the place* above referred to.
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^TonVonfaJBAROMETKR. This was invented

by J. Bernouilli and Cassini ; it consists of a

tube bent at right angles, having a pretty
wide cylindrical part at the upper end of the
vertical leg, which is hermetically sealed, the
horizontal leg being open, where, however,
the mercury cannot run out, being opposed
by the pressure of the atmosphere, the varia
tions of which are indicated by a scale at
tached to that branch of the instrument.

Marine Barometer. The first invention
of this instrument is due to Dr. Hooke, and

(s intended to be used on shipboard, being
contrived so as not to be affected or injured
by the motion of the vessel. It consists of a

double thermometer, or two tubes half filled
with spirits of wine; the one sealed at both
ends, with a quantity of air included ; the
other sealed at one end only. The former of
these is affected only by (he temperature of
the air ; but the other, both by the external
temperature, and by the variable pressure of
the atmosphere. Hence, considering the spirit
thermometer as a standard, the excess of the
rise or fall of the other, beyond the former,
will show the increase or decrease of the prcs-
sure of the atmosphere. The marine barometer
is described by Dr. Halley, in the Phil. Trans.
No. 296, where he speaks of it as a very useful
instrument for indicating any change in the
state of the weather. This instrument has
been since much improved by Messrs. VV. and
S. Jones, Mr. Nairne, M. Passcment, &c. a

description of each of which may be seen in
Recs's Cyclopedia, article Barometer.

Peiidmd Barometer. This instrument,
which is rather pretty than useful, was in
vented by Amontons. It consists of a conical
tube placed vertically, its upper and smaller
extreme is hermetically sealed, and its larger
and lower end open : it Jias no vessel or cis
tern, its conical figure supplying that defect ;

for when filled like the rest, there will be as

much mercury sustained as is equivalent to
the weight of the atmosphere ; and !is that
varies, the same mercury takes up a different
part of the tube, and so becomes of a diffe
rent weight.

Portable Barometer. This is so con
structed, that it may be carried from one

place to another without damage or derange
ment. The end of the tube is tied up in a

leathern bag, not quite full of mercury, which
being pressed by the air, forces itself into the
tube, and keeps suspended at its proper height.
This bag is usually enclosed in a box, through
the bottom of which passes a screw, by means
of which the mercury may be forced to the

upper end of the tube, and prevented from
breaking it by dashing against the top, an ac

cident very likely to happen without this pre
caution. Mr. Patrick, it seems, first had a
contrivance of this kind ; but the portable
barometer has received various improvements
since, of which perhaps the most complete is
that described by De Luc, in his Recherches,
Vol. ii. p. 6 ; together with the apparatus be

longing to it, the method of construction and
use, and the advantages attending it. Im
provements in this instrument have also been
suggested by Sir G. Shuckburgh and General
Roy, which were carried into execution by
Ramsdcn, with farther improvements of his
own. Sir H. Englefield, and Humboldt, the
celebrated traveller, have also much simplified
the structure of the portable barometer; and
others not here mentioned, may be seen de
scribed in the " Recherches sur les Modifica
tions de l'Atmosphere," by De Luc. See also
the Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy,
for 1787.

Reduced Barometer. This instrument, as
constructed by M. Mairan, is only three inches
long, and serves the purpose of a manometer,
in showing the dilations of the air in the re
ceiver of an air-pump, for which purpose it is
now commonly employed. See Manometer.

Wheel Barometer. This instrument (which
is represented fig. 7, Plate II. Pneumatics)
was invented by Dr. Hooke, about the year
1668, and is meant to render the alterations
in the air more sensible. Here the barometer
tube has a large ball, A B, at top, and is bent
up at the lower or open end, where an iron
ball, G, floats on the surface of the mercury
in the tube, to which is connected another
ball, H, by a cord hanging freely over a pul
ley, turning an index, K L, about its centre.
In this instrument the variations of the mer
cury take place in the lower part of the tube ;

for the height of the mercury being always
the difference between its upper and lower
surface, and as in this instrument, in conse
quence of the great diameter of the ball, the
mercury can rise but very little in the upper
part, it follows that the most obvious varia
tion must take place in the lower branch.
Now, when the quicksilver rises in the part
FG, it raises the ball G, and the other ball H
descends and turns the pulley, with an index
round a graduated circle, from N towards M
and P, and the contrary way when the mer
cury and ball sink in the bent part of the tube.
Hence the scale is easily enlarged ten or twelve
fold, being increased in proportion to the axis
of the pulley, to the length of the index KL.
But then it must be observed, that the friction
of the pulley and axis greatly obstructs the
free motion of the quicksilver. This imperfec
tion iu wheel barometers has been in a great
measure obviated by introducing two pulleys,
moving on friction wheels. See Phil. Trans,
vol. Hi. part 1, No. 29, and vol. Ix. No. 10.

Various other barometers might here be
enumerated, such as they were constnicteti
by Descartes, Hnygens, De la Hire, Boyle,
Orme, Caswell, Rowning, &c. ; many of them,
however, are now out of use, and arc there
fore purposely omitted.

Phenomena of the Barometer. —The phe
nomena of the barometer, considered as a
weather-glass, " have been very differently
stated and explained by various writers ; and
they are so precarious, that it is extremely
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difficnWto form any fixed and general rules

concerning them. Although we have reason
to believe, that the barometer never fails to

indicate a storm, or any very great change of
weather, for some hours before it occurs ; yet
its variations afford no indications or prog
nostics, that are absolutely certain, with re

spect to those less considerable changes, to
which the weather is subject in our variable

With certain restrictions they afford

ground for probable conjecture ; and
restrictions are to be determined merely

by the sagacity of long-continued observation
and experience. Strictly speaking, the height
of the iriercury in the barometer has no im
mediate and necessary connection either with
rain or fair weather. That its variable height
is the immediate consequence of the variable

pressure of the atmosphere, is a fact that ad
mits of no doubt ; but the causes of this vari
able pressure have not yet been fully and
satisfactorily ascertained; and how far the

state of the weather, in all its minute and
sudden changes, depends upon it, is a question
that is still to be determined. M . Pascal was
one of the first persons who particularly ob
served the variations of the barometer, and
referred them to corresponding changes in the

weight of the air ; but he acknowledges, that
it is very difficult to explain both the one and
the other, as well as the connection that sub
sists between them. He observes, in general,
that the mercury is commonly highest in winter
and lowest in summer; that it is least vari
able at the solstices, and most variable at the

eqninoxes: and he adds, in direct Contradic
tion to later experience, that the mercury
nsnally falls in fine weather, and that it rises
when the weather becomes cold, or the air is
loaded with vapours. M. Pascal was followed
by Perrier, Beal, Wallis, Garcin, Garden,
ListeT, Halley, Gersten, De la Hire, Mariotte,
Le Cat, Woodward, Leibnitz, De Mairan,
Bernonilfi, Muschenbroek, &c. ; all of whom
have given different solutions of the pheno
mena of the barometer.

The principal observations that have been
made on the variations of this instrument, are
summed up by Mr. Kirwan (Irish Trans, vol. ii.
p. 46, Sec.) in the following particulars :

I. The more considerable elevations and

depressions of the mercury in the barometer

happen at a very short interval of time, in

places very remote from each other. This
correspondence was observed by Mr. Derham,
m 1699, between the heights of the mercury
« Upmmster in Essex, and Townly in Lan-
Thirr ; and afterwards by M. Maraldi, be

tween the variations at Paris and Genoa, at

*» distance of nearly four degrees of latitude,

**o adds, during these variations different

*iad% prevailed at these places. But Mr.

Kirwan observes, that where there is a consi-

/ ietable difference of longitude, the like agrce-

TT„TdevTat?onS
of the mercury from its

u. inc -ititude are far more frequent
mean annnal a'"

neighbourhood of the
13d extensive u»

poll s than in that of the equator. At Peters-
burgh, in 1726, the mercury once stood at the
amazing height of 31.50 inches, if we may
credit Mr. Consett; and yet it has been so
low as 28.14 inches. In the northern parts of
Prance, the variations arc greater than in the
southern : at Naples, they scarcely exceed one
inch. In Peru, under the equator, and at the
level of the sea, they amount only to two or
three tenths of an inch ; but in other parts,
within a few degrees of the line, on the ap
proach of the rainy season or of hurricanes,
the barometer falls an inch or more.

III. The variations without the tropics are
greater and more frequent in the winter, than
in the summer months.

IV. The variations are considerably smaller
in very elevated situations than on the level
of the sea. Thus M. Bouguer observed, that
on the coast of Peru the variations extended
to \ of an inch ; at Quito, elevated 9374 feet
above the sea, they comprehend only 0.087ths
of an inch. Saussurc made similar observa
tions in Savoy, as did M. Lambert in Swit
zerland.

V. The mean height of the barometer on
the level of the sea, in most parts of the globe
hitherto examined, is about 30 inches: M.
Bouguer, under the line, observed it at 29-908
inches ; but as his barometer was not purged
of air by fire, it stood lower than it should
have done. Sir G. Shuckburgh (Phil. Trans,
vol. Ixvii. p. 586), on a mean of several ob
servations on the coasts of Italy and England,
found it at 30.04 inches, when the tempera
ture of the mercury was 55°, and that of the
air 62°. The mean height of the barometer
in London, upon an average of two observa
tions in every day of the year, kept at the

house of the Royal Society, for many years
past, is 29.88 ; the mean temperature or height
of the thermometer, according to the same,
being 58Q. The greatest height observed by
Sir G. Shuckburgh, Dec. 26, 1778, in London,
was 30.948 inches, the thermometer being at
47° ; and, reduced to the heat of 50°, it was
30.957 ; and this, he says (Phil. Trans, vol. lxix.
p. 370), is the greatest height which, as far as

he has been able to collect, it has ever been
known to stand at in any country, where ob
servations have been made and recorded,
since the first invention of this instrument.
In the proximity of the poles, says Mr. Kirwan,
the annual mean heights of the barometer
differ much more from the standard than in
the more southern parts of our hemisphere.

In estimating the connection of the varia
tion of the barometer with the weather, par
ticular rules have been given by different phi
losophers ; our limits, however, will only allow
of stating those of Dr. Hallcy and Mr. Patrick,
which are as follow :

Dr. Halley1 a Rules forjudging of the Weather.

1. In calm weather, when the air is inclined
to rain, the mercury is commonly low.

2. In serene, good, and settled weather, tb*

mercury is generally high.
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3. Upon very great winds, though they be

not accompanied with rain, the mercury sinks
lowest of all, according to the point of the
compass the wind blows from.

4. The greatest heights of the mercury are
found upon easterly or north-easterly winds,
other circumstances alike.

5. In calm frosty weather, the mercury
commonly stands high.

6. After very great storms of wind, when
the mercury has been very low, it generally
rises again very fast.

7. The more northerly places have greater
alterations of the barometer than the more
southerly, near the equator.

8. Within the tropics, and near them, there
is little or no variation of the barometer, in
all weathers. For instance, at St. Helena it
is little or nothing, at Jamaica -f\,ths of an
inch, and at Naples the variation hardly ever
exceeds an inch ; whereas in England it
amounts to 2{ inches, aud at Petersburgh to

3J nearly.
Dr. Beal, who followed the opinion of M.

Pascal, observes, that, cceteris paribus, the
mercury is higher in cold weather than in
warm ; and in the morning and evening usu
ally higher than at mid-day : that in settled
and fair weather the mercury is higher than
either a little before or after, or in the rain ;

and that it commonly descends lower after
rain than it was before it. And he ascribes
these effects to the vapours with which the
air is charged in the former case, and which
are dispersed by the falling rain in the latter.
If it chance to rise higher after rain, it is usu
ally followed by a settled serenity. And that
there are often great changes in the air, with
out any perceptible alteration in the baro
meter.

Mr. Patrick's Rules forjudging of the Weather.

These are esteemed the best of any general
rules hitherto made :

1. The rising of the mercury presages, in
general, fair weather ; and its falling, foul wea
ther, as rain, snow, high winds, and storms.

2. In very hot weather, the falling of the
mercury indicates thunder.

3. In winter, the rising presages frost : and
in frosty weather, if the mercury falls three
or four divisions, there will certainly follow a
thaw. But in a continued frost, if the mer
cury rises, it will certainly snow.

4. When foul weather happens soon after
the falling of the mercury, expect but little
of it; and on the contrary, expect but little
fair weather when it proves fair shortly after
the mercury has risen.

6. In foul weather, when the mercury rises
much and high, and so continues for two or
three days before the foul weather is quite over,
then expect a continuance of fair weather to
follow.

6. In fair weather, when the mercury falls
much and low, and thus continues for two or
three days before the rain comes, then expect
a great dual of w el, and probably high winds.

7. The unsettled motion of the mercury de
notes uncertain and changeable weather.

8. You are not so strictly to observe the
words engraven on the plates, as the mercury's
rising and falling; though in general it will
agree with them. For if it stands at much
rain, and then rises up to changeable, it pre
sages fair weather ; though not to continue so
long as if the mercury had risen higher. And
so, on the contrary, if the mercury stood at
fair, and falls to changeable, it presages foul
weather ; though not so much of it as if it had
sunk lower.

Upon these rules of Mr. Patrick the follow
ing remarks are made by Mr. Rowning : That
it is not so much the absolute height of the
mercury in the tube that indicates the weather,
as its motion up and down : wherefore, to pass
a right judgment of what weather is to be
expected, we ought to know whether the mer
cury is actually rising or falling; to which
end the following rules are of use :

1. If the surface of the mercury is convex,
standing higher in the middle of the tube than
at the sides, it is a sign that the mercury i*
then rising.

2. But if the surface be concave, or hollow
in the middle, it is then sinking. And,

3. If it be plain, or rather a very little con
vex, the mercury is stationary : for mercury
being put into a glass tube, especially a small
one, naturally has its surface a little convex,
because the particles of mercury attract one
another more forcibly than they are attracted
by glass. Farther,

4. If the glass be small, shake the tube ;

then if the air be grown heavier, the mercury
will rise about half a tenth of an inch higher
than it stood before; but if it be grown lighter,
it will sink as much. And, it may be added,
in the wheel or circular barometer, tap the
instrument gently with the finger, and the
index will visibly start forwards or backwards,

according to the tendency to rise or fall at
that time. This proceeds from the mercury's
sticking to the sides of the tube, which pre
vents the free motion of it till it be disengaged
by the shock : and therefore, when an ol>-

servution is to be made with such a tube, it
ought to be lii.st shaken; for sometimes the
mercury will not vary of its own accord, till
the weather is present which it ought to have
indicated.

M. Planer observed the barometer for a

whole year, six times every day, or every
fourth hour of the natural day, at two, six,
and ten in the morning, and at the same hours
after noon; and found, in general, that the
barometer, between ten in the morning aud
two in the afternoon, and between ten at night
and two in the morning, was less in its rising,
and greater in its fall ; and that the contrary
was the case between the hours of six and ten
in the evening aud morning. M. Chiminello
observed the barometer twenty-two times a
day for three years, but he left a chasm in tht
night which he supplied by calculation. The
principal positions which he thence deduced
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are, that the barometer falls towards noon, as
well as towards night

M. Hemmer, from a great number of accu
rate observations, deduced the three following
general rules :

1st. When the sun passes the meridian, the
barometer, if in the act of falling, continues
to fall, and the falling is accelerated.

2d. When the sun passes the meridian, the
barometer, if in the act of rising, falls, or be
comes stationary, or rises more slowly.

3d. When the sun passes the meridian, the
barometer, which is stationary, fulls, if it has
not risen before or after being stationary ; in
which case it usually becomes stationary dur
ing the sun's passage.

With regard to the causes on which the
phenomena of the barometer depends, various
hypotheses have been advanced, without,
however, arriving at any very satisfactory re
sult, some attributing them to one cause and
some to another ; and as our limits will not
admit of giving a summary of the whole, we
have thought it better to pass over them all,
referring the reader, who is fond of speculative
theories, to the article Barometer, in the Sup
plement to the Encyclopedia Britannica, and
to the same article in Rces's Cyclopedia, w here
he will find an account of most of the theories
that have been advanced on this subject.

Mensuration ofAltitudes by the Barometer.
See Altitude.

BAROSCOPE (from /Safo«, weight, and
rwTw, I see), an instrument for showing the
weight of the atmosphere, frequently con
founded with barometer: they are not, how
ever, precisely the same ; the one being in
tended only to show that the air has weight,
whereas the other measures that weight, and
determines its true quantity.

BARREL, an English vessel or cask, which
contains 36 gallons beer measure, and 32 gal
lons ale measure. The barrel of beer, vine
gar, or liquor preparing for vinegar, ought to
contain 34 gallons, according to the standard
of the ale quart.

Barrel is also used as a measure in various
commodities ; thus,

Barrel of Essex butter is 106 lb.
Barrel of Suffolk butter ... 256 lb.

. S of herrings holds 32 gal. wine m.jjarrei
f and CQnt ab{mt l(m nerrjmrs

Barrel of salmon holds .... 42 gallons.
Barrel of soap is 2661b.
Barrel, in Machinery, is also applied to

any thing hollow and cylindrical, as the barrel
'

of a pump, of a gun, of a watch, &c.
BARROW (Isaac), a very eminent mathe

matician and divine of the 17th century, was
born at London in October, 1630, and died in
May, 1677, i" the 47th year of his age. He
was the preceptor and friend of the celebrated

Newton, by whom only, says Dr. Pemberton,

he was surpassed in genius and invention.

Barrow was the author of a great niunber

ofvorks both on theology and mathematics;

the principal of which, on th« latter subject,

are is follow , viz.

1. Euclidis Elementa. Cantab. 8vo. 1664.
English edit of the same, Lond. 8vo. 1660.

2. Euclid's Data, Cantab. 8vo. 1657.
This is subjoined to the Elements in the

latter editions.
3. Lectiones Optica; xviii. Lond. 4to. 1669.

This work was revised and commented
upon by Newton.

4. Lectiones Geometric* xiii. Lond. 4to. 1670.
This work was republished with the Op

tics, in 1672 and 1674,

5. Archimedis Opera, Apollonii Conicorum,
liber iv. Theodosii Sphericorum, lib. iii
nova methodo illustrata ut succincte
demonstrata. Lond. 4to. 1675.

The following works of Dr. Barrow were
published after his decease:

6. Lectio, in qua theoremata Archimedis dc
spluera et cylindro.&c. Lond. 12mo.l678.

7. Mathematical Lectiones habitae in scholis
publicis academicae Cautabrigensis, an.
1664, 5, 6. Lond. 1683.

Beside these Dr. Barrow left several curious
papers, written in his own hand, and commu
nicated by Wm. Jones, Esq. to Dr. Ward.
Hill's Life prefixed to the works of Dr.Barrow.

BARTER is the exchanging of one com
modity for another, and forms a rule in the
commercial part of arithmetic; but as it is
nothing mure than simple proportion, it is both
useless and improper to treat of it under a
separate head.

BASE of a Figia-e, in Geometry, denotes the
lowest part of its perimeter; in which sense
the base stands opposed to the vertex, which
denotes the highest part.

Base of a right-angled triangle, is properly
the hypothenuse, though it is generally used
to denote one of the sides about the right
angle, the other side being called the perpen
dicular; this, however, depends totally upon
the position of the figure, as, properly speak
ing, that side which is lowest, or on which the
figure stands, is the base ; and for this reason
that side on which a solid body stands is
called the base of the solid.

Base of a Conic Section, is a right line in
the parabola and hyperbola, formed by the
common intersection of the cutting plain and
the base of the cone.

Base, in Surveying, is a line measured with
the greatest possible exactness, on which a
series of triangles are constructed, in order to
determine the position of objects and places.
See Surveying and Degree.

BASILICA, or Basilicus, a name some
times applied to the bright star Regulus.

BASIS, the same as Base, which sec.
BASSANTIN (James), a Scotch astrono

mer of the Kith century, and author of the
following works:

1. Astronomia Jacobi. Bassantini Scoti, opus
absolutissimum, &c. ter. edit. Latine et
Gallice. Geneva, 1759, folio.

This is the title given to it by Torneesius,

who translated it into Latin from the

French, in which language it was first

published.
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2. Paraphrase de I' Astrolabe, avec line am

plification de 1'usagc do l'Astrolabe.
Lyons, 1566 ; Paris, 1617 ; 8vo.

3. Mathematica Genithliaca.
4. Arithmetics.
5. Musica Secundum Platonem.
6. De Mathesis in Genere.
BATKN-KAITOS, the name of £Cetns.
BATTERING Ram, or Aries, an ancient

military engine, employed for destroying the
walls of fortified places, of which there were
three different sorts ; the first rude and plain,
the others artificial and compound.

The first seems to have been nothing more
than a great beam, having a heavy head of
iron, which the soldiers bore in their arms, and
with one end of it assailed the walls by main

strength : this of course was worked at a great
expense of labour, and without producing any
remarkable effect.

The second sort, as described by Josephus,
consisted of a very heavy beam, headed with
iron as above, and suspended in the middle
from another strong beam supported on two

posts, which being erected under the walls of
the place, was swung backwards and forwards
by the soldiers, till, by the repeated shocks
thus given, the wall was totally demolished :

this machine was sometimes covered by a

screen, in order to protect the soldiers from
the assaults of the enemy.

The third sort w as mounted on wheels,
which, being driven forward by the soldiers,
acted on the walls in the same way as the
former.

Plutarch informs us, that Marc Antony, in
the Parthian war, used a ram of 80 feet long ;

and Vitruvius says that they were sometimes
106, and even 120 feet long, and weighed
100,000 pounds ; at least this is said to have
been the weight of that employed by the em

peror Vespasian. These battering rams, by
their own weight, and by the action of the
men who impelled them, excited a force which
in some cases exceeded the utmost effect of
our battering cannon. Dcsaguliers (Lectures,
vol. i. p. 65) has demonstrated, that the mo
mentum or a battering ram, 28 inches in dia
meter, 180 feet long, with a head of cast iron
of H ton, the whole ram weighing, with its
iron hoops, 41,112 pounds, and moved by the
united strength of 1000 men, would only be

equal to that of a ball of 36 pounds weight
shot point blank from a cannon. And At-
wood, comparing the effect of the battering
ram, having its metal extremity equal to a
twenty-four pounder, with a cannon ball of 24

pounds weight, observes, that in order to their
producing the same effect in penetrating a

wall or making a breach in it, the weight of
the ram must exceed that of the cannon ball
in the proportion of the square of 1700, the
velocity of the ball, to the square of the velo
city with which the battering rain could be
•made to impinge against the wall, expressed
in feet. Estimating this at 10 feet in a se

cond, the proportion of the weights will be
that of about 2,890,000 to 100, or 28,900 to 1 ;

and therefore the weight of the battering rain
must be 346 ton. In this case the ram and
the cannon ball, moving with the velocities of
10 and 1700 feet in a second, w ould have the
same effect in penetrating any obstacle; but
as the weight of the ram was probably never
so great as the above supposition states it to
have been, the force of a cannon ball to make
a breach in walls must exceed that of the an
cient arics; but the momentum of this, or the

impetus by which it communicated a shock
to the whole building, was far greater than
the utmost force of cannon balls; for if the

weight of the battering ram were no more
than 170 times greater than that of a cannon
ball, each moving with its respective velocity,
the momenta or forces of both would be equal ;

but as the weight of this ancient machine was
certainly much greater than 170 times that of
our heaviest cannon balls, their momentum
or impetus to shake or overturn walls and de

molish buildings, was much superior to that
which is exerted by the modern artillery. And
since the .strength of fortifications will, in

general, be proportioned to the means which
arc used for their demolition, the military
walls of the moderns have been constructed
with less attention to their solidity and massy
weight, than the ancients thought to be a ne

cessary defence against the aries ; that sort of
cohesive firmness of texture w hich resists the

penetration of bodies, being now more neces

sary than in ancient limes.
The ram was frequently used in the four

teenth century'. Sir Christopher Wren em

ployed it in demolishing the walls of the old

church of St. Paul, previously to his rebuilding
it ; and found no machine so well adapted 1o

this purpose.
BATTERY, in Electricity, is a combination

of coated surfaces of glass, commonly jars, so

connected together that they may be charged
at once, and discharged by a common con

ductor. IVtr. Gralalh. a German electrician,

first contrived to increase the shock by charg

ing several phials at the same time. Dr.
Pranklin, having analysed the Leyden phial,
and found that it lost at one surface the elec
trical fire which it received at the other, con
structed a batteiy consisting of eleven paues
of large sash glass, coated on each side, and

connected in such a manner, that the whole

might be charged together, and with the same
labour as one single pane ; and by bringing
all the giving sides into contact with one wire,

and all the receiving sides with another, ho

contrived to unite the force of all the plates,
and to discharge tliein at once. Dr. Priestley
describes a still more complete battery : this

consists of 64 jars, each 10 inches long, and

inches in diameter, all coated within an

inch and a half of the top, forming in tho

whole about 32 square feet of coated surface.

A piece of very fine wire is twisted about the

lower end of the wire of each jar, to touch the

inside coating in several places ; and it is put

through a pretty large piece of cork, within
the jar, to prevent any part of it from touch-
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ing the side, by which a spontaneous discharge
might be made. .Each wire is turned round
so as to make a loop at the npper end ; and
through these loops passes a pretty thick brass
rod with knobs, each rod serving for one row
of the jars ; and these rods are made to com
municate together by a thick chain laid over
them, or as many of them as may be wanted.
The jars stand in a box, the bottom of which
is covered with a tin plate ; and a bent wire
touching the plate passes through the box,
and appears on the outside. To this wire is
fastened any conductor designed to commu
nicate with the outside of the battery ; and
the discharge is made by bringing the brass
knob to any of the knobs of the battery.
When a very great force is required, the size
or number of the jars may be increased, or
two or more batteries may be used.—But the
largest and most powerful battery of all is
that employed by Dr. Van Marum, to the
electrical machine, constructed for Teyler's
museum at Haarlem. This grand battery
consists of a great number of jars coated as

above, to the amount of about 130 square feet ;

and the effects of it, which are truly astonish
ing, are related by Dr. Van Marum in his de
scription of this machine, and of the experi
ments made with it at Haarlem, 1785. For
descriptions of other batteries, see Haiiy's
Natural Philosophy, and the notes of the
translator, vol. i. p. 408.

Galvanic Battery, or Pile, an apparatus
employed for accumulating the electricity of
galvanism, which is produced by the mutual
agencies of certain metallic and carbonaceous
substances, and peculiar fluids. It was in
dented by the celebrated Volta, from whose
labours the new science of galvanism has de

rived many advantages and much improve
ment. Mr. Henry, in his valuable Epitome
of Chemistry, gives the following easy direc
tions for the construction of this pile : " Pro
cure, at a brazier's or coppersmith's, 30, 40,
or 50 pieces of zinc or speltre, cast in sand,
of the size of half crowns or shillings, but
rather thicker. A corresponding number of
half crowns or shillings will also be required,
according to the sizes of the pieces of zinc
that may be employed. Let an equal number
of pieces of woollen cloth be cut, of a circular
shape, to correspond with the pieces of zinc,
and steep these in a strong solution of com
mon salt in water. Then dispose the three
substances alternately, in the following order:
silver, zinc, moistened cloth ; silver, zinc, &c.
till a sufficient number of these triplicates, not
less than 20 or 30, have been thus arranged,
the silver terminating the pile at top. In
order to, facilitate the touching of the bottom

piece of silver, it may be well to put under it
a slip of tinfoil, or Dutch leaf, which may

project a few inches. Next, lot the hands be

moistened with salt and water, and, on touch

ing- the piece of tinfoil with one hand, and the

uppermost piece of silver with the other, a

shock, will pass through the arms, which will

he stronif i" proportion to the number ofpieces

of zinc, &c. employed." Of late, copper has
been used instead of silver, on account of its
being cheaper; and solutions of muriate of
ammonia (sal ammoniac), of nitrous acid, and
of muriatic acid, have been substituted for the
solution of common salt, with increased effect.
Any two metallic substances, which are per
fect conductors of electricity, will answer the
purpose, on condition that the interposed fluid
is capable of oxidating at least one of them.

Various forms of this battery have been
adopted by different philosophers ; but none
have been brought into such general use as
the galvanic trough invented by Mr. Crnic-
shank, of Woolwich. " It consists of a box
of baked wood, in which plates of copper and
zinc, or of silver and zinc, soldered together
at their edges, are cemented in such a manner
as to leave a number of water-tight cells cor
responding to the number of the series." The
common Voltaic pile, on account of the loss
of moisture, generally loses its electrical action
in a few days, and this cannot be renewed
without the trouble of reconstruction ; but, by
Mr. Cruicshank's contrivance, which becomes
active on merely filling the cells with the pro
per saline fluids, and freeing it

,

when neces
sary, from oxyd, by muriatic acid, greater
permanency is secured, much trouble is pre
vented, and much time saved.

A very powerful galvanic pile is that of Mr.
Pepys, jun. ; for a description of which the
reader may consult the Philosophical Maga
zine, No. 57. See also Galvanism.

BAYER (John), a German astronomer of
the 17th century, who published, in 1603, an
excellent work, entitled " Uranometria," be
ing a celestial atlas, or folio charts of all the
constellations : he first distinguished the stars
by the letters of the Greek alphabet, and ac

cording to the order of the magnitude of the
stars in each constellation. This work was
republished by the author, in 1627, under a
new title, viz. " Coelum Stellatum Christia-
num :" here he rejected the old figures of the
constellations, and inserted others taken from
the Scriptures: but this innovation was not
much relished ; and accordingly we find, that
in the later editions of 1654 and 1661, the an
cient figures and names were restored again.

BEAM of a Balance, the horizontal piece of
iron from the ends of which the scales are
suspended.

Beam Compass. See Compass.
BEAR, Great and Little, in Astronomy, the

same as Ursa Major and Ursa Minor, which
see.

BEARD of a Comet, the rays Which it

emits in the direction in which it moves, as

distinguished from the tail, or the rays emitted
or left behind it as it moves along, being a

l

ways in a direction from the sun. See Comet.
BEARING, in Geography and Navigation,

the position of one place with regard to ano
ther, as estimated by the points of the com

pass. Thus a place is said to bear N. E. or
N. N. E., &c. meaning, that it lies from you'
present situation in those directions.
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BELIDOR (Bernard Forest de), an

engineer in the service of France, but born

in Catalonia in 1698. He was professor in

the new school of artillery at La Fere, where

he published his course of mathematics for the

use of the artillery and engineers. He was

the first who seriously considered the quan

tity of gunpowder proper for charges, and re

duced it to two-thirds the quantity. He was

named associate in the Academy of Sciences

in 1761, and died Sept 8, 1761, at 63 years
of age.

His works that have been published are,

1. Sommaire d'un Cours d'Architecture mi-
litaire, civile et hydraulique, in l'2mo.
1720.

2. Nouveau Cours de Mathcmatiques, &c.
in 4to. 1725.

3. La Science des Ingehieurs, in 4to. 1729.

4. Le Bombadier Francois, in 4to. 1734.

5. Architecture Hydraulique, 4 vols, in 4to.
1737.

6. Dictionnaire portatif de I'liigenieur.iiiSvo.
7. Traits des Fortifications, 4 vols, in 4to.

Besides several pieces inserted in the volumes
of the Academy of Sciences, for the years
1737, 1750, 1763, and 1756.

BELLATRIX, the name of y Orion ; a

ruddy star in the western shoulder of that
constellation.

BELLEKOPHON, a name sometimes
given to the constellation Pegasus.

BELTS, Fascia, in Astronomy, zones or
girdles, surrounding the planet Jupiter, more
lucid than the other parts of his body, and
terminated by parallel straight lines, being
sometimes broader and sometimes narrower,
varying both in magnitude and position. Dark
spots have frequently been observed in Ju
piter's Belts, one of which is permanent, and
by means of which the diurnal revolution of
this planet has been ascertained. See Phil.
Trans. No. 10 and No. 11, vol. lxiii. Some
astronomers suppose the belts to be seas,

which alternately cover and leave bare vast
tracts of this planet ; and that the spots are

gulfs in those seas, probably as large as our
ocean, sometimes full and at others dry. Other
hypotheses have been advanced by different
astronomers, which, however, are all merely
conjectures, and therefore excites but little
interest. These belts were first observed at
Naples by Zuppi and Bartoli, two jesuits, and
afterwards by Campani and Huygens, the
latter of whom has described them in his Syst.
Saturnin, p. 7. Cassini observed, also, three
dark straight parallel belts -on the disc of Sa
turn ; and something of a similar kind has
been seen indistinctly on the planet Mars.
See Hist. Acad. Scieu. 1692, 1708, 1716; and
the Phil. Trans. Nos. 1, 15,34.

BENITHNASH, a name sometimes given
to the last star in the tail of Ursa Major.

BENDING, the reducing a body to a
curved or crooked form. The bending of
boards, planks, &c. is effected by means of
heat, whether by boiling or otherwise, by
which their fibres are so relaxed that they

may be bent into any figure at pleasure. Ber
noulli has a discourse on (lie bending of
springs or elastic bodies, and Anion ton given
several experiments on the bending of ropes.

BERENICE'S Hair. See Coma Berenices.
BERKELEY (Dr. George), a celebrated

divine and philosopher, was born at Kilarin
in Ireland, 1684, and died at Oxford, 1753, in
the 69th year of his age. He was author of
several works on theology, mathematics, and

metaphysics, of which the following are the
most distinguished :

1. Arithmetiea absque Algebra aut Euclid,
demonstrata. Dublin, 1707.

2. Theory of Vision. Dublin, 1709.

3. The Principlesof Human Knowledge. 1710.
4. Dialogues between Hylas and Philonous.

1713.

5. The Minute Philosopher, in 2 vols. 1732.

The object of the third and fourth of these

pieces was to prove, that there is no such
thing as matter; that material objects, as they
are called, arc not external to the mind, but
exist in it, &c. &c.

About this time, or rather in the year 1733,
he was made Bishop of Cloync; soon after
which he engaged in a dispute with the ma
thematicians of that period on the doctrine of
fluxions; this arose in consequence of the publi
cation of his celebrated work, " The Analyst."
The intention of which was to show, that mis-
tories in faith were unjustly objected to by
mathematicians, who he thought admitted
much greater misteries, and even falsehoods
in science, of which he endeavoured to prove
that the doctrine of fluxions furnish a clear
example. This attack, which was principally
directed towards Dr. H alley, gave occasion to
Robins's " Discourse concerning the Method
of Fluxions ;" as also Maclaurin's treatise on
the same subject, and to a great variety of
smaller works of the same kind, an account
of which is given by Dr. Mutton, under the
article Berkeley, in his Math, and Phil. Dic
tionary.

BERNOULLI (James), one of the most
celebrated mathematicians of the seventeenth
century. He was born at Basil, in Switzer
land, in 1654, where lie took his degrees, and
applied to the study of divinity, in compliance
with the wish of his father ; but the bent of
his mind was to mathematics. lie studied
this science by stealth, and soon made himself
a complete geometrician. In 1676, he set
out on his travels, and at Geneva he devised
a method of teaching a girl to write who was
totally blind. He wrote a treatise on the
comet which appeared in 1680, and soon after
went to Holland, where he studied the new

philosophy. From thence he passed through
Flanders, and crossed over to England, where
he formed an intimacy with the most eminent
men of science. He returned to his own
country in 1682, and read lectures on expe
rimental philosophy and mechanics. The
same year he published his " Essay on a new
System of Comets ;" and the year following,
his " Dissertation on the Weight of the Air."
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About 1684, Leibnitz published, in the Acta
Eruditorum at Leipsic, some essays on his
new " Calculus differentialis," but without
discovering the method of it Bernoulli, how
ever, and his brother, found out the secret,
for which they received the applause of the
original author. In 1687, he was appointed
professor of mathematics at Basil ; and in
1699, he was chosen Member of the Academy
of Sciences at Paris. He died in 1705.

James Bernoulli had an excellent genius
for invention and elegant simplicity, as well
as a close application, lie was eminently
skilled in all the branches of the mathematics,
and contributed much to the promoting the
new analysis, infinite scries, &c. He carried
to a great height the theory of the quadrature
of the parabola, the geometry of curve lines,
of spirals, of cycloids, and epicycloids, and
isoperimetrical problems. His works, that
had been published, were collected and print
ed in 2 vols. 4to. at Geneva, in 1744. At the
time of his death he was occupied on a great
work, entitled " De Arte Conjectandi," which
was published in 4to. in 1713. It contains
one of the best and most elegant introductions
to infinite series, &.c. This posthumous work
is omitted in the collection of his works above
mentioned.

Bernoulli (John), a very celebrated ma
thematician, brother of the preceding, was
born at Basil in 1667. He received the de
gree of M. D. at Basil, and two years after
wards he was chosen professor of mathema
tics at Groningen. On the death of his bro
ther he returned to his own country, where
he was appointed to succeed him without any
competitor. In 1714, he published his "Trea
tise on the Management of Ships ;" and in
1730, his memoir " On the elliptical Figure of
the Planets "

gained the prize of the Academy
of Sciences. John Bernoulli was a member
of most of the academics of Europe, and
received as a foreign associate of that of Paris
in 1699. After a long life spent in constant
study and improvement of all the branches of
the mathematics, he died full of honours the
first of January, 1748, in the eighty-first year
of his age. Ol five sons which he had, three
pursued the same sciences with himself. One
of these died before him ; the two others,
Nicolas and Daniel, he lived to see become
eminent and much respected in the same
sciences. The writings of this great man
were dispersed through the periodical me

moirs of several academies, as well as in many
separate treatises. And the whole of them
were carefully collected and published at
Lausanne and Geneva, 1742, in 4 vols. 4to.

Bernoulli (John), son of the preceding,
was born at Basil, Jan. 17, 1695, and died at
Petersburgh, July 26, 1726, in which latter

city he was Professor of Mathematics: he was

also a member of the institute of Bologna.

Bernoulli (Nicholas), nephew of the two

preceding, was Professor of Mathematics at

Padua a"a member of the Academy of

Sci«uces of Berlin, and of the Royal Society

of London. He was born October 10, 1687,
and died November 29, 1769.

Bernoulli (Daniel), an eminent philoso
pher. He was sou of the last-mentioned, and
was born at Groningen in 1700. After tra
velling through several parts of Europe, h«
returned to Basil in 1733, where he tilled the
chair of physic, and afterwards that of natural
philosophy. In 1724, he published his work,
" Exercitationes Mathematics;" and in 1738,
his " Hydronamica." He gained and divided
ten prizes from the Academy of Sciences,
which were contended for by the greatest ma
thematicians in Europe. In 1734, he divided
one with his father, which occasioned a diffe
rence between them. In 1748, he succeeded
his father in the Academy of Sciences, who
had been preceded by his brother James, so

that the academy was never without having a
Bernoulli for a member.

Alter a long, useful, and honourable life,
Daniel Bernoulli died the 17th of March, 1782,
in the eighty-third year of his age.

Bernoulli (John), brother of the preced
ing, was born at Basil, May 18, 1770, in which
city he was Professor of Mathematics, and a
Member of the Academies of Paris and Berlin,
He died July 17, 1770.

Bernoulli (James), nephew of the above,
was born at Basil, October 17, 1759. He was
originally devoted to the law ; but the study
of this department of knowledge did not di
vert his hereditary attachment to the mathe
matical sciences. His countryman, Mr. Fuss,
recommended him to the Princess Dashkof;
and through her influence he was elected ad

junct in the academy at Petersburg)], with a
salary of six hundred rubles. In the space of
about two years he presented eight memoirs,
which were inserted in the first six volumes
of the " Nova Acta Academia; Scientiarum
Impcrialis Petropolitanae," all of which dis
play singular acuteness in analytical calcula
tions. In 1788, he was appointed a professor
to instruct the imperial corps of noble land
cadets. In 1789, he married the youngest
daughter of John Albert Euler: but in July
the same year he was seized with an apoplexy,
which terminated his labours and his life in
the twenty-ninth year of his age.

Besides a variety of mathematical and phi
losophical pieces, which were published in
the "Nova <Vcta,"&.c;

" Rozier's Journal ;"
" Mem. des Corresp. de l'Acad. Royal de
Turin, aim. 1784, 1785;" " Nova Acta Helve
tica," torn. 1 ; and " Leipsic Magaz." &c. part
i. 1786; and some distinct treatises; he also
translated " Merian's Phil. Mem." from the
French into German, 2 vols. ; " Nova Acta
Acad. Scient. Iinper. Petrop." vol. x.

BETELGEUSE, a fixed star of the first
magnitude, in the eastern shoulder of Orion.

BEVEL Angle, is a term used by artificers
to denote any angle except those of ninety or
forty-five degrees. Bevel is also the name of
an instrument used by workmen in setting off

angles.
BEZEZOUT (Stephen), a celebrated French
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mathematician, was bom at Nemours in
1736, and died in 1783, in the fifty-ninth year
of his age. In 1763, he was nominated ex

aminer to the Marine; in 1768, associate to
the Academy of Sciences at Paris; and in the
tamo year, examiner to the corps of Royal
Artillery; and royal censor in 1776. Besides
his Memoirs, published in different volumes
of the Academy of Sciences, Bezout was

author of the following complete works; viz.

1. " A Course of Mathematics for the use

of the Marine, with a treatise on Navigation."
6 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1764.

2. " A Course of Mathematics for the use

of the Corps of Artillery." 4 vols. 8vo. 1770.

3. " A General theory of Algebraic Equa
tions." 4to. 1779.

BILLION, in Numeration, a million of mil-
Urns, or lOOOO-OOOO-OOOO ; this term, as well
as those of trillion, quatillions, &c. arc intro
duced for the more readily expressing in
words, or enumerating, a number consisting
of many figures ; but they seem to have been
differently employed by different writers: the
French mathematicians understanding billion
to mean thousands of millions, and the Eng
lish millions of millions; thus, in Bczout's
" Course of Mathematics," and the " Ency
clopedic Metliodique," the place of billions is
said to be the tenth from the right towards
the left, whereas we make it in our arithme
tics tho thirteenth ; and it is singular, that this
word is not found in any English dictionary.
Mr. Bonnycastlc, in his arithmetic, uses the

phrase bi-million or billion, tri-million or tril
lion, which seems to be the probable deriva
tion of those terms ; and admitting this, there
can be no doubt, from analog}', that bi-million
or billion means a million times a million, the
same as biquadratic means a quantity pro
duced from the multiplication of two qua
dratics. The French have, however, decidedly
the advantage in point of simplicity. See
Numeration.

BIMEDIAL Line, in Geometry, is the sum
of two medials. Thus, when two medial
lines, commensurable only in power, and
containing a rational rectangle, be com
pounded, the whole shall be irrational with
respect to either of the two ; and is called, by
Euclid, a first bimedial line. But if two me
dial lines, commensurable only in power, and
containing a medial rectangle, be compound
ed, the whole will be irrational; and is called
a second bimedial line, Euclid, lib. x. prop. 38
and 39.

BINARY Nntnber, is a number consisting
of two units.

Binary Arithmetic, or Binary Scale of No
tation, is that scale in which only two cha
racters arc employed, as the 1 and 0 ; by the
different combination of which any number
whatever may be expressed.

In the common, or denary scale, every fi

gure increases in a tenfold proportion from
the right towards the left ; thus, in the num
ber 1111, the first figure on the right means
simple unity, or 1 ; the second, 10; the third.

100, or 10* ; the fourth, 1000, o*105; and «•
on : and, therefore,

1111= 101 +10* +10" + 1 ; and
2345 =2.103 + 3.10* + 4.10' + 5
But in the binary system, the figures in

crease only in a twofold proportion ; so that
in this scale

1 1 1 1 = 23 + 21 + 2" + 1 = 16.
In this system of arithmetic, as is observed

above, only two characters are necessary, viz.
1 and 0 ; and the combination of these are
made to express any number whatever. Tho
method of doing which will be found nnder
the article Notation. We shall, therefore,
merely observe in this place, that Leibnitz,
and sonic French authors, have thought that
this system of arithmetic is in some respects
better adapted to numerical investigation
than the common, or decimal scale ; but in
consequence of the number of figures that
must be employed to express numbers of any
considerable extent, it is not recommended
for general use. Thus we have seen above, that
to represent fifteen, four places of figures be
come necessary; and to express a million,
twenty places of figures would be required :
which would necessarily lead to considerable
embarrassment.

Leibnitz communicated his idea of the
binary system of arithmetic to father Bonvet,
a Jesuit, the celebrated Chinese missionary ;
who immediately, perhaps with more zeal
than judgment, considered it as offering the
solution of a very ancient Chinese enigma,
which, according to their chronology, had
been standing for more than four thousand
years, having been left them by their Em
peror, Fohi, the founder both of Chinese
science, and of the empire; the meaning of
which, although it was understood at the
time of Fohi, and for many ages after, have
been totally lost for more than a thousand
years. This enigma consists in the different
combinations of a whole line and a broken
one, repeated in various ways, which father
Bouvet immediately assimilated with the 1
and 0 of Leibnitz, and thence concluded the
enigma to be satisfactorily explained. See
Notation.

BINOCLE, or BlNoci'LAR Telescope, (from
binus, double, and ocnliis, eye) in Optics, is a

telescope to which both eyes may be applied ;
and, consequently, the same object observed
at the same time with both. It consists of
two tubes, with two sets of glasses of the
same power, and adjusted to the same axis;
which has been said to exhibit objects larger
and more distinct than a single or monocular
glass. But this is probably only an illusion,
occasioned by the stronger impression which
two equal images, alike illuminated, make
upon the eyes.

This method of construction was invented
by father Rhcita, and brought into use by
father Cherubin of Orleans. There arc also
microscopes of the same construction, but
they are very seldom used.

BINOMIAL, (from bis, twice, and nomen.
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ume) in Algebra, is a quantity consisting of
two terms or names, and connected by the
signs + plus, — minus, or — equal; thus, a+6,
a — b, a — b, are all binomials; the difference
a — b, being also frequently called a residual;
and by Euclid, apotome. The terms binomial
and residual are said to have been introduced
into algebra by Robert Recorde, in the second
part of his arithmetic, published in 1557; and
they have since been very commonly employ
ed in various ways. Thus wc say, binomial
Curve, Equation, Surd, Theorem, &c.

Binomial Curve, is a curve whose ordinate
is expressed by a binomial quantity ; as, for

instance, y — xm \/b + dx' . Stirling, Method.
Diff. p. 58.

Binomial Equation, is any equation of two
terms, but more commonly applied to the
higher order of equations of the form x"—l,
or a*— 1 = 0 ; the solution of which forms
one of the most interesting researches of
the modem algebra. Wc cannot, in this
place, enter into a minute investigation of
the several properties of tliese equations; but
as they have been, but little attended to by
English mathematicians, a few remarks will
not be unacceptable to the reader.

And first, it may be observed, that it will
be sufficient to consider the case of a prime
index, as those of a compound order must
necessarily have their solution finally depend
ing upon others having their indices prime
numbers. It is obvious, for example, that if
we have x* — 1, where » is a prime number ;

and also xmm ~ 1, that the roots of the former
equation are likewise roots of the latter. For
let r, s, t, &c. be the roots of the equation
x"—l, so that r" =: 1, s" —

1, &c. ; then it is
evident also that — 1, snm — 1, &c. and
consequently the roots of the former are, at
the same time, roots of tire latter. This,
therefore, being the case, we shall treat only of
those equations in which n is a prime number;
and in these, we shall merely state their most
remarkable properties, reserving what relates
to their application for the articles Cotes's
Theorem, Gauss's Theorem, and Equations.

In every binomial equation, x* — 1 3 Q, n

being a prime number, there are contained one

real root, and n — 1 imaginary roots, winch
latter are all powers of each other, and all diffe
rent from each other, the sum of which is equal to

their continued product, being both equal to — 1.

With regard to the number of the roots,
imaginary and real, it follows from the known
property of equations ; for every equation
having as many roots as their units in the
index of its highest power, it is evident that
the whole number of roots is n, and of these
only one can be real, viz. x — \; consequently,
all the other n — 1 roots are imaginary, and
that they are all powers of eaeh other may be

shown as follows :

Let r represent any one of these imaginary

roots, then since r* — 1, so likewise will
r* — l r3" — 1» = i» therefore if
r bt one root, so likewise is every term in the

scries r, r1, r3, r+, &e. r*_1 for eaeh of these
qunutites raised to the nth power is equal to
unity, which is the condition of the equation.

And in the same manner it might be shown
that if r* be one root of the proposed equation,
so likewise is every term of the series

r°, r1*, rla, r*', Sec. r<"-1)l■.

Whence it follows, that any one of these
roots may be considered as the leading one
in the series, and all the others will still bo
powers of this, and of each other, which is »
very curious and rcjnarkable property of
binomial equations; of which >1. Gauss avail
ed himself in his celebrated theorem.

These roots are also all different from each
other. For if any two of them be equal, let
them be represented r** and r>", so that
i** — )-?", w here p and q are eaeh necessarily
less than n, from the nature of the multiples'
in the above series: and since by the suppo
sition p and q are not equal, let p > q, then
dividing the equation t*" =r r1'" by r»", we
have rO>-»>« — l, so that rtf-*'" would like
wise be a root of the same equation, but this
is impossible ; for since a is necessarily prime
to n, because r* is an imaginary root, and/>

— q
being less than n, the whole (p — q)a is
prime to n, and consequently rtf-*'" cannoC
be a root of the equation x" — 1=0; that is,
no two of the above scries of roots arc equal
to each other.

With regard to the sum and continued pro
duct of these roots, this follows also from the
known theory of equations; viz. that the suni
of all the roots of any equation is equal to the
co-efficient of the second term, which in the
present case is zero : and that the continued
product of all the roots of an equation is equal
to the absolute term, which is here —>-1 ; thai
is, introducing the real root .r — 1

1 + t- + r*" + rM,lk.c. r<"-»•=; 0;
or, r* + r* + r» +,&lc.i<«-»'= — I;
Again, lxr*xi*xr* x,Scc. »<"—*'« ^ — 1 ;
or, rJxr»xr,xAc.^-"'=-l;
as is evident.

Another very remarkable and interesting
property of these equations, is that the whole
scries of their roots, both real and imaginary,
is expressible by means of certain general
trigonometrical formulae ; viz.

AH the roots of fhe equation x' — lzO are
contained in the general formula

x — cos. ± V t cos. 1 11
n \ !» /

k being equal to zero, or any integer number
whatever, and *• representing the scmicircum-
ference.

And in equations of the form x" + 1 = 0,
the general formula, in which the roots aro
contained, is

r=cot.^±ll5± y/ Cco..»2i±!>-i)n \ n /
k and it being the same as above. In the first
of these formulae, if k be divisible by »«, ir
gives the real root ; as docs the second, whcip
2k + 1 is divisible by the same nutntx r.
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Thus, in the following equations, viz.

r -\k = 0 x = cos.O° =
■> . r. 1 a i • I 1 real root

*' ~ 1 =°S takl,,K h = 1 x= cos. 150°
V ) ± ./(cos.1 120°— 1)

!-vft
= l z = cos. 180°

taking >A^o~.1...x = cos.r>0°

) iv/Ccos^OO0-!)
r "\A = 0 x = cos.0°:=
V #1 real root

, „ J .
'

k — 1 x — cos. 72°x*- 1 =0-. taking .- ± v/(cos.,72o_1)
/ \k = 2 * = cos.l44°
V. J ± v/(cos.M44°— 1)

&.c. &c.

This very elegant theorem we owe to the
celebrated Cotes, who applied it to various

problems in his " Harmonia Mensurarum ;"
and it has since received other applications
in different branches of analysis. By means
of this theorem, and a table of sines, it is
obvious that the roots of all binomial equa
tions may be determined ; but M. Gauss, in his
•' Disquisiones Arithmetica?," discovered the
solution of these equations independently of
any trigonometrical lines, by which means
the latter became expressible in terms of the
former ; and he thus found the numerical
values of several cosines, which were before
considered as totally beyond the reach of
numerical investigation. Sec Cotes's Theo
rem, and Gauss's Theorem.

Imafrinary, or Impossible Binomial, is a
binomial expression, of which one of the
branches is imaginary ; thus,

a ± *S — b, and — a ± */ — b,

arc both imaginary binomials. See Imaginary.
Binomial Surd, is used to denote a bino

mial, of which one or both of the branches
arc surd quantities ; thus, a + */b, v/o + */b,
Sec. are binomial surds. Euclid enumerates
six kinds of binomial lines or surds, in the
tenth book of his Elements, which are ex
actly equal to the six residuals or apotomes,
there treated of also, and which have been
already mentioned under the article Apotome.
Euclid's six binomial lines arc,
1st.... 3 + ,/ 5 2d.... ^18+ 4
3d. ... + ./18 4th... 4 + -/3
5th ... ✓ 6 + ✓ 2 6th... y/ 6 + ,/2
For the rules of Involution, Evolution, Mul

tiplication, &c. of binomial surds, see the re
spective articles ; see also Surd.

Binomial Theorem, is a general algebraical
expression or formula, by which any power
or root of a quantity of two terms is expanded
into a series. This is also commonly called
the Newtonian theorem, or Newton's binomial
theorem, on account of his being commonly
considered as the inventor of it, as he un
doubtedly was, at least in the case of frac
tional and negative indices; which includes
all the other particular cases of powers, divi
sions, &c.

This celebrated theorem, as proposed in its

most simple form, that is, for integral power*,
is as follows; viz.

{a + b)> =«" + ^>-'
b + "("~2)«-*frI +

«(n— 1) («— 2) a—sJ3, &c.
1.2.3

where the law of the series is immediately ob
vious, and by means of which any binomial
quantity is readily raised to any proposed
power without the trouble of continual in
volution ; for example.

(a + by = ai +ZaH + ^ab* + ^l±b\ or

(a + A)3 = a5 + 3a*b + 30b1 + b]

Again,

(a+AV=a'+Za84+^aW+^a*A3,&c,or
(a + by — a1 + 7a66 + 21 a5*1 + 35a* A3, &c.
which series, it is obvious, must alway termi
nate when the index n is an integer number.

It must, however, be observed, that the
signs of the several terms in the series are
affected by the signs of the powers of 6; that

is
,

if b be negative, as in the residual quantity
a — b

, then all the odd powers of b will bo
so likewise, and consequently all those terms
into which the odd powers of b enter, will be

preceded by a negative sign ; but when b in

positive, then all the signs of the series will
be positive likewise. Thus,

(a ± IV =a7 ± 7~a"b + — a'b1 ±L2^La*b^ + ,&cK

1 1.2 1.2.3

the signs being plus and minus alternately in
the former case.

If we raise (1 + 1
) to any power n, we shall

have the co-efficients only ; thus.

M 4. lv — 1

■»,"("—') »(«—») (n-2)

^ ; — T

1 1.2
T 1.2.3

+ &c. = 2".
whence the sum of all the co-efficients of a
binomial are equal to the same power of 2

,

aa

that to which the binomial is raised.

Al»o,'(l-l)-=l-S4-!^-w(w-1aX;"2)
+ &c. = 0" = 0 ;

that is, the sum of the positive co-efficients is
equal to the sum of the negative ones, which
therefore destroy each other.

If also we consider the latter part of the
series, it will be found that the co-efficients

from either extreme are the same, increasing
from each end to the centre term, which is
the greatest when there arc an odd number

of terms ; or to the two centre terms, when

there arc an even number of terms, which are

equal to each other, but greater than any other

of the co-efficients.
It may be farther observed, that the num

ber of terms is always one more than the in
dex of the power, and is therefore even when

that is odd, and odd when that is even.

This theorem for integral powers may be

expressed in words, as follows ; viz.

The index of the first, or leading quantity,

is the same as that of the power, and in the

succeeding terms it decreases always by 1 ;
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while that of the second part increases by 1,

whereby the sum of the indices is always the
same in each term.

As to the co-efficients, the first is always
unity, and the second the same as the index
of the power, and for the rest multiply the
co-efficient of each. preceding term by the in
dex of the leading quantity in that term, and
divide the product by the number of terms to

that place, and the quotient will be the co
efficient of the following term.

And for the signs, they will be all plut when
both terms of the root are plus, and alternately
phi and minus when the second term is ne
gative.

If wo assume the index — , in which form it
H

may relate to roots as well as powers, it then
becomes more general ; viz.

(«+6)»=a«H — a » 44—v
„ 'a • 6*4-,&c.

n n . 2«
/ . , - < , . m 6 , m(m—n) bz

or (a + 6)» =a- x J 1 + - . + • „—L--zI n a n . 2u or

m(m—n)(m — 2n)
n . In . 3n

&C.

B +or (a + 6)» = a» x \ 1 + — A +
2n

— C + D +, &c.
3» 4m

where A, B, C, D, &c. are the preceding terms,
including their signs + or I, the terms of the
series being all plus when b is positive, and
alternately plut and minus when b is negative,
independently however of the effect of the
co-efficients, made up of m and n, which may
be any numbers whatever, positive or nega
tive.

Or this theorem may be otherwise express
ed as follows, and which is indeed its most
simple practical form ; viz. put a — P, and
b — PQ, then we shall have

(P + PQ)- = P« + - AQ + V^Ji BQ +
2n

m — 2w

3a
CQ + &c.

where — is the index, P the first term, Q the
a

second term divided by the first, and A, B,
C, D, &c. the several foregoing terms, with
their proper signs.

An example or two will sufficiently illus
trate this formula.

1. Letitbe proposed to converW (a1 or

(a*-r-i'1)^, into an infinite series. Here V~az,

Q — i-
,

— = i ; that is, m — 1
, and a = 2;

a a 2

therefore,

P?= (.»)?=(«»)*=« = A

— AQ = ix a x — = — = B

a 2 or 2. a

n~*n« 1— 2«ilx61-^L*!-C-JT B Q- — *
2^

x 7.- ~C

m_o„ i —4 — 1.6+ 4l 3.1.66_ri
^CQ = V- x 4^ x =D

6.4.2.a5"

consequently,

i A1

5.3. 16s

1.6+

4.2.o3

3 . 1 . 6
s

6. 4.2. a'

+,&c.
8.6.4.2a7

where the terms may be continued at plea
sure, the law of series being obvious.

When the quantity to be expanded comes
under the form of a fraction, the denominator
must be placed under a negative index, and
brought up into the numerator, thus :

1 - 1 = (a + b)~\ also
+ b)~ (a1 + 6)1

(a + b
) («* + *)-* and so on.

✓ (a1

a + b

(a1 + z)1

'

See Negative Index.
2. Let it

,

for example, be proposed to con

vert -—— into an infinite series.

(a — by('

Here

1

(a-
= («-*) *, and therefore

P=«,Q = —

a

m — — 2
, and n — l; whence

2 %
TP* = («)

m . _ _ — 2— AQ z= —— x
a 1

=

^

= A

x^=24 = B

a a '

-— BQ = —- x — x =—- = C

2n 2 a3 a a4

»1 •2a „„ —4 36* —6 44' _
CQ = — x— x — = — =D

3 a* a a53n
Whence

i _i at at* av
(a—

—
a* a3 a* a5

+ _ +,&c.

The above theorem, which is of such exten
sive utility in analysis, we owe to the inven
tive genius of Newton ; on whose monument,
in Westminster Abbey, it is engraved, as
being one of his many brilliant discoveries.

Tn stating this theorem to be due to New
ton, however, it must be understood only as
relating to its most general form; for in the
case of integral powers the theorem had been
described by Briggs, in his " Trigonometria
Britannica," long before Newton was born,
and that by the general law of the terms, in
dependently of those of the preceding powers;
although it may be fairly questioned whether
even Briggs knew how, in the case of an in
tegral index, to exhibit the law of formation
of the co-effieients under the form

a (a— 1
) (n— 2
)

(a — 3
) Sec. .1.2.3.4, &c. !

for though his method of forming the succes
sive co-efficients amounts to nearly the same
thing, yet the advancement in analysis de
pended on the circumstance of the law which
they observe, being expressed by means of
the general symbol (n), without which its ex
tension would never have been made to ne

gative and fractional indices ; so that Briggs,
even in the case of integral powers, does not
appear to be fully entitled to the honour of
having invented the

perly so called.
12
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But however this may be, it is universally

agreed thai no one before New ton had ever

thought of extracting roots by means of infi
nite series. He was the first who happily dis
covered that by considering roots as powers
having fractional indices, the same binomial
Neries would equally serve for them all, whether
the index should be fractional or integral, or
the series finite or infinite ; from which ex

tension of the theorem some of the most im

portant improvements, in the higher depart
ments of analysis, have arisen, particularly in
the construction of logarithms and the doctrine
of series in general, which have since been
carried to the greatest degree of perfection.

We cannot, in this place, enter into an ex
planation of the means that led Newton to
this very brilliant discovery, which he himself
has described at considerable length in a let
ter to Mr. Oldenburgh, dated Oct. 24, 1676,

published in the "Commcrcium Epistolicum ;"
from which it appears that it was one of the
earliest flights of his genius, as he says it fol
lowed soon after he "had ventured upon the
study of mathematics," and while he was
perusing the works of the eclobrated Dr.
Wallis, and considering the series of universal
roots by the interpolation of which we exhibit
the area of tlic circle and hyperbola.

The binomial theorem was left by its author
without demonstration, but being of such
great importance in almost every analytical
operation, this part of the subject was not
long neglected, and one of the first demon
strations of it was that given by James Ber
noulli, which is to be found, among several
other curious things, in a small treatise of his,
entitled " Ars Conjectandi," which has been
very improperly omitted in the collection of
his works published by his nephew, Nicholas
Bernoulli. But this is only applied to the
case of integral and affirmative powers, and is
nearly the same with that which was after
wards given by Stewart, in his Commentary
on Newton's Quadrature of Curves. It is
founded on the doctrines of combinations, and
the properties of liguratc numbers, which
are there shown to involve in them the gene
ration of these co-cflicients, and in the in
stances before-mentioned, where the index of
the binomial is a whole positive number, it is
clearly and satisfactorily explained.

Since that titne, many attempts have been
made to demonstrate the general case, or that
where the index of the binomial is either a
whole number or a fraction, positive or nega
tive; but most of these demonstrations having
been conduoted either by the method of in
crements, the multinomial theorem of Do
Moivre, or by fluxions, are commonly thought
to he unsatisfactory and imperfect ; and it
should seem not without reason, as, indepen
dently of other objections, it appears contrary
to the principles of science, as well as to just
reasoning, to employ in a matter purely alge
braical, notions and doctrines derived from
other branches, or from an analysis which is
iu some sort transcendental.

For these reasons several eminent mathe
maticians have endeavoured to investigate
this formula on pure analytical principles, in
a more natural and obvious way ; one of the
first of these attempts being that of Landen,
in his " Discourse concerning the Residual
Analysis ;'

' and the next, that of .Epinus, in
the eighth volume of the "New Petersburg
Memoirs." But the legitimacy of the former
may be objected to, as depending on vanish
ing fractions, and other considerations of too
difficult and abstract a nature to be regarded
as sufficiently convincing ; and the latter,
though very ingenious, is not less difficult and

embarrassing ; at least such is the opinion of
Euler, who having himself first given a de
monstration of this theorem, in which, like
Maclanrin, he employed the differential cal
culus, or method of fluxions, was afterwards
led to deduce it from the principles of algebra
alone; though he docs not appear to have
been much more successful than either of the
former.

S. L'Huillier or Geneva, perceiving the de
fects and obscurity of these methods, has
given a new demonstration of this formula in
one of the preliminary articles of his excellent
work, entitled " Principiorum calculi diflcren-
tialis et integralis,"&c. which is purely elemen
tary ; and abating from its length, ami a fatigu
ing detail of particulars, which the nature of
the subject does not seem to require, he apx
pears to have accomplished his object, at least
as far as the method he adopted would allow ;

for it must be confessed, that neither this, nor
any other investigation that had hitherto ap
peared, has been attended with the simplicity
and strictness which could be desired. The
reason of w hich, as Woodhouse properly ob-
sesves, in his " Principles of Analytical Cal
culation/' seems to be, that most mathemati
cians appear to have sought for some high
origin of this theorem, distinct from the sim

ple operations of multiplication, division, ex
traction of roots, &c: and instead of consider
ing the nature of the operations it was known
to comprehend, hoped to supercede them by
deductions drawn from abstruse and line theo
ries; whereas it is clear, that with whatever

imperfections these fundamental operations
are attended, arc also attached to the bino
mial theorem, which in a certain sense may
be said to be a method of trial and conjec
ture. For as this theorem is only meant to

express, in general terms, the algebraical
rules above mentioned, it cannot possess a

greater degree of certainty than is possessed
by the simple operations themselves.

Having said thus much with regard to the

demonstrations that have been given of this
celebrated theorem, it will be expected that
we should give one as free as possible from

the objections that have bepn slated ; but to

do this in all its generality and detail, would
far exceed the limits of this article; we must,
therefore, for the sake of abridging the inves

tigation, observe, that in the series arising
from the expansion of (a + *)", whatever
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nperation is indicated by m, whether involu
tion, evolution, or division, the terms of the
resulting series will necessarily arise by regu
lar and whole positive powers of x ; also the
first term of the scries will always be of the
same form or power as the whole binomial,
and the co-efficient of the second term will
be equal to the same power; that is, the first
two terms arc always am + mam~' r, whatever
operation is indicated by the symbol m. See
Woodhouse's " Principles of Analytical Calcu
lation," p. 21 ; see also the article Function.

This being admitted, it follows that the
series may be put under the form,
<>+*)" — a" + ma"-'x + px* + <jrx3+ nr*, Sec.
the letters p, q, r, Cvc. representing the un-
known co-efficientswhich arc to be determined.

For this purpose, make x — y + then the
above binomial becomes [a -f ( y + z) )m

~

( (a -4- y) + 2)™, which are identical expres
sions, and when expanded according to the
proper forms, must be equal to each other.
Now,

[m + (j
f

+ z))-
~

a- + ma"- ' (y + z) +p( y + r)1 +«( v + r)' + , &c.— a- + ma-1 (y + z) + p(>f + 2yz + &)
+ </(jr* + 3fxz +,&.c.)-|-&c.
by omitting to set down the higher powers of
z, these not being necessary in the demon
stration. A nd this again may still be further
simplified and written, thus:

1 + mam->y + py1 + qy> + ry* +, &c.
mnm-'z + -2pyz+3(iy1z+4ry'sz + ,&ii-.

Again, ((«+jfl + *)" =
(a -fy)" + mCa+y)"—^ + pzl + gzJ + rr* + , &c.
which (by expanding (a and m(a+y)m-'z.
or mz(a + y)"~', and writing p', q

', r1, &c. for
the co-efficients of this last, analogous to those
above represented by p, q

, r, &.c.) becomes
ta"+ ma"-' i/ + py1- + q 1

/' + ry* + , &c.
(II.) < an""1: + m(m—l)am-1yz + p/ifz

which two formulae, I. and II., being identi
cal, the co-efficients involving the like powers
of y and r must be equal ; whence we have

m — m; 1p ~ m (m — 1), or

p — —

i-
j—-— : a ; and consequently

W— (m —

1
)

(m — 2
) «-j*

TT2

"

(m — 1
) (m — 2
) m-

1 .2:3
mp■ viz.q — —_v

3

1 =

In the same way we fiud
m(m — l)(m — 2)(m — 3) m-t .r — —5 — 'a and so on :

1 • . o ■ 4

which is the law of the co-eflicients required
to be found. See Manning's Algebra.

BIPARTIENT, is a number that divides
another into two equal parts without a re
mainder.

BIPARTITION, a division into two equal
parts.

BIQUADRATE, or Biquadratic Power,

ia Algebra, is the square squared, or fourth

power of a quantity ; thus 16 is the biquadrate

of 2
, or 2*= 10-

BIQUADRATIC Root, is the fourth root
of any proposed quantity ; thus 2 is the bi
quadratic, or fourth root of 16.

The biquadratic root of a number is found
by extracting the square root of it

,

and then
the square root of that root ; which last result
will be the root sought. Thus the fourth
root of 20736 is found as follows:

v/ 20736 ~ 144 the square root,
,/144 = 12, the 4th root sought;

and so on for any other number.
Biquadratic Equation, is an equation ol

the fourth degree, or in which the unknown
quantity rises to the fourth power; tliHs,

x* + ax* + bx1 + cx + <
i = 0

is a biquadratic equation, in which a,b, c, and

rf
,

may be any numbers whatever, positive or
negative, or any of them equal to zero or 0.

A biquadratic equation is the highest order
of equation that admits of a general solution ;

all beyond this being resolvable only in par
ticular cases. For the solution of equations
of the fourth degree, different solutions have
been proposed by several authors. The first
was by Lewis Ferrari, a pupil of Cardan,
and published by the latter author in 1540.
The second was given by Descartes, in the
third book of his Geometry. And others have
since been proposed by Waring, Eulcr, Simp
son, and others. All these, however, though
differing in form, arc in principle essentially
the same, as has been shown by Mr. Lea, in
an ingenious tract lately published under the
title of "Solution of Equations of the higher
Orders."

1 . Ferrari's Method ( improperly called the
Ride o

f Bombelli), as generalized b
y

Simpson.
Let there be proposed the following gene

ral equation, of the fourth degree ; viz.
x* + ax1 + bx% + cx + d = 0;

and let us suppose this equation to be the
same as

(x1 + \ ax + pY — (ax + r)* =0,
where p, q

, and r, are unknown, the values
of which are to be so determined as to make
the latter equation equal to that proposed.
This is effected as follows :

w+/o*= |

**+ a x%

X \p+apx+pl— (qx + r)1 — — q1-!1 — 2qrx — r1
by comparing which with the original, we
shall have J a1 + 2p — = b

ap — 2qr— cf— r1 —d
By means of these three equations, the

values of p, q
, and r, may he found in terms

of the known quantities a, b
,

c, and d; for
we have
8p3 _ 4hpt 4. (2flc

— 8rf) p — + 44rf— c1 = 0

which being a cubic equation the value of p

becomes determined, and may now be con
sidered as known ; and q and r are also de
termined from the equations

q

- + 2;> —

A
)

ap — c

r — — ——
iq
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Having thus found the values of p, q, and r,

the four values of x, in the proposed equa
tion, are also determined from the assumed
equation

(x1 + {ax + p)1 — {qx + r)1 = 0, or
x1 + {ax + p—±(qx + r); whence
x1 + ({a — q) x = r—p, or
** + (*« + q) * — — r—p,

by taking the ambiguous sign by which
(qx + r) is effected both + and — ; whence
the four required roots are

a—q
■2

2. Detcartes's Method for Biquadratics.

Dcscartes's solution depended upon resolv
ing the biquadratic into two quadratics, by
meant of a cubic equation, in the following
manner :

First, let the second term, or third power,
be taken out of the equation, which reduces
ft to x* + px1 + qx + r = 0

Find the value of y in the cubic equation

y6 + 2py* — 4ri- f = 0,

then the four values of x will be contained in
the two quadratic equations

x1 - yx + \y* + \p + J = 0

x*-yx + W + lp-±. = 0;

that is,

x= i,±>/

x--{y±y/ ({y- *+■*)
3. Eider's Method for Biquadratics.

It having been observed, that the solution
of quadratic equations depended upon the
square root of a certain function of its co
efficients, and that of a cubic equation upon
the cube roots of two such functions, it seem
ed to follow, by analogy, that the roots of a

biquadratic would depend upon the fourth
roots of three similar functions ; or since the
fourth roots of numbers ultimately depends
Jupon the operations of the extracting of
square roots, he began by supposing the
roots of all biquadratics to be of the form
x = s/p + %/q+ </r; p, q, and r, being them
selves the root of sonic cubic which was to
be determined.

For this purpose he assumes a general bi
quadratic under the form

x* — ax1 — bx — c — 0,
and supposes its root to be

x = Vp + </q + </r;
which, squared, becomes

x1 =p + q + r + 2 ( y/pq + v'pr + Sqr) ;

or,' making p + q + r —f it becomes
'

xt—f=z 2(^pq + Spr + Jqr);

squariug this, we have

x* — 2/r1+/'=] +8(^piqr + v'q*pr +
L Srlpq).

Making pq + pr + qr — g, and putting the
latter part under the form

8-/prq (v"j» + -Jq + •/>),
and substituting at the same time pqr — k,
we obtain x+ — Ifx1 +J~l=.4g + 8xv"A
or 2/x1— H^/h.x+if1— 4g-)=0;
so that 2/ = a,orf—{a

— b, or A =
6̂4

/x — 4g: = — C org- = T'5a1 +ic;
and since p + q + r — f,

pq + pr + qr = g,
pqr = A,

it is obvious that p, q, and r, are the three
roots of the cubic equation

f—fP1 +gp — h = Q;
w hence the three quantities p, q, and r, be
come known, and consequently the roots of
the proposed equation, x* —oi1 — br — c—0,
being as follows ; viz.

When b is positive,

1st. root x = y/p + </q + %/r
2d x — s/p — */q — v'r
3d x —— s/p + */q — sfr
4th x — — s/p — */q + ✓r

When b is negative,

1st. root x — •/p + Vq — v'r
2d x = jp — </q + v'r
3d x = — s/p + Sq + v'r
4th x — — y/p — y/q — s/r.

Let us illustrate this rule by an example.
Given x* — 25x* + 60x — 36 = 0, to find

the four values of x.
Here a — 26, 4 = — 60, c = 36 ;

«. r *-_25 _626 769 , 225
thcreforc/=— ,g — — + 9, = — ; A = — ;

consequently the cubic equation will be
. 26 x . 769 225 „

the three roots of which are
9 . 25

p = -, q-A,r= - ;

and the square roots of these are
3 „ S

■J? — </f — % v/r =
2

Hence, as the value b is negative, the four
roots arc the following :

1st. root x — - + - — 1
2 2 2

3d x= |-i+|= 2
2 2 2

3d x = _|+f+|- 3
2 2 2

4th. x=-|-i-| = -6.
2 2 2

Waring's rule for biquadratics may be seen
in chap. 3. of his " Meditationes Algebraicae,"
pr in Wood's Algebra, p. 171; and many
others might probably be found, more or less
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commodious, in particular cases; bill as we
before observed, all these solutions, however
different they may appear, are essentially the
same, and are all reducible to the same rule
and same form. See Lea's "Solution of the
higher Order of Equations."

For the construction of biquadratic equa
tions, see Construction. See also Descartes's" Geometry," with the Commentaries of
Schooten and others; Baker's "Geometrical
Key;" Slusius's " Mesolabium;" L'Hopital's
"Conic Sections;" Wol6us's " Elementa Ma-
theseos;" Dr. Hutton's "Course of Mathe
matics," vol. iii. &c.

Biquadratic Parabola. See Parabola.
BIQUINTILE Aspect of the Planets, is

when they are distant from each other 144°, or
twice the fifth part of 360°.

BISECTION, the division of a quantity
into two equal parts.

BISSEXTILE, or Leap-Year, in Chrono
logy, a year consisting of 366 days, happen
ing' once every four years, by reason of the
addition of a day in the month of February
to recover the six hours which the sun spends
in his course each year, beyond the 365 days
ordinarily allowed for it.

The day thus added is also called bissex
tile ; Caesar having appointed it to be intro
duced by reckoning the twenty-fourth of
February twice ; and as this day, in the old
account, was the same as the sixth of the
calends of March, which had been long cele
brated among the Romans on account of the
expulsion of Tarqnin, it was called "bis sex-
tus calendas Martii;" and from hence we
have derived the name bissextile.

By the statute de anno bissextile, 21 Hen.
III. to prevent misunderstandings, the inter
calary day, and that next before it

,

are to be
accounted as one day.

The astronomers concerned in reforming
the calendar, by order of Pope Gregory XIII.
in 1582, observing that the bissextile in four
years added forty-four minutes more than the
sun spent in returning to the same point of
the zodiac, and computing that these super
numerary minutes in 133 years would form
a day : to prevent any changes being thus in
sensibly introduced into the seasons, directed
that in the course of 400 years there should
be three bissextiles retrenched ; so that every
centisimal year, which according to the Julian
account is bissextile or leap-year, is a com
mon year in the Gregorian account, unless
the number of centuries can be divided by
fonr without a remainder. Thus 1600 and
2000 are bissextile; but 1700, 1800, and 1900,
are common. But with the exceptions of the
above even centuries, any year which exactly
divides by four is leap-year; and when there

is any remainder, it indicates the number of
years since leap-year.

The Gregorian computation was received

in most foreign countries ever since the re-

/orming of the calendar ; and by act of par
liament, passed anno 1751, it commenced in
all the dominions under the crown of Great

Britain in the year following; ordering that
the natural day following the second of Sep
tember, should be accounted the fourteenth ;

omitting the intermediate eleven days of the
common calendar.

BLACK, an epithet applied to any thing
opaque and porous, which imbibes the greater
part of the light that falls on it, reflects little
or none, and therefore exhibits no colour.

Bodies of a black colour are found more
inflammable, because the rays of light falling
on them are not reflected outwards, but enter
the body, and are often reflected and refracted
within it

, till they are stifled and lost. They
are also found lighter, cateris paribus, than
white bodies, being more porous.

The inflammability of black bodies, and
their disposition to acquire heat beyond those
of other colours, are easily evinced. Some
appeal to the experiment of a white and black
glove, worn in the same sun; the consequence
will be, a very sensibly greater.degree of heat
in the one hand than in the other. The same
thing appears from the phenomena of burn
ing glasses, by which black bodies are always
found to kindle soonest; thus a burning glass,
too weak to have any visible effect npon
white paper, will readily kindle the same
paper when rubbed over with ink. Mr. Boyle
gives other proofs, still more obvious; he took

a large tile, and having whited over one half
of its superficcs, and blacked the other, ex
posed it to the sun ; where having let it lie a

convenient time, he found that whilst the
whited part remained still cool, the black part
was grown very hot. For farther satisfaction,
the same author has sometimes left on the sur
face of the tile a part retaining its native red,
and exposing all to the sun, has found the lat
ter to have contracted a superior heat in com
parison of the white part, but inferior to that
of the black. So also on his exposing two
pieces of silk, one white the other black, in
the same window to the sun, he often found
the latter considerably heated, when the
former has remained cool. It is observable
likewise, that rooms hung with black are not
only darker, but warmer than others. Boyle's
Works abridged, torn. i. p. 144, and torn. ii.

p
. 36. To all which may be added, that a

virtuoso of unsuspected credit assured Mr.
Boyle, that in a hot climate he had, by care
fully blackening the shells of eggs and expos
ing them to the sun, seen them thereby well
roasted in a short time.

Dr. Watson, the present Bishop of Landaff,
covered the bulb of a thermometer with a

black coating of Indian ink ; iu consequence
of which, the mercury rose ten degrees. Phil.
Trans, vol. Ixiii. part i. p. 40. See more on
this subject in Dr. Franklin's " Experiments,
Observations, &c.;" Dr. Priestley's "Hist, of
Vision," p. 127—143.

BLAGRAVE (John), an eminent mathe

matician, who flourished about the beginning
of the seventeenth century. He was author
of the four following works ; viz.

1
. " A Mathematical Jewel." Showing the
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British philosophers. He remained at Paris
ten years, where he was much respected ; but

being a foreigner, his celebrity was envied ;

this, together with the irreligion which then

prevailed among many of the French philoso
phers, was disagreeable to him, so that he
obtained leave for two years absence to revisit
his friends in Italy. The first place he tarried
at in Italy was Bassano, where he printed five
volumes in large octavo, containing a real
treasure of optical and astronomical know
ledge. From Bassano our author went to
Borne, and thence to Milan, where he took

up his abode, being in the neighbourhood of
his favourite observatory at Brera. Here he
continued to enjoy the pleasures of study ; and,

occasionally, the society of many respected
friends, until his two years of absence were

nearly expired: his unwillingness to leave
Italy, and at the same time a solicitude to
avoid the charge of ingratitude from the
French nation, occasioned great perplexity of
mind, which was followed by deep melancholy,
a disordered imagination, and, at length, di
rect insanity. He had, indeed, some lucid
intervals, and once there were hopes of a re

covery ; but he soon relapsed, and an impost-
hume breaking in his breast, put an end to his

•mortal existence in Feb. 1787, in his 76th

year. The works of Boscovich will demand
and secure the esteem of posterity : they are,
1. Elements of Mathematics, with a Treatise
ou Conic Sections. 2. His many Dissertations
published during his professorship in the Ro
man college. 3. His Account of the Survey
of the Pope's Estate. 4. A curious and ele
gant Poem on Solar and Lunar Eclipses.
5. The five volumes published at Bassano.
6. His Hydrodynamical Pieces. 7. A Theory
of Natural Philosophy. This theory has. on
the whole, been extremely well received in
the scientific world ; though it has certainly
met with some powerful opponents.

BOUGUER (Peter), a celebrated French
mathematician, was born at Croisic, in Lower
Bretagne, the 10th of February, 1698. His
father was professor royal of hydrography, who
dying in 1713, his son was appointed to suc
ceed him in his office of hydrographer, after a
public examination of his qualifications ; being
then only 16 years of age; an occupation which
he discharged with great success and dignity
at that early age. In 1727, at the age of 29,
he obtained the prize proposed by the Aca
demy of Sciences, for the best way of masting
of ships. This first success of Bouguer was
soon after followed by two others of the same
kind: he successively gained the prizes of
1729 and 1731 ; the former, for the best man
ner of observing at sea the height of the stars ;

and the latter, for the most advantageous way
of observing the declination of the magnetic
needle, or the variation of the compass. In
1729, he gave an optical essay upon the gra
dation of light ; a subject quite new, in which
he examined the intensity of light, and deter
mined its degrees of diminution in passing
through different pellucid mediums, and par

ticularly that of the sun in traversing the
earth's atmosphere. Mairan gave an extract
of this first essay in the Journal des Scavans,
in 1730. In this same year,. 1730, he was re
moved from the port of Croisic to that of
Havre, which brought him into a nearer con
nection with the Academy of Sciences, in
which he obtained, in 1731, the place of asso
ciate-geometrician, vacant by the promotion
of Maupertuis to that of pensioner; and in
1735 he was promoted to the office of pen
sioner-astronomer. The same year he was
sent on the commission to South America,
with Messrs. Godin, Condamine, and Jeussieu,
to determine the measure of the degrees of the
meridian, and the figure of the earth. In this
painful and troublesome business, of ten years
duration, chiefly among the lofty Cordelier
mountains, our author determined many other
new circumstances, beside the main object of
the voyage; such as the expansion and con
traction of metals and other substances, by the
sudden and alternate changes of heat and cold
among those mountains ; observations on the
refraction of the atmosphere from the tops of
the same, w ith the singular phenomenon of
the sudden increase of the refraction, when
the star can be observed below the line of the
level; the laws of the density of the air at
different heights, from observations made at
different points of these enormous mountains;
a determination that the mountains have an
effect upon a plummet, though he did not as

sign the exact quantity of it; a method of
estimating the errors committed by navigators
in determining their rout ; a new construction
of the log for measuring a ship's way ; with
several other useful improvements. Other
inventions of Bougner, made upon different
occasions, were as follow: The heliometer,

being a telescope with two object glasses,

affording a good method of measuring the
diameters of the larger planets with case and

exactness ; a simple and ingenious anemo
meter, for measuring the force of the wind ;

experiments on the reciprocation of the pen
dulum, and those upon the manner of mea

suring the force of the light, &c. &c. The
close application which Bouguer gave to
study, undermined his health, and terminated
his life the 15th of August, 1758, at 60 years
of age. His chief works, that have been pub
lished, are, 1. The Figure of the Earth, de
termined by the observations made in South
America ; 1749, 4to. 2. Treatise on Naviga
tion and Pilotage ; Paris, 1752, in 4to. This
work has been abridged by M. La Caille, in
one vol. 8vo. 1768. 3. Treatise on Ships, their
Construction and Motions ; in 4to. 1756.

4. OpticalTreatise on the Gradation of Light;
first in 1729, and a new edition in 1760, in
4to. His papers that were inserted in the
Memoirs of the Academy are very numerous

and important.
BOW Compost, an instrument for drawing

arches of very large circles, for which the

common compasses are too small. It consists

of a beam of wood or brass, with three long
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screws that govern or bend a lath of wood of
steel to any arch. This term is also some
times used to denote very small compasses
employed in describing archs, too small to
be accurately drawn by the common com
passes.

BOYLE (Robert), one of the greatest
philosophers of the 17th century, was born at
Lismore, in Ireland, January 25, 1626, the
year in which the sciences were deprived of
their greatest ornament, Lord Bacon, whose
plans of experimental philosophy our author
afterwards so ably seconded and improved.
Boyle was one of the first of those illustrious
men who formed the Royal Society, in 1645,
for the purpose of improving experimental
knowledge, upon the plan laid down by Ba
con; which society being, in 1654, removed
to Oxford, he went to reside there, where he
very much improved the air-pump, which led
him to the discovery of several of the pro
perties of air. He also published, during his
residence at Oxford, several works relating
to the properties of air, and other philosophi
cal subjects ; and in 1668 returned to London,
where he continued to reside till his death,
which happened in the year 1691, in the 65th
year of his age.

Boyle was author of a very great number
of importan t works, beautiful editions of which
have been published in London, in five vols,

folio, and in six vols, quarto. Dr. Shaw also
published, in three vols. 4to. the same works
"•

abridged, methodized, and disposed under
the general heads of Physics, Statics, Pneu
matics, Natural History, Chemistry, and Me
dicine ;" to which he has prefixed a short
catalogue of the philosophical writings, ac

cording to the order of time when they were
published, &c. as follows :

1. New Experiments, physico-mechanical,
touching the Spring of the Air, and its Effects ;

1060. 2. Sceptical Chemist, 1662; reprinted
in 1679, with the addition of divers experi
ments. 3. Certain Physiological Essays and
other Tracts; 1661. 4. Considerations touch
ing the Usefulness of Experimental Pluloso-
phy ; 1663. 5. Experiments and Considera
tions upon Colours; 1663. 6. New Experi
ments upon Cold ; 1665. 7. Hydrostatical Pa
radoxes ; 1666. 8. Origin of Forms and Quali
ties, according to corpuscular philosophy; 1666.
9. The admirable Refractions of the Air; 1670.
10. The Origin and Virtue of Gems; 1672.
11. The Relation between Elame and Air;
1672. 12. On the strange Subtilty, great Effi
cacy, &c. of Effluvia; 1673. 13. The Saltness
of the Sea, Moisture of the Air, &e. ; 1674.
14. On the hidden Qualities of Air; 1674.
15. The Excellence, &c. of the Mechanical
Hypothesis; 1674. 16. Porosity of Bodies;
1684. 17. Natural History of Mineral Waters;
1684. 18. ExpcrimentaetObservationes Phy
sical ; 1691: which was the last work pub
lished during his life. But two posthumous
works afterwards were published, viz. Natural

History of the Air, 1692 ; and Medicinal Ex
periments, 1718.

The above are the principal philosophical
works of this celebrated author, besides which
he published various others on religion and
other topics, which, not being connected with
our subject, are not included in the above list
of his writings.

BRACHIA of a Balance, the arms, to the
extremities of which the scales or weights are
suspended.

BRACHYSTOCHRONE, is the name
which John Bernoulli gave to his celebrated
problem of the " Curve of swiftest Descent,"
which he published in the Leipsic Acts, for
June, 1696, under the following form :

PROBLEM* NOVUM.

Ad cujus solutioneui mathematici invitantus
" Datis in piano verticali duobus puuetis A et
B, assignare mobili M, viam A M B, per quam
gravitate sua descendens, et moveri incipieus
a piuicto A, brevissimo tempore perveniat ad
ultrum punctum B."

That is, To find the curve along which a
body would descend from a given point A, to
another given point B, both in the same ver
tical plane, in the shortest time possible.

At first view of this problem, it would be
imagined that a right line, as it is the shortest
path from one point to another, must likewise
be the line of swiftest descent; but the atten
tive geometer will not hastily assert tliis, when
he considers, that in a concave curve, de
scribed from one point to another, the moving
body descends at first in a direction more
approaching to a perpendicular, and conse
quently acquires a greater velocity than down
an inclined plane ; which greater velocity is
to be set against the length of the path, which
may cause the body to arrive at the point B
sooner through the curve than down the plane.
Metaphysics alone, therefore, cannot solve the

question; in fact, it requires the utmost ac
curacy of mathematical investigation and cal
culation, the result of which shows, that the
path required is a cycloid reversed, as we
shall sec in what follows, being at that
time a new and remarkable property of this
curve, which the researches of Huvgens and
Pascal had previously rendered so celebrated.
See Cycloid.

According toBossut, Leibnitz resolved this
problem the day on which he received it, but
that ho and John Bernoulli agreed to keep
back their solutions ; but the fact of Leibnitz
having obtained a correct solution, seems to
be very doubtful ; at all events, at the expira
tion of six months (the time allowed) no solu
tion was published, and the time was accord
ingly enlarged to one year, during which pe
riod the solutions of James Bernoulli, Newton,
and the Marquis de PHopital, appeared. Ber
noulli's and Newton's were both given in the
Acta. Erud. Lips, for May , 1697, but the latter
without a name; the real author of which,
however, mathematicians had little trouble in
divining ; for, as John Bernoulli observed on
this occasion, " ex unque leonem."

James Bernoulli, in the course of his uiTes
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tigations, had ascended to problems on isoperi-
metrical figures, requiring slill more profound
speculations, which, after having resolved
them, he proposed to mathematicians in ge
neral, at the conclusion of his solution of his
brother's problem.

The rivalry in glory thai had long divided
the Bernoulli* was fully displayed on this
occasion. At first it was a little moderated
by their habits of seeing each other, at least
occasionally, and by the intervention of their
common friends ; but John having been ap

pointed professor of mathematics at Groningen
in 1695, all private intercourse between them
soon ceased, and they no longer corresponded
except through the medium of periodical pub
lications, tor the purpose of proposing to each
other the most difficult problems ; and here it
was that James Bernoulli, desirous of aveng
ing himself of the ingratitude of his bi other,
to whom he had been preceptor, challenged
him by name to answer a certain problem
there proposed, to which he added also the
following; viz. To find among all the cycloids,
which a heavy body may describe from a point
to a line given in position, that cycloid which
is described in the least possible time ; which
propositions he concluded in nearly the fol
lowing words : " A person for whom I pledge
myself (Prodit non nemo, pro que caveo) en
gages to give my brother, independently of
the praise he will deserve, a prize of 60 florins,
on condition that within three months he en

gages to resolve these problems, and within
a year publishes legitimate, solutions of them."
Adding, " If at the expiration of this time no
one shall have resolved them, I will make
public my solutions."

These propositions, as we have before ob
served, were sent with the solution of the
Hrnchystochfone. And as soon as he had no
ticed the solutions to this (in doing which he
bestowed great praise on that of Newton and
Do 1'ilopital, and some slight censure on his
brother's), he undertook the solution ofJames's
problems, above mentioned; and, imagining
that his theory of the line of swiftest descent
was alone sufficient to solve them, the follow
ing expressions of ingenuous vanity escaped
him : " Difficult," says he, " as these problems
appear, I did not fail to apply to them the in
stant they came to my hands, and hear w ith
what success : instead of three months, allowed
nie to sound their depth, and the remainder of
the year to find their solutions, I have em
ployed only three minutes to examine, enter
upon, and dive to the bottom of this mystery."
These high-sounding phrases were accompa
nied with the construction he gave of the
problems, and the consequent demand of the
prize, which he said he should give to the
poor, as it cost him so little trouble to gain it.
But the business was by no means so far ad-
vanced as he supposed, as his solution only
answ ered for particular cases, in consequence
of his Inning made only two elements of the
curve enter therein, while the general solution
required three ; and he therefore thus laid

himself open to the keen and cutting re
proach of his brother, who soon perceived in
what respect the solution was defective, and
being at the same time perfectly sure of his
own, he published an advertisement in 1698,
in which he asserted that his brother's me
thod was defective. He still allowed geome
tricians time to find the solution; and if no
one gave it, he pledged himself for three
things : 1st. To divine, with precision, the
analysis of his brother. 2dly. Whatever it
might be, to point out fallacies in it. 3dly. To
give the true solution of the problem in all its
parts. Adding, at the same time, that if any
person was sufficiently interested in tho pro
gress of science to venture a wager upon
these articles, that he would engage to forfeit
an equal sum if he failed in the first; double
the sum, if he did not succeed in the second ;

and triple the sum, if he did not accomplish
the third.

The singularity of this advertisement, and
the reputation of the writer as a geometrician,
a little staggered John Bernoulli's confidence
in liis method. He revised his solution, al
lowed that he had made a trifling mistake,
which he ascribed to too great precipitancy,
and sent a new result, but without assuming
a more modest tone, and again demanded the
prize.

To these pretensions James Bernoulli laco
nically answered : " I beg my brother to re
vise his last solution anew ; to examine it
carefully in every point, and then to let us
know whether it be all right ; as he must be
aware, that no attention can be paid to his
excuses of precipitancy after I have published
my solution." But John Bernoulli, who was
not aware of the radical defect of the me
thod that he employed, felt an entire confi
dence in his last result, and said, in reply,
there was no necessity to revise what he had
done, and that his time would be much better

spent in making new discoveries. To this
confident assertion James ironically answered :
" I never believed that my brother was master
of the true solution of my problem ; and I
doubt it now more than ever, from the diffi

culty he makes of the revision of his solution :

if it cost him but three minutes, as he asserts,
' to examine, enter upon, and dive to the bot
tom of the whole mystery,' surely the revisal
could not require more: but suppose he spent
double that time, how many new discoveries
would he be robbed of by the six minutes
thus employed !"

To this John again replied ; and the matter
still remained undecided, till, iu 1700, James
Bernoulli printed at Basil a letter addressed
to his brother, in which he invited him, with
great moderation, to publish his method ; and
concluded by giving the formulae of the pro
blem, but without their demonstrations. John
soon perceived how far he differed from his
brother ; but not discovering the principle of
the true solution, nor the defect of his own
method, he at length gave it in a paper, which
was sent under a seal to the Academy of Sci
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ences at Paris, in the month of February, 1701 ;
on condition that it should not be opened
without his consent, and after his brother had
published his analysis.

As soon as James Bernoulli was informed
of this, he had no longer any reason to keep
his solution a secret : he accordingly made it
public, and maintained it by way of a thesis
at Basil, in March, 1701, with a dedication to
the four illustrious mathematicians, Dc 1'Ho-
pital, Leibnitz, Newton, and Fatio de Duil-
lier. He likewise printed it separately, under
the following title : " Analysis magni Proble-
matis isoperimetrici." This was considered
as a prodigy of sagacity and invention ; and
indeed, if the time be considered, it will not
be too much to assert, that a more difficult
problem was never resolved. The Marquis
de I'Hopital wrote to Leibnitz, that he had
read it with avidity, and that he had found it
very direct and accurate, which testimony
Leibnitz transmitted to John Bernoulli him
self, though he was much prejudiced in his
favour, having himself before examined and
approved of John Bernoulli's solution ; the
latter having submitted it to him for his opi
nion.

After this publication, John Bernoulli main
tained a perfect silence, neither publishing his
own solution, nor criticising that of his bro
ther. At length, in 1705, James Bernoulli
died, and a short time after John Bernoulli
published his solution in the Memoirs of the
Academy for 1706. This, however, possessed
the same radical defect that has been before
stated, namely, that the author had consi
dered only two elements of the curve, instead
of which it is requisite to have three enter, or
to employ an equivalent condition. In pro
blems of the same kind as that of the Line of
swiftest Descent, where it is simply required
to fulfil the conditions of the maximum or mi
nimum, the applying of this conditiou to two
elements is sufficient to find the lluxionul
equation of the curve ; but when, beside the
maximum or minimum, the curve must pos
sess a farther property of being isopemetrical
to another, this new condition requires that a
third clement of the curve shall have a certain
inclination with respect to the other two ;
and every determination, founded simply on
the first consideration, will give false results ;

except in those cases where a curve cannot
satisfy one of the two conditions, without at
the same time fulfilling the other; and of this
John Bernoulli was at length so convinced,
that he made it the basis of a new solution,
more than thirteen years after his brother's
death, confessing himself deceived in his first." J'ai donner ici," says he, " pour reparer
cette inadvertence une nouvclle maniere de
resoudre," &c. This was a tardy avowal, but
it would still have done him honour, had he
at the same time acknowledged that his new
solution was in substance the same as his
brother's, but given in a form which consi

derably abridffod the calculation: instead of
which, he even in this seeks every occasiou

to asperse his brother's method, and this after
a lapse of so many years, when, as Mr. Wood-
house observes in his treatise on " Isopcri-
metrical Problems," " the recollection of his
brother's kindness, or zeal for a brother's fame,
ought to have assuaged and laid asleep all
such angry passions."

We have been led into a farther detail of
this dispute, which arose out of the Brachy-
stochrone, than was at first intended ; the im
portance, however, of the problem, both with
regard to the properties which resulted from
it, the celebrity of the disputants, and the im
pulse which it gave to the modern analysis,
will be so many apologies for the length of
this article, which we must now conclude
with a solution of the original problem. Sec
Bees's Cyclopedia, article "

Isopcrimetry ;"
Bossut's and Montucla's " Hist, des Mathe-
matiques," Woodhoiise's " Treatise on Iso-
perimetrical Problems," and the article Isope-
RIMF.TKY.

Let OG D be the curve ; conceive a portion
of it

, C G D, to be divided into two parts,
CG, GD; and take 0 H
another clement to
the curve C LD, di
vided also into two
parts, C L, LD, and A
indefinitely near to
CGD: then since by
the hypothesis the
time through CG + B

G D is to be a mi
nimum, and since K
quantities at or near
their state of minimum may be considered
constant (their increments or decrements be
ing very small), we have

(.CG + t.GD = I.CL + (.LD
(f. C G abridgedly representing the time
through CG) and therefore

r. CG-t.CIJ = (. LD— i. GD.
Again C F. : C G :: t. C E : t. C G,

C G being considered as an inclined plane,
and CE : CL :: t. CE : t. CL;
but MG: LG :: EG : CG
by the similar triangles LMG and GCE;
therefore C E : C L :: EG x (t. C E) : CG

X (r
. CG — t. CL) and EF:LG;;GF x

(r
. EF) : G D X (»
. L D — t. G D). Hence,

equating the two values of LG, we have
EG x t. CE x EF x GD =

G F x t. E F x C E x C G, or

EG x -rnrrx EF x GD =

GF * -TETT. X CE X CG.v ri JS

substituting- f. EF for f. C E.

°r^:7HTi:CE:Er::CG:GD'

a known property of the cycloid ; which is,
therefore, the Brachyttochrone, or Curve of
quickest Descent.

BRADLEY (James), an eminent Kngttao
astronomer, was born in Gloucestershire. in
1092, and verv early displayed great talcnW
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for mathematical ami astronomical pursuits,
making many observations, of such a nature
as laid the foundation of those discoveries for
which he was so highly distinguished. These
observations gained him the notice of Lord
Macclesfield, Sir Isaac Newton, Dr. Halley,
and many other members of the Royal Society,
of which he soon after became a member. In
1721 he succeeded Dr. John Keill as Savilian
professor of astronomy ; on which he resigned
his livings, agreeably to the rules of the foun
der. He now applied with great diligence to
his favourite pursuit, and in the course of his
numerous observations he discovered and
settled the laws of the alterations of the fixed
stars, from the progressive motion of light,
combined with the earth's annual motion
about the sun, and the nutation of the earth's
axis, arising from the unequal attraction of
the sun and moon on the different parts of the
earth. The former of these effects is called
the aberration of the fixed stars, the theory of
which he published in 1727; and the latter,
the nutation of the earth's axis, the theory of
which appeared in 1737: so that in the space
of about ten years he communicated to the
world two of the finest discoveries in modern
astronomy, which will for ever make a memo
rable epoch in the history of that science. See
Aberration and Nutation.

On the death of Dr. Halley, he was ap
pointed astronomer royal, when he pursued
his observations with unwearied diligence.
However numerous the collection of astrono
mical instruments at that observatory, it was
impossible that such an observer as Dr. Brad
ley should not desire to increase them, as well
to answer those particular views, as in general
to make observations with greater exactness.
In the year 1748, therefore, he took the op
portunity of the visit of the Royal Society to
the observatory, annually made to examine
the instruments and receive the professor's
observations for the year, to represent so

strongly the necessity of repairing the old in
struments, and providing new ones, that the
xociety thought proper to make application to
the king, who was pleased to order one thou
sand pounds for that purpose. This sum was
laid out under the direction of our author,
who, with the assistance of the late celebrated
Mr. Graham and Mr. Bird, furnished the ob
servatory with as complete a collection of in
struments as could well be desired. Being
thus furnished, he pursued his observations
with unwearied assiduity. These were regis
tered in perfect order in thirteen folio volumes
in MS., and presented to the University of Ox
ford in 1776, and it is much to be lamented
that they have not yet been published. During
the doctor's residence at Flamstcad House,
the living of Greenwich became vacant, which
the king presented to him ; but he conscien
tiously declined accepting it
,

as its duties
would interfere with his other engagements :

on which his majesty settled upon him a pen
sion of two hundred and fifty pounds a year.
He was elected a member of the Academy of

Sciences at Berlin, in 1747 ; of that at Paris,
in 1748 ; of that at Petersburgh, in 1754 ; and
of that at Bologna, in 1757. He was mar
ried in the year 1744, but never had more
than one child, a daughter. He died in July,
176'2, in his 70th year; leaving behind him a

character of great talents and persevering in
dustry, together with a remarkably placid and
modest deportment. Nothing of his has yet
been published, but a few papers in the Phi
losophical Transactions.

BRADWARDIN (Thomas), archbishop of
Canterbury, was born at Hartfield, in Sussex,
about the close of the 13th century, and died
at Lambeth in the year 1349. His works are,

1
. De Causa Dei; printed London, 1618, pub

lished by J. H. Savil. 2. De Geometria spe-
culativa, &.c. ; Paris, 1495, 1512, 1530. 3. De
Arithmetiea practica ; Paris, 1502, 1512. 4. De
Proportionibus; Paris, 1495; Venice, 1505;
folio. 5. De Quadrature Circuli; Paris, 1495,
folio.

BBAHE (Tvcho), a famous Danish astro
nomer, was born of a noble family, in
Knudstorp, 1546. In 1574 he read lectures
on astronomy at Copenhagen, by order of the

king; who also built for him an observatory
in the isle of Huen in the Sound, the

building being called Uranibourg. The king
added to the donation a pension and some
lucrative places. In this situation he resided
about 20 years, pursuing his studies, making
observations, and receiving visits from the

most illustrious personages. On the death of
the king he lost his pension, in consequence
of which he left Uranibourg, and went to Co
penhagen, from whence he removed to Prague,
where be was introduced to the emperor Ro-
dolphus : that prince treated him respectfully ;

gave him a magnificent house, till he could
procure one for him more fit for astronomical
observations ; he also assigned him a pension
of 3000 crowns, and promised him a fee for
himself and his descendants. Here then he
settled in the latter part of 1598, with his
sons and scholars, and among them the cele

brated Kepler, who had joined him. But he
did not long enjoy this happy situation ; for,
about three years after, he died, on the 24th
of October, 1601, of a retention of urine, in
the 55th year of his age, and was interred in

a very magnificent manner in the principal
chnrch at Prague, where a noble monument
was erected to him ; leaving, beside his wife,
two sons and four daughters.

The skill of Tycho Brahe in astronomy is
universally known, and his works are very
numerous, but the following are the most
valuable: 1

. An Account of the new Star
which appeared Nov. II, 1572, in Cassiopeia;
Copenh. 1573, in 4to. 2. Another Treatise on
the new Phenomena of the Heavens. In the
first part of which he -treats of the restitution,
as he calls it, of the sun and of the fixed stars ;

and in the second part, of a new star which
had then made its appearance. 3. A Collec
tion of Astronomical Epistles; printed in 4to.
at Uranibourg, in 1596; Nuremberg, in 1602;
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and al Frankfort in 1010. It was dedicated
to Maurice, landgrave of Hesse; because there
are in it a considerable number of letters of
the landgrave William, his father, and of Chris
topher Rothmann, the mathematician of that
prince, to Tycho, and of Tycho to them.
4. The Rudolphine Tables ; which he had not
finished when he died, but were revised and
published by Kepler, as Tycho had desired.
5. An accurate Enumeration of the fixed
Stars ; addressed to the emperor Rodolphus.
6. A complete Catalogue of One Thousand of
the fixed Stars; which Keplerhas inserted in the
Rodolphine Tables. 7. " Historia Coelestis,"
or a History of the Heavens, in two parts : the
first contains the observations he had made at
Uranibourg, in sixteen books; the latter con
tains the observations made at Wandesburg,
Wittenberg, Prague, &c. in four books.

The apparatus of Tycho was purchased by
the emperor Rodolphus, for 22,000 crowns. It
remained, however, useless and concealed till
the troubles of Bohemia, when the army of
the Elector Palatine plundered them, and,
in the true spirit of barbarism, breaking some
of them, and applying others to purposes for
which they were never designed. The great
celestial globe of brass was preserved, carried
from Prague, and deposited with the Jesuits
of Naysia, in Silesia, whence it was afterwards
taken, in the year 1633, and placed in the hall
of the Royal Academy at Copenhagen.

BRANCH of a Curve, in Geometry, is a
term used to denote certain parts of a curve,
which are infinitely extended without return
ing upon themselves ; being called also infi
nite branches : such are the legs of the para
bola and hyperbola. In order to understand
the better the nature of these branches, let
* represent absciss, and y the ordinate of a
carve ; then y being expressed in terms of x,
if this latter be taken positive, y will have a
certain number of values, and the same if x
be taken negative ; and the curve will have
as many branches, as there are real values of
y corresponding to both the negative and po
sitive values of x.

The infinite branches of curves, are cither
of the parabolic or hyperbolic kind.

Parabolic Branches are those which may
have for an asymptote a parabola of a supe
rior or inferior order: thus, for example, the
curve of which the equation is

_ i1 ^ fc1
y = T +

x
will have an infinite parabolic branch, which
will have the common parabola for its asymp-

tote, of which the equation is y r:— . For ar

being supposed infinite, the last term vanishes,

and the equation becomes simply y =— , which

U tbe equation of the common parabola.
In the same manner, if the equation was

*» , 6'
9 ax

nd that the infinite branch

have for its asymptote the cubic parabola, the
x3

equation of which is y — —.

Hyperholic Branches, are those which have
a right line, or an hyperbola of a superior or
inferior degree for their asymptote. For ex
ample, the curie whose equation is

x* , 61
y =

-a +H>
of which we have been speaking above, is re-

duccd when xzzO, to y =. — , and its asymp-.

tote will be the infinite ordinate passing
through its origin. It may also have for its
asymptote the common hyperbola.

In the same way, the curve whose equation
x1 6>is y — — 1,3 a x1

will have for one asymptote the infinite ordi
nate which passes through the point where
x —

0, and for the other the cubic hyperbola.
It is evident that all the infinite branches

of curves are cither parabolic or hyperbolic ;
for whatever may be the equation of the curve,
y may be expressed in terms of x in a series
of which all the terms are real ; and it is ob
vious, that when x becomes either infinite or
zero, the equation will be reduced to y — x ,
all the other terms being, then regarded as
nothing ; and therefore the branch will be of
the parabolic kind, when m is positive and
greater than 1 ; and of the hyperbolic kind, if
m be negative, or 0, or less than 1.

This equation, however, is not sufficient
for determining the number of branches, nor
the position of them. Thus, for example, if

x*
y =: — 4- >/a x, in making x infinite, we have

x1
y — — , and we see that the branch is para

bolic, and at first sight we should be induced
to consider it as having two infinite branches,
the one corresponding to x positive, and the
other to x negative. But this will evidently
not obtain ; for in taking x negative, the ordi-

g*
nate y =: — + Vx win be imaginary. Fora
more on this subject see the article Curve ;
see also Cramer's " Introduction a l'Analyse
des Lignes conrbes," chap. viii. ; the Me-
moires de l'Acad. Roy. des Sciences of Berlin,
for 1746; and the Appendix to Maclaurin's
Algebra.

BRANCKER (Thomas), an English ma
thematician, was born in Devonshire, in
1636, and died in 1676. Brancker wrote a
piece on the Doctrine of the Sphere, in Latin,
which was published at Oxford in 1662 ; and
in 1668, he published at London, in 4to. a
translation of Rhonius's Algebra, with the title
of" An Introduction to Algebra;" which trea
tise having been communicated to Dr. John
Pell, he received from him some assistance
towards improving it

, which he generously
acknowledges in a letter to Mr. John Collins ;

with whom, and some other gentlemen, pro
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ficicnts in this science, be continued a corres
pondence during his lite.

BRIDGE, a work of carpentry or masonry,
built over a river or canal, for tlie convenience
of passing from one side to the other. Sec
Arch.

BRIGGS (Henry), one of the greatest ma
thematicians in the sixteenth century, was
born at Warley Wood, in the parish of Hali
fax, in Yorkshire, in 1656'. Briggs is deserv
edly celebrated for the great share he had in
the improvement of logarithms. As soon as he
was informed of this noble invention, he im
mediately set about the improvement of them ;

and proposed the alteration of the scale from
the hyperbolic form which Napier had given
them, to that in which one is the logarithm of
the ratio of 10 to 1 ; soon after, he had some
correspondence with Napier, and indeed paid
him a visit in Scotland, in order to confer
with him upon this change. In the year 1622,

he published a small tract on the " North-west
Passage to the South Seas, through the Con
tinent of Virginia and Hudson's Bay;" the
reason of which was probably, that he was
then a member of the company trading to
Virginia. His next performance was his great
and elaborate work, the Arithmetica Lo-
garitlunica, in folio ; printed at London in
1624; a stupendous work for so short a time,
containing the logarithms of 30.000 natural
numbers, to 14 places of figures beside the
index ! Briggs lived also to complete a table
of logarithmic sines and tangents tor the 100th

part of every degree, to 14 places of figures
beside the index; with a table of natural sines
for the same 100th parts to 15 places, and the
tangents and secants for the same to ten
places, with the construction of the whole.
These tables were printed at Gouda in 1631,
under the care of Adrian Vlacq, and pub
lished in 1633, with the title of " Trigonome-
tria Britannica." Soon after his going to
Oxford, he was incorporated M.A. in that
university ; where he continued till his death,
which happened on the twenty-sixth of Jan.
1630. Dr. Smith gives him the character of
a man of great probity; a contemner of riches,
and contented with his own station ; prefer
ring a studious retirement to all the splen
did circumstances of life.

His works, says Dr. Hutton, are more im
portant than numerous ; some of which were
published by other persons; the principal of
them arc as follows :

1. Logarithmorum Chilias prima. London,
8vo. 1617.

2. Arithmetica Logarithmica. London,
folio, 1624.

3. Trigonometrica Britannica, &e. Goudal,
folio, 1623.

4. A Treatise on the North-west Passage to
the South Sea. London, 4to. 1622.

5. Euclidis Elementorum, vi. libri priores,
fee. London, folio, 1620.

Beside a few other works of less importance ;

amongst which is an English treatise of
Arithmetic, Tables for the Improvement of

Navigation, &c. 8tc. ; a complete list of which
may be seen in Dr. Hutton's Math. Diet.

Briggs' Logarithms, are those logarithms
now in common use. Sec Logarithms.

BR1NAK, the Arabic name for a, Lyra.
BROKEN Number, the same as Fr action;

w hich sec.
Broken Ray, or Ray of Refraction, in

Dioptrics, is the line into which an incident
ray is refracted, or broken, in crossing the
second medium.

BROUNCKER, or Brolnkkr (William),
Lord Viscount of Castle Lyons, in Ireland ;

was born about the year 1620, and died in
1684, in the 64th year of his age. To Lord
Brouuckcr we owe the first idea of the theory
of Continued Fractions, and the solution of
several ingenious problems relating to the
Diophantinc and Indeterminate Analysis. He
has several papers inserted in the Philosophi
cal Transactions, the principal of which arc,

1. Experiments concerning the recoiling of
Guns.

2. A Scries for the Quadrature of the Hy
perbola.

Several of his letters to Archbishop Usher
were also printed in Usher's Letters, as well
as some to Dr. Wallis, in his "

Commercium
Epistolicum."

BULLIALDU8 (Ishmael), an eminent
astronomer, was born at Laon, in the isle of
France, in 1605. He travelled in his youth
for the sake of improvement, and afterwards
published several works, amongst which arc,

1. Philolaus, give de vcro Systcinati Mundi.
2. AstronomiaPhilolaica, 1645; to which ho

added. Tabula; Philoiaica.
3. De Lineis Spiralibus Exerc. Geom. 4to.

Paris, 1657.

4. Opus novum ad Arithmetic-am lulini to-
rum. 1682.

He also wrote a piece or two upon geo
metry and arithmetic. In 1661 he paid Hel-
vclius a visit at Dantzic, for the .sake of see
ing his astronomical apparatus, and after
wards became presbyter at Paris, where he
died in 1694, in the 80th year of his age.

BURNING, the action of fire on bodies,
whereby the minute parts of them are sepa
rated and thrown into violent motion, some
of them assuming the nature of fire them
selves, fly off in orient, while the rest are dis
sipated in form of vapour or reduced to ashes.

Burning Glass, a convex lens which trans
mits the rays of light, but in their passage
refract or incline them towards a common
point in the axis called the focus; and by thus
combining together in a single point the power
of all the rays transmitted through the glass,
a very great degree of heat is accumulated in
that point, which will fuse bodies that are in
fusible in the greatest culinary heat that can
be produced.

Burning Mirrors, or Specula, are concave
reflecting surfaces, commonly of metal, which
reflect the rays of light falling upon them, but
at the same time incline them towards a de
termined point or focus, whero their accmnu
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lated effect operates in the most powerful
manner, burning and dissipating the hardest
and most infusible bodies.

Those burning glasses which consist of re

fracting convex lenses, though not entirely
unknown, were very imperfectly understood

by the ancients ; but the latter kind, the burn

ing mirrors, tliey seem to have had in greater
perfection than the modems, at least if we

may credit the relations of several eminent
historians, who assert that Archimedes, by
means of such mirrors, burned and destroyed
the Roman fleet, which, under Marcellus, was

employed at the siege of Syracuse ; and that
Proclns in the same way destroyed the navy
of Vitellius, at the siege of Byzantium.

The ancient authors, who more particularly
mention the burning mirrors of Archimedes,
are Lucieu, in his " Hippias;" Galien, " De
Temperamentis," lib. iii. cap. 2. ; Zonaras An-
nal. lib. ix. ; and Tzetzes, chil. 2, hist. 35 : to
whom may be added the authorities of Dion,
Diodoms Anthemius, Siculus, Eustatius, &c.
whose united testimonies would go a great
way towards establishing the fact, were it not
that the silence of Polybius, Livy, and Plu
tarch, have thrown considerable doubt on the

subject, particularly as they have entered into
a minute detail of the means employed by
Archimedes in the defence of the city. Tzetzes
ix so particular in his account of this matter,
that his description suggested to Kircher the
method by which it was probably accom-

plshcd. " When the fleet of Marcellus was
within bow -shot," says Tzetzes, chil. 2. hist. 36,
" the old man (Archimedes) brought an hex
agonal mirror which ho had previously pre
pared, at a proper distance from which he
also placed other smaller mirrors, of the same
kind, that moved in all directions on hinges,
which, wheu placed in the sun's rays, directed
them upon the Roman fleet, whereby it was
reduced to ashes;" and the other testimonies
we have mentioned all tend towards establish

ing the same fact; but the omission of this
circumstance by Plutarch, &c. as above stated,

certainly throws considerable doubt on the
subject as to the destruction of the fleet ;

though there seems none whatever, whether
this part of the relation be true or not, that
Archimedes was well acquainted with the
construction and properties of these reflecting
mirrors, and that he possessed some which
were very powerful in their effects. Indeed,

the burning property of reflectors is mentioned
in the treatise of Optics commonly ascribed to
Euclid, theorem 31, and in some other places.

There are also passages in some of the an

cients, which seem to indicate that they also

possessed a knowledge of the burning power
of refractors, although their magnifying powers
appear to have been wholly unknown to them.
Thus Aristophanes, in his comedy of " The
Clouds," introduces Socrates as examining

Strepsiades about a method he had discovered

ofgetting clear of his debts. He replies, that

Ae thought of employing a round transpa

rent ttone or gla»s used in lighting fires, by

which he intended to melt the bond, whicft in
those days was written on wax. The glass
here used to melt the wax, De la Hire ob
serves, could not be concave, but convex,
acting by refraction and not by reflection.
Pliny also mentions globes of glass and crys
tal, which, being exposed to the sun, burnt
the clothes on people s backs ; and Lactantius
mentions the same thing, which incontes-
tibly proves that the effects of convex glasses
were not wholly unknown to the ancients.

Among the moderns, one of the earliest
who devised a burning mirror was the cele
brated Lord Napier, the inventor of loga
rithms, who in a paper containing Hints of
secret Inventions, dated June 2, 1606 (the
original of which is now among the MSS. in
the Lambeth library, marked 668, anno 1596),
says, "First, the invention, proof, and perfect
demonstration, geometrical and algebraical,
of a burning mirror, which, receiving of dis
persed beams of the sun, doth reflex the same
beams altogether united, and concurring pre
cisely in one mathematical point, in the which
point most necessarily is engendereth fire :
with an evident demonstration of their error,
who affirm this to be made a parabolic section.
The use of this invention sen eth for the burn
ing of the enemy's ships at whatsoever ap
pointed distance. —Secondly. The invention
and sure demonstration of another mirror,
which, receiving the dispersed beams of any
material fire or flame, yieldeth also the former
effect, and serveth for the like use."

Of the moderns, the most remarkable burn
ing glasses arc those of Magine, of 20 inches
diameter; of Scpatala, of Milan, near 42inches
diameter, and which burnt at the distance of
15 feet ; of Settala, of Vilette, of Tschirrihau-
sen, ofBuflon, ofTrudaine, and of Parker.

That of M. de Vilette was 3 feet 11 inches
in diameter, and its focal distance was 3 feet
2 inches. Its substance is a composition of
tin, copper, and tin glass. Some of its effects,
as found by Dr. Harris and Dr. Desaguliors,
are, that a silver sixpence melted in 7\" ; a
king George's halfpenny melted in 16'. and
ran in 34"; tin melted in 3"; and a diamond,
w eighing 4 grains, lost |ths of its weight.

That ofBuflon is a polyhedron, 6 feet broad
and as many high, consisting of 168 small
mirrors, or flat pieces of looking-glass, each
6 inches square, by means of which, w ith the
faint rays of the sun in the mouth of March,
he set on fire boards of beech wood at 160
feet distance. Besides, his machine has the
conveniency of burning downwards or hori
zontally, as one pleases, each speculum being
moveable, so as, by the means of three screw s,
to be set to a proper inclination for directing
the rays towards any given point ; and it turns
either in its greater focus, or in any nearer
interval, which our common burning glasses
cannot do, their focus being fixed and deter
mined. Bnffon, at another time, burnt wood
at the distance of 200 feet; and nicl'cd tin
and lead at the distance of more than 120 feet ,

and silver at 50.
K



Mr. Parker, of Fleet-street, London, was
induced, at an expense of upwards of £700,
to contrive, and at length to complete, a

large transparent lens, that would serve the
purpose of fusing and vitrifying such sub
stances as resist the (ires of ordinary furnaces,
and more especially of applying heat in vacuo,
and in other circumstances in which it cannot
be applied by any other means. After direct
ing his attention for several years to this ob
ject, and performing a great variety of expe
riments in the prosecution of it

,

he at last
succeeded in the construction of a lens of
flint glass, 3 feet in diameter, which, when
iixed in its frame, exposes a surface of 32
inches in the clear ; the distance of the focus

is 0 feet 9 inches, and its diameter 1 inch.
The rays from this large lens are received and
transmitted through a smaller one of 13 inches
diameter, its focul length 29 inches, and dia
meter of its focus i inch ; so that this second
lens increases the power of the former,' as 8l
to 3% or rather more than 7 to 1

.

From a variety of experiments made with
this lens, the following are selected to serve
as a specimen of its powers :

6ub»tance>»fused,with theirWeight VVeiclitiu Time in
and Time of fusion. <ir.tin*. leoBM.

Gold, ... pure 20 4

Silver, .. ditto 20 3

Copper, ditto 33 20
Platina, ditto 10 3

Nickell 10 3

Bar iron, a cube 10 12

Cast iron, ditto 10 3

Steel, ditto 10 12

Scoria of wrought iron 12 2

A topaz, or chrysolite 3 45
An oriental emerald 2 42
Crystal pebble 7 6

Topaz 10 30
Flint oriental 10 30
Rough cornelian 10 75
Jasper 10 25
Onyx 10 20
Garnet 10 17

White rhomboidal spar 10 60

Mr. Parker farther informs us, that a dia
mond weighing 10 grains, exposed to this lens
for 30 minutes, was reduced to 6 grains ; but
gold remained in its metallic state, without
apparent diminution, notwithstanding an ex
posure at intervals of many hours. With
regard to experiments on iron, it is remark
able that the lower part, viz, the part in eon-
tact with the charcoal, was first melted, when
that part which was exposed to the focus re
mained unfused. For farther particulars on
this subject see Rees's Cyclopedia, article
Burning Glass; see also an essay on " Mirrors
Ardens," by M. Peyrard, subjoined to the
French translation of the works of Archi
medes.

Burning Mountains. See Volcano.
Burning Zone. See Torrid /one.
BUSHEL, a measure for dry goods, which

by an act of parliament, passed in 1697, is to
contain 2150*42 cubic inches, viz. " Every
round bushel, v>ith a plain and even bottom,

is to be made 18^ inches wide throughout,
and 8 inches deep, which is accounted a legal
Winchester bushel, according to the standard
in his majesty's exchequer."

C/F.TF.TUS Paribus, a Latin term in fre
quent use among mathematical and philoso
phical writers. The words literally signify,
other things being equal ; which expresses
pretty nearly their meaning as a term. Tims
we say, the greater the charge of powder
carteris paribus, the greater the range of the
ball impelled by that charge.

CAILLE (Nicholas Lewis df. la), an
eminent French mathematician and astrono
mer, was born at Rumigny, iu the diocese of
Rheims, in 1714, and very early display ed
considerable talents, particularly with respect
to mechanical subjects ; which led to an ac
quaintance between him and the celebrated
astronomer Cassini : and to this circumstance

is probably to be attributed the attention he
afterwards paid to the science of astronomy,
lie was associated with M. de Thury in pro

jecting (he meridian line, and was afterwards
appointed professor of mathematics in the
college of Mazarine ; and in 1741 elected a

member of the Academy of Sciences, in the
Memoirs of w Inch are published many very
ingenious papers of his, on various subjects.
He also published " Elements of Geometry,
Astronomy, Mechanics, and Optics ;" and
carefully computed all the eclipses of the sua
and moon that had happened since the Chris
tian sera, w hich w ere published iu a book by
two Benedictine monks, entitled " L'Art de
verifier les Dates;" Paris, 1750, in 4to. Be
side these, he computed a volume of astrono
mical ephemerides, for the years 1745 to 1755;
another, for the years 1755 to 1765; and a
third, for 1765 to 1775 : an excellent work, en
titled " Astronomic fundamcnta novisimus,"
Stc; and the most correct solar tables that
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had then appeared. He soon after this pro
jected, and at length undertook and com
pleted, a voyage to the Cape of Good Hope,
for the purpose of making observations in the
southern hemisphere; and returned to France
in 1754, after an absence of four years, during
which period he was constantly employed in
astronomical observations, by means of which,
and a comparison of them with those made by
certain other astronomers in Europe during
the same period, he settled the parallaxes of
several of the heavenly bodies, making the
parallax of the sun 9\"; of the moon 56' 66";
of Mars, in his opposition, 36"; of Venus 38".

He also settled the laws by which astrono
mical refractions are varied by the different
densities of the air, by heat or cold, dryness
or moisture ; and showed an easy and practi
cable method of finding the longitude at sea

by means of the moon. He likewise had pro
jected another great work, but death termi
nated his useful labours before he had brought
his plan to maturity. He died March 1, 1762,
in the 49th year of his age.

CALCULATION, a reckoning, the result
of arithmetical operation. The word is de
rived from calculus, in allusion to the practice
of the ancients, who used for this purpose cal
culi, or little stones, as we now use counters,
figures, &c.

CALCULATOR, a person who makes or
performs calculations, which, in the plural,
was anciently written calcula tores.

CALCULUS, among mathematicians, de
notes a certain way of performing mathema
tical operations, investigations, &c. Thus we
say antecedents calculus, differential calculus,

fluxional calculus, Sec.

Antecedental Calculus. See Anteceden-
TAL.

CALCUL des Derivations, or Calculus of
Derivations. Sec DERIVATIONS.

Calculus Differentialis, Exponentialis, In-
tegralis, of Partial Differences, of Variations,
fcc. See Differential, Exponential, and
Integral.

Fhvcional Calculus. See Fluxions.
Literal Calculus is the same as Algebra.
Numeral Calculus is the same as Arith

metic.
CALENDAR, Calf.ndarhjm, or Kalf.n-

Dar, a distribution of time accommodated to
the uses of life, or a table or almanac con
taining the order of days, weeks, months,
feasts, &c. happening throughout the year.
The word is derived from calendar, anciently
written in large characters at the head of
each month.

The days in the calendar were originally
divided into octades, or periods of eight day s ;
but afterwards, in imitation of the Jews, into
periods of seven, agreeably to the Mosaic law;
which custom, Scaliger observes, was not in-
trodaced amongst tlie Romans till after the
Hone of Tbeodosius.

7nere are divers calendars, according to the

different forms of the year, and distribution

of time established in different countries ; as

the Roman, Jewish, Persian, Julian, and Gre
gorian Calendars.

The Roman Calendar was first formed by
Romulus, who distributed time into several
periods for the use of his followers and people.
The year was first supposed to consist of only
304 days, which was divided into 10 months,
some of these months containing 20 days,
others 35 days, and some more : it began
with the first of March and ended with De
cember.

Noma reformed this calendar, and added,
the months of January and February, making
it to commence on the first of January, and to
consist of 355 days. But as this was evi
dently deficient of the true year, he ordered
an intercalation of 45 days to be made every
four years in this manner, viz. every two
years an additional month of 22 days between
February and March ; and at the end of each
two years more, another month of 23 days ;
the month thus interposed being called Mace-
donius, or the intercalary February.

Julius Cicsar, with the aid of Sosigcnes, a
celebrated astronomer of those times, farther
reformed the Roman calendar, from whence
arose the Julian calendar, and the Julian or
old style. Finding that the sun performed
his annual course in 365^ days nearly, he di
vided the year into 365 days, but every fourth
year 366 days, adding a day that year before
the 24th of February; as stated under Bis
sextile. This was farther reformed by order
of Pope Gregory XIII. ; whence arose the
terms Gregorian calendar and style, or new
style ; for the year of Julian being too long
by nearly 11 minutes, it became necessary to
omit three leap-years in the course of four
centuries, which is done as stated under Bis
sextile.

A curious account of the calendars of Ro
mulus, of Numa Pompilius, and of Julius
Caesar, with specimens, may be seen in M.
Danet's " Dictionary of Antiquities," article
Calf.ndarium.

Julian Christian Calendar, is that in which
the days of the week are determined by the
letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G, by means of the
solar cycle ; and the new and fall moons, par
ticularly the paschal full moon, with the feast
of Easter, and the other moveable feasts de
pending upon it, by means of golden num
bers, or lunar cycles, rightly disposed through
the Julian year. See Cycle and Golden
Number.

Gregorian Calendar is that which, by
means of epacts rightly disposed through the
several months, determines the new and full
moons, with the time of Easter, and the move
able feasts depending upon it

,

in the Grego
rian year. This differs, therefore, from the
Julian calendar, both in the form of the year,
and in as much as epacts are substituted in
stead of golden numbers. See Epact.

Though the Gregorian calendar be more
accurate than the Julian, yet it is not without

imperfections, as Scaliger and Calvisius have

fully shown; nor is it perhaps possible to de
lta
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vise liny one that shall be quite perfect. Yet

the reformed calendar, and that which is or

dered to be observed in England, by act of

parliament made the 24th of George II., eome

very near to the point of accuracy : for by that

act it is ordered, that " Easter-day, on which

the rest depend, is always the first Sunday

after the full moon which happens upon or

next after the 21st day of March ; and if the

full moon happens upon a Sunday, Easter-day

is the Sunday after."

Playfair, in his " System of Chronology,"

observes, that the method of intercalation used

in the Gregorian calendar is not the most ac

curate. Ninety-seven days, or 100 — 3, are

inserted in the space of four centuries. This

supposes the tropical year to consist of 365d,

5\ 49', 12". On this supposition the interpo

lation would be exact, and the error would

scarcely exceed one day in 268,000 years.

But the reformers of the calendar made use

of the Copcrnican year of 366', 5\ 49', 20".

Instead, therefore, of inserting 97 days in 400

years, they ought to have added, at proper

intervals, 41 days in 169 years, or 90 days in

371 years, or 131 in 640 years, &c. Recent

observations have determined the quantity of

the tropical year to be 366', 5\ 48', 46{". Ad

mitting this to be the true quantity of it, the

intercalations ought to be made as follow :

+ — + — + + + + +
4 17 33 I i 8 545 673 SOI 919 IPS 7

T» 4 > "8
"

* XT > TJI* T6"J> T9~0"> TT5 >

+ + —. — — + —

1 1 8 5 13 13 1441 2 7 5 4 4o67 04 17 51302

+ —
£5749, ; that is, one day ought to be

intercalated in the space of 4 years, or rather

4 days in 17 years, or 8 days in 33 years, &c.

If 41851 days were intercalated in 172800

years there would be no error. The signs +

and — indicate that the number of intercalary

days above which they are placed is too great

or too small. Every succeeding number is

more accurate than that which goes before.

As this method of interpolation is different

from that now in use, it is obvious that the

Gregorian calendar must be corrected after a

certain period of years. The correction, how

ever, will be inconsiderable for many ages,

as it will amount only to a day and a half

which is to be suppressed iu the space of

5000 years.

Reformed or Corrected Calendar, is that

which, rejecting all the apparatus of golden

numbers, epacts, and dominical letters, deter

mines the equinox, and the paschal full moon,

with the moveable feasts depending upon

it, by computation from astronomical tables.

This calendar was introduced among the Pro

testant states of Germany in the year 1700,

when 11 days were omitted in the* month of

February, to make the corrected style agree

with the Gregorian. This alteration iu the

form of the year they admitted for a time, in

expectation that the true quantity of the tro

pical year being at length more accurately

determined by observation, the Romanists

CAM
would agree with them on some more conve

nient intercalation.
French Calendar, a new form of calendar

which commenced in France, Sept. 22, 1792 ;

but having been since laid aside, and the Gre

gorian calendar again adopted, it seems use

less to enter into any particular description

of this revolutionary measure.
CALENDS, or Kalends, in the Roman

chronology, the first day of every month. The

word is formed from xaXiai, J call, or proclaim;
because, before the publication of the Roman

fasti, it was one of the oflices of the pontificcs

to watch the appearance of the new moon,

and give notice thereof to the rex sacrificulus ;

upon which a sacrifice being offered, the pon

tiff summoned the people together in the Ca

pitol, and there w ith a loud voice proclaimed

the number of calends, or the day whereon

the nones would be ; which he did by repeat

ing this formula as often as there were days

of calends, " Calo Juno Novella." Whence

the name calendtc was given thereto, from calo,

calare. And hence also our term calendar.

CALIBER, or Caliper, properly denotes

the diameter of any round body: thus we say

the caliber of the bore of a gun, the caliber of
a shot. See,

Caliber or Caliper Compasses, or simply

Calipers, a sort of compass made w ith bowed

or arched legs, for the purpose of taking the

diameter of any round body. .

CALIPPIC Period, in Chronology, a period

of 76 years, continually recurring, after which

it was supposed by Calippus, that the luna

tions, &c. of the moon would return again in

the same order ; which, however, is not ex

act, as it brings them too late by a day in

225 y ears.
CALORIC (from calor, heat), a modern

term introduced into philosophy, to denote

that substance by the influence of which are

produced all the phenomena of heat, and

which was formerly distinguished by the term

igneous fluid, matter o
f heat, and other analo

gous demonstrations. See Heat.
CALORIFIC Rays. See Dark Rays.

CAMELION. Sec Constellation.
CAMELOPARDALUS. See Constella

tion.
CAMERA Lucida, or Light Chamber, a

contrivance of Dr. Hook to make the image

of any object appear on a wall, in a light

room, either by day or night. Phil. Trans,

vol. xxxv iii. p. 741, et scq.

Dr. Wollaston has recently invented a port

able instrument for drawing in perspective, to

which he has given the name of camera lucida.

See a description of this instrument, Reper*

tory of Arts, No. 57, N. S. Gregory's trans

lation of Haiiy's Philosophy, vol. ii. p. 387.

Camera Obscura, or Dark Chamber, in Op

tics, a machine or apparatus so constructed,

that principally by means of a convex glass,

or a eonvex glass and plane mirror, the images

of external objects are represented on a rough

ground plane glass, white paper, or other sur

face, in the most vivid and distinct matter,
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•with all their natural motions, colours, shades,
Sec. The first invention of the camera obscura
has been attributed to Baptista Porta. See
his " Magia Naturalis," lib. xvii. cap. 6, first
pnblished at Frankfort about the year 1689
or 1591. The first four books of this work
were published at Antwerp in 1560. But Dr.
Freind, in his " History of Physic," (vol. ii.
p. '236) observes, that Friar Bacon, who flou
rished in the beginning of the 13th century,
describes the camera obscura, and all sorts of
glasses which magnify or diminish any object,
bring it nearer to the eye, or remove it farther
off. See also Bacon's " Opus Majlis," by Dr.
Jebb, p. 236 ; and his epistle " ad Parisien-
sem," and his " Perspective," cited by Dr.
Plott, in his " History of Oxfordshire." p.215;
from which we may conclude, that he had
a very accurate and extensive acquaintance
with the properties of various kinds of glasses.

The use of the camera obscura is various:
it assists very much in explaining the nature
and rationale of vision ; and hence by some it
has been compared (o an artificial eye. It
exhibits the most striking and entertaining
representations of objects of all descriptions,
whether near or distant, in their true perspec
tive ; the colouring just and natural, their
light and shadows correct, and all their mo
tions and relative positions according to the
original. By means of this instrument a per
son, however unacquainted with drawing, mav
delineate objects with great facility and cor
rectness; and to the skilful artist "i

t

will be
found indispensably useful in comparing his
sketches with the perfect representations
given in the camera, and by observing his
defective imitations, he may correct as much
as possible his designs.

The theory of the camera obscura will be
readily com]
in which
ject A B radiates
through a small
aperture, C, upon

1

a white wall oppo
site to it

,

and if the
place or radiation !l

behind the aper
ture AC a be dark, the image of the object
will be painted on the wall, in an inverted
position: for the aperture C being very small,
the rays issuing from the point B will fall on

t; those from the points A and D will fall
on a and d : wherefore, since the rays issuing
from the several points are not confounded,
they will by reflection exhibit its appearance
on the wall. But since the rays A C and B C

intersect each other in the aperture, and the
rays from the lowest points fall on the highest,
<he situation of the object will of necessity be
inverted. Hence, since the angles at D and

d are right, and the vertical ones at C are
equal, B and b

, and A and a, will be also
equal; consequently, if the wall where the
object is delineated be parallel to it, ab : AB

."
;

dC : DC, that is, the height of the image
will be to the height of the object, as the dis-

tance of the image from the aperture is to the
distance of the object from the same.

To emit met a permanent Camera Obtcura. —

1
. Darken a chamber, one of whose windows

looks into a place set with various objects ;

leaving only a little aperture open in one
shutter. 2. In this aperture fit a lens, cither
plano-convex, or convex on both sides ; so as
to be a portion of a large sphere. 3. At a

due distance, to be determined by experience,
spread a paper, or white cloth, unless there
be a white wall for the purpose; for on this
the images of the desired objects will be deli
neated iuvertedly. 4. If it be rather desired
to have them appear erect, it is done either
by means of a concave lens placed between
the centre and the focus of the first leus ; or
by receiving the image on a plane speculum
inclined to the horizon under an angle of 45°;
or by means of two lenses included in a draw-
tube, in lieu of one.— Note. If the aperture
do not exceed the size of a pea, the objects
will be represented, even though no lens be
used.

That the images be clear and distinct, it is

necessary that the objects be illuminated by
the sun's light shining upon them from the
opposite quarter ; so that, in a western pro
spect, the images will be best seen in a fore
noon ; an eastern prospect, the afternoon ; and

a northern prospect, about noon : a southern
prospect is the least eligible of any. But
the best way is to have the lens fixed in a

proper frame, on the top of a building, and
made to move easily round in all directions,
by a handle extended to the person who ma
nages the instrument; the images being then
thrown down into a dark room immediately
below it, upon a horizontal round plaister of
Pari1; ground : for thus a view of all the ob
jects quite around may easily be taken in the
space of a few minutes ; as is the case of the
excellent camera obscura placed on the top
of the roval observatory at Greenwich, and
with a very good one made by Holroyd of
Leeds, in which the images are received on a

table of more than six feet diameter.

A very simple portable camera obscura is

represented in the following figure:

ABCD is a small rectangular box, its length
being about 20 or 24 inches, and its breadth
about 10 inches. This box is closed on all
sides, except the space E FG D, which is co
vered with a piece of ground glass, or trans
parent paper. In the other eud, A B, is a

moveable tube, JU with a proper lens, and
EIHD is a plane reflecting mirror (set an
angle of 45°) which intercepts the rays Pp,
Qq, &c. proceeding from the object PQ,
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which are thence reflected upon the trans
parent skreen EFGD, where the image of
the object will be painted in its natural co
lours, but in an inverted position, as Q P ;
which, however, may be obtained erect, by
the introduction of proper lenses in the tube L.
Aofe. 'J'Imt a shade is necessary to keep off
the external light from the skreen EFGD,
which is commonly effected by having the
box covered with a horizontal lid, under
which are two wings which open at right an
gles to each side of it.

Various other forms are given to this in
strument, several of which may be seen in
Rees's Cyclop.

CAMUS {Charles Stephen Lewis), a
celebrated French mathematician, was born
at Crcssey in Brie, August 25, 1699, and died
the fourth of May, 1768, in the sixty-ninth
year of his age. The works published by this
author are,

1. Course of Mathematics for the use of the
Engineers, 4 vols. 8vo.

2. Elements of Mechanics. A work very
valuable for the strictness and perspicuity of
its demonstrations.

3. Elements of Arithmetic.
Beside various papers which were published

in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences
at Paris ; viz.

1. Of an accelerated Motion by Living
Forces. 2. Of the Figure of the Teeth and
Pinions in Clocks. 3. A Problem in Statics.
4. On the masting of Ships. 5. The Manner
of working Oars, &c. &c.

CANCER, the Crab, one of the twelve signs
of the zodiac, denoted by the character SB.
See Constellation.

Tropic of Cancer, a small circle of the
sphere parallel to the equinoctial, and passing
through the beginning of the sign Cancer.

CANES Venatici, the Hounds or Grey
hounds, a northern constellation. These two
dogs are farther distinguished by the names
Asterion arid Chura. See Constellation.

CANICULAR, the name formerly given to
the constellation Canis Major ; and the same
was also sometimes applied to the star Sirius ;
whence the Canicular Days.

Canicular Days, or Dog-Days, denote pro
perly a certain number of days which precede
and follow the helical rising of Canicular, or
the Dog-slar, in the morning; which were
formerly the days of the greatest heat. The
ancients imagined that this star, rising as
above, was the cause of the hot sultry weather
common at that season, as well as of the dis
tempers which usually followed them (Homer
11. lib. v. ver. 10; Virgil, A In. lib. x. ver. 270);
and somewhat of a similar notion still prevails
in many of the remote parts of this country,
even to the present day.

The dog-days were commonly reckoned at
about forty ; viz. twenty before, and twenty
after the heliacal rising of Sirius; and in the
almanacs, were usually accounted absolutely
from this circumstance, which in consequence

of the preccssionoftheequinoxes brought them
into the months of June and July, instead of
July and August : an alteration, however,
has been made in this respect, within a few
years ; and they are now, without any regard
to the rising of Sirius, accounted from July 3
to August 11 ; these being considered the
hotest days of the year.

Civicular Year, denotes the Egyptian na
tural year; which was computed from one
heiical rising of Canicular to another.

CANIS Major, the Great Dog, a constella
tion of the southern hemisphere. See Con
stellation.

Cams Minor, a constellation of the southern
hemisphere. See Constellation.

CANON, in Arithmetic, Geometry, &c. a
general rule for resolving all cases of the same
kind: this word is now seldom used; we say
instead of it

,

method, or formula. Thus all
quadratic equations, x1 + ax — b

, arc solved
by the canon or formula

Tables of sines, tangents, fkc. were also
sometimes called canons.

CANOPUS, in Astronomy, a bright star of
the first magnitude, in the constellation Argo.

Canopl's is also a name given by some of
the old astronomers, to a star under the second
bend of Eridanus.

CANTON (John), an ingenious natural
philosopher, was born at Stroud, in Glouces
tershire, in 1718; well known for several in
genious philosophical discoveries, particularly
for his experiment proving the compressibility
of water. About 1746, he made some impor
tant improvements in electricity; and in 1760,
he presented to the Royal Society a method
of making artificial magnets, independent of
natural ones, for which he was elected a
member, and received the annual gold medal.
In the same year he was honoured with the
degree of M.D. by the university of Aber
deen ; and afterwards chosen one of the Coun
cil of the Royal Society. His communications
to that learned body, upon astronomical and
philosophical subjects, were very numerous
and important, but he never published any
separate work. This ingenious and worthy
man died in March, 1772, in the fifty-fourth
year of his age.

CAPACITY of a Body, its solidity or con
tent; but more commonly it denotes the hol
low or vacuity of bodies ; thus we say, the
capacity of a vessel, meaning the quantity it

will contain.
CAPALLA, a bright star of the first mag

nitude, in the constellation Auriga.
CAPILLARY Tubes, in Physics, are very

small pipes, whose canals or bores are ex
ceedingly narrow, being so called from their
resemblance to a hair in size ; their usual dia
meter being about one-twentieth or one-
thirtieth of an inch, some even are not more
than one-fiftieth of an inch ; and Dr. Hook
assures us, that he drew some smaller than
tliis, and resembling a spider's thread.
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Mr. Atwood, in his "Analysis," proposes

the following' method for determining the
diameters of these very narrow tubes : Put
into the tube some mercury, whose weight in
grains is to, and let it occupy a length of the
tube /; then if 13-6 be the specific gravity of
mercury, that of water being 1, the diameter

will be — \/ y x -01923, as may be very

readily demonstrated ; and this will give the
real bore of the tube much more accurately
than by any other means whatever.

Phenomena of Capillary Tubes.—One of the
most singular phenomenon of these tubes is,
that if you take several of them of different
sizes, open at both ends, and immerse them a

little way into water, or any other fluid, it will
immediately rise in the tubes to a considerable
height above the surface of that into which
they are immersed: these heights varying
nearly in a reciprocal proportion of the dia-

meters.tthe greatest heights, according to Dr.
Hook, being about twenty-one inches.

The heights, however, arc not the same for
all fluids, some standing considerably higher or
lower than others ; and with regard to quick
silver, it does not rise in the tubes at all, but,
on the contrary, stands lower in the tube than
in the vessel into which the tube is immersed,
and that so much the more as the diameter is
smaller.

Another phenomenon of these tubes is, that
such of them as will naturally discharge water
only by drops, when electrified yields it in a

perpetual stream.
Various hypotheses have been advanced to

account for the ascent of fluids in capillary
tubes ; some attributing it to the attraction of
the glass upon the upper surface of the fluid,
others again, to the diminished pressure of
the air on the fluids in the tube, &c. It must,
however, be acknowledged, that nt present
the cause of the phenomenon is by no means

satisfactorily accounted for. See Phil. Trans.
Nos. 355, 363 ; Muschenbroek, Intro, at Phil,
Nat. torn. i. c. 20 ; Cote's Hydrost. lcet. ii. ; Par
kinson's Syst. of Mech. and Hydrost ch. v.;
and Cavallo's Elem. of Nat. or Exp. Phil,
vol. ii. ch. 5.

CAPR A, or the Site Gout, a name sometimes
given to the star Capalla.

Capra is also the name of a small northern
constellation, consisting of three stars.

CAPRICORN, the Goat, a southern con
stellation, and the tenth sign of the zodiac.
It is denoted by the character Vj\ being in
tended for the representation of the goat's
horns. See Constellation.

Tropic of Capricorn, a small circle of the

sphere parallel to the equinoctial, passing

through rhe beginning of Capricorn, or the

winter solstice, or point of the sun's greatest
southern declination.

CAPUT Draconis, the Dragon's Head, a

name given by some to the star a, Dracouis,

in the head of that constellation.
CARACT, or Carat, a term employed to

denote the quality of gold. The whole quan-

tity of metal is supposed to be divided into
twenty-four parts, which are the carats, so

that a carat is the twenly-fourth part of the
whole quantity; which is farther divided in
four equal parts, called grains of a carat, and
these grains into halves and quarters. And.
the metal is said to be of so many carats fine,

according to the quantity of pure gold that

enters into its composition. Pure gold is,

therefore, twenty-four carats tine ; and if there

be twenty parts pure gold, and four of alloy,
then it is said to be twenty carats fine, &c.

CARDAN (Jerom), a celebrated mathe

matician, physician, and astrologer, of the

sixteenth century, was born at Pavia, in Italy,
Sept. 24, 1501, and died at Rome, in Sept.
1575. In the capacity of physician he was

invited to Scotland, to cure the Archbishop

of St. Andrew's of a grievous disorder, which

he is said to have effected after the failure of
the most celebrated physicians of that day.
As an astrologer, he was invited to England
in order to cast the nativity of Edward V. as

he had already done that of his own ; which
latter not being precisely correct as to the

time of his death, he is said to have starved

himself for the honour of the science; viz. that

his living might not discredit his art. Hudi-
bras alludes to Cardan's pretended astrologi

cal skill in the following lines :

" Cardan believes great states depend

Upon the tip of the Bear's tail's end ;

And as she wisks it t'wards the sun,

Strews mighty empires up and down."

Cardan was the author of numerous works
on arithmetic, algebra, &c. which were pub
lished at Lyons in 10 vols, folio, 1663: and in

the latter science he is supposed to have far

excelled any of his own time; though the rule

on which his fame more particularly depends,
viz. for cubic equations, was not his own, but

Tartaglia's, who had communicated it to him

under the strictest promise of secresy. See

Cubic Equations and Irreducible Case.

CARDINAL Points, in Geography and

Navigation, the four principal points of the

compass ; vir. east, west, north, and south.

The term is derived from cardo, a hinge, being

that on which all the others turn or depend.

Cardinal Signs, arc those at the four quar

tcrs, or the equinoxes and solstices ; viz. the

signs Aries, Libra, Cancer, and Capricorn.

Cardinal Winds, those that blow from the

four cardinal points.
CARDIOIDE, the name of a curve so de

nominated by Castilliani, from its resemblance

to a heart, napiia: Ihc construction of which

is as follows:
Through one extremi

ty A, of the diameter AB,
of the circle A P B, draw

a number of lines APQ, I

cutting the circle in P P, !

&c. upon these set off PQ
=z to the diameter A B ;

then the curve passing

through all the points Q,

Q, 8cc. is termed the Cardioide.
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Trom this generation of the curve is readily

deduced its principal properties ; mar. that
every where PQr AB
CQorQQrzAa = 2 A B

AQ-AB± AI'
P always bisects QQ.

The cardioide is an algebraical curve, the
equation to which is;

Putting a — AB the diameter,i = AD perp. to A B,
y = DQ perp. to AD; then

+ 12aMy- 8oMy+3«7zM —

This equation evidently indicates a line of
the fourth order; (he principal properties of
which may, however, be deduced from an
equation of (he form

z — 4. cos. ip ± c;
as may be seen in Killer's " Analysis Infini-
torem," vol. ii. p. 415.

For the method of draw ing tangents, and
investigating the properties of this curve, see

Phil. Trans. No. 461, sect. viii. ; sec also Me
moirs Acad. Scien. for 1705, where it w as first
treated of by Carri.

CARL d'Or, a gold coin of the Duchy of
Brunswick, value 5 rix dollars, or 16s. 5frf.
sterling.

CAROLIN d'Or, a Bavarian coin, value
ten florins, or £1. 0*. Od. sterling.

CARLINI, a coin of Naples, of the value
of about 4d. sterling.

CARRE' (Lewis), a French mathematician
of considerable abilities, born in 1663, in the
province of Brie, and died in 1711, in the
forty-eighth year of his age. Carre had a great
many papers published in the Memoires of
the Academy of Sciences on various subjects ;

a list of the principal of which may be seen in
Dr. Hutton's Mathematical Dictionary: he
was also author of the first complete treatise
on the integral calculus, under the title of" A Method of measuring Surfaces and Solids,
and finding their Centres of Gravity, Percus
sion, and Oscillation ;" which was published at
Paris in 1700.

CARTES (Rene des), an illustrious French
philosopher and mathematician. He w as born
at La Haye, in Touraine, in 1596, and edu
cated under the Jesuits at La Fleche. At the
desire of his friends, who wished to see him
advanced in the military line, he went into
the sen ice of the Prince of Orange, in 1616,
and during a truce between the Dutch and
Spaniards wrote in Latin a treatise on music.
After serving some time with the Duke of
Bavaria, and in Hungary under the Count de
Bocquoy, he-resolved to quit the military life
and devote himself to study : however, he
travelled a great deal, particularly in the
northern countries and in England, improving
his mind wherever he went. In 1634, he conv
pleted several works, and among the rest his
treatise of the World; in 1657, he published
his hooks on Method, Dioptrics, Meteors,
and Geometry, and while thus engaged upon
mathematical and metaphysical pursuits, he

applied assiduously to the study of anatomy.

In 1647, the French King settled upon him a
pension of 3000 livres, and the next year he
accepted of an invitation from the Queen of
Sweden, and went to Stockholm, where ho
obtained a pension and estate ; and died there
in 1650.

" Nature," says Voltaire, " had favoured
Des Cartes with a strong and clear imagina
tion, whence he became a very singular per
son, both in private life, and in his manner of
reasoning. This imagination could not be
concealed even in his philosophical writings,
which are every where adorned with very
brilliant ingenious metaphors. Nature had
almost made him a poet ; and indeed he wrote
a piece of poetry for the entertainment of
Christina, Queen of Sweden, which however
was suppressed in respect for his memory. He
extended the limits of geometry as far beyond
the place where he found them, as Newton
did after him ; and first taught the method of
expressing curves by equations. He applied
this geometrical and inventive genius to diop
trics, which when treated by him became a
new art ; and if he was mistaken in some

things, the reason is, that a man who discovers
a new tract of land, cannot at once know all
the properties of the soil. Those who come
after him, and make these lands fruitful, are
at least obliged to him for the discovery."
Voltaire acknowledges that there are innu
merable errors in the rest of Des Cartes'*
works ; but adds, that geometry was a guide
which he himself had in some measure form
ed, and which would have safely conducted
him through the several paths of natural phi
losophy : nevertheless he had at last abandon
ed this guide, and gave entirely into the hu
mour of framing hypotheses; and then his
philosophy was no more than an ingenious
romance, fit only to amuse the ignorant.

CARTESIAN Philosophy, orC'ARTESiAMSM,
the system of philosophy advanced by Des
Cartes, and maintained by his followers, the
Cartesians.

The Cartesian philosophy is founded on two
great principles, the one metaphysical, tho
other physical. The first principle of the Car
tesian philosophy is this, " I think, therefore,
I am : this is the foundation of Des Cartes's

metaphysics: that on which his physics is
built is, "That nothing exists but substances."
Substance he makes of two kinds; the one
that thinks, the other is extended; so that
actual thought and actual extension make the
essence of substance. The essence of matter

being thus fixed in extension, Des Cartes con
cludes that there is no vacuum, nor any pos
sibility of it in nature, but that the universe is
absolutely full : by this principle, mere space
is quite excluded ; for extension being implied
in the idea of space, matter is so too.

Motion is defined to be the translation of a

body from the neighbourhood of others that
are in contact with it, anil considered as at
rest, to the neighbourhood of other bodies:
by which the distinction is destroyed between
motion that is absolute or real, and that which
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i» relative or apparent. He maintains that
the same quantity of motion is always pre
served in the universe, because God must be

supposed to act in the most constant and im
mutable manner ; and hence also he deduces
his three laws of motion.

Upon these principles Des Cartes explains
mechanically how the world was formed, and
how the present phenomena of nature came
to arise. He supposes that God created mat
ter of an indefinite extension, which he sepa
rated into small square portions or masses,
full of angles : that be impressed two motions
on this matter; the one, by which each part
revolved about its own centre ; and another, by
which an assemblage, or system of them, turn
ed round a common centre. From whence
arose as many different vortices, or eddies, as

there were different masses of matter, thus
moving about common centres.

The consequence of these motions in each
vortex, according to Des Cartes, is as follows:
The parts of matter could not thus move and
revolve amongst one another, without having
their angles gradually broken ; and this con
tinual friction of parts and angles must pro
duce three elements: the first of these, an
infinitely fine dust, formed of the angles broken
oil: the second, the spheres remaining after
all the angular parts are thus removed ; and
those particles not yet rendered smooth and
spherical, but still retaining some of their
angles and hamous parts, from the third ele
ment.

Now the first or subtilest element, accord
ing to the laws of motion, must occupy the
centre of each system, or vortex, by reason of
the smallness of its parts : and this is the mat
ter which constitutes the sun, and the fixed
>tars above, and the fire below. The second
element, made up of spheres, forms the at
mosphere, and all the matter between the
earth and the fixed stars, in such sort, that
the largest spheres are always next the cir
cumference of the vortex, and the smallest
next its centre. The third clement, formed
"f the irregular particles, is the matter that
composes the earth, and all terrestrial bodies,
together with comets, spots in the sun. Sec.

He accounts for the gravity of terrestrial
bodies from the centrifugal force of the ether
revolving round the earth: arid upon the same
general priuciples he pretends to explain the
phenomena of the magnet, and to account for
all (he other operations in nature.

Des Cartes infers the existence of God from
the principle, " Cogito, ergo sum;" and thinks
his inference just, because it satisfies his rea-
M»n; so that he proceeds on a supposition that
that satisfies his reason is true; and of course
he takes it for granted that his reason is not a
fallacious but a true faculty : hence his argu
ment proceeds on a supposition that the point
'o be proved is true. He therefore attempts to
prove the truth of our faculties by an argu
ment which evidently and necessarily sup
poses their truth; and consequently his meta

physics is built on sophisms. As this philoso

pher doubted where he ought to have been
confident, so he is often confident where he
ought to doubt. He admits not his own ex
istence till he thinks he has proved it ; yet his
system is replete with hypotheses taken for
granted, without proof, almost without exami
nation. He sets out with the profession of
universal scepticism; while many of his theo
ries are founded on the most uuphilosophical
credulity. Des Cartes erred materially when
he concluded that the most perfect kind of
science was to be arrived at by inferring effects
from their causes; for, consistently with this
conclusion, he endeavoured, from his know
ledge of the Deity (which must necessarily be

imperfect), to deduce an explication of all his
wofk, and thus produced a system almost in
every respect repugnant to truth and experi
ment. Keill says, truly, that Des Cartes was
so far from applying geometry and observa
tions to natural philosophy, that bis whole
system is but one continued blunder, on ac

count of his negligence in that point ; which
he could easily prove, by showing that his
theory of the vortices, upon which his system
is founded, is absolutely false, for that Newton
has shown that the periodical times of all
bodies that swim in vortices must be directly
as the squares of their distances from the
centre of them ; but it is evident, from obser
vations, that the planets, in moving round the
sun, observe a law quite different from this;
for the squares of their periodical times are
always as the cubes of their distances: and
therefore, since they do not observe that law,
which of necessity they must if they swim in
a vortex, it is a demonstration that there are
no vortices in which the planets are carried
round the sun.

The Cartesian system has been often altered
and mended ; many ingenious men, for full a
century, employing their talents in reforming
one part and new-modelling another. But it
is now acknowledged on all hands, that the
foundation was faulty, and the superstructure
erroneous; so that the fabric, though allowed
to be a work of genius, is abandoned to neg
lect and ruin, and is pointed at as a memorial
of philosophical presumption.

CASTALI (Paul), a learned Jesuit, born
at Placentia, in 1617. He was author of tho
following works ; viz.

1. Vacuum Proscriptum. 2. Terra Mecha-
nis Mota. 3. Mechanicorum, libri octo. 4.

De Igne Dissertationes. 5. De Angelis Dis-
putafio Theolog. 6. Hydrostaticae Disserta
tiones. 7. Optical Disputationcs.

Which latter work he wrote after he was
blind, at more than eighty-eight years of age.

CASSINI (John Dominic), an eminent as

tronomer, was born at a town in Piedmont, in
Italy, June 8, 1625. In 1650, the senate of
Bologna invited him to be their public ma
thematical professor, while he was yet but
twenty-five years of age. And in 1652, a

comet appeared, which he observed with great
accuracy ; and discovered that comets were

not bodies accidentally generated in the at
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raosphere, as had been supposed, but of the

same nature, and probably governed by the

same laws, as the planets. The same year he

resolved an astronomical problem, which Kep
ler and Bullialdus had given up as insolvable ;

viz. to determine geometrically the apogee
and eccentricity of a planet, from its true and
mean place. In 1666, he printed at Komc a
collection of astronomical pieces, and among
others a "Theory of Jupiter's Satellites."
Lewis XIV. of France desired leave of the

pope for Cassini to come to Paris, which was

granted ; but the time of absence was limited
to six years, and at the expiration of the term
he was commanded to return, and on his re
fusal his places were taken from him. Cas-
siiii was the first Professor of the Royal Ob
servatory, which was finished in 1670. Here
he made numerous observations; and in 1684,

he discovered four satellites of Saturn. In
1695, he went to Italy to examine the meri
dian line, which he had before settled in 1603 ;

and in 1700, he continued it through France.
Cassini died in 1712, in the eighty-sevcuth
year of his age.

Cassini (John James), the son and succes
sor of the above ; born at Paris in 1677, and
educated at the Mazarine College, under Va-
rignon, Professor of Mathematics. At the

age of seventeen he was admitted a Member
of the Academy of Sciences; and in 1696, he
visited England, where he was chosen a Fellow
of the Royal Society. He .succeeded his father
in 1712, and enriched the stock of science with

many valuable discoveries. In 1740, he pub
lished his " Astronomical Tables," and " Ele
ments of Astronomy;" which were followed

by other extensive works. Cassini did not
confine himself entirely to astronomy, but
made some curious experiments in electricity,
and other subjects of natural philosophy. He
also measured a perpendicular to the meridian
of Paris, and from all his operations ventured
to assert, in opposition to Newton, that the

figure of the earth was an oblong spheroid.
In consequence of these assertions, the King
of France sent two companies of mathemati
cians, one to measure a degree at the equa
tor, and the other at the polar circle; and the
comparison of the whole determined the figure
to be that of an oblate spheroid, in contradic
tion to Cassini's declaration. He died in eon-
sequence of a fall in 1736.

Cassini df. Thury (Cesar Francois), the
second son and successor of James Cassini ;

born at Paris in 1714, and at the age of ten
calculated the phases of the great solar eclipse
of 1727. He accompanied and assisted his
father in several of his grand undertakings.

In 1761, Cassini undertook an expedition
into Germany, for the purpose of continuing
to Vienna the perpendicular of the Paris me
ridian ; to unite the triangles of the chart of
France with the points taken in Germany; to

prepare fhc means of extending into this coun
try the same plan as in France ; and thus to
establish successively for all Europe, a most
useful uniformity. Our author was at Vicuna

the sixth of June, 1761, the day of the transit
of the planet Venus over the sun, of which he
observed as much as the state of the weather
would permit him to do, and published the ac
count of it in his " Voyage en Allcmagne."

M. Cassini published in the volumes of Me
moirs of the French Academy a prodigious
number of pieces, chiefly astronomical, too
numerous to particularise in this place, be
tween the years 1735 and 1770 ; consisting of
astronomical observations and questions ;

among which are observable, "Researches
concerning the Parallax of the Sun, the Moon,
Mars, and Venus;" on "Astronomical Re
fractions," and the effects caused in their
quantity and laws by the weather ; numerous
observations on the obliquity of the ecliptic,
and on the law of its variations. In short, he
cultivated astronomy for fifty years, of the
most important for that science that ever
elapsed, for the magnitude and variety of ob
jects, in which he commonly sustained a prin
cipal share.

M. Cassini died of the small-pox, the fourth
of September, 1784, in the seventy-first year
of his age ; being succeeded in the Academy,
and as a Director of the Observatory, by his
only son, Count John Dominic. Cassini ; who
is the fourth in order by direct descent in that
honourable station.

CASSINIAN Curve, or Cassinoid, an el
liptic curve proposed by John Dominic Cas
sini, as being the orbit of a planet. In this
curve, the product of two lines drawn from
its loci to any point in the curve shall be
equal to a given quantity, viz. to tho rectangle
under the aphelion and perihelion distances
of the planet. The celestial observations,
however, by no means correspond with this
curve; and indeed it

, in some eases, has
breaches in its continuation, which are per
fectly incompatible with the motion of a

planet ; so that it can by no means be ad
mitted into astronomy.

CASSIOPEIA, or Cassiopea, a northern
constellation, situated near the north pole.

In 1572. there appeared a new star in this
constellation, which at first surpassed in mag
nitude and brightness the planet Jupiter : but it

diminished by degrees, and finally disappeared,
after having been visible for eighteen months.
Dissertations were written on this subject by
Tycho Brahe, Kepler, Mausolycus, Lycetus,
Gramincus, &c. Reza, the Landgrave of
llcssc, Rosa, &r. wrote in order to prove that

it was a comet, and the same which appeared
to the Magi at the birth of Christ, and that it

then came to declare his second coming.
Several astronomers suppose this star to

have a periodical return, and which has been
stated at about one hundred and fifty years.
This, however, is mere conjecture, and affords
little satisfaction to philosophic minds. Dr.
Hcrschell has given a statement of the com
parative lustre of the stars in this constella
tion, in the Phil. Trans, for 1796, vol. lxxxvi.
p. 463; sec also vol. lxxvi. p. 193. See Con
stellation.
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CASTOR, in Astronomy, a moiety of the

constellation Gemini, called also Apollo. Also
the name of a bright star iu this constellation
marked a, by Bayer.

Castor and Pollux. See Gemini.
Castor and Pollur, a term applied by sailors

to a certain kind of meteor frequently ob
served at sea.

CASTRAMETATION (from antrum, a
camp, and metari, to measure or lay out), the
art of encamping an army.

CATABIBAZON. Sec Dragon's Tail.
CATACAUSTIC Curves (from Kara, against,

and xxm, to burn), in the higher Geometry and
in Optics, are the species of caustic curves
formed by reflection, which are generated in
the following manner: If there be an infinite
number of rays AB,
AC, AD, &c. pro-L
ceeding from the
radiating point A,
andreflected by any
given curveBCDH,
so that the angles
of incidence be e-
qual to the angles
of reflection ; then
the curve E F G, to
which the reflected
rays B I, CE, DF,!ec. are always tangents,
as at the points I, E, F, &c. is the catacaustic
or caustic by reflection ; being the same thing
as to say, that a caustic curve is that formed
by joining the points of concurrence of the
several reflected rays.

If the reflected ray I B be produced to K,
so that AB = BK, and the curve K L be the
evolitte of the caustic EFG, beginning at the
point K; the portion of the caustic IE
( A B — A C) + (C E — B I), that is, the dif
ference of the two incident rays added to the
difference of the two reflected ones.

When the curve BCD is a geometrical
one, the caustic will be so too, and will always
be rectifiable. The caustic of the circle is a
cycloid, or epicycloid, formed by the revolution
of a circle upon a circle. The catacaustic of
the common cycloid, when the rays are pa
rallel to its axis, is also a common cycloid,
described by the revolution of a circle upon
the same base. That of u logarithmic spiral
is also the same curve.

If the inside of a smooth bason, containing
in it any white liquor, as milk, be placed in
the sun's rays, or in a strong candlelight,
it will exhibit a very perfect catacaustic

The principal writers on this subject are,
D'Hopital, Carre, &c. Mem. Acad. Scien. an.
1666 and 1705.

CATACOUSTICS (from xctrx, against, and
««», / hear), called also Cataphones, the
science of reflected sounds or echoes ; being
<oacoustics, what catoptrics is to optics.
CATADIOPTRICAL Telescope. See Re

jecting Telescope.
CATALOGUE of the Stars. See Star.
CATAPULTA, the name of an ancient

military engine, used for throwing large
stones.

CATENARY, Catenaria (from cH'tna, a
chain), in the higher Geometry, a mechanical
curve, which a chain or rope forms itself into,
by its own weight, when hung freely between
two points of suspension, whether those points
be in the same horizontal plane or not.

The nature of this curve was investigated
by Galileo, who supposed it to be the same
with the parabola; but though Jungius de
tected this mistake, its true nature was not
discovered till the year 1691, when J. Ber
noulli published it as a problem, in the " Acta
Eruditorem." Dr. D. Gregory, in 1697, pub
lished a method ol investigating the properties
before discovered by Bernoulli and Leibnitz ;
Phil. Trans, ab. vol. i. p. 48, &C where he un
dertakes to show, that an inverted catenary is
the best figvire for an arch. Bernoulli, Opera,
vol.i. p. 48, &c. and vol.iii. p. 491, ike; Cotes's
Herm. Mens. p. 108.

In order to conceive the general nature and
properties of this curve, suppose a heavy and
flexible line FD, having its two extremities

6 C H

F and D firmly fixed at those points; then by
its weight it will bend itself into the curve
FAD, which is called the catenary.

Let BD and hd be parallel to the horizon
A B, its axis perpendicular to the horizon and
to BD, and De parallel to AB ; and the points
B, b, indefinitely near to each other. From
the laws of mechanics, any three powers in
equilibrio, arc to each other as the lines pa
rallel to the lines of their direction (or inclined
in any angle), and terminated by their mutual
concourses: hence if Drf express the absolute
gravity of the particle Drf, as it will, admit
ting the chain to be uniform throughout; then
De will express that part of the gravity that
acts perpendicular upon Drf; and by means
of which this particle tends to reduce itself
into a vertical position ; and as it proceeds
from the ponderous line DA, it is, ca>teris

paribus, proportional to the line DA, which is
the cause of it. Farther, the line de will ex
press the force which acts against that eo-
natus of the particle D d, by which it endea
vours to restore itself into a position perpen
dicular to the horizon, and prevent it from
doing so. This force is constant, being no
other than the resistance of the point A ; and
may therefore be expressed by any given right
line a.

Supposing, therefore, as before, the curve
FAD, whose vertex, the lowest point of the
catenary, is A, axis AB, and ordinate BD;
also the fluxion of the axis De — B/>; fluxion
of the ordinate de; the relation of these tw<>

fluxions is expressed thus ; viz.
De : erf :: is curve DA : a
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■which is the fundamental property of the
ourve, and may be otherwise expressed, as
follows :

Put AB =x, DB = y, and AD = z; then

: y : a, or ax — yz, or y =
and from this equation the other property of
the curve may be readily drawn ; viz.i :*/(*» + .i/1) (= ;) :: z + z1)

whence x —
V(a* + z1)

the fluents of which give x —
✓ («* + zl).

But at the vertex of the curve w here zrzO,
and z —

0, this becomes 0 — y/ (a1 + 0)
— a,

and therefore by correction x —
^(a' + z1)— a,

or a + x — J{a- -f z1);
and hence also

z — ✓ ((
« + xf —

a1) = */(2aa: + a*)

and a —
zx

Now any of these expressions n ill give the
equation of the curve, in terms ol the arc and
its absciss; in which it appears that a 4- x
represents the hypothenuse of a right-angled
triangle, whose legs are a and z.

So that if in B A, and H A, parallel to D B,
and representing the tension as it acts, pro
duced there be taken AD — a, and AE~ the
curve Z or AD; then will the hypothenuseD E zz a 4- x or D B. And hence, any two
of the three quantities a, x, z, being given,
the third is given also.

Again, from the first simple property; Mr.
x : y :: z : a, or «i zz zy

by substituting the value of z above formed,

it becomes

a.f = v/(2ai+i*)y; oryzz ax —-;
\/{2ax 4- ar)the fluent of which equation is

y zz 2a x hyp. log. j -Jx + ^(2a + x
)

|But at the vertex of the curve, where x — 0
,

and jzO, this becomes 0 — 2a x In p
. log. 2a;

whence the correct equation of the fluent is

y = 2o x hyp. log. —
which is also an equation fo the curve, in
terms of x and y, though not simply alge
braical.

This last equation, however, is reducible in
another way to much simpler terms ; that is,
by first squaring the logarithmic quantity, and
dividing its co-efficient by 2; then we shall
have

, . ea+x+ sCZax + x*)y zza x hyp. log. of —-—-—

^

— (, or

y

~ a x hyp. log. (* + %, or
Z — X1

y zz a x hyp. log.
4- x

y zz a x hyp. log. of

u + x + z

Again multiplying both numerator and de
nominator by jx, and then squaring the pro
duct, and dividing the co-efficient bv 2 it

becomes, first J '

y = 2a x hyp. log. -^±JL_, then

2 — ■ X

CATHETUS (from xaOtT©-, pet-pendicular),
in Geometi-y, a lino or radius falling perpen
dicular upon another. Thus the catheti of a

right-angled triangle are the two sides thai
include the right angle.

Cathetus of Incidence, in Catoptrics, is a

right line drawn from a radiant point, perpen
dicular to the reflecting line, or the plane of
the speculum or mirror.

Cathetus of Reflection, or of the Eye, a

right line drawn from the eye, or from any
point of a reflected ray, perpendicular to the
plane of reflection, or of the speculum.

CATOPTBICS (from KctTomeot, spectrins*,
of x<xtosand owro/uai, video, I lee), the science
of reflex vision, or that branch of Optics w hich
illustrates the laws and properties of light,
reflected from, mirrors or speculate principal authors who have treated of
this subject, amongst the ancients, arc Euclid,
Alhazon, and Vitellio. Euclid's treatise is the
first that is extant on this subject; it was
published in Latin, in 1604, by John Pener,
aud is included in Herigon's "Course of Ma
thematics," and in Gregory's edition of the
works of Euclid. It has been, however, doubt
ed whether this piece was really the work of
Euclid, although it is ascribed to him by I'ro-
olus, lib. ii. and by Marinus, in his preface to
"Euclid's Data." Alhazeu was an Arabian
author, and composed a large volume of
Optics about the year 1100; in which he
treats pretty fully of catoptrics. Vitellio was
a native of Poland, and composed another
treatise on this subject about the year 1270.

Amongst the moderns, many authors have
directly, or indirectly, treated of this subject.
Tacquet has demonstrated very much at length
the properties of plane mirrors, in lib. i. of his" Catoptrics," printed in the collection of his
works in folio. Fabri has also written on this
subject, in his "

Synopsis Optica ;" James
Gregory, in his "Optica Promota;" and par
ticularly Dr. Barrow, in his " Optical Lec
tures." In the last mentioned work, its au
thor has laid down the principles of this
branch of optics with peculiar accuracy and
perspicuity, and have deduced from them the
properties of spherical mirrors, both concave
and convex. We have also David Gregory's" Elements of Catoptrics;" Wolfius's "Ele
ments of Catoptrics ;" Dr. Smith's elabo
rate work on optics, in w hich he has amply
discussed the laws of catoptrics ; and many
others of later date, of w hich we may mention
Wood's " Principles of Optics," &c. &c.

It does not enter into the plan of this work
to treat of catoptrics as a science, under a

separate article; but all the principal propo
sitions and properties relating to this subject,
will be found under the articles Reflection,Mirror, Light, and Vision.

Catoptric Cistula, a machine whereby
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small bodies arc represented extremely large,
and near ones very distant, and diffused

through a vast space, with other pleasing phe
nomena ; by means of mirrors disposed by the
laws of catoptrics, in the concavity of a kind
of chest.

Of these there are various kinds, accom
modated to the particular views of the artist,

some to multiply, others to magnify, deform,

&c: some of which are described in Dr. Hut-
ton's Dictionary, and Rees's Cyclopedia, and
several others in the works above quoted.

Catoptric Dial, a dial which exhibits the
hours, &c. by reflected rays.

Catoptric Ttletcope, the same as Reflecting
Telescope.

CAVALIER! (Bonaventura), an eminent
Italian mathematician, was born at Milan in
1598, and entered at an early age into the
order of the Jesuits of St. Jerome. Cavalieri
was a disciple of Galileo, and the friend of
Torrieclli. In 16*29, he communicated to the
world his invention of the method of indivi
sibles, which obtained for him the honour of
succeeding Maginns, as Professor of Mathe
matics in the University of Bologna. This
work was entitled "Geometria Indivisibilibus
continuorum nova quad am Ratione promota;"
Bologna, 16 }, 4to. 2nd edit. 1653. This is a
curious and original work in geometry, in
which the author conceives the geometrical
figures, as resolved into their Tery small ele
ments, or as made up of an infinite number of
indefincly small parts, which is thought by
some to have laid the foundation of the me
thod of fluxions, or the infinitesimal calculus.

Besides this, his principal performance, he
also published a treatise of conic sections,
under the title of " La Speehio Ustorio overo
Trattato dellae Settioni Conichae," or De Spe-
rulo Ustorio, &c; Bologna, 4to. 1632: a sys
tem of trigonometry, under the title of " Di-
reetorium generalc Uranometricum," 4lo.
1632; including an account of logarithms,
together with tables of the logarithms of com
mon numbers, and trigonometrical tables of
natural sines and logarithmic sines, tangents,
secants, and versed sines; of which a new and
enlarged edition was published at Bologna in
1643, 4to. entitled " Trigonometrio Plana ac

Sphaeriea Linearis ac Logarithmica," 8tc; a
"

Compendium Regularum de Triangulis ;"
and a " Centuria Problcmatmn Astronomico-
rm" He was also the author of a treatise
of astrology, entitled " Rota Planetaria," and
published under the appellation of Sylvius
Philomantitis ; which publication was the
more surprising, as he was an enemy of judi
cial astrology. The last of his works was en
titled " Exercitationes Geometries; sex," 4to.
Bonon. 1647; and contains exercises on the
method of indivisibles ; answers to the objec
tions of Guldinus ; the use of indivisibles in

cossic powers, or algebra, and in considera
tions about gravity; with miscellaneous col

lections of problems. Towards the close of
lliis vear, 1647, he died a martyr to the gout,
siu'ch had deprived him of the use of his fin

gers. Montucla's " Hist, des Math." vol. ii.
p. 37, &c.

CAUDA, tho Latin for Tail; and is prefix
ed to the name of several constcllatious, to
denote certain stars in their fails, thus:

Cauda Capricorni, denotes the star in tho
tail of the constellation Bayer, marked y.

Cauda Ceti, the same as ji, Cetus.
Cauda Ci/gni, the sames as a, Cygnus.
Cauda Delphini, the same as i, Delphinus.
Cauda Draconit, the Dragon's Tail ; which

see.

Cauda Leoni*, the same as $
,

Leo.
Cauda Urtm Majoris, the star marked n, in

this constellation.
Cauda Urtm Minoris, marked a ; which i*

the pole star.

j\ CAUSTIC Curves. See Catacaustic.
CEGINUS, the name of y, Bootes.
CELERITY, Celeritas, in Mechanics. is

.

the velocity or swiftness of a body in motion,
or that affection of a body in motion by which

it can pass over a certain space in a certain
time.

CELESTIAL, relating to the heavens; as
Celestial Globe, Cefertia/SPHERE, &c; which
see.

CENTAURUS, the Centaur. See Con
stellation.

CENTER. See Centre.
CENTESM, the 100th part of a thing.
CENTRAL, something relating to a centre.

Thus, we have Central Eclipse, Central
Force, &c.

Central Eclipse, is when the centres of the
luminaries exactly coincide, and are directly
in a line with the eye of the observer.

Central Forces, are those forces which
tends directly to or from a certain point or
centre ; or they are forces which cause a
moving body to tend towards, or recede from,
the centre of motion ; and are hence divided
into two kinds, according to their different
relations to the centre, viz. whether it be to
approach or to recede. from it; being called,
in the former case, centripetal force, and in
the latter, centrifugal.

The doctrine of central forces depends on
the first Newtonian law of motion; viz." Every body perseveres in its state of rest, or
uniform motion in a right line, until a change

is effected in it b
y the agency of some exter

nal force."
Hence, when a body at rest tends inces

santly to move, or when the velocity of any
rectilineal motion is either accelerated or
retarded continually, or when the direction of

a motion is continually varied, and a curv*
line is described, these changes obviously in
dicate the action or influence of some exter
nal force, which operates without ceasing on
the quiescent, or moving body. In the first
case, this force is estimated by the pressure of
the quiescent body against the obstacle which
opposes its motion ; in the case of a constant
accelerated or retarded motion, the force is

measured by the rate of acceleration or retar

dation ; and in curvelincal motions, by th«
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flexure of the curve described, that is, by the
constant deflection of the body from its rec-
tinineal path, due regard being had in all
these cases to the time in which the effects
are produced, and other circumstances, ac
cording to the principles of mechanics.

Effects of the power or force of gravity, of
each kind, fall under our constant observation
near the surface of the earth; for the same
power which renders bodies heavy while they
arc at rest, accelerates them when they fall,
or retards then when they ascend or are pro
jected in any other direction than that of gra
vity. But wc can judge of the forces or powers
that act on the celestial bodies. b\ effects of
the last kind only. And hence it is, that the
doctrine of central forces is of so much use
in the theory of the planetary motions.

The doctrine of central forces for circular
orbits, was first considered by Huygens ; but
Newton, who treated the subject more general
ly, and in book i. § 2, of his " Principia," has
demonstrated this fundamental theorem ; viz.
that t/ie areas that revoking bodies describe, by
radii drawn to an immovable centre, lie in the
same immovable planes, and are proportional to
the times in which they are described (Principia,
lib. i. prop. 1). It has been observed, that this
law, which Kepler first discovered from abso
lute observation, is the only general law in
the doctrine of central forces ; but since this
law, as Newton himself has proved, cannot
hold whenever a body has a tendency, by its
gravity or force, to any other than one and
the same point, there seems to be wanting
some law that may serve to explain the mo
tion of the moon and satellites which have a
gravity towards two different centres ; and
the law he lays down for this purpose is as
follows: fir. that where a body is urged by
two forces, tending constantly to two fixed
points, it will describe, by lines drawn from
the two fixed points, equal solids in equal
times, about the line joining those two points.
See Machin, on the laws of the moon's mo
tion, in the postscript published at the end
of the English translation of Newton's" Principia:" see also a demonstration of this
law by Mr. W. Jones, Phil. Trans, vol. lix.
art. 12, p. 74, &e.

The same subject has been elegantly inves
tigated, when tlie motion is directed to more
than two centres, by many eminent mathe
maticians; and practical rules have been given
for computing the places, &c. of the planets
and satellites, by La Grange, La Place, War
ing, &c. See the Phil. Trans, and the Me
moirs of Berlin and Paris.

M. de Moivre, in his " Miscel. Analyt."
p. 231, as well as in Phil. Trans, has treated
on this subject, and to him we owe many ele
gant theorems relating to the doctrine of cen
tral forces. Varignon, Maclaurin, Simpson,
Enlcr, Emerson, and de l'Hopital, &c. have
treated on this subject ; to the latter of whom
wc owe the following general and comprehen
sive proposition ; viz.

If a body of any determinate weight move

uniformly round a centre, with any given ve
locity, its centrifugal force may be computed
by this proportion.

As the radius of the circle it describes.Is to double the height due to its velocity;
So is the weight of the body,
To its centrifugal force.
So that if b represent the weight of the

body, and 2s; — 32£ the force of gravity, v its
velocity, and r the radius of the curve; we
shall have, from the laws of falling bodies,

v1
4gz ; v* :: g : -— — the height due to its

velocity. Whence, by the above proportion,
r : — :: b : — f, the centrifugal force.2g 2gr J'
Consequently, when the centripetal and

centrifugal forces are equal, the velocity of
the body is equal to that which it would ac
quire in falling through half the radius.

2. The central force of a body, moving in
the periphery of a circle, is as the versed sine
A M of the indefinitely small arc A E ; or it
is as the square of that arc A E directly, and
as the diameter AB inversely. For AM is
the space through which the body is drawn
from the tangent in the given time, and 2AM
is the proper measure of the central force.
But A E being very small, and therefore nearly
equal to its chord, by the nature of the circlo

AB: AE:: AE: AM = 4tt-A B
E A D

3. If fwo bodies revolve uniformly in diffe
rent circles, their central forces are in the
duplicate ratio of their velocities directly, and
the diameters or radii of the circles inversely ;.... r , V1 v1 V1 r'

that,s,r:/::i7:-::-:T
For the force, by the last article, is as
A F1 A F*—

g or ; and the velocity r is as tho

space A E uniformly described.
4. And hence, if the radii or diameters be

reciprocally in the duplicate ratio of the velo
cities, the central forces will be reciprocally in
the duplicate ratio of the radii, or directly as
the fourth power of the velocities ; that is, if
V1 : r1 :: r : R, then F :/:: r1 : R* :: V* : vK

5. The central forces are as the diameters
of the circles directly, and squares of the pe
riodic times inversely. For if c be the circum
ference described in the time r, with the velo

city v ; then the space c = tv, or v — e-; hence,

using this value of v in the third rule, it becomes
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V f C* «* D <i R r* / •

DT* •
dt»

"
Ti:71 :: fi : jii s,nce

the diameter is as the circumference.
6. If two bodies, revolving in different cir

cles, be acted ou by the same central force ;

the periodic times are in the subduplicatc
ratio of the diameters or radii of the circles ;

for when

F =/, then ~ = \, and D : d :: Tl : f* or

T : t : »/D : ✓rf:: ,/R : -/r.
7. If the velocities be reciprocally as the

distances from the centre, the central forces
w ill be reciprocally as the cubes of the same
distances, or directly as the cubes of the velo
cities. That is, if V : v : : r : K, then is F :/ : :

r' R' :: V : »».
8. If the velocities be reciprocally in the

subduplicatc ratio of the central distances,
the squares of the tjmes will be as the cubes
of the distances; for if V*:«* :: r : R, then is

9. Wherefore, if the forces be reciprocally as
the squares of the central distances, the squares
of the periodic times will be as the cubes of
the distances ; or when F :/ :: r* : R1, then is

T* : r1 :: R' : r\
From the preceding theorems, we may de

duce the velocity and periodic time of a body
revolving in a circle, by means of its own
gravity, at any given distance from the earth's
centre. Let g be the space through which a

heavy body falls, at the surface of the earth,
in the first second of time, or 16-^ feet z AM
in the preceding figure; then 2g will measure
the force of gravity at the surface ; and r be
ing assumed for the earth's radius, A C ; the
velocity of the body in a circle at its surface,

in one second, will be

AE=^(AB.AM) = ^2r,»- = 2C00 feet
nearly; the radius of the earth being taken- 21000000 feet

Again, putting c — 3-14159, &c. we shall
have

/ 2r:\/ — =: 5078 seconds

S

nearly — 1» 24™ 38"; the periodic time at the
circumference.

Let now R represent the radius of another
circle, described by a projectile, about the
earth's centre; since the force of gravity va
ries inversely, as the square of the distance,
we shall have (thcor. 8 and 9

)

i11 r* / r

Rz ::v.v~ i — „V 5
R*

ibe velocity in the circle whose radius is R.

And r*:R*::<:l | =«V H
the periodic time in the same circle.

Or since we have found d ~ 2G000, and t =
■VJ78,these formulae become

i/.2gr : Icrw 1": c\

In the case of the moon R =: 60 r, we have
therefore
26000 =3357 feet per second, the velocity.
6078 ^ 216000 = 27T3B days, nearly the pe
riodic time.

And in the same way the velocities of the
planets, and their several periodic times, may
be determined, their distances being given ;

or their periodic times being given, their dis
tances may be found by the converse opera
tion ; the periodic time of the earth's revolu
tion, and its distance from the sun, being sup
posed known.

It may be proper to observe, that though
our first theorems related merely to circidar
motion, yet they are equally true for eliptic
orbits, it having been satisfactorily demon
strated by the writers before mentioned, that
the same law has place in the latter case,
provided the revolution be made about one of
the foci of the ellipse, as is the case in all the
planetary motions; the semi-transverse axis
being assumed as the mean distance.

In the same way we may compute the cen
trifugal force of a body at the equator, aris
ing from the earth's rotation. For the perio
dic time when the centrifugal force is equal
to the force of gravity, it has been shown
above, is 5078 seconds, and 23 hours, 66 mi
nutes, or 86160 seconds, is the period of the
earth's rotation on its axis ; therefore, by art. 5

,

as 861601 : 50781 :: 1 : the centrifugal
force required ; which, therefore, is the 289th
part of gravity at the earth's surface. Simp
son's " Fluxions," p. 240, &c.

Also, for another example, suppose A to be

a ball of 1 ounce, which is whirled about the
centre C, so as to describe the circle ARK,
each revolution being made in half a second ;

and the length of the cord AC equal to 2 feet.
Here then t — \, r n 2

,

and it having been/ 2R
found above that c v — — T, is the perio-

g

die time, at the circumference of the earth,
when the centrifugal force is equal to gravity ;

hence then, by art. 5
,

as

R T— : — : : F, or I :/, which proportion becomes

2c* r 16 1
*

— 9-819

26000 V/ 5 for the required velocity,

007& v/ ^~f°r periodic time.

JT_.
2c* 't*"--gf g

the centrifugal force, or that by which the
string is stretched, viz. nearly 10 ounces, or
10 ten times the weight of the ball.

Lastly, suppose the string and ball be sus
pended from a point D, and describes in its
motion a conical surface
ARD; then putting DC
=«,AC=r, andAD=A;
and putting F =: 1 , the force
of gravity as before ; then
will the body A be affected
by three forces, viz. gra
vity, acting parallel to DC ;

a centrifugal force in the
direction C A, and the ten
sion of the string, or force
by which it is stretched, in the direction D A ;

hence these three powers will be as the three
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sides of the triangle ADC respectively, and

therefore as C D. or a : A D or A : : 1 : —, the
t

tension of the string, as compared with the
weight of the body.

2c*r
Also AC or a : AC or r :: 1 : -, the ge-

fSl
neral expression for the centrifugal force above
found; hence

= 2«c*, t-c\/— - 1-108 y/a

the periodic lime.

Those who wish to enter more minutely
into the doctrine of central forces, may consult
the Memoirs of the French Academy for the
years 1700, 1701, and 1710; Maciaurin's" Fluxions ;" Simpson's " Fluxions j" Gre
gory's " Mechanics ;" Leybourn's "

Reposi
tory," Nos. 4 and 5; and the Phil. Trans,
vol. Ixxviii. which contains a curious paper on
this subject by Dr. Waring.

CENTRE, in a general sense, denotes a
point equally remote from the extremes of a
line, surface, or solid. The word is xi»Tpov,
which primarily signifies a point; being form
ed from the verb xtrrnt, pungero, to prick.

Centre of Attraction of a Body, is that
point into which, if all its matter was col
lected, its action upon any remote particle
would still be the same, as it is while the
body retains its own proper form. Or it is
that point to which bodies tend by their gra
vity, or about which a planet revolves as a
centre ; being attracted or impelled towards
it by the action of gravity.

The common centre of attraction of two or
more bodies, is sometimes used to denote that
point in which, if a particle of matter were
placed, the action of each body upon it would
be equal, and where it will therefore remain
in equilibrio; having no tendency to move
one way rather than another.

This is more properly termed, by some au
thors, the point of equal attraction. The power
of attraction being directly as the masses of
the attracting bodies, and reciprocally as the
squares of their distances, we have the fol
lowing method of rinding the common centre
of attraction of two bodies whose masses and
distance from each other are given.

Let M and m represent the masses of the
two bodies, and d their distance from each
other. Put x for the distance of the point of
equal attraction from M, and y the distance of
the same from m; then by the laws of attrac
tion m : M : : y* : x1, or

•ym : */M ;: y \ x
</m + VM : </m :: y + x( = rf

)

•/m + */M : */M::y + * ( = d

Whence... y — ' v "

: x

And..

v'wi + ^M

d v-M
v'm + V'M

Centre of a Circle, is that point in a circle
which is equally distant from every point of
the circumference, being that from which the
circle is described.

If more than two equal lines can be drawn
from any point within a circle to the circum
ference, that point will be the centre.

Centre of a C'ontc Section, is that point
which bisects any diameter, or that point in
which all the diameters intersect each other.

This point in an ellipse is within the figure,
in the hyperbola without, and in the parabola

it is at an infinite distance.
Centre of Conversion, in Mechanics, a

term employed by M. Parent. Its significa
tion may be thus conceived: if a stick be laid
on stagnant water, and drawn by a thread
fastened to it, so that the thread makes always
the same angle with it, the stick will be found
to turn about a certain point; which point is

called the centre o
f conversion. See Mem. of

Acad. Scien. abridged, vol. i. p. 191.

Centre of a Curve, of the higher kind, is

the point where two diameters concur; aud
when all the diameters concur in the same
point, it is called the general centre. On this
subject, see I'Alibe de Gua, "Usages del'
Analyse de Des Cartes ;" and Cramer, " In-
trod. a I'Analyse des Ligncs courbes."

Centre of a Dial, is that point where the
gnomon or style, which is placed parallel to
the axis of the earth, intersects the plane of
the dial.

Centre of an Ellipse. See Centre of a

Conic Section.
Centre of Equant, in the old Astronomy, a

point iu the line of aphelion : being as far
distant from the centre of the eccentric towards
the aphelion, as the sun is from the centre of
the eccentric towards the perihelion.

Centre of Equilibrium, is the same with
respect to bodies immersed in a fluid, as the
centre of gravity is fo bodies in free space ; or

it is a certain point on which if a body, or sys
tem of bodies, be suspended, they will rest in
any position.

Centre of Friction, is that point in the
base of a body on which it rovolves ; into
which, if the whole surface of the base and
the mass of the body were collected, and
made to revolve about the centre of the base
of the given body, the angular velocity de
stroyed by its friction would be equal to the
angular velocity destroyed in the given body
by its friction in the same time. The distance
of this centre from the centre of the body's

S x s

base . where S = the sum of each

T x t

particle into the square of its distance from
the axis of motion, T the sum of the products
of each part of the base, into its distance from
the centre of the base ; * the area of the base,
and t the solid content of the body. Sec an
ingenious paper on this subject by Mr. Vince,
Phil. Trans, for 1785, vol. Ixxv. p. 186.

Centre of Gravity of any body, or system
of bodies, is that point upon which the body
or system of bodies, acted upon only by the
force of gravity, will balance itself in all posi
tions ; or it is a point which, when supported,
the body or system will be supported, how
ever it may be situated in other respects.
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Hence it follows, that if a line or plane passing
through the centre of gravity be supported,
the body or system will be also supported.
And, conversely, if a body or system balance
itself upon a line or plane, in all positions, the
centre of gravity is in that line or plane. In
a similar manner it will appear, that if a body
rest in equilibria, when suspended from any
point, the centre of gravity of that body or
system is in the perpendicular let fall from the
centre of suspension ; and on these principles
depends the mechanical method of finding the
centre of gravity of bodies.

To find the Centre of Gravity of bodies, me

chanically.

For this purpose, it is only necessary to dis
pose the body successively in two positions of
equilibrium, by the aid of two forces in ver
tical directions, applied in succession to two
different points of the body, and the point of
intersection of these two directions will show
the centre required.

This may be exemplified by particularising
a few methods. If the body have plane sides,
as a piece of board, hang it up by any point,
then a plumb-line suspended from the same
point will pass through the centre of gravity ;

therefore mark that line upon it: and after
suspending the body by another point, apply
the plummet to find another such line, then
will their intersection show the centre of
gravity.

Or thus : hang the body by two strings from
the same point fixed to different parts of the
body; then a plummet hung from ihe same
point will fall on the centre of gravity.

Another method : Lay the body on the edge
of a triangular prism, or such like, moving it
to and fro till the parts on both sides are in
equilibrio, and mark a line upon it close by
the edge of the prism: balance it again in
another position, and mark another line by
the edge of the prism ; the vertical line pass
ing through the intersection of these lines,
will likewise pass through the centre of gra
vity. The same thing may be effected by lay
ing the body on a table, till it is just ready
to fall off, and then marking a line upon it by
the edge of the table : this done in two posi
tions of the body, will in like manner point
out the centre of gravity.

- To find the Centre ofre of Gravity
geometrically.

-OB

of certain bodies, sum

Prep. 1. To find the centre of gravity of two
given bodies.

AO =

Let A and B be the two given bodies, take
AG : BG :: B : A ; so shall G be the centre
of gravity of the two bodies, as is obvious
from the principle of the lever ; for the bodies

being suspended on the point G, they will
remain in equilibrio. Sec Lever.

Prop. 2. To find the centre of gravity of a

triangle, ABC.

Bisect any two sides,
A C, C B, in the points D
and E, joint AE, BD,
and the point of intersec
tion G will be the centre
of gravity of the triangle.
This is obvious, because
the triangle would ba
lance itself on each of the
lines A E, BD; for these A-

bisecting the line BC, AC, bisect every pa
rallel section, and therefore the weight on
each side is equal, and equally distant from
these lines.

3. To find the centre of gravity of a trape
zium.

Divide it into two triangles, and find the
centre of gravity of each; and then, by prop. 1,

the centre of gravity of these two, which will
be the centre of gravity of the trapezium. And
in tin- same manner may be found the centre
of gravity of any right-lined figure.

General laws and determination of the Centre

of Gravity.

Prop. I. To find the centre of any number
of bodies placed in a right line.

Let A, B, C, D, &c. be the bodies collected
into their respective centres of gravity ; S any
point in the straight line SAD; O the centre
of gravity of all the bodies.

S A B Q C p

Then since the bodies balance each other

upon O, we have, from the principle of the
lever,
AxAO + BxBOrzCxCO + DxDO,
that is,

A x (SO — SA) + B x (SO — SB) =
C x (SC — SO) + D x (SD— SO)

and hence, by multiplication and transposition,
AxSO + BxSO + CxSO + DxSO =
AxSA + BxSB+CxSC + DxSD
and consequently,

arv — A x SA + B x SB + CxSC + DxSD
A + B + C + D

If any of the bodies lie the other way from

S, their distance must be reckoned negative ;

and if SO be negative, the distance SO must

be measured from S in that direction, which
in the calculation was supposed negative.

Prop. 2. If perpendiculars be drawn from

any number of bodies to a given plane, the

sum of the products of each body into it*

respective perpendicular distance from the

plane, is equal to the product of the sum of
all the bodies into the perpendicular distance of

their common centre of gravity from the plane.

Let A, B, C, &c. p
be the bodies col
lected into their

respective centres
of gravity; PQ the B^1
given plane; draw
Aa, Bb, Cc, at right
angles to P Q, and

consequently paral
lel to each other;

L
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join A B, and take

AE:EB::B: A
then E is the centre of gravity of A and B ;

through E draw Ee perpendicular to PQ, or pa
rallel to An, andarEy perpendicalar to An. or
lib ; then in the similar triangles AEr, EBy

A*: AE:: By: BE
A*:By :: AE : BE :: B : A ;

therefore A xAirB x By; that is,

A(za — Ao) = B(B5 — yb).
Or since E a and E 6 arc parallelograms,

A (Ee — A a) = B (B6 — Ee)
whence AxEe+BxEez=AxAn + BxB6
that is, (A + B) Ee = A x Aa + B x B6.
Again join E C, and take

C G : G E : : A + B : C,
then G is the centre of gravity of the bodies
A, B, C ; draw Gg perpendicular to P Q ; and
it may be shown as before, that

(A + B) x Ee + C x C c = (A + B + C) Gg
or, AxAa + BxB4+CxCc=(A + B+C)Gg-
and the same demonstration, it is obvious, may
be extended to any number of bodies.

Consequently

g~
A + B + C + &C.

and if the plane be drawn parallel to PQ, and
at the distance Gg from it, the centre of gra
vity of the system lies somewhere in this plane.
In the same manner two other planes may be

fouud, in each ofwhich the centre of gravity lies,
and the point where the three planes cut each
other is the centre of grav ity of the system.

Now, from the preceding expression, for the
centre of gravity of any system of bodies, may
be derived a general method for finding that
centre. For A, B, C, &c. may be considered
as the elementary particles of a body, whose
sum or mass isM = A + B + C +, &c. ; and
A x Aa, Bx B 6, C x Cc, &c, are the se

veral momenta of all these parts, viz. the
product of each part from the plane. Hence
then, in any body, find a general expression
for the sum of the momenta, and divide it by
the content of the body, so shall the quotient
be the distance of the centre of gravity, from
the vertex or any other fixed point, from which
the momenta are estimated. But now, in
order to find the general expression for the
sum of the momenta, the problem divides itself
into several cases, according as it is required
to find the centre of gravity of a solid, of a

plane surface, of a curve surface, as a thin hol
low shell of any form, or ot a atrve line of any
description. We will investigate each case
separately.

Prop. 3. To find the centre of gravity of a
body considered as an area, solid, surface of a
solid, or curve line.

Let A L V be
any curve, R L
the axis, in which
the centre of gra
vity must lie; for
as it bisects every
ordinate I F in N,
the parts on each ■»

side HL will al

ways balance each other, and therefore the
body will balance itself upon R L, and conse
quently the centre of gravity must be some
where in that line.

Put LN — x, IX —
y, I L = z, and draw

PQ parallel to IF; then if we consider this
body to be made up of an indefinite number
of corpuscles, and multiply each into its dis
tance from PQ, the sum of all the products
divided by the sum of all the corpuscles, or
by the whole body LG, will give us the dis
tance of the centre of gravity from L; as is
shown above in the preceding proposition.

Now. to get the sum of all the products,
wc must first have the fluxion of the sum, th»
fluent of which will be the sum itself.

Put s for the fluxion of the body at the dis
tance LN, or x, then will .r * be the tluxiou
of the sum of all the products ; also, s thtt

tluxiou of the sum of all the corpuscles. Hence,
taking G to represent the centre of gravity,
and />= 3.1-115!). &c, we have

LG =-&if
flu s

1. Now in the case of an area, s ~2yx,
. flu. 2 y xx flu. y xx

flu. 2 y x flu, yx
2. In the case of a simple cm-ve line, s ~1'z,

. t n flu- 2 xi flu. r z
. . I J VJ ~ '— — IZI ' —; :—

flu.2z flu.z
3. For the solid, wc have, s —

py1 r,
. Lq flu. py*xr _ flu. yxxr~

flu.pyLx
~~

flu.y'x •

4. Fortlic sim\>\c surface of Cliesolid, i —pyz,
• l,G — ft"' W x ^ _/"•.'/ r^

~
fi' P!/z ■ ft"- yi

Let us illustrate these formula; by an ex
ample in each case.

Let the curve be the common parabola, the
equation of which is a x —

y1, a being the
parameter.

I. To find the centre of gravity of a para
bolic area ALV.

Here, y — J ax ~ a1 xz ; therefore,

LG = fln- j : _ flu. X^X _i T*.1,1'
flu, x^ x flu. x1 x

| x, — | L R, when i = LR.
2. To find the centre of gravity of the pa

rabolic curve ALV.
Here, y = ✓ «* = a* **

,
z = s/(xl + yl);I l .

also,y=}n'1x *i; y*zz$ax~ xl, therefore,

i = +y1)zzx conscqently,

„ ««.o'i^(l-rf)xi—flu, yxz _ ' \ Ax'

flu. yz . li I , . a \J s
j!«.a>iV^l + -jxa-

_ fill. X y/(4l + «
) X X

flu. y/(ix + a
) X X

which being found, the quotient will give th«
distance required,

3. To find tho centre of gravity of the para
boloid ALV.
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Here y1 — ax, therefore
flu, y* x > fltt. ax1 x _ -j x1 _% _
fin. y1 .'

r

flu. axx \ x1 3

$ LR. wlioni =LR.
4

. To find the centre of gravity of the para
bolic surface A L V.

This differs from the second example, only
Iny entering into the numerator and denomi

nator; and since y —

a
\ **, the final formulx

in this case is,
3

LG flu. X1 y/(4 x + a) X X

ftu.x* v/(4r + «)xi
The fluent of which being found, the quotient
will give the distance L G required.

In a similar manner the same point may be
determined in any other case, in which the
equation of the curve is expressible in an a

l
gebraical equation ; thus, for example, we find
the centre of gravity of the following bodies;
tiz. putting generally a for the line joining the
vertex and middle of the base.

5. A plain triangle — h &•
6. A right cone ~ | a.

7
. A circular sector, as arch : chard :: ~ ra

dius, to the distance of, centre of gravity from
the centre.

The altitude of the segment of a sphere, or
spheroid or conoid, being represented by x,
and the whole axis by a, then the distance
of the centre of gravity in each of these bodies
from the vertex will be as follows :

8. The sphere o&spheroid — —Y v> 6a — ix

9
.

Semi-sphere or semi-spheroid z: ix
10. Parabolic conoid z=

|r

11. Hvperbolic conoid z: ■

a
r . ba + iix

On the above subject the reader may con
sult Vince's " Principles of Fluxions," Simp
son, Maclaurin, Lyons, Emerson, and most
authors on the doctrine of fluxions. Sec also
Gregory's "Mechanics."

The position, distance, and motion of the
centre of gravity of any body, is a medium of
the positions and distances of all the particles
of the body ; which property of this centre has
induced some authors to call it the centre of
position, others, the centre o

f mean distance,
&c. And on this principle it is, that it be
comes so important, in all mechanical ques
tions, to determine the centre of gravity of
bodies; for this being found, the whole body

is considered as condensed into this single
point, b

y which means the greatest possible
simplicity is obtained.

Other uses of the centre of gravity will be
fonnd under the article Centro-Baryc.

Cejttre of Gyration, of a body, or system

o
f

bodies, is that point into which, if the whole
Bass were collected, a given force applied at

» given distance from the axis of suspension,
would produce the same angular velocity in
the same time, as if the bodies were disposed

a
t

their respective distances. This point dif
fer! from the centr« of oscillation only in this.

that in the latter case the motion is produced
by the grav ity of the body or of .its particle*,
but in the case of the centre of gyration the
body is put in motion by some other force
acting at one place only.

To determine the Centre o
f Gyration.

Let A, B, C, &c.
be particles of a
body, or the bo
dies vvluch together
form a system ; P

the given force ap
plied at D; R the
centre of gyration.

Then the force
which accelerates
D, while these bodies are at their respective
distances, is

P X SD1
AxSAI+lixSB'+CxSC,+ ' C'

Now let the whole mass be collected in R ;

and the accelerating force upon D is

PxSD1
(A+ B -f C 4-,&c.) xSR'

But since P, and the angular velocity of D,
arc by the definition the same in both cases,
ihe absolute velocity of D is the same, and
therefore the accelerating force upon D must
he the same ; that is,

PxSD1

A x SA1 + B x SB2 4- , £e!
~~

PxSD1
(A + B + C + ,&c.) xSR1

Whenco

SR= v/(
AxSA1 + BxSB1+,&c.\

A + B + C+.&c; /

and consequently, if i be the fluxion of the
body at the distance x from the axis,

SR= y/**L*LL

S

1
. This in the case if a right line becomes

=.x—

2. The plane of a circle, or cylinder, revolv
ing about the axis, SR = radius x v'}.

3. The periphery of a circle, about the dia
meter, SRr radius x

4. A wheel with a very thin rim, revolving
about its axle, SRz radius.

5. The plane of a circle, about the diameter,
SR — \ radius.

6. The surface of a sphere, about the dia
meter, SRz: radius x -J 4.

7. A globe, about the diameter, S R — ra
dius x •✓■§.

8. In a
'

cone, about the axis, SRz: radius

The distance of the centre of gyration from
the axis of motion, is a mean proportional be
tween the distance of the centre of gravity and
oscillation from the same axis. Hence, when
any two of these distances arQkknown, the
third may be readily determined.*!*

Centre of Inertia. Sec Centre of Gravity.
Centre of Magnitude, is the point which is

L2
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equally distant from the similar external parts
of a body.

Centre of mean Distances. See Centre of
Gravity.

Centre of Motion, that point which remains
at rest, while all the points of a body move
about it And this is the same in uniform
bodies of the same matter throughout, as the ■

centre of gravity.
Centre of Oscillation is that point in the

axis of suspension of a vibrating body, in
which if all the matter of the system were
collected, any force applied there would ge
nerate the same angular velocity in a given
time, as the same force at the centre of gravity,
the parts of the system revolving in their re
spective places.

Or, since the force of gravity upon the whole
body may be considered as a single force,
equivalent to the weight of the body, applied
at its centre of gravity ; the centre of oscilla
tion is that point in a vibrating body, into
which if the whole mass were concentrated,
and attached to the same axis of motion, it
would then vibrate in the same time the body
does in its natural state.

The problem of finding the centre of oscil
lation of bodies of different forms, particularly
of circular sectors on different points of sus
pension, was first proposed by Mersennus to
Huygens ; and to the latter celebrated mathe
matician we are indebted for the first complete
solution, although some partial cases had been
before considered by Des Cartes, Fabry, &c.
Since the invention of the fluxional calculus
it has become a common problem in almost
all works on this subject ; but the curious
reader who wishes to see the early methods
made use of in the investigation of this prob
lem is referred to the Leipsic Acts for 1691
and 1714, where the subject is treated in a
very masterly manner by the Bernoullis ; see
also, " Herman De Motu Corporum Solido-
rum et Fluidorum," and Huygens's " Horo-
logium Oscillatorium."

the angles, which the supposed inflexible bars
S A, S B, S C, &c. form with the vertical S L.
Drawing A M, B N, C P, parallel to A L, and
each equal to g, they will represent the ac
celerating forces of the points A, B, C, or the
spaces which they would describe in the first
unit of time, if they were left to themselves.
But because of the obliquity of these forces
upon SA, SB, SC, if the rectangles am, bn,
cp, be constructed, the spaces run over will
be only A a, B b, C c; and as the angles A Ma,
BN6, CPc, have for their sines m, n, p, we
shall have As — gm, B6 ~

gn, Ce ~gp-
Hence it follows, that the bodies A, B, C,
taken separately, move with different veloci
ties. But if we suppose them connected to
gether in an invariable manner, so that they
all perform their vibrations in the same time,
the velocity of some will be augmented while
that of others will be diminished; and as the
aggregate of the forces which solicit the sys
tem is always the same, it is necessary that
the sum of the motions lost should be equal
to that of the motions gained ; or that the sum
of the motions lost should be equal to zero,
considering the former as positive, the latter
as negative.

Let us represent by A, B, C, the masses of
the three bodies, by a, b, c, their distances
from the point of suspension, and by a, (3

,

y,
the initial velocities which they lose ; the
quantities of motion lost will be A*, B/3, Cy,
which must be in equilibrio, therefore the sum
of their moments taken with regard to the
point S is nothing ; and as these respective
distances from that point are a, b

,

c, we shall
have

Ana + Bt/8 + Cey = 0.

Let/be the velocity which the point A sub
jected to the laws of the system would receive
in the first unit of time; as all the points de
scribe similar arcs, their initial velocities are
proportional to the distances from the centre

of suspension ; therefore that of B will be —

cf
To determine the Centre o

f Oscillation. aid that of C will be -i. Now tlje velocity

Let several bodies oscillate about the point

S
,

as if the mass of each were concentrated
into the points A, B, C ; referred to the same
plane perpendicular to the axis of motion
merely to facilitate the investigation.

The action exerted by
gravity of each of them may
be decomposed into two
forces, of which one whose
direction passes through the
centre of suspension is de
stroyed by its resistance ;

the other is perpendicular
in direction to the former,
and is alone eflicacious in
moving the body or system.
Now gravity tends to im
press the same velocity upon the points A, B,C,
in the vertical direction ; winch velocity we
shall denote by g, and by m, n, p, the sines of

lost by each body is equal to the velocity which

it would have had minus that which it really

has ; therefore a —gm — /, — gn — — , y

~
a

cfgp — ^L; whence, by substituting these va

lues in the preceding equation, we have

A« —f) + B6 (gn —

h
-£

)

+ Cc

(gp— = 0. Multipljing by a to clear

this equation of fractions, and finding the
value of/, we have

ff(A«'m + Bafrn + Cacp)J~ A«l + B61 + Cc1

From the points A, B, C, let fall the per
pendiculars A

. I, BK.CL, upouSL, and from
the centre of gravity, H, of the system demit
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HG perpendicular to the same line. The sum
of the moments of the weights A, B, C, refer
red to the point S, is equal to the moment of
their resultant which passes through the point
H; therefore
A.AI+B.BK +C.CL = (A + B+C)HG.

The triangles SAI, SBK, SCL, SHG,
give, patting S H = A, and the sine of the
angle H S 6 equal to r,
AI=AS sin. ASI=am, BK=BS sin. BSK=in,
CL=CSsin.CSL=zeo,HG=SG sin.GSHzzAr.

Substituting, therefore, instead of these lines
their values in the preceding equation, we
have

Ana + Bin + Cep = (A + B + C) hr;
whence there results

f_g«(A + B + C) hr
1 ~

Aa1 + B6* + Cc*
"

To ascertain the actual position of the point
whose invariable connection with the system
does not change its velocity, let a; be its dis
tance from the centre of suspension, and S the
sine of the angle which the inflexible rod that
retains it to that point makes with the vertical :
its accelerating force when it moves singly is
gt; in the contrary case it is proportional to
its distance from the point S, and of conse

quence is equal to —f ; but these two forces,
a*

or the initial velocities they produce, must be

equal ; therefore — :r gs, or, putting the pre-

io* + B61 + Cc1 -* *

; value of/" for it
,

there arises
(A

-•'

A

from which we find

_* An1 + Bo1 + Cc*
X ~

r
'

(A + B + C} A

"

That the point sought may be the centre of
oscillation, it is not merely necessary that these
two velocities be equal in the first instant, they
must continue so in every instant of the de
scent ; therefore x remaining the same, this
equation should have place whatever be the
position of the point sought, and that of the
centre of gravity, relatively to the vertical,

that is to say, whatever be t and r, the ratio -i

is therefore constant ; and consequently we
have at the same time r = 0,»rO; which
shows that the centre of oscillation, the centre
of gravity, and the point of suspension are in
one and tie same right line. Hence it results
that s — r, and that

_ Aa1 + BA1+ Cc**~
(A + B + C) A

'

The same kind of reasoning applies exactly,
however many the number of particles may
he : therefore, to find the centre of oscillation
of a system of particles or of bodies, we must
multiply the weight of each of them by the
*juare of its distance from the point of sus

pension, and divide the sum of these products

b
y

the weights multiplied by the distance of
lie centre of gravity from the centre of sus

pension : this quotient expresses the distance

o
f

the centre of oscillation from the point of

suspension measured on the continuation of
the line joining the centre of gravity and that
point.

In order to render the above expression
similar to those in the preceding articles: Let
us call S the point of suspension, O the centre
of oscillation, or S O the distance of the centre
of oscillation from the point of suspension ;

also let i be the fluxion of the body at tin-
distance x; then the above formula becomes

SO *%'*

Jiu. x i

As an example, let it be proposed to find
the centre of oscillation of a right line, or
cylinder, suspended at one end.

In this case

Jill. XX \x *

that is, the centre of oscillation is a of the
whole length from the point of suspension.

If the centre of oscillation be made the
point of suspension, the point of suspension
will become the centre of oscillation.

The centres of oscillation for various figures,
vibrating llatways, are as expressed below, viz.

Natureof the Figure. When suspendedby Vertex.

Isosceles triangle I of its altitude
Common parabola \ of its altitude

Any parabola ~ j - x itsaltitndr.J v 3m + 1

As to figures moved laterally or sideways,
or edgeways, that is about an axis perpendi
cular to the plane of the figure, the finding
the centre of oscillation is difficult ; because
all the parts of the weight in the same hori
zontal plane, on account of their unequal dis
tances from the point of suspension, do not
move with the same velocity ; as is shown by
Huygens, in his " Horol. Oscil." He found, in
th is case, the distance of the centre of oscil
lation below the axis, viz.
In a circle \ of the diameter
In a rectangle susp. \ f ft - y

by one angle S T

In a parabola susp. J , ■ , . .
by its vertex ... . , r «*» + i P»™n-

The same susp. by ) * , i

mid. of base' '. . \ * «« + i P*™n.

T - . , 3 arc x radiusIn a sector of a circle — ;

4 chord
, . , radius base1In a cone 4 axis -| :J o axis

2r*In a sphere r + -— where r is the
og-

radius, and g — a + r, the rad. added to the
lengths of the thread by which it is suspended.
See Gregory's " Mechanics," book xi. ch. 4;
also Simpson's " Fluxions," art 183, &c. Pan-
tologia.

Stone in his " Fluxions," and Emerson in
his " Mechanics," make the centre of oscilla
tion of a cone to be at ft lis of its axis from
the vertex, proceeding upon the erroneous
supposition, that every particle in the cone's
base moves with equal velocity; but it ap
pears, from what is done in the Gentleman's'

Diary for 1805, p. 34, that the centre of oscil
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lation cannot fall within the cone at all, unless
the altitude be greater than the semidiameter
of the cone's base ; and when the altitude
and semibase are equal, the centre of the base
is the centre of oscillation ; but when the
semidiameter of the base exceeds the alti
tude, it always falls below the base. The
same conclusions may also be readily deduced
from the above expression, for the centre of
oscillation of a cone.

Centre of Percussion, in a moving body, is
that point where the. percussion or stroke is
the greatest, in which the whole percutient
force of the body is supposed to be collected ;

or about which the impetus of the parts is ba
lanced on every side, so that it may be stop
ped by an immoveable obstacle at this point,
and rest on it without acting on the centre of
suspension.

1. When the percutient body revolves about
a fixed point, the centre of percussion is the
same with the centre of oscillation j and is
determined in the same manner, viz. by con
sidering the impetus of the parts as so many
weights applied to an inflexible right line
void of gravity; namely, by dividing the sum
of the products of the forces of the parts mul
tiplied by their distances from the point of
suspension, by the sum of the forces. And
therefore, what has been above shown of the
centre of oscillation, will hold also of the
centre of percussion, when the body revolves
about a fixed point. For instance, that the
centre of percussion in a cylinder is at § of
its length from the point of suspension ; or
that a stick of a cylindrical figure, supposing
the centre of motion at the hand, will strike
the greatest blow at a point about fds of its
length from the hand.

2. But when the body moves with a parallel
motion, or all its parts with the same celerity,
then the centre of percussion is the same as

the centre of gravity. For the momenta are
the products of the weights and celerities ;

and to multiply equiponderating bodies by
the same velocity, is the same thing as to
take equimultiples ; but the equimultiples of
equiponderating bodies do also equiponderate,
therefore equivalent momenta are disposed
about the centre of gravity, and consequently
in this ease Ihe two centres coincide, and what
is shown of the one will hold in the other.

Centre Phonic, in Acoustics, is the place
where the speaker stands in polysyllabical
and articulate echoes.

Centre Pkonoeamptic is the place or object
that returns the voice.

Centre of Position, in Mechanics, denotes
a point of any body, or system of bodies, so
selected, that we may properly estimate the
situation and motion of the body, or system,
by those of this point. It is evident that, in

mechanical discussions, the point, by the po
sition of which we estimate the position and
distance of the whole, must be so determined
that its position and distance of the whole,

estimated in any direction whatever, shall be

the average of the positions and distances of

every particle of the mass estimated in thrt
same direction. Accordingly this will be tho
case, if the point be so selected that when a
plane is made to pass through it in any direc
tion whatever, and perpendiculars are drawn
to this plane from every particle in the body
or system, the sum of all the perpendiculars
on one side of this plane is equal to the sum
of all the perpendiculars on the other side.
On this subject the reader may consult the
article Position, Centre of, in the Supplement
to the Encyclopedia Britannica.

Centre of Pressure, or Meta centre of a fluid
against a plane, is that point against which a
force being applied equal and contrary to the
whole pressure, it will sustain it, so as that
the body pressed on will not incline to cither
side. This is the same as the centre of per
cussion, supposing the axis of motion to be at
the intersection of this plane with the surface
of the fluid ; and the centre of pressure upon
a plane parallel to the horizon, or upon any
plane where the pressure is uniform, is the
same as the centre of gravity of that plane.
Emerson's "Mechanics," prop. 91.

Centre of spontaneous Rotation, is that
point which remains at rest the instant a

body is struck, or about which the body be
gins to revolve. Segnes, in a short paper en
titled " Specimen Thcoria? Turbunim," has
shown, that if a body of any size or form, after
rotatory or gyratory motions, be left entirely
to itself, it will always have three principal
axes of rotation, that is, all the rotatory mo
tions by which it is effected may be constantly
reduced to three, which are performed round
throe axes perpendicular to each other, passr
ing through the centre of gravity, and alway
preserving the same position in absolute space,
w hile the centre of gravity is at rest, or move
uniformly forward in a right line. This sub
ject is farther illustrated in a paper in the
Mem. of Acad, of Scicn. for 17C1, on the
" Stowage of Ships," by Albert Euler, son of
the celebrated Leonard Eulcr. The latter has
also treated on the same subject in the Mem.
of Berlin, for 175!) ; as also in his " Theoria
Motus Corponim rigidorum." See also d'A-
lember, " Opuscula," vols. i. and iv.

Centre Velic, Velique, or Vetie Point, is the
centre of gravity of an equivalent sail, or that
single sail whose position and magnitude are
such as cause it to be acted upon by the wind
when the vessel is sailing, so that the mo
tion shall be the same, as that which takes
place while the sails have their usual positions.
Bougucr in his " Treatise on Ships," pub
lished in 1746, examines the best position for
the masts, the extent that should be given to
the sails, and the various motions of rolling
and pitching that may take place, according
to the changes of the relic point ; and the
practical skill, which he combined with pro
found theoretical knowledge, enabled him to
throw such light on this subject, as, if pursued,
would be of great utility to the practical na
vigator.

Meta Centre. See Centre of Pressure.
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CENTRIFUGAL Force, is that by which

a body revolving about a centre or about
anolher bndv, has a tendency to recede from it.

CENTRIPETAL. Force," is that by which a

body is perpetually urged towards a centre,
and thereby made to revolve in a curve in
stead of a right line. See Central Forces.

CENTRO Baryco, from xolpor, centre, and
faftf, heavyr, centre of weight, the same as the
centre of gravity, which sec.

CENTRO BARYC Method, in Mechanics,
is a method of measuring or determining the
quantity of any surface or solid, by consider
ing it as generated by motion, and multiplying
the generating line, or surface, into the path
of its centre of gravity, nr.

Every figure, whether superficial or solid,
generated by the motion of a line or surface, is
equal to the product of the generating magnitude
into the »«/ of its centre ofgravity.

This curious property of the centre of gra
vity may be demonstrated as follows :

Let us suppose a lever loaded with two
weights, and a fixed point in this lever about
which it revolves. It is well known that the
sum of the products of each weight, by its
distance from the point, is e<]ual to the pro
duct of the sum of the weights, by the distance
of the centre of gravity from the same point.
Then if we consider the lever to revolve about
this fixed point, the circumference will be
proportional to the radii, and the sum of the
products of each weight by the path or cir
cumference which it describes, will be equal
to the product of the sum of the weights by
the circumference described by the centre of
gravity. And the same reasoning may be
equally applied to auy number of bodies, and
the principle thus rendered universal.

Hence it appears that the centre of gravity
of any line or figure being given, the content
of the surface or solid generated by it may be
determined ; and conversely the content of a
body being given, the place of its centre of
gravity may be found.

For example, we have seen, under the ar
ticle Centre of Gravity, that in a triangle this
centre is two-thirds dis
tance from the vertex, mea
sured on the line which is
drawn from that point to
the middle of the base, that
is in the above figure, AG ~
f of A D, G being the cen
tre of gravity of A B C, the

generating surface, the base of B C is bisected
in D.

Now as AD : AG :: I :* ::3:2
therefore BD : OG :: 3 : 2
but BD=i EC, therefore OG = jBD zz £ EC.

And if we make 3.1416 — p, we have 2 p.
OG ~^p. EC = the circumference described
by the point G.

Again, i BC . A B — \ EC . A B = area of
tfce generating surface ABC. Hence hy the

rukjpEC x i EC.AB=IPE^-AB

which is the known rule for' the content of a

cone.
This elegant theorem was first noticed by

Pappus, in the preface to the 7th book of his
"Collections;" but the Jesuit Guildimus was
the first who set it in a proper point of view.
Since his time it has been used by many ma
thematicians in measuring the surfaces and
capacities of solids of rotation, and it may
often be employed with facility when the in
tegral calculus is very difficult. For, as Leib
nitz has remarked, the method will hold,
though the axis or centre be continually
changed during the generative motion.

CENTRUM. See Centre.
CENTURY, any thing divided or ranged

into periods of hundreds. Thus wc say, such
a century of the christian aera, meaning so

many hundred years since the commence
ment of that a?ra; and which is necessarily
one more than the number of years mentioned
in the date, the present is the 19th century,
whieh commenced on the 1st of Jan. 1801.

CEPHUS, one of the old northern constel
lations. Sec Constellation.

CEBBERUS Hercules, in the Britannic
Catalogue. See Constellation.

CERATOID. See Inflection.
CERES, the name given by Piazzi of Pa-

larmo, to a planet which he discovered on ths
1st of January, 1801.

M. Piazzi, in a brief account he has pub
lished of the discovery of this plant, states," That having been engaged for nine years in
verifying the positions of the stars as collected
in the catalogues of various astronomers, he
was searching, on the 1st of January, 1801,
among many others, for the 87th in the cata
logue of the zodiacal stars of the Abbe de la
Caille, when he observed that this star was
preceded by another, which, according to his
usual custom, he wished to observe also ; es

pecially as it did not interrupt the principal
observation. Its light was somewhat faint,
and its colour resembled that of Jupiter ; but
like many others which, in regard to their
magnitude, are usually placed in the eighth
class. At that time no doubt arose respecting
the nature of it ; but on the evening of the 2d,
having repeated his observations, and finding
that they did not correspond either in time or
zenith distance, he suspected that some error
had been committed in his observations on
the preceding day. He then began to enter
tain some idea that it might perhaps be a new
planet. In the evening of the 3d his conjec
ture was confirmed, and he assured himself it
was not a fixed star. However, before he
would speak of it

,

he waited till the evening
of the 4th, on which he had the satisfaction of
finding that it had moved according to the
same laws which it had observed on the pre
ceding days. At this time the motion was
retrograde; but on the 10th of January it be
came direct. He continued to observe the
planet till the 13th of February, when he was
obliged by illness to discontinue his observa
tions. M. Piazzi then transmitted accounts
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■

of his observations to several celebrated as

tronomers, in order that they might calculate
the orbit of the new star, and trace out its

progress in the heavens: but it eluded every
search that was made for it

, until December
7th, when it was re-discovered by the assidu
ous Dr. Zach, of Saxe-Gotha; and soon after

it was observed by Dr. Olbers, at Bremen ;

by Mechaiu, at Paris ; by the royal astronomer,
at Greenwich ; by Dr. Herschel, at Slough ;

and by various other persons both in England
and Scotland.

Elements according to Burchhardt.

Inclination of orbit 0« 10° 37'
Node 2 21 6

Epoch of 1801 2 17 19

Aphelion 10 26 0

Passage of the aphelion } „ ■

January 1
,

1801 \

8 hou"

Eccentricity of orbit 0.0791
Mean distance 2.7677
Revolution 4.606 years

Elements according to Gauss.

Inclination of orbit 0* 10° 3& 57"
Node 2 21 0 44
Epoch of 1801 2 16 28 0

Mean anomaly 3 15 55 0

Aphelion 10 26 27 38
Eccentricity 0.0825017
Equation 8° 28'

Distance 2.7355
Revolution 1681<> 12b 9°"

CETUS, the Whale, one of the old southern
constellations. See Constellation.

In the neck of Cetus is a remarkable star,
which becomes brighter and fainter alternate
ly, owing, as is supposed, to its rotation on its
axis ; the period of its change is about 312
days.

CEULEN (Lodolph Van), an eminent
Dutch mathematician in the early part of the
17th century, particularly celebrated for his ap
proximation towards the true circumference
of the circle, which he carried to 36 places of
figures; a work of immense labour, having
been performed by the continual bisection of
an arc. See Circle.

These numbers, in imitation of Archimedes,
were engraven on Van Ceulen's tomb, though

it must be acknowledged, that they are rather
a monument of his patient labour than of his
genius.

CHAIN, an instrument used in surveying,
of which there are different kinds, but that
which is most commonly employed for this
purpose, is the Gunter chain, so called from
the name of its inventor.

This chain is 4 poles, or 66 feet long, and is

divided into 100 square parts or links, each
link being 7.92 inches in length ;

1 square chain = 10000 links — 16 poles
10 square chains = 100000 links = 160 poles~ 1 acre.

Hence we have the following easy method
of converting links or chains to acres.

From the number of links point off 5 figures

to the right-hand for decimals, and those on
the left will be acres ; multiply the decimals
by 4. and point off again 5 places for decimals,
and those on the left will be roods; multiply
these decimals by 40, and point off the de
cimals as above, and the figures on the left
will be poles, or perches, which is commonly
the lowest denomination. See Surveying.

CHALDRON, an English dry measure of
capacity mostly used in measuring coals.
The chaldron contains 36 bushehs, and it

weighs about 28 cwt. By act of parliament
the Newcastle chaldron is to weigh 52$ cwt.,
and this is to the London chaldron in the ratio
of 15 to 8

, which gives 28 cwt. for the London
chaldron as above stated.

CHANCES, an interesting branch of the
modern analysis, which treats of the proba
bility of certain events taking place, by con

templating the different ways in which they
may happen or fall.

The doctrine of chances is a subject of
which the ancients seem to have had no idea ;

the discovery of it is wholly due to the mo
derns ; but, like most other theories, it has

grown into a science by such imperceptible
degrees, that we can scarcely say to whom
we are indebted for the first invention.

It seems that M. Mere, a friend of the ce
lebrated Pascal, who was himself no mathe
matician, proposed to (he latter philosopher,
about the year 1654, two problems relating to

probabilities, viz. 1
. " Two gamesters wanting

each a certain number of points in a game,
agree to desist from playing ; how ought the

money to be parted between them V 2. " In
how many throws may a person undertake to

throw a certain, number of points with two
dice V These problems, which were quite of

a novel kind, were the subject of several let

ters between Pascal, Fermat, Roberval, and
other mathematicians of that day ; and from
this we may date the origin of this brunch of
analysis.

Pascal answered both these questions, but
they were not published till alter his death, in
his work, entitled, " Triangle Arithmetique,"
which contains a variety of very <

rcms relating to figuratc nun
"

tions, chances, &c.
In 1667, Hiijgens Hnswored the second of

the above problems, and published his solution
in a small tract, entitled " Katiocinia de Ludo
Alese," which is given by Schoolen at the end
of his work, " Exercitationcs Geometricae."
luthis part Huygcns proposed five problemsnn
the doctrine of chances, as challenges to ma
thematicians ; the novelty of which, and the
celebrity of their author, soon excited parti
cular attention, and several papers were now
published on the subject in the Transactions of
different learned societies.

Dr. Halley applied this theory to the doctrine
of life annuities, and gave a table of the pro
babilities of life for overy 5 Years, from 1 year
to 70 years of age. Phil. "Trans. No. 196.

The same application of it was also made by
Hudde, and the celebrated Dc Witto Craig, a
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Scotch mathematician, applied it to the esti
mation of moral evidence, particularly as re
lating to the christian religion, in a work en
titled, " Philosophise Christian* Principia
Mathematical' London, 1699, republished at
Leipsic in 1755.

In 1685, James Bernoulli proposed, in the
" Journal des Scavans de France," two pro
blems relating to the doctrine of chances, and
which not being answered, he himself gave
the solution of them in the Leipsic Acts for
1690; and afterwards undertook a work in
which this subject is treated more at length,
entitled, " De Arte Conjectandi," but the au
thor died before he had completed it. It was
however afterwards published, viz. in 1713 ;

and has since been republished by Baron
Maseres, with copious notes and commen
taries.

In 1708, Montmort published his " E.ssai
d'Analyse sur les Jeux do Hazard" ; and in
1713, a second edition of the same work ap
peared, much enlarged and improved, and
containing several letters that passed between
him and Messrs. John and Nicolas Bernoulli
on this subject. He here mentioned two
works which appeared in the interval between
his two editions, the one a Latin Thesis of N.
Bernoulli, and the other that of De Moivre,
entitled, " Dc Mensura Sortis," published
first in the Phil. Trans, for 1710. This work
contained some reflections on the Analyse of
Montmort, which called forth a reply from the
tatter in his second edition ; and which was
again replied to by De Moivre, in the preface
to his " Doctrine of Chances," published in
1718, republished again in 1738, and lastly in
1750; of these the two latter editions may be
considered as complete works on this subject.
After the period ofDe Moivre's publication, iu
1718, the " Doctrine of Chances ' became very
popular, and several works have since been
published either wholly or in part on this
subject, viz. 1. Simpson, " On the Nature and
Laws of Chance," 1740. 2. Clark's " Law of
Chance," 1758. 3. A work on the same sub
ject by Condorcet in 1781, beside occasional
essays in the works of various other authors,
as D'Alembert's " Opuscula, &c." Dodson's
'"

Mathematical Repository," vol. ii. Price,
Phil. Trans. 1762; Waring, Phil. Trans. 1791.
See also, Montucla, " Histoire des Mathema-
tiques," torn. iii. p. 380.

Laws of 'Chance. The various circumstances
and limitations under which events may hap
pen, render it impossible to reduce the laws
of chance to a few determined rules and prin
ciples, as is done in various other branches of
analysis; much must necessarily be left to the
judgment of the analyst, and no subject re
quires more his care and attention.

Definition 1. The probability of an event is
the ratio of the chance for its happening to all
the chances, both for its happening and failing.

Def. 2. The expectation of an event, is the

present value of any sum or thing which de

pends cither on the happening or on the failing
of such an event.

Def. 3. Events are independent, when the

happening of any one of them neither in
creases or lessens the probability of the rest.

Prop. 1. Ifan event may take place in n diffe
rent ways, and each of these be equally likely to
happen, the probability that it will take place
in a specified way is properly represented by

—, certainty being represented by unity ; or,

which is the same thing, if the value of cer
tainty be unity, the value of the expectation
that the event will happen in a specified way

is -.
n
For the sum of all the probabilities is cer

tainty, or unity, because the event must take
place in some one of the ways, and the pro
babilities are equal, therefore each of them is

—. And if the certainty be a, tho value of the
n

expectation will be -.
n

Prop. 2. If an event happen in a ways, and
fail in b ways, all being equally probable, the

chance of its happening is —^-r-, and of its

failing —^-r. This follows from definition 1.
a 4- o

Thus the probability of casting an aee with

a single die in one throw is —, of casting an

ace or deuce is ~, and so on.

Again, the probability of drawing an acc
4 1

out of a complete pack of cards is — or — .
o'z 13

For there are four aces and 52 cards, or 4
chances for the event happening, aud 52 for
its happening and failing.

Example. Let there be n balls a, 6, «, d, Sec.
thrown promiscuously into a bag, and let it be

required to find the probability of any specified
number of them in being drawn, in taking out
m balls.

Here we must find the number of combina
tions that can be formed out of », different
things taken m at a time ; and so many ways
are there for the event happening and failing.

But of all these combinations only one an
swers the condition required, therefore the
probability of that happening will be unity
divided by the number of combinations.

Now the number of such combinations is
n.(n-l)(n-2)...(n-n,4-I) Art ^

1 . 2 . 3 . . . m

BINATIONS.

„ 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 &c. m
Hence — , ■

n (n - 1) (n — 2) . . (p — m + 1)
is the probability required.

Suppose, for example, it is required to de
termine the probability of drawing out of the
52 cards iu a pack the four aces in four
draws.

Here m ~ 4 and n — 52, whence the'

. ..... . 1.2.3.4
Probabihty,s.^5lj5()j4w
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Exam. 2. Let still the number of balls be n,

and the number to be drawn m ; to find the
probability that out of the m balls p of them
shall be specified ones.

First, the number of combinations that can
be formed out of 71 things taken p at a time,n(n- l)(n— 2) (n — 3)....(n —p + 1)

1.2.3 p
and so many ways are there in which the
event may happen and fail. And the number
of combinations that can be formed out of m
things taken p at a time, is

m (to — 1) (to ■— 2) . . . (m — p + 1)
1 . 2 . 3 . . . p

and so many ways are there in which it may
happen, and consequently the last expression,
divided by the former, will be the probability
sought ; that is,

m (to — 1)(ct— 2) ■■. (to— p + 1)
n(n —

1) (n — 2). ...(» — p + 1)will express the probability required.
Thus for example, let a pack of cards be

divided into two equal parcels required, the
probability of the four aces being found in one
of the parcels in particular.

Here » — 52, to — 26, and p —
4, whence

u uiu • 26.25.24.23the piob^Hlity „____
Prop. 3. If two events be independent of

each other, and the probability that one will
1

Exam. 1. Required the probability of cast
ing two aces in one throw with two dice, or
in two successive throws with one die.

The probability of casting one ace with a

single die is \, and with the other 5 ; and

hence the probability of bolh aces coming up.1 1 _ 1"
6

*
6
-

36
Exam. 2. Required the probability of throw

ing at least one ace with two dice.
Here it will be best to find the probability

of not throwing them, which is for each die - ,
6

5 5and therefore that we fail in both is - x - =
6 6

25—, and this taken from unity will be the pro-36
bability of succeeding; that is

,

the probability.... . . 25 11of throwing one ace is 1 ~ — .6
36 36

Exam. 3. If there be n balls, a, b
,

c. Sec.
thrown promiscuously into a bag, required the
probability of drawing out in three draws the
three a, b

,

c.
The probability of drawing out one of them

the first draw, is - ; of drawing one of the twon, — -j -■•<»*UHU 1,111
-)1 remaining ones the second time is —-— ; andbappen be — ; and the probability that the « — 1

„ , . 1 , of draw ingout the third, the third time is ;other will happeu be - , the probability that * — 2"

therefore the probability that these events all

, .32 1happen is - x x

And in the same way it will be found, that

if there were to specified ones to be drawn, the
probability would be

m m — 1 m — 2. I- X —— X — , &c.» n — 1 n — 2 » — m + 1
But if the order in which they are to be

drawn be also specified, then the probability

is expressed by

. 1

they will both happen is «— .

For each of the ways in which the first can
happen or fail may be combined with each of
the n ways in which the other can happen or
fail, and thus form mn combinations, and
there is only one in which both can happen,

therefore the probability is — .

mn
Cor. 1. And thus, if there be any number

of independent events, the probability that
they will all happen is equal to the product of
all the separate probabilities ; that is

,

if the

several probabilities be — , — , — , — , &c, thento . n r i

the probability that they will all happen is

—-— , &.c.
mn rs

Cor. 2. The same has also place with re
gard to the failure of an event ; for if the pro-

1 1

x r X r x

1

"

it — 2

" ' '
h — to + 1

The first of these cases is the same as
exam. 1

,

prop. 2
,

and is merely proposed to show
the dependence of the diflerent methods.

Exam. 4. Required the probability of throw
ing an ace and then a deuce with one die.

The chance of throwing an ace is — , and— —— w.vUtj 1U1 11 IILC |11V Q

bability of happening be -, —, &c. the the chancc of throwing a deuce in the second
— « ..... ..... "' " '

trial is-; therefore the chance of both hap-6

1

probability of failing will be
• 1 n-1 ,— 1

~>- ) «c.; and consequently
the probability of all of them failing will be

(to— !)(» — l)(r— 1)&c
to . n . r &c.

This proposition and corollaries are of ex
tensive use and application in the doctrine of
chances, as will appear in the following ex
amples.

Pem"g 'S
36

Exam. 5. If 6 white and 5 black balls be
thrown promiscuously into a bag, what is the
probability that a person will draw out first a

white, and then a black ball?
The probability of drawing a white ball first

'*
U'

th" Dcing done, the probability of
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Arawing a black ball is — , or i , because there particular trial being -^—7, the probability of

10 2 a + 6

are 5 white and 5 black balls left; therefore its failing in all the other n — 1 trials is

the probability required is ~ x - = Or — therefore the probability of its

we may reason thus ; unless the person draws happening in one particular trial, and failing
a white ball first, the whole is at an end ; there- ni"-' .

fore the probability that he will have a chance »> »« rcst> 18
(« + fcy.-:

al,d Slnce the''e are n

of drawing a black ball is - , and when he trials, the probability that it will happen in
. . some one of these, and fail in the rest, is n

has this chance, the probability of its succeed- nab'-1
• -5 1 r .1 u u-i-4 4i „. times as great, or -——r—-• The probability
ing is — , or - ; therefore the probability that 0

(o 4- b)'
1 """"J

10
6 1

°' 'ts uaPPcn'nS m anv two Particular trials,
both those events will take place is —- x -, • ,, „ , ■ a* b'~2 , ,1

11 2 and failing in all the rest, is -—_-, and there
3 («+*)

or n — 1 . 1 • ,
11 are n . —-— ways in which it may happen

Exam. 6. The same supposition being made,
tyficf} m n tria,s and fai, b a„ ^ resf there_

what is the chance of drawing a white ball
fore tfae probabiiity that it wi„ ha , t

.

ami then two black balls? •

The probability of drawing a white ball and „ , ___ a1 6- - »

then a black one is ~; when these two are in n trials is -

fe
)- • In the same

removed, there are 5 white and 4 black balls manner, the probability of its happening ex-
left; and the probability of drawing a black n_ 1 n — 2

ball, out of these, is % ; therefore the proba- .. .,'9 actly three times is.344 (« + *>"

bility required is — x - — — . and the probability of its happening exactly (

Exam.7. Required the probabihty of throw- n.
"~ 1 ±2 g'i»- '

inj an ace, with a single die, in three trials. times is - 3 -

5 ((i *t
*

wl*

The chance of failing the first time is -, _ . , .... r., . , ...

6 6 Cor. 1
. The probability of the events failing

, , , - ... , .5 . exactly / times in n trials may be shown, in
and the chance of failing the next is - , and t|]c same waV; to De

the same for the third; therefore the chance " —

V , » — 2 . . . . » — * + \ „»-< j/
of failing thrice is i^

?,

and the chance of not - — —

^n
—- .

failin- hoth times is 1 — — , = — . Cor. 2. The probability of the events hap-

21b" -Ifi pening at least / times in n trials is

F.xam. 8. In how many trials may a person . ,, . n — 1 , .

undertake, for an even wager, to throw an ace «' + "«-■>+».-;—' b ••••*«»-* + Uerm»

with a single die ? (a +

Let x he the number of trials ; then, as in For if it happen every time, or fail only
the last Art. the chance of failing a; times to-

oncc> twjCe, ..,,„_< times, it happens t

/AY ■• t . • times; therefore the whole probability of its

gether is l^-j, and this by the question is equal happening at least t times, is the sum of the

j probabilities of its happening every time, of
— ) = -; hence failing only once, twice, n — (times; and

6 the sum of these probabilities is

1 x log. -= log. -,or* x log. 5 — log. 6= a- + na»-.ft+n.'L=ia.-J^....Mn_( + iterms

log. 1 -log. 2
,

and x -

\°
«
-

j[~ \o
g

'
\ =log. 5 — log. 0 Exam. 1
. What is the probability of throw-

log- 2

sincc i0tr 1 — 0 • i e x — 38
an acc' tw'ce> at 'east> m three trials, with

li>£. 6 — log. 5
' ' ' 'a single die ?

ncarlv. In this case, n — 3,t — %n — \,b—f>; and

1+ 3.5 _ 16 _ 2

0.6.0
~

210— 27"

n.— — a3&»-»

Prop. !. If the probability of an event the probability required is

happening in one trial be represented by — We haye been indebted to Wood's " Alge-

to find the probability of its happening once, bra " for several of the preceding examples to

twice, three times, &c. exactly, in n trials. which work the reader is referred for lurtlier

The probability of its happening in any one application of the above principles, hce also De
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Moivre, and the several works mentioned in
the preceding part of this article.

CHANGES, in Mathematics, denote the va
rious arrangements that may take plaee in the
order or situation of a given number of things ;

and is distinguished from the more general
term permutations, in this ; that in the latter
there may be any number of things, and any
number taken at a time ; while in the former,
the whole number is always supposed to
enter. The whole number of changes that a

given number of things n admits of, is equal
to the continued product 1.2. 3.4.... n; thus
the number
of changes of 6 things = 1.2.3.4.5.6 = 720

7 things = 1.2.3.4.5.6.7 = 5040
See Permutation and Combination.

CHARACTERISTIC of a Logarithm, the
same as index, or exponent. See Index and
Logarithm.

Characteristic Triangle of a Curve, is the
differential, or elementary right-angled trian
gle, whose three sides are, the fluxions of the
absciss, ordinate and curve ; the fluxion of the
curve being the hypothenusc.

So if pq be parallel, and ^
indefinitely near, to the
ordinate P Q, and Qr pa
rallel to the absciss AP ;

then Q r is the fluxion of
the absciss AP, and qr ^
the fluxion of the ordinate A F
PQ, and Qq the fluxion of the curve AQ ;

hence the elementary triangle Qqr is the cha
racteristic triangle of the curve AQ, the three
sides of which are x, y, i.

This term was introduced into the' theory
of curves by Dr. Barrow, prior to the inven
tion of the fluxional calculus; and was the
means of greatly simplifying the methods de
Maximis et Minimis, as then practised, and ap
proached extremely near to the general idea
of the doctrine of fluxions.

CHARACTERS, in Mathematics, are cer
tain symbols introduced in order to represent
either quantities or operations..

Algebraical Characters, are those used to
denote operations, equalities, proportions, &c.
See Algebraical Definitions.

Astronomical Characters, are those used
to denote the Aspects, Planets, Signs, &c.
See the respective articles.

Geometrical and Trigonometrical Charac
ters. See Geometry and Trigonometry.

Numeral Characters, are those used to
represent numbers. Sec the Arabian, Greek,
Hebrew, and Roman numeral characters, un
der the article Notation.

CHARGE, in Electricity-, in a strict sense,
dnnotes the accumulation of the electric mat
ter on one surface of an electric, as a pane of
glass, Leyden phial, &c. whilst an equal quan
tity passes off from the opposite surface. See
Leyden Phial.

Charge, in Gunnery, is the quantify of
powder and ball, or shot, put into a piece of
•rdnance, in order to prepare it for execution.

Different charges of powder, with the same

weight of ball, produce different velocities in
the ball, which are in the subduplicate ratio
of the weights of powder ; and when the weigh t
of powder is the same, and the ball varied,
the velocity produced is in the reciprocal sub-
duplicate ratio of the weight of the ball : and
thus corresponds both to theory and practice.
See Dr. Hutton's paper on Gunpowder, in the
Phil. Trans, for 1778, p. 50, and his "Tracts,"
vol. i. p. 266. This, however, is on a sup
position that the gun is of an indefinite length ;
whereas, on account of the limited length of
guns, some variation from this law occurs in
practice, as well as in theory ; in consequence
of which it appears, that the velocity of the
ball increases with the charge only to a cer
tain point, which is peculiar to each gun,
where the velocity is the greatest : and that,
by farther increasing the charge, the velocity
is gradually diminished, till the bore is quite
full of powder. By an easy fluxionary pro
cess it appears, that calling the length of the
bore of the gun b, the length of the charge
producing the greatest velocity ought to be

2.718281828'
°r ab°Ut °f the ,e"gth °f

the bore. But for several reasons, says Dr.
Hutton, in practice, the length of the charge,
producing the greatest velocity, falls short of
that above mentioned ; and the more so as the
gun is the larger. From many experiments,
he has found the length of the charge, pro
ducing the greatest velocity, in guns of va
rious lengths of bore, from 15 to 40 calibres,
as follows :

Lengthof Cnure for
Lengthof Borein Calibre*. grcaLcaVelocilieb.

>5 A
20 *
30
40

In practice, however, the charge which pro
duces the greatest velocity, is not that which
produces the greatest effect, at least in batter
ing down the gates, &c. of fortified places, and in
naval actions; for the balls, in these cases, pe
netrate and pass quite tlirough, and therefore
communicate to Ihe objects they strike against,
only a part of their momentum. See Roluns's
" Tracts," vol. i. p. 290 ; " True Principles of
Gunnery," &c. p. 129, 266; Dr. Hutton's
"Tracts," vol. i. p. 266; see also Moore's
"Theory of Rockets and Naval Gunnery."

CHARLES'S Wain, a name given by some
old astronomical writers to (he constellation
Ursa Major.

CHART, or Sea Chart, a hydrographical
Or sea map for the use of navigators ; being a
projection of some part of the sea in piano,
showing flie sea-coasts, rocks, sands, bear
ings, &c. Fournier ascribes the invention of
sea charts to Henry, son of John, King of
Portugal. These charts are of various kinds,
the plain chart, Mercator's or Wright's chart,
the globular chart, &c.

In the construction of charts, great care
should be taken that the several parts of them
preserve their position to one another, in the
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ymt order as on the earth; and it is probable
that the finding oat ofproper methods to do this

gave rise to the various modes of projection.
There are many ways of constructing maps

and charts ; but they depend chiefly on two
principles. First, by considering the earth as
a large extended flat surface; and the charts
made on this supposition are usually called
plain charts. Secondly, by considering the
earth as a sphere; and the charts made on
this principle are sometimes called globular
charts, or Mercator's charts, or reduced charts,
or projected charts.

Plain Charts have the meridian, as well as

the parallels of latitude, drawn parallel to
each other, and the degrees of longitude and
latitude every where equal to those at the
equator. And therefore such charts must be
deficient in several respects. For, first, since
in reality all the meridians meet in the poles,
it is absurd to represent them, especially in
large charts, by parallel right lines. Secondly,
as plain charts show the degrees of the seve
ral parallels as equal to those of the equator,
therefore the distances of places lying east
and west must be represented much larger
than they really are. And, thirdly, in a plain
chart, while the same rhumb is kept, the ves
sel appears to sail on a great circle, which is
not really the case. Yet plain charts made
for a small extent, as a few degrees in length
and breadth, may be tolerably exact, espe
cially for any part within the torrid zone ; and
even a plain chart made for the whole of this
zone will differ but little from the truth.

Mercator't Chart, like the plain charts, has
the meridians represented by parallel right
lines, and the degrees of the parallels, or lon
gitude, every where equal to those at the
equator, so that they are increased more and
more, above their natural size, as they ap
proach towards the pole ; but then the de
grees of the meridians, or of latitude, are in
creased in the same proportion at the same
part ; so that the same proportion is preserved
between them as on the globe itself. This
chart has its name from that of the author,
Girard Mercator, who first proposed it for use
in the year 1556, and made the first charts of
this kind; though they were not altogether'
on true or exact principles, nor docs it appear
that he perfectly understood them. Neither,
indeed, was the thought originally his own;
we mean, the thought of lengthening the de
grees of the meridian in some proportion ; for
that was hinted by Ptolemy, near two thou
sand years ago. It was not perfected, how
ever, till Mr. Wright first demonstrated it
about the year 1590, and showed a ready way
of constructing it, by enlarging the meridian
line by the continual addition of the secants.
See his "Correction of Errors in Navigation,"
published in 1599; and the article Meridional
Parts.

Globular Chart, is a projection so called
from the conformity it bears to the globe it-
ttif; and was proposed hy Messrs. Senex,

Wilson, and Harris. This is a meridional
projection, in which the parallels arc equi
distant circles, having the pole for their com
mon centre, and the meridians curvilinear
and inclined, so as all to meet in the pole, or
common centre of the parallels. By which
means the several parts of the earth have their
proper proportion of magnitude, distance, and
situation, nearly the same as on the globe
itself; which renders it a good method for
geographical maps.

Hydrographical Charts, are sheets of large
paper, on which several parts of the land and
sea are described, with their respective coasts,
harbours, sounds, flats, rocks, shelves, sands,
&c; also the points of the compass, and the
latitudes and longitudes of the places.

Selonographic Charts, are particular de
scriptions of the appearances, spots, and ma
culae of the moon.

Topograpkic Charts, are draughts of some
small parts only of the earth, or of some par
ticular place, without regard to its relative
situation, as London, York, &c.

CHEYNE (George), an English mathe
matician, in the early part of the last century.
He was author of a treatise on the inverse
method of fluxions, entitled "Fluxionem
Methodus Inversa," &c. 4to. 1703. De Moivre
wrote some animadversions on this book, in
an 8vo. vol. 1704 ; which were replied to by
Cheyne, in 1705.

CHILIAD (from ^iXiao-, mille, a thousand),
an assemblage of several things ranged by
thousands. The term was particularly applied
to tables of logarithms, which were at first
divided into thousands.

CHILIiEDRON, a solid figure of 1000
faces.

CHILIAGON, a plane figure of 1000 sides
and angles.

CHORD (Latin, chorda, a. n
as applied to the string of
a bow), in Geometry, is the v;f I \ \_
right line joining the cx- iSi^Jr^P
tremities of any arc of a I / \ I

circle ; such are the lines BY y—
ab, dc. v y°

1. A line drawn from
the centre to bisect a chord, is perpendicular
to the chord ; or if it be perpendicular to the
chord, it bisects both the chord and the arc of
the chord.

2. Chords wliich are equally distant from
the centre of a circle, are equal to each other;
or if thoy are equal to each other, they are
equally distant from the centre.

3. The chord of an arc is a mean propor
tional between the diameter and versed sine,
of that arc.

Line of Chords. See Plane Scale and
Sector.

Chord, or Cord, in Music, denotes the
string or line, from the vibration of which the
sensation of sound is excited ; and by whose,

divisions the several degrees of tiruc are

determined.
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To divide a Chord A B, in the most simple man

ner, so as to exhibit all the original concords.

A B

Divide the given line into two equal parts
at C ; then subdivide the part C B equally in
two in D, and again the part C D into two

equal parts in E. Here A C to A B is an oc
tave ; AC to AD, a fifth; AD to AB, a
fourth ; A C to A E, a greater third ; A E to
EB, a greater sixth ; and A E to AB, a less
sixth.

The Length and Weight of a Stri>ig being given,
together with the Weight that stretches the

String; to find the Time of a single Vibra
tion.

Let / be the length of the chord in feet,
1 its weight, or rather a small weight fixed to
the middle and equal to that of the whole
chord, and w the tension, or the w eight by
which the chord is stretched ; then will the

time of one vibration be — \/ —-— , and
7 32£u>

7
the number of v ibrations per second — —

1
11

' 321k?
See Dr. Hutton's "Select Exer-

l
cises," prob. 21. On this subject, the reader
may also consult Euler's " Tentam. Nov.
Theor. Mus.;" Taylor's " Mcthodus Incrcmen-
torum;" Smith's "Harmonics;" Maclaurin's" Fluxions;" Malcolm's "Treatise of Music;"
and Cavallo's " Philosophy," vol. ii.

CHOBOGBAP11Y, the art of drawing
maps of particular provinces, or districts. The
word is derived from xut"S> reS'onj al,d ye*$u,I describe.

Choiography is distinguished from geogra
phy, as the description of a particular country
is from that of the whole earth. And from
topography, as the description of Ihc same
country from that of a single place, tow n, or
district.

CHROMATICS (from xgt>iM,colonr), is that
part of optics w hich explains the several pro
perties of the colours of light, and of natural
bodies. Sec Colours.

Chromatic is also a species of music, which
proceeds by semi-tones and minor-thirds ; be
ing thus denominated in consequence of the
small intervals of this scale easily blending
with each other, as is the case with the inter
mediate shades of colours.

CHRONOLOGY (from y{e»e>{,<i»ie, and
Xoyoj, discourse), is the art ofmeasuring time,
distinguishing its several constituent parts,
such as centuries, ages, years, months, weeks,
&c. by appropriate marks and characters; and
adjusting these parts in a methodical and
orderly manner, to past transactions, by means
of a;ras, epochs, cycles, &c.; which see, under
the respective articles. See alsoTlME, Year,
&c.

CHRONOMETER (from xpowt, time, and
ptTpor, manure), in general, denotes any in-

strument or machine for measuring time ; suclif
as dials, clocks, watches, !kc. It is, however,
now more commonly used to denote a kind of
clock, so contrived as to measure very small
portions of time with great accuracy; which,
by some of those instruments, may be done to
the sixteenth part of a second.

A watch also of very accurate construction
is commonly called a chronometer.

CHRONOSCOPF. (from XPovo; and ?xo3-f«,
to see), a name sometimes applied to a pen
dulum, or machine, for measuring time.

CIPHER, or Cypher, one of our numerals,
viz. 0. This word is said to be derived from
the Hebrew, saphar: but as these people
were unacquainted with the use of this sym-
bol, the above derivation is very doubtful.
The Italians write this word zifra ; the French,
chiffre; the Latins, cipha : whence it follows
that it is more properly, in English, written
cipher, than cypher. Of the great advantage
attending the introduction of the 0 into the
theory of notation, see some remarks under
the articles Arithmetic and Notation.

CIRCLE, in Geometry, a plane figure bound
ed by a curve-line, every w here equally distant
from a point within it

,

called the centre. The
periphery, or circumference of a circle, is
sometimes called the circle, though impro
perly so, as that name denotes the space con
tained within the circumference, and not the
circumference itself.

To find the Area, or Circumference, o
f a Circle,

the Diameter being given.

1
. Multiply the diameter by 314159, and

the product will be the circumference.
2. Multiply the square of the diameter by

•7854, and the product will be the area.
Or general, if we put diameter — D, cir

cumference = C
,

area — A, and 3*14150 —
P, we have the following relations between

1
.

. A =

C _4A~~

Cp v P

PD _ 4A
~~

D
= 2v/PA

PD1 _ c1 _ DC

4 4P
_4A-

D1

~~

4

C

1)

_ c1
~

4A
4.

Sec Degree.

Problems relating to the Circle.

1
. To find the centre of a given circle

ACB.
E
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Draw any chord AB, and bisect it in D,

by the perpendicular C£; bisect EC in O,
and I) will be the centre.

2. To describe a circle throu gh three given
points A. B, C.

Join the points A B,
BC; bisect A B, BC,
in the points D and E by
the perpendiculars D O,
E O ; and the point of
intersection O will be the
centre, and OA, or OB,
or OC the radius requir
ed.

3. To divide a given circle into any num
ber of co-centric parts, equal to each other.

Draw the radius A B,
and on it describe the
«emi-circle AerfB. Di
vide AB into the pro
posed number of equal A
parts 1, 2, &c. and erect
the |>erpeudiculars 1 rf

,

2e. &c. meeting the se
mi-circle in d

,

e
, &c.

From the centre B, and radii Brf, Bp, &c. de
scribe circles ; so shall the circle be divided
into the proposed number of equal co-centric
parts.

4. To divide a circle into any number of
parts, equal both in area and periphery.

Divide the dianie-
fer AB into the pro
posed number of
equal parts at the
points S

, T, V, &c. ;

then on one side o ft he
diameter describethe
semi-circle* on the
diameters AS, AT,

A V ; and on the other side of the diameters
BV, BT, BS; so shall the parts 1 7

,
3 5
, 53,*

1
,

he all equal, both in area and periphery.
To inscribe and circumscribe circles about

regular figures, as Triangles, Squares, Penta
gons, Hexagons, &c. see the respective ar
ticles.

Quadrature and Rectification of the Circle. —
This is a problem which, of all others, have
most engaged the attention of mathematicians,
at least amongst the ancients ; for being the
most regular and best known of any curveli-
near figure, it soon became a question to de
termine its area ; and as no reason could be
seen why this should not be found, the greater
part of the ancients seems to have attempted
the solution of it, as have likewise several of
the moderns. In the present day, however,
thongh the problem has not been demonstrat

e
d

to be absolutely impossible, yet few trials
are now made, and the solution is given up
as hopeless. But though neither the rectifi
cation nor quadrature of the circle has been
completely determined, yet approximations

l« them have been found, and some of these

to such a degTee of accuracy, that in a circle
*hose diameter is equal to that of the orbit of

Saturn, we should not in assigning its sircum-
Tercnce differ from the truth, in the breadth of

a single hair.
We cannot, in the present article, cuter

into investigations of the several approximat
ing rules that have been given for finding the
circumference and area of a circle ; what the
limits of the work will admit of on this head,
will be found under the articles Quadrature
and Rectification; and in the present in
stance, we must content ourselves with merely
stating the several results, without entering
at all into the methods made use of in deter
mining them.

1
. The simplest and most ancient approxi

mation is as follows:
As 7 to 22, so is the diam. to the circum.
This is the ratio given by Archimedes, iu

bis book " De Dimensionc Circuli."
Other approximations, nearer than the

above, but in larger numbers, are as follows :

viz.
as 106 : 333

1 13 * 355 %

1702 • 5347 lso " ^iain. to tuc circum.

1815 : 5702*
which arc each more accurate than the pre
ceding one.

Vieta, in his "Universalum Inspectionum
ad Canonum Mathematicorum," puhlished in
1579, by means of the inscribed and circum
scribed polygons of 393216 sides, has carried
the ratio to io places of figures; showing thatif the diameter of the circle be 1000, the cir
cumference will be

greater than 3141-5926-535
but less than 3141 -5926-537

and this ratio has been successively carried to

a greater and greater degree of approxi
mation.

Van Ceulen, in his work " De Circulo et
Adscriptis," has, by the same means, carried

it to 36 places of figures; which were also re
computed and confirmed by Willebrord Snell.
These were still farther extended by Mr.
Abraham Sharp: this indefatigable calculator
having carried thein to 72 places of figures, in
a sheet of paper published about the year
1706, by means of the series of Dr. Halley,
from the tangent of an arc of 30°.

They were afterwards carried to 100 places,
by Machin ; and, finally, to 128 places, by De
Eagny, in the Memoirs of the Academy of
Sciences, at Paris, for 1719 ; where he shows,
that if the diameter of a circle be 1

, the cir
cumference will be

3 1415,92653,58979,32384,62643,38327,95028,
84197,16939,93751,05820,97494,46923,07816,
40628,62089,98628,03482,53421 , 17067,982 14,
80865,13272,30664,70938,446 + or 447 —

Beside the above approximations, a few
others of a different kind may be added; such
as those of Brounker, Wallis, &c.

Lord Brounker found the ratio of the square
of the diameter, to the area of a circle in *

continued fraction ; showing it to be as
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lt0l+2+9
2 + 25

2 + 49
fee.

which is the first instance of the ratio being

given by means of an infinite series of any

kind.
Wallis, in Ms " Arithmetic of Infinites,"

shows, that the area of the circle is to the

square of its diameter,
. . 3 x 3 x 5 x 5 x 7 x 7, &c.

as 1 to

or as 1 to -
o

2 X 4 X 4 x 6 x 6, &lc.

9 25 49
X

24
*

48

81 .
x — , &c.

80

Which series he shows to be identical

with the above, given by Brounker.

3. J. Bernoulli has shown, that if the dia

meter of a circle is denoted by r, the

circumference
— 4 1

x r
1

which is a finite but imaginary expression.
Since the invention of fluxions, a great va

riety of series have been found for expressing
the circumference of a circle, of which we
have selected a few of the neatest; others

may be seen under the articles Quadrature
and Rectification.

If the diameter of a circle be 1, and c be
taken to represent the circumference ; then

•= «<«'-i*W*HH
•= •"K' + r-r-W+rr--)

Vll-3

33
1 1_ _1_& \

53* 73' 9-3* /J 1_ , _J . \
1-3-5 3-57 S-7-9 7

A variety of other forms might here have
been given ; but as we shall have occasion to
enter on this subject under the article Qua
drature, we have omitted them in this place,
and refer the reader for further information
to the above article.

For an entertaining account of the different
attempts made to obtain the quadrature of the
circle, see the new edition of Ozanam's "Re
creations," vol. i. p. 363, &c; or Montucla's" Histoire des Mathentatiqucs," vol. It. p. 619,
&c. And lor the more useful properties of the
circle, consult Euclid's " Elements," book iii.
and the best authors on geometry ; as Simp
son, Emerson, Hutton, Bonnycastlc, Legen-
dre, &c. And for several curious properties
of this figure, see Stone's "Mathematical
Dictionary."

Circles of the higher Orders, are curves,
the properties of which are expressed by the
following equations :

xm : y'" :: y : a — x, or y"*1 — xV « — x
ar* : jp? :: y" : a — xf, ory" * = o — x)"

where « is tlie axis, z the absciss, and y the
ordinate. Curves defined by this

will be ovals, when m is an odd number. Bnt
when m and n are each equal to 1, the equa
tion becomes that of the common circle.

Circle of Curvature, in Geometry, that cir
cle, the curvature of which is equal to that of
any curve at a certain point. It is also called
the circle of equi-curvature. See Radius of
Curvature.

Circles of the Sphere, such as cut the mun
dane sphere, and have their circumference in
its surface. They are either moveable, or fix
ed. The first, are those whose peripheries are in
the moveable surface, and which therefore
revolve with its diurnal motion ; as the meri
dians, &c. The latter having their periphery
in the immoveable surface, do not revolve ; as

the ecliptic, equator, and its parallels, he.
The circles of the sphere are either great

or little.
A great Circle of the Sphere, is that which

divides it into two equal parts or hemispheres,
having the same centre and diameter with it ;

as the horizon, meridian, &c.
A little, or less Circle of the Sphere, divides

the sphere into two unequal parts, having
neither the same centre nor diameter with the
sphere ; its diameter being only some chord
of the sphere less than its axis. Such as the
parallels of latitude, &c.

Circles of Altitude. Sec Almucantars.
Circles of Declination, are great circles in

tersecting each other in the poles of the world.
Diurnal Circles, are parallels to the equi

noctial, supposed to be described by the stars,
and other points of the heavens, in their appa
rent diurnal rotation about the earth.

It may here be observed, that most circles
of the sphere are transferred from the heavens
to the earth ; and have thus a place in geo
graphy, as well as in astronomy; all the points
of each circle being conceived as let fall
perpendicularly on the surface of the terres
trial globe, and hence tracing out circles per
fectly similar to them. Thus the terrestrial
equator is a circle conceded precisely under
the equinoctial line, which is in the heavens :
and so of the rest.

Circles of Excursion, are circles parallel to
the ecliptic, and at such a distance from it, as
that the excursions of the planets towards the
poles of the ecliptic may be included within
them ; usually fixed at ten degrees.

Circles, horary, in Dialling, are the lines
which show the hours on dials; though these
be not drawn circular, but nearly straight.

CtRCLE, horary, on the Globe, a brazen cir
cle fixed to the north pole, and furnished with
an index, showing the difference of meridians,
and serving for the solution of many problems.
On globes of late structure, this circle is often
placed on the equator, and the index is made
to slide on a brass wire running parallel to the
equator, and above it.

Circle of Illumination, a circle passing
through the centre of the earth or moon, per
pendicular to a line drawn from the sun to
the respective body. This is snpposed to
separate the Hiuuiraatcd part of the glob*
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from the darkened part; which it does very
nearly. \

CIRCLES of Latitude, or Secondaries of the
Ecliptic, are great circles perpendicular to the
plane of the ecliptic, passing through the poles
thereof, and through every star and planet.
They are so called, because they serve to mea
sure the latitude of the stars, which is nothing
but an arch of one of these circles intercepted
between the star and the ecliptic.

Circles of Longitude, are several less cir
cles, parallel to the ecliptic ; still diminishing,
in proportion as they recede from it. On the
arches of these circles the longitude of the
(tars is reckoned.

Circle of perpetual Apparition, one of the
less circles, parallel to the equator ; described
by any point of the sphere touching the north
ern point of the horizon ; and carried about
with the diurnal motion. All the stars in
cluded within this circle never set, but are
ever visible above the horizon.

Circle of perpetual Occupation, is another
circle at a like distance from the equator ; and
contains all those stars which never appear in
our hemisphere. The stars situated between
these circles alternately rise and set at certain
times.

Polar Circles, are immoveable circles, pa
rallel to the equator, and at a distance from
the poles equal to the greatest declination of
the ecliptic. See Arctic and Antarctic.

Circles, Reflecting. See Circular Instru-

where q
— — ; and A, B, C, D, ic. the prt-r

ceding terms.
To which, may be added the following ap

proximations :

4. The arc ;
3d

nearly.

Circles, Vertical. See Azimuth.
CIRCULAR, any thing relating to the cir

cle; as Circular Arcs, Instruments, Lines,
Parts, Ring, &c.

Circular Arc, any part of the circumfe
rence of a circle.

To find the Lengths of Circular Arcs.
Let represent the radius, d the diameter,

» the circumference of the circle, * the sine
of the arc, and t>the versed sine of the half arc,
and m its measure, in degrees, &c. ; then

1. The arc = rm x -0174533.

3.5»3

9. The arc =<
2.4.6.7</3

2.4.6dJ

tec.

+

. &c.

where q = ~; and A, B, C, &c. are the 1st,
o

3d, 3d, &c. terms.
C t ** 3s*

™*kc\ or
3. The arc „ ,i„ v„

6 = **{64^
nearly.

8c' — C ,6 — nearly.
3

where C is the chord of the whole arc, and t'
the chord of half the arc.

Circular Instruments, or Reflecting or Mul
tiplying Circles, are instruments which possess
all the advantages of accuracy attending large
instruments, in diminishing the errors of divi
sion and eccentricity at pleasure, by means of
reflection, though the instruments themselves
are small and portable.

Circular instruments may be considered as
improvements of Hadley's octant, and the
marine sexant, which are for the same pur
pose; viz. for observing the altitudes, dis
tances, &c of the heavenly bodies, extremely
useful for navigators in finding the moon's
distance, and other nautical purposes.

The best instruments of this kind, are those
of Mayer, Borda, and Rios; descriptions of
which may be seen in Montucla's " Histoire
des Mathematique," torn. iii. p. 527 ; Swan-
berg's " Exposition des Operations faite en
Lapponie pour la Determinations d'un Arc da
Meridian,'' p. 29—34; see also Mackey's" Navigation ;" and for a catalogue of papers
relating to such instruments, see Dr. Young's
"Natural Philosophy," vol. ii. p. 350—352;
and the article Circle, Rees's Cyclopedia.

Circular Lines, lines relating to the circle;
as sines, tangents, &c.

Circular Numbers, a name sometimes ap
plied to numbers whose powers terminate in
the same digits as their roots, an old and use
less distinction.

Circular Parts (Napier's), are five parts
of a right-angled, or a quadrantal spherical
triangle; they are the legs, the complement
of the hypothenuse, and the complements of
the two oblique angles.

Concerning these circular parts, Napier
gave a general rule, in his " Logarithmorum
Canonis Descriptio," which is this : " The rec
tangle, under the radius and the sine of the
middle part, is equal to the rectangle under
the tangents of the adjacent parts, and to the
rectangle under the cosines of the opposite
parts. The right angle or quadrantal side
being neglected, the two sides and the com
plements of the other three natural parts are
called the circular parts ; as they follow each
other, as it were, in a circular order.' Of these,
any one being fixed upon as the middle part,
those next it are the adjacent, and those
farthest from it the opposite parts." Lord
Bacon's " Life of Napier," p. 98.

This rule contains within itself all the par-
M
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ticular rules for the solution of right-angled
spherical triangles, and they were thus brought
into one general comprehensive theorem, for
the sake of the memory; as thus, by charging
the memory with this one rule alone, all the
cases of right-angled spherical triangles may
be resolved, and those of oblique ones also,
by letting fall a perpendicular, excepting the
two cases in which there are given either the
three sides, or the three angles. If the reader
attend to the circumstance of the second let
ters of the words, tangents, and cosines, being
the same with the first of the words adjacent
and opposite, he will find it almost impossible
to forget the rule. And the rule for the solu
tion of the two cases of spherical triangles,
for which the former of itself is insufficient,
may be thus expressed : of the circular parts
of an oblique spherical triangle, the rectangle
under the tangents of half the sum and half
the difference of the segments at the middle
part (formed by a perpendicular drawn from
an angle to the opposite side), is equal to the
rectangle under the tangents of half the sum
and half the difference of the opposite parts.
By the circular parts of an oblique spherical
triangle, are meant its three sides and the
supplements of its three angles. Any of these
six being assumed as a middle part, the oppo
site parts are those two of the same denomi
nation with it ; that is, if the middle part is
one of the sides, the opposite parts are the
other two, and if the middle part is the sup
plement of one of the angles, the opposite
parts are the supplements of the other two.

Mr. Walter Fisher has given, in the Trans
actions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh,
rules somewhat analogous to these of Napier's,
which will serve for the solution of all the cases
of plane and spherical triangles." A principal recommendation of these
rules is, that they clear trigonometry of all am
biguity, so far as it can be effected, and that
they are particularly useful in the solution of
spherical oblique triangles. To apply them to
plane triangles, instead of the sine or tangent
of a side, take the side itself. That they may
be more easily remembered, the following
words, formed from the abbreviation of the
terms of the properties, should be committed
to memory ; sao satam, tao, sarsalm."

Theor. 1. Given two parts and an opposite
one. S. A : S.O :: S.a : S .0.

Theor. 2. An included part given or 3.5
sought.

s - ~~" ■a
A + f .. T O — 0 . »r M

2
" *

2
" '

2
'

2
Theor. 3.

:T. O — 0 O + 0

2
Theor. 4. Given the three sides or angles of

an oblique-angled triangle.

S.AxS.a:R*::S. A+n+/xS A+a-;.e M
S.-

2 2
~

2" M denotes the middle part of the triangle,
and must always be assumed between two

given parts. It is either a side or the supple
ment of an angle, and is sometimes givenj
sometimes not.

" A and a are the two parts adjacent to the
middle, and of a different denomination from it.

".O and 0 denote the two parts opposite to
the adjacent parts, and of the same denomi
nation with the middle part." / is the last or most distant part, and of a
different denomination from the middle part."

Circular Ring, is the measure or space
included between two concentric circles, and
the area of it is consequently equal to the dif
ference of the areas of the two circles. Or the
area may be found thus : Multiply the sum of
the two diameters by the difference of them,
and that product again by -7854, which will
give the area required.

Circular Sailing, the method of navigat
ing a ship upon a great circle of the globe.
See Sailing.

Circular Sectors, are the areas bounded
by any arc of a circle and two radii ; the mea
sure of which is found as follows:

Let I represent the length of the arc of th«
sector, and m its measure, in degrees, mi
nutes, &c. ; then

I. Area of sector — \rl

Circular Segments, is the space bounded
by any are and its chord ; the area of which
may be found by the following formula:

If A' represent the area of the circular sec
tor, and C the chord of the arc, then

1. Area of segment = A' — { C (r — »)

2. Area=-(

Mid ll.Srf'
A, B, C, &c. being the preceding terms.

3. Area = W„ V + JL A -^ B

D, &c. where V = (r
f —

e).
3v
9VC

5b
11 V

Area = 2rc" L„*A — — o*B —
2.3* 4.5*

25

<
f- C, &c. where c" represents the cosine of

c"
half the arc, and q

— — .

r
A, B, C

,

&c. being

the preceding terms.
To which, may be added the following ap

proximations ; viz.

5. Area = } ^ »*) + j </dt j nearly.

6. Area ~
|t> (dv —

^u1) nearly.
If C be made to represent the chord of the

whole arc, and v the chord of half the arc,
then

7. Area = (C + jc*) nearly.
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8. Area = fefXJC'1 + f»») nearly.
9. Area — dl x by tabular n° answering to

- in the table of circular segments,
a

Not*. The area of circular zones will be
found by finding the difference of the two seg
ments. And the area of circular rings, by
finding the difference of the areas of the two
circles. Or by making D and d the diameters,
then

10. Area of the ring = (D + d) (D — d)
X 7854. Hutton's " Mensuration."

CIRCULATING Decimal*, or Recurring
DecimaU, are those that consist of a repetition
of a small number of digits, as -646464, Jkc.
4127127127, &c. ; in fact, every decimal that
is not finite, is a circulating decimal, or is
such, that if continued far enough the same

figures will again recur ; but it is only those,
of which the periods of circulation consist of
a few figures, that receive generally the defi
nition of circulating decimals.

When the circulation coasists of the same
digit repeated, it is called a Simple Circulate,

and is distinguished by a point placed over it;
thus, 111, &c. = -1 ; -333 = &c. When
the period of circulation consists of more than
one digit, it is called a Compound Circulate,
and is distinguished thus, '234234234, &c. =
"234. A Mixed Circidate is that which has
other figures in it that are not repeated, as

•7848484, &c. ; and these are represented thus,
•784.

All operations, as multiplication, division,
Ice. of these numbers, may be performed by
the same rules as common decimals ; and in
fact, there arc very few cases in which those
rales are not to be preferred, though some
authors, as Brown, Cunn, Malcolm, Emerson,
Donn, and particularly Henry Clarke, have
treated at considerable length the theory of
circulating decimals; as also. Dr. Wallis, who
seems to have been the first author that distin
guished them under a separate head.

REDUCTION OF CIRCULATING DECIMALS.

Cote. 1. To reduce a Simple or Compound Cir
culate to its equivalent Fraction.

Rule. Take the figures in the given deci
mal, considered as a whole number, for the
nnmeralor; and as many 9's as there are
places in the circulate for the denominator ;

observing only, that when there are any in
tegral fignrcs in the circulate, as many ciphers
must be annexed to the numerator, as the
highest place in the repetend is distant from
the decimal point ; thus,

EXAMPLES.

1. The circulate •
<

}

= § = T
2- -36 = U = tt

3 -09 = A = A

4 2.063 = 2^ = 2^
Case 2

. To reduce a Mixed Circulate to its equi

valent Fraction.

Rule. Subtract the finite part of the expres

sion, considered as tt whul« number, from the

whole mixed repetend, taken in the same man
ner fur the numerator ; and to as many 9's as
there are repeating places in the circulate,
annex as many ciphers as there are finite
decimal places for a denominator; thus,

EXAMPLES.

1
. The circulate 13s=H^12=^=^

2. Again...2-4i8 =211^1 = 2^ = 2^
And so on in other examples.

Having thus shown how to reduce any cir
culate, simple, compound, or mixed, to its
equivalent fraction; all the rules of addition,
subtraction, multiplication, division, &c. of
circulating decimals, may be performed by
the rules that are given for the same opera
tions in fractions; which sec, under their
respective heads.

CIRCUMFERENCE, Circumferentia,
in a general sense, denotes the line, or lines,
bounding any figure ; but it is commonly used,
in a more limited sense, to denote the peri
phery of a circle, which is every where equally
distant from a certain point within, called the
centre. See Circle.

CIRCUxMFERENTOR,aninstrumcnlused
by surveyors in taking angles ; it consists of a
brass circle and index, in one piece, commonly
about seven inches in diameter, and index
about fourteen inches long, and one and a half
inches broad. On the circle is a card or com
pass, divided into 300 degrees; the meridian
line of which answers to the middle of the
breadth of the index. There is also soldered
on the circumference a brass ring, on which
screws another ring with a flat glass in it

,

so
as to form a kind of box for the needle, sus
pended on the needle in the centre of the cir
cle. There are also two sights to screw on,
and slide tip and down the index, as also a
ball and socket screwed on the under side of
the circle, to receive the leg of the three-
legged staff.

The above description answers to the most
simple form of the circumfcrator ; but an im
proved instrument of this kind is sold by
Jones, of Holborn, which in some measure
answers the purpose of a theodolite.

CIRCUMGYRATION, the whirling mo
tion of a body about a centre.

CTROUM-jPo&rr Stars, aro those situated
near the north pole of the heavens, or those
which revolve about it without setting.

CIRCUMSCRIBED Figure, is that which

is circumscribed or drawn about another fi

gure, so as to touch it on every side.
A right-lined figure is said to be circum

scribed about another, when all the angles of
the latter fall in the sides of the former.

A right-lined figure circumscribes a curve-
linear one, when the periphery of the latter
touches all the sides of the former.

A circle, or other curviliiiear figure, cir
cumscribes a right-lined one, when all the
angles of the latter are La tat periphery of the
former.

M2
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Circumscribed Hyperbola, one of Newton's

hyperbolas, of the second order, which cuts
its asymptotes, and contains the parts cut off
within itself.

CISSOID of Diodes (from the Greek
xio-o-oiW, probably from its branching figure),
in the higher Geometry, is a curve line of the
second order, invented by Diocles, an ancient
Greek geometrician, for the purpose of finding
two continued ineau proportionals between
two other given lines. The generalion of this
curve is as follows :

A

At the extremity B of the diameter AB of
the circle A OB draw perpendicular to it the
Indefinite line C B D, to which from the other
extremity A draw several lines cutting the cir
cle in I, O, N, &c. and upon these lines set off
the corresponding equal distances, viz. HM
= AI, FO = AO, CL = AN, fcc.j then
the curve line drawn through all the points
M, O, L, &lc. is the cissoid. Other methods
of constructing this curve may be seen in
Newton's " Universal Arithmetic," and Emer
son on Curve Lines.

The cissoid has the following properties:
1. The curve has two infinite legs AMOL,
A mo/, meeting in a cusp A, and tending con
tinually towards the indefinite line CBD,
which is their common asymptote. 2. The
curve pusses through O and o, points in the
circle equally distant from A and B ; or it
bisects each semi-circle. 3. Letting fall per
pendiculars M P, I K, from any corresponding
points I, M ; then is AP = BK, and A M =
HI, because AI = MH. 4. AP : PB ::
M P1 : A P1. So that if the diameter A B be
= n, the absciss A P = x, and the ordinate
PM ~y; then is x: a —x::y* : x*, or x3 —y1.
(o — x), which is the equation of the curve.
6. The whole infinitely long cissoidal space,
contained between the infinite asymptote
BCD, and the curves LOAoZ, &c. of the
cissoid, is equal to triple the generating
circle AO Bo A. 6. All cissoids arc similar
figures.

See other properties of this curve, in the
works of Dr. Wallis, vol. i. p. 645.

CIVIL Day, Month, Year. See the articles
Day, Month, Year.

CLAIRAULT (Alexis-Claude), a cele
brated French mathematician, born at Paris,

May 13, 1713, and died May 17, 1763, aged
fifty-two. He was author of the following
works :

1. On Curves of a Double Curvature. 1730,

4to.
2. Elements of Gcomctrv. 1741, 8vo.
3. Theory of the Figure of the Earth. 1743,

9vo.

4. Elements of Algebra. 1746, 8vo.
6. Tables of the Moon. 1754, 8vo.
Besides a great number of papers in tho

Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences, from
the year 1727 to 1762.

CLAVIUS (Christopher), a German Je
suit, born at Bamberg, excelled in the know
ledge of mathematics, and was one of the
chief persons employed to rectify the calen
dar; flic defence of which he also undertook
agaiust those who censured it, especially Sca-
liger. He died at Rome, in 1612, aged severity-
five. His works have been printed in five
volumes, folio ; the principal of which is his
"Commentary on Euclid's Elements."

CLEOSTRATUS, a celebrated astrono
mer, born inTenedos, was, according to Pliny,
the first who proposed the signs of the zodiac ;

others say, that he only invented the signs
Aries and Sagittarius. He also corrected the
errors of the Grecian year, about the 306th
before Christ.

CLEPSYDRA, an instrument or machine
serving to measure time by the fall of a cer
tain quantity of water. The word comes from
kXht7», condo, vtivp, aqua, water; though there
have likewise beeu clepsydrae made with mer
cury. The Egyptians, by this machine, mea
sured the course of the sun. Tycho Brahe,
in later days, made use of it to measure the
motion of the stars, &c; and Dudley used the
same contrivance in making all .his maritime
observations. The use of clepsydrae is very
ancient ; they were invented in Egypt, under
the Ptolemies; as were also sun-dials. Their
use was chiefly in the winter, as the sun-dials
served in the summer: but they had two great
defects ; the one, that the water ran out with
a greater or less facility, as the air was more
or less dense ; the other, that the water ran
more readily at the beginning than towards
the conclusion.

The Construction of a common Clepsydra.-—
To divide any cylindrical vessel into parts, to
be emptied in each division of time, the time
wherein the whole, and that wherein any part
is to be evacuated, being given. Suppose a
cylindrical vessel, whose charge' of water
flows out in twelve hours, were required to
be divided into two parts, to be evacuated
each hour. 1. As the part of time 1 is to tho
whole time 12, so is the same time 12 to a
fourth proportional 144. 2. Divide the alti
tude of the vessel into 144 equal parts: here
the last will fall to the last hour; the three next
above to the last part but one ; the five next
to the tenth hour; lastly, the twenty-three
last to the first hour. For since the times irl-
crease in the series of the natural numbers
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &c. and the altitudes, if the nume
ration be in a retrograde order from the twelfth
hour, increase in the series of the unequal num
bers 1,3, 5,7,9, &c. the altitudes computed from
the twelfth hour will be as the squares of the
times 1, 4, 9, 16. 25, &c. Therefore the squares
of the whole time, 144, comprehend all the
parts of the altitude of the vessel to be eva
cuated. But a third proportional to 1 and 12
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4s the s<rtiare of 12, and consequently it is the
number of equal parts iu which the altitude
is to be divided, to be distributed according
to the scries of the unequal numbers, through
the equal interval of hours. There were many
kinds of clepsydrae among the ancients; but
they all had this in common, that the water
ran generally through a narrow passage, from
one vessel to another, and in the lower was a

piece of cork or light wood, which, as the
vessel filled, rose up by degrees, and showed
the hour.

Clepsydrae have been much improved of
late years in their construction ; but as their
use is now superseded by the accuracy of our
modern time-pieces, we shall not dwell longer
upon them here, but shall refer to vols. i. and
vii. of the machines approved by the French
Academy, and to vol. xliv. of the Philoso
phical Transactions, for descriptions of the
best instrument of this kind with which we
are acquainted.

CLIMATE, w Clime, in the ancient Geo
graphy, a part of the surface of the earth, or
zone, bounded by two lesser circles parallel
to the equator; and of such a breadth, as that
the longest day in the parallel nearer the pole
exceeds the longest day in that next the equa
tor, by somo certain space, as half an hour,
or an hour.

Vulgarly, the term climate is bestowed on
any country or region differing from another,
either in respect of the seasons, the quality
of the soil, or even the manners of the inha
bitants, without any regard to the length of
the longest day.

CLOCK, a well-known instrument for mea
suring time; it is regulated by means of a
Pendulum, the laws of which will be found
under that article.

The nature of this work does not require
that we should enter into any particular de
scription of the mechanism of this instrument;
wc shall, therefore, merely refer the reader,
who is desirous of information on this subject,
to those works which have been written pro
fessedly on the theory and practice of horo
logy ; of which a very numerous list is given
in Gregory's " Mechanics," vol. ii. p. 140.

CLOUD, a visible aggregate of minute drops
of water suspended in the atmosphere.

The word is probably derived from the
Anglo-Saxon, Lehlob, covered, hidden; the face

of heaven being so in those parts where clouds
appear. The same aggregate, which in this
situation is called a cloud, obtains the name
of mist, when seen to arise from the earth or
waters ; and fog, when it envelopes and covers
the observer. Yet the two latter, viewed
from a greater distance or elevation, present
all the appearances of clouds; while those, in
their turn, become mists and fogs, in propor
tion as we approach and penetrate them.

It is concluded, from numerous observa
tions, that the particles of which a cloud con
sists, are always more or less electrified; and

(his fluid has hence been considered as the

cause of the formation of all clouds whatever,
whether of thunder, hail, rain, or snow.

The hypotheses which assumes the exist
ence of vesicular vapour, and makes the par
ticles of clouds to be hollow spheres, which
unite and descend in rain when ruptured,
however sanctioned by the authority of seve
ral eminent philosophers, does not seem ne
cessary to the science of meteorology in its
present state; it being evident that the buoy
ancy of the particles is not more perfect than
it ought to be, if wc regard them as mere
drops of water. In fact, they always descend,
and the water is elevated again only by being
converted into invisible vapour.

COASTING is that part ofnavigation which
is carried on near the coast or shore, without
losing sight of land, except occasionally for
a short period.

COCHLEA, the same as screw; being thus
called in consequence of its resemblance to
the spiral shell of a snail, called by the Latins,
cochlea.

CO-EFFICIENTS, in Algebra, are num-%
bers or letters prefixed to other letters, or on-
known quantities, into which they are sup
posed to be multiplied; and therefore, with
such letters, or the quantities represented by
them, making a product, or co-efficient pro
duct; whence the name, which was given to
them by Vieta.

When a quantity stands alone, without be
ing preceded by any number or letter, it is
always supposed to have unity for its co-effi
cients : thus, the co-efficients of the terms x,
ax1, by%, &c. arc 1, a, b, &c.

In equations the absolute term is some
times classed under the general term co-effi
cient, in which it is supposed to be prefixed
to x° or y°, &c. all such quantities being equal
to unity: thus, in the formula x3 + ax1 + ex
+ d, the co-efficients are 1, a, c, and d; the
first 1 being understood, and the last being
supposed to precede x° = 1.

In equations we have the following remark
able property of the co-efficients ; viz.

1. The co-efficient of the second is equal to
the sum of the roots of the equation with their
signs changed. 2. The co-efficient of the third
term is equal to the sum of all the product,
taken two and two. The co-efficient of the
fourth term is equal to the sum of all the pro
duct, taken three and three together, with
their signs changed, and so on ; and, finally,
the absolute term is equal to the product of
all the roots, with their signs changed, if the
number of terms be even, but without being
changed, if the number of terms be odd ; this
term being here supposed to stand on the left-
hand side of the equation.

Thus, for example, in the cubic equation,
x3 + axx + bxr + c — 0; supposing the roots
to be p, q, and r, we shall have

a = — (;> + q + r)
* = pq + pr + qr
c = —pqr

and the same for every order of equations.
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The sum of all the co-efficients of the bi

nomial (a 4- x)n — 2", and of (a — xf =0" = 0 ;

that in, tlie sum of the positive co-efficients is
equal to the sum of the negative ones ; and
consequently their sum is equal to zero. See
Binomial Theorem.

COFFER Dam, a term applied by engi
neers to denote the enclosures formed for lay
ing the foundation of piers and other works
in water, to c elude the surrounding fluid,
and thus forming a protection both to the
work and workmen.

COHESION, that species of attraction
which, uniting particle to particle, retains to
gether the component parts of the same mass ;
being thus distinguished from adhesion, or that
species of attraction which takes place betweeu
the surfaces of similar or dissimilar bodies.

Whatever may be the cause of cohesion, its
effects are evident and certain, and the diffe
rent degrees of it is what constitute bodies of
different forms and properties : at least, this
is the opinion of Newton, and other eminent
philosophers.

Various experiments have been made by
different authors to ascertain the power of co
hesion, in bodies of different textures; as
woods, metals, glass, &c. These experiments
have generally been made on cylindric bars,
an inch, or certain parts of an inch in diame
ter ; and as it has been proved that the direct
cohesive strength of a body is in the joint
ratio of its primitive elasticity, toughness, and
area of its section, it follows that, having as
certained the cohesive power with any given
section, the same may be found for the same
substance for any other section ; and thus the
experiments of different authors, compared
with each other.

The following table shows the weights which
were necessary to tear asunder rods of diffe
rent substances, w hose bases were each a
square inch, the weights being applied in the
direction of their length.

METALS. H». AToirduporse.

Steel 136000
Iron bar 74000
Cast iron 50100
Copper, cast 28600
Silver, ditto 41500
Gold, ditto 22000
Tin, ditto 4000
Bismuth 2900
Zinc 2600
Antimony 1000
Lead, cast 860

WOOD.?. H>J.Avoirdupoiie.
Beech, Oak 17300
Alder 13900
Elm 13200
Mulberry 12500
Willow 12500
Ash 12000
Plum 11800
Elder 10000
Fir 8330

Walnut 8130
Pitch, Pine 7656
Cypress 6000
Poplar 5500
Cedar 4880

Other experiments have been made to as
certain the strength of cohesion in bodies,
when placed horizontally, and loaded with
weights in different parts; but as we shall
have occasion to return to this subject under
the article Strength of Materials, we shall
in this place merely state the result of Mus-
chenbroek's experiments, on a few of the most
common woods. For this purpose he fixed
pieces of wood, by one end, into a square
hole in a metal plate, and hung weights to
wards the other end, till they broke at the
hole. The weights, and their distances from
the point of support, are shown in the follow
ing table.

WOODS. Di«. in Inchn.
Pine &•
Fir 9
Beech 7
Elm 9
Oak 81
Elder 9' ,

Weight In 01.

36|
40

56|
44
48
48

In the above table the rods were rectangu
lar parallelopipedons, and the side of their
square section .26 of an inch.

Coulomb found the lateral cohesion of brick
and stone only xi more than the direct cohe
sion ; which, for stone, was 2l5tb. for a square
inch; for good brick, from 280 to 300.

Count Rumford found the cohesive strength
of a cvlintlcr of iron, an inch in diameter,
63466, "or 631731b.; the mean, 63320; which
is only ^ more than Emerson's result

Sickingen makes the comparative cohesive
strength of gold, 150956; of silver, 190771; of
platina, 262361 ; of copper, 304696 ; of soft
iron, 362927 ; of hard iron, 559880. Gnyton
makes platina a little stronger.

In Iliiflbn's experiments, b, d, and /. being
the breadth, depth, and length of a beam of
oak, in inches; the weight which broke it in

(54*25
\—j 10 j. See far

ther the article Strength.
For farther information on this subject the

reader may consult Rittcr on Cohesion, Gil
bert's Journal, iv. 1 ; Benzenberg on Cohesion,
Gilbert, xvi. 76; Fontana on Solidity and
Fluidity, Soe. Ital. i. 89 ; and Dr. T. Young on
the Cohesion of Fluids, in the Phil. Trans, for
1805, or in the second volume of his " Natural
Philosophy."

COED, in common language, denotes the
sensation which is felt, or the effect which is
produced, by the abstraction of heat ; that is,
heat and coid are opposite to each other, and
the existence or increment of the one, is equal
to the want or decrement of the other; so that
the same degree of temperature ma) be called
hot or cold, according as it is compared with
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a colder or hotter temperature. Thus the cli
mate of Great Britain is a cold climate, in

comparison with that of the West ludia
islands; and a hot climate, in comparison with
that of Siberia. If a man warms one of his

hands near a fire, whilst he cools his other

hand by means of ice ; and if afterwards he

plunges both his hands in a bason of water of
the common temperature of the atmosphere,

that water will feel cold to the hand that has

been heated, aud hot to the other hand. From
this, it appears that cold is not any thing real,

but merely a privation of heat ; so that instead

of saying that a body has been cooled to a

certain degree, it may with equal truth and

propriety be said that the body has been de

prived of heat to that certain degree.

Notwithstanding the simplicity of this theory,

and the conviction which seems to accom

pany it, philosophers have often entertained

doubts concerning it ; and they have endea

voured to inquire into the real state of the

matter, by devising experiments capable of
demonstrating whether the cause of heat was

any thing real, and that of cold only a priva

tion or diminution of the former ; or, vise versa,

whether the cause of cold was any thing real,

and that of heat a diminution; or, lastly, whe

ther the production of heat, and the produc

tion of cold, were not owing to two distinct
principles or elements. On the supposition

that the cause of one of those effects only is

real, it is much more natural to suppose that

the cause of heat is the real principle or ele

ment; since its effects, viz. enlargement of
the bulk of bodies, the separation of their

parts. &c. are such as must be produced by
the introduction of something real; and the

abstraction of this principle may naturally
produce the effects of cold, such as contrac

tion of the bulk of bodies, agglutination, &c. ;

whereas it would be unnatural to suppose
that a body contracts its bulk, as its parts

come into closer contact, because something
else has been introduced amongst them.

With respect to the last supposition, viz. whe

ther ihe effects of heat and those of cold be

not owing to two distinct principles, a few

arguments, and the equivocal result of a few

experiments, have, at times, been adduced in
support of it. But the general and prevailing
opinion among philosophers is, that a single

element, called caloric, produces heat, or the

effects of expanding bodies separating their

parts, &.c.; and that cold is only a relative

expression ; that is, meaning only the decre

ment of beat ; so that real or absolute cold

consists only in the total abstraction of calo

ric ; and, that such a point, viz. the zero of
heat may be determined, has been shown by

the experiments, the discoveries, and the cal

culations of some late eminent philosophers,
viz. Irvine, Black, Crawford, and others. It
is impossible, in this place, to enter into an

investigation of the methods made use of in

determining this remarkable point ; we must,

therefore, on this head, refer the reader to the

works of the above-mentioned authors, or to

tho article Cold, Rccs's Cyclopedia; where
the whole is luminously investigated and illus
trated.

COLLIMATION (from collimo, aim), Line
of, on a telescope, is a line passing through
the intersection of those wires that are fixed
in the focus, and the centre of the object
glass.

COLLINS (John), an English mathemati
cian, was born near Oxford, in 1624. He first
published, in 1652, an "Introduction to Mer
chants' Accounts," in folio, which was re
printed, with additions, in 1665. This work
was followed by others on practical mathe
matics; and some papers in the Transactions
of the Royal Society, of which he was chosen
a member. He was also made accomptanWo
the Royal Fishery Company; and wrote seve
ral commercial tracts. He died in November,
1683.

Mr. Collins was a very useful man to the
sciences, keeping up a constant correspon
dence with the most learned men, both at
home and abroad, and promoting the publica
tion of many valuable works, which, but for
him, would never have been seen by the pub
lic; particularly Dr. Barrow's "Optical and
Geometrical Lectures ;" his " Abridgment of
the Works of Archimedes, Apollonius, and
Theodosius f Branker's " Translation of
Rhronius's Algebra," with Dr. Pell's " Addi
tions," &c. ; which were procured by his fre
quent solicitations.

COLLISION(fromeo//wo,<iaiAi»ig-/()g-efAer),
in Mechanics and Physics, is the meeting and
mutual striking of two or more bodies, one of
which, at least, is in motion. The most simple
of the problems relating to collision was that
of a body proceeding to strike against another
at rest, or moving before it with less velocity,
or approaching towards it. Des Cartes, misled
by his metaphysical principles, which had in
duced him to suppose that the same quantity
of absolute motion always exists in the world,
concluded that the sum of the motions after
the impact was equal to the sum of the mo
tions before it. But the proposition is true
only in the first and second of these cases: it
is false when the two bodies meet each oilier ;
for in that case, the sum of the motions after
the impact is equal to the difference of their
motions before it, not to their sum. Thus
Des Cartes discovered only part of the truth.
In 1661, Huygens, Wallis, and Sir Christopher
Wren, all discovered the true laws of per
cussion separately, and without any commu
nication with each other, as has been com
pletely proved. The basis of their solutions
is, that in the mutual percussion of several
bodies, the absolute quantity of motion of the
centre of gravity is the same after as before
the shock. Farther, when the bodies are clas
tic, the relative velocity is the same alter as

before percussion. All this, however, is upon
the supposition that bodies are either per
fectly hard, or perfectly elastic ; but as there

do not exist in nature any bodies which we

know of either the one or the other of these
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kinds, the usual theories are of little or no
service in practical mechanics. Yet the laws
of collision, under the above hypotheses, being
demonstratively deduced from the general
laws of motion, which are justly assumed as
axioms, determine the velocity that would
take place if those suppositions were real :
and it is afterwards more easy and practi
cable to estimate, and to allow for those de
viations of practical results from the abstract
theory, which arise from the imperfect hard
ness or elasticity of bodies, from resistances
of mediums, frictions, &c.

We cannot, however, even under the above
simplification of the theory, enter at any length
into the investigation of the several different
cases under which collision may take place ;
we must, therefore, limit ourselves to the state
ments of the results of some of the most po
pular propositions, and refer the reader who
wishes for farther information to the several
treatises on mechanics, in which this subject
is investigated ; such are the mechanics of
Emerson, Wood, Gregory, &c.

1. If the impact of two perfectly hard bodies
be direct, they will, after impact, either remain
at rest, or move on uniformly together with
different velocities, according to the circum
stances under which they met.

Let B and A represent two perfectly hard
bodies, and let the velocity of B be represented
by V, and that of b by t>,which may be taken
either positive, negative according as A moves
in the same direction as B, or contrary to that
direction, and it will be zero when b is at rest.
This notation being understood, all the cir
cumstance of the motion of the two bodies,
after collision, will be expressed by the for-

. ... BV + A*
mula velocity

— ——— ,
-B + b

which being accommodated to the three cir
cumstances under which v may enter become

velocity—
■BV+ bv 5 when both bodies moved

B + b \ in the same direction

TCj0Cif,,_BV
— bv c when the bodies moved in

B + A l contrary directions

vclocitvz: — $ when thc bx)uJ 4 was at
3 B + b \ rest

These formula arise from the supposition of
thc bodies being perfectly hard, and conse
quently that the two after impact move on
uniformly together as one mass. In cases of
perfectly elastic bodies, other formulae have
place which express the motion of each body
separately; as in the following proposition.

If the impact of two perfectly elastic bodies
be direct, their relative velocities will be the
same both before and after impact, or they
will recede from each other with the same ve

locity with which they met ; that is, they will
be equally distant, in equal times, both before
and after their collision, although thc absolute
Telocity of each may be changed. Thc cir
cumstances attending this change of motion

in the two bodies, using the above notation,
are expressed in the two following formulae :

2>' Vth< velocity°115

2BV + (B-&> the velocity of A
B + A

which needs no modification, when the motion
of A is in the same direction with that of B.

In the other case of A's motion, the general
formulas become
-2&P + (B~^V the velocity of B

B + A

2BV — (B — A)i> .. . r,
Jj^fA

— velocity of A

when A moves in a contrary direction to that
of B, which arise from taking v negative. And

the velocity of B
B + A

2 BV
the velocity of A

B + A
when A w as at rest before impact, that is, when
v — o.

If a perfectly hard body B, impinge obliquely
upon a perfectly hard and immoveable plane
AD, it will after collision move along the
plane in the direction C A.

And its velocity before impact
Is to its velocity after impact
As radius
Is to the cosine of the angle BCD

But if the body x y_B
be clastic it wiil
rebound from the
plane in the direc
tion CE, with the a~
same velocity, and
at the same angle with which it met it, that
is, the angle ACE will be equal to the angle
BCD.

COLOUR, in natural philosophy, that pro
perty of bodies which affects thc sight only ;
or that property possessed by the elementary
rays of light, separated by any means what
ever, of exciting in us different sensations ac
cording to their different rcfrangibility. Thus
colour may be considered in two respects, as
it regards bodies in general, and as it is pro
duced by solar light.

Before the time of Newton, the ideas con
cerning colour were very vague and unsatisfac
tory. The Pythagoreans called colour the su
perficies of bodies; Plato said that it was aflame
issuing from them : according to Zeno, it was
the first configuration of matter: and Aris
totle said it was that which made bodies ac
tually transparent. Des Cartes accounted
colour a modification of light, and he imagined
that thediffereneeofcolourproceededfrom the
prevalence of thc direct or rotatory motion of
thc particles of light. Grimaldi, Dcchales,
and many others, imagined that thc differences
of colour depended upon the quick or slow
vibrations of a certain elastic medium with
which the universe is tilled. Rohault con
ceived, that the different colours were made
by the rays of light entering the eye at different
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ingles with respect to the optic axit. And
Dr. Hooke imagined that colour is caused by
the sensation of the oblique or uneven pulses
of light ; which being capable of no more than
two varieties, he concluded there could be no
more than two primary colours.

Philosophers were also formerly of opinion,
that the solar light was simple and uniform,
without any difference or variety in its parts,
and that the different colours of objects were
made by refraction, reflection, or shadows.
But Newton taught them the errors of their
former opinions ; he taught them to dissect a

single ray of light with the minutest precision,
and demonstrated that every ray was itself a

composition of several rays all of different co
lours, each of which when separate held to its
own nature, simple and unchanged by every
experiment that could be tried upon it. Or,
to be more particular, light is not all similar
and homogeiieal, but compounded of hetero-
geneal and dissimilar rays, some of which in
like instances being more refrangible, and
others less refrangible, and those which are
most refrangiblcare also most reflexible ; and
according as they differ in refrangibility and
reflexibility, they are endowed with the power
of exciting in us sensations of different co
lours.

Sir Isaac Newton's theory of light and co
lours is striking and beautiful in itself, and
deduced from clear and decisive experiments.

1st, That lights which differ in colour, dif
fer also in degrees of refrangibility.

2d. That the light of the sun, notwithstand
ing its uniform appearance, consists of rays
differently refraugible.

3d, That those rays which are more refran
gible than others, are also more reflexible.

4th, That as the rays of light differ in de

grees of refrangibility and reflexibility, so they
also differ in their disposition to exhibit this
or that particular colour; and that colours arc
not qualifications of light derived from refrac
tions or reflections of natural bodies, as was
generally believed, but original and connate
properties, which are different in different rays,
some rays being disposed to exhibit a red co
lour and no other, and some a green and no
other, and so of the rest of the prismatic
colours.

5th, That the light of the sun consists of
violet-making, indigo-making, blue-making,
green-making, yellow-making, orange-mak
ing, and red-making rays; and all of these are
different in their degrees of refrangibility and
reflexibility ; for the rays which produce red
colours are the least refrangible, and those
that make the violet the most ; and the rest
are more or less refrangible as they approach
either of these extremes, in the order already
mentioned: that is, orange is least refrangible
next to red, yellow next to orange, and so on ;
so that to the same degree of refrangibility
there ever belongs the same colour, and to the
same colour the same degree of refrangibility.

6th, Every homogeneal ray, considered
apart, is refracted according to one and the

same rule, so that its sine of incidence is <•
its sine of refraction in a given ratio; that ii,
every different coloured ray has a different
ratio belonging to it.

7th, The species of colour, and degree of
refrangibility and reflexibility, proper to any
particular sort of rays, is not mutable by re
flection or refraction from natural bodies, nor
by any other cause that has been yet observed.
When any one kind of rays has been separated
from those of other kinds, it has obstinately
retained its colours, notwithstanding all en

deavours to bring about a change.
8th, Yet seeming transmutations of colours

may be made, where there is any mixture of
divers sorts of rays ; for, in such mixtures, the
component colours appear not, but, by their
mutually alloying each other, constitute an
intermediate colour.

9th, There are therefore two sorts of colour,
the one original and simple, the other com
pounded of these ; and all the colours in the
universe are cither the colours of homogeneal,
simple light, or compounded of these mixed
together in certain proportions. The colours
of simple light are, as we observed before,
violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange, and
red, together with an indefinite variety of in
termediate gradations. The colours of com
pounded light are differently compounded of
these simple rays, mixed in various propor
tions : thus a mixture of yellow-making and
blue-making rays exhibits a green colour, and
a mixture of red and yellow makes an orange ;
and in any colour the same in specie with the
primary ones may be produced by the com
position of the two colours next adjacent in
the series of colours generated by the prism,
whereof the one is next more refrangible, and
the other next less refrangible. But this is
not the case with those which are situated at
too great a distance ; orange and indigo do
not produce the intermediate green, nor scar
let and green the intermediate yellow.

10th, The most surprising and wonderful
composition of light is that of whiteness; there
is no one sort of rays which can alone exhibit
that colour : it is ever compounded, and to its
composition all the aforesaid primary colours
are requisite.

11th, As w hiteness is produced by a copious
reflection of rays of all sorts of colours, when
there is a due proportion in the mixture ; so,
on the contrary, blackness is produced by a
suffocation and absorption of the incident light,
which being stopped and suppressed in the
black body, is not reflected outward, but re
flected and refracted within the body till it be
stifled and lost.

Newton's method of accounting for the dif
ferent colours of bodies, from their reflecting
this or that kind of rays most copiously, is so
easy and natural, that his system quickly over
came all objections, and to this day continues
to be almost universally believed. It is now
commonly acknowledged, that the light of the
sun, which to us seems perfectly homogeneal

and white, is composed of no fewer than seven
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different colours, viz. red, orange,
green, blue, purple, and violet or indigo,
body which appears of a red colour, hath the

property of reflecting the red rays more pow
erfully than any of the others ; and so of the
orange, yellow, green, &c. A body which is
of a black colour, instead of reflecting, absorbs
all or the greatest part of the rays that fall
upon it ; and, on the contrary, a body which
appears white, reflects the greatest part of the
rays indiscriminately, without separating the
one from the other.

COLUMBA-JVoacAf, Noah's Dove, a south
ern constellation. See Constellation.

COLUBE8, in Astronomy and Geography,
two great circles supposed to intersect each
other, at right angles, in the pole of the world,
and to pass through the solstitial and equinoc
tial points of the ecliptic ; that which passes
through the former point being called solstitial
colure, and the other the equinoctial eolure.
The word is derived from xoX©-, mutilus, or
tvnicatus, and Ufa, tail; appearing with the tail
cut; because never seen entire above the
horizon.

COMA-Berenices, Bcreniee's Hair, a con
stellation of the northern hemisphere. Sec
Constellation.

COMBINATIONS, in Mathematics, denote
the different collections that may be formed
out of any given number of things, taken a
certain number at a time, without regard to
the order in which they may be arranged ; and
are thus distinguished from permutations, or
changes, which have reference to the order in
which the several quantities may be disposed.

In order to find the number of combinations
that a given number of things will admit nf,
let us take the continued product of the fac
tors, (x + a) (i + 4) (i + e) {x + d), &c. viz.

(1)

(2)

(3)

+ «
+ b

I + c

I3 + o

b

e

+ d

\x* + ae\
S bc$

x + abc

ab~\
■+ «-\ ac I

el* + he lx +

d) bd\
cdj

mbdl
acd i
bed)

x + abed

Now without pursuing this developement
any farther, it is obvious, that in each of these
formula; the coellicient of the second term is
equal to the sum of all the quantities a, b. c, &c.
that enter into the expression ; the third is the
sum of all the possible combinations of every
two of them; the fourth of every three f the

fifth of every four, and so on ; that is, the
number of combinations that may be formed
out of any number of things («), taken a cer
tain number at a time (m), will be expressed
by the coefficient of tho m + 1 term of the above

expanded function, carried to n
making a, b, e, d, &c. each equal to 1, the
same will be expressed by the m + 1 coefficient
of the expanded binomial (x + 1)* ; which
from the known law of the binomial theorem
is equal to

n(n— l)(n — 2)(n — 3) (n — m— 1)
1 . 2 . 3 . 4 .... m

which is
,

therefore, a general formulae for ex
pressing the number of combinations that may
be formed out of n things taken any number
ik at a time.

Suppose, for example, it were required to
find how many combinations may be formed
out of 13 cards, all different from each other,
taken 4 at a time?

Here we have 1
3

.'

V

"10
=z7 15 combinations

1 . 2 . .3 . 4

The above formula; leads us also to the me
thod of finding the whole possible number of
combinations that may be formed out of a
gi\en number of things n, by taking 1

, 2,3, 4
,

&c. at a time, to n at a time ; for this it is ob
vious will be equal to the sum of all the coef
ficients of the expanded binomial (x + 1)",
wanting the first term. But the sum of all
these coefficients is equal to 2", (see Bino
mial); therefore the number of possible com
binations of n things is equal to 2* — 1

. The
single quantities a, b

,

c, &.c. being classed un
der the gcucral tenn combination, for the sake
of analogy, if these be excluded the formulas
will be 2" — (n + 1).

Thus tho number of all the combinations
that may be formed out of the five letters a, b

,

c,d,e — 25 — 1 = 31, or excluding the single
terms, the number of combinations is 2s — 6 =
26, which are the following, viz.

Com)>.nf two. Comb,or thrre. Comb,ot four.

mi
me

md
ae

hd
be

ed
ee

dc

abc
abd
abe
acd

ace

ade
bed
bee
bde

cde

abed
abee
abde
acde
bede
abede of five

In the above propositions, the things are
supposed to be all different from each other ;

but if there be several things of one sort and
several of another, the problem requires a
different solution.

To determine the number of combinations
that may be formed out of a given number of
things, in which there are m things of on©
sort, v of another sort, p of another sort. Sec. ,

by taking 1 at a time, 2 at a time, 3 at a time,
&c. to any given number of things at a time.

Rule. Place in one horizontal row m + \

units, annexing ciphers on the right hand, till
the whole number of units and ciphers ex- •

ceeds the greatest number of things to be
taken at a time by unity.

Under each of these terms write the sum of
n + 1

,

left-hand terms, including that as one
of them under which the number is placed;
and under each of these, the p 4- 1 left-hand
terms of the last line ; then the q + 1 terms
of this, and so on through all the number of
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different things, and the last line will be the
answer.

Exam. Given a number of the form o5, 6',

r*
,

d*, e*,/"3, g, to find how many different di
visors it has, that are the product of 6

* factors,
of 5 factors, 4 factors, &c.

Here m — 5, ■ — 5
,

p = 4
,

q

— 4
, r = 4
,

t~Z,t~\; then by the rule

1 1 1

2 3 4

3 6 10

4 10 20

5 15 35

6 21 56

7 27 77

1
5

15

3o
70

125

1st

1
6

20
64

I2;j
243

0 — m + 1 units

5 — n 1 terms
23 = p + 1 terms
74 —

q + 1 terms
193 = r + 1 terms
421 = s + 1 terms
664 = f + 1 terms

That is, the number has 7 prime divisors,
27 that are composed of two factors, 77 hav
ing three factors, &c. See an investigation of
this rule, Nicholson's Phil. Journ. vol. xxiii.

p
. 203-205.

The theory of combinations is of the great
est use in the doctrine of chances and proba
bilities, for the probability of an event happen
ing or failing depends generally upon the num
ber of combinations that may be formed, or
that may take place amongst the circum
stances on which the event ultimately depends.
Thus if it were required to find the chance of
drawing any four specified cards out of a pack
of 52, we must find how many combinations
of four may be formed out of 52 things, and
as we are as likely to draw one of these com
binations as another, the probability of draw
ing that particular one specified, is expressed

b
y 1 divided by the number of such combina-

t, . , 52.51.50.49 1

tions; that* by 1 ^ ^ = ——
See the articles Permutations and Chances.

COMBUSTIBLE Bodies, Latin comhis-
tum, from combmro, to burn, are those bodies
which are susceptible of fire; as they are-
bodies which when once set on fire will con
tinue to burn without the farther accession of
fuel.

COMBUSTION, or Combustum, in the an
cient astronomy, denoted the situation of a

planet when it appeared on or very near the
son's disc. The word is derived from corn-
ban), to burn ; because the planet was then
^opposed to be completely enveloped in the
sun's rays.

Combustion', in Natural Philosophy, denotes
the decomposition of certain substances ac

companied by light and heat.
COMET, in Astronomy, from coma, hair, a

heavenly body in the planetary regions, ap
pearing at uncertain periods, and which, during
the time of its appearance, has a motion in
some respects similar to those of the planets.
The orbits of the comets however differ from
those of the planets in their being more eccen
tric, and being inclined to the plane of the
ectiplic* in angles of various magnitudes, the
plane of some of them being nearly coincident,
>nd others nearly perpendicular to the plane
of the ecliptic. The motions of comets are

also some of them direct, and others retrograde,
whereas those of the planets arc all direct.

Comets are popularly divided into three
distinct classes, viz. bearded, tailed, and hairy
comets ; though in fact this distinction relates
rather to the circumstance under which they
are seen, than to any difference of the bodies
themselves.

Thus when the comet is eastward of the
sun, and moves from it. it is said to be bearded,

because the light precedes it in the manner of

a beard. When the comet is westward of the
sun, and sets after it, it is said to be tailed;
because the train follows it in the manner of

a tail. Lastly, when the sun and the comet
are in opposition, the train is hid behind the
body of the comet, excepting a little which
appears round it in the form of a border of
hair or coma, whence it is called hairy, and
whence the name of comet is derived.

A comet is also divided by astronomers into
distinct parts, as the nucleus, the head, the
coma, and the tail. The nucleus is the dense
part of the comet which is supposed to be of

a similar nature to the other planetary bodies,
and much resembling them in appearance
when viewed through a good telescope. The
head of the comet is that part of it in which
the nucleus is involved, and which appears
with a fainter light than the nucleus in its
centre, but brighter than that of the coma and
tail. The coma is a faint light surrounding
the head of the comet; and the tail is the long
train of light by which these bodies are com
monly attended, as above described.

With regard to the nature of comets va
rious conjectures have been advanced, both
by ancient and modern astronomers; some of
the former, particularly Aristotle, considering
them merely as accidental fires or meteors
which were kindled in the atmosphere, while
others more rationally maintained that they
were permanent bodies like the planets, and
only differing from them in their appearances,
which latter fact was first positively ascertained
and demonstrated by Tycho Brahe, from his
observations on the comet of 1577; since which
period no doubt has been entertained as to
the permanency of their bodies, but all beyond
this is, even in the present day, mere matter
of conjecture and hypotheses, and as such is

omitted in the present article.
The Appearances of Comets, viewed through a

telescope, as well as to the naked eye, are
liable to apparent changes, which Newton as
cribes to certain changes in their atmosphere,
arising from some unknown cause; and this
opinion seems, in some measure, to have been
confirmed by subsequent observations.

Hcvclius observed, of the comet of 1661,
that its body was of a yellowish colour, very
bright and conspicuous, but without any glit
tering light : and in the middle was a dense
ruddy nucleus, nearly equal in apparent mag
nitude to Jupiter, encompassed with a much

fainter and thinner matter. The same astro

nomer made observations on the comet of
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1666, and particularly informs us, that he
could discern the shadow of its head cast dis
tinctly upon the tail ; and the same appear
ance was observed in the comets of 1680 and
1744 ; it was also very obvious, even to the
naked eye, in the late brilliant comet of 1811,

though it seems very questionable as to its
being the shadow of the head; its form, when
viewed through a telescope, having been very
different from that which a shadow in such
circumstances would have assumed.

Dr. Herschel made a great number of ob
servations on the comet of 1807, in order to
ascertain whether or not it shone by reflected
light, or from the borrowed rays of the sun,
and finally concluded that it shone by its own
light, because had it been borrowed, it ought in
that part of its orbit where it was during these
observations to have appeared gibous, whereas
its disc was full and well defined, which could
only arise from the comet shining with its own
light. It is however extremely doubtful, how
far the most accurate observations may be de
pended upon in such a very delicate case as

that of determining so small an obscuration of
light; and with regard to the comet of 1811,

Dr. Herschel himself considered it as shining
by reflected light. Now it seems a deviation
from the admirable simplicity of the laws of
nature, to suppose bodies, apparently so much
alike in all other respects, should be so very
different in this, viz. that the one should shine
with its own proper light, and (he other by the
borrowed rays of the sun ; wc must therefore
conclude, that Dr. Ifcrschel deceived himself
in his observations in 1807, and that comets
shine by means of (he solar rays reflected by
them, the same as the other planetary bodies.

Of the Magnitude of Comets. The estimates
that have been given by Tycho, Hevelius, and
some others, of the magnitudes of comets, are
not sufliciently accurate to be depended upon ;

for it does not appear that they distinguish
between the nucleus and the surrounding at
mosphere. Thus Tycho computes that the
true diameter of the comet in 1577, was in
proportion to the diameter of the earth, as 3
is to 14. Hevelius made the diameter of the
nucleus of the comet of 1661, and also that of
1665, at the commencement of their appear
ance, to he less than a tenth part of the dia
meter of the earth; and from the parallax and
apparent magnitude of the head of the comet
of 1652, on the 10th of December, he com
puted its diameter to be to that of the earth,
as 52 to 100. By the same method he found
the true diameter of the head of the comet of
1664, to be at one time 12 semi-diameters of
the earth, at another time not much above 5
semi-diameters. The diameter of the atmos

phere is often ten or fifteen times as great as

that of the nucleus ; the former, in the comet
of 1682, was measured by Flamstead, and
found to be 2', but the diameter of the nucleus

only 11 or 12". Some comets, from the ap
parent magnitude and distance compared,
have been judged to be much larger than the

moon, and even equal to some of the primary
planets. The diameter of that of 1744, when
at the distance of the sun from us, measured
about 1

', and therefore its diameter must be
about three times the diameter of the earth:
at another time the diameter of its nucleus
was nearly equal to that of Jupiter.

Hence it has been conjectured, that some
of the solar eclipses recorded in history, that
cannot be verified by calculation from tables
of the sun and moon, have been occasioned
by the interposition of comets between the
sun and the earth. The eclipses of the sun
mentioned by Herodotus (1

.

vii. c. 37, and

1
. ix. c. 10) have been thus accounted for, and

also the eclipse that happened a few days be
fore the death of Augustus, mentioned by
Dion ; and it is observable, that Seneca saw

a comet ihc same year. History records some
comets that have appeared as large as the sun
(vid. Seneca, N. Q. 1

. vii. c. 15); and there
fore if such a comet, near its perigee, were to
come between the sun and our earth, it would
eclipse him for a time. The darkness which

is recorded tohave happened at the crucifixion,
has also been accounted for in the same way.

Dr. Herschel observed several comets which
seemed to have no nucleus, as was the case
with that remarkable one of 1811, but in the
comet of 1807, the nucleus was very visible
with a good telescope ; and its diameter, as
deduced from a mean of several observations,
appeared to subtend an angle of about 1",
which at the distance it then was from the
earth, gives for its lineal diameter about 538
miles. This result, though probably con
siderably far from correct, may still be con
sidered the most accurate that has been given
of the real dimensions of a comet.

The Tails of Comets. , The principal pheno
mena which have been observed with respect
to the tails of comets arc as follow: 1

. Their
tails appear the largest and brightest imme
diately after the passage through their peri
helion, or nearest approach to the sun. 2. The
tail of a comet always declines from a just op
position to the sun, towards those parts which
the body or nucleus pass over, iu its progress
through its orbit. 3. This declination is the
smallest when the head or nucleus approaches
nearest the sun, as is still less near the nu
cleus of the comet, than towards the extremity
of the tail. 4. The tails are somewhat brighter
and more distinctly defined in their convex
than in their concave part. 5. They are also
broader at the upper extremity than near the
centre of the comet. 6. Their tails are always
transparent, and the smallest stars are seen
through them without any sensible diminution
of their light, and without those effects of re
fraction, which might be expected from view
ing them through a visible medium, which cir
cumstance seems to indicate that the tails are
composed of extremely rare and attenuated
matter ; but with regard to their formation we
may be said to be totally ignorant, notwith
standing the numerous hypotheses that have
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keenadvanced on this subject. The reader,
however, who is desirous of indulging in such

speculations, may consult Euler, in the " Me
moirsof Berlin ," vol. ii.p. 117; and Hamilton's
" Philosophical Essays," p. 91.

The lengths of the tails of comets are very
various, both as to reality and appearance ;

and with regard to the latter, it depends on a

variety of circumstances. Longomontanus
mentions a comet, Dec. 16, 1618, which, had

its tail appearing under an angle of 104° ; that

of 1680, appeared under an angle 70°, accord

ing to Newton very brilliant; the comet of
1744, had a tail which at one time appeared
to extend 16° from its body; and which, al

lowing the sun's parallax to be 8J", must have

been above 46 million miles in length; and
the diameter of its nucleus was nearly equal
to that of Jupiter. The tail of the comet of
1759, according to Pingre, subtented an an

gle of 90°, but the light was very faint; and
the tail of the late brilliant comet of 1811,

when at its maximum, subtended an angle of
at least 16 degrees, and was then computed
to be at least 23 million miles in length.

The Distances of Comets. The analogy be
tween the periodical time of the planets, and
their distance from the sun, discovered by
Kepler, takes place, of course, also in the
comets, at least in those which revolve in el

liptic orbits ; and consequently, if the periodic
tune of a comet were known, its mean dis
tance might be easily computed. Now the
comet of 1759 is known to perform its revo
lution in 76 years, nearly, whence it appears
that its mean distance is about 18 times that
of the earth, or a little less than the mean dis
tance of Uranus; but in consequence of the
great eccentricity of its orbit, i s aphelion
point, or greatest distance from the sun, is
nearly double that of the above planet. The
perihelion distance of this comet is about -6

of the mean distance of the earth, which being
taken from 36, the mean transverse axis of its
orbit, leaves 35-4 for its aphelion distance,
which is nearly double the greatest distance
of Uranus, and about four times that of Saturn.

The above is the only comet whose periodic
return has been ascertained, and consequently
the only one whose mean distance can be
known, but with regard to the perihelion dis
tance of these bodies, this may be determined
by observations ; and accordingly we have an
account of this element of the orbits of about
100 comets, which have been observed with
considerable accuracy. The greater number
of these have had their perihelion point fall
within the terrestrial orbit, and many of them
at less than half the mean distance of the
earth; but the comet of 1680 is that of all
others which approaches the nearest to the sun,
its perihelion distance being only "006 of the
perihelion distance of the earth, that is, about
640000 miles from the sun's centre, and must
therefore, according to Newton, have been
involved in its atmosphere. This ccTmet also
passed very near the terrestrial orbit, having

been, according to Dr. Halley's calculation,
on the 11th of November, 1 h. 6 min. P.M.
not more than one semi-diameter of th«
earth, or about 4000 miles to the northward
of the earth's orbit, at which time had we
been in this part of our track, the comet would
have had a parallax exceeding that of the
moon ; and the mutual gravitation of the two
bodies must have caused a change in the incli
nation of the earth's orbit, and in the length
of the year; at the same rime the waters on
the earth would have been so elevated from

the same cause, as would in all probability
have caused a universal delnge, and reduced

this beautiful frame to its original chaos.

The limits of a comet's distance may be

easily ascertained from its tail, it being sup

posed to be directed from the t

Let S be the sun,
E the earth, ET the
line in which thehead
of the comet appears,
EW the line in which
the extremity of the
tail is observed, and
draw ST parallel to
EW; then the comet E
is within the distance ET. For if the comet
were at T, the tail would be directed in a line
parallel to EW, and therefore could never
appear in that line. Now TEW is known
from observation, and consequently its equal,
ETS, together with TES, the angular dis
tance of the comet from the sun, and ES to
find ST the limit of the comet's distance.

The Orbits of Comets, and their periodical
Revolutions.

It is extremely difficult to determine, from
computation, the elliptic orbit of a comet, to
any degree of accuracy; for when the orbit is
very eccentric, a very small error in the ob
servation will change the computed orbit into
a parabola, or hyperbola. Now, from the
thickness and inequality of the atmosphere
with which the comet is surrounded, it is im
possible to determine, with any precision, when
either the limb or centre of the comet pass the
wire at the time of observation. And this un
certainty in the observations will subject the
computed orbit to a great error. Hence it
happened, that M. Bougucr determined the
orbit of the comet in 1729 to be an hyperbola.
M. Euler first determined the same for the
comet in 1744 ; but having received more ac
curate observations, he found it to be an el
lipse. The period of the comet in 1680 ap
pears, from observations, to be 575 years,
which M. Euler, by his computation, deter
mined to be 166J years. The only safe way
to get the period of comet?, is to compare the
elements of all those which have been com
puted, and where you find they agree very
well, you may conclude that they are elements
of the same comet, it being so extremely im
probable that the orbits of two different comets

should have the same inclination, the same
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perihelion distance, and the places of the peri

helion and node the same. Thus, know
ing the periodic time, we get the major axis

of the ellipse ; and the perihelion distance be

ing known, the minor axis will be known.
When the elements of the orbits agree, the

comets may be (In •same, although the periodic

times should vary a little ; as that may arise

from the attraction of the bodies in our system,

and which may also alter all the other ele

ments in a small degree.

It has been well ascertained, that the comet

which appeared in 175!) had its periodic time

increased considerably by the attraction of
Jupiter and Saturn. This comet was seen in
1682, 1607, and 1631, all the elements agree

ing, except a little variation of the periodic

time. Dr. Halley suspected the comet in 1680

to have been the same which appeared in 1106,

531, and 44 years before Christ, when Julius
Caesar was murdered; and that its period

was 575 years. Mr. Dunthorne, however,

in the Philosophical Transactions, vol. xlvii.
has endeavoured to show from a MS. in
Pembroke Hall library, that the comet of 1106

could not be the same with that of 1680; but
M. de la Lande adopts the opinion of Dr.
Halley. He also conjectured, in the first edi

tion of his Synopsis, without repeating it in
the second edition, that the comet observed

by Apian in 1532, was the same ax that ob

served by Hevelius in 1661 ; if so, it ought to

have returned in 1789 or 1790; but it has

never been observed. The interval between

the passages of the comet by the perihelion

in 1532 and 1661, is 128 years, 89 days, 1

hour, 29 minutes ; (32 of the years being bis

sextile) which, added to the time of the peri

helion in 1661, together with 11 days to re

duce it from the Julian to the Gregorian style,
which we now use, brings out the time of the

next perihelion, to be April 27th, lh 2o\ in
the year 1789. But M. Mechaiu having col

lected all the observations in 1532, and cal

culated the orbit again, found it to be sensibly

different from that determined by Dr. Halley,
which renders it very doubtful whether this w as

the comet which appeared in 1661 ; and this

doubt is increased, by its not having appeared
in 1790. The comet in 1770, whose periodic
time M< Lexell computed to be five years and

seven months, has not been observed since.

•There can be no doubt but that the path of
this comet, for the time it was observed, be

longed to an orbit whose periodic time was

that found by M. Lexell, as the computations

for such an orbit agreed so very well with the

observations. But the revolution was proba

bly longer before 1770: for as the comet pass

ed very near to Jupiter in 1767, its periodic

time might be sensibly increased by the action

of that planet ; and as it has not been observed

since, we may conjecture, with M. Lexell,
that having passed in 1772 again into the

sphere of sensible attraction of Jupiter, a new
disturbing force might probably tak« place,

and destroy the clfeut of the other.

According to the above elements, the comet
would be in conjunction with Jupiter on Au
gust 23, 1779, and its distance from Jupiter
would be only ^fa of its distance from the sun ;

consequently the sun's action would be only
T^rth of that of Jupiter. If the comet re
turned to its perihelion in March 1776, it
would then not be visible. See M. Lexell's
account in the Phil. Trans. 1779. The ele
ments of the orbits of the comets in 1264 and
1556, ware so nearly the same, that it is very
probable it was the same comet ; if so, it ought
to appear again about the year 1848.

Mr. Cole, in his " Theory of Comets," ad
vances a hypothesis, which in some cases
may perhaps be accurate. He supposes that
the orbit of a comet is not an ellipse ; but that,
when it passes its perihelion, it has acquired
so great a velocity, that its centripetal force is
overcome by its centrifugal, and that conse
quently the comet continues to fly off in a pa
rabola, or hyperbola, till it come within the
attraction of some fixed star; that this attrac
tion may give it a new direction, and increase
its velocity till it conic to an apsis below that
star, when it may again fly off, either in a pa
rabola or hyperbola, and proceed till it fall
within the attraction of another star ; and thus
visit many different systems.

Dr. rialley has given us a table of the as
tronomical elements of twenty-four comets,
on the supposition that they moved in para
bolas, though he thought it extremely pro
bable that they really moved in very eccentric
ellipses, and consequently returned after long
periods of time. This table commences with
the year 1337, and closes with 1698. By
means of this table, and others similar to it, it
may be determined whenever a new comet
shall appear, by comparing it therewith, whe
ther it be one of those which have already ap
peared ; and consequently its period and the
axis of its orbit be ascertained, and its return
foretold. Sec his " Synopsis of the Astronomy
of Comets," annexed to Gregory's " Astrono
my." This was first published in the Philoso
phical Transactions in 1705, and re-published
with his Astronomical Tables in 1749. M. de
la Caillc changed this table into another of a

more convenient form, by putting the areas
for the times.

Another table has since been computed,
from the observations contained in the Philo
sophical Transactions; M. de la faille's " Astro
nomy;" and De la Lande's " llistoire de la
Comets." de 1759; and " Connoissauce des
Movemens Celestes." 1762 and 1764. In this
table are scqu the elements of twenty- five other
comets, from the year 1264 to 1762. The
most extensive table for calculating the mo
tions of comets, was computed by M. de
Lambre; it is inserted, as we have already
mentioned in Mr. Vince's" Astronomy," vol. i.
Another table on an extensive scale, computed
by Mr. Lee, an ingenious and excellent asrro-
tronomer, and an attentive observer of the
heavens, is given in Bccs's Cyclop.
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The number of comets that are stated in the

most accurate accounts to have appeared,
since the commencement of our »ra is about
600; and before that .era. about 100 others
are recorded to have been seen, though it is

probable that not more than half of them were
comets.

The elements of the comet of 1770, aud the
trajectory of its path, may be found in the
Transactions of the American Philosophical
Society, vol. 1.

in Whiston's Solar System, the orbit of
several comets are delineated, and the periods
of as many of them as were then known ex-

To determine the course ofa Comet mechanically.
The following ingenious method, by a thread,
we owe to Longomontanus : observ e four stars
round the comet, such, as that the comet may
be in the intersection of the right lines that
join the two opposite stars; which is easily
found by means ot a thread placed before the eye,
and extended towards the stars and

Suppose, e.g-r. the j^,
comet s place in the
heavens to be be
tween the four stars,
A,B,C,D,wherethe
line joining the stars
B and D, passes jjrjj "Xt C
through the body of
the comet; as does also the line passing
throngh A and C.

On a globe, whereon these four stars are
found, extend a thread B and D, and another
through A and C ; the point of intersection
will give the place of the comet E. This prac
tice being repeated for several days, the comet's
course will be had on the globe, which course
will be found to be a great circle ; if this great
circle, drawn through three distant places, and
showing its path among the stars, be continued
till it intersect the ecliptic, it will show nearly
the place of the node, and the inclination of
the orbit to the ecliptic. The plane of the
node and inclination of the orbit being thus
found from several triplets of places, inde
pendent of each other, a medium of the
results may be considered as tolerably ac
curate.

On the subject of comets, see Newton's" Principia," lib. iii. ; Halley's "
Synopsis of

Comets ;" Sejour, " £ssai sur les Cometes,"
1775; M. Pingre's " Cometographio," 2 vols.
4to. 1781 ; Sir H. Englefield's work " On the
Determination of the Orbits of Comets;" M.
Bode's " General Considerations" on the si-

i of the orbits of all the planets and
i which have hitherto been calculated,

in the Memoirs of the Academy of
Sciences of Berlin ; Dr. Gregory's " Astro
nomy ;" Colo's " Treatise on Comets," 1803 ;
De U JLande, " Theorie des Cometes,'' 1759,
•■d " Astronomic," vol. iii. ; " An Account
of the Discoveries concerning Comets, with
the Way to find their Orbits, &c." by Thomas
Barker, 1757 ; Vince's " Astronomy," 8tc. &c.

COMETARIUM, a curious machine, for
conveying an idea of the revolution of a comet
about the sun. It is contrived in such a man
ner, as by elliptical wheels to show the un
equal motion of a comet in every part of its
orbit. The comet is represented by a small
brass ball, carried by a wire, in an elliptic
groove about the sun in one of its foci ; and
the years of its period are shown by an index
moving with an equable motion over a gra
duated silver circle. See a particular descrip
tion, with a plate, in " Ferguson's Astron.'"
6vo. p. 412.

The construction of the coraetarium has
been recently improved by Mr. W. Jones,
optician, Holborn.

COMMANDINE (Frederick), a celebrat
ed mathematician and linguist, was born at
Urbino in Italy, in 1509; and died in 1575,
in the 66th year of his age. To a great depth,
and just taste in mathematics, he joined a

critical skill in the Greek language ; a happy
conjunction which made him very well quali
fied for translating and expounding the writ
ings of the Greek mathematicians. He is
greatly applauded by Bianchauus, and other
writers; and he justly deserved their encomi

ums.. Of his own works Commandine pub
lished the following: 1. Commentarius in
Planispherium Ptolomasi, 1558, in 4to. 2. De
Centra Gravitatis Solidorum, Bonon. 1565,
in 4to. 3. Horologiorum Descriptio, Born.
1562, in 4to. He translated aud illustrated
with notes several works of Archimedes, Apol-
lonius, Euclid, and Ptolemy; most of which
were beautifully printed in 4to. by the cele
brated Aldus.

COMMENSURABLE, among geometri
cians, an appellation given to such quantities
as are measured by one and the same common
measure.

Commensurable Numbers, whether inte
gers, surds, or fractions, arc such as can be
measured or divided by some other number
without any remainder : such are 12 and 18,

as being measured by 6 and 3: also 2^/2, and
3^/2, being measured by -Jl.

Commensurable in Power, is said of right
lines, when their squares are measured by one
and the same space or superficies.

Commensurable Sards, those that being
reduced to their least terms, become true
figurative quantities of their kind; and are
therefore as a rational quantity to a rational
one.

COMMON Measure or Divisor, in Arith
metic, is that number which will divide two
other numbers without leaving a remainder ;

and the greatest of such divisors is called the
greatest common measure, or greatest common

divisor. See Common Divisor aud Frac
tion.

COMMUNICATION of Motion, that act
of a moving body by which it gives motion, or
transfers its motion to another body. See

Motion.
COMMUTATION, in Astronomy. An?le
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of commutation is the distance between the

sun's true place seen from the earth, and the

place of a planet reduced to the ecliptic ; and

is, therefore, found by subtracting the same

longitude from the heliocentric longitude of
the planet.

COMPANY, Rule of. See Fellowship.
COMPASS, or Mariner's Compass, an in

strument used at sea by mariners to direct
and ascertain the course of their ship.

The invention of this instrument is com

monly ascribed to Flavio Gioia, or Flavio, of
Malphi, about the year 1302. Others ascribe

the invention to the Chinese, the knowledge

of which, according to Gilbert, in his book
" De Magnete," was brought from thence

into Europe about the year 1260, by Marcus
Paulus, a Venetian ; and this account seems

probable, from the circumstance of the early

European navigators having used the compass

in the same way as the Chinese do at present,

viz. by letting it float on a small piece of cork in
a bason of water, instead of suspending it on a

pivot as now practised. The Chinese divided

their compass into 24 points, and Flavio Gioia,

in 1302, into only 8 ; but how long the present

division of it into 32 points has been adopted

is not precisely known. There are other cir
cumstances attending the history of the com

pass, which seems to indicate that it was

known in Europe even before the date as

cribed to its introduction by Gilbert. Fau-
chette relates some verses of Guoyot de Pro
vence, who lived in France about the year

1200, in which there is an obvious allusion to

the mariner's compass. In fact there appears

to be no distinct account of the time when

the directive property of the magnet was dis

covered ; but as it is well known that its at

tractive power had been known to the most

ancient philosophers of Greece, it seems highly

improbable that its directive quality should

have remained unknown for so many ages.

The common construction of the mariner's

compass is extremely simple. It consists of

a circular brass box which contains a paper

card, on which is drawn the 32 points of the

compass; and this card is fixed on a magnetic

needle, which always turns to the north, ex

cept a small deviation which is variable at

different places, and at the same place at dif

ferent times. Sec Variation.
The compass, however, like all other instru

ments of acknowledged importance, have un

dergone considerable improvements; and its

construction, as well as the method of sup

porting it at sea, so as to protect it against the

motion of the ship, are very various, but the

principle of their structure is nearly the same

in all ; one of the common form is drawn at

fig. 5, Plate VI.
Azimuth Compass. This differs from the

common sea compass only in this, that the

circumference of the card or box is divided

into degrees ; also to the box is fitted an in

dex with two sights, which are upright pieces

of brass placed diametrically opposite to each

other, having a slit down the middle of them,
through which the sun or star is to be viewed
at the time of observation. Fig. 4, Plate VI.

The use of this instrument is to take the
bearing of any celestial object, when it is in
or above the horizon, in order to find from tha
magnetical azimuth, or amplitude, the varia
tion of the needle.

ZandCoMPAss. The structure of this instru
ment is upon the same principle as the mari
ner's compass above described. It consists
like that of a box and needle, but instead of
this being fixed to a card, and playing with
it on a pivot, it here plays alone, the card
being drawn on the bottom of the box, and a
circle divided into 360 degrees on the limb.

Compass Dials, are small pocket sun-dials,
fitted to a box earring a magnetic needle, in
order to place them in the meridian at the
time of observations. •

Points of the Compass. These are the
thirty-two principal points of divisions drawn
on the compass card ; and are otherwise called
Rhumbs; each of which has a particular de
nomination expressed by means of the initials
of the four first points, North, East, South,
West, viz.
North. East. South. West
N. byE. E. byS. S. by W. W. by N.
N. N. E. E. S. E. S. S. W. W. N. W.
N.E.byN. S.E.byE. S.W. by S. N.W.byW.
N. E. S. E. S.W. N.W.
N.E.byE. S.E.byS. S.W.byW. N.W.byN.
E. N. E. S.S. E. W. S. W. N.N. W.
E. byN. S. byE. W. by S. N. by W.

Each of these points contain 11° 15', and
are again divided into J points, containing
2° 48' 5". See Rhumb. /

Compasses, or Pair of Compasses, a mathe
matical instrument for describing circles,
measuring and dividing lines, or figures. Sec.

The common Compasses consists of two
sharp-pointed branches or legs of iron, steel,
brass, or other metal, joined together at the
top by a rivet, about which they move as on a
centre ; and arc too well known to need any
particular description.

Compasses of three Legs, or Triangular
Compasses ; the construction of which is like
that of the common compasses, with the addi
tion of a third leg or point, which has amotion
every way. Their use is to take three points
at once, and so to form triangles, and lay
down three positions of a map to be copied at
the same time.

Beam Compasses consist of a long straight
beam or bar, carrying two brass cursors ; one
of these being fixed at one end, the other slid
ing along the beam, with a screw to fasten it
on occasionally. To the cursors may be screw
ed points of any kind, whether steel, pencils,
or the like. To the fixed cursor is sometimes
applied an adjusting or micrometer screw, by
which a considerable extent is obtained to
very great nicety.

Bow Compasses, or Bows, arc a small sort
of compasses, that shut up in a hoop, w hick
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strvcs for a handle. Their use is to describe
arcs or circumferences with a very small ra
dius.

Caliber Compasses. See Caliber.
Cylindrical and Spherical Compasses, con

sist of four branches, joined in a centre, two
of which are circular and two flat, a little bcut
at the ends : their use is to lake the diameter,
thickness, or calibre of round or cylindric
bodies ; such as guns, pipes, &c.

Elliptic Compas
ses. These are used
for drawing ellipses,
or ovals ofany kind ;

they consist of a
beam A B, about a
foot long, bearing
three cursors, to one
of which may be
screwed any point
or pencil ; to the bottom of the other two are
riveted two sliding dove-tails, adjusted in
grooves made in the cross branches of the
instrument. These having a motion every
way, by turning about the long branch, go
backwards and forwards along the cross ; so
that when the beam has gone half way about,
one of these will have moved the whole length
of one of the branches, and when it has
got quite round, the same dove-tail has got
back the whole length of the branch ; and
the same may be repeated on the olher side.
The distance between the two sliding dove
tails is the distance between the two foci of
the ellipsis ; so that by changing that distance,
any proposed ellipse may be described.

German Compasses, have their legs a little
bent outwards, towards the top ; so that when
shut the points only meet.

Hair Compasses, arc so contrived within
side, by a small adjusting screw to one of the
legs, as to take an extent to a hair's breadth.

Proportional Compasses, are those in which
the joint lies, not at the end of the legs, but be
tween the points terminating each leg. These
are cither simple or compound. In the former
sort the centre or place of the joint is fixed ;
so that one pair of them serves only for one
proportion. In the compouud ones the joint
may be set at any distance, and consequently
any proportion whatever easily obtained.

Spring Compasses, or Dividers, are made
of hardened steel, with an arched head, which
by its springs opens the legs; the opening
being directed by a circular screw fastened to
one of the legs let through the other, and
worked with a nut.

Geometry of the Compasses, • species q
f.

geometry invented by M. Mascheroni, ofMilan,

b
y which all the elementary problems of plane

geometry are performed by the compasses
only, without the use of the ruler ; this geometry
was published by the above author at Milan,
nnder (he title of " Geomettia del Compasso."
kc. 179-, 8vo., and translated into 1'rench,
under the title of." Geometric do C'oinpas," by
M. Caretti ; Paris, 1798. It is, however, as

Moutuclar observes, more ingenious than pro-

found, and may be considered rather as a sub
ject of curiosity than of real utility.

We will give here the construction of two or
three of the problems, leaving their demonstra
tion to the ingenuity ofthc reader ; and referring
him for farther information to the work itself.

1
. To divide a circle into four equal parts

the centre of the circle being given.
Apply the radius B A

round the circumfer
ence to C, D, E, &c.
From the point B with
radius BD describe an
arc, and from E with
the same radius de
scribe another arc, cut
ting the former in L;
apply the distance A L

from E to m, and from

B to «, so shall the circumference be divided
into four equal parts in the points B, m, E, n.

Cor. The circumference is divided into two
equal parts, by the points B and E ; into three
equal parts by the points B, D, Fj into four
equal parts by the points B, m, E, n ; and
into six equal parts bv the points B, C

,

D, E,

F, G.

2. To bisect any arc of a circle of which th»
centre is given.

With the radius

A B, of the given
arc, and from the
extremities of that
arc B and C let
there be described
the two arcs AD,
AE; take AD and

A E, each equal
to BC ; and from D and E as centres, with
the radius 1) C, or B E, describe two arcs cut
ting each other in F. Then with the distance

A F, and centres D and E, describe two arcs
which will intersect each other in the given
arc, and their point of intersection, G, will
bisect the arc as required.

Cor. By means of this and the preceding
theorem the circumference may be divided
into 8

,

16, 32, &c. equal parts, as also into
12, 24, 48, &c. equal parts.

3. To find a third proportional to two given
distances, Qr, M N, of which the first Qr it

greater than the second MN.
From the con- Q

trc Q, and ra
dius Q r, de
scribe the inde
finite arc A rB ;

and from the
centre r, and
radius MN, let Ai
there be describ
ed the semi-
circumference ^

BAS, and the distance AS will be the third
proportional required.

4. To divide a given distance A B into ex

treme and mean ratio.

N
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From the centre A

and radius A B, de

scribe thccirclcBDA;
and in its circumfe
rence make AB~BC-CDrDErErf;
make also = B« BD
=Ea,(byprop.i.)aud
again A a — D b — db,

and the distance A B
will be divided in
mean and extreme ratio in the point b ; that

is, we shall have
B A : A & : : A ft : i B.

5. To divide a right line or distance A B
into two equal parts.

From th*
point A as a

centre, and ra
dius A B, de

scribe the semi-
circumference
BCDE, which B
may be found by applying the radius as in
prob. 1. From the points B and E as centres,
and with the same radius A B, describe two
indefinite arcs C P, D Q ; from the same points
B and E as centres; and with the radius
B E, let there be described the two arcs E Q,
BP; from the centre P, and radius P B, de

scribe the arc B M ; and lastly from the point
E as a centre, and radius P Q, describe an arc
cutting the arc B M in the point M, so shall
M be the point of bisection required.

COMPLEMENT of an Arch or Angle, is
what it wants of 90 degrees ; thus the com

plement of 50° is 40°, and the complement of
40" is 60°.

Arithmetical Complement, of a logarithm,
is what the logarithm wants of 10-00000, &c. ;

and the easiest way to find it is, beginning at

the left hand, to subtract every figure from 9,
and the last from 10. So the arithmetical

complement of 8 2501 390 is 1 7498604. It is
commonly used in trigonometrical calculations,
when the first term of a proportion is not
radius ; in that case, add together the loga
rithms of the 3d, 2d, and arithmetical comple
ment of the 1st term, and subtract 10 from the
result.

Complement, in Astronomy, denotes the
distance of a star from the zenith ; or the arch
comprehended between the place of the star
above the horizon and the zenith, being the
same as is otherwise called the co-latitude.

Complement of Life, a term much used
in the doctrine of life annuities, by De Moivre ;

according to him it denotes the number of
years which a given life wants of 86, this being
the age which he considered as the utmost
probable extent of life. So 66 is the comple
ment of 30, and 30 is the complement of 66.
Sec De Moivre's " Treatise on Annuities,"
p. S3 ; and Price on " Reversionary Payments,"
p. 2.

Complements of a Parallelogram, are the
two smaller parallelograms made by drawing
two right lines through a point in the diagonal ;

VP

and parallel to the sides of the parallelogram.
In every parallelogram these complements are
equal to each other.

Thus P and Q arc the VT— ^

complements in the pa
rallelogram A B C D,
and they are equal to l> C
each other.

COMPOSITE Number, is that which is

produced by the multiplication of two or more
numbers or factors, and is thus distinguished
from a prime number, which cannot be so pro
duced ; thus 12 =3 x4, 20 — 4x5, 25 = 5x5
arc composite numbers.

COMPOSITION, as understood by logi
cians, is a species of reasoning by which we
proceed from things that are known and given
step by step till we arrive at others, which
were before unknown. See Synthesis.

Composition is also used to denote a par
ticular kind of permutation, which consists in
the taking of a given number of quantities
out of as many equal rows of different quan
tities, one out of every row, and combining
them together.

Composition of Forces, in Mechanics, is the
method of finding Ihe quantity and direction
of a single force, equivalent to two or more
forces of which the quantity and direction are
given; and is thus distinguished from Reso
lution of Forces, which is the method of resolv
ing a given force into two or more forces, the
combined effect of which shall be equivalent
to the single given force. See Parallelogram
of Forces.

Composition of Proportion, is when of
four proportionals, the sum of the 1st and
2d is to the 2d, as the sum of the 3d and 4th
is to the 4th.

Thus if a : b : : e : d
By comp. a + b : b :: c + d : d

See Euclid, def. 15, book 5.
Composition of Ratios, in Arithmetic and

Algebra, is performed by multiplying the quan
tities or exponents of two or more ratios to
gether, which product is then said to be com
pounded of all the other ratios whose ex
ponents were multiplied ; thus if the ratios of
a : b, c : d; e : f be multiplied together, we
shall have

a c e ace

b* dX/~hdf
and the ratio of ace to bdf, is then said to be
compounded of the several ratios of a to b,
c to d, e to/*, &c. And hence it follows that
in any continued proportion the ratio of the
first term to the last is compounded of all the
intermediate ratios. This is by some authors
called addition of ratios. See Ratio.

COMPOUND Interest, is that which arises
from a sum of money put out at interest, by
increasing the principal each payment by the
amount of that payment. See Interest.

Compound Motion, is that which arises
from the effect of several conspiring forces,
which may render it either rectilinear or
curvilinear, according to the nature of th»,
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forces and the circumstances under which
they act. Sec Motion and Parallelooram
of Forces.

Compound Multiplication, Division, Sub
traction, &c. See the respective terms.

Compound Numbers. The same as Compo
site Numbers.

Compound Pendulum. See Pendulum.
Compound Quantities, in Algebra, are those

connected together by the signs + and — ;
thus a +b, a + b — e, &c. are compound quan
tities ; and these are distinguished into bino
mials, trinomials, &c. according to the number
of terms of which they are composed.

Compound Ratio, is that which arises from
the composition of ratios. See Composition.

COMPRESSIBILITY, in Philosophy, that
quality or a body or fluid, by which it yields
to the pressure of another body or force, so as
to be brought into a narrower compass.

The compressibility of water was for a long
time doubted by philosophers, and the famous
Florentine experiment seemed for a time to
decide the question in the negative. See
Florentine Experiment. But Mr. Canton,
by a very delicate experiment, found that
water was really compressible into less than
its natural bulk, and that it was more so in
winter than in summer; but with spirits of
wine and oil of olives the contrary had place ;
these being most compressible in the latter
season.

The following table shows the quantity of
compression of these fluids and mercury, when
the thermometer was at 50° and barometer
29{ inches.

Comprefsronof Millionth ptt. Spec.gntv.
Spirits of wine 66 846
Oil of olives 48 918
Rain water 46 1000
Sea water 40 1028
Mercury 3 13596
Whence Mr. Canton infers that these fluids

are not only compressible but elastic; but
that their degree ot compressibility is not, as
might have been expected, in the inverse ratio
of their densities. See Phil. Trans, vol. lii.
1762, and vol. liv. 1764.

COMPUTATION, the method of estimat
ing time, weights, measures, &c. See Calcu
lation.

CONCAVE, an expression used to denote
the curvilinear vacuity of hollow bodies.

Concave Lenses, or Mirrors, have cither
one or both sides concave. See Lens and
Mirror.

CONCAVITY, from concave, the hollow
w vacnity of bodies.

CONCAVO-tWorc Lens, is that which is
concave on both sides.

Coxcwo-Convex Lens, is that which is con
cave ou one side, and convex on the other.

CONCENTRIC, having a common centre,
as concentric circles, ellipses, &c.

CONCHOID, or Conchilis (from the Latin
tonclui, shell), the name of a curve- invented

Nieomedes ; and hence commonly called

the Conchoid of Nicomedes, which was much
used by the ancients in the construction of
solid problems.

It is thus con
structed: APaud
B D being two
lines intersecting
at right angles,
from P draw a
number of other
lines PFDE, 8cc.
on which take al
ways DE=DF = ABorBC; so shall the
curve line drawn through all the points E, E,E, be the first conchoid, or that ofNichomedes ;
and the curve drawn through all the other
points F, F, F, is called the second conchoid ;
though, in reality, they are both but parts of
the same curve, having the same pole P, and
four infinite legs, to which the line DBDisa
common asymptote.

To determine tire equation of the curve;
put AB=BC = DE=DF = «, PB=6, BG =
E H — x, and G E = B H — y ; then the equa
tion to the first eonchoid will be
x1 X (4+ x)1 + x1 yx —a1 x (b + x)1, or
x* + 2 6* J + bix%+x*y* = azb* +2«Hi+a1i1;
and, changing only the sign of x, as being ne
gative in the other curve, the equation to the
second conchoid will be
x1 x (i— x)1 X x*yr = az X (b-x)7; or
x*—2bx%+b1xI +i1j':«'i,-2o,ii+aV:

Of the whole conchoid, expressed by these
two equations, or rather one equation only,
with different signs, there are three cases or
species ; as, first,
when BC is less than BP, the conchoid will
have a punctum conjugutum, as at C in the
above figure ;

when B C is equal to B P, the conchoid will
take tlic following form, having a cuspis at P j

and when BC is greater than BP, the com*
choid will have a nodus, as in the following
figure ;

B 1

"1
The equation to this curve may, however,

be expressed far more simply than above. For,
if in addition to the preceding notation we
put the variable angle B P D = <

p
,

and the va

riable line PE or PF = z, we shall have-

p J) —-JUL — —-— , and consequently PE=
cos. $ cos. 9

n a
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-—— + a, while P F = — a; or gcne-
cot. tp cot. <f

rally, z =: —— ± a.
cos. <p

The conchoid admits of a very simple me

chanical construction, as follows:

In the first figure above, let D D, Sec. repre

sent a ruler, in which is cut a channel or

grove, so that a pin firmly fixed in the move

able rod A B P in the point B may slide" freely

within it. Then if there be fixed another pin

at P for the moveable rod to press against,

whilst the point B is carried along in the grove

D, D, &c. it will by its motion describe the

two curves EEC, Sec. FEE, &c. by two pen

cils fixed for that purpose in the points A
and C.

Newton approves of the use of this curve

for the triscetion of angles, finding two mean

proportionals, and in the construction of pro

blems, for which purposes it was employed by

the ancients. Sec Newton's " Universal Arith
metic."

CONCRETE Humbert, are those which are

made to denote any particular thing, as three

pounds, three guineas, Sec. and are thus distin

guished from abstract numbers, which have

reference to no particular subject or thing,

as 3, 4, &c.
CONDENSATION, the act whereby abody

is rendered more dense, compact, and heavy.

Condensation is, by most writers, distinguished

from compression, by considering the latter as

performed by some external violence ; whereas

the former is the action of cold.
CONDENSER, a pneumatic engine, or

syringe, whereby an uncommon quantity of

air may be condensed into a given space ; so

that sometimes ten atmospheres, or ten times

as much air as there is at the same time, in

the same space, without the engine, may be

thrown in by means of it, and its egress pre

vented by valves properly disposed.
It consists of a brass cylinder, wherein is a

moveable piston; which being drawn out, the

air rushes into the cylinder through a hole

provided on purpose ; and when the piston is

again forced iuto the cylinder, the air is driven

into the receiver through an orifice, furnished

with a valve to prevent its escape.

CONDORCET(JeanAntoineNicolasCa-
ritat de), a French philosopher and mathema

tician. He was born at Ribemont, in Picardy,

in 1743, of a noble family, from whom he de

rived the title of marquis. He was educated

at the college of Navarre, where he showed

a strong predilection for the mathematics, and

his genius being indulged, he soon distinguish

ed himself among the geometricians. In 1765

appeared his first work, " Sur 1c Calcul In
tegral," which was received with approbation

by the Academy. In 1767, ho published a

treatise, " Of the Problem of the Three Bo
dies;" and the year following, his " Analytical

Essays." In 1769, he was chosen member of

the Academy, and continued to publish nu-

mcrous memoirs and essays on mathematical

and philosophical subjects.
He was also author of an elementary book

on arithmetic, and an ingenious work, en

titled a " Sketch of the Progress of the Human
Mind." Condorcet was a conspicuous cha

racter in the French revolution, and died in
prison, as is supposed, by poison, which he

administered to himself, March 28, 1794, in
the fifty-first year of his age.

CONDUCTOR, in Elect, •iWty.atcrmfirst in
troduced into this science by Dr. Desaguliers,
and used to denole those substances which
are capable of receiving and transmitting elec

tricity ; in opposition to electrics, in which the

matter or virtue of electricity may be excited
and accumulated, or retained. The former

are also called non-electrics, and the latter
non-conductors. And all bodies are ranked

under one or other of these two classes, though

none of them are perfect electrics, nor perfect
conductors, so as wholly to retain, or freely

and without resistance to transmit the electric
fluid.

To the class of conductors belong all metals

and semi-metals, ores, and all fluids, (except
air and oils), together with the substances
containing them, the effluvia of flaming bodies,

ice (unless very hard frozen), and snow, most
saline and stony substances, charcoals, of
which the best are those that have been ex

posed to the greatest heat; smoke, and the
vapour of hot water.

It seems probable that the electric fluid
passes through the substance, and not merely
over the surfaces of metallic conductors ; be
cause, if a wire of any kindofmctal be covered
with sonic electric substance, as resin, sealing-
wax, &w. and a jar be discharged through it.
the charge will be conducted as well as with
out the electric coating.

It has also been alleged, that electricity
will pervade a vacuum, and be transmitted

through it almost as freely as through the
substance of the best conductor ; but Mr.
Walsh found that the electric spark or shock
would no more pass through a perfect vacuum
than through a stick of solid glass. In other
instances, however, when the vacnum has
been made with all possible care the experi
ment has not not succeeded.

It has also been observed, that many of the
foremcntioned substances arc capable of being
electrified, and that their conducting power
may be destroyed and recovered by different
processes : for example, green wood is a con
ductor ; but baked, it becomes a non-conduc
tor ; again, its conducting power is restored
by charring it ; and lastly, it is destroyed by
reducing this to ashes.

Again, many electric substances, as glass,
resin, air, &c. become conductors by being-
made \ery hot; however, air heated by glass
must be excepted.

See on this subject, Priestley's " History of
Electricity," vol. i. ; Franklin's " Letter," &c.
p. 9G and 262, edit 1769; Cavallo's " Cow
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plele Treat, of Electr." chap. ii. ; Henley's
" Expcr. and Obser. in Electr." also Philos.
Trans, vol. Ixvii. p. 122 ; and elsewhere in the
different volumes of the Transactions.

Conductor, Prime, is an insulated con-
dnctor, so connected with the electrical ma
chine, as to receive the electricity immediately
from the excited electric.

Conductors of Lightning, are pointed me
tallic rods fixed to the upper parts of build
ings, to secure them from strokes of lightning.
These were invented and proposed by Dr.
Franklin for this purpose, soon after the iden
tity of electricity and lightning was ascertain
ed; and they exhibit a very important and
useful application of modern discoveries in
this science. This ingenious philosopher hav
ing found that pointed bodies are better fitted
for receiving and throwing off the electric fire
than such as are terminated by blunt ends or
flat surfaces, and that metals are the readiest
and best conductors, soon discovered that
lightning and electricity resembled each other
in this and other distinguishing properties :

he therefore recommended a poiutcd metalline
rod, to be raised some feet above the highest
part of a building, and to be continued down
into the ground, or the nearest water. The
lightning, should it ever come within a certain
distance of this rod or wire, would be attracted

b
y it
,

and pass through it in preference to any
other part of the building, and be conveyed
into the earth or water, and there dissipated,
without doing any damage to the building.
Many facts have occured to evince the utility
of this simple and seemingly trifling appa
ratus. And yet some electricians, of whom
Mr. Wilson was the chief, have objected to
the pointed termination of this conductor,
preferring rather a blunt end ; because they
conceive a point invites the electricity from
the clouds, and attracts it at a greater distance
than a blunt conductor. Philos. Trans, vol.
liv. p

. 234; vol. lxiii. p. 49; and vol. lxviii.

p
. 232.

CONE, is a solid body having a circular
base, and its other extremity terminated in

a single point or vertex.
Cones are either right, or oblique.

A Right Cone, is that in which the right
line joining the vertex and centre of the base,

is perpendicular to the plane of the base ; as

ABC.

A Right Cone may be conceived to be

generated by revolution of the right-angled

triangle BDC, about Us perpendicular BD.
And thus, Euclid defines a cone to be a solid

figure whose base is a circle, and is produced

•y the entire revolution of the plane of' a

right-angled triangle about its perpendicular,
being called the axis of the cone.

Right cones are distinguished into classes,

according to the magnitude of the angle at

the vertex, made by a plane passing through
that point perpendicular to the base.

An Acute-angled Cone, is that in which the
angle ABC is acute, or less than a right
angle.

An Equilateral Cone has its side AB equal
to the diameter of the base AC.

An Obtuse-angled Cone, is that in which the
angle A B C is obtuse, Or greater than a right
angle.

A Right-angled Cone, is that in which the
angle ABC is a right angle.

An Oblique Cone, is that in which the line
joining the vertex and centre of the base is
not perpendicular, but oblique, to the plane
of the base ; as L M N.

This solid, which is not
treated of by the ancient
geometricians, is evidently
not included in the pre
ceding definition, that hav
ing reference to the right
cone only. It has there
fore been an object with jj
the moderns to render the P_
above more general, so as to include both
cases under one and the same general defi

nition or description, which is as follows :

If a line VA continu
ally pass through the point
V, turning upon that point
as a joint, and the lower
part of it be carried round
the circumference ABC
of a circle; then the space
enclosed between that cir
cle and the path of the
line is a cone. The cir
cle ABC is the base of
the cone, V the vertex,
and the line VD the axis;
D being the centre of the
circle.

Properties o
f the Cone. — 1
. Every cone, whe

ther right or oblique, is equal to one-third of
a cylinder of equal base and altitude. And
therefore the solidity of a cone is found by
multiplying the area of its base by one-third
of its perpendicular altitude.

2. The curve surface of a right cone is equal
to a circular sector, having its radius equal to
the slant height of the cone, and its arc equal
to the whole circumference of the cone's base.
And therefore this surface is equal to half the

product of the slant side into the circumfe
rence of the base.

3. The surface of an oblique cone is not

quadrable ; indeed no rule has yet been found

that will even lead to a practical approxima
tion of its area, notwithstanding the attempts

of several ingenious and able mathematicians.

See a Memoire on this subject by Euler, in

the Nouv. Mem. de Petersburgh; see also
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Agncsia's " Institutions," and Leybourn's
•" Mathematical Repository," new series, vol. i.

4. The solidity of a cone with an elliptic
base, forming part of a right cone, is equal to

the product of its surface by a third of one of
the perpendiculars, drawn from the point in

which the axis of the right cone intersects the

ellip>e ; and it is also equal to one-third of the

height of the cone multiplied by the area of
the elliptic base. Consequently the above

perpendicular is to the height of the cone, as

the elliptic base is to the curve surface. See
Dr. Harrow's " Lectiones Geometrical."

Frustrum of a Cone, is that which is formed

by cutting oft' the upper part of a cone, by a

plane parallel to its base; as the figure ABCD.

To find the Curve-Surface of the Frustrum of
a Cone.

■Multiply half the sum of the two periphe
ries AB, DC, by the slant height DA.

To find the Solidity of the Frustrum of a Cone.

Add the square of the two diameters and
thoir product into one sum ; then multiply
this sum by the perpendicular altitude, and
again by -7854, and one-third the product will
be the solidity. Or thus, put the greater dia
meter ~ D, the less diameter — d, the height
— h, and '7854 r: p ; then

Surface = 1p (D + d)
Solidity = \ph (D1 + Drf + rfl)

1)3 rfl
Solidity = \ph x p_rf-

Centre of Gravity and Oscillation of a Cone.
Sec the respective articles.

Cones of the higher Kinds, are those whose
bases are circles of the higher kinds ; and are
generated by supposing a right line fixed in
a point above, though conceived capable of
lieing extended more or less, on occasion;
and moved or carried round a circle.

Cone of Rous, in Optics, includes all the
several rays which fall from any point of a
radiant, on the surface of a glass.

Cone, or Spindle (Double), in Mechanics, is
a solid formed of two equal cones joined at
their bases. If this be laid on the lower part
of two rulers, making an angle with each
other, and elevated in a certain degree above
the horizontal plane, the cones will roll up
wards towards the raised ends, and seem to
ascend, though in reality the centre of gravity
is descending lower.

CONFIGURATION, tho exterior surface
or shape that bounds bodies, and gives them
their particular figure.

CONG ELA TION, the transition of a liquid
into a solid state, in consequence of an ab

straction of heat: thus, metals, oil, water, 6lc.
arc said to congeal when they pass from a

fluid into a solid state. With regard to fluids,
congelation and freezing meaning the same
tiling. Water congeals at 3"2°; and there are
few liquids that will not congeal, if the tem
perature be brought sufficiently low. Every
particular kind of substance requires a diffe
rent degree of temperature for its congelation,
which affords an obvious reason why particu
lar substances remain always fluid, while
others remain always solid, in the common
temperature of the atmosphere ; and why
others are sometimes fluid, and at others solid,
according to the vicissitudes of the seasons,
and the variety of climates.

CONGRU1TY, in Geometry, is the same as

identity, those lines and surface being con
gruous which will coincide or fill the same
space.

CONGRUOUS Quantities, are those which
are of the same kind, and therefore admit of
comparison ; and quantities which cannot be
so compared, arc incongruous quantities. All
abstract numbers are congruous; but con
crete numbers arc not congruous, unless the
quantities they represent be so. Thus, 3 and
4, as abstract numbers, are congruous ; but
if they denote 3 pounds and 4 miles, they are
incongruous. Hence it follows, that the me
thod commonly given in books of arithmetic,
for stating questions in the Rule of Three, is
improper; because it supposes a comparison
between quantities which are incongruous.

Wc cannot say properly, that 3 pounds : 4
men : : 6 pounds : 8 men ; but that" 3 pounds
: C pounds :: 4 men : 8 men. Sec Bonny-
castle's " Arithmetic," 8vo. edition.

CONICAL, any tiling of a conical form, or
relating to the cone.

Conical Ellipse, Hyperbola, Parabola, de
note those figures, under their most simple
form, as cut from the cone, to distinguish
them from the same figures of a higher order.
See the respective articles.

Conical Ungida, or Conic Ungula, is a so

lid formed by a plane passing through the side
and base of a cone ; as the figure EC B F.

To find the Solidity of a Conic Ungula.

In a table of circular segments calculated
to radius \.

Put P for the tabula segment whose versed
HI)

S,nC =
AB

. . . BD-AB+GC
Q for that whose versed sine is ——

G C
Put also diameter AB = D, diameter GC

=T rf
,

height C L = A
, and 78639, &c. = p.
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Then we have

( BDl 7\ P . D3 — Q . rf3 x — -r } X
( (BD— D + rf)*5

_3- — the content of the ungula EFCB.
D — rf

^D5-rf,>-pD3+QrfJ+^5=rT^}
x ^ : = the content of the ungula EFCGA.

D — rf

And these, when the cutting plane passes
through the extremity of the base of the frus-
trum, so that BDr BA reduces to the more
simple form.

" "'- V>d
x 0-2618 DA = greater ungulaD — d

D — d
X 0-261 8 dh = less ungula

(Di- ■diy
x 0-2618A zz difference of the

</(jik- + (D —
d)*)

D — d
/{(D + d) — AD
V rf —d— AD )xv/; DB

X scg.
rf— AD

of the circle AB, whose height is-? (dr> AD) j
= the curve-surface FEBC. And the diffe
rence between this and the whole curve-sur-
face of the frustrum, will be the surface of the
other ungula.

And here again, when BD ~ AB the above
formula reduces to

X(D*
D +d

2 v/Drf)
ps(w + {D-dy)

D — rf
= surface ABC.
„(W + (J>-d)>) (V + d d_dA

D—d V 2 /
— surface A C G.

See an investigation of these formulae, Dr.
Hntton's " Mensuration," p. 163, et seq. third
edition. See also Bonnycastlc's " Mensura
tion."

CONICS, the theory of the conic sections.
Conic Sections, as the name implies, are

such curve-lines and plane figures as are pro
duced by the intersection of a plane with a
cone.

From the different positions of the culling
plane, there arise five different sections ; viz.
9 triangle, circle", ellipse, parabola, and hyper
bola. But only the three latter are particu-
krly denominated conic sections.

I. If the secant, or cutting plane, pass
tirough the vertex of the cone, and any part
of the base, the section will evidently be a

triangle; as AVB.

2. If the plane cut the cone parallel to the
circular base, the section will be a circle ; as
ABD.

D-
ungula.

To find the Curve-Surface of Conic Ungula.

The same notation remaining, we have in
the first case, where the cutting plane cuts off
a part of the base,

seg. FBE — —6
D1

3. If the plane pass through thesideand base
of the cone parallel to the other side ; that is

,
if

the cutting plane make the same angle with
the base as the side of the cone makes,the sec
tion is a parabola; as DAB.

4. When the plane cuts both sides of the
cone ; that is, when it makes with the hase a

less angle than the side of the cone
the section is an ellipse; as BAD.

5. When the plane passes through the side
and base of the cone, making a greater angle
with the base than the side of the cone makes,
the section is an hyperbola ; as DAE.

And if the plane be continued to cut the
opposite cone, this section is called the oppo
site hyperbola to the former; as B erf.

6. The vertices of any section are the points
where the cutting plane meets the opposite
sides of the cone ; as A and B in the preced

ing figures. Hence the ellipse and hyperbola
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have each two vertices, but the parabola only braic equation of lines of the second order,
one, unless we consider the other as at an and the established analogies between the pro-
infinite distance. pertics of equations and those of curves. This

7. The axis, or transverse diameter, of a co- method has been admirably elucidated by
nic section, is the line joining its vertices; a* Euler, Prony, and Lacroix. To which works
AB ; therefore the axis of an ellipse is within the reader is referred for farther information,

the figure, of the hyperbola without it
,

and in CON JUGATE Axis of an Ellipse and Hij-
8

. The centre of a conic section is in that Conjugate Diameter of a Conic Section. See

point which bisects the axis. Hence the con- Diameter.
tre of an ellipse is within the figure, of the Conjugate Hyperbola. See Hyperbola.
hyperbolawithout the figure.and in the parabo- CONJUNCTION, in Astronomy, the meet-
la it is at an infinite distance from the vertex, ing of two or more stars or planets in the same

The definition of the other lines, in and degree of the zodiac,

about the conic sections, will be found under Conjunction may bo considered as either
their respective heads ; and the principal pro- true or apparent. When the two bodies meet

perties of the different sections, under the in the same point of both longitude and lati-
articles Ellipse, Hyperbola, and Parabola, tude, the conjunction is true; when they agree

The conic sections are of themselves a sys- in longitude, but differ in latitude, the con-
tem of regular curves allied to each other, the junction is apparent.
doctrine of which is of the greatest use in Conjunction is either heliocentric or geo-
physical astronomy, as well as in the physico- centric. Heliocentric conjunction is that which
mathematical sciences, and has been much would appear to an observer at the sun ; geo-
cultivated by both ancient and modern ma- centric, that which would appear to one upon
thematicians. the earth.

The first of the ancients who is mentioned Geocentric Conjunctions are either superior
as having written on the conic sections is or inferior : thus, when a planet is seen on the
Aristcus, who composed five books relating to same circle of latitude with the sun, but bc-
tliis subject; but they have not been handed yond him, the conjunction is called superior;
down to us. The most ancient treatise that "when the planet is seen between the earth and
has reached our time is that of Apollonius, sun, the conjunction is inferior.
containing eight hooks, the first four of which Grand Conjunctions, are those wherein
have been frequently rc-publislicd ; but Dr. several of the planets arc seen near together.
Halley's edition hasall the eight. Pappus.inhis M. do la Landc informs us, that on .May 22,
"Collect. Mathem." lib. vii. says, that the first 1702, Jupiter and Saturn were within 1° 4

' of
four of these were written by Euclid, though each other; on February 11, 1524, Venus,
perfected by Apollonius, who added the other Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, were very near
four to them. Among the moderns, the chief each oilier, and Mercury not above 16° from
are "MydorgiusdeSectionibusConieis;" Gre- them; on November 11, 1544, Mercury, Ve-
gory St. Vincent's " Quadrature Circuli et nus, Jupiter, and Saturn, were within the
Section um Coni;" "De la Hire de Sectioni- space of 10°; on March 17, 1725, Mercury,
bus Conicis ;" " Trevigar Elem. Section. Venus, Mars, and Jupiter, were so near each
Con.;" De Witt's " Elcmcnta Curvaruin ;" other as to be all seen through the same tclc-
Dr. Wallis's " Conic Sections ;" De l'Hopi- scope without altering its position ; and on
tal's " Anal. Treat, of Conic Sections ;" December 23, 1769, Venus, Mars, and Jupi-
Simson's "Section. Con.;" Milne's " Ele- ter, were within 1° of each other,
inenta Section. Conicarum;" Midler's "Conic The Chinese have a remarkable record of a
Sections;" Jack's "Conic Sections;" Emer- conjunction of five planets, which happened
son's "Conic Scctious;" Steel's "Conic Sec- in the time of their emperor, Teliuen-hiii ;

tions;" Dr. Hamilton's elegant "Treatise;" who, according to the Chinese annals, reign-
Dr. Huttou's, Mr. T. Newton's. Mr. Vince's, ed from the year 2514, before Christ, to the
Mr. Walker's, and Dr. Abraham Robertson's, year 2430, B.C; and which is thought to

There are three methods of investigating and prove the great antiquity of this empire, and
demonstrating the various properties of the of astronomical science amongst these people,
conic section*. The first is to consider them A record so singular could not fail to engage
as they are really cut from the cone itself, the attention of modern astronomers, who
which is the way adopted by all the ancients ; have made laborious calculations in order to
and is pursued very elegantly by Dr. Hainil- ascertain whether or not such phenomenon
ton, Dr. Hutton, and others among the mo- really took place about this period ; Cassini'a
derns. In the second method, the properties computation seemed to discredit the fact, but
are deduced from arbitrary descriptions of the others have since been made by M. Muller,
curves in piano; the properties belonging to Desvignolcs, Kirch, ike. more favourable to
these curves being shown to apply to those the Chinese history. Muller found that such
actually cut from the cone : tin's method a conjunction must have happened about the
has lead to able treatises from Boscovich, year 2459; Desvignoles, in using the tables of
Simson, and Dr. Robertson. In the third Laniherg, found that the moon and the four
method, the chief properties are inferred from planets, Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, and Mercury,
the different modifications of the general algc- were within 14° of each other in the constel-
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lation Pisces, February 28, 2459, B.C.; which
calculation was afterwards confirmed by Kirch,
in the " Miscellanae Berolinensia," torn. v.
Other calculations have been since made by
more correct tables, which make the con
junction to hav e happened, February 8, 2461,
B.C.; and therefore, upon the whole, there
seems reason to conclude that such an event
really happened about the time recorded by
the Chinese ; and their little skill in astrono
mical calculations will not allow of our sup
posing, as some have done, that their know
ledge of the fact was derived from backward
computation. See Montucla's " Histoirc des
Mathematiques," torn. i. p. 452.

CONOID, a solid figure generated by the
revolution of any conic section about its axis ;

and hence receives particular denominations,
according to the section from which it is pro
duced; as Elliptical Conoid or Spheroid, Pa-
habolic Conoid, and Hyperbolic Conoid; for
which, see the respective articles.

CONON, an ancient Greek mathematician,
the friend of Archimedes. He was well skilled
in geometry and astronomy, but is not cele
brated for any particular discovery.

CONSECTARY, the same as Corollary;
which see.

CONSEQUENT, is the latter of two terms
of a ratio, or that to which the antecedent
is referred and compared ; thus, in the ratio
a: b, b is the consequent, and a the antece
dent.

CONSEQUENTLY, a Latin term, com
monly employed by astronomers to denote
the real or apparent motion of a planet or
comet, when it is moving from west to east,
or according to the order of the signs ; and is
thus opposed to anteredentiu, which denotes a
contrarv motion. See Anteceoentia.

CONSISTENT Bodies, a term partially em
ployed by philosophers, particularly by Boyle,
to denote firm, or fixed bodies, in opposition
to Jiuid ones.

CONSTANT Quantities, in Algebra, are
those whose values arc known, or which re
main constantly the same. These are com
monly denoted by the leading letters of the
alphabet, a, b, c, &c. to distinguish them from
the variable and unknown quantifies, which
are represented by the final letters, z,y,x, Sec.

CONSTELLATION, in Astronomy, an as

semblage or system of several stars, expressed
and represented under the name and figure of
some animal or other emblem.

The ancients portioned out the firmament
into several parts or constellations; reducing
a certain number of stars under the represen
tations of certain images, in order to aid the
imagination and the memory, to conceive and
retain their number and disposition, and even
to distinguish the virtues which astrologers
attributed to them ; in which sense a man is
Mid to be born under a happy constellation,
i t. under a happy configuration of the hea-

vcnlv bodies.
The division of the heavens into constella

tions is very ancient, and probably as old as

astronomy itself; at least, it was known to
the most ancient authors extant, whether
sacred or profane. In the book of Job, men
tion is made of the names of some of them ; as
in chap. ix. ver. 9, " Which maketh Acturus,
Orion, and the Pleiades, and the chambers
of the south." By the " chambers of the
south," some have understood the constella
tions near the south pole, which are invisible
to the inhabitants of the northern hemisphere.
From the manner in which Job speaks of
commerce, we may infer that he lived in a

country frequented by merchants, who im
ported thither the rarieties of the south. To
this purpose, Sir Isaac Newton suggests
(" Chronology," p. 157), that Job, who lived
in Arabia Petra;a among the merchants, might
have derived from them his knowledge of the
constellations. And again, mention of them
occurs in that sublime expostulation, chap,
xxxviii. 31, 32, " Canst thou restrain the sweet
influence of the Pleiades, or loosen the bands
of Orion? Canst thou bring forth Mazzaroth(by
which, some understand the twelve sigus of
the zodiac), or canst thou guide Acturus with
his sons?"

In the Prophecy of Amos, who is supposed
to have lived 790 years B.C., wo have the fol
lowing exhortation (chap. v. 7, 8) : " Ye who
turn judgment into wormwood, and leave off
righteousness in the earth; seek him that
maketh the seven stars and Orion, and turn-
cth the shadow of death into the morning, and
maketh the day dark with night; that called
for the waters of the sea, and pourcth them
out upon the face of the earth : the Lord is
his name." In this passage, the seven stars
and Orion are mentioned as being well known,
both by Amos, who was a herdsman of Tekoa,
and the common people to whom this exhor
tation was addressed ; and we may hence in
fer, that the constellations had been invented
for some time before that period. Some of
the constellations are also occasionally men
tioned byHesiod and Homer, who flourished
above 900 years B.C.; and Aratus of Tarsus,
the astronomical poet, who lived about 277
years B. C. in his " Phenomena," professedly
treats of them all, except some lew which were
invented after his time ; showing how each
constellation is situated with regard to those
that arc near it

,

what position it bears with
respect to the principal circles of the sphere,
and what other constellations rise or set with
it. Hipparchus, the Bithyniau, has shown that
Aratus followed the descriptions of Eudoxus,
who flourished about 366 years B.C.; and it

is very probable that the Greek astronomers
who succeeded him, continued to use the
same figures of the constellations till the time
of Ptolemy, though not without some varia
tions and additions. Ptolemy's "Almagest"
has been in such esteem among astronomers,
that almost all who have written since his
time have agreed in drawing the figures of
the constellations, or supposing them to be
drawn, so as to answer his description, as far
as possible ; and indeed this is necessary, in
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order to avoid confusion, when ancient and
modern observations arc compared. The divi
sion of the ancients only took place in the visi
ble firmament, or so much as came under their
notice : this they distributed into forty-eight
constellations; those being reckoned ancient
constellations which have been received from
the Greeks, and particularly from Ptolemy ;

twelve of these took up the zodiac. The
other stars, on the northern side of the zodiac,
were disposed into twenty-one constellations;
and those on the southern side were distri
buted into fifteen constellations: the names
of which will be seen in the following tabic.

The other stars, not comprehended under
these constellations, yet visible to the naked
eye, the ancients called informes, or sporades;
some of which the modern astronomers have
since reduced into new figures, or constella
tions.

Thus, Hevelius forms between Leo and
Ursa major, Leo minor; and between Ursa
minor and Auriga, over Gemini, he makes
Lynx ; under the tail of Ursa major, Canis
venatici, Cerberus, Vulpecula, and A user,
Scutum Sobieski, Laccrta, Camelopardalus,
Monoccrus, and Sextans.

In these constellations, the stars arc com
monly distinguished by that part of the image
wherein they are found. Bayer distinguishes
them farther by the letters of the Greek alpha
bet : and many of them again, have their pe
culiar names ; as Arcturus between the knees
of Bootes ; Gcmina, or Lncida, in the Corona
Septentrionalis ; Palilitium, or Aldebaran, in
the Bull's eye, Pleiades in the neck, and
Hyades in the forehead of the Bull ; Castor
and Pollux in the head of Gemini, Capalla
in the shoulder of Auriga ; Regulus, or Cor
Leonis ; Spica Virginis in the hand, and Vin-
demiatrix in the shoulder of Virgo ; Antares,
or Cor Scorpionis ; Pomelhaut in the mouth
of Piscis-Australis; Regel in the foot of Orion;
Sirius in the month of Canis major; Procyon
in the back of Canis minor; and the Pole-
star the last in the tail of Ursa minor.

_
But as the stars, grouped in the constella

tions, are capable of being reduced to very
different figures, those of the Chinese and
Japanese are very different from ours; and
some superstitious Arabians, though they re

ceived their astronomy from the Greeks, have
given some of their constellations different
figures, because they thought it unlawful to
draw any human figure ; and therefore they
changed all such on the celestial globe into
some other form. Some Christian astrono
mers displeased to see the heavens of the
fixed stars occupied by the fabulous heathen
deities and heroes, have proposed from super
stitious zeal, but without a due regard to the
science of astronomy, to introduce a refor
mation in this respect ; and whilst they retain
ed the ancient figures, to refer them to some
scripture history. With this view, they would
have Aries, or the Ram, to be a memorial of
that which was offered instead of Isaac ; Virgo
to represent the blessed Virgin, &c. Thus,
venerable Bede, instead of the profane names
and figures of the twelve constellations of
the zodiac, substituted those of the twelve
apostles; whose example being followed by
Julius Schillerius in 1627, he completed the
reformation, and gave scripture names to all
the constellations in the heavens. Thus Aries,
or the Ram, became converted into St. Peter;
Taurus, or the Bull, into St. Andrew; Andro
meda, into the sepulchre of Christ ; Lyra, into
the manger of Christ ; Hercules, into the
Magi coming from the East; Canis, into
David, &c.

Weigelius, professor of mathematics in the
University of Jena, made a new order of con
stellations; converting the firmament into a
cahtm heraldicum; and introducing the arms
of all the princes in Europe, by way of con
stellations. Thus, Ursa major he transformed
into the elephant of the kingdom of Den
mark; the Swan, into the Ruta, with swords
of the house of Saxony ; Ophiuchns, into the
cross of Cologne ; the Triangle, into com

passes, which he calls the symbol of artificers;
and the Pleiades, into the Abacus Pythago-
ricus, which he calls that of merchants, &c.
However, the more intelligent among astro
nomers never approved of innovation ; as serv

ing no purpose but to introduce confusion
into astronomy. The old constellations, there
fore, are stilf retained ; both because better
could not be substituted, and likewise to keep
up the greater correspondence and uniformity
between the old and new astronomy.
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TABLE
OF THE ANCIENT AND MODERN CONSTELLATIONS.

Names.

ll
—

S

t

A l ies
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricomus
Aquarius
Pisces

Ursa minor
Ursa major
Perseus
Auriga..
Bootes
Draco
Cepheus

*Canis venatici, i.e. Asterion et }
Chara }

Ciir. Caroli
Triangulum
Triangulum minus
Mutca
Lynx-
Leo minor
Coma Berenices
Camelopardalus
Mons Menelaus
Corona Borealis
Serpens
Scutum Sobieshi
Hercules cum Ramo ct

Cerbero
Serpentarius sive Ophiuchus...
Taurus Poniatowski
Lyra
Vulpeculus et Anser
Sagitta

Aquila cum Antinous
^

Delphinus
Cygnus
Cassiopca
Equulus
Lacerla
Pegasus
Andromeda

Number of the Stars.

Ptolemy. Tycho. [level
18 ... 21 . . 27 ...
44 ... 43 . . 51 ...
25 ... 25 . . 38 ...
13 ... 15 . 29 ...
35 ... 30 . . 49 ...
32 ... 33 . . 50 ...
17 ... 10 . . 20 ...
24 ... 10 . . 20 ...
31 ... 14 . . 22 ...
28 ... 28 . . 29 ...
45 ... 41 . . 47 ...
38 ... 36 . . 39 ...

8 ... 7 . . 12 ...
35 ... 29 . . 73 ...
29 ... 29 . . 46 ...
14 ... 9 . . 40 ...
23 ... 18 . . 52 ...
31 ... 32 . . 40 ...
13 ... 4 . . 51 ...

— ... — ■. 23 ...

4 ... 4 ! '. 12 . . .

— ...
•

. 19 ...

14 ! ! 21 ...
— . . 32 ••■— ...

8 ... 8 . ! 8 ...

13 ... 13 . . 22 ...
— ... — • . 7 ...

29 ... 28 . . 45 ...

29 ... 15 . . 40 ...

10 ... 11 '. ! 17 ...
— ... — . . 27 ...

5 ... 5 . . 5 ...
—■... 12 . . 23 J
— ... 3 . . 19 ]
10 ... 10 . . 14 ...
19 ... 18 . . 47 ...
13 ... 26 . . 37 ...

4 ... 4 . . 6 ...

20 ... 19 . ! 38 ...
23 ... 23 . . 47 ...

British
66

111

86
8;!

95

110

51

44

69

61
ins
111!

Principal Stars.

Map.

Aldebaran 1

Castor and Pollux.. 1,2

Regulus 1

Spica Virginia 1

Zubenich Meli 2
Antares 1

Scbeat 3

Pole-star 2
Dubhe 1

Algenib 2
Capalla 1

A returns 1

Rastaber 3

Alderamin 3

a
IZ

21

87

69
M
54

HI)

35

25

lfl
10

6
11

53

43

58
11

•21

64

8

74

7

22

18

71

18

81

55
10

16

8!)

Ras Algiatha 3

Ras Alhagus 3

Vega 1

Altair 1

Deneb Adige 1

Markab 2

Almaac 2

* Those io Italics are modern constellations.
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TABLE
OF THE ANCIENT AND MODERN CONSTELLATIONS.

Names. Number of the Stars. Principal Stars.

s
o
U

Phanix
Qfficina Scitlptoria
Eridanus
Hydrus
Cctus
Fornax Chemica
Horologium
Reticulus Rhotnboidalis
Xivhias Dorado
Cetapraxitellis
Lepus
Columba Noachi
Orion
Argo Navis
Canis major

Eejuuleus Pictorius
Monoceros
Canis minor
Chamalon
Pyxis Nautiea
Piscis Volans
Hydra
Sextans
Robur Carolinum
Machina Pneumatica....
Crater
Corvus
Crosiers el Cruzero
Apis Musca
Apus, or Avis Indica....
Circinus
Centaurus
Lupus
Quadra Euclidis
Triangulum Australe ...
Ara
Telescopium
Corona Australia...
Pavo
Indus
Microscopinm
Octans iladkianus
Gms
Toucan
Piscis Australia

Ptolemy.

34

22 '..

12

.38

45

20

27

;s7

19

7

13

18

10 ... 27

'21

1.3

•12

3

13

TtcIio. Hcvelius. British
... 13

... 12

... 84

... 10

... 97

... 14

... 12

... 10

... 7

... 16

... 19

... 10

... 78

... 64

... 31

... 8

... 31

... 14

... 10

... 4

... 8

... 60

... 41

... 12

.. 3

... 31

... 9

... 6

... 4

... 11

... 4

... 35

... 24

... 12

... 5

... 9

... 9

... 12

... 14

... 12

... 10

... 43

... 14

... 9

... 24

46

Hi

62

4
21

1!)

13

31

11

10

Achernar..

Mcnkar....

Mi*. |

.. 1

,. 2

Betclgeuse 1

Canopus 1

Sirius 1

Procyon 1

Cor Hydrae . 1

Alkes
Algorab.

Fomelliaut .

Zodiac British Catalogue .

Northern
Southern

Const. Magnitudes. Total.
i»i Sd. 5d. «h. Kb- uii.

1014... 5, 16, 44, 120, 183, 646 ...

... 6, 24, 95, 200, 291, 635 ... .... 1251

... 9, 36. 84, 190, 221,

20, 76.223, 510, 695, 1604 3128
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CONSTRUCTION of Equations, in Alge

bra, is the finding the roots of equations by
means of geometrical figures, which is effected

by lines or curves, according to the order or

degree of the equation.
To construct a Simple Equation. —This is

done by resolving the equation into a propor
tion thus: the general form for simple equa
tions being ax ~ 4, or ax ~ 1 . b, it is only

necessary to find a fourth proportional to the

three quantifies a, 1, and 4; which fourth pro

portional will give the value of x.
To construct a Qiuidratic Equation. — If it be

a simple quadratic, it will reduce to this form

x1 ~ ab ; whence a : x :: x : 6, or x — */ab,
a mean proportional between a and b; which
is a well known geometrical theorem.

2. If the quadratic be affected, let it be x*

+ 2 ax — b1 ; then form the right-angled

triangle whose base A B is a, and perpendi
cular BC is b; with the centre A and radius
AC, describe the semi-circle DCE; then DB
and BE will be the two roots of the given
quadratic ; x being — -y{bz + a1) ± a.

3. If the quadratic be x* — 2ax — J1, the
construction will be the same as that of the

preceding one, x =. a ± ,/(4l + a1) having
one positive and one negative value.

4. But if the form be i1 — lax — — 41, or

lax — x1 — b1; construct a right-angled tri-
iDglc whose hypothenusc F G is a, and per
pendicular G H is 4 ; with the radius F G
and centre F, describe a semicircle I G K j

then shall IH and HK be the roots of the
pren equation, x being — a ± ✓(a1 —

41).
In. this form, if a be greater than 4, the equa
tion will have two positive roots ; but if a be
less than 6, the solution is manifestly impos
sible.

1-1 1C

Construction of Cubic and Biquadratic
Equations. The roots of a biquadratic equa
tion may be determined by the intersection of
two conic sections ; for the equation by which
the ordinates, from the four points in which
these conic sections may cut one another, can
he determined, will arise to four dimensions,

wd the conic sections may be so assumed as

to make this equation coincide with any pro
posed biquadratic ; so that the ordinates from

these four intersections will represent the

four roots of the proposed biquadrate.

LetMM'M'M"
be a parabola whose
axis is A P, and
MM'M'M" a cir
cle whose centre is
C and radius C M,
cutting the para
bola in the points
M M' M" M "'

;

and
from these points
draw the ordinates
to the axis M P

,

MT', M"P", M"'P"',
and from C draw CD perpendicular to tha
axis, and CN parallel to it meeting PM
in N.

Let AD = a, DC = b
, CM = n, the pa

rameter of the parabola =p, AP —x, PM —y;
then px —

y1.

Also CM* = CN* + NM*, orifzztx—a)*

+ (y-by;
or x1 — lax + a1 + y

1 — 24y + 41 =
V1

and substituting for x its value — , and arrang

ing the terms according to the powers of y,
this equation becomes
y*— (2pa— /Oy1— 2bp*i/ + (ar+b*— n')p=:0
which is a biquadratic equation, whose roots
arc PM, FM1, P"M", and F"M"'.

Which equation may be made to coincide
with any biquadratic equation whose second
term is wanting. Wood's " Algebra," p

. 296.

If one of the intersections of the conic sec
tion fall upon the axis, then one of the ordi
nates vanishes, and the equation by which
these ordinates arc determined will then bo
only of three dimensions, or a cubic, to which
any proposed cubic equation may be accom
modated, so that the three remaining ordi

nates will be the tliree roots of the proposed
cubic.

Victa, in his " Canonica Recensione affec-
tionum Gcometricarum," and Getaidus, in his
"Opus posthumum de Resolutionc et Com-
positione Mathematica," and also Dcs Cartes,

in his " Geometria," have shown how to con

struct simple and quadratic equations. Des
Cartes has also shown how to constuct cubic

and biquadratic equations, by the intersec

tion of a circle and parabola ; and the same

has been done by Baker, in his "Clavis
Geometrica," or Geometrical Key. But the

genuine foundation of all their constructions
was first explained by Slusius, in his "Mcso-
labium," part ii. This doctrine is also treated

of by De la Hire, in a small treatise, entitled
" LaConstruction des Equations Analytiques,"
annexed to his " Conic Sections." Newton,
at the end of his " Universal Arithmetic," has

given the construction of cubic and biqua

dratic equations mechanically; and also by

the conchoid and cissoid, as well as the conic

sections. See also Dr. Hallcy's construction
of cubic and biquadratic equations, and Col-

son's, in the Philosophical Transactions ; the

Marquis de l'Hospital's "Traitc Analvtique
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<les Sections Coniques," lib. iv.; and Maclau-
rin's "Algebra," part iii. chap. 3.

Construction of Geometrical Problems.
What relates to the construction of the sim

ple elementary problems, such as inscribing
and circumscribing polygons in circles, the
bisection of arcs, angles, and lines, and va
rious other cases of this kind, will be found
under the respective articles in this Dictionary ;

we shall, therefore, limit our remarks in this
place to a rather higher order of problems,
in which from certain parts of a figure being
given, others are required to be found, and the
whole figure to be constructed. The only
direct method of arriving at the construction
in problems of this kind is by the Geometrical
Analysis, which is illustrated under that
article ; but when this is once discovered, it
is commonly put into the more elegant form
of synthesis, of which we mean to give an idea
in the present article. It will be observed,
with regard to what is said above of the geo
metrical analysis being the only direct me
thod, that we do not mean to assert that it is
the only one that can be employed ; in many
cases, the geometrican discovers the construc
tion from a slight examination of the data,
and in these cases the analysis becomes use
less, and he immediately puts it into the syn
thetic form. All we mean to say is, that with
out the analysis the whole is left to the inge
nuity of the student, and much will depend
upon practice, but more particularly upon an
accurate knowledge of the elements of geo
metry.

Prob. 1. Giving the base of a right-angled
triangle, and the difference between the hy-
pothenuse and perpendicular, to construct the

triangle.
Const. Let AB be the . n q

given base, and B D the
difference of the other *
two sides.

From the extremity B,
of the given base AB,
demit the perpendicular
BD, equal to the given
difference, and produce it
indefinitely towards C. Join A D, and from
the point A draw AC, making the angle
DAC r ADC, and meeting BD produced
in C ; so shall ABC be the triangle required.

Demons. Since the angle DAC =: ADC,
the side AC = CD (Euc. vi. 1), therefore
the difference between AC and CB is equal
to B D, but B D is equal to the given diffe
rence by construction, and AB is equal to the
given base; also the angle Bis a right angle:
consequently ABC is the right-angled tri
angle required.

If the difference B D is equal to, or exceeds
the base A B, the problem is impossible ; for
in either of those cases the line AC would not
meet the continuation of BD, which is neces
sary for the construction. Tins limitation
arises from a known geometrical problem,
though it is not found in Euclid's " Elements;"

biz. " The difference of any two sides of a'

triangle is less than the third side."

Prob. 2. To inscribe, in a given triangle, a

rectangle equal in area to a given rectangle.
Let ABC be the

given triangle, and
A B K a reetangle,
equal to the given
rectangle ; it is re
quired to inscribe, in
the triangle ABC, a

rectangle equal to the
rectangle A BK.

Const. From C let fall the perpendicular
f'K, cutting the base A B in D ; on C D and
CK, as diameters, describe the semicircles
C H D, C I K, the latter cutting A B in I ; from
I draw III perpendicular to AB, meeting the
lesser semi-circle in H. Through H draw
EHF parallel to AB, and draw EL, FM,
perpendicular to EF; so shall EFLM be the
reetangle required.

Demons. By Euclid, xiii. 6, we have
HG» = CG.GD, and ID* =CD.DK,
Now since HG = ID, we have also CG.GD

— CD . DK
consequently CG:CD::DK:GD
but by sim. Man... CG:CD::FF:AB
therefore DK: GD :: EF : AB
Whence, by taking the rectangle of the ex

tremes and means, we have
DK . A 15 = EF . GD.

But DK . A B is the measure of the rect
angle A BK, and EF . GD is the measure of
the rectangle EFML; that is, the rectangle
EFML is equal to the given rectangle ABK,
and it is inscribed in the given triangle ABC,
as required.

If the line HI produced, eut the semicircle
C 11 D in two places, then two such rectan
gles may be inscribed ; if it touches the circle
only, then there can be but one rectangle,
and that will be the greatest possible ; and if
III tall beyond the circle, then the problem
is impossible.

In the following problems we shall give only
the construction, leaving the demonstration
of them for the amusement of the reader.

Prob. 3. Giving the lengths of two lines
drawn from the acute angles of a right-
angled triangle, to the middle of the opposite
sides, to construct the triangle.

Const. Let AD
and FB be the
two given lines,
on one of which,
as AD, describe
the semi-circle
ACD; bisect AD A
in E, and on A E T*

describe the semi-circle EG
FG

AFE. Take
= |ED, and FG = |FB, arid apply
from G to the semicircle A F E, cutting it in F.
Through F draw the line A FC, and through
D and G the Iine3 CDB and FGB, meeting
each other in B ; join A B, and ABC will bi
the triangle required.
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Prob. 4. Giving the hypothcnusc of a right-

angled triangle, and the side of its inscribed

square, to construct the triangle.
Construe. On the

given hypothenuse /~ ^*vC
A B describe the
circle A CD, and
from the centre G
demit the perpen
dicular G D ; join
BD. and perpen
dicular to it, at the
point B, draw BE = to half the diagonal of
the given square; join DK, and produce it to
F, making EF r BK. Then from D as a
centre, and with D F as a radius, describe the
arc FC cutting the circle in C; join A C, BC,
and ABC will be the triangle required.

For more on this subject, see Simpson's
" Algebra," " Geometry," and his " Select
Exercises;" and for the algebraical solution
of these problems, see Application.

CONTACT, the relative state of two things
that touch each other, but without cutting or
entering, or whose surfaces join to each other
without any interstice. The contact of a

circle and right line, or 'of two circles, or .of
two spheres, is only in a single point.

Angle of Contact, is that made by a curve-
line and a tangent to it, at the point of con
tact; as the angle IHK.
It is proved by Euclid, that
the angle of contact be

tween a right line and a

circle, is less than any
right-lined angle whatever;
though it does not therefore
follow that it is of no mag
nitude or quantity. This
has been the subject of great disputes amongst
geometricians, in which Pcletarius, Clavius,
Tacquef, Wallis, &c. bore a considerable
share; Pcletarius, Ozanam, and Wallis, con
tending that it is no angle at all, against
Clavins, who rightly asserts that it is not
absolutely nothing in itself, but only of no
magnitude in comparison with a right-lined
angle, being a quantity of a different kind or
nature ; as a line in respect to a surface, or a
surface in respect to a solid, &c. And since
his time, it has been proved, by Sir Isaac
Newton and others, that angles of contact
can be compared to each other, though not to
right-lined angles, and what are the propor
tions which they bear to each other. Thus,
the circular angles of contact IHK, IHL,
are to each other reciprocally as the square
roots of the diameters H M, H N. And hence
the circular angle of contact may be divided,
by describing intermediate circles, into any
umber of parts, and in any proportion.
And if

. instead of circles, the curves were
parabolas, and the point of contact H the
common vertex of their axis ; the angles of
(Ofltact would then be reciprocally as the

•qnare roots of their parameters. But in
elliptical and hyperbolical angles of contact,

these will be reciprocally as the square roots

of the Tatio compounded of the ratios of the
parameters, and the transverse axis.

CONTENT, a term commonly used to de
note the surface or solidity of bodies ; so that
to find the content of a body, is to find the
measure or quantity of its surface or solidity.

CONTIGUITY, the actual contact of two
bodies.

CONTIGUOUS, the state of two bodies or
things which are in absolute contact.

Contiguous Angle, the same as adjacent
angle. See Angle.

CONTINGENT Line, in Dialling, is the
intersection of the plane of the dial and equi
noctial.

CONTINUA L Proportionals, arc a scries of
quantities, in which the ratio between each
two adjacent terms is equal ; as in the series

1
, 2
,

4
,

8
,

16, &.c.

4
, ab, axb, a36, a*b, &x. See Progression.

CONTINUATION, in the Fhxional Ana
lysis, or the finding of Fluents b

y Continuation,
is a method of finding one tluent from another ;

that is, the fluent of one fluxion being given,
the fluent of another tluxiou is thence to bo
determined.

Few general rules can be given in these
operations, but they principally consist in
assuming wnre quantity y, in the form of a
rectangle, or product of two factors, which aro
such, that the one of them drawn into the
fluxion of the other, may be of the form of the
fluxion proposed ; then taking the fluxion of
the proposed rectangle there will be deduced

a value of the original fluxion, in terms that
will, frequently, admit of finite fluents.

This will be better illustrated by a few ex
amples.

1
. Let it be proposed to find the fluent of

x1 x

v>(** + «*)'
Here it is evident that by assuming y =. x

S(xz + a1), we shall have one part of the
fluxion of this product; thatis.ixF v/(x*+aa)
of the same form as the proposed fluxion.

Now putting the assumed rectangle into flux-
x^ x

ions, we have if =x s/(x* + a1) H— - ——

s/(xl + a1)

or .

•y =

Six1 +az)
a1 x

Whence •

now the fluent of — *— = hyp. log. x +

therefore flu.

w
^

+ ^x
= ^V(i'+ a*)

— i a1 \ hyp. log. x + + a1). |

2. Required the fluent of
^^^^

y—xr ✓f>1 + «1); then
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Now the fluent of 2* i ✓ (x1 + a1) = § (i1 + a1)*
therefore flu.

y/*x> + a*)
= xlS (** + «*)

~ l (** + «*>*"

For more on this subject see Dealtry 's " Flux
ions."

CONTINUED Fractions, are a certain
species of fractions extremely useful in va
rious arithmetical and indeterminate problems,
in the reduction of ratios, the extraction of
roots, &c. ; a description and illustration of
which is given in the subsequent part of this
article.

Continued fractions seem first to have been
introduced to the attention of mathematicians
by Lord Brounker, about the middle of the
seventeenth century, he having employed them
in order to express the ratio of the area of a

circle to that of its circumscribed square.
Wallis, in " Arithmetica Infinitorum," has
also some slight researches on this subject,
and shows in an indirect but ingenious man
ner the identity of Brounker' s expression and
his own for the area of the circle ; but neither
of these able mathematicians appear to have
had any knowledge of the most important
properties and advantages of the theory they
were investigating.

Huygcns was the first who applied conti
nued fractions to any useful purpose, which
he did in the construction of his planetary
automaton. In order to have a machine that
would represent with precision the planetary
motions, it is obvious that the number of teeth
in the several wheels should bear an exact pro
portion to the times of the planets' revolutions ;

but this, even to the nearest day, would re

quire many more teeth than could be intro
duced in a machine of this description, and it
therefore became an important question, what
number of teeth should be made use of to
approximate to the true ratio as near as pos
sible. The theory of continued fractions was
admirably adapted to this purpose, an advan
tage of which Huygens readily availed him
self ; he investigated the nature of these num
bers much more minutely than had been done
by Brounker and Wallis, and to him we may
consider ourselves indebted for most of the
advantages that arithmetic and analysis have
since derived from these principles. Sec Huy-
gens's " Descrip. Autom. Planet, in Opera.

RchV' p. 173, edit. Amster. 1728.

J. Bernoulli afterwards made a useful ap
plication of continued tractions, in his " Recueil
pourles Astronomers," vol. i., where he gives a

new. species of calculation for facilitating the
construction of tables of proportional parts.

The theory then passed into the hands of
Eulcr, who has on this subject several very
profound and elegant essays and disquisitions
in the Pctersburgh Transactions ; viz. in vols,

ix. and xi. of the old, and vols. ix. and xi. of

the new Acta. Petro. as also in his " Analysis
Infinitorum."

La Grange also, in the Memoirs of Berlin
for 1767 and 1768, has two papers on this
subject, in which he first gave a general solu
tion of all indeterminate problems oft lie second
degree by means of continued fractions, and
he has treated the same subject still more at
large in his additions to the " Elements of Al
gebra" of Euler.

The same subject has been still farther
pursued by Legcndre, in his " Essai sur la
Thtorie des Noinbrcs," in which the doctrine
of continued fractions is clearly developed, and
its application to several interesting problems
perspicuously illustrated. A concise investi
gation of the principal properties of these num
bers is likewise given in Barlow's " Theory of
Number," and which, it is presumed, may be
consulted with advantage, by those who are
not acquainted with the analytical works of
foreign authors.

Theory of Continued Fractions. 1. Every
fraction of the form

S.c.

is called a continued fraction, and the number
of its terms will be finite or infinite, according
as the quantity which it expresses, or from
which it is deduced, is rational or irrational.

The above is the most general form that can
be given to continued fractions, but there are
few cases in which it is necessary to have any
others than those whose numerators arc unity,
and signs +, as in the following, viz.

1- 1
« + r l

+ —
+ &c.

and therefore it will be suflicicnt for our pur
pose to consider them under the latter form
only.

2. The series of fractions formed of the first
term, the first two terms, the first three terms,
&c. of any continued fraction, arc called con

verging fractions ; thus,

I. I I 1 1 ,
a + T'' " + J &c.

c

when reduced to the forms
1 b bc + l

&c.
a

' ab + 1 '
a(fib+ 1) + c

are converging fractious.

Prop. 1. To reduce any proposed rational Frac
tion to a continued Fraction.

Divide the denominator by the numerator,
then the divisor by the remainder, and so on,
as in finding the greatest common measure of
two numbers ; and the successive quotients
will be the several denominators of the equi
valent continued fraction.

If the numerator of the proposed fraction,

be greater than its denominator, the continued
fraction will be preceded by an integer.
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Kcduce to

9743

1171)9743(8
375)1171(1

40)

therefore the proposed fraction,
1171 _ 1 j

+ T9743 1

6 + T + i i
r+3

And in the same w ay any other rational frac
tion may be reduced to a continued fraction.
It is uot, however, in this form that they are
applied to any useful arithmetical purpose. In
order to their being thus employed they must
be reduced to a series of converging fractions,
is in the following proposition.

Prop. 2. To reduce any given continued Fraction
to a Series of converging Fraction!.

Write all the denominators of the succes
sive terms of the continued fraction, in a line,
thus:

a, b, c, d, &c.
then the first converging fraction will have
unity for its numerator, and first term a, of the
quotients for its denominator. The second
fraction will have b for its numerator, and for
its denominator ab + 1 ; and the numerators
of all the succeeding fractious will be found
by multiplying the numerator, last found, by
the corresponding term in the above series,
and adding to the product the preceding nu
merator. And the denominators are obtained
in exactly the same manner, viz. by multiply
ing each denominator by the corresponding
terms in the above series, and adding to tho
product the preceding denominator.

Thus if it were required to reduce the
preceding continued fraction to a series of
converging fractions, the operation would
stand thus :

quotients 8, 3, 8, 6, 1, 1, 3,

conv f A
3 25 153 178 331 1171

'
ra°'8' 25' 208' 1273' 1481' 2754' 9743'

And this series of fractions has this remark
able property, that each approximates to the
true ratio expressed by the original fraction,
Dearer than any preceding one, and nearer
man any other fraction whatever of less terms.
And hence, the great use of these numbers in
the reduction of ratios. See Ratio.

Another singular property of them is this,
ftat the difference between the product of
•he numerator of any one of those fractions,
into the denominator of the adjacent one ; and
the product of the denominator of the former,
into the numerator of the latter, is always

*?oa/ to unity; thus,
1.25 x 3.8= I; 3-208 ^ 25.25 = 1, &c.

and hence their use in/he solution of indeter
minate equations of tXc first degree.

All indeterminate ofpiationsof thefirst degree
m>y be ultimately reduced to the form ax —
6y

— ± 1, a/d since the last fraction of the
•onverging series is the original fraction itself;
it follows, fhlt if we take z = the denominator
of the preceding fraction, and y ~ the nume
rator of the same, we shall have ax — by —
± 1.

For example, if the, proposed equation
were 1171 x — 9743 y ~Y, we shouldliave x —
2754, and y — 331, which gives lJfl-2754 —
9743 331 == 1, as retired. See Indetermi
nate Analysis. . 7 J

t of any given
e, by con-

Prop. 3. To extractlUit
integer Number, tut i

tinned Fractions,
It is obvious h»re, in the first place, that

since the quantity that we have to represent
by a continued fraction is irrational, the frac
tion which expresses it must consist of an
indefinite number of termti; but still it has
this property, that after a certain period, the
denominators of the several fractions recur
again in the same order as at first ad infinitum,
and consequently after having arrived at that
period, the operation of extraction may be
thence discontinued, and tho series earned on
to any length at pleasure.

The method of extracting the roots of num
bers by continued fractions will be best shown
by a partial example.

Let it be required to extract the square root
of 19 by continued fractions. Here,

1

V 19 +4 >

3

£l? + 4_2 , ^19— 2_2 5— _2+ — 2 + 7T9T2-2 +

1

y/19+2

5

vM9_+2 , £19—3. , 2
5

+
5

~
''"v'18+3

1

V19 + 3

= 1 +

vM9 + 3_,. , /19-3_„, 6——- 3 + —2— 3+ 7l9+3-3 +

1

/19 + 3

5

yio + 3 ^">-2=1 , *- -n
5 5 V19 + 2

1

^19 + 2

3
-*+

3 '+v/19+4
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✓ 19 + 4

✓ 19+4_8+ /19— 4
:&c.

1
" "

1

And here, since we have obtained the same

expression as we began with, we may discon

tinue our extraction, as the quotients 4; 2, 1,

3, 1, 2, 8 ; 2, 1, 3, 1, 2, 8 ; 2, 1, &c. must ne

cessarily always recur in the same order ad in

finitum. Now if we substitute for the frac
tions,

✓ 19 + 4 ^19 + 2 ^19 + 3 „

—g— '• ~5~' —2—' &C"

their respective values as found in the preced
ing operation, we shall have,

✓ 19=4 + —J .. .1 1

But this may be more readily effected by

means of the following formula ; where N is
the given number, a the greatest integer con
tained in ✓ N, and u, «', u", Sec. the greatest

integers contained in the respective fractions
to which they correspond ; viz.

✓ 19 + 4=4 + -=

3

4+^+I +
1

4+ - 1
2 + r

2 + v-19 + 2'

✓ 19 + 3 _
2

"

1+2+F
kc.

and therefore the square root of 19 has been

transformed into a continued fraction as re

quired. And hence it is obvious, that it may

now be converted into a series of converging

fractions, as in the preceding example ; thus,

quotients 4; 2, 1, 3, 1, 2, 8, &c.
. ^ 4 9 13 48 61 160 ,
fractaons T

— , &c.

each of which fractions expresses the square

root of 19 nearer than any preceding one, and

nearer than any other fraction containing
smaller terms; and as the series of quotients

is periodical, it may be continued at pleasure,

and the approximation carried on to any de

gree of accuracy required.
The operation in this partial example is ob

vious ; we first find the greatest integer con

tained in s/19, which is 4; therefore, ^19 =

4 + ^19~4, or multiplying this last fraction

by
+ *

we obtain ✓ 19=4+
19~16 =J

^19 + 4' ^19 + 4

4+, 3
■ =4+

1

✓ 19 + 4 ^19 + 4. We next find

3
✓ 19+4

the greatest integer in
3

which is 2,

whence -/19Q+4 = 2 + ^g; and pro-

ceeding as before,
✓ 19 + 4_0^19— 2 19 — 4 _

3
+

3 ^3(^19-2)~
2 + .

6 ,&c.
^✓19 +2'

and in the same way we may proceed with
any other integer not a square.

1. -o — m;
N-✓ N+o , . !

- .. = a + See.

££±£=„+&c.

<N'W=u"' + &c
n
&c.

Thus in the preceding example where N =
«n ■ a 11 i i . ;~.. „,;n .■4-m.l 41..,o.

m.u — m =m

riu'-m'—m";

nV-m" = m'

—W &c. &c.

1

3
✓ 19_+2_1

5

19-4»_3A i, 6r0 1.4—0 = 4;

3.2—4=2;= 2+&c. 19-21_5
3

19-31_2
6-1+&C. 5.1—2 = 3;

19-3*
=3+&c. 2.3—3=3;

2
&c. &c.rtl. •

By this latter formula the square root of any
irrational square maybe easily extrartcd, par
ticularly as the computation on the right hand
is very readily supplied without setting down
the steps of the operation as is done in the

above example, which is merely for the

purpose of explanation. It is not, however,

for the sake of the arithmetical extraction of
the square root, that this method has been

devised, but in consequence of its application
to indeterminate equations of the second de

gree, which admit of no other general method

of solution ; as was first shown by La Grange,
in the Memoirs of Berlin for 1767 and 1768.

See Indeterminate Analysis.
Continued Proportion, is that which the

consequent of the first ratio is the same as

the antecedent of the second. Thus 2 : 6 : : 6

: 18 is a continued proportion.
CONTINUITY, an uninterrupted connec

tion.
Law of Continuity, is that by which va

riable quantities passing from one magnitude

to another, pass through all the intermediate

magnitudes, without ever passing over any of
them abruptly. Many philosophers and meta

physicians have asserted the probable confor

mity of natural operations to this law ; but

father Boscovich goes farther, and proves that
the law is universal. Thus we see that the

distances of two bodies can never be changed
without their passing through all the interme

diate distances. We see the planets move

each with different velocities and directions

in the several parts of its orbit; but still ob

serving the law of continuity. In heavy bodies

projected the Velocity increases and decreases

through all the intermediate velocities: and

the same happens with regard to electricity
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and magnetism. No body becomes more or
less dense without passing through the inter
mediate densities. The light of the day in
creases in the morning and decreases at night,
throngh all the intermediate possible degrees.
And thus, if we go through nature, we shall,
if all things be rightly contemplated, see the
law of continuity strictly to take place. We
sometimes, it is true, make abrupt transitions
in our minds ; as when we compare the length
of one day with that of another immediately
following, and say that the latter is two or
three minutes longer or shorter than the for
mer, passing all at once, in the common way
of speaking, completely round the globe ; but
if we consider the several intervening longi
tudes, we shall find days of all the interme
diate lengths. Sometimes also we confound
a quick motion with an instantaneous one :
thus we are apt to imagine that a ball is
thrown abruptly out of a gun when fired ; but,
in truth, some space of time is required for
the gradual inflammation of the powder, the
rarefaction of the air, and the communication
of motion to the ball. In like manner all the
other apparent objections to the law may be
satisfactorily solved.

CONTOUR, a French word signifying the
outline or periphery of a figure.

COSTRA-Harmonicai Proportion, is, when
of three terms, the difference of the 1st and
2d is to the difference of the 2d and 3d, as
the 3d is to the 1st.

CONTRACTED Vein, in Hydraulics. Sec
Vena Contractu.

CONTRACTION, in Arithmetic, signifies,
generally, the shortening or contracting of any
operation; thus,

Contraction in Multiplication of Decimals.
or Contracted Multiplication of Decimals, is
the method of shortening the operation, by re
taining only a certain number of decimals in
the product, when the usual, or common rule,
would give many more.

It is for this reason very useful to persons
who are in the habit of performing long cal
culations ; but to those who have but seldom
such operations to perform, it is of but little
service, generally requiring more time than to
proceed by the common rule. Neither can it bo
submitted to the same proof as any example
worked by the common method.

Rule. Set the units place of the multiplier,
under that decimal in the multiplicand, whose
place is to be retained in the product, and
dispose of the rest of the figures in an inverted
or contrary order to that in which they are
usually placed: then, in multiplying, reject all
the figures to the right hand of the multiplying
digit, and arrange the products so, that the
right band figure of each may fall in a straight
line directly below each other ; observing, to
increase the first figure of every line with
what would arise by carrying 1, from 6 to 14;
2, from 15 to 24; 3, from 2a, 34, &c, from the
product of the two preceding figures when

you begin to multiply ; and the sum of them

will be the product required.

EXAMPLES.

1. Multiply 3417165 by 78-3333, retaining
only 5 places of decimals in the product

341716 50 multiplicand
3333 87 multiplier inverted

2392015 50
27*173 20

10251 50
1025 15

102 51

10 25

2676-778 11 answer.

2. Again multiply -546768 by -671686, re
taining only 7 decimals in the product.

-5467680 multiplicand
686176-0 multiplier inverted

3280608
382738

5468
3281

437

33_
■3672565 answer.

It should be observed here, that the last
figure of the product is not always correct ; it
is, therefore, best always to retain one more
decimal place than is required ; which may be
cancelled when the operation is finished.

Contraction in Division of Decimals, or
Contracted Division, is the method of perform
ing this rule, so that the divisor may be short
ened one figure for every place obtained in
the quotient; by which means the whole
operation is much contracted, and in many
cases considerable labour is avoided.

Rule. Take as many of the left-hand figures
of the divisor, as are equal to one more than
the number of integers and decimals to be
retained in the quotient; and find how many
times they will go in the first figures of the
dividend as usual. Then, consider each re
mainder as a new dividend, and in dividing

it
,

leave out one figure to the right hand of the
divisor ; remembering to carry for the increase
of the figure cut off, as in the preceding rule
for multiplication.

Note. When there are not so many figures
in the divisor as are required to be in the quo
tient, begin the operation with all the figures
as usual, and continue it, till the number of
figures in the divisor, exceed by 1

, the num

ber remaining to be found in the quotient;
then begin the contraction.

EXAMPLES.

1
. Divide 2508-9280 by 92-41035 ; 6 places

being sufficient to be retained iu the quotient.

9241035)2508-9280(27-1498
660 7210

13 8485

4 6075
9111

794
55

02
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2. Divide 746 by 84 3641, retaining 5 places

in the quotient.
84-3641)746 0000(8-8426

71 0872
35959

2213
526

20
Host authors, indeed all that I remember to

have seen, direct that only as many figures

of the divisor should be taken, as are equal to

those to be retained in the quotient, but in

that case, the last figure of the quotient cannot

be depended upon.
Contraction in tbcExtraction of the Square

Root, is of a similar nature to the preceding
case, and is performed by the following

Rule. Proceed in (he extraction, after the

common method, till there be found half, or

one more than half, (he required number of
figures in the root ; and tor the rest, divide the

last remainder by the corresponding divisor,
as in the foregoing rule of division.

EXAMPLE.

Required the square root of 14876'2357,
and find the root to 9 places of figures.

l4876-2357(121-96

22! 48

2| 44

241 476
1 241

36232429 •2

9 21861

166257

146316»i

24392) 1994100(8175-
4274
1835

128

6

Whence 121968175 is the root required.
If there had been 10 figures required in the

iml. then the division would have stood thus :

24-392-8)1994100(81763
42676
18283

1208

88
15

Which gives the root = 121-9681763 true

"to 10 places.
Contraction, in Physics, the diminishing

the extent or dimensions of a body, or the
causing its parts to approach nearer to each
other, in which sense it stands opposed to di

latation or expansion.
Water and all aqueous fluids are gradually

contracted by a diminution of temperature,
until they arrive at a certain point, which is

about 8° above the freezing point ; but below

that point they begin to expand, aud continue

to do so according as the temperature is lower

ed ; and similar effects have been observed

with regard to some metals. In speaking of

contraction, a remarkable phenomenon, of
considerable importance in manufactures, ob
trudes itself on our notice ; which is, the hard
ness that certain bodies acquire in conse

quence of a sudden conlracfion, and this is

particularly the case with glass and some of
the metals. Thus, glass vessels, suddenly
cooled after having been formed, are so very
brittle that they hardly bear to be touched
with any hard body. The cause of this effect
is thus explained by Dr. Young. " When
glass in fusion is very suddenly cooled, its ex
ternal parts become solid first, and determine
the magnitude of the whole piece, while it still
remains fluid within. The internal part, as it
cools, is disposed to contract still further, but
its contraction is prevented by the resistance
of the external parts, which form an arch or
vault round it, so that the whole is left in a
state of constraint ; and as soon as the equili
brium is disturbed in any one part, the whole
aggregate is destroyed. Hence it become*
necessary to anneal all glass, by placing it in
an oven, where it is left te cool slowly ; for,
without this precaution, a very slight cause
would destroy it. The Bologna jars, seme-
times called proofs, are small thick vessels
made for the purpose of exhibiting this effect;
they are usually destroyed by the impulse of a
small and sharp body ; for instance, a single
grain of sand, dropped into them, and a small
body appears to be often more effectual than
a larger one ; perhaps because the larger one
is more liable to strike the glass with an
obtuse part of its surface." Rees's Cyclo.
On this subject see also Dalton's " Che
mistry."

CONVERGENT, or Converging, the ten
dency of different things, variously disposed,
to one common point. It is also sometimes
used to denote an approximation towards the
real value of a thing.

CONVERGING Curves. See Curves.
Converging Fractions. See def. % Con

tinued Fractions.
Converging Lines, those which tend to a

common point.
Converging Rays, those which tend to a

common focus.
Converging Series, those series whose

terms continually diminish. See Series.
CONVERSE, in Mathematics, commonly

signifies the same thing as reverse. Thus, one
proposition is called the converse of another,
when, after a conclusion is drawn from some
thing supposed in the converse proposition,
that conclusion is supposed; and then, that
which in the other was supposed, is now drawn
as a conclusion from it: thus, when two sides
of a triangle are equal, the angles under these
sides arc equal ; and, on the converse, if these
angles are equal, the two sides are equal.

Converse propositions are not necessarily
true, but require a demonstration; and Euclid
always demonstrates such as he has occasion
for. An instance or two will show this. If
two right-lined figures are so exactly of a size
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Mid form (both respecting their sides and an
gles) that being laid one on the other, their
boundary lines do exactly coincide and agree,
then no one doubts that these figures are equal.
Now try the converse. If two right-lined
figures are equal, then if they be laid the one
on the other, their boundary lines exactly co
incide and agree. It is manifest that this
proposition, though the converse of the former,
is by no means true. A triangle and a square
may have equal areas ; but it is impossible the
sides of the former can all coincide with those
of the latter. Again, if two triangles have
their sides respectively equal, their angles will
also be respectively equal, by Euc. i. 8. But,
if two triangles have their angles respectively
equal, it does not follow that the sides will be
respectively equal: this may or may not be
true, according to circumstances. Converse
propositions, therefore, need a proof, notwith
standing this has been termed superfluous and
impertinent bv Emerson and some others.

CONVERSION of Proportion, is when of
four proportionals it is inferred that the 1st, is
to its excess above the 2d, as the 3d, to its
excess above the 4th.

Conversion, Centre of, in Mechanic!. See
Centre of Conversion.

CONVEX, round or curved, or protuberant
outwards, as the outside of a globular body.
" Convex Lens Mirror. See Lens Mirror,
&c.

CONVEXITY, the exterior or outward
surface of a convex or round body.

CONVEXO-Concaw Lens, is ono that is
convex on one side, and concave ou the
other.

CosxEXO-Convex Lens, is one that is convex
on both sides.

CO-ORDINATES, in the theory of Curves,

signify any absciss, and its corresponding or
dinate. Sec Absciss, Ordinate, and Curve.

COPECK, a Russian coinage, of about the
same value as our farthing.

COPKRMCAN System, is that system of
the world in which the sun is supposed at rest ;

and the earth and the several planets to re

volve about him as a centre, while the moon
and the other satellites revolve about their
respective primaries in the same manner.

Tire heavens and stars arc here supposed
at rest, and that diurnal motion that they ap
pear to have from east to west is imputed to
the earth's motion from west to cast.

This system was asserted and taught by
many of the ancients, particularly by Ecphan-
<us, Seleueus, Arislarchus, Philolaus, C'lean-
thes, Samius, Nicctas, Hcraclides, Ponticus,
Plato, and Pythagoras; from the last of whom
it was anciently denominated the Pythagorean
System.

It was also held by Archimedes in his book
" Dc Granorum Arenae Numero," but alter
him it became neglected, and even forgotten
for many ages ; it having been only again re

vived in the beginning of the 16th century by

Copernicus, from whom it took the new name

of the Copernican System,

COPERNICUS, (Nicolas), an eminent
astronomer, was born at Thorn in Prussia,
Jan. 10, 1472. He very early discovered a
great bias for mathematics, which he pursued
through all its various branches ; and soon ac
quired so great a reputation, that he was chosen
professor of mathematics at Rome, where h«
taught for a long time with great applause. Ho
also made some astronomical observations
there about the year 1500. Returning to his
own country somcycars after, hebegan to apply
his vast knowledge in mathematics to correct
the system of astronomy which then prevailed.
He set himself to collect all the books which
had been written by philosophers and astrono
mers, and to examine all the various hypo
theses they had invented for the solution of
the celestial phenomena; to try if a more
symmetrical order and constitution of the
parts of the world could not be discovered :
of all the hypotheses of the ancients nono
pleased him so well as the Pythagorean, which
made the sun the centre of the system, and
supposed the earth to move not only round
the sun but round its own axis also. After
much profound contemplation, and many care
ful calculations, he removed the obscurities of
this old system, and, in fact, much improved
it. His discoveries and improvements he com
prised in a book, the publication of which he
prudently suppressed, till ho had a powerful
patron, pope Paul HI. a lover of astronomy,
to protect him. Alluding to the admonition
of the poet, he tells the pontilf, " he had suf
fered that fruit of his labours to ripen, not
nine years only, but four times nine." At
length he committed the care of the impression
to two friends, Schoncr and Osiandcr, in a
distant city. The work was printed in 1543,
under the title of " Revolutionibus Orbium
Coelcstiuni ;" and the author received a copy
of it a few hours before his death, on the
24th of May 1543, he being then 70 years of
age.

Few works have destroyed more.errors, or
established more important tmths, than this
great work of Copernicus. His noble theory
was at first coldly received, or utterly re
jected : but the labours of future astronomers
at length obtained it a complete triumph.
Copernicus was also the first who demon
strated the double orbit of the moon ; her
menstrual motion about the earth, and her an
nual about the sun. Nor did this great man
stop here: for, after laving a solid foundation
of the celestial physics, he began the super
structure, by surmising a principle of attrac
tion to be inherent in all matter. Copernicus
also wrote a tract on Trigonometry ; and has
exhibited tokens of the versatility ofhis talents,
as it is acknowledged that he had considerable
skill as a painter, anil was extremely well
acquainted with the Latin and Greek lan

guages.
Copernicus, the name of an astronomical

instrument, invented by Winston, to show the

motion and phenomena of the planets, both

primary and secondary. It is founded upon
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the Copemican system, and therefore called

by his name. .

TOPFtiTUCK, a coinage of Germany, value

8£d. sterling.
COR, the Latin word for heart, and hence

used as a distinguishing appellation of several
stars supposed to be situated in the heart of
the respective constellations; as

Cor Caroli. Charles' Heart, a term first ap
plied to a single star, but in the Britith cata
logue it now is a constellation, which consists
of three s'ars. See Northern Constellations.

Cor Hydrae, the Hyrda's Heart, a star of
the second magnitude.

Cor Leonis, the Lion's Heart ; the same as

Reculus.
Cor Scorpii, the Scorpion's Heart. See

ANTARE8.
COROLLARY, a consequent truth, which

follows immediately from some preceding
truth or demonstration. Thus, when it is de
monstrated, that " If two sides of a triangle
arc equal, the angles opposite to them are
also equal" — it may be drawn as a corollary," That if the three sides of a triangle are equal,
the three angles are equal also."

CORONA. Crown, in Optics. See Halo.
Corona Borealis, or Septentrionalis, the

Northern Crown. See Constellation.
Corona Atutralis, or Meridianalis, the

Southern Croicn. See Constellation.
CORPUSCLE, the diminutive of corpus, is

used to denote the minute particles that con
stitute natural bodies.

CORPUSCULAR Philosophy, that scheme
or system of physics, in which the phenomena
of bodies are accounted for, from the motion,
rest, position, &c. of the corpuscles or atoms
of which the bodies consist.

CORREC TION of a Fluent, in the Inverse
Met/md of Fluxions, is the determination of the
constant or invariable quantity which belongs
to the fluent of a given fluxion ; and which
does not naturally arise from that fluxion, but
depends wholly on the nature of the problem
whence the fluxion was deduced.

That such correction is frequently neces
sary will be obvious, if we consider, that the
fluxion of x is x, and the fluxion of x ± c is
also x, whatever be the value of the constant
part c, and with whatever sign it is connected
with (he variable x. And hence, conversely,
the fluent of i may be either x, or a;± c ; and
this, as well as the precise value of the quan
tity c, must be determined from the nature of
the problem, which may be done by the fol
lowing rule.

First, take the fluent according to the pro
per rules for that purpose, and then observe
whether this fluent becomes equal to zero, or
to some constant quantity, when the nature
of the problem requires that it should; if it do,
it is the complete fluent, and no correction is
necessary, but if not, it wants a correction,
and this correction is the difference between
the two general sides when reduced to that
particular state. Hence, connect the con
stant, but indeterminate quantity c, with one

side of the fluxional equation, found by the
proper rules as above; then in this equation
substitute for the variable quantities, such
values as they are known to hav« at any par
ticular state, place, or time, and then from
that particular state of the equation find the
value of c, which will be the correction re
quired.

Thus to find the correct fluent of z zz ax1 x.
The general fluent is z zz \ a x*, or adding c ;

according to the above rule it is z zz t ax* + c.
Now, if from the nature of the problem it ap

pears, that when zzzo, xzzo also, then writ
ing o for z and x, we have ozzo +c,orczzo;
and the fluent found as above is the correct
fluent.

But if when xzzo, zzza, then writing these
values, we have a zzo + c, or c zza, which is
the required correction, whence z zz \ ax + a.

Again, if when x zz o, x zz b, any constant
quantity, we have o zz b ab* + c, or c ~ — J
ab*; whence z zz i ax* — J ab*.

Suppose, for the sake of farther illustration,
that a body is projected with a velocity of a

feet per second from a given place, to deter
mine its velocity after it has passed over a
certain space x, it having been acted upon by
some law which rendered it subject to the
fluxional calculus; and suppose the resulting
fluxional equation to be

« zz xx + 3 ax* x
the fluent of this is

» = | xl + ax1 + c
c being the correction.

Now from the nature of the equation, when
x =: o, or before the body had passed over any
space, the velocity was a ; therefore, when
x zz o, v zz a ; and writing these values we
have

n zz o + c. or c zz a,
therefore the correct fluent is

w ~ \ x1 + a x3 + a.

Whereas if the body had in the first instance
been only solicited by gravity, then when xzzo,
v would also have been equal to o; and wc
should have found <•—

». or the general
fluent would have been the correct fluent re
quired.

CORVUS, the Crow, a southern constella
tion. See Constellation.

COSECANT, Cosine, Cotangent, Coversed
Sine, arc the secant, sine, tangent, and versed
sine of the complement of the arch or angle.
Co being merely a contraction of the word
complement ; first introduced by Gunter. See
Secant, Sine, &c.

COSMICAL (from xoovxo,-), relating to the
world, an astronomical term anciently used to
express the rising or setting of the sun, or a
star, but more commonly 1o denote a star's
rising or setting with the sun.

COSMOLABE (from xarno;, world, and
Tiaju^aw, I take), an ancient instrument for
measuring distances, both celestial and ter-
restial.

COSMOLOGY (from w/uo?, and Xoyo,-, dis
course), the science of the world in general,
viz. its formation, construction, laws, &c.
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COS, Rule or (Regola de Cosa), the

plied by the Italians to denote the science of
algebra, on its first introduction into Europe.
See Algerka.

COTES (Roger), an eminent English ma
thematician, born in 1682, at Burbaeh in
Leicestershire. After receiving an excellent
preparatory education he was removed to
Trinity College, Cambridge; of which society
he was chosen fellow. He was at the same
time tutor to the sons of the Marquis of Kent,
to which family he was allied. The next year
he was chosen Pluriiian professor of astronomy
and experimental philosophy, and the same

year took his degree of M. A. In 1713 he was
ordained, and published a new edition of Sir
Isaac Newton's " Principia," with a learned

preface. He died in 1716. and was buried in
the chapel of Trinity College. Mr. Cotes left

behind him some very ingenious, and indeed
admirable tracts, part of which, with the " Lo-
gometria," were published in 1722, by Dr.
Robert Smith, his cousin and successor in his

professorship, afterward master of Trinity Col
lege, under the title of "Harmonia Mensura-
rum," which contains a number of very in
genious and learned works. He wrote also a

•'Compendium of Arithmetic;" of the " Re*

solution of Equations ;" of " Dioptrics j" and

of the " Nature of Curves." Besides these

pieces, he drew up, in the time of his lectures,

a course of " Hydrostatical and Pneuniatical
Lectures," in English, which were published
also by Dr. Smith, in 8vo. 1737, and are held

in great estimation.
So high an opinion had Sir Isaac Newton

of our author's genius, that he used to say, " If
Cotes had lived, we had known something."

COTESIAN Theorem, in the higher Geo

metry, an appellation distinguishing an ele

gant property of the circle discovered by Mr.
Cotes, and of great use in the integration of
differentials by rational fractions. The theo
rem is this :

If the factors of the binomial a" + if be
n

required, the index n being an integer number.
With the centre O n j>

and radius AO = a,

describe a circle,
and divide its cir
cumference into as

many equal parts ^|
as there are units
in -in. at the points
A,B,C,D,&c. then
in the radius, pro
duced if necessary,
take OP = x, and from the point P, to all
the points of division in the circumference,
draw the lines PA, PB, PC, &e. so shall these
lines taken alternately be the factors sought;»i'z.

PB x PD x PF, fee.
— a" + x»,

and PA x PC x PE, &.c. = a" X x", viz. a"— x»

or x* — a", according as the point P is within
or without the circle.

For instance, if n — 5, divide the circum-

feronce into 10 equal parts, and the point P
being within the circle, then
will OAs+OP>=BPxDPxFPxHPxKP,
and OA5— OP5=APxC Px EP xGPxIP.

Or, supposing OA = a, and OP = i, since
the circle is divided into ten equal parts,
we shall know the sines and cosines of each
of the arcs, as AB, AC, AD, &c. and shall
obtain the expressions of PA, PB, PC, &c.
or PB* PC1, PD1, &c. We have, in this
individual example, PA = o — x, which is the
first divisor sought of a5 — a:5. The arc AC
being 72°, its sine Cc is given as well as its
cosine Oe, and consequently Pc will bear— cos.
72°. Therefore PC* = Cc* + x1 — 2x cos.
72° + cos.1 72°. But the squares of any sine,
and its corresponding cosine, are together
equal to the square of the radius ; so that the
expression becomes transformed into this,
PC* — a* — 1x cos. 72° + x*. In like man
ner, we shall have PE*=a*+2xcos. 144°+**;
but cos. 144° = — cos. 36°, which will give
P E* = a1 — 2* cos. 36° + x\ The three fac
tors of a5 — xs are, therefore, a — x, a* — 2x
cos. 72° + x*, and a1 — 2x cos. 36° + x*.

And generally assuming the radius equal
to 1, and power = n, in which case the ex
pression becomes 1—x", or x* — 1 ; the general
factors will all be contained in the formula,

x1 — 2 cos. ^ x + 1 = 0
n

k being any integer not divisible by n, and t
representing the semi-circumference, which
may be thus demonstrated.

It is a known trigonometrical property,
that if

2 cos. y — x + 2 cos. ny = x" + - n,
x x

from which two equations arc readily deduced
the following, viz.

xz — 2 cos. y . x +1=0
x2" — 2 cos. ny . x" + 1 = 0

which must necessarily have one common
root, being both derived from the same value
of x; and since they arc both reciprocal equa

tions, if x be one root, - will be another (see
x

Reciprocal Equations); they have, therefore,
two common roots; that is, the two roots of
the first equation are also roots of the second ;

and consequently from the known theory of
equations, the former is a divisor of the latter.

If now we make y = or ny = 2At,

these equations become

xr — 2 eos. x + 1 = 0
n

x~-— 2 cos. 2*!r.r* +1=0
But the cos. 2Aw = 1, because 2ir repre

sents the whole circumference ; therefore the

latter equation now reduces it to

x» _ <ix* + 1 = 0, or (x»
— If = 0

having still for its divisor the other formula,

x1 — 2 cos. x + 1=0;
n

that is, the roots of the equation (**— 1)* =0,
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or .r» — 1=0, are all contained in the above

formula.
Hence by giving to k the successive values

* = 1, 2, 3, &c. I (n — 1) the following for

mulae will be obtaiued, viz.

** — 2cos.^a; + l=0
n

x1 — 2cos.— x+ 1=0
U

xx—2cosSn~V)x x + 1 =0
■

which contain amongst them all the factors
or imaginary roots of the proposed equation
a* — 1 = 0.

And if instead of making y = —— , we as

sume « y = 2ix + v our second formula
ar1» — 2 cos. ny.x'+ 1=0

will be reduced to i1* + 2i" + 1 = 0, or

(ar* + l)1 = 0, because cos. (2A* + «■)=— 1.

And the general factor of this formula is

x — 2 cos. ——-— '— x — 1 = 0,
n

which is the other branch of the Cotetian
Theorem. Barlow's " Theory of Numbers,"
p. 480.

Other demonstrations of this theorem may
be seen in Dr. Pemberton's " Epist. de
Cotesii;" Dr. Smith's " Theoremeta," and

added to Cotes's " Harm. Mens. ;" De Moivre's
" Miscel. Analyt. ;" and Waring's " Letter to

Dr. Powell." See also Nicholson's "Journal,"
vol. xxiv. p. 278; and "

Lemons des Fonctions,"
by La Grange.

The preceding theorem is of very extensive
use in various branches of analysis, but no

application of it has more interested the minds
of mathematicians than that which has been

made by M. Gauss, in his celebrated theorem

relating to the division of the circle. See
Gauss's Theorem and Polygon.

CovtiTER-Harmonical. Sec CoNTRA-/far-
monical.

COUNTERPOISE, any weight which
placed in opposition to another weight pro
duces an equilibrium, but it is more commonly
used to denote the weight used in the Roman
balance or steel-yard.

COURSE, in Navigation, the point of the

compass, or horizon, which the ship steers on,

or the angle which the rhumb line on which
it sails makes with the meridian ; and is some
times reckoned in degrees, and sometimes iu
points and quarter points of the compass.

CRAIG (John), a very respectable Scotch
mathematician, author of a very singular work,
entitled, " Theologioe Christiana principia
Mathematical' which was printed at London
in 1689, and reprinted at Leipsic in 1756, in
which he maintains by mathematical calcula
tion that Christianity will last ouly 1454 years
from the date of his writing.

Besides his numerous papers in the London
Philosophical Transactions, and the work
above mentioned, he published

" Methodus
1'igurarum Quadratus," &c. An. 1685 ; " De

Quadratures et Locis," 1693 ;
" De Calcula

Fluentium," 1718. This author is well known
by his general and commodious formulae for
the construction of local equations of the third
and fourth degrees. His treatise " De Cur-
vartim Quadraturis," contains many ingenious
inventions, and especially some very general
scries, which, by the comparison of the coef
ficients of those series with the exponents of
the equation of the proposed curve, will im
mediately give the area in finite terms, when
that is possible ; which method he farther pur
sued, and improved in his treatise " De Cal-
culo Fluentium." We have no exact account
of either the birth or death of this author.

CRAMER (Gabriel), a mathematician of
Geneva, born in 1694. He became professor
of mathematics, and a member of most of the
learned societies in Europe. He died in 1752.
He wrote some ingenious original pieces,
among which the principal is entitled, " In
troduction a l'Analysc dcs Lignes courbes
algebraiques," in 4to. which was published at
Geneva in 1750. This work is equally de
serving of recommendation for the profound
ness of its doctrine, and the perspicuity of its
developements. Cramer also edited the works
of John and James Bernoulli.

CRANE, in Astronomy, a southern constel
lation. See Gruss.

CRATER, the Cup, a southern constella
tion. See Constellation.

CREPUSCULUM, in Astronomy, twilight;
the time from the first dawn or appearance of
the morning to the rising sun ; and again, be
tween the setting of the sun and the last re
mains of day. Pappus derives the word from
ereperus; whicli, he says, anciently signified
uncertain, doubtful, viz. a dubious light.
The crepusculum is usually computed to begin
and end when the sun is about 18 degrees be
low the horizon ; for then the stars of the sixth
magnitude disappear in the morning, and ap
pear in the evening. It is of longer duration
in the solstices than in the equinoxes, and
longer in an oblique than in a right' sphere.
The crepuscula are occasioned by the sun's
rays refracted in our atmosphere, and reflected
from the particles thereof to the eye. See
Twilight.

CREUTZER, a coinage of Germany, 20 of
which is 1 Copfstiick.

CRONICAL. Sec Achronical.
CRONOS, a name anciently given to the

planet Saturn.
CROSIER, a southern constellation. See

Constellation. It is by means of four of
the stars in this constellation that navigators
find the south pole.

CROSS, an instrument used in surveying
for the purpose of raising perpendiculars. It
consists merely of two pair of sights set at
right angles to each other, mounted on a staff,
of a [convenient height for use. The method
of using it

,
is to get in a line with one pair of

sights, the marks at the extremities of the
base line, or that on which the perpendicular
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ii to be raised, and through the other pair the
mark or object to which the perpendicular is
to be measured ; and the line or distance be
tween the foot of the staff and the object will
be the perpendicular required. See SUR
VEYING.

CRoss-Multiplication. See Duodecimals.
CROSS-Stqff, or Fore-Staff, an instrument

formerly used by mariners for taking the me
ridian altitude of the sun or stars.

CROWN, in Astronomy. See Corona.
Crown, in Geometry. Sec Circular Ring.
Crown, is also a silver coinage of England

and many other countries; the English crown
is equal in value to 5 shillings; the Danish
crown is 2s. 8J-d. ; Germany, 4s.7£d. ; French,
4s. 9£d. sterling.

CRYSTALLINE Heavens, in the old as
tronomy, two orbs imagined between the pri-
mum mobile and the firmament, ill the Ptole
maic system, in which the heavens are sup
posed solid, and only susceptible of a single
motion. These orbs arc said to have been
introduced by Alphonsus, in order to explain
what the ancients called the motion of trepi
dation or titnbation.

CUBATURE, is the finding the solid eon-
tent of any proposed body, the same as quad
rature signifies the finding the superficial
area.

CUBE, in Solid Geometry, is a regular solid
body, consisting of six equal square sides or
faces, and is otherwise called a Hex.«dron,
which see.

The solidity of a cube is equal to the cube
of the length of its side; and the surface equal
to six times the square of the same DUPLICA
TION of the Cube. Sec Duplication.

CUBES, or Cube Numbers, iu Arithmetic,
and the Theory of Numbers, arc those whose
cube root is a complete integer ; or they are
numbers produced by multiplying a given
number twice into itself, or by the multiplica
tion of three equal factors, thus, 1x1x1 = 1;
2x2x2 = 8;3x3x3= 27; 4x4 x4=64,
&c. are cube numbers.

There are several remarkable properties
belonging to cube numbers, the principal of
which are as follow :

1. All cube numbers arc of one of the forms
4n. or 4n + 1, that is, all cube numbers arc
either divisible by 4, or when divided by 4
leave 1 for a remainder.

2. All cube numbers are of one of the forms
9n, or 9 it = 1 ; that is, they are either di
visible by 9, or when divided by 9, they leave
for a remainder ± 1 .

3. Cube numbers divided by 6 leave the
same remainder as their root, when divided
by 6. And consequently the difference be
tween any integral cube and its root is di
visible by 0.

4. Neither the sum nor difference of two
robes ran be a cube, that is

,

the equation

*5 ± y
J

= z1 is impossible.

5
. The sum of any number of consecutive
cubes beginning with unity is a square, whose

root is equal to the sum of the roots of all the
cubes; thus

l3 + 23 = 9 = 31
l1 + 23 + 33 = 36 = 6*
l3 + 23 + 33 4- 43 = 100 = 101

&c. &c.
6. The third differences of consecutive cubes

arc equal to each other, being each equal to 6 ;

thus
Cubes 1 8 27 64 125
lstdiff. 7 19 37 61
2d difl\ 12 18 24
3d diff. 6 = 6 = &c.

See the demonstration of these and various
other properties of cube numbers, in Barlow's" Theory of Numbers," part 1

,

chap. v.
Cube Root of a Number, is that number

which being multiplied twice by itself will
produce the given number.

Tofind the Cube Root of a given Number.

lit Method. —1. Separate the given number
into periods of three figures each, by putting

a point over the place of units, another over
the place of thousands, and so on ov er every
third figure, to the left hand iu integer, and
to the right in decimals ; and then find the
nearest cube root of the first period and set it

in the quotient.
2. Subtract the cube of the figure of the

root, thus found, from the first period, to the
left hand, and annex the following period to
the remainder for a dividend.

3. Divide this dividend by 3 times the
square of the figure of the root above deter
mined, and the first figure of the quotient will
be the second figure of the root.

4. Subtract the cube of these two figures of
the root from the first two periods on the left,
and to the remainder annex the following pe
riod, for a new dividend, which divide as be
fore; and so on till the whole is finished. And
finally point off as many figures for integers
as there are periods of integers in the proposed
number.

Ex. Required the cube root of 41278 242816

4i278-2428l6(34 56 root
33 = 27

3*x3 = 27)14278(4 2d figure of the root
41278 1st two periods

343 = 39304

34*x3=3468) 1974-242(5, 3d figure
41278-242 1st three periods

3453 = 41063 625

345*x 3=357075) 214 (>l7816(6-41h figure

and thns the operation may be carried on till
the root be obtained to any degree of accuracy
required. This method, how ever, is extremely
laborious, and is seldom or never employed ;

as other methods have been found in which the
approximation is carried on much more ra
pidly.

2d Method. Find by trials the nearest ra
tional cube to the given number, and call it

the assumed cube. Then, as double the as
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sunn (1 cube added to the given number, is to
double the given number added to the as

sumed cube, so is the root of the assumed
cube to the required root, nearly. Or, as the
first sum is to the difference of the given num
ber and assumed cube, so is the assumed root
to the difference of the roots, nearly. —By
taking the cube of the root thus found, for
the assumed cube, and repeating the opera
tion, the root will be had to a still greater
degree of exactness.

Ex. Required the cube root of 21035-8. By
a few trials the root is found to be between 27
and 28. Taking, therefore, 27, its cube is
19683, which is the assumed cube. Then,

19683 21035-8
2 2

39366
21035-8

42071.6
19683

61754-6 ::27: 27-604.7As 60401-8
the root nearly.

Again, for a second operation, the cube of
this root is 21035-318645156823, and the pro
cess by the latter method will be

21035-318645 &c.

2_
42070-637290 210358
21035 8 21035-318645 &c.

As 63106-43729 : difi. -481355:: 27 6047:
thedif. -000210834

conseq. the root req. is 27-6049 10834

The above rule, which is as simple as can
be expected, seems to have been derived from
Dr. Halley's rational formula, and was first
given in the above form by Dodson.

3d Method. Write the given number under
the form a? ±. b, then by the binomial theorem,

s/(a' ±1 )
~

a ± r ±vv '
3a4 3.6 a> 3- 6 9a8

2.5.8.6
^ £ jn wnjcn formula sub-3.6.9.12a"

stituting the values of a and b, the root may
as above be found to any degree of accuracy
required. It should be observed, however,
that this formula can only be advantageously
employed when the given number is only a.
little more or less than an exact cube.

Ex. Extract the cube root of 1001.
Here 1001 = 103 + 1, therefore a = 10 and
b zz 1 ; consequently

^ 1001 = 10 + - 5^ + sife- &c-

V^lOOl =10+ -003333 — 000001111 +&c.=
10.0033322.

4th Method, by logarithms. Divide the loga
rithm of the given number by 3, and the quo
tient will be the logarithm of the root ; the na
tural number of which will be the root itself.

Thus to find the cube root of 7867.
log. 7867 = 3)3 897404
root 19715 z= 1 299 135

Such arc the principal rules for extracting
the cube root of numbers, of which the last by

logarithms is certainly by far the simplest;
but here the root cannot always be found to
that degree of accuracy that might be desired.
However, with a good table of logarithms, 6
or 7 places of figures may be depended upon,
which is enough for most practical purposes.

CUBIC Equation, in Algebra, is that in
which the highest power of the unknown
quantity rises to the third degree, as xJ +
azl+6x + c = o;if only the third power
enters, it is called a simple cubic equation, the
solution of which presents no difficulty, being
found by means of the rules given under the
article Simple Equations. When other pow
ers beside the third enters, the roots are found
in the following manner.

Having first reduced the equation to the
formx3+ ax = 5. See Equation. Make x —
p + q, then

( x1 =p* + 3pq(p + q) +?3(«i = « (/
> + ?)

Whence by addition, since p + q

~ x, we
have

i3 + ax —

p
3 + (3pq + a)x + q'=:b.

If, therefore, wo assume a — — 3pq, we
have pi + ?3 = c, that is, we obtain the two
following equations:

< j>3 + v
3 = b

I 3pq = — a.

The second gives p — which cubed,

and substituted, in the first gives,

=4 + 9
3 = *;

27 j3

or, by reduction,

H H

27
Whence, q

1 zz { b ± ^(i*1 + T'r
and, q = J \ {b ± ✓ + ^«3) \

in the same way,

p =y\{b± ✓ (l^ + ^a3). j
Whence x in the proposed equation, becomes
x=<y({b + s\b*+j7a>)+J({b-)

Which formula is commonly, though er
roneously, called Cardens Ride for Cubic
Equations. See History of Algebra.

In the above formula J bx is always positive,
being the square of \ b

, but ,'7 a3 will be ne
gative, or positive, according as a, in the pro
posed equation, is negative or positive, being
the cube of ja; in the latter case, each branch
of the root has a real value, which may be as
certained by the proper rules ; and in the for
mer ease, the same will havcplacc.if^a3 < J61 ;

but if a be negative, and -X a1 > \ b%, then
each branch taken separately becomes ima
ginary, and the root cannot be found by this
rule ; notwithstanding that the two together
are equal to a real quantity. This is what is

termed the Irreducible Case in Cubic Equations,
the solution of which, by means of formula,
has bid defiance to the attempts of many of
the ablest mathematicians of modern times.
See Irrepuciblk Case.
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EXAMPLES.

V Giving the equation x' + 6x = 4, to
find i.

Here a = + 6, and 6 = 4-4, therefore the
formula

-✓tt6* + ^«3)}
becomes

= iJV(2 4- ^4 + 8) + V(2— v/4 + 8)
or x = V(2 + ^12) + V(2 — v^).

2. Giving the equation x3 + 18x=6, tofindx.
Here a = + 18, 6 — 6, therefore | 4 = 3,

i b1= 9, and T'T »3 = 216 ; whence
'*= V(3 4-^9 4-2l6) + V(3— ./9 4-216)
or i = i/ (3 4- s/225) + {/ (3 '225)
or z=i/18 + V— 12— V 18- V 12—331313.

3. Giving the equation x3 — 15x=4, to find x.
Here a = — 15, b = 4, therefore 16 = 2,

i i1 = 4, ^ g3 = — 126 ; whence;

z= i/ (2+ ^4— 125) + i/ (2— >/4— 125)
or x=?/(2 4- 11*/— 1)+ V(2 — 1W- 1)
which is therefore of the Irreducible form, both
branches of the root being imaginary. But
in this particular case, as also in some others,
the root of each may be extracted. See Surds.
From which it will be seen that

V(2 + 1W— 1) = 2 + y/— 1

V(2— 11 v'— 1) = 2 — ^—1.
Whence by addition, x — 4 is one of the

roots of the proposed equation.
Another method of solving cubic equations

is by certain trigonometrical formula-, the first
hint of which was given by Bombelli in his
Algebra ; but the formula were first exhibited
by Vieta. Next, Albert Girard, in his Inven
tion NomtUe en V Algebra, shows how to re
solve the irreducible case by similar means;
since which time these formulie have become
pretty generally known ; in order to an enu
meration of which, it will be necessary to di
vide the general equation x3 + a x —

b, into
the four following distinct forms ; according
as a and b are positive or negative, and as

z7 «3, is greater or less than J 5
*, in the latter

case.

Form 1 x3 + ax — b = 0

2 x3 + ax + b =z 0

3 x3 — ax — 6 = 0

4 x3 — ax + 6 = 0

Solution of Form l...x3 + ax — 6 = 0.

Put i . (| )*=tan.z; and V tan.(45°— \z)=
tan. «.

Then...x = 2 y/ \ x cot. 2u.

Solution o
f Form 2...X3 4- ax + 6 = 0.

• Put | (- tan. z, and V tan. (45°— {z) =

tan. a.

Then wiM...x = — 2\/ "
x cot. 2«.

S
B

Solution of Form 3...X1 — ax — 6 = 0.
This form resolves its«lf into two cases,

according as - is less, or greater, than 1
.

In the first case, put ?
^

~ cos* *' an(*

V tan. (45° — \ z) = tan. «.

Then will...x = 2 \/ ~ x cos. 2 «.

9

In the second case, put

^ ^

- \^ = cos. x,

then has x the three following values, mr.

1 x = 2 x/ 5 X cos. ^3 3

2 x=—2\/
|xcos.^60°

+ *)

3 »=—3s/| X

coS.(60°-|)
Solution o

f Form 4...X3 — ox + 6 — 0.

This form has also two cases, according as

■
2

is less, or greater, than 1
.

In the first case, put ?

(g)^ = cos.x, and

V tan. (45° — | z) = tan. u.

Then will...x = — 2x/ 5 X cos. 2h.

9

In the second case, put -
(~)T = cos, z,

then has x the three following values :

1 x- — 2\/t x cos. |

2 x= 2V/| xcos.
(60°+ |)

3 x= 2\/ | X cos.
^60°— 0

The two latter cases of forms 3, and 4
,

belong
to the irreducible case, each of which gives
three real roots, or values of x, whereas the
other forms have each only one real root. See
Irreducible Case.

Beside these two methods of solving cubic
equations, others have been given b
y different
authors; and various series have been con
trived for this purpose. See a paper on this
subject by Dr. Hutton, in the Philosophical
Transactions for 1780; also the tracts of the
same author. Legendrc has shown how to
find the roots of cubic equations by Continued
Fraction's, which may be seen in Part 1

,

of his
Essai sur la Tlieorie dot Nombres. And an ad
mirable «hapter on the same subject, in Bon-
nycastle's

" Algebra," vol. ii.
Construction of Cubic Equations. Sec Con-

STRt'CIION.
Cubic Hyperbola and Parnbola. See Hy

perbola and Parabola.
CUBING a Solid. See Cubature.
CUBO-G/Ae, the 6th power.
CvBO-Cubo-Cube, the 9th power.
CULMINATE, (Cnlmen, Latin), to be ver

tical, or on the meridian.
CULMINATING Point, that point of a

circle of the sphere that is on the meridian.
CULMINATION, in Astronomy, the pas

sage of any heavenly body over the meridian,
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•r its greatest altitude during its diurnal re

volution.
In order to find the time of a star's culmi

nating, we must estimate the time nearly, and
find the right ascension both of the sun and
star corrected for this estimated time ; then
the difference between these right ascensions,
converted into solar time, at the rate of 15 de

grees to the hour, gives the time of southing.
See White's " Ephemeris," p. 45.

CUNEUS, the Latin term for wedge. See
Wedge.

CUNITIA, a celebrated lady of Silesia,
authoress of a mathematical work entitled
" Urania Propitia," published in 1650, in
Latin and German; in which arc contained
various accurate astronomical tables calculat
ed upon Kepler's hypothesis.

CURRENTS, (from curro, I run), in navi

gation, are certain settings of the stream, by
which ships are obliged to alter their course,
in order to arrive at the destined port. The
setting of the current is that point of the com
pass to which the waters run ; and the drift of
the current is the rate it runs per hour. For
the method of determining their course and
drift, sec Robertson's " Navigation," vol. ii.
book 7, sect. 8, where the sailing in currents
is largely exemplified.

CURSOR, a Runner, or Messenger, a small
sliding piece of brass, in some mathematical
instruments; as the piece in an equinoctial
ring dial, which slides to the day of the month,
the point that slides along the beam com

pass, fxc.
CURTATE, Distance, (from curt, sJtort), in

Astronomy, is the distance of a planet's place,
from the sun or earth reduced to the ecliptic ;

or, the interval between the sun or earth, and
that point where a perpendicular, let fall from
the planet, meets with the ecliptic.

CURTATION, is the interval between a
planet's distance from the sun, and the cur
tate distance.

CURVATURE of a Line, is its bending or
flexure; by which it becomes a curve of any
particular form and properties. Thus the na
ture of the curvature of the circle is such,
that every point in the periphery is equally
distant from a point within called the centre ;

and so the curvature of the same circle is
everywhere the same, but the curvature of all
other curves is continually varying.

The curvature of a circle is so much the
more, as its radius is less, being always reci
procally as the radius and the cunature of
other curves is measured by the reciprocal of
the radius of a circle having the same degree
of curvature as any curve has, at some certain
point.

Every curve is bent from its tangent by its
curvature, the measure of which is the same
as that of the angle of contact formed by the
curve and tangent. Now the same tangent
is common to an infinite number of circles, or
other curves, all touching it, and each other
in the same point of contact. So that any
curve may be touched by an infinite number

of different circles at the same point: and
some of these circles fall wholly within it,
being more curved, or having a greater curva
ture than that curve ; while others fall without
it near the point of contact, or between the
curve and tangent at that point, and so, being
less deflected from the tangent than the curve
is, they have a less degree of curvature there.
Consequently there is one, of this infinite num
ber of circles, which neither falls below it nor
above it

,

but, being equally deflected from the
tangent, coincides with it most intimately of
all the circles ; and the radius of this circle is

called the radius of curvature of the curve ;

also the circle itself is called the circle of cur
vature, or the osculatory circle of that curve,
because it touches it so closely that no other
circle can be drawn between it and the
curve.

To determine the Radius and Circle o
fCurvature.

Let A E e be any
curve, concave towards
its axis A D ; draw an
ordinate D E to tho
point E where the curve

is required to be found ;

and suppose EC per
pendicular tothecurve,
and equal to the radius
of the circle REe of
curvature sought; last- B
ly, draw Ed parallel to AD, and de parallel
and indefinitely near to D E ; thereby making
Erf the fluxion or increment of the absciss

A I), also de the fluxion of the ordinate D E,
and V.e that of the curve A E. Now put x —

AD,yzDE,izAH, and r = C E the ra
dius of curvature; then is Erf — x, de — y,
and E« = z.
Now, by Mm. tri. the 3 lines.. Erf, de , Ee ,

or... x , y , z ,

arc respectively as the three. ..GE, G C, CE;
therefore Gl.'.i^GEx;
and the flux, of this equa. i>

GC.i + GC.i = GE.y + GE y,
or because G C =: — B ('

;, it is

GC.i — aG.x = GE.y + GE.y.
But, since the two curves A E and B E have
the same curvature at the point E, their ab
scisses and ordinate* have the same fluxions
at that point, that is Erf or i is the fluxion
both of A U and BG, and deary is the fluxion
both of ]) R and (! I',. In the above equation
therefore substitute x for BG, and y for G E,
and it becomes GC.i — iz — GE . i/ + V y,
or GC.i— Gli.ipi'+y'or'i1.

Now multiply the three terms of this equa
tion respectively by these three quantities,

U X Z
r'rr;- rrr<> rrr. > which are equal, and it becomes

\

1 \

\ \

A.

yx xy —
or — ; and hence r —

-r-r. — , which is the general value of theyx — xy
radius of curvature for all curves w hatever, in
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terms of the fluxions of the absciss and or
dinate.

Farther, as iu any case either x or y
may be supposed to flow equably, that is

,

either x or y constant quantities, or x or y —

to nothing;, by this supposition cither of the
terms in the denominator of the value of r

may be made to vanish. So that when x is

constant, the value of r is — i .,, but r is zz

-rrr when y is constant.
y*

For example, suppose it were required to
find the radius or circle of curvature to any
point of a parabola, its vertex being A, and
axis AD. Now the equation of the curve is

airj1; hence ax — 2yy, and ax —
2y*,

supposing y constant, also a1 x1 — 4y1y1;
hence r, or

*L or (ii±i!)* ig

(V+4y«)l
or (a+4x)l

y'x y'x 2a1 2-/a
the general value of the radius of curvature
for any point E, the ordinate to which cuts
off the absciss ADzar.

Hence, when x or the absciss is nothing,

the last expression becomes barely „ ■ :z

2 %/a

i« = *, for the radius of curvature at the ver
tex of a parabola; that is, the diameter of the
circle of curvature, at the vertex of a para
bola, is equal to a, the parameter of the axis.

For other valuable particulars relating to
curvature, the radii of curvature, &tc. sec Mac-
laurin's "Algebra," Maclaurin's " Fluxions,"
Simpson's

" Fluxions," Stone's " Fluxions,"
Enler's " Analysis Infinitorum," &c.

CL'RVE, in Geometry, is a line, the several
parts of which proceed in different directions,
and are successively posited towards diffe
rent points in space.

A plane Curve, is that of which the several
points in it lie in the same plane ; and when
this is not the case, the curve is said to be
one of double curvature. See Curve of Double
Curvature.

Curve Lines are distinguished into alge
braical or geometrical, and transcendental or
mechanical.

Algebraical or Geometrical Curves, arc
those iu which the relation of the abscisses to
the ordinates can be expressed by a common
algebraical expression.

Transcendental or Mechanical Curves, are
»uch as cannot be defined or expressed by
an algebraical equation ; or when they are
expressed by an equation, one of its terms is

a variable quantity, or a curve line. Sco
Transcendental. Thus, y — log. x, y = A .

•in. x, y

— A . cos. x, &c.
The doctrine of curve lines, in general, as

denoted by algebraical equations, was first in
troduced by Des Cartes, who called algebrai
cal curves geometrical ones ; admitting none
else into the construction of problems. But
iVewton, and after him, Leibnitz and Wolfius,
are of another opinion ; they think that in the

construction of a problem, one curve is not to
be preferred to another, for its being defined
by a more simple equation, but for its being
more easily described.

As in algebra we class eqnations into orders,
according to the number of their dimensions,
so also lines are distinguished into orders, ac
cording to the dimensions of the equation by
which they are expressed ; so that a line re
presented by the general equation

0 — a + bx + cy

is a line of the first order; but this equation
comprises the right line only, which is the
most simple of all lines ; and since, for this
reason, the name curve does not properly ap
ply to the first order, it is usual not to distin
guish the different orders by the name of curve
lines, but simply by the generic term of lines ;

and hence the first order of lines does not com
prehend any curves, but solely the right line.

Lines of the second order, and which are
sometimes called curves of the first order, are
comprised in the general equation

0 ~n + bx + cy + dx1 + exy -f
- fyx\

that is to say, we may class among lines of
the second order all the curve lines which
this equatiou expresses, x and y denoting the
rectangular co-ordinates; which order of lines
are more commonly called conic sections, be
cause they all result from sections of the cone,
and consists of four species only, viz. the circle,
ellipse, parabola, and hyperbola. The par
ticular equations of these, when the abscisses
begin at the vertex, and the ordinates perpen
dicular to the respective abscisses, are as fol
lows ; viz.

Circle... y
l

=. dx — x1, d being the diameter.
c1

Ellipse., y
1 = — (fac

—
x1) where t and c ara

the two axis of the ellipse.
Parabola... y1~px, where ja is the parameter.

Hyperbola yr— — (tx + x1), t and c repre

senting the two axis of the hyperbola.
Lines o

f the third order, or curves of the
second order, are comprised in the general
equation

0 = a + bx + cy + d X* + exy + fyx +

gxz + hx*y + kxy* + /y3.
Lines of the fourth order, or curves of the

third order, are comprised in the general
equation

0 = a + bx + cy + dx1 + exy + fy* +
gx1 + hxxy + hxy1 + ly1 + mx* + nx3y +
px1y1 + qxy1 + ry+ ;

taking always z and y for rectangular co
ordinates.

Hence, it appears that in a general equa
tion of the third order there are 10 constant
quantities, and in that of the fourth order 15,
which may be determined at pleasure ; whence

it results that the kinds of lines of the third
order, and much more those of the fourth and
higher orders, are considerably more numerous

than those of the second.
According to Newton, there are 72 species

of lines of the third order ; but Sterling dis
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covered four more species of redundant hy

perbolas ; and Stone two other species of
redundant hyperbolas, expressed by the equa
tion ary* = bx1 -|

- ex + d; viz. in the ease

when bx1 + cx + d — 0 has two unequal
negative roots, and in that where the equa
tion has two equal negative roots. So that
there are at least 78 different species of lines
of the third order. Indeed Euler, who classes
all the varieties of lines of the third order
under 16 general species, affirms that they
comprehend more than 80 varieties. And the
same author has shown thai lines of the fourth
order comprize more than 5000 varieties ; and
those of the fifth and higher orders, must of
course be much more numerous.

The theory of curves forms a very consi
derable branch of the mathematical science ;

of which, however, it is impossible to give
any idea adequate to its importance and in
terest, in the limits to which we must confine
this article ; we must, therefore, confine our
observations to some of the most popular
curves, and refer the reader who is desirous
of farther information, to the works mentioned
at the conclusion of this article.

To find the Equation o
f a Curve, its description

or characteristic properties being given.

1. Of the Circle.' —Here the characteristic
property is

,

that all lines drawn from the -cen
tre to the circumference are equal to each other.

Let therefore C P = r, MP = y, MA = i,
then CM = r — x, and CP1— CM1 = PM*
(Euclid, xlviL 1); that is,

r1 — (r — x)z
—

y*, or y
1 — 2r x —
x%

which is the equation to the circle.
2. Of the Parabola. — Let a point S be taken

without the right line C B, and let the infinite
line S M revolve about the point S in the
plane SBC; also let CM, which is perpen
dicular to CB, cut SM in M; then if SM
be always equal to CM, the point M will
describe a parabola.

* .ASF
Through S draw BSP at right angles to

CB, and if SB be bisected in A, the curve
will pass through that point. Draw MP per
pendicular to B P ; and let A P = x, P M = y,
AS =a; then

SP* + PM1 = SMl = CM* = BP,> or

(x — a)1 + y
1 = (x* + af ; that is,

x1 — 2ax + a1 + y
1 = x1 + lax + or

y1
— 4ax, which is the equation to

the parabola.
Other examples relating to equation of

curves, whose description or whose charac
teristic property is given, will be found under
the articles Cissoid, Conchoid, and other
curves treated of in different parts of this
work.

Having given the Equation of a Curre, to de

scribe it and trace its principal properties.

The method of tracing the curves by points

is extremely obvious ; it is only necessary to
assume any point in a right line, as the origin
of the abscisses, on which having set off any
number of abscisses, find the corresponding
ordinatcs from the given equation to the curve,
and the line passing through all their extre
mities will be the locus of the proposed equa
tion. There arc many cases, however, in
which the locus may be described by the mo
tion of lines, auglcs, &c. ; as is the case in all
the conic sections, and many other curves, as

the cissoid, conchoid, kc; and in these cases
it is obvious we may use the mechanical con

struction, to find the roots of the equation ; an
example of which, for a biquadratic and
cubic, is given under the article Construc
tion, and several others may be seen in chap,
ii. part 3

, of Maclaurin's " Algebra."
Before we proceed to show the principal

properties of a curve, from the given equation
by which it is expressed, it will be proper to
define some of the terms commonly employed
in this rosearch.

1
. The line BD.which continually approaches

towards the curve PF, without touching it,
except at an infinite distance, is called an
asymptote. See Asymptote.

2. If the curve cuts itself by passing twice
through the same point, as at P

,

then P is

called a pnnctum duplex.
3. If the curv e cuts itself twice in the same

point, it is called a pnnctum triplex, &c.
4. The o^al contained between C and P is

called a nodus.

5. If the oval be indefinitely small, so that
the nodus vanish, the point P is called a pnnc
tum conjngatum.

6. That point in which two of the branches
of the curve terminate, is called a **pi*\

These terms will be better understood by
referring to the article Conchoid. Sec also
the following examples.

Exam. 1
. Let tiic proposed equation be

oy — x1.
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\m m/

Assume the point A in the right line CAB;
and set off AP =z x, A V = — x ; now in

•both cases y will bo positive, and y increases
as x increases ; the curve, therefore, has two
infinite branches on the same side of the line
C B. This curve is the common parabola.

Exam. 2. Let now the proposed equation
be aly — x3.

Here, since the power of x is an odd num
ber, when i is negative y is also negative; the
curve has, therefore, two infinite branches, on
different sides of the line CB. This curve is
a line of the third order, and is called the
cubical parabola.

Exam. 3. Let the proposed equation be

{a'-xl) x (*— 4)*=s»yj ory = ✓(a1— *»)

M^-—

11■■——

Here, if i = 0 then y becomes infinite, and
therefore the ordinate at A is an assymptote to
the curve. If AB = b, and P be taken be
tween A and B, then shall PM and PM' be

equal, and lie on different sides of tha absciss
A P. If x —

b, then the two values of y va
nish, because x — 6 = 0; and consequently
the curve passes through B, and has there a
pmctum duplex.

If A P be taken greater than A B, then shall
there be two values of y, as before, having
contrary signs ; that value which was positive
before, being now become negative, and the
negative value being become positive.

But if A D be taken equal to a, aud P comes
to D, then the two values of y vanish, because

✓(a2— i1)
— 0. And if A Pis taken greater

than A D, then a1 — x1 becomes negative,
and the values of y impossible ; and therefore
the curve does not pass beyond D.

If now x be supposed negative, we shall

find y = ± v(al — x1) x ft + *)
x

and if x vanish both these values of y become
infinite, and consequently the curve has two
infinite arcs on each side of the asymptote.
As x increases y diminishes, and when
x — a, y

— 0 ; and consequently the curve
passes through E, if AE be taken equal to
A D on the opposite side. If x be supposed
greater than a, then y becomes impossible ;
and therefore no part of the curve can be
found beyond E. This curve is the conchoid
of Nicomedes.

If a — b it will have a cuspit in B, the nodus
between B and D vanishing. And if a be less
than b, the point B will be a punctum conju-
gatum.

Our limits will not admit of entering further
on this subject ; the reader, therefore, who is
desirous of further information on this inte
resting subject, is referred to Cramer's " In
troduction a l'Analyse des Ligncs Courbes
Algcbraiques;" which is a most admirable
work, composed by its author for the use of
students. The Appendix to Maclaurin's Al
gebra, entitled " De Linearum Geomctrica-
rum," &c. (which is translated into English
in some of the editions of the above work) ;
also the " Geometria Organica," of the same
author. Stirling's " Lineae tertii ordinis New-
tonianae," and Euler's "Introductio in Ana
lysis Iniinitoruni," vol. 2. Other writers on
this subject, beside the several treatises on
the conic sections, are Archimedcs's " Do
Spiralibus;" Des Carte's "Geometria;" Bar
row's " Lcctiones Geomctricae ;" Newton's" Enumcratio Linearum Tertii Ordines ;"
Brackenridge's " Descriptio Linearum Curva-
i urn." See also a dissertation on this subject
by Carnot, in his " Geometric de Position."

Newton shows that curves may be generated
by shadows. He says, if upon any infinite
plane, illuminated from a lucid point, the sha
dows of figures be projected, the shadows of
the conic sections will always be conic sec
tions; those of the curves of the second kind,
will always be curves of the second kind ;
those of the curves of the thud kind, will
always be curves of the third kind ; and so on,
ad infinitum.

And, like as the projected shadow of a cir
cle generates all the conic sections, so the
five diverging parabolas, by their shadows,
will generate and exhibit all the rest of the
curves of the second kind : and thus some of
the most simple curves of the other kinds may
be found, which will form, by their shadows
upon a plane, projected from a lucid point, all
the other curves of that same kind. And in
the French Memoirs may be seen a demon
stration of this projection, with a specimen of
a few of the curves of the second order, which
may be generated by a plane cutting a solid
formed from the motion of an infinite right
line along a diverging parabola, having an
oval always passing through a given or fixed
point above the plane of that parabola. The
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Above method of Newton has also been pur
sued and illustrated with great elegance by
Mr. Murdoch, in his treatise entitled " Ncw-
toni Genesis Curvarum per umbras, seu Per
spective Universalis Elementa."

Mr. Maclaurin, in his " Geometria Orga-
nica," shows how to describe several of the

species of curves of the secoud order, espe
cially those having a double point, by the mo
tion of right lines and angles ; but a good
commodious description, by a continued mo
tion of those curves which have no double

point, is ranked by Newton among the most
difficult problems. Newton gives also other
methods of description, by lines or angles
revolving above given poles ; and Mr. Brae-
kenridge has given a general method of de

scribing curves, by the intersection of right
lines moving about points in a given plane.
See Phil. Trans. No. 437, or Abr. vol. viii.
p. 58 ; and some particular cases are demon
strated in his " Exerc. Geometrica de Curva
rum Descriptione."

Family of Curves, is an assemblage of seve
ral curves of different kinds, all defined by the
same equation of an indeterminate degree ;

but differently, according to the diversity of
their kind.

For example, suppose an equation of an in
determinate degree, a"-' x — y": if m — 1,
then will ax~yz; if m=3, then will alx — y'i;
if m — 4, then is a3x —

»/+, &e. ; all which
curves are said to be of the same family or
tribe.

Curve of Double Curvature, is used to de
note the curve-line, all the parts of which are
not situated in the same plane.

A curve which can only be traced upon a

curve surface, and not upon a plane surface,
is called a curve of double curvature. These
kiuds of curves may be considered as gene
rated by the track of a point which is moved
upon a curve surface, the direction of its mo
tion being continually deflected either towards
the right, or towards the left hand ; thus it
happens that the line so described is curved,
in two senses ; for in effect, it partakes of the
curvature of the curve surfaces, and of the
continual and successive deflections of the
describing point.

Two curve surfaces which mutually pene
trate each other, form also, in general, by
their intersection, a curve of double curvature.
Such, for example, is the curve which is form
ed by the mutual penetration of a right cylin
der and a sphere, supposing that the axis of
the cylinder does not pass through the centre
of the sphere. We have said in general, for
it may happen, on account of particular cir
cumstances, that the intersections of two
curve surfaces is a plane curve. Thus, in the
preceding example, if the axis of the cylinder
passed through the centre of the sphere, tho
curve of intersection would be the common
circle. Ingenious disquisitions on curves of
double curvature, have been given by Euler,
Cramer, Bossut, and Lacroix.

Curve of Equabls Approach, Sec Approach.

Curve, Exponential, is a curve defined by
an exponential equation.

Curve of quickest Descent. See Brachy-
STOCHRONE.

Curve, Reflectoire. Sec Anaclastic.
CURVILINEAR, any thing relating to

curves ; as curvilinear angle, figure, surface,
See.; being such as arc formed or bounded by
curves.

CUSP, Ct'SPis, in Astronomy, properly de
notes the point of a spear, but is used to ex
press the points or horns of the moon, or other
luminary.

Cusp, in Geometry, is used for the point, or
corner, formed by two parts of a curve meet
ing and terminating there.

CYCLE (from xux^o,-, a circle of time), a
certain period or series of numbers, proceed
ing orderly from first to last, then returning
again to the first, and so circulating perpe
tually.

Cycles have chiefly arisen from the incom
mensurability of the revolutions of the earth
and celestial bodies to one another. The ap
parent revolution of the sun about the earth
has been arbitrarily divided into 24 hours,
which is the basis or foundation of all our
mensuration of time, whether days, years, &c.
But neither the annual motion of the sun, nor
that of the other heavenly bodies, can be
measured exactly, and without any remain
der, by hours, or their multiples. That of the
sun, for example, is 365 days, 5 hours, 49 mi
nutes, nearly ; that of the moon, 29 days,
12 hours, 44 minutes, nearly.

Hence, in order to express these fractions
in whole numbers, and yet in numbers which
only express days and years, cycles have been
invented; which, comprehending several revo
lutions of the same body, replace it, after a
certain number of years, in the same points of
the heaven whence it first departed; or, which
is the same thing, in the same place of th»
civil calendar.

The most remarkable of these are the fol
lowing:

The Cycle of the Sun, or Solar Cycle, is a re
volution of 28 years, in which time the days
of the months return again to the same days
of the week ; the sun's place to the same signs
and degrees of the ecliptic on the same month
and days, so as not to differ one degree in 100
years ; and the leap-years begin the same
course over again, with respect to the days of
the week on which the days of the month fall.

The Cycle of the Moon, commonly called the
Golden Number, is a revolution of 19 years; in
which time the conjunctions, oppositions, and
other aspects of the moon, are within an hour
and a half of being the same as they were on
the same days of the months 19 years before.
The indiction is a revolution of 15 years, used
only by the Romans for indicating the times
of certain payments made by the subjects to
the republic. It was established by Constan-
tine. A.D. 312.

The year of our Saviour's birth, according-
to the vulgar tera, was the ninth year of tha
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iol&r cycle, the first year of the lunar cycle ;

and the 313th year after hi.s birth was the first
year after the Roman indiction.

Hence, to find the Year of the Solar Cycle,
add 9 to any given year of Christ, and divide
the sum by 28, the quotient is the number of
cycles elapsed since his birth, and the remain
der is the cycle for the given year : if nothing
remains, the cycle is 28.

To find the Lunar Cycle. —Add one to the
given year of Christ, and divide the sum by
19; the quotient is the number of cycles
elapsed in the interval, and the remainder is
the cycle for the given year : if nothing re
mains, the cycle is 19. Lastly, subtract 312
from the given year of Christ, and divide the
remainder by 15, and what remains after this
division, is the indiction for the given year: if
nuthiug remains, the indiction is 15.

The Cycle of Easter, also called the Diony-
tim Period, is a revolution of 532 years; found
by multiplying the solar cycle 28 by the lunar
cycle 19. If the -new moons did not antici
pate upon this cycle, Easter-day would always
be the Sunday uext after the full moon which
follows the twenty-first of March; but, on
account of the above anticipation, to which
no proper regard was had before the late alte
ration of the style, the ecolcsiastic Easter has
several times been a week different from the
true Easter within this last century; which
inconvenience is now remedied by making
the table, which used to fiud Easter for ever,
in the Common Prayer Book, of no longer
use than the lunar difference from the new
«tyle will admit of. The earliest Easter pos
sible, isthe22d of March; the latest, the 25th
of April. Within these limits are thirty-five
days, and the number belonging to each of
them is called the number of direction ; be
cause thereby the time of Easter is found for
any given year.

CYCLOGRAPH, (from xt/xXoj, a circle,
and ypaQ*, I describe), an instrument, as its
name imports, used for describing arches of
circles, commonly in those cases which require
a greater radii than can be obtained with a
pair of compasses ; and in some cases, where
this simple instrument cannot be employed.

The most simple cyclograph, next to the
compasses, is that commonly used by artificers
in describing arches for the tops of doors,
windows, &.C.

C

DCE represent two rods, forming any de
termined angle at C ; A and B are two fixed
pins, or nails, between which the cyclograph
DCE is made to move, keeping both legs in
constant contact with those points ; so will
the angle C describe the arch of a circle, as is
obvious, because all angles in the same seg
ments are equal to each other; and therefore,

ronrersely, if the angles be equal the curve is

the arch of a circle. The description of other
instruments of this kind may be seen in
Adams's " Geom. and Graph. Essays," p. 151.

CYCLOID, (from xux\o,- and ti3o;, like), or
Trochoid, a mechanical or transcendental
curve, possessing several very curious pro
perties; the generation of which will be un
derstood from the following figure.

i

Conceive the circle EPE to rotate along
the right line A B, in the same plane with the
circle, until a fixed point P in the circumfe
rence, which at first touched the right line at
A, touches it again at B, after an entire revo
lution ; then the curve A C B, traced upon the
plane by the point P, is called a cycloid.

The line A B is called the base, and DC
the axis of the cycloid; and the circle EPE
the generating circle.

K J
( E
A JJ B

If the point P be without the circumferenca
of the generating circle, then the curve de
scribed by that point is properly called a tro
choid, but commonly also a curtate cycloid.

T.

And if the point P be within the circum
ference of the generating circle, then th«
curve is called the prolate cycloid.

If the generating circle, instead of revolv
ing along a right line, as in the above figures,
is made to revolve along1 either the concave or
convex circumference of another circle, then
the curve so generated is called an Epicy
cloid; the principal properties of which will
be found under that article.

The cycloid is a modem curve, the inven
tion- of which has been attributed by Wallis
to one Bovillns, who wrote about the year
1501 ; and Cardinal Cusa, who lived about
fifty years earlier, is also said to have dis
covered this curve ; but neither of them seems
to have been acquainted with any of its pro
perties, and the simple description of it does
not appear to entitle them to be considered as

its inventor.
Galileo, about the year 1615, and other ma
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thcmaticians of that date, made some re

searches relating to this curve ; but they were

not attended with success. Roberval was the

first who found the area of the cycloid, and the

same was afterwards done by Torricelli ; and

the drawing of tangents to it was effected both

by Dc.s Cartes and Fermat.
Pascal, under the feigned name of Detton-

ville, in 1658, proposed some problems con

cerning this curve to the mathematicians of
that day, offering a prize to any one who

should answer them within a given time.

These problems related to finding the areas

of certain cycloidal spaces, the centre of gra

vity of the figure, and of certain of its seg
ments, and the dimensions of solids generated
by the revolution of different parts of the

curve.
Dr. Wallis undertook these problems, and

claimed the prize; but it was refused, in con

sequence of some mistake that he had made,

which was not however in principle, but

merely in the calculation. Huygens also in

vestigated the nature of the cycloid, and en

riched it with several curious properties. Leib
nitz and John Bernoulli discovered certain

qnadruble spaces ; and the latter found it to

be the curve of swiftest descent.
We cannot in this place enter into an in

vestigation of the several curious properties
which belong exclusively to the cycloid, as
this would occupy much more space than can

with propriety be allotted to this article ; we
must, therefore, content ourselves with enu

merating the principal of them, and refer the

reader for their demonstrations to the works
mentioned at the conclusion of the article.

Properties of the Cycloid. —Draw any right
ordinate FGH, fig. 1. above, join CG, and

from H draw III parallel to CG, meeting the

axis DC produced in I. Then,
1. IH is a tangent to the cycloid at the

point H.
2. The circular arc C G is equal to the right

line HG.
3. The semi-circumference CGD = semi-

base DB.
4. The cycloidal arc CH =: double the

chord CG.
5. The semi-cycloidal arc C B =: double the

diameter C D.
6. The area of the cycloid A C B A = triple

the area of the circle CGD.
7. The three spaces ACD, the circle CGD,

and C B D, are equal to each other.
8. The upper segment of a cycloid cut off

by a line parallel to the base, at \ of the axis
from the vertex, is equal to the regular hex

agon inscribed in the generating circle.

9. The solid generated by the revolution of
the cycloid about its base A B, is to its cir
cumscribing cylinder as 5 to 8.

10. The solid generated about the tangent

parallel to the base, is to its circumscribing
cylinder as 7 to 8.

11. And the solid generated about the tan

gent parallel to the axis, is to its circumscrib

ing cylinder as 6 to 8.

12. The centre of gravity of the whole cy
cloid, is f ths of the axis from the vertex.

O

13. The evolute of a cycloid is another equal
cycloid. Hence, if two equal semi-cycloid«
OP, OQ, be joined at O, so that OM = MK,
the diameter of the generating circle, and the
string of a pendulum be suspended at O, hav

ing its length = OK = OP; then by plying
the string round the curve O P, to which it is

equal, and the ball of the pendulum be let go,
it will describe and vibrate in the other cycloid
PKQ. And all its vibrations, whether in
great arcs or in small ones, will be performed
in the same time. And the time of one vibra
tion is to the time of falling perpendicularly
through the axis MK, as the circumference
of a circle to its diameter, or as 3-1416 : 1.

14. The cycloid is the curve of swiftest de
scent; that is, a body will fall from Q to K,
through the arc OK, in less time than by any
other rout. See Brachystochrone.

Other properties of the cycloid, beside those
above mentioned, may be found in the follow
ing works : Schooten's " Commentary on Des
Cartes;" Torricelli's Appendix "DeDimen-
sione Cycloids," subjoined to his treatise "De
Dimensione Parabolas :" Kabri's " Synopsis
Geometric*:" Wallis's "Treatise upon the
Cycloid:" and Huygen's " Horolog. Oscillat."
Other authors have also written incidentally
upon this subject; as Rciuau, Newton, Leib
nitz, de la Loubere, Roberval, Wren, de la
Hire, Cotes, &c ; and a number of authors of
a later date.

CYGNUS, the Swan, a northern constella
tion. See Constellation.

CYLINDER, is a solid having two equal
circular ends parallel to each other, and every
plane section parallel to the ends is also a cir
cle, and-cqual to them.

Cj liuders are either right or oblique.
A Right Cylindkr, is that whose side is

perpendicular to the plane of its base; as the

figure ABCD.

c

An Oblique Cylinder, is that whose side is
not perpendicular, but oblique to the plane of
its base; as LMNO.

A right cylinder may be conceived to be
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generated by the revolution of a rectangle, as
PBDQ, about one of its sides PQ, which
remains fixed, and which is called the axis
of the cylinder. Or wc may otherwise con
ceive it to be generated by carrying a right
line parallel to itself, abont the circumferences
of two equal and parallel circles ; which an
swers as well for the oblique, as for the right
cylinder.

To find the Surface and Solidity of a Cylinder,
whether right or oblique.

1. Multiply the circumference of its base
by its length, and the product will be the
area.

2. Multiply the area of its base by its per
pendicular height, and the product will be the
solidity.

CYLINDRIC, or Cylindrical, any thing
relating to the cylinder.

Cylindric Ring, is a solid which may be
conceived by supposing a cylinder to be bent
round into a circular form, so as to return
upon itself.

To find the Surface and Solidity of a circular
Ring.

1. Multiply the circumference of a perpen
dicular section of the ring, by half the sum of
the inward and outward diameters, and that
product again by 3*1416, and the last product
will be the surface of the ring.

2. Multiply the area of a perpendicular sec
tion by the same quantities, and the last pro
duct will be the .solidity.

Cylindric Ungida, is a solid formed by a
plane passing obliquely i hrough the side and
base of a cylinder; as EDO, in the figure
below.

To find the Surface and Solidity of a cylindrie
Ungula.

Put h = the height of A D,
v — the versed sine A F,
s — the right sine F G,
c — the cosine \ AB — AF,
b — the base or area of the seg. GAE,
d — the diameter A B,
a — the arc GAE.

Then, 1. Convex surface ~ — (ds — ac)v

2. Solidity =~ (f*- — 6r)

See Hutton's and Bonnycastle's "Mensura
tion."

CYLINDROID, is a solid resembling the
common cylinder, except having elliptical in
stead of circular ends.

CYNOSURA, a name given by the Greeks
to the constellation Ursa Major.

CYPHER. See Cipher.

Daalde, a Dutch coin, value 2s. Id. ster-

••AEEMBKRT. See Alembert D\
DARCEY (Count), an ingenious philoso

pher and mathematician, born in Ireland in
1725, but educated in France, where he con
stantly resided after the age of fourteen.
Darcey was author of several essays; nr. "An
Essay on Artillery," published in 1760; and
another "On the Duration of Light," 1766;
beside numerous papers published in the Me
moirs of the Academy of Sciences, from the
year 1742 to 1765 ; as also in tome i. of the
"Savans Etrangers." This author died in
1779, in the fifty-fourth year of his age.

DARK Chamber. Sec Camera Obtcura.
Dark Rays, in Philosophy, are certain ema

nations from the sun, that have been recently
discovered, which are not perceptible to our
eyes, and are only manifested by their effects
on (he thermometer.

Dr. Herschel and Mr. Ritter are the dis

coverers of these emanations. The former of
those gentlemen observed, that when the rays
of the sun are refracted by a glass prism, and
form the coloured spectrum upon any surface,
a thermometer placed beyond the spectrum is
elevated by the heat of certain rays, or ema
nations, which are by no means visible ; and
which have thence been denominated calorific
rays.

DATA, in Mathematics, denote certain
quantities which are given or known, and by
means of which other quantities, which are
unknown, are to be determined. Euclid, in
his book of " Data," uses this term to denote
such spaces, lines, angle, &c. as are given, or
to which others may be found equal. See
Simson's edition of Euclid's " Duta," given
at the end of " Elements of Geometry."

DATUM, the singular of data.
DAY, in Astronomy, is that portion of time

which elapses between two successive transits
of the sun over the same meridian ; and the

L2
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hours are counted from one period to another,

from one to twenty-four.
In common conversation, the term day im

plies only that portion of time while the sun is

above the meridian, in contradistinction to

night, or that time while the sun is below

the meridian; and the commencement of the

day is reckoned from one midnight to an
other, being divided into two periods of hours,

counted from one to twelve, twice over. See

Civil Day.
Mean Solar Da*y. The solar day is the time

between one transit of the sun and another ;

but this period is not of equal duration at all
seasons of the year, some days exceeding, and

others being less than the mean solar day,
which as the term imports, is a mean between
the lengths of all the days, or that portion of
time which would be accounted a day if they
were all of equal duration. And the accumu
lated difference between the mean solar day
and the successive transits of the sun, is what

gives rise to what is called the equation of
time. See Equation of Time.

Sidereal Day, is that period in which the
earth makes one complete revolution on his
axis, and is measured by the interval between
two successive transits of any fixed star over
the same meridian. The sidereal day is about
four minutes less than the mean solar day, the
difference arising from the motion of the earth
in its orbit. Hence, the number of sidereal
days exceed the number of mean solar days ;

the year consisting of 366 of the former, and
only 365 of the latter. The sidereal day is the
most uniform of all astronomicaf periods,
neither observ ation nor theory having yet de
tected in it the least variation, though some
conjectures as to a want of uniformity have
been advanced.

Euler (in Phil. Trans, vol. xlvi. p. 358) says
be has some reasons, deduced from Jupiter's
action on the earth, to think that the earth's
revolution upon its axis becomes continually
more and more rapid. But M. Laplace
(" Mechanique Celeste," torn, iii.) proves both
from theory and from a computation of eclipses
that took place more than 2000 years ago, that
the mean length of the day has undergone no
change; thus establishing the invariability of
the most essential measure in all astronomical
observations.

Civil Day, is the time allotted for day in
civil purposes, and begins differently in diffe
rent nations, but still including one whole
rotation of the earth on its axis; beginning
either at sun-rise, sun-set, noon, or midnight.
First, at sun-rising, among the ancient Babylo
nians, Persians, Syrians, and most other
eastern nations, with the present inhabitants
of the Balearic Islands, the Greeks, &.c.

Secondly, at sun-setting, among the ancient
Athenians and Jews, with the Austrians, Bo
hemians. Marcomanni, Silesians, modern Ita
lians, and Chinese. Thirdly, at noon, with
astronomers and the ancient Umbri and Ara
bians. And, fourthly, at midnight, among the
»ncient Egyptians and Romans, with the mo

dern English, French, Dutch, Germans, Spa
niards, and Portuguese.

The day is divided into hours; and a cer
tain number of days makes a week, a month,
or a year. The old Latin names for the days
in the week arc still retained in the journals
of parliament and of medical 'men. They are
as follow : dies Solis, dies' Luna, dies Martis,
dies Mcreurii, dies Juris, dies Veneris, atld dies
Satumi.

DECAGON (from Sata. ten, ;m<\yxnx,ang/c),
a plane geometrical figure of ten sides and
ten angles. When all the sides and angles
are equal it is a regular decagon, and may be
inscribed in a circle ; otherwise, not.

If the radius of a circle, or the side of the
inscribed hexagon, be divided in extreme and
mean proportion, the greater segment will be
the side of a decagon inscribed in the same
circle. And, therefore, as the side of the de
cagon is to the radius, so is the radius to the
sum of the two. Whence, if the radius of the
circle be r, the side of the inscribed decagon

will be — X r, and if its side be * its

area =i')C 7-694209.
To inscribe a regular decagon in a circle.

See Pentagon.-
DECEMBER, the last month of our year,

but the tenth month of the Romans, whence
its name ; viz. from decern, ten.

DEC HALES, an excellent mathematician,
born at Chambery in Savoy, in 1611 ; and died
at Turin, where he was professor of mathe
matics, in 1678, in the sixty-seventh year of
his age. His principal works are : 1. An edi
tion of Euclid's Elements. And, 2. A Dis
course on Fortification ; which, with some
others, were collected and printed in 3 vols,
folio, under the title of " Mundus Mathema-
ticus ;" and afterwards enlarged in 4 vols,

folio, Lyons, 1690.

DECIMAL Arithmetic (decimal tenths), in
a general sense, denotes the common arithme
tic, in which we count by periods of tens; and
is otherwise, and more properly, called Denary
Arithmetic, to distinguish it from the Binary,
Duodenary, and other scales of arithmetic. See
Notation.

Decimal Fraction, is a fraction having al-
wavs some power of 10 for its denominator;
which consists of either 10, 100, 1000, Sec. de
noting the number of equal parts into which
the integer or whole is supposed to be divided;
88 tt5> tto' ttob' &c« But, for the sake of
brevity, the numerator only is expressed, like
a whole number with a point on the left of it ;
as -2, 02, 002, &c. and which must always
consist of as many- figures as there are ciphers
in the denominator; the places between the
significant figures and the point being supplied
with ciphers, when necessary, as above. Con
sequently the same number of figures on the
right of the decimal point has always the
same denominator. Thus, the denominator of
the fractions 5000, 0746, -0005, is 10000.
And hence it appears, that tho value of a
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decimal fraction is not altered by ciphers on
the right hauel ; for -6000 (or when re
duced to its lowest terms is the same as '5,
each being equal to L

In mixed numbers the decimals are se

parated from the integers by a point ; thus,
is written 25 02. It is also evident that

the value of decimals decreases in the same
tenfold proportion from the point towards the
right hand, as that of integers increases to
wards the left. For the several operations of
Multiplication, Division, &c. of Decimals,
see the several articles.

DECLINATION, in Astronomy, the dis
tance of the sun, a star, planet, or other point
of the sphere of the world, from the equator,
either northward or southward ; and is the
«ame with latitude, in geography. Declina
tion is either real or apparent, according as
the real or apparent place of the object is
considered.

The declination of any heavenly body, as of
a star, may be easily found by the following
rule : take the meridian altitude of the star, at
any place where the latitude is known ; the
complement of this is the zenith distance, and is
called north or south, as the star is north or south
at the time of observation. Then, 1. When
the latitude of the place and zenith distance
of the star are of different kinds, namely, one
north and the other south, their difference will
be the declination ; and it is of the same kind
with the latitude, when that is the greatest of
the two, otherwise it is of the contrary kind.
2. If the latitude and the zenith distance are
of the same kind, i.e. both north, or both
south, their sura is the declination; and it is
of the same kind with the latitude.

Accurate tables of the sun's declination arc
published regularly in the nautical almanacs.

Circles of Declination, are great circles of
the sphere passiug through the poles of the
world, on which the declination is measured.

Parallels of Declination, arc small circles
of the sphere parallel to the equator.

Parallax, or Refraction of Declination, is
ruch an arch of a meridian as is equal to the
change produced in the declination by parallax
or refraction, respectively.

Declination of the Compass or Needle. See
Variation.

Declination of a Vertical Plane or Wall, in
Dialing, is an arch of the horizon, compre
hended either between the plane and the
prime vertical, when it is counted from east
to west, or between the plane and the meri
dian when it is counted from north to south.

DECLINATOR, an instrument for deter
mining the declination or inclination of reclin
ing planes.

DECLINERS, or Declining Dials, arc
those which cut either the plane of the prime
vertical circle, or plane of the horizon ob-
liquclv.

DECLIVITY, a sloping or oblique de-

DECREMENTS, are the small parts by

pinch a variable quantity decreases, and arc

thns opposed to increments, which are the
small parts by which a variable quantity is
successively increased. See Increments, De
crement of Life, and Complement of Life.

DECUPLE (decuplo, tenfold), a term of
relation between quantities involving a ten
fold scale of proportion, or one thing ten times
as much as another.

DECUSSATION, Decussatio, in Geome
try and Optics, the same as cutting or cross
ing.

DEE (John), an English mathematician,
bnt more celebrated for his pretended know
ledge in astrology and magic, on which sub
jects he published some works ; but the only
mathematical performances of his, of any im
portance, are a " Mathematical Preface to
Billingsley's Euclid," and "Annotations" on
the tenth book of the same work ; both pub
lished in 1570. These are very elaborate, and
shows him to have been an acute geometrician.
Dee was born in London, 1527, and died at
Mortlakc in 1608, at the age of eighty-one.

A catalogue of the printed and published
works of Dee arc given in his "

Compcndius
Rehearsal," together with a great number
of his other works which never were pub
lished.

DEFERENT, or Deferens, in the Ancient
Astronomy, is the same as Eccentric.

DEFICIENT Hyperbola. See Hyperbola.
Deficient Numbers, are those the sum of

whose divisors is less than the number itself.
DEFINITE Quantities, in Mathematics, are

those which are of a certain and determined
magnitude.

DEFINITION, an enumeration or specifi
cation of the simple ideas of which a com
pound idea consists, in order to ascertain its
nature and character.

Definitions are of two kinds; the one nomi
nal, or of the name ; the other real, or of the
thing.

Definition of the name, or nominal defini
tion, is that which explains the sense or signi
fication appropriated to a word ; or, as Wol-
fius more accurately considers it, it is an enu
meration of certain marks, or characters, suf
ficient to distinguish the thing defined from
any other thing ; so as to leave it out of doubt
what the subject is that is intended, er de
noted, by the name.

Such is the definition of a square, when it
is said to be a quadrilateral, equilateral, rect
angular figure.

DEFLECTION (from deflecto, to bend, or
turn aside), the turning any thing aside from
its former course by some adventitious or ex
ternal cause.

The word is often applied to the tendency
of a ship from her true course, by reason of
currents, &c. which defied or turn her out
of her right way.

Deflection of the Rays of Light, is a pro
perty which Dr. Hook observed in 1674^5, and
read an account of before the Royal Society,
March 18, the same year. He says, he found

it different both from reflection and refrac
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tion ; and that it was made towards the sur

face of the opacous body perpendicularly.
This is the same property which Sir Isaac

Newton calls inflection. It is called by others
diffraction.

DEFLECTIVE Forces, are those forces

which act upon a moving body in a direction

different from that of its actual course, in con

sequence of which the body is deflected, or
turned, or drawn aside, from the direction in

which it is moving. Such is the attractive force

of the sun upon the earth in its orbit.
DEGREE, in Algebra, a term applied to

equations, to distinguish the highest power of
the unknown quantity. Thus, if the index of
that power be 3 or 4, the equation is respec
tively of the 3d or 4th degree.

Degree, in Geometry or Trigonometry, is

the 360th part of the circumference of any
circle. Every circle being considered as di
vided into 360 parts, called degrees ; which
are marked by a small ° near the top of the

figure ; thus 45° is 45 degrees.
The degree is subdivided into 60 smaller

parts, c.licd minutes, meaning first minutes ;

the minute into 60 others, called seconds; the
second into 60 thirds, &c. Thus 46° VZ 20"
are 45 degrees, 12 minutes, 20 seconds.

The magnitude or quantity of angles is ac

counted in degrees ; for because of the uniform
curvature of a circle in all its parts, equal
angles at the centre are subtended by equal
arcs, and by similar arcs in peripheries of dif
ferent diameters ; and an angle is said to be
of so many degrees, as are contained in the
arc of any circle comprehended between the
legs of the angle, and having the angular point
for its centre. Thus we say, an angle of 90°,
or of 45° 24'. It is also usual to say, such a

star is elevated so many degrees above the
horizon, or declines so many degrees from the
equator ; or such a town is situate so many
degrees of latitude or longitude. A sign of
the ecliptic or zodiac contains 30 degrees.

Degree of Latitude, is the space or dis
tance on the meridian through which an ob
server must move, to vary his latitudo by one
degree, or to increase or diminish the dis
tance of a star from the zenith by oue degree ;
and which, on the supposition of the perfect
sphericity of the earth, is the 360th part of the
meridian.

The quantity of a degree of a meridian, or
other great circle, on the surface of the earth,
is variously determined by different observers ;
and the methods made use of arc also various.

Eratosthenes, 250 years before Christ, first
determined the magnitude of a degree of the
meridian, between Alexandria and Syene on
the borders of Ethiopia, by measuring' the dis
tance between those places, and comparing it
with the difference of a star's zenith distances
at those places; and found it to be 694£
stadia.

Ptolemy fixes the degree at 68f Arabic
miles, counting 7\ stadia to a mile. The
Arabs themselves, who made a computation
of the diameter of the earth, by measuring the
distance of two places under the same meri

dian, in the plains of Sennar, by order of AI-
mamon, make it only 56 miles. Kepler, deter
mining the diameter of the earth by the dis
tance of two mountains, makes a degree 13

German miles ; but his method is far from

being accurate.
Snellius, professor of mathematics at Ley-

den, and our countryman, Mr. Norwood,
measured each of them a meridional degree :

the former in Holland, in 1620. tho extent of
which he made 66'D1 English miles ; and the
latter, in 1635, between London and York,
and made it 69'545 miles. In 1644, Riccioli
also measured a degree by three separate
methods between Mount Parderno and the
Tower of Modeno in Italy, and obtained a
mean length of 75'066 English miles. None
of these, however, appear to have drawn any
conclusion from their measurements relative
to the figure of the earth. But when tho
construction of the telescope had received
considerable improvement, the planet Ju
piter was found to differ materially from a

sphere; and experience proved that the vibra
tions of the pendulum were slowest at the

equator, and quiokertowards the poles. These
two circumstances first suggested to Huygens
that the earth was lint spherical ; and its rota

tory motion about its axis naturally led him
to conclude that it was flattened at the poles;
and from the combination of its centrifugal
force with that of gravity, he calculated that
the diameter of the earth at the poles, was to
its diameter at the equator as 578 to 579. But
as he regarded the force of gravity as residing
in the centre of the earth only, his solution was
not founded upon accurate principles. New
ton, about this time, also undertook the solu
tion of this problem upon a mere hypothesis.
He supposed the earth to be constituted of an
infinite number of particles, mutually and

equally acting upon each other; and from this
he calculated that its figure was an ellipsoid,
having its polar and equatorial diameters in
the ratio of 249 to 230.

No farther investigations respecting the fi

gure of the earth would, perhaps, have been
undertaken, had not the trigonometrical ope
rations in France, conducted by M. Picard in
1669, and revised by M. Cassini in 1718, tend
ed to show that the earth was not an oblate,

but a prolate spheroid. M. Picard obtained
for the length of a degree 68-945 English miles ;

and M. Cassini, 69-119. A circumstance so

unexpected as this, naturally excited a con
siderable degree of inquiry and controversy
among the philosophers of Europe ; and the
French government, at the instance of the

academy, in 1735, sent ont two companies
of mathematicians to determine the point, by
measuring two meridional degrees; the one
at the equator, and the other as near the north

pole as convenient. Accordingly, Messrs.
Godin, Bougner, and La Condamine, from
France, with Messrs. Juan and Clloa, from

Spain, proceeded to Peru ; and Messrs. Mau-
pertuis, Clairaut, Camus, Le Monnier, and
the Abbe Outhier, with M. Celsus, a Swedish
astronomer, went to Lapland. After encoun
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tering many unforeseen difficulties and delays,
which it required great address and ingenuity
to overcome, both parties accomplished the
object of their mission and returned to France :

the company from Lapland in 1737. and that
from Peru in 1744. The degree in Lapland,
the middle point of which was in latitude
66° W, was found to contain 69-403 English
miles. The Spanish astronomers published a
separate account of the measurement taken
in Peru, and assigned for the length of the de

gree at the equator 68-157 English miles. M.
Bonguer made the same degree to contain
68-732 ; and M. Condamine states it at 68-713
miles. In 1740, during the time that the ope
rations were carried on near the equator,
Messrs. Cassini and La Caille examined the
former measures in France, and after correct
ing several considerable errors, they found the
lengths of two separate degrees, the middle
points of which were in latitude 4ff- IS! and
46*-\ to be 69 ldl and 69 092 English miles,
respectively.

The results of all the measures were now
decidedly in favour of the oblate figure of the
earth ; and the only remaining difficulty was
to reconcile them to each other; for when
taken by pairs, they gave different degrees of
ellipticity, or compression, nt the poles. The
measures of France and Peru gave 313 to 314;
while those of France and Lapland gave 128
to 129, and those of Peru and Lapland 212 to
213, for the proportions of the two diameters.

Some time afterwards, M. Clairaut publish
ed his elaborate treatise on the figure of the
earth ; in which he shows, from the Newtonian
theory of gravity, the form of which a body of
the mean density of the earth,, and revolving
with the same velocity, would acquire from
its rotatory motion. He proves that there
are two figures (oblate spheroids), and only
two. in which the equilibrium would be pre
served ; and that these are, when the two
diameters of each are one to another, as 1 to
680, and 231 to 233. Each of these is equally
possible ; but the former is evidently not the

figure of the earth. With this ellipticity, how
ever, the vibrations of the pendulum do not
agree ; since the mean, deduced from a great
number of experiments with this instnimeut,
is 3TT-

In 1762, M. La Caille found the length of a
degree at the Cape of Good Hope, in south
latitude 33° 18f, to contain 69 076 English
miles. Boscovich, in 1755, determined a de
gree in Italy, latitude 43°, to be 68-998 miles.
In 1764, F. Beccaria completed the measure
ment of a portion of a meridian near Turin,
and deduced from it 69 061 English miles for
the extent of a degree, in latitude 44° 44'

north. Near Vienna, in north latitude 47° 40*,
the length of a degree was found to be 69-142
miles, by Leisganig, in 1766. Likewise
Messrs. Mason and Dixon, in 1768, determin
ed the extent in Maryland and Pennsylvania,
in North America, and fonnd it equal to 68-893
miles ; its middle point being in latitude
39° 12* north. From the trigonometrical sur

vey of England and Wales, completed in 1802,

nnder the direction of Lieutenant-Colonel
Mudge, four separate degrees of the meridian
were determined ; the mean latitude of which
was 51°2y'54i", and the mean length 69 1457

English miles. The re-measurement of a de
gree in Lapland, as a correction of the pre
vious French operations, was carried on dur
ing the years 1801, 1802, and 1803, by Messrs.
Ufverboom, Swanberg, Holinquist, and Pa-
lander, Swedish mathematicians: and from
the account of their operations, published by
M. Swauberg, the length of a meridional de
gree, north latitude 66° 20* 10" (the centre of
the arc) is69"2689 English miles. From a com
parison of this result with those from the mea
surements taken in Peru, the Fast Indies, and
France, M. Swanberg deduces a mean of

jj^.-r^r for the ellipticity, and 3963*26 miles
for the equatorial radius of the earth. In 1803,

Colonel Lambton also measured a degree in
the East Indies, north latitude 12° 32', which
he made 68-7446 miles. But the latest mea
surement of this nature is that of the meridian
comprised between Barcelona in Spain, and
the Balearic isles. This meridian had pre
viously been measured by Messrs. Mechaiu
and Delambre, from Dunkirk to Barcelona ;

and the two French mathematicians, Messrs.
Biot and Arago, with Messrs. Chaix and Ro
driguez, Spanish commissioners, were ap
pointed to continue the line to the small island
of Fonnentera. From their report to the
French Board of Longitude it appears, that
the latitude of Formcntera is 42-961777
grades; that of Dunkirk, as observed by De
lambre, is 66-760652 ; and the distance be
tween the two places 1374438-72 metres.
Hence, according to this statement, a degree
is equal to 68-769 English miles ; and its mid
dle latitude 44° 624'.

Mr. Swanberg also observes, that occulta-
tions of the fixed stars by the moon is another
method by which the figure of the earth may
be determined ; and Mr. Treisnecker, after
comparing a great number of these occupa
tions, concludes that the ellipticity of the
earth is yfa.

The illustrious mathematician and astrono
mer, M. Laplace, in bis " Mecanique Celeste,"
has calculated the ellipticity of the earth from
the effect of precession and nutation, to be

yf,; whieh is nearly an arithmetical mean
between those obtained from occupations of
the stars, and the vibrations of the pendulum.
The theory of the moon also gives y^j for the
ellipticity.

The difference between M. Swanberg's re
sult and that of the French mathematicians,
taken in the same place in 1737, is accounted
for by M. Swanberg, in observing that the
latter had omitted to nllow for the difference
of the level in the measurement of their base.
And the variety in the other results present
rather an interesting circumstance, as it in
dicates something in the figure and conforma
tion of the earth which is not yet understood,

and naturally gives rise to tho following im

portant and intricate questions ; to which all
the accumulated knowledge of the present
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not been able to obtain complete for the poles being nearer the centre of the

solutions. Is the earth a spheroid of revolu- earth than the equitorial regions, it seems to
(ion? Are the northern and southern hemis- follow that the arc subtending a degree in the
pheres equal and similar to each other? What former place must be less than the arc sub-
is the ratio of an arc of the meridian, mea- tending a degree in the latter. But this is on
surcd in a given latitude, to the whole rneri- a supposition that a perpendicular line
dian ? It is perhaps no very hazardous con
jecture to observe, that, after all, the effects of
precession and nutation, with the vibrations
of the pendulum, will be found among the
most accurate means of determining, at least,
the general outlines of our globe. We are
indebted for the preceding account of the mo
dem measurements to Myer's " Geography,"
in which work the reader will also find a like
accurate description of some earlier attempts
of the same nature.

We have observed that the length of a de
gree of the meridian increases as we proceed
from the equator towards the poles, which
may probably be thought to stand in need of
some illustration, being contrary to what at
first sight appears to be the necessary conse
quence of the spheroidical figure of the earth ;

TABLE
Of the different lengths of a degi-ee, as measured in various parts of the earth, the time of its

measurement, the latitude of its middle point, fyc.

ways directed towards the earth's centre, or
that a plumb-line takes this direction when
freely suspended and left solely to the action
of gravity, which, however, is not the case,
for a plumb-line so circumstanced settles into
a direction perpendicular to the earlh's surface,
or to a tangent at that point ; and therefore in
order to have a difference of one degree of lati
tude the places must be at such a distance
that (he tangents at Ihosc places, when pro
duced, shall cut each other in an angle of one
degree, and consequently where thecunature
is the least the distance between the two
places must be so much greater; and hence
it is that degrees of latitude, are always less
and less as we approach towards the equator,
where they are the least of all, the curvature
being there the most sensible.

Latitude.
Extentin Fu».
milesanddec

1525 40° 20f N" 68-763
1620 52 4 N. 66- 91

1635 63 15 N. 69-545
1644 75-066
1669 ) 22 N.

( 68-945
1718 J I 69119
1737 66 90 N. 69-403

49 22 N. 69- 121 )

1740 45 00 N. 69-092 \
( 68-761

1744 0 0 ? 68-732
(.68-713

1752 33 18i S. 69-076
1755 43 0 N. 68-998
1764 44 44 N. 69 061

1766 47 40 N. 69-142
1768 39 12 N. 68-893
1802 61 29 541 \. 69146
1803 66 2(li N. 69- 292

12 :V2 N. 68-743
1808 44 521 N. 68-769

M. Ferncl
Snellius
Norwood
Riccioli
Picard
Cassini...
Maupertius, &c

Cassini and La faille ..

Juan and Ulloa
Bougucr
Condamine
LaCaille..
Boscovich
Bcccaria
Leisganig
Mason and Dixon
Lt. Colonel Mudge ....
Swanberg, &c
Lambton
Biot, Arago, &c

}

France
Holland
England
Italy

France

Lapland

France

Peru

Cape of Good Hope

Italy

Germany
America
England
Lapland
Misore
France

Ellipticities of the earth, expressed in parts of its equatorial diameter.

Author*, i EllM-tidtiM. Principles.

± \
Theory of gravity

Mensuration of arcsMaupertuis, &c. *1*T
*P
TT.TT Rotatory motion

Vibrations of the pendulum
Occultations of the fixed stars
Precession and nutation
Theory of the moon.

w
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De«RBE of Longitude, is the space between

two meridians that make an angle of 1° with
each other at the poles ; the quantity or length

p
i'

which is variable, according to the latitude,
being every where as the cosine of the lati
tude; wiz. as the cosine of one latitude is to
the cosiue of another, so is the length of a de
gree in the former latitude to that in the latter,
on the supposition that the earth is spherical.
But taking the earth as a spheroid, the degree
of longitude may be found in any given lati
tude L, by saying,

1
. As the egnatoi ial diameter to the polar,

so is tang. 90- — L, to tang, of an angle A ;

then, 2. As radius to sine of A, so is the length
of a degree of the equator to the length of a

degree on the parallel of the given latitude.
See Longitude.

DEINCLINEBS, in Dialing, are those
dials, which both decline and incline or re
cline at the same time.

DELIACAL Problem. See Duplication
of the Cube.

DELPHINUS, the Dolphin. See Constel
lation.

DEMETRIUS, a celebrated Cynic philo
sopher, who lived in the time of the Emperor

VCSpJlSI3.il
DEMOCRITUS, one of the greatest phi

losophers of antiquity, who nourished about
360 years before the christian aera. >

DEMOIVRE (Abraham), en eminent ma
thematician, was born in France, May 1667,
but settled in England at the age of eighteen,
and where he continued to reside till his death,
which happened in Nov. 1754, in the eighty-
first year of his age.

Demoivrc was author of several interesting
papers published in the Transactions of the
Royal Society, in different volumes, from the
nineteenth to the forty-third, beside several
complete w orks ; as,

1
.

De Mcnsiira Sortis, 1711, relating to the
Laws of Chance.

2
.

Doctrine of Chances, 4to. 1718, 1738,
1760. The two latter editions are much es
teemed, and contaiu a complete investigation
of this theory.

3
.

Miscellanea Analytica dc Seriabus, &c.
1730, 4to.

4
.

Annnities on Lives, 1724, 1742, 1750.
DEMONSTRATION, a certain or convinc

ing proof of some proposition.
DENDROMETER, (from Js»JPo», a tree, and

f»fTp<«, J measure ) , an instrument used in
measuring trees and standing timbers.

DENEB, an Arabic term signifying tail, and
hence applied to the names of certain stars in
the tails ofsome of the constellations, as Deneb
Adigc in the tail of the Swan.

DENOMINATOR of a Fraction, is that
number written below the line expressing I be
number of parts into which the unit is sup

posed to be divided ; thus in the fractions — ,

j- J 12 and b arc the denominators.

Denominator of a Ratio, is sometimes
used in the sense of exponent of a ratio.

DENSITY, from the Latin detuitas, strictly
speaking, denotes vicinity or closeness of par
ticles ; but in mechanical science it is nsed
as a term of comparison, expressing the pro
portion of the number of equal moleculae, or
the quantity of matter in one body to the num
ber of equal moleculae in the same bulk of
another body; density, therefore, is directly
as the quantity of matter, and inversely as the
magnitude of the body.

Since it may be shown experimentally that
the quantities of matter, or the masses in dif
ferent bodies, arc proportional to their weight,
of consequence, the density of any body is

directly as its weight, and inversely as its mag
nitude ; or the inverse ratio of the magnitudes
of two bodies, having experimentally equal
weights (in the same place), constitutes the
ratio of their densities.

No body is absolutely or perfectly dense,
that is, no space is perfectly full of matter, so
as to have no vacuity or interstices; on the
contrary, it is the opinion of Newton, that
even the densest bodies, as gold, &c. contain
but a small portion of matter, and a great por
tion of vacuity, or that they contain a great
deal more pores or empty space than real sub
stance.

Density of the Air. See Atmosphere.
Density of the Earth. The determination

of the density of the earth, as compared with
that of water, or any other known body, is a
subject which has excited considerable interest
amongst modern mathematicians, and nothing
can at first sight seem more beyond the reach
of human science than the due solution of this
problem, yet this has been determined, and
on such principles, that if it be not correctly
true, it is probably an extremely near approx
imation.

The first idea of determining the density of
the earth was suggested by M. Bouguer, in
consequence of the attraction of Chiniboraco,
which affected his plumb-line while engaged
with Coudamine in measuring a degree of the
meridian, near Quito, in Peru. This led to
the experiments on the mountain Schchallien,
in Scotland, which were carried on under the
direction of Dr. Maskelyne, and afterwards
submitted to calculation by Dr. Hutton, who
determined the density of the earth to be to
that of water, as 4f to 1

. But in consequence
of the specific gravity of the mountain being
assumed rather less than it ought to have been,
the above result is less than the true density,
as has since been shown both by Dr. Hutton
and Professor Playfair, the former of whom
makes it

,

in his corrected paper, as 99 to 20,
or nearly as 5 to 1

.

The same problem lias been attempted on
similar principles, but totally in a different
manner, by the late Mr. Cavendish, who found
the density of the earth to be to that of water,
as 5 48 to 1

. Taking a mean of all these, we

have the density of the earth to that of water,
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as 5-24 to 1, and which, as wc before observed,
is probably an extremely near approximation.

Dr. Maskelyne's account of his experiments
is given, Phil. Trans. Ixv. nos. 48 and 49 ;
Dr. Hntton's " Computation," vol. Ixviii. His
corrected paper is given in his Tracts lately
published; Playfair's, in the Trans, for 1811 ;
and Cavendish's, in the same, for 1798. See
Attiuction of Mountains.

Density of the Planets. We have seen, in
the preceding part of this article, that the
density of a body is directly as its mass, and
reciprocally as its magnitude ; therefore, any
two of these being given the third may be de
termined. Now the magnitude of the several
planets, as also of the sun, being supposed
known from observation, if wc can determine
their masses, their densities will thus also be
come known.

The determination of the masses of certain
of the planets is very easy, but in others it is
attended with considerable difficulty ; we will
explain the Ibrmcr method, but for the latter
wc must refer the readers to the several works
on physical astronomy; particularly those of
liiot and Laplace; see also Vincc's "Astro
nomy," vol. ii.

The power of attraction with which any
central body acts upon, another body revolv
ing about it, is directly as the mass of the
central body, and reciprocally as the square
of the distance of the revolving body; and
this power may be measured by the deflection
of the revolving body in a given time from the
direction of its tangent. Now if we consider
the earth as the central, and the moon as the
revolving body, the deflection of the latter in
one second is know n to be .'

( - of a foot, that

is
,

it deviates so much from the direction of its
tangent in one second of time, as may be
readily ascertained by computation, being equal
to the versed sine of the arc described in one
second. If the distance between the earth
and moon had been double what it is, this de
flection would have been only J of the above,

if the distance were only half w hat it is, this
deflection would be four times as much, and so
on, because the power of the central body

is reciprocally as the square of its distance.
Again, if the distance of the bodies remain the
same, and the mass of the central body be
doubled, the deflection will be doubled ; if
tripled, the deflection will be tripled, and so
on; because the power of the central body is

directly as its mass.
Now Jupiter's first satellite revolves about

that planet at the same distance as the moon
does about the earth, but its deflection in one
second is 250 times that of the moon ; whence,
the distances being equal, it follows, that the
mass of Jupiter is 260 times greater than that
of the earth. Had these distances not been
equal w e must have found what the deflec
tion of the moon would be at the given dis
tance; then comparing this with that of the
satellite, the mass in any other case might be
determined.

Having thus found the mass, and the mag-

nitude being known, we shall have, assuming
the mass of the earth as unity; as 1 divided
by the magnitude of the earth, is to the mass
of any planet divided by its magnitude ; so is

1
,

the density of the earth, to the density of
the planet; and in this way the density of any
planet having a satellite may be readily com
puted. In other cases recourse must be had to
the disturbing force, which is a very laborious
computation.

The density of the sun, and the several
planets, as deducted from Laplace's " System
du Monde," latest edition, arc as follows ; viz.

Sun 0-25220
Mercury 2-58330
Venus 1-02400
Earth 1-00000
Mars 0-65630
Jupiter 020093
Saturn 0-10349
Uranus 0-21085

DEPARTURE, in Navigation, is the east
ing or westing of a ship in respect of the me
ridian it departed or sailed from ; or it is the
difference of longitude in miles either east or
west, between the present meridian the ship

is under, and that where the last reckoning or
observation was made.

DEPRESSION of Equations, in Algebra,

is the reduction of an equation to one of lower
dimensions, an operation, however, that can
only be effected in particular cases, viz. when

a certain relation has place between the roots
of the equation ; thus if an equation has equal
roots with either like or contrary signs, or if

the equation be a reciprocal one, hav ing each
pair of roots the reciprocal of each other, and
in short under almost any known relation of
the roots the equation may be depressed to
one of lower dimensions. If an equation have
two equal roots it maybe depressed one degree;

if three equal roots it may be depressed two
degrees, and so on: and in reciprocal equa
tions of even dimensions may be depressed
to half the original degree; and if they are of
odd dimensions, to half the original degree
minus 1

. See Rf.ciprocal Equations.
Generally if the original equation i* — p

x"-' + qx"~' — &c. =: o.havcm, equal roots,
the equation nx*~ 1 — (n — 1

) px"~' + (»— 2)
qx'~* — &c. = o, has m — 1 of those roots, as
may be readily shown. Hence, when there
are m equal roots, the two equations have a
common measure of this form (* — a)m~' (a

being one of the roots) which may be obtained
in the usual way, and m roots of the original
equation may thus be known. Divide this
equation by (i— a)", and the resulting equation
of n — m dimensions contains the other roots.

Thus, let the cubic r3 — px* + qx — r — o
have two equal roots ; then 3a:1 —

2^ix + q~o
has one of them ; and the two equations have a
common measure, which is a simple equation ;

the quantities 3x3 — 3px1 + 3qx — 3r, and
3x* — Zpx +q, have also the same common

measure, which being found, we have ^
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x — 9r P<[ for a divisor of the equation x3—

3

par1+ qx — r = o ; this divisor being likewise
nv nn

put = o, we obtain x =:
^

—
j-p.

Thus two

root? of the equation are discovered ; and since

p is the sum of all the roots, the third root is
the difference between p and the sum of the
two equal roots.

If two roots of an equation be of the form

+ «, — a, differing only in their signs, change
the signs of the roots, and the resulting equa
tion has two roots + a, — a; thus we have
two equations with a common measure, x1— a1,

which may be found, and the equation de

pressed, as in the preceding case. See War-
tag's

" Med. Alg." cap. 3. See also Bonny-
castle's " Alirebra," vol. ii.

Depression of the Pole, is the quantity of
its approximation towards the horizon as we

proceed towards the equator.
Depression of the Sun, or of a Star, is its

dif tain < at any lime below the horizon, mca-
suied by an arc- of a vertical circle.

Depression of the Visible Horizon, denotes
its sinking or dipping below the true horizon
tal plane ; whether caused by some variation
of the atmosphere, or by the different height
ofthe observer's eye above the surface of the sea.

Ic

Thus, in the above figure, where the ob
server is situated above the earth at A; with
out refraction the visual ray would be A K,
and in that case £ is the most distant point
which could be seen ; but by refraction, the

ray F G, coming from the point G, may be
seen at F, so as to go on from thence in the
line F A ; and then the view is extended as

far as G, and the depression of the horizon of
the sea is in the line AF, which points higher
than A E, but extends the view farther. F'rom
an inspection of the figure it is evident, that
if the refraction were greater, the view would
be extended still farther, as to M ; though the

depression of the horizon of the sea would
then be less, as is shown by the line ALM:
whence also it appears, that, by reason of the
difference of refraction in the air, our horizon
is sometimes more extensive than at others.

The depression, or dip, may be readily cal-

culated, for, in the above figure, the eye being
at B, the sensible horizon is FG, and the de
pression is the angle FBA; but this angle, as
well as ACB, is the complement of ABC;
therefore the angle C is equal to the depres
sion. Hence, we have C A : CB : : rad. : sec. ofC ;

or as C B : C A : : rad. : cosin of C.
By either of which analogies a table may be
readily constructed, for any heights B D. The
depression by calculation is in all cases greater
than that by observation ; but the difference is
variable, as is the refraction which causes it
Tables of the depression are given in the Re
quisite Tables for the Nautical Almanac.

DEPTH is the third dimension of a body,
or it is the distance of one object below another
object or place.

DERH AM (William), an eminent English
philosopher and mathematician, was born at

Worcester in 1657, and died at Upminstcr in
1738, being in the 78th year of his age. He
was author of several valuable papers in the
Philosophical Transactions, which are con
tained in the several volumes from the 19th
to 39th, both inclusive ; beside these he pub
lished a small work, entitled the " Artificial
Clockmaker," which has been several times
reprinted. He revised the " Miscellanea Cu-
riosa" in 3 vols. 8vo. ; and published the Phi
losophical Experiments of Dr. Hookc, and
other ingenious men of his own time.

DERIVATIONS, the Calcutta of, a general
method of considering quantities, deriving
themselves one from another, particularly de
veloped and illustrated by M. Arbogast, pro
fessor of mathematics at Strasburgh, in a trea
tise entitled " Du Calcul. des. Derivations,"
&c. 4to. Strasburgh, 1800. " To form an idea,"
says the author, " of these derivations, it is to
be observed, that quantities or functions that
are deduced the one from the other, by any
uniform process of operations, are derived
quantities, as are the successive differentials,
these being all derived from each other in a
uniform manner. And this idea may be ex
tended by considering quantities that are de
rived one from another, not in themselves, but
solely in the operation by which they are con
nected with each other, the quantities them
selves being any whatever arbitrary and in
dependent. Thus on the supposition that,
out of many different letters, the first enters
solely into a function, while the two next
cuter into the derivative of that function, that
the first three by the same law enter into the
derivative of that derivative, and so on ; we
shall have the derivative in the extended sense
that I have given to them. In my theory,
the quantities designated by the different let
ters, are not derived one from another, and
the derivatives I consider are less the deriva
tives of quantities, than of operations, as al

gebra is less a calculus of quantities than of
operations, arithmetical or geometrical, to be

performed on quantities."
Derivation is the operation by which a de

rivative is deduced from that which precedes

it
,

or from the function. The method of de
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vivations, in general, consists in discovering
the law by which different quantities are con
nected with each other, and in making use of
this law as a method of calculation, for passing
from oue derivative to another.

We cannot attempt in this place to enter
into a very minute illustration of th« calculus
of derivations, we shall, therefore, simply en
deavour to explain the algorithm of this species
of analysis; and must refer the curious reader
for further information to the work itself, or
to Woodhouse's " Principles of Analytical
Calculation," p. 22.

It is a fact which has been repeatedly de
monstrated, and now generally admitted, that
iu the development of (a + x)m, whatever
operation is indicated by m, whether involu
tion, evolution, division, ike, the terms of the
series involve the successive integral powers
of x, and that the second term of the series is
always of »he form mam-'x, so that the coef
ficient of the term involving x is always found
by multiplying the index m of the first term,
into that term when its index has been di
minished by unity.

Let then D be assumed to denote that
operation; then, Da"* represents ma"-',
T>am->=(tn— l)a»-3; D «-"•= — •»«-"-•,
D.l» = m V-1, or m, D.lir: $. so

also DDo™ = m D a" - 1 — m (m —
1) «**~'

(m.(m —
1) (m — 2) a~ *.

Whence it readily follows that D D D . . . . D,
supposing there to be n D's will represent
n such operations as those above, and ex
pressing these n D's by the abridged «x-
prcssion D", we shall have

D-a" =z m (m— 1) (ro — 2) (m — 3), &c.

{m — n + 1) am~"
D' a" = 3 . 2 . 1 a°,
D3 a4 = 4 . 3 . 2 a
D' 1" —m{m— 1) (m — 2) l"1-'
D2a-~= — m —

{m + I) a— ■-•

&c. &c.
Whence it follows that the binomial (a + x)m

according to this notation becomes

(a + I)» = a- + Da^+^!+DW
D"

Or if D" be understood to represent . n „
c l . z.o . . . n

D1 D3
that is 0* = ^; D3= — ,&c.

then the above is more simply expressed

(a+x)"=am + Da»ar + D1amx* + D'a-x' + &c.
c c

Such is the nature of the notation employed
by M. Arbogast, in his theory of derivations,
and which he applies in the first place for as

certaining the form of the development of
the function of any multinomial a + bx + ex*
4- dx1, Sec. ; and which being general, in
cludes, besides the multinomial of Dc Moivre
given in his " Miscellanea Analytica," p. 87,
all such expressions as sin. (a+bx+cx* +&tc.)
log. (a + bx + ex1 + &c), &c, and this in the
most commodious manner, by means of the

general symbol D ; and when the operations
indicated are to be actually performed, the
coefficient easily result in terms of the poly
nomial quantities.

Alter having exhibited the general form of
the function ip (o 4- bx + ex1 + &c.) he shows
how from oue term to deduce the next suc
ceeding one, and likewise how to calculate
any term whatever of the development inde
pendently of all the others; but the length of
the operation precludes the possibility of ex
plaining his method. In the latter part of the
first article, the author applies his method of
derivations to assign the sum of the powers of
the roots of an equation, in terms of the coef
ficients of the equation ; and the formula
which he deduces is remarkable, for the sim
plicity of the law by which the coefficients
are expressed. Vandermonde's " Mem. de la
Acad. Scien." 1771, p. 373; Euler's " Comms.
Pctro.," vol. xv. ; La Grange's

" Mem. de
Berlin," 1768; and Waring's " Meditationes
Algebraica?," p. 1 ; having given general
formulas, for the sum of the powers of the
roots of an equation, M. Arbogast compares
his own with the demonstration of those, and
shows in what manner they follow from it.

His next object is, the development of
functions of two or more polynomials, arranged
according to the powers of the same letter;
and hence he forms the product of any num
ber of series arranged in the same order.

Then follows the development of functions
of one or more polynomials, arranged relative
to the powers and to the products of two or
more different letters, into series arranged in
the same manner ; accordingly he reduces it
to the following general theorem :

" Any function whatever of one or more
simple, double, or triple polynomials being
given, to write immediately the series of tho
development of this function; and farther,
to write immediately the development of any
term whatever of this series, independently of
the other terms."

He then proceeds to various applications of
derivations to recurring scries, simple, double,
triple, &c. of any order whatever.

The authors who have treated of recurring
scries are, De Moivre in his " Miscellanea
Analytica," and " Doctrine of Chances;"
Euler's " Introductio en Anal. Infinitorum ;"
La Grange's " Melanges dc Turin," and in
the " Memoirs of the Academies of Paris and
Berlin;" and La Place in the "Memoirs" pre
sented to the Academy of Paris, and in the
" Memoirs" of the Academy. To the subject
of the researches of these celebrated mathe
maticians, M. Arbogast applies his method of
derivations, and certainly obtains expressions
very admirable for their simplicity, as well as
for the facility with which they can be ex
panded. M. Arbogast determines the sine
and cosine of any multiple arc, in cosines of
the simple arc, and his demonstrations for
the forms expressing the sines, cosines, &c.
are clear and rigorous. This next article
contains applications of the calculus of deri
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Titions io the general reversion of series, a
part of the work which is executed with sin
gular ability. He then shows the use of his
theory in the differential calculus, which he
considers as a particular case of the calculus
of derivations.

For a farther account of this subject we
must refer to the work itself. See also
" Monthly Review; new Series," vol. xxxvi.
p. 624-532; Montucla's " Hist, des Math."
vol. iv. p. 659, and the other works above
referred to.

DESAGULIERS (John Theophilus), an
eminent experimental philosopher, was born
at Rochellc in France in 1683, but educated
in England, where he afterwards continued to
reside. He was a member of several learned
societies, and made numerous communica
tions on the subjects of optict, mechanics, &c.
both to the Royal Society of London, and to
the Academy of Sciences at Paris; the former
of which are contained in the volumes of the
Transactions, from the 29th to the 42d.

Reside these he published a valuable" Course of Experimental Philosophy," in 2
vols. 4to. 1734. He also edited an edition of
Gregory's " Elements of Catoptrics and Diop
trics," with an " Appendix on Reflecting Te
lescopes," 8vo. 1736. Desagulicrs died in
1749, in the 66th year of his age.

DESCENDING Latitude, is the latitude of
a planet in its return from the nodes to the
equator.

DESCENSION, in Astronomy, is cither
right or oblique.

Right Descension, is the arch of the equa
tor which descends with the sign or star below
the horizon of a direct sphere.

Oblique Descension, is the arch of the
equator which descends with the sign or star
below the horizon of an oblique sphere. See

^
V

.
S C E 1 0 1
^

DESCENSIONAL Difference, is the dif
ference between the right and oblique descen
sion of the same star, or poiut of the heavens.

DESCENT of Bodies, in Mechanics, is

their motion or tendency towards the centre
of the earth, either in a direct or oblique di
rection. The laws of the descent of bodies in
free space are given under the article Ac
celeration, their descent along inclined
planes under the article Inclined Plane, and

in fluids under Resistance.
We shall, therefore, under the present ar

ticle, merely refer to a singular phenomenon
respecting falling bodies, which is their de
viation from the perpendicular occasioned by
the rotation of the earth on its axis. When
the idea of the earth's motion was started by
Copernicus, it was strongly objected to it,
that if the earth really revolved, a stone let
fall from the top of a tower ought to fall con
siderably to the westward of the foot of it

,

being, according to their notion, left behind by
the motion of the earth ; and the supporters
of the doctrine were not then sufficiently ac
quainted with the composition of motion to
explain away the difficulty. However, when
the laws of motion became better under-

stood, it was discovered that the body, in
stead of falling to the westward of the tower,
ought to fall a little to the eastward of it

,

in
consequence of the velocity of rotation being
greater at the top than at the foot of the tower ;

and this deviation is said to have been really
detected by M. Guglielmini and M. Benzen-
berg, the former finding it to be equal to 8

lines in falling 241 feet, and the latter 5 lines
for a fall of 262 feet.

But how far experiments on such delicate
subjects may be depended on, may be a mat
ter of doubt, but of the truth of the theoretical
deflection no doubt can be entertained. La
Place gives the following theorem for the com
putation of this deflection: Let h — the height
the body falls, g — double the space a body
will descend in the first second from the action
of gravity, n =: the angle of the earth's rota
tion in the same time, at the rate of 360° -7-
0-99727 in a day, and 9 the colatitude of the
place, also A the deviation towards the east,
then

A = t » h sin. 9 s/7 S

{Bulletin des Science, No. 75.)

DESCRIBENT, in Geometry, is the line
or surface, from the motion of which, a sur
face, or body, is supposed to bo generated or
described.

DESCRIPTIVE Geometry, the name given
to a species of geometry almost entirely new,
and which we owe in great measure to M.
Mongc.

When any surface whatever penetrates
another, there most frequently results from
their intersection curves of double curvature,
the determination of which is necessary in
many arts, as in groined vault-work, cutting
arch-stones, wood-cutting, for ornamental
work, &c. the form of which is frequently very
singular and complicated: it is in the solu
tion of problems appertaining to these subjects
that descriptive geometry is especially useful.

Some architects, more versed in geometry
than persons of that profession commonly are,
have long ago thrown some light on the first

principles of this kind of geometry. There is,
for example, a work by a jesuit named Father
Courcier, who examined and showed how to
describe the curves resulting from the mutual

penetration of cylindrical, spherical, and co
nical surfaces: this work was published at
Paris in 1663. P. Deraud, Matheurin Jousse,
Frezier, &c. had likewise contributed a little
towards the promotion of this branch of
geometry. But Monge has given it very great
extension, not only by proposing and resolv

ing various problems both curious and diffi

cult, but by the invention of several new and

interesting theorems. We can only mention
in this place one or two of the problems and
theorems. Thus, among the problems : 1st,

Two right lines being given in space, and

which are neither parallel nor in the same

plane, to find in both of them the points of
their least distance, and the position of the

line joining these points. 3d, Three spheres
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being given in space to determine the position
of the plane which touches them. There are

also curious problems relative to lines of dou
ble curvature, and to surfaces resulting from
the application of a right line that leans con
tinually upon two or three others given in
position in space. Among the theorems, the

following may he mentioned : if a plane sur
face given in space is projected upon three

planes, the one horizontal, and the two others
vertical and perpendicular to each other, the

square of that surface will bo equal to the sum
of the squares of the three surfaces of projec
tion. This theorem is as interesting in the
geometry of solids, as Pythagoras's theorem

(Euc. 1. xlviii.) is in plane geometry. But
for more on this subject, we must refer to
Mongc's and Lacroix's ingenious works, enti
tled " Geometric Descriptive."

DETERMINATE Problem, in Geometry
and Analyst), is that which admits but of a
certain and determinate number of solutions,
being thus opposed to indeterminate problems,
the number of whose solution is unlimited.

Determinate Section, is the title of a tract
or general problem of Apollonius's, which have
never been handed down to the moderns; hut
from the account given of that work by Pap
pus, various attempts have been made at a
restoration of it by Snellius, Lawson, Wales,
&c. See Apollonius.

DEVELOPMENT, is a term in frequent
use amongst modern analysts ; to denote the
transformation of any function into the form
of a scries: thus .the development (a + b)m,

is the expansion of it into the form a" + ma"-b +

?•(.*"— ^ a— »6 + &c. See Fu notion.

DEVIATION, in the ancient Astronomy,
a motion of the deferent cither towards or
from the ecliptic.

Deviation of a falling body. See Descent.
DEW, a thin light insensible mist, or rain,

which ascends from the earth with a slow
motion, and falling again while the sun is
below the horizon.

DE WIT (John), the celebrated Dutch
pensionary, was horn at Dort, in 1625; and
murdered by the mob in a civil commotion.
Dc Wit was equally esteemed both as a
politician and mathematician, and wrote on
both subjects ; his work " Elemcnta Cur-
vamm Linearuro," which he published in 1660,
was one of the most profound mathematical
works of that period.

D1ACAUSTIC Curve, or Caustic by Re
fraction, is a species of caustic curves, the
genesis of which is in the following maimer:

Imagine an infinite number of rays B A, B M,

BD, Sec. issuing from the same luminous
point B, refracted to or from the perpendicular
MC, by the given curve AMD; and so, that
C E, the sines of the angles of incidence
C ME, be always to OG the sines of the re
fracted angles CMC in a given ratio: then
the curve HEN, that touches all the re
fracted rays A H, M V, D N, &c. is called the
diacaustic, or caustic by refraction. The
word is derived from Stx, through, and x*ia>, to
burn.

DIACOUSTICS, or Diaphonics, (from Sue,

through, and axaa, I hear), the consideration
of the properties of sound refracted in passing
through different mediums.

DIAGON.A L, (from ita, through, and <y«wst,

angle), in Geometry, a right line drawn across
a quadrilateral or other figure, whether plane
or solid, from the vertex or summit of one
angle to that of another; and is by some au
thors called the diameter, and by others the
diametral of the figure.

It is demonstrable, I. That every diagonal
divides a parallelogram into two equal parts.
2. That two diagonals drawn in any parallel
ogram bisect each other. 3. A line passing
through the middle point of the diagonal of a
parallelogram, divides the figure into two
equal parts. 4. The diagonal of a square is
incommensurable with one of its sides. 5. The
sum of the squares of the two diagonals of
every parallelogram is equal to the sum of the
squares of the four sides. 6. In any trape
zium, the sum of the squares of the four sides
is equal to the sum of the squares of the two
diagonals, together with four times the square
of the distance between the middle points of
the diagonals. 7. In any trapezium, the sum
of the squares of the two diagonals is double
the sum of the squares of two lines bisecting
the two pairs of opposite sides. 8. In any
quadrilateral inscribed in a circle, the rectan
gle of the two diagonals is equal to the sum
of the two rectangles under the two pairs of
opposite sides. 9. In every pamllelopiped
the sum of the squares of the four diagonals
of the solid, is equal to the sum of the squares
of its twelve edges. 10. In every hexaedron,
regular or not, the sum of the squares of the
twelve edges, plus the sum of the squares of
the twelve diagonals of the faces, is equal to
three times the sum of the squares of the four
diagonals which cross the solid, plus four times
the sum of the squares of the six right lines
which join, two by two, the middle points of
those four latter diagonals. 11. In every
polygon, and in every polye'dron, the sum of
the squares of the lines which join, two by
two, the middle points both of sides and dia
gonals, is the quarter of the sum of the squares
of those sides and diagonals; multiplied by
the number of summits of the polygon or
polye'dron, diminished by *wo units. 12. A
farther generalization of the latter property-
leads to the most celebrated property of the
centre of gravity.

Diagonal Scale. Sec Scale.
DIAGRAM, (from 5.*, and yp*Q*, I de

scribe), is a scheme for the explanation or
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demonstration of any figure or of its pro
perties.

DIAL, or Sim-Dial, an instrument serving
tomeasure time, by means of the shadow of
llic sun. The word is formed from dies, day,
because indicating the hour of the day. The
indents also call it sciathericum, from its doing
it by the shadow.

Dial is more accurately defined, a draught,
or description, of certain lines on a plane, or
surface, of a body given, so contrived, as that
the shadow of a stile, or ray, of the sun, passed
through a hole therein, shall touch certain
points at certain hours.

The antiquity of dials is beyond doubt.
Some attribute their invention to Anaximencs
Milesin* ; and others to Thales. Vitruvius
mention* one made by the ancient Chaldee
historian Berosus, on a reclining plane, almost
parallel to the equinoctial. Aristarchus 8a-
tniiis invented the hemispherical dial. And
there were some spherical ones, with a needle
for a gnomon. The discus of Aristarchus was
an horizontal dial, with its limb raised up all
round, to prevent the shadows stretching too
far.

It was late ere the Romans became ac
quainted with dials. The first sun-dial at
Rome was set up by Papirius Cursor, about
the year of the city 460 ; before which time,
says Pliny, there is no mention of any account
of time but by the sun's rising and setting : it
was set up at or near the temple of Quirinus;
but being inaccurate, about 30 years after,
another was brought out of Sicily by the con
sul M. Valerius Messala, which he placed on
a pillar near the Rostrum ; but neither did
this show time truly, because not made for
that latitude ; and, after using it 99 years,
Martins Philippus set up another more exact.

The diversity of sun-dials arises from the
different situation of the planes, and from the
different figure of the surfaces upon which
they arc described ; whence they become de
nominated enmnoctial, horizontal, vertical, polar,
direct, erect, declining, inclining, reclining, &c.
For which see the respective articles.

Universal Dial, there are several kinds of
dials called universal, because they serve for
all latitudes. One of a very ingenious con
struction has lately been invented by Mr. G.
Wright of London. The how circle, or arch
E, and latitude arch C, (plate ix. fig. 3.) are
the portions of two meridian circles; one
fixed, and the other moveable. The hour or
dial-plate S EI at top is fixed to the arch C,
«Jid has an index that moves with the hour
circle E; therefore the construction of this
dial is perfectly similar to the construction of
the meridians and hour-circles upon a com
mon globe. The peculiar problems to be per
formed by this instrument are, 1. To find the
latirnde of any place. 2. The latitude of the
place being known, to find the time by the
"in and stars. 3. To find the sun or stars
altitude and azimnth.

But the dial being properly adjusted, a
gteat variety of astronomical and trigonome

trical problems may be wrought upon it, which
however our limits will not allow of detailing;
we must therefore refer the reader to Jones's" Instrumental Dialling," where ho will find
ample information on this subject.

DIALLING, the art of drawing dials on
the surface of any given body, whether plane
or curved.

Dialling is wholly founded on the first
motion of the heavenly bodies, and chiefly
the sun ; or rather on the diurnal motion of
the earth: so that the elements of spherics,
and spherical trigonometry, should be under
stood before a person advances to the theory
of dialling.

The edge of the plane by which the time of
the day is found is called the stile of the dial,
which must be parallel to the earth's avis;
and the line on which this plane is erected is
called the substile. The angle included be
tween the substile and stile is called the
elevation or height of the stile.

The principles of dialling may be aptly il
lustrated by the phenomena of a hollow or
transparent sphere, as of glass. Thus suppose
aPBp to represent the earth as transparent;
and its equator as divided into 24 equal parts
by so many meridian semicircles a, b, c, d, e,
!ic. one of which is the geographical meridian
of any given place, as London, which it is sup
posed is at the point a ; and if the hour of 12

were marked at the equator, both upon that
meridian and the opposite one, and all the
rest of the hours in order on the other meri
dians, those meridians would be the hour cir
cles of London : because, as the sun appears
to move round the earth, which is in the cen
tre of the visible heavens, in 24 hours, he will
pass from one meridian to another in an hour.
Then, if the sphere had an opaque axis, as PEp,
terminating in the poles P and p, the shadow
of the axis, which is in the same plane with
the sun and with each meridian, would fall
upon every particular meridian and hour,
when the sun came to the plane of the op
posite meridian, and would consequently show
the time at London, and at all other places
on the same meridian. If this sphere were
cut through the middle by a solid plane
A BCD in the rational horizon of London,
one half of the axis EP would be above the
plane, and the other half below it ; and if
straight lines were drawn from the centre of
the plane to those points where its circum
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ference is cut by the hour circles of the sphere,
those lines would be the hour lines of an
horizontal dial for London ; lor the shadow of
the axis would fall upon each particular hour
line of the dial, when it fell upon the like hour
circle of the sphere.

If the plane which cuts the sphere be up

right, as AFCG, touching the given place,
for exam. London, at F, and directly facing
the meridian of London, it will then become
the plane of an erect direct south dial ; and if
right lines be drawn from its centre E, to
those points of its circumference where the
hour circles of the sphere cut it

,

these will be

the hour lines of a vertical or direct south
dial for London, to which the hours are to be

set in the figure, contrary to those on an
horizontal dial; aud the lower half Ep of the
axis will cast a shadow on the hour of the day
in this dial, at the same time that it would
fall upon the like hour circle of the sphere, if
the dial plane was nut in the way.

If the plane still facing the meridian, be
made to incline, or recline, any number of
degrees, the hour circles of the sphere will
still cut the edge of the plane in those points
to which the hour lines must be drawn straight
from the centre; and the axis of the sphere
will cast a shadow on these lines at the re
spective hours. The like will still hold, if the
plane be made to decline by any number of
degrees from the meridian towards the east or
west; provided the declination be less than
90 degrees, or the rcclination be less than the
co-latitude of the place ; and the axis of the
sphere will be the gnomon: otherwise, the
axis will have no elevation above the plane
of the dial, and cannot be a gnomon.

Thus it appears that the plane of every dial
represents the plane of some great circle on
the earth, and the gnomon of the earth's axis ;

the vertex of a right gnomon the ceutre of the
earth or visible heavens ; aud the plane of the
dial is just as far from this ceutre as from the
vertex of this stile. The earth itself, com

pared with its distance from the sun, is con
sidered as a point ; and therefore, if a small

sphere of glass be placed upon any part of the
earth's surface, so that its axis be parallel to
the axis of the earth, and the sphere have
such lines upon it, and such planes within it

,

as above described ; it will show the hours of
the day as truly as if it were placed at the

2* fl

earth's centre, and the shell of the earth wer#
as transparent as glass. (Ferguson, lect. x.)
To describe an Horizontal Dial, geometrically.

Draw a meridian
line BKL, and from
any part C, erect the
perpendicular C D,
and make the angle
CAD = to the lati
tude of the place, u

and draw the line
HE, meeting AB in
E. MakeEB=ED,
and from the centre
B, with radius EB,
describe a quadrant
EBF, which divide into siv equal parts.
Through E draw GH perpendicular to A B.
From the centre B through the several subdi
visions of the quadrant E F, draw the lines Bo,
lib, &c. meeting the line GH in the points a,

b
,

e, &c.
From E draw the line E A

,

and set off E e,
F/, Eg%&c. respective equal to Eo, EA, Ec,&c.
Through the point A draw the lines a XI, 6X,
cIX, &c. also, e I,/ II, g III, &c. which will
be the several hour lines required. Then at

A erect the gnomon or stile at an angle equal
to the elevation of the pole, or latitude of the
place, and the dial will be complete.

To compute the Angles o
f the Hour Lines

trigoiunnetrtcally. •

■As Radius
Is to the sine of the latitude of the place,
So is tangent of sun's distance from the

meridian
To the tangent of the angle from the meri

dian on the dial.
The preceding construction and computa

tion for the case of an horizontal dial may be
said to include the whole theory of dialing,
for there is no plane, however obliquely si
tuated with respect to any given place, but
what is parallel to the horizon of some other
place; and therefore, if we find that other
place by a problem on the terrestrial globe, or
by a trigonometrical calculation, and con
struct a horizontal dial for it

,

that dial applied
to the plane where it is to serve will be a true
dial for that place. —Thus, an erect direct
south dial in 51|° N. lat. would be a horizon
tal dial on the same meridian, 90° southward,
which falls in with

38^°
S. lat.: but if the up

right plane declines from facing the south at
the given place, it would be a horizontal plane
90° from that place ; but for a different longi
tude, which would alter the reckoning of the
hours accordingly.

We cannot in this place enter into a more
minute explanation of this subject, and must
therefore refer the reader, who is desirous of
farther information, to the works written ex
pressly on dialing, of which the following are
the principal ones, viz. Vitruvius, in his " Ar
chitecture," cap. 4. and 7. lib. ix. ; Sebastian
Munstcr, in his " Horolographia ;" John Dry
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wider, " de Horologiorum varia Composi-
tiotie;" Conrade Gesner's " Pandcctie ;" An
dre* Schoner's " Gnominicie;" Fred Com-
Bandinc, " de Horologiorum Descriptiouc ;"
Joan. Bapt. Bcnedictus, " dc Onomouum
Umbrarurnque Solarium Usu ;" Joannes Geor-
riu.i Schomberg, " Exegesis Fundamentorum
Guomonicoruni ;" Solomon de Cans, "Traite
dct Horologes Solaires;" Joau. Bapt. Trolla,
"Praxis Horologiomui ;" Desargues, " Ma-
mere Univcrselle pour poser l'Essieu et placer
les Heures et autres Glioses aux. Cadrans
Solaires;" Ath. Kirchcr, " Ars magna Lucis
et Umbrae ;" Hallum, " Explicatio Horologii
in Horto Regio Londini ;" " Tractatus Horo
logiorum," Joannis Mark ; Clavius, " Gno-
moniccs de Horologiis ;" in which he demon
strates both the theory and the operations
after the rigid manner of the ancient mathe
maticians ; Dechales, Ozanam, and Schottus,
gave much easier treatises on this subject;
as did also AVolfius in his " Elemcuta." M.
Picard gave a new method of making large
dials, by calculating the hour lines ; and M.
De la Hire, in his " Dialling," printed in 1683,

gave a geometrical method of drawing hour
lines from certain points, determined by ob
servation. Everhard Walper, in 1623, pub
lished bis " Dialling," in which he lays down
a method of drawing the primary dials on a

very easy foundation ; and the same founda
tion is also described at length by Sebastian
Munster, in his " Rudimenta Mathematical'
published in 1651. In 1672, Sturmius pub
lished a new edition of Walper's " Dialling,"
with the addition of a whole second part, con
cerning inclining and declining dials, &c. In
1708, the same work, with Sturniiiui's addi
tions, was re-published, with the addition of
a fourth part, containing Picard's and De la
Hire's method of drawing large dials, which
makes much the best and fullest book on the
subject. Paterson, Michael, and Muller, have
each written on dialling, in the German lan-

: Coctsins, in his " Horologiograpliia
"

printed iu 1689; Gauppen, in his

" Gnomonica Mechanica ;" Iieyboum, in his
" Dialling ;" Biou, in his " Use of Mathema
tical Instruments;" Wells, in his "Art of
Shadows." There is also a treatise by M.
Deparceux, 1740. Mr. Ferguson has also
written on the same subject in bis " Lec
tures on Mechanics," above quoted ; and Emer
son, in his " Dialling ;" Leadbettcr, in his
" Mechanic Dialling ;" Mr. W. Jones, in his
" Instrumental Dialling;" and the learned bi
shop Horsley, in his " Mathematical Tracts."
Dr. Brewster has described, in the appendix
to his valuable edition of " Ferguson's Lec
tures," an analemmatic dial which sets itself;
and many ingenious constructions of dials are
given in Dr. Mutton's translation of " Mon-
tucla's Recreations."

DIAMETER (from 3»«, through, and pinot,
measure), iu Geometry, the line which passing
through the centre of a circle, or other curvi
linear figure, divides it or its respective ordi-
nates into equal parts.

Conjugate Diameter of a Conic Section. See
Conjugate.

Transverse Diameter of a Conic Section, is
a line drawn through the foci to the carve.

Diameter of the Planets, k.c. in Astronomy,
are cither real or apparent.

The real diameters are the absolute mea
sure of them in miles, &c. and their apparent
diameters are the angles uuder which they
appear to spectators on the earth, and are
therefore different under different circum
stances ; viz. according as they are nearer or
more remote from the earth. As these angles
are very small the diameter of the planet may
be considered as part of a circle of which the
earth is the centre, and they are said to con
tain so many minutes, seconds, &c. as is mea
sured by that arc ; and consequently the ap
parent diameter of a planet is in the inverse
ratio of its distance. And hence again the
apparent diameters and distances being known
their real diameters thence become deter
mined.

Plana,

TABLE
or the mean and apparent diameters of the planets.

Sun
Mercury
Venus....
Earth
Mars

Apparentweandiam,
a* teen from the
earth.

Apparent diameterMean diameter
asteenfromthetun., EutjIUhmite*-

32" 2"
11 "8
67"-9

'8"'-94

39"
18"

3"54
31' 26"-6

16"

30"

17"-4

10"

37"
10"

4*
4"-6

882269
3124
7702
7916

91522
76068
35112

2160

Apparentdiam. off
the sun seen(rot

so1

46'
32'

21'

6*1
3H
l'-6

32-

Proportionaldiam.

110000
•4

■9

10
•6

11-6

9-8
4-25

•27

The diameters of the new planets have not been accurately determined.
For the diameters of the rings of Saturn, see Saturn.

0
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DIAPHONICS. See Diacoustics.
DIFFERENCE, is the remainder, after

taking (he less of two quantities from the

greater.
Ascensional Difference. See Ascension.

Difference of Longitude of two places, is

an arc of the equator contained between the

meridians of those places.
DI ITER ENTI A L, in the higher Geometry,

is an infinitely small quantity, or part of

quantity so small as to be less than any as

signable one, and is thus denominated, be

cause it is frequently considered as the differ

ence of two quantities, and as such is the

foundation of the differential calculus.

Differential Calculus, is a method of dif
ferencing quantities, or of finding an infinitely

small quantity, which being taken infinite

times shall be equal to a given quantity ; or

it is the arithmetic of the infinitely small dif

ferences of variable quantities ; and thus dif
fers in its metaphysics from the fluxional cal

culus, those quantities which in the former

are considered as infinitely small differences,

being in tho latter supposed to be the infinitely

small or momentary increments of variable or

flowing quantities.
This difference in laying the foundation of

the two methods has also given rise to a dif

ference in the notation, the fluxion of any

quantity as x being represented by x, and the

differential of it by dx; in other respects the

two methods arc precisely the same, and we

shall therefore refer the reader for the several

rules and principles to the article FLUXIONS,

where also is given a sketch of the history of

the differential and fluxional calculus. It will

be proper, however, to give in this place a

view of the differential notation and metaphy

sical principles on which it is treated by the

most eminent analyst of the present day.

The following tables exhibits the differen

tial notation, corresponding to the several cases

of the fluxional, which will be sufficient for the

reader's comprehending the former without

entering into any particular explanation.

Fluxional x, x, x, i", x*, x3, &c.

Differential dx, d%x, d3x, d'x, dx1, dx\ &c.

Fluxional
* « 1 4, (I)x x x' xy x *y \ z /

Differential
* £?.£" d>($\
dx ux- ax' dx.dy ax*dy \dzj

The above notation being understood, the

principles on which La Grange has treated

the diflerential calculus will be comprehended

from the following illustration.
Let u —fxbe any function of x, then if for

x we substitute x + A, the development of
this will be of this form

which quantitv represents the difference be

tween fx, and what fx becomes when * is

increased by A, or when it becomes i + A.

Let the first term of this difference bo

called the diflerential, and be denoted by the

expression d.fx; then we have d.fx =/*xA;

therefore fx — ^.'fx.J A

Hence to find divide the difference

between two successive values of fx by the

increment of x; but since fx is indepen

dent of h, A must disappear by this division,
and may be represented by any symbol at

pleasure.
Therefore, for the sake of uniformity, let A

be represented by dx; thenfx Hence

in order to find dfx or the differential offx,
write in the function fx, x + dx instead of x,
then develop f{x + dx) as far a.s the terms

effected with the fu st power of dx, and sub

tract fx from it.

Hence/ (x + dx) —f x —f xdxf \x + dx)—f x -fxdx
f{x + dx)-fx=f'xdx

&c. &.C.

Mwf'xdx - d.fx. fxdx — d.fx, &c

therefore/-^ ^ =

Hut since </.)•is invariable,f (x + dx) dx —fxdx =/'xdxl
hence d.f xdx — f" xdx1
but df xdx —

ddfx — d*fx, d1 representing

the second diflerential of x according to the

preceding notation.
Whence it appears, since

V dx ) dx
~

dx1

and thus the derived functions/" x,fx,f"x,
&c. may be represented by the quantities ,

ipfx d*fx
—*-T,—f-r,i».c. so that the development off
dx1 dx'

■ (x + dx) takes the following form ; viz.

d'fx r,&c.

f'xk1
1.2 + &c./(x +h)-fx +fxh +

the coefficients fx. £~ being derived from

the primitive function /x, and independent

Hence/(x + h) -fx =fxh +J-f^ + &c.

which is the celebrated theorem of Brook
Taylor. Sec Functions.

DIFFERENTIO Differential Calculus, is
the method of differencing differentials, as in
the preceding article.

Differential, in Logarithms, a terra ap

plied by Kepler to logarithmic tangents.
Differential Equation. This term is used

in a different sense by different authors, some

implying by it an equation in which differen
tials arc involved, and others, as Sterling, use
it to denote certain equations, defining the
nature of series; the one relating to the dif
ferential calculus, and the other to what is
called the diflerential method. For an expla
nation of the former, see Differential Equa
tion.

Differential Method. See Interpola
tion.
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Differential Scale. See Recurring

Serif*.

DIFFRACTION of Light. See Inflec
tion.

DIGGES (Leonard), an English mathe
matician, born at Bitrhain, in Kent, and edu
cated at University college, Oxford. He wrote
a treatise on " Surveying," another on " Geo
metry," and one entitled, " Prognostication
everlasting of right good Effect;" or, " Choice
Rules to judge the Weather by Sun, Moon,
and Stars," Sec. lie died about 1574.

Digges (Thomas), sou of the preceding.
He was educated at Oxford, after which he
became muster-master-general of the forces
sent by queen Elizabeth to the Netherlands.
He wrote some military pieces, and some on
astronomy, and other subjects of mathematics.
He died in 1595.

DIGIT, in Arithmetic, signifies any one of
the ten numerals, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0.
The word comes from digitus, a finger; thus
indicating the humble means originally em
ployed in computations.

Digit is also a measure equal to three-
fourths of an inch.

Digit, in Astronomy, is the measure by
which we estimate the quantity of an eclipse.
The diameter of the sun or moon's disc is
conceived to be divided into 12 equal parts,
called digits; and according to the number
of those parts or digits which arc obscured,
so many digits are said to be eclipsed. When
the luminary is wholly covered, the digits
eclipsed are precisely 12 ; and when it is more
than covered, as is frequently the case in
lunar eclipses, then more than 12 digits are
said to be eclipsed.

DILATION. See Expansion.
DIMENSION, in Geometry, is either length,

breadth, or thickness. Thus a line has only
one dimension, length ; a surface two, length
and breadth; and a body or solid, length,
breadth, and thickness.

Dimension of an Equation, or any other
quantity in Algebra, is used with regard to
highest power that enters into its composition:
thus an equation is said to be of one, two,
three, &c. dimensions, according as it involves
the simple quantity, the square, cube, &c. ; so

that a simple equation is of one dimension, a

quadratic of two, a cubic of three, &c.
DIMETIENT has been sometimes used for

diameter.
DINOCRATES, a celebrated Macedonian

architect who flourished in the time of Alex
ander.

DIONYSIUS, an ancient geographer, sup
posed to have flourished in the time of the
first Augustus Csesar.

Dionysian Period. See PERIOD.
DIOPHANTINE Analysis, or Problems,

in Algebra, are certain questions relating to
square, cube, &c. numbers, and rational right-
angled triangles ; the properties of which were
first discussed by Diophantus, in his " Arith-
aiefic."

After Diophantus, the lubject was taken

up and extended by his translators and com
mentators, particularly by Bachet, Fermat,
and De Billy; the two former having added a
variety of notes to the original text, and the
latter composed an entire and ingenious work
on the subject, entitled "Diophantus Redi-
vius." The subject has since been pursued
by Ozanaui, Prestet, Kersey, Sannderson, and
Euler. A number of curious questions of this
kind arc commonly given in our mathematical
periodical works, and particularly in Ley-
bourn's " Repository," in which are several
ingenious essays on the Diophantine analysis
by Mr. Cunlifie: the same subject is also
treated of by professor Leslie, in vol. ii. of
Edin. Phil. Trans.; and in chap. vi. part ii. of
Barlow's " Theory of Numbers."

We cannot enter at any great length upon
the solution of these problems ; the following,
however, will throw some light on the sub
ject.

1. To divide a given square number into
two other square numbers.

Let a1 represent the given square, and x1

and y1 the required squares; then we have
only to satisfy the equation

<o* = *» + y\ or
I a1 — y* = x1

In order to which, assume

* + y=pj
3

P
From which we readily deduce

2a =££ + if - <P% + £2*IP PI
g -V* Q* _ (P1 - <?*)*

? P PI
Whence x — ■̂ P1"

P' + 9l

y ~
V 2pq t V + 91' Pz + 9'

Where the indetcrminatcs p and q may be as

sumed at pleasure.
Cor. If a be the sum of two squares, p and

^ may be so assumed that p1 + q1 — a, or any
(actor of a; in which case the above expres
sions will be integral ; and as many different
integer values may be found for x and y as
there are different ways of resolving a into
the sum of two squares, or any of its factors.

Exam. 1. Resolve 65* into two other
squares.

Here x = 2^*6?, and y =

And since 65 = 8* + I1 s 7l + 4* ; we
may take

Sp

= 8, and 9 = 1; which gives x = 16, and
y=63;

p = 7, and q = 4; which gives x ~ 56, and
y = 33;

Also since 13 = 31 + 2l is a factor of 65.
we may take

p — 3, and q = 2; which gives x — 60, aud

y = 26;
02
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And again, 5 = 2* + V is a factor of 65,

therefore we may take

p
— 2, and q = 1 ; which give* x = 52, and

y = 3»;
So that 651 = 161 + 631 = 66* + 331 =

CO1 + 25* = 52* + M*.
Which arc the only integral solutions that

the equation admits of; but fractional answers

may be obtained, ad libitum.
2. To divide a number that is equal to the

sum of two given squares into two other

square numbers.
Let a1 and b1 represent the two given

squares, and x1 and y1 the two required ones;

then wc must solve the equation,
( a1 + 4' z iT + «\ or-

iV— xx-yx — bx

For which purpose, let us assume

. P (y + *)

9
9 (;

/ - b
)

a + x —'

Whence. f 09 + 9* = py + pb
\ap-~px ~

qy — q
b

Or $ 9X— W =J'f
— "9

I px + ?y = qb + ap
Now multiplying these equations by p and q,

so as to eliminate x and y, we have by the
common rules

I pqx — p\y=.p (pb — aq)

I pqx + g2y = 9 (qb — ap)

Whence, y = *^ + faH-^1

P + 1

And in the same manner,

ap1 + iZbpq — aq1

p
'

+ r

In which expressions p and q arc indetcr-
minates, and may be assumed at pleasure.

Cor. If the given sum a1 + bx be such as

to admit of a resolution into two other in
tegral squares, it will be better to resolve the

given number, or sum, into its factors; which
in that case will also be the sums of two
squares ; then their product will give the re

quired squares: thus, if n* + b
x = (ni1 + nx)

. (m'x + n'1);
then by a1 + bx = (mm' ± nn')1 + (mri

= »'»)'
therefore \x

= ""'

I >
/ — inn -f- m 11

Exam. 1
. It is required to resolve 85 S: 91

+ 21 into two other integral squares.
Here 85 = 5 x 17 = (21 + l1

)

x (4* + V);
whence m = 2, n = 1 ; also m' = 4, and ri — 1

.

w, i x = 2.4 ± 1 = 9
,

or 7.\\ hence j „ . „ „

t y = 2.1 = 4.1 = 2
, or 6 .

that is, 85 = 9! + 21 = 71 + 61 .

But if the given number be not resolvable
into factors of the form we have supposed,
then it is in rain to seek for integral solutions ;

and wc must then proceed according to the

foregoing proposition.
Exam. 2. It is required to resolve 5 = 2*

+ 1 1 into two other sqnares.
Here a —

2
, and 1 = 1
;

and by taking p

— 2
,

29 . _ 2

3. To find three square numbers in arith
metical progression.

Let gr, y , and r, represent the three re

quired squares ; and it will then be necessary
to solve the equation

x* + zx = 2yl.
In order to which, let x = m + n, and z —

m — n, then + y
1 = 2m1 + an1 = 2y\

And it only remains to find
mx + n* = y\

We have, therefore,
<m=px-qx
In — 2pq

which values being substituted for m and n,

in the equations x=m + n, and y=m — n,

give Cx-pl — ql+2pq
]z=px-qx-2pq
Ly=px + q

x

In which formula p and q may be assumed
at pleasure.

If, for example, we take p = 2
,

q zz. 1
, the

three squares will be 71, 51, and 1*.

Again, assuming p = 3
,

and q = 2
,

we have
17*, 13*, 7% for the required squares.

2d Method. The equation x* 4- zx = 2y%
may br put under the form

2yx — x1 = z1 ;

and this again may be represented by
(«, + «)*_»(,+*)»=*».

Therefore, making
< 2y + x = p
x + 2qx

I y + x = 2p?
we have, by subtraction,

V —pl + 2g* — 2p?
29*

<>J=Pl + ««"
x * = 4;>9 — pz
Ltzzpx + 2qx

and g = 3
, wc have x = — , and y ='

13"

These results are apparently different from
the former, but they are readily reducible to
the same, and will in their present form

equally answer the required conditions.
Exam. Assuming;) =3, and q — \, we have

y

— 5
,

x —

1
, and z = 7 ; which is the same
as one of the preceding solutions.

4. To divide the sum of three square num
bers, in arithmetical progression, into three
other squares which shall also be in arithme
tical progression.

Let 1 = ax + bx + cx, represent the sum
of three square numbers, in arithmetical pro
gression, and let xx, yx, z\ be the required
squares ; then it will' be necessary to solve
the equations

\xx + zx =2yx
And here we soon sec that y

x = \s, and
also b = \ s, therefore y

1 = bx ; substituting
this value of y1, the equation is reduced to
that of finding the values of x and z in the
equation it1 + z1 =26l;
the solution of which has been given at
prob.2; where we find (by making a = b

, in
that article)

bpx+2bpq-bq* _ (j>x + 2pq-qx)b

r + 9
1

_

p
1 + 9
1

bgx + -Upq-bp* _ (qx +2pq-px)b

+ 9
1

~

P
1 + 9
'
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In which expressions p and q may be as

sumed at pleasure ; and thus any number of
lets of squares may be obtained, which shall
be in arithmetical progression, and their sum
equal to the given sum.

Exam. 1. Find three square numbers, in
arithmetical progression, whose sum shall be
equal to l1 + 6l + 7l = 75.

Here, since b — 5, we shall have by assum
ing successively

,=3,9=2forih.^.(S )*+5.+(55 y=n

>=M=3 )\6.+('£)-=»
*=•••=' •■•©•«•+©*=»

&c. kc. &c
Cor. If it were required to find three in

tegral square numbers, in arithmetical pro
gression, that should be resolvable into other
integral squares having the same property;
then b must be so assumed that bl may be
resolved into two integral squares; which may
be done by making b equal to the product of
any number of prime factors, each of the form
4n + 1 ; these having the property of being
equal to the sum of two squares, and conse
quently their product is so likewise ; thus
if6=5x!3 = 65, then we have the fol
lowing sets of squares :

131 + 66* + 9I1 = 12675

23» + 65z + 891 = 12675
35* + 65* + 85* = 12675
47* + 65* + 79* 12675

these numbers being found by the foregoing
formulae, by assuming for p and q, sn that
pl + qx may be a divisor of 65, as in prob. 1.

Barlow's " Elem. Invcs. of the Theory of
Numbers."

DIOPHANTUS, a celebrated mathemati
cian of Alexandria, who is generally supposed
to have flourished about the year 280, christian
•era. He was author of thirteen books on arith
metic or algebra; and being the oldest writer
we have on the latter subject, he has been sup
posed to have been the inventor of it ; but his
work bears no mark of its being a new science,
but an extension given to one already well
known. Of these thirteen books, however,
only six have been handed down to the mo
derns; a part of a seventh, on multangular
numbers, was added to the above six by Xy-
lander in 1575, but much doubt is entertained
of its authenticity. This is a Latin version
only, with the Greek scholia of Maximus
Planudes upon the first two books, and con
taining also some remarks of his own.

The same books were afterwards published
by Bachet, who made a new Latin version,
and gave the original Greek text. This work,
which was published in 1621, contains also
many excellent notes and observations by the
translator, which added much to the value of
the original.

Another edition of the same work we owe
to the celebrated Fermat, who added many
other notes to those given by Bachet. This

edition was published after Fermat's death by
his son in 1670, and is esteemed a most valu
able performance.

DIOPTER, an ancient term for index.
DIOPTKA, the name of an ancient instru

ment invented by Hipparchus.
DIOPTRICS (from through, and mtoimm,/ 4ee), or Anaclastics, the doctrine of re

fracted vision, which investigates and explains
the effects of light refracted by passing tlirough
different mediums; as air, water, glass, &c.
and particularly lenses. See Refraction and
Lens.

The science of dioptrics was very imper
fectly known to the ancients, and indeed to the

moderns, till the discoveries of Snellius were
published by Des Cartes in a treatise on diop
trics, commonly subjoined to his " Principles
of Philosophy;" in which, however, he has
not acknowledged his obligation to the former.
Since this time numerous works have appear
ed on the subject of refracted light : such ar«
the "Optical Lectures" of Dr. Barrow; Huy-
gen's "Dioptrics;" Hartsocker's "Essai de
Dioptrique ;" Chernbin's " Dioptrique Ocu-
laire, et La Vision Parfaite ;" David Gregory's
" Elements of Dioptrics ;" Traber's " Nervus
Opticus;" Zahn's "Oonlus Artificialis Tcle-
dioptricus;" Dr. Smith's "Optics," a complete
work of its kind ; Wolfius's " Dioptrics,"
contained iu his " Elements Matheseos Uni
versalis." Harris's "Optics," Bqurcr's "Op
tics," and the 2d volume of Haiiy's " Natural
Philosophy," may also be advantageously con
sulted. The "Treatise on Optics,," and the
"Optical Lectures" of Newton, contain an
account of experiments and reasonings of in
estimable value in this branch of science. For
Dollond's discovery of achromatic glasses, by
which colours arc obviated in refracting tele
scopes, see Aberration.

Dioptric Teltfcope. See Telescope.
DIP of the Horizon. See Depression.
DIPPING Needle, or INCUNATORY Needle,

a magnctical needle, so hung as that, instead
of playing horizontally and pointing north
and south, one end dips or inclines to the hori
zon, and the other points to a certain degree
or elevation above it.

The inventor of flic dipping-needle was Ro
bert Norman, a compass-maker at Ratcliffe,
about the year 1580, as wc learn from his
own account, in his " New Attractive," as

also from those of Dr. Gilbert, William Bur
rows, Henry Bond, and other writers of
that time, or soon after it. The occasion of
the discovery he himself relates ; viz. that it
being his custom to finish and hang the needles
of his compasses before he touched them, he
always found that immediately after the touch
the north point would dip or decline down
ward, pointing in a direction under the hori
zon ; so that, to balance the needle again, he
was always forced to put a piece of wax on
the south end, as a counterpoise. The con

stancy of this effect led him at length to ob

serve the precise quantity of the dip, or to

measure the greatest angle which the needle
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Would make with the horizon. This, in the
year 1576, he found at London was 71° 6tf. It
is not quite certain whether the dip varies,
as well as the horizontal direction, in the same
place. Mr. Graham made a great many ex

periments with the dipping-needle in 1723,

and found the dip between 74 and 75 degrees.
Mr. Nairne, in 1772, found it somewhat above
72°.

, Mr. Whiston, whose needle, there is reason
to suppose, was more to be relied upon than
Norman's or Bond's, determined the dip in
1720 to be 75° 10'; this, compared with Mr.
Cavendish's accurate observations in 1775,

when he found the dip to be 72° 30', makes
the decrease in this period of 55 years, on a
mean, 2/-9 per annum. And from a compari
son of Mr. Gilpin's observations of the dip in
August 1805, when he found it 70° 20* with
those of Mr. Cavendish in 1775, its annual de
crease, on a mean, appears to have been 4'-3;
and its progressive annual decrease, on a
mean, in the above-mentioned period of 30
years, to have been V'4.

The following are the results of several of
the most accurate experiments that have
yet been made on this subject.

L"l»17itildc* D p of theNorth End
of the Needle.

Datesof
Nortli. Fast. Obnerva.

63° 65' 193° 39" 69° W 1778
49 36 233 10 72 29

West
52 24 83 30 79 17 1775

44 5 8 10 71 34 1776

38 63 12 1 70 30
34 57 14 % 66 12

29 18 16 7 62 17

24 24 18 11 59 0
20 47 19 36 56 15

15 8 23 38 51 0
12 1 23 35 48 26
10 0 22 62 44 12

5 2 20 10 37 25
South
0 3 27 36 30 3

4 40 30 34 22 15
7 3 33 21 17 57

11 25 34 24 9 15

East South & below
16 45 208 12 29 28

19 28 204 11 41 0
21 8 185 0 39 1 1777
35 65 18 20 45 37 1774
41 5 174 13 63 49 1777
45 47 166 18 70 5 1773

peculiar condition or circumstance ; as Direct
Proportion, Ratio, Rayt, Virion, &.C ; for which
see the respective substantives.

Direct, in Astronomy. See Consequentia.
Direct Dial, is one which points directly

to any one of the four cardinal points, and is
hence called direct east, west, north, or south

dial, according to the point towards which it
is directed.

Direct Sphere. See Right Sphere.
DIRECTION, in AsU■onomy, the motion

and other phenomena of a planet when direct.
Line of Direction, in Gunnery, is the direct

line in which the piece is pointed ; and, in
Mechanics, the same term implies the line in
which a body moves, or in which a force is ap
plied. When two conspiring forces act on a

body at the same time, the angle included be

tween the lines of their direction is called the

angle of direction.
Number of Direction, in the Calendar, is

the number of days that Septuagesima Sunday
falls alter the seventeenth day of January.

Quantity of Direction, in Mechanics, is a

term sometimes used to denote what is more

commonly called Momentum.
DIRECTLY, is used in nearly the same

sense as direct ; thus we say, quantities are

directly proportional, which is only another

way of stating them to be in direct propor
tion ; and, in Mechanics, one body is said to

impinge directly upon another, when the

former strikes the latter perpendicular to its
surface.

DIRECTRIX, in the Conic Sections, is a

certain right line perpendicular to the axis of
the curve, and frequently referred to in treat

ing of the properties of those figures, from
the description of them in plauo.

line DX is the direc
trix ; and it is such
that if any point S bo
assumed without it

,

and whilst the right
HneSPrevolvcsabout

S as a centre, a point

P moves in it in such
a manner that its dis- O

tanee from S shall al-
be to PE, its distance

E / /L /J 1

\

Some have endeavoured to find the latitude
and longitude of places by means of the dip
ping-needle, particularly Burrowes, Gilbert,
Bond, Whiston, &e.j but as nothing of im
portance followed from their attempts, it would
be useless to enter upon any explanation of
their particular methods in this place.

DIRECT, a term frequently used in arith
metic, astronomy, optics, &c< to denote some

from the line
DX, in a given ratio; the curve described by
the point P is a conic section, and it is an

ellipse, parabola, or hyperbola, according as

SP is less than, equal to, or greater than PE.
The ratio of SP to PE is called the determi
nate ratio ; hence it follows, that iu the ellipse

A D, the distance of the directrix from the

vertex is greater than AS; the distance from
the vertex to the focus, in the parabola AD is

equal to A S
,

and in the hyperbola it is less.
See the description of the ellipse, parabola,

and hyperbulu in piano, under the respective
articles.

Directrix, or Dune, i vr. is also that line
or plane along which another line or plane is

supposed to move, iu the generation of a sur

face or solid.
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Thus the surface B

ABCD may be sup
posed to be generat
ed by the motion of
the line AB along the
tine AD; in which A
case AD is called the Dirigent, and AB the
Describettt.

DISC, or Disk (from Jwxof), in Astronomy,
the body or face of the sun, moon, &c. as they
appear to the naked eye.

DISCHARGE of Fluids. The discharge of
fluids through apertures in the sides and bot
toms of vessels, is a subject which has engag
ed the attention both of theorists and experi
mentalists ; and it may, therefore, be consi
dered under either point of view. In the
present article it will probably be best to keep
these cases totally distinct from each other. We
shall, in the first place, state the principal pro
positions in the theoretical part of the subject,
and then give a slight view of some of the
most remarkable and accurate experiments,
by Bossut, Venturi, Eytelwein, Vince, Young,
See.

1. If a fluid runs through a pipe or tube
of an uniform shape, equal quantities of it
will pass through every parallel section of the
tube.

This is very evident, because the same quan
tity of fluid must pass through the same sec
tion in the same time. It must be observed,
however, that though the water runs with the
same velocity through every section of the
tube, yet it does not run with equal velocity
through every part of the same section. Its
motion being swiftest towards the middle,
and slower towards the sides of the tube,
where it is retarded by friction.

2. If a fluid runs through a tube or pipe,
kept constantly full by means of a proper
supply, but which is not of uniform shape;
then the velocity of the fluids, in different sec
tions, will be inversely as the areas of the
sections.

Since the tube is always full, the same quan
tity of water must pass through every section
of it in the same time ; but if the area of one
section be half as great as the area of another
section, the same quantity of water cannot
pass through both sections at the same time,
unless it passes through the former section
with double the velocity with which it passes
through the latter. If the area of the former
section be one-third, or one-fifth, of the area
of the latter, the same quantity of water must
pass through the former with a velocity which
is three times, or five times, the velocity with
which it passes through the latter. Hence, in
general, the velocities must be inversely as the
arras of the sections.

3. If a fluid, flowing through a small ori
fice in the bottom of a vessel, be kept con
stantly full by means of an uniform supply at
top, the velocity of the effluent fluid will be
equal to that acquired by a heavy body in
failing freely through the height of the iurface
of the fluid above the orifice.

Let MNOP represent
a vessel filled with a non-
elastic fluid up to the level
of IK; MP, the bottom
in which is the aperture
C D (very small in compa
rison with MP), CIKD the
column of the fluid stand
ing directly above the aper- jyjj
ture, and CABD the low-
est plate of the fluid imme
diately contiguous to the aperture. Also let
v denote the velocity which a heavy body
would acquire in falling freely through BD,
the height of the plate ; and V the velocity
acquired by the same plate during its descent
through the same space until it is discharged
by the pressure of the column CIKD. If we
suppose the lowest plate of fluid ACBD,
to fall as a heavy body through the height
BD, its moving force will be its own weight.
Again, suppose it to be accelerated by its own
weight, together with the pressure of the am
bient fluid, about the column CIKD; viz. by
the weight of the column CIKD through
the same space ; that is, while it is accelerated
from quiescence until it is actually discharg
ed: then (agreeably to the established laws of
dynamics) the velocity in the former case will
be to that in the latter, as the moving forces
and the times in which they act directly, and
the quantities of matter moved inversely. But
the moving forces arc to each other, as the
heights B O and KD ; the times in which they
act are inversely as the velocities, the space
through which the body is accelerated being
given ; and the quantities of matter moved are

equal; therefore v : V :: 5— ; • whence
v V

t>»: V*:: BD: KD, ore: V:: ./BD : ✓BD.
Now v is the velocity which a heavy body

would actually acquire in falling through the
space BD; consequently V, the velocity of
the effluent fluid, is that which a heavy body
would acquire in falling through KD, the
whole altitude of the fluid above the orifice.

4. In the same man-
ner it may be shown &f
that if a pipe be insert
ed horizontally in the
vessel MNOP, the plate
of fluid ACB will be dis
charged with the same
velocity as before (if its
centre of pressure be of
the same depth), what
ever be the thickness of the plate ; this velo
city not depending upon a continual accele
ration through the length of the tube, other
wise the effluent fluid could not attain its full
velocity, until a column had been discharged
whose base is equal to the orifice, and height
equal to the length of the tube ; whereas we
find by experience, that this full velocity can
be attained by the thinnest plate which can
be let escape from the aperture.

5. The velocities and quantities discharged

O

<.
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at different depths, are as the sqnare rdets of
the depths.

6. The quantity run out in any time is equal
to a cylinder, or prism, whose base is the area
of the orifice, and its altitudes the. space de
scribed in that time by the velocity acquired
by falling: through the height of the fluid.

So that if A denote the height of the fluid,
a the area of the aperture, g —

32$ |th feet, or
386 inrhes, and t the time of efllnx, we shall
have, for the quantity discharged, Q

— at
V2g-A.

Or when a and A are expressed in feet,

Q = 8-0208 at ,/A feet.

When a and A arc expressed in inches,

Q = 277387 at J A inch.
If the orifice is a circle whose diameter is d,

then 0-785398 d1 must be substituted for a;

And when d and A are expressed in feet,

Q = 6-29952d </h feet.

When d and A arc expressed in inches,

Q = 21-78692 d V inches.
And from either of these it will be easy to

find either a, r, or A, when the other three
quantities are given.

7. The force with which the efllnent water
impinges against any quiescent body, is pro
portional to the altitude of the fluid above the
orifice. For the force is as the velocity mul
tiplied by the quantity of matter; but the quan
tity discharged, in a given time, is as the
velocity ; therefore the force is as the square
of the velocity; that is, by the demonstration
of the proposition, (art. 3.) as the height of the
fluid.

8. The water spouts out with the same ve
locity whether it be downwards, or upwards,
or sideways ; because the pressure of fluids
is the same, in all directions, at the same

depth.
9. When a vessel is left to discharge itself

gradually, through an orifice in its bottom,

if the area of the section parallel to the bot
tom be every where the same, the velocity
of the surface of the fluid, and consequently
the velocity of the efflux, will be uniformly
retarded.

Tor (by prop. 2) the velocity of the descend
ing surface is to the velocity at the surface,
as the area of the orifice to the area of the
surface, which is a constant ratio ; conse

quently, the velocity of the descending sur
face varies as the velocity at the orifice, or as

the square root of A ; that is, the velocity of
the descending surface varies, as the square
root of the space which it has to describe : so
that this exactly corresponds with the case of
a body projected perpendicularly upwards,
where the velocity is as the square root of the

(pace to be described : whence, as the retard

ing force is constant in the instance referred
to, it must also be constant in the case before
us, and the retardation uniform. From this

comparison we deduce the following obvious
corollaries.

The quantities of water in a prismatic ves
sel, ducharged through an aperture in the

bottom, decrease in equal times ; as the series

df odd numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, 0, tee. taken in an
inverted order.

The quantity of water contained in aa
upright prismatic vessel, is half that which,
would be discharged in the time of the entire
gradual evacuation of the vessel, if the water
ne kept always at the same altitude.

10. If upon the altitude of the fluid in a
vessel, as a diameter, we describe a semi
circle, the horizontal space described by tha
fluid spouting from a vertical orifice, at any
point in the diameter, will be as the ordinate
of the circle drawn from that point; the hori
zontal space being measured on the plane of
the bottom of the vessel.

When the aperture is vertical, and indefi
nitely small (as supposed here), the fluid will
spout ont horizontally with the velocity due
to the altitude of the fluid above the orifice
(by prop. 3) ; and this velocity, combined with
the perpendicular velocity arising from the
action of gravity, will cause every particle,
and consequently the whole jet, to describe
the curve of a parabola. Now the velocity

with which the fluid is expelled from any hole,
as G, is such as if uniformly preserved would
carry a particle through a space equal to 2BG,
in the time of the fall through BG; but, after
quitting the orifice, it describes the parabolic
curve, and arrives at the horizontal plane CF
in the same time as a body would fall freely
through GD; so that to find the distance DE,
since the times are as the roots of the spaces,
we have this analogy v'GB: v'GD :: 2BG :

DE =~^nr5 = 2 v/bgTgd = 2G H.
by the nature of the circle. And the same will
hold with respect to any other point in BD.

If the apertures be made at equal dis
tances from the top and bottom of the ves
sel (kept full of fluid), the horizontal distances
to which the water will spout from these aper
tures will be equal. For when Dg — BG,
we shall have 2 \/ Kg . gU ~ 2 ,/BG . GD,
and consequently D E the same in both cases.

When the orifice is at the point bisecting
the altitude of the fluid in the vessel, the
fluid will spout to the greatest distance on
the horizontal plane ; and that distance, if
measured on the plane of the bottom of the ves
sel, will be equal to the depth of the fluid in it.
For IK, the ordinate from the centre I is the
greatest which can be drawn in the semi
circle, nad D F, which is = 2 I K, is then ss
2151 = BD.

The reader who wishes to examine the
theoretical part of the present subject mere
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it huge, may consult the following works :
S' Gravesande's - Nat. Phil, f J. Bcrnouilli
onthe Motion of Water in Pipes, Act. Pctro.
tx.x.; Enleron the Motion of Water in Pipes,
Act. Ber. 1752 ; also his " Principles of Hy
draulics," ibid 1766; on the Re-action of
Water in Pipes, Act. Petro. N.S. vi. ; Raccolta
i\ autori clic trattano del moto dolle Acqne,
Flor. 1725, which contains the investigations of
Archimedes. Albici, Galileo, Castelli, Micheli-
ni, Borelli, Montanari, Viviani, Cassiiti, Gng-
lieimi. Grand!, Manfredi, and Picard ; Borda
on the Discharge of Fluids, Act. Petro. 1766;
Lagrange on the Motion of Fluids, Act. Berl.
17H1 ; Young on Spouting Fluids, Irish Trans.
1781 : Prony's "Archit. Hydraulique ;" Lorgna
on Spouting Fluids, Society Italy iv ; Venturi
sirr la Commnnication latcrale dc Mouve-
ment dans les Fluides, Par. 1798; Bossut's
"Hydrodyn.;" Gregory's "Mechanics," b.4,
e. i. See.

We have already extended this article be
yond what was first intended, and therefore
must be very brief in stating the results of
some of the principal experiments that have
been made in order to illustrate this interest
ing inquiry.

With respect to the quantity of flnid dis
charged, Bossut's experiments, which were
made with peculiar accuracy, demand parti
cular notice. They are expressed in the fol
lowing table, which exhibits the quantity of
fluid discharged through orifices pierced in
thin plates ; in measures of the Paris foot
royal, which is to the English foot, as 1066 to
1000. Bossut's " Hydrodyn." t. ii. p. 47.

Constanta!tiudc«f
the water in the
rwtcnoir above

Theorelical dta-
cbar^ei in nnc
minutethrougha
circularaperture
of tin. exj>r<-ued
in cubicinches.

RealdiM-hartrcftin
the timethrmiRb
tbe Hie oriOre,
exprctwdalnuin
nook inchec.

l 4381 2722
2 6196 3846
3 7589 4710
4 8763 5436
5 9797 6075
6 10732 6654
7 11592 7103
8 12392 7672
9 13144 8135

10 13855 8674
11 14630 8990
J2 15180 9384
13 16797 9764
14 16393 10130
15 16968 10472

The following is another set of experiments
wade by the same author with different aper
tures; in which the water was kept constantly
at the altitude of eleven feet, eight inches,
ten lines, from the centre of each aperture.

I. With on horizontal circular aper
ture, 6 lines in diameter

Cubic Inches
furnishedin
One Minute.

2311

Cubictack*
furnifhedla

Oat Minata.
2. With a circular horizontal aper

ture, 1 inch in diameter 9281
3. With a circular horizontal aper

ture, 2 inches in diameter . ... 37203
4. With a rectangular horizontal

aperture, 1 inch by 3 lines , 2933
5. With a square horizontal aperture,

the side 1 inch 11817
6. With a square horizontal aperture,

the side 2 inches 47361
Constant height of water 9 feet.

7. Lateral circular aperture, 6 lines
in diameter 2018

8. Lateral circular aperture, 1 inch
in diameter 8135

Constant height of water 4 feet.
9. Lateral circular aperture, 6 lines

in diameter 1363
10. Lateral circular aperture, 1 inch

in diameter 5436
Constant height of water 7 lines.

11. Lateral and circular orifice, 1 inch
in diameter 628

From these experiments we may derive the
following deductions ; viz.

1. The quantities of fluid discharged, in
equal times, from different sized apertures,
the altitude of the fluids being the same, are
to each other nearly as the areas of the aper
tures.

2. The qnantities of water discharged, in
equal times, by the same aperture, with diffe
rent altitudes of water in the reservoir, are
nearly as the square roots of the correspond
ing altitudes of the water in the reservoir
above the centre of the aperture.

3. That, in general, tbe quantities of water
discharged, in the same time, by different
apertures, and under unequal altitudes of the
water in the reservoir, are to each other in a
compound ratio of the areas of the apertures,
and the square roots of the altitudes.

4. That on account of the friction, the
smallest aperture discharge proportionally less
w ater than those that arc larger and of a si
milar figure, the water in the respective reser
voirs being at the same height.

5. That of several apertures w hose areas
arc equal, that which has the smallest circum
ference will discharge more water than the
other, the water in the reservoirs being at the
same altitude, and this because there is less
friction. Hence, circular apertures arc most
advantageous, as they have less rubbing sur
face under the same areas.

To this we can only add, that if instead of
the orifice being pierced in a plate of tin or
other thin plate, a cylindrical pipe or tube be
inserted in the vessel whose length is from
two to fo'ir times the diameter of the orifice,
then a greater quantity of water will be dis
charged through it than through the simple
aperture, in an eqnal portion of time, all other
circumstances remaining the same ; the quan
tity of the fluid discharged, in tbe two cases,

being to each other as 133 to 100 nearly. An
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account of several other experiments connect
ed with this subject may be seen in Gregory's
" Mechanics," vol. i.

DISCHARGER, or Discharging Rod, in
Electricity, is a rod used for the purpose of
discharging a jar or battery of its contents,
without injury or pain to the operator. Dif
ferent forms have been given to this instru
ment, which are described by Cavallo and
other authors on electricity.

DISCOUNT, or Rebate, is an allowance
made on a bill or any other debt not yet be
come due, in consideration of present pay
ment.

Bankers, merchants, &c. allow for discount
a sum equal to the interest of the bill for the
time before it becomes due, which however is
not just ; for as the true value of the discount
is equal to the difference between the debt
and its present worth, it is equal only to the
interest of that present worth, instead of the
interest on the whole debt. And therefore the
rule for finding the true discount is this:

As the amount of £1. for the given rate
and time

Is to the given sum or debt,
So is the interest of £1. for the given rate

and time
To the discount of the debt.

So that if p be the principal or debt, >■the
rate of interest, and t the time ;\

then as 1 + rt : p :: rt : ?r*— , which isI + T t

the true "discount. Hence also p 2T£—"
1 + rt

— -—£ is the present worth, or sum to be
1 + rt

received.
Or, making a to represent the present worth,

we have

a =
y £ rt

— the present value

p =. a (1 + rt) — the sum due

t — £—- — the number of years
ar *

p — a
r zz -—— =: the rate of interest.

a t

A table of discounts may be seen in Smart's
"Tables of Interest;" the same is also given
in llarly's valuable " Treatise on Interest
and Annuities."

DISCRETE, or Disjunct Proportion, is
that in which the ratio between two or more
pairs of numbers is the same, and yet the pro
portion is not continued, so as that the ratio
may be the same between the consequent of
one pair and the antecedent of the next pair.

Thus 3 : 6 : : 5 : 10 is a disjunct proportion ;
but 3 : 6 :: 12 : 21 is a continued proportion.

Discrete Quantity, is such as is not con
tinued and joined together. Such, for in
stance, is any number; for its parts, being
distinct units, cannot be united into one
continuum; for in this there are no actual
determinate' parts, as there are in a number
composed of several units.

DISJUNCT. See Discrete.
DISPART, in Gunnery, is setting a mark

upon the muzzle-ring, or thereabouts, of a
piece of ordnance, so that a sight taken upon
the top of the base ring, against the touch-
hole, by the mark set on or near the muzzle,
may be parallel to the axis of the gun.

DISPERSION, commonly signifies the scat
tering or dissipating the parts of any body;
and hence, in Optics, it denotes the same as
divergency.

Point of Dispersion, in Dioptrics, the point
from which the refracted rays begin to di
verge when their refraction renders them
divergent.

Dispersion of Light, in Optics, denotes the
enlargement of a pencil or beam of light,
which is produced by its passage from one
medium to another ; and this enlargement
arises from the nature of the medium.

Dr. Wollaston's mode of examining refrac
tive and dispersive powers is described in
Phil. Trans, for 1802, or Nicholson's Journal,
vol. iv. p. 89. Extensive tables of refractive
and dispersive powers are given by Dr. T.
Young, at p. 296, 299, vol. ii. of his Natural
Philosophy.

DISSIPATION, in Physics, an insensible
loss or consumption of the minute parts of a

body, or that agency whereby they fly off and
are lost.

Circle of Dissipation, in Optics, denotes
the circular space upon the retina, which is
taken up by one of the extreme pencils of
rays issuing from any object

Radius of Dissipation, is the radius of the
circle of dissipation.

DISSOLVENT, any thing which dissolves.
DISSOLUTION, the separation of a body

into its most minute parts.
DISTANCE, according to the common ac

ceptation of the word, is space considered
barely in length between any two objects or

bodies, and is the shortest line that can be
drawn between them.

DISTANCE, in Astronomy, as of the sun,

planets, &.c. is cither real or proportional ; it
is also farther distinguished into mean, peri
helion, and aphelion distance.

Aphelion Distance of the Planets, is when

they are at their greatest distance from the
sun.

Perihelion Distance of the Planets, is when
they are at their least distance from the sun.

Mean Distance of the Planets, is a mean
between their aphelion and perihelion dis

tances.
Proportional Distances of the Planets, are

the distances of the several planets from the
sun, compared with the distance of any one of
them considered as unity.

Real Distances, are the absolute distances
of those bodies, as compared with any terres
trial measure, as miles, leagues, &c.

The proportional distances of the planets
from the sun, any one of them (as for example
that of the earth) being considered as unity,
are readily determined from Kepler's third
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law ; «*. that the squares of the periodic times
of revolving bodies about the same central
body, are as the cubes of their respective dis
tances: and hence also the real distance of
any one of the planets being known, the ab
solute distance of all the others may be de
termined. Now the real distance of the earth
from the sun has been determined, by means
of the transit of Venus, to be about 93,000,000
miles. See Parallax and Transit. And
hence we have the following tablet of the real
and proportional distances of the several pla
nets.

Proportional Real
meanD.st. meanUiat.

Mercury... -3870981 ... 36 million miles
Venus -7233323 ... 68
Earth 10000000 ... 93

Mars 1-5236935 ... 142

Vesta 2-2373000 ... 221

Juno 2-6671630 ... 248
Ceres 27674060 ... 257
Pallas 2-7675920 ... 257
Jupiter. 5-2027911 ... 485
Saturn 9-5387705 ... 890
Urauu* 191833050 ... 1800

For the distance of the Moon, and the other
secondaries from their several primaries, see

Satellites.
Distance of the fixed Stars from the Earth

or Sun, has never yet been determined ; we
only know it is so great, that the whole dia
meter of the earth's orbit, which is near two
hundred million miles, is but as a point com
pared with their distance, and therefore forms
no sensible measure whereby it may be esti
mated.

Distance of the Sun from the Moon's Node
or Apogee, is an arch of the ecliptic inter
cepted between the sun's true place and the
moou's node or apogee.

Curtate Distance. See Curtate.
Accessible Distances, arc such as may be

measured by the application of any lineal
measure.

Inaccessible Distances, are those which can
not be measured by the application of any
lineal measure, but by means of angles and
trigonometrical rules and formula; ; these,
however, are too numerous to be treated of in
this place, we must refer the reader for infor
mation on this subject to the first part of
Bonnvcastle's "Trigonometry," where a great
variety of questions of this kind are perspi
cuously illustrated.

The distance of objects may also be ascer
tained by means of sound; for' as this has been
found by experiment to travel at the rate of
about 1142 feet per second, if the time w hich
elapses between the tiring of a gun and the
report of (he same be duly observed, the dis-
tanee in feet will be found by multiplying the
number of seconds by 1 142; and in this way
we may estimate the distance of a thunder
cloud, by the number of seconds being ob
served that elapses between the flash* oflight-
uing, and the clap of thunder by which it is
succeeded.

Apparent Distance, in Optics, is that distance

at which we judge an object to be placed, when
seen afar o(f, and which is usually very different
from the true distance ; because we are apt to
think that all very remote objects whose parts
cannot well be distinguished, and which have
no other object in view near them, are at the
same distance from us, though perhaps one of
them is thousands of miles nearer than the
other ; as is the case with the sun, moon, and
planets.

Dr. Potersfield gives a very distinct and
comprehensive view of the natural methods of
judging concerning the distance of objects.

The most universal, and frequently the most
sure means of judging of the distance of ob
jects is, he says, the angle made by the optic
axis. For our two oyes are like two different
stations, by the assistance of which distances
arc taken ; and this is the reason why those
persons who are blind of one eye so frequently
miss their mark in pouring liquor in a glass,
snuffing a candle, and such other actions as

require that the distance be exactly distin
guished. To convince ourselves of the use
fulness of this method of judging of the dis
tance of objects', he directs us to suspend a
ring iu a thread, so that its side may be to
wards us, and the hole in it to the right and
left hand ; and taking a small rod, crooked at
the end, retire from the ring two or three
paces; and having with one hand covered
one of our eyes, to endeavour with the other
to pass the crooked end of the rod through
the ring. This, he says, appears very easy;
and yet upon trial, perhaps once in 100 times,
wc shall not succeed, especially if wc move
the rod a little quickly.

Our author observes, that by persons recol
lecting the time when they began to be subject
to the mistakes above mentioned, they may
tell when it was that they lost the use of one of
their eyes ; which many persons are long igno
rant of, and which may be a circumstance of
some consequence to a surgeon. The use of
this second method of judging of distances,
De Chales limits to 120 feet; beyond which,
he says, wo arc not sensible of any difference
in the angle of the optic axis.

A third method of judging of the distance
of objects consists iu their apparent magni
tudes, on which so much stress was laid by
Dr. Smith. From this change in the magni
tude of the image upon the retina, we easily
judge of the distance of objects, as often as
wc are otherwise acquainted with the mag
nitude of the objects themselves ; but as oflon
as wc are ignorant of the real magnitude of
bodies, wc can never, from their apparent mag
nitude, form any judgment of their distance.

From this wc may sec why wc are so fre
quently deceived in our estimates of distance,
by any extraordinary magnitudes of objects
seen at the end of it ; as, iu travelling towards
a large city, or a castle, or a cathedral church,
or a mountain larger than ordinary, wc fancy
them to be nearer than wo find them to be.
This also is the reason why animals, and all
small objects, seen in valleys contiguous to
large mountains, appear exceedingly small.
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For we ihink the mountain nearer to us than either do not appear, or hinder the parts thai
if it were smaller; and we should be surprised lie behind them from appearing; and no th«
at the smallness of the neighbouring animals, whole apparent distance is diminished by the
if we thought them farther off. For the same parts that do not appear in it. This is the
reason we think them exceedingly small when reason that the banks of a river appear conti-
they are placed on the lop of a mountain, or guous to a distant eye, when the river is low
a large building, which appear nearer to us and not seen.
than they really are, on account of their ex- On this subject the reader may consult
traordinary size. Smith's " Opjlios," vol. i. p. 52 ; Robins's

Dr. Jurin clearly accounts for our imagin- " Tracts," vol. ii. p. 230 ; Porterfield on the
ing objects, when seen from a high building, Eye, vol. i. p. 105, and vol. ii. p. 387 ; and
to be smaller than they are, and smaller than Priestley's " History of Vision," p. 205. Other
we fancy them to be when we view them at important reflections are made on this curious
the same distance on level ground. It is, says subject by M. Bouguer ; by Haris, in his
he, because we have no distinct idea of dis- "Optics;" by Dr. Young and M. Haiiy, in
tancc in that direction, and therefore judge of their respective Courses of Philosophy,
the things by their pictures upon the eye only; Distance, in Navigation, is the number of
but custom will enable us to judge rightly miles or leagues that a ship has sailed from
even in this case. one point to another.

Let a boy, says he, who has never been Line of Distance, in Perspective, is a right
upon any high building, go to the top of the line drawn from the eye to the principal point
Monument, and look down into the street; the of the plane.
objects seen there, as men and horses, will Point of Distance, iu Perspective, is that
appear so small as greatly to surprise him. point in the horizontal line which is at the
But ten to twenty years after, if in the mean same distance from the principal point as the
time he has used himself now and then to eye is from the same.
look down from that and other great heights, Distinct Base, in Optics, is the same with
he will no longer find the same objects to ap- what is otherwise called the focus,

pear so small. And if he were to view the DITTON (Humphrey), a mathematician
same objects from such heights as frequently of the seventeenth century, was born at
as he sees them upon the same level with Salisbury, May 29, 1675. He was author of
himaelf in the streets, he supposes that they several tracts, which were published in the
would appear to him just of the same magni- Phil. Trans. The principal of these were
tude from the top of the Monument, as they on the Tangents of Curves, vol. xxiii.; Spheri-
do from a window one story high. For this cal Catoptrics, in the Phil. Trans, for 1705.
reason it is, that statutes placed upon very He also published a treatise on the " General
high buildings ought to be made of a larger Laws and Nature of Motion," 8vo. 1705; "An
size, than those which are seen at a nearer Institution of Fluxions," &c. 8vo. 1706; the
distance; because all persons, except archi- "Synopsis Algebraica" of John Alexander,
tects, are apt to imagine the height of such in 1709 ; and a " Treatise of Perspective," in
buildings to be much less than it really is. 1712; beside other works on theology, tec.

The fourth method by which Dr. Porterfield Ditton died in 1715, in the fortieth year of
says that we judge of the distance of objects, his age.
is the force with which their colour strikes DIVERGENT, tending to various parts
upon our eyes. For if webe assured that two from one point; thus we say, diverging lines,
objects are of a similar and like colour, and rays, &c; meaning those lines or rays which
that one appears more bright and lively than issuing from one common point, go off from
the other, we judge that the brighter object is that point in various directions.

The fifth method consists in the different Hyperbola and Parabola.
appearance of the small parts of objects. Diverging Series, in Analysis, are those
AVhen these parts appear distinct, we judge series, the terms of which increase more and
that the object is near ; but when they appear more the farther they are continued,
confused, or when they do not appear at all, DIVIDEND, in Arithmetic, is that number
we judge that it is at a greater distance. For which is to be divided by some other number
the image of any object, or part of an object, called the divisor.
diminishes as the distance of it increases. DIVING, the art of descending under wa-

The sixth and last method by which wc tcr to considerable depths, and remaining
judge of the distance of objects is, that the there for some time in order to recover things
eye does not represent to our mind one object which have been sunk ; as also for the purpose
alone, but at the same time all those that are of bringing up corals, pearls, sponge, &c.
placed betwixt us and the principal object, Diving Bell, ati apparatus used for the pur-
whosc distance we are considering ; and the pose of diving. It is most commonly made
more this distance is divided into separate and m the form of a truncated cone, the smallest
distinct parts, the greater it appears to be. end being closed and the larger one open. It
For this reason, distances upon uneven sur- is weighted with lead, and so suspended that
faces appear less than upon a plane : for the it may be sunk full of air, with its open base
inequalities of the surface, such as hills, and downwards, and as near as may be parallel to
holes, and rivers, that lie low and out of sight, the horizon, so as to close with the surface of

the nearer of the two.
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the water. For a particular description of
this instrument, under various forms, see

Rees's Cyclopedia, article Diving Bell; see

also Phil. Trans, abs. vols. iv. vi. and viii.;
and Dcsagnlicr's " Exper. Phil." vol. ii.

Diving Bladder, an instrument invented by
Borelli for the purpose of diving, in order to
obviate some of the inconveniences attending
the common diving bell.

DIVISIBILITY, that quality of a body by
which it admits of separation into parts. The
divisibility of quantity is a subject which has
given rise to various arguments amongst phi
losophers, some contending that this separa
tion may be carried on ad infinitum, while
others maintain that it cannot be extended
beyond certain limits. We shall not, in this
place, enter upon the subject in dispute, but
merely state some of those facts which have
been ascertained from experiment, and which
if they do not show the absolute infinite divi
sibility of matter, they at least demonstrate,
in the most evident manner, that it may be
carried on to an extent which is truly asto
nishing. Boyle mentions a silken thread 300
yards long, that weighed but two grains and
a half. He also measured leaf gold, and found
by weighing it that fifty square inches weigh
ed but one grain : if the length of an inch be
divided into 200 parts, the eye may distin
guish them all ; therefore there are in one
square inch 40000 visible parts; and in one
grain of it there are 2000000 of such parts :
which visible parts no one will deny to be
farther divisible.

Again, a whole ounce of silver may be gilt
with eight grains of gold, which may be after
wards drawn into a wire 13000 feet long.

In odoriferous bodies we can still perceive
a greater sub til ty of parts, and even such as
are actually separated from one another ; se
veral bodies scarce lose any sensible part
of their weight in a long time, and yet conti
nually fill a very large space with odoriferous
particles.

The particles of light, if light consists of
real particles, furnish another surprising in
stance of the minuteness of some parts of
matter. A lighted candle placed on a plane
will be visible two miles, and consequently
fill a sphere, whose diameter is four miles,
with luminous particles, before it has lost any
sensible part of its weight. And as the force
of any body is directly in proportion to its
quantity of matter multiplied by its velocity,
and since the velocity of the particles of light
is demonstrated to be at least a million of
times greater than the velocity of a cannon
ball, it is plain that if a million of these par
ticles were round, and as big as a small grain
of sand, we durst no more open our eyes to
the light, than to expose to sand shot point
blank from a cannon.

By help of microscopes, such objects as

would otherwise escape our sight appear very
large : there are some small animals scarcely
visible with the best microscopes ; and yet
these have all the parts necessary for life, as

blood and other liquors. How wonderful,
therefore, must be the parts which constitute
these fluids!

DIVISION, is one of the principal rules in
Arithmetic and Algebra, it consist/ iu finding
how often a less number is contained in a
greater. The number to be divided is called
the dividend, the number by which the divi
sion is made is the divisor; the number of
times that this is contained in the former, is
called the quotient, and if any thing remains,
after the operation is finished, it is called the
remainder. Division is either simple or com
pound.

Simple Division, is when both the divisor
and dividend are integral numbers.

Rule. Draw a small curve-line on the right
and left of the dividend, and write the divisor
on the left ; then find how many times the
divisor is contained, in as many of the left-
hand figures of the dividend as are just neces
sary, and place that number on the right.
Multiply the divisor by this number, and place
the product under the figure of the dividend
above mentioned. Subtract this product from
that part of the dividend under which it stands,
and bring down the next figure of the divi
dend, or more if necessary, to the right of the
remainder. Divide this number, so increased,
as before, and so on till the whole is finished.

Note 1. When it is necessary to bring down
more than one figure to the remainder, a cipher
must be placed in the quotient for every figure
thus brought down.

Note 2. If the divisor do not exceed 12, the
quotient may be written down as it arises,
immediately under the dividend.

Proof of Division. Multiply the divisor and
quotient together, and add to this product
the remainder, which ought to be equal to the
dividend if the work be right.

EXAMPLE.

6)674346(1 7)643287(1
134869 quotients 91891

6
7_

674346 proof 643287

346 ) 7486716 ( 21637
692 340

666 129822

346 86548

2207 G4^1 1

2076 314

"itm 7486716 proof.
1038

'

2736

Sometimes, for the sake of abridging the

operation, the successive products arc omitted,

and the subtraction is made fignre for figure
as the work is carried on ; by this method, the

foregoing example would stand as follows.

Division may also be proved by the cross,

the same as multiplication ; by oastiag o%t the
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nines from the divisor and quotient; and again
out of the product of their remainders ; and
this last remainder ought to be the same as

that arising from the dividend, after the re
mainder, arising in the operation, is subtracted
from it ; thus,

346)7486716(21637
666
2207 r M/

1311 proof0
2736 t /4\
314

This is generally called the Italian method

of division.
Compound Division, is when the dividend

is a compound quantity.
Rule. Divide the highest denomination of

the dividend by the divisor, as in the former
rule. Reduce the remainder, if any, to the
next inferior denomination, and divide as be

fore ; reduce this remainder again, and divide
as before, and so on till the whole is finished.

Note. If the divisor exceed 12, and be a
composite number, divide by its factors suc
cessively, instead of the whole number at once.

d.

9(
1 11 3

3

4 13 9

EXAMPLES.

quotients

proof

£. $. d.

7)9 13 11(

1 7 91
7

9 13 II
3. Divide £214. 14». lOd. by 24.

£. s. d.

24=4X6 4)214 14 10(

6) 53 13 8|(i i» "i I
Division of Fractions, is performed by the

following rale. Reduce all mixed numbers
to improper fractions, then invest the terms of
the divisor, and multiply the numerators and
the denominators together as in multiplication ;
observing that such factors, as are common in
the numerators and denominators, may be
cancelled.

either in integers or decimals, as does that
figure of the dividend that stands over the
unit's place of the first product.

Note. The division may be carried on to any
extent required by annexing ciphers to the
remainders after all the given figures have
been used.

EXAMPLE.

486-4)784-6840(l-615 quotient
298 28

7 444
2 5800

1480

Division of Circulating Decimals, is per
formed by converting the repetends into their
equivalent fractions, and then proceeding as
in division of fractions. See Circulating
Decimals.

Contracted Division. See Contraction.
Division, in Algebra, is the method of find

ing the quotient arising from the division of
one indeterminate quantity by another, which
may be considered under two cases.

Case 1. When the divisor and dividend are
both simple quantities.

llule. Divide the co-efficients, as in arith
metic, and to the quotient annex the result
arising from the division of the indeterminate
quantities.

Note. When the divisor and dividend have
like signs, the sign of the quotient is plus + ;
and when they are unlike, the sign of the quo
tient is minus —, as in multiplication.

1. + r =

2. ^

EXAMPLE 1

7 4_28
9

*
3
-

27
4 _3_ 9

9_11X4
, , " 3 14 4
3- l8* 4

=
8 *3 =

. .1..1 7 24 23-42 = 3X9=27

27

44

7

3

14

Division of Decimals, is performed the same
as in the simple rule of division, observing only
to point ofT in the quotient as many decimal
places, as those in the dividend exceed those
in the divisor ; and if there be not so many
the defect must be supplied by prefixing ci
phers.

Another way to know the place fur the deci
mal /ioint is this ; the first figure of the quo
tient tnust be made to occupy the same place

Gab^a1^
4a b

EXAMPLES.

7xl)35xV
5x v1

6*Vy)72xiy_
12* ■/y

— 4aft1)32aftc1
—8c

-4xy)— 16x*y*

4a*ft)
— 24aWc*
— 6u Pc1

Case 2. When the dividend is a compound
quantity, and the divisor either simple or com
pound.

Rule. Set the divisor on the left of the divi
dend, and proceed in the operation the same
as in division of numbers, observing still the
same rule as above with regard to the signs.

EXAMPLES.

a — b)a1—2ab^b\a — b
a1— ab

— o6 + 6*
- aft + 6*

x + y)x5 + y5 (x1 — xy + y*

— x-y +yJ
— x1y — xy*

+ xy' + yl
4- xy1 + y3
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3_2y>t*— 16y*(x> + 2x*y + -try1 + 8y3

x4 — 2r'y
+ 2xJy — l«y4
4- 2x3y — 4*y

+ 4xzy* — 16y*
+ 4x*yI — 8xy*

+ 8xy5 — 16y4

+ 8xy! — 16y4

Aofe. When there is a remainder after the

division, it must be written over the divisor,

and annexed as a fraction to the quotient.
Thus for example, if the foregoing dividend

had been x4 + \0y*, instead of x4 — 16y4,
then the remainder would have been 32y*,
and the answer would in that case have been,

£±™£ =lJ + 2liy + 4*y* + gyi +
x — 2y * 3 3 x— 2y
Division of Algebraic Fraction!, is per

formed the same as in the case of simple frac

tions ; viz. reduced all mixed expressions to

improper fractions, then invert the terms of
the divisor, and multiply the numerators and

denominators as in the rule above* (moled,

observing to cancel all factors that arc common
to the numerators and denominators.

✓ 10

See Re-

'
44

-
5c*

~
46

*

EXAMPLES.

5c1 _
3a*

~~

3xy _^ 9wz _ 3xy w
5x*z

'
7x3y3

~~
6x!

x4—y4

25c*

12a4

7iV

S
i4

— y4 . x* + y*_ a4

x1+xy
'

x
—

x(:
x1 — i/1= ——Z- —x— y.

z 9u>z

_ x4 — y
4

x+y) x* + y
*

7x»y4

lbz'w
x

x + y

Division of Surds, is the method of ascer

taining the quotient arising from the division of
one irrational quantity by another.

Rule. Reduce the given surds to their sim

plest form, and the radical parts thus arising
to like radicals ; then divide the co-eHicient
of the dividend by the co-efficient of the di

visor for the new co-efficient, and one surd

part by the other for the required surd, which

being annexed with its proper radical sign to

the co-efficient before found, will be the an

swer required.
Note. If the radical signs be not the same,

but the quantities under them be equal, the
division will be effected by subtracting the

index representing the radical of the divisor
from the index of that representing the radical
ef the dividend.

EXAMPLES.

2
. &g3=*4 ^6y = xV^ = xV3xy

✓ 18x 3,/2x x 3

3

VIP* -»V4_V4_Vl6_g,3
✓ 18 3^2 ,/2 V8

1 t m * m— ■

4
. x" -i"=i""-i""=i •»

1 1 nt _**_ urn / ^sn
5. x*-i-y" =x^-T-y~" = V

Note. When the proposed divisor is a bino
mial surd, consisting of the sum or difference
of two square roots, it may be rendered ra
tional by multiplying both numerator and de
nominator, or which is the same both divisor
and dividend, by the same two quantities, but
connected with a contrary sign to that by
which they are connected in the denominator ;

that is by + when that is — ; and by — , when
that is + ; because the product of the sum of
two quantities multiplied by their difference,

is equal to the difference of their squares.
Thus for example, required the quotient

arising from the division of y/5 + s/7 by v" 13

+ V10
By the rule,

{
y
/5

+ y/7 _ V5 + v^7 %/13— y/10

✓ 13+^10 v/13+^10 ^13

_ y/66 + ^91 — 5 y/2— ,/70
"

3

duction of Surds.

Division by Logarithms. See Logarithms.
Division <jIRatios, or Divided Ratio,is when

of four proportional quantities, the differences
of the antecedents and consequents are com

pared either with the antecedents or conse

quents ; thus if

a : b :: e : d

Division of Lands and Surfaces. See Geo-
DJSSU.

DIVISOR, is that number or quantity,
which exactly divides another number or quan
tity, without leaving a remainder. Divisor
also signifies that number by which another
number is to be divided, without regard to
what may remain after division.

Common Divisor, in Arithmetic, is that
number which will exactly divide two, or more,
given numbers ; and the greatest of all such di
visors is called the greatest common divisor,
or the greatest common measure.

The following theorems are frequently use
ful in finding the divisors of numbers.

1
. If the last digit of any number be divi

sible by 2
, the whole number is divisible by 2.

If the two last digits be divisible by 4
,

the whole

number is divisible by 4. If the three last digits
be divisible by 8

, the whole number is divi
sible by 8. And, generally, if the last n digits
of any number be divisible by 2", the whole

number is divisible by 2".

2. If the sum of the digits of any number

be divisible by 3 or by 9, the whole number

is divisible by 3 or 9 ; and if also the last digit
be even the whole number is divisible by 18.

3. If a number terminate with 5
, it is divi

sible by 5 ; and if it terminate in 0
, it is divi

sible by either 10 or 5.
4. If the sums of the alternate digits be

equal, or if one sum exceed the other by 11,

or by any multiple of 11, the whole number is

divisible by 11. See vol. i. p
. 24, Euler's " Al

gebra," 2d English edition.

By means of these theorems we are enabled

frequently to ascertain the divisors of numbers,

but when the greatest common divisor of two
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i is required we must proceed by the

following rule.

To find the greatest common Divisors of two
given Numbers.

Rule. Divide the greater number by the
less, then divide the divisor by the remainder;
and thui continue always dividing the taut
divisor by the last remainder till nothing re
mains, and the last divisor will be thai re
quired.

Note. If the greatest common divisor of
three or more numbers be required ; find the
common divisor of two of them first, then nit his
common divisor and another of the given num
bers, and so on to the last ; so shall the last di
visor be the greatest common divisor required.

EXAMPLES.

Required the greatest common divisor o'
7631 and 26415.

7631)26415(3
82893

3522)7631(2
7044

greatest com. div. = 587)3522(6
3522

0_

which number will divide both the given num
bers, for

7631 ,„ ,26415 ,._=13; and— = 46.

Common Divisor, in Algebra, is any alge
braical formula or expression, that will exactly
divide two or more other algebraical formulae,
without leaving a remainder ; and the greatest
of such divisors is called the greatest common
divisor.

To find the greatest commm Divisor of two
given Algebraical Expressions.

Rule. Arrange the terms according to the
dimension of one of the letters, and then di
vide one of the proposed quantity by the
other; then the last divisor by the last re
mainder, and so on, the same as hi finding the
greatest common divisors of two numbers, and
the last divisor will be that required.

Note. All the letters or figures, which arc
common to each term of the divisor, must be
thrown out of them before they are used in
the operation.

EXAMPLES.
1. Find the greatest common divisor of

i1 — blx, and x- + 24r + 4\
Here x being common to both terms of tmt

quantity i3 — bLx, it may be thrown out ; when
it becomes x1 — 41 ; then by the rule

xr —
A1)*1 +2bx + b\l

xr — bx

2
+_2 i1

Again, cancelling 25 in this remainder, we
have x + b)x>

— b\x — b
x* + bx

therefore x + b is the greatest common divi
sor of the two expressions proposed.

2. Again, required the greatest common
divisor of i4 — A*, and i5 + 4* x1.

Here by cancelling x' in the latter quan
tity, we have

scl + *1)*4 — 4* (x1 — 41
X* + b1!1

— blxx — 4*
— 41r1 — b*

-bx — A1

-4* — 41

and since the divisor obtains, without leaving
a remainder, we have r1 4- b' for the greatest
common divisor required.

Note. If it be required to find the greatest
common divisor of three or more quantities,
we must first find the greatest common divisor
of two of them, then of this common divisor
and a third quantity, and so on to the last, and
tin- last divisor will be that required.

Divisors, Theory of, relates to the investi
gation of certain properties of divisors, with
regard to their forms, powers, sums, 8cc. ;
which forms one of the most important and
interesting researches in the theory of num
bers. This branch of mathematical investi
gation has, within these few years, engaged
the attention of several eminent analysts,
who have brought it 1o a considerable degree
of perfection, and deduced many very curious
results. The first germ of this theory is found
in Fermat's edit inn of " Diophantus," inserted
iu marginal notes, several of which properties,
however, were barely mentioned without any
demonstration ; and thus they remained till
Euler undertook their demonstration ; he like
wise considerably extended them by theorems
of his own ; the same was also done by La
grange ; but their papers on this subject being
sent to the Metnoires of Petersburg and Berlin
were not very commonly read ; but lately Lc-
gendre published a work professedly on the
theory of numbers, which contains many in
teresting theorems on the subject of divisors ;
and M. Gauss, about the same time (1800)
published his " Arithmetical Disquisitions,"
which also contain many curious remarks re
lative to this theory. See also Barlow's " Ele
mentary Investigations," &c.

The limits of the present work will not ad
mit of any minute researches on this subject,
we shall therefore only state a few of the
principal theorems, and refer the reader for
their demonstrations to the works above men
tioned.

Let N represent any number, and a, 4, e,
ice. its prime factors ; then may N be express
ed by N=<t»S»C, Sec; thus 1728 =2*3';
8640 = 2*. 33. 5, &c.

THEOREMS.

1. Now any number N, being reduced t»
the above form, or N = om 4" tr, &c, then wilt
the number of all the divisors of N be express
ed by the formula.

(m + 1) (n + 1) t> + 1), &c.
Suppose, for example, it be required to find

how many divisors belong to the number 360.
First, 360 — V.3*. 6* ; therefore, m = 3,
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w= 2, p = 1 ; whence (3 + 1) (2 + 1) (1 + 1)
= 4x3 xJr 24, the number of divisors re
quired.

Again, let it be required to find how many
numbers there are l>v « hieli 1000 is divisible.

Here we have 1000 = 25 . S3, or m — 3,
n = 3, therefore, (3 + 1) (3 + 1) = 4 x 4 =: 16;
there are, therefore, 16 numbers bj which 1000
is divisible.

2. To find a number that shall have any
given number of diwsors.

Let w represent the required number of
divisors ; resolve w into any factors, as w —

x x y x z, &c. Take m —x — 1, » —y — 1,
p = z— 1, &c. so shall «"4»«r, &c. be the
number sought, a, b, and c being taken any
prime numbers whatever, providing the) be not
equal to each other.

Exam. 1. Find a number that has 30 di
visors.

Here we have 30 = 2 x 3 x 5 ; whence
m = l, k p — 4, and consequently a.P.c*,
is the required form.
If now a — 2, b = 3, c — 5 ; then 2 . 31 . 5*= 11250
If ... a=:5,& = 3,e = 2; then5.3*.2'= 720
If ... a=5,6 = 2,c=3; then 5.2I.34=1C20
Each of which numbers has 30 divisors, and it
is obvious that various others might be ob
tained that would have the same properly .

3. If N = a- b" <?, &c. as before, then will
the sum of all the divisors of N be expressed
by the formula

a-*' — 1 6»"— 1 + 1 ,

a — 1 o — 1 c — 1

For example, if the sum of all the divisors
of 3(30 was required. Since 360 = 23.3I.5f
we have

which is the sum of all the divisors of 3C0,
itself being included as one of them.

4. If t and u be any two numbers prime to
each other, then every divisor of the formula
t* + »*, is itself also of the same form ; that is,
a number that is the sum of two squares,
prime to each other, can only have for tliv isors
numbers that are also the sums of two squares.

Thus for example, 65 = 8* + l1, can only
be divided by 13 and 5, both of which are the
sums of two squares ; for 13 — 31 + 11, and
5 — 2*+ 1* Also 50 — 71 + ll, can only
have for divisors 2, 5, 10, 25.; now 2 = l1 + l1
5 = 2* + I1, 10 = 3*4- I1, and 25 = 4* + 31;
and it is the same for all other numbers in-
eluded in the formula t1 4- K1, t and « being
prime to each other, without which latter con
dition there can be no limitation given to the
forms of the divisors of this formula or any-
other.

5. Every divisor of the formula t1 + 2«*,
t and u being prime to each other, is of the
same form. Or, the divisors of the sum of a

square and double a square, arc also the sum
ofa square and double a square.

For example, 80 is a number of this form,
for 99 =- 1 + 2.71 ; the divisors of which we

3, 9, 11, and 33. Now 3 = 1* 4- 2.11 ; 9 =
+ 11 =3*4- 2. 11, and 33=1* 4-

2.41. And the same is tyie of every number
contained in the formula r1 + 2n', providing
f and « be prime to each other.

6. Every divisor of the formula f1 — 2m1,
is also of the same form. Or the divisors, of
the difference between a square and double a
square, is also the difference of a square aud
double a square.

For example, 98 is of this form, or 98 =
101 — 2 . 11, and its divisors are 2, 7, 14, and 49.

Now 2=2*— 2. ll; 7=3J—2.11, 14=4*— 2. 1% and 49 =9* — 2.4*.
7. Every odd divisor of the formula t1 4-

3 k1, is also of the same form.
Thus for example, 133 =5* 4- 3 .6% aud its

divisors are 7 and 19.
Now 7 = 1- 4- 3. 1% and 19 = 41 4- 8.1*.
8. Every odd divisor of the formula t1 — du1

is itself also of the same form.
For example, 95— 101 — 5.11, its divisors

being 5 and 19. Now 5=5* — 5.21 and 19 =
7" — 5.21.

The above properties of divisors, which are
highly curious, are due to Lagrange, being
first given by him in the Memoirs of Berlin,
with various others, which have been since
considerably extended by Legendre ; the latter
author having given, in his " Essai sur la
Theorie des Sfombrcs," a very comprehensive
table, containing the quadratic aud lineal forms
of divisors belonging to a variety of different
algebraical formula;, which are very useful in
ascertaining whether a given number be prime
or not, of which application there are several
examples in part iii. of the above work. For
other properties of divisors, see Barlow's
"Theory of Numbers," and the article Powers.

Divisors, Method of, is a method given by-
Sir I. Newton for discovering the roots of an
equation, the principles of which may be briefly
stated as follows :

Since the absolute term of every equation
is equal to the product of all the roots; and
farther, since an equation having integral co
efficients, must have its roots either integral,
irrational, or impossible ; or, which is the same,
since such an equation cannot have a frac
tional root, it follows that if it have any ra
tional root, it must be found amongst the factors
of this absolute quantity, having either a po
sitive or negative sign prefixed. In order,
therefore, to find a root, we have only to try
for the unknown quantity, the different factors
of this number, and if by such trial none of
them obtain, then we may conclude with cer
tainty that the equation has no rational root.
New ton, indeed, gives a method of shortening
or abridging the trials, but upon the whole
it is of little or no advantage, we shall there
fore not enter into an explanation of it in this
place, but refer the reader to Newton's " Uni
versal Arithmetic," p. 206. See also Simpson's" Algebra," section 12.

DIURNAL, in Attrmunny, any thing relat
ing to the day, in opposition, to nocturnal,
relating to the night.

R
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DOD
Diurnal Arc, is flic apparent arc described

by the heavenly bodies in consequence of the

rotation of the earth.

Diurnal Motion of a Planet, is the number

of degrees, minutes, &c. which a planet moves

in 24 hours.
Diurnal Motion of the Earth, is its rotation

round its, axis, the duration of which consti

tutes the natural day. This motion has ge

nerally been considered as uniform, though

there have been some astronomers who have

suspected a trifling irregularity ; and the late

investigations of the French astronomers tends

rather to confirm the latter hvpothesis.
DODECAGON (from }«JWa, twehe, and

yuna, angle), a regular polygon of 12 equal
sides and angles.

To inscribe a Dodecagon in a Circle.

Apply the radius of the circle six times

round the circumference, which will divide it
into six equal parts ; then bisect each of those

parts, which will divide the circumferenco

into 12 parts for the dodecagon required.

Tofind the Area of a Dodecagon,

If the side of a dodecagon be 1, its area is

equal to 3xtan. 75°=3(2+ ✓ 3)=11-1961524
nearly : and as the areas of polygons are to

each other as the square of their like sides,

we have as

1*: 11-1961524 :: : s1 x 111961524 = the

area of a dodecagon whose side is s.

To find the Side of a Dodecagon, the radius of
its circumscribed circle being given.

Divide the radius in extreme and mean
ratio, or so that the less part may be to the

greater, as this last is to the whole line or
j; then will this greater part be the side

When the radius is 1, putting a:

for the side required ; we have a;1 = 1 — x, or

x1 + x ~ I; whence x ~ — 1+^/5. and as

the sides of similar polygons arc as the dia
meters, or radii, of their circumscribing cir

cles, therefore
' - ~ the side of a dode

cagon, the radius of whose circumscribing
circle is r.

DODECAHEDRON (from ioh*.a, twelve,

and Jjpa, seat), in Geometry, one of the regnlar
Platonic bodies, comprehended under 12 equal
sides or faces, each of which is a regular pen
tagon.

Or, a dodecahedron may be conceived to
consist of twelve equal pentagonal pyramids,
w hose vertices or tops all meet in one com
mon point, which will be the centre of the

sphere circumscribing the dodecahedron.

To find the Surface and Solidity of a Dodeca
hedron, the side of out of its equal faces
being given.

Let > represent the given side, then will

Surface=lS^(l+fv/o)»1=20-645778862»*
',47+2V6V=7-66311896,'

SoIiditj=5v/(- 40

DOL
The Radius cf the Sphere circumscribing a

Dodecahedron being given, to find its side or
lineal edge, surface, and solidity.

Let R represent the given radius, then will

Side =R(V"W3)
Surface = 10 RV(2 — ?^5)

«dI,J=fRC/(^)
The Radius of the inscribed Sphere being given—

r, we have again for the side, surface, and so

lidity,
Side = rV(50 — 22^5)
Surface = 3 or V (130 — 58V 5)
Solidity = 1 or V (130 — 58 ✓ 5)

The Side of a Dodecahedron being given, to find1
the Radii of the circumscribing and inscribed'

Spheres.

Here putting s for the side ; we have

Rad. cirenm. sphere = (*M5^V3)»
„ , . • . ^(250 + llft/5)Rad. inscn. sphere

— — — s
20

The side of a dodecahedron, inscribed in *
sphere, is equal to the greater part of the sirtd

of a Cube inscribed in the same sphene, when*

cut in extreme and mean proportions
If a lino be cut in extreme and mean ratio,

and the less part of it be taken for the side of
a dodecahedron, the greater part will be the

side of a cube inscribed in the same sphere.
The side of the cube fs equal to the right

line that subtends the angle of the pentagon,
w hich forms one of the equal sides of the do
decahedron, inscribed in the same sphere.
See the demonstration of the above, and other

curious properties of this solid, in Hutton's
" Mensuration." Sec also the article Re
gular Body.

DODECATEMORY (from J*W, twehe,
and fiipof, part), the twelfth part of a circle.

The term is chiefly applied to the twelve
houses, or parts, of the zodiac, of the prirriuni
mobile, to distinguish them from the twelve
signs ; though some authors use the sartte

term when speaking of the 12 signs of the
zodiac, because they each contain a twelfth
part of the whole circle.

DOG, in Astronomy. See Cams.
DOLLAR, a silver coinage of Spain and of

the United States, the former being worth
4s. H\d. of the coinage before 1772; and 4s. 4§<f.
since that date ; which latter is also about the

value of the American dbllar.
DOLLOND (John), a Celebrated optician,

Was born of French parents in Spitalfields,
London, June 1706. His attention was very
early directed to philosophical subjects, and
particularly to the theory and practical part
of optics; and in 1753 he presented1 a paper
to the Royal Society on this snbjcct, which
was published in vol. xlviii. of the Phil*
Trans. ; another paper of Mr. Doilond's, de

scribing his improvement of Savery'9 micro
meter, is given in the salhc volume .it p. 1781



bote DOU
*M a third palter at ft

. 278. In 1757 he
he'an a regular eouirse of experiment's, which
led to the construction of his celebrated re
fracting telescopes; ah account or w hich en
tailments is published in Phil. Trans. Vol. i.

arid for which communication he Was1 p're-
sented With Sir Godfrey Copley's medal.

In the beginning of the year 1761, Mi". Dot
lond wili elected a fellbW dr the Rdyal Society,
arto"onliWan to his nia jesty, b

1tit did dot live
fohf? to enjoy those ho i mm-s ; for' on the 30th

o
f

November of the same year1, he Was seized?
with a fit of apoplexy which rendered' hint
speechless, and occasioned his death a lew
fiohrs after;

DOLPHIN, in 4 iltrdiiWHy. SeeDELrHiNus.
DOME, in Architecture, is a roof, or vault,

rising front a circular, elliptic, or polygonal
ease, or plan ; With a convexity outwards, or
a' edheaVity inwards, iti such a manner, that
afl the horizontal sections made by planes will
bB similar figures round a Vertical axis.

Dollies' are denominated by the figures of
file b

1

asl's on Which they are erected ; and are
thereTore ealled polygonal, circular, or elliptic
dome's. Circular denies are of several kinds,
as spherical, spheroidal, or ellipsoidal, hyperbo-
hntitl, pdrahbtoidal, &c. Domes that rise
higher than the ratlins of the base arc called
SurtnAnWted domes; and those which rise less
than tills dimension, are termed diminished of
Mrbased domes. Domes that rise from cir
cular basis are called also cupolas.

DOMTNTCAL Letter, in Chronology, pro
perly called Suliday letter, one of the seven1
letter* of the alphabet ABCDEFG, used iti
almanacs. e|ihemcriscs, &c. to denote the
SUhdays' throughotit the year.

Fri our almanacs, the first seven letters' or
the alphabet arc corhrtfdnly placed to show on
wnat days df the week the days of the months
fall throughout the year. And because one
of those seveii' letters most necessarily stand
against Sunduv , it is printed in a capital form,
arid called the dominical letter; the other si*
being inserted in different characters, to de
note thfc dtHet six days of the week. Now,
since a common Julian year contains 385
days, if

° this number be divided by 7 (the num
ber of days in a week) there will remain one
day. If there had been no remainder, it is ob-
vions the year would constantly begin on the
same day of the Week: but since one remains,

H is plaili that the year must begin artd end
dh the sanid day of the week ; and therefore
the next year will begin on the day following.
Hence, wheri January begins on Sunday, A

i*
<

the dominical or Sunday letter for that year :

then, because the next year begirt* on Mon
day, the Sunday Will fall oil the seventh day,
to which is annexed the seventh letter O,
trhieh therefore will be the dominical letter
fot all that year: and as the third year will
begin oil Tuesday, the Sunday will fall on the
six In day; therefore F will be the Sunday
letter for that year. Whence it is evident,
that the Stiifday letters will go annually in

rfctrogradb order thus, G, P
, E, D, C
,

B, A,

And, \A me course of seven years', if ftiey
were all common ones, the same days of the
week arid1 dominical letters would retUrrt to
the same days of the months. Bnt because
tnere are 366 days' m a leap-year, if the num-
bef be divided by 7

,

there will remain two
days over and aboVe the 52 Weeks of which
the year consists. And, therefore, if the leap-
year begins on Sunday, it will end on Mon
day ; and as the year will begin on Tuesday,
the first Sunday Whereof must mil On the 6th
of January, to Which is annexed the letter Fy
and not G, as in common years. By this
means, the leap-year returning every fourth
year, the order of the dominical letters is in
terrupted ; and the series cannot return to its'

first state till after four times seven, dr 29
years ; and then the sanie days of the months!

return in order to the same days' of the week
as before.

The dominical letter may be found univer
sally, for any year of any century, thus:

Divide the centuries by 4 ; and take twice
What remains from 6; then add the remainder
to the odd years above the even centuries, and
their 4th. Divide their sum by 7

,

artd the
remainder taken froni 7 Will leave the number

answering to the letter required.
Thus, for the year 1878 the letter is F.
For the centuries 18 divided by 4

,

leave 2;
tile double of Which takch from 6 leaves 2

again ; to which' add the odd years 78, and
ttieh 4th part 19, the surd 99 divided by 7

leaves 1 ; Whjch taken frdm 7
, leaves 6
,

am-

swering to F, the 6th letter1 in the alphabet.
DON'N (BeNjaMin), att English mathema

tician, born at Biddeford, iti Devonshire, ill
1729. He kept a school in that town for
sortie years, ahd while there made a complete
survey of the county, for Which he received a

premium df £ 100. from the Society for pro
moting Arts and Commerce. He also pub
lished his " Mathematical Essays," irt octavo,
which had a favourable reception, and pro-
Cured Him the dffice of keeper of the library
at Bristol; where he also kept a flourishing
academy for sofoe years. lit 1771 he printed
ail " Epitdftie of Natural ahd Experimental
Phllosophv," 12rilo. ; and iri 1774, a work en
titled "The British Mariner's Assistant,"
being a collection of tables for nautical pur
poses. Ih 1790 he was appointed master of
mechanics to the king. He died in 1798,

leaving behind him the character of an in
genious and' worthy mart. Besides the book*
ahdve mentioned, he Wrote " Treatises on
Geometry, Book-keeping> and Trigonome
try."

DOPPTA, or Pistole, a coinage of different
countries, and of different values.

£. *: «
f.

D6pplaofMilan= 1*5 7

rri- , * —ft 3 91 coinage bef. 1785
of P.edmont...=

[ , 2 /

of Rome = 13 5*
DORADO. See XlPtius.
DOUBLE Horizontal Dial, a dial havinjr

a double gnomon.
R'2
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Double Ounce, a coinage of Naples, value

- £l. It. 3d. sterling.
Double Point. Sec Punctiim Duplex.
DRACHM, or Dram, a small weight, the

8th part of an ounce in apothecaries weight,
and the 16th part of an ounce avoirdupoise.

DRACO, the Dragon, a northern constel
lation. See Constellation.

DRAGON7. See Draco.
Dragon's Head and Tail, are the nodes of

the planets, but more particularly of the moon,

being the points in which the ecliptic is in
tersected by her orbit, in an angle of about
5° 18'. One of these points is to the northward,
the moon beginning then to have north lati
tude; and the other southward, where she
commences south latitude; the former point
being represented by the knot Q for the head,
and the other by the same reversed, or S3 for
the tail. And near these points it is that all
eclipses of the sun and moon happen. See
Moon.

DRAM. See Drachm.
DRIFT, in Navigation, denotes (he angle

which the line of the ship's motion makes
with the nearest meridian, when she drives
with her side to the wind and waves, and is
not governed by the power of the helm ; and
also the distance which the ship drives on
that line, so called only in a storm.

DUCTILITY, the extensibility and cohe
sion of particles which enables a metal to be

drawn out into wire without breaking. There
is but a slight shade of difference between
this property and that of malleability.

The great ductility of some bodies, espe
cially gold, is very surprising: the gold-beaters
and wire-drawers furnish us with abundant
proofs of this property ; they every day re
duce gold into lamella; inconceivably thin,

yet without the least aperture or pore dis
coverable, even by the microscope: a single
grain of gold may be stretched under the
hammer, into a leaf that will cover a house,
and yet the leaf remain so compact as not to
transmit the rays of light, nor even admit
spirit of wine to transude. Dr. Halley took
the following method to compute the ductility
of gold: he learned from the wire-drawers,
that an ounce of gold is sufficient to gild, that
is, to cover or coat a silver cylinder of forty-
eight ounces weight, which cylinder may be

drawn out into a wire so very tine, that two
yards shall weigh only one grain ; and conse

quently ninety-eight yards of the same wire,

only forty-nine grains: so that a single grain
of gold here gilds ninety-eight yards ; and, of
course, the ten-thousaiidth part of a grain is
here above one-third of an inch long. And
since the third part of an inch is yet capable
of being divided into ten less parts visible to
the naked eye, it is evident that the hundred-
thousandth part of a grain of gold may be
seen without the assistance of a microscope.
Proceeding in his calculation, he found, at

length, thatacubeofgold.whosesidc is the hun

dredth part of an inch, contains 2,433,000,000
visible parts; and yet, though the gold with

which such wire is coated is stretched to suet
a degree, so intimately do its parts cohere,
that there is not any appearance of the colour
of the silver underneath.

Mr. Boy le, examining some leaf-gold, found
that a grain and a quarter in weight took up
an area of fifty square inches; supposing
therefore the leaf divided by parallel lines
100th part of an inch apart, a grain of gold
will be divided into five hundred thousand
minute squares, all discernible by a good eye:
the same author shows, that an ounce of gold
drawn out in wire would reach 165 miles and
a half.

But M. Reaumur has carried the ductility
of gold to a still greater extent What is
called gold-wire, every body knows, is only a

silver one gilt. The cylinder of silver, covered
with leaf-gold, they draw through the hole of
an iron, and the gilding still keeps pace with
the wire, stretch it to what length they can.
Now M. Reaumur shows, that in the com
mon -way of drawing gold-wire, a cylinder of
silver twenty-tw o inches long, and fifteen lines
in diameter, is stretched to 1,163,520 feet, or
is 634,61)2 lines longer than before, which,

amounts to about ninety-seven leagues. To
wind this thread on silk for use, they first
flatten it. in doing which it stretches at least
one-seventh farther, so that the twenty-two
inches are now 111 leagues; but in the flat
tening, instead of one-seventh, they could
stretch it one-fourth, which would bring it to
J 20 leagues. This appears a prodigious ex
tension, and yet it is nothing to what this
gentleman has proved gold to be capable of.

Ductility of Glass. We all know that,
when well penetrated with the heat of the
fire, the workmen can figure and manage glass
like soft wax ; but what is more remarkable,
it may be drawn, or spun out, into threads
exceedingly long and fine.

Our ordinary spinners do not form their
threads of silk, flax, or the like, with half the
ease and expedition the glass-spinners do
threads of this brittle matter. We have some
of them used in plumes for children's heads,
and divers other works, much liner than any
hair, and w hich bend and wa\e like hair with
every wind.

Nothing is more simple and easy than the
method of making them. There are two work
men employed ; the first holds one end of a

piece of glass over the flame of a lamp; and,
w hen the heat has softened it, a second ope
rator applies a glass hook to the metal thus in
fusion; and, withdrawing the hook again.it
brings with it a thread of glass,which still ad
heres to the mass : then, fitting his hook on
the circumference of a wheel about two feet
and a half in diameter, he turns the wheel as
fast as he pleases; which, drawing out th«
thread, winds il on its rim, till, after a certain
number of revolutions, it is covered with ft

skein of glass-thread.
The mass in fusion over the lamp diminishes

insensibly, being wound out like a clue of
-silk upon the wheel; and the parts, as they
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recede from the flame, cooling, become more
coherent to those next to them, and this by
degrees : the parts nearest the fire are always
the least coherent, and, of consequence, must
give way to the effort the rest make to draw
them towards the wheel.

The circumference of these threads isusually
a flat oval, being three or four times as broad
as thick ; some of them seem scarcely bigger
thau the thread of a silk-worm, and arc sur
prisingly flexible. If the two ends of such
threads are knotted together, they may be
drawn and bent, till the aperture, or space in
the middle of the knot, does not exceed one-
fourth of a line, or one-forty-eighth of an inch,
in diameter.

Hence M. Reaumur advances, that the
flexibility of glass increases in proportion to
the fineness of the threads; and that, pro
bably, had we but the art of drawing threads
as fine as a spider's web, we might weave
stuffs and cloths of them for wear. Accord
ingly, he made some experiments this way ;
and found that he could make threads fine
enough, viz. as fiue, in his judgment, as spi
der's thread, but he could never make them
long enough to do any thing with them.

DUCAT, the name of a coin common in
many European nations, hut of different value
in different places, war.

s. rf
.

Hungary .... = 9 &\ sterling.
Switzerland = 96
Denmark.... = 76
Germany ... = 9 4$
Holland = 9 4£
Sweden =94
Naples =3 7

Venice = 3 4{
DUCATOON, a coinage in Holland and

Flanders; in the former country its value is

5s. 6W., and in the latter 5*. 2$rf.
DUODECIMALS, or Cross Multiplication

(from duodiem, twelve), is a rule used by work
men and artificers in computing the content
of their work ; dimensions are usually taken
in feet, inches, and parts; but of the last, all
those less than ', of inches are frequently
omitted as of little or no consequence, and
the same is always done in casting up the
contents, where they are of still less-import
ance.

Rule. Set down the two dimensions to be
multiplied together under each other, so that
feet may stand under feet; inches under
inches; and parts under parts. Then mul
tiply each term in the multiplicand, beginning
at Ihe lowest, by the feet in the multiplier,
and set the result of each directly under its
corresponding term, observing to carry 1

, for
every 12, from the parts to the inches, and
from the inches to the feet.

In like manner multiply all the multipli
cand, by tb,c inches and parts of the multi
plier, and set the result of each one place
removed to the right-hand of those in the
multiplicand, and the sum of these successive
products will be the answer.

Or, instead of multiplying by the inchet
and parts, such parts of the multiplicand may
be taken as these arc of a foot.

EXAMPLES.

Multiply 6 feet, 4 inches, 3 parts; by 10 feet,

3 inches, 9 parts.

ft. in. '

6 4 3

10 3 9

63 6 6

17 0 9

4 9 2 3

feet 65 6 3 answer.

Otherwise:

ft. in. '

3 in. = } 6 4 3

10 3 9

63 6 6

V =J 1 7 Oi

feet 65 6 3{£ as above.

It may not be amiss to observe here, that
the feet in the answer are square feet, but the
numhers standing in the place of inches are
not square inches, as one might at first infer,
but 12. Ii parts of square fee t, each part being
equal to 12 square inches. In like manner
the numbers standing in the third place, or
place of parts, are so many 12th parts of the
preceding denomination, these therefore are
square inches; and in the same manner, if
the operation be carried farther, every suc
cessive place will be a 12th part of that pre-
cediug it. See Duodknary Arithmetic.

DUODECIMO, is used to denote the size
of a book when the sheets are folded into
twelve leaves.

DUODECUPLE, consisting of twelves.
DUODENARY Arithmetic, is that in which

the local value of the figures increases, in a
twelvefold proportion from right to left, in
stead of the tenfold proportion, in the common
or denary arithmetic. Thus 1111, in duode
nary scale, expresses 12' + 12* + 12 4- 1 =
1886 in the common scale. Every number
may be converted from one scale to the other,
and in many cases the duodenary system
(particularly after practice has rendered it

familiar) possesses considerable advantages
over that in common use. In the duodenary
scale of notation, there must be introduced
two new characters for expressing 10 and 11,
and these may be represented by and s%
that is 10 = (p; 11 = v, so that the digits of
this system becomes,

0
, 1,2,3, 4
,

5,6, 7
,

8
, 9
,

Q
, x,

with which characters any number whatever
may be expressed according to the duodenary
system, the same as in common arithmetic,
by the nine simple digits. See Notation.

To perform Duodecimal Operations b
y means of

the Duodenary Scale.

Rule. Transform the feet, if above 12, into
the duodenary scale, and set the inches and
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parte as decimals ; then multiply as in
mon fnxljl^meUc, except carrying for every J2
instead of for every 10 as in com,mon opera
tions ; and finally transform the integral part
of the product into the denary scale.

EXAMPLES.

1. Multiply 17 feet, 3 inches, 4 parts; by
19 feet, 5 inches, 11 parts.

15-34 = 17 feet, 3 i -inches
17-5* — 19 feet, 5 f\ inches

1 3? 08 proof
7 24 8

0 *4
1534

240 96 88 = 336 ft. & 6" 8'" 8iv

2*2

One great advantage of this .method of per
forming duodecimal operations is, that it may
be submitted to proof the same as common

multiplication, by casting out the elevens, in
stead of casting out the nines, as is done in
ordinary operations.

2. find the solidity of a cube, whose side

is 13 feet, 7 .inches, 7".

1 1-77 c= 13 ft. 7' 7'
1 1-77

proof7*61
7*51

117 7
1177
1359* «1

1 177
9 04 9 8 67

9049867
135 9*61

1359 *01
'

1571-28 1 4 17 ^ 2633 ft. 2 p' I'" Au V 7"

3. Giving the area of a rectangle equal to
174 feet 11 inohes, and its length 16 feet
7 inches; to ■find its breadth in feet and inches.

174ft. 14in. = l26*, and 15ft. 7in. = 137.

13-7)lS6-*(*-2841
123 5

360
2 72

4.

tor

proof

given the

,yi.; required

15-46(4-202ifi
14

146

144

20000
14804

73*800
6*4404

473*8

proof

$48
540
624

180

137
46

Tic breadth is therefore 11 ft. 2in. 8"4"'8''.

And thus wc may perform any arithmetical
operations wiUi the same case as wc do iu
common numbers; except, that continued
practice in the latter readers jthc rules a little
more familiar.

Therefore the side is 4fl. 2in. O^'IO*.

See Barlow's "Tlicory of Numbers," p. 275;
see also the article Notatioji.

DUODENARY Stale of Notation, that in
which the local value of the digits increase in
a twelvefold proportion, as in the preceding
article.

•DUPLE, or Double Ratio, is that in which
the antecedent term is double the consequent.

Su&-Duple Ratio, is that in which the con
sequent term is double the antecedent.

DUPLICATE Ratio, is the snuare of a
ratio, or the ratio of the squares of two quan
tities; thus a* : 61 is iu the duplicate ratio of
a.b.

DUPLICATION, the doubling of a quan
tity, or multiplying by 2.

Duplication of a.C'ufte, is the finding of the
side of a cube which shall be double in soli
dity to a given cube. This cannot be effected
geometrically, as it requires the solution of a
cubic equation, or requires the finding of two
mean proportionals, viz. between the side of
the given cube and the double of the same,

the first of which two mean proportionals is
the side of the double cube, as Vyas first ob
served by Hippocrates of Chios.

This celebrated problem was often attempt
ed by the ancient geometricians ; being first
proposed by the oracle of Apollo at Dclphos :

this oracle, being consulted ;is to the manner
cf stopping a plague winch then raged at
Alliens, returned for answer, that the plagim

should cease when Apollo's altar, which was
cubical, should be doubled. Hence this ob
tained the name of the Delian problem. For
more on this subject, we refer to Hutton's

dro;1' and Pappus, lib. iii. prop.' 5; lib. iv.
prop. 22.

]DYI)JAMICS (from Ju»*jit{, noire;-), is the
science of moving pow ers, or of the action of
force,* on solid bodies, when the result of that
action is nioiiuu. Mechanics, in its most ex
tensive meaning, is the scieucc which frc.aj*
of quantity, .of extension, and of motion. Now
thai branch of it which considers the sjate of
solids at rest, such as their equilibrium, th.eir
weight, pressure, &c is called Statics; aiii
iat which treats of their motion. Dynamics.
o when fluids, ins,tca4 pf iwdid*, are tl

;
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jcc« of investigation, that branch which treats
of their equilibrium, weight, pressure, &c. is
called Ify&intatic*; and thai which treats of
their nmViou, ffydrodyuaiuict. An iu ventila
tion of the several laws of dynamics, as Oscu
lation, Gybaxjon, Pkecussiojj, Projec
tiles, &c. will be found under the respective
articles.

DYNAMOMETER (from ivn/uf, power,
and fisTf iu, I measure), a measure of power,
is the name of an instrument intended for
measuring the muscular strength °f men,
horse*, and other animals. Yuriou* toons

have bci ii given to tins instrument; but, upon
tin: whole, the common s|ving stucl-yard,
though not intended expressly lor the pur
pose, is as well, or perhaps better, adapted to
it, limn any that has been yet contrived. For
this puqtose it has a ring at one end, and a
book at the other ; by the latter of which it is
fixed to any uumovable post, and by means
of the other the person or animal is enabled
to draw, and the strength exerted is measured
by the graduated rod which is thus drawn out.
Sec Spring SltEL-I'ard.

E

Eagle. SceAwiL*. it was in the same year that Richer was
Eagle, a coinage of the United States, va- sent to Cayenne; and among other objects of

lue 10 dollars, or £2. it. Bd. sterling. his voyage, he was charged by the academy
EARTH, in Astronomy, is a primary planet to observe the length of the pendulum vibrat-

belonging to the solar system, the third in ing seconds. He returned in 1072, and men-
order from the sun, performing its revolution lions his observations of the pendulum as the
about that body, between the two planets most important he had made. The same mea-
Veuus and Mar.s. In geography, we may de- sure which had been marked at Cayenne on
fine it that terraqueous globe which we in- a rod of iron, according to the length which
habit, composed of land and water. had been found necessary to make the pen-

Figwe of the Earth,—Various opinions were duium vibrate seconds, being brought back
formerly held as to the figure of the earth ; and compared with that marked at Paris, tlie
rorne of the ancients maintaining that it was difference was found to be a line and a quar-
cylindrical, others that it was an extended tor, that at Cayenne being the shortest The
plane ; while others, as far back as Pythagoras, vibrations of the pendulum on which the ox-
gave to it that globular form which the voy- perimcnt was made were very small, and con-
ages and discoveries of the moderns have tinued sensible tor fifty-two minutes of time,
since rendered evident to demonstration. and were compared with an excellent clock

It would be useless in the present state of which vibrated seconds. Moreover, the clock
the science, to enter into any formal proof of which Richer took to Cayenne having been
the spherical figure of the earth ; this is a adjusted to beat seconds at Paris, retarded
trulh which is now generally admitted, and two minutes a day at Cayenne; so that no
stands in need of no confirmation beyond that doubt remained of the dimiuutiou of the force
which is drawn from the voyages of the seve- of gravity at the equator,
ral circumnavigators. This was the first direct proof of the diurnal

It wu, however, for a long time supposed motion of earth. Htiygens was then led to
that, abstracting from the small inequalities suspect that the same cause might produce a

on the terrestrial surface, the form of the protuberance of the equatorial parts of the
earth was that of a perfect globe ; and who it earth, and a corresponding depression of the
was that first suggested the idea of its devia- poles. Cassini had already observed the ob-
tion from this figure is not precisely known ; late figure of Jupiter, which analogy strongly
no doubt, however, now remains of its being favoured the supposition of a similar pheno-
an oblate spheroid, the proportion of its two menon on the earth, and the most obvious
diameters being to each other in about the method of ascertaining the fact being by direct
ratio of 331 to 332. measurement, astronomers were sent to various

Picard, in bis measurement of the earth, parts of the world to measure the lengths of
published in 1671, speaks of a conjecture pro- different degrees. See Degree.
posed to the academy, that supposing the Huygens was certainly the first person who
diurnal motion of the earth, heavy bodies attempted to determine the figure of the earth
should descend with less force at the equator by direct calculation ; but he assumed an hy-
than at the poles, and observes, that for the pothesis which, since the discovery of the law
same reason thtere should be a difference in of universal gravitation, has been found to be

the length of the pendulum vibrating seconds inadmissible : this hypothesis supposes that

in different latitudes. the whole of the attractive force resides in the
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centre of the earth, and that its power varies in

versely as the square of the distance. Upon this

supposition, Huygens computes the ellipticity
of the earth to be xfa, the centrifugal force at

the equator being ^7 of the force of gravity.
Newton, upon the supposition of the earth

being an homogeneous fluid, estimates the

ellipticity at ij^. But- Clairant was the first
mathematician who gave a general solution of
this problem, adapted to the hypothesis of a

variable density. The result which he ob
tained from his investigation was as curious
as unexpected ; it appeared that if the den

sity of the strata, of which the earth is com

posed, increases towards the centre, the ellip
ticity will be less than in the hypothesis of
Newton, and greater than on that of Huy-
gens ; and moreover, that the fraction ex

pressing the ellipticity being added to the
fraction expressing the augmentation of gra

vity at the poles, will together always make a

constant quantity, which is equal to | of the
fraction which expresses the proportion which
the centrifugal force at the equator bears to

that of gravity.
The same problem has since been inves

tigated by several eminent mathematicians,
and particularly by Laplace, in his " Mecha-
nique Celeste;" but it must be acknowledged
that considerable difference is found to exist
in the results of the different calculations;

and 1'Iayfair, in vol. v. of the F.dinhurgh Trans
action*, enters into the inquiry why, consi
dering the care with which observations have
been made, they do not agree more nearly in
the results? Among the causes of this incon
sistency, besides unavoidable mistakes and
the imperfections of instruments, the professor
mentions local irregularities in the direction
of gravity, particularly those occasioned by
the attraction of mountains. " There are,"

says he, "no doubt, situations in which the

measurement of a small arch might, from this
cause, give the radius of curvature of the me
ridian infinite, or even negative." Another
kind of local irregularity is that arising from
the unequal density of the materials under
the surface of the earth, and not far from it ;

errors thus produced might amount to 10" or
12'. And this cause of error is the more for
midable, not only because it may go to a great
extent, but because there is not any visible
mark by which its existence can always be

distinguished. He also justly observes, that
in order to avoid any material error in deter
mining the figure of the earth, the arches
measured should be large, consisting each of
several degrees, as an error would then be
rendered inconsiderable, by being spread over
a greater interval. We refer to Mr. Plaj fair's
paper for several ingenious formula- for ascer
taining the proportion of the earth's axis, from
different kinds of admeasurement. The rea
der may also consult the work of Clairaut
mentioned above; Horsley's "TraetB;" Ro
bertson's "Navigation;" the papers of Wil
liams, Dalhy, and Aludge, in the Phil. Trans,
relative to the Trigonometrical Survey; Svan-

berg's " Exposition des Operations faites en
Lapponic," Sec. ; Delambre, &c. " Base du
Systemc Me'triqne Decimal ; Puissant, Geo
desic, Topographic," &e. : in several of which
the principal geodesic operations and analytic
formula are explained with considerable per-
spicnity.

Motion of the Earth. —There are three prin
cipal motions of the earth. 1. A morion of
rotalion on its own axis; 2. A motion in an
orhit round the sun; 3. A motion of its axis
about the poles of the ecliptic. These three
motions are all mathematically derived from
one single impulsion, supposed to be given to

the earth at its creation, combined with the
continued action of gravitation.

The rotation of the earth on its axis, called
its diurnal motion, is the most nniform we are

acquainted with. It is performed in 23h56'4"l,
of mean solar time, or one sidereal day.

The earth, or, more strictly speaking, the
common centre of gravity of Ihe earth and
moon, describe an orbit round the sun, which
orbit is of an elliptic form of small eccentri
city ; the sun being placed in one of its foci.
If we suppose the plane of this orbit extended
to the fixed stars, it will trace in the heavens
a circle called the ecliptic. The plane of the
earth's equator, which remains very nearly
parallel to itself during the whole of this revo
lution, is inclined to the ecliptic in an angle
of 23J 28'. The points in the earth's orbit,
which are intersected by this plane, are called
the equinoctial points.

The motion of the earth in its orbit is very
fur from uniform ; but it is so far regular, that,
with the exception of some small inequalities
caused In the action of the moon and planets,
the radius vector or line joining the centres
of the earth and sun describes- equal areas or
sectors of the ellipse, in equal times. See
Kepler's Ijiics.

The third motion of the earth, we have to
notice, is that which produces the precession
of the equinoxes. The motion of rotation
having produced a protuberant form in the
equatorial regions of the earth, the continual
action of the sun and moon on this surround
ing mass or annulus, produces a rotatory mo
tion in the axis of the earth round the axis of
the ecliptic; the inclination of these axes re
maining the same. This revolution is accom
plished in 25,063 years. For the phenomena
arising from these motions, see the articles
Diurnal, Season, Precession of the Equi
noxes, &c.

The principal elements of the earth, as con
nected with the sciences of astronomy and
geography, according to the determination of
Laplace, in the last edition of his " System
du Monde," are as follows:

Equatorial diameter 7924 Eng. miles
Polar diameter 7908
Mean diameter 7916 ——
Mean circumference... 24869
Mean length of a degree 69 08 ——■

Surface 196862256 sq. miles
Solidity 259726936416 cubic mile*
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Density of the earth is 3-9326 times greater

than the density of the snn, anil about five
times that of common water.

Mass of the earth is ĵ7'oa& of the mass
of the snn.

The weight of a body at the equator, is
to the weight of the same body at the poles,
as 1 : 100569. '

The length of a second's pendulum at the
equator is 39-027 inches, and at the poles
39-197 inches.

The centrifugal force at the equator is
about -jI-^ of gravity.

If the rotatory motion of the earth w-as
seventeen times greater than it is, the cen
trifugal force would be equal to that of gra
vity; and therefore bodies at the equator
would then have no weight.

The mean distance of the earth from the
sun is 23.578 thnes its own semi-diameter,
or about 93,321,724 English miles.

Its aphelion distance is 94,889.528 miles.
Its perihelion distance is 91,753.920 miles
We arc, therefore, more than three mil

lion miles nearer the sun at (be winter,
than at the summer solstice.

The eccentricity of its orbit is -0168, the
seini-axis major being considered as unity.

The earth performs one complete sidereal
revolution in 365"1 C1 9' ll"-5; but the tro
pical year is only 36.V 5h 48' 51"'6 ; being less
than in the time of Hipparchus by ll"-2.

The mean velocity of the earth, in its or
bit, is 59* 10" 7 each day. When in its pe
rihelion this velocity is 1° 1' 9"-9 per day;
and in its aphelion 57' 10"-7.

The mean longitude of the earth, at the
commencement of the present century, was
3- 10° 9' 13*.

The mean longitude of its perihelion, at
the same period, was 3'9° 3&6". But the
line of the apsides has a direct sidereal mo
tion of 19'40"-8 in a century; which being
referred to the ecliptic will give it a motion,
according to the order of the signs, of 1' l"-9
in a year, or 1° 43' 10"-8 in a century.

A complete revolution about the line of
the apsides is called the anomalistic year ;

and is performed in 36VV 6*114' 2".
"
The

perihelion coincided with the vernal equi
nox about the year 4089 before the Chris
tian a>ra ; it coincided with the summer sol
stice about the year 1250 after Christ; and
will coincide with the autumnal equinox
about the year 6483.

A complete tropical revolution of the
apsides is performed in 20,931 years.

The axis of the earth is inclined to the
plane of the ecliptic in an angle of 23°27' 57" ;

which angle is observed to decrease at the
rate of52"-l in a century: but this variation
of the angle is confined within certain
limits, and cannot exceed 2° 421.

The nutation of the avis is 19" 3.

The annual intersection of the equator
with the ecliptic is not always in the same

point, but is retrograde, or contrary to the

order of the signs. Consequently the equi
noctial points appear to move forward on
the ecliptic : and whence this phenomenon
is called the precession of the equinoxes. The
quantity of this annual change is 50"-l ; or
1°23'30" in a century. A complete revo
lution is performed in 25,868 years.

The sidereal day, or the time employed
by the earth in revolving on its axis, is
always the same. Its diurnal rotation has

not varied the hundredth part of a second,
since the time of Hipparchus. If the mean
astronomical or civil day be taken equal to
24 hours, the duration of the sidereal day
will be23h56' 4"1.

The astronomical or civil day is constantly
changing. This variation arises from two
causes : 1. The unequal motion of the earth
in its orbit; 2. The obliquity of that orbit
to the plane of the equator. The mean and
apparent solar days are never equal, except
when the sun's daily motion in right ascen
sion is 59' 8". This is the case about April
16, June 16, September 1. and December
25: on these days the difference vanishes,
or nearly so. It is at its greatest about
November 1, when it is 16' 16".

The astronomical year is divided into four
parts, determined t>3' the two equinoxes
and the (wo solstices. The interval be
tween tfce vernal and autumnal equinoxes
is (on account of the eccentricity of the
earth's orbit, and its unequal velocity there

in) near eight days longer than the inter
val between the autumnal and vernal equi
noxes. These intervals are, at present,
nearly as follow :

From the spring e- "j d. ^
quino\ to the

£922i
46

summer solstice )
From the summery

solstice totheau- V93 13 35 '

tumnal equinox.. )

From the autumnal ~i

equinox to the S 89 16 47

winter solstice... j '

From the winter a I

d. b. m.
20- = 185 35

— 17818 29

solstice to the S 89

spring equinox .. )
142

Difference 7 16 51

Light takes 8' 13" 3 to conic from the sun
to the earth; but in this interval the eaith
has moved 20"-2 in its orbit. This motion
of the earth produces an optical illusion in
the light which comes from the stars; and
which Bradley calls the aberration of light.
See Aberration.
Earth, considered simply with reference

to the science of geography, denotes the ter

raqueous globe which we inhabit: consisting
of land and water ; the surface of which is

diversified by countries and seas, of various

boundaries and dimensions, (hi the earth, in
this view of it

,

are described several circles,

which either properly belong to the earth
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Itself, or which arc transferred to it from the

visible heavens. These circles arc the Equa
tor, Ecliptic, Tropics, Polar Circles, Horizon,
Parallels, See. which see respectively.

In oi;dcr to estimate the proportion of the

land to Uic water, ou the surface of Ibe earth,
so far as discoveries had been extended in
this time, Dr. Long took off the paper from a

terrestrial .globe, and separating the land from

ibe sea, weighed the parts respectively, and in
this way he found tlie proportion of the land
to the geaito .be as 124 to 349. This conclu-
«iqn, .which after all must be very vague and
unsatisfactory, would have been more accu
rate if the land were separated from the sea

feefoce the paper was pasted on the globe.
Tlu' paper of modern globes, including all (he

modern discoveries, .would afford a more just
inference. The seas and unknown parts of
the earth, independent of some late discovered
hriaitdsand countries, are said, in consequence
of a measurement of some of the best maps,
(to coutaiju 160,622,026 square miles; the in
habited parts, 38,990,660; Europe, 4,456,065;
Awa, 1,0,768,823; Africa, 9,654,807; America,
i4,lM).874;inall, 109,512,595: winch is, how
ever, rather .more than the number of square
miles ou the globe, as deduced in (lie former
article. In consequence of recent discove
ries, it thas been concluded that more than

two-thirds of the surface of the terrestrial
glol)e are covered with water.

Density .of the Earth. See Density.
EA ST, one of the principal cardinal points

of tlic horizon of the compass.
EASTliR, in (he .Calendar, is a feast fixed

by the Council of Nice, in the year 325, to be

held on the Sunday which falls upon, or im
mediately after, the f(iH moon which happens
next after the twenty-first of March.

This is one of the principal feasts iu tlic
Christian church, and is that which regulates
and determines the times of all the other
moveable feasts.

EBULLITION, the act of boiling up with
lwat. Ebullition consists in the change which
a fluid undergoes from a state of liquidity to
that of an uniform fluid or gas, in consequence
of the application of heat, which dilates and
converts it into vapour.

ECCENTRIC, or Excentric (from if, out

of, arid x(»7po», centre), in Geometry, denotes

t\ro circles or spheres, which though contain
ed in some measure within each other, yet
have not the same centre ; and is thus opposed
1o co-centric, which indicates the two figures
having a common centre.

Eccentric Theory, in the Old Astronomy,
one of the theories adopted by the ancient
astronomers, in order to explain aud calculate
the different irregularities which had been ob
served to take place in Ike motion of the
heavenly bodies.

Eccentric Circle, in the Modern Astronomy,
is the circle described from the centre of the
orbit of a planet, with half the greatest axis as
a radius.

Eccentric Place of a Planet, is its place
as seen from the sun ; and which, when re
ferred to the ecliptic, coincides with the helio
centric longitude.

ECCENTRICITY, or Excentricity, in
the Ancient Astronomy, is the distance be-,

twee'n the centre of a planet and that of the
earth.

Eccentricity iu the Orbit of a Planet, in
•the Modem Astronomy, is the distance be
tween the centre and focus of the ellipse in
which it revolves.

The discovery of the eccentricity in the
orbits of the sun and moon is attributed to
Hipparchus, who wrote a treatise on this sub
ject 150 years before our asra.

The eccentricity of the orbit is computed
from the greatest equation of the centre by
the following proportion :

As 57° 17' 44"-8 (the arc =: rad.)
Is to half the greatest equation,
So is radius = 1

To the eccentricity.

The following formula for computing the ec

centricity, is given by Lambert in the Epheni.
of Berlin-

Let E he the greatest conation of the cen

tre, e the eccentricity ; make — zz a, and the
67

eccentricity will then he expressed by the fol
lowing scries :

c — i a o* - a* — fee.T
768 93040

and as a is always very small, particularly with
regard to the sun, all the terms beyond the
second may be omitted ; and even the first
alone will be frequently sufficient

Eccentricities of the Planets, at tie commence-

vieul of the present Century; tlte Semi-axis
Major being expressed by unity.

Mercury i '20551494
Venus •00685298

Earth -01685318
Mars -09313400
Jupiter -04817840
Saturn -05616830
Linn us -04667030

Secular Variations of Eccentricities.

{The sign — uulicates a diminution.)
Mercury -000003867
Venus 000062711
Earth -00004 1632
Mars 000090176
Jupiter -000159360
Saturn -00O3124O2

Uranus 000025072

Eccentricity of the new or Telescopic Planets.

Vesta -09322000
Juno -26494400
Cues -07834860
i'ahas -24638400

Laplace's " System du Momle," 2d edition.
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the mean distance.

The ei! eccentricities
arc constantly v

island
en

"

LlllCC
' cities, as we belore obscn cd,

varying, bul none of them can
ner exceed a certain quantity; for it ^ias
Ik'ciu demons! rated by Laplace, that if the

iiu>> of each |ilanel lie multiplied into tlie

m/m of the twentricit} of ii- >»ibit, and litis

(.mbIki-I iivtofhe square runt of tin- axis of the
same orbils. the sums of tliesc scleral pro
ducts, tint is tor all the planets, is a constant

i|uannt> ; and as it has been demonstrated by

Lalandc tlial the greater axis of the orbits
«f uV planets remain constantly the same, and
ill- mass of each being also constant, it is ob-
vjfus. thai while tin' 11■ecntrii ity of some of
the planets increase, that of the others must
diminish; ami none of them can ever become
very great, even on the supposition of all of
them, except one hecojiiinjr zero.

ECHO (from n^o.;, sound ), a reflected sound,
from a solid body, returned or repealed to the
car.

'flic formal ion of echoes has generally been
ascribed to the reiki tion of sound, similar to

that experienced by ,bght when M falls ou a

polished body ; wluch hypoihesishas, ho.weyer,
h<i a ol,|i i ti d 1o by some modi i n philoso
phers, because in this case it would follow
that a polished body is necessary for t}\e pro
duction of an echo, which is not the ease.
This objection, however, do,c,s not appear to

be veil Ion inled. li is ifof necessary, iu order
io the reflection of light, that the body should
be perfectly polished ; though there is no doubt
that the effect is much heightened from this
cause. And so, with regard to echoes, a po
lished surface may be necessary iu order to
produce the greatest effect, though the whole
is not lost when the reflecting surface is rough
and in i.gular.

Sott^l, it js kuo.wn, is propagated in every
direction by the vibration of the particle* pf
the air; but if any i oluain of air rests against

uffif obstacjb? that prevents the direct move
ment of the elastic globules, which serve ax
the vehicle of sound, it niust rebound iu a

contrary direction, and striding t^e ear, if it
atcets with one in the fine of repercussion, con
vey to it a rcpet ilion of the same sound, pro
vided the original sound does not affect that
organ at the same instant.

Bnt we are taught by experience thai the
car does not d^tiuguish the succession of two
sounds, unless there he between them the in
terval of at leas I one-lwcilthyff a second ; tor

during the most rapid movement of instru
mental music, each measure. tj

f

which cannot
be estimated at less than a second, twelve
notes a^e the utmost that can be comprehend
ed hi a measure, ftp nmder the succession of
the sounds distiognjsliai>l. : consequently the
lObstacle, which reflects the sound, must be at

**ch a distance, thai the rcyerberaled sou ud

flutU nut succeed the direct sound till after

one-l u eli'tb of a second ;

at the i ale of about l I Id feet in a second, and
consequently about \>:>feejt in the twelfth of a
second, it tlience follows that, to render the
reverberated sound distinguishable from the
direct sound, the obstacles must he at a dis
tance of not less than about 48 feet.

There are single and compound echoes. In
the former, only one repetition of the sound

is heard ; in .the latter, there arc 2
, 3, 4,6, fee.

r^peii^ous- We arc even told of echoes that
can repeat the satnc word 40 or 60 times.

Single echoes are those where there is only
o,uc obstacle; but double, triple, or quadruple
echoes, give us reason to suppose several ob
stacles, dispose d in such a manner that the
different reflected sounds stride the car at
times sensibly different.

Some echoes repeat several words in suc
cession ; but l his is not astonishing, and must
always be the case when a person is at such

a distance from the echo, that there is suffi
cient lime to prououuee several words before
the repel ion of the lirst has reached the cur.

Travellers and natural historians have fur
nished us with many accounts of .echoes, wlucii
repeal w ords very .often, or have some singu
larity- Missou, in his description of Italy,
speaks of an echo in the vineyard of Sirno-
ucfta, winch repeated I he same wor d 40 times.
At Milan is an echo which reiterates the re
port of a pistol 66 times ; and, if the report is

very loud, upwards of QU reiterations way be
counted. The celebrated echo at Woodstock,
in (Oxfordshire, repeats the same sound 60
times. But Uic most singular echo we hava
vet heard of is one near Hosneath. a few miles

i n ' i u .Glasgow. If a person, placed at a proper
distance from this echo, plays eight or ten
notes of a tune w it h a trumpet, they are faith
fully repeated by the echo, but a third lower :
after a short silence another repetition is heard,

in a still lower tone ; and another interval of
silence is followed by a third repetition, in a
tone a third lower.

T.c 1 1 o, in Ardtitecturt, a name given to such
kinds of vaults and arches as are erected for
tin: purpose of producing artificial echoes.
These are generally chosen of a parabolic or
elliptic form. Of this kind is the whispering
gallery in St. Paul's Cathedral, and in some
other large buddings.

ECL.If>SAKEON, an instrument invented
by Mr. Ferguson for showing the phenomena

o
i* eclipses. See Phil. Trans, vol. xiviii. p
. 620;

sec also bis Astronomy.
E<

'
I A PS f. (from tx-v.-rw. /foil), in Astro-

norm/, a privation of light of one of the lumi
naries by the interposition of some opaque
body, either between it and the observer, or
between it and the sun.

To the lirst class belong solar eclipses, and
oeeultaiions of the fixed stars by the moon or
planets, and to the second Lunar eclipses, and
of the other satellites, particularly those of
Jupiter.

Of aU the phenomena of the heavens, there
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are none, which engage the attention of man

kind more than eclipses of the sun and moon ;

Mid to those who arc unacquainted with as

tronomical principles, nothing appears more
extraordinary than the accuracy with which

♦hey can be predicted. In the early periods of
antiquity, before science had enlightened the
world, appearances of this kind were generally
regarded as alarming deviations from the
established laws of nature, and but few, even

among philosophers themselves, were able to

account for them. But when men began to

apply themselves to observations, and the ce
lestial motions were better understood, these

phenomena were found to depend upon a re
gular cause, and to admit of a natural and
easy solution.

It is to be observed, however, that most of
the ancient calculations of eclipses must have
been extremely defective ; for as astronomy
in those times was but imperfectly under
stood, all its dependent parts must have been
subject to great inaccuracies It is only
since Newton has unfolded the theory of gra
vitation, and mechanics have been brought in
to give their assistance to philosophy, that we
have had a just idea of the construction of the
universe; and though eclipses might have
been computed independently of this know
ledge, yet the calculations must have been
far less exact than they are at present.

The accounts which are to be found in
manyof the early historians concerning the pre
diction of eclipses, by Thalcs, Anaxagoras,
and others who lived long before the com
mencement of the christian sera, are only to
be understood of some of the most remarkable
of these phenomena, which a gross calculation
might determine sufficiently near the truth, to
excite the admiration of an nninformed age.
There are many elements that are used in the
exact computation of solar eclipses in par
ticular, which astronomers in a less advanced
state of science must have been totally unac

quainted with ; and as the moderns, by these
means, have rendered their calculations far
more accurate and precise, it affords a con
vincing proof that the principles from which
such a perfect knowledge of the heavenly
motions is derived, must be just and un
deniable. Even with all the advantages which
we at present possess of accurate tables and
instruments, and a complete knowledge of
the laws which regulate the motions of the
heavenly bodies, tho calculation of an eclipse
is a work of considerable labour, which our
limits will not admit of detailing; we must
therefore refer the reader for information on
this head to those works which have treated
expressly on this subject ; such are Vince's,
Lacaille's,Woodhouse's,andLalande's "Trea
tises on Astronomy," fkc. ; and shall oonfinc
our observation merely to an illustration of
the cause by which they are produced, and
some of the most interesting circumstances
attending those phenomena.

Eclipses are divided with respect to the

objects eclipsed into tolar and lunar eclipses,
and those of Jupiter't satellites. And with
respect to circumstances, into total, partial,
annular, and central eclipses ; the definition of
each of which will be found under the respec
tive articles.

Every planet and satellite is illuminated by
the sun; and casts a shadow towards that
point of the heavens which is opposite to the
illuminating body ; which shadow is nothing;
more than a privation of light in the space hid
from the sun by the opaque body that inter
cepts his rays.

When the sun's light is so intercepted hjr
the moon, that to any place of the earth it ap
pears partly or wholly covered, he is said to
undergo an eclipse ; though, properly speak
ing, it is only an eclipse of that part of the
earth where the moon's shadow or penumbra
falls. When the earth comes between the sun
and moon, the moon falls into the earth's
shadow; and having no light of her own,' she
suffers a real eclipse from the interception of
the sun's rays. When the sun is eclipsed to
us, the inhabitants of the moon on the side
next the earth, see her shadow like a dark
spot travelling over the earth, about twice as
fast as its equatorial parts move, and in the
same direction. When the moon is eclipsed
the sun appears eclipsed to her, total to all
those parts on which the earth's shadow falls,
and of as long continuance as they are in the
shadow.

Lunar Eclipses may be readily conceived
from the annexed figure where S is the sun.

E the earth, and M or M the moon: they
only happen at the time of full moon ; because
it is only then the earth is between the sun
and moon: nor do they happen every full
moon, because of the obliquity of the moon's
path with respect to the sun's; but only in
such full moons as happen either at the inter
section of those two paths, called the moon's
nodes, or very near them ; viz. when the
moon's latitude, or distance between the
centres of the earth and moon, is less than the
sum of the apparent semi-diameters of the
moon and the earth's shadow.

The principal circunistanccsinlnnar eclipses
are as follows : 1. All lunar eclipses are uni
versal, or visibU 'm all parts of the earth which
have the mooM tfbove their horizon, and are
everywhere ofthe same magnitude and dura
tion. 2. In all lunar eclipses, the eastern side

(or the left-hand side, as we look towards her
from the north) is that which first immerges
into the shadow, and emerges again ; for the
proper motion of the moon being swifter than
that of the earth's shadow, the moon ap
proaches it from the west, overtakes and passes
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through it with the moon's east side fore
most, leaving the shadow behind, or to the
westward. 3. Although total eclipses of the

longest duration happen in tho node, yet there

may be total eclipses within a small distance
of the nodes, namely, within that distance
where the moon's latitude is equal to the ap

parent semi-diameter of the earth's shadow,
minus the semi-diameter of the moon's disc,
hot in these situations the duration of total
darkness will be short; whereas in central

eclipses it will continue nearly two hours.
4. If the earth had no atmosphere, the moon,
when she was totally eclipsed, would be invi
sible; but as the earth has an atmosphere,
some of the light from the sun will be retracted
thereby, and transmitted to the moon, on
which account she will be visible at that time,
and appear of a dull red colour. Lastly, .she

grows sensibly paler and dimmer, before en

tering into the real shadow ; owing to a pe
numbra which surrounds that shadow to a

certain distance. See Penumbra.
Solar Eclipses may be understood, as to

their nature and cause, by reference to the fol
lowing figure, where S is the sun, m the moon,

A

and CD the earth, rmso the moon's conical
shadow, travelling over a part of the earth
CoD, and making a complete eclipse to all
the inhabitants residing in that track, but no
where else ; excepting that for a large space
around it there is a fainter shade, included
within all the space rCD/, which is called
penumbra.

Solar eclipses happen only when the moon
is iu conjunction with the sun, that is at the
new moon, and also in the nodes, or near
them, the limit being about 17° on each side
anode: such eclipses only happening when
the latitude of the moon, viewed from the
earth, is less than the sum of the apparent
semi-diameters of the sun and moon. In the
nodes, when the moon has no visible latitude,
the occultation is total ; with some continuance
when the disk of the moon in perigee appears
greater than that of the sun in apogee, and its
shadow is extended beyond the surface of the
earth; and total without continuance, when
the point of the moon's shadow barely covers
the earth. Lastly, out of the nodes, but wit hin
the limits, the eclipses are partial.

The other principal circumstances of solar

eclipses are as follows: 1. An eclipse of the
sun does not appear the same in all parts of
the earth where it is seen, but is in some
total or annular, while in others it is partial.
2. A solar eclipse docs not happen at the
same time in ail places where it is seen, but
appears earlier in the western parts than in
those to the eastward, because th« motion of

the moon beyond the sun, and consequently
of her shadow, is from west to east. 3. An
eclipso of the sun begins on the western side,
and ends on the eastern. 4. No eclipse hap-
peus to all the places where the sun is visible,
tor the penumbra at no time covers an entire
hemisphere of the earth. 5. The portion of
the cusp of the horns of the unobscured part
of the sun's disc, may be easily found in the
middle of the eclipse, for the line which joins
them is parallel to the moon's apparent way.
6. The middle of a solar eclipse wilfnot beat
the same time in all places on the same meri
dian ; for the parallax of longitude will be
different in different longitudes. 7. The ex
cess of the apparent semi-diameter of the
moon, above that of tho sun in a total eclipse
is so small, that total darkness seldom con
stitutes more than four minutes in the latitude
of London. 8. In most solar eclipses the
moon's disc is covered with a faint light, which
is attributed to the reflection of the light from
the illuminated part of the earth. 9. In total
eclipses of the sun the darkness is so great as
to render the stars and planets perfectly visi
ble ; these however are very rare occurrences
in any particular place.

It is remarked by Dr. Halley, in his paper
relative to the total eclipse which happened in
London, ApriI22, 1715 (Phil. Trans, vol. xxix.
p. 21a), that though twenty-eight eclipses hap
pen in eighteen years, and eight pass through
the parallel of Loudon, yet from March 20,
1140, to that time, April 22, 1715, no total
eclipse had been seen in that metropolis.
Indeed so rare is this phenomenon in any par
ticular country, that its occurrence, when
well authenticated, may be considered as an
sera, which is less liable to mistakes or con
fusion than any other event recorded in
history.

The Number of Ecliptei of both luminaries
cannot be fewer than two, nor more than
seven, iu one year ; the most usual number is
four, and it is rare to have more than six.
The reason is obvious ; for the sun passes by
both the nodes of the moon's orbit but once in
a year, unless be pass by one of them in the
beginning of it, in which case he will pass by
the same again a little before the end ; be
cause the nodes retrograde about 19f° every
revolution, and therefore the sun will come to
either of them about 173 days after the other,

for he will have to mov e 180° which

will occupy nearly 173 days. And if neither
node be w ithin 17° of the sun at the time of
new moon, the sun will be eclipsed ; and at
the subsequent opposition, the moon will be
eclipsed in the other node, and come round
to the .next conjunction before the former
node be 17° beyond the sun, and eclipse him
again. When three eclipses happen about
cither node, the like number commonly hap
pens about the opposite one; as the sun comes
to it in 173 days afterwards, and 6 lunations
contain only 4 days more. Thus there may
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be (wo eclipses of the sirti, and one of the
moon, about each of the nodes. Bnt when
the moon changes in either of the nodes, she
raunot be near enough the other at the next
full, to be eclipsed ; and in 6 lunar months
afterwards she will change near the other
node; in which Case there cannot be more'

than two eclipses in a year, both of the sun.
Speaking generally, there will be more solar
than lunar eclipses, as they will nearly bear
the proportion of their limits, tnV. about 4' to'

3. But more lunar than solar eclipses are
seen at any given place; became a lunar
eclipse is visible dri a whole terrestrial hemi

sphere at once, whereas a solar eclipse is
visible only in a small portion of it.

Period of Eclipsrt, is the sparse of time after
which thb same eclipses return again. The
moon's nodes move backwards 19|° Cvery
year, therefore they would shift through afr
the points of the ecliptic in eighteen' years and
226 days ; arid this worild be the regular pe
riod of (he return of eclipses, if any complete
number of lunations were performed in if

,
without a fraction j which is however not the
case. But in '2*23 mean lunations, after the
inn, moon, and nodes, have been once in a

'

Hnc of conjunction, tllcy return so nearly to
the same state again, that the same node
which was in- corijnricfiOh with thC sun and
moon at the beginning of these lunations will
He within 28' 12" of the line of conjunction,
when the last of these lunations is completed;
and in this period there' will be a rcgrilar re

turn of eclipses, till it be repeated about forty
times, or in abont 720 years, when the line of
the nodes will be 28' x 40 from the conjunc
tion, and will, consequently, be beyond the
ecliptic limits: this is called the Plinian period
or Chaldean snros ; it contains, according to
Dr. Halley, 18 Julian years, lld 7h 43' 20";
or, according to Mr. Ferguson, 1'8» II' 7h 42'

44". In an interval of 567" 21* W 1 1
' 61", in

which there are exactly 6890 mean lunations,
the conjunction or opposition Coiricldes so

nearly with the node, an not to be distant
more thart 11". If, therefore, to the mean
lime of any solar or lunar eclipse, we add this
period, and make the proper allowance for the
intercalary days, wc shall have the mean lime
of the return of the same eclipse. This1 period

is so very near, that in 6000 years it will' vary
no more frortt the truth, as to the restitution
of eclipses, than 8J minutes of a degree.

Eclipses are ofconsiderable rise in astronomy.
Eclipses of the moon determine the spherical
figure of the earth ; they also show that the
sun is- larger than the earth, arid the earth
than the moon. Eclipses also, that are simi
lar in all circumstances, and that happen at
considerable intervals of time, serve to ascer
tain the period of the moon's motion, in
geography, eclipses discover the longitude of
different places ; for Which purpose those of
the moon are the more useful, became they
are more often visible, arid' the Same lurmr
eclipse is of ccjuul magnitude and duration at

all places where it is seen. Ami in cTiron*-"
logy, both solar and lunar eclipses serve try

determine exactly the time Of any past everif,
providing the phenomenon has been drily ol*-'
served and accurately recorded.

Eclitses of the SateUilii. See Satellite*
of Jiqritcr.

ECLIPTIC, in Astronorfaj, a great Circle Of
the sphere, supposed to be drawn through the?
ritiddlc of the zodiac. It is sometimes Called?
rhe rid tolit, or sun's path, being the fracli
which he appears to describe among1 the fixe*
stars; though, more properly, it is Mb ap-»

parent path of the earth, as viewed from they

sun, and thence called the heliocentric circle*
Of the earth. It obtained the name ecliptic,
because all ecHpsCs of the sun and moon hap
pen when the moon is in or near a node where?
her path intersects this Circle.

Upon the ecliptic arc marked arid counted}
the twelve celestial signs, Aries, Taurus, &c.
and upon it the lorigitudesof planets arid stars'
are reckoned. It is situated Obliquely with?
respect1 to the equator, and cuts it iw two
points, *iz. the beginning of Aries and Libra,
which are directly opposite to each other;
and, accordingly, we find the sun twice every
year in tH'c equator ; and all the rest of the
year, either on the north or south side" mereof.
The ecliptic is a

'

great circle of the spttere,
bisebted by the horizon; consequently, the
arch of the elliptic, intercepted between the
horizon and the meridian, is a quadrant.
And again, the solstitial points of the ecliptic,

i. e. those most remote from the equator, are

a quadrant distant from the equinoctial
points.

OMfy»iri/orihc Echptir, is the angle which

it makes With the ecjuofor at their intersec
tion. This obliquity may be found in the fol
lowing inahncr: about the time of the summer
solstice observe the sun's meridian' altitude)
with the utmost care, for several' days' suc
cessively: from the greatest altitude observed;
subtract the height of the equator; and flirt
remainder is the greatest declination, which

is thb solstitial point. Or, it may be found
by observing the meridian altitude df the sun's
centre on the days of the summer and winter
solstice; the difference of those altitudes will
be the distance of tHe tropics; and Half that
distance Will be thb obliquity of tile ecliptic.

This obliquity is riow about 2(1° 27' 57";
but it is variable. According to tHe observX*-

tions of Pylhcas, at Marseilles, made rather
more than 300 ycarS before the Christian #ra;
the obliquity was then 23° 4W. Atbatcgniuif,
ftbrtut tho year 880, found it to be 23° 3&, or
by correcting for parallax arid refrabtlbU, 2^°
35' 40". Alhlariton, the sort of Almansot tho
Arabian, made it 23° 33* 30" ill 1 140. Tycho
BrthO, in 1687, found it to be 23° 291 30".
Mr. Flttmstced, itt 1689, 28° 28' 66". Conda"-
mine, at Quito, in 1736, made it 28° 28' 24".
Dr. MaSkelyrib, in 1769, determined it at 23°
28' 10". By a Comparison with the most early
and accurate observations, it appears that the

i
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diminution of the obliquity, is on the average
about tlio rate ot° 60J" in a century, or half a'

second in a year. It is at present 52"* 1'.

This change in the obliquity of the ecliplio
arises wholly from the actions of the planets,
and particularly Venus and Jupiter, upon the
earth. According to Lagrange tho annual
change of obliquity is variable, and has its
limits. About 2000 years back he think* it
was at the rate of 38" in 100 years, that it is
aow, and will be for 400 years to come, 56"
in a century, but 2000 years hence it will be

49" in the same pdriod. After a very lotnr
period, the change of obliquity will vary from
a diminution to an increase, and never ex
ceed 2°. Laplace makes tho limit of varia
tion 2° 42\

Kcliptic, in Geography, an imaginary
great circle on the terrestrial globe, answering
to, and falling upon, the plane of the celestial
ecliptic.

Poles of the Ecliptic, are the two opposite
poiBts of the sphere, which are every way
equally distant from the ecliptic, or 90°. Tho
distance of the poles of the ecliptic from the
poles of the equator, or of the World, is always
equal to the varying distance of the obliquity
of the ecliptic.

ECU, or Crdwn. a coinage of different Eu
ropean nations. The ecu of FraucC value
it. sterling.

A d.
Ecu 5 Francs i..A 0$
Ditto of Geneva 4 0{
Ditto of Zurich 4 4f

The ecu of Gcrieva is also called a pdtdgon,
and that of Zurich a rix dollar.

EFFECT, the result or consequence of the
application of a cause or agent, on some sub
ject It is an axiom in philosophy that effects
are proportional to their adequate causes.

EFFECTION, dbnotes the geometrical
construction Of a proposition ; it is also used
is reference to problems, which when they
are deduciblc from, or founded upon some
general propositions, are called the geometrical
ejection* of them.

EFFERVESCENCE, a small degree of
ebullition. That agitation which is produced
by the mixture of ah acid and alkali.

EFFICIENT Can*), that which produces
an effect.

Efficients, in Arithmetic, the same as

factors. See Factors.
EFFLUVIUM, the minute particles Which

etlisde from most, if not from all bodies in
nature, a sort of invisible vapour, sensible only
by its effect on the organ of smelling. Effluvia
however1 in some cases' become visible, con
sulting that which itt animals and plants
Bakes the matter of perspiration.

EFFORT, a term frequently used by ma
thematicians and philosophers, to denote the
force by which a bddy in motion tends to pro-
dice ah effect, whether the' effect be really
produced, or impeded by any obstacle which
intervenes.

EIGHT, a number consisting of twice
four.

EIGHTH, an ordinal number, or the last of
eight things, taken in order from the first.

Eighth Part, one part out of eight.
ELASTIC (froni tXarif, loimpel, <>"u»,&c.);

having the power of returning to the form*
from which it has been distorted. Thus tho
branch of a tree, the blade of a sword, 6te. are
said to be elastic, because if they are bent to
a certain degree and then let go; they will of
themselves return to their original form.

Elastic Bodies, arc such as admit of
having their fonrt altered by the application
of a force or pressure, on the removal of which
they will recover their original form or figure.
Iu this respect all bodies which come within
our knowledge are comprehended under one
of these three distinctions. If two bodies
when pressed together suffer an alteration in
their form, and if afterwards, on removing that
pressure, they recover their original figures*
they are called elastic. If when pressed their
forms arc not irt the least altered; they are
called hard. And if when being pressed, a4
above, they alter their forms, ami retain tho
same after the pressure is discontinued, they
are called soft. And both these last kind of
bodies are termed mm elastic. We kiiow
however of no bodies that are perfectly hard,
toft, or elastic, but all partake of these pro
perties in a greater or less degree. WaM
was for a long time supposed to be incom
pressible, aild perfectly won elastic, but the
experiment of Mr. Canton showed that this
supposition was erroneous ; and air, which is
the most elastic fluid we know of, is noW
known not to possess this property in a per
fect degree.

The principal phenomena observable in
elastic bodies are thus enumerated in the" Encyclopedia Mcthbdiqtle." 1. A perfectly
elastic body, has a tendency to restore itself
with tho sanlc force vVitK Which it is pressed
or bent. 2. An elastic body exerts its force
equally on all sides, but the effect is found
principally where there is the least resistance.
3. Elastic bodies, in whatever manner they
are struck or bent, arc reflected, and rebound
with the same force in an opposite direction ;
thus an clastic body will rebound from the
plane on which it impinges, with the same
velocity with which it meets it

,

and so as to
make the angle of reflection equal to the
angle of incidence. 4. A perfectly fluid body
(being defined, that which cannot be com
pressed) cannot be clastic. 5. A perfectly
solid body caunot be elastic. G. The elasticity
of most bodies, particularly of long and slender
forms, may be easily shown, and even iu very
hard and compact bodies their elasticity may.
be manifested in various ways ; thus, for iu«
stance, let a marble slab, or a flat and smooth
iron, bd covered with black lead, or with
printing ink ; then drop an ivory ball upon it

from different heights, and the degree of com
pression on it will be indicated by tho magjii
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tilde of the spot which will be found upon the
ivory ball.

Collision of Elastic Bodies. Sec Col
lision.

Elastic Curve, is the name that James
Bernoulli gave to the curve which is formed

by an elastic blade, fixed horizontally by one

of its extremities in a vertical plane, and

loaded at the other extremity with a weight,
which by its gravity bends the blade into a

curve, the determination of which involves
investigations of the most intricate order.
This problem is resolved by James Bernoulli
in the " Memoirs of the Acad, of Sciences
for 1703;" and other solutions have been

given by some of the most celebrated mathe
maticians of Europe, and one very elegant
may be seen in the " Acta. Petro." torn. iii.

This curve is the same which a perfectly
flexible right line would form itself into when
supported at its two extremities, and loaded
with an uniform fluid which fills the whole
eavity of the curve ; and is therefore not the
same as the catenary, though frequently con
founded with that curve. See a demonstra
tion of this property in the " Essay on the
Theory and Manoeuvres of Ships," by John.
Bernoulli, and in the Recueil of his works.

The same author has also in vol. iv. of his
works a solution of the elastic problem, founded
on the following principles: 1. That the weight
has a tendency to exert at each point a force
proportional to its distance. 2. That the cur
vature at each point is in the direct ratio of
that force. Whence it follows, that if we call
x the distance of any point from the line of
direction of the weight, we shall have for the
radius of the evolute

/x* + y*\j _ i
v * j ' ~

x
whence regarding i as constant

x1 ii , x1 x_ — — _ * , and — w

which is the equation of the elastic curve.
See the " Mem. de l'Acad. de Berlin," 1769.

ELASTIC Fluids, are those which are
possessed of an elastic property, as air,
steam, &c.

Elastic Gum, the same as caoutchouc, or
Indian rubber.

ELASTICITY, is that property of bodies
by which they restore themselves to their
original figure after compression. See Elas
tic Bodies.

Various hypothesis have been advanced by
philosophers to account for this important
property, some attributing it to one cause,
and sonic to another ; it is however, now, more

generally supposed to arise from the presence
of caloric, and the attractive and repulsive
powers that have place between the minute

particles which constitute a body, whether it
be a solid or fluid. See " Nonvean Diction-
airc de Physique," par M. Libes.

Elasticity of the Air. Sec Am.
ELECTIONS. See Combinations.

ELECTRIC, denotes a body capable of
being excited either by friction or otherwise,
so as to exhibit the phenomena of electricity;
and which body is at the same time impervious
to that power, and it is to be observed that
those bodies which are less pervious are more
capable of being excited ; and those which
are more pervious are less capable of excita
tion. The former of these classes are called
electrics, or non-conductors, and the latter con

ductors or non-elect ric.i. The word is derived
from the Greek xXenTpon, electrum amber, this
being the first body in which the property was
discovered, and the only one in which it was
supposed to reside.

Both the above classes of bodies contain a

vast gradation from the most perfect to the
most imperfect of each kind. Of the former
are glass, precious stones, amber, sulphur, resins,
wax, silk, &c. : and of the latter, all metals,
semi-metals, metallic ores, charcoal, water, &.C.

Substances of the former class may be ex
cited, so as to exhibit the electric appearances
of attracting and repelling light bodies, emit
ting a spark of light, attended with a snapping

'noise, and yielding a current of air, the sensa
tion of which resembles that of a spider's web
drawn over the face, &c. and a smell like that
of phosphorus; and this excitation may be
effected cither by friction, or by heating and
cooling, or by melting, and pouring one melt
ed substance into another.

Electric Fluid, a fine, rare fluid, which is
supposed to issue from and surround electrical
bodies.

ELECTRICAL, belonging to Electri
city.

Electrical Apparatus, consists of glass
tubes, about three feet long, ami an inch and
a half in diameter, one of which should be

closed at one end, and furnished at the other
end with a brass cap and stop-cock, to rarefy
or condense the inclosed air ; sticks of sealing
wax, or tubes of rough glass, or glass tubes
covered with sealing-wax, or cylinders of
baked wood for producing the negative elec
tricity ; with proper rubbers, as black oiled
silk, with amalgam upon it for the former,
and soft new flannel, or hare skins, or cat
skins, tanned with the hair on, for the latter ;

coated .jars, or plates of glass, either single, or
combined in a battery, for accumulating elec
tricity ; metal rods, as dischargers ; an elec
trical machine; electrometers, and insulated
stools, supported by pillars of glass, covered
with sealing-wax, or baked wood, varnished
or boiled in linseed-oil, file.

Electrical Battery, consists of a number
of coated jars, placed near each other in a
convenient manner. These being charged, or
oleetrified, and connected with each other, am
then suddenly exploded or discharged, with a
prodigious effect. Sec Plato V.

Electrical Jar. Sec Leyden Phial.
Electrical Kile, was contrived by Dr.

Franklin, to verify his hypothesis of the

identity of electricity and lightning. It con-
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tinted of a large, thiii, silk handkerchief, ex
tended and fastened at the four corners to two
slight strips of cedar, and accommodated with
a tail, loop, and string, so as to rise in the air
like those of paper. To the top of the upright
stick of the cross a sharp-pointed wire was
fixed, rising a foot or more above the wood ;

and to the end of the twine, next the hand,
was attached a silk ribband. From a key sus
pended at the union of the twine and silk,
when the kite is raised during a thunder-storm,
• phial may be charged, and electric fire col
lected, as is usually done by means of a rub
bed glass tube, or globe. Phil. Trans, vol.
xlvii. p. 365, or Franklin's " Letters," p. Ill,
112.

Kites made of paper, covered with varnish,
or with well-boiled linseed-oil, in order to
preserve them from the rain, with a stick and
cane bow, like those of schoolboys, will an
swer the purpose extremely well, and are
very useful in determining the electricity of
the atmosphere.

Electrical Machine, denotes the principal
part of the electric apparatus, so constructed
as to be capable of exciting a -treat quantity
of the electric fluid, and exhibiting its effects
in a very sensible manner.

A great variety of forms have been given to
electrical machines, either for the sake of
convenience, or in order to render their effects
more powerful; we shall, however, only explain
one of the most simple forms as constructed
by the late Mr. Adams, which is represented
at fig. 1, Plate V. and may be described as

follows :

The cylinder FGHI, is supported by two
strong perpendicular pieces DE. The axis
of one cap of the cylinder moves in a small
hole, at the upper parts of one of the supports,
and the opposite axis passes through the
upper part of the other support. To this end
the handle or winch is fitted, and the cushion
is supported and insulated by a glass pillar;
the lower part of which is fitted into a wooden
socket, to which a regulating screw is adapted,
to increase or diminish the pressure of the
cushion against the cylinder. A piece of silk
comes from the under edge of the cushion,
and lies on the cylinder, passing between it
and the cushion, and proceeding till it nearly
meets the collecting points of the conductor.
The more strongly this conductor is made to
adhere to the cylinder, the stronger is tho de
gree of excitation. Before the cylinder, or
opposite to the cushion, is a metallic tube
YZ, supported by a glass pillar LM. This
is sometimes called the prime conductor,
often only the conductor : and for the more
conveniently trying experiments on the two
powers, and exhibiting the different states of
the cushion and conductor, there are two
wires to be fixed occasionally, the one to the
conductor, the other to the cushion ; on the
upper part of these are balls furnished with
sliding wires, that they may be set apart from
each other at different distances ; fig. 2 and 3
represent two views of the Electrical Plate

Machine, the construction of which will he
readily comprehended by the different letters
which arc referred to the same parts in both
views.

It will be necessary, before the electrical
machine is put in motion, to examine those
parts which are liable to wear either from tho
friction of one surface against another, or to
be injured by the dirt that may insinuate
itself between the rubbing surfaces. If any
grating or disagreeable noise is heard, the
place from whence it proceeds must be dis
covered, wiped clean, and rubbed over with a
small quantity of tallow; a little of which
should also be occasionally applied to the axis
of the cylinder itself. The screws by which
the frame is fixed should also be examined,
and if they are loose, they should be tight
ened.

Having examined the different parts of the
machine, and put them in order, the glass cy
linder, and the pillars which support the
cushion and conductor, should be well wiped
with a dry silk handkerchief, to free them
from the moisture which glass attracts from
the air, being particularly attentive to leave
no moisture on the ends of the cylinder, as
any damp on these parts carries off the elec
tric fluid, and weakens the force of the ma
chine : in very damp weather it will be proper
to dry the whole machine, by placing it at
some little distance from the fire.

Care should be taken that no dust, loose
threads, or filaments, adhere to the cylinder,
its frame, the conductors, or their insulating
pillars ; because these will gradually dissipate
the electric fluid, and prevent the machine
from acting powerfully. When you are satis
fied of this, rub the glass cylinder first with a
clean, coarse, dry, warm cloth, or a piece of
wash leather, and then with a piece of dry,
warm, soft silk ; do the same to all the glass
insulating pillars of the machine and appa
ratus; these pillars must be nibbed more
lightly than the cylinder, because, being var
nished, they may be damaged by too much
friction.

It may be proper in some cases (o place a
hot iron on the foot of the conductor, in order
to evaporate the moisture which would other
wise injure the experiments.

It may also be observed that, 1. To excite
the machine, it is requisite to clean the cy
linder, and wipe the silk. 2. Grease the cy
linder, by turning it against a greasy leather,
till it is uniformly obscured. The tallow of a
candle will answer this purpose. 3. Turn the
cylinder till the silk flap has wiped off so much
of the grease as to render it semi-transparent.
4. Spread some amalgam on a piece of leather,
and apply this against the turning cylinder.

By this means the friction will immediately
increase, and the leather must not be removed
till it seems to have attained its maximum;
then discontinue the application of it, and the
effect of the machine will be found very
powerful.

The best kind of amalgam is made of z'ne
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and quicksilver. If a little of the latter be
added to melted zinc it renders it easily pul-
verable, and more quicksilver must be added
to the powder if very soft amalgam is re
quired.

ELECTRICITY (from r,\t*T(o4, amber), is
the name of an unknown natural power which
produces a great variety of peculiar and sur
prising phenomena, the first of which arc sup
posed to have been observed in the mineral
substance called amber, whence they have
been denominated electrical phenomena, and
the laws, hypothesis, cxperiincuts, &c. by
which they are explained and illustrated, form
together the science of electricity, of which it
is impossible to give more than a very slight
historical sketch in the limits of our present
article. The electric property of amber was
known to Thales, who lived about 600 years
before our a;ra, though Theophrastus, who
flourished about 300 years after Thales, is the
first author who makes any distinct remark
on tliis subject. Some other of the ancients
also speak slightly on this head, but still they
confined its action to the two substances
amber and jet, and knew nothing farther of
its cfl'cct except its power of attracting light
substances after being excited by friction.

Electricity may therefore be considered as
a modern science of no higher date than
about the year 1600, in which year Gilbert, a
native of Colchester, and a physician in Lon
don, published his treatise " Do Magnete,"
in which arc contained many considerable
experiments and discoveries. We owe also
to Boyle, Otto Guerickc, Dr. Wall, and some
others, a few ingenious experiments ; but it
w as not before the year 1709 that any import
ant step had been made in this science. It
was in this year that Mr. Hawksbee wrote on
the subject of electricity, and noticed the
great electrical power of glass, and the light
proceeding from it; he also first heard the
noise attending the excitation, and a variety
of other phenomena relating to electrical at
traction and repulsion ; at the same time he
introduced a glass globe into the electrical
apparatus ; and to this circumstance he was
indebted for many of his most important dis
coveries.

After his time there was an interval of near
twenty years in the progress of this science,
when Mr. Stephen Grey established a new aera

in the history of electricity. To him wc owe
the discovery of communicating the power of
native electrics to other bodies in which it
cannot be excited, by supporting them on
silken lines, hair lines, cakes of resin or glass;
and a more accurate distinction than had hi
therto obtained between electrics and non-
electrics: he also showed the cfl'cct of electri
city on water much more obviously than Gil
bert had done in the infancy of thix science.

The experiments of Mr. Grey were repeated
by M. du Fay, member of the Academy of
Sciences at Paris, to which he added many
new observations and discoveries of his own.
He observed, that electrical operations are

obstructed by great heat, as well as by a moist
air; that all bodies, both solid and fluid, would
receive electricity, when placed on warm or
dry glass, or sealing-wax ; that those bodies
which are naturally the least electric, have
the greatest degree of electricity communi
cated to them by the approach of the excited
tube. He transmitted the electric virtue
through a distance of feet; and first ob
served the electric spark from a living body,
suspended on silken lines, and noted several
circumstances attending it M. du Fay also
established a principle, first suggested by
Otto Gucricke, that electric bodies attract ail
those that are not so, and repel them as soon
as they are become electric by the vicinity or
contact of the electric body. He likewise
inferred from other experiments, that there
were two kinds of electricity ; one of whit li
he called the vitreous, belonging to glass, rock
crystal, &c. and the other resinous, as that of
amber, gum lac, 8cc. distinguished by their
repelling those of the same kind, and attract

ing each other. He observed, that communi
cated electricity had the same property as the
excited ; and that electric substances attract
the dew more than conductors.

Mr. Grey, resuming his experiments in
1734, suspended several pieces of metal on
silken lines, and found that by electrifying
them they gave sparks, which was the origin
of metallic conductors; and, on this occasion,
he discovered a cone or pencil of electric
light, such as is now observed to issue from a
metallic point. From other experiments he
concludes, that the electrical power seems to
be or the same nature with that of thunder
and lightning.

Desaguliers followed Mr. Grey in the prose
cution of this science, and added considerable
information to the stock previously obtained,
and several interesting experiments were now
made by various philosophers in England,
Germany, and France. But the most remark
able discovery that had yet been made in this
science, was in the end of the year 1745, and

beginning of 1746. This was the method of
giving the electric shock, or the accumulation
of the power of electricity in a vial. This had
its name of the Leyden Vial, from Cunajus, a

native of Leyden, who exhibited it as he was

repeating some experiments made by Messrs.
Muschenbroek and Allamand, professors in
the university of that city. It is said, he was
not, however, the inventor. The merit of this
discovery (if any merit can be ascribed to a
discovery made by accident) belongs to Mr.
Van Klcist, dean of the cathedral at Camiu.
Soon after this, however, a method of giv ing
the shock was discovered in Holland, by
Cnnaeus; and the discovery of this powerful
eflect of the electric fluid immediately raised
the attention of all the philosophers in Europe.
Many of them greatly exaggerated their ac
counts ; cither from a natural timidity, or their
love of the marvellous. Mr. Muschonbroek,
who tried the experiment with a very thin
glass bowl, told Reaumur, in a letter writtea
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soon ufter the experiment, that he felt himself
struck iu his arms, shoulder, and breast, so
that he lost his breath, and was two days be
fore he recovered from the effects of the blow
and the terror. He added, that he would not
take a second shock for the whole kingdom of
France. Mr. Allamand, who made the expe
riment with a common beer-glass, .said, that
he lost his breath for some moments, and then
felt such an intense pain all along his right
arm, that he was apprehensive of bad conse
quences, but it soon after went off without any
inconvenience, &c. Other philosophers, on
the contrary, showed their heroism and mag
nanimity, by receiving a number of electric
shocks as strong as they could possibly make
them.

After this discovery the science of electri
city became a general subject of conversation,
numerous machines were constructed more
and more powerful, and public experiments
were made highly curious and interesting.
In fact, from that period to the present day,
scarce a year has gone by without some addi
tional information on this important science,
and various treatises have been written relat
ing both to the theory and practice of electri
city, the principal of which are by Adams,
Cavello, Cavendish, Ferguson, Mahon, Mor
gan, Mairne, Van Marutn, Van Swindcn, &c.
most of which may be advantageously consulted
for details of experiments and the principles
of the science. See also Priestley's " History
of Electricity."

ELECTROMETER (from «x(XTpo», and
furpu, I measure), an instrument contrived
for measuring the quantity and determining
the quality of electricity. There are various
forms given to this instrument, which will be
found explained in the works quoted in the
preceding article. The most common electro
meter is shown in Plate V. fig. 2.

ELECTROMICROMETER (derived as

above, with the addition of /^mpoj, small), an
instrument, invented by Yeau de Launay, to
indicate and measure very small quantities of
electricity.

ELECTROPHORUS (from iXurpov, and
$tf», I bear), is a machine consisting of two
plates, one of which is a resinous electric, and
the other metallic; and when the former is
once ex cited by a peculiar application of the
latter, the machine Will furnish tlectricity for
a considerable time, from which circumstance
it derives its name, being thus denominated
byits inventor Volta,ofComo,inItaly, who dis-
iwered it about the year 1774, or rather earlier.

ELEMENTARY, any thing relating to
the principles or elements of bodies.

ELEMENTS of the Planets, iu Astronomy.
See Planet.

Elements of Geometry, the title of a cele-
I rated and well-known work of Euclid. See
tiEOMETRY.

Elements, in the Higher Geometry or Ana
lysis, denotes indefinitely small portions of
curves, surfaces, and solids. See Fluxions.

Elements, iu Physics, the first principles,

or ingredients, of which bodies are composed.
These are supposed to be few iu number, un
changeable, and by their different combina
tions producing that extensive variety of ob
jects which constitute the works of nature.

ELEVATION (from elevate, to raise or lift
up), denotes the height or altitude of any
object. See Altitude.

Elevation of the Equator, in Astronomy,
is an arch of the meridian, less than a quad
rant, intercepted between the equator and the
horizon of the place.

Elevation of the Pole, is an arch of the
meridian intercepted between the pole and
the horizon of the place.

Elevation of a Star, is an arch of a ver
tical circle contained between star and ho
rizon, and in the same manner is estimated the
elevation of any other of the heavenly bodies.

Elevation of a Piece of Ordnance, in the

theory and practice of projectiles, is the angle
the axis of the gun makes with the horizon.

Angle of Elevation, the angle formed be
tween the line of direction and an horizontal
line.

Elevation, in Perspective, the representa
tion of the whole body or building, as in
architecture, elevation signifies the whole or
principal face of a building.

ELGEBAR, the name of the bright star in
the foot of Orion, more commonly called
Rigcl.

ELIMINATION, in Analysis, that opera
tion by means of which all the unknown quan
tities except one are exterminated out of an
equation, whence the value of that one becomes
determined, and hence by substitution the
value of all the other quantities.

This is a subject which in all its generality
involves a variety of cases, and numerous and
tedious investigations, which of course cannot
be treated of in this place ; we refer the reader,
however, who is desirous of the most complete
information on the theory of eliminations, to
" Thtorie General des Equations," by Bczout,
where the subject is treated of in all its gene
rality and detail. We shall give one or two
of the most simple cases.

Let there be proposed the two following
equations of the first degree :.

ax + by + c ~ o

dx + ey + f ~ o

In order to eliminate one of the unknown
quantities, for example y, the 1st equation is
multiplied by e, and the 2d by b, so that the
co-efficient of y in both may be equal, then
we have

eax + bey + ec — o

bdx + bey + bf
— o

Subtracting the second of these equations
from the first, we have

(ea — bd)x + ec — bf — o

whence again, x =

Having thus obtained the value of x, that

ofy may be found either by substituting this

value of x in either of the original equations,
S 2
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or by multiplying the first of them by d, and

the second by e, and then subtracting as above,
ill either way we find

rd — af
V ~~

ae — bd

which solutions are general for all equations
of two unknown quantities of the first degree,
and may therefore be considered as formula;

of solution in such cases.

By a similar proceeding, if there were given
the three following equations of the first de

gree, viz.
ax + by + cz + d — o

*x +f'J + Rz + h =. o

ix + ky + Iz + m — o

we should find

cell
gam

-gdh + afl-
— cent + e hi —

bel + big
nhl +de!

-,fc
-gtd

cek ■

ahk
-gdk+afl —
— dek + dfi —

bel + big ■

afm + bem
-»/•
—bih

And by means of these general formula.',

we have the complete solution of all equa
tions of the first degree containing three un

known quantities.
It is also obvious that by a similar operation

we might eliminate any number of unknown
quantities, but it soon becomes extremely la

borious, and a direct method of arriving at the

result has, therefore, been considered a great
desideratum; and several ingenious attempts
have been accordingly made by mathema

ticians of the first eminence. Cramer has given
a rule for this purpose iu his " Analysis of
Curve Lines." A paper on the same subject

was published by Bezout, in the Memoircs of
the Acad, of Sciences for 1764, and again in
his " Thcorie General des Equations," p. 171,

of which we propose giving a slight sketch in

the subsequent part of this article. Two other

papers on this subject were printed in the Me-
moires of the Academy for 1772, the one by
Vandermonde and the other by La Place; Be
zout, however, justly considers the following as

the simplest of any that has yet been published.

New Method of Elimination in Equations of the

first Degree, whether literal or numerical.

Let u, x, y, z, &.C. represent the unknown
quantities, and let the number of them, as also
the number of the equations, be n.

Let a, b, c, d, &lc. be the respective co-effi-

cients in the first equation.
a', b

', d
, d', those of the second.

a", b", c", d", those of the third, and so on.

And let us conceive the known term in
each equation to be effected by some unknown

quantity which may be represented by t.

Form the product vxyzt, of all the un

knowns, written in any order at pleasure ; only

when this order is once determined on in any
cast;, the same must be observed throughout.

Chjiigc now successively each unknown
for its co-efficient in the first equation, and

observe to change the sign of each even term,

and this result is called the first line.

Change in this first line each unknown for
its co-efficient in the second equation, ob
serving, as above, to change the sign of each
even term, and this result is called the second

line.
Change again in this second line, each un

known for its cn-eflicient in the third equa
tion, observing still the same change of sign,
and call this the third line.

Continue thus the operation to the last
equation inclusively, and the last line that
you obtain will give you the value of each of
the unknown quantities, as follows, viz.

Each unknown quantity will be expressed
by a fraction, of which the numerator is the
co-efficient of the same unknown letter in the
last or nth Hue, and the general denomi
nator will be the co-efficient corresponding
with the unknown quantity t, which was in
troduced in the beginning of the operation.

This will be understood from the following
example: Let

ax + by + c— o

a'x + Vy + d — o

Introducing t these equations become,
ax + by + ct — o

a'x + b'y + dt — o

and form the product xyt.
Now change x into a, y into b

, t into c, and
change the sign of those terms which stand
in an even place ; thus we have

ayt — bxt + cxy
Now again change x into a', y into V

,
t into

c, changing signs as before, and we have
ab't — ady — a'bt + bdx + a'cy — Vex

or (ab' — (ad— a!c)y + (bd-b'c)x
whence x —

c,

ab' — ba

and
a'c — ad

y —
ab' — baab — ba:

Bezout, " Theorie Gen. des. Eqnat." p. 171.

ELLIPSE, is one of the conic sections,
formed by the intersection of a plane and

cone, when the plane makes a less unglc with
the base than that: ibrmcd by the base and
the side of the cone.

The word is derived from IxXemn, defective,

and is thus denominated by Apollonius, be

cause the square of the ordinate in this figure

is always less than the rectangle of the para
meters and abscisses.

There are three ways in which we may de
fine an ellipse; viz. 1

. As being produced by
the intersection of a plane and cone, as w»
find it treated of by Apollonius and all the

ancients. 2. According to its description in
piano, as it is treated of by several of the
moderns. And 3. As being generated by the
motion of a variable line or ordinate, along
another line or directrix, whereby the proper-
tics of the nurve arc treated of. by means of
the equation by which it is defined.

The several lines and poiuts in and about
an ellipse, as the axis, diameters, parameter
foci, &.c. will be found defined and explaiued
under tho several articles in this Dictionary ;

and wc shall, therefore, in this place merely
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state some of the principal properties of the

figures, without, however, attempting their
demonstration, as that would extend this ar
ticle to too great a length.

Properties of the Ellipse.—1, The squares
of the ordinates of the axis, are to each other
as the rectangle of the abscisses.

OH

Thatis.AF.FB : GF1 : : A D. DB : DE*
Or if one of the ordinates be taken at the

centre as H C, which thus become the semi-

coujugate, then because A C . C B =: A C1,
the proportion becomes

AC1 : CH1 :: A D.DB : DE1
or by doubling

AB1 : HP :: AD.DB : DE1
That is.

As the square of the transverse axis
Is to the square of the conjugate,
So is the rectangle of the abscisses
To the square of their ordinate.

From which property is readily drawn the

equation of the ellipse ; for, make
AB = I,HI = c,AD=i, andDE=y>tnen

1* : c* : x{t —x) : y*

whence y1
— ~ (fx— x1) or

which is the equation of the ellipse.
Or taking DCzr, and t and c to represent

the transverse and conjugate as before, then

t*:e»::(it— *)(*<+*) :yl
whence y — - </Q tz — x1)

which is the equation when the absciss com-
mences at the centre.

Since — — p, the parameter, by the defini

tion of this line, we have also
t : p : : Jt1 — x* : y*

in ...... y —
-t

-/(.it1 — x1)

which is the equation in terms of the para
meter and transverse axis, when the absciss
begins at the centre, or

y = ~ ✓(«*—**)
when it begins at the vertex.

2. The sum of two lines drawn from the
two foci to any point in the curve is always
equal to the transverse axis.

That is, ifF,/, be E
the two foci, and
FE./E, two fines
drawn from them
to any point E in A{

—\r—7*
— * 1"

the curve, thenFE
+/E = AB.

From this pro-

perty is derived the common method of de
scribing the curve mechanically by points, or
by a thread, thus :

In the transverse jviz
axis take the foci
F,/,and any point I.
Then will the radii
A I, IB, describe,
from the centres F^,
two arcs intersect
ing each other in M,
which will be a point in the curve. In like
manner assume other points I, and thus de
termine other points m, m, &o. Then with a
steady hand a curve-line may be drawn through
all the points of intersection, which will be
the ellipse required.

Or, otherwise, take a thread of the length
A B the transverse axis, and lix its two ends
in the foci V,f, (see the preceding fig.) Then
carrying a pen or pencil P, round by the
thread, keeping it always stretched, and its
point will trace out the ellipse, as is evident
from the property above stated.

Other methods of describing the ellipse in
piano are given in the subsequent part of this
article.

3. If a tangent be drawn to any point in an
ellipse,' and two lines drawn from the two
foci to the point of contact, these two lines
will form equal angles with the tangent.

That is, if H T be a tangent to the ellipse at G.
and the two lines F G, fG from the two foci
be drawn, then will tho angle T G F = the
angle HGf.

It is this property that gives the narrie foci
to the two points F,/, for as opticians find that
the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of
reflection ; it follows from the above property,
that rays of light issuing from the one focus, and
meeting the curvo in every point, will be re
flected back into the other focus, and hence
these points are denominated foci, or burning
points.

Tins property may be otherwise illustrated
by considering a billiard tabic in the form of
an ellipse, then a ball being struck so as to
pass through one focus in any direction, it
will be reflected back again through the other
focus, then again through the first, and so on,
as long as the ball continues in motion.

4. If there be any number of ellipses de
scribed on the same transverse axis, and any
ordinate be drawn so as to' meet all those
ellipses, the tangents to the several ellipses at
those points will all terminate in one common
point intheprolongmentof the transverse axis.

Thatis, if A H B, A H'B, be any two ellipses.,
having the same transverse axis ; and D H H'
be any common ordinate, then the two tan
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gents HT, H'T will be terminate in the
common point T.

And as this is necessarily true when A H'B
becomes a circle, we have hence an easy me
thod of drawing u tangent to any point in an
ellipse; which is as follows:

Let H be the point to which a tangent is
to be drawn ; draw the right ordinate D H,
and produce it indefinitely ; on A B describe
a semicircle meeting the ordinate produced
in H'; join H'C, and draw H'T perpendicular
to H'C, meeting the transverse produced in
T, then TH will be Ihe tangent required.

6. The ordinate H'T, in the circle, is to (ho
ordinate HT of the ellipse, as the transverse
axis of the ellipse is to its conjugate axis.
And if a circle were described on the con
jugate axis, and an ordinate drawn as before,
then the ordinate of the circle would be to
the corresponding ordinate in the ellipse, as
the conjugate axis of the ellipse is to its
transverse. And hence it follows that the
area of any ellipse is a mean proportional be
tween the area of the circles described on its
two axes.

6. Every parallelogram circumscribed about
an ellipse, a^ the extremities of any pair of its
conjugate diameters, is equal to the rcctanglo
of its two axes.

7. The sum of the squares of any pair of
conjugate diameters is always equal to the
sum of the squares of the two axes of the
ellipse.

The demonstration of the above properties,
and numerous others, will be found in the
works of the several authors referred to under
the article Conic Sections.

Description of the Ellipse in piano.—Beside
the two methods of describing an ellipse,
given in proposition 2, there are several others,
by instrumental operation, of which the fol
lowing are the most simple:

1. If two rulersFG, jj- —;y O
/H, each equal in
length to the trans
verse axis A B, have
their e \tri mi lies fix
ed in the foci so
as to be moveable
round those points ; j^L
and if the other
extremities of the
rulers be connect
ed by a third ruler
H G, which is equal in length to Ff, the dis
tance of the two foci so as to be moveable
about the two points H atid G, then if the
ruler H G be moved round the centres F and

1he intersection of the rulers F G, fH, in E

will describe the periphery of an ellipse, of
which A B is the transverse axis, and F, /,
the two foci.

2. Let there be two
rulers, A B, HI, set
at right angles to
each other, and let
a third ruler, DEP,
he moved along, so

that thepoints D and
E constantly touch
the two rulers A'B,
HI; so will the point P describe the peri
phery of an ellipse. On this principle are con
structed Elliptic Compasses, which see.

3. Ifone end C, of
any two equal rulers II
CD, DP, which are
moveable about the
point D, like a car
penter's joint rule,
be fastented to the
ruler A B, so as to
be moveable about
C; and if the end 1

P, of llie ruler D P, be drawn along the side
of the ruler A B, tin 11any point E, taken in
the side of the ruler D P, will describe an
ellipse whose centre is C, conjugate axis 3
2 E P, and transverse = 2 C D — 2 D E.

Area of an Ellipse.—Multiply the two axes
together, and that produot again by '7864,
which will be the area required.

Area of an Elliptic Segment.—Find the area
of the corresponding circular segment, de
scribed on the same axis to which the cutting
line or base of the segment is perpendicular.

Then as this axis is to the other axis, so is
Ihe circular segment to that of the ellipse.

Or find the tabular circular segment whose
versed sine is equal to the quotient, of the
height of the elliptic segment divide by its
axis. Then multiply together this segment,
and the two axes of the ellipse, for the area
of the segment.

Periphery of an Ellipse. —Put the transverse

axis =: t, conjugate =: c, and 1 — = d and

31416 = p, then

t \\ j — 3fj1 _ 3t-5rf* 3*.5».7rf» i' I 21 8\4* 2l.4\6l 8*.4»,6».S,J
Sec. will be the periphery.

Or approximativcly,
). \p x (t +c)

3. \Pl3S/ _ — J
In which last P is the perameter. Each of
the above is a nearer approximation than
that which precedes it.

See the investigations of the above rules,
and several others relating to the rectification
of the ellipse in Dr. Hutton's " Mensuration."

See also Edin. Trans, vol. iv. and v. Lon
don. Trans. 1804; Landen's" Meaioires,"; L«-
gendre, Mem. de l'Acad. 1786; Legendre,
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Mem. sur les Transcendantcs Elliptique ; and

Killer's Opuscala, Berlin, 1750.

Infinite Ellipse. See Klliptoid.
ELLIPSOID. See Spheroid.
ELLIPTIC, or Elliptical, something re

lating to an ellipse.
Elliptic Arc, is any part of the periphery

of an ellipse, the length of which is found as

follows :

Let ( represent the scmi-trausversc, and c

the semi-conjugate axis of any ellipse, z the

distance of the ordinate from the centre, then

the arc bounded by the ordinate and parallel

semi-axis will be,

l.Ellip.Arc=zjl+-z* + !L^z4 +

make

2.Arc =

t1

40 11

Hticl—4t1c*
mi15

then-q;

4. Arc = iSpC-Kioc-ai^y x x nearfy
IbpC + ( qC — -2\p)y

C being the whole axe where the arc begins,

and p, x, and y the corresponding parameter,

absciss, and ordinate.
Elliptic Compasses. See Compasses.

Elliptic Conoid, the same as spheroid.
Elliptic Dial, an instrument usually made

to fold up for the convenience of the pocket.

By this dial is found the meridian, hour of

the day, the rising and setting of the sun, &c.

Elliptic Motion of the Planets. See Kep

ler's Laws.
Elliptic Spindle, is the solid generated by

the revolution of any segment of an ellipse

about its chord ; the solidity of which may bo

found by the following formulae :

Put the perpendicular axe of the ellipse
—

a, the parallel axe — b ; length of the spindle

= /, distance of the centra of spindle and

ellipse ~c; and area of generating segment
~ A ; then,

1. Solidity = 157078 x _4eA j

2. = 5/x-7864|DI-4e(^-D) j
where D is the greatest diameter of the

spindle.
ELLIPTICITY of the Terrestrial Spheroid,

is the difference between the major and the

minor semiaxes ; it is generally expressed in

terms of the former, that is, of the radius of

the equator. The quantity of the ellipticity

has been variously assigned by different ma

thematicians : Sir Isaac Newton, supposing the

earth of uniform density, gave for the el

lipticity ; Boscovich, from a mean of several

admeasurements, stated it at 7 \ ; ; Lalande,

jij; Laplace, j^i Sejour, Carouge,

j£b ; Krafft, ; and Playfair, from a theo

rem of Clairault applied to the heterogeneous

spheroid, states it at -j^j. Setting aside those

which are deduced from the hypothesis of
uniform density, 7{0 may be admitted as the

most probable value of the ellipticity. See

Earth.
ELLIPTOIDES, an infinite ellipsis, i.e.

an ellipsis defined by the equation ay**" —

bx™ x (a — x"), wherein m <1 or n <1.
Of this there are several kinds or degrees ;

as the cubical elliptoid, wherein ay1
— bxl x

(«-*)•
ELONGATION (the prep, e, and longus),

in Astronomy, the angle under which we see

a planet from the sun, when reduced to (ho

ecliptic, or it is the angle formed by two lines

drawn from the earth to the sun and planet,

when reduced as above.
The greatest elongation, is the greatest

distance to which the planet recede from the

sun ; which, however, only relates to the in

ferior planets Mercury and Venus ; for it is

obvious that any of the superior planets may

be 180° distance from the sun, or in opposi

tion. The greatest elongation of Venus, ac

cording to our modern tables, is from 44° 57'

to 47° 48', and that of Mercury from 17° 36'

to28°2C.
EMBOLlM/EAN.and EmbolismIC, Inter

calary, is chiefly used in speaking of the ad

ditional months inserted by chronologists tor

form the lunar cycle of If) years.
EMBOLISM US {E^cXur^o;), in Chrono

logy, signifies intercalation. The word is form

ed of E/*£aXX»i>, to insert. As the Greeks

made use of the lunar year, which is only 354

days, in order to bring it to the solar, which

is 365 days, they had every two or three years

an embolism, t. e. they added a 13th lunar

month every two or three years, which addi

tional month they called embolimanis, t/*ffo-

Aijuai©-. because inserted or intercalated.
EMBOLUS, the piston or sncker of a

pump.
EMERGENT Year, in Chronology, is tht-

first year of any particular ara.
EMERSION, in Astronomy, is the re-ap

pearance of the sun, moon, or a planet, after

having been eclipsed by the interposition of

the moon, earth, or other lK>dy. This term

is sometimes also used to denote the n—rc-ap-
in thepcarance of a star, which had been hid in l

sun's rays.
Emersion, is also used to denote the ris

ing of a solid body above n fluid in which it

floats.
Minutes or Scruples of Emersion, in a lunar

eclipse, is the arc of the moon's orbit which

she has passed over, from the time she begins

to emerge out of the earth's shadow, to the end

of the eclipse.
EMERSON (William), a very eccentric

man, but an excellent mathematician, was

born in 1701 at Hurworth in the county of

Durham. Me had a small paternal estate of
about £70. per annum, to which he for some

time added the profits of a small day-school ;

this, however, he afterwards discontinued, and

lived upon the income of his estate and tho
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trilling profits arising from his works, which
•were very numerous ; viz.

I. The Doctrine of Fluxions. 2. The Projection of the Sphere, orthographic, stereo-
graphic, and gnomonical. 3. The Elementsof Trigonometry. 4. The Principles of Me
chanics. 6. A Treatise of Navigation on the
Sea. 6. A Treatise on Arithmetic. 7. A
Treatise on Geometry. 8. A Treatise of Al
gebra, in 2 books. 9. The Method of Incre
ments. 10. Arithmetic of Infinites, and the
Conic Sections, with other Curve Lines. 11.
Elements of Optics and Perspective. 12. As
tronomy. 13. Mechanics, with Centripetal
and Centrifugal Forces. 14. Mathematical
Principles of Geography, Navigation and Dial
ling. 15. Commentary on the Principia, with
the Defence of Newton. 16. Tracts. 17. Mis
cellanies.

Emerson died on the 20th of May, 1782, in
the 81st year of his age.

EMINENTIAL Equation, a term used bysonic authors for a certain assumed equation,which involve in itself several particular equations.

ENDECAGON. See Undecagov.
ENGINE, in Mechanics, a compound ma

chine formed of one or more of the mechanical
powers, and it in our language implies nearlythe same as machine.

Commonly the most simple mechanical
powers are denominated tools or instruments,
the simplest combination of these arc called
machines, and the more complicated and powerful are denominated engines.

ENGINEER, a person employed in the
construction of the larger kind of engines, orin the application of them to particular pur
poses.

ENGONASIS. See Hercules.
ENGYSCOPE. See Microscope.
ENNEADECATERIS, in Chronology, a

cycle or period of 19 solar or lunar years.
ENNEAGON. See Nonaoon.
ENUMERATION, the act of numberingor counting.
EOLIP1LE. See jEolipile.
EPACTS (from ivaya, induco, intercalo),in Chronology, the excesses of the solar month

above the lunar synodical month, and of the
solar year above the lunar year of twelve
sy nodical months ; or of several solar months
above as many synodical mouths, and several
solar years above as many dozen of synodical
months. The epacts then are either annualor menstrual.

Menstrual Epacts, are the excesses of the
civil or calendar month above the lunar month.
Suppose, c. g. it were new moon on the first
day of Jannary ; since the lunar month is 29'1
12h 44' 3", and the month of January contains
31 days, the menstrual epact is la 11* 15' 67".

Annual Epacts, are the excesses of the
solar year above lunar. Hence, as the Julian
solar year is 365' & and the Julian lunar year
354d 8^ 48' 38", the annual epact will be 1Q<>21h 11' 22"; that is, nearly 11 days. Conse
quently the epact of 2 years is 22 days j of

3 years, 33 days ; or rather 3, since 30 days
make an embolismic or intercalary month.
Thus the epact of 4 years is 14 days, and so
of the rest; and thus every 19th year the
epact becomes 30 or 0; consequently the 20th
year the epact is 11 again; and so the cycle
of epacts expires with the golden number, or
lnnar cycle of 19 years begins with the same ;
these are Julian epacts: the Gregorian de
pend upon the same principles, accounting
only for the difference of the respective years.

As the new moons are the same, that is, as
they fall on the same day every 19 years, so
the difference between the lunar and solar
years is the same every 19 years. And because
the said difference is always to be added to
the lunar year in order to adjust or make it
equal to the solar year ; therefore the said dif
ference respectively belonging to each year
of the moon's cycle is called the epact of the
said year, that is, the number to be added to
the same year, to make it equal to the solar
year.

Rule tofind the Gregorian Epact.

The difference between the Julian and Gre
gorian years being equal to the difference be
tween the solar and lunaryearorll days; there
fore the Gregorian Epact for any year is the
same with the Julian Epact for the preceding
year ; and hence the Gregorian Epact will ba
found by subtracting 1 from the golden number,
multiplying the remainder by 11, and reject
ing the30's. This rule will serve till the year
1900 ; but after that year the Gregorian Epact
will be found by this rule : divide the cen
turies of the given year by 4, multiply the re
mainder by 17 ; then to this product add 43
times the quotient, and also the number 86,
and divide the whole sum by 25, reserving
the quotient : next multiply the goldeu num
ber by 11, and from the product subtract the
reserved quotient, so shall the remainder,
after rejecting all the 30's contained in it, be
the epact sought.

The following table contains the golden
numbers, with their corresponding epacts, till
the year 1900.

TABLE
OF GKKUORIAN EPACTS.

Golden
Nwither. Epttts. Onlden

Numbtr. Epact■. Golden
NiimbtT. Epacta.

i 0 VIII 17 XV 4
15
26

ii 11 IX 28
9

XVIin 22
3

14

25
6

X XVIIIV
V*

VI
VII

XI 20
1

XVIIl 7
18XII XIX

XIII 12 I 0
XIV 23

EPHEMERIDES, in Astronomy, tables
calculated by astronomers, showing the pre
sent state of the heavens for every day at
noon; that is

,

the places wherein all the pla
nets are found at that Lime. It is from these
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tables that the eclipses, conjunctions, and
aspects of the planets are determined ; horo
scopes or celestial schemes constructed, &c.
The astronomers of most nations publish ephe-
inerides ; of these the most celebrated are the

Ephemerides of Bologna; the Nautical Al
manac, published iu England ; and the Con-
noissance des Temps, published in France, by
M. J. Lalande, Delambre, and others.

EPICUREANS, a sect of ancient philo
sophers who followed the doctrine of Epi
curus.

EPICURUS, a celebrated philosopher of
Gargctiuin in Attica, who flourished about
300 years before Christ. At the early age of
12 years he gave astonishing proofs of genius,
which he afterwards improved by visiting
Athens, which was then crowded by the fol
lowers of Plato, the Cynics, Peripatetics, and
the Stoics. Here he established himself, and
soon attracted a number of followers by the
sweetness and gravity of his manners, and by
his social virtues. In his ethics be maintained
that the supreme good of man consists in
pleasure, and supreme evil in pain. Nature
herself, says he, teach us this truth ; and
prompt us from our birth to procure whatever
gives us pleasure, and avoid what gives us
pain. This doctrine, which seemed to open
the way to sensuality and dissipation, pro
cured for Epicurus a great number of enemies,
particularly amongst the Stoics; but he re
futed all the accusations of his adversaries by
the purity of his morals. His followers were
numerous in every age and country ; but they
soon degenerated from the comparatively pure
sentiments of their master, and placed their
happiness in gross and sensual pleasures.

EPICYCLE (from m upon, and xuk\o;, a
circle on a circle), in the Ancient Astronomy,
was a subordinate orbit or circle, which was
supposed to move on the circumference of a

larger one, called the different ; by means of
which one motion, apparently irregular, was
resolved into two that were circular and uni
form. And when the observed motion was
so irregular and complicated as not to be re
solved with one epicycle, others were added
till a nearer approximation was obtained.

This system owed its origin to a prejudice
that seems to have been extremely ancient,
in favour of circular motion ; and the problem
that principally engaged the attention of as

tronomers in those times, was to assign the
proper proportion of the different and epicycle
which should approximate nearest to absolute
observation.

EPICYCLOID, in Geometry, is a curve
generated by a point in one circle, which re
volves about another circle, either on the
eoovacity or convexity of its circumference,
and thus differs from the common cycloid,
which is generated by the revolution of a circle
along a right line ; though the latter has some-
tunes been assimilated with the former, by
considering the right line as the circumference
of a circle whose diameter is infinite.

The invention of epicycloids is ascribed to
M. Roemer, the celebrated Danish astronomer,

during his residence at Paris in 1674. These
curves appeared to him to be the best form
for the teeth of wheels, in order to diminish
their mutual friction, and to render the action
of the power more uniform ; hence he was led
to consider them, and to this purpose they
have been applied, though other forms are
now generally preferred.

However, De Lahire, in his "Trait*1 des Epi-
cycloidcs," published in 1694, makes no men
tion of Roemer, and seems to claim for himself
the merit both of the geometrical and mecha
nical part of the discovery. But Leibnitz,
who resided in Paris in 1674, and the two fol
lowing years, says, that the invention of the>
epicycloids, ami their application to mechanics,
were the work of this Danish mathematician,
and that he was esteemed the author of it.

But Newton published an account of epicy
cloids before Roemer, in the first book of his" Principia," where he proposed a general
and very simple method of rectifying these
curves. After him J. Bernouilli, during his
residence at Paris, showed how, by means of
the integral and differential calculus, to deter
mine their area, rectification, &c. ; and many
of his " Lccons du Calcul integral," are de
voted to this object. In 1694, M. de Lahire
published his " Traite des Epicycloides ;" and
in the " Mcmoires of the Academy" for 1706,
he communicated to the public an extensive
and elegant treatise on these curves ; and Dr.
Halley has also, in the Phil. Trans. No. 218, a
very curious and ingenious paper on the same
subject.

Epicycloids, are distinguished into exterior
and interior.

Exterior Epicycloids, are those which are
formed by the revolution of the generating
circle, about the convex circumference of the
quiescent circle, as GEHF in the following
figure:

Interior Epicycloids, arc those that are
formed when the generating circle revolves on

concave circumference, as E g- G.

G
The revolving or generating circle is called
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And the arc of the quiescent circle passed

t>vcr is called the base.

To these curves belong several curious pro

perties, of which we shall only mention a few

of the most remarkable.
1. If the generating and equiesccnt circle

have to each other any commensurable ratio,

then is the epicycloid both rectifiable and

quadrable, although the area of the common

cycloid, which is so much more simple in
appearance, can never be completely obtained.

2 If the generating and quiescent circle
arc incommensurable with each other, then

the area of the epicycloid cannot be found,
but it is still in this case also rectifiable.

3. If in the interior epicycloid the diameter

of the generant is equal to the radius of the

quiescent circle, the curve becomes a right
line, equal and coincident with the diameter

of the latter.

To find the Length of any exterior Epicycloid.

As the semi-diameter of the quiescent circle,

Is to the sum of the diameters of the two

circles ;

So is double the versed sine of the arc of
the generant, which has passed over any

part of the quiescent circle,
To the length of epicycloidal arc generated

by the point which touched the quies
cent circle at the beginning of motion.

When the whole arc is required the versed

sine becomes the diameter of the generant.
The length of any arc of an interior cycloid is

found by the same proportion, only using the

difference of the diameters, in the second

term of the proportion, instead of the sum.

To find the Areas of Epicycloids.

As the radius of the quiescent circle,

Is to three times that radius, plus twice the
radius of the generant ;

So is the circular segment b II,
To the epicycloidal sector 6 H V ;

Or, so is the whole area of the generant.
To the whole area of the epicycloid E F G B.
■Which proportion holds good, both for the

exterior and interior epicycloids.
Dr. H alley gives us a general proposition

for the measurement of all cycloids and epi
cycloids: thus, the area of a cycloid or epi

cycloid, either primary, or contracted, or pro
late, is to the area of its generating circle ;

and also the areas of the parts generated in
those curves, to the areas of analogous seg
ments of the circle ; as the sum of double the
velocity of the centre and velocity of the cir
cular motion, to the velocity of the circular
motion. The demonstration of which may be

seen in Phil. Trans. No. 218.

As to the tangents it has been known from
the time of Des Cartes, that the line H 4 drawn

from any point H, to that of the base which
touches the circle, whilst this point is de
scribed, is perpendicular to the curve, and

consequently to the tangent
Maupertnis, in discussing this subject, con

ceived one polygon to revolve upon another, the

sides of which are respectively equal, go that

one of the angles described a curve, the peri
phery of which is formed of arcs, of circles,
and the area is composed of circular sectors
and rectilineal triangles, lie then determined
the proportion of the area, and of the periphery
of this figure, to those of the generating po-
lygou ; and finally supposed those polygons to
become circles, the figure described to become
an epicycloid ; and the above-mentioned pro
portion, modified agreeably to this supposition,
gave him the area and the periphery of the
epicycloid. Mem. dc I'Acad. 1727.

Spherical Epicycloids, are formed by a
point of the revolving circle when its plane
makes an invariable angle with the plane of
the circle on which it revolves. Messieurs
Bernoulli, Maupertnis, Nicole, and Clairaut,
have demons) rated several properties of these
epicycloids in Hist. Acad. Sc. for 1732.

Parabolic, Elliptic, !fc. Epicycloids. If a
parabola be made to revolve upon another
equal to it

,

its focus will describe a right line
perpendicular to the axis of the quiescent
parabola ; the vertex of the revolving parabola
will also describe the cissoid of Diocles, and
any other point of it will describe some one
of Newton's defective hyperbolas, having a
double point in the like point of the quiescent
parabola. In like manner if an ellipse revolve
upon another ellipse equal and similar to it,
its focus will describe a circle, whose centre

is in the other focus, and consequently the
radius is equal to the axis of the ellipse ; and
any other point in the plane of the ellipse will
describe a line of the fourth order. The same
also may be said of an hyperbola revolving
upon another equal and similar to it ; for one
of the foci will describe a circle, having its
centre in the other focus, and the radius will
be the principal axis of the hyperbola; and
any other point of the hyperbola will describe

a line of the fourth order. Concerning these
lines, see Newton's " Principia," lib. 1. ; De
Lahirc's " Memoires dc Mathematiquc," &o.
where he shows the nature of the epicycloid
and its use in mechanics. See also Maclaurin's" Geometria Organica."

EPOCH, or Epocha, in Chronology, a term
or fixed point of time, from whence the suc
ceeding years are numbered or reckoned.
The word is from nrojpi, from vrtx*<?i, to sus
tain, stop ; because epochs define or limit a
certain space or time.

Different nations make use of different
epochs. The Christians chiefly use the epoch
of the nativity or incarnation of Jesus Christ ;

the Mahometans, that of the Hegira ; the
Jews, that of the creation of the world, or that
of the deluge ; the ancient Greeks, that of the
Olympiads ; the Romans, that of the building
of their city ; the ancient Persians and Assy
rians, that of Nabonassar, &c. The doctrine
and use of epochs is of very great extent in
chronology. To reduce the years of one epoch
to those of another, i.e. to find what year of
one corresponds to a given year of another, a
period of years has been invented, which, com
mencing before all the known epochs, is, as it

were, a common receptacle of them all, called
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the Julian period. To this period all the
epochs arc reduced; i.e. the year of this period
'when each epoch commences is determined.
So that, adding' the given year of one epoch
to the year of the period corresponding with
its rise, and from the sum subtracting trie year
of the same period corresponding to the other
epoch, the remainder is the year of that other
epoch.

The above epochs, as referred to the Julian,
arc as follows ; viz.
Creation of the world 706 "|
Deluge 2362
Olympiads of the Greeks began 3938
Rome built, or Roman a;ra 3961
yEra of Nabonassar 3967

•BirlhofChrist.orChristianaera 4713
Hegira, or flight of Mohammed 6335J
Epoch of Clirist, is the common epoch

throughout Europe, commencing at the sup
posed time of our Saviour's nativity, Decem
ber 25; or rather, according to the usual ac

count, from his circumcision, or the 1st of
January. The author of this epoch was an
abbot of Rome, one Dionysius Exiguus, a

Scythian, about the year 507 or 527. Diony
sius began his account from the conception or
incarnation, usually called the Annunciation,
or Lady Day; which method obtained in the
dominions of Great Britain till the year 1752,
before which time the Dionysian was the same
as the English epoch: but in that year the
Gregorian calendar having been admitted by
act of parliament, we now reckon from the
first of January, as in the other parts of Europe,
except in the court of Rome, where the epoch
of the incarnation still obtains for the date of
their bolls.

EPROUVETTE, the name of an instru
ment for ascertaining the strength of fired
gunpowder.

EQUABLE Motion, is that whereby the
moveable body proceeds with the same con
tinued velocity, being neither accelerated nor
retarded.

EQUABLY accelerated or retarded Motion,
he. is when the motion or change is increased
or decreased by equal quantities or degrees,
in equal times.

EQUAL, a term of relation between two
or more things of the same magnitude, quan
tity, or quality.

Wolfius defines equals to bo those things
which may be substituted for each other with
out any alteration of their quantity.

It is an axiom in geometry, that two things
which are equal to the same thing, are also

equal to each other. And again, if to or from
equals you add or subtract equals, the sum or
remainder will be equal.

Equal Altitudes, in Practical Astronomy,
one of the most practicable and certain me
thods of determining the time, and thus ascer
taining the error of a clock or chronometer,
is by observing equal altitudes of the sun or
of a fixed star. For this purpose, all that is

• The true birth of Christ was four years earlier
than is reckoned in the common date,

to 4709 of the Julian epoch.

necessary is to observe the instant the sun or
slar is at any altitude towards the east, before
the meridian passage ; and the instant must
likewise be marked when the same object at
tains exactly the same altitude towards the
west, after the meridian passage; Ilia mean
between the above quantifies will be the in
stant marked by the clock at the moment the
sun or star was on the meridian. The pre
ceding operation, however, supposes that the
declination of the object has not varied during:
fhe elapsed interval, but this with the suu sel
dom happens. Tho observation mnsf, there
fore, lie corrected by a table, or by a direct
calculation.

Equal Angles, are those whose containing
lines are inclined alike to each other, or which
are measured by similar arcs of their circles.

Equal Arithmetical Ratios, are those where
in the difference of the two less terms is equal
to the difference of the two greater.

Equal Curvatures, are such as have the same
or equal radii of curvature.

Equal Figures, are those whose areas are
equal, whether the figures be similar or not.

Equal Geometrical Ratios, arc those whose
least terms are similar aliquot or aliquant parts
of the greater.

Equal Solids, arc those whose capacities
are equal.

EQUALITY, in Algebra, is a comparison
of two quantities which arc in effect equal,
though differently expressed or represented.

Equality is usually denoted by two parallel
lines, as ~ ; thus 4 + 4 = 8; that is

,
4 added

to 4 is equal to 8
.

This character was introduced by Recorde,
in the second part of " Whetstone of Wittc."
Dcs Cartes, and some after him, used the cha
racter oc, and others again y_, for expressing-
equality ; but the two lines are now generally
adopted.

In the solution of a numeral problem, which

is to be rendered rational, if there be only one
formula, to be equal to a square or other higher
power, it is called a simple equality.

Double Equality, in the Diop/iantine Ana
lysis, is when we have two formula; contain
ing the same unknown quantify or quantities,
each of which is to be made equal to a perfect
power.

Let there be proposed the following double

equality ; viz. a + bx ~ s*

c + dx — tl

s and t representing any squares whatever,

merely indicating that both formula; are to be

perfect squares.

By eliminating x in both equations, we have
ad — be = ds1 — it*

therefore •

dsx — bt1 + ad —be
dxt* — dbt1 + ad1 — bde

and it now, therefore, only remains to find t*

such, that dbt1 + ad1 — bde may be a square.
Put this square =: »*, then we have

,,_!«'- ad1 + bde
~

db

that is, the double equality is
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pic equality, which was the purpose of the

operation.
Since then t* is determined, we have, from

fi c
the second of the original equations, x = ——

For more on this subject see p. 374, Eulcr's
" Elements of Algebra."

Triple Equality, is when there arc three
formulae of the same kind as above to be made

perfect powers.
Ratio of Equality, is the ratio of two equal

quantities.
EQUANT, in the Ancient Astronomy, a cir

cle formerly imagined by astronomers in the
plane of the deferent, for regulating and ad
justing certain motions of the planets.

EQUATED Bodies, on the Gxmter Scale, is
the name of two lines which relates to the
comparison of the sphere and the regular
bodies ; they are, however, seldom given on
modem scales.

EQUATION, in Algebra, is any expression
in which two quantities differently represent
ed are put equal to each other, by means of
the sign = placed between them : thus 7 ax
+ 3x=6, 5y* + 3y-a = 0, 7x3 + 3x*— 11 =0,
lie. are equations; and these receive different
names, according to the various circumstances
of the powers, relations, and combinations of
the unknown quantities which enter into them.

A Literal Equation, is that in which all the
quantities, both known and unknown, are ex
pressed by letters; as ax1 + bx = c.

A Numeral Equation, is that in which the
co-efficients of the unknown quantity and abso
lute terms are given numbers; as5x*+7x = 16,

i' — lax — 1=0, &c.
A Simple Equation, is that in which the

unknown quantity enters only in the first de
gree; as 7x=35, ax + bx~c. Sax + 56x = 119,
&c; and these are always better expressed by
putting all the co-cfticients under a paren
thesis, with the unknown quantity outside;
thus (a + b) x = c, (3o + 66) x = 119, &c.
See Simple Equation.

A Quadratic Equation, is that in which the
unknown quantity enters in the second de
gree { as ax* — b, ax1 + bx = c, &c. ■

Note. When only the second power enters,
as ax1 = b, it is called a Simple Quadratic;
and when the second and first both occur in
the same equation, it is called an Adfected
Quadratic ; such are the equations a x* + bx —

e,

at1 + a — bx, See. See Quadratic Equation.
A Cubic Equation, is that in which the tliird

power of the unknown quantity enters; as

x3 + ax* + ix = c, x3 + ax = b, ax2 = c, &c.
The latter of which is called a Simple Cubic.
See Cubic Equation and Irreducible Case.

A Biquadratic Equation, is that in which
the fourth power of the unknown quantity
enters; as ax* + bx3 + ex* + dx — e; and
When only the fourth power enters, it is called
a.Simple Biquadratic. See Biquadratic Equa
tion.

And generally an equation is said to be of

the 5th, 6th, &c. degree, according as the
highest power of the unknown quantity is of
any of these dimensions.

Binomial Equations, are such as have only
two terms ; as x5 = a, x6 = b, x' = a, or
x" — m — o, &c. See Binomial Equations.

Determinate Equations, are those equa
tions in which only one unknown quantity en
ters ; or if more than one enter, there are always
given as many independent equations as there
arc unknown quantities. See Elimination
of Equations.

Indeterminate Equations, are those equa
tions in which there arc more unknown quan
tities than there are independent equations.
See Indeterminate Analysis.

Reciprocal Equations, are those in which
the co-efficients of each pair of terms, equally
distant from the extremes, arc equal to each
other ; such as ax1 + bx6 + cxs, Sec. cx'- + bx
+ o = 0; thus x3 + 3x* + 3x + 1 = 0, and
x* + ax1 + bx* + ax + I = 0, are Recipro
cal Equations, which see.

Transcendental Equations. See Transcen
dental Equations.

Symmetrical Equations. See Symmetri
cal Equations.

Exponential Equations, are those in which
the exponent or index of the power is un
known ; as a* = b, x* = a, &c. See EXPO
NENTIAL.

Roots of an Eqijation, are those numbers
or quantities which, when substituted for the
unknown quantity, will make the whole ex
pression become equal to 0, or zero.

Thus, in the equation x3 — 6x* + II x = 6,
or x' — 6x* + llx — 6 = 0, the three roots
are x = 1, x = 2. x = 3; for each of these
quantities, substituted for x, will render the
whole expression = 0.

The roots of an equation are divided into
positive, negative, real, and imaginary or im
possible.

Positive Roots, are those that have a posi
tive sign prefixed or understood.

Negative Roots, are those that have a nega
tive sign prefixed to them.

Real Roots, are those that are expressed by
any real or possible quantity.

Imaginary Roots, arc those into which any

imaginary quantity enters, as a = >J — b; which
is imaginary, or impossible, because a nega
tive quantity has no square root. Thus, in the
equation x3— 8 = 0. the three roots are x = 2,
x — — 1 + v^— 3. and x = — 1 — 1/— 3>
the two latter of which are imaginary; that is,
they admit of ho assignable value; yet they
are such, that when substituted for x, the
whole equation becomes zero; or, which is the
same,(— 1 + J— l)3=8,and(-l— 3)J=8,
the same as 2". which is also equal to 8.

Properties of Equations. —Every equation
has as many roots, real and imaginary, as there
are units in the exponent of the highest power
of the unknown quantity.

If one of the imaginary roots of an equation
be a + v' — b, another of its roots will be
a — V— b. Hence it follows, that the num
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ber of imaginary roots in any equation is always
even ; or, which is the same, they always en
ter in pairs ; therefore in an equation ofodd di
mensions, that is, when the highest power of
the unknown quantity is an odd number, there
being an odd number of roots, one of them
must necessarily be real ; whereas in an equa
tion of even dimensions, all its roots may be
imaginary; such arc the two equations xz — 6x
+ 14 = 0, 2x* — 7x3 + 11a;1— 3x + 11 =0;
neither of which has any real root.

Another curious property of equations is
this, that the sum of all the roots is equal to

the co-efficient of the second term, with its

sign changed from + to — , or from — to +.
The sum of the product of every two of the
roots, is equal to the co-efficient of the third
term, without any change in its sign. The
sum of the product of every three roots, is equal
to the co-efficient of the fourth term, with its

sign changed ; and so on to the last or abso
lute term, which is equal to the product of all

the roots, with the sign changed or not, ac

cording as the number of terms in the equa
tion are odd or even.

Or if we consider the signs of the roots
themselves to be changed in the first instance,
then the several products above mentioned
will require none of those conditions of chang
ing signs, but they will always arise with the

sign proper to them.
Aote. In this it is to be understood, that

the terms of the equation are arranged ac
cording to the powers of the unknown quan
tity; thus x" = ax—1 ± 6r*-» + ex"-3 +
dx—\ &c.

Also the co-efficient of the first term is sup

posed to be unity, and the absolute quantity
is considered as standing on the left hand
side; and in any case, where any power of
the unknown quantity is wanted, it mast be

introduced with the co-efficient 0 prefixed
toft.

For example, in the equation x3 — 6x* +
1 1x — 6 = 0, the three roots being 1, 2, and
3, we have

r\ + 2 +3 = + 6, the co-efficient
I 2d term with its sign changedJ 1 .2 + 1 .3 + 2.3 = + 11, the co-efficient

) 3d term
#1.2.3 =+6, absolute term

V. with its sign changed.

Again, in the equation x* — 25x* + 60a:
— 36=0, the roots arc 1, 2, 3, and — 6; sup

plying therefore the power x3, which is want

ed, the equation becomes x* + Ox1 — 253:* +
60 -r — 36 = 0.

Then, according to what is stated above,

fl + 2 + 3 — 6 0

I sign changedJ 1.2+ 1.3+2.3— 1.6-2.6 — 3.6 = — 25

*}
1.2.3 — 1.2.6— 2.3.6 — 1.3. 6= -60

/ sign changed

V.I.2.3. — 6 =-36
Generation of EQUATIONS, is a method in-

vented by Harriot for demonstrating the pro
perties above mentioned : in order to which,
he supposes successively

x = a, x = b, x = c, x = d, &c. ; or
x—o = 0, x — 5=0, x — c=0, x — rf=0, &c

then multiplying these quantities continually
together, he obtains
x — a = 0

x —6=0

x*— Jjx +«*=<>

X — c

af ab-%

x3 — 4>x2 + ac>x —a6c = 0

c) be)
x — d=0

From which it is obvious, that the co-effi

cient of the second term is equal to the sum
of all the roots, having their signs changed ;

the co-efficient of the third term is equal to the
sum of the product of every two roots ; the

co-efficient of the fourth term is equal to the

product of every three, with their signs chang
ed ; and so on. But this method is objected
to by modern authors, because it only proves
that an equation may be generated, the co

efficients of which shall have the properties
above-stated; and not that every equation
whatever has necessarily these properties. It
is, however, very ingenious, and throws con

siderable light upon the nature of equations.
Lecroix and most other modern algebraists

have pursued a different kind of proof, thus :

having demonstrated first that every equation

has one root, as for example, the equation
x» + «x"-' + bx»-' + tcc.p = 0

let this root, or value of x, be represented by
A; then k" + at*-1 + bk»-* Jtc.p = 0

and consequently,

(x" — ft") + a(x»-' — *"-') + b(x*-' — k*-*)
+ &c. = 0.
Now, since the difference of any two equal

powers is divisible by the difference of their

roots, it follows that this whole equation is

divisible by x — h. And since the quantity
which has been subtracted from the first equa
tion is equal to 0, it follows that this also is

divisible by x — h ; which necessarily reduces

it to an equation of the next inferior degree ;

then this equation having also a root, which
may be represented by k', it may be reduced

by division to another still lower, and which
will still have one root, and so on, till it bo

reduced to a simple equation. Every equa
tion having therefore for its successive divi
sors, x — k, x — K, x — k", &c. it follows,

conversely, that every equation is made up of
those factors, and consequently the above pro

perties have place in all cases. On this sub
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ject the reader may advantageously consult
Bonnycastle's "Algebra," ^ol. ii.

Reduction of Equations, is of two kinds;
viz. first, the reduction of them from a higher
to a lower dimension; and, second, the reduc
tion of them to some particular form, to pre
pare them for solution. The former of these
cases is more commonly called the Depression
of Equations, which see ; and the latter usually
consists in exterminating the second term of
the equation, this being the roost eligible fonn
for solution. Sec Extermination. Some
authors also use the term Reduction of Equa
tions, for what is more usually and properly
called the Solution of Equations.
■Solution of Equations, is the method of

finding their roots ; which, however, can only
be done in a direct manner, for the first four
degrees, viz. in Simple, Quadratic, Cubic, and
Biquadratic Equations; and the several me
thods of procedure, in each of these, is given
under the respective articles. Equations that
exceed the fourth degree cannot be solved by
any direct rule (except in a few partial cases,
in which there are certain relations either be
tween the roots or co-efficients), although the
subject has been investigated by many of the
ablest analysts of Europe. We have, there
fore, no means of obtaining the roots in those
cases, but by approximation. Sec Approxi
mation.

On the subject of equations the reader may
consult, beside the works which treat gene
rally on algebra, Lagrange, "Sur la Reso
lution des Equations Numerique;" Bezout's
" Theoric General des Equations ;" Waring's
" Meditationes Algebraicse ;" and Lea " On
the Higher Equations."

Construction of Equations. See Construc
tion.

Equations in the Differential and Integral
Calculus, are of different denominations ; as

Differential Equations, Equation of Finite
Differences, Equations of Partial Differences,
Sec.

Differential Equation, is that which con
tains in it certain differential quantities ; and
it is said to be of the first, second, third, Sec.

order, according as it involves the first, second,
third, &c. differential.

Thus' the equation
3x*dx — laxdx + aydx — 3yldy + axdy~0
is a differential equation of the first order;
and the solution of it requires that such func
tions of x any y may be found, which, when
combined with their differentials, will render
the whole expression equal to zero,

Equation of Finite Differences, in the Theory
of Finite Differences or Increments, is that into
which the finite differences of the variable

quantities of any function enter.
Thus, taking Ax to denote the finite incre

ment of any variable x, and Ay that of any
variable y ; then

y*Ay + AxAy1 + Ar*Ay + Sec. = 0

is an equation of finite differences. See Incre
ments.

Equation of Partial Differences, is that
which has place between the differential of
any function, and the differentials of the va
riables on which it depends, combined with
the variables themselves, and with or without
constant quantities. Thus z being a function
of x and y

, dz . dz
dx dy

is an equation of partial differences ; as is also
dz , , dz „a-r- + b- xy — 0
dx

which are the simplest form of these equations.
See Partial Differences.

Equation of a Curve, in Analysis, is an
equation showing the nature of a cijrve, by
expressing the relation between any absciss
and its corresponding ordinate, or the relation
of their fluxions, &c.

Suppose we wished to deduce a general
equation to a circle; that, for example, de
scribed from the centre C, and with a radius
equal to the line CB. The
points in the circumference
of this circle are distinguished
from all other points in the
same plane, by being at a
distance from the centre C
equal to CB; and, consequently, wherever
we assume the point P on that cone, the
right lines CM and PM will be sides of a right-
angled triangle, whose hypothenuse CP is
equal to C B. Making, therefore, C M = x,
PM = y, CB = r, we have x1 + y1 = r*j
whence we find y ~ J (r* — an equation
which shows that when x or C M is known we
can find by computation, and without its be
ing necessary to construct the figure y or PM,
or, at least, the relation of that line with the
radius. Taking, for instance, x —

{ r, it will
be y = — £r») = */%t1

-
\r^1.

it is easy to conceive that we may deduce
from the same original expression the lines
PM, corresponding to all assumed points of
the line CB, comprised between C and B.
The equation y = ■✓(r2 — x1), proves also, as
well as the geometrical description of the cir
cle, that this curve cannot extend beyond B ;
for in order that the point M may be beyond
B, it is requisite that x should be greater than
CB, or than r; in which case it would be
come imaginary.

For the equation of the Ellipse, Hyperbola,
Parabola, and other curves, sec the respective
articles ; see also the article Curve, and the
authors referred to under that article.

Equation of Payments, in Arithmetic, is the
finding the time to pay at once several debts
due at different times, and bearing no interest
till after the time of payment, so that no loss
shall be sustained by either party.

The rule commonly given for this purpose is
as follows : Multiply each sum by the time at
which it is due ; then divide the sum of the
products by the sum of the payments, and the.
quotient will be the time required.
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Thus, for example, A owes B £ 190. to be

paid as follows; viz. £50. at 6 months, £60.
at 7 months, and £80. at 10 months ; what is
the equated time at which the whole ought to
be paid, that no loss may arise either to debtor
or creditor ?

By the rule
60 x 6 = 300
60 x 7 = 420
80 x 10 — 800

190 ) 1520(8 months equat. time.= 1520

This rule, however, is founded on a suppo
sition that the interest of the several debts
which arc payable before the equated time,
from their terms to that time, ought to be equal
to the snm of the interests of the debts pay
able after the equaled time, from that time to
their terms respectively; which, however, is
not correct, as it is only the discount, and not
the interest in the latter sums. In most cases,
however, that occur iu business, the error is
so trifling that it will probably always be made
use of, as being by far the most eligible and
expeditious method.

The true equated time for two payments is
expressed by the following formula :

Let p and p' be sums due, at the end of the
time n, n', respectively ; let also r represent the
rate of interest, and x the required time of
payment of the whole.

pr

Md
prnn + p'n1 + pn

± ,
pr

then.. ; = x the true

equated time.
This formula is found on the principle of

allowing only simple interest. If compound
interest be allowed it is more simple, being as

Let a represent the sum of the several debts,
and b the sum of their present values, com
puted as in the case of compound interest;
also r the interest on £ 1. for a year, and x the
equated time required ; then

log, a — log, h
* ~

log. (1 + r)
That is, from the logarithm of the sum of the

several debts, subtract the logarithm of the
sum of their present values, and divide the
remainder by the logarithm of the amount of
£1. for a year, and the quotient will be the
equated time.

For an investigation of these formulas, see

Baily's " Doctrine of Interest and Annuities;"
in which this, and all other cases relating to
these important subjects, arc treated of with
the greatest perspicuity and ability : see also
Bonnycastle's 8vo. " Arithmetic.''

Equation, in Astronomy, js a term used to
express the correction or quantity to be add
ed to, or subtracted from, the mean position
of a heavenly body, to obtain the true posi-

t ion ; it also, in a more general sense, implies
the correction arising from any erroneous sn|>-
position whatever. Thus, for instance, the
time of noon, as determined by taking equal
altitudes of the sun, is first obtained by sup
posing the sun's declination constant during
the whole interval, which false supposition is
corrected by an appropriate equation.

Equation to Corresponding Altitudes, is a
correction which must be applied to the appa
rent time of noon (found by means of the time
elapsed between the instants when the sun
had equal altitudes, both before and after
noon), in order to ascertain the true time.
Tables of equations to corresponding alti
tudes, by the late Mr. Wales, are given in the
Nautical Almanac for 1773 ; also in his tract
for finding the longitude by time-keepers.

Equation of the Centre, called also Pros-
thupheresis, or Total Prosthapheretis, is the dif
ference between the true and mean place of a
planet, or the angles made by the true and
mean place; or, which amounts to the same,
between the mean and equated anomaly.

The greatest equation of the sun's centre
may be obtained by finding the sun's longi
tude, at the times when he is near his mean
distances, for then the difference will give the
true motion for that interval of time ; next find
the sun's mean motion for the same interval
of time ; then half the difference between the
true and mean motions will show the greatest
equation of the centre.

When the mean anomaly and eccentricity
of an orbit are given, the equation of the cen
tre may be readily obtained by the following-
admirable rule, given by Simpson, p. 47 of his"

Essays ;" viz. as radius to the cosine of the
given anomaly, so is five-fourths of the eccen
tricity of the orbit to a fourth number ; which
number add to half the greater axis, if the
anomaly be less than 90° or more than 270°,
otherwise subtract from the same. Then say,
as the sum or remainder is to double the
eccentricity, so is the logarithmic sine of the
given anomaly to the sine of a first arch, from
three times which sine subtract double radius,
the remainder will be the sine of a second
arch, whose one-third part, taken from the
former, leaves the equation sought.

Euler has particularly considered this sub
ject in Mem. de I'Acad. de Berlin, torn. ii.
p. 225, seq. where he solves the following pro
bleins :

1. To find the true and mean anomaly cor
responding to the planet's mean distance from
the sun; that is, when the planet is in the ex
tremity of the con jugate axis of its orbit.

2. The eccentricity of a planet being given,
to find the eccentric anomaly corresponding
to the greatest equation.

3. The eccentricity being given, to find the
mean anomaly corresponding to the greatest
equation.

4. From the same data to find the true
anomaly corresponding to this equation.

5. From the same data to find the greatest

equation. ■i
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6. The greatest equation being; given, to

find the eccentricity. Eulcr observes, that

this problem is very difficult, and that it can

only be solved by approximation and ten
tatively in the manner ho mentions; but, if
the eccentricity be not great, it may be then
found directly from the greatest equation.
Thus, if the greatest equation — m, and the
eccentricity = n; then

_ _ ,11 3, 699 5,,
Whence, by reversion,

— .... 11 _3 587 _ 5

Where the greatest equation m must be ex

pressed in parts of the radius, which may bo
done by converting the angle m into seconds,
and adding 4-6856749 to the logarithm of the

resulting number, this will be the logarithm
of the number m.

The mean anomaly to which this greatest

equation corresponds, will be

, - 9QO + | m _ mJ _ _J_ TOs &c.

Whence, if to 90° we add*— of the greatest
&

equation, we shall sufficiently approximate to
this mean anomaly.

The same author gives as a table, in which

may be found the greatest equations, the ex-
centric and mean anomalies corresponding to
these greatest equations for every hundredth

part of unity, which he supposes equal to the

greatest eccentricity, or when the distance of
the foci and the transverse axis become infi

nite. The last column of his table also gives
us the logarithm of that distance of the planet
from the sun where its equation is greatest.
By means of which, any eccentricity being
given, the greatest corresponding equation
may be found by interpolation. But the prin
cipal use of the table is to determine the eccen
tricity when the greatest equation is known :

and without this help Eulcr thinks the pro
blem cannot be resolved.

Equation of Time, in Astronomy, denotes
the difference between mean and apparent
time, or the reduction of the apparent unequal
time, or motion of the sun or a planet, to
equable and mean time, or motion.

If the earth, had only a diurnal motion,
without an annual, any given meridian would
revolve from the sun to the sun again, in the
same space of time as from any star to the
same star again; because the sun would never

change his place with respect to the stars.
But, as the earth advances almost a degree
eastward in its orbit in the time that it turns
eastward round its axis, whatever star passes
over the meridian on any day with the sun,
will pass over the same meridian on the next

day when the sun is almost a degree short of
it ; that is, 3 minutes 66 seconds sooner. If
the year contained only 360 days, as the eclip
tic docs 360 degrees, the sun's apparent place,
so far as his motion is equable, would change
a degree every day; and then the sidereal

days would be four minutes shorter than the
solar.

The equation of time is calculated by tracing
out the effects of three combined causes ; the
obliquity of the ecliptic, the sun's unequal
apparent motion therein, and the precession
of the equinoctial points. In consequence of
the first of these, in the first and third quad
rants of the ecliptic from Aries; that is, be
tween Aries and Cancer, and between Libra
and Capricorn, the right ascension being less
than the mean longitude, the point of right
ascension is to the west, and therefore the
apparent noon precedes the mean noon ; but
in the second and fourth quadrants, namely,
between Cancer and Libra, or Capricorn and
Aries, the right ascension being greater than
the longitude, or the mean motion taken in
the equator, the mean noon is westward, and
therefore precedes the apparent noon. But,
even if the plane of the ecliptic coincided with
that of the equator, there would be a correction
necessary-; for the apparent annual motion of
the sun being not quite uniform, a longer arc
would be described in some days than others;
that is, since the right ascension and longi
tude would in this case be the same, the daily
increments of right ascension would be un
equal. And besides these, the third cause
ought to be attended to, though it is too fre
quently disregarded. The equation of time is,
in fact, equal to the difference of the sun's
true right ascension, and his mean longitude,
corrected by the equation of the equinoxes in
right ascension. This was, we believe, first
shown by Dr. Maskelync.

The mean and apparent solar days are never
equal, except when the sun's daily motion in
right ascension is 59' 8" ; this is nearly the
case about April 15, June 15, September 1,
and December 24: on these days the 'equa
tion is nothing, or nearly so; it is at the great
est about November 1, when it is 16' 14".

Tables of the equation of time, as computed
by Dr. Maskelyne's rule for the noon of each
day, arc given in the Nautical and other
Almanacs. Sometimes they are computed for
every degree of the sun's place in the ecliptic:
as in Gregory's and Ewing's " Astron." But
tables of this latter kind will not answer accu
rately for many years, because of the prcc«s-
sion, the motion of the sun's apogee, &c. so
that a frequent revision of the calculations
will be necessary ; and for which reason they
are omitted in the present article.

EQUATOR, in Astronomy and Geography,
is a great circle of the sphere, equally distant
from the two poles of the world. It is called
the equator, because when the sun is in this
circle the days and nights are equal in all
parts of the world. Whence also it is called
Equinoctial ; and when drawn on maps and
planispheres, it is called the Equinoctial Line,
or simply the Line.

Since every point of the equator is equally
distant from the poles of the world, it follows
that the equator divides the sphere into two
equal hemispheres; the ouc of which tow aids
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the north pole is called the northern, and the
other the southern hemisphere.

As equal or mean time is estimated by the
passage of arcs of the equator over the meri
dian, it frequently becomes necessary to con
vert parts of the equator into time, and the
converse ; which is performed by the follow

ing; analogy ; viz.
As 15° : 1 hour :: any arc of the equator : the

time it has been in passing. Or, conversely,
1 hour : 15° :: any given time : the arc of the
equator.

From this circle are reckoned the latitude
of places, both north and south, in degrees of
the meridian.

EQUATORIAL, Universal, or Portable Ob
servatory, is an instrument intended to answer
a number of useful purposes in practical astro
nomy, independent of any particular observa
tory. It may be employed in any steady room
or place, and it performs most of the useful
problems in the science. See Plate IX. fig. 2.

The principal parts of this instrument are,
1. The azimuth or horizontal circle, which
represents the horizon of the place, and moves
on a long axis called the vertical axis. 2. The
equatorial, or hour-circle, representing the
equator, placed at right angles to the polar
axis, or the axis of the earth upon which it
moves. 3. The semicircle of declination on
which the telescope is placed, and moving on
the axis of declination, or the axis of motion
of the line of collimation.

The peculiar uses of this equatorial are,
1. To find the meridian by one observation
only. For this purpose, elevate the equatorial
circle to the co-latitude of the place, and set
the declination-semicircle to the sun's decli
nation for the day and hour of the day requir
ed; then move the azimuth and hour-circles
both at the same time, cither in the same or
contrary direction, till you bring the centre of
the cross hairs in the telescope exactly to
cover the centre of the sun ; when that is done,
the index of the hour-circle will give the ap
parent or solar time at the instant of observa
tion ; and thus the time is gained, though the
sun be at a distance from the meridian ; then
turn the hour-circle till the index points pre
cisely at twelve o'clock, and lower the tele
scope to the horizon, in order to observe some
point there in the centre of the glass, and that
point is the meridian mark found by one ob
servation only ; the best time for this opera
tion is three hours before or three hours after
twelve at noon.

2. To point the telescope on a star, though
not on the meridian, in full day-light. Having
elevated the equatorial circle to the co-latitude
of the place, and set the declination-semicircle
to the star's declination, move the index of the
hour-circle till it glial! point to the precise
time at which the star is then distant from the
meridian, found in tables of the right ascen
sion of the stars, and the star will then appear
in the glass. Besides these uses peculiar to
this instrument, it is also applicable to all the

purposes to which the principal astronomical

instruments, viz. a transit, a quadrant, and an
equal altitude instrument, are applied.

For a full description of an equatorial in
vented by Mr. Short, see Phil. Trans, vol. xlvi. ;

and for one invented by Mr. Kairne, vol. lxi. ;

see also Hutton's Math. Diet., Rees's Cyclo
pedia, and Vincc's " Practical Astron."

EQUIANGULAR (of eqmis, equal, and an-.

gitlus, angle), in Geometry, is applied to figures
whose angles are all equal ; such are the
square, and all regular figures. All equilateral
triangles are also equiangular.

An equilateral figure, inscribed in a circle,
is always equiangular ; but an equiangular
figure, inscribed in a circle, is not always equi
lateral, except when it has an odd number of
sides. If the number of the sides be even,
then they may be either all equal, or else half
of them will always be equal to each other,
and tho other half to each other; the equals
being placed alternately. See Hutton's "Math.
Misc." p. 272.

Equiangular, is also applied to any two
figures of the same kind, when each angle of
the one is equal to a corresponding angle in
the other, whether each figure, separately con
sidered, be an equiangular figure or not ; that
is, having all its angles equal to each other.
Thus two triangles are equiangular to each
other, if one angle in each be of 30°, a second
angle in each of 50°, and the third angle of
each equal to 100°.

Equiangulartriangles, according to the abova
acceptation of the term, have not their like
sides necessarily equal, but proportional to
each other ; and such triangles are always
similar to each other.

EQUICRURAL Triangle, is what we mora
usually call an isosceles triangle. The term
is derived from equut, equal, and crura lege,

equal legs.
EQUICULUS, Equuleus, or Equus Minor,

in Attronomy, a constellation of the northern
hemisphere. Sec Equuleus.

EQUIDIFFERENT, in Arithmetic, is when
in a series of quantities there is the same dif
ference between the first and second, as be-,

tween the second and third, third and fourth,
&c. ; and they are than said to be continually
equidifferent ; but, if in a series of quantities
there be only the same difference between the
first and second, as between the third and
fourth, fifth and sixth, &c; then they arc said
to be discreetly cquidifferent. Thus 3, 6, 7,
and 10 are discreetly equidifferent; and 3, 6,
and 9 continually equidifferent.

EQUIDISTANT, in Geometry, a term of
relation, between two things which are every
where at the same, or at equal distances from
each other.

Equidistant Ordinate*, Method of, is an

approximation towards the area of a figure
bounded by a right line and curve. Dr. Hut-
ton, in his "Mensuration," gives the follow
ing formula for finding the area of figures by
this method, viz.

Having measured any odd number of equi

distant ordinatcs, put the sum. of the first aad.

T
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last = A, the sum of the second, fourtli, sixth,
&c. =r U, the sum of all the others — C, and the
common distance of the ordinate! — D; then

A + 4B + 2C .■ -—■ x D — area nearly.

And the same formula is applicable to the
mensuration of solids, by taking the sections
instead of the ordinate*. See Dr. llulton's" Mensuration," p. 374.

EQUILATERAL (from equus, and latus,
tide), is applied to those figures whose sides
are all equal. Thus, an equilateral triangle is
that whose sides are all equal.

To find the area of an equilateral triangle,
multiply the square of the side by \ */3.Equilateral Hyperbola. See Hyperrola.

EQUILIBRIUM (from equus, and libro, to
poise). Equipoised, in Mechanics, means an
equality of forces acting in opposite direc
tions, whereby the body acted upon remains
at rest, or in equilibrio; in which state the
least additional force being applied, on either
side, motion will ensue.

A body in motion is also said to be in equi
librio when the power producing the motion,
nud the force whereby it is resisted, are so ad
justed that the motion may be uniform.

Equilibrium of the Lever. See Lever.
equimultiples, the products arising

from the multiplication of any two or more
primitive quantities, by the same number or
quantity.

Thus 3a,
34^

na, nb *•arc equimultiples of a and b.
ma, mb J

Equimultiples of any quantities have the
same ratio as the quantities themselves; thus

a : b :: na : nb.
a : b :: ma : mb.

EQUINOCTIAL, in Astronomy, a great
circle of the sphere, under vt Inch the equator
moves in its diurnal motion.

The equinoctial is conceived by supposing
a semi-diainctcr of the sphere produced from
a point of the equator, and there, by the rota
tion of the sphere about its axis, describing a
circle on the immovable surface of the heavens.
The poles of this circle arc the poles of
the world. The sphere is divided by it into
two equal parts, the northern and southern.It intersects the horizon of any place in the
cast and west points; and at the meridian, its
elevation above the horizon is equal to the co-
latitude of the place. Whenever the sun, in
his progress through the ecliptic, comes to
this circle, it makes equal days and nights in
all parts of the globe ; as he then rises due east,
and sets due west, which he never docs at
any other time of the year. And hence the
denomination from aquus and nox, night, quia
acquat diem nocti. All the stars that are under

"this circle, or that have uo declination, rise
due east, and set due west.

The equinoctial, then, is the circle which
the sun describes, or appears to describe, at
the time of the equinoxes: that is, when the
tength of the day is every where equal to that
of 'uight, which happens twice a year. From

this circle is the declination in the heavens,
or latitude of places on the earth, counted in
degrees of the meridian. Upon this circle is
reckoned the longitude 180° west, and 180°
east ; and in all 360°. Hence 1° of longitude
answers to 4' of time, 15' to 1' of time, and 1'
to 4" of time, Sec.

The shadows of those who live under this
circle are east to the southward for one halt"
of the year, and to the northward during the
other half; and twice in a year, viz. at the
equinoxes, the sun at noon casts no shadow,
being in their zenith.

Equinoctial Colure, is that passing through
the equinoctial points. See Colure.

Equinoctial Dial, is one whose plane is
parallel to the equinoctial. The properties or
principles of this dial are,

1. The hour lines are all equally distant
from one another, quite round the circumfe
rence of a circle; and the style is a straight
pin, or wire, set up in the centre of (he circle,
perpendicular to the plane of the dial.

2. The sun shines upon the upper part of
this dial-plane from the 21st of March to the
23d of September, and upon the nnder part of
the plane the other half of the year.

Equinoctial Points, are the two points
wherein the equator and ecliptic intersect
each other : the one, being in the first point
of Aries, is called the vemal point; and the
other, in the first point of Libra, the autumnal
point.

EQUINOX, in Astronomy, the time when
the sun enters one of the equinoctial points.
The equinoxes happen w hen the sun is in the
equinoctial circle ; when of consequence the
days arc equal to the nights throughout the
world, which is the case twice a year, viz.
about the 21st of March and the 23d of Sep
tember ; the first of which is the vernal, and
the secoud the autumnal equinox, l'or the
time the sun is passing from one equinox to
tho other, see the article Earth.

It is found by observation, that the equinoc
tial points, and all the other points of the
ecliptic, are continually moving backward, or
in antecedetitia ; that is, westward ; which retro
grade motion of the equinoctial points, is what
is called the precession of the equinoxes. See
Precession.

EQUINUS Barbatus, a kind of comet.

EQUULEUS, F.quiculus, and Equus Mi
nor, the Horse's Head, one of the northern
constellations. See Constellation.

ERA. Sec /Era.
ERATOSTHENES, a Greek of Cyrene,

who was a librarian of Alexandria, under
King Euergetcs, son of Ptolemy Philadelphus.
He died 194 years B.C. He was called the
cosmographer, because he was the first who
discovered the method of measuring the bulk
and circumference of the earth. What remains
to us of his writings appeared from the Ox
ford press, in 1672, 8vo.

The measurement of the earth by Eratos
thenes, so much admired in its time, as a pro
digy of human sagacity, hus been transmitted
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to us by C'lcomedes : Cycl. llicor. book i.

chap. 10. Eratosthenes was informed, that at
the time of the summer solstice the sun at
noon was vertical to the city of Syene, situate
on the borders of Ethiopia, under the tropic
of Cancer. A well is particularly mentioned
to have been sunk in this city, which was
illuminated throughout its whole deptli by the
sun at noon on the day of the solstice. Pie
knew likewise, or at least he imagined, and
he was not far from the truth, that Alexandria
and Syene were both under the same meri
dian. On these data he constructed a con
cave hemisphere at Alexandria, from the bot
tom of which arose a vertical style, terminat
ing at the centre of curvature of the hemis
phere. Then, supposing the city of Syene to
be in the vertical direction of the style, he ob
served that the arc, included between the foot
of the style and the extremity of its shadow,
projected on the concavity of the hemisphere
by the meridian sun at the solstice, was equal
to a fiftieth part of the whole circumference.
Hence he inferred, that the arc of the heavens
comprised between Alexandria and Syene
must be the same ; and that the distance of
the two cities must likewise be a similar are,
or a fiftieth part of the whole circumference
of a great circle of the earth. Now on mea
suring this distance, or tbc length of this arc,
it was found to be 5000 stadia, which gave
250,000 stadia for the length of the entire cir
cumference of the earth, and 694£ stadia to a

degree. Some later astronomers, desirous of
avoiding the fraction, and supposing that it
was impossible to answer for the accuracy of
the measure to five or six stadia in a degree,
extended this length to 700 stadia, which give
252,000 stadia for the measure of the whole
circumference.

Eratosthenes Sieve (xoxxmov). The name
given to a contrivance of Eratosthenes for
finding prime numbers. The method was to
write all the numbers from one to any extent,
and then to begiu at the fourth and mark out
every second figure to the end, then beginning
at the sixth mark out every third figure
throughout, then at the tenth and mark out
every fifth, and so on with all the prime num
bers under the square root of the whole num
ber proposed ; by which means all composite
numbers were excluded, and consequently
those which remained were primes. See Prime
Number, Phil. Trans, for 1772; and Montucla's
"Histoire des Math." vol. i. p. 281.

ERECT Dial, such as stand perpendicular
to the horizon.

Erect Direct, is one that faces one of the
four cardinal points. The others are called
Erect Decliners.

ERIDANUS, the River, a southern con
stellation. See Constellation.

ERRATIC Wandering, an epithet applied
to the planets being called erratic, or wander
ing stars.

ERROR, in Arithmetic, is used to denote the

difference between the result of any opera
tion which is made by trial, and the true re

sult required by the question. This term is
more particularly used in the rule of Double
Position. See Position.

Error, in Astronomy, is the difference be
tween the places of any of the heavenly bodies,
as determined by calculation and observation.
Thus the error in the lunar tables is the diffe
rence between the place of the moon, as given
in the tables, and as determined by observation ;

and this error is marked with the sign + or — ,

according as it is to be added to or subtracted
from the tabular result.

ESTIVAL, belonging to, or continuing for,
the summer.

ETHER, an element, supposed by some
philosophers to occupy the upper regions of
space, more fine and subtle than air.

EVAPORATION (from evaporatio, Latin),
in Natural Philosophy, is the conversion of
water into vapour, which in consequence of its
becoming lighter than the atmosphere, is car
ried considerably above the earth's surface;
and afterwards by a partial condensation forms
clouds, and finally descends in rain.

Various hypothesis have been advanced in
order to account for tho process of evapora
tion, some attributing it to one cause, and
some to another; and it is dillieult to say
which has the greater claim to attention, as

none of them can be said to be perfectly satis
factory. This, therefore, being the case, and
as our limits will not admit of a long detail of
all the theories that have been written on this
subject, we shall confine our remarks to the
most interesting experiments, observation, and
phenomena, relating to evaporation; of which
those of Dr. Halley and Mr. Dalton arc de
serving of particular attention. The result ef
the experiments of the former are as follows :

1. That water salted to about the same
degree as salt-water, and exposed to a heat
equal to that of a summer's day, did, from a
circular surface of about eight inches diame
ter, evaporate at the rate of six ounces in
twenty-four hours. Whence, by calculation,
he finds that the thickness of the pellicle or
skin of water, evaporated in two hours, was
the fifty-third part of an inch ; but, for a round
number, he supposes it only a sixtieth part ;
and argues thence, that if water as warm as
the air in summer evaporates the thickness of
one-sixtieth part of an inch, in two hours, from
its whole surface, in twelve hours it will eva
porate the tenth of an inch : which quantity,
he observes, will be found abundantly suffi
cient to furnish all the rains, springs, dews,
&c. By this experiment, every ten square
inches of surface of the water yield in vapour,
per diem, a cubic inch of water: and each
square foot, half a wine pint ; every space of
four feet square, a gallon ; a mile square, 6914
tuns; and a square degree, of 69 English miles,
will evaporate 33,000,000 tuns a day ; and the
whole Mediterranean, computed to contain 160

square degrees at least, 5280,000,000 of tuns
each day; Phil. Trans. No. 189. or Abridg.
vol. ii. p. 108. —2. A surface of eight square
inches, evaporated purely by the natural
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warmth of the weather, without either wind teorology. Accordingly, many experiments

or sun, in the course of a whole year, 10,292 have been made to determine the point by
grains of water, or 64 cubic inches ; conse- different philosophers. No person has snc-
quently, the depth of water thus evaporated ceeded so completely as Mr. Dalton : but
in one year amounts to eight inches. But many curious particulars had been previously
this being too little to answer the expe- ascertained by the labours of Richman, Lam-
riments of the French, who found that it rain- bert, Watson, Saussuro, Delnc, Kirwan, and
cd 19 inches of water in one year at Paris ; or others. From these we learn that, 1. The
those of Mr. Townley, who found the annual evaporation is confined entirely to the surface

quantity of rain in Lancashire above 40 inches; of the water: hence it is in all cases propor-
he concludes, that the sun and wind contri- tional to the surface of the water exposed to
butc more to evaporation than any internal the atmosphere. Much more vapour of course

heat or agitation of the water. In effect, rises in maritime countries, or those intcr-
Dr. Halley fixes the annual evaporation sperscd with lakes, than in inland countries,
of London at 48 inches ; and Dr. Dobson 2. Much more vapour rises during hot weather
states the same for Liverpool at 36£ inches, than during cold: hence the quantity evapo-
PhiL Tran. vol. Ixvii. p. 252. rated depends in some measure upon tempe-

3. The effect of the wind Is very consider- rature. The precise law has been happily
able, on a double account ; for the same ob- discovered by Mr. Dalton, who says, in gene-
scrvations show a very singular quality in the ral, the quantity evaporated from a given sur-
vapcrar of water ; viz. that of adhering and face of water per minute, at any temperature,

hanging to the surface that exhaled them, is to the quantity evaporated from the same
which they clothe as it were with a fleece of surface at 212°, as the force of vapour at the

vaporous air, which once investing the va- first temperature is to the force of vapour at

pour, it afterwards rises in much less quan- 212°. Hence, in order to discover the quan
tity. Whence the quantity of water lost in tity which will be lost by evaporation from
24 hours, when the air is very still, was very water of a given temperature, we have only
small, in proportion to what went off when to ascertain the force of vapour at that tem-
thcrc was a strong gale of wind abroad to dis- peraturc. Hence, we see that the presence
sipate the fleece, and make room for the emis- of atmospheric air obstructs the evaporation of
sion of vapour; and this, even though the ex- water; but this evaporation is overcome in
periment was made in a place as close from proportion to the force of the vapour. Mr.
tbc wind as could be contrived. Add, that Dalton ascribes this obstruction to the vis
this fleece of water, hanging to the surface of inertia of air. 3. The quantity of vapour
waters in still weather, is the occasion of very which rises from water, even when the tem-
■trange appearances, by the refraction of the perature is the same, varies according to cir-
vaponrs differing from and exceeding that of cumstances. It is least of all in calm weather,
common air : whence every thing appears greater when a breeze blows, and greatest of
raised as houses like steeples, ships as on land all with a strong wind,
above the water, the land raised, and as it See a farther account of Mr. Dalton's expe-

4. The same experiments show that the a paper of Deluc's, in the Phil. Trans, for
evaporation in May, June, July, and August, 1792; and another paper on the same subject
which are nearly equal, are about three times by Dr. Hamilton, Phil. Trans, vol. lv. ; Saus-
as great as those in the months of November, mire's " Essays on Hygrometry ;" Dr. Nieu-
Decomber, January, and February; Phil, wentyt's "Religious Philosopher;" and Haiiy's
Trans. No. 212. " Natural Philosophy," vol. i.

Dr. Brownrigg, in his " Art of making com- EUCLID, an eminent philosopher of Mc-
mon Salt," p. 189, fixes the evaporation of gara, and the disciple of Socrates. Although
some parts of England at 73*8 inches during he was extremely partial to his master, he dif-
the months of May, June, July, and August; fered from him in the manner of teaching;
and the evaporation of the whole year at more for, instead of instructing his pupils in morals,
than 140 inches. But the evaporation of the he confined their attention wholly to the sub-
four summer months at Liverpool, on a me- tleties of logic. Hence his followers became
dirnnof four years, was found to be only 18 88 noted wranglers, and were less desirous of
inches. Also Dr. Hales calculates the greatest discovering truth than puzzling each other,

annual evaporation from the surface of the Euclid, a celebrated mathematician of
earth in England at 666 inches; and there- Alexandria, who flourished B.C. 300. Heim-
fore the annual evaporation from a surface of mortalized his name by his books on geomc-
water, is to the annual evaporation from the try, in which he digested all the propositions
surface of the earth at Liverpool, nearly as 6 of the eminent geometricians who had prc-
to 1. Phil. Trans, vol. Ixvii. ubi supra. ceded him; as Thai cs, Pythagoras, and others.

As a very considerable proportion of the King Ptolemy became one of his pupils, and
earth's surface is covered with water, and as his school became so famous, that Alexandria
this water is constantly evaporating and mix- continued for ages the great university for
nig with the atmosphere in the state of vapour, mathematicians. The latest edition of his work*
a precise determination of the rate of evapora- is that of Gregory, Oxford, folio, 1703. There
tion must be of very great importance in me- have been published many editions of his
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" Elements," in the course of the last two or
threu centuries ; as by Billiugsley, Comman-
dine, Dechales, Barrow, Tacquet, Ozanam,
Whiston, Martin, R. Simson, Playfair, and
Ingram. The last four are generally esteemed
the best ; though Barrow's is particularly va
luable, as it contains the whole fifteen books ;

and Sir H. Billingsley's (in 1570) is not merely
valuable on the same account, but is curious
for its great age, and for the elaborate preface
of John Dee, dated from bis " poore house at
Mortlake."

EUDIOMETRY purity of air, and
awTssi, a scale or measure), the science of de
termining the purity of atmospheric air, by
measuring the proportion of oxygen (oil which
its respirable property depends) in a given
quantity of it: whence the tests or instru
ments employed in this science are denomi
nated eudiometers.

EUDIOMETER, an instrument for deter
mining the purity of the air.

EUDOXUS, of Cuidus, a city of Caria in
Asia Minor, a celebrated astronomer and
geometer, who flourished about 370 years
before Christ. He composed " Elements of
Geometry," to which work, according to the
account of Proclus, Euclid was much indebted
for many of his propositions; indeed some
writers have attributed to him the whole of
Euclid's " Elements." Eudoxus is said to
have died in the year BC 332, in the 53d year
of his age.

EVECTION (evectio, Latin), in Astronomy,
the most considerable of the lunar irregulari
ties, caused by the action of the sun upon the
moon ; the lunar evection was discovered by
Ptolemy, and is the first irregularity in the
motion of this body with which the ancients
were acquainted. Its general and constant
effect is to diminish the equation of the centre
in syzigies, and to increase it in the quadra
ture, and may be explained by a change sup
posed to take place in the eccentricity of the
lunar orbit, and at the same time a motion in
the apogee.

If this diminution and augmentation were
always the same, the evection would depend
solely on the angular distance of the moon
from the sun, but its absolute value de
pends likewise on the distance of the moon
from the perigee of her orbit. This will be
understood by considering that when the sun
corresponds to the apogee or perigee of the
moon, that is, when the line of apsides of the
moon coincides with the line of the syzygies,
the central force of the earth upon the moon,
which is the weakest in the syzygy apogee,
receives the greatest diminution, and the cen
tral force, which is the strongest at the syzygy,
there receives the least diminution; therefore
the difference in the two cases will then be
the greatest, and the difference in the dis
tances will be augmented, that is, the eccen
tricity will then become greater, and observa
tion shows that the equation is then 7° 40",

whereas it does not exceed 5°, when the line

of the quadratures coincides with the line of
the apsides. After a number of trials and
observations it was found that this inequality
could be represented very exactly, by sup
posing it proportional to the sine of double
the angular distance of the moon from the
sun, minus the mean anomaly of the moon,
and the co-euicient to this proportion is now
generally stated in modern astronomical w orks
at 1° 20' 23", whence the formula for the
evection is

(1°20'28")X sin.2dist H ©— meau anomaly J
from which it is easy to follow the successive
variations of this equation, for in order to this
it is only requisite to consider the different
values which its argument can lake.

It is also very easy to find the period of
evection from the variation in the valuo of the
angle on which it depends. For this purpose
it will be sufiicient to calculate the variations
of this angle in a given time, and thence to
eonclude by a simple proportion, the number
of days necessary for it to vary 360°. This
period differs but little from the periodic re
volution of the moon; viz. 27' 178533 days.

EVEN Number, that which may be divided
by 2 without a remainder.

EVENLY, Even Number, that which may
be divided by 4 without a remainder.

Evenly, Odd Number, that which may be
divided by 2, but not by 4, without a re
mainder.
, EVERARD'S Sliding Rule. Soe Sliding
Rule.

EULER (Leonard), one of the most cele
brated analysts of the last century, was born
at Basil in the year 1707, and very early dis
covered great talents as well in the study of
the Greek and Latin languages as in the va
rious branches of the mathematical and phi
losophical sciences. The natural genius of
Euler was also much assisted by an astonish
ing retentive memory, which enabled him, it
is said, to repeat the whole of the ,-Kncid of
Virgil from beginning to end ; and to point
out to his hearers the first and last line of
every page in the edition that he had accus
tomed himself to read. It is also farther
stated, that he could remember the first six
powers of all numbers under 100. Besides
being foreign member of the Academy of
Sciences of"Paris, Euler was member of the
Imperial Academy of Petersburgh, ancient
director of the Academy of Berlin, and fellow
of the Royal Society of London. He died at
Petersburgh, where he had spent a great part
of his life, on the 7th of September, 1783, in
the 76th year of his age.

The following is a list of the principal works
of this celebrated mathematician :

1. Dissert atio physica de so no. BasUeat,
1727, 4to.

2. Mechanica, sive motus scientia analytic*
cxposita. Petropali, 1736, 3 vols. 4to.

3. Tantamen novas theories Musicae. Pe-
tropoli, 1739, 4to.

4. Methodus euveniendi lineas curvaa max-
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imt minimive proprictate gaudentcs. Lausau-
na, 1744, 4to.; republished at Lyons in 1797,

in 2 vols. 4to.
5. Introductio in Analysin Infinitorum.

Lausamun, 1744, 2 vols. 4to. Translated into

French by J. B. Labey, 2 vols. 1796.

6. Thcoria motuum planetarum ct comi-

tarum. Bcrolini, 1744, 4to.
7. Opuscula varii arguments Berolini,

1746, 1750-31, in 3 vols. 4to.
The first of these volumes contain the au

thor's tables of the sun and moon, which arc

also sometimes to be met with separately.
The three volumes contain only 600 pages,
and are therefore frequently bound in only
one.

8. Scientia navalis, scu tractatus de con-

struendis ac derigendis navibus. Petropoli,
1749, 2 vols. 4to.

9. Theoria motuum Lunae, \c. Berolini,
1753, 4to.

10. Dissertatio de principio minima; ac-

tiones, &c. Berolini, 1753, 4to.

r 11. Iustitutioues Calculi Differenfialis, &c.
Berolini, 1755, 4to. ; republished in 1787, and

again in 1804, in 2 Vols. 4to.
12. Constructio Icntium objectiver, &c.

Petropoli, 1762, 4to.
13. Meditationcs de Perturbatione mot us

cometarum ab attractionc planetarum orta.

Petropoli, 17C2, 4to.
J4. Theoria motus corporum solidonim seu

rigidorum. Rostochii, 1765, 4to. t
15. Institutions calculi integralis. Petro*

poll. 1768, 3 vols. 4to. ; republished in 1792-

1794, in 4 vols.
16. Dioptrica. Petropoli, 1769, in 3 vols.
17. Nova; Tabula; Lunarcs, &c. Petropoli,

1772, 8vo.
18. Opuscula Analytica. Petropoli, 1783,

1785, 2 vols. 4to.
19. Lettres a nne Princesse d'AUemagne.

Petropoli, 1768, 1772, 3 vols. 8vo.
Various French editions of this work have

been published ; there is also a translation of it
into English.

20. Elements of Algebra, written originally
in German, but since translated into the Rus
sian, French, and English languages.

21. Theory of the Construction and Ma-
nocuveriug of Vessels; the original edition
appeared in Petcrsburgh in 1773, in 8vo. but
it has since been translated into the French
and English languages.

Many of the preceding works were publish
ed in the Pctersburgh and Berlin Transac
tions, which also contain numerous other
papers of Euler, which our limits will not
admit of enumerating, the complete catalogue
of them having been printed in 60 pages, 14

of them relating to his manuscript works,
most of which have been published since bis
death in Ihc " Acta. Petro."

EULER (John Albert), son of the above,
was also an able mathematician, but a pre
mature death prevented a great development
of his talents.

H
is fixed, and

EVOLEN'T, in the higher Geometry, is
sometimes used to denote the involute or
curve resulting from the evolution of a curve,
in contradistinction to evolute, or curve sup
posed to be opened or evolved. See Evo
lute and Involute.

EVOLUTE (from evolvo, to unfold), in the
higher Geometry, is a sort of curve first pro
posed by Huygens, and since much studied
by modern mathematicians.

In order to com
prehend the nature
of an evolute, let -/

EFGH be any curve,
and A E either a part

'

of the curve, or a
right line; then if a A
thread be supposed to
be wound close upon
the curve from A to H, where it
then be unwound from A, the curve AE F G H,
from which it is evolved, is called the evolute ;

and the other curve, A BCD, described by
the end of the thread, the evolent or involute.
Or, if the thread J I D, fixed at H, be wound
or wrapped upon the evolute H G I' E.A, keep
ing it always stretched as at the several posi
tions of it, HD.GC, FB, EA, the extremity
will describe the involute curve DCBA.

Each of the tangents BF, CG, DH, is
called the radiits of the evolute, or radius osculi,
radius oscillator, or radius of curvature of the
curve ABCD, in the respective points B, C, D ;

and the circles of which the oscillators are
radii are called circitli osadatores of the curve
ABCD, in the points BCD.

Hence it follows that EA, FB, &c. being
radii of curvature at the points A , B, &c. ; tho
same parts of the thread are also equal to the
corresponding lengths EA, EAF, AEFG, &c.
of the evolute; that is

AE r A E is rad. of curv. at the point A
BF = AF B
CG - AG C

&.c. &c.
Again any radius of curvature B F is per

pendicular to the involute at the point B, and
is tangent to the evolute at the point F; also
the evolute is the locus of the centre of cur
vature in the involute curve.
These definitions

being properly un
derstood, Id PC R
be the evolute
of AMT, then A
being the vertex
of the curve, and
AP the radius of
curvature at tho
vertex, the evo
lute PCR will
leave the axis APDat P; and since A PC =
CM, the curve line PC, which is the length
of the svolntc = CM-AP. Now, if P H
be drawn perpendicular to FC, and C D to
AD, PH or CD will represent the ordinate
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of the curve PCR, and PDorHC the ab
sciss; whence it follows, that in order to de
termine the nature of the evolutc we must
find PH and HC.

And since P H = M E — M L, and H C =
AD — AP, the following lines are to be

found by the nature of the curve; viz. ME,
A P, and A D, or its equal AL + L D, or
A L + EC; and hence is derived the follow
ing rale :

Having determined the value of C M, from
one of the expressions for the radius of curva
ture, make x, or y

~ o, which will determine
A P the radius of curvature at the vertex,
then C M — A P = C P, the length of the
evolute. Then find EL and CE from the
nature of the curve, and the equation of the
evolute will be determined.

The fluxional expression for LE and CE,
in terms of the fluxion of the absciss, of the
ordinate and curve, may he determined as

follows: Put absciss of the involute AL = i,
ordinate ML = jr, and AM = z, then from
the nature of the radius of curvature, the
chord

ME = -lr= = 1,-*y —y

therefore L E = ME — ML =

.'
/

—y-

Also by similar triangles M N S
, C M E

MN: NS :: CM : CE, or

::_£!.; CE =— xy . —xy

Or itx — 1 ; then CE = -^t— y

In order now to illustrate this formula, let

it be proposed to find the cvolnte of the com
mon parabola.

Let the preceding figure AMT represent

a parabola, then CM = (4* +
f>* and AP =

2 at

2 (« being the parameter), therefore CPr
(4t + a)§ a _

2ai
— = the length of the evolute.

Also ME = x4x^_—

V 4x a*

4 rl + a zi" "

; consequently LE or PH z:
ai

ME ML — 4 xi

y =

4jl + a** -ai zi=*4, the ordinate of
ai - ai

the evolutc.

Again AD = AL + LD =: x + EC =

, v ar* , ai 4i + » 4n_
X +

•
. ..

— X + r X ; X-*y
4j + a _

2x» 4z a
i

— 3 i + | a
, and consequently

HC = AD — AP =: 3* the absciss of the
curve.

Hence the square of the ordinate varies as
the cube of the absciss, and therefore the
evolute is the cubical parabola. Dealtry's" Fluxions."

In like manner is found the evolutc of any
other curve. The evolute of the cycloid is
another equal cycloid, which properly was
first discovered by Huygens.wlioby this means
contrived to m;ike a pendulum vibrate in an
arc of cycloid, by placing it between two
cycloidal cheeks, and thus reudercd the vibra
tions isochronous. See Cycloid and Pen
dulum.

The evolute of a spiral, or indeed of any
other curve, may be described by finding the
radii of curvature at several points in the invo
lute; for then we shall have as many points
iu the evolute, through which if a curve line
be drawn, it will be the evolute sought.

Wolf, " Elem. Math." loin. i. p. 524, seq.
or the " Infinum. Petites" of M. le Marquis
de l'Hopital; Simpson's " fluxions," vol. i.

p. 71, &c. ; and Rowe's " Fluxions," 3d edit.
1767, ch. vi. and vii. p. 103-132. Since the
radius of an evolute is either equal to an arc
of an evolute, or exceeds it by some quantity,
all the arcs of evolutes may be rectified geo
metrically whose radii may be exhibited by
geometrical constructions; whence we see

why an arc of a cycloid is double its chord ;

the radius of the evolute being double the
same, and the evolute of a cycloid being itself
a cycloid, equal and similar to the involute,
M. Varignon has applied the doctrine of the
radius of the evolute to that of central forces;
so that haviitg the radius of the evolutc of any
curve, one may find the value of the central
force of a body ; which, moving in that curve,

is found in the same point where the radius
terminates ; or reciprocally having the central
force given, the radius of the evolute may be
determined. Hist, de l'Acad. Roy. des Sci
ences, an. 1706. The variation of curvature
of the lino described by the evolution of a
curve, is measured by the ratio of the radius
of curvature of the evolutc, to the radius of
curvature of the line described by the evolu
tion. See Maclaurin's " Fluxions," art. 402,
prop. 36.

Kvolute, Imperfect. M. Reaumur has
given a new kind of evolute, under this de
nomination. Hitherto mathematicians had
only considered the perpendiculars let fall on
the points of the convex side of the curve; if

other lines not perpendicular were drawn upon
the same points, provided they were all drawn
under the same angle, the effect would be the
same ; that is, the oblique lines would all in
tersect within the curve, and by their inter
sections form the infinitely small side of a
new curve, whereof they would be so many
tangents-

This curve would be a sort of evolute, and
would have its radii but an imperfect evo

lute, since the radii are not perpendicular to
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the first curve. Hist, do l'Acad. &.c. an.
1709.

Evolution, in Arithmetic and Algebra, is
the extraction of roots, being thus opposed to
involution, which is the raising of powers.
See Extraction.

Evolution, in Geometry, the opening- or

unfolding of a curve, and making it describe
an evolent. See Evolute and Involute.

EUTOCIUS, an eminent mathematician,
who lived at the time of the decline of the sci
ences in Greece, was a native of Ascalon, in
Palestine, and a disciple of Isodorus, one of
the celebrated architects employed by the

emperor Justinian. He probably flourished
about the commencement of the sixth cen

tury, though we have no particulars respect
ing his life ; but his works reflect much honour
on his memory. He wrote elaborate and

perspicuous " Commentaries on the Books of
Archimedes concerning the Sphere and Cy
linder;" and also on the first four books of
the conies of " Apollonins Pergnens." These
commentaries have not only elucidated many
difficult passages in those profound writers,
but have tended to throw light on the history
of mathematics. There have been many edi
tions of them, but the most magnificent was
that in the edition of the works of Archi-
luetics, printed at Oxford in folio, in the year
1792, which was prepared for the press by
Torelli of Verona; and that in Dr. Halley's
edition of the eight books of Apollonius, pub
lished at Oxford in 1710. See Montucla's
Histoire des Math. torn. i.
• EXAGON. See Hexagon.

EXCENTRIC. See Eccentric.
EXCKNTP.ICITY. See Eccentricity.
EXCESS, Spherical. See Spherical JEr-

eess.
EXCHANGE, in Arithmetic, is the reduc

tion of different coins or any denominations
of money, whether there be real coins an
swering to them or not, from one to another:
or the method of finding how many of one
species, or denomination, are equal in value
to a given number of another; in order to
which it is necessary to know the value of the
coins and moneys of account of different coun
tries, and their proportion to each other ac
cording to the settled rate of exchange. The
several operations in this case are only dif
ferent applications of the rule of three, which
are explained in Bonnycastle's, Mutton's, and
most books of arithmetic.

Arbitration, or Comparison of Exchange,
determines the method of remitting to, or

drawing* upon, foreign places, in such a man
ner as shall be most advantageous to the
merchant.

Arbitration, is either simple or compound.
Simple Arbitration, respects three places

only. Here, by comparing the par of arbi
tration between a first and second place, and
between the first and a third, the rate between
the second and third is discovered; from
whence a person can judge how to remit or

draw to the most advantage, and to determine
what that advantage is.

Compound Arbitration, respects the cases in
which the exchanges among three, four, or
more places are concerned. A person who
knows at what rate he can draw or remit di
rectly, and also has advice of the course of
exchange in foreign parts, may trace out a
path for circulating his money, through more
or fewer of such places, and also in such order,
as to make a benefit of his skill and credit ;
and in this lies the great art of such negotia
tions. See Hutton's, Bonnycastle's. or Keith's
" Arithmetic."

EXCLUSION, Method of, is a denomina
tion given by Freniclo, to certain modes of in
vestigation that he invented, which without
the assistance ofalgebra enabled him to answer
with great readiness many problems relating
to the powers and property of numbers, which
were agitated in his time between I'ermat,
Descartes, Wallis, and others. An explana
tion of it is given in the " Memoirs of the
Academy of Sciences" for the year 1693 ; but
since the great improvements that have been
made in Algebra, it may be considered mere
ly as a matter of curiosity, though it was
thought of great importance by I'ermat and
Descartes at that time.

EXCURSION, in Astronomy. See Elon
gation.

EXEGESIS, an ancient term for finding
the roots of an equation.

EXHALATION, the fnme or steam is
suing from a body, and diffusing itself in the
atmosphere.

EXHAUSTED Receiver, the vessel which
is exhausted of its air in experiments with
the air-pump.

EXHA USTIONS, in Geometry. Method of
exhaustions is a way of proving the equality of
two magnitudes, by a reductio ad absnrdum,

showing, that if one be supposed either greater
or less than the other, there will arise a con
tradiction. The method of exhaustions was
of frequent use among the ancient mathema
ticians, as Euclid, Archimedes, &c. It is
founded on what the former says in his tenth
book, viz. that those quantities whose differ
ence is less than any assignable quantity, are
equal ; for if they were unequal, however
small the difference might be, yet it might be
so multiplied, as to become greater than
cither of them, and if not so, then it is really
nothing.

This he assumes in the proof of prop. 1.
book x. which imports, that if from the greater
of two quantities, you take more than its half,
and from the remainder more than its half,
and so on continually, there will, at length,
remain a quantity less than cither of those
proposed.

On this foundation it is demonstrated, that
if a regular polygon of infinite sides be in>

scribed in or circumscribed about a circle, the
space, which is the difference between the
circle aud tlie polygon, will, by degrees, be
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quite exhausted, and the polygon become

equal to the circle.
Upon the method of exhaustions depends

the method of indivisibles introduced by Ca-
valerius, which is but a shorter way of ex
pressing exhaustions; as also Wallis's " Arith
metic of Infinites," which is a farther improve
ment of the method of indivisibles ; and hence,
also, the methods of increments, differentials,
fluxions, and infinite series.

EXPANSION, in Phytic*, is the enlarge
ment or increase in the bulk of bodies, in
consequence of a change in their temperature,
litis is one of the most general effects of caloric
being common to all bodies whatever, whe
ther solid or fluid. The expansion of solid
bodies is shown by the Pyrometer, and the
expansion of fluids by the Thermometer.
See these articles.

The expansion of fluids vary very consider
ably ; but, in general, the denser the fluid the
less the expansion: for instance, water ex
pands more than mercury, and spirits of wine
more than water ; and commonly the greater
the degree of heat the greater is the expan
sion ; but this is not universal, for there are
cases in which expansion is produced, not by
an increase, but by a diminution of tempera
ture.

Water furnishes us with the most remark
able instance of this kind. Its maximum of
density corresponds with 42^.5 of Fahrenheit's
thermometer, as has been lately ascertained
by Mr. Dalton. If it is cooled down below
42°.6, it undergoes an expansion for every
degree of temperature which it loses ; and at
32° the expansion amounts, according to Mr.
Dalton, to of the whole expansion which
water undergoes when heated from 42°.6 to
212°. With this, more recent experiments
coincide very nearly ; for by cooling 100,000
parts in bulk of water from 42°.5 to 32°, they
were converted to 100,031 parts. We arc also
indebted to the ingenuity of Mr. Dalton for the
discovery of a very unexpected fact, that the
expansion of water is the same for any num
ber of degrees above or below the maximum
of density. Thus if we heat water ten de
grees above 42°.5, it occupies precisely the
same bulk as it does when cooled down ten
degrees below 42°.5. Therefore the density
of water at 32° and at 63° is precisely the
same. Mr. Dalton succeeded in cooling
water down to the temperature of 5° without
freezing, or 37°.6 below the maximum point
of density ; and during the whole of that
range, its bulk precisely corresponded with
the bulk of water the same number of degrees
above 42°,5.

The prodigious force with which water ex
pands in the act of freezing has been long
known to philosophers. Glass bottles filled
with water are commonly broken in pieces
when the water freezes. The Florentine aca
demicians burst a brass globe whose cavity
was an inch in diameter, by filling it with
water and freezing it. The force necessary
for this effect was calculated by Muschen-

broek at 27,720 lbs. But the most complete
set of experiments on the expansive force of
freezing water, arc those made by Major
Williams at Quebec, and published in the
second volume of the " Edinburgh Transac
tions." This expansion has been explained,
by supposing it the consequence of a tendency
which water, in consolidating, is observed to
have to arrange its particles in one determi
nate manner, so as to form prismatic crystals,
crossing each other at angles of 60° and 120°.
The force with which they arrange themselves
in this manner must be enormous, since it
enables small quantities of water to overcome
so great mechanical pressures. Various me-,
thods have been tried to ascertain the specific
gravity of ice at 32°; that which succeeded
best was to dilute spirits of wine with water
till a mass of solid ice put into it remained in
any part of the liquid without cither sinking
or rising. The specific gravity of such a li
quid is 0.92, which of course is the specific
gravity of ice, supposing the specilic gravity
of water at 60° to be 1. This is an expansion
much greater than water experiences even
when heated to 212°. We sec from this, that
water, when converted into ice, no longer ob
serves that equable expansion measured by
Mr. Dalton, but undergoes a very rapid and
considerable augmentation of bulk.

EXPECTATION, in the Doctrine of
Chances, is the value of any prospect of prize
or property depending upon the happening of
some uncertain event, the value of which in
all cases is equal to the whole sum multiplied
by the probability, that the event on which it
depends may happen. See Dcmoivre's Doc
trine of Chances.

Expectation, in the Doctrine of Life An
nuities, denotes that particular number of years
which a life of a given age has an equal chance
of enjoying, or the time which a person of a
given age may justly expect to live. But
Simpson has shown that this period does not
coincide with that which writers on annuities
call the expectation of life, except on a sup
position of a uniform decrease in the proba
bilities of life; and Dr. Price adds, that even
on this supposition it does not coincide with
what is called the expectation of life, in any
case of joint lives. See Survivorship.

The expectation of life coincides with the
sums of- the present probabilities, that any
single or joint life shall attain to the end of
the first, second, third, ice. moments from
this time to the end of their possible existence,
or in case of survivorships, with the sum of
the probabilities, that there shall be a survivor
at the expiration of those periods. From
which principles Dr. Price has shown how
Demoivre deduced his rules for determining
the expectation of any given life. See Price's
" Observations on Reversionary Payments."

Simpson's table of the Expectation of Life,
given in his " Select Exercises," p. 225, is as
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TABLE

Of the Expectations of Life in London.

Expectation. Expectation.

1 270 41 192
2 320 42 18-8
3 340 43 18-5
4 356 44 18-1
5 360 45 17-8
6 36-0 46 17-4
7 35'8 47 17-0
8 35-6 48 167
y 352 49 16-3

10 348 50 160
n 343 51 15-6
12 33-7 52 15-2
13 33 1 53 14-9
14 325 54 14'5
15 31-9 55 14-2
16 31-3 56 13-8
17 307 67 13-4
18 301 58 131
19 29-5 59 12-7
20 28-9 60 124
21

•
28-3 61 120

22 277 62 11-6
23 27-2 63 11-2
24 26-6 64 108
25 261 65 10-5
26 25-6 66 101
27 25- 1 67 9-8
28 24-6 68 9-4
29 241 69 91
30 23-6 70 8-8
31 23-1 71 8-4
32 22-7 72 81
33 22-3 73 78
34 21-9 74 7-5
35 21-5 76 7-2
36 211 76 6-8
37 20-7 77 6-4
38 20-3 78 60
39 19'9 79 5-5
40 19« 80 50

From this table the expectation of life, at
any age, is found on inspection; thus, a person
of 20 years of ape has an expectation of 28°9
years, and in the same manner may be found
the expectation at any other age. On this
subject the reader may consult Demoivre's" Doctrine of Chances," p. 288; Simpson's" Select Exercises," p. 253 ; Dr. Price's work
above quoted, and Baily's Treatise on " Life
Annuities and Assurances."

EXPERIMENT, in Philosophy, is a trial
of the effect or result of certain applications
and motions of natural bodies, in order to dis
cover their natures, laws, telations, &c.

EXPERIMENTAL Philosophy, that sys
tem of philosophy which is founded upon the
results of various experiments; which thus
furnish certain data, that are assumed as the
unalterable laws of nature, and on which

finally rest every branch of modern philoso
phical investigation.

EXPLOSION, a violent and sudden ex
plosion of an clastic fluid, by which it imme
diately throws off any obstacle which has a
tendency to impede its progress; such is the
explosion of fired gunpowder.

EXPONENT (from expono, I express), in
Arithmetic and Algebra, denotes the number
which expresses the degree of the power, or
root, of a quantity ; thus 2, 3, n, &c. are the
exponents of 2d, 3d, nth, &c. powers ; and \,
|, i, &c. the exponent of the 2d, 3d, nth, &c.
root. "-

Thus a*, a3, oj-, represent (he square, cube,
and power of a.

And at, <ii, a", flic square root, cube root,
and nth root of the same quantities.

The notation of powers and roots by means
of exponents, was one of the most important
improvements ever made in the sciences of
arithmetic and algebra ; as it is to this circum
stance we owe much of the facility with which
numerous operations are now performed. The
binomial theorem, the invention of logarithms,
and various other advantages which the mo
dern analysts enjoy, owe their origin to this
mode of denoting powers and roots by ex
ponents. For an account of the first intro
duction of this notation, and its successive
improvements, see the article Algebra. See
also Power.

Exponent of a Logarithm. See Index
and Logarithm.

Exponent of a Ratio, sometimes denotes
the quotient arising from dividing the antece
dent by the consequent, thus the exponent of
the ratio 1 : 2, is \ ; others however define
logarithms to be the exponents of ratios, and
in this way they are considered by Kepler,
Halley, Cotes, &c.

EXPONENTIAL Calculus, is the method
of finding the fluxions and fluents of exponen
tial quantities. See Fluxions and Fluent.

Exponential Curve, is a curve which is
defined by means of an exponential equation.

Exponential Equation, is any equation
into which an exponential quantity enters, as
a* —

b, x* = a, &c.
The readiest method of solving exponential

equation is by means of a table of logarithms';
thus:

1. Let there be proposed the equation a?—b.
Taking the logarithms on both sides we have

x log. a — log. b, therefore x — -
log. a

2. Let ah* — c, to find the value of x.
Assume h? —

y, then a" —
c, and

V log. a — log. c ; whence y — c = d3 " ° 3
log. a

Now, therefore, b* —
d, or x —

\°^' ■»
log. 6

3. Let (a1 — b*y — a + b, to find x.
Dividing by a + b, we have

(a + by (a — by = a 4- b, or
(a — by -{a + by-*,
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whence x log. (a —

6)
—

(1
— x) log. (a + I);

therefore
* = !°* (< +

fjI — x log. (« —
6)

From which expression the value of x is
readily obtained.

Hence it appears, that if only the exponent
be unknown, the value of that exponent may
be fonnd by means of a table of logarithms ;

or. an approximation may be made towards it
without logarithms, as follows :

Let at = i, assume i r m + I, i» being

supposed the nearest integral value of x, then

, , x b
a* — a"+ * ~ a" x a*' = b, or a*- — — = 6'

a

raise a" — V, to the x~power, so shall we have

b" — a; assume x1 — m! + —
x

then as before, V* x b'*" — a, orl/*"

a"; so that Vh' — d, or a"" = V.

Proceeding again with this in the same
manner, and finding the successive values of
to, ml, m", &c. we shall have ultimately

which values of m, m\ m", &c. being known,
that of x will be found by the formula given
for this purpose under the article Continued
Fraction*.

Another method of approximation is by the
rule of double position. See Approximation
and Position.

And for the method of converting such
equations into series, see Logarithms.

When in the expontial expression both
the power and index are unknown, as in this,
x1 — a, then no direct method of solution can
be given, at least no such rule has yet been dis
covered, and we are therefore obliged to have
recourse to the method of Trial and Error, or
Double Position, by which means an approxi
mate value may be obtained. See Position.

In exponential equations of the form x* — a,
if a be greater than unity there is only ono
root, or value of x, which will answer the con
ditions of the equation, but if a be less than
unify, then there are at least two values which
•re functions of each other; that is, if x be
one root, and r be then found from the equa-

r
Hon rr^i — x ; we shall have rx for another
root of the same equation.

Exponential Qxtmttities, are divided into
different orders;
' thus, x* is called the first order,

x* the second order ;
and so on of others.

EXPRESSION, in Algebra, is any alge
braical quantity, simple or compound, as 3a,
9xxJf 7y, */(4a + 6).&c.

EXTENSION, in Phytia, is one of the
general and essential properties of matter, the

extension of a body being the quantity of
space which it occupies, the extremities of
which limit, or circumscribe, the body. It is
otherwise called the magnitude 6r size of the
body. The word extension, however, is com
monly used to denote the surface of a body
only without regard to its thickness.

EXTERIOR Angle, that which is formed
by producing the sides of a figure.

The sum of all the exterior augles of any
right lined plane figure are equal to four right
angles.

EXTERMINATION, is a term frequently
employed by algebraists, to denote any opera
tion which has for its object the taking away
any term or quantity, out of an equation
or other algebraical expression. Thus when
there arc given any number of unknown
quantities, and as many independent equa
tions, then the values of those quantities are
obtained by exterminating all of them except
one, the value of which being then deter
mined, those of the other quantities will also
become known. The method of performing
these operations are very various, and much
must necessarily be left to the skill of the
analyst, yet the more common methods may
be explained, and these will be found to apply
in most cases; they are as follows:

1. Find the value of one of the unknown
quantities in one of the equations, and substi
tute this value instead of that quantity in the
others, which will reduce the number of equa
tions to one less. Thenfind the value ofanother
unknown quantity in one of the new equations,
and substitute its value in the other equations
as before, which will again reduce the num
ber of equations to one less. Proceed in this
manner till there be left but one equation and
one unknown quantity, the value of which
may then be found by the common rules, and
thence the value of all those that have been
exterminated.

2. Find the value of one of the unknown
quantities in each of the equations, then by
making these several values equal to each
other, that quantity whose value was before
found will be exterminated ; then proceed in
the same way with another of those quanti
ties, and so on till there remain only one
equation, and one unknown quantity; with
which proceed as in the rule above given.

3. A third method of extermination is given
under the article Elimination.

Let us illustrate the two preceding rules by
the example given under that article,

ax + by + c — 0

dx + ey +f = 0

By the ltt Method.
— c — by

x —
a

substitute this in the second equation, and
we have

-de-bdy
+ ey+/-0)Or

a
aey — bdy de — aft
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whence — bd

1convey -if-
ae — bd

By the 2d Method.

— c — b v
1st Equal. x — —- -

, - —/- «y

Whence

or
therefore

_ / + «»
a

- ~T~
ed + irfy ~ af + aey

{ae
— bd)y — cd — af

erf — af

T — --—

bd

and — , ,
ae — bd

the same results as before. See other me

thods of extermination under the article Re
solution of Equations.

To exterminate any proposed Term old of an

Equation.

An equation being proposed, any term in
that equation may be taken away ; but ge

nerally this operation is confined to extermi

nating the second term, in order to prepare
the equation for a numerical or literal solution,

if it be of that kind which admits of such a

solution. This is particularly necessary in
the solution of cubic equations, and some-

in biqnadratics, though there are rules
renders it unnecessary in the latter

The rule for this purpose is as follows :

Let at" ± axn~l + **»-» + &c. B 0.

Assume x — z :p i a, and substitute this
n

value instead of it in the equation proposed,
so shall the resulting equation be of the form

required, viz. the term involving the power,
n — 1 will be exterminated. Let it be pro-
nosed, for example, to exterminate the se

cond term out of the equation.
*> — 6j* + 4* + 10 = 0.

Assume x = z + 2, then

+ x3 —z1 + 6z* + 12z + 8
— 6r* = — 621— 242 — 24

+ Ax = 42+8
+ 10 = 10

whence z3 — 82+2 = 0
which is the form required. See Newton's,
Maclaurin's, and Bonnvcastlc's " Algebras."

EXTERNAL Angles, are those formed
without a figure, by producing its sides.

The external angle of a triangle is equal to
the sum of the two internal angles; and in
any figure whatever the sum of all the exter

nal angles is equal to four right angles.
EXTRA Comstellary Stars, are those stars

which are not classed under any particular
constellation, and are otherwise called un
formed stars.

EXTRACTION of Moots is the finding the

roots of given numbers, or algebraical quanti
ties or equations.

Extraction of the Roots of Numbers, is to
find a number which, multiplied by itself a
certain number of times, will produce the
given number. If only one multiplication is
required it is called the square root ; if two, the
cube root ; if three, the biquadratic orfourth root,
and so on, the number of multiplication being
always one less than the number by which
the root is denominated.

The rules for extracting the square cube,
and biquadratic roots, are given under the
articles Square, Cube, and Biquadrate, and
we have therefore in the present place only
to consider the general case, that is, of ex
tracting any root whatever of a given number ;
and for this purpose we shall employ the fol
lowing approximation.

Let N be the given power or number whose
root is to be found, n the index of that power,
r the assumed root (which is to be taken as
near the true root as possible), and A its

Then as(n + 1) A +(»— 1)N:(n + 1)N + (n— 1)
A : : r : the true root nearly.

Oras(n + l)A + (»— 1)N :2(A *r N) :: r :
the correction, which must be added to, or
subtracted from, the preceding assumed root,
according as it is less or greater than the root
required.

Then cicall this new root r, and use it again
as a new assumed root, with which proceed
as before, and so on till you have obtained the
correct result as far as the nature of the case
requires.

/Vote. Whatever be the number of figures
assumed in the first root, that number will
generally be doubled in the first operation;
and the same, at least, may be depended upon
each time, viz. each operation will double the
number of figures assumed.

Let it be proposed, for example, to find the
fifth root of 2.

Assum.rr-r-1, thenr5 = A = 1,N=2, n=5.
Whence the latter formula becomes

(5 + 1) 1 +(5— 1)2:2(2 .rl)::l: correction.
Or 6 + 8 : 2 : : 1 : correction.

Or 14 : 2 : : 1 : '14 correction.

Whence 1*14 is the new assumed root,

therefore 1-14 = r, and r» — 1-925 = A, then
again

(5+l)x l-925+(5-l)2:2(2 ^1-925):: l-14:cor.
which in numbers is

19-560 : -150 :: 1*14 : -008699,
therefore 1*148699 is the root required.

This rule is due to Dr. Hutton, having been
first given by him in his " Tracts," vol. i. p. 49.
It will be found to be a particular case of the
general formula for extracting the roots of
equations given under the article Approxima
tion.

For the method of extracting the roots of
numbers by logarithms, see Logarithms;
and for the method of performing the same
by the Binomial Theorem, set that article.
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To extract the Root of simple Algebraical

Quantities.

Extract the proposed root of the co-efficient
for the numeral part, and divide the index
of the letter or letters by the index of the
power whose root is to be extracted for the
literal part, which connected will be the root
required, thus :

1/ + 64 a3 i6 = + 4«ii
V — 32«,0y5 = — 2aly

&c. &.C.

To extract the Root ofany compound Algebraical
Quantity.

Find the root of the leading term, which
place in the quotient, and bring down the
second term for a dividend.

Involve the root last found to the power
next below that whose root is to be found,
and multiply it by the index of the power for
a divisor. Then divide the dividend by the
divisor for a new term in the root. Again
involve this new root to the given power, and
subtract the result from the proposed quantity,
and always divide the first term of the re
mainder by the divisor first found for a new
term ; and thus proceed till the root is com
pletely obtained.

Let it be proposed, for example, to find the
cube root of

at* + 6*! — 40 s1 + 96 x — 04.
Here by the rule the cube root of the first

term is z1, whence
**+ 6x5—40rJ+96x — 64(x*+2x— 4

3a*) 6 Xs

x°+ 6i'+12t* + 8*3= {xl+2x)i
3x*) — 12 r*

x6 + 6*5— 40x1+96— 64=(x*+2r— 4)3
Therefore x1 + 2x — 4 is the root required.

It will be observed, that in all such oases
as the above, the proposed formula must be
arranged according to the powers of the un
known qaantity or quantities.

For the Extraction of the Roots of Equa
tions, see Approximation.

EXTRADOS, the outside of an arch of a
bridge, vault, tec.

EXTREME and Mean Proportional. See
Proportional.

EXTREMES, Conjunct and Disjunct, in
Spherical Trigonometry, are, the former, the
two circular parts that lie next the middle
part, and the latter, the two that lie remote
from the middle part. These were the terms
applied by Lord Napier in his universal theo
rem, commonly called Napier's Circular
Parts. See Circular Parti.

EYE, the organ of sight, consisting of
several parts, so adapted to each other, as to
answer the purpose of distinct vision when
placed in a proper situation with regard to
light and shade.

The eye, though properly a subject of ana-
tomv, is so connected with the doctrine of

vision, that its structure must first be under
stood before any advances can be made in
that theory, and as such it becomes a matter
of philosophical inquiry, and must not there
fore be wholly omitted in the present work,
although our limits will onl v admit of a brief
illustration of its construction and principal
mode of operation.

The annexed figure represents a section of
the human eye, made by a plane, which is
perpendicular to the coats which contain its
several humours, and also to the nose.

Its form is nearly spherical, and would be
exactly so, were not the fore-part a little mora
convex than the remainder ; the parts B FB,
BAB, are, in reality, segments of a greater
and less sphere.

The humours of the eye are contained in a
firm coat BFBA, called the sclerotica; the
more convex or protuberant part of which,' BAB, is transparent, and from its consistency,
and horny appearance, it is called the cornea.
This coat is represented by the space con
tained between the two exterior circles BF,
BA.

Contiguous to the sclerotica is a second
coat of a softer substance, called the choroeides;
this coat is represented by the next white
space, and extends along the back fart of the
sclerotica to the cornea.

From the junction of the choroeides and
cornea, arises the uvea, 11a, Ha, a flat opaque
membrane, in the fore-part of which, and
nearly in its centre, is a circular aperture
called the pupil.

The pupil is capable of being enlarged or
contracted with great readiness; by which
means, a greater or less number of rays may
be admitted into the eye, as the circumstances
of vision require. In weak light, too few rays
might render objects indistinct; and in a
strong light, too many might injure the organ.
Whilst the pupil is thus enlarged, or con
tracted, its figure remains unaltered. This
remarkable effect is thought to be produced
by means of small fibres which arise from the
outer circumference of the uvea, and tends
towards its centre ; this circumference is also
supposed to be muscular, and by its equal
action upon the fibres, on each side, the form
of the pupil is preserved, whilst its diameter
is enlarged or contracted.

At the back part of the eye, a little nearer
to the nose than the point which is opposite
to the pupil, enters the optic nerve V, which
spreads itself over the whole of the choroeides
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like a fine net ; and from this circumstance is

called the retina. It is immersed in a dark
mucus which adheres to the chorocides.
These three coats, the sclerotica, the, cho-
roeides, and the retina, enter the socket of
the eye at the same place. The sclerotica is
a continuation of the dura mater, a thick
membrane which lies immediately under the
scull. The chorocides is a continuation of
the pia mater, a line thin membrane which
adheres closely to the brain. The retina pro
ceeds from the brain.

Within the eye, a little behind the pupil, is
a soft transparent substance, E D E, nearly of
the form of a double convex lens, the anterior
surface of which is less curved than the pos
terior, and rounded off at the edges, E, E, as

the figure represents. This humour, which
is nearly of the consistency of a hard jelly,
decreasing gradually in density from the
centre of the circumference, is called the
crystalline humour. It is kept in its place by
a muscle called the ligamentum ciliare, which
takes its rise from the junction of the cho-
toeides and cornea, and is a little convex
towards the uvea. The cavily of the eye,
between the cornea and crystalline humour,
is filled with transparent fluid like water,
called the aqueous humour. The cavity be
tween the crystalline humour and the back
part of the eye, is also filled with a trans
parent fluid, rather more viscous than the
former, called the ntremts humour.

It is not easy to ascertain, with great ac
curacy, the refracting powers of the several
humours; the refracting powers of the aqueous
and vitreous humours arc nearly equal to
that of water ; the refracting power of the
crystalline humour is somewhat greater. The
surfaces of the several humours of the eye are
so situated as to have one line perpendicular
to them all. This line, A D V, is called the
axil of the eye, or optic axis.

The focal centre of the eye, is that point in
the axis at which the image upon the retina
and the object subtend equal angles. This
point is not far distant from the posterior
surface of the crystalline lens, though its si
tuation is probably subject to a small change,
as the figure of the eye or the distance of the
object is changed.

From the consideration of the structure of
the eye, we may easily now understand how
the notices of external objects are conveyed
to the-brain.

Let PQR be an object, towards which the
axis of the eye is directed ; then the ray

which diverge from any point Q, and fall
upon the convex surface of aqueous humour,
have a degree of convcrgency given them ;

they are then refracted by a double convex
lens, denser than the ambient mediums,
which increases the convergency; and if the
extreme rays QH, QI, have a proper degree
of divergency before incidence, the pencil
will be again collected upou the retina, at q,
and there form an image of Q. In the same
manner, the rays which diverge from any
other points, P, R, in the object, will be col
lected at the corresponding points, p, r, of
the retina, and a complete image, p, q, r, of
the object PQR, will be formed there. The
impression, thus made, is conveyed to the
brain by the optic nerve, which originates
there, and is evidently calculated to answer
this purpose. AVood's " Optics," p. 123.

Here it will be observed, that since the
axis of the several pencils cross each other at
O, the focal centre of the eye, the image upon
Ihc retina, is invested with respect to the
object, and yet it furnishes the mind with the
idea of its being erect. This is a difficulty
that has produced considerable discussion
amongst philosophers, and the most satisfac
tory explanation which can probably be given
is, that experience alone teaches us what si
tuation of external object corresponds to a
particular impression upon the retina. Some
opticians, however, are unwilling to concede
this point, and contend that the object is re
flected from the retina to another substance
on which they arc painted, and thus give to
the eye exactly the construction of a Gre
gorian telescope. We have seen a manuscript
treatise on " Vision," by Mr. Horner, in which
this idea is adopted, and defended with great
ability; and it is to be hoped, that its in
genious author will be enabled to present
it to the public.

Since writing the above, an abstract of the
above theory has been published, under the
title of an " Essay on Vision."

Eye Glass, in a telescope or other optical
instrument, is the glass next the eye.

Bull's Eye, the vulgar name of the star
Albkiaban.



1*"ACTORS or Multipliers, in Arithmetic and
Algebra, arc those numbers or quantities, from
the multiplication of which other numbers or
quantities arc produced, thus:

7 and 5 are the factors of 35 ;
3, 7, and 11, arc the factors of 231.

Msox+y and x —y, are the factors x1—
and x1 + xy + y*, and x — y, arc the factors
of*3 — yi, Ike.

The resolution of algebraical formula; into
their factors is very frequently of considerable
utility, both in the Diophantinc and Flux-
ional Analysis ; and has therefore been much
attended to by modern analysts, and particu
larly by Euler, both in his " Algebra" and in
his " Analysis Infiuitorum."

To give an idea of the advantage of this
resolution, we will assume one of the simplest
cases.

Let it be proposed to find such values of x
and y, such that their difl'crence x1 — y1, may
be an integral square.

First, the factors ofx* — y1, are x + y, and
x — y ; that is, (x + y) (x — y) — x1 — y%.
And since this product is to be a square, we
shall evidently have it so if we make each of
its factors a square, or the same multiple of a
square.

Assume therefore
x + y — mrx
x — y — ms2

then the product x1 — y1
— m* r1 »*, which

is evidently a square. But by addition and
subtraction these equations give us

x — '

2

M — 1 i3
2

where as, r, and s, may be assumed at pleasure,
if we take m ~ 2, then we have

x ~ rz + #*, and y — r1 — ;
which expressions will obviously give integral
values ofx and y, if r and s be taken integral
numbers. This is one of the most simple
cases of the resolution of diophantine pro
blems by means of factors, but the same me
thod has been carried to a great length by
Euler, Lagrange, Legendre, and other mo
dern mathematicians. Thus it has been shown,
that the numerical factors of a number, which
is the sum of two integral squares, prime to
each other, are also themselves the sums of
two squares, or, which is t!ic same thing, no
two factors prime to each other but those
that are the sums of two squares, can produce
a product which is of that form. This and
several other curious properties of the nu
merical factors of certain formulae may be
>een in Euler's " Algebra," vol. ii. ; his
"Analysis Infiuitorum," vol. i.; Legeudre's
"

fissai sur la Theorie des Norabres;" and in

Barlow's " Theory of Numbers." See also
the articles Divisors and Products.

FACTUM, is the product arising from the
multiplication of several factors ; thus 35 is the
factum of 5 times 7.

FACUL^E (the diminutive of fax, a torch),is a name given by some astronomers to cer
tain bright spots on the sun's disc, which are
said to be more vivid than the rest of his body ;
as macula denote those spots which are less
bright.

It seems, however, from modern observa
tions, that there is no appearance of such
spots as those denominated taeniae; though
the existence of the maculae, or dark specks,
has been clearly ascertained.

FAGNANO (Jules Charles), a distinguish
ed Italian mathematician, was born about the
year 1690, and early in the eighteenth cen
tury published several memoirs, in the Italian
journals, on the transcendental analysis; there
are also many pieces of the same author in
the Lcipsic Acts, which were afterwards pub
lished by himself, with some other papers,
under the title of " Produzzioni Mathama-
tiche;" Pesaro, in 4to. 1750.

Fagnano left a son, Jean Francois, who fol
lowed the steps of his father, and published
several interesting papers in the Leipsic Acts,
for the years 1744, 1745, and 1746.

FALCATED (from falx, a sickle), denotes
one of the phases of the moon or planets, vul
garly called horned ; such as the moon ap-
pears in the third and first quarter.

FALL, the descent or natural motion of
bodies towards the earth. See Acceleration,
Descent, and Gravity.

FALSE Position. See Position.
False Root, in Numbers and Equations, is a

term used by Cardan to denote what we noflr
call their negative roots.

FASCLE, in Astronomy, are the same as
belts ; as the fascia; or belts of Jupiter. See
Belts.

FATHOM, an English measure of six feet,
or two yards.

FATUUS, Ipies. See Ignes Fatims.
FEBRUARY, the second month of the

year, containing twenty-eight days for three
successive years, and twenty-nine every fourth
year.

In the first age of Rome, February was the
last month, and preceded January, till the
Decemviri made an order that February should
be the second month, and follow January.

FELLOWSHIP, the name of a rule in
Arithmetic, useful in balancing accounts be
tween traders, merchants, Sec; as also in the
division of common land, prize money, and
other cases of a similar kind.

Fellowship is of two kinds, single and
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double ; or fellowship without time, and fel
lowship with time.

SingU Fellowship, is when all the moneys
have been employed for the same time, and
therefore the shares are directly as the stock
of each partner. The rule in this case is as

follows:
As the whole stock : the whole gain or loss

N each man's particular stock : his particular
share of the Rain or loss.

Exam. A bankrupt is indebted to A £1000.,
to B £2000., to C £3000. ; whereas his whole
effects sold but for £1200.: required each
man's share.

Here the whole debt is £e000.; therefore
r 1000 : £200. A's share

As 6000 : 1200 :: < 2000 : £400. B's share
1 3000 : £600. C's share

Double Fellowship, is when equal or diffe
rent stocks are employed for different periods
of time. The rale in this case is as follows :

Multiply each person's stock by the time it
has been engaged ; then say,

As the sum of the products : the whole gain
or loss :: each particular product : the cor
responding share of the gain or loss.

Exam. A had in trade £60. for 4 months,
and B £60. for 5 months ; with which they
gained £24.; required each person's particular
share.

50 x 4 = 200
€0x5 = 300— <200:£ 9.12i.A'sgain.

$300; £14. 8*. B's gain.

See Bonnycastle's " Arithmetic," and most
ether authors on this subject

FERGUSON (James), an eminent experi
mental philosopher and mechanic, was bom
of very poor parents, in Bamffshire in Scot
land, in 1710; in which humble situation he
very early gave great proofs of an original and
enterprising genius, which he afterwards dis
played much to his own credit and emolu

ment! having accumulated at his death, which
happened in 1776, a sum of £6000. Mr. Fer
guson was fellow of the Royal Society, and
author of the following works :

1. Select Mechanical Exercises, 8vo. 2.

Introduction to Electricity, 8vo. 3. Intro
duction to Astronomy, 8vo. 4. Astronomy
explained, on Sir Isaac Newton's Principles,
8vo. 5. Lectures on Mechanics, Hydrosta
tics, Hydraulics, Pneumatics, and Optics, 8vo.
6. A Treatise on Perspective, 8vo. A new
edition of the Select Lectures on Mechanics,
&c. has been lately published by Or. Oavid
Brewster, with many valuable additions.

FERMAT (Peter), a celebrated French
mathematician, was born in 1590, and became,
by his talents and acquirements, counsellor
of the parliament of Toulouse. Fermat was
intimately acquainted with all the first-rate
mathematicians of his age, cither personally
or by correspondence.

His works were collected and published at
Toulouse in 1679, viz. sixteen years after his
death,this eventhavinghappened in 1663. These

are entitled "Opera varia Mathematics," in
2 vols, folio; and contain, besides his edition
and notes on Diophantus's " Algebra," which
was first published separately in 1670, the fol
lowing original pieces :

1. A Method for the Quadrature of all
Sorts of Parabolas. 2. Another on Maxima ;

which serves not only for the determination
of plane and solid problems, but for drawing
tangents to curve-lines, finding the centres of
gravity in solids, and the solution of questions
concerning numbers ; in short, a method very
similar to the Fluxions of Newton. 3. An
Introduction to Geometric Loci, plane and
solid. 4. A Treatise on Spherical Tangencies;
where he demonstrates in the solids the same
things as Vieta demonstrated in planes. 5. A
Restoration of Apollonius's two books on Plane
Loci. 6. A General Method for the Dimen
sion of Curve Lines. Besides a number of
other smaller pieces, and many letters to
lcurnfd men.

FERMENTATION (fcrmentatio, Latin),
an intestine motion, excited by the assistance
of proper heat and fluidity between the in
tegrant and constituent parts of farinaceous,
saccharine, aud a few other substances, from
which new combinations of their respective
principles result.

FIELD Book, in Surveying, a book used
for setting down angles, distances, and re
marks, as they arise in the field practice, and
from which the map is constructed and the
contents computed. See Surveying.

FIGURATE Kumberf, are all those that
fall under the general form,

n (n + 1) (» + 2) (w + 3) (n + m)
1.2.3.4 (m + 1)

and they are said to be 1st, 2d, 3d, Sec order,
according as m = 1, 2, 3, &c. thus :
Nat, series, 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. n

1st order, 1,3, S,10,&c.w(" + !)

2dordCT,l,4,10,20,&c.^!i^4±i>

3d order, 1,5, 15,35, ^*±^±^
&c. &c.

The most remarkable property of these

numbers is, that if the nth term of any order
be added to the u + 1 term of the1 preceding
order, the sum will be the n + 1 term of the

same order as the former. This property is
obvious, if we attend to the above general
forms ; for if n + 1, which is the n + l\termiorms; ior u n + i, wmcn is me n + ijkhu
of the natural scries, be added to +

*^
the,

nth term, 1st order, the sum n + 1 + JLliLd;—
A •

_ (n + 1) (n +

2
)^ is ^ „ + j term of tfle1.2 ,

first order. Again:
(n + 1

) (n + 2
) n (n + 1
) (n + 2
) V

TT2 + 1.2.3

(n + 1
)

(n 4- 2
)

(n + 3
)

1.2.3
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that is, the sum is the n + 1 term of the 2d
order ; and in the same manner, a similar law
may be shown to have place with regard to
any order m — 1 and m.

Another property of figurate numbers, dis
covered by Fermat, is as follows :

That if the nth term of the natural series be
multiplied by the n 4- 1 term of any order m,
the product will be equal to the m + 2 times
the nth term, of the order m + 1.

Thus, in the preceding series,
4 X 16 = 3 x 20
3 x 20 = 4 x 15

And generally
+

Tangents, or Seeantt, &.C. are figures made by
conceiving the circumference of a circle ex
tended out in a right line, upon every point of
which arc erected perpendicular ordinates
equal to the sines, cosines, &c. of the corres
ponding arcs ; and then drawing the curve line
through the extremity of all these ordinates ;
which is then the figure of the sines, cosines,
&c. as in the following diagrams :

Construction of the Figures ofSines, Cosines, fyc.

n (» + 1) = 2 -(" 1)

71X
(n + 1) (n + 2) = 3 X

1 . 2
■ (» + !)(» + 2)

1.2 1.2.3
This proposition, which is very obvious in

the way in which we have defined figurate
numbers, is extremely difficult to demonstrate
on any other principles, involving exactly the
same difficulty as the binomial theorem ; in
deed Fermat considered it as one of his most
interesting numerical theorems. See his Notes
on Diophantus, p. 16.

It is obvious that these numbers are the co
efficients of the terms of binomials, and it is
this circumstance, in all probability, that in
duced the early algebraist to pay so much
attention to their formation, by which means
to arrive at a ready method of involving bino
mial quantities; but since the general deve
lopment of the binomial theorem, in its pre
sent form, no farther attention is paid to these
numbers, except as matters of mere curiosity.
They were formerly distinguished into pyra
midal numbers, of different orders ; for being
the sums of series of polygonal numbers, they
might be conceived as forming pyramids, the
same as a series of polygons, each less than
the other, but of the same number of sides,
would, when applied one upon another, form
a pyramid. See Barlow's " Theory of Num
bers," chap, ii.; see also Polygonal Numbers.

FIGURE, in Arithmetic, is any one of the
numeral characters in present use, commonly
r ailed digits ; as 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. See
Notation.

Figure of a Body, in Geometry and Men
suration, denoteB generally its form or shape ;

whence, as all bodies are of some form or
figure, figurability is reckoned amongst the
essential properties of body or matter. A
body without figure would be without limits,
and must therefore be infinite.

Figure, in the Conic Sections, according to
Apollonius, is the rectangle contained under
the larus rectum and tranversum, in the hy
perbola and ellipse.

Figure of the Earth. See Degree and
Earth.

Figure or Delineation of the Full Moon, is
a representation of this body, as it appears
through a «rooif telescope.

Apparent I igure, in Optics. See Apparent.
Figure of the Sines, Cosines, Versed Sines,

LetADB, &e. be the circle, AD an arc,
DE its sine, CE its cosine, AE the versed
sine, AF the tangent, G H the cotangent, CF
the secant, and CH the cosecant. Draw a
right line aa (see the figures below) equal to
the whole circumference A D G B A of the cir
cle, upon which lay off also the lengths of
several arcs, as the arcs at every 10°, from 0
at a, to 36*0° at the other end at a; upon these
points raise perpendicular ordinates, upwards
or downwards, according as the sine, cosine,
&c. is affirmative or negative in that part of
the circle ; lastly, upon these ordinates set off
the length of the sines, cosines, &c. corres
ponding to the arcs at those points of the line
or circumference aa, drawing a curve-line
through the extremities of all these ordinates;
which will be the figure of the sines, cosines,
versed sines, tangents, cotangents, secants,
and cosecants. Where it may be observed,
that all the curves arc the same ; viz. those of
the sines and cosines, those of the tangents
and cotangents, and those of the secants and
cosecants; except that some of their parts are
a little differently placed.

It may be known when any of these lines,
cur. the sines, cosines, &c. are affirmative or
negative; that is, when they are to be set
upwards or downwards, by observing the fol
lowing general rules for those lines in the 1st,
2d, 3d, and 4th quadrants of the circle.

5 in the 1st and 2d are affirmative,
( in the 3d and 4th ... negative:

Cosines..
( in the 1st and 4th are affirmative,
t in the 2d and 3d .. lifgative :

rp t i in the 1st and 3d are affirmative,
° "' I in the 2d and 4th ...negative:

r(.tatl(r-rit„ 5 >n the 1st and 3d are affirmative,
Cotangents J fa ^ 2J ^ ^ negative.
„ . S in the 1st and 4th are affirmative,oecams \ in the 2d and 3d ... negative:

CwcmU \ in the lst and 2(1 are affirmative,uosecants..
^ jn the3(J Md4th negatiVe.

To find the Equation and Area, tyc. to each of
these Curves.

Draw any ordinate de; putting r zz the ra
dius AC of the given circle, x zz. ad or AD
any absciss or arc, and yzz.de its ordinate,

V
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Which will be either the sine DE — $, cosine

,CE — c, versed-sine AE=», tangent AF = f,

cotangent GH=t, secant CF = /, or co
secant CHzr, according to the nature or
the particular construction. Now, from the
nature of the circle, are obtained these follow
ing general equations, expressing the relations
between the fluxions of a circular arc and its
sine, or cosine, &c.

rs — rc r i
x — -

Figure of the Versed Sine/.

'
s/r1 — s ■v/r2 — c1

— rK
r1 + 11

- r1 + t' -Jv'/i-r1
_ ajT* - r*

And these also express the relation between
the absciss and ordinate of the curves in ques
tion, each in the order in which it stands;
where x is the common absciss to all of them,
and the respective ordinates are *, c, t>,t, r,f,
and ar. And hence the area, &c. of each of
these curves has been found as follows :

" tl f
8. In the figure of the versed sines, we have

r X AD — DE for the area. When AD or

adis a quadrant, this becomes - r1 — r*

— the area afg. And when AD or ad is a
semicircle, it becomes 3*1416 r1 = the
abg in this figure.

Figure of the Tangents.

4« a f

Figure of the Sines.

If

V

i 9

■» d f f

n
1. In the figure ofthe sines, when the fluxion

of the area is found, its correct fluent gives
r1 r*J r1 — s1 — r1 — rc — rv, tlie rectangle
of radius and versed sine, viz. — or +, as s is
increasing or decreasing : which is a general
expression for the area. When s ~ o, as at
a or h, this expression becomes o, or 2r*; so
that when ad becomes a quadrant, af r* is
the area of afg.

The length of the line, or figure of sines, is
equal to half the perimeter of an ellipse, whose
axes are to one another as v/2 to 1, and whose
conjugate axis is equal to the diameter of the
circle, from which the line of sines is conceiv
ed to be generated ; as is ingeniously demon
strated by Mr. Wallace, R.M.C. at p. 187,

No. viii. Leybouru's Repository.

Figure of the Cosines.

4. In the figure of tangents, we have r* xf
hyp. log. of—, for the area ade; which when adr
becomes a quadrant, the area afg becomes
finite.

Figure of the Cotangents.

J
a r

The same for the figure of cotangents, be
ginning at / instead of a.

Figure of the Secants.

3. In the figure of cosines, we have rs, the
rectangle of the radius and sine for the gene
ral area adec; and when af is equal to a qua
drant, the area becomes =: r*.

5. For the figure of the secants, we have

r1 x hyp. log. off + for the area

ade; which expression is infinite, when ad
becomes the quadrant.

Figure of the Cosecants.

* d f b «

The same might be remarked respecting
the figure of cosecants, beginning atf instead
of a.
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Atid hence the meridional parts in Mer-

cator's chart may be calculated for any lati
tude ADororf. For the merid. parts are to
the arc of latitude AD :: as the sum of the
secants to the sum of as many radii, or :: as
the area ade; to ad x radius ac or AD x AC
in the first figure. See Emerson's " Miscel
lanies," p. 232, &c.

FILIPPO, a coinage ofMilan, value 4*.8Jrf.
sterling.

FINjEUS (Orontius), in French, FM, a
professor of mathematics in the Royal Col
lege of Paris, was born in Dauphine in 1494,
and like most other mathematicians and astro
nomers of that period, was much addicted to
astrology ; he wrote, however, on various sub
jects, and an edition of his works, translated
into the Italian language, was published in 4to.
at Venice, in 1587 ; consisting of arithmetic,
practical ; geometry, cosmography, astronomy,
and dialling. Finaeus died in the year 1565,
in the sixty-first year of his age.

FINITE, the property of any thing which
is bounded or limited, either in power, extent,
or duration.

FINrrOR, is sometimes used to denote
the horizon.

FIRE, is that subtile invisible cause by
which bodies are made hot to the touch, and
expanded or enlarged in bulk; by which fluids
are rarefied into vapour; solid bodies become
fluid, and are finally either dissipated and car
ried off in vapour, or otherwise melted into
glass.

The opinion of the ancients respecting fire
were various and fanciful. Ignorant of the
leading facts which a theory is required to
account for, and unassisted by experiments
or tools, they generally made use of words
which con\ey no definite ideas. They called
it an active fermentation, an intestine motion,
a repulsive agent, &c; but no real attempt
towards a rational investigation is to be found
in their works. And though some of their
assertions seem to coincide with the more
rational modern theories, yet that apparent
coincidence must be considered as being ac
cidental, as it is not founded upon systematic
reasoning. It must be acknowledged, how
ever, that almost all the opinions, cither an
cient or modern, respecting fire, may be divid
ed into two classes; for some of them assert
ed that fire was nothing more than a violent
agitation, in some unknown manner, of the
parts of burning bodies; whilst others attri-
bated it to something peculiar, and net generis,
which either existed in all combustible oodies,
or was communicated to them. The former,
which is called the mechanical hypothesis,
was believed and maintained by the most
able philosophers, of much later and much
more enlightened times. Racon, Royle, and
Newton were of that opinion; and there seems
to have existed a considerable struggle be
tween those distinguished persons and some
celebrated chemists of their times, who main
tained that fire was a fluid of peculiar nature.
The tunnel asserted, that the phenomena of

combustion could be accounted for on the

supposition that fire consisted in nothing more
than the violent agitation of the parts of the
bodies Concerned ; but as no such motion
could be produced without an adequate cause,

they were considerably perplexed by it ;

and, in fact, their attempts toward an ex

planation are very Confused. Royle says,
" that when a piece of iron becomes hot by
hammering, there is nothing to make it so,

except the forcible motion of the hammer im

pressing a vehement and variously determin
ed agitation on the small parts of iron." It ill

to be remarked, however, that the same phi
losopher, on observing the phenomena of the
metallic bodies acquiring additional weight
by their calcination, was induced to publish
a treatise on the possibility of rendering fire
and flame ponderable. Racon defines heat

(which he considers as meaning the same as

fire) to be " an expansive undulatory motion
in the minute particles of a body, whereby
they tend, with some rapidity from a centre,
towards a circumference, and at the same
time a little upwards." Newton did not at
tempt to assert any thing positive concerning

it ; but he conjectured that gross bodies and
light might be convertible into one another ;

and that great bodies of the size of our earth,
when violently heated, might continue and
increase their heat by the mutual action and
re-action of their parts.

It was nol, however, till near the close of
the last century, that we could be said to pos
sess any correct and rational theory of this
principle; and for this, we are in a great
measure indebted to the celebrated Lavoisier,
who introduced the notion of caloric, and by
this means succeeded in explaining most of
the phenomena of combustion: but our limits
will not admit of relating the several experi
ments and conclusions which serve as the
basis of his theory : indeed, these being sub
jects purely chemical, would be misplaced in
the present work. The reader who is desirous
of information on this subject, should consult
the treatises on chemistry by Murray, Thomp
son, Davy, &c ; in which he will find ample
detail of every thing relating to this interest

ing inquiry.
Fire Ballt, in Meteorology. See Meteor.
FIRKIN, an English measure containing

the ton i ih part of a barrel ; that is, 8 gallons
ale measure, or 9 gallons beer measure. A

firkin of butter, soap, ike. is in weight 561b.

FIRLOT, a Seotch measure containing
about 21 J pints of that country, or about 85

English pints. The barley firlot contains 31

pints, and the wheat firlot about 2211 cubic
inches, being about 60 cubic inches more than

the English bushel.
FIRMAMENT (Jrmamentum, Latin). This

word has been used with great latitude, as

well by the sacred writers, as by poets and

astronomers. Some old astronomers consider

the orb of the fixed stars as the firmament ;

but in Scripture, and in common language, it

is used for the middle regions, or the space oi

U 2
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expanse appearing like an immense concave
hemisphere. Many astronomers, both ancient
and modern, accounted the firmament a fluid
matter ; but those who gave it the name of
firmament must have considered it as a solid.

FIRMNESS, in Philosophy, denotes the
consistence of a body, or that state wherein
its sensible parts cohere, or are united together,
so that a motion of one part induces a motion
of the rest In which sense firmness stands
opposed to fluidity. See Cohesion.

FIRST Mover, in the Ancient Astronomy,
See Primum Mobili.

FISHES, in Astronomy. Sec Pisces.
FISSURES, in the History of the Earth,

arc certain eruptions that horizontally or pa-
rallelly divide the several strata of which the
body of the terrestrial globe is composed.

FIXED Bodies, generally denote those
bodies which neither fire nor any corrosive
has such an effect on, as to reduce or resolve
them into their component elements, or abso
lutely to destroy them. Of fixed bodies, the
principal are gold, platina, silver, precious
stones, particularly the diamond, salts, &c.

Fixed Ecliptic, a certain imagiuary plane,
which never changes its position in the hea
vens from the action of any of the parts of the
solar system on each other; but, like a centre
of inertia, remains immoveably fixed. The
existence of such a plane is demonstrated by
Laplace, w ho has shown the method of de
termining it from the situations, velocities,
masses, &c. of the planets and other bodies.

Fixed Signs of the Zodiac, an arbitrary
denomination which some astronomers have
given to the signs Taurus, Leo, Scorpio, and
Aquarius. The particular corresponding sea
son being supposed most fixed w hen the sun
is in those signs.

Fixed Stars, aro those which constantly
maintain the same relative position with re
gard to each other, in contradistinction to the
planets and comets which arc constantly
changing their relative positions. See Star
and Constellation.

FIXITY, or Fixedness, in Philosophy, the
quality of a body which denominates and ren
ders it fixed ; or a property which enables it
to endure lire, and other violent agents.

A body may be said to be fixed in two re
spects; viz. 1. When, on being exposed to
the action of fire, or a corrosive menstruum,
its particles are indeed separated, and the body
rendered fluid, but without being resolved into
its first elements: and, 2. When the body
sustains the active force of the fire, or mcn-
stmums, whilst its integral parts are not car
ried off by fume. Each kind of fixity is the
result of a strong or intimate cohesion be
tween the particles of the body.

FLAME, the subtlest and brightest part of
fuel, ascending above it in a pyramidal or co
nical figure, and has been conjectured by
Newton to be a vapour red hot ; which, how
ever, seems to be but an imperfect idea. We
should rather say, that flame is an instance of
combustion, whose colour will b« determined

by the degree of decomposition which takes
place. If it be very imperfect, the most re

frangible rays only will appear ; if very per
fect, all the rays will appear, and the flame
will be brilliant in proportion to this perfec
tion. There are flames, however, which con
sist of burning particles, whose rays have

y escaped before they ascended in the
of vapour; such would be the flame of a

red-hot coal, if exposed to such a heat as would
gradually disperse it into vapour. When the
fire is very low under the furnace of an iron-
foundcry, at the upper orifice of the chimney
a red flame of this kind may be seen, which
is different from the flame that appears imme
diately after fresh coals have been thrown on
the fire ; for, in consequence of adding such a

supply to the burning fuel, a vast column of
smoke ascends, and forms a medium so thick
as to absorb most of the rays excepting the
red. On this subject the reader may advan

tageously peruse the Rev. G. C. Morgan's
"Observations and Experiments on the Light
of Bodies in a State of Combustion," Phil.
Trans, vol. Ixxv. or New Abridgment, vol. xv.

p. 668.
FLAMSTEED, a celebrated English astro

nomer, and the first astronomer royal, was
born at Derby in the year 1646, and very early
discovered a great genius and taste for astro
nomical subjects ; having, while yet a youth,
computed both solar and lunar eclipses, and
occultations of the moon and stars.

Flamstecd was author of several small tracts,
and of numerous papers in the Transactions
of the Royal Society, from vol.iv.to vol.xxix.;
but his great work, and that which contains
the principal operations of his life, was the
" Historia Ceclcstis Rritannioa," published in
1725, in three large folio volumes. The first of
which contains the observations of Mr. Gas-
eoignc, taken at Middleton in Yorkshire, and
those of his own, taken at Derby between the
years 1638 and 1643, with rabies, &c. computed
at the Royal Observatory between the years
1675 and 1689. The second contains his obser
vations, made with an excellent telescope, on
the zenith distances of the fixed stars, sun,
moon, planets, with their transits over the me
ridian; also notes and observations on the
diameters of the sun and moon, with their
eclipses, and those of Jupiter's satellites, be
tween the years 1689 and 1719. The third
volume comprises a catalogue of the right as
censions, polar distances, longitudes, and mag
nitudes of nearly 3000 fixed stars. The pre
face to this volume contains an account of all
the astronomical observations made before his
time, with a description of the instruments
employed, and much other curious and highly
important matter. The printing of this noble
work was not finished at the time of our
author's death, and the care necessary to its
completion devolved on Mr. James Hodgson,
by whom it was published, in the year 1725.

Flamsteed died at the conclusion of the
year 1719, at the age of seventy-three years.

Few men,, says his, biographer* possessed

parti
form
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more zeal and application in the pursuit of
scientific knowledge than the first astronomer
royal, and scarcely any man ever attained a

higher respect amongst his contemporaries.
In common life he was free and easy of accoss,
and pleased with the company of those who,
with scientific research, could unite their share
in the convivial intercourse of life.

FLEXIBLE (JUxibilis, Latin), is the pro
perty or quality of a body that may be bent.

FLEXURE, or Flexion {flexio, Latin), is
the bending or curving of a line or figure.

Contrary Flexure. See Inflection and
Retrogression.

FLOAT Boards, those boards which are
fixed to the rim, or circumference, of under
shot water-wheels, serving to receive the im

pulse of the stream, and by which means the
mill is put into motion.

FLOATING Bodies, are those which swim
on the surface of a fluid, the stability, equili
brium, and other circumstances of which form
an interesting subject of mechanical and hy-
drostatical investigation, particularly as ap

plied to the construction and management of
ships and other vessels.

The equilibrium of floating bodies is of two
kinds, viz. stable or absolute, and unstable or

tottering.
In the one case, if the equilibrium be ever

so little deranged, the bodies which compose
the system only oscillate about their primitive
position, and the equilibrium is then said to
be firm, or stable. And this stability is abso

lute if it takes place, whatever be the nature
of the oscillations ; but it is relative if it only
takes place in oscillations of a certain de

scription.
In the other state of equilibrium, if the sys

tem be ever so little deranged, all bodies de

viate more and more, and the system, instead
of any tendency to establish itself in its primi
tive position, is overset and assumes a new

position, entirely different from the former;
and this is called a tottering, or unstable, equi
librium." We may form (says a writer on this sub

ject) a just conception of these two states, by

supposing an ellipse placed vertically on an

horizontal plane ; if the ellipse is in equili
brium on its smaller axis, it is evident that,

upon a slight derangement, it will tend to

regain its original position, after several small

oscillations, which will soon Determinated by

the friction and resistance of the air; but if
the ellipse be placed in equilibrium on its
greater axis, if once it deviates from this posi

tion, it will continue to deviate more and

more, till it finally turns itself on its lesser

axis." In the above example, there is this

remarkable circumstance ; the four positions

of equilibrium of the ellipse, on the extremi
ties of its two axes, are alternately stable and

unstable ; and this takes place in every case.

For, suppose two positions of stable equili
brium to take place in any body, and such

that there does not exist between them any

position of the same kind, if the body be placed

in one of these positions, and is made to de
viate from it

,

and to approach the other,
according as this deviation is greater or less,
the body will cither return to its original state,
or will arrive at the other position. There will
evidently, therefore, be some intermediate
position, in which the body will neither tend
towards one or the other of the former, but
will remain at rest : but this state of equili
brium will be unstable, since, if the body be
made to deviate ever so little towards one of
the other positions, it will necessarily arrive
at it. Hence, it appears, that if a body turn
ing round a fixed axis passes through several
positions of equilibrium, they will be alter
nately stable and unstable.

The stability of a floating body is the greater
as its centre of gravity is lower than that of
the displaced fluid, or as the distance between
these centres is increased; it is for this reason
that ballast is put in the lower part of vessels
to prevent them from being overset.

The nature of the equilibrium, as to stabi
lity, depends on the position of a certain point,
called the meta centra, or centre of pressure ;

which term was first adopted by Bouguer, in
his " Traite du Navire."

When the meta centre is above the centre
of gravity, the equilibrium is stable; on the

contrary, when the meta centre is lower than
the centre of gravity, the equilibrium is tot

tering ; when the meta centre coincides with
the centre of gravity, the body will remain at
rest in any position it is placed in, without
any tendency to oscillation.

Laplace gives the following rule for deter
mining whether the force which solicits the
system, tends to restore it to the same state
again when deranged from its primitive posi
tion, which is as follows:

" If through the centre of gravity of the sec
tion of the surface of the water on which a
body floats, we conceive a horizontal axis to

pass, such that the sum of the products of
every clement of the section, multiplied by
the square of its distance from this axis, be
less than any other horizontal axis drawn
through the same centre, the equilibrium will
be stable in every direction ; when this sum

surpasses the product of the volume of the dis
placed fluid, by the height of the centre of
gravity of the body above the centre of gra
vity in this volume."

This rule is principally useful in the con

struction of vessels which require sufficient

stability to enable them to resist the effects of
storms, which tend to submerge them.

In a ship, the axis drawn from the stern to
the prow, is that relative to which the sum

above mentioned is a minimum; it is easy,
therefore, to ascertain and measure its stability
by the preceding rule.

In order that a floating body may remain in
equilibrium, it is also necessary that its cen

tre of gravity be in the same vertical line with
the centre of gravity of the displaced fluid,

otherwise the weight of the solid will not be
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completely counteracted by the pressure of
the displaced fluid.

When the lower surface of a floating body
is spherical or cylindrical, the meta centre

must coiucide with the centre of the figure,
since the height of this point, as well as the
form of the portion of the fluid displaced, must
remain invariable in all circumstances. The
place of the meta centre is determined by the
doctrine of forces combined with the elemen

tary principles of hydrostatics, by considering
the form and extent of the surface of the dis

placed portion of the fluid, compared with its
bulk and with the situation of its centre of
gravity. According to Dr. Young, if a rec

tangular beam be floating on its surface, the
height of the meta centre above the centre of
gravity will be to the breadth of the beam, as

the breadth is to twelve times the depth of
the part immersed. Hence, if the beam be

square it will float securely, when either the
part immersed, or the part above the surface,
is less than -f^ of the whole ; but when it is
less unequally divided by the surface of the
fluid, it will overset. If, however, the breadth
be so increased as to be nearly one-fourth
greater than the depth, it will possess a cer
tain degree of stability, whatever its density
may be. Rces's Cyclopedia.

FLORIN, a German coinage, value from
2*. id. to 2s. Id. sterling.

Florin of Poland, is in value (id. sterling.
FLUENT, or Flowing Quantity, in the Flitx-

ional Analysis, is the variable quantity which
is considered as increasing or decreasing; or
the fluent of a given fluxion, is that quantity
whose fluxion being taken according to the
rules previously laid down, will be the same
with the given fluxion. See Inverse Method
of Fluxions.

Fluents by Continuation. See Continua
tion.

Contemporary Fluents, are such as flow

together, or for the same time. And the same
is to be understood of contemporary fluxions.
When contemporary fluents are always equal,
or in any constant ratio, then also are their
fluxions respectively either equal, or in that
same constant ratio ; that is, if x — y, then isi —

y ; or if x : y :: n : 1, then is i : y :: n : 1;
or if x — ny, then it

s i — ny.
Correction of a Fluent. See Correction.
Fluents by Series. See Fluxions.
Table of Fluents. See Fluxions.
FLUID, or Fluid Body, is that whose parts

yield to the smallest force impressed upon
them, and by yielding are easily moved amongst
each other ; in which sense it stands opposed
to a solid, whose parts do not yield, but con
stantly maintain the same relative situation.

The fluidity of bodies is accounted for by
supposing them to be made up of a number of
infinitely small particles, possessing, with re

gard to each other, an attractive and repulsive
power, which being equal, places the whole

system in equilibrium, whereby it obeys any
external force impressed upon it.

This hypothesis evidently places the several

particles of a fluid at small distances from
each other, and consequently supposes them
to be porous, or to possess certain vacuities,

the existence of which may be demonstrated
from various experiments. Thus, water will
dissolve a certain quantity of salt; after which

it will absorb a little sugar, and after that a
little alum ; and all this without increasing its

bulk: which evidently shows that the par
ticles of these solids are so far separated ax

to become smaller than the vacuities, or inter
stices, between the particles of the fluid.

Fluids are divided into Elastic and Non-
elastic.

Elastic Fluids, are those which may be

compressed into a smaller compass, but which
on removing the pressure resume again then-

former dimensions; as air, and the various

gasses. See Air.
Non-elastic Fluids, are those which occupy

the same bulk under all pressures, or if they
be at all compressible it is in a very trifling
degree ; such as water and other liquids.

Discharge of Fluids. See Discharge.
Pressure of Fluids. See Pressure.
Resistance of Fluids. See Resistance; see

also the articles Hydrostatics and Hydrau
lics.

FLUIDITY, that state or affection of bo
dies which renders them fluid. See Fluid.

FLUX and Reflux of the sea. SeeTlDE.
FLUXION (Juxio, Latin), in the New

tonian Analysis, denotes the velocity with
which a flowing quantity increases by its
generative motion, by which it stands contra
distinguished from a fluent, or flowing quan
tity, which is constantly and indefinitely in
creasing, after the manner that a surface is

described by the motion of a line, or a solid
by the motion of a surface.

Or, a fluxion may be otherwise defined, as
the magnitude by which any flowing quantity
would be uniformly increased in a given por
tion of time, with the generating celerity at
any proposed position or instant, supposing

it thence to continue invariable. See the fol
lowing article.

Fluxional Analysis, is the algorithm, or
analysis of fluxions and flowing quantities,
distinguishable from the differential calculus
both by its metaphysics and notation, but in
all other respects the two methods are iden
tical. See Differential Calculus.

The invention of the fluxional analysis does
more honour to the powers of the human
mind, than perhaps any discovery of this or
any preceding age; it opens to us a new
world, and extends our knowledge as it were
to infinity ; it carries us beyond those bounds
which seems prescribed to our mental powers,
and leads to investigations and results which
must otherw ise have ever remained in impe
netrable obscurity.

It is not, therefore, surprising to find that
the honour of this brilliant discovery should
have been contested with so much anxiety
and warmth between two of the greatest ma
thematicians that probably any age ever pro
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duced, or rather between the countries which
gave birth to these celebrated opponents, for
the authors themselves were perhaps the least
interested in the affair; they, without any
apparent concern about the priority of the
invention, felt themselves happy in enjoying
the rapid and extraordinary progress which
it was continually making in their own bands
and in those of the most eminent mathema
ticians of that period.

This harmony was not, however, of long
duration, for in the year 1699, Fatio, in a

treatise " On the Line of swiftest Descent,"
declared, that Sir I. Newton was the original
author, insinuating at the same time that
Leibnitz had borrowed his notions from New
ton, and that, after new modelling them, he

wished to palm them upon the world as his
own.

This declaration gave rise to a long and angry
controversy between Leibnitz, supported by
the editors of the Lcipsic Acts on the one side,
and the English mathematicians on the other,
though Newton himself never appeared in
the dispute ; his honour, however, was become
identified with that of his nation, and his
countrymen were earnestly interested in the
business notwithstanding his apparent indif
ference as to the result.

Previous to this decided assertion of M.
Fatio no question as to priority seems to have
been thought of, each was supposed to have
discovered his own peculiar method indepen
dent of the other, and the difference in the
notation and the circumstance, of neither of
these authors ever mentioning the works of
the other, seems to have given confidence to
this supposition.

The subject, however, from this time began
to be viewed in a totally different light, and
various letters, papers, and pamphlets, were
published to show to whom the original idea
was due, a controversy which is of course too
much extended to be introduced into an ar
ticle in a work of this kind ; we must there
fore limit our remarks to the leading features
of the evidence, which may be briefly stated
as follows :

The first time any thing appeared pub
licly relating to this analysis Mas in 1684,

when Leibnitz published his rules for certain
cases in the Leipsic Acts, reserving to him
self their demonstrations, which were, how
ever, afterwards discovered by the brothers
James and John Bernouilli, both of whom
practised the differential calculus with great
success.

It should be observed, however, that though
it was not till the year 1684 that Leibnitz
published his rules, yet there is evidence that
he had employed this method as early as 1677,

at which time it very much resembled Dr.
Barrow's " Method of Tangents," which was
published in 1670.

Now Newton communicated his " Method
of Tangents" to Collins in 1672, which letter,
together with another letter written in 1676,

were sent to Leibnitz by M. Oldenburgh in

the same years, so that there is no doubt that
Leibnitz had seen them previous to the ap
pearance of any thing of his own on this sub
ject, and it is certainly not improbable that
he might avail himself of the hints they sug
gested.

The above facts, which are well authenti
cated, would secure to Newton the priority of
invention ; but it has been farther proved that
he had actually employed this analysis so
early as the year 1669, or perhaps some years
before, so that no doubt can be entertained
with regard to his title to the invention.
Whether or not Leibnitz is equally entitled to
be considered as the author of his own par
ticular calculus, shall be examined in the
subsequent part of this article.

The controversy of which we have spoken
above was continued with considerable warmth
and acrimony, till at length, in the year 1711,
Leibnitz complained to the Royal Society,
that Dr. Keill had accused him of publishing
the " Method of Fluxions," invented by New
ton, under other forms and denominations,
adding, that nobody knew better than Newton
himself that he had borrowed nothing from
him ; and required that Dr. Kcill should publicly
disavow the ill construction which might be
put on his words.

The society, thus appealed to as a judge,
appointed a committee to examine all the old
letters, papers, and documents, that had passed
among the several mathematicians, relating
to the point in dispute; who after a strict
examination of all the evidence that could lit*
procured, gave in their report as follows:" That M. Leibnitz was in London in 1673,
and kept a correspondence with Mr. Collins
by means of M. Oldenburgh till September
1675, when he returned from Paris to Ha
nover, by way of London and Amsterdam :
that it did not appear that M. Leibnitz knew
any thing of the differential calculus before
his letter of the 21st of June 1677, which was
a year after a copy of a letter, written by
Newton in the year 1672, had been sent to
Paris to be communicated to him, and above
four years after Mr. Collins began to com
municate that letter to his correspondents;
in which the method of fluxions was suffi

ciently explained, to let a man of his sagacity
into the whole matter ; and that Sir I. Newton
had even invented his method before the year
1669, and consequently fifteen years before
M. Leibnitz had given any thing on the sub
ject in the Leipsic Acts." From which they
concluded that Dr. Keill had not at all injured
M. Leibnitz in what he had said.

The society printed this their determination,
together with all the pieces and materials re
lating to it

,

under the title of "
Commercium

Epistolicum dc Analysi Promota," 8vo. Lon.
1712. This book was carefully distributed
through Europe, to vindicate the title of the
English nation to the discovery ; for Newton
himself, as already hinted, never appeared in
the affair ; whether it was that he trusted his
honour with his compatriots, who were so zea^
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lou* in the cause, or whether he felt himself
even superior to the glory of it.

M. Leibnitz and his friends, however, conld
not show the same indifference ; he was ac-

cued of a theft, and the whole " Commercium

Epistolicnm" either expresses it in terms or

insinuates it. Soon after the publication,
therefore, a loose sheet was printed at Paris, in

behalf of M. Leibnitz, then at Vienna. It is

written with great zeal and spirit; and it
boldly maintains that the method of fluxions
had not preceded the method of difference*,
and even insinuates that it might have arisen

from it. The detail of the proof*, however, on

each side, would be too long, and conld not

be understood without a large comment, which
must enter into the deepest geometry.

M. Leibnitz had begun to work upon a

Commercium Epistolicum, in opposition to

that of the Royal Society, but he died before
it was completed.

A second edition of the " Commercium
Epistolicum" was printed at London in 1722:
when Newton, in the preface and annota
tions which were added to that edition, par
ticularly answered all the objections which M.
Leibnitz and Bcrnouilli were able to make
since the " Commercium" first appeared in
1712; and from the last edition of the " Com
mercium," with the various original papers
contained in it

,
it evidently appears that New

ton had discovered hi* method of fluxions

many years before the pretensions of I .cihnitz.

See Raphson's " History of Fluxions," and

the valuable acconnt of the "Commercium
Epistolicum," given in vol. xxix. of the Phil.
Trans, or New Abridgment, vol. vi. p. 116,
163.

There arc, however, many person*, parti
cularly amongst foreigners, who support the

cause of Leibnitz, maintaining that at least
he was no plagiary, though thwe are few

perhaps who are disposed to attribute to him
the first invention ; this glory is certainly due
to Newton, and the only question is whether
or not Leibnitz took any of his hints from what
he had seen of Newton's, or whether he fell

upon the same thing independent of this as
sistance.

This is a question which it is now difficult
to determine with justice, though there arc

many circumstances which seems to bear
hard against Leibnitz ; at the same time it

most be admitted, that he was an extraor
dinary genius, and that many advances had
been made towards the fluxional or diffe
rential calculus, sometime before cither New
ton or Leibnitz published any thing on the
subject ; Des Cartes'* " Method ofTangents,"
Fermat's, Hudde's, and Roberval's **Methods
de Maximis et Minimis ;" and Rarrow's
" Differential Triangle," were so many ad
vances towards this elegant analysis, and it

does not appear at all surprising, that with so
much prepared to their hands, two such men
as Newton and Leibnitz should be led to the

same results though they took different means
of arriving at them; this is at least the most

liberal idea, and it is such at the same time
as is justified by several corroborating cir
cumstances.

Having said thus much with regard to the
original discovery of the now calculus, it will
be proper to add a few remarks conccniing
its subsequent improvements.

Newton himself brought it to considerable
perfection, as may be seen in his Tract on" Quadratures," and in his " Treatise on
Fluxions," from which works it appears that
ho not only laid down the whole theory of his
method both direct and inverse, but also ap
plied it in practice to the solution of many of
the most useful and important problems in
mathematics and philosophy.

But the elements of the doctrine being de
livered by its author in a very concise man
ner, gave occasiou to the pamphlet, entitled
the " Analyst," published in 1734, by the
learned and ingenious Bishop Berkeley, in
which he represents the doctrine of fluxions
as being founded on inconceivable principles,
and replete with false and specious reason
ings. He does not, he says, object to the
conclusions, but to the logic, and ironically
describes a fluxion as the ghost of a departed
quantity.

An answer to this attack was soon after
given under the signature of Philalethes Can-
tabrigiensis, generally supposed to have been
Dr. Jurin ; and various other letters and
pamphlets were published on the same side
of the question. But the most able answers
that were given to the " Analyst," were those
by Robins and Maclaurin, Hie former in vol. ii.
of his Tracts, and the latter in his elaborate
" Treatise on Fluxions," in which, besides
establishing the basis of the system upon a
secure foundation, he considerably extended

it and showed its application to numerous phy
sical problems.

But before Maclaurin's treatise, several
important improvements had been mado in
the fluxional or differential calculus, by John
Bcrnouilli, who treated of the fluents belong
ing to the fluxions of exponential expression ;

James Bernoulli, Craig, Chcyne, Cotes, Man-
fredi, Taylor, Fagnanus, Clairaut, D'Alem-
bert, Euler, Condorcet, Walmsley, Lagrange,
Emerson, Simpson, Landcn, Waring, Bczout,
Bossut, Lacroix, &c. may also all be rank
ed amongst the promoters of this science.
Beside which there arc several elementary
treatises by Hayes, Ditton, Holiday, L'Hc-
pital, Hodgson, Lyons, Rowc, Vince, Deal-
try, &c.

Principles o
f the Fluxional Analysis.

Within the narrow compass to which this
article must necessarily be confined, the reader
will not expect a minute detail of the prin
ciple of fluxions. It will be sufficient to ob
serve that all finite magnitudes are here con
ceived to be resolved into infinitely small
ones, supposed to be generated by motion, as

a line by the motion of a point, a snperfices
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by aline, and a solid by a superficcs ; of which
they are the elements, moments, or diffe
rences.

The art of finding these infinitely small

quantities, or the velocities by which they are
generated, and of working on them, and dis
covering other infinite quantities by their
means, makes what is called the Direct Method

of Fluxions. And the method of finding the
fluents or flowing quantities, these fluxions
being given, is what constitutes the Inverse
Method.

What renders the knowledge of infinitely
small quantities of such great use and extent
is that they have relations to each other, which
the finite magnitudes, whereof they are the
infinitesimals, have not

Thus for example, in a curve of any kind
whatever, the infinitely small differences of
the ordinate and absciss have the ratio to
each other, not of the ordinate and absciss,
but of the ordinate and subtangent ; and, of
consequence, the absciss and ordinate being
known, will give the subtangent; or, which
amounts to the same, the tangent itself.

Notation. —The method of notation in flux
ions, introduced by the inventor, Sir I. Newton,
is as follows :

The variable, or flowing quantity, to be
uniformly augmented, as suppose the absciss
of a curve, he denotes by the final letters
*, x, y, z ; and Uieir fluxions by the same let
ters with dots placed over them, thus, b, x, >/,i.
And the initial letters a, b, c, d, &c. arc used
to express invariable quantities.

Again, if the fluxions themselves are also
variable quantities, and are continually in
creasing or decreasing, he considers the velo
cities with which they increase or decrease,
as the fluxions of the former fluxions or second
flaxions, which are denoted by two dots over
them, thus, y x z.

After the same manner one may consider
the increase and diminution of these, as their
fluxions also, and thus proceed to the third,
fourth, &c. fluxions, which will be denoted,

tin, 'f: y x z, &c.
Lastly, if the flowing quantity be a surd, as

•J x—y, he denotes its fluxion by (v'x — y)'

if a fraction • - it is denotedd—y ' y
Sometimes, however, the fluxions of com

pound quantities are expressed by placing
the letter F, or f before them, thus, instead
of ( — y))", is written F. v^x — y), or

/• ✓(* — y). We shall, however, in the fol
lowing article denote the fluxion by F. and
the fluent by/. ; so that,
F. ✓<»-,)

} denote the C

F. ».+.«** \ fluxions of (
* + a*
b + x

xjix + ax1)
bx

x + ax1 J v x + ax*

Direct Method ofFluxions. It follows from

the preceding definitions and nptation that the

b+x
f. *'(* +

«*»)}denotethe (

fluxion of x being x ; of y, y ; of z, z, &c. that
the fluxion of (x + y + z +, &c.)

— x + y + z,
&c. Also the fluxion of x, being i, the fluxion
of ox will be ax ; of ax ± by ± cz, will b«
ax ± by ± c i, and so on of other similar
expressions.

But w hen we have to find the fluxion of
a rectangle of two variable quantities, as xy,
the exact determination of it is by no means
so obvious, indeed the whole obscurity which
is said to belong to this doctrine, would be
in a great degree obviated, if the fluxion of
the above expression could be satifactorily
obtained. We cannot of course enter into
a discussion on this subject, and shall there
fore determine it in the way in which it is
most commonly done, though we are aware
at the same time that objections may be start
ed against it.

Let two right Ai i£
lines, DEand I'G, J
move parallel to fEL
themselves from
two other right
lines, B A and
B C, and gene
rate the rectangle
D F. Let them
always intersect each other in the line BHR,
and let D d (i) and F/"(y) be the fluxions of
the sides B D (x) and B F (y), and draw dm
and fn parallel to D E and BD. The fluxion
of the area BDH is Dm or y i, and that of
the area B F H is Fn or xy, and therefore the
fluxion of the whole rectangle BH = xy
B D H + B F G will be xy + xy.

Hence it follows that the fluxion of a rectangle
of two variable quantities, is equal to the sum of
the fluxion of each, multiplied into the other
quantity ; that is, tlnx. xy — xy + y x.

Having thus determined the fluxion of a
simple rectangle of two variable quantities,
we may proceed from hence to determine the
fluxions of every other quantity, both alge
braical and transcendental.

1. To find the Fluxion of a Product consisting
of any Number of variable Quantities.

Multiply the fluxion of each quantity by
the product of all the other quantities, and the
sum will be the whole fluxion required. Thus,

F. xyz — xyz + ifxz + zxy
F. xyzw~xyzw + yxzw + zxyw + tcxyx

and so on, for any number of quantities.
For put xy = @, then xyz —

$z.
Now F. <pz

~
<$z f- z$;

but $ =: xy, and conseq. $ =: xy + yx, sub
stitutes these values in the above expression,
and we have,

F. (pz — F. xyz = xyz + yxz + zxy.
Again, in the second example, put xyz —Q,

then F. xyzie = F. <pw= $u> + ■ (p ;

but <p=xyz, and $ = xyz +yxz + zxy
substitute these values in the expression,

F. — <pt» + w<P ; and we have,

F. xyzt0 = iyzK> + yxztt> + zxyto+ixyz
and the same rule will obviously obtain what
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ever may be the number of variables of which
the product is composed.

2. Tofind the Fluxion of a Fraction.

From the fluxion of the numerator multi
plied into the denominator, subtract the fluxion
of the denominator multiplied into the nume
rator, and divide by the square of the deno
minator.

That is, F.
y y

For make - —<b; then F. - ~ <b.
y I.

Now x =y<p, and x = y<p + $y ;

Or, substituting - for we have

and make x7 — z, whence x* = *», there

fore px f~x x — qz*~* z. But z*-1 —— —

x' Z £— —xf-i =x(i~l)7 substitute thisforz*-1
XI

we have px*~' x = qxfi~ ^1 z,

+ qiy —x; or,

yx + $y* — xy, whence $
~ x^ ^x

that is, f. * = *y-y*
y y

Cor. If the numerator of the fraction be a
constant quantity, having its fluxion equal to
zero, the fluxion of such traction is equal 4o

minus the fluxion of the denominator drawn
into the numerator, and divided by the square
of the denominator.

That is, F. 1 - ™.
X X1

3. To find the Fluxion of any Integral Power

of a variable Quantity.

Multiply the given power by the index,
then reduce its index by unity, and multiply
by the fluxion of the simple quantity.

That is, F. x" = nx*-' x.
This rule follows immediately from what

has been shown with regard to the fluxion of
a product ; for it is obvious in the first place,
that the number of terms in that result is

always equal to the number of quantities ;

and that the number of variables in each
term, is always one less than that number. If,
therefore, we suppose them all equal to

•ach other, so that the product becomes a

power of any one of them, then it is evident
that its fluxion will assume the form above

given ; viz.
F. xxx = xxx + xxx + xxx = 3ili,
F. xxxx ~ F. x4 — 4 x3 x,

and generally,
F. x" = nx»-,x.

4. To find the Fluxion of a Quantity having
a fractional Index.

This is performed by the same rule, viz.

multiply the proposed quantity by the index,

reduce that index by unity, and multiply by
the fluxion of the simple quantity ; that is,

F. x" = nx"-1 x, whether n be integral or

fractional.
Wc have demonstrated this above, in the

case where n is an integer, and have therefore
in this place only to attend to the case in

which n is fractional. Let, therefore, n =

or* = 1 *« ■

Whence it appears, that the same rule has
place both for integral and fractional indices,
and consequently also for negative ones ; that
is,

F. x~" — — nx~"~l x.

Forx-" = — and F. — — -
x" x"

nx"-'*

5. To find the Fluxion of the Hyperbolic
Logarithm of a variable Quantity.

Divide the fluxion of the quantity by the
quantity itself, and it will be the fluxion re
quired. Thus,

F. h. log. x — -
x

For put x = 1 + y, then
h. log. (1 + J,

) = y- \tf + W — i y* + Sec
as is shown under the article logarithms;
therefore,

F. log. (1 +y) = y — y y + y*y — y*y —

y(i— y+y1 -y3+&c.)
but 1 — y + y

1 — y
'

+ Stc.

is derived from the conversion of -— ^— into a

series ; therefore,

• +y

F.log.a+y) = yx — = fi_.
But since 1 + y ~ x, y = x ; whence,

F. log.(l+y)= F.log.x= -.
x

The logarithm of one system is always con
vertible into any other system by means of
a constant multiplier.

Therefore the fluxion of any log. of x, ii

equal to M x -, where M is the modulus of
x •

the system. If it be the common, or Brigg's
logarithm, then M — 0*43429, &c. and for the
hyperbola logarithm, Mrl.
6. To find the Fluxion o

f exponential Quantities,
that is. Quantities which have their Exponent
a flowing or variable Letter.

These are of two kinds, viz. when the root

is a constant quantity, ase*; and when the
root is variable, as y*.

In the former case, put the proposed ex
ponential e* — z, a single variable quantity ;

then take the logarithm of each, so shall log.
z — x x log. e; take the fluxions of these,

so shall i zz

^

x log. e ; hence izzix log.

e — e'x x log. e
, the fluxion of the proposed

exponential «*; and which, therefore, is equal
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to the proposed quantity, drawn into the flux
ion of the exponent, and also into the log. of
the root.

Also in the second case, put the exponen
tial y*

— x; then the logarithms give log. z —

x x log.y, and the fluxions give - —x x log.

* + * x ^ ; hence i = zx x log.y + —
y y

(by substituting y1 for z) y* x x log. y + xy*~ 1

y, is the fluxion of the proposed exponential
jr* ; which therefore consists of two terms, of
which the one is the fluxion of the proposed
quantity considering the exponent only as
constant, and the other is the fluxion of the
same quantity, considering the root as con
stant.

7. To find the Fluxions of Sines, Cosines, tfc.

Suppose we require the fluxion of sin. z,
that is, the sine of the angle or arc denoted
by z, we must suppose that by a motion of
one of the legs including the angle, it becomes
z + z, then sin. (z + z) — sin. z is the fluxion
of sin. z. But according to the formulae for
the sines of sums of arcs (see Sine and Tri
gonometry), we have sin. (z + z) = sin. z
cos. i + sin. i cos. z the radius being assumed
equal to unity. But the sine of an arc inde
finitely small does not differ sensibly from
that arc itself, nor its cosine differ percep
tibly from radius; hence we have sin. z = z,
and cos. z — 1 ; and therefore sin. (z +i) ~
sin. z + z cos. z ; whence sin. (z + z) — sin.
z, or (sin z)'zz'z cos. z, viz. the fluxion of the
sine of an arc whose radius is unity, is equal
to the product of the fluxion of the angle into
the cosine of the same arc.

In like manner the fluxion of cos. z, or cos.

(z + z) — cos. z — cos. z cos. z — sin. z sin. z
— cos. z, or since cos. (z + z)

— cos. z cos. z
— sin. z sin z ; therefore, because sin. z — z,
and cos. z~\, we have F. cos. z — cos. z —
z sin. z — cos. z — — z sin. z, that is, the
fluxion of the cosine of an arc, radius being 1,
is (band by multiplying the fluxion of the arc

(taken with a contrary sine) by the sine of the
same arc.

By means of these two formulae, many
other fluxional expressions may be found, viz.

F. cos. mz — — mz sin. mz.
F. sin. mz — + mz cos. mz.

F. tan. z =
'

F. cotan.z.=

F. sec. z =

COS. z
z

sin^z'
z sin. z

F. cosec. z = •

>s.* z
Z COS. z

being actually such to the quantities from
which they are immediately derived ; and
therefore they may be found, in the sama
manner, by the general rules already de
livered.

Thus, by the third rule, the first fluxion of
x3 is 3x* x, and if x be supposed constant, or
if the root x be generated with au equable
celerity, the fluxion of 3x*x, or3x x x , will
be 3 x, X 2xi — 8xi%, which is the second
fluxion of x3, and 6 i3 will be its third fluxion ;
but if the celerity with which x is generated
be variable, either increasing or decreasing,
then x being variable, will have its fluxion
denoted by ?, &c. In this case the fluxion
of 3x* x x will be, by the first and third rules,
6xx x x + 3x* x x = 6xi* + 3x*x, the
second fluxion of x3. And the third fluxion
of x3 obtained in like manner from the last,
will be 6x x x1 + 6x x 2i x. + 6xx x x +
3x*x = 6i3 + 18i xx + 3x*x. Thus also,
if y — hi"-1 x then y=nxn — lx
x1 + n'xx*-'; and if z1 = xy, then 2zz —
x y + y x, &c.

If the function proposed were ax", we should
find F. ax* = nax*~' x; the factorsna and x
being regarded as constant in the first fluxion
nax*~l x, to obtain the second fluxion it will
suffice to make x*~' flow, and to multiply the
result by nax ; but F. x*_l =(n— 1) x"~2x ;
we have, therefore,

2nd F. ax" = n(n— l)ox"-*x\
3d F. ax*=n(n— l)(n-2)ax—3x3.

-l)(n-2)(n-3)ax"-«x*
&c.

-l)(n—2)....(n-m+l)

sin. z
F. sin.*z = m sin."-1 z'z cos. z.
F. cos."z — — m cos.™-1 zi sin. z.

8. To find the second, third, ire. Fluxion of a

flouring Quantity.

Those fluxions differ in nothing, except

their order and notation, from first fluxions,

4th F. ax* —
n(n-

&c. ~
with F. ax" —

n(n-
a"~ m xm ,

m being supposed not to exceed n, for it is
manifest that in the case of n being integral,
the function «r* has only a limited number of
fluxions of which the most elevated is in the
nth, and which of course is expressed by the
formula,
nth F. ox" = n (n — 1)(»— 2) ...3.2.1.oi"
in which state it admits no longer of being
put into fluxions, as it contains no variable
quantity, or in other words its fluxion is equal
to zero.

Let us illustrate some of the preceding rules
by a few examples.

EXAMPLES.

1. F. x» = 9x»x (iii)
2. F.(a + x)s = 6(a + x')x (iii)
3. F. (2ox + x*)1 = 4(a—x) (2ex— **)x (iii)

(iv)
(fl*-X*)f

= 3x* xy* + 4x3jy3 i (i Jtiii)
_ 2 x x y

1— 2y y *

S—

—
^ X 2xx(a*

_ — 8xx -

6 (a1
— x1)!

= 3x*xy*+

S_2xjy1—

~
. y*- 2!>x* —

~
T'3

r_ OXx"'

\ — nx
v — -a+l

6. F. xV
xx

6. F.
(H)

Oxx"— nx"~' i

(i and ii)
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u x — y 3y.f — 2xx •

9. F.

10. F.

H. F.

12. F.

ax — 4xx

(a+x)1 (a + x)a
X + 1 X

S(2x + x-) (2x + *l)l
— </(a1+xx)_ x

-x\jaz+x*)
_y3y + 2ft*yy

a'x

/. (*
*

x + 3y7y) =/. gig + /. 3yl y =

2 , 9 ,

2
.

When the Root under the Vinculum is a

compound Quantity, and the Index of the Part
or Factor without the Vincidum, increased b

y

unity, is some Multiple o
f that under tlte

Vinculum.

Put a single variable quantity for the com

pound root, and substitute its powers and

fluxions instead of those of the quantity itself.
Find the fluent of this simple fluxion, and
then re-establish the value of the compound
root, which will be the fluxion required.

For example, let it be proposed to find the

fluent of^+i^i'i.
Put d1 + x1 — z, then x1 — z — a1 ;

and 2x x — z, thcrcf. x3 x — \ (z — a1) z

(d1 + x2)7 x'x = { zi (x — a1) i =5

zhz — ld1a'zTz
Inverse Method of Fluxions. —In the direct

method of fluxions our object is to find the

fluxion of any flowing or variable quantity,
for which the proper rules have been laid
down in the preceding part of this article, and

the operation is therefore always direct and

easily accomplished ; but in the inverse me
thod, where it is required to find the fluents
of given fluxions, the operation is much more
difficult, as no rules can be laid down that

will be sufficient for performing this in all
cases ; for though every flowing quantity has

its peculiar fluxion, yet every fluxion has not

its fluent, at least not without having recourse
to infinite series, quadrature of curves, or
other methods of approximation. There are,
however, a few rules which may be useful in
many cases, and as such it will be proper to
enumerate them.

We have before defined a fluent of a fluxion
to be that variable quantity, whose fluxion
being again taken shall produce the one ori
ginally proposed. And hence we draw the
following rules or formulae, being the inverse
of those given under the direct met/wd o

f

fluxions.

1
. When any Poicer or Root o
f the variable

Quantity is multiplied b
y the Fluxion o
f that

Quantity.

Substitute the variable quantity instead of
its fluxion, which will increase the index of
the power or root by unity ; then divide the
quantity by the index thus increased, and it

will be the fluent required. That is,

/. mx-x=-^x» + >J n + 1

Thus for example,

/. 3x»x = |x
6

f. bx-<-x — — xi

- i. 6 ix

/. aztz = — «2 «
Now/. ({ zl i— { a1 z7 i) =

3 . 3_ 8

16 17 10 dlzl =

which may be farther reduced to

1 x (**-§«*)

3. When the Fluxion of a Quantity is divided

b
y the Quantity itself.

Then the fluent is equal to the hyperbolic
logarithm of that quantity ; or, which is the
same thing, the fluent is equal to 2-3025a'509,
&c. multiplied by the common log. of the
same quantity.

Thus the fluent

of - or x- 1 x, is the hyp. log. of x;

2 x
of — , is 2 x hyp. log. of x, or hyp. log. of xl ;

X /

of —
^— , is the hyp. log. of a + x ;

a 4* x
3x*.r

of is the hvp. log. of a + x5 ;

a + xJ

°V^±7"' is hyp' ,og' °r(x+ - ol) :

°
V«« ± lax'

" hyP-1°g' (1 ± -iax);

of ?"' „ hyp. log. of ?L±L ;

of-

— X'
la. x

x»J a1±x:
=, is hyp. log. of

a — i/ a

a + A/a1±xi

4. Many Fluents may befound b
y the direct

Method o
f Fluxions, thus :

Take the fluxion again of the given fluxional
expression, or the second fluxion of the fluent

x*
sought ; into which substitute — for x and

x
Z- for y, &c. that is, make x, x, 'x

,

as also

y, y, y, &c. in continual proportion. Then
divide the square of the given fluxional ex
pression by the second fluxion, just found,
and the quotient will be the fluent sought in
many cases.

Or the same rule may bs delivered thus:
In the given fluxion F write x for x, y for y,
&c. and call the result G. taking also the
fluxion of this quantity G ; then make 6 : f : :
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G : F, so shall the fourth proportional F be
the fluent, as before. This is the rule of
M. Paccassi.

It may be proved whether this be the true
fluent, by taking the fluxion of it again, which
if it agree with the proposed fluxion, will show
that the fluent is right; otherwise the method
fails.

Thus, if it be proposed to find the fluent of
rx*— 1 x. Here t — nx"~l x; write first x
for x, and itisnx*-,x,ornx',r=G ; the fluxion
of this is G = n*x"-1x ; therefore 6 : F :: G: F
becomes n1 x"-1 x : nx"-1 x : : nx* : x* = F,
the fluent sought.

For a second example, suppose it be pro
posed to find the fluent of xy + xy. Hero
F = xy + xy; then writing x for x, and y
for y, it is xy + xy or 2xy zz G; the fluxion
of which is 2xy + 2xy — 6; then 6 : F ::
G : F becomes 2xy + 2xy : xy + xy :: 2xy
: xy — F, the fluent sought

A few other partial rules might be given,
but as they arc generally founded upon the
reverse of the rules laid down under the direct
method, we shall merely repeat the formulas,
there given, and leave their application to the
skill of the reader ; thus,

*■/ (*y + y*) — *y
- xy— yx _x-/'

y1 ~y
3. /. mx»i =_^_x»+i

n + l
, . £ . mq £+5
4. /. m xi x — —■— x »

. P + V

Exam. Required the fluent of x (o1— x1)!.

(a1
— **)f =

6./.f' x
6. f. e'i x log. e— ex

7. f. y* x x log. y + xy

= hyp. log. x

I ii —y-r
To find Fluents by Series.

When the proposed fluxion is of any form
not included in the preceding rules, nor given
in the annexed table, there is no other method
of obtaining the fluent but by a series, at
least it will generally be found most conve
nient and direct, and will apply in all cases ;

the rule is as follows :

Expand the radical or fraction into a series
by the binomial theorem, and multiply the
several terms by the fluxion of the variable,
then take the fluents of the several terms,
which will be the fluent required.

It should be observed, however, that the

quantities must be so arranged that the re

sulting series may be a converging one, which
may always be effected by placing the greatest

terms foremost in the given fluxion.

ar x

of x

I1
x1 2x* 6xs

5 a1 25a+ 125a6

*)T =
xxx 2x+i 6x»x
5 a1 25 a*

"
125a" ,&c.j

Now taking the fluents of each term, we
have,

/.x(a*— x1)! =
2

ar X
2x' 6x*

, &c
15ax 125a* 875a*

And the method is just the same in all si
milar cases.

If the index of the proposed fluxion be
fractional the series will be infinite ; but when
it is integral the series will terminate, and the
fluent will be finite. Thus it will be found
that,

f- x^=S+S +> &c- +°" ,o*- <*-

/•x^a=S-S+'&C-±fl"h-1^^+a)
m being any integer number. For a variety of
fluxions and fluents of this form, see Dealtry's" Fluxions."

The forms under which fluxions may arise
are extremely various, and the method of de
ducing the fluents excessively laborious and
tiresome ; and as we have before observed
there are many cases in which it is impos
sible to obtain the fluent in a finite form,
and even when this may be done it is still
very difficult in many cases to ascertain it.
On which account several extensive tables
have been constructed by Emerson, Cotes,
Iianden, &c. from which the fluent of a given
fluxion is found merely by a reference to the
forms in the table. From the above works
and the tables of Vega we have selected the
following fifty forms, which if they are not so
general as those given by gome authors, they
are at least those which most commonly arise
in practice, and therefore it is presumed may
frequently become useful in the practical ap
plication of this calculus. See an extensive
chapter of fluents in Dealtry's " Fluxions,"
p. 214 ; see also Cotes's " Harm. Mens. j*
Demoivre's " Miscel. Anal. ;" Emerson's" Fluxions ;" Walmsley's " Anal, des Me-
sures," &c. ; and Landen's work above quoted.

To find Fluents by Continuation. See Con
tinuation ; and for the method by rational
fractions, see Rational Fraction*.

Correction of a Fluent. See Correction.
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TABUS Or 1 LUENTS.

NO. FLUXIONS. FLUENTS.

(a±i*)"-'a;" 'i
!(

o ± *,)"+'

iv. ^—
x"""+ i

vi.!(5£^+£i,&c.)
x y z
xmynz*, &c.

|=-I«"
«

|=±J_(d±ar)-

inna (aix*)™

J_ x (« ± **)-

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII.

XIV.

xv.

XVI.

XVII.

1

! xvui.

XIX.

xx.

XXI.

XXII.

XXIII.

XXIV.

XXV.

± a bx1
X

a + bx*
x

x?(± a q: bx)
x

xi(a + bx)

✓ (ox1 ± a
)

y/(a — bx*)
x

xi ✓ (ox ± a
)

x

xi %/(« — bx)
x

xj{a ± bx)
x

x^{bx — a
)

x

xv-(a± ox1)
x

xj(bx*—a)
X1 X

±a + bxz
xlx

a + bx1

xir
± a + bx

a + bx
x*x

^(bx%±a)

✓ (a — ox1)

4* xmyn

— Xmy*z , Sec.

— ± J- x log + 'bxZ
ab c

v(±a hFAx1)

. 1 . /*«*= + — x arc. tang. V
a6 a

!-± 2 xlog. ^« + ^tj
✓ ao ^(±0 + 61)

— 1 2 , /ox— H i x arc. tang. V —
✓ ao 0 a

= + ~ X log. I ✓ ox1 + ✓ (ox1 ±a)\
— . 1 . /ox1= + —=•x arc. tang, v

v'o

2

a— 6x

+ X log. I Jbx + </(bx ± a
) *

— + — 7 X arc !. tang. y/ ■
bx

v'o 0 a — bx

_ 2 , Va + v'Ca ± bx)— X log. -— '

v a v/x
— j. 2 ♦ /ox — a
— + x arc. tang, v
= --L x iog,

+ ^±>«')
■✓a 0 x

= + — x arc. tang. \/
✓ a

6xx — ,

— Va - v'a + ✓ ox1* r*I7i S* V(± a T 6x')

xWa — ix1) . a

St ^+20T6XarC,ta„gV_^
a — ox

= + $*✓(*** ± a
) ± x log. [ ✓ix* + -/(oar1 ± «
)

]
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TABLE OF FLUENTS.

NO.

XXVI.

xxvn.

xxvm.

XXIX.

XXX.

XXXI.

XXXII.

XXXIII.

XXXIV.

XXXV.

xxxvi.

xxxviU

XXXVIII.

XXXIX.

XL.

XLI

XIII.

XLIII.

FLUXIONS.

xix

FLUENTS.

*/(6x ± a)
xix

■/(fi
—

bx)

|**aV(4*±«)|
xixj(a — bx)

xs(bx ± a)

+ W(« —
bx*) + -A, x arc. tang, s/

£ */b a — bx1-

= + X^¥^ * t5t x **■ {
*»• + ± •) I

x4
jy/(a — bx)

xi
z%/(a ± &x)

— a)

*^(a±ixI)

ay(AT*_ «)

x(o ± X")
x"~'i

a — x1"

o +x^

■✓(aix1-)

✓(« — x*»)
X

*✓(« ± af)i
*✓(*»— o)

XLIvJx^(rfx_x*)
XLV

XLVI

XLVII.

XLVIII.

XLIX.

«-l

o + 6x + cx
x

1 T T7b
X arCl ta"^ ^ a=Vx

, xi(26x±aV(6x±a) a1 . J . . .+ —
J-4F7ixlog.\sbx+V(.bx±a)

, x*(2Ax — «)✓(« — bx) , a1 , / 6x

= + xi V(bx ±a)± J- x log. j^J* +^(6x± a) |
= + *Mo-5x) + ttx ««■ ««* v'jzn^
= 2 ✓(a ± ix) -2ai x log.

= 2 ✓ — a) — 2ai x arc. v a

= + V(a±6x*)-ai xlogy W(a±&x»)
x

✓ (bx1 — e) — ai x arc. tang. » / ^a a

a

x log.-
na a ± x"

1 . v/ a + x"= s x log. -—-—
2/lN/a </a — z*

■ i
i-X log. |*

» +v/(±a + X") j

i ^ i

1 x"

X arc. tang.

1 „ a — x»"-—— X arc. cos. ———-
■2nJ a a + x»"

x* I 2x»»
x arc. sin. — or — x arc. vers. .

✓ a 2n

nv'a

2

a

+ log. ± ^("T=r»)±s/*
✓ (a ± x")

✓ x* 1 2a — x»
X arc. sec. —— or - x arc. cos. —

»V a s/ a
~

tiy/ a

i cir. seg. to diam. d. and vers, x

2 M J + 2cx

7(4^=6^) xarc-tan^7(4«7=F

2 ./ a. AM —
a + 6x — cx1

x

x(a+*x+cx1)
x

x(a+6x— cx*)|
XX

a + bx + cx*
xx

a + bx — cx2

✓ (4«c-6»)
* ^

^(4aC-^)

2 ^(4ac + A*)-(A-2cx)
V(4«c+ A1)

* S

^ („ + bx — cx1)

-ix log.^±^±^> *

x arc.tan.-At^
a x o,/(4ac— 61) V(4ac—- b . ^(4aC+tI)-(6-2
a* 6 x a^c+A1)*

S'
^(a + ftx— cx1

: + ^Xlog^a+ix+cx1)

1

6 A + 2cx
X

arCltangV(4ac-^)l

-i-Xlog.(«+&x-«*)+ i— xlogy(4aC+y)-(&"2CX1
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PLY, in Mechanics, is a heavy weight ap

plied to some part of a machine, principally
in order to render its operation uniform,
though it is sometimes employed for the pur
pose of increasing the effect, as in the coining
engine.

FLYING, a progressive motion through
the regions of the air, like a bird or other
winged animal.

The art of flying has been attempted in all
ages, and various schemes have been devised
and attempted, both for rising in the air, and
for passing through it. We have even some
records by friar Bacon, and others, of the art
having been really attained, yet they bear so

much the appearance of fables that no credit
can be given to them ; and it may fairly be
stated, that nothing of this kind was ever
effected till the invention of balloons, a totally
modern discovery, of which we have given an
historical sketch, under the article Aerosta
tion.

We have seen a work lately published on
the science of flying, in which the author,
theoretically, has the motion of an eagle ; but
practically, it is probable, it would more
resemble that of a stone.

FOCAL Distance, in the Conic Sections, is
the distance of the focus from some fixed
point; viz. from the vertex of the parabola,
and from the centre in the ellipse and hyper
bola.

FOCUS, is that point in the transverse axis
of a conic section, at which the double ordi
nate is equal to the parameter, or to a third
proportional to the transverse and conjugate

axis; that is
, ifCFD =-4^, then the point

F is the focus.

These points arc thus denominated from a
remarkable property that obtains in all the
three figures ; viz. that if lines be drawn from
the two foci /, F, to any point in the curve P,
and a tangent RT be drawn at their point
of meeting, then those two lines will form
equal angles with the tangent, that is,

</PR = < FPT. And since it is aknown
property in optics, that the angle of incidence
is equal to the angle of reflection ; therefore
all rays issuing from the one foens, and fall
ing on the various points of the ctrrvc, will
be reflected into the other focus, or into the
line directed to the other focus, which is the
ease in the hyperbola, whence the denomi
nated foci or burning points.

Properties relating to the foci of the conic
sections may be enumerated as follows:

1
. In the ellipse and parabola the transverse

axis is equal to the sum of any two lines
drawn from the two foci, to meet in any point
of the curve.

And in the hyperbola the transverse axis
is equal to the difference of the same lines ;

that is
,

AB =fP + FP ellipse
AB = fP + FP parabola

A B = fP— FP hyperbola.
2. Again, the sqnare of the distance be

tween the foci is equal to the difference of
the squares of the two axis, in the ellipse and
parabola, but in the hyperbola it is equal to
their sum ; that is,

AB1— «6l = F/1 ellipse
AB1- ab1 = FY* parabola

A B1 + abl — Ff- hyperbola.
Where ab represents the conjugate axis, as
shown in the ellipse.

3. In the parabola the focal distance is

equal to £ the parameter, or £ of the on Una to
at the focus; that is, AF = \ FD.

4. Also a line drawn from the focus to any
point of the curve is equal to the focal dis
tance plus the ordinate at that point ; that is

,

PF = AF + PI.
Other properties of the foci of the conic

sections will be found under the articles El
lipse, Hyperbola, and Parabola.

Focus, in Optics, is a point wherein several
rays concur, or arc collected, after having
undergone either refraction or reflection.

This point is thus denominated, becaust
the rays being here brought together and
united, their joint effect is sufficient to bura
bodies exposed to their action; and hence
this point is called the focus, or burning
point.

It must be observed, however, that tht
focus is not, strictly speaking, a point ; for the
rays are not accurately collected into on*
and the same place or point; owing to the
different nature and refrangrbiBty of the rays
of light, to the imperfections in the figure of
the Tens and other similar impediments. The
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focus, therefore, is a small circle which Huy-
gens has demonstrated to be £th the thick
ness of the lens, when it is convex on both
sides ; that is, it cannot be less than this, but
in imperfect 'glasses it exceeds the above
measure sometimes considerably.

Virtual Foci's, or Point of Divergence, so

called by Mr. Molyneux, is the point from
which rays tend, after refraction or reflec
tion; being in this respect opposed to the
ordinary focus, or point of concurrence, where
rays are made to meet after refraction or re
flection. Tims, the foci of an hyperbola are
mutually virtual foci to each other: but, in an
ellipse, they are common foci to each other:
for the rays arc reflected from the other focus
in the hyperbola, but towards it in the ellipse.

Practical Rules for finding the Foci of
Glasses.

1. To find, by experiment, the focus of a

convex spherical glass, being of a small sphere;
apply it to the end of a scale of inches and
decimal parts, of a convenient length, and
expose it before the sun; upon the scale may
be seen the bright intersection of the rays
measured out: or, expose it in the hole of a
dark chamber ; and where a white paper re
ceives the distinct representation of distant
objects, there is the focus of the glass.
2. For a glass of a pretty long focus, observe
some distant object through it

,

and recede
from the glass till the eye perceives all in
confusion, or the object begins to appear in
verted ; then the eye is in the focus. 3. For
a plano-convex glass : make it reflect the sun
against the wall; on the wall will then be seen
two sorts of light, a brighter within another
more obscure: withdraw the glass from the
wall, till the bright image be in its least di
mensions ; then is the glass distant from the
wall about a fourth part of its focal length.
4. For a double convex : expose each side to
the sun in like manner ; and observe both the
distances of the glass from the wall: then is

the first distance about half the radius of the
convexity turned from the sun ; and the se
cond is about half the radius of the other con
vexity. The radii of the two convexities
being thus known, the focus is then found by
this rule: As the sum of the radii of both
convexities is to the radius of either con
vexity, so is double the radius of the other
convexity to the distance of the focus.

Dr. Hallcy gave general methods of finding
the foci of all kinds of glasses, both geome
trically and algebraically. See Phil. Trans.
No. 206, ice. The same is also shown by the
principal writers on optics; as by Emerson,
Martin, Smith, Wood, &c.

FOLIATE, a term applied by some writers
to a curve somewhat resembling a leaf, being
the forty-second species of Newton's' lines of
the third order, expressed by the equation
*3 + y

3 = axy.
FOMALHAUT, orFomoJiaut, a star of the

first magnitude in Piscis Australis, marked »
by Bayer.

FOOT, a measure of length, derived from
tho length of the human foot ; containing 12
linear inches. Sec Measure.

Square Foot, is a square whose side is one
foot, and is therefore equal to 144 square
inches.

Cubic Foot, is a cube whose side is one foot,
and therefore contains 1728 cubic inches.

FORCE, in Mechanics, denotes that un
known cause which produces a change in the
state of a body, as to motion, rest, pressure,
&c. ; that is, whatever produces or tends to
produce motion, or a change of motion in any
body, is called force.

According to this definition the muscular
power of animals, as likewise pressure, im
pact, gravity, &c. are considered as forces, or
sources of motion, it being evident, from daily
experience, that bodies exposed to the free
action of any of these, are cither put into
motion, or have their state of motion changed.

All forces, however various, are measured
by the effects they produce in like circum
stances, whether the effect be creating, ac
celerating, retarding, or deflecting motions;
the result of some general and commonlv
observed force, is taken for unity, and with
this any others may be compared ; and their
proportions represented by numbers or lines.
Under this point of view they arc considered
by the mathematician ; all else falls within
the province of the universal philosopher or
the metaphysician. When we say that a

force is represented by a right line, A B, it is

to be understood that it would cause a ma
terial point, situated at rest in A, to run over
the line A B, which is called the direction of
the force, so as to arrive at B at the end of a
given time, while another force would cause
the same point to havo moved a greater or
less distance from A in the same time.

Mechanictd forces may be reduced to two
sorts ; one of a body at rest, the other of a
body in motion. The former is that which
we conceive as residing in a body when it is

supported by a plane, suspended by a rope,
or balanced by the action of a spring, &c.
being denominated pressure, tension, force ;

or vis mortua, solicitatio, contitus morendi conu-
men, and may always be estimated or mea
sured by a weight, viz. the weight which
sustains it.

To this class of forces may also be referred
centripetal and centrifugal forces, though they
reside in a body in motion, because these
forces are homogeneous to weights, pressures,
or tensions of any kind.

The force of a body in motion, is a power
residing in that body, so long as it continues
its motion ; by means of which, it is able to
remove obstacles lying in its way ; to lessen,
destroy, or overcome the force of any other
moving body, which meets it in an opposite
direction ; or to surmount any the largest
dead pressure or resistance, as tension, gra
vity, friction, &c. for some time ; but which
will be lessened or destroyed by such resist

ance as lessens or destroys the motion of the
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body. This is called vis matrix, moving force,

or motive force, and by some late writers Ml
viva, to distinguish it from the vis mortua,

spoken of before.
Concerning the measure of moving force

mathematicians have been divided into two
parties. It is allowed on both hands, that the

measure of this force depends partly upon the

mass of matter in the body, and partly upon
the velocity with which it moves : the point
in dispute is, whether the force varies as the

velocity, or as the square of the velocity.
Descartes, and all the writers of his time,

assumed the velocity produced in a body as

the measure of the force which produces it ;

and observing that a body, in consequence of
its being in motion, produces changes in the

state or motion of other bodies, and that these

changes arc in the proportion of the velocity
of the changing body, they asserted that there

is in a moving body a vis insita, an inherent
force, and that this is proportional to its ve

locity ; saying that its force is twice or thrice
as great, when it moves twice or thrice as

fast at one time as at another. But Leibnitz
observed, that a body which moves twice as

fast, rises four times as high, against the
uniform action of gravity ; that it penetrates
four times as deep into a piece of uniform
clay ; that it bends four times as many springs,
or a spring four times as strong to the same
degree ; and produces a great many effects
which arc four times greater than those pro
duced by a body which has half the initial
velocity. If the velocity be triple, quadruple,
&c. the effects are 9 times, 16 times, &c.
greater; and, in short, are proportional, not
to the velocity, but to its square. This ob
servation had been made before by Dr. Hooke,
who has enumerated a great variety of im

portant cases in which this proportion of effect
is observed. Leibnitz, therefore, affirmed
that the force inherent in a moving body is

proportional to the square of the velocity; and
the same princple was adopted by Wolfius,
the Bernouillis, aud many other mathemati
cians.

Leibnitz's first paper on this subject was
published in the " Lcipsic Acts," for the year
1686, and was answered by Catalan aud
Papin, from which time the dispute became
very general, and was carried on for several
years between Leibnitz, John and Daniel
Bernoiiilli,Poleni,\Volfius,Gravesand, Camus,
Muschenbroek, &c. on the one side ; and
by Pemberton, Karnes, Desaguliers, Clarke,
Mairan, Jurin, Maclaurin, Robins, Sec. on the
other, Newton having prudently avoided en
tering at all into the controversy.

Our limits will not admit of entering ui>on
this subject at any considerable length, and
as it cannot be illustrated in a short compass,
wc shall pass over the dispute entirely, and

merely offer a few remarks more essentially
necessary for the reader's information.

It is evident that a body, moving with the

same velocity, has the same inherent force,

whether this b« employed to move another

body, to bend springs, to rise in opposition to
gravity, or to penetrate a mass of soft matter.
Therefore these measures, which are so widely
different, while each is agreeable to a nu
merous class of facts, are not measures of tliis
something inherent in the moving body which
we call its force, but are the measures of its
exertions when modified according to the cir
cumstances of the case ; or, to speak still more
cautiously and securely, they are the measures
of certain classes of phenomena consequent
on the action of a moving body. It is in vain,
therefore, to attempt to support cither of them
by demonstration. The measure itself is no
thing but a definition. The Cartesian calls
that a double force which produces a double ve

locity in the body on which it acts. The Leib-
nitzian calls that a quadruple force which makes
a quadruple penetration. The reasonings of
both in the demonstration of a proposition in
dynamics may be the same, as also the result,
though expressed in different numbers.

But the two measures are far from being-
equally proper; for the Lcibnitzian measure
obliges us to do continual violence to the
common use of words. When two bodies
moving in opposite directions meet, strike
each other, and stop, all men will say that
their forces arc equal, because they have the
best test of equality which wc can devise. Or
when two bodies in motion strike the parts of
a machine, such as the opposite arms of a
lever, and are thus brought completely to rest,
wc and all men will pronounce their mutual
energies by the intervention of the machine
to be equal. Now, in all these cases, it is
well known that a perfect equality is found in
the products of the quantities of matter and
velocity. Thus a ball of two pounds, moving
with the velocity of four feet in a second, will
stop a ball of eight pounds moving with the
velocity of one foot per second. But the fol
lowers of Leibnitz say, that the force of the
first ball is four times that of the second.

Laplace has shown, by a very ingenious
investigation, how we may experimentally be
convinced of the proportionality of force to
the velocity, or at least, that since the differ
ence must be, if any, extremely small, it is
highly improbable that there should be any
difference whatever.

It can moreover be shown, that if any con
siderable variation existed in this law, the
relative motions of bodies on the earth's sur
face would be sensibly affected by the motion
of the earth ; that is

,

that the effect of a given
force would vary very much according as its
direction coincided with, or was opposed to,
the direction of the earth's motion.

The effects of the same apparent forces
would vary likewise in different seasons of the
year, as the velocity of the earth is about one
thirtieth greater in the winter than in sum
mer. Now since no variation of this kind is
discernible, we may safely infer the propor
tionality of force to velocity.

This law, and the law of inertia, which
expresses the tendency of a body to persevere
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In a state of rest, or motion, may therefore be
considered as derived from observation and
experiment. They are the most simple and
natural that can be imagined, and are suffi
cient to serve as a basis for the whole science
of mechanics, and are accordingly adopted by
all the most eminent authors ot'thepresent day.

But the reader who is desirous of seeing
the arguments on both sides of the question,
is referred to the following works, in which
he will at least feel a gratification from the
ingenuity and talents with which each party
supported their own opinions, and rebutted
those of their opponents ; such are the Act.
Erud. 1686, 1690, 1691, 1695; Nouv. de la
Rep. des Let. Sep. 1686, 1687, art. ii.; Comm.

Epist. inter. Lcibn. et Bern. Ep. xxiv. p. 143;
Discourses sur les Loix de la Comm. du
Mouvement, Oper. torn. iii. &c; Diff. de vera
Notioue Virium Vivarum, ib. ; Act. Petropol.
torn. i. p. 131, &c. ; Hydronamica, sect. i. ;
Herman in Act. Petrop. torn. i. p. 2, &c. ;
Pclou de Castelis; Wolf, in Act. Petrop.
torn. i. p. 217, &c. and in Cosmal. Gcner. ;
Graves, in Journ. Lit. et Phys. Clem. Math.
1742, lib. ii. cap. 2 and 3 ; Memoir de l'Acad.
des Sciences, 1728; Muschenbr. Int. ad Phil.
Nat. 1762, vol. i. p. 83, &c. ; Pemb. &c. in
Phil. Trans. Nos. 371,375, 376, 369, 400, 401 ;
Mairan in Memo, de l'Acad. des Sc. 1728 ;
Phil. Trans. No. 459, or Phil. Trans, vol. xliii.

423, &c. ; Maclaurin's Acc. of Newton's
iscoveries, p. 117, &c; Flux, ubi supr.

et Recueil des Pieces qui ont emporte le
Prix, Sec. torn. i. ; Desagul. Course Exp.
Philos. vol. i. p. 393, &c. vol. ii. p. 49, &c. ;
and Robins's Tracts, vol. ii. p. 135. Dr. Hut-
ton's Diet art Force.

Force, is distinguished into motive and ac-
eelerative, or retardive, constant, variable, &c.

Motive Force, otherwise called momentum,
or force of percussion, is the absolute force of
a body in motion, &c. ; and is expressed by
the product of the weight or mass of matter
in the body multiplied by the velocity with
which it moves.

Motive Force also denotes the force by
which a system of bodies is put in motion, as

it is the difference between the power or
weight which produces the motion, and the
resistance or weight to which it is opposed.

Acceltrativ0 Force, or retardive force, is
that which respects the velocity or rate of mo
tion only, accelerating or retarding it ; and it
is denoted by the quotient of the motive force,
divided by the mass or weight of the body.
So,

if m denote the motive force,
and b the body, or its weight,
and f the accelerating or retarding force,

then is/ as — .J
b

Constant Force, is such as remains and acts

continually the same for some determinate

time. Such, for example, is the force of
gravity, which acts constantly the same upon
a body while it continues at the same distance

from the centre of the earth, or from the
centre of force, wherever that may be.

Constant or uniform forces produce uni
formly accelerated motions, the laws of which
will be found under the article Accelera
tion.

Variable Force, is that which is continually
changing its effect and intensity, such as the
force of gravity at different distances from the
earth's centre. See the formulae relating to
variable forces under the article Accelera
tion.

Forces are farther distinguished into cen

tral, centrifugal, &c. which sec under the
several articles.

Composition of Forces. See Parallelo
gram of Forces.

Animal Force, is that which results from
the muscular power of men, horses, and other
animals.

There are several curious as well as useful
observations in Desaguliers's " Experimental
Philosophy," concerning the comparative
forces of men and horses, and the best way
of applying them. A horse draws with the -

greatest advantage when the line of direction
is level with his breast ; in such a situation,
he is able to draw 2001b. for eight hours a day,
walking about 2\ miles an hour. But if the
same horse be made to draw 2401b. he can
work only six hours a day, and cannot go
quite so fast On a carriage, indeed, where
friction alone is to be overcome, a middling
horse will draw 10001b. But (lie best way to
try the force of a horse, is to make him draw
up out of a well, over a single pulley or roller;
and in that case, an ordinary horse will draw
about 2001b. as before observed.

It is found, that five men are of equal force
with one horse, and can, with equal ease, push
round the horizontal beam of a mill, in a walk
40 feet wide ; whereas, three men will do it
in a walk only 19 feet wide.

The worst way of applying the force of a
horse is, to make him carry or draw up hill:
for if the hill be steep, three men will do more
than a horse, each man climbing up faster
with a burden of 1001b. weight, than a horse
that is loaded with 3001b. ; a difference which
is owing to the position of the parts of the
human body being better adapted to climb
than those of a horse.

But, on the other hand, the best way of
applying the force of a horse is the horizontal
direction, in which a man can exert the least
force: thus, a man that weighs 1401b. when
drawing a boat along by means of a rope
coming over his shoulders, canuot draw above
271b. or exert above ith part of the force of a
horse employed to the same purpose ; so that,
in this way, the force of a horse is equal to
that of seven men.

The best and most effectual posture in a
man is that of rowing; when he not only
acts with more muscles at once, for overcom
ing the resistance, than in any other position,
but also as he pulls backwards, the weight of
his body assists by way of lever. See Deia-

D
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gulicrs's " Exp. Pliilos." v. i. p. 1241, where
several other observations arc made relative
to the force acquired by certain positions of the

body; from which, that author accounts for
most feats of strength and activity. See also
a Memoir on this subject by M. De Lahire,
in the " Mem. Roy. Acad." 1729; or in De-
sagulicrs's " Exp." &c. p. 267, &c. who has

published a translation of part of it with
remarks.

FORCING-Ptwyj. See Pump.

VQRE-Stap', an instrument formerly used
at sea for taking the altitude of the heavenly
bodies, the use of which has however been
discontinued, since the invention of more

perfect instruments.
FORMULA, or Form, in Analysis, is any

general theorem or literal expression, and is
said to be algebraical, logarithmic, trigonome
trical, &c. according as it relates to either of
these subjects.
Thus i = a ± v/(a* + b)

^l!-v/(i+£)i
are algebraical formulae, exhibiting the roots
of the two equations

** — 2ax — b — 0
x3 + ax — 6 = 0.

Again,
hyp. log. (1 + y)=y — iy* + ^y5-iy4 + fee.

is denominated a logarithmic formula. And
sin. (a + b)

— sin. a . cos. b + sin. b . cos. a,

is called a trigonometrical formula, &c. Sec
the articles Logarithms, Sine, and Trigo
nometry.

Indeterminate Formula. See Indeter
minate Analysis.

FOSTER (Samuel), an English mathema
tician and astronomer, of some eminence, was
born in Northamptonshire in 1616, and diod
at Gresham College, Oxford, in 1652. He
was one of those persons who by their meet
ing gave rise to the Royal Society; and was
author of several works, which are now, how
ever, nearly forgotten.

His posthumous works were published by
VVingale, in 4to. in 1652.

FOUNTAIN, or Artificial Fountain, in
Hydraulics, a machine or contrivance by which
water is violently spouted or darted up;
called also a Jet d'eau.

There are various kind of artificial foun
tains, but all formed by a pressure of one sort
or another upon the water; viz. cither the
pressure or weight of a head of water, or the
pressure arising from the spring and elasticity
of the air, &c. When these are formed by
the pressure of a head of water, or any other
fluid of the same kind with the fountain, or
jet, then will this spout up nearly to the same
height as that head, abating only a little for
the resistance of the air, with that of the ad
jutage, &c. in the fluid rushing through ;

but, when the fountain is produced by any
other force than the pressure of a column of

the same fluid with itself, it will rise to such
a height as is nearly equal to the altitude of a
column of the same fluid, whose pressure is
equal to the given force that produces the
fountain.

Circulating Fountain, or Fountain of Hero
of Alexandria, so called because it was con
trived by him,isrcpresented(PlateVIII.fig.2,)
in this, the air being only compressed by the
concealed fall of water, makes a jet, which,
after some continuance, is considered by
those who are unacquainted with the prin
ciple as a perpetual motion, because they
imagine that the same water which fell from
the jet rises again. The boxes C E and
DYX, being close, we see only the bason
ABW, with a hole at W, into which the
water spouting at B falls; but that water
docs not come up again; for it runs down
through the pipe WX into the box DYX,
from which it drives out the air, through the
ascending pipe YZ, into the cavity of the
box CE, where, pressing upon the water that
is in it

, it forces it out through the spouting
pipe OB, as long as there is any water in

C E ; so that this will play no longer than
whilst the water contained in C E, having
spouted out, falls down through the pipe WX
into the cavity DYX. The force of the jet is
proportional to the height of the pipe WX,
or of the boxes C E and DY above one ano
ther : the height of the water, measured from
the bason ABW to the surface of the water
in the lower box DYX, is always equal to
the height measured from the top of the jet to
the surface of the water in the middle cavity
at C E. Now, since the surface C E is always
falling, and the water in DY always rising,
the height of the jet must continually decrease,
till it is shorter by the height of the depth of
the cavity C E, which is emptying, added t6
the depth of the cavity DY, which is always
filling; and when the jet is fallen so low, it

immediately ceases. The air is represented
by the points in this figure. To prepare this
fountain for playing, which should be done
unobserved, pour in water at W, till the
cavity DXY is filled ; then invert the fountain,
and the water will run from the cavity DXY
into the cavity C E, which may be known to
be full, when the water runs out at B held
down. Set the fountain up again, and, in
order to make it play, pour in about a pint of
water into the bason A BW ; and, as soon as

it has filled the pipe WX, it will begin to
play, and continue as long as there is any
water in C E. You may then pour back the
water left in the bason A BW, into any vessel,
and invert the fountain, which, being set up
right again, will be made to play, by putting;
back the water poured out into A BW ; and
so on as often as you please.

Fountain Pen, is a pen contrived to hold

a greater quantity of ink than usual, so as to
supply the writer with it for a considerable
time without the trouble of taking a fresh
supply.

FRACTION, in A rithmetk and Algebra, is a
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part or some parts of another quantity or num
ber considered as unity or a whole; thus if the
primitive quantity be divided into 8 parts,
then 3, 5, 7, &c. of those parts form what is
called a fraction, and they are usually denoted
thus, ^, I, J, &c. The number placed below
the line being called the denominator, because
it denominates the number of parts into which
the unit or quantity is supposed to be divided ;
and the number above the line is called the
numerator, because it enumerates the number
of those parts which constitute the fraction.
Fractions of this form are usually called Com
mon, or Vulgar Fractions, to distinguish them
from Decimal Fractions. Sec Decimals.

Fractional expressions are usually distin
guished into proper, improper, simple, com

pound, and mixed.
A Proper Fraction, is that of which the

numerator is less than the denominator, and
consequently the fraction itself less than
unity; as |, «, A, &c.

An Improper Fraction has its numerator
either equal to, or greater than its denomi
nator ; and the fraction is accordingly either
equal to, or greater than unity, as -|

,

ice.
A Simple Fraction, is that which consists

of a single numerator, and single denomi
nator; and is either proper, or improper, as

7> 7 ' Tr> «*•

A Compound Fraction, is a fraction con
sisting of two or more other fractions con
nected by the word of; thus

^

of or -| of
of f, &c. are compound fractions.

A Complex Fraction, is that whose nu
merator and denominator are both fractions ;

thus ^ is a complex fraction.

These two distinctions, though frequently
made by authors on arithmetic, are certainly
improper, the former indicating an operation in
multiplication, and the latter an operation in
division ; it is, therefore, improper to apply to
them the denomination of fractions.

An integer and fraction together is called
a mixed number, that is, 7|, 9£, &c. are
mixed numbers.

For the several rules in Fractions, as Ad
dition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Di
vision, Reduction, &c. See the several
articles.

Continued Fractions. See Continued
Fractions.

Coverging Fractions. See Coveroing
Fractions.

Rational Fractions. See Rational Frac
tions.

Vanishing Fractions. Sec Vanishing
Fractions.

FRANKLIN (Benjamin), a celebrated
American philosopher and politician, was born
at Boston, in New England, in the year 1706.

He was author of several tracts on electricity
and other branches of natural philosophy, and
was the first who drew electricity from a

thunder cloud. But his knowledge, however

eminent as a philosopher, is eclipsed by his
fame as a politician, in w hich latter character
he forms an excellent subject for the general
biographer and historian; Dr. Franklin died
April 17, 1790, being then in the 84lh year of
his age.

FREDERICK d'Or, a coinage of Prussia,
value 16*. 6}rf. sterling.

FREEZING, Congelation, in Philosophy,
the transformation of a fluid body into a firm
or solid mass, by the action of cold ; in which
latter sense the term is applied to water when it

freezes into ice ; to metals when they resume
their solid form after being melted by heat ;

or to glass, wax, pitch, tallow, &c. when they
harden again after having been rendered fluid
by heat.

The process of congelation is always at
tended with the emission of heat, as is found
by experiments on the freezing of water, wax,
spermaceti, Stc. ; for in such cases it is always
found that a thermometer dipped into the fluid
mass keeps continually descending as this
cools, till it arrive at a certain point, being the
point of freezing, which is peculiar to each
fluid, where it is rather stationary, and theu
rises for a little, while the congelation goes
on, at the same time the bulk of the body is

expanded.
The prodigious power of expansion evinced

by water in the act of freezing is nearly dou
ble that of the most powerful steam-engines,
and exerted in so small a mass, seemingly by
the force of cold, was thought a very material
argument in favour of those who supposed
that cold, like heat, is a positive substance.
Dr. Black s discovery of latent heat, however,
has now afforded a very easy and natural ex
plication of this phenomenon. He has shown
that, in the act of congelation, water is not
cooled more than it was before, but rather
grows warmer : that as much heat is discharg
ed, and passes from a latent to a sensible state,
as, had it been applied to water in a fluid
state, would have heated it to 135°. In this

process the expansion is occasioned by a great
number of minute bubbles suddenly produced.
Formerly these were supposed to be cold in
the abstract; and to be so subtle, that insinur-

ating themselves into the substance of the
fluid, they augmented its bulk, at the saino
time that by impeding the motion of its parti
cles upon each other, they changed it from a
fluid to a solid. But Dr. Black shows, that
these are only air extricated during the con

gelation ; and to the extrication of this air he

ascribes the prodigious expansive force ex

erted by freezing water. The only question,
therefore, now remaining is, by what means

this air comes to be extricated, and to take

up more room than it naturally does in the

fluid ? To this it may be answered, that per

haps part of the heat, which is discharged
from the freezing water, combines with the

air in its unelastic state, and, by restoring its
elasticity, gives it that extraordinary force, as

is seen also in the case of air suddenly extri
cated in the explosion of gunpowder.
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Freezing Mixture, a preparation for the

artificial congelation of water and other
fluids.

The first person who made experiments on
freezing mixtures was Fahrenheit. But the
subject was much more completely investi
gated by Mr. Walker, in a paper published
in the Philosophical Transactions for 1795.

Since that time several curious additions have
been made by professor Lowitz, particularly
the introduction of muriat of lime, which pro
duces a very great degree of cold when mixed
with snow; and the experiments of Lowitz
have been lately repeated and extended by
Mr. Walker.

In the Philosophical Transactions for 1801,

p. 135, is given a table, divided into classes :

in the first rank of these classes of mixtures,
Mr. Walker has not specified the temperature
at which the materials were previous to mix
ing; the reader being informed, in a para
graph which immediately follows the table,
that it is immaterial, the result being the
same as stated in the table, whatever may be
the temperature of the materials at mixing.
Bo that it is not requisite to specify the tem
peratures at which it was supposed to be
necessary the materials should be previous to
mixing, in order to produce the effects stated.

Freezing Point, denotes the point or de
gree of cold, shown by a mercurial thermo
meter, at which certain fluids begin to freeze,
or, when frozen, at which they begin to thaw
again. On Fahrenheit's thermometer this
point is at + 32 for water, and at — 40 for
quicksilver, these fluids freezing at those two
points respectively. Sec Thermometer.

Freezing Rain, or Raining Ice, a very
uncommon kind of shower, which fell in the
west of England, in December, 1672, of which
we have various accounts in the Philoso
phical Transactions. This rain, as soon as it
touched any thing above ground, as a bough,
&c. immediately settled into ice ; and, by
multiplying and enlarging of the icicles, broke
all down with its weight. The rain that fell
on the snow immediately froze into ice, with
out sinking in the snow at all. It made an in
credible destruction of trees, beyond anything
recorded in history. " Had it concluded with
some gust of wind (says a gentleman on the
spot), it might have been of terrible conse
quence. I weighed the sprig of an ash-tree,
of three-quarters of a pound, the ice on
which weighed 16 pounds. Some were fright
ened with the noise in the air, till they dis
cerned it was the clatter of icy boughs, dashed
against each other." This phenomenon, how
ever, is not uncommon in a less degree, and
depends wholly on the nice balance of tem
peratures in the rain and atmosphere. Dr.
Bealc observes, that there was no considerable
frost observed on the ground during the
whole; whence he concludes, that a frost
may be very intense and dangerous on the
tops of some hills and plains ; while in other
places it keeps at two, three, or four feet dis-

above the ground, rivers, lakes, &c.

and may wander about very furious in some
places, and remiss in others not far off. This
frost was followed by glowing heats, and a
wonderful forwardness of flowers and fruits.
FR£NICL£(BERNARD),acelcbratedFrench

mathematician of the seventeenth century,
contemporary and companion of Descartes,
Fermat, Roberval, and the other distinguished
mathematicians of that time.

Frenicle had many papers inserted in the
Ancient Memoirs of the Academy of 1666,
particularly in vol. v. of that collection; viz.
A Method of resolving Problems by Exclu
sions; A Treatise on right-angular-triangular
Numbers; another on Combinations; A Table
of Magic Squares, &c. fkc.

FRIABILITY, that quality of certain bo
dies whereby they are easily reduced to powder.

FRICTION (frictio, Latin), the act of rub
bing two bodies together, or the resistance in
machines caused by the motion of the diffe
rent parts against each other.

Friction arises from the roughness or aspe
rity of the surface of the body moved on, and
that of the moving body ; for such surfaces
consisting alternately of small eminences and
cavities, these act against each other, and pre
vent the free motion that would ensue, on a
supposition of the two bodies being perfectly
polished planes.

Amontons, a member of the French aca-
. demy, seems to have been the first who made
experiments connected with this subject He
found that the resistance opposed to the mo
tion of a body upon an horizontal surface was
exactly proportional to its weight, and was
equal to one-third of it

,

or more generally to
one-third of the force with which it was
pressed against the surface over which it was
passed. He discovered also that this resist
ance did not increase with an increase of the
rubbing surface, nor with the velocity with
which it moved.

The experiments of M. Bulfinger authorized
conclusions similar to those of Amontons, with
this difference only, that the resistance of fric
tion was equal only to one-fourth of the force
with which the rubbing surfaces were pressed
together.

This subject was also considered by Parent,
who supposed that friction is occasioned by
small spherical eminences in one surface be
ing dragged out of corresponding spherical
cavities in the other, and proposed to deter
mine its quantity by finding the force which
would move a sphere standing upon three

equal spheres. This force was found to be to
the weight of the sphere as 7 to 20, or nearly
one-third of the sphere's weight. In inves

tigating the phenomena of friction, M. Parent
placed the body upon an inclined plane, and
augmented or diminished the angle of inclina
tion till the body had a tendency to move, and
the angle at which the motion commenced ho
called the angle of equilibrium. The weight
of tlio body, therefore, will be to its friction
upon the inclined plane, as radius to the sine

of the angle of equilibrium; and its weight
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will be to the friction on a horizontal plane, as

radius to the tangent of the equilibrium.
Euler seems to have adopted the hypothesis

of BulGuger respecting the ratio of friction to

the force of pression; and in two curious dis

sertations which he has published upon this

subject, has suggested many important obser
vations, to which Mr. Vince seems afterwards
to have attended. He observes, that when a

body is in motion, the effect of friction will be

only one half of what it is when the body has

begun to move; and he shows that if the angle
of an inclined plane be gradually increased
till the body which is placed upon it begins to
descend, the friction of the body at the very
commencement of its motion will be to its

weight or pressure upon the plaue, as the sine
of the plane's elevation is to its cosine, or as

the tangent of the same angle is to radius, or
as the height of the plane is to its length. But
when the body is in motion the friction is
diminished, and may be found by the follow-

in

15625 nn cos. a
ing equation ^

— tan. a

which fj
. is the quantity of friction, the weight

or pressure of the body being = 1
, a is the

angle of the plane's inclination, m is the length
of the plane in 1000th parts of arhinland foot,
and n the time of the body's descent. Re
specting the cause of friction, Euler is nearly
of the same opinion with Parent ; the only dif
ference is, that instead of regarding the emi
nences and corresponding depressions as sphe
rical, he supposes them to be angular, and
imagines the friction to arise from the body's
ascending a perpetual succession of inclined
planes.

Mr. Ferguson found that the quantity of
friction was always proportional to the weight
of the rubbing body, and not to the quantity
of surface ; and that it increased with an in
crease of velocity, but was not proportional to
the augmentation of celerity. He found also
that the friction of smooth soft wood, moving
upon smooth soft wood, was equal to one-
third of the weight ; of rough wood upon rough
wood, one-half of the weight; of soft wood
upon hard, or hard upon soft, one-fifth of the
weight ; of polished steel upon polished steel
or pewter, one-quarter of the weight ; of po
lished steel upon copper, one-fifth; and of
polished steel upon brass, one-sixth of the
weight.

The Abbe Nollet and Bossut have distin
guished friction into different kinds, that which

i from one surface being dragged over an-
r, and that which is occasioned by one body

rolling upon another. The resistance which
is generated by the first of these kinds of fric
tion, is always greater than that which is pro
duced by the second; and it appears evidently
from the experiments of Muschenbroek.Schoe-
ber, and Meister, that when a body is carried
along with an uniformly accelerated motion,
and retarded by the first kind of friction, the
spaces are still proportional to the squares of
the rimes ; but when the motion is affected by
the second kind of friction, this proportionality

between the spaces and the times of their de
scription docs not obtain.

The subject of friction has more lately oc
cupied the attention of Professor Vince of
Cambridge. He found that the friction of
hard bodies in motion is an uniformly re
tarding force ; and that the quantity of fric
tion, considered as equivalent to a weight
drawing the body backwards, is equal to M

MxWxS . „. . ,

X j^j , where M is the moving force

expressed by its weight, W the weight of the
body upon the horizontal plane, S the space
through which the moving force or weight de
scended in the time t and r — 16-087 feet, the
force of gravity. Mr. Vince also found that
the quantity of friction increases in a less ratio
than the quantity of matter or weight of the
body, and that the friction of a body does not
continue the same when it has different sur
faces applied to the plane on which it moves,
but that the smallest surfaces will have the
least friction.

Notwithstanding these various attempts to
unfold the nature and effects of friction, it was
reserved for the celebrated Coulomb to sur
mount the difficulties which are inseparable
from such an investigation, and to give an ac
curate and satisfactory view of this complicated
part of mechanical philosophy. By employ
ing large bodies and ponderous weights, and
conducting his experiments on a large scale,
he has corrected several errors which neces
sarily arose from the limited experiments of
preceding writers: he has brought to light
many new and striking phenomena, and con
firmed others which were hitherto but partially
established.

We cannot in a work of this kind follow M.
Columb through his numerous and varied ex
periments ; all that can be expected will be a

short abstract of the most interesting of his
results; a few of which are as follow:

1
. The friction of homogeneous bodies, or
bodies of the same kind moving upon each
other, is generally supposed to be greater than
that of heterogeneous bodies; but Columb has
shown that there are exceptions to this rule.
2. It was generally supposed that in the case
of wood, the friction is greatest when the bo
dies are drawn contrary to the course of their
fibres ; but Columb has shown that the friction

is in this case sometimes the smallest. 3. The
longer the rubbing surfaces remain in contact,
the greater c> their friction. 4. Friction is in
general proportional to the force with which
the rubbing surfaces are pressed together, and

is commonly equal to between one-half and
one-quarter of that force. 6. Friction is not
generally increased by augmenting the rub
bing surfaces. 6. Friction is not increased by
an increase of velocity, at least it is not gene
rally so ; and even in some cases the friction
decreases with an increase of celerity. 7. The
friction of cylinders rolling upon an horizontal
plane is in the direct ratio of their weights,
and in the inverse ratio of their diameters.

From » variety of experiments on the fric-
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tion of the axis of pulleys, Coulomb also ob
tained the following results :— When an iron
axle moved in a brass bush or bed, the friction
was | of the pressiou; but when the bush was
besmeared with very clean tallow, the friction
was only -fj-, when swines-greasc was inter-

nosed, the friction amounted to — ; and when
85

olive-oil was employed as an unguent, the fric

tion was never less than i, or-^. When the

axis w as of green oak, and the bush of guaia-
cum-wood, the friction was ^± when tallow
Was interposed ; but when the tallow was re
moved, so that a small quantity of grease only
covered the surface, the friction was increased
to ^ When the bush was made of elm, the
friction was in similar circumstances and

which is the least of all. If the axis he
made of box, and the bush of guaiacum-wood,
the frictiou was T

'j and JU circumstances be
ing the same as before. If the axle be of box
wood, and the bush of elm, the friction will
l>c ^ and -j^j ; and if the axle be of iron, and
the bush of elm, the friction will be ^ of the
force of picssion.

On this subject the reader may consult
Gregory's "Mechanics," vol.ii. p. 24, 44; Fer
guson's "Lectures" by Brewster, vol. ii.;
Pesaguliers's " Exp. Phil." vol. i.; see also the
Phil. Trans, vols, i.

, xxxiv., xxxvii., liii., lxxv.,
&c.

FRIGID Zone. See Zone.
FRIGORIFIC Particles, is a term used by

gome early philosophers to denote what they
considered the matter of cold; as modern phi
losophers make caloric the matter of heat.

FROST, that state of the atmosphere which
causes the congelation or freezing of water, or
Other fluids, into ice.

FRUSTUM, in Geometry, is the part of a

solid next the base, left by cutting off the top
or segment, by a plane parallel to the base ; as
the frustum of a pyramid, of a cone, of a co
noid, of a spheroid, or of a sphere, which is

any part comprised between two parallel cir
cular sections ; and the middle frustum of a
Sphere is that whose ends are equal circles,
having, the centres of the sphere in the middle
of it

,

and equally distant from both ends.

To find the Solid Content o
f the Frustum o
f a

Cone or Pyramid.
Add into one sum the areas of the two ends

and the mean proportional between them; then

4 of that sum will be a moan area, or the area
of an equal prism, of the same altitude with
the frustum; and consequently that mean area
being multiplied b

y the height of the frustum,
the product will be the solid content of it.
That is, if A denote tho area of the greater
end, a that of the less, and h the height ; then
(A + a + v'Aa) X f A is the solidity.

Or if S
, i, be the sides of the bottom and

top of the frustum and t, the tabular number
for that figure, then

(8* + sS x \ th = solidityofFrust.
of Pyram.

and (D* + rfD+rf1) X \hp = solidity of Frusf.
of Cone, where D and rf are the diameters, and

p — -7854.

Other rules for pyramidal or conic frustums
may be seen in Hutton's Mensuration, p. 180,
2d edit. 1788.

The Curve Surface o
f the Zone or Frustum of

a Sphere, is had by multiplying the circumfe
rence of the sphere by the height of the frus
tum. Hutton's Mensuration, p. 197.

And the Solidity o
f the same Frustum isfound,

by adding together the squares of the radii of
the two ends, and \ of the square of the height
of the frustum; then multiplying the sum by
the said height and by the number l-5708 ;

that is, (R1 + r1 + f A1) x \ph is the solid
content of the spheric frustum, whose height

is A
,

and the radii of its ends R and r, p being
= 31416. Mensur. p

. 209.
For the Frusti'MS of Spheroids and Conoids,

either Parabolic and Hyperbolic, see the seve
ral articles.

FULCRUM, in Mechanics, the prop or sup
port upon which a lever is sustained.

FULMINATING Powder (from fulmino, to
thunder), is a prepared powder which explodes
upon the application of certain degrees of heat,
with instantaneous combustion and prodigious
loud noise.

Simple fulminating powder without any me
tallic substance is thus prepared: Take three
parts of nitre, two of purified pearl-ash, and
one of flowers of sulphur; mix the whole very
accurately in an earthen mortar, and place it
on a tile or plate before the fire till it is per
fectly dry: then transfer it while hot into a
ground stopper-bottle, and it may be kept
without injury for any length of time. In
order to experience its effects, pour from ten
to forty grains into an iron-ladle, and place it
over a slow (ire : iu a short time the pow der
becomes brown and acquires a pasty consist
ence ; a blue lambent flame then appears on
the surface, and in an instant after the whole
explodes with a stunning noise and a slight
momentary flash. If the mass be removed
from the fire as soon as it is fused, and kept
in a dry well-closed vial, it may at any time
be exploded by a spark, in which case it burns
like gunpowder, but more rapidly and with
greater detonation ; but this effect cannot be
produced on the unmelted powder, how accu
rately soever the ingredients of it arc mixed
together. When fulminating powder is in
fusion, but not heated to tho degree necessary
to produce the blue flame, a particle of ignited
charcoal thrown upon it will occasion imme
diately a remarkably loud explosion.

It appears that the ingredients of this pow
der do not acquire their fulminating property
till combined by fusion ; in other words, till
the potash of sulphur form sulphuret of pot
ash : whence fulminating powder may also be
made by mixing sulphuret of potash with nitre,
instead of by adding the sulphur and alkali
separate.

In all these the cause of the detonation or
fulmiiiation is not accurately understood. In
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simple fulminating powder, there is a very
large portion of clastic gass evolved; in ful
minating gold or silver a much smaller; yet
the explosion in the latter case is infinitely
greater than that in the former.

FUNCTION. A quantity is said to be a
function of another quantity, when its value
depends on that quantity and known quanti
ties only ; and it is said to he a function of
several quantities, when its value depends
on those quantities and known quantities
only.

Thus, if y r: xm, y
—

(a + bx)", y
~ a',

y
~ log. x, &c; or, in the equation

x»+(a+by) .xn~ 1+ (a+dy+ey*) .z»- 3+ ,&c.= o

y is said to be a function of z. In the former
case y is called an explicit, and in the latter
an implicit function of z. And if
y=axm -f-Az", y

—
a'-\-b2, y log. x -|

- log. z, &c.
or in the equation

z* +(a+by)x*->, -f, &c.

-Ka' + J'y).*"- 1 +, &c.

+(Cc+$y+y>f...,y).x"z— +,&e. = o

• is a function of x and z. a, b
,

Sec. m, n, &c.
being constant quantities.

Such being the meaning of the term, algebra
in general might be considered as the science
of functions, since in it the various relations
of the values of quantities are the objects of
investigation ; and in this manner it was cus
tomary to regard functions, until Lagrange
asserted (Memoirs of the Academy of Berlin,
1772) that the theory of the expansion of func
tions, in series, contained the true principles
of the differential or fluxional calculus; and
by this theory demonstrated Taylor's celebrat
ed theorem, which he justly regards as the
fundamental principle of the calculus. He
afterwards collected and generalised his ideas
on this subject, and published them in a work
entitled "Thcoriedes Fonctions Analytiques,"
which appeared in 1797; to this, in 1806, he
added a commentary and supplement, under
the title of "

Lemons sur le Calcul des Fonc
tions." Since this, the investigation of the pro
perties of the functions which result from
the expansion of any function in a series, on
attributing an increase to one or more quan
tities in that function, has been considered as

the calculus of functions.

The calculus of functions has the same ob
ject as the differential calculus, taken in the
most extended sense ; but it is not subject to
the difficulties which are met with in the prin
ciples and ordinary course of this calculus: it

besides serves to connect the differential cal
culus immediately with algebra, from which
we may say it has till now made a distinct
science (Lagrange, Lecon le").

Indeed the chief object of the calculus of
functions is to establish the principles of the
fluxional or differential calculus, without hav
ing recourse to velocities, or to vanishing or
infinitely small quantities. Wc will endea

vour to show that this has been accomplished :

and for this purpose wc will give as clear an

account as our limits will permit, of some of

the leading propositions in the calculus, and
their mode of application.

Let fx denote any function of z; then if z
be increased by an indeterminate quantity I,

fx will become f(x + i); which, according
to Lagrange, may be expanded in a series fx
+ pi + qi* +, ^c. where p, q

, ike. are func
tions of x, independent of i*.

To ascertain the manner in which the func
tions p, q, r, &c. arc derived from fx, let us
suppose that x is again increased by the inde
terminate quantity o, which is independent of

i; f{x + i) then becomes f(x + o + i); and

it is evident that the result must be the same,
whether we suppose that it is x + o which is

increased by i, or that it is x which is increased
by o + t or i + e; that is,

/{(z + 0
) + ;} =/{* + (» +o)j

Now since fx + i)

~fx + p
i

+ qi1 + ri1, tec-
and that p, q

, r, kc. are independent of i, we
have

+ =fx+p.{i + o
) + q(i + oY

+ r (» + o)1 +*(»' + o)* + &c.

=fx + pi+ qi1 + ri* + si* +&c.
+ po + 2qoi -f
- 3roi'l+ 4«<n' + See..

+ qo~- -f
- &c.

+ roJ + &c.

+ so* + &c.

andf(x + o)—fx + po + qol+ro1+so*+ &c.
As p,q, ike. are functions of x, we may snp-

pose that when z becomes x + o, they w ill be
come p + p'o + &C, q + q

1 o + See ; p', q, &c.
being likewise functions of x, independent of
o; hence

/{(i + o)+i \ =f(x+o)+(p+pJo+kc.)i+

(q + q"o + &*.).»* + (r + r"o + Sec.) p +&c.
~fx+pi+qi* + ri1 + si* +&o.

+po + p'oi+q'oi1 + roi3 + Sec.

+ qo1 + See. +&C. +&c.

+ roJ + &c. +&c.
+ so* + &c.

And since this series must be identical with
the former, the terms affected with the same
powers of i and o must be the same, indepen
dent of any % alucs of tando; consequently we
shall have,

2o — »', 3r — q, 4j ~ r'
,

&c.

or q = £
, r = l, ,=-,&c.

Let fx denote the co-efficient of t, or that
part of the second term in the expansion of
f(x + i) which is independent of i ; and in like
manner let f'x,f"x,f"x, &c. denote the co
efficients of t in the expansions of f (x + i),f (X + i)

, f" (z + i), &c.
Thus we have p — fx; now p

'
is the co

efficient of i in the expansion of p, when in p,
x becomes z + »; that is, p

' is the co-efficient
of i in the expansion of f (z + i)

,

or p'= fxfx
and .". q zzJ-— ; in the same manner, q

1 is the

• For the objections which may be made to this,
see Preface, p. xviii. of VVoodliouse's excellent work
on the " Principles of Analytical Calculation."
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_ . . ,.. • cf'(x + i) m. (m— 1) .(m — 2)

co-efficient of i in the expansion of J— , 4. —: —'—2 !. x«-j it
f

f"x f"x
or q

' — —— ; and .*. r —
^— ; likewise s —

2 Z .0
flvxy , &c. Substituting: these expressions for

2.3 .4
7), 5

, r, &c. in the series fx +pi + qi* + ri3 +,
&c. we shall get this fundamental formula,

f(x + i)=fx+fx.i + -Qi. i* + J~ t3 +

2.3

. i*, &c.
2.3.4
where fx, fx, fx, f" x, &c. are derived from
fx, fx, fx, f"x, &c; in the same manner,

namely, by taking; the co-eflicicnt of t in the
expansions of f{x + i)

, fix + i)
,

/"(* + i)
,

f'(x + i)
,

&c.
Hence, if for every function of x, we can

find the co-efficient of i in the expansion of
f(x + i)

,

we may find the co-efficients of all
the other powers of i.

f x is called the primitive function with re
gard to fx, fx, fx, &c. which are derived
from it; and these are called derived func
tions, with regard to fx.
fx is called the first function,/"! the second

function, fx the third function, &c. of fx.
If a letter y be put for the function of x, and

y
',

y", y"', &c. denote the first, second, third,
&c. functions of y; then when x becomes x + i,

y will become
,. v

"

V + yi + - •

We may here observe, that fx, fx, &c;

y
',

y", &c. arc the same, as the fluxional co

efficients^^-, *-^-,&c; %
, iL
,

&c; or as the
x x xx

D fx- ££±
dx'

U JX' rf?"'

D.y; p
L

D^y, &c; and
ax

that the above formula agrees with Taylor's
theorem ("Methodus Incremcntorum," p. 23),
namely, that 2 flowing uniformly and becom

ing z + v, x becomes x + x . — ^
-r

+ x -—-——

1 . z 1.2. zz

differential co-efficicnts

Dfx,*c; g
,

+ £ + , &c. See Increments.1.2.3i3
We will now illustrate what has been said

by applying it to the expansions of the func
tions xm, a* and log. x, when x becomes x + t.
First let fx — then fx + t) = (x +
and it is easy to show, by the first operations
of algebra, that the two first terms of the ex
pansion will be x™ + mxm-'i, whether m be
an integer or a fraction, positive or negative ;

consequently fx — mx"-1 ; again, the co
efficient of j, in (x + ff-1 expanded, is

(m — 1
) . if-* ; /. fx =: m . (m

— 1
) . x""-s :

and in like manner/"'*
—

m.(m — 1
) . (to — 2
)

. xm~3, iiC.
And since

f(x + i) =fx + fxi + +,&c.

(x + if zzxn + mx—'i +m(m~X)x"-' i*

which is the well-known binomial theorem.
Next let fx = w, thcn/(x + t) = o*+* =

a* . a1; now

^ = (i + — iy = i + t.(— D +
,,f,~1)

.(a_D* + *',(t'~1)3^).(«-l)i+Ac^=

1 +
{

(o-l) -\(a-\Y + \{a—l)3 — , &c. j i,

&c.
omitting the following terms, since it is only
the co-efficient of t which is required ; or if
we put

A =(<!— 1)— i(a— l^+ila— l)3—,&c.

a
' = 1 + At +, &c.

/. aT+' = a* + Ae* . i +, &c.
consequently the co-efficient of t in az+' ex
panded is Air1, or fx — A a*; hence fx be
ing the co-effieient of i in Aar+i expanded is

A1 a*; and in the same manner, fx = A3 a*
&c. Substituting these, we shall have

a»+' = or + A<t'.t + —-.t* + —-.i3 +,&c.
— —. ■j

= a*.(l + At + ^.»t + ^.«1+,&c.)
Here, if we divide by a*, we get

a
' = l + At + ^.i* + +,&c.

A1 A3or a' — 1 + Aa;+ —- . x1 -1 . i3 +, &c.

2 2.3
which is the series for the expansion of a*.

Suppose now x ~ \, then we have

a=1+A+^+^i+,&c.
Let c be the value of a when A ~ 1 ; then

c=l + 1 +
^ + tt. +,&c.=2.7182818284590452.

Again if x —

ai=1 + 1 +

2

+ 2i3+'&C-=e

a ~ eA, or A is the logarithm of a to
the base e.

If /. x denote the logarithm of a: to the base

e that is the Naperean or hyperbolic logarithm
of x ; and L . x denote the logarithm of x to
the base a; then x —

<?■'and x — alx.
BntaLI = eA•L•* = e'••,•* .-. l.x —l.a.lix.
By which equation, the logarithm of a num

ber being given, in any system of logarithms,

it may be converted into the Naperean loga
rithm of that number, and vice ver$&.

ifx=(i-D— i(x— iy+i(x— i)3+,&c.

then x' - 1 + X* + ~ . z1 + ^ . z3 +, &o.

and if z r: ^ then
A

z
and x — ex, orx = a* .". l.x — X, and Lx

= ^
;

that is,
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l .x=(x — 1)— |(x — l)1 + |(x — I)3 —,&c. if p be increased by o, then fp will becom*

L-*=\- {(*-l)-4(a- l)* + ^*-l)'-,kc.
] fp+fP»+-££.o-1+, &c. But p being a

We will now proceed to the expansion of function of x when x becomes x + i, p be-
L (x + i)

.

, , . . o" _ . . , . ,

/ i \ . . / i\ comes » + + — •«+, «c. o =: p't +

\ x) p"

oLl+L(1+ ^
•
*

+» kc. and if this be substituted for o,

.:;(:+o=L,+x.(1+i)= u*-
1 r t . 1 1 ) Now let * be a function of p and q

, which
zzlix + — — ■ + .r"7 '5 — > C arc functions of x. Suppose that this functionA x -x jx j

is representcd Dy y(/>i9); and that /'(/» de-
This expansion has been obtained without notes the first function of /(p, q), considered

•gam referring to the general expansion ; wc u „ functi0„ of p only, 9 being regarded as

rx • f- |\j &c J f°r x, in p and q
, at the same time, or first

5 substitute it in p and then in q, in the resultsubstitute it in p and then in q
, in the result

l_\ i\(x lH-i?1 °f ^ f'rst s,,bstltu<' Therefore substituteTherefore substitute
A 5 i > * * ing x -f- » for ,r in p only, f(p, q

) will become

-Li Jrr_ lU.'i J— &r \ f(P'9) +PTW • » +. &c-: and substitutingTiji1 l'~ 1 j > <xl" j a;_L i for x in 9 only, in this expression, it will

=A' )

+
1

1 -C*-«+(«-l) l- V .% z' = pff(p) + q>f(q)

J > \ and by taking the first function of this we get

£(x-l)'+, &c.|i+,&c. J and so on!

8

Neglecting all the terms containing the higher From this we likewise obtain y
" in the fore-

powers of t, since it is only the co-efficient of i, S°>ng case ; tor

,

which is wanted. ^
'

=yf0=ftfri +ffp = J»'•//>
Now 1 + (x- l)*-(x- 1)3 + , &c. and tlkfni the first function'of this, we get y"%

— * — 1 and so on.

1 + (x — 1
) x If 1

/ be an implicit function of x, y
'

may be...... T . 1 . , » determined, thus:
.. ij^x+i^ — i^-f-—- . t +, «tc. Let the equation which determines the va-

l lue of y be denoted by F (x, y
) — o ; then y

consequently, fx — -— ; the second term of must be some function of x, which we will
. denote by fx. Substituting this for y we shall

or —

{
x + ijr1 expanded is have F (x,fx), a function of x alone, which let

A . (* + i) A be denoted by $x, and which is — o, what-

1 . . 1 . „, 1 ever may be the value of x. Consequently it

A't—
*~ ,,,M-A? X

~~~~\x1'
m will be = o when x + i is substituted for x.

n 2 3 Therefore we shall have
like manner/"x =+ t^,/'x =—-3-^, &c. . a"iAx3' Ax4 ^x + $xj +

j-—
. »

* + &c. = o.

weShSe
tUtiDR lheSC iD genCral eXpaDSi0"' And as this must be independent of any par-' ''uc ... , , ticular value of i, each of the co-efficients must

L(x+0=I^-r.4(i.,--L_.iH5i3.«5-,&c.) be = 0, or
A\x 2.x 3x3v - -1 .

as before, and , .

' r
„

'

T„

'
,111 Since ^x = F(x,/x) = F(r,y), $ x will be

<.(x+i) = ?.x — .j-j.t1 + —j.i3— ,&c. the first function of F (x, y), y being considered
x

as a function of x.
Let us now proceed to find the derived . -pi(x\ 1 „'F'/«\ — ff'/v — «'x — 0

function of the function of a quantity, which "'WTJ'W- t . jv — f
quantity is itself a function of x, and likewise and 1

/ — — '

-•
the derived functions of the function of two or *■

'

more functions of x. We shall get y
" by taking the first function

First, let y = fp, p being a function of

x
-f of this, and so on.
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The equations r(.r,y) = o, F"(x,y) = o, =r/(x,y) +

P"(*, y) = o, fee. are called lirst, second, third, - . . .
£> (x,y) , /'"'(x,y) -j , .

&c. derived equations of the primitive F(x, y) ' k ,y; +
2

+—O +

zz o. And any equation formed by a combi- f'J(x uv
nation of F'(x,y) = o and F(x,y) zzo, is call- +f'(x,y).o+f.' (x,y) .ioV—LlJL.i* o + Scc.

ed an equation of the first order; of F'(x,y)=o, *
F (x, y) zz o, and F (x, y) zz o, an equation of +/' (*. ?/

)

0i + J ' (*• .V) 0i + &c>
the second order, and so on. 2 2"

The manner of finding the derived functions ■/»'" (x,y) g2
.

or equations, from the primitive functions or "1~ 2.»
°

e(|iiations, may be called the direct analysis in which the general form of the terms is

of functions ; and the manner of arriving at
/"••* (x*}

the primitive functions or equations from the (i -2 3 m-\ 2 3

: • • °*
derived functions or equations, the inverse , '\" j ,'",""!, -
analysis of functions: thus corresponding to where to and n denote the order ot the function,

the direct and inverse methods of tluxions, or . 11 lx evident, that we must have obtained

the differential and integral calculi. The *hc samc result, " we had first supposed y to
difficulties attending the latter analysis, and become y + o, and then x to become x + 1 ;

the artifices necessary to be made use of in it
, consequently, to obtain the derived function

are the samc as in these calculi, and for in- / '

If' .¥)> 1
1 will makc no difference whether

formation on this subject we must refer our we "rs< Rct/ ' (*> .'/)• and then the first func-
readcrs to Lagrange, « Theorie," p. 51 ; jus- *,on of

|hls
relative to y,f- (x y) ; or, first get

qua, p. 115; " Lccons," p. Ill, ct suiv., /' C*.Jf)> and then the derived function of this
for what relates to the subject of primitive relative to x, /■' (x, y); and the same of
and derived equations; and to « Theorie," p. J' (*»j0..r "c- It therefore appears
117, et suiv. for the application to curves that the operations which are denoted by f-'
and to mechanics; see also Lacroix, " Calculs. / ' «c- mav be

Pfrtormcd 111any order without
Diff. et. Intee." at a" affecting the results, tor example, let*

x3 3 v1Having shown how the several derived / (x, y
) — — j then /• (x, y) — and

functions of y may be found, w hen yzzf(p, q), V 9

p and o being each functions of the same f,' (x «\ — ■nrf.'fx ti\— anH
quantity x, and consequently how /, (,,, q),

J 30 ~ f ' °Tj C*' y) ~ jF' d

may be expanded when in p and q, x becomes fn/r y 6*1 . ~, . _ 61
x + i ; let us now consider how we shall find J — "~

"JT
5 a,so-' ' ^ —

yX'
■M

the expansion of a function of two quantities, j2j g ,i
which are independent of each other, when /'"' (x,y) — — —_; /■" (x, y

)

zz —— , and
each is increased by an indeterminate quan- ,ft f *
tity, for instance, of/, (x, y), when a; becomes f-"(x,y) zz —i-: and the first function of
x + i, and y becomes y + 0. Here, as in the JT
former case, we may suppose the changes in yv „), relative to x, is - — , and relative
x and y to take place separately, that is, that y

3

y remains constant while x becomes x + i ; . lSxx ,

and then that x remains constant while y be-
,0 'J ls ~pr ' aim 80 on'

comes y + 0. We shall thus have different And this condition must have place in order
derived functions of/, (x, y

) ; first, on the sup- that
position that /(x, y), is a function of x only, y

(x< y) + ^ „) mav — y,' (lj yx

y being constant ; and secondly that it is a t|lat
■

ir p ( > y„ ( j am, ( j

tunction of y only x being eonstant Not to f, ( } ^ f y
)

contound these different derived functions, J * T » ' "
we will denote those derived on the supposi- For example,

"

t may = /'•' (jc, y) for
tion of x being alone variable, thus/- (x, y), , , * + 9

/"■ (x, ?/); those derived on the supposition ( S
.

) zz

x ~'!
nndi

*

Y'~
X ^

of y being alone variable, thus /' (x, y), \x1 + y1/ (A'+y1)' V^+y1/ (.v^+y1)*/ >
"

(x, y), &c. ; and those derived on the sup- We may here just observe, that /■ (jr, y),
position partly of x variable, and partly of y /' (.v, y), /'-(.t, y), /.' (x, y), /." y), &c.
variable, thus /-' (x, y), /"•' (x, y), /•" (x, y), . . , . . d (x. v~)
&c

' J y,3,,J v

correspond to the partial differentials —

Thus we shall have in the first place d (x, y
) rf' (*, y
)

rf1 (x, y) d1 (x, y)

/(x+.-,y)=/(x,y)+/.(x,y).»+^§^.l--r «
f»

" '

fx*

' dx,dy' dy\ ' C'

* which therefore anse from the expansion of a
f"'{x, y

)

., , o „ 1 • ... , c function of two or more quantities, that are
~h> • 1 + &C,; and subsll,u"»Sy + o for

independent of each other, on attributing to
y, we shall have eacb °f those quantities an indeterminate

/(x + i,y +o)zzf(x,y + o
) +/,(x,y + o),t + '"^"f: Jce PARTItA.L DifercUialft,.' „ , „,

*
flll(

'

, ^ If we had an equation F (x, y, z) zz o, w«
IJtlJLLlL. i» +7 ,3^ should get the derived functions of 2 thus :

2 • 3 considering only x as variable, from what has
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been given respecting F (x, y) — o ; we
have F", (jc, y, z) + z7' F' (z) = o, and con
sidering y alone as variable F>' (*, y, z) -|

-

z.'F(z)=o

F' (z) denoting the derived function of F (x,
y, z), considering z alone as variable. Hence
having z'. and z>' we may find z"; z>", zV, &c.

Having given the methods of expanding
different functions, and of obtaining the de
rived functions, of functions of one or more
quantities, whether those functions be ex
plicit or implicit, and the quantities de
pendant or independant of each other ; we
will now show how this theory may be ap
plied to those purposes to which the differen
tial or fluxional calculus is usually applied.
Our limits will not, however, allow us to do
this more than in a single instance, and we
think we cannot select one better calculated
to illustrate the application in general than tho
theory of contacts. But for this and other
applications to geometry, and likewise to
mechanics, it will be necessary to demonstrate
the two following propositions :

1st. Thaty being a function .v, imay be taken so

small in y + y
1 t" + ^

—

i*
3

and
(H-l>-(/>+2).(/»+37

2.3...p lp+l' nyP+i
"t"

(^+l)-(H-2)' nyP+i
*

„yp+2
T

y*3 (p + l) . y
+ 2) (p + 3)

(p + 2).yp+l (p + 3). yp+2

nyF+i

In the series y +y* j +£ . f .V
2.3.

y^
-t'P+1 +

«p+2

2J..p.j»+l 2.3...p.(/i + l)(p+2)

&c. let tlie consecutive terms

y"+'

•IP+2,

im+1

1.2...m '

be such, that the
1.2...m.(m + 1

)

co-eificicnt of the latter, divided by that of the

former, or — 2 is not less than the CO-
(m + In

efficient of any other term whatever in the
series, divided by that of the preceding.

(ro + Vy" (n anyThen if j be taken <

number) the sum of all the terms after any

as — i? will be
2.3.. .p

ip

2.3. P

typ+I (m + 1) . y

y"

»iyP+'-i

(since
("» +

(p + 2) yy+i

yjH-*

or < --T

is not >

~0» + 3)

(p + 1
) y

•y*2

or

-, &c.)

2.3.

or< .

yjH-3

^x(I + ir+-L + &c.)

1

2.3 .. .

consequently

•P

—iP X -

p 11

V if will exceed the sura
m•tf ■• . Jl

of all the following terms

+ |^i3 +&c. that

any term shall exceed the sum of all the fol
lowing terms by any quantity less than itself,
provided that the quotient of any term di
vided by the preceding is in no case infinite.
As we do not think that our learned author
has shown this, in a manner, by any means
clear or satisfactory, either in his " Theorie,"

p
. 12 ; or in his " Lecons," p. 89 ; (since in the

first the demonstration depends on the theory
of cones, and in the second, we doubt whether
the property in question be not necessary to
his preliminary proposition), we shall give a

demonstration on a similar principle to that
of Woodhouse, " Prin. Anal. Cal." p. 166.

.3.. P

+ 1
)

. if X

y*

- 1

y

by a quantity >

Now, if n = 2
, or f

^
2y^+I '2.3, ..p* Wi" CXceed lhe

sum of the following terms by a quantity >0;
and it is evident by taking n greater, and

consequently i less, that —
2.3.

made to exceed the sum of all

terms by any quantity < - i—

rW+l
that

2.3...p

is in no case infinite.

- ip may be

P

he following

iP, provided

(m + l).y»
2d. That y and « being functions of *,
— fx, u — Fx, x becoming * + j, and y

and u becoming y + y'i + JL,

2

«"'

+ JL_,-3
2.3

&c, and « + %
£ i + —

if u — y, and \l — y
', then i may be taken so

small, that the value of another function of x
,

v =. q
> x, or « + v'i + — t'
1

+ . i> + &c.

cannot when v — u — y fall between the above
values of y and u unless v

' —

u
' — y
\

Let D =/ (* + i) — <
p

(x -f i) and
A = <p(* + 0 — F (*—»)

y"'-»"'

A =(«'— u').i +

+ &e.

+ &C,

0> + 1
) ■ (J> +

ny'
+ i) •y
n y*+'

if t be put for y — v, and z for ti — ti. Now
we have shown that in these i may be taken

so small, that the first term shall exceed the
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sum of all the following terms, and conse

quently that D shall have the same sign as

(y' — p
*) . i and A the same sign as (»
'— u') . i,

or (r1
— y') . i (since it that is, i may

be taken so small that D and A shall have
contrary signs; or, that ifQ(x +«") is < /(x+0.

it shall likewise be < F (x + i)
,

and if $ (x + 1
)

is > f(x + i), >
t

shall likewise be > F (x + i) ;

or, which is the same thing, i may be taken so
small, that the value of <

p

(x + i) cannot fall
between the values off(x + t) and F (x + 1

),

unless t/ — *t —

y
*.

In the same manner precisely it may be
shown, that if e = w = y, v — u

' — ?/
,

t>"— m"
—

y", &c. to vp =: 11''— y, and u?>+i =: «P+l ,

then the value of <
p

(x + 1
) cannot fall be

tween the values of/(x + i) and F (x + i)

unless = up+' =yi»+i.
To apply this to the contacts of curves, let

x and y be the abscissa and ordinate of a curve
whose equation is y

— fx, t and u the abscissa
and ordinate of another curve whose equa
tion is u = F t, the abscissas of the curves
being measured in the same line.

Suppose that the curves have a common

point, that is, that u — y ; and for the sake of
simplicity, let the abscissas in each be mea
sured from the same point, or t — x, the

equations will become y — fx, u — F x. Let
now another ordinate be drawn to each curve
at the distance i from the former, that is, let
x become x + i,y will become

y + y
1 i + 1
^ i3, &c.; and u,

« + u
' i + — i* + - i'J + &c; then if it
' =

2 2.3

rj the contact of the curves is such, that no
other curve whose equation is t» ~

$ x can

pass between them unless v ~ u ~
y, and

tf — u
' —

y
', if m
'

= y
* and »i" = y
" the contact

is such, that no other curve whose equation is

v —

$ x can pass between them unless v — «
— y,r/ —y1, v" — n" = y", and in general

if it = y
\

u" = y", &c. to 11P+1 = yp+' , the
contact is such, that the other curve cannot
pass between them unless v = u — y, 1 —
= tj

,

v" •=.u" = y", 8tc. to V — v? — y ; this

is evident from what has before been shown,
for the value of the ordinate of the third curve
cannot fall between the values of the ordinate*
of the other two, unless it have the above
conditions.

Hence the contacts of curves admit of
different degrees, and calling one in which
n' ~y/ a contract of the first order, one in
which «

' = y
", and u" = y", a contact of the

second order, Sec; there arc curves, which
with a given curve admit only of contacts of
a certain order.

For example, a right line can only have a

contact of the first order, a circle can only
have a contact of the second order, and a
curve, whose equation \s y

— a + a,x + a,,*1,
&c. + a,r„ can only have a contact of the
order n with a given curve. These different
degrees of contact require a certain number
of constant quantities, which may be called
elements of the contact.

We will now determine the conditions of
the contact of a right line with a curve. Let

y —fx be the equation of the curve, and u =:
a + bt, the equation to a right line, t being
measured from the same point and in the same
line as x. If u =y, and t — x, the right line
and curve will then have a common point, and

y = u — a + bx ; if likewise u
' —

y', then be
tween this right line and the curve no other
right line can be drawn. For we shall have
the two equations y — u — a + bx, and rf =

u
' = b
, which determine the two quantities

a and b,b — if
,

and a — y — y'x. To find the
subtangent, we have, from tile equation u — a

+ bt,b — tangent of angle which this line
makes with the axis ; consequently the sub-

tangent — t — -, which is the same as

* 1 y

iiax
or •'—— .

dV
To determine the conditions of the contact

of the circle with a curve, let (t — a)a+(« — 6)1
— cz be the equation to a circle, whose radius

is c, a and b being the rectangular co-ordinate
to the centre. If y = «, when t —x the circle
and curve will have a common point, and

(x — aY + (u — b)1 = c1, or y =: u = b +
I c1 — (x— a)*!

*; if likewise y
" = v
t — —

r, the circle and curve will

have a contact of the first order; and one
of the three quantities a, b

,

e
, will remain in

determinate, since we have only the two

equations y — b + | c1 — (x —
■)* I * and

«' — — — ; for their dctermi-

■ay\i

nation; butifalsoy"i:H"z= —

we shall have three equations for the deter
mination of a,b,c; consequently between this
circle and the curve no other circle can be
drawn. The first equation gives

;/-*= je*_(x-«)*J*,
and the second, | c1 — (x — a)1

1

* = —

x — a , c\i—p-, and x — a — -2

y V(l +y";

3 e

_ (1 +hence c =:

v -' :;■—

and

_c ■
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The circle thus determined, is called the cir

cle of curvature, and the radius c of this circle,
the radius of curvature. See Curvature.

Having shown how this calculus may be

applied in one instance, we will conclude by
briefly mentioning that Lagrange applies it
to maxima and minima, to the finding ofareas,
solidities, the lengths of curves, the contacts of
curves of double curvature, and the most in
teresting and difficult problems in the higher
geometry, and afterwards to various funda
mental propositions in mechanics. The reader
who wishes for further information on this sub
ject, we must refer to the works of Lagrange,
which we have before mentioned ; and if he
wish for clear and accurate notions of the
subject, we would refer him to Woodhouse's
"Prin. Anal. Calc." where it is treated in the
ablest manner, and where the errors into
which that most eminent mathematician La
grange, and many others have fallen, are
clealy pointed out.

The preceding article has been obligingly
communicated to the author by S. H. Christie,
Esq. of the Royal Military Academy.

FUNICULAR Machine (from funiculus, a

rope), is a term used to denote an assemblage
of cords, by means of which two or many
powers sustain one or many weights. This
is classed by some authors amongst the simple
mechanical powers, and is the simplest of
them all.

In order to find the law of equilibrium in
this machine, we must first reduce all the

powers which meet at one point to a single
power, by the method of Composition of Forcei ;
which single power must act in the direction
of the cord, this being evidently necessary for

establishing an equilibrium; following this me

thod, we may reduce all the powers which act
on different points of the cord, to a system of
powers which act on the same point. Then
reduce these powers, which act all on the
same point, to one equivalent power, and we
shall ultimately arrive at two powers only,
which ought to be equal and acting in con
trary directions, in order to establish the per
fect equilibrium. See on this subject Gregory's" Mechanics," art. 193, vol. i.

FURLONG, an English measure of length,
being |th of a mile; and therefore equal to
660 feet, or 220 yards, or 40 poles.

FUSEE, in Clock-work, is a mechanical con
trivance for equalizing the power of the main
spring of a watch ; for as the action of a spring
varies with its distance from the quiescent po
sition, the power derived from the force of a
spring requires to be modified according to
circumstances, before it can become a proper
substitute for a uniform weight, which is what
it is intended to supply.

In order, therefore, to correct this irregular
action of the spring, the fusee on which the
chain or catgut acts is made somewhat conical,
so that its radius at every point may corres
pond with the strength of the spring, being
greater and greater as the action of the spring
becomes more and more weakened by un
bending. If the action of the spring diminish
ed equally, the fusee would then require a
perfect conical figure ; but the decrease of the
power of the spring does not follow that uni
form law; and in consequence the figure of
the fusee deviates from the form which it
would otherwise take, and becomes a solid
generated by the revolution of an equilateral
hyperbola about its asymptote. See Martin's
" Math. Inst" vol. ii. p. 264.

G

Gage, is a term employed to denote va
rious instruments used for measuring the state
of rarefaction in the air-pump, variations in
the barometer, &c.

The Gage of the ^4ir Pump, is of a variety
of forms, as the Barometer Gage, the Syphon
Gage, the Pear Gage, &c.

Short Barometer Gage is merely the lower
part of a barometer, or a tube about eight or
nine inches in length, filled with mercury, and
immersed with its aperture into a small quan
tity of the same fluid contained in a glass
vessel which forms the cistern. This gage is
either placed under the receiver upon the
principal plate of the pump, or it is placed
under a separate small receiver, on an auxi
liary plate attached to some pumps for this
purpose. As this gage is not equal to a whole
barometer, it will not begin to show the state
of rarefaction till after three fourths of the air

have been exhausted, that is, when the elasti
city of the remaining air is about one fourth
of that of common air, the barometer itself
being but about one-fourth of the usual height
of the mercury ; but after this the farther de

crease of elasticity is exhibited, by the sinking
of the mercury, and a graduated scale attached
to the instrument.

There is another gage, called the Long Baro
meter Gage, wliich works in a similar manner,

and indicates the state of rarefaction on nearly
the same principles.

Syphon Gage. Tins differs from the short

barometer gage, only in this : that instead of
terminating in a small cistern, in this gage

the tube is bent, and rises upwards with its

aperture, which by means of a brass tube is

made to communicate with the inside of the

pump, so that the ascending leg of the tube

performs the office of a cistern.
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Pear Gage. This is the invention of Mr.

Smeaton, and is thus denominated from its
form, which resembles that of a pear. This
gage does not indicate the rate of rarefaction
as it proceeds, hut shows the ultimate state to
which it was carried after the re-admission of
the air. The gage is suspended in the re
ceiver, and exhausted to the same degree ;

but when this is carried on as far as is in
tended, the open orifice of the gage is lot
down into a vessel of mercury, which upon
the re-admission of the air is forced into the

pear, and thus the ultimate state of rarefaction
is determined.

Gage of the Barometer, is a contrivance
for estimating the exact degree of the rise or
fall of the mercury in the barometrical tube. It
is obvious that when the mercury sinks in the
tube it rises in the cistern, and vice vcrsd ;

and as the distance between the divisions
graduated on the annexed scale, and the sur
face of the mercury in the cistern, is not truly
shown by the numbers on the scale, errors
must happen in determining the exact height
of the mercury. To remedy this inconve
nience, a line is cut upon a round piece of
ivory, which is fixed near the cistern : this
line is accurately plated at a given distance
from the scale, as for instance, twenty-seven
inches; and a small float of cork, witli a
cylindric piece of ivory fixed to its upper sur
face, (on which a line must be cut at the dis
tance of two inches, exactly from the under
surface of the cork) is left to play freely on
the quicksilver, and the cylinder works in a

grove made in the other piece ; from this con
struction it appears, that if these marks arc
made to coincide, by raising or lowering the
screw which acts on the quicksilver, then the
divisions on the scale will express the true
measure of the distance from the surface.

Gags of the Condenser, is a glass tube of a

particular construction, adapted to the con
densing engine, and designed to show the
exact density and quantity of the air contain
ed at any time in the condenser.

Sea Gage, is an instrument invented by
Dr. Hales and Dr. Dcsaguliers, for finding
the depth of the sea, the description of which
is this. AB, (Plate VI. fig. 6), is the gage-
bottle, in which is cemented the gage-tube
E/, in the brass cap at G. The upper end of
the tube E, is hermetically scaled, and the
open lower end /, is immersed in mercury,
marked C, on which swims a small quantity
of treacle. On the top of the bottle is screwed
a tube of brass HG, pierced with several
holes, to admit the water into the bottle A B.
The body K, is a weight hanging by its shank
L, in a socket N, with a notch on one side at
7», in which is fixed the catch / of the spring
t, and passing through the hole L, in the
shank of the weight K, prevents its falling
out when once hung on. On the top, in the
upper part of the brass tube at H, is fixed a
large empty ball, or full-blown bladder I, which
must not be so large, but that the weight
K may be able to sink the whole under water.

The instrument, thus constructed, is used
in the following manner. The weight K being
hung on, the gage is let fall into deep w ater,
and sinks to the bottom ; the socket N is
somewhat longer than the shank L, and there
fore after the weight K comes to the bottom,
the gage will continue to descend, till the
lower part of the socket strikes against the

weight; this gives liberty to the catch to fly
oft' the hole whereby the weight K is dis
engaged ; when this is done, the ball or bladder
I, instantly buoys up the gage to the top of
the water. While the gage is below, the
water, having free access to the treacle and

mercury in the bottle, will by its pressure
force it up into the tube ; and E/, the height to
which it has been forced by the greatest prcs-
surc.viz. that at the bottom, vt ill be shown by the
mark in the tube which the treacle leaves be
hind it, and which is its only use. This shows
into what space the whole air in the tube F.f
is compressed, and consequently the height or
depth of the water, which by its weight pro
duced that compression, which is the thing
required.

If the gage-tube Ef were of glass, a scale

might be drawn on it with the point of 8
diamond, showing by inspection what height
the water stands above the bottom. But the

length of 10 inches is not sufficient for fathom

ing depths at sea, because when all the air in
such a length of tube is compressed into half
an inch, the depth of water is not more than
634 feet, which is not half a quarter of a mile.

If to remedy this, we make use of a tube
50 inches long, which for strength may be a

musquet-barrel, and suppose the air compress
ed into an hundredth part of an inch ; then,

by saying, as 1 : 99 : : 400 : 39600 inches, or

3300 feet ; even this is but little more than
half a mile, or 2640. But since it is reason
able to suppose the cavities of the sea bear

some proportion to the mountainous parts of
the land, some of which are more than three
miles above the earth's surface ; therefore, to
explore such great depths. Dr. Hale contrived
a new form for his sea-gage, or rather lor the

gage-tuhe in it, which is as follows: BCDF,
fig. 6, is a hollow metallic globe, communicat

ing on the top with a long tube A B, whoso

capacity is a ninth pari of that globe. On the

lower part at I), it has also a short tube DE, to

stand in the mercury and treacle. The air con

tained in the compound gage-tube is compress
ed by the water as before; but the degree of
compression, or height to which the treacle

has been forced, cannot here be seen through
the tube ; therefore, to answer that end, a slen

der rod of metal or wood, with a knob on the

top of the tube A B, will receive the mark of
the treacle, and show it when taken out.

If the tube A B be 60 inches long, and of
such a bore that every inch in length shall bo
a cubic inch of air, and the contents of the
globe and tube together 5(H) cubic inches ;

then, when the air is compressed within an
hundredth part of the whole, it is evident the
treacle will not approach nearer than five
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Inches of the lop of the tube, which will agree
to the depth of 3300 feet of water as above.
Twice this depth will compress the air into
half that space nearly, viz. 1\ inches, corres
ponding to 6600, which is a mile and a quarter.
-Again, half that space, or \\ inch, will show
double the fonner depth, viz. 13,200 feet, or

2| miles, which is probably very nearly the
greatest depth of the sea.

Bucket Sea Gage, is an instrument con
trived by Dr. Hales to iind the different de
grees of coolness and saltuess of the sea, at
different depths, consisting of a common house
hold pail or bucket with two heads to it.
These heads have each a round hole in the
middle, near four inches diameter, and covered
with valves opening upwards, and that they
might both open and shut together, there is a
small iron rod lixed to the upper part of the lower
valve, and at the other end to the under part
of the upper valve ; so that as the bucket de
scends with its sinking weight into the sea,
both the valves open by the force of the water,
which by that means has a free passage through
the bucket. But when the bucket is drawn
up, then both the valves shut by the force of
the water at the upper part of the bucket ;

whereby it is brought up full of the lowest
sea-water to wliich it had descended.

When the bucket is drawn up, the mer
curial thermometer, fixed in it

,

is examined ;

but great care must be taken to observe the
degree at which the mercury stands, before
Ihe lower part of the thermometer is taken
out of the water in the bucket, as it would
otherwise be altered by the different tempe
rature of the air.

In order to keep the bucket in a right posi
tion, there are four cords fixed to it, reaching
about four feet below it, to which the sinking
weight is attached.

Tide Gage. This is an instrument used for
determining the height of the tides, by Mr. Kay-
Icy, in the course of a voyage towards the south
pole, &c. in the Resolution and Adventure, in
the years 1772, 1773, 1774, and 1775. This
instrument consists of a glass tube, whose
internal diameter was seven-tenths of an inch,
lashed fast to a ten-foot fir rod, divided into
feet, inches, and parts ; the rod being fastened
to a strong post fixed firm and upright in the
water. At the lower end of the tube was an
exceedingly small aperture, through which
the water was admitted. In consequence of
this construction, the surface of the water in
the tube was so little affected by the agitation
of the sea, that its height was not altered the
tenth part of an inch, when the swell of the
*ca was two feet, and Mr. Bayley was certain,
that with this instrument he could discern a
difference of the tenth of an inch in the height
of the tide.

Wind Gage, is an instrument for mea
suring the force of the wind upon any given
surface. Sec Anemometer.

GAGING. See Gauging.
GALAXY, Via Lactea, or Milky Way, in

Astronomy, that long, luminous track or zone,

which encompasses the heavens, forming
nearly a great circle of the celestial sphere.
It is inclined to the plane of the ecliptic at
about an anglo of 60°, and cuts it nearly at
the two sotstitial points. It traverses the
constellations Cassiopeia, Perseus, Auriga,
Orion, Gemini, Canis Major, and the Ship,
where it appeal's most brilliant in southern
latitudes ; it then passes through the feet of
the Cantaur, the Cross, the southern Triangle,
and returns towards the north by the Alter,
the tail of the Scorpion, and the arc of Sagit
tarius, where it divides into two branches,
passing through Aquila, Sagitta, the Swan,
Scrpeutarius, the head of Ccpheus, and re
turns into Cassiopeia.

This circle is described in the poem of
Manilius, who seems to have been very for
tunate in his conjecture as to the cause of
this light :

" Anne magis densa stellarum turba corona
Contexit flammas et crasso lumine candes
Et fulgore nitet collato clarior orbis !"

Milton also speaks of it in the following
beautiful and appropriate language :

" A broad and ample road whose dust is gold,
And pavement stars, as stars to thee appear,
Seen in the Galaxy, that milky way,
Which nightly, as a circling zone thou scest,
Powdered with stars."

The ancients had many singular ideas
as to the cause of this phenomenon; but
modern astronomers have long attributed it

to a great assemblage of stars, and Dr.
Herschel has confirmed these conjectures,
having discovered in a space of about 15°
long, by 2° broad, no less than 60,000 stars.

This, however, instead of satisfying the cu
riosity of astronomers, only gave rise to farther
inquiries and hypotheses; amongst others,
that of Dr. Herschel's, which is very interest
ing : he supposes the sidereal universe to be
distributed into nebula; and clusters of stars,
and the milky way to be that particular
cluster in which our sun is placed. Sec Phil.
Trans, for 1784. See also Nerul*.

GALILEO (Galilei), a very celebrated
mathematician and astronomer, was the son of
a Florentine nobleman, and born in the year
1564. He had from his infancy a strong in
clination to philosophy and the mathematics,
and made prodigious progress in these sciences.
In 1592 he was chosen professor of mathe
matics at Padua, and during his abode there
he is said to have invented the telescope ; or,
according to others, improved that instrument,
so as to render it fit for astronomical observa
tions. In 1611, Cosmo II. Grand Duke of
Tuscany, sent for him to Pisa, where he made
him professor of mathematics, with a hand
some salary ; and soon after, inviting him to
Florence, gave him the office and title of
principal philosopher and mathematician to
his highness.

lie had been however but a few years at

Florence before he was convinced by sad

experience, that Aristotle's doctrine, however
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ill-grounded, was held too sacred to be called
in question. Having observed some solar
spots in 1612, he printed that discovery the
following year at Rome ; in which, and in
some other pieces, he ventured to assert the
truth of the Copernican system, and brought
several new arguments to confirm it. Tor
these he was cited before the Inquisition;
and, after some months imprisonment, was
released upon a simple promise, that he would
renounce his heretical opinions, and not de
fend them by word or writing. But having
afterwards, in 1632, published his "Dialogues
of the two Systems of the World, tho Ptole
maic and Copernican ;" he was again cited
before (he Inquisition, and committed to the
prison of that abominable court at Rome. In
June, in the same year, the congregation con
vened, and in his presence pronounced sen
tence against him and his books, obliging him
to abjure his errors in the most solemn man
ner; committed him to the prison of their
office during pleasure ; and enjoined him, as
a saving penance, for three years to come, to
repeat once a week the seven penitential
psalms: reserving to themselves, however,
the power of moderating, changing, or taking
away altogether, or in part, the said punish
ment or penance. On this sentence, he was
detained in prison till 1634; and his "Dia
logues' of the System of the World" were
burnt at Rome.

Thus did a few contemptible bigols exercise
their tyrannical authority over this venerable
philosopher at the age of seventy, making
him renounce doctrines which he knew to be
founded in truth and reason. Happily how
ever for the sciences, this infernal court has
long been disarmed of its terrors, the truth has
prevailed, the Copernican system has been
established, and has now nothing to fear from
the bigotry and intolerance of monks and
priests.

Galileo lived seven years after this, but
•the last three years of his life he was totally
blind, which did not, however, prevent him
from pursuing his scientific investigations,
which he persevered in till his death, which
happened in January 1642, being the 78th
year of his age.

From the time of Archimedes, nothing had
been done in mechanical geomctry,till Galileo,
who being possessed of an excellent judg
ment, and great skill in the most abstruse
points of geometry, first extended (he bounda
ries of that science, and began to reduce the
resistance of solid bodies to its laws. Resides
applying geometry to the doctrine of motion,
by which philosophy became established on a
sure foundation, he made surprising disco
veries in the heavens by means of his tele
scope ; and thus made the evidence of the
Copernican system more sensible. He was
the first who demonstrated that the spaces
described by heavy falling bodies arc as the
squares of their times of motion ; and that a
body projected in an oblique direction describes
the curve a parabola. H« invented the oycloid ;

as well as the simple pendulum ; and thought
of applying it to clocks, but did not execute
that design. He, together with his pupil Tor-
ricelli, discovered that air had gravity, and
endeavoured to compare it with water. In
short, he will ever be admired by true philo
sophers, as the greatest promoter of the
sciences; he opened vast fields for the in
quiries of others, and ably assisted them by his
inventions and discoveries.

Galileo wrote a number of treatises, many
of which were published in his lifetime.
Most of them were also collected after his
death, and published by Mendcssi in 2 vols.
4to., under the title of " L'Opere di Galileo
Galilei Lynceo," in 1656. Some of these,

with others of his pieces, were translated into
Rnglish and published by Thomas Salisbury,
in his " Mathematical Collections," in 2 vols,

folio. A volume also of his letters to several
learned men, and solutions of several pro
blems, was printed at Bologna in 4to.

Many of his pieces were, however, lost at

his death, as some say, through the supersti
tion of one of his nephews, or as others say,

through the artifice of his wife's confessor;

at all events they were destroyed, in conse

quence of their being supposed to contain
doctrines which the Inquisition declared to

be heretical.
GALLON, an English measure of capacity,

being equal to 4 quarts or 8 pints.
Cub. Ineuet.

The gallon, wine measure, contains 231

Ditto beer measure 282

Ditto dry measure 268 £
OALVANI (Lewis), a modern philosopher,

who has had the honour of giving his name

to a newly discovered principle in nature, was

born at Bologna in 1737, where he practised
medicine, was public lecturer at the university,
and reader in anatomy in the Institute of the

same city.
Mis reputation, as tin anatomist and phy

siologist, was established in the schools of
Italy, when accident gave birth to the dis

covert' which has immortalised his name.
His wife, with whom he lived many years in
the tendcrest union, was at this time in a

declining state of health. As a restorative,

she made use of a soup of frogs: and some of
these animals, skinned for the purpose, hap

pened to lie upon a table in her husband's

laboratory, upon which was placed an elec

trical machine. One of the assistants in his

experiments happened accidentally to bring
the point of a scalpel near the crural nerves of
a frog, lying not far from the conductor. In
stantly the muscles of the limb were agitated
with strong convulsions. Madame Galvani, a

woman of quick understanding, and of a sci
entific turn, was present, and, struck with tho

Ehaenomenon,
she immediately went to inform

er husband of it. He came and repeated
the experiment; and soon found that the

convulsion only took place when a spark was

drawn from the conductor, at the timo the

scalpel was in contact with the nerve.
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From this simple experiment, or rather

accident, arose the new science of Galvanism,
which has made, and is still making, such a

rapid progress in the hands of modern che
mists and philosophers. Galvani died in 1798,
in the 61st year of his age.

GALVANISM, a modern and very inter
esting branch of science, thus named after its
celebrated discoverer, professor Galvani of
Bologna. (Sec the preceding article.) Galva
nism comprises all those electrical phenomena
arising from the chemical agency of certain
metals with different fluids.

We have noticed in the foregoing article
the humble origin of this science; and that by
accident it was discovered, that common elec
tricity had the property of producing mus
cular contractions in the limbs of animals
even a considerable time after death ; and of
tin's Galvani more clearly convinced himself,
by ascertaining that from whatever source the
electricity was drawn, the effect of it was still
the same.

But in one instance he found, that the mere
agency of a metallic substance, where he had
no reason to suspect the presence of electri
city, the limbs of a recently killed frog were
convulsed ; and after making several experi
ments, he ascertained that the convulsions
only took, place when he employed dissimilar
metals.

Galvaiii's experiments were repeated by
many eminent philosophers, both on the con
tinent and in this country. None of them,
however, added any thing new to what Gal
vani had himself discovered, excepting the
celebrated Volta, whose improvement was so

decided, that the science itself has nearly
changed its name, taking that of Voltaisin
instead of Galvanism.

When we view, indeed, the numerous facts
that have been added to the labours ofGal-
vaui, his discoveries form but a very small
part of the whole mass, whereas a great many
of them arc due to Volta. Yet when we
recollect again, that the investigation began
wiih the former, and was in a great degree pro
moted by his own perseverance, we must ever
consider him as a principal in this extensive
field of research ; and cannot, without injus
tice, deprive him of the honour which has
been conferred upon him, of giving his own
name to the science which he discovered and
promoted.

Philosophy, however, is infinitely indebted
to Signior Volta, it being to him that we
owe, in a great measure, the rapid progress
that has since been made in this interesting
branch of philosophy.

He repeated the experiments of Galvani,
and found that when two pieces of metal of
different kinds were placed in different parts
of an animal at the same time, that the metals
were brought in contact, or were connected
by a metallic arc ; as often as the contact was
made, convulsions were observed. He found
•hat the greatest was produced when the

metals were zinc and silver. When several
pairs of metals were employed, having pieces
of moist cloth between them, the effect ap
peared to increase as the number of pairs.
This important discovery of accumulating
the effects of this species of electricity was
made by Volta in 1800, and hence has been
denominated the Voltaic pile. The apparatus
first made by Volta consisted of a certain
number of pairs of ziuc and silver plates
separated from each other by pieces of wet
cloth ; the arrangement being as follows :
zinc, silver, wet cloth ; zinc, silver, wet cloth,
and so on. The silver plates were chiefly
silver coins, the plates of zinc and the pieces
of cloth being of the same size. He found
this pile much more powerful when the
pieces of cloth were moistened with a solution
of common salt instead of pure water, and an
apparatus consisting of forty pairs of plates
he found to possess the power of giving a
very smart shock, similar to that of a small
electric jar ; and that this effect took place as
often as a communication was made between
each end of the pile, and as long as the pieces
of cloth remained moist

An account of this discovery was commu
nicated to the Royal Society, and published
in the Philosophical Transactions. Siuce this
time we have no account of any farther dis
coveries of Volta; but the science of Galva
nism has been since considerably extended
by the researches and experiments of phi
losophers in Trance, England, and other
countries.

The first experiments made on the pile in
this country were performed by Messrs. Ni
cholson and Carlisle, who observed, that on
bringing the wires from each end of the
column in contact with a drop of water, bub
bles of some elastic gas were disengaged,
which on closer examination they found to
be hydrogen gas; this discovery gave rise to
a great variety of experiments, and to many
interesting results, but being chiefly chemical
we cannot enter into auy detail of them in the
present article.

The Galvanic energy evinced in the decom
position of bodies, which the experiments of
Nicholson and Carlisle had first made known,
was farther prosecuted by Mr. Cruickshauk
of Woolwich, to whom we are indebted for
the invention of the Galvanic trough, which
we have described under the article Galvanic
Battery. This again led the way to other
batteries of similar construction, but of a
more powerful nature, by which it was found,
that all the metals reduced into thin leaves
were deflagrated with brilliant though dif
ferently coloured flames; and henceforth Gal
vanism which had not before assumed any
particular character, it being doubtful to
what branch of science it properly belonged,
was directed entirely to chemistry, and has

since been the means of throwing great light on

that interesting branch of human knowledge.

Here, however, it ceases to belong to the

Y2
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subject of this work, and the reader, who is

desirous of information on this head, is re

ferred to the several volumes of the Philoso
phical Magazine ; the Philosophical Journal ;

and the Transactions of the Royal Society
since 1800; also to Davy's, Murray's, and

Thompson's " Chemistry," and the other
works on this science.

GAMING, See Chances and Probabi
lities.

GAS, a generic name given by Van Hcl-
mont to elastic fluids, and now generally
adopted. The term air was made generic by
Priestley; but this seems to imply that elastic
fluids arc only modifications of common or

atmospheric air, contrary to what is now
known to be true ; the term gas is therefore
now properly preferred.

Though the observations of Van Helmont,
Boyle, Hales, Black, antl Cavendish, seemed
to leave no doubt that there existed three or
four kinds of air, or fluids, agreeing in the

property of elasticity, yet i;o very distinct
notion was formed on the subject, till the
discoveries of Priestley and those of Lavoisier.
Since which time most chemical inquiries
have been connected with the knowledge of
gaseous bodies, and great addition has been
made to their number, and to their distinctive-

properties. The number of compound gasses
is very considerable, but this being a subject
purely chemical, it would be improper to
enter into their enumeration and properties
in this work. The simple passes are only
three, viz. hydrogen, oxygen, and azoatc or

nitrogen.
For the effect of different gasses on sound,

see Sound.
GASSENDI (Peter), a celebrated French

philosopher and astronomer, was born in a

village in Provence in 1592. He very early
discovered great talents, and at the age of 16

was made professor of rhetoric at Digne, anil
soon after professor of philosophy at Aix.

Gasscndi died in 1655, in the 63d year of
his age, leaving his manuscripts to M. dc
Monmor, his friend and executor.

Gasscndi wrote against the metaphysical
meditations of Des Cartes; and divided with
that great man the philosophers of his time,
almost all of whom were either Cartesians or
Gassendists. To his knowledge in philosophy
and math c mat ics, he joined profound erudi
tion and deep skill in the languages. He
wrote, 1. Three volumes on Epicuras's Phi
losophy; and six others, which contain his
own philosophy. 2. Astronomical Works.
3. The Lives of Nicholas dc Piercsc, Epi
curus, Copernicus, Tycho Brahe, Purbach,
and Rcgiomontanus. 4. Epistles, and other

treatises. All his works were collected to

gether, and printed at Lyons in 1658, in six

volumes folio.
GAUGE-Line. See GAUGiNC-/?od.
Gauge Point of a solid, is used to denote

the diameter of that circle, whose area is

sxpressed by the same number, as is equal to

the number of cubic inches in the solid.
Thus 17- 15 being the diameter of a circle
whose area is 231; this is called the gauge
point of the wine gallon, which contains 231
cubic inches.

GAUGING, the art or act of measuring
the capacities of all kinds of vessels, and
thence ascertaining the quantity of liquor
which they contain.

Gauging of course forms a part of men
suration, and is accordingly treated of by most
authors who have written on the latter
subject ; this, however, is generally with re
ference to regular figures, as the frustums of
cones and conoids, of parabolic, hyperbolic,
and elliptic spindles, See. But as casks arc
seldom of any exact forms, these rules must
be regarded as merely theoretical, and not
applicable to the common cases that arise in
practice.

To remedy the inconvenience arising from
such a number of rules, and at the same time
to abridge the labour attendant on several of
them, Dr. Hutton in his " Mensuration" has
given one general rule for all cases, and ex
ceedingly simple in its application, which is
as follows :

General Rule. Add into one sum,
39 times the square of the bung diameter,
25 times the square of the head diameter, and
26 times the product of those diameters ;

multiply the sum by the length of the cask,
and divide the product by 114; then this last
quotient divided by 231 will give the wine
gallons, and divided by 282 will give the ale
gallons.

Or, (39 Bl + 25 H1 + 26 B H) x if- is the
114

content in inches; which being divided by
231 for w ine gallons, or by 282 for ale gallons,
will be the content.

Exam. Let the length of a cask be 40
inches, the bung diameter 32, and the head
diameter 24.
Here 32* x 39 = 39936

and 241 x 25= 14400
and 32 x 24 x 26 = 19968

the sum 74304
multiplied by 40

and divide by 114)2972160
gives 26071 cub. in.

this divided by 231 gives 112 wine gallons,
or divided by 282 gives 92 ale gallons.

But the common practice of gauging is
performed mechanically, by means of the
gauging or diagonal rod, or the gauging
sliding rule, the description and use of which
is as follow.

Gauging, or Diagonal Rod, is a rod or rule
adapted for determining the contents of casks,
by measuring the diagonal only, viz. the dia
gonal from the bung to the extremity of the
opposite stave next the head. It is a square
rule, having four sides or faces, being usually
four feet long, and folding together by means
of joints.
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Upon one face of the rule is a scale of

inches, for taking the measure of the diagonal ;

to these are adapted the areas, in ale gallons,
of circles to the corresponding diameters, like
the lines on the under sides of the three slides
in the sliding rule, described below. And
upon the opposite face arc two scales, of ale
and wine gallons, expressing the contents of
casks having the corresponding diagonals ;

and these are the lines which chiefly consti
tute the difference between this instrument
and the sliding rule ; for all the other lines
upon it are the same with those in that in
strument, and are to be used in the same
manner.

To me the Diagonal Rod. Unfold the rod
and put it in at the bung-hole of the cask to
be gauged, till its end arrive at the intersec
tion of the head and opposite stave, or to the
farthest possible distance from the bung-hole,
and note the inches and parts cut by the mid
dle of the bung; then draw out the rod, and
look for the same inches and parts on the
opposite face of it, and annexed to them arc
found the contents of the cask, botli in ale
and wine gallons.

Exam. Let it be required to find, by this
rod, the content of a cask whose diagonal
measures 34*4 inches ; which answers to the
cask in the foregoing example, whose head
and bung diameters are 32 and 24, and length
40 inches ; for if to the square of 20, half the
length, be added the square of 28, half the
sum of the diameters, the square root of the
sura will be 34*4 nearly.

Now, to this diagonal 34*4 corresponds,
upon the rule, the content 91 ale gallons, or
111 wine gallons; being but one less than
the content found by the former general rule
above given.

Gauging Rule, or Sliding Ride, is a sliding
rule particularly adapted to the purposes of
gauging. It is a square rule, of four faces or
sides, three of which arc furnished with slid
ing pieces running in grooves. The lines
upon them arc mostly logarithmic ones, or
distances which arc proportional to the lo
garithms of the numbers placed at their
ends ; which were fine lines placed upon
rulers, by Gunter, for expeditiously perform
ing arithmetical operations, using a pair of
compasses for taking off and applying the
several logarithmic distances: but instead of
the compasses, sliding pieces were added, by
Mr. Thomas Everard, as more certain and
convenient in practice, from whom this sliding
rale is often called Everard's Rule. For the
more particular description and uses of which,
sec Rule. See also Hutton's " Mensuration,"
p. 564, 2d edition.

The writers on gauging are, Beyer, Kepler,
Dechales, Hunt, Everard, Dougherty, Shet-
tleworth, Shirtcliffe, Leadbctter, Moss, Sy-
mons, tic.

GAUSS'S Theorem, is an expression used
to denote a theorem invented by Gauss, pro
fessor of mathematics at Strasburgb, for the

■solution of certain binomial equations.

We have shown under the article Binomial
Equations and Polygon, in what manner the
.volution of such equations arc conuected with
the division of the circle, and how their roots
may be found by means of tables of sines,
cosines, &c. But Gauss's theorem is the
converse of this, and shows in what manner
the sines and cosines of certain angles may be
obtained by the numerical solution of such
equations.

The artifice which he employs for this pur
pose, is too refined to admit of a clear eluci
dation in the narrow limits of this article ; we
can therefore only give the principles of his
operations, but for the detail of them we must
refer the reader to his work, entitled " Dis-
quisitioncs Arithmetical," or to the translation
of the same under the title of " Recherches
Arithmctiques;" see also Legcndrc's " Essai
sur la Theorie des Nombrcs," or the last
chapter of Barlow's "Theory of Numbers."

Let i" — 1 zll, be a binomial equation,
then it is obvious that the real root of this
equation is x — 1.

And if now, according to the known theory
of equations, we divide x* — 1 = 0, by x — 1~ 0, we have

x'—l- *
= at"-' + + 0."-' x +1 = 0

x — 1

which latter equation necessarily contains all
the imaginary roots of the original equation
x, — 1 = 0; and our object is to give a slight
view of the principles on which these roots
arc to be obtained.

Let these roots be a, «*, a1, a*, &c. it being
a property of these equations, that their roots
are all powers of each other, as we have
shown under the articles above referred to.
It is also obvious that their sum is equal to
— 1, that is, to the co-efficient of the second
term with its sign changed from + to — ;
also the product of them —

+ \.
Now Gauss's solution depends upon the

subdivision of this period of roots into other
less periods, so that the product, square,
cube, &e. of these minor periods, shall pro
duce the sum or product of all the roots; but
as we before observed, this part of it is too
refined to admit of explanation in this place ;
we shall therefore merely give the solution of
one or two cases, which will be found more
intelligible than any general observations on
the division of his periods, which in fact con
stitutes all the difficulty of the problem.

Let it be proposed to find the imaginary
roots of the equation xs — 1 =: 0, or of

x* + iJ 4- x% + x + 1 = 0.
Let the four required roots be a, a1, a3, a*;

also make j? =
^

+
%

then pp' — a* + a + a* + a1 = — I
and p + p' — a + a1 4- a? •

+
•

a* — — 1

Therefore the values of p and p
' are found

from the quadratic equation.

p
1 + P - 1

whence p = — • \ + \ •/ ft

and p
' = — i— i
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which are the numerical values of the cosines

of 72
>and 144°.

Let there now be proposed the equation
x1 — 1=0; or

x6 + xs, + x* + x5 + x* + x + 1 = 0

and let its roots be a, a1, a3, a*, a5, a6,

Cp =a + a*

make < p' —a3 + a*
I p" = a* + «5

Now multiply all these equations together,
as also each pair of them, we shall have

P + P' + p" — — 1

PP' + P'P" + PP" ~ — 2

PP'P" = 1

therefore the values of p, p\ p" arc contained
in the cubic equation,

pi + p1 — 2p =. 1

the roots of which are

p
— 1"2469796

p — — 1-8019076

p" = — 0-4450420
and theso values of p p' p" furnish the three

following quadratics, viz.
x1 — px + l— 0
x1 — p' x + 1 — 0
x1 — p" x + 1 z= 0

which contain among them all the imaginary
roots of the proposed equation. When n is a

prime number of the form 4m + 1, then the

value of the root may be obtained from qua
dratics only; and the polygon of such a

number of sides may be inscribed geomctri-
calU in a circle. See Polygon.

GELLIBRAND (Henry), an English as

tronomer, having been professor of that science
in Gresham College, was born in Loudon
1597, and died in the same city of a fever in

16Vio\ being only 39 years of age.
Gcllibrand was an intimate acquaintance

of Eriggs, and wrote the preface, and attended
to the publication, of the " Trigononietria
Britanuica," Briggs haung died before the

completion of that great undertaking. He
was aiso author of the following works; riz,

I. Trigononietria Britanuica, or the Doc
trine of Triangles, being the second part of
Eiiggs's work above mentioned. 2. A small
Tract concerning the Longitude. 3. A Dis
course relating to the Variation of the Mag
netic Needle. 4. Institution Trigonometri
cal, with its application to Astronomy and
Navigation. 5. Epitome of Navigation, with
the necessary Tables ; beside several manu
scripts which were ne\cr published.

GEMIM, or Twins, one of the northern

zodiacal constellations, denoted by the cha

racter n. See Constellation.
GENERANT, or Genitum, that which is

generated, or supposed to be generated, by
the motion of any point, line, or figure. The
gene rant is always one dimension higher than

the generating quantity, thus a line is ge
nerated by the motion of a point, a surface by
a line, and a solid by a surface.

It is generally a theorem in geometry, that

the measure, of any generant is always equal
to the product of the generating quantity,

drawn into the path of the centre of gravity of
the latter, whether its motion be rectilineal or
rotatory. See Ontro-BARYC.

GENERATED, is used by mathematicians
to denote whatever is formed by the motion
of a point, line, or surface; thus a line is said
to be generated by the motion of a point, a
surface by the motion of a line, and a solid
by the motion of a surface. The same term
is also sometimes used in a similar sense in
arithmetic and algebra; thus 20 is said to be
generated by the two factors 4 and 5, or 2
and 10; ab of the factors, a and b, &c.

GENERATING Line or Figitre, in Geo
metry, is that line or figure, by the motion of
which another figure or solid is supposed to
be described or generated.

In the tluxional analysis all kinds of quan
tities are supposed to be generated by the
motion of other quantities, and the quantities
thus generated are termed fluents.

GENERATION, in Mathematics, denotes
the formation or description of any geometri
cal figure or magnitude by the motion of
another quantity or magnitude, of a dimension
one degree less.

GENESIS, in Mathematics, is nearly the
same as generation, being the formation of a
line, surface, or solid, by the flowing of a
point, line, or surface. Here the moving line
or figure is called the describent, and the line
in which the motion is made the dirigent.

GENITUM. See Generant.
GEOCENTRIC (from yv, earth, and xmpn,

(he centre), is said of a planet or its orbit, to
denote its having the earth for its centre.
The moon alone is properly geocentric. And
yet the motions of all the planets may be
considered in respect of the earth, or as they
appear from the earth's centre, and thence
called their geocentric motions. Hence also
the terms geocentric place, latitude, longitude,
&c. being the place, latitude, longitude, &o.
of a planet as seen from the earth's centre.

GEODjESIA, (from yn, earth, and Jki'u, I
divide), is properly that part of geometry
which relates to the division of lands, or other
surfaces ; but it is now more commonly em
ployed to denote those trigonometrical opera
tions which have been executed for the pur
pose of measuring the lengths of degrees in
different latitudes; or to the surveys of whole
countries, such as that now carrying on in
England under the direction and superintend-
ance of Col. Mudge of the Royal Artillery.

We have already given a brief sketch of
these operations under Degree, and for far
ther details we must refer the reader to Colonel
Mudge's " Account of the Trigonometrical
Survey;" Mecliain and-Delarabre, " Base du
systeme Metrique Decimal;" Swanberg, " Ex
position des Operation faites en Lapponie ;"
and to the works of Puissant, entitled " Geo
desic," and " Traitc de Topographic d'Ar-
pentage," &e. Gcodaesia, however, according
to the original import of the term, denoted
merely the division of land, under which sig
nification of it we give the following problems
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Prob. To divide a given triangle into two

parts in any given ratio.

Case 1. When the Dividing Line it drawn

from one of the Angles of the Figure.

Let ABC be the tri- C

angle, it is required to

divide it into two parts
in any given ratio of m

to n, by a line drawn

from C to the opposite
side A B. A ill B

Divide the base A B, in D, making A D :

Dfi::n:n; join CD, which will divide the

triangle in the ratio required as is evident;
because triangles of equal altitudes are to

each other as their basis.

Calcidation. As AD : AB :: m : m + n

therefore AD — AB x

m-j-n

Case 2. 'When the Dividing Line is Parallel to

one o
f the Sides o
f the Triangle, as A B.

Let A BC be the pro

posed triangle. Make
CE: EB::m:n; erect

ED perpendicular to
CB, and from C as a

centre, and radius C D,
describe the arc D P ;

draw FG parallel to AB, and it will divide

the triangle as required.
C TV

For CE:CB = ^ •.CD'ziCF^CB1

But CE : EB :: m : n

Or C E : CB :: m : m + n by const.

Therefore C F1 : C B1 : : m : m + n

And since aCGF: a CAB::CF1:CB*

it follows that CGF : C A B :: m : m + n as

required.
Calculation. Since C B1 : CFl : : m + n : m

therefore (m + n) CF1 = m . CB1

whence CFv^(m + n)=CB>/»«

orCF=CBv/ -^-;andCG=CAv/-^-
m+n m+n

For more on this subject see Dr. Mutton's
" Course," vol. iii. p. 160.

GEOGNOSY. See Geology.
GEOGRAPHY (from yn, earth, ypa$B, J

write), the doctrine or knowledge of the earth,

or a description of the terrestrial globe, and

particularly of its known habitable parts, with

all its subordinate divisions, &c.

Geography may be considered as consti

tuting a mixed branch of mathematics, be

cause it treats of the several places and parts

of the earth, relative to each other, which are

determined principally by means of astrono

mical observations and computations ; also of

the different lines and circles imagined on the

earth, their measure, distance, inclinations,

&c. all of which may be considered as subjects

of mathematical investigation.

Geography is distinguished from cosmo

graphy, as a part from the whole ; this latter

considering the whole visible world, both
heaven and earth. And from topography and
chorography, it is distinguished, as the whole
from a part.

Golnilz considers geography as either ex
terior or interior: but Varenius more justly
divides it into general and special; or uni
versal and particular.

General or Universal Geography, is that
which considers the earth in general, without
any regard to particular countries, or the af
fections common to the whole globe : as its
figure, magnitude, motion, land, sea, &c.

Special or Particular Geography, is that
which contemplates the constitution of the
several particular regions, or countries ; their
boundaries, figure, climate, seasons, weather,
inhabitants, arts, customs, language, &c.

We shall not in this place enter into par
ticulars relating to the study of geography,
having treated of the several subjects which
must necessarily enter into such a discussion
under the articles Degree, Earth, Ecliptic,
Equator, Latitude, Longitude, Map, &c;
we shall, therefore, merely mention some of
the principal authors on this science, to which
the reader is referred for farther information.

The ancients have few writings relative to
this art, indeed their knowledge on the sub
ject mnst have been very limited, in conse
quence of the low state of navigation amongst
them ; the eight books of Ptolemy are the
only ones deserving of any mention as a

system of geography.
Among the moderns, the chief authors are,

Johannes de Sacrobosco, or John Halifax,
who wrote a " Treatise on the Sphere ;" Se
bastian Munster, in his " Cosmographia Uni
versalis," in 1559; Clavius, on the "Sphere
of Sacrobosco ;" Piccioli's "

Geographia et
Hydrographia Reformats;" AVeigelius's "

Spe
culum Terraae;" Dcchales's Geography, in
his " Mundus Mathematicus ;" Cellarius's
" Geography ;" Cluverius's " Introductio in
Universam Geographiam;" Leibnecht's '■Ele-
menta Geographia? Generalis ;" Stevenius's
" Compendium Geographicum ;" Wolfius's
Geographia, in his " Elements Matheseos ;"

Busching's " New System of Geography ;"

Gordon's, Salmon's, and Guthrie's " Gram
mars ;" Adams's " Geography," ancient and
modern ; and Pilkington's" Geography," lately
published in 2 vols. 4to., with an introduction
by Mr. Vince. But, as an excellent scientific
work, we must not omit Varenius's "

Geogra
phia Generalis," with Jurin's additions. Dr.
Playfair has recently published a "

System
of Geography," which is

,

in many respects,
a valuable performance.

To these we must also add Myers's " Geo
graphy," lately published, which in a small
compass contains a greater portion of informa
tion than any similar work on this subject
that wc are acquainted with.

GEOLOGY (formed of y», the earth, and

*oyo;, a discourse), is properly that part of
natural philosophy, which illustrates the struc
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ture, relative position, and mode of formation
of the different mineral substances, that com

pose the crust of the earth. This, however,

which may be considered rather as a limited

study, has lately been denominated Geognosy,
while the original term Geology is used to
denote that study which has for its object to
unfold the structure of the globe ; to discover

by what causes its parts have been arranged ;

from what operation has originated the ge
neral stratification of its materials ; the in
equalities with which its surface is diversified,
and the immense number of different sub
stances of which it is composed. On this
subject the reader may consult Jameson's
" Mineralogy," vol. iii. which contains an ex

position of the Geognosy of Werner; also
the different " Theories of the Earth," by
Buffon, Mutton, De Saussure, Kirwan, &c.

GENOVINA d'Oro, a coinage of Genoa,
value £3. 10*. 2*d. sterling.

GEOMETER. Sec Geometrician.
GEOMETRICAL, any thing relating to

the science of geometry.
Geometrical Analysis. See Analysis.
Geometrical Line or Curve, otherwise de

nominated algebraical curve, is that wherein
the relation of the absciss to the ordinate
may be expressed by an algebraical equation ;

being thus distinguished from a transcendental
curve, in which no such relation has place
between the absciss and ordinate. See Curve.

Geometrical Locus. See Locus.
Geometrical Progression and Proportion.

Sec Progression and Proportion.
Geometrical Solution, is that which is

obtained from the simple principles of geo
metry.

GEOMETRICALLY, according to the

principles of geometry.
GEOMETRY (from yn, earth, and ^rrpdu,

/ measure, signifying originally to measure
the earth), but since employed to denote one
of the most general and important of the
mathematical sciences.

Geometry, according to the present ac
ceptation of the term, may be defined the
science of extension, or of magnitudes, con
sidered simply, generally, and abstractedly,
or rather, it is that science which treats of the
relative magnitudes of extended bodies.

Geometry is distinguished into several de
nominations, as analytical, elementary, prac
tical, &c.

Elementary Geometry, is that which treats
of the properties and proportions of right lines
and right lined ligures, as also of the circle
and its several pails, and is either theoretical
or practical.

Theoretical Geometry, has for its object
the demonstration of certain geometrical
propositions.

Practical Geomi.try, relates to the per
formance of certain geometrical operations,
nich as the construction of figures, and the
draw ing of lines in certain positions, as paral
lel, perpendicular, &e. to other given lines.

Geometry of the Compass, is a modern
branch of practical geometry, in which all the
problems arc performed by means of the
compasses only. See Geometry of the Com
pass.

Descriptive Geometry. See Descriptive
Geometry.

Geometry of Position. See Position.
The Higher or Transcendental Geometry.

is that which treats of the higher order of
curves and problems. See Curves, Fluxions,
ISOPERIMETKY, MAXIMA Ct MINIMA, &C

The origin of geometry, like that of most
of the other sciences, is hidden in obscurity.
Herodotus and Strabo inform us, that we owe
the invention of it to the overflowings of the
Nile, which yearly inundating the lands of
Lower Egypt, and frequently carrying away
the marks and boundaries whereby every
man's particular property w as assigned, ren
dered it necessary to have some means of
ascertaining tho respective portion of land
belonging to each individual after the sub
siding of the waters ; which necessity, accord
ing to the authors above mentioned, gave rise
to this important branch of human know
ledge.

It is indeed probable, that this circumstance
might lead to a knowledge of some geometri
cal propositions; but it is not likely to have
given rise to the science itself. We can
scarcely conceive auy state of society, how
ever rude, in which something like the first
principles of geometry did not exist. As
soon as man began to relinquish his wander
ing and savage life, and taste the pleasures of
social intercourse; as soon as laws were
framed to secure to each individual the result
of his own industry and labour, the lands,
which had before yielded spontaneously all
that he required in his barbarous state, stood
now in need of cultivation, in order to render
their productions subservient to his more re
fined appetites, and to the necessities of his
family, or the little society to which he be
longed.

This refinement of course gave rise to
the partitions of lands and flocks, and this
again to comparison of quantity, which com
parison, even in its rudest state, may be con
sidered as the first link in the chain of
geometrical truths.

In the first instance this was probably little
better than mere guess ; still, however, the
science had commenced; the observations of
the father were transmitted to the son ; the
son again, with new acquisitions, transmitted
them to his children; every succeeding ge
neration added improvements to the observa
tion and experience of that which preceded
it ; till at length, in all probability, arose some
superior genius, who collecting into one mass
all the traditionary knowledge of his prede
cessors, formed them from the unassisted ef
forts of his own mind into a rude system ;

these were afterwards re-modelled and im
proved by others ; and thus, by degrees, geo
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metry, which originally had nothing; farther

in view than the mero division of property,
became an independent and important sci
ence.

Leaving however this speculative part of
the subject, let us confine our future observa

tions to real historical facts, of which we have
none till after the introduction of the sciences
amongst the early Greeks.

It is generally supposed that the Greeks
derived their first knowledge of the sciences
from the magi, or priests of Egypt, and it
was probably known in that country long be
fore the time of Thalcs, who is said to have

acquired his knowledge, both of geometry and

astronomy, from these people. Por we are
informed by Herodotus, that this philosopher
predicted an eclipse, so memorable for the

consequences which attended it ; and as the
prediction of an eclipse is very far from an
elementary problem in astronomy, we may
presume that the sciences had already at
tained a considerable degree of perfection at
this time. Herodotus does not furnish us
with the date of this eveut, but astronomers
have now ascertained that the only total

eclipse to which he could allude (and it must
have been a total one), happened in Septem
ber, 610 years before Christ. See in " Phil.
Trans." for 1811, an excellent paper on this
subject, by F. Baily, Esq.

Here then begins our first authentic ac
count of the ancient sciences, and soon after
this period, that is, about 500 years before
Christ, Pythagoras, a friend and pupil of
Thalcs, began to illuminate the world by his

important discoveries : in arithmetic, he is said
to have invented the multiplication tabic, or
1lie Abacus Pifthagoricut ; in astronomy, he
suggested the idea of the true system, placing
the sun in the centre, and making the planets
revolve about him ; and in geometry he dis
covered the 32d and 47th propositions of
Euclid's first book, which alone would have

'
been sufficient to have ranked him with the
first of geometricians. At this period also
flourished Anaximauilcr, and soon after A naxi-
luenes, Anaxagoras, and Clcostratus; these
were all eminent in astronomy and geometry.
Utaopidcs, 480 B.C. was a learned geometer,
author of several problems, and his contem
porary, Hcnodorus, is the first of the ancients
whose works have been handed down to us;
all before his time having been lost or de
stroyed. About this time also flourished Hip
pocrates of Chios, who distinguished himself
by the celebrated quadrature of the lunes
which bear his name, as well as by his dis
coveries connected with the problem of
doubling the cube, which excited great interest
amongst the ancient mathematicians of this

period. According to an old tradition, ge

nerally spread through Greece, a public ca
lamity, in which religion was concerned, gave
rise to this inquiry. It is said, that Apollo
having afflicted the Athenians with a dreadful
pestilence, to revenge an affront he had re

ceived from them, the oraclo of the temple
Delos being consulted on the means of ap
peasing his v*rath, answered, Double the alter,
which being a perfect cube, gave rise to this
celebrated problem. The question at first
sight appeared easy, but the mistake was
soon discovered, and all the genius of the
Greek mathematicians was unable to produce
a complete solution. Hippocrates found, that
if two geometrical mean proportionals could
be inscribed between the side of the given
cube, and double that side, the first of these
two lines would be the side of the double
cube. This discovery revived some hopes of
obtaining the required solution, but it soon
appeared that the difficulty was merely
changed, and not in the least diminished, and
that it still presented obstacles that were in
surmountable. This did not however dis
courage other mathematicians from following
up the pursuit ; and several curious geometri
cal properties were the result of these inves
tigations, the Conchoid of Nichomedes, the
Cittoid of Diocles, and the Quadratrix of
Dinostratus, owe their origin to the same
source.

Passing over some geometricians and as

tronomers of less note, we come to Plato,
who cultivated both astronomy and geometry
with great assiduity about 390 years B. C.
The celebrated inscription that he canscd to
be placed over the door of his school, " Let
no one enter here who is ignorant of geo
metry," is a proof of the high estimation in
which he held the latter science. To this philo
sopher we owe the introduction of the conic
sections into geometry, and his disciple Aris-
teus is said to have composed five books on
these figures, of which the ancients have
spoken with the greatest commendations, but
unfortunately they have not been transmitted
down to our time. Besides Aristeus, Plato
numbered amongst his friends or scholars
EudoMis, Mcncchmus, and Dinostratus; the
former of whom was very celebrated for his
extensive knowledge in geometry as well as

in astronomy; .Menechmus, for his applica
tion of the conic sections to various problems;
and the latter for the invention of the Quadra
trix, as applicable to the problem of doubling
the cube, which seems to have been the germ
of what is now termed the geometrical
analysis.

It was about ninety years from the time of
Plato to that of Euclid, during which time all
the sciences were considerably advanced and
extended, and treatises on particular subjects
appeared from time to time, in which all the
propositions then known were collected and
arranged in systematic order, which was the
object of Euclid in his celebrated "Elements,"
a work which has met with a success incom
parably surpassing that of any other book of
science that ever was published, having been

taught exclusively for several centuries in
every place of mathematical instruction ; and
is, therefore, too well known to need any
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particular description. At that period the

Grecian sciences were in their meridian splen
dour ; Archimedes, one of the greatest geo
meters that ever appeared in any age or

country, followed soon after the time of
Euclid. His universal genius led him to the

contemplation of almost every species of
human knowledge ; and nearly every branch

of mathematical science is indebted to him
for his numerous and important discoveries.
Arithmetic, geometry, mechanics, optics, hy
drodynamics,, were alike the objects of his

investigation, and experienced alike the pow
erful effects of his superior talents. In geo
metry he discovered the ratio between the

sphere and its circumscribing cylinder, found
the quadrature of the parabola, and the so

lidity of its conoid; he invented the spiral
which bears his name, and discovered its

rectification ; beside a great variety of other

important and interesting geometrical pro
positions.

After Archimedes, at the distance of about

fifty years, another celebrated geometrician,
Apollonius, cultivated the mathematical sci

ences with the greatest possible success, for
the particulars of whose discoveries and writ
ings we must refer to the article Apollonius.
This period, as we before observed (B. C.

250), was the most brilliant era of ancient

geometry, for after these great men we meet

with no other mathematician of the first order,

yet there were several who cultivated both

geometry and astronomy, and which nothing
but the confined limits of this article would

justify us in passing over in silence ; such, for
instance, as Eratosthenes, who first attempted
to measure the circumference of the earth ;

Ctesibius, to whom we arc indebted for the

useful invention of water pumps; Hero of
Alexandria, who was much celebrated for his

application of geometry to the practical pur

poses of mensuration, and to whom we are

indebted for the invention of Clepsydra or

water clocks. We might also enumerate many
other eminent mathematicians and astrono
mers who flourished about this period, but
being under the necessity of limiting our ob
servations to the most distinguished, we must

pass at once to Theodosius, A. D. 100, who

wrote an excellent treatise on the sphere,
and which may be considered as the first
work on spherical trigonometry. After this
author we proceed for three or four hundred

years without meeting with any geometricians
of the first rank; Pappus, 'J'heon, and Diodes,
all flourished during the fifth century ; Euto-
r in s early in the sixth ; and about the same

lime Proclus and Marinus. Wo might also
mention a few others, but the simple enume

ration of them would be of but little interest
to the reader.

We are now arrived at that period so fatal

to the sciences. These had for a long time

taken refuge in the museum of Alexandria ;

where, destitute of support and encourage

ment, they could not fail to degenerate. Still,

however, they preserved, at least by tradition
or imitation, that ancient strict character im
pressed upon them by the early Greeks ; but
about the middle of the seventh century a tre
mendous storm arose, which threatened their
total destruction. Filled with all the enthu
siasm a militant religion inspires, the succes
sors of Mohammed ravaged that vast extent
of country which stretches from the east to
the southern confines of Europe. All the cul
tivators of the arts and sciences, who from
every nation had assembled in Alexandria,
were driven away with ignominy: some fell
beneath the swords of the conquerors ; others
fled into remote countries, to drag out the
remainder of their lives in obscurity and dis
tress.

The places and the instruments, which had
been so useful in making an immense number
of astronomical observations, were involved
with the records in one common ruin. The
whole of that valuable library which contained
the works of so many eminent authors, and
was the common depository of every species
of human knowledge, was entirely devoted
to the flames by the Arabs ; the Caliph Omar
observing, that if they agreed with the Koran
they were useless ; and if they did not, they
ought to be destroyed : a sentiment worthy of
such a leader, and of the cause in which he
was engaged.

Here followed several ages of the most
wretched barbarism and ignorance ; it is even
wonderful that the sciences should ever again
have recovered this fatal catastrophe.

We have before observed, that some of the

philosophers of Alexandria escaped the ven
geance of their barbarous conquerors, and
these of course carried with them some rem
nant of that general learning for which this
school was so deservedly celebrated. Still,
however, destitute of books, of instruments,
and probably also of the means of existence
without manual labour, very little farther
knowledge could be accumulated, and still
less propagated; so that in a few years every
species of knowledge connected with philo
sophy and mathematics must have become ex
tinct, had not the Arabians themselves, within
less than two centuries of this fatal conflagra
tion, become the admirers and supporters of
those very sciences which they had before so
nearly annihilated. They studied the works
of the Greeks with the greatest assiduity, and
if they added little to the stock of knowledge
which these works contained, they became
sufficient masters of many of the subjects, to
enable them to comment upon them, and to
set a due estimation upon these valuable relics
of ancient science ; and by this means they
have been preserved and handed down to our
time.

From the ninth to the fourteenth century
the Arabs may be considered as the guardians
and promoters of geometry, as well as the
other sciences ; at which time it was that they
began to be agaiu revived in Europe.
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During the fifteenth century there appeared

several translations of the ancient writings, and

a general progress was made in the several
sciences, and particularly in geometry. In the

sixteenth century we have, hes-ides a number

of translations and commentaries, a few ori

ginal works highly creditable to their respec
tive authors, by Vieta, Tartalea, Descartes,

&c. ; but the first who left the beaten paths of
the ancients was Cavalerius, who published
his "Indivisibles " in 1635. Here lie considers
surfaces as composed of an infinite number of
lines, and solids, as made up of surfaces, &e.
and assumes as a principle, that the ratio of
these infinite sums of lines or planes, com

pared with the unit in each case, are the same
as the superfices or solids that were to b

e
,

measured. This work may be considered as

the first link in the modern geometry, and it

was soon followed by others of a similar kind,
which after this become too numerous for

particular detail. We can, therefore, only
mention the names of Wallis, Pascal, Ferrnat,
Roberval, Leibnitz, Newton, and the Bernou-
illis, as the principal promoters of geometry
during the seventeenth century ; but for the
particulars of the discoveries and inventions
we must refer to the several biographical
articles, and to those of Curves, Fluxions,
ISOPERIMETRY, MAXIMA et MINIMA, TAN
GENTS, &C.

The most approved modern works on the
elements of geometry are those of Kuelid, as

translated by Simson, Ingram, and Playfair ;

and the treatises of Bonnycastle, Leisle, and
Lcgendre.

In practical geometry, we may recommend
the works of Mallet, Clavius, Tacqnet, and
Ozanam.

In analytical geometry, those of Monge and
Gamier.

And for the writers on the higher geometry,
we refer the reader to the article Curves, &c.
as mentioned above.

A great number of other works might have
been here enumerated, but as they are most
of them given under the biographical articles
of their respective authors, we have omitted
them in this place.

GEORGE d'Or, a coinage of Hanover, va
lue 16». Girl.

GEORGIUM Sidtis. See Uranus.
GlBBOVS(gibbns, Latin), denotes generally

a convexity or protuberance; and hence the
moon is said to be gibbous in the second and
third quarters, being, during this period, more
than half enlightened, and consequently con
vex or gibbous on both sides.

GILDER, or Florin, a coinage of Holland,
value 1». 8Jrf. sterling.

GIMBOLS, are the brass rings by which a

sea-compass is suspended in its box.
GIN, in Mechanics, is an instrument for

raising great weights. The pile-engine is also
sometimes called a gin.

GIRAFFE. See Camelopardalus.
GIRT, in Timber Measure, is the circum

ference of a tree ; and a quarter of this is called
the quarter-girt. The common practical rule-

is to square the quarter-girt, and multiply by
the length of the tree, tor the content. See
Timber Measure.

GIRARI) (Albert), a celebrated German
geometer of the seventeenth century. In 1629
he published his " Invention nouvelle en Al
gebra;" a work which docs not disgrace its
title, as we there find many new and original
ideas relating to various branches of algebra
and geometry: such as measuring the sur
faces of triangles and other figures on the
sphere, and a method of estimating solid an
gles by means of the spherical surfaces of their
bases, the same as rectilinear angles arc mea
sured by the arcs of circles ; he thus compares
different solid angles with each other, and
computes the angle of a cone. Sec. He is also
said to have divined the porisms of Euclid,
but this work never appeared. Girard died
in poverty in 1634.

GIVEN, is a term frequently used by ma
thematicians to denote something which is

supposed to be known. Thus, if a magnitude
be known, it is said to be a given magnitude.
If the position of a thing be known, it is said
to be given in position ; thus, if a circle be de
scribed with a known radius its centre is given
in position, and its circumference given in
magnitude, and the circle itself is said to be
given both in magnitude and position. If the
kind or species of a figure be known, it is said
to be given in species ; if the ratio between
two quantities be known, these quantities are
said to have a given ratio, &c. &c.

GITJSTINA, a coinage of Venice, value
As. 7Jrf. sterling.

GLOBE, in Geometry, a round solid body,
which may be conceived to be generated by
the revolution of a semi-circle about its dia
meter. See Sphere.

Globe, or Artificial Globe, in Geography and
Astronomy, is more particularly used to denote
a globe of metal, plaster, paper, pasteboard,
Sec.; on the surface of which is drawn a map,
or representation of cither the heavens or the
earth, with the several circles which are con
ceived upon them : the former being called
the Terrestrial Globe, and the latter the Celes
tial Globe.

Description o
f the Globes. —The fundamental

parts of these instruments, which are common
to both globes, are, 1

. The two poles whereon
the globe is supported, representing those of
the world. 2. The brazen meridian, which is

divided into degrees, and passes through the
poles. 3. The wooden horizon, whose upper
side represents the horizon and is divided into
several circles, the innermost of which con
tains the twelve signs of the zodiac, subdivided
into their degrees ; the next the Julian, and

the third the Gregorian calendar ; without side

ofall these are drawn the points of thecompass.

4. A brass quadrant of altitude, divided into

ninety degrees from the horizon. 5. The hour

circles, divided into twice twelve hours, and
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fitted on the meridian round the poles, which
carry an index pointing to the hour. A ma
riner's compass is sometimes added on the
bottom of the frame, and sometimes a semi
circle of position.

On the surface are delineated, 1. The equi
noctial line, divided into 360 degrees, com
mencing from the vernal intersections. 2. The
ecliptic, divided into twelve signs, and these
.subdivided into degrees. 3. The zodiac.
4. The two tropics. And, 5. The polar circles.
All which see under their proper articles.

What else belongs to globes, either as to
construction or description, is different as the

globe is cither celestial or terrestrial.
The late Mr. George Adams made some im

provements in the construction of the globes.
His globes, like others, are suspended at then-

poles in a strong brass circle NZjES (see
Plate IX.) and turn therein upon two iron pins
which form the axis ; they have each a thin
brass semicircle NHS, moveable about their
poles with a small thin sliding circle H, which
semicircle is divided into two quadrants of
ninety degrees each, from the equator to both
the poles.

On the terrestrial globe this semicircle is a
moveable meridian, and its small sliding circle,
which is divided into a few points of the com-
pass, is the visible horizon of any particular
place to which it is set. On the celestial globe
this semicircle is a moveable circle of declina
tion, and its small annexed circle an artificial
sun or planet. Each globe has a brass wire
T \V Y placed at the limits of the crcpusculum
or twilight, which, together with the globe, is
mounted in a wooden frame, having below
a magnetic needle in a compass-box. On
the strong brass circle of the terrestrial globe,
and about twenty-three and a half degrees
on each side of the north pole, the days
of each month are laid down according to the
sun's declination ; and this brass circle is so con
trived, that the globe may be placed with the
north and south poles in the plane of the hori
zon, and with the south pole elevated above
it. The equator on the surface of cither globe
serves the purpose of the horary circle, by
means of a semicircular wire placed in the
plane of the equator JET, carrying two in
dices, one on the cast, the other on the west
side of the strong brass circle : one of which
is occasionally to be used to point out the time
upon the equator. In these globes, therefore,
the indices being set to the particular time on
the equator, the globes are turned round, and
the indices point out the time by remaining
fixed ; whereas, in the globes as generally
mounted, the indices move over the horary-
circles while the globe is moving, and thus
point out the change of time. For farther par
ticulars of these globes, and the method of
using them, see Adams's "Treatise on the
Construction and Use of the Globes."

Mr. G. Wright, of London, has yet farther

simplified the construction of the hour-circle,
and it is thereby rather less opcrose. It con-

sists of the following particulars: There are
engraved on the globes two hour-circles, one
at each of the poles ; which are divided into
a double set of twelve hours, as usual in the
common brass ones, except that the hours are
figured round both to the right and left The
hour-hand, or index, is placed in such a man
ner under the brass meridian, as to be move
able at pleasure to any required part of the
hour-circle, and yet remain there fixed during
the revolution of the globe on its axis, arid is
entirely independent of the poles of the globe.
In this manner, the motion of the globe round
its axis carrying the hour-circle, the fixed
index serves to point ont the time, the same as
in the reverse way by other globes.

There is also an advantage in having the
hour-circle figured both ways, as one hour
serves as a complement to XII. for the other,
and the time of sun-rising and setting, and
vice versA, may both be seen at the same time
on the hour circle. In the problems generally
to be performed, the inner circle is the circle
of reckoning, and the outer one only the com
plement. Fig. 5, is a representation of the
globe, with Mr. Wright's improved hour-cir
cle at C.

In the Phil. Trans, for 1789, p. 1, Mr. Smea-
ton has proposed some improvements of the
celestial globe, especially with respect to the
quadrant of altitude, for the resolution of pro
blems relating to the azimuth and altitude.
The difficulty, he observes, that has occurred
in fixing a semicircle, so as to have a centre
in the zenith and nadir points of the globe, at
the same time that the meridian is left at
liberty to raise the polo to its desired eleva
tion, I suppose, has induced the globe-makers
to be contented with the strip of thin flexible
brass, called the quadrant of altitude ; and it
is well known how imperfectly it perforins its
office. The improvement I have attempted,
is in the application of a quadrant of altitude
of a more solid construction ; which being
affixed to a brass socket of some length, and
this ground and made to turn upon an upright
steel spindle, fixed in the zenith, steadily di
rects the quadrant, or rather arc, of altitude
to its true azimuth, without being at liberty
to deviate from a vertical circle to the right
hand or left; by which means the azimuth
and altitude arc given with the same exact
ness as the measure of any other of the great
circles. For a more particular description of
this improvement, illustrated with figures, see
the place above quoted.

We cannot of course, in a limited article of
this kind, attempt any explanation of the use
of the globes ; we, therefore, refer the reader
for information on this head to the several
works written expressly on this subject. The
best of which are by Adams, Bransby, Butler,
Davis, Harris, and Moliucux.

Very large globes have been made in diffe
rent parts of Europe, as at Gottorp, Paris, &c. ;
but we believe they are all inferior in size to
one erected at Pembroke College, Cambridge,
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under the direction of the late Dr. Long. The
description of this machine is here given in
the doctor's own words :

" I have, in a room lately built in Pembroke
Hall, erected a sphere of eighteen feet diame
ter, wherein thirty persons may sit conve
niently; the entrance into it is over the south
pole by six steps: the frame of the sphere
consists of a number of iron meridians, not
complete semicircles, the northern ends of
which are screwed to a large round plate of
brass, with a hole in the centre of it ; through
this hole, from a beam in the ceiling, comes
the north pole, a round iron rod, about three
inches long, and supports the upper parts of
the sphere to its proper elevation for the lati
tude of Cambridge : the lower part of the
sphere, so much of it as is invisible in Eng
land, is «ut off; and the lower or southern
ends of the meridians, or truncated semi
circles, terminate on, and are screwed down
to, a strong circle of oak, of about thirteen
feet diameter, which when the sphere is put
into motion runs upon large rollers of lignum
vita;, in the manner that the tops of some
windmills are made to turn round. Upon the
iron meridians is fixed a zodiac of tin, painted
blue, whereon the ecliptic and heliocentric or
bits of the planets are drawn, and the constel
lations and stars traced : the Great and Little
Bear, and Draco, are already painted in their
places round the north-pole ; the rest of the con
stellations are proposed to follow : the whole
is turned round with a small winch, with as
little labour as it takes to wind up a jack,
though the weight of the iron, tin, and wooden
circle is about a thousand pounds. When it
is made use of, a planetarium will be placed
in the middle thereof. The whole, with the
floor, is well supported by a frame of large
timbers." Since this was written, in 1758,
the constellations and chief stars visible at
Cambridge have been painted in their proper
places, upon plates of iron joined together,
which form one concave surface.

It is said that, since the death of Dr. Long,
this curious structure appears to have been
much neglected, and now exhibits strong
tokens of decay ; although, it is said, the
Doctor in his will made ample provision for
keeping it in constant repair.

GLOBULAR, relating to or partaking of
the nature of a globe ; thus we say, globular
ehart, globular sailing, &c.

Globular Chart. See Globular Chart.
Globular Sailing. See Great Circle Sail

ing.
GNOMON (from ynu/wam, to make known), in

Astronomy, is an instrument or apparatus for
measuring the altitudes, declinations, &c. of
the sun and stars. The gnomon is usually a

pillar, or column, or pyramid, erected upon
level ground, or a pavement. For making
the more considerable observations, both the
ancients and moderns have made great use of

it
,

especially the former ; and many have pre
ferred it to the smaller quadrants, both as

more accurate, easier made, and more easily
applied.

The most ancient observation of this kind
extant, is that made by Pytheas, in the time
of Alexander the Great, at Marseilles, where
he found the height of the gnomon was in
proportion to the meridian shadow at the
slimmer solstice, as 213{ to 600 ; just the same
as Gassendi found it to be, by an observation
made at the same place, almost $000 years
after, viz. in the year 1636. " Ricciol. Almag."
vol. i. lib. 3

,

cap. 14.
The elevation of the pole may be found by

means of the gnomon, by finding the meridian
height of the suu ; for, this being given, we
have the elevation of the equator, and con
sequently that of the pole. The meridian
height of the sun may be found in the follow
ing manner :

Let A C represent
^»

the gnomon, AB tho s
shadow, C B part of a _
ray drawn from the cen
tre of the sun passing s''
by the top of the gno-
mon, and terminating
the shadow at B. These ^

lines form the right-an- A
gled triangle ABC, and of which the two legs
AB, AC may be supposed given, their lengths
being accurately found by measurement; then
having the two sides, and knowing the angle
at A to be a right angle, the angles at B and C

are easily found by the known rules of trigo
nometry ; the former of which will give the
sun's meridian altitude, and hence the lati
tude of the place.

This method of observation, however, is by
no means accurate ; and Ricciolus takes no
tice of the following deficiencies in the an
cient observations made in this manner: 1

.

They did not take into account the sun's pa
rallax, which makes his apparent altitude less
than it would be if the gnomon were placed
at the centre of the earth. 2. They neglected
refraction, by which the apparent height of
the sun is somewhat increased. 3. They made
their calculations as if the shadows were ter
minated by a ray coming from the sun's cen
tre; whereas it is bounded by one coming
from the upper edge of his limb. These errors,
however, may be easily allowed for; and, when
this has been done, the ancient observations
are generally found to coincide nearly with
those of the moderns.

Gnomon, in Dialling, is the style, pin, or
cock of a dial, the shadow of which points
out the hours. This is always supposed to
represent the axis of the world, to which it is

therefore parallel, or coincident, the two ends
of it pointing straight to the north and south

poles of the world.
Gnomon, mGeometry, is the space included

between the lines forming two similar paral

lelograms, of which the smaller is inscribed
within larger, so as to have one angle in each
common to both.
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Thus AGFE and

A BCD being similar

parallelograms, having ,

a common angle at
A'; then the space
GBCFDE is called a _
gnomon. InthesamcA B
manner, if GF and EF be produced to H and
I,forminganothersimilarparallclogram FHCI,
then is also the space F H B A D I a gnomon ;

and the same may otherwise be formed about
the angles D and B.

GNOMONIC, or Gnomonical Projection,
that which represents the circles of a hemis
phere upon a plain touching it in the vertex,
by lines or rays from the centre of the hemis
phere to all the points of the circles to be pro
jected. In this projection, all the great circles
of the sphere are projected into right lines.
Any lesser circle parallel to the plane of pro
jection, is projected into a circle. And any
lesser circle not parallel to the plane of pro
jection, is projected into a conic section.

The gnomonic projection is also called the
horologtographic projection, because it is the
foundation of dialling. In other respects it is
not much used, because the circles of the
sphere are projected into conic sections, which
are difficult to be described. However, this
projection has its conveniences in the solution
of some problems of the sphere, on account of
the great circles being all projected into right
lines. Emerson has given a theory and prac
tice of the gnomonic projection, in his treatise
on the " Projection of the Sphere." London,
1749, 8vo.

Gnomonics, the art of dialling, or of drawing
sun and moon, dials, Sec. on any given plane.

It is thus called, as it shows how to find the
hour of the day, &c. by the shadow of a gno
mon or style.

GOLD Gilder, a coinage of Holland, value
2x. &{d. sterling.

Goi.D-Guldeti, a coinage of Hanover, value
6*. Sd. sterling.

GOLDEN Number, in Chronology, a num
ber showing what year of the Metonic, or
lunar cycle, any given year is. To find the
golden number, add 1 to the given year, and
divide the sum by 19; what remains will be
the golden number; unless 0 remain, for then
19 i.

s the golden number.
The discovery of the Metonic cycle exhi

bited such extensive astronomical knowledge,
that it obtained great success and reputation
in Greece, insomuch that the order of the
period was engraved in letters of gold; whence

it acquired the name of golden number.

Golden Rule, the name usually given by
arithmeticians to the Bule of Proportion, or
Rule of Three, on account of its extensive
usefulness.

GONIOMETER (from yunia, angle, and
utT-pon, meature), an instrument for measuring-
solid angles (particularly in crystals); that is,
for determining the angle of inclination which
one plane surface has to another.

GONIOMETRICAL Line; are lines em
ployed in measuring or determining the quan
tity of angles ; such arc sines, tangents, se

cants, &c. Sue a curious paper on the sub
ject of goniometrical lines, by Mr. Jones,
Phil. Trans. No. 483, sect. xxvi.

GONIOMETRY, the art of measuring an
gles, whether on paper or on the earth, by
means of instruments proper for the purpose.
In the former case this is performed by means
of a protractor, or a line of chords; and in Ihe
latter, by the theodolite, quadrant, or circum-
fcrcntor.

GRADUATION, the art of graduating or
dividing.

Graduation of Mathematical Instruments,

is the process by which arches of quadrants,
theodolites, and circular instruments are di
vided into degrees and other smaller sub
divisions. The accuracy of this operation is

of the highest importance in practical astro
nomy and surveying, and it has accordingly
engaged the attention of many celebrated
mechanics ; as Hooke, Sharpe, Graham, Bird,
Ramsden, Smeaton, Handley, Troughton, Sec.

Ramsdcn published his "Method of Gradua
tion" in 1777, in 4to. ; for which he was re
warded by the Board of Longitude with £615,
and to which work the reader is referred. See
also a paper of Mr. Smeaton's in the Phil.
Trans, vol. Ixxvi. ; and another by Mr. Trough-
ton, in the same for 1809; which comprises,
besides an accurate description of his own
method, a history of all that had been before
done towards perfecting this important opera
tion. Other papers on the same subject will
be found in Phil. Trans, vol. ii. p. 457, 459,
and 541.

GRAHAM (George), an eminent artist,
was born atGratwick in Cumberland, in 1675.
He w as many years a member of the Royal
Society, to which he communicated several
ingenious and important discoveries, viz. from
the 31st to the 42d volume of the Phil. Trans,
principally on astronomical and philosophical
subjects; particularly the horary alteration or
variation of the magnetic needle, and a quick
silver pendulum ; Mr. Graham also constructed
and divided the great mural arch in the Obser
vatory at Greenwich. He died in 1751, in tho
seventy-sixth year of his age.

GRAIN, a small weight, being the 21th part
of a pennyweight, or the 480! Ii part of an
ounce, Troy-weight ; and the 20th part of a
scruple, or the 480th part of an ounce, in
Apothecaries weight.

GRAPHOMOTOR, a mathematical instru
ment, otherwise called a semicircle, the use
of which is to observe any angle whose vertex

is at the centre of the instrument ; and to
measure it off in degrees, minutes, &c. A
peculiar kind of graphometer has been lately
contrived for measuring the angles of crystals.

GHAVESAND (William James), a cele
brated Dutch mathematician, was bom at Bois
le Due in 1688. During a short stay which
ho made in London, he became intimately
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acquainted with Sir I. Newton ; and on the
recommendation of the latter, he was appoint
ed professor of mathematics and astronomy at
the University of Leyden, to which was after
wards added the professorship of philosophy.
The duties of these offices were, however, too
much for his constitution, and are said to have
been the cause of his death, which happened
in 1742, being then in the fifty-fourth year of
his age.

His principal publications were: 1. Physices
Elemcnta Matheinatica Experiments Confer-
mata, sive Introductio ad Philosophiam New-
tonianam ; which consists of the author's lec
tures. 2. Matheseos Universalis Elcmenta,
containing a system of algebra; with a com
mentary on Newton's " Universal Arithmetic."
3. Philosophic Newtonianae Institutiones ;

which is an abridgment of his " Elements of
Physics." 4. Introductio ad Philosophium,
Metaphysicam et Logicam. His mathemati
cal works, except the first, were collected and
published at Amsterdam, in 2 vols. 4to. with an
account of the life and writings of the author.

GRAVIMETER, a name given by Guyton
to an instrument for measuring the specific
gravity of bodies.

GRAVITATION (from gravitate, Latin),
the act of tending to a centre. Ur, gravitation
may be more generally defined the exercise
of gravity, or the action which a body exercises
on another body by the power of gravity.

Theory of Universal Gravitation. —Newton is
very justly considered as the author of this
great hypothesis, though several preceding
and contemporary writers seem to have form
ed conjectures on this subject, which approach
ed extremely near the truth.

From the time that Kepler discovered his
laws, to the time when Newton struck out his
theory of universal gravitation, astronomers
and philosophers were eagerly inquiring the
causes by which the planets were retained in
their orbits, and the origin of those laws by
which their motions were regulated.

The discoveries of Kepler having naturally
suggested the following problems : Why do
the planets and satellites describe elliptic
orbits ; the former about the sun, and the lat
ter about their primaries ? Why is the centre
of motion in the focus, rather than in the cen
tre of the ellipse ? Why are equal areas de
scribed in equal times about the centre? And
what can be the cause of that remarkable law
which obtains between their distances and
time of periodic revolution? See Kepler's
Laws.

On these subjects Kepler himself had form
ed certain hypotheses. Gravity, he says, in
his " Commentary on Mars," is only a mutual
and corporal affection between similar bodies.
Heavy bodies do not tend to the centre of the
world, but to that of the round body of which
they form a part ; and if the earth were not
spherical, heavy bodies would not fall towards
its centre, but towards different points ; which
conjecture has been since verified by experi
ment. Th« earth, it is found, is not a perfect

sphere, and heavy bodies falling towards it
have not their motion directed in a line to its
centre, but in a line perpendicular to its sur
face.

Kepler likewise strongly suspected, that thw
attraction of the moon was the cause of the
tides, and that the lunar irregularities arose
from the action of the earth and sun. Perhaps,
from the earliest times, some indistinct con
ceptions are to be occasionally traced in dif
ferent authors, concerning the existence of
this universal principle.

I'ermat, who preceded Kepler, affirmed, that
the weight of a body was the sum of the
tendencies of all its particles to all the par
ticles of the earth ; and Kopler was of opinion,
that two bodies left alone in free space would
approach each other, with velocities inversely
proportional to their masses or quantities of
matter.

A short time previous to the great discovery
of Newton, Dr. Hook made a still nearer ap
proach to the truth. At a meeting of the
Royal Society, May 3, 1668, he expressed
himself in the following manner: " I will ex
plain a system of the world very different from
any yet received, and it is founded on the
three following positions :

" 1. That all the heavenly bodies have not
only a gravitation of their parts to their own
proper centres, but that they also mutually
attract each other within their spheres of
action.

" 2. That all bodies having a simple motion
will continue to move in a straight line, unless
continually deflected from it by some extra
neous force causing them to describe a circle,
an ellipse, or some other curve.

" 3. That this attraction is so much the
greater as the bodies are nearer. As to tha
proportion in which those forces diminish by
an increase of distance, I own I have not yet
discovered it

,

although I have made some ex
periments to this purpose. I leave this to
others, who have time and knowledge suffi
cient for the task."

This is a very precise enunciation of a pro
per philosophical theory. The phenomenon
of the change of motion, is considered as the
mark and measure of a change of force, and
his audience is referred to experience for tha
nature of this force, he having before exhibit
ed to the- society a very neat experiment by
way of illustration. A ball suspended by a

long thread from the ceiling, was made to
swing round another ball laid on a table imme
diately below the point of suspension. When
the impulse given to the pendulum was nicely
adjusted to its deviation from the perpendi
cular, it described a perfect circle round the
ball on the table ; but when the impulse was
very great, or very small, it described an ellipse,
having the other ball in its centre.

Hook showed that this was the operation of
a deflecting force, proportioned to the distance
from the other ball. He added, that although
this illustrated the planetary motions in some

degree, yet it was not suitable to their case ;
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for the planets describe ellipses, having the

Miii not in their centre but in their focus.

Therefore they arc not retained by a force pro

portional to the distance from the sun.

Hence it appears, that approximations had

been made towards the theory of universal

gravitation before the powerful genius of
Newton was at all directed to this subject
Still, however, they were but approximations,
and at the same time so obscure, that even

the most enlightened philosophers were unable

to explain, by their means, a single astrono

mical phenomena. We ought, therefore, to

consider Newton as entitled to the undivided

honour of tliis important discovery.
We arc informed by Dr. Pemberton, that

in the year 1666, Newton having retired from

Cambridge to the country, on account of the

plague, was there led to meditate on the pro
bable cause of the planetary motions, and upon
the nature of that central force by which they
were retained in their orbits. It then occur

red to him, that probably the same force, or

some modification of the same force, which
caused a heavy body to descend to the earth,

might likewise extend to the moon, and be

the means of retaining her in her orbit, by
causing a constant deflection from her rec
tilinear path.

But before this conjecture could be sub
mitted to the test of calculation, it was neces

sary to assume some conditional hypotheses
relative to the modification of the force with
respect to the distance. The supposition he
made was, that the force of gravity decreases
as the square of the distance increases; but
whether or not this was his first conjecture
docs not now appear, though it is highly pro
bable it was, being considered with regard
to emanations as the most simple and natural
that could be imagined. But when Newton
first attempted to verify this conjecture, the

requisite data, with regard to the distance of
the moon in radii of the earth, and the mea
sure of the terrestrial radius, were but imper
fectly known; and the result which he obtain
ed, though nearly, was not exactly what he
could have wished, and he in consequence at
first abandoned his hypothesis. A remarkable
instance of the cool and dispassionate frame
of mind which this great philosopher preserv
ed, even at the moment when he had flattered
himself with the hope of having discovered
one of the most important secrets of nature.

A few years afterwards, however, he was
induced to renew his calculations, as in the
interval more correct data had been obtained
by the measure of a degree in France by
Picard. This attempt succeeded ; and it is
related, that towards the conclusion of it he
became so agitated, that he was obliged to
request a friend to assist him in finishing it ;

and certainly a moment of greater importance
will never be recorded in the annals of science.

In the preceding brief sketch of the history
of this important discovery, we have alluded
to the necessary data on which Newton found
ed his calculation; but it may not be amiss,

for flic information of some of our readers, to
bestow a few lines in explaining a little more
in detail the nature of this computation.

Having established it as a principle, that
the force of gravity decreases as the square of
the distance increases, and supposing the dis
tance of the moon to be 60 semi-diameters of
the earth, that is, 60 times as far from the
earth's centre as a heavy body at its surface,
we shall have, by calling the force at the sur
face 1, as 60* : 1 :: 1 : y^u, for the force of
the earth's gravity, at the distance of the
moon ; and consequently, as a heavy body at
the surface falls f.6'083 feet in one second of
time, the same body placed at the distance of
Hie moon, would only full through feet
in a second, or 16*083 feet in a minute ; be
cause the spaces fallen are as the square of
the times. Hence it follows, supposing the
moon to be retained in her orbit by this force,
that her deflection from the tangent to her
orbit at any point, ought to be 'IgaV feet in
one second; or, which is the same, the versed
sine of the arc described in one second, ought
to be feet.

Now the distance of the moon from the
earth in semi-diameters being known, and the
diameter of the earth itself being also know n
in feet, as well as the exact time of our lunar
revolution, it is easy to find the circumference
of the lunar orbit, and the measure of the arc
which the moon describes in one second, and
hence again the versed sine of that arc in feet ;
which, as observed above, ought to be 'yj^3.
This measure Newton verified by his calcula
tion, and thus established this most important
law, with regard to the earth and moon, w hich
was afterwards readily extended to the whole
planetary system. Sec Attraction.

GRAVITY (graritat, Latin), iu Physict, the
natural tendency or inclination of bodies to
wards a centre.

Terrettrial Giuvity, is that force by which
all bodies are continually urged towards the
centre of the earth. It is in consequence of
this force that bodies are accelerated in their
fall, and when at rest that they press the body,
or that part of flic body, by which they arc
supported.

We measure the force of terrestrial gravity
by the space through which a body, from rest
and free to full, passes through in one second,
or rather by the velocity that it lias acquired
at the end of that time. Now the velocity of
a body thus circumstanced, in the latitude of
London, has been found from repeated expe
riments to have acquired, in one second, a

velocity of ;V2£ feet ; and this, therefore, is
called the force of gravity, and by this all other
forces arc compared.

It would appear on the first view of the
subject that the fall of bodies would be the
same in all parts of the earth, but there are
two causes which prevent this uniformity ;

viz. the spheroidal figure of the earth, and the
difference in the centrifugal force in different
degrees of latitude.

With regard to the first it is obvious, if we
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consider the centre of the earth as the centre
of attraction, that the ratio of the distance
from this centre at the poles, and at the equa
tor, will be the same as that of the earth's
polar and equatorial diameters ; that is, as

494 to 495 ; therefore since the force of gra
vity is inversely as the square of the distance,
this force at the equator will be to the same
force at the poles, as 494* to 4951. Again the
centrifugal force at the equator is found to be

i-ItjHi of the force of gravity, whereas at (lie

l>oles the centrifugal force vanishes entirely ;
and consequently, on both accounts, a dimi
nution must take place in force of gravity in
the equatorial regions, and hence also in the
velocities of falling bodies.

In any intermediate latitude, the elliptical
figure of the earth diminishes the force of
gravity, as we proceed from the poles to the
equator, by ^ij of the whole force at the
equator into the square of the cosine of the
latitude; and the centrifugal force diminishes
it in the same proportion, and hence by a

combination of the two causes, the diminu
tion of gravity from the poles to the equator
is equal to 0'00694 multiplied by the square
of the cosine of the latitude, the force of
gravity at the equator being taken as unity.

The most accurate instrument that we pos
sess, for measuring the intensity of gravity in
different situations, is the pendulum, whose
oscillations are immediately accelerated or
retarded by the slightest alteration in this
force, which retardations or accelerations
being accumulated by repeated oscillations,
renders the minutest change obvious, by
means of a corresponding retardation or ac
celeration in the clock to which the pendulum
is attached. The same means might also be
employed to demonstrate experimentally the
diminution in gravity on the tops of moun
tains, though we arc not aware of the experi
ment having ever been attempted.

As to the cause of gravity, or its nature,
nothing- whatever is known, and it would be
useless and unprofitable to occupy any part
of this article in detailing the several vague
hypotheses that have been advanced to ac

count for this most important law of nature.
All that can be said is, that it appears to be
an essential property of matter, or, at least,
of all matter that has hitherto become the
object of human investigation, though it is by
no means certain, that 'matter may not exist
which is not subject to its influence.

This part of the subject appears to be to
tally out of the reach of human comprehen
sion, instead therefore of wasting our time in
useless speculation as to the cause, let us only
attend to its effects, and content ourselves
with examining more particularly the manner
in which this principle operates on material
bodies, and the laws by which it appears to
be regulated ; the principal of which, as de

duced from experiment, or from the most
unequivocal inferences, arc as follows :

1. That gravitation takes place between

the most minute [ articles of bodies. 2. That
it is proportional to the masses of those bodies.
3. That it varies inversely as the square of
the distance, in proceeding from the surface
of the body upwards, or from its centre.
4. That it varies directly as the distance, in
descending from the surface to the centre in
uniform spherical bodies. 5. Thai it acts
equally on bodies in a slate of rest, as on
those in motion, and that its action in the
latter case is always the same, whether that
motion be to or from the centre of attraction,
or in any other direction. C. That it is trans
mitted instantaneously from one body to
another. With regard to this last, Laplace
has shown, that if the transmission of this
force was not instantaneously communicated
from the sun to the extreme hounds of the
solar system, an acceleration would take
place in the motion of the planetary bodies;
and as no such acceleration has been ob
served, beyond what may be accounted for
and computed on other principles, we have
reason to conclude that the propagation of
gravitation is instantaneous. For a full in
vestigation of these laws, and their operations
ou the planetary bodies, the reader is referred
to Laplace's " Mechaniqiic Celeste ;" Viuce's" Astronomy," vol. ii. ; Hint's " Traits ele-
mentaire d'Astronomie physique," 2d edit.

Gravity, as relating to the science of
mechanics, is divided into absolute and re
lative.

Absolute Gravity, is that by which a body
descends freely and perpendicularly in a vacu
um or nonresisting medium, the laws of which
are given under the article Acceleration.

Relative Gravity, is that by which a body
descends, when the absolute grav ity is con
stantly counteracted by a uniform but inferior
force, such as in the descent t f bodies down
inclined planes, or in resisting mediums. See
Inclined Plane, Resistance, and Resisting
Mediums.

Specific Gravity, is the relative gravity of
any body or substance, considered with regard
to some other body which is assumed as a
standard of comparison, and this standard, by
universal consent and practice, is rain water,
on account of its being less subject to varia
tion in different circumstances of time, place,
&c. than any other body, whether solid or
fluid. And by a very fortunate coincidence,
at least to English philosophers, it happens,
that a cubic foot of rain water weighs 1000
ounces avoirdupoise ; and consequently as
suming this as the specific gravity of rain
water, and comparing all other bodies with
this, the same numbers that express the spe
cific gravity of bodies, will at the same time
denote the weight of a cubic foot of each in
avoirdupoise ounces, which is a great con
venience in numerical computations.

From the preceding definition, we readily
draw the following laws of the specific gravity
of bodies; w'r.

1. In bodies of equal magnitudes the spe-
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•ific gravities are directly as the weights, or
as their densities.

2. In bodies of the same specific gravities,
the weights will be as the magnitudes.

3. In bodies of equal weights, the specific
gravities are inversely as the magnitudes.

4. The weights of different bodies are to
each other in the compound ratio of their
magnitudes and specific gravities.

Hence it is obvious that of the magnitude,
weight, and specific gravity of a body, any
two of these being given, the third may bo
found ; and we may thus find the magnitude
of bodies, which are too irregular, to admit of
the application of the common rules of men
suration; or we may, by knowing the specific
gravity and magnitude, find the weight of
bodies which are too ponderous to be submit
ted to the action of the balance or steel-yard ;

or, lastly, the magnitude and weight being
given, we may ascertain their specific gra
vities.

Exam. 1. The weight of a marble statue
being 748 lbs. avoirdupoi.se, required the num
ber of cubic feet, Sec. which it contains; the
specific gravity of marble being 2742.

Since a cubic foot weighs 2742 ounces, we
have

as 2742 : 748 x 16 :: 1 : 436 feet.
Exam. 2. Required the weight of a block

of granite whose length is' 63 feet, and breadth
and thickness each 12 feet; the specific gra
vity of granite being 3500.

Here 63 x 12 x 12=9072 feet; then again
as I : 9072 : : 3500 : 31752000 ounces ;

or 885 ton, 18J cwt. The above are said to
be the dimensions of one of the stones in the
walls of Balbcck.

Other properties relating to the specific
gravity of bodies are as follows ; viz.

1. A body immersed in a fluid will sink, if
its specific gravity be greater than that of the
fluid ; if it be less, the body will rise to the
top, and be only partly immerged ; and if the
specific gravity of the solid and fluid be equal,
it will remain at rest in any part of the fluid
in which it may be placed.

2. When a body is heavier than a fluid, it
loses as much of its weight when immersed,
as is equal to a quantity of the fluid of the
same bulk or magnitude.

3. If the specific gravity of the fluid be
greater than that of the body, then the quan
tity of the fluid displaced by the part im
merged, is equal to the weight of the whole
body. And hence, as the specific gravity of
the fluid is to that of the body, so is the

whole magnitude of the body to the part im
merged.

4. The specific gravities of equal solids, ar«
as their parts immerged in the same fluid.

5. The specific gravities of fluids, areas the
weights lost by the same immerged solid.

Hence are drawn the following rules for
ascertaining the specific gravities of botb
solids and fluids.

To find the specific gravity of a body. —Thia
may be done generally by means of the hydro-
ttatic balance, which is contrived for the easy
and exact determination of the weights of
bodies, cither in air, or when immersed in
water, or other fluid, from the difference of
which the specific gravity of both the solid
and fluid may be computed.

1.When t/iebody is heavier than water. —Weigh
it both out of water and in water ; then say,

As the weight lost in water
Is to the whole or absolute weight,
So is the specific gravity of water
To that of the body.

2. Wheu the body is tighter than mater.—In
this case attach to it a piece of another body
heavier than water, so that the mass com
pounded of the two may sink together.
Weigh the denser body and the compound body
separately, both out of the water and in it ;

and find how much each loses in the water by
subtracting its weight in water from its weight
in air; and subtract the less of these remain
ders from the greater. Then use this pro
portion :

As the last remainder
Is to the weight of the light body in air,
So is the specific gravity of water
To the specific gravity of the body.

3. Wlien the specific gravity of a fluid is
required. —Take a piece of some body of
known specific gravity ; weigh it both in and
out of the fluid, and find the loss of weight by
taking the difference of these two ; then say.

As the whole or absolute weight
Is to the loss of weight,
So is the specific gravity of the solid
To the specific gravity of the fluid.

For the method of finding the specific gra
vity of fluids by means of an hydrometer.
See Hydrometer.

The following table exhibits the specific
gravity of several of the most common bodies;
it is extracted from a more extensive one
given in Gregory's " Mechanics ;" and other
tables of a similar kind will be found in th»
works of Emerson, Muschenbroeck, Ward,
Cotes, Martin, fcc
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TABLE

OF SPECIFIC GRAVITIES OF BODIES.

METALS.

Brass, cast, not hammered .

cast, common
Copper, not hammered
Gold, pure, melted, not hammered

the same hammered
guinea, present coin

Iron, cant
Steel, neither tempered nor hardened

hardened, but not tempered
Iron ore, prismatic
Lead, molten

ore of, cubic
Mercury, solid or congealed

fluent
Nickel, molten
Platina, crude, in grains

purified, not hammered ,

ditto, hammered
Silver, virgin, not hammered

ditto, hammered
shilling, present coin

Tin, pure Cornish, melted, and not
• hardened
hardened

Zinc, molten

STONES.

Beryl
Chrysolite, of the jewellers
Crystal

Aeatc onyx ....

Flint
Jasper
Opal
Pearl
Pebble
Stone, paving

VARIOUS STONES, EARTHS, ttC.

Alabaster
Amber
Ambergris
Basaltes, from Giant's Causeway
Brick
Chalk
Gypsum, opaque .*

.

Glass, green
- white

bottle >

Granite, red Egyptian
Hone, white razor
Limestone

839G

7824
7788

19258
19362
17G29

7207
7833
7840
7355

11352
7587

15632

13568
7807

15602
19500
20337
10477

10511

10534

7291

7299
7191

3549
2782
2653
3521

2775
4189
4283
3994
2595
4011

2638
2594
2816
2114
2o84
2664
2416

2730
1078

926
2864
2000
2784
2168
2642

2733
2654
2876
3179

Marble 2742
Phosphorus 1714
Porphyry „ 2765
Pyrites 4954
Slate 2672
Stone, common 2520
Sulphur 2033

LIQUORS, OILS, &.C.

Alcohol, commercial 837
highly rectified 829

Beer 1034
Milk, woman's 1020

cow's 1032
Oil of turpcutine 870

whale 923
Water, rain .-. 1000

distilled 1000
sea 1026

Wine, port 997

RESINS, oums, &c.

Bees-wax 965
Bone of an ox 1659
Camphor 989
Gunpowder 930
Honey 1456
Ivory 1822
Tallow 945
Wax 897

WOODS.

Alder 800
Ash, the trunk of 845
Beech 852
Box, French 912
Cedar 696
Cherry-tree 715
Cork 240
Ebony 1331
Elder-tree 695
Elm, trunk of 671
Fir 550
Lignum-vitsc 1333

Logwood 913
Mahogany 1063

Maple 750
Oak, heart of, 60 years.... 1170
Poplar 383
Vine 1327
Walnut „ 671
Willow..... 585
Yew, Dutch 788

, Spanish 807

GASSES.

Atmospheric air...
Azotic
Hydrogenous gas
Oxygenous

12
1-182

01
1-435

Z 3
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GREAT Bear. See Ursa Major.
Cheat Circle of the sphere, are those which

have the same centre as the sphere, dividing
it into two equal hemispheres ; of these, in
astronomy, the principal are the equator,
celiptic, horizon, meridians, and colures.

Great Circle Sailing. See Sailing and
Navigation.

GREEN, one of the original colours of the

rays of light. See Colour and Prism.
GREGORIAN Calendar, Epoch, Telescope,

Year. See Calendar, Epoch, Telescope,
and Year.

GREGORY (St. Vincent), a Flemish gco-
metrician, was horn at Eruges in the year
1584. He studied mathematics under Clavius,

and became a member of the society of Jesuits
at Rome. He acquired a very high reputa
tion in the sciences, was chosen to some high
offices, and was selected by Philip II. king of
Spain, to be mathematical tutor to his son,

prince John of Asturia. He died at Ghent in
1667, at the age of 83. He is known as au
thor of three learned mathematical works, of
which the principal is entitled " Opus Gco-
mctricum Quadrature; Circuli et Scctionum
Coni, decern Libris comprchensum," 1647, in
2 vols, folio. In this work he shows, that if
one asymptote of an hyperbola be divided into

parts, in geometrical progression, and from
the points of division ordinatcs be drawn

parallel to the other asymptote, they will di
vide the space between the asymptote and
curve iulo equal portions.

Gregory (James), one of the most eminent
mathematicians of his age, w as born at Aber
deen in 1648; and very early discovered a

great taste for mathematical pursuits, and in

particular for optics, in which while very young
he made great improvements, as he did after
wards in geometry and the doctrine of curves
and infinite series. To him we owe the in
vention of the Gregorian telescope ; a method
for the transmutation of curves; a method of
computing logarithms by series deduced from
the hyperbola; a complete solution of the
Keplerian problem by an infinite series ; and
a method of drawing tangents without any
previous calculation; and a variety of other
subjects, which discover the most brilliant
and inventive genius. His principal works
are as follows :

1. Optica Promota, &c; Loudon, 4to.
1663.

2. Vera Circuli et Hyperbola Quadrature ;

Padua, 4to. 1667, and a second edition, w ith
an important addition, in 1668.

3. Geometries; Pars Universalis; Padua,
4to. 1668.

4. Exercitationes Geometries; ; London,
4to. 1668.

6. The Great and New Art of weighing
Vanity; Glasgow, 8vo. 1672. This was writ
ten in answer to some objections that had
been started by Huygens and others relative
to some of his discoveries.

Th« rest of his inventions make the subject

of several letters and papers, printed cither in
the Phil. Trans., vol. iii. ; the " Commerc.
Epistol.," 8vo. 1715 ; in the " Appendix" to
the English edition of David Gregory's " Op
tics," 8vo. 1735, by Desaguliers; and a few
series in the " Exercitatio Gcomctrica" of
the same author, 4to. 1684.

This learned author, in the month of Oc
tober, 1675, being employed in show ing the
satellites of Jupiter through one of his tele

scopes, was struck with sudden and total
blindness, and died in the course of a few
days at the early age of 37 years.

Gregory (David), nephew of the preced
ing, and likew ise a very able mathematician,
was born at Aberdeen in 1661 ; and died in
1710, at the age of 49. The principal works
of this author were as follows:

1. Exercitatio Gcomctrica dc Dimeusione
Figurarum, sive Specimen Methodi generalis,
&c. This Was principally from his uncle's ma

nuscripts, but it contained likewise several
additions of his own.

2. Catoptrics; et Dioptrics; Spherics Ele
ments, 8vo. 1695.

3. Astronomis; Physics; et Geometricae
Elementa; 1701. A translation of this work,

was published in English in 1726, in 2 vols.
8vo. under the title of " Elements of Physical
and Geometrical Astronomy." This is reckoned
the most elaborate and masterly performance
of this learned author.

He also published a splendid edition of the
works of Euclid in Greek and Latin, and was
employed with his friend, Dr. Halley, in pre
paring an edition of Apollouius's " Conies,"
when death terminated his useful life. After
his death two other of his pieces appeared,
the one a short " Treatise on the Nature, &c.
of Logarithms," printed at the end of Keill's
translation of Comniandine's " Euclid ;" and
the other a treatise on " Practical Geometry,"
published by Maclaurin in 1745. To this
author we also owe the first complete solution
of the Catenarian Curve.

Gregory (James), brother of the preced
ing, rose to high eminence as a mathema
tician. Ho succeeded his brother in the
professorship of mathematics at Edinburgh,
which office he held with great reputation for
thirty-tliree years; and on his retirement in
1733, was succeeded by the celebrated Ma
claurin. Charles, the other brother, was cre
ated professor of mathematics at St. Andrew's
by queen Anne in 1707 ; which office he held
with great credit for thirty-two years, when
he resigned in favour of his son David, who
succeeded him in 1739, and died in 1763.
He published a compendium of arithmetic
and algebra in Latin, entitled " Arithmetics*
et Algebra; Compendium in Usam Jnventatis
Academics; ;" Ediu. 1736.

An interesting account of this celebrated
mathematical family, which has never been
equalled but by the Bernouillis, may be seen
under the article Gregory, in Dr. Hutton's
Math. Dictionary.
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GRUS, the Crane, a southern constellation.

See Constellation.
Grus, in the Arabian astronomy, denotes

the constellation which we call Ophiucus.
GRY, a measure containing one-tenth of a

line.
A line is one-tenth of a digit, and a digit

one-tenth of a foot, and a philosophical foot
one-third of a pendulum, whose diadromcs,
or vibrations, in the latitude of forty-five
degrees, are each equal to one second of time,
or one-sixtieth of a minute.

GUARDS, the name sometimes applied to
the last two stars in the tail of Ursa Minor.

GUERICKE (Otto), an able experimental
philosopher, was born in the year 1602. Of
his early life nothing is known, but ho was
counsellor to the elector of Brandenburg, and
burgomaster or consul of Magdeburg; he is,
however, better known and more distinguish
ed by his philosophical discoveries than by
the honours to which lie was advanced in the
state. To him we arc indebted for the dis
covery of the air-pump, the honour of which
has sometimes been given to Mr. Boyle ; but
this excellent philosopher himself acknow
ledges that he was indebted to the experi
ments of Guericke for being able to bring his
own machine to perfection. Guericke in
vented the brass hemispheres to illustrate the
pressure of the air, and is said to have made a
pair large enough, and so accurately exhausted
them, that the power of sixteen horses acting
at the handle of each was unable to draw
them asunder. He was the inventor of an
instrument to show the variations in the state
of the atmosphere, which answered the pur
pose of a barometer till a more perfect instru
ment was executed ; besides being author of
several treatises on experimental philosophy,
the principal of which is entitled " Experi-
mento Magdeburgica," 1672. He died at
Hamburgh in the year 1686.

GUINEA, a gold coin struck in England.
The value or rate of the guinea has frequently
varied; it was at first equal to 20*.; but by
the scarcity of gold it was afterwards ad
vanced to 21*. 6d. ; but the current value has
now been long fixed at 21*. The pound
weight troy of gold is cut into 44 parts and a

half, and each part makes a guinea, which is
therefore equal to -rglb. or itoz. or Hdipts.

This coin took its name, Guinea, from
the circumstance of the gold of which it was
first struck being brought from that part of
Africa called Guinea, for which reason also
it bore the impression of an elephant.

GUNNERY, the art of charging, directing,
and exploding all kinds of fire-arms, though
the term is more commonly restricted to the

larger pieces of ordnance, as cannons, mor
tars, &c. ,

To this art belongs the knowledge of the
force and effect of gunpowder, the dimen

sions of the pieces, and the proportions of the

powder and ball they carry, with the methods

of adjusting, pointing, spunging, &c. Gnn-
nery may be therefore divided into theoretical
and practical, the former of which only be
longs properly to a work of this description.
This consists in computing the angles of eleva
tion, the impetus of projection, the range of
the ball, &c. from certain data previously
established ; we may also consider those ex
periments which have been made with a view
to ascertain the velocity of projection with
given charges, the resistance of the air, the
deflection of the ball or of the gun, &c. as :
forming a part of theoretical gunnery. See *
Projectiles, Ballistic Pend<dumr Resist
ance, &c.

The principal works on this subject are:
Galileo, " Dialogues on Motion," 1638; An
derson, " Genuine Use of the Gunne," 1674 ;
and another treatise by the same author, " To
hit a Mark," 1690; Blondcl, " L'Art de jctter
des Bombes," 1683; various papers in the
transactions of the Royal Society, by Dr.
Ilalley, &c. It was not however till 1742,
that wc had any thing that might be con
sidered as a scientific treatise on gunnery.
In that year Robins published a small work,
entitled " New Principles of Gunnery," in
.which he treated not only of the resistance of
the atmosphere, but also of the force of ex
ploded gunpowder, the nature and effects of
different guns, and various other subjects "

relating to the flight of military projectiles,
the deflection of bullets, and the practice and
theory of gunnery in general.

The several discoveries' and improvements
contained in this treatise, were farther con
firmed by the ingenious author iu subsequent
experiments, as well as by other celebrated
mathematicians, particularly by Euler, who
published a translation of the above work,
with a commentary of his own, in 1745. A
farther extension was also made by Lc Roy
in the " Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences
of Paris" for 1751, but most of all by Dr.
Hutton, particularly in his " Tracts" lately
published ; to which works the reader is re
ferred for farther information. Sec also the
articles above quoted. ■

GUNPOWDER, a chemical mixture of
nitre, charcoal, and sulphur, for tho purpose
of producing an explosive force by combus
tion, and thus communicating to guns of every
calibre a prodigious power of projection.

The first person who is said to have been
acquainted with the nature and effects of a
combination of these three materials in a
certain proportion to each other was Roger
Bacon. In his treatise " De Secrctis Operi-
bus Artis et Naturaj et de Nullitate Magiae,"
cap. vi. published at Oxford about 1216, he
informs us, that from saltpetre and other in
gredients, we are able to make a fire that
shall burn at any distance wc please, which
" other ingredients," it appears from some of -

his other manuscripts, were sulphur and char
coal. It was not, however, for a considerable
time after Uiis date that gunpowder became
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generally known; indeed it is very difficult,

amongst the various contradictory accounts,

to affix any precise date to this invention.
Robins, in his " Gunnery," considers it as

known before the time of Bacon, and that

this philosopher mentions it not as a new dis

covery, but as the application of an old prin
ciple to military purposes, to which it had not

been before employed.
The proportions of the above ingredients,

according to the best modem practice, is as

follows ; viz. 75 parts of nitre or saltpetre, 15

of charcoal, and 10 of sulphur. The specific

gravity of which composition at a mean, as

stated by Count Rnmford, is about 0 868, that
of water being 1.

The method of ascertaining the strength of
gunpowder is by a machine called an eprou-
vette, of which there are various construc
tions; but it commonly consists of a small

strong barrel, in which a determinate quantity
of the powder is fired, and the force of expan
sion is measured by the action excited on a

strong spring or a great weight.
Another method often adopted, is to fire a

very heavy ball from a short mortar with a

given weight of the powder, and to find the

range of projection. The French eprouvette
for government powder is a mortar of seven

inches (French) iu calibre, which with three
ounces of powder should throw a copper

globe of sixty pounds weight to the distance
of 300 feet. No powder is admitted which
does not answer this trial.

Both these methods have been objected to :

the former because the spring is moved by
the instantaneous stroke of the flame, and

not by its continued pressure, which is some
what different; and the other on account of
the tediousncss attending its use, when a

large number of barrels of powder arc to be

tried. Another method, which unites accuracy
with dispatch, is to suspend a small cannon
as a pendulum, to fire with powder only, and
to judge of the force of explosion by that of
the recoil, which in this circumstance is a
greater or less arc of a circle. That which
Dr. Hutton employed on this principle, was a
small cannon about one inch in the bore, the
charge of which is two ounces of powder.

The cause of the explosive force of fired
gunpowder has been much investigated; but
it is now generally allowed to be chiefly owing
to the sudden generation of a quantity of gas
or elastic vapour.

To determine the elasticity and quantity of
this elastic vapour, produced from a given

quantity of powder, MT. Robins premises, that
its elasticity is equally increased by heat and
diminished by cold, as that of common air
(which is confirmed by Dr. Hutton's late ex

periments): and consequently its weight is
the same with the weight of an equal bulk of
air at the same elasticity and tcmperatnre.
Hence, and from direct experiments, he con
cludes, that the elastic fluid produced by the
firing of gunpowder is nearly three-tenths of

the weight of the powder itself, which, ex

panded to the rarety of common air, is about
244 times the bulk of the powder. Hence it
would follow, that the " mere conversion of
confined powder into elastic vapour, would
exert against the sides of the containing ves
sel an expansive force 244 times greater than
the elasticity of common air, or, in other
words, than the pressure of the atmosphere.
But to this is to be superadded all the in
crease of expansive power produced by the
heat generated, which is certainly very in
tense, though its exact degree cannot be
ascertained. Supposing it to be equal to the
full heat of red-hot iron, this would increase
the expansion of common air rand also of all
gasses) about four times, which in the present
instance would increase the 244 to nearly
1000 ; so that in a general way it may be as

sumed, that the c-.pansive force of closely
confiued powder at the instant of firing is
1000 times greater than the pressure of com
mon air: and this latter is known to press
with the weight of fourteen pounds and a

quarter on every inch; the force of explosion
of gunpowder is 1000 times this, or 14750
ponnds, or about six tons and a half on every
square inch. This enormous force, however,
is diminished in proportion as the elastic fluid
dilates, being only half the strength when it
occupies a double space, one-third of the
strength when in a triple space, and so on.

Mr. Robins found that the strength of pow
der is the same in all variations of the density
of the atmosphere, bnt not so in every state
of moisture, being much impaired by a damp
air, or with powder, which is become damp
with careless keeping, or any other cause ; so
that the same powder which will discharge a
bullet at the rate of 1700 feet in a second in
dry air, will only propel it at the rate of 1200
feet when the air is fully moist ; and a simi
lar difference holds between dry and moist
powder.

Gunpowder is reckoned to explode at about
6000 of Fahrenheit's thermometer, but if
heated to a degree just below that of faint
redness, the sulphur will mostly burn off,
leaving the charcoal unaltered.

GUNTER (Edmund), an excellent English
mathematician and astronomer, was born in
Hertfordshire in 1581, and studied in West
minster school ; from whence he removed to
Oxford, where he took the degr ee of M. A. in
1606. and afterwards entered into holy orders.
In 1616 be took the degree of B. D. ; but
being peculiarly eminent for his knowledge
in the mathematics, he had two years before
been chosen professor of astronomy in Grc-
sham college, London, where he distinguished
himself by his lectures and writings. He
invented a small portable quadrant; as also
the line of proportions, which alter the in
ventor is called Gunter's scale, and was the
first who observed the variation of the mag
netic needle. He likewise published " Canon •

Triangulorum ;" and a work entitled, "Of the
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Sector, Cross-staff, and other Instruments."
This last was published with an English
translation of his " Canon TTiangnlorum," in
4to. by Samuel Foster, professor of Gresham
college. Mr. Gunter died at that college in
1626.

Gunter's Chain, the chain in common use
for measuring land according to the true or
statute measure ; so called from the name of
its inventor. The length of the chain is 66
feet, or 22 yards, or four poles of five yards
and a half each ; and it is divided into 100

links of7-92 inches each: 100,000 square links
make one acre.

Gunter's Line, a logarithmic line, usually
graduated upon scales, sectors, &c.

It is also called the line of lines, and line of
numbers, being only the logarithms graduated
upon a ruler, which therefore serves to solve
problems instrumcntally, in the same manner
as logarithms do arithmetically. It is usually
divided into a hundred parts, every tenth of
which is numbered, beginning with 1, and
ending with 10; so that if the first great di
vision, marked 1 . stand for one-tenth of any
integer, the next division, marked 2, will
stand for two-tenths ; 3, three-tenths, and so

nn ; and the intermediate divisions will, in
like manner, represent one-hundredth parts of
an integer. If each of the great divisions re
present 10 integers, then will the lesser divi
sions stand for integers ; and if the great
divisions be supposed each 100, the subdi
visions will be each 10.

Use of Gunler't Line.

1 . To fiiul the product of two manbert.—From
1 extend the compass to the multiplier; and
the same extent, applied the same way from
the multiplicand, will reach to the product.
Thus if the product of 4 and 8 be required,
extend the compasses from 1 to 4 ; and that
extent laid from 8 the same way, will reach
to 32, their product.

2. To divide one number by another.—The
extent from the divisor to unity will reach
from the dividend to the quotient; thus, to
divide 36 by 4, extend the compasses from 4
to 1, and the same extent will reach from 36
to 9, the quotient sought.

3. To find a fourth proportional to three given
numbers.—Suppose the numbers 6, 8, 9, ex
tend the compasses from 6 to 8 ; and this ex
tent, laid from 9 the same way, will reach to
12, the fourth proportional required.

4. To find a mean proportional between any
two given numbers. —^Suppose 8 and 32: ex
tend the compasses from 8, in the left-hand
part of the line, to 32 in the right ; then bi
secting this distance, its half will reach from
8 forward, or from 32 backward, to 16, the
mean proportional sought.

6. To extract the square root of a number. —
Suppose 25: bisect the distance between one
on the scale and the point representing 26;
then half of this distance, set off from 1, will
give tht point representing the root 5. In

the same manner the cube root, or that of
any higher power, may be found by dividing
the distance on the line, between 1 arid the
given number, into as many equal parts as
the index of the power expresses; then one
of those parts set from 1, will find the point
representing the root required.

Gunter's Quadrant, is a quadrant made of
wood, brass, or some other substance ; being
a kind of stereographic projection on the
plane of the equinoctial, the eye being sup
posed in one of the poles ; so that the tropic,
ecliptic, and horizon, form the arches of cir
cles, but the hour circles are other curves,
drawn by means of several altitudes of the
sun, for some particular latitude every year.

This instrument is used to find the hour of
the day, the sun's azimuth, &c. and other
common problems of the sphere or globe ; as
also to take the altitude of an object in
degrees.

Gunter's Scale, usually called by seamen
the Gunter, is a large plain scale, having
various lines upon it

,

of great use in working
the cases or questions in navigation. This
scale is usually two feet long, and about an
inch and a half broad, with various lines upon
it, both natural and logarithmic, relating to
trigonometry, navigation, &c. On the one
side are the natural lines, and on the other
the artificial or logarithmic ones. The former
side is first divided into inches and tenths,
and numbered from one to twenty-four inches,
running the whole length near one edge.
One half the length of this side consists of
two plain diagonal scales, for taking off di
mensions for three places of figures. On the
other half of this side are contained various
lines relating to trigonometry, as performed
by natural numbers, and marked thus; viz.

Rumb, the rumbs, or points of the com
pass;

Chord, the line of chords ;

Sine, the line of sines ;

Tang., the tangents ;

S.T., the semi-tangents; and at the other
end of this half are,

Leag., leagues, or equal parts;
Rumb, another line of rumbs.
M. L., miles of longitude ;

Chor., another line of chords.
Also in the middle of this foot are L and P,

two other lines of equal parts : and all these
lines on this side of the scale serve for draw
ing or laying down the figures to the cases in
trigonometry and navigation. On the other
side of the scale are the following artificial or
logarithmic lines, which serve for working or
resolving those cases ; viz.

S. R., the sine rumbs;
T. R., the tangent rumbs ;

Numb., line of numbers ;

Sine, sines ;

V. S-, the versed sines ;

'fang., the tangents ;

Meri., meridional parts ;

E. P., equal parts.
Fer a more particular account of this scale,
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and some late improvements made in it

,

see

Recs's Cyclopedia, article Gi'ntf.r.
GYMNOTUS, or Electrical Eel, is the name

of a fish which possesses in itself the power of
electricity, communicating if with (treat effect
to all conducting; bodies that come within its
influence.

The length of this fish is from three to four
or five feet; the head is short and sprinkled
with perforated dots; the body blackish, with
a number of small annular bends or wrinkles;
nostrils two on each side, the first large, tubu
lar, and elevated . the other, small and not
raised above the skin; the teeth small; tongue
broad, and with the palate watery.

The electric properties of this extraordinary
creature have long rendered it an object of
great curiosity among naturalists, the power

it possesses in this respect surpassing even that
of the torpedo. This animal was unknown to
the philosophers of Europe till about the year
1677, when an account of it was communi
cated to the French academy by M. Richer,
one of the gentlemen deputed by the academy
to conduct some mathematical observations in
Cayenne, and in the rivers of which it appears
to have been discovered for the first time by
M. Richer. The sciences not having at that
period made any considerable progress, the
importance of this communication was not
duly considered ; nor indeed docs it appear to
have obtained that just share of credit for
veracity to which it was unquestionably en
titled, til! nearly a century afterwards, when
a full and general conviction of its accuracy
was established through the observations of
Condamine, Ingram, and others. Hie expe
riments of Dr. Bancroft were not less satisfac
tory, those also of Mr. Williamson of Phila
delphia, and Dr. Garden of Charles Town, in
Sou tli Carolina,' addpd farther confirmation.

From the observations of Condamine and
others, engaged about the same time in a
series of experiments on the galvanic proper
ties of this fish, it is clearly demonstrated, that
the power of this animal consists in a kind of
genuine electricity, being equally capable of
being conducted or intercepted by the same
means as that fluid. Thus, on touching the
fish with the fingers, the same sensation is
perceived as on touching a charged phial, be
ing sometimes felt as far as the elbows; and
if touched by both hands, an electric shock is
conveyed through the breast in the usual
manner.

Fcrmin, during his residence in Surinam,

had frequent opportunities of examining this
animal, and he has demonstrated by experi
ment that fourteen slaves, holding each other
by the hands, received the shock at the same
time ; the first touching the fish with a stick,
and the last dipping his hand into the water
in which it was kept.

This electric faculty of the gynvnotus is ap
parently designed by nature to assist in the
support of its existence, the smaller fishes and
other animals which happen to approach it

being instantly struck motionless, and drop
ping to the bottom of the water become an
easy prey. The shock this lish is capable of
exerting is so powerful, as to deprive almost
entirely of sense and motion those animals
who are exposed to its influence, and is there
fore most dreaded by those who live in the
rivers it inhabits. Some writers affirm even
that the violence of the shock given by those
of a larger size, is so great as to occasion in
stant death.

GYRATION {gyro, Latin), the art or whirl
ing a body, or system of bodies, about one
common centre.
'

Centre of Gyration. Sec Centre.

H

HaDLEY'S Quadrant. See Quadrant.
HAIL, or Hailstones, in Meteorology, an

aqueous concretion of irregular form, descendr
ing from the atmosphere like frozen rain.

HALF Tangents. See Scale and Semi-
Tnngents.

IIALLEY (Edmond), an eminent English
mathematician and astronomer, was born in
London, Oct. 29, 167)6; to whom the sciences
are much indebted for many important im
provements and discoveries.

His first essay was written when he was
only nineteen years of age, in which he gave
a direct geometrical method of determining
the aphelia and eccentricity of the planets.
The following year he took a voyage to St.
Helena, in order to make a catalogue of the

fixed stars near the south pole, a task which
he accomplished in about two years. In 1683

he published his '* Theory of the Variation of
the Magnctical Compass;" and in 1691, his
"Tables of the Conjunctions of Mercury and
Venus ;" and pointed out the utility of them in
ascertaining the sun's parallax, and thence the
exact distance of the earth from the sun. lu
1692, he published his "Tables for finding the
Value of Life Annuities," as deduced from the
bills of mortality ; and a universal theorem for
finding the focii of optic glasses. In 1706 he
published a Latin translation of " Apollonius
dc Sectionc Rationcs ;" and afterwards took
a considerable part in preparing for the press
the "Conies" of the same author, in which
lie undertook to supply the eighth book w hich
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was lost, tho whole of which was published in
one handsome folio volume, 1710; the "Mis-
ccllanae Curiosa," in 3 vols. 8vo. was also
published under his inspection. In 1713, Dr.
Halley was appointed astronomer royal, which
oflice he enjoyed for twenty-nine years; his
death happening on the fourteenth of January,
1742, in the eighty-sixth year of his age. Be
sides the works above mentioned, he publish
ed, 1. Catalogus Stcllarum Australium. 2. Ta
bulae Astronomicae. 3. The Astronomy of Co
mets (and was the first and only astronomer
that ever truly predicted the return of a

comet) ; besides an immense number of papers
in the Phil. Trans, from vol. ii. to vol. xl.

In tho cloge of Dr. Halley, in the Paris Mc-
moires, after mentioning his " History of the
Trade Winds and Monsoons," the writer pro
ceeds thus: "This was immediately followed
by his estimation of the quantity of vapour
which the sun raises from the sea; the circu
lation of vapours ; the origin of fountains ;

questions on the nature of light and transpa
rent bodies ; a determination of the degrees
of mortality, in order to adjust the valuation
of life annuities; and many other works relat
ing to the sciences of algebra, astronomy, geo
metry, optics, dioptrics, ballistics, artillery,
speculative and experimental philosophy, na
tural history, antiquities, philology, and criti
cism; being about twenty-five or thirty disser
tations, which he produced during the nine or
ten years of his residence in London, all
abounding with ideas new, interesting, and
useful."

HALIFAX (John), more commonly called
John de Sacrobosco, an English astronomer of
the thirteenth century; but who taught the
mathematical sciences at Paris, in which city
he died in 1256, where his tomb is still pre
served. He wrote a treatise on the sphere,
which was long considered a classical work,
and has been several times republished; he

wrote also other treatises on the astrolabe or
planisphere, on the calendar, and on the arith
metic of the Arabs ; the latter of which was
written in verse, for the better retaining of
the rules.

HALO, or Corona, a luminous and some
times coloured circle, appearing occasionally
around the heavenly bodies, but more espe
cially about the sun and moon. This pheno
menon is at times accompanied with others,
such as parhelia, or mock suns ; paraselenes,
or mock moons ; anthelia, or glories. All these
appearances are occasioned by the refraction,
reflection, or inflection of light falling upon or
passing near this concrete vapour floating in
the atmosphere; but they have not yet re
ceived the satisfactory explanation which has
been given to the rainbow, a phenomenon
nearly related to them.

Halos are observed in an atmosphere some
what foggy or misty, but not in a cloudy nor
clear one: a thin haziness in the higher regions
of the air in summer, and in the lower regions
ja winter, commonly occasions some appear

ance of the halo ; the characters of which are
various, according to circumstances. In sum
mer, halos are considered by the farmers as
forerunners of wind or rain.

It is remarkable, that the large halos sur
rounding the sun and moon are commonly of
given diameters; namely, about 23° or 24°,
or double that magnitude, or 47°.

HAM EL (John Baptista du), a French
philosopher of the seventeenth century, author
of several works on geometry, trigonometry,
astronomy, and philosophy ; the whole of
which were afterwards collected and published
ill 4 vols. 4to. under the title of "Opera Phi-
Iosophica ct Astronomica," Nuremberg, 1681 :
but the recent improvements in the sciences
render the works of this author now of little
value, except his " Regiac Scicntiarum Aca
demic Historia." This work contains an ac
count of the foundation of the Royal Academy
of Sciences, and its transactions from 1666 to
1700. Du Hamel died in 1706, in the ninety-
third year of his age.

HARDNESS, or Rigidity, that quality in
bodies by which their parts .so cohere as not
to yield inward, or give way to an external
impulse, without instantly going beyond tho
distance of their mutual attraction; and there
fore are not subject to any motion, in respect
of each other, withont breaking the body.

HARMONIC A L Arithmetic, is sometimes
used for the application of numbers to the
science of music.

Harmonical Curve, an ideal curve into
which a musical chord is supposed to be in
flected, when put into such a motion as to
excite sound. See Smith's " Harmon." p. 248 ;" Notes to the Jesuits' Newton," torn. ii.
p. 348; and the Phil. Trans, for 1800, part i.

Harmonical Mean and Proportion. See
Mean and Proportion.

HA RMONY of the Splieres, a sort of music
conceived by ancient philosophers, and sup
posed to be produced by the sweetly-tuned
motions of the heavenly bodies. Sec Plin.
lib. ii. chap. 22; Kepler's "Harmonics;" and
Maclaurin's " View of Newton's Discoveries."

HARRIOT (Thomas), an eminent English
mathematician and astronomer, was born at
Oxford in 1560; who before he was twenty
years of age, had acquired so great a reputa
tion for his mathematical knowledge, that ho
was appointed preceptor to Sir Walter Raleigh,
who was ever after his steady patron.

Harriot will always be remembered as the
inventor of the present improved method of
algebraical calculation. His improvements in
algebra were adopted by Descartes, and were
for some time imposed upon the French na
tion as his own; but the piracy was dis
covered and mado known by Dr. Wallis, in
his "History of Algebra." Harriot's Algebra
is entitled " Artis Analytical praxis ad asqua-
tiones Algebraicas, &c." It also appears from
unquestionable evidence, that he was an able
astronomer, and was the first who observed
the spots on the sun, on which he made on*
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hundred and ninety-seven observation* ; and
it is a matter of doubt, whether he or Galileo
first discovered the satellites of Jupiter; he
likewise made several observations on the
moon, the planet Mars, the solstices, and co
mets. Harriot died in 1621, in the sixty-first
year of his age.

HARRIS (John), the first compiler of an
universal dictionary of arts and sciences in
our language, under the title of " Lexicon
Technicum ;'

' from which have originated all
the other works of a similar kind that have
since appeared. He was also author of a

" Treatise on the Theory of the Earth," in
1697 ; a " Treatise on Algebra," in 1702 ; a
translation of Pardie's "Geometry" into Eng
lish, a seventh edition of which was published
in 12rao. in 1734 ; " Astronomical Dialogues,"
the third edition of which appeared in 1736;
beside several other works on theology and
religion. Harris was born about the year 1670,

and died in 1719.

HARTSOEKER (Nicholas), a Dutch phi
losopher of some eminence, author of a
" Course of Natural Philosophy," in 4to. Hart-
seeker was born in 1656, and died in 1725.

HARVEST Moon. See Moon.
HAUTEFEUILLE (John), an ingenious

mechanic, born at Orleans in 1674. He made
a great progress in mechanics in general, but
had a particular taste for clock-work, and made
several discoveries in it that were of singular
use. It was he, it seems, who found out the se

cret of moderating the vibration of the balance
of watches, by means of a small steel spring,
which has since been made use of. This dis
covery he laid before the members of the Aca
demy of Sciences in 1694, and these watches
are by way of eminence called pendulum
watches ; not that they have real pendulums,
but because they nearly approach to the just
ness of pendulums. M. Huygens perfected
this happy invention ; but having declared
himelf the inventor, and obtained a patent for
making watches with spiral springs, the Abbe
Feuille opposed the registering of it, and pub
lished apiece on the subject against Huygens.
He died in 1724, at fifty years of age. Be
sides the above, he wrote a great many other
pieces, most of which are small pamphlets,
but very curious: as, 1. his Perpetual Pendu
lum; 2. New Inventions ; 3. The Art of breath
ing under Water, and the Means of preserv
ing a Flame shut up in a small Place; 4. Re
flections on Machines for raising Water; 5. His
Opinions on the Difference of Mallebranche
and Regis, relating to the Appearance of the
Moon when seen in the Horizon ; 6. The Mag
netic Balance; 7. A Placet to the King on the
Longitude ; 8. A Letter on the Secret of the

Longitude; 9. A new System on the Flux
and Reflux of the Sea; 10. The Means of
making sensible Experiments, that prove the
Motion of the Earth ; and many other pieces.

HAYES (Charles), a very singular person,
whose great erudition was so concealed by
kit modesty, that his name is known to very

few, though his publications are many. He
was born in 1678, and died in 1760, at eighty-
two years of age. He became distinguished,
in 1704, by a "Treatise of Fluxions," in folio;
being, we believe, the first treatise on that
science ever published in the English lan
guage, and the only work to which he ever set
his name. In 1710, came out a small 4to.
pamphlet, in nineteen pages, entitled "A new
and easy Method to find out the Longitude,
from observing the Altitudes of the Celestial
Bodies." Also, in 1723, he published the
" Moon," a philosophical dialogue, tending to
show that the moon is not an opaque body,
but has native light of her own. He left a
posthumous work, which was published in 8vo.
under the title " Chronographia Asialica et
jEgypriaca," &c.

HEAT, in Natural Philosophy, is one of the
effects of fire or caloric, indicated by an in
crease of temperature, and the sensation it

produces on the organs of feeling.
Various hypotheses have been advanced,

both by ancient and modern philosophers, to
account for the phenomena of heat, some con

sidering it as a body, mi generii, and others
only as a quality common to all bodies. It
would answer very little purpose, if our limits
would admit of it, to detail the various notions
that have been advanced on this subject ; we
shall, therefore, merely state the opinions of
somcof the best informed philosophers amongst
the moderns, though it will be seen that the
grand question, as to materiality of heat, is
not yet satisfactorily determined.

Macquer, in the article Fire, in his " Che
mical Dictionary," although he regards heat ai

a fluid, and the only essentially fluid body in na
ture, and consequently as the cause of fluidity
in other bodies; and notwithstanding he speaks
of the great facility with which it penetrates
other bodies, or separates from them, and infers
from these and other facts, the " infinite small-
ness of the integrant parts of fire ;" meaning by
this term the cause of heat, or what is now
denominated caloric; yet in the appendix to
his Dictionary, when treating of the same

subject, he expresses an opinion directly the
reverse of this, and calls heat "only a mode
of existence of a material substance." He
carries on the discussion through several pages
with much ability; and amongst various other
modes of argumentation, he institutes an ana

logy, which he sustains with considerable in

genuity between the communication of heat
and the communication of motion, deducing
from the known and acknowledged laws of
the latter the similarity of the former, and

maintaining consequently that heat is really
nothing else than the motions of the parts of
heated bodies. Our limits will not allow us
an abstract of his reasoning, which we should
otherwise be glad to give ; we may, however,

quote his conclusion.
" I have hitherto," says he, " been of opinion,

I confess, with most natural philosophers, that
heat was a particular kind of matter, so sub*
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tile as to penetrate all bodies, and to separate
their parts when put in action by light or per
cussion, and that this being was the true mat
ter of fire ; but the above reflections have sug
gested a very different opinion. There cer
tainly is a matter of fire; and it is pure light,
which is a material substance whose existence
cannot be questioned. But we cannot say the
same of heat ; the causes which excite it, and
the effects which it produces, do not prove
or even suppose the existence of a peculiar
matter. They all concur, on the contrary, lo
indicate that it is only an accident, a modifi
cation of which some bodies arc susceptible,
and consisting merely in the intestine motion
of their aggregant and constituent parts,
which may be produced not only by the im
pulse of light, but also by all frictions and
percussions of any bodies."

Count Rumford, from two considerations,
infers the immateriality of heat ; first, from
his frequent failures, in attempting to disco
ver that it had any weight ; and, secondly, from
the possibility, which he conceives he has de

monstrated, of obtaining an inexhaustible
supply of heat from a given quantity of in
sulated matter.

It is well known, that on the freezing of
water a portion of heat is given out sufficient
to raise the temperature of an equal quantity
of water no less than 140°; that is, from 32°
to 172P. If, therefore, heat were a ponderable
substance, it is reasonable to imagine that
water wonld become lighter when frozen in a

vessel hermetically scaled. The Count, ac

cordingly, made a number of experiments
with a view to determine this point ; but could
not discern the least difference between the
weight of the water before freezing, and that
of the ice when frozen. From this he makes
his first deduction of the imponderability of
heat, and draws the more extensive, but less
cautious inference, that all future attempts to
discover any effect of heat upon the apparent
weights of bodies will be fruitless ; Phil.
Trans. 1799, part ii. ; or Nich. Jour. 4to. vol. iii.

The other deduction above mentioned was
made from the following experiments : The
Count procured a cylinder of brass, bored
like a cannon, by means of the engine used
for that purpose in the arsenal of Munich , a
blunt borer, or flat piece of hardened steel,
was kept with one of its extremities strongly
pressed against the bottom of this hollow
cylinder, while the latter was turned swiftly
about the axis. In one experiment the cylin
der was covered on the outside with a coating
of thick flannel; in another, the borer was
made to work through a collar of leather ; in
a third, the cylinder was wholly immersed in
water, the borer still working through the
leather collar; in a fourth, the leather was
removed, and the water had access to the
interior of the cylinder, where the friction
took place. In all these cases a very consi
derable quantity of heat was produced, much
more than he conceived it possible for the

machinery to supply : and in one experiment
heat was generated by the friction in sufficient
quantity to cause about twenty-six and a half
pounds of ice-cold water to boil in two hours
and a half. The capacity of the brass for heat,
or its power of producing it by friction, did
not appear to be diminished, and it seemed
as if this evolution of heat would have gone on
for ever, if the friction had been continued.
Now, as any thing which any insulated body,
or system of bodies, can continue to furnish
without limitation, cannot possibly be a ma
terial substance, the inference of our author
is, that heat is not of this description : at the
same time he acknowledges the difficulty of
forming any distinct idea on the subject of
heat, capable of being excited and commu
nicated in the manner shown by these expe
riments, except it be motion. " Essays," vol. ii.;
Leybourn's "Tracts," vol. L

In the prosecution of this important inquiry.
Count Rumford has since made a great num
ber of ingenious experiments, from which, if
he has failed to determine what heat really is,
and has even on some occasions, we think,
furnished data for conclusions opposite to those
wc have stated ; he has notwithstanding enlarg
ed, in a very considerable degree, our know
ledge of its laws of action, propagation, and
economy ; and has furnished a great number
of valuable hints and directions for the better
management and supply of this useful agent
in domestic concerns, commercial undertak
ings, and chemical researches.

With respect to the relation between heat
and Ik-lit, the Count appears to entertain an
opinion nearly similar to that of Macquer,
already quoted. In a series of experimental
investigations concerning heat, an account of
which he communicated from Munich lo the
National Institute of France, and to the twelfth
volume of Nicholson's Journal, he had in view
the determination of this among other par
ticulars; after ascertaining that when a hot
body is cooled in tranquil air, a very small
part of the heat, about a seventeenth, is com
municated to the air, all the rest being com
municated by radiation through the air to the
surrounding solid bodies ; and confirming, by
various results, his hypothesis of the immate
riality of heat, he proceeds to treat of the
communication of heat amongst solid bodies,
and concludes with an inquiry, whether the
quantity of heat excited by the striking of the
solar rays upon an opaqne body, is always in
proportion to the quantity of light that has
disappeared? This question he answers in
the affirmative ; ascribing to light the power
of producing heat. This last position, how
ever, has been rendered doubtful, or rather
proved erroneous, by Dr. Herschcl's distinc
tion in the solar rays, between those which
produce heat and those which only illuminate.
This eminent philosopher discovered that
there'are rays emitted from the sun which
produce heat, but have not the power of illu
minating ; and that, on the contrary, from the
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same source proceed also rays of light which
do not produce heat. The last fact was, in
deed, known long ago by Dr. Hooke and Mr.
Schcele ; Dr. Herscliel demonstrated it with
more precision; and the first has been con
firmed by Sir Henry Englefield, who repeated
the Doctor's experiments with a different ap
paratus, but with the same results. This
division of the solar rays into calorific and
luminous, established as it is upon such un
doubted premises, Dr. Thompson considers as

nearly putting an end to the dispute, by de
monstrating the existence of caloric as a

peculiar substance; at least it is putting it
upon the same footing in this respect as light,
the materiality of which is not disputed by
many who argue on the other side with regard
to heat. See Pantologia.

Latent Heat, is a phrase used by Dr. Hlnck,
arising from the discovery that a large portion
•f heat sometimes disappears, or is absorbed
by a body, without any increase of tempera
ture. This commonly happens when a body
from a solid becomes liquid, or from a liquid
becomes aeriform ; and sometimes, when two
bodies of the same temperature combine, a

great degree of cold is produced ; but when a
due portion of heat is acquired from the sur
rounding bodies, the temperature is restored.
The heat which disappears in these cases is
what is called latent point.

HEAVEN, in the Ancient Astronomy, de
noted an orb or circular region of the ethereal
heaven. The ancient astronomers assumed
as many different heavens as they observed
different celestial motions. These they sup
posed to be all solid, as thinking they could
not otherwise sustain the bodies fixed in them
and spherical, that being the most proper form
for motion. Thus they had seven heavens for
the seven planets, the Moon, Mercury, Ve
nus, the Sun, Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn. The
eighth was the fixed stars, which was particu
larly denominated the firmament. Ptolemy
adds a ninth heaven, which he calls the pri-
mum mobile : after him two crystalline heavens
were added by Alphonsus, to account for
some irregularities in the motions of the other
heavens : and, lastly, an empyrean heaven
was drawn over the whole for the residence of
the Deity; which made, in all, twelve hea
vens. But others admitted many more hea
vens, according as their different views and
hypotheses required; Eudoxus supposed 23,
Rcgiomontanus 33, Aristotle 47, and Prat-aster
no less than 70.

HEAVINESS. See Gravity.
HEGIRA, in Chronology, signifies the epoch

nr account of time used by the Mahomedans,
who begin their computation from the day
that Mahomet was obliged to abandon the
city of Mecca, July 16, 622.

The years of the hegira arc lunar ones, of
354 days; and therefore to reduce these to the
Julian Calendar, we must multiply the year of
the hegira by 364, and divide the product by
365J ; to which add 622, the date at which

this epoch commenced, and the result will be
the Julian year required.

HEIGHT. See Altitude.
HELIACAL (from >i'Ajop, the tun), as ap

plied to the rising of a star, planet, &e. denotes
its emerging out of the sun's rays, in which
it was before hid. When applied to the set
ting of a star, it denotes the entering or iin-
merging into the sun's rays, and thus becom
ing lost in the lustre of his beams. A star
rises hcliacally when, after it has been in
conjunction with the sun, and on that account
invisible, it gets at such a distance from him
as to be seen in the morning before the using
of that luminary.

1IELICE Major and Minor, another name
for Ursa Major and Minor. •

HELICOID Parabola, or Parabolic Spiral
(from tXtf, screw, and hJo;, like), is a curve
arising from a supposition of the axis of the
common parabola being bent round into the
periphery of a circle. See Spiral.

HELIOCENTRIC Place of a Planet (from
t-Xio;, the sun, and xnrjpoir, centre), is the place
in the ecliptic in which the planet would ap
pear if viewed from the centre of the sun;
and consequently the heliocentric place coin
cides with the longitude of a planet, viewed
from the same centre.

Heliocentric Latitude of a Planet, is the
inclination of the line drawn between the
centre of the sun and the centre of a planet,
to the plane of the ecliptic.

HEUOCOMETES, Comet of the Sun, is
used to denote a phenomenon which some
times attends the setting of the sun. It is thus
denominated by Slurmius, who had observed

it
,

because it seems to make a comet of that
luminary, having the appearance of a large
tail or column of light which follows the sun
at his setting, much in the same manner as

the tail of a comet.
IIKLIOMETER, or Astrometer (from

liXio,- and (*iTpi>, J measure), is the name given
by Rouguer to an instrument which he in
vented for measuring with particular exact
ness the diameter of the sun, moon, and
planets.

This instrument is a sort of telescope, con
sisting of two object glasses, of equal focal
distance, placed by the side of each other so

that the same eye-glass serves for both. The
tube of this instrument is of a conical form,
larger at the upper end, which receives the
two object glasses, than at the lower, which

is furnished with an eye-glass and micrometer.
Hence two distinct images of an object are
formed in the focus of the eye-glass, the dis
tance of which depending upon that of the
two object glasses from one another, may be
measured with the greatest accuracy. See
the Mem. Acad. Paris, 1748; and the Phil.
Trans. 1743, in which Mr. Savory has de
scribed a similar method of improving the
micrometer. Sec Micrometer.

HELIOSCOPE (from i\uc and axoxw. I

tee), a sort'of telescope peculiarly suited for
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■viewing the sun without prejudice to the eye.
Dr.Hooke,in an express treatise on heliscopes,
recommends four rcflectiiu "hisses placed in
the tube, by means of winch the force of the

tun's rays will he so weakened as only to
strike the eye with xj^th part of their original
force; the same etfect, however, is more com
monly produced by coloured glasses.

HELIOSTATA (from n\«>f and Ipuu, /
fix , the name of an instrument invented by
S'Gravesande, and thus called from its pro

perty of fixing the sun-beam in one position;
viz. in a horizontal direction across the dark
chamber in which it is used. Sec S'Grave-
landc's "Physiccs Element. Mathematica,"
torn. ii. p. 715, third edition, 1742.

HELISPHERICAE Line, in Navigation,
denotes the rhumb line; and is thus called
from its winding round and round the pole in

the form of a helix or spiral. See Lexodro-
MIC.

HELIX (from a screw). See Spir al.
HEMISPHERE, in Geometry, is one-half

of a globe or sphere, formed by a plane passing
through its centre.

Hemisphere, in Astronomy, is particularly
used to denote ouc-half of the sphere, as sepa
rated by the plane of the equator; that situat

ed towards the north pole being called the
northern, and the other the southern hemis

phere.
The horizon also divides the sphere into

two hemispheres, the lower and upper; the

latter being that half which has the zenith for

its vertex, the former having the nadir in its

vertex.
Hemisphere is also used for a map or pro

jection of half the terrestrial globe, or half the

celestial sphere on a plane. These are also

frequently called Planispheres.
HENDECAGON. See Undecagon.
HENIOCHAS, another name for the con

stellation Auriga.
HEPTAGON (from cirra, seven, and yam*,

angle), in Geometry, is a figure of seven an

gles and seven sides; and when both the sides

and angles arc equal it is called a regular

heptagon, if not it is irregular.

The angle at the centre ACB = = 51°^
The angle of the polygon ABE = 1284

The area, when the side is 1, = 3-6339126

And, therefore, when the side is s, it — sx

X 3-6339126.

The heptagon does not admit of a geome
trical construction ; nor can its side be found,

when the radius of the circle is given, by an

equation lower than a cubic.
HfiPTAGONAL Numbers, are all those in

cluded in the formula
" —- ; boing thus

called because all such numbers may be ar
ranged so as to form an heptagonal figure.

It is a property of heptagonal numbers, that
if they be multiplied by 40, and 3 added to
the product, the sum will be a square; this
is evident, for
5"*~3"

x40 +9=100»*— 60»i+9=(10»— 3)*.

See Polygonal Numbers.
Heptagonal Figure. Sec Heptagon.
IIKRCULES, a northern constellation.

See Constellation.
HERMANN, a learned mathematician of

the academy of Berlin, author of several ma
thematical pieces ; but his principal work is
the " Phoronomia," being two books on the
motion and forces of both solid and fluid
bodies, 4to. 1716. Hermann died in 1733, in
the fifty-fifth year of his age.

HliRMETIC Art, a name formerly given
to Chemistry, on a supposition that Hermes
Trismcgistiis was the inventor of it.

HERMETICAL Philosophy, is that which
professes to explain all the phenomena of
nature, from the three chemical principles of
salt, sulphur, and mercury.

IIermetical Seal, or Hermetical Sealing, is
used to denote a manner of stopping or closing
glass vessels for chemical and other opera
tions, so that not the rarest medium can pos
sibly either escape or enter. This is usually
done by heating the neck of the vessel in the
flame of a lamp with a blow-pipe, till it be
ready to melt, and then with a pair of hot
pincers twisting it close together.

HERSCHEL, the name frequently given
to the new planet discovered by Dr. Herschel;
it is otherwise called the Georgian, or Geor-
gium Sidus, but now more commonly Uranus.
See Uranus.

HESSE (William, Prince of) one of th«
greatest promoters and eucouragers of the
sciences in the sixteenth century. He erect
ed an observatory at Cassel, and furnished it
with excellent instruments for the purpose of
observing: the celestial motions; having called
to his assistance Christopher Rothmaun and
Juste Byrgs: these observations were pub
lished by Wellehrord Snell at Leyden, in 1618,

and arc of a very curious nature ; they are
also mentioned by Tycho Brahe, in the second
volume of Ids "Progymnasmata.'' Thisprinca
died in 1597.

HETEROGENEOUS (from s'™fo,-,different,
and yi»o{, genus, hind), literally imports some
thing of a different kind, in opposition to ho

mogeneous.
Heterogeneous Bodies, are bodies of un

equal density and composition.
Heterogeneous Light, that which consists

of rays of different degrees of refrangibility.
Heterogeneous Quantit ies, arc those which

admit of no comparison as to greater or less.
Thus, a surface and a solid are heterogeneous

quantities, because we can in no way mak«
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•oraparison between them, or say that a sur

face however large, is greater than a solid
however small. In this respect it has been

said, that momentum and pressure are hetero

geneous quantities.
Heterogeneous Surds, are Mich as enter

under different radicals, as i/ 7, i/ 5, &c; also

the sums of two surds of the same name are

heterogeneous with a single surd of the same
kind, at least if the quantities under the radi

cals are prime to each other; thus (y/7± */&)
is heterogeneous with the square root of any
single quantity.

HETEROSCII, in Geography, arc such in
habitants of the earth as liave their shadows
at noon projected always the same way with
regard to themselves, or always contrary ways
with respect to each other. Thus, all the in-
hal itants w ithout the torrid zone are hetc-
roscii, with regard to themselves, since any
one such inhabitant has his shadow at noon
always the same way; viz. always north of
him in north latitude, and always south of him
in south latitude; or these two situations arc
hcteroscii to each other, having such sha
dows projected contrary ways at all times of
the year.

HEVELIUS (John), a famous astronomer,
was born at Dantzic in 1611, of a distinguish
ed family. His education was extensively
liberal, but his chief turn was to the mathe
matics. Astronomy fixed his attention most,
and he built an observatory for the purpose of
making accurate observations ; the result of
which tie published in 1647, under the title of
" Selenographia, sivc Luna; descriptio," &c.
to which he added the phases of the other
planets as observed by the telescope. This
work was followed by many others, the most
distinguished of which was his " Cometogra-
phia," published in 1608. He sent a copy of
this book to Dr. Hooke; and it is observ
able, that the present occasioned a contro
versy between those two great men on this
point: "Whether distances and altitudes could
be taken with plain sights nearer than to a

minute ;" which Hooke denied, and Hevelins
maintained. Though the affair was philosophi
cal, the parties did not miinage it so, but ex
pressed themselves with considerable warmth
and enmity against each other. Hevelins
died at Dantzic in 1687, after having been
appointed burgomaster of that city. His
works are very numerous, but the greatest is
that entitled, " Machina Coclestis," in two
parts.

HEXAEDRON, or Hexahedron, (from
cJ, six, and iJJpot, teat), one of the five regular
or Platonic bodies ; being the same as the
cube ; and so called from its having six faces.
—The square of the side or edge of a hexac-
dron, is one-third of the square of the diameter
of the circumscribing sphere ; and hence the
diameter of a sphere is to the side of its in
scribed hexaedron as s/3 to 1.

In general, if /. s, and S, be put to denote
respectively the linear side, the surface, and
the solidity of a hexaedron or cube, also r

the radius of the inscribed sphere, and R the
radius of the circumscribed one; then we have
these general equations or relations :

1. I =2r =|Ry3 = </is =V«
2. i = 24r* =8R* =6P =65/**
3. S =8H =iRV3=P =
4. R=,W3 =i/v/3 =i*/{s= -/%\yf
5. r =|Rv'3 = i/ -W| — \\/»

From which equations all those quantities
may be found if any one of them be given.

HEXAGON (from if. six, and ymia, angle),
in Geometry, is a figure of six sides and angles,
which is regular when both its sides and an
gles are equal, but irregular when these are
unequal.

To describe a regular Hexagon on a given Line
AB.

On the given line AB p ^ -^.o.
describe the equilateral /y
triangle ABC, and from j/ \\
the centre C and radius C \
C A or A B describe the K /\ /|E
circle ABEGDF, and ap- \\ / \ //
ply the side A B from B j \J/
to E, from E to G, &c. so * ^ »
will AB, EG, Sac. be the hexagon required.
Sec Polygon.

The angle at the centre of a regular hexagon
ACB = 60°O

The angle of the polygon = 120°

The area of a hexagon whose side is 1 —

2 5980762
When the side is s, the area 2 5980762.

HIERO'S Crown, in Hydrostatics, relates
to a problem connected with the specific gra
vity of bodies, the history of which is as fol
lows: Hicro, King of Syracuse, having furnish
ed a workman with a quantity ofgttld for mak
ing a crown, suspected that he had been cheat
ed, and that the workmen had used a greater
alloy of silver than was necessary in the ma
nufacture of it

,

he therefore applied to Archi
medes for a discovery of the fraud. This cele
brated mathematician was led by chance to a
method of detecting the imposture, and of
determining precisely the quantities of gold
and silver of which the crown was composed ;

for he observed, whilst he was bathing, that
as he irrimerged his body the water ran over
the bath ; and he immediately concluded,
that the water which ran out, when his whole
body was immerged, was equal in bulk to his

body. It is said that ho was so pleased with
the discovery as to run about naked, crying
out, " I have found it

, I have found it;" and
others aflirm, that he offered a hecatomb to

Jupiter for having inspired him with the

thought.
On this principle he procured a ball of gold

and another of silver, exactly of the weight of
the crown, considering that if the crown were

altogether of gold, the ball of gold would be of
the same bulk as the crown, and when im
mersed in water, would raise the water just
as high as the crown immersed ; but if it were

wholly of silver, the ball of silver being im-
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mcrsed, would raise the water no higher lhan
the crown immersed ; and if the crown was
of gold and silver mixed in a certain propor
tion, this proportion would be discovered by
the height to which the crown would raise
the water higher than the gold and lower
than the silver, which, upon trial, he found to
be the case ; and hence by a comparison of
the quantities of water displaced by the three
masses, he discovered the exact portions of
gold and silver in the crown.

Now suppose, for example, that each of
the three masses weighed 100 ounces, and
that on immersing them severally in water,
they were displaced 5 ounces of water by the
golden ball, 9 ounces by the silver, and 6
ounces by the compound or crown; that is,
their respective or comparative bulks are as

6, 9, and 6, the sum of which is 20.

Then the method of operation is this :

From 9 6
Take

6^ 5_
rem. 3 1 whose sum is 4.

Therefore 4 : 100 : : 3 : 75 oz. of gold,
and 4 : 100 : : 1 : 25 oz. of silver.

That is, the crowu consisted of 75 ounces
of gold, and 25 ounces of silver.

HIGH Water, that state of the tides when
they have flowed to the greatest height, in
which state they remain nearly stationary for
about 15 or 20 minutes, when the water be

gins again to ebb.
The time of high water is always nearly

the same in the same place at the full of the
moon, and at all other times the time of high
water depends upon the age of the moon.
The rule for finding which, the age of the
moon being given, is as follows, viz. Add |
of the days of the moon's age, as so many hours,
to the time cf high water at the full of the
moon, and the sum is the time of high water,
answering to that day nearly. The time of
high water at London, on the day of the full
moon, is 3 o'clock in the afternoon.

HIPPARCHUS, a celebrated astronomer
of antiquity, was born at Nice in Bithynia,
and flourished between 160 and 135 years be
fore Christ. He is accounted the first who,
from vague and scattered observations, re
duced astronomy into a science, and prose
cuted the study of it systematically. Pliny
often mentions him, and always with great
commendation. He was the first, he tells us,
who attempted to count the number of the
fixed stars ; and his catalogue is preserved in
Ptolemy's Almagest, where they are all noted
according to their longitudes and apparent
magnitudes. Pliny places him among those
men of a sublime genius, who, by foretelling
the eclipses, taught mankind that they ought
not to be frightened at these phenomena. He
foretold the course and eclipses of the sun
and moon for 600 years. He was also the
first who discovered the precession of the
equinoxes; and he invented some new in
struments. His " Commentary on the Phe
nomena of Aratus" is still extant; a cor

rect edition of which was published by Pe-
tavius.

HIPPOCRATES of Chios, a celebrated
mathematician of antiquity, who flourished
about 450 years before Christ, and to whom
we arc indebted for the curious property of
the Lunes, which bear his name, and which
were the first curvilinear spaces whose quadra
ture were precisely determined. Sec Lunes.

Hippocrates was originally a merchant, and
is represented as having been a man of ex
treme simplicity, and very negligent of his
own affairs, whereby he was nearly ruined.
This circumstance brought him to Athens to
arrange his concerns, and here it seems, as

by chance, he first acquired some knowledge
of geometry, which he afterwards prosecuted
with the greatest success, and taught it in the
school of Pythagoras, from which, however,
it is said he was afterwards expunged for
having received money for his instruction.
(Montucla, torn. i. p. 151-155).

HIRCUS, another name for the star Ca-
PELLA.

HIRE (Phillip de la), an eminent French
mathematician and astronomer, was born at
Paris in 1640. De la Hire was employed
with Picard in making the necessary obser
vations for constructing a new and accurate
map of France, a task which he executed
with the greatest ability, at the same time
making other observations on the height of
mountains, the variation of the magnetic
needle, See.

Of the numerous works published by this
author, the following are the most important,
viz. " Traite dc Mechanique," 1665 ; " Nou-
velle Method en Geomctrie pour les Sections,
des Superficies Conique, et Cylindriques,"
1673; " De Cycloid," 1677 ; " Nouvaux Ele-
mens des Sectioncs Coniques, les Lieux Geo-
metriques, les Constructions ou Effections des
Equations," 1678 ;

" La Gnomonique," &c.
1682 ; " Traite du Nivellement de M. Picard,"
&c. 1684; " Sectiones Conicse in novem
libros Distributa:," 1685; " Traite da Move
ment des Eaux," 1686; "Tabula? de Astro-
nomicse," 1687 and 1702 ; " Vetcrum Mathe-
maticorum Opera." Gnecc ct Latin, 1693;
besides several other works of less impor
tance, and numerous papers in the transac
tions of learned societies, particularly in the
Memoirs of the Acad, des Sciences of Paris,
from 1666 to 1718 ; in which latter year he
died, aged 87 years.

HOGSHEAD, an English measure of 63
gallons.

HOLYWOOD (John), the same as Hal-
lifax or Sacrobosco. See Hallifax, John.

HOMOCENTRIC, the same as dicentric.
HOMODROMUS Vectis, a name formerly

applied to levers of the 2d and 3d sort. See
Lever.

HOMOGENEAL, or Homogeneous, (from
Spo?, like, and ytvo,-, hind), is a term applied to
various subjects to denote that they consist of
similar parts, or of parts of the same nature
and kind ; in contradistinction to heteroge
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neous, where the parls arc of different na

tures, &c.
Natural bodies are generally composed of ho

mogeneous parts, as a diamond, a metal, Sec.

Artificial bodies, on the contrary, are assem

blages of heterogeneous parts, or parts of diffe

rent qualities, as a building of stone, wood, &c.
Homogeneal Light, is that whose rays are

all of one and the same colour, degree of re-

frangibility and reflexibility.
Homogeneal Numbers, are those of the

same kind and nature.
Homogeneal Surds, are such as have one

common radical part ; as V 27, and V 3.
HOMOGENEUiU Comparationis, in Al

gebra, the known quantity in an equation,
called also absolute number; this term was

introduced by Victa, but is now seldom or

never employed.
HOMOLOGOUS, in Geometry, is applied

to the corresponding sides of similar figures,
which are said to be homologous, or in pro
portion to each other.

'flic word is composed of lfu>;, similar, and
ratio, viz. quantities alike to each other

in ratio. So if the ratio of A to B be the same
as that of C to D, A is homologous to C, as

B to D ; because of the similitude between
the antecedents and consequents. The two
antecedents and the two consequents, then,
in any continued geometrical proportion, are
homologous terms.

Thus, the base of one triangle is homologous
to the base of another similar triangle ; so in
similar triangles, the sides opposite to equal
angles are said to be homologous.

Equiangular, or similar triangles, have their
homologous sides proportional.

All similar triangles, rectangles, and poly
gons, are to each other as the squares of their
homologous sides.

HOOKE (Robert), a celebrated mathe
matician, was born in the Isle of Wight, in
1635, aud very early gave proofs of a very
superior genius ; he was first an assistant to Dr.
Wallis, and afterwards to Mr. Boyle, to whom
he was very useful in the construction of his
air-pump.

He was one of the first fellows of the Royal
Society, the repository of which was entrusted
to his care. Ju 1664 he was made professor
of mechanics to that learned body, with a

salary of £60. per annum, to which was after-
Wards added £30. more. At the same time
he was elected professor of geometry in
Grcsham College. After the fire of London
he produced a plan of his own for rebuilding
the city, which procured him the appointment
of one of the city surveyors, though his plan
was not carried into effect. In 1668 he had
a dispute with Hevelius respecting telescopic
fights, which lie managed with such warmth
as to give great offence to his scientific friends.
In 1671 he attacked Sir Isaac Newton's theory
of light and colours ; and when that philo
sopher's " Principia" was published, Hookc
pretended that the discovery concerning the
force and action of gravity was his own,

which occasioned Newton to feel some just
resentment against him. He died at his lodg
ings at Greshain College in 1702. He wrote
a valuable work, entitled, " Micrographia, or
Philosophical Descriptions of minute Bodies
made by magnifying Glasses, wMi Observa
tions and Inquiries thereupon," folio, 1664.
Several of his papers are in the Philosophical
Transactions, aud after his death appeared
his posthumous works, in folio, 1705. He
was a man of great mechanical genius, and
the sciences arc indebted to him lor several
valuable instruments and improvements. The
following arc the inventions and discoveries
to which he laid claim :

The wheel barometer; a scapemcnt for
maintaining the vibration of the pendulum ;

the double-barrelled air-pump; the conical
pendulum ; an engine for cutting clock and
watch wheels ; a method of supplying air to
a diving-bell ; a reflecting quadrant; the ma
rine barometer; the marine gage; a universal
joint for mechanical purposes ; beside a great
variety ofother mechanical contrivances, which
our limits will not admit of detailing.

His principal publications are, " Lcctiones
Cutleriana; ;" "Micrographia;" "A Descrip
tion of Heliscopcs ;" " A Description of some
Mechanical Improvements of Lumps and
Water Poises ;" " Philosophical Collections ;"
" Posthumous Works," collected from his
papers, by Richard Wallis, secretary to the
Royal Society ; besides several papers in the
Phil. Trans, from vol. i. to xxii.

HORARY, something relating to hours.
Horary Circles, hour lines or circles, mark

ing the hours on globes, dials, &c.
Horary Motion, the motion or space moved

in an hour ; the horary motion of the earth on
its axis, or the apparent horary motion of the
sun is 1°.

HORIZON, in Geography and Astronomy,
a great circle of the sphere, dividing the
world into two parts or hemispheres, the one
upper and visible, the other lower and hid.
The word is pure Greek, lp.Zm, which literally
signifies bounding or terminating the sight ;

whence it is also called finitor, finisher.
The horizon is either rational or sensible.

The Rational, True, or Astronomical Ho
rizon, which is also called simply and abso
lutely the horizon, is a great circle, whose
plane passes through the centre of the earth,
and whose poles are the zenith and nadir.
It divides the sphere into two equal parts or
hemispheres.

The Sensible, Visible, or Apparent Horizon,
is a lesser circle of the sphere, which divides
the visible part of the sphere from the invi
sible. Its poles arc likewise the zenith and
nadir ; and consequently the sensible horizon
is parallel to the rational, aud it is cut at
right angles, aud into two equal parts by the
vortical. These two horizons, though distant
from each other by the seniidiamcter of the
earth, will appear to coincide, when continued
to the sphere of the fixed stars, because the
earth compared with tin's sphere is but a poinV
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The sensible horizon is divided info eastern

and western.
1The Eastern or Ortire Horizon, is that

part of the horizon wherein the heavenly
bodies rise.

The Western or Occidual Horizon, is that
wherein the stars set.

By sensible horizon is also frequently meant
a circle, which determines the segment of the
surface of the earth, over which the eye can
reach ; called also the physical horizon. In
this sense we say, a spacious horizon, a nar
row scanty horizon.

It is manifest from the annexed figure that
the higher the spectator is raised above the
earth, the farther this visible horizon will ex
tend, as the respective distances A D, B A,
will be the greater. On adcount of the re
fraction of the atmosphere, distant objects on
the horizon appear higher than they really are,
or appear less depressed below the true hori
zon S S, and may be seen at a greater dis
tance, especially on the sea. Legendre, in
his memoir on measurements of the earth, in
the Mem. Acad. Sci. for the year 1787, says
that, from several experiments, he is induced
to allow for refraction a 14th part of the dis
tance of the place observed, expressed in de
grees and minutes of a great circle. Thus, if
die distance be 14,000 toises, the refraction
will be 1000 toises, equal to the 57th part of
a degree, or 1' 3".

Horizon of a Globe, the broad wooden cir
cular ring, in which the globe is fixed. On
this are several eonccntric circles, which con
tain the months and days of the year, the
corresponding signs and degrees of the ecliptic,
and the 32 points of the compass.

Artificial Horizon, is a contrivance in
tended to be employed in taking altitudes
with Hadley's quadrants, of which there arc
several constructions; see Phil. Trans, vol.
xxxvii. p. 273 ; vol. xxxviii. p. 167 ; vol. xL
p. 213, 217. See also Quadrant.

HORIZONTAL, relating to the horizon.
Horizontal Dial, is one drawn on a plane

parallel to the horizon, having its gnomon or
style elevated according to the altitude of
the pole of the place it is designed for.

Horizontal Distance, is that estimated in
the direction of the horizon.

Horizontal Line, in Perspective, is aright
line drawn through the principal point, parallel
to the horizon ; or it is the intersection of the
horizontal and perspective planes.

Horizontal Line, or base of a hill, in
Surveying, a line drawn on the horizontal plane
•fine hill, or that on which it stands.

Horizontal Moon. See Apparent Mag
nitude.

Horizontal Parallax. See Parallax.
Horizontal Plane,is that which is parallel

to the horizon of the place, or not inclined
to it.

Horizontal Range. See Projectiles.
"IIOROGRAPHY, (from «p«, hour, and

yeotQv, to write), an account of the hours ; or
the art of making dials, &c. to tell the hours.
And the same meaning is generally given to
the word Horolooiography.

HOROLOGIUM, from upa, hora, time, hour,
and Xoyci^,discourse), a common name, among
ancient writers, for an instrument or machine
for measuring the hours. Such are our clocks,
watches, sun-dials, Sec.

Horologium, the Clock, a southern con
stellation. See Constellation.

HOROLOGY, that branch of mechanical
science which enables us to measure the por
tions of time. We judge of the lapse of time
by the succession of sensible events ; and the
most convenient and accurate measures of
its quantity are derived from motions, either
uniform, or repeated at equal intervals. Of
the former kind the rotation of the earth on
its axis is the most exact, and the situation
of its surface, with regard to the fixed stars,
or less simply with regard to the sun, con
stitutes the means for determining the parts
of time as they follow each other. See As
tronomy and Dialling. Of the latter kind,
the rotation of machinery, consisting of wheel-
work, moved by a weight or spring, and regu
lated by a pendulum or balance, affords in
struments of which the utility is well known.
But the term horology is at present more
particularly confined to the principles upon
which the art of making clocks and watches
is established.

HOROMETRY, (from v/a,hour, and piT/iv,
to measure), the art of measuring hours.

HOROPTER, in Optics, is a right line
drawn through the point where the two optio
axes meet, parallel to that which joins the two
pupils.

HOROSCOPE, in the exploded science of
Astrology, denoted the degree or point of the
heavens rising above the eastern point of the
horizon at any given time, when a prediction
was to be made of a future event : as, the for
tune of a person then born, the success of a
design then laid, the weather, &c. The word
is composed of upa, hora, hour, and the verb
ckvjtw, I consider.

Horoscope, is also used for a scheme or
figure of the twelve houses, i. e. the twelve
signs of the zodiac, wherein is marked the
position of the heavens for any given time.

HORROX (Jeremiah), an English astro
nomer, was born in Lancashire about 1619.

He received his academical education at
Emanuel college, Cambridge, after which he

retired to Hool, near Liverpool, where he

devoted himself wholly to the study of astro

nomy and making observations ; but was cut
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cff by a sudden death in 1640. lie was the

first person who ever observed the transit of
Venus over the sun's disk, an account of
which, drawn up by himself, was published by
Hevelius, at Dantzic, in 1061, under the title
of " Venus in sole visa," anno 1639, Nov.
24. Dr. Wallis also published some of his

papers in 1673, under the title of " Opera
Posthuma."

There are two things which will ever per
petuate the memory of this extraordinary
young man : the one is, his being the first
■whoever predicted and saw a transit of Venus:
the other, his " New Theory of Lunar Mo
tions," which Newton himself made the ground
work of all his astronomy relative to the moon,
and always spoke of Hoirox as a genius of
the first rank.

HOSPITAL (William Francis Antony,
Marquis de l'), a celebrated French mathe
matician, was born of an ancient family in 1661.

He was a geometrician almost from his in
fancy; for one day being at the Duke of
Rohan's where some able mathematicians
were speaking of a problem of Pascal's, which

appeared to them extremely difficult, he ven
tured to say that he believed he could solve it;
in a few days he sent them the solution. He
entered early into the army, and was a captain
of horse ; but being extremely short-sighted,
and exposed on that account to perpetual
inconveniencies and errors, he at length quit
ted the army, and applied himself entirely to
his favourite amusement. He contracted a

friendship with Malbrr.nchc, and took his

opinion upon all occasions. In 1693 he was
received an honorary member of the Academy
of Sciences at Paris ; and soon alter published
a work upon Sir Isaac New ton's analysis, en
titled, " L'Analyse des infinimens petits." He
was the first in Prance who wrolc upon this
subject; and on this account was regarded
almost as a prodigy. He engaged afterwards
in another work of the mathematical kind, in
which he included " Les Sections Coniques,
les Lieux Geometriqucs, la Construction des
liquations, et Unc Theorie des Courbes Me-
ehaniques;" but a little before he had finished
it, he was seized with a fever, of which he
died Feb. 2, 1704, aged 43. It was published
after his death, and is considered a valuable
work, considering the time in which it was
written. It was translated into English by
Stone.

HOUR, in Chronology, an aliquot part of a

natural day, usually a 24th, but sometimes
a 12th. The origin of the word hora, or ifa,
is, according to some authors, from a surname
of the sun, the father of hours, whom the
Egyptians call Horns. Others derive it from
the Greek bgi^ut, to terminate, distinguish,
&c. An hour, with us, is a measure or

quantity of time, equal to a 24th part of the
natural day, or the duration of the 24th
part of the earth's diurnal rotation. Fifteen
degrees of the equator answer to an hour,
though not precisely, but near enough for
common use. It is divided into 60 minutes,

the minute into 60 seconds, &.c. The division
of the day into hours is very ancient, as is
show n by Kircher, " Oedipt. Egypt." torn. ii.
part 2, class vii. c. 8, though the passages he
quotes from Scripture do not prove it. The
most ancient hour is that of the 12th part of
the day. Herodotus, lib. ii. observes that the
Greeks learned from the Egyptians, anionic
other things, the method of dividing the day
into twelve parts. The astronomers ofCathaya,
&c. Bishop Ecveridge observes, still retain
this division.

Hours, Jewish or Ancient, are twelfth parts
of the artificial day or of the night. Hence,
as it is only at the time of the equinoxes that
the artificial day is equal to the night, it is
then only that the hours of the day arc equal
to those of the night, or to the 24th part of
the natural day. Prom the vernal to the
autumnal equinox, the hours of the day ex
ceed those of the night ; but during the in
terval between the autumnal and vernal equi
noxes, the heurs of the night are longer than
those of the day. It is, therefore, manifest
that when it is said, the third hour was about
nine in the morning, and the ninth about
three in the afternoon, this is not to be under
stood as rigorously exact. The third hour
was the middle time between sun-rising and
noon ; which, if the sun rose at Jive, was half
an hour after eight ; if at seven, was half an
hour after nine, &c. The chief hours of prayer
were the third and the ninth ; at which seasons
the morning and evening sacrifices were of
fered, and incense burnt on the golden altar.
Joseph. Antiq. Jud. lib. xiv. c. 4. (al. 8.)sec. 3.

HOUR Circles, are great circles of the
sphere, meeting in the poles of the world, and
crossing the equator at right angles. They
are drawn through every 15th degree of the

equinoctial or equator, each answering to an
hour.

Hoi'R Glass, a popular kind of time-keeper,
which indicates the hours by the running
sand, water, or mercury from one vessel to
another. Sec Clepsydra.

HOUR Lines on a Dial, are those which arc
drawn for the purpose of pointing out tho
hours by the progress of the sun.

HUMIDITY, Moisture; the quality or
power of wetting or moistening other bodies.

Humidity has been differently defined by
modern writers, some considering it as a pe
culiar kind of fluidity, others defining it simply
as a quality.

It is obvious, however, that whatever defi
nition is given of humidity, that it is only a
relative mode. For quicksilver is not moist
with respect to our hands, or cloths, and

many other things that it will not stick to ;

but it may be considered humid w ith reference
to gold, tin, or lead, to the surfaces of which
it w ill adhere and render them soil and moist
Even water itself, which wets almost every
thing, and is the great standard of moisture

and humidity, is yet not capable of wetting all
things, for it stands or runs oil" in globular
drops from the leaves of many plants, as also
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from oiled and varnished surfaces, the feathers
of ducks, and other fowls, Sec. ; water there
fore is no more moist, with reference to these
substances, than quicksilver is with regard to
our hands.

HUNDRED, a number equal to 10 times
10, which in the Roman numerals is denoted
by the letter C.

Hundred Weight, a measure of weight,
equal to 1121bs. and is commonly denoted
by art.

HUYGENS (Christian), a very celebrated
Dutch mathematician, was born at the Hague
in 1629. He discovered, while very young,
a great talent for mathematical and philoso
phical pursuits, and so early as 1651, pub
lished his work, entitled, " Theoroniata de
quadrature Hypcrbolis, Ellipsis et Cerculi,
ex dato portionum gravitatis Centro," &c. In
1654 he published

" De circuli magniludine
invents ; accedunt Problomatum quorundam
illustrium Constructiones." In 1657 he pub
lished two short papers, the one entitled,
" De Ratiociniis in Ludo Ala1," auuexed
to a work of Scliooten's, and the other,
" Brevis Institutio de Usu Horologiorum ad
inveniendas Longitudines ;" and in conse
quence of an attempt being made to deprive
him of the honour of this discovery, he was
obliged to publish another piece to show that
his pendulum was very different from that
invented by Galileo. Huygens, in the course
of his observations on the planet Saturn, hav
ing discovered what he imagined to be two
satellites, almost in contact with his body,
which some time after disappeared, and being
desirous to account for these appearances and
changes, he applied himself to the improve
ment of the telescope, and he constructed one
possessing a higher power than any which
had been before invented. A\ ith this he dis
covered the ring, and ascertained that the
appearances which Galileo had taken for sa

tellites were ouly ansae, or the extreme parts
of the ring. He also discovered a satellite
belonging to that planet which had never
been seen before. These discoveries he com
municated to the world in a work entitled,
" Systema Saturninum sive de Causis miran-
dorum Saturni Phenomenon, ct Comite ejus
Planeta novo." In 1673 he published " Ho-
rologium Oscillatorium; sive de motu Pen-
duloruin ad horologia apt ato, Dcmonstrationes
Geometrical," discovering a method of ren
dering clocks exact, by applying the pen
dulum, and of rendering all its vibrations
equal by the cycloid. His last work, which
he did not live to see through the press, was
a tract on the plurality of worlds, and the pro
bability that the planets are inhabited. Huy
gens died in 1695, in the 67th year of his age.

His works were collected and published
after his death, in 1682, at Amsterdam, under
the title of " Opera Varia," in 2 vols. 4to. the
publication of themhaving been superintended
by Professor Gravcsande.

HYADES, a clustre of five small stars in
the face of the constellation Taurus.

HYBERNAL, Occident and Orient. See
Occident and Orient.

HYDRA, a southern constellation. Sec
Constellation.

HVDRA U LICS (from iSve.uater, and auXo,-,
a pipe), signifies primarily the science or doc
trine of the motion of water through pipes ;
but it is now understood to comprehend the
science of the motion of liquids universally,
the laws of their motion, and the effects re

sulting from them. With modern mathema
ticians the terms hydraulics and hydrody
namics are nearly synonymous. See Hydro
dynamics.

HYDRODYNAMICS (from live, water,
and ivm/ii;, power), is properly that science
which treats of the power or force of water
whether it acts by impulse or pressure. The
term, however, is now more commonly em
ployed to denote that part of mechanics which
relates to the motion of liquids or non-elastic
fluids and the forces with which they act
upon other bodies, in which sense hydrody
namics bears the same relation to hydrostatics
as dynamics does to statics.

Hydrodynamics is the most difficult and
least advanced of any branch of mechanics,
and what is known of it is almost entirely due
to the moderns ; for the only work on the
mechanism of fluids that have readied us of
the ancients is that of Archimedes, " De Insi-
tendibus humido," in which is only inves
tigated what relates to the sinking and float
ing of bodies in fluids, their relative gravities,
levities, situations, and positions while in
equilihrio. We And, it is true, some hints
and rules upon the motion of fluids in a trea
tise attributed to Sextus Julius Frontinus,
inspector of public fountains at Rome, under
the emperor Trajan, entitled " Du Aquai-
ductibus Urbis Roma? Commcntarius ;" but
they are not of sufficient importance to de
serve much attention from a student of this
science. Benedict Castclli was the first who
opened the way to a true measure of the
flux of waters, in his treatise "Dell ainesura
dell' Aequo Currenti ;" which measure he
found to depend upon the area of the section
and the velocity of the water conjointly. The
•most valuable and important discoveries and
theorems in this department of science, are
given in Sir Isaac Newton's " Principia,"
book ii. ; the " Hydrodynamique" of Daniel
ricriiouilli ; the " Traite des Fluidcs," by
D'Alemberl ; the " Examcn Marilimo, Thc-
oriso Practico" of D. George Juan ; the ex
cellent " Hydrodynamique" of Bossut ; " Prin-
cipes d'llydraulique," by M. Buat; and the
" Handbnch dcr Mechanik nnd der Hy-
draulik," by Mr. Eytelwein. To these may
be added an ingenious paper on the Mofion
and Resistance of Fluids, by Mr. Vince, in
the Philosophical Transactions for 1795; and
those by the late Dr. Matthew Young in the
Irish Transactions.

HYDROGRAPHICAL Map. Sec Sea

Chart.
HYDROGRAPHY (from £S»f and ypa?*,

A A2
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/ describe), that part of geography which re

lates to seas or oceans.
HYDROLOGY (from i3»t , wa/er,and Xoyo?,

discourse), is that part of natural history which
examines and explains the nature and pro
perties of water in general.

HYDROMANCY, the pretended art of
foretelling future events by means of water.

HYDROMETER (from iiue and ptTpot,

measure), an instrument for measuring the

density, gravity, Ike. of water, and other li
quids; that which is designed simply for

ascertaining the specific gravity of different
waters, is more commonly called an Areo
meter, or Waterpoise ; the term hydrometer
being more commonly employed to denote an
instrument for measuring the specific gravity
of spirits, though it is sometimes used indif
ferently for either.

Mr. Clarke constructed an hydrometer,
showing whether any spirits be proof, or above
or below proof, and in what degree. This
instrument was made of a ball of copper (be
cause ivory imbibes spirituous liquors, and
glass is apt to break), to which is soldered a
brass wire about a quarter of an inch thick ;

Upon this wire is marked the point to which

it exactly sinks in proof spirits ; as also two
other marks, one above and one below the
former, exactly answerable to one tenth above

proof and one tenth below proof. There are
also a number of small weights made to add
to it, so as to answer to the other degrees of
strength besides those above, and for deter
mining the specific gravity of different fluids.
Phil. Trans. Abr. vol. vi. p.

326.
Dr. Desagulicrs contrived an hydrometer

for determining the specific gravities of dif
ferent waters to such a degree of nicety, that
it would show when one kind of water was

but the 40,000th part heavier than another.
It consists of a hollow ball of about three

inches of diameter, charged with shot to a

proper degree, and having fixed in it a long
and very slender wire, of only the 40th part of
an inch in diameter, and divided into tenths

of inches, each tenth answering to the 40,000th
as above. Sec his Exper. Phil. vol. ii. p. 234.

Mr. Nicholson has made an improvement
by which the hydrometer is adapted to the

general purpose of finding the specific gravity
both of solids and fluids.

A is a hollow ball of copper, B a

dish affixed to the ball by a short ||D
slender stem D; C is another allix- ^JL
ed to the opposite side of the ball by
a kind of stirrup. In the instru- fifc.,3aA
ment actually made, the stem D is

of hardened steel ^t h of an inch in jT
diameter, and the dish C is so heavy /\
as in all cases to keep the stem ver- Lawc
tical when the instrument is made

to float in any liquid. The parts are so ad

justed that the addition of 1000 grains in the

upper dish B, will just sink it in distilled

water(at the temperature of60°of Fahrenheit's

thermometer) so far that the surface shall in

tersect the middle of the stem D. Let it now

be required to find the specific gravity of any
fluid. Immerse the instrument in it

,

and by
placing weights in the dish B cause it to float,
so that the middle of its stem D shall be cut
by the surface of the fluid. Then, as the
known weight of the instrument, added to
1000 grains, is to the same known weight
added to the weight used in producing the
last equilibrium, so is the weight of a quantity
of distilled water displaced by the floating1
instrument, to the weight of an equal bulk
of the fluid under examination. And these
weights are in the direct ratio of the specific
gravities.

Again, let it be required to find the specific-
gravity of a solid body, whose weight is lesx
than 1000 grains. Place the instrument in
distilled water, and put the body in the disb
B. Make the adjustment of sinking the in
strument to the middle of the stem, by adding
weights in the same dish. Subtract those
weights from 1000 grains, and the remainder
will be the weight of the body. Place now
the body in the lower dish C, and add more
weight in the upper dish B, till the adjust
ment is again obtained. The weight last
added will be the loss the solids sustain by
immersion, and is the weight of an equal
bulk of water. Consequently the specific
gravity of the solid is to that of water, as the
weight of the body to the loss occasioned by
the immersion. Mr. Nicholson says, " This
instrument was found to be sufficiently accu
rate to give weights true to less than one-
twentieth of a grain." Nicholson's Philosophy,
vol. ii. p. 16.

HYDROMETRY, the mensuration or
water, aud other fluids, their density, gravity,
force, &c.

HYDROSCOPE (from water, and
avmrtu, I consider), an ancient instrument for
measuring time, by the running of water,
being a kind of water-clock or clepsydra.

HYDROSTATIC Balance, an instrument
used for determining very accurately the spe
cific gravity of bodies, whether fluid or solid :

there are various constructions given to this in
strument, but the following appears to be of all
others the most accurate. In fig. 1

, Plate VIII.

V C G, is the stand or pillar of this hydrostatic
balance, which is to be fixed in a table. From
the top A hangs, by two silk strings, the hori
zontal bar BB, from which is suspended, by
a ring i, the fine beam of a balance b

;

which

is prevented from descending too low on either -

side by the gently springing piece txyz, fixed
on the support M. The harness is annulated
at o, to show distinctly the perpendicular po
sition of the examen, by the small pointed
index fixed above it.

Tho strings by which the balance is sus
pended, passing over two pulleys, one on each
side the piece at A, go down to the bottom on
the other side, and arc hung over the hook at
u; which hook, by means of a screw P, is
moveable about one inch and a quarter, back
ward and forward, and therefore the balance
may be raised or depressed so much. But
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if a greater elevation or depression be re

quired, the gliding piece S, which carries the
screw P, is readily moved to any part of the
square brass rod VK, and fixed by means of
a screw.

The motion of the balance being thus ad
justed, the rest of the apparatus is as follows :

HH is a small board, fixed upon the piece D,
under the scales d and t, and is moveable up
and down in a low slit in the pillar above C,
and fastened at any part by a screw behind.
From the point in the middle of the bottom of
each scale hangs, by a fine hook, a brass wire
ad and ac. These pass through two holes
m m in the table. To the wire ad is suspend
ed a curious cylindric wire r», perforated at
each end for that purpose : this wire rs is co
vered with paper, graduated by equal divisions,
and is about five inches long.

In the corner of the board at E is fixed a
brass tube, on which a round wire hi is so
adapted as to move neither too tight nor too
free, by its flat head I. Upon the lower part
of this moves another tube Q, which has suf
ficient friction to make it remain in any posi
tion required: to this is fixed an index T,
moving horizontally when the wire hi is turned
about, and therefore may be easily set to the
graduated wire ri. To the lower end of the
wire rs hangs a weight L ; and to that a wire
p n, with a small brass ball g, about one-fourth
of an inch diameter. On the other side, to
the wire ae, hangs a large glass bubble K by
a horse-hair.

Let us first suppose the weight L taken
away, and the wire pn suspended from S,
and, on the other side, let the bubble R be
taken away, and the weight F, suspended at
e, in its room. This weight F we suppose to
be sufficient to keep the several parts hanging
to the other scale in equilibrium ; at the same
time that the middle point of the wire pn is
at the surface of the water in the vessel O.
The wire pn is to be of such a size that the
length of one inch shall weigh four grains.

Now it is evident, since brass is eight times
heavier than water, that for every inch the
wire sinks in the water, it will become half a

grain lighter, and half a grain heavier for
every inch it rises out of the water : conse
quently, by sinking two inches below the
middle point, or rising two inches above it

,

the wire will become one grain lighter or
heavier. Therefore, if when the middle point

is at the surface of the water in equilibrio,
the index T be set to the middle point a of
the graduated wire rs, and the distance on

each side ar and as contains 100 equal parts ;

then, if in weighing bodies the weight is re
quired to the hundredth part of a grain, it may
be easily had by proceeding in the following
manner.

Let the body to be weighed be placed in
the scale d. Put a weight into the scale e ;

and let this be so determined, that one grain
more shall be too much, and one grain less

too little. Then the balance being moved

gently up or down, by the screw P, till the
equilibrium be nicely shown at o ; if the index
T be at the middle point a of the wire rs, it

shows that the weights put into the scale *

arc just equal to the weight of the body. By
this method we find the absolute weight of
the body: the relative weight is found by
weighing it hydrostatic-ally in water, as fol
lows :

Instead of putting the body in the scale e,
as before, let it hang with the weight F, at
the hook c, by a horsc-hair, as at R, supposing
the vessel N of water were away. The equi
librium being then made, the index T stand
ing between a and r, at the 36 di\ ision, shows
the weight of the body put in to be 1095, 36
grains. As it thus hangs, let it be immersed
in the water of the vessel \ . and it will be
come much lighter: the scale e will descend
till the beam of the balance rest on the sup
port z. Then suppose 100 grains put into the
scale d restore the equilibrium precisely, so
that the index T stand at the 36 division
above a; it is evident that the weight of an
equal bulk of water would, in this case, be
exactly 100 grains. After a like manner, tin's
balance may be applied to find the specific
gravity of liquids, as is easy to couceivo
from what has been already said. Gregory's" Mechanics," vol. ii. p

. 92.
Hydrostatic Bellows, is a machine for il

lustrating the upward pressure of fluids. It
consists of two thick boards E F, CD, (fig. 3

,

Plate VIII.) about sixteen or eighteen inches
diameter, covered or connected firmly with
pliable leather round the edges to open and
shut like common bellows, but without valves;
a pipe AB, about three feet high, is fixed
into the bellows at B. Now let water be
poured into the pipe at A, and it will run into
the bellows, gradually separating the boards
by raising the upper one. Then, if several
weights (three hundred weights, for instance)
be laid upon the upper board, the water being
poured in at the pipe till it be full, will sus
tain all the weights, though the water in tho
pipe should not weigh a quarter of a pound.
For the narrower the pipe the better (beyond
certain limits), provided we make it long
enough, the proportion being always this :

As the area of the orifice or section of the
pipe,

To the area of the bellows' board, EF;
So is the weight of water in the pipe AG,
To the weight it will sustain on the board.

For the fluid at B, the bottom of the tube, if

pressed with a force varying as its altitude
A B ; and this pressure is communicated
horizontally to all the particles in the space

F E, and then distributed equally throughout
the fluid in the bellows; consequently, the
pressure upwards at F E is equal to the weight
of a cylinder of the fluid whose base isFE,
and altitude AB ; while the actual weight of
water borne up is only that of the cylinder,
whose base is FE, and height BG; and hence
no weights laid upon C D that do not exceod
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tlie weight of a cylinder, of the fluid whose
base is EF and altitude AG. will disturb the

equilibrium.
Hydrostatic Paradox, relates to the prin

ciple of the equal pressure of fluids in all
directions, as stated in the preceding article.
It is thus denominated, because, at first sight,
it has a paradoxical appearance ; it results,
however, from the nature of fluids, and will
be found illustrated under the article Pres
sure. What is usually denominated the hy
drostatic paradox is this, that any quantity of
water, ho" ever small, may lie made to balance
and support any quantity however great.
Thus water in a pipe or canal open at both
ends, always rises to the height at each, whe
ther those ends be wide or narrow, equal or

unequal. See Pressure of Non-elastic Fluids.
HYDROSTATICS (farmed ofiSj,?, water,

and a-armn. statics, from the verb to staiul), is
that branch of mechanics which relates to the

pressure and equilibrium of non-clastic fluids,
and that of the weight, pressure, stability. &c.
of solids immersed in them. The subjects
connected with this science are illustrated
under the articles Fluid, Specific Gravity,
and Pressure; and the principal authors are
enumerated tinder Hydrodynamics, to which
articles the reader is referred.

HYDRIS, a new southern constellation.
See Constellation.

HYEMAL Solstice, tho same as Winter
Solstice.

HYGROMETER (from u'ypof, moist, and

/ucrpm, I measure), is an instrument for mea

suring the degree of moisture and dryness of
the atmosphere.
' Hygrometers are constructed in a great

variety of ways, according to the substances of
which they are composed, or the manner in
which they are designed to act. Our limits
however will only allow of touching very
slightly on this subject, and we shrill therefore
confine our remarks to one or two of the best
instruments of this kind; after having first
illustrated their principle of operation, by one
of the most simple construction, as follows :

Stretch a common
cord or catgut string
ARD along a wall,

passing it over a pul
ley R, after having
fixed it at one end A,
and attached a weight
to the other end C,
which is made to carry
an index or style F.
Against the same wall fi\ a metal graduated
plate H I, on which will be indicated the state
of the atmosphere, by the position of the index,
the motion of .the latter arising solely from
the contraction or dilation of the cord, which
takes place according to the degree of dryness
or moisture of the atmosphere.

This instrnment
is as simple as can
be desired, and its
scale of variation
may be increased,
by passing it over
three or four pul
leys, as in the an
nexed figure ; but
it is far from pos
sessing that degree
of accuracy which is so much to be desired
in philosophical instruments and observations,
and accordingly various other hygrometers
have been invented to remedy the defect of
that above described; one great imperfection
of which is, that different instruments, how
ever correct their operation may be, arc in
comparable with each other; it was therefore
a great desideratum to construct them so as
to admit of the same kind of comparison as tin:
thermometer and barometer. The celebrated
Saussure, to whom we are indebted for a very
estimable work on bygromctry, has attained
the accomplishment m this object, by a pro
cess of which we shali attempt to give some
idea. The principal piece in this hygrometer
is a hair, which Saussure first causes to un
dergo a preparation, the design of which is to
divest it of a kind of oiliness which is natural
to it

,

and w hich secures it, to a certain point,
from the action of humidity. This prepara
tion is made at the same time upon a certain
number of hairs forming a tuft, the thickness
of which need not exceed that of a writing
pen, and contained in a tine cloth, serving
them for a ease. The hairs thus enveloped
are immersed in a long-necked phial full of
water, w Inch holds in solution nearly a hun
dredth part of its w eight of sulphate of soda,
making this water boil near thirty minutes ;

the hairs are then passed through two vessels
of pure water, while they are boiling; after
wards they arc drawn from their wrapper,
and separated, then they are suspended to
dry in the air; after which there only remains
to make choice of those which are the clean
est, softest, most brilliant, and most trans
parent. It is known that humidity lengthens
the hair, and that the prot ess of drying short
ens it. To render both these effects more
perceptible, Saussure attached one of the two
ends of the hair to a fixed point, and the other
to the circumference of a moveable cylinder,
which carries at one of its extremities a light
index or hand. The hair is bound by a

counter-weight of about three grains, sus
pended b

y a delicate silk, which is rolled in a

contrary way about the same cylinder. In
proportion as the hair lengthens or shortens,
the weight causes the cylinder to turn in one
or the other direction, and by a necossary
consequence the little index turns likewise,
the motions of which arc measured on a cir
cumference ofa graduated circle, about which
the index performs its revolution, as in com
mon clocks. In this manner a very small
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variation in the length of the hair becomes

perceptible, by the much more considerable
motion that it occasions in the extremity of
the index; and it will be easily conceived,
that equal degrees of expansion, or of con
traction in the hair, answers to equal arcs
described by the extremity of the index.
Now ill order to give to the scale such a basis
as may establish a relation between all hygro
meters constructed upon the same principles,
Saussure assumes two fixed terms, one of
which is the extreme of humidity, and the
other that of dryness ; he determines the first
by placing the hygrometer under a glass re

ceiver, the whole interior suTface of which he
had completely moistened with water; the
hair being saturated by this water, acts by its
humidity upon the hair to lengthen it. He
then again moistened anew tlffc interior of the
receiver, repeating it as often as it was ne

cessary, and thus obtained the term of ex
treme humidity. To obtain the contrary limit
of extreme dryness, he made use of a hot and
well-dried receiver, under which he included
the hygrometer, with a piece of iron plate,
likewise heated and covered with a fixed
alkali. This salt, by exercising its absorbent
faculty upon the remaining humidity in the
surrounding air, causes the hair to contract
itself, until it has attained the ultimate limit
of its contraction. The scale of the instru
ment is then divided into a hundred degrees,
the zero indicating the limit of extreme dry
ness, and the number one hundred that of
extreme humidity. The effects of moisture
and of dryness upon the hair, are modified by
those of heat, which act upon it, sometimes in
one way and sometimes in another; so that
if it be supposed for example, that the air is
heated about the hygrometer, on one part,
this air, whose dissolving faculty with regard
to the water will be augmented, will take
away from the hair a portion of the water
which it had imbibed, thus tending to shorten
it; while, on the other part, the heat by
penetrating it

, will tend, though much more
feebly, to lengthen it; and hence the total
effect will be found to consist of two partial
and contrary effects, the one hygrometric, the
other pyrometric. In observations which re
quire a certain precision, it is therefore neces
sary to consult the thermometer at the same
time with the hygrometer; and on this ac

count the inventor has constructed, from ob
servation, a table of correction, which will
put it in the power of philosophers always to
ascertain the degree of humidity of the air,
from the effect produced by the heat.

In Mr. Kater's hygrometer, the hygroscopic
substance is the beard of grass known in the
Canarese language, by the name of Oobtena
Hooloo, being the Andropogon cmUortum of
Linmeus. It is found throughout the Mysoor
country in the month of January ; which is

the proper time to gather it, in order that it

may be dried for use. The frame of the in
strument is rectangular, and is constituted of

fltnall square bars of brass or silver; perpen

dicularly to this frame, and at one end of it
,

a

square plate is soldered, having a projected
edge to secure from in jury the index that is

to turn upon it : on the face of the plate a
circle is engraved, the circumference of w liich

is divided into one hundred equal parts. The
index, which is made of tine wire, and balanced
as nicely as possible, is attached to one ex
tremity of an axis of silver wire, which has
liberty not only to turn, but to slide freely in
the direction of its length through double
conical holes in two of the cross bars of the
frame. This axis is extended about half the
length of the frame; and has a screw of four
teen or fifteen threads upon it, formed by
twisting tightly round it a smaller silver wire
from right to left, the index is fixed at right
angles to the commencement of this screw ;

and a loop and drop made of line gold wire is
so formed, that when suspended from tho
axis, it may slide along the screw with perfect
freedom, and by the number of threads it runs
over, indicate the number of complete revo
lutions of the index. The end of the axis
farthest from the index is conical (enlarged
outwards), and has a notch in it to receive
one end of the beard of the Oobeena Hooloo,
which may be confined there by the pressure
of a sliding ring. The other end of the beard

is fastened by means of a similar slit and ring
at the farther extremity of the frame; this
part of the apparatus being susceptible of
adjustment by a screw.

lly this contrivance the gradual expansion
or contraction of the hvgromefric snbstanco
will communicate a rotatory motion to tho
index, in such manner that while the gra
duated circle shows the divisions under a

hundred, the loop and drop will indicate with
equal precision the number of complete revo
lutions of hundreds on the scale. Thus at
the same time that the grass is superior to
any other substance hitherto discovered for
hygrometric purposes, the instrument makes
eleven or twelve revolutions; while Saus-
sure's makes little more than one revolution.

Mr. Katcr recommends that all observations
made with the hygrometer be reduced to what
they would have been had the scale consisted
of one thousand parts, or ten revolutions of
the index ; a circumstance which cannot al
ways be insured by the construction of the
instrument, and the determination of the ex
tremes of dryness and moisture. The whole
apparatus may be made and fixed in a portable
case of three inches long. It is almost un
necessary to remark, that Mr. Kater's ap
paratus, which is remarkably simple, will
serve full as well for many other hygrometrio
substances as for the Oobeena Hooloo. Other
instruments of this kind have been invented
by Desagulicrs, Deluc, Lowitz, Farhenheit,
Hooke, Hale, &c. &c. See Phil. Trans,
vols. xi. xv. xliii. xliv. liv. Ixi. and Ixiii,

HYOROMETRY, the art of measuring
the degree of moisture and dryness of the
atmosphere.

HYGROSCOPE, an instrument for show
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ing the degree of moisture or dryness of the
atmosphere, having the same relation to the
hygrometer that the baroscope lias to the
barometer.

HYPATI A, a celebrated Grecian lady,
daughter of Theon, who flourished in Alex
andria about the year 430 of the christian
aera. Hypatia is much renowned for her pro
found knowledge in astronomy, geometry, and

philosophy, having written " Commentaries
on the Conies ofApollonius," the " Arithmetic
of Diophantus," and some other works ; none
of which however has been preserved from
the destroying hand of time. She was even

thought worthy to succeed her father in that

distinguished and important situation of go
vernor of the Alexandrian school, and that at
a time when men of great talents and ac

quirements were not uncommon, both at Alex
andria and other parts of the Roman empire.
Hypatia was also as much distinguished for
virtuous and amiable disposition, as she was
for her extensive, literary, and philosophical
acquirements; but neither the one nor the
other was sufficient to protect her against the
blind fury and enthusiasm of the early chris
tians of that once celebrated city. For at the
time when Hypatia reigned, the brightest
ornament of her sex and of her country, a
number of ignorant monks joined in an attack
upon Orestes, the governor of Alexandria,
and after various acts of outrage and disorder
they completed their bloody designs by drag
ging from her chair this celebrated lady, tearing
her in pieces, and burning her mangled limbs.
Such was the fate of this lamented victim of
fanaticism, whose talents, virtues, and mis
fortunes, must ever excite the sympathy and
command the homage of posterity ; while the
perpetrators of the horrid deed will be as de

servedly execrated and abhorred by every
friend of science, and admirer of female virtue.

HYPERBOLA, is one of the conic sec

tions, formed by the intersection of a plane
and cone, when the plane makes a greater
angle with the base of the cone, than that
formed by the base and side of the cone, as

DAE.
<•

And if the plane be produced so as to cut
the opposite cone, another hyperbola will be
formed, as dBe, which is called the opposite
hyperbola to the former.

The hyperbola, like all the other conic scc-

tions, maybe treated of in three different ways,
viz. 1. As being produced by the intersection
of a plane and cone ; 2. According to its de
scription in piano ; and 3. As being generated
by the motion of a variable line or ordinate
along another line or directrix, whereby the
properties of the curve are treated of, from
the equation by which it is defined.

Wo have under the articles Focus, Para
meter, &c. entered into a general explanation
of those terms, but as in the hyperbola these
arc somewhat difl'crcntly posited than in the
other curves ; we shall again repeat the defi
nition of those terms as applied to this figure.

1. If D A E, and FBG be two opposite hy
perbolas, having the same transverse and con
jugate axis A B, ab, perpendicularly bisecting
each other, and if dae,fbg, be two other op
posite hyperbolas, having {he same axis with
the former but in contrary order, that is,
having ab for their transverse axis, and AB
for their conjugate axis; then any two of
these adjacent curves arc called conjugate
hyperbolas, ami the whole figure is called the
figure of the conjugate hyperbolas, which when
the legs are infinitely produced, each two
adjacent branches meeting each other, may
be conceived as the four parts one continued
and regular figure, having the same centre,
diameters, foci, tangents, &c.

The diameter is any right line, as MN, pass
ing through the centre C, and terminated in
the two opposite curves at M and N ; and if
parallel to MN there be drawn two tangents
to the conjugate hyperbolas at m and n, then
the line mn will be the conjugate diameter
to the tbrmcr MN, and the two are said to be
mutually conjugate to each other, and the
points M, N, m and n, are the vertices of those
diameters.

——5^

V

If there be drawn four tangents to the four
corresponding vertices M, N, m, n, these will
form a parallelogram OPQR, and the diago
nals of this parallelogram OQ, RP will bo the
asymptotes of tho curves.

The foci of an hyperbola, the same as in
the other sections, are those points as F,f,
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■where the ordinate is equal to half the para
meter, the latter being a third proportional to

the transverse and its conjugate. The ab

scisses and orrtinates of the hyperbola differ

in no respect from the general definition of
those lines, the former being the distances of
any point in a diameter from its vertices, as

FB, f\, and the ordinates, the lines drawn

from those points and terminating in the curve,

asFK,/L, &c.

From these definitions then it appears, that

the centre of an hyperbola is without the
curve, as are also the several diameters, and

that the transverse axis is equal to the dif
ference of any two corresponding abscisses,
in other respects the properties of this curve

very much resemble those in the ellipse, as

will appear by comparing the following pro

perties with those treated of more at large
under the article Ellipse.

Properties of the Hyperbola.

1. The squares of the ordinates of the axis,

are to each other as the rectangle of the

abscisses.
*

Whence it follows, by taking the abscisses

equal to each other, that

As the square of the transverse axis

Is to the square' of the conjugate,
So is the rectangle of the abscisses

To the square of their ordinates.

From which property is deduced the equa

tion to the hyperbola, which is as follows :

1. ...y - 1 S(tx + **)

2. ... y = \ ✓Ol-i«l)

3. ...y = £ + **)

4. ...y

where t is the transverse axis, c the conju

gate, p the parameter, and z and y any ab

sciss, and its corresponding ordinate. In the

first and third, the absciss is taken from the

vertice ; and in the second and fourth, from

the centre.

2. The difference of two lines drawn from

the two foci to any point in the curve of the

hyperbola, is equal to the transverse axis.

From which property is derived the com

mon method of constructing the curve me

chanically, or by points; for which see the

subsequent part of this article.

3. If a tangent be drawn to any point in an

hyperbola, and two lines be drawn from the

foci to the point of contact ; these two lines

will form equal angles with the tangent
4. The distance between the centre and

the focus is equal to the distance between the

extremities of the transverse and conjugate

axis.

5. All the parallelograms inscribed between

the four conjugate hyperbolas, as O P Q R, in

the preceding figure, are equal to each other,
and each equal to the rectangle of the two
axis.

6. The difference of the squares of each
pair of conjugate diameters, is equal to the
same constant quantity ; viz. the difference
of the squares of the two axes.

7. All the parallelograms are equal, that
are formed between the asymptotes and curve,
by lines parallel to the asymptotes; that is,
paral. C G EK = paral. C P B Q.

8. If the abscisses ef taken on one asymptote
be in geometrical progression increasing, then
shall the ordinates parallel to the other
asymptote be in arithmetical progression de
creasing, that is, if C Q, C K, C L, &c. be in
geometrical progression, then will QB, KE,
LM, &c. be in arithmetical progression, the
one increasing and the other decreasing.

9. The abscisses C Q, C K, C L, &c. being
taken in geometrical progression ; the spaces
or asymptote areas, BQKE, EKLM, &c.
will be all equal, or the spaces BQKE,
BQLM, &c. will be in arithmetical progres
sion; and therefore these spaces arc as the
hyperbolic logarithms of those abscisses. A
variety of other curious properties of the hy
perbola may be seen, in Hut ton's, Emerson's,
and L'Hospital's " Conic Sections," and other
writers on this subject

Mechanical Description of the Hyperbola.

1. In the transverse axis AB, produced,
take the foci F,/; or, which is the same, take
C F, Cf, both = A a or B a ; assume any point
I, and with the radii AI, BI, and centres F,f,
describe arcs intersecting in E, which will give

four points in the curve ; then find other points
in the same manner, and the curve passing
through those points will be the hyperbola

required.
2. If one end of a rulerfM O, be fastened

at the point / by a pin on a plane, so as to
turn freely about that point as a centre ; and
a thread FMO shorter than the ruler be

fixed, one end at F, and the other to the end

O of the ruler.
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Then if the ruler /MO be turned about
the fixed point /, at the same time that the
thread FMO is kept always tight, and its
part MO close to the side of the ruler by
means of the pin M, the curve line A X re
sulting from the motion of the pin M, is one
part of an hyperbola; and if the ruler be
turned, and move on the other side of the
fixed point F, the other part A Z of the same
hyperbola may be described after the same
manner. Or otherwise,

3. Let C and F be the two foci, and E and
K ths two vertices of the hyperbola. Take

I)
Q

.three rulers CD, DO, GF, so that CG =
GF = EK, and DG = CF; the rulers CD,
G F, be of an indefinite length beyond C and
G, and having slits in them for a pin to move
in the rulers, having holes in them at C and
F, by which with pins they are fastened to
the foci at those points, being joined to the
points D and G by the ruler DG. Then if
a pin be put in the slits, viz. the common in
tersection of the rulers CD, and GF, and
moved along, causing the two rulers G F,
CD, to turn about the foci C and F; that
point will describe the portion E Q of an hy
perbola. Other mechanical methods of de
scribing this curve may be seen in the works
above quoted.

Hyperbolas receive various denomination
from certain peculiarities in their construc
tion, proportions, &c. ; as acute, ambigenal,
equilateral,. he.

Acute Hyperbola, is that whose asymptotes
form an acute angle with each other.

Ambigenal Hyperbola, is that which has
one of its infinite legs inscribed, or falling
within an angle formed by its asymptotes,
and the other circumscribed or falling without

that angle. This is one of Newton's trip!*
hyperbolas of the second order. See New
ton's " Enumeration of the Curves of the
Third Order."

Anguinal Hyperbola, a name given by
Newton to four of his curves of the second
order; viz. species 33, 34, 35, 36, expressed
by the equation ry* -f- ey — — ax3 + bx* +
ex + d ; being hyperbolas of a serpentine
figure.

Conic Hyperbola, is that which arises from
the section of a cone by a plane ; called also
the common, or Apollonian hyperbola.

Conjugate Hyperbolas, are those formed or
lying together, and having the same axis, but
in a contrary order; viz. the transverse of each
equal the conjugate of the-other. See the de
finitions in the preceding article.

Equilateral or Rectangular Hyperbola, is
that whose two axes are equal to each other,
or whose asymptotes make a right angle.
Hence the property or equation of the equi
lateral hyperbola is y2

— ax + xz, where a is
the axis, x the absciss, and y its ordinate ;
which is similar to the equation of the circle,
viz. y2

— ax — x1 ; differing only in the sign
of the second term, and where a is the dia
meter of the circle.

Infinite Hyperbolas, or Hyperbolas of th«
higher Kind, are expressed or defined by
general equations, similar to that of the conic
or common hyperbola, but having general ex-
poncn ts, instead of the particular numeral
ones, but so that the sum of those on one side
of the equation is equal to the sum of those
on the other side : such asay™+"

— b^^d+xf,
w here x and y are the absciss and ordinate to
the axis or diameter of the curve ; or x*y' —
a*+", where the absciss x is taken on one
asymptote, and the ordinate y parallel to the
other.

As the hyperbola of the first kind or order,
viz. the conic hyperbola, has two asymptotes,
that of the second kind or order has three,
that of the third kind four, and so on.

Obtuse Hyperbola, is that whose asymp
totes form an obtuse angle.

Nodatcd Hyperbola, a term applied by
Newton to a curve of this kind, which by
turning round crosses itself ; as in the second,
and several other species in his " Enumcratio
Line arum Tcrtii Ordinis."

Rectangular Hyperbola, the same as equi
lateral hyperbola.

HYPERBOLIC Arc, is an arc of the hy
perbola, the length of which may be found as
follows; viz.

Let t and c represent any semi-diameter
and its conjugate, and y the ordinate which
limits the arc, to be measured from the vertex,

making —— —q, and hyp. log. * J- A.

Also { | y ,/(<:* +y*)— »*A * = B

* jyV(e1+yt)-3«,Bj=C
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&c. &c.
the length of the arc contained between the
vertex and ordinate will be

2.4
C +

2.4.6
1. Arc = e x

\
A + ?B

2. Arc=yx{x +
^-(,4+4tlcI)v+

40 c36c+

(f6 + 4*rc* + Stzc*),/*
112c11

5t8 + 24t6c't + 48f4c» + 64r1ca) »
/8

1152c'6
-, &c.

£

3. Arc = yh + ^A-'l±i£l.;^B +•' <; c+ 20 c+ 20

C —

6c*

r+ + 4**^ + 8c4 5i/*

14cht1 + 4c1

6t6+ 24rV + 48t1c*+ 64c6 7y» „ . l

/++4<1cI + 8c* -72c* ' C")
To which, may be added the following ap

proximation :

. . 120c,t + (19<1 + 21c1)4ar ,

4- Arc =
i2oc-t-nu^+2io4x

+y^y-
Hyperbolic Area or Segment, is the area or

space contained between the curve of the
hyperbola and other lines; which, when it is

cut off by a double ordinate perpendicular to
the axis, may be found as follows ; viz.

Let t and c still represent the semi-diameter
and its conjugate, x an absciss, 1y the double
ordinate which cuts off the segment, and z its
distance from the centre ; then

1
. Hyp. area — zy — tc x hyp. log. of

^

cz

making

2. Hyp.

2* + x
—

q
, we have

<
7

1.3.5 3.5.7

$C?—,&c,J
where A, B, C, &c. represent the preceding
terms.

To which, may be added the following ap
proximations: viz.

4. Hyp. area = ~

\ 4v'(2r*+i*1) + </2tx

}

nearly.

6,
arca=|^ |

21 ✓(2*x+frl)+4,/2t:e |

nearly.
Hyperbolic Frustum or Zone, is the space

included between the curve and two lines
parallel to each other, and perpendicular to
the axis ; the area of which is equal to the
difference of two segments cut off by those
lines. Or the same notation remaining as in
the article Hyperbolic Area, l«t Z be the dis-

lance of a second double ordinate 2Y from
the former;
then the
area of the
frustum }

= ZY— zy— rehyp.log.
<Y + cZ

ty + cz
Hyperbolic Conoid. See Hyperboloid.
Hyperbolic Cylindroid, is the solid gene

rated by the revolution of an hyperbola about
its conjugate axis.

Hyperbolic Leg of a Curve, that which has
an asymptote or a tangent at an infinite dis
tance.

Hyperbolic Line, is the curve of the hy
perbola.

Hyperbolic Logarithms, or Naperian Lo
garithms, are a series of numbers particularly
useful in the determination and computation
of fluents, arising from various problems in the
higher branches of the mathematics; having, at
the same time, the property of common loga
rithms in facilitating arithmetical operations.

These numbers arc termed hyperbolic loga
rithms, because they express the areas or
spaces contained between the as3"mptote and
curve of the hyperbola ; but as this property

is not peculiar to this system, they are now
more commonly called Napcrcan logarithms,
from the name of the illustrious inventor of
this method of computation.

It will be seen, under the article Loga
rithms, that the logarithm of any number is

that power of some other number, to which if

the latter be involved the result will be equal
to the first; that is, if r* = a then x is tho
logarithm of a, and r will be the radix of the
system, which it is obvious may be assumed
at pleasure. If we take r 10, it will be the
common, or Brigg's logarithmic system ; andif r — 2-7182818, &c. it gives the hyperbolic
logarithmic scale: but as it docs not imme
diately appear why r is here assumed such a
complex number, it may not be amiss to enter

a little upon this subject.
It is shown, under the article Logarithms,

that if r* = a, we may obtain x in functions
of a and r, as follows; viz.
_(a— 1)- ft «- 1 V

*

-H(a— l)'-|(a— 1 )* + & c.
*-(r-\)— \{r-\f + \{r— 1)*— i(r— l)*+&c.which is a general expression for the logarithm
of any number (a) in terms of a and r, the
radix of the system; which last, it is therefore
obvious, may be assumed at pleasure. Now
as >•in every system is a constant quantity,
being always the number of which the loga
rithm in that system is equal to I, the above ex
pression may be simplified cither b

y

assumingr equal to some particular number, and thence
finding the value of the series which consti
tutes the denominator, or the whole denomi
nator may be assumed equal to some particu
lar number, and hence the particular value ofr may be obtained. In the latter case, if the
denominator be taken equal to I, the whole
of it vanishes in the computation; in which
case rwill be found =2 7182818, &c. and the
logarithm will be an hyperbolic one, and is
expressed by the simple series
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h. log. a = (a — 1)

— \ (a — I)1 + i (a — 1)'

or
h. log. (1 + a) = a — {a* + fa1 — Ja+ +

j a5 —, &c.

This is the simplest form that the logarith
mic series admits of, and therefore such as

would be naturally adopted by any person,
before he was aware of the advantages and

disadvantages of different systems; the former

of which, in the tables in present use, much

more than compensates for the additional

labour employed in their computation. Briggs
was very soon convinced of this, and explain
ed to Napier that much would be gained by

taking for the radix of the system of loga
rithms, the same numbers tiiat arc used for

the radix of the scale of notation ; that is, by
taking r — 10, by which means the logarithm
of the same digits, in the same order, was

always constant, whether these were integral,
decimal, or compounded of both, and only the

index or characteristic was to be changed ;

this is a most important superiority in our
present logarithms, and places them so far

above any other system in the scale of general
utility, that the former would now have been

nearly forgotten, had not the invention of the

fluxional analysis again called into action the

dormant powers of hyperbolic logarithms.

We have seen above (writing i instead of a)
that hyp. log. (1 + x) = x — ixx + \x* —

{i4 + \x>
— , &c.

Now let it be required to find the fluent of
x 1

, or of i X r—— . Expanding this into

a. series, we have

— I + a:1— x5 + x* —, &c.)
— x — x'x + xlx — x3x + x*x,

the fluent of which, by the common rule, is

x—\x%+ $1* — jar' — , &c.
which is precisely the form found above for

hyp. log. of(l +*); hence then universally

fluent of •— hyp. log. x.
1 + x

And this rule is general for every quantity,
of which the numerator is the fluxion of the
denominator, or any multiple of that fluxion ;

these being all reducible to the same form.

Thus we have the fluent of

= h.log. (x ± a)

= h.log. (a1 + at1)

= h.log. (a" + x")

a + x

an + x*

^|^=h.log.{*W(**±.*)i

W*4:2ax)
=L l0g' I X±a+ 'C**±te) \

lax
tf — x*

2ai
-/{al+x1)

= h.log.

= h.log.

a + x
a — x
■J

— --h.log. 1 -W(l + a*r)
✓ (a*+x-')
The above are only a few cases in which

these numbers arc applied to the finding of
fluents, but they are sufficient to show their
general utility, which was all that was pro
posed to be done in the present article.

The most extensive table of hyperbolic
logarithms in present use, is that published in
Rees's Cyclopedia, which is the result of my
own computation, having extended with con
siderable labour the table of Vega from 2000
to 10,000, the decimal part being true to
eight figures. This table I propose publish
ing in my collection of tables now in the
press, and which I have spared no labour
in rendering as perfect as possible. The hyper
bolic logarithm of any number, however, may
be found, bv multiplying the common loga
rithm of the same number by 2-3025850929, &c.
See Logarithms.

HYPERBOLICUM Acutum, the solid ge
nerated by the infinite space contained be
tween an hyperbolic leg and its asymptote, by
revolving about the latter, which is equal to
a finite quantity, as was first demonstrated
by Torricelli. See Logarithmic Curvet.

HYPERBOLOID, or Hyperbolic Conoid,
is the solid formed by the revolution of an
hyperbola about its axis.

The several rules for finding the surfaces,
solidities, &c. of hyperboloids, are contained
in the following formula.

Let a and c represent the semi-axis of the
generating hyperbola, • the distance of its

base from the centre: also let A —

(a» + **) — m

{a1 + *') — «

be the semi-transverse of another hyperbola,
whose semi-conjugate is c, the same with that
of the former.

Then find, by the proper formula, the area
of the frustum of this latter hyperbola, whos«
ends are distant from the centre by v and a,
multiply this area by 3' 1416 for the surface ;

that is,

1. Surface — p X |«Y
— ay — AC. hyp.

log. of . J \Ay + ae '
where p — S'MIC, Y and y the ordinates of
the latter hyperbola.

2. Solidity = { par.1 x \\Jf
where a — altitude, r — radius of the base,
t the transverse axis, and o = 3-1416.

r* 4- d1
3. Solidity =

^
X ap,

where d is the diameter, in the middle between
the base and vertex.

Frustums of Hi/perboloids.

Let D and d denote the semi-diameters of
the two ends, a the altitude, t and c the trans
verse and conjugate axis, p =: 3" 1416; then

1. Solidity = \pa \ D» + d*-
^~ j
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2. Solidity = £po [

Dl + 4j* + rfl j
where 3 is the middle diameter.

Hifperbolic Spindle.

Let A ~ the generating area, D the greatest
diameter, L the length of the spindle, p =
31416; then

1. Solidity*,

2. Solidity |,L j D» + («A-LD)4C
j

where C i s the central distance.
Hyper boloids is also sometimes used to

denote wliat arc otherwise called Infinite Hy
perbolas.

HYPERBOLIFORM, resembling the fi
gure of am hyperbola.

HYPERBOREANS, the most northern
nations.

HYPOMOCHLION. Sec Fulcrum.
HYPOTENUSE, or Hypothenuse (from

vnvrufx, I subtend), in Geometry, is that side
of a right-angled triangle which is opposite to
the right angle, the square of which is equal
to the sum of the squares of the other two
sides (Euclid, xlvii. 1). The discovery of this

property is said to be due to Pythagoras, and
is hence called the Pythagorean theorem.

HYPOTHESIS (from im, under, and
t»9h/lu, / put), is generally a proposition or
principle which is supposed or taken for grant
ed, in order to draw conclusions for the proof
of a point in question.

Hypothesis, in Geometry. See Postu
late.

Hypothesis, in Physics, &c. denotes a kind
of system laid down from our own imagina
tion, whereby to account for some phenome
non or appearance of nature.

Tims we have hypothesis to account for the
tides, for gravity, for magnetism, for the de
luge, &c.

The real and scientific causes of natural
things generally lie very deep ; observation
and experiment, the proper means of arriving
at them, arc in most cases very slow ; and the
human mind is very impatient : hence we are
frequently driven to feign or invent something
that may seem like the cause, and which is
calculated to answer the several phenomena,
so that it may possibly be the true cause.

Hypothesis, in Astronomy, is used in much
the same sense as System. Thus we have
the Ptolomaic hypothesis, the Tychonic, the
Copernican, &c.

JACK, in Mechanics, is a well-known instru
ment employed in raising heavy timbers and
other great weights.

Smoke Jack, an engine placed in chimneys,
and turned by meaus of the ascending smoke,

thereby answering the purpose of the com
mon kitchen jack.

JACOB'S Staff", the same as Cross Staff.
JACOBUS, a gold coin in the reign of

James I.; the current value of which was 25
shillings, and weight Gdwts. \Ogrs.

JAMBS, the upright sides of fire-places,
door-posts, &c.

JANUARY, the first month of the year,
according to the present mode of reckoning,
consisting of thirty-one days.

ICE, a brittle transparent body, formed of
some fluid frozen or fixed by cold.

The specific gravity of ice to that of water,
is in about the ratio of -03 to 1 ; and the capa
city for heat as '9 to 1 ; its refractive power is
stated by Dr.Wollaston at 1-31, being the least
so of any known substance that is not aeri

form. See Freezing and Freezing Mixture;
and for the expansive power of water in pass
ing from its liquid state, sec Expansion.

ICHNOGRAPHY (from .vio;, footstep, and

"/fa<fu, I describe), signifies the description of
the ground-plan of any building, or the sec

tion of any thing which is cut off parallel to

tha horizon.

ICOSAHEDRON (from twenty, and
iipa, seat), in Geometry, one of the regular pla-
tonic bodies, comprehended under twenty
equal triangular sides or faces. Or an icosa-
hedrou may be conceived to consist of twenty
equal triangular pyramids, whose vertices or
tops unite in one common point, which will
be the centre of the circumscribing sphere.

To find the Surface and Solidity of an Icosahe-
dron, the Side of one of its equal Faces being
given.

Let s represent the given side; then will
surface = 5»* S3 = 8-66025403**

solidity = |*J y/
1±|£5 = 21816950*3

The Radius of the Sphere circumscribing an
Jcosahedron being given, to find its Side or

Linear Edge, Surface, and Solidity.

Let R represent the given radius, then will

side =Rv/('°-V5)
surface.. =2^(5^3- vM5)
solidity.. = §R3 ^(10 + 2 ^5)

Or putting r to represent the radius of the

inscribed sphere, we shall have

side = r ^(42 — 18 S&)
surface.. = 2r* (7 S3 — 3 SIS)
solidity,. = 10 r3 (7 S3 — 3 ^15)
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Or writing s for the side, wc have

radius circum. sphere — \s\/
radius inscrib. sphere — \s

See Hntton's and Bonnycastlc's " Mensu
rations."

IDES, in the Roman Calendar, were certain

days in each month, which commenced on

the fifteenth day of March, May, July, and

October, butou the thirteenth in all the other

months.
JET d'Eau, a French word signifying a

fountain that throws up water to some height

in the air. See Fountain and Discharge of
Fluids.

JETTE, in the Construction of Bridges, is

the same as Sterling.

IGNIS Fatuus, a common meteor, chiefly
seen in dark nights, frequenting meadows,
marshes, and other moist places, and often

seen in burying-grounds and near dunghills.

It is known among the country people by the

appellation of Will with a Wisp, and Jack with
« Lantern.

Sir Isaac Newton calls it a vapour shining
without heat ; and it has been supposed to be

of the same nature with the light issuing from

putrescent substances. Willughby and Ray
were of opinion that it is occasioned by shin

ing insects ; but all the appearances of it, ob

served by Dr. Derham, Bcccaria, and others,

sufficiently evince that it must be an ignited
vapour. The form and size of the ignis fatui
are very various, and often variable. The
late experiments on air serve to furnish a ra

tional explication of this phenomenon, to which

the ignorant and superstitious have ascribed

so many alarming purposes.' Inflammable air
has been found to be the most common of all
the factitious airs in nature, and to be the
usual product of the putrefaction and decom

position of vegetable substances in water:
and Signior Volta.in a letter to Dr. Priestley,
informs him that he fires inflammable air by
the electric spark, even when the electricity is

very moderate ; and he supposes that this ex

periment explains the inflammation of the

ignis fatui, provided they consist of inflam
mable air issuing from marshy ground by the

help of the electricity of fogs and by falling
stars, which arc very probably thonghl to have
an electrical origin (Priestley's "Obs. on Air,"
vol. iii. Appendix, p. 382). The reader will
find a minute account of various particulars
relating to the ignis fatuus, in the Phil. Trans,
vol. vii. p. 147, &c.

Dr. Shaw describes an ignis fatuus, which
he saw in the Holy Land, that was sometimes
globular, or in the form of the flame of a can
dle, and immediately afterwards spread itself
so much as to involve the whole company
in a pale inoffensive light, and then contract
itself again and suddenly disappear. But in
less than a minute it would become visible as

before ; or, running along from one place to

another with a swift progressive motion, would

expand itself at certain intervals over niore-
than two or three acres of the adjacent moun
tains. The atmosphere at this time had been
thick and hazy, and the dew on their bridles
was unusually clammy and unctuous. In the
same weather, he observed those luminous ap
pearances which, at sea, skip about the masts
and yards of ships, and which the sailors call
corpusause, by a corruption of the Spanish
cuerpo santo. Shaw's "Travels," p. 393.

IGNITION, the application of fire to me
tals, till such time as they become red-hot
without melting. Ignition takes place in gold,
silver, and particularly in iron; but lead and
tin melt before they are red-hot.

ILLUMINATION, that which results froni,
or the effect of, a luminous body.

Circle of Illumination. See Circle.
IMAGE, in Optics, is the appearance of an

object, made either by reflection or refraction.
Sec Lens, Mirror, Reflection, and Re
fraction.

IMAGINARY Quantities, or Impossible
Quantities, in Algebra, are certain expressions
that arise in various algebraical and trigono
metrical operations, to which no value either
rational or irrational can be assigned, yet be
ing substituted in the equation whence they
were deduced, they are found to answer the
conditions of the question.

Imaginary quantities naturally arise out of
the generalization of algebraical symbols, such
as by extracting the even roots of negative
quantities; whereas, according to the defini
tions on which we proceed, it is obvious that
such quantities can have no real root. Indeed
all imaginary quantities may be reduced to
one of the forms ±a J— 1 or 6 ± « v' — 1 ; a

part only of this latter quantity being imagi
nary, but this, when taken collectively with
the other part, renders the whole expression,
like itself, imaginary.

Imaginary quantities indicate impossibility;
that is, in any equation which has for its result
an imaginary quantity, some condition has
been introduced which is impossible. If, for
example, it were proposed to divide the num
ber 10 into two such parts that their product
should be 30, it is obvious that this latter con
dition is impossible, for the greatest product
that can be formed of two numbers whose
sum is ten, is 5 x 5 — 25, that is when the
two parts are equal : and. accordingly, in the
solution of such an equation we must expect
an imaginary result, which is what really hap
pens; for put x and 10 — .t for the numbers,
Ihen 10.r — xx — 30, or .t1 — 10* = — 30, or
ar=5± s/ — 5, which is an imaginary answer;
but still being substituted in the given equa
tion, and submitted to the same rules as oilier
algebraical quantities, it will be found to an
swer the impossible conditions of the pro
blem.

The first notice that is taken of imaginary
expressions, or of the square root of negative
quantities, is found in Cardan's " Algebra,"
who was most probably first led to the con
sideration of them, from the solutions of those
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cubic equations which arc now termed the irre
ducible case, and in w Inch such expressions al

ways arise, the roots ol'lhein being of the form

x — J/b + a V— 1 + VV< — a ✓ — 1, each
of which parts are imaginary ; and thus it is
that a compensation takes place, and the
root, though expressed in such terms that no
value can be given to cither, is notwithstanding
equal to a real quantity ; this very singular cir-
cumstance,assoonasit wasobserved byCardan,
would no doubt lead him to an investigation
of this species of quantity; but neither he, nor

any other author, has yet been able to unravel
the mysteries that these symbols involve, nor
has any subject of mathematical inquiry led
to more angry disputes: some asserting that
such expressions as the mind can form no
conception of, or at least of what they are
intended to represent, ought not to be intro
duced into a science, the excellence of which
consists in the rigour and evidence of its de
monstrations, and that results thus obtained
are unworthy of notice. On the other hand,
it has been contended, that in all cases where
the results thus deduced have been compared
with those arising from the strictest geome
trical investigations, they have always been
found perfectly to agree ; and that the symbol

4/ — 1, although we can form no idea of
what it represents, yet being subjected to

the same rules as other analytical symbols,
tin- results derived from its introduction are

equally certain and conclusive; while others,
taking a mean between these extremes, admit

that though from analogy there is no reason

to doubt the truths obtained by means of these

imaginary symbols, yet that it always adds

a degree of conviction when the results are

verified by a more rigid analysis, and conse

quently that they ought not to be employed
when other means are equally successful.
Baron Maseres is decidedly of the first of
these opinions, on which subject he has a

work, entitled " A Dissertation on the Use of
the negative Sign in Algebra;" in which is

demonstrated the nature of those signs, and

the rules that are commonly given for work
ing with them, and where he has also shown
that equations of the second and third degree

may be effected without the introduction, or at
least without the consideration of negative
roots. Mr. Woodhouse's opinion on this sub
ject may be seen in his " Analytical Calcula
tions;" and a very ingenious paper on the
same head is inserted in the Phil. Trans, 'of
Edinburgh for 1778, by Professor Play fair, who
has there given us several examples in which
these imaginary expressions may be intro
duced to advantage into trigonometrical and
other species of calculation.

Of the Algorithm of Imaginary Quantities. —

After what has been said of the various opi
nions entertained by different mathematicians
on this subject, it will not be surprising to
find that the algorithm of these quantities has
also been unsettled, such as the rules for mul

tiplication, division, and involution ; somo

authors making the results in these operations
different from others, and each assigning rea
sons for the rules he has given ; it will, how
ever, be useless to follow them through their
particular arguments, as there are some of
thein specious, and many of them fallacious ;
we shall therefore barely state those reasons
on which the rules now commonly adopted
are founded. It is an established principle in
algebra, that +a x +a=a%, and — ax —a— a1;
and hence, conversely,it follows that </a1~ +a,
or — a; but this ambiguity has not place if we
know how a1 was generated, and have occa->
sion to retrace the steps of our operation; that
is, we cannot say that a x — a — ± a ;

nor that v/ + a x + a ~ ±a; for the square
root of a1, in both these cases, is determined ;
that is, when considered with regard to its
generation it has only one root, whereas had
its origin not been known, we must have given
the ambiguous sign to the root a, and for this
obvious reason, that we know not when a1 is
unconditionally assumed, whether it be the
representative of (+ a)1, or (— a)*; these be
ing both expressed by the same symbol a1.
The restriction of which we have been speaking
sometimes takes place in equations; thus, for
example, suppose it were required to find the
value of xin the equation v'(i2 + r)

— 6+ v'r,
we soon find x ~A; but there is this limita
tion, that the square root of x, or of 4, must
necessarily be — 2, and not + 2, as the lat
ter supposition will not answer the conditions
of the equation ; and the reason is obvious,
namely, that we first found Jx — — 2, and
then x — 4; but now, in retracing our steps,
we must remember how this 4 was generated,
and that it has not two roots, or has not the
ambiguous sign belonging to it as the square
root of 4 would have if unconditionally assum
ed : in fact, the ambiguity in the extraction of
the square root arises only in those cases in
which we are unacquainted with the genera
tion of the quantity whose root is to bo ex
tracted ; and here it must necessarily occur,
because we have before agreed to represent
both (+ a)1 and (— a)1 by the same charac
ter a1.

If therefore it be required to find the pro
duct of J— 1 x S — 1, we see immediately
that it is equal to </(

—
1)* = v'l; but under

this limitation, that the root can only be ex
pressed by — 1, and therefore this product
may always be represented by — 1, 01- by
— v^l ; and it can never have any other form.
If the product ■/— 1 X •/ — 1 X %/— 1 were
required, this would on the same principles
be represented by — •/ — 1; and the fourth

power of -J — 1 is equal to + 1 ; but with
this limitation, that the root of this qu.iutity
can oidy be — 1, and not ± 1 : hence then
we have 1)* = — 1, 1)'=- 1

and (V— I)* = 1. l)s = V— 1; and

consequently, the 6th power will be the same

as the 2d, the 7th the same as the 3d, the 8th
the same as the 4th, and so on. And exactly
the converse of these rules must be observed
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in division. These examples involve all (he
cases that can arise ; for if the quantities to
be multiplied or involved be •/ — a x ✓ — A,

we have only to write these </a. — 1 x
s/b. ✓ — 1=— -/ab, and (✓—a)1 x (,/ — b)1
—

ab( </— l)1 = — ab ; this product may be
put under a simpler form, v' — a1 x </— b1
— a */ — 1 X b — 1 =ab (V — 1)* = — ab.

This shows the necessity of always separating
the quantities into such factors that only — 1

is found under the radical, for according to
the common rules for the multiplication of
surds, we should have v' — a1 x </— bx —

^{— a* x —
b1) -J a* b1 = a 6, which is a false

result ; but the error is explained from what
is observed in the preceding paragraph ; for
we have no right in this case to assume

i/arb%
— ab, because we know its genera

tion, and that it arose from the product of two
negative signs, and therefore its root must
necessarily be — ab, and not ± ab.

The rules above laid down must be very
carefully attended to, in operating upon radi
cals under which certain imaginary quantities
enter; as it may frequently happen, that in
consequence of quantities differently gene
rated being expressed by the same symbol,
we are led to infer their equality, when in fact
no equality subsists between them ; a remark
able instance of which I have pointed out in
vols. xxix. and xxx. of Nicholson's Phil. Jour.
The case I first proposed was this, that con
trary to the general theory of equations, the
following quadratic seems to have three dif
ferent roots : viz. x1 — x zz 2 ; the roots be

ing + 2,-1, and V(— i + \ 8) +
V (— i — { v' — 3), having put it under this

point of view in order to draw some attention
to the subject ; but I afterwards changed my
ground, and simply requested an explanation
of the difficulty which attended the squaring
of the latter quantity, which according to the
common mode of operation always produced
false results ; promising that if no answer ap
peared within a limited time, I would answer
the question myself, and which accordingly
fell to my lot ; from which answer it appeared
that in operating with quantities under radi
cals, it is necessary always to keep in view
the original quantities, and not work out the
solution at full length, as we thus lose sight
of the generation of the quantities, and arc
therefore very commonly mistaking in after
wards extracting the roots of those powers or
products which have arisen in the preceding
part of the operation. See Nicholson's Jour
nal, vol. xxix, p. 254, vol. xxx. p. 209, and
vol. xxxi.

We have above alluded to the different
opinions relative to the introduction of these
quantities into analysis, some authors main
taining that the results thus deduced are, if not
false, at least unsatisfactory ; and others, that
they are equally certain with those deduced
from real and positive quantities ; while others
admit a certain want of perspicuity, but allow
the results and the convenience of their appli

cation, at the same time maintaining tliat
they are not absolutely necessary, and that
any thing which may be performed with them
may be done in other ways without them. In
this respect they nearly resemble the ex absurdo
demonstrations in geometry, many of which
are absolutely performed by means of imagi
nary quantities, as is the case in the very first
theorem, or fifth proposition in Euclid, (Simp
son's edition;) the line EF, which is supposed
to fall above EF so as to include a space,
being to all intents and purposes as much the
representative of an imaginary quantity aa
✓ — X.

Professor Playfair, in the Phil. Trans, above
referred to, after having selected a variety
of examples to show the utility and advantage
of these quantities, concludes his paper with
the following observation: " Supported on so
sure a foundation, the arithmetic of impossible
quantities will always be found a useful in
strument in the discovery of truth, and may
be of service when a more rigid analysis can
hardly be applied ; for this reason many re
searches concerning it, which in themselves
might be deemed absurd, are yet not destitute
of utility. M. Bemouilli has found, for ex
ample, that if r be the radius of a circle, the cir

cumference is equal
to^-^1-^

—- . r ; consi

dered as a quadrature of the circle, this ima
ginary theorem is wholly insignificant, and
would deservedly pass for an abuse of calcu
lation ; at the same time we learn from it,

that if in any equation the quantity —£ ^~ -
enters, it may be made to disappear by the
substitution of a circular arc."

We have said nothing in the foregoing pa
ragraphs of a paper on the subject of imagi
nary quantities by M. Bui'e, published in the
Phil. Trans, for 1806, in which the author
endeavours to show that imaginary quantities
are signs of perpendicularity, a notion peculiar
to himself; but there arc other parts of the
essay which display very considerable ability
and ingenuity, but of which our limits will not
allow a particular description.

We have also an entire work on this sub
ject, entitled "Theorie Puremcnt Algebrique
des Quantites Imaginaires," by M. Missery,
8vo. Paris, 1801.

Imaginary Roots of an Equation, are those
roots, or values of the unknown quantity in
an equation, which contain some imaginary
expression. Thus the roots of the equation

yl — 10 y + 26, arc 5 ± s/ — T, and the three
roots of the cubic equation xz — 1 ~ 0, are

x zz ~- , , and 1; of

which the latter is the only possible value oF
x, the two former being imaginary or impos
sible. Sometimes the root of an equation may
be represented by imaginary expressions,
when it is in fact equal to a real quantity, as

is the case in the solution of cnbic equatious
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of the irreducible form, nccording to the me
thod of Cardan. Albert Gir.ird was the first

author who treated expressly on the imaginary
roots of equations, and showed that every
equation has as many roots, cither real or
imaginary, as is denoted by the highest power
of the index; see his "Inventions Nouvelles
en 1'Algebra." IVAIembcrt, in the Memoircs
of Berlin for 1746, first demonstrated that
every imaginary expression may be reduced
to the form a </— 1, or b + a >/— 1 ; and
that the number of imaginary roots always
enter in pairs, and consequently every equa
tion of an odd dimension must have at least
one real root, but an equation of an even
degree may have all its roots impossible.
Waring also, in his " Meditationes Alge
braical," has treated largely on this head, see
chapters ii. and iii. of that work ; in which
will be found many excellent observations on
this subject, with rules for determining the
number of imaginary or impossible roots in a
given equation of any dimension: the same
has also been done by Newton in his " Uni
versal Arithmetic." by Maclaurin in his " Al
gebra," and by numerous other authors on
the latter subject.

IMBIBIi, the same as Absorb.
IMMERSION, in Astronomy, is when a

planet, comet, or other heavenly body ap
proaches so near to conjunction with the sun,
that it is enveloped in his rays, and lost to our
observation.

Immersion also denotes the beginning of an
eclipse, or of an occultation, when the body or
any part of it first begins to disappear, either
behind another body or in its shadow ; as in
an eclipse of the sun, when the disc is first
covered by the edge of the moon ; or as in an
eclipse of the latter body, when she first enters
the terrestrial shadow.

IMPACT, the single instantaneous blow
or stroke communicated from one body in
motion, to another either in motion or at rest.
See Percussion.

IMPENETRABILITY, that quality of a

body which prevents it from being pierced or
penetrated.

IMPENETRABLE, that which cannot be
penetrated.

IMPERFECT Number, that which is not
equal to the sum of its aliquot parts. See

Perfect Number.
IMPERIAL Table, an old instrument used

in measuring laud.
IMPERVIOUS, that which cannot be en

tered or penetrated.
IMPETUS, in Mechanics. See Force, Mo

mentum, and Motion.
IMPOSSIBLE, in Algebra, commonly sig

nifies the same thing as Imaginary ; thus we
say impossible, or imaginary roots, quantities,
&c. See Imaginary.

Impossible Forms of Equation, in the Inde
terminate Analysis, are those that will admit
of no solution in rational numbers, neither in
tegral nor fractional; such as ixl ± 3yr = z1,
3*1 ± 7y3 = z', 3x* ± 7y* — z*, &c. ; which

arc all impossible forms of equations, admit
ting of no rational solution.

The investigation of these impossible forms
does not seem to have engaged the attention
of Diophantus; but his translators and com
mentators, as Bachet, Fermat, Father de Billy,
tec. have all been led to the consideration of
them, as the means of saving much unneces
sary labour, by being able to show in many
cases, before any operation takes place, that
the equation under consideration admits of no
solution.

The most general method of determining
impossible forms is by means of the linear
forms of squares, cubes, &c.

Thus all square numbers are of one of the'
two forms, 4n, or 4n + 1 ; viz. all square num
bers are either exactly divisible by 4, or when
divided by it as far as possible, they will leave
a remainder 1 ; and therefore no numbers of
the forms in + 2, or 4n + 3, can be squares;
or 4m + 2 and 4n + 3 arc impossible forms
for square numbers. In the same manner, all
square numbers are of one of the forms 5n, or
Sn ± 1 ; that is, square numbers, when divid
ed by 5, can only leave the three remainders
0. 1, and — 1 ; or, which is the same, 0, 1, and
4 ; and therefore 5n + 2, and 5n + 3, are
impossible fonns for squares. Again, all square
numbers arc of one of the forms In, 7it + 1,
7n + 4, or 7n + 2; and therefore 7* + 3,
7n + 5, 7n + 6, are all impossible forms.
And thus is constructed the following table of
the possible and impossible forms of squares
to the prime moduli 2, 3, 6, 7, and 11.

And the impossible forms of cubes arc ob
tained iu the same manner; thus we shall find
that all cubes are of one of the forms In,
7n + 1, or 7n + 6, and consequently all the
other forms to modulus 7 are impossible forms
for cubes; that is, no number of the form
7n +2, 7n + 3, 7n + 4, 7n 4- 5, can be a
cube number; in the same way it will be found
that no number of the form 8» + 2, 9» + 3,
9« + 4, 9n + 6, 9n + 6, or 9n + 7, can be a
cube number; that is, if a number, when di
vided by 7, leaves a remainder 2, 3, 4, or 5; or

if
,

when divided by 9
, it leaves a remainder 2
,

3
,

4
,

5
,

6
, or 7; then in neither case is the

number a complete cube.
These are called simple or linear forms; we

may by their combination arrive at other mo
compound cases, as in the following table :

Impossible Forms o
f Squares.

2xz ± 3if — z1

5*1 ± 3//1 —z>-
Hx1 ± 3y* = z1

Hi1 ± 3i/x = z1

&.C. &c.

( 5p + 2
) xr ±

( 5p + 3
) x* ±

( 7p + 3
) x1 ±

(7j> + 5)i* ±

( 7p + 6
) x7- ±

(Up + 2
) i1 ± Uqtf = zx

2*1 ± By1
dx1 ± 6y%
Sx1 ± Gy%

liar1 ± Gy1
Sec. &c.

bqy1 = z*
bqy1 — z1

791/1 = z*

7 ay* = z*
7qf = z1

: r
:*»

: *»

(lip + o)*1 ± Uqf = x1

B
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(lip + 7)xl± ilqy* = z1

(lip + 6)at»± llfy* zzz1
(lip + 10) x1 ± llgy1 = z1

observing only, with regard to the last, that q
must be taken prime to the modulus 11.

Impossible Forms of Cubes.

2x3 ± 7y3 = z3A (Ix* ±. 9y3 = z3

3x3 ± 7y3 = z3 / l3x3±9y3=z3
■fx3 ± 7y3 = x] ( J 4x3 ± 9y3 = z3

5x3±7y3=z3j "\5x3±9y3=zJ
9x3 ± 7y3 = z3 \ / 6x3 ± 9y3 = z3

10x3 ± 7y3 =z* J l^7x3 ± 9y3 = z3

And these again may be further generalized,
by writing them

(7p + 2) x3 ± 7qyJ
(7p + 3) z3 ± 79y3
(7p + 4)x3 ± Tqtf
(7p + 5)x3 ± 7<jry3

(7p + 9) x3 ± 79y3
(7p + 10) x3 ± 7?y3

(9p + 2) x3 ± Bqy1
(9p + 3) x3 ± 9qr?
(9p + 4)x3 ± 9</y3

(9p. + 5) x3 ± 9?;/3
(9p + 6) ± 9gy3
(9p + 7) x3 ± 9?y3

No one of which equations can ever become

equal to a cube, either in integers or fractions;

provided that q be taken prime to the modulus
with which it enters.

A similar mode of investigation may be pur
sued with all the higher powers, the only dif
ficulty being in fixing upon a proper modulus ;

that is, such a number as shall have the most

impossible forms belonging toit, which requires
a separate investigation (See Power.) But
almost every power has some modulus that
renders it expressible in three forms ; thus,

AH 3d powers are of one

J ^ f.±1
4th powers 5 n, or 5n + 1

5th powers 11 n, or 11 n ± 1

6th powers 7 n, or 7 n + 1

8th powers 17 n, or 17 n ± 1

9th powers 19 n, or 19 n ± 1

10th powers 11 n, or 11 n + 1

&c. &c. &c. &c.
the 7th power are here omitted, not being
reducible to a similar form. For the demon
stration of these, and a variety of other similar
forms, see Barlow's " Theory of Numbers."

IMPROPER Fraction. See Fraction.
IMPULSE, a momentary action, or force,

such as that which arises from the sudden ex
plosion of fired gunpowder, or the momentum
of a moving body.

IMPULSIVE, relating to impulse.
INACCESSIBLE, that which cannot be

approached ; thus we say inaccessible height,
distance, &c. See Height and Distance.

INCEPTIVE, a word used by Dr. Wallis,
to express what may be otherwise denomi
nated the principle of magnitude : thus a point
is inceptive of aline; a line of a surface; and
a surface of a solid.

INCH, an English measure of length, being
the twelfth part of a foot.

The French inch — l-0667 Eng. inches.
Scotch inch = 10054054 Ditto.

INCIDENCE, in Mechanics and Optics, is
used to denote the direction in which a body,
or ray of light, strikes another body, and is

otherwise called inclination. In movingbodies
their incidence is said to be perpendicular or

oblique, according as their lines of motion

make a straight line, or an angle at the point
of contact.

Angle of Incidence, generally denotes the

angle formed by the line of incidence, and a

line drawn from the point of contact perpen
dicular to plane or surface on which the body

or ray impinges.
Thus if a body A im

pinges on the plane DE,
at the point B, and
perpendicular BH be

drawn, then the angle
ABH is generally called
the angle of incidence, fj yj r
and ABD (he angle of inclination. Dr. Wal
lis, however, and some other old authors, call
the angle A B D the angle of incidence, being
that included between the line of incidence,
and the surfaces of the plane on which the
body impinges, the complement of that angle
as ABH, being by these writers called the
angle of inclination. Other distinctions arc
made by Wolfius in the denomination of these
angles, but they are of very trifling import
ance.

1. It is demonstrated by writers on optics,
that the angle of incidence A B H, is always
equal to the angle of reflection H B C ; or the
angle ABD =z angle CBE. See Reflec
tion.

2. It has also been demonstrated from ex
periment, that the angles of incidence and
refraction arc to each other, accurately, or
very nearly, in a given ratio.

3. That from air to glass the sine of the
angle of incidence is to the sine of the re
fracted angle, as 300 to 193, or nearly as 14

to 9 ; and on the contrary from glass to air,
the angle of incidence to that of refraction, is
as 193 to 300, or nearly as 9 to 14. See Re
fraction.

Incidence of Eclipse. Sec Immersion.
Axis of Incidence, is the line BH in the

preceding figure.
Line of Incidence, or Incident Ray, in

Catoptrics and Dioptrics, is the line of direc
tion in which a ray is propagated, as the line
A B in the above figure ; this is also called the
Incident Ray.

Point of Incidence, is the point where the
incident ray meets the reflecting or refracting
body, such is the point B.

INCIDENT Ray. See Line of Incidence.
INCLINATION, denotes the mutual ap

proach or tendency of two bodies, lines, or
planes, towards each other, so that the lines
of their direction make at the point of con
tact any angle of greater or less magnitude.

Inclination of a Right Line to a Plane, is
the acute angle which such a right Hue makes
with another right line, draw in the plane
through the point where the inclined line in
tersects it

,

and through the point where it is
also cut by a perpendicular drawn from any
point of the inclined lines.
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Inclination of Meridian t in Dialling, the

angle that the honr line on the globe, which
is perpendicular to the dial plane, makes with
the meridian.

Inclination of an Incident Rag, otherwise
called the Angle of Inclination. See Angle
of Incidence.

Inclination of a Reflected Ray, is the angle
which a ray after refraction makes with the
axis of inclination.

Inclination of the Axis of the Earth, is
the angle which it makes with the plane of
the ecliptic ; or the angle between the planes
of the equator and ecliptic.

Inclination of the Magnetic Needle. See
DlPPrNG Needle.

Inclination of a Planet, is an arc or angle
comprehended between the ecliptic, and the
plane of a planet in his orbit. See Elements
of the Planets.

Inclination of a Plane, in Dialling, is the
arc of a vertical circle, perpendicular, both to
the plane and to the horizon, and intercepted
between them.

Inclination of two Planet, is the acute
angle made by two lines drawn one in each
plane, through a common point of section,
and perpendicular to the same common sec

tion.
Inclination, Angle of, in Optics, is the

same what is otherwise called the Angle of
Incidence.

INCLINED Plane, in Mechanics, as the
name imports, is a plane which forms with an
horizontal plane any angle whatever, forming
one of the simple mechanical powers. The
inclination of the plane is measured by the
angle formed by two lines drawn from the
sloping and the horizontal plane, perpen
dicular to their common intersection.

The principal mechanical properties of the
inclined plane are as follows: viz.

1. When a body is sustained upon an in
clined plane, the sustaining power, or weight,
will be to the weight of the body, as the sine
of the plane's inclination is to the sine of the
angle, which the direction of the power makes
with a perpendicular to the plane.

orP:\V::AC:BA;
that is, the power : weight :: height of the
plane : its length.

2. If two bodies keep each other in equili-
brio, by a string passing over the vertex of
two differently inclined plane*, the weights of
the bodies will be to each other as the sines
of the angles of inclinations of the opposite
planes.

Thus let A B be an inclined plane, W a

weight sustained upon that plane by the

power P,WF the line of the direction of the

power, arid WC a perpendicular to the plane
AB; then

P : W :: sine < A BC : sine < FWC.
When WF coincides with \VA, that is when
the power acts in a direction parallel to BA,
then the proportion becomes P : W sine of
plane's inclination ; radius;

IT
Thatis,W:P:: sine < BCA : sine < ABC;
or W:P::BA:AC;

because the sides of triangles arc to each
other as the sines of their opposite angles.

3. The velocity acquired by a body de
scending by the action of gravity down an
inclined plane, is to the velocity of a body
falling perpendicularly during the same time,
as the height of the plane is to the length.

4. The force whereby a body descends down
an inclined plane to the absolute force of
gravity, as the height of the plane is to its
length; which being a constant ratio for the
same plane it follows that the force whereby
the body descends is uniform, and conse
quently that it will produce a uniformly ac
celerated motion. Therefore all the laws laid
down under the article Acceleration has
equal place with regard to bodies on inclined
planes, by merely substituting for gravity the
product of gravity into the sine of (he plane's
inclination. The same is also true with re
gard to the retardation in bodies projected up
any given inclined planes.

5. Hence again the space descended down
inclined planes is to the space perpendicularly
described in the same time, as the height of
the plane is to its length.

6. Consequently the velocities acquired,
and the spaces descended by bodies down
dift'erent inclined planes in the same time, are
as the sines of the plane's elevation.

7. If A B be any in
clined plane, and DC be
drawn perpendicular to
AB; then while a body
falls freely through the
perpendicular BC, ano
ther body will in the same A~
tiyic descend dowu the part of the plane BD.

8. Hence we deduce the following curious
property of bodies descending down inclined
planes. In any right-angled triangle having
its hvpothenuse BC perpendi
cular to the horizon, a body will
descend down any of its three
sides BD, BC, DC, in the same
time. And therefore, if on the
diameter BC a semicircle be de
scribed, the time of descending
down any chords BD, BD,
BD", &c DC, DX, D"C, &c.

BB 2
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will be all equal, and each equal to the time of
falling freely through the diameter BC.

9. The time of descending down an in
clined plane, is to the time in falling through
its perpendicular height, as the length of the

plane is to its height. Consequently the times
of descending down different planes of the
same height are as the lengths of the planes.

10. A body acquires the same velocity in
descending down an inclined plane, as in fall
ing perpendicularly through the height of the

plane. Hence the velocities arc always the
same in planes of the same altitude, w hatever
may be their degrees of inclination.

11. If a body descend down JL
any number of contiguous
planes AH. BC, CD, &c. it
will ultimately acquire the
same velocity, as abody which
falls perpendicularly through
the same height ED, sup
posing no change in the vc-D1
locity in passing from one plane to another.

12. As this is true, whatever may be the
number and magnitude of the planes, if we
suppose each of them to be indefinitely siiihII,
they Will form a curve line, which will thus be
come the path of the body. Whence it fol
lows, that a body acquires the same velocity
in descending down any curve, as in falling
perpendicularly, though the same height. Sec
Gregory's Mechanics, vol. i.

INCLIXERS, or Inclining Dials, are
such as arc drawn on planes, that arc not
perpendicular to the horizon.

INCOMMENSURABLE Lines, are such
a* have no common measure, the diagonal
and side of a square arc incommensurable,
being to each other as ^/2 to 1; and conse
quently whatever number of parts the side of
the square may be divided into, the hypothc-
nuse will not be made up of any exact num
ber of such parts.

Incommensurable Nvmberi, or Numbers
Prime to each other, arc those which have no
integral common measure greater than unity.

If numbers be incommensurable w ith each
other, they arc incommensurable also in
power, that is no powers of such numbers can
be commensurable with each other.

INCOMPOS1TE Numbers, the same as
PRIME Numbers, w hich see.

INCREMENT, in the Doctrine of Incre
ments, or Finite Differences, is the finite in
crease of a variable quantity; Dr. Brooke
Taylor, to whom we are indebted for this
theory, denoted his increments by a dot under
the variable quantity, thus the increment of
x was denoted by * ; Emmcrson also employs
the same notation, others have used a small
accent, as x

',

or thus *. M. Nicole uses ano

ther letter denoting the increment of x, or
any variable, by n ; but Euler, who seems to
have given a permanent form to this branch
of analysis, employs the character a*; thus
the increment of x — ax, increment of y —

A y, &c. ; sec the following article.

INCREMENTS, Method of, called by the1
French Calcul des Differences Finies, is an in
teresting branch of analysis, invented by the
celebrated Dr. Brooke Taylor, and published
by him in 1715, in a work entitled " Method us
Incrementorum," in which both the direct
and inverse method are treated of in a very
learned and ingenious manner, as also the
application of the doctrine to a variety of very
elegant and interesting problems; but the
novelty of the subject, and the concise mode
of expression employed by its author, together
with a very complicated notation, rendered
the yvork nearly unintelligible to any one less
skilled in analysis than the author himself.
Fortunately however for the interest of the
less able analysts, M. Nicole of the Royal
Academy of Sciences, undertook an illustra
tion of the subject, having published his first
paper on this doctrine in the memoirs of that
society for 1717, and afterwards two other
papers in the same memoirs for the years
1723 and 1724. And if his method is less
general than that of Dr. Taylor, it has the
advantage of being extremely simple, and
thus preparing the reader for more general
researches, by leading him on from step to
step with order and precision.

Dr. Tay lor himself also, in the Phil. Trans,
undertook an explanation of certain parts of
his work, and its farther application to some
kind of series beyond those treated of in the
original: the same yvas also done by M. Mont-
mort, in the " Transactions" for the years
1719 and 1720; which latter gentleman, it

seems, had conceived some idea of the theory
before Dr. Taylor's yvork appeared; and a
trilling altercation took place between them,
as to the originality of some of the notions,
which yvas claimed by both parties. In 17C3
Emerson published his " Method of Incre
ments;" a work which, at least, docs this
author as much credit as any that he ever
produced, but the notation resembles in a
great measure that of Dr. Taylor, which ren
ders it now almost ubsolcte. Emerson ap
pears to have been extremely anxious to bring
the theory of increments to perfection ; and
earnestly urged those who yvcre qualified for
the task, to pursue the paths he had opened
to them. " I cannot," says he, " promise that

I shall have time and leisure hereafter to pro
secute this subject any farther. And as I

have an earnest desire of advancing truth, and
improving science, let inc here entreat the
friendly mathematicians, who are lovers of
science, to lend their kind assistance for the
advancement of this uncultivated branch of
knowledge, yet in its infancy, or rather as yet
in the hands of Luciua, either according to the
model I have here laid before them, or sonic
better, if it can be found, so that by degrees

it may at length be brought to perfection.**
" Hence," says a writer on this subject, " it

appears that this author yvas even in 17G3,
sensible of the neglect that had been paidto
the theory of increments ; and even now near
half a century after this date, the subject
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has not been advanced, nay scarcely touched

upon by any English mathematician, while
foreign authors are filling quarto volumes,

with the theory of differences Jinies, and its

almost universal application to the most cu

rious and important of mathematical inqui
ries." Knlt r, whose universal genius led him
to the investigation of every subject that was
useful and interesting, did not leave the theory
of increments untouched, but has treated of
it, in his usual masterly style, in a work enti
tled, " Iustitutiones Calculi Diffcrentialis,"
Sec. in which he has given a new form, and
much extended the bounds of this important
branch of analysis; and subsequent authors

have adopted his ideas, and rendered perma
nent the form he gave it." Various other

works have since appeared, to illustrate and
render familiar the principles of this doctrine,
the most complete of which is the " Traits
des Differences," &c. par Lacroix. Bossut
has likewise a chapter on this subject, in his
" Traits de Calcul Diffcrentiel," &c. where

the theory is treated in a very elementary and

comprehensive manner ; and the same is also
done by Cousin, in chap. iii. of the introduc
tion to his " Traite de Calcul Differcnticl,"
ice. Rccs's Cyclopaedia.

We will now endeavour to illustrate this

subject by a few simple problems, referring
the reader, who is desirous of more minute
information, to the works above mentioned.

Of the Direct Method of Increments.

1. The increment of a variable quantity, us

x, is the difference between that quantity in
its first state, and what it becomes after it has
been increased by any certain finite quantity ;

which increase alter Euler we shall denote by
Ax; hence

The increment of x = A x
ofx* = (x + A xY —x1
of x3 = (x + A x)3 — x'
of x" = (x + A x)m

— x™

that is,

A x — Ax
A(i')=2i4i+ Ax1
A(x3)=3x2 A* + 3x Ax* + A*3

A (x») = m *— 1A x +"-("'-~
1
)*"-a A x1 + Sec.

1 • M

Whence it is obvious, that we may readily

find the increment of any power of a variable

quantity, and as all expanded functions are

commonly made up of the several powers of
the unknown quantity, it follows that this

alone would extend to a very great variety of
cases, but it sometimes happens, that it would
be attended with considerable labour, when

a different method of considering the subject
would lead us to the same result in a much

more commodious manner; but as the limits
of this article will only allow of a slight ab

stract of the principles of increments, we can

not enter into an explanation of the methods

above alluded to, but must refer the reader

jto the works mentioned in the preceding part

of this article; noticing only another very

general rule relating to continued products of
the form x, (x + A x) (x + 2 A x) (x + 3 Ax^Stc.

Here we have
Ax ~ Ax

a|x(x + Ax)| 2ax(x + Ax)

A jx(x + Ax)(x+2Ax)|3Ax(x4- AxXx + 2Ax)
and generally the increment

A jx(x + Ax) (x+2Ax) .... (x+nAx) j =

(n+ l)(x + Ax)(z + 2Ax) (x+nAx)
By means of these formulas we may readily

find the increment of any function of a va
riable quantity, which consists only of integral
powers.

Suppose, for example, the increment of the
function h zz. x3 + 3xl + 4x + 10 were
required.

Here from the preceding formulas we have

A»= A(x3) + 3 A(x*) + 4A(x).
Now A(i3)=3x* Ax + 3x ai* + A*3

3 A(i5) = 6i Ax + 3 Ax*
4 A (x )

— 4 A x.
Hence Au = 3x1 Ax + x(3ax1 + 6Ax)

+ A x3 + 3 A xl + 4 A x.
And we may proceed in the same manner

in all similar cases.

2. Again the increment of
1

being the dif-

-; the incre-ference between - and —-i-
x x + A x

ment of -V
,

the difference between -i and
xl x*

—— , &c. we readily deduce the follow-

ing formulas for these cases ; mar.

a(1)=- ■ *«

V X / x (x + A x
)

A/J\ _ 2x Ax + Ax1
Vx1/ x'Cx + Ax)1

1 \ 3 x1 Ax+3xAx1 + Ax3
Xs (x + A a:)3

tn(m — 1
)

. . „
mx"-'Ai+ t 2 x»->Ax14-8cc.

V**V x«(x + A x)»
In a similar manner we find

\ x / x (x + A x)

1 _ — 3 A x

A*(x + Ax)
—

x(x + ai)(i + 24i)
A I =

x (x + A x
)

(x + 2 A x
)

—3 Ax
x (+ A x

)

(x + 2 A x) (x + 3 A x
)

And generally the increment

A L_ =
x(x+ Ax)(x +2 Ax) .... (x + « Ax)

— (n + 1
) Ax

x (x + Ax) (x + 2 Ax) (x + (n + 1
) A x)

3. But the most general formulae for finding
the increment of any function of a variably
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quantity is that given by Dr. Taylor, the au
thor of this theory, which is as follows:

Let Y represent any function whatever of
the variable quantity x, then if x be increased
by any finite difference A x, the value of A Y
adopting the differential notation will be de
noted bj the following formula, which is com
monly called Taylor's Theorem, and is of the
most extensive use in this theory, as well as
in the differential calculus. That is

, Y being
any function of x, we shall have

v A*<ty AiM'y , A x3rf3y

where the law of continuation is obvious, and
therefore requires no farther development ; it

must however be remarked, that when A x
is negatived, the terms of the above series
must be taken pins and minus alternately.

In order then to find the increment of any
function of a variable quantity, we must take
the successive orders of its fluxions, by means
ofwhich the fluxional parts in both the nu
merator and denominator will disappear; and
we shall have the value of A Y, expressed in
terms of x and Ax; and this expression will
always be finite, unless the function be tran
scendental.

Let us propose the function y = + ox1

+ x\ to find the value of A Y, when x be
comes x + A x. «

d y

— adx + IbxAx + 3x*dx
d1yzz Ubdx* + Gxdx1
d3 y = 6 rfx3

d*yzz 0

Now these values being substituted in the
general series, we shall have for the increment
pfy,
Ay = Ax(i)i+2&x4-3x1) + A*\6+3x) + Ax3

Again, given yrai + bx1 — cx3 + x*, to
find the increment of y.

d y — adx + Zbxdx — Zcx^dx + 4x3rfx
d1 y —

-j
" 24dxl — (icxdx* + \2x1dxt

d3y= — Bcdx3 + 24xrfx<
d*y at + 24 dx*
d'y= 0

Whence making these substitutions in the
general theorem, we have

. _ < Ax(a+26x-3cx1+4x3)+ Axa(J-3ox&y — \ + 6x2) + a x3 (c + 4x) + a x*.
These examples will explain the method of

applying the theorem to any case that may
arise, it being as universal in its application
in the theory of increments, .or difference*, as
the binomial theorem is in the expansion of
roots and powers: but like the latter, it was
left by its author without demonstration ; it

ha : iiowever received many since, from several
able mathematicians, though there is no one
of them perhaps that is quite so satisfactory
as might be wished; Maclaurin's rests upon
the fluxioual calculus, which it would be de
sirable not to introduce, if it could be obtained
from more simple and obvious principles.
Another demonstration of (his theorem, and
which is esteemed the best, is given by
L'Huilier in his work " Incipioraqi Calculi

T)iff. et Integ.'' &c. published at Geneva in
1795.

4. In all the preceding formulae we hare
considered the increment of the variable as
constant, because the limits of our article
would not allow of extending our remarks to
more than the most simple forms; it is oh\ ious,
however, that the differences by which a va
riable is increased or decreased maybe them
selves variable quantities, in which case we
should have to find the second and third in
crements, as in fluxions it is sometimes ne
cessary to take the second and third fluxions;
these cases however but seldom arise, except
in the higher order of problems, which the
reader will not expect to find investigated in

a work of this description.

Of the Inverse Method o
f Increments.

5. In the Inverse Method of Increments,
the question is to find the integral or function,
from its increment being given. We must
therefore examine with attention the steps by
which we descend from a variable quantity
to its increment ; and then, by the reverse
operation, wc may ascend to the integral,
when the increment is known. But this re
verse operation is attended with the very same
difficulties as the inverse method of fluxions ;

for as in that, every fluent may be readily
put into fluxions ; so may the increment of
any function be readily obtained ; but it is
frequently difficult, and sometimes impossible,
to find the fluent of a given fluxion ; and so in
the method of increments, there arc many
cases that will not admit of integration ; wo
shall however give some of the most usual and
obvious rules, and which will apply to the
generality of examples.

Let us first attend to the powers of a vari
able quantity x.

6. Since A x — A (xl ; therefore recipro
cally,/ a x = .r. And if wc suppose A x, as
constant (a supposition that has place in all
that follow*) we shall have,

x/ AiXl-i,or Ax/ l=x, therefore /l— TJ!-
Since A (x*) =2x A x + a x1, therefore re

ciprocally,

/ (~.r a x + A xz\ =x*, or, which is the same,/ 2xax + / Ai'rx1: whence again, also,

C
.

x + / — — ; and hence byJ J 'i 2Ax
transposition,

'

*X /! =J 2ax J ' -2 -'.2ax
x

2ax 2

Again, since A (x3) = 3x* A x + 3x Ax1

+ Ax3; therefore reciprocally,/ 3x' Ax + 3xAx + Ax3)=x3; or, which
is the same, ' */ 3xx Ax+/3x Ax1 +/Aar5=x5; or, divid
ing by 3 A x,
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A j*1 x'

again,

_ 3Ax '
is the same,

x3
y 4Ax

Ar1
f. 1 ; or, which

a;1 ?At
2 6

'

7. We find in a similar manner by conti

nuing to suppose A x, as constant, and sub

stituting always tor the quantities contained

under the particular sum their respective
values ; the following results, for the integral!)
of the successive powers of x, in which we

have repeated the two preceding ones, for the

sake of uniformity.

J Ax

-/:AX =^-2:
/A*1 = — i' + IAl-J

3 Ax a

of a quantity of any of the following forms,

(A x being supposed constant), viz.

(x + a)

(x 4- a) (x 4- 2a)
(x + a) (x + 2a) (x 4- 3a)
(x + a) (x + 2a) (x + 3a) (x 4- 4a)
We arrive at them by taking the actual

product of those quantities, and finding suc
cessively the increments of each of the terms :

thus,

f.(x + a)=f.x + f.a=-£ ? + —

/ (x 4- a) (x 4- 2o) =jAx1 + 3ax + 2a1) =
xJ x* . xAxfx* = - i- + :y

3 Ax 2 6

/3ax _ 3ax* 3ax

/2a* =

2Ax
2g*x

Ax
Whence /(x + a) (x 4- 2a) =

6
'

4
r. ax1 — ^ +' 4ax 2

-6Ax~"2+"3~
"

x6 r5 5x+Ax

x Ax Sox1

"6" 2 Ax

3 Ax
3ax 2a*x

2 Ax
'

-z +
2

xAx3 .

30
'

x*Ax3
/x' =

A 3:5 "(iAi 2
'

12 12
'

&tc. =: &c.

Where it is only necessary to observe, that

if the proposed increment have any constant
multiplier, the integral above found must have

the same.
8. Hence we may find the integral of any

function made up of the powers of x, effected
or not with any constant co-eflicients a, b, c,

ice. For in order to find the integral of such

an increment, it is only necessary to find

those of the different powers of x, and their

sum will be the integral required.
Exam. 1. Required the integral of the in

crement a + bx + cx1.

/a

f.bx

Again, / (x 4- a) (x 4- 2 a) (x + 3 a) ==/ (J3 4- 6ax* 4- 11 a1 x + 6a3) =
,5 _ x* _ Jt3 x*Ax

4Ax 2 4

f „ i 6a x3 Bax1 6 a .r A x
J' UX ~~

3Ax 2 6
, ll«*x* lla^/ lla*x —■

/6a3 =

2 Ax
6a3x

Ax
Whence by addition, we have / (i + «)

(x 4- 2a) (x 4- 3a) = ~ 4-
4 Ax 2

x1 Ax

2a x3

Ax
11 a1!

3axz ax Ax lla1!1 6a3x
'

1"
+

1
+ Tax" + Ax

"

bx

/cx1 = c/xl = -fJ J 3AX
And hence by addition,

/.(a + bx +cx*)=—+-

3

c x cx Ax

bx

Ax 2Ax 3Ax

. 6a 3x

2 Ax
and so on of other similar quantities.

And if it be required to find the integral of
quantities of the form,

x (x 4- a)
x (x 4- a) (x 4- 2 a)
x (x 4- a) (x 4- 2a) (x 4- 3a)

&c. &c.

We have in the same way,

/ x (x 4- a) = / x* 4- f. ax —
3 ax

cx1 cx Ax
2 6~~

Exam. 2. Required the integral of ox4 — bx1,

considering A x as constant.

Here we have

xAx
6 2 ax

/ x (x 4- a) (x + 2a) =/ x3 4- 3 a/, x* 4- 2 a1/ x =

ax* ax1 ax
T"+ 3

— tx3 6x* ixAx

- . ax' ax-/ ax^ = 1- —J
5 Ax

ax Ax3
30

the sum of which expressions will be the

whole increment sought.
8. When it is required to find the integral

r /*' =

y&af.x1- —

(jla J.x —

4 Ax
3 ax3 3 ax1 .

3 Ax
2ax*

x- Ax
4

3a.r a x

0■2

flax

2 A x 2~

The sum of which will be the increment re

quired.
And in a similar manner we may find the

integral to any other quantity of these forms.
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9. Remark. Before we proceed any farther

on this subject, it will be proper to attend to
rhe correction of any integral ; when from the
nature of the problem under consideration

such becomes necessary.
As the increments of any variable quan

tities, x and x + a, are both expressed by a *,
the constant part a, having no increment, so

reciprocally, the integral of the increment a x,
may be 1, on + a; therefore when we have
found the integral of any increment, we must
add to it a constant quantity, which will be
aero, if the integral needs no correction ; but
a real quantity, positive or negative, in other
cases which must be determined from the
nature of the problem. This remark will be
of considerable importance iu what follows.

We might have here carried this subject to
a much greater length, as no branch of ma
thematics offers a wider field for the exercise
of analytical investigation than the inverse
method of increments, except, indeed, the
inverse method of fluxions, to which it is
nearly allied ; but our limits will not admit of
such development, and we must therefore
proceed immediately to the application of
this doctrine to the summation of series, to
which it is very admirably adapted.

Application of the Method of Increments.

10. The summation of series by the inverse
method of increments is founded generally on
this principle : That if we have any series of
quantities, as a, b, c, d, e, Sec. which are de
rived from each by some certain and invariable
law, each term may bo considered as the
increment of the sum pf all those which pre
cede it. Thus if '

a+b+c+d+e zzz
a + b + c + d+ e +f—z"

then il is obvious that z1— z — A x =/, and
therefore conversely the integral of any one
of those terms considered as an increment,
will represent the sum of all the preceding
jiart of the series.

This being premised, we may proceed to
the solution of the following examples.

Exam. 1. Required the sum of n terms of
the natural series.

1+2 + 3 + 4 + 5+ . . . . n.

Here by writing x instead of k, the term
next in order will be x + 1, which being the
increment of the series, we shall have / (x+ 1)
— the sum required.

and since in this case a x —
1, we have

/(x+i) =£_f +?=££? =£±;y v t»; —
a 2 1 2 2

by writing again » instead of x, which is the
sum of n terms of the proposed series, as is
also evident from other considerations.

This example offers an easy illustration of
what has been observed at art. 9, of the cor
rection of an integral, which is necessary in
many cases, the same as the correction of a

fluent is in the flnxional or integral calculus.
Suppose, for example, that instead of the pre
ceding series beginning at unity, it had com
menced from any other term as 7 ; the general
law of formation would have been the same,
and the increment would still have had the
form x + 1 ; and consequently the integral,
in the first instance, would be represented as
above ; viz.

/. (* + 1) = £±i
But here a correction of the integral is ne

cessary, for from the nature of the series,

when x — 7, the sum of the series is 7, this
being the term at which the series com
mences; whereas without a correction, we
should have the sum = 28 ; we must there
fore write,

f.(x+ 1)= — +c; c being the correction,

t1 + j-
and since when x — T; '—- |-c=7; or

- +-7 +c = 7 we find e = — 21 ; after which
2

the sum of any number of terms of the pro

posed series are readily obtained. Thus for

example, let 11zz 16, then the sum of the

series beginning with the term 7, becomes

16* + 16 „. ... . .

^
21 = 116 as required.

Exam. 2. Required the sum of the natural
scries of cubes, l3 + 23 + 33 + 4' +,&c. n3.

Here the general term is (x + l)3 ; and the
integral of this, that is/ (x + l)3 = / x3 + 3/ x1 + 3 / x + f. 1, is computed as follows:

r Xi - Jl xl +
xl A J

J' 4 Ax 2 4

o r -x — 3ji 3x* 3xAx

3/x =^!_LrJ 2 ax 2

/i =JL
AX

And here since a x = 1, we have

/(, + 1). = ^+-j=(£±--)*.
Or by making x —n, the sum required is

W-
Tlencc a very curious property with regard

to the sums of consecutive- cubes beginning
at 1 ; viz. that this sum is equal to the square
of the sum of all their roots.

Thus l3+23 =(1+2)*
l3 +23 +83 =(l+2+3)»
lJ+23 +33 +43 = (l+2 + 3 + 4)»

&c. &c.

Exam. 3. Required the sum of any pro
posed number of terms in the scries of tri
angular numbers.

1, 3, 6, 10, 15, &c.

In this case the general term is
x

— ,

And it will therefore be necessary to fin4
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the integral of {x + + 2) = | /(* + 1)

(x + 2) and this art. 8 = I f. (x + 1) (x + 2)

_* (* + \)(x + 2) _ n (n + 1) (n + 3) .
~ ^ '

§ b*

making x—n; and A x — 1.

The same may be otherwise found from
art 7 ; thus,

+ d + 2) = i/x1 + |/3x + i/2
= ——- +W 6ax 4 12

, , 3x* 3x
, A x zz

/I AX
And since a x —

1, this sum becomes

Mx+i)(x+a)=*2+*+*=*(*+»(*+»
aud the sums of any order of polygonal and

figurate numbers may be found in the same

manner.

Exam. 4. Required the sum of any number

n terms of the series,
1.2 + 2.3 +3.4 + 4.5 +, &c. n (n + 1)

Here the general term of the scries is x(x-j-l),
and it is therefore required to find the integral

(x+-l)(x + 2). First, by art. 8, we have

/(r I l)(r I q-«(H-IX«+2>-»(n+l)(,+a)
3 A x 3

by writing x — n, and a x — 1.

The same may also be found, as in the ex

ample above, by article 7; but it is needless

to repeat it
,

as it only differs from it in its

constant factor.
We have in neither of the foregoing ex

amples used any correction, for it is obvious,

that -when x = o, the formula
* <x f 'J (* + 2)

o
= o as it ought to be, and therefore the in
tegral needs no correction.

We had intended to have added here an

example or two relating to the summation of
infinite series ; but the article having already

exceeded its due limits, we have been obliged

to cancel them, and can therefore only refer

the reader to the works mentioned in the

preceding part of this article. Montucla,
Hist, ties Math. Encyclopedic Methodiquc.
Rees' Cyclop, vol. xix.

INCURVATION of the Rays of Light.
See Refraction.

INDEFINITE, that which is without any

assigned limits ; thus we say an indefinite
line, meaning a line of any length. Some

authors use the word indefinite nearly in the

same sense as we commonly attach to the

term infinite. According to these, an indefinite

line is that which is without termination ; the

former, however, is the sense in which it is

eomnfonly employed by modern mathema

ticians.
INDETERMINATE, is nearly the same

as Indefinite, the former being applied to num

bers, as the latter is to geometrical lines,

surfaces, &tc. with this difference, however,

that the word indeterminate commonly implies

that number or quantity whose value cannot
be assigned, and the former, that which may
be of any magnitude.

Indeterminate Analysis, is a very inte
resting branch of algebra, in which there are
always given a greater number of unknown
quantities than there are independent equa
tions, by which means the number of solu
tions is indefinite, though it commonly happens
that certain restrictions are introduced, such
as requiring integral or rational numbers,
which frequently limit the number of solu
tions, and even in some cases render the pro
blem impossible.

Diophantus, who is supposed to have flou
rished about the middle of the third century
of the christian sera, is the first writer on the
indeterminate analysis, at least his Arithmetic
or Algebra is the earliest treatise we know of
on the subject. This work was commented
on by the celebrated Hypatia ; but her com
mentaries never reached our times, the first
translation of the original being that published
by Xilander in 1575, till which time little or
nothing on this subject was known in Europe ;

but it appears from a Hindoo Algebra, now
publishing in this country, that these people
were so early as the twelfth century particu
larly well acquainted with the indeterminate
analysis, possessing some of those rules which
have since been discovered by Euler and
Lagrange, and which have been considered
as very important advances in the Indeter
minate Analysis.

It is but lately, however, that this work,
entitled " Bija Goneta," has been known in
this country, and what we know on the sub
ject of this branch of algebra is wholly inde
pendent of the knowledge of the Hindoos or
Persians.

After Xilander's edition of Diophantus,
the subject remained unnoticed, till Bachet
undertook another edition in 1621, and to
this author it is we owe the general solution
of indeterminate problems of the first degree.

Fermat made another edition of the same
work, which was published after his death,
in 1670 ; at which period this branch of ana

lysis was much cultivated, both in France
and England ; and problems were proposed
by the mathematicians in one country as

challenges to those of another. In this con
test Dr. Wallis, Lord Brounker, Fermat, Frc-
nicle, Des Cartes, and Roberval, were the

prominent disputants, and much light was
thrown upon the subject during this rivalship.
But it was not till towards the conclusion of
the last century that the Indeterminate Analy
sis began to assume a permanent form, an im

provement that we owe, in a great measure,

to Euler and Lagrange; though before this

time several very reputable works on the sub

ject had been published by De Billy, Prestet,

JCersey, Ozanam, Kirkby, &c.

What Euler has done on the subject is con

tained in the Acta. Petro. and the second

volume of his " Elements of Algebra." La
grange's improvements are given in the
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Memoirs of Berlin, and in his Additions to
the work of Enler above mentioned. To
these we may add a paper in the Edinburgh
Transactions, by Leslie ; the " Essai sur la
Theorie des Nombres," by Legondre; the" Disquisilioncs Arithmcticae," by Gauss; and
Barlow's " Elementary Investigation of the
Theory of Numbers," the second part of
which is wholly devoted to this subject.

Solution of Indeterminate Problems. When
amongst the several unknown quantities there
are none that exceed the simple power, the
problem is said to be of the first degree. If
the second power enters, the problem is of
the second degree. If the third enter, it is of
the third degree, and so on, of the higher
powers.

Indeterminate problems of the first degree,
are all included in the general form,

ax ± by ± cz ±, Sec. —
d,

and they are all solved by means of the simple
formula ap — bq

— I.
That is, by finding the values of p and q

in the equation ap — bq
— ± 1, we may

thence immediately determine the values of
x, y, and z, in the above more general form,
our first investigation must therefore be di
rected to the solution of the latter equation,
the general rule for which is as follows :

Convert the fraction y into a continued
b

fraction, and then again to series of converg
ing fractions, then the numerator and deno

minator of the fraction preceding will be
o

the values of /) and q, as is obvious from a
property of these fractions mentioned under
the article Continued Fractions.

Exam. 1. Let it be required to find the
values of/> and q, in the indeterminate equa
tion, I6p— 41g = l

Here the fractions converging towards iS,
are 2, j, T, tj, jt>

therefore/? = 18, and q — 7, which give
16 . 18 — 41.7 = 1, as required.

Exam. 2. Find the values of p »n<\q, in the
equation, 17p —

1617= — 1.
Here the converging scries is,

I 8 17
T' 7' +?>

therefore p — 7 and q
—

8, for 17 . 7 — 15 . 8
— — 1, as required.

In the above solutions we found ap — bq—
-f- 1, and ap — bq— — l,as the questions

required; but we are frequently led to the
solution ap — bq — -|

- 1 when the question
requires — 1

, and to op — bq
— — 1 when

the question requires + 1
, which seems at

first to destroy the generality of the rule;
but these are easily converted from the one
to the other, as follows;

Let the proposed equation be ax — by —

+ 1
, and suppose we have found p and q in
the equation ap — bq zz -— 1 ; we have yien
only to make x —bm — p and y — am — q

,

and it is obvious that we shall thus obtain
at — by—a(bm — p

) — b{am —

q
) zz + 1

as required. In this expression m is indeter
minate, and by means of which an indefinite
number of solutions may be readily obtained.

Again, if the proposed equation were ox —
by —

-f
-

1
, and we had found ap — b
q —

-f- 1
.

we might still obtain an indefinite number of
solutions by making x — bm-\-p andy — am

+ q
, for then it is obvious also that

a(bm-{-p) —b (am + q
) = + \,

and by means of the indeterminate m, an inde
finite number of solutions may be obtained.

In order to illustrate this by an example,
let there be proposed the equation

13* — 19 y zz 1
.

The converging series is -|
,

-{-j, therefore

p zz 3
,

and q

— 2
,

which gives ap — b
q —

1
,

or 13.3 — 19.2 zz 1
.

Therefore the general values of x and y are
a; zz 19m + p. and y zz 13m + q, or
x — 19m 4- 3

,

and y zz 13m + 2.

Assuming therefore m zz 0
,

1
,

2
, 3
,

4
,

8tc.
we have the following values of x and y :

m zz 0
,

1
, 2
,

3
,

4
,

5
,

&c.
x zz 3

,

22, 41, 60, 79, 98, &c.

y = 2
,

15, 28, 41, 54, 67, &c.
which series may be continued at pleasure.

If the proposed equation had been 13* —
19y — — 1 ; then having found p — 3

,

and

q — 2
,

as above, we must have made
x = 19m — 3

,

and y — 13m — 2;
and then by, assuming m as before, we should
have

M zz 0
,

1
,

2
, 3
,

4
,

5
,

&c.
x — — 3

,

16, 35, 54, 73, 92, &c.

y = — 2
,

1 1
, 24, 37, 50, 63, &c.

where it may be observed, that the successive
values of x and y, in both cases, form a series
of arithme ticals, and may therefore be con
tinued with great facility.

To find the general Values o
f x and y, in the

Equation ax — b
y — ± c.

In the first place, we must have either a
and 6 prime to each other, or if they have a

common measure c must have the same, for
otherwise the equation will be impossible ;

and in this latter case the whole equation may
be divided by that common measure, and thus
reduced to one in which a and b are prime to
each other: it will, therefore, only be neces
sary to consider the quantities a and b as
prime to each other. Also, after what has
been taught in the foregoing proposition, we
may always suppose that we know the case
ap — b

q — ± 1 ; it will, therefore, only be
necessary in this place to show how the general
values of x and y, in the equation ax — by zz
dt c, may be deduced from the known case
ap — b

q zz ± 1
.

In the first place it is obvious, that since
ap — bq

— ± 1
,

we shall have
acp — Icq — ± c ;

but this furnishes only one solution ; and in
order to have the general values of x and y

,
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we must substitute x — mb ± cp, and y ~
ma ± eq; which give

a (mb ± cp) — b (ma ± cq) = ± c;
the ambiguous sign ±, in the two values of
x and y being +, when ap — bq has the same
sign with c, bat — when it has a contrary
one.

Exam. 1. Find the valnes of x and y, in the
equation 9x — 13y

—
10.

First, in the equation 9p — 13 q — ± 1, we
have p = 3, and q — 2, which gives 9p — 13 q
— + 1 ; and this being the same sign with
10, in the proposed equation, the general va
lues of x and y are

i x — 13m + 3c; . $y = 9«+ 2c, or
C x — 13m + 30; Hna}y= 9m + 20.

And by assuming herem = — 2, — 1,0, 1,2,
&c. we have the following values of x and y.

m — — 2, — 1, 0, 1, 2, 3, &c.
x = 4, 17, 30, 43, 56, 69, &c.
y =z 2, 11,20, 29, 38, 47, &c.

each of which values has the required con
ditions for 9.4 — 13 . 2 = 10

9. 17 — 13.11 = 10

9.30 — 13.20 = 10

9.43 — 13.29 = 10

&c. &c. &c.

Exam. 2. Find the valnes of x and y, in the
equation 7x — 12y

—
19.

First, in the equation 7p —
12} = — 1, we

havep = 5, and q
— 3; where — 1 has a dif

ferent sign from 19, in the proposed equation ;

therefore the general values of x and y are

<x = 12m — 5. 19 ■<y=7m — 3.19, or
iz = l2m— 95 <y = 7m— 57;

where, by taking m = 9, 10, 11, &.c, in order
that x and y may be posiiive, we have

x = 13, 25, 37, 49, 61, 73, 85, &c.
y = 6, 13, 20, 27, 34, 41, 48, &c.

and in a similar manner may any possible
equation, ax — by

— ± c, be resolved.

To find the general Values of x and y, in the

Equation ax + by — c.

In the foregoing proposition, where the dif
ference of two quantities was the subject of
consideration, we found that the number of
solutions was infinite, providing a and b were
prime to each other ; but in considering
the sum of two quantities, as in the present
case, the number of solutions is always limited,
and in many cases the equation is impossible ;

it may, however, be demonstrated that the
equation admits of at least one solution, if
c > ab — a — b, a and b being prime to each
other ; and it is proposed in the present pro
position to ascertain the exact number of
possible solutions, that any equation of this
kind admits of in integer number, and to
point out more accurately the limits of pos
sibility.

The solution of the equation ax + by
— c

depends, like that in the foregoing proposition,
upon the equation ap — by = ± I, though
its connection with it is not so readily per-
«eivcd.

Let ap — bq = 1 ; then we have also
a.cp — b.cq — c;

and it is evident that we shall have the :
result, if we make

x = cp — mb , and y —
cq — ma;

for this also gives
a (cp — mb) — b (cq — ma) + e;

assuming, therefore, for m such a value that
cq—ma may become negative, while cp—mb
remains positive, we shall have

a (cp — mb) + b (ma — cq) — e;
and consequently xzzcp—tnb, and y—nm—cq;
but if m cannot be so taken, that cq — ma may
be negative, while cp — mb remains positive,
it is a proof that the proposed equation is im
possible in integer numbers. And on the con
trary, the cquatiou will always admit of as
many integral solutions as there may be dif
ferent values given to m, such that the above
conditions may obtain. And hence we arc
enahlcd to determine, o priori, the number of
solutions that any proposed equation of the
above form admits of: for since we must have
cp > mb, and cq < ma, the number of solu
tions will always be expressed by the greatest

integer contained in the expression

-^
)»

as is evident ; because m must he less than
the fi/st of those fractions, and greater than
the second ; and therefore the difference be
tween the integral part of these fractions will
express the number of different values of m,

except when S- is a complete integer; or,

b

which is the same, we must consider £ as a

a

fraction and reject it
,

but not — ; the reason
a

for which is obvious.

Exam. 1. Required the values of x and y,
in the equation

9x + 13y = 2000,

and the number of possible solutions, in in
tegers.

First, in the equation Op —
13} = 1

,

we
have at once p

— 3 and q = 2 ; therefore the
number of solutions will be expressed by

2000 x 3 20Q0 x a _ 161 _ AH _
17

13 9

And these are readily obtained from the for
mulae

\x — cp —mb ,<>y = ma — eq, or

X x — 6000 — 13m \ y = 9m — 4000;

in which, assuming m =445, 446, &c. in order
that 9m > 4000, we shall have the following
solutions ; each of which is deduced from the
preceding oue, by adding successively 9 for
the values of y, and subtracting 13 from those
of x; thus

x = 215, 202, 189, 176, 163, 150. 137, &c.

y — 5
,

14, 23, 32, 41, 60 59, &c.

thatis, 9.215 + 13.5 = 2000

9.202 + 13. 1
4 = 2000

9. 189 + 13.23 " 3000

9.176 + 13.32 = 2000

&c. &c.
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Exam. 2. Given the equation llx+13y=190,

to find the number of .solutions, and the values
of x and y.

First, in the equation lip — 13g =: 1, we
have p — 6 and q — b; therefore

19(K6_ 190,5
13 11

whence it follows, that the equation admits of
only one integral solution ; and this is ob
tained from the formula:
<x = cp — mb fy — ma — cq, or

ix = 190.6— 13m ana|y = 11m— 190.5
where by taking m — 87, in order that ma — cq

may be positive, we have x — 9, and y
— 7 ;

which gives 11.9+ 13.7 — 190, as required.
Our limits will not allow of a farther deve

lopment of these principles, in the present
article ; but the reader who is desirous of far
ther information, may consult the second part
of Barlow's "Theory of Numbers," where he
will find a complete investigation of this theory,
as applicable to the solution of indeterminate
problems of first, second, third, Sec. degrees ;

those of the second in particular being dedu-
cible from the simple form p* — nqx

—
1, as

those of the first are from ap — bq
— I.

The following table, or synopsis of indeter
minate formulae, is also extracted from the
same work ; which the reader will find ex
tremely convenient in a great variety of cases,
not only as connected with this subject, but
in ascertaining the flueuts of a numerous class
of fluxions, falling under any of these radical
forms.

SYNOPSIS
OF INDETERMINATE FORMUL.F..

FORM. I.

Equation, ax — by
— ± c.

t General value of x — mb ± cq
\ y — ma ± ep

In which expressions m is indeterminate,
and the values of p and q result from the solu
tion of the equation ap — bq

— ± I.

FORM. II.
Equation, ax + by — e.

{General
value ot x ~ cq — mb

y = ma — cp

Number of solutions ~C~ — —
6 a

The quantities p and q being ascertained as

above, also m indeterminate.

form. in.
Equation, ax + by + cz — d.

$ General value of x zz (r
f — cz) q — mb

I y — ma — (r
f — cz) p

The quantities p and q being found as above,

also m indeterminate, and z any integer < —

c

FORM. IV.
Equation, x1 — ay* =i z1.

c General value of x = p1 + aq1

£

y = tpq

In which expressions a is given, and p and

7 are indetcrminatcs that may be assumed at
pleasure.

FORM. v.
Equation x1 + ay* —

Z*.

( General value of x —

p
* — aq1

(. : =pl + aq1

a being given, and p and g indeterminates a?
above.

FORM. VI.

Equation, ax1 + bxy + y
1 — z1.

{"General value of x — 2pg + bq*

I y-p\ —
v z —v + °pq + a9
where p and q are indeterminates, and a and h

given quantities.

FORM. VII.
Equation, ax1 + bx — z\

S

General value of x z= ——^

p'-aq-
where a and b are known quantities, and p

and q indeterminates.

FORM. VIII.
Equation, jj^x1 + bx + c = z\

n*

\ General value of x = \-
bq1 — impq

^ __ mpx + mcq — bpq1

bq1 — Impq
where m, b

, and c are any given numbers, and

p and q indetcrminatcs.

FORM. IX.
Equation, ax1 + bx + m* — z\

S

General value of x = h1r-^mpq

p
\ — aq*

_ mp + amq1 — bpq

where m, a, b
, are known, and p and q inde

terminate.

form. x.
Equation, xl — Nyl =: ± 1

.

Gen. val. of x = Q
» + 7^N-)+ (p-y^N)F

{

x - p
* — aq1

..-(p+gy^N)"— (p—

Where p and q arise from the equation
p1 — tiq1 — ± 1

, and m is indeterminate ;

except that it must be even or odd, as the case
requires. See Continued Fraction!.

FORM. XI.

Equation, x* — Ny1 s ± A.

( General value of x = pm ± Ngn

t y =p» ± ?™
The values of m and n being found from the

equation ml — N »* ^ ± A, and p and q from,
the equation p

l — Ng* — ± 1
.
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FORM. XII.

Equation, «' + 6x* + cx +/* —

Par. val. of x — —C Par

(Or..

4af%_ (Saf* — 4bftc + c3)8p
* ~

(46/* — c)1

where all the quantities a, 6, c, and/ are given.

FORM. XIII.

Equation, ax* + 6x3 + car* + dx +/1 —z1.

S

FORM. XX.

Equation, x* 4- 6y* = z\
f Gen. val. of x = f — 6r«*
< y = 3t*u — 6a3

t z = I* + u*
f and u being indeterminates as above.

FORM. XXI.

Equation, x* + by1
— z*.

C Gen. val. of x = t* — 6ir*u* + 62u«
T . . ill.. A * * „ i

i Par. val. of x = (»»/«- 4*rf/» + rfW»
1 1oVl/+— 64f/''— 8crfy

*
+ ef+

where a, 4, c, Sec. are all known quantities.

FORM. XIV.

Equation, mrx* + bx3 + cx* + dx + e = z*.

fD . - 16c1m+-64«m6— 8cbtmt + b*

where also m, 6, c, &e. are all known quan

tities.
FORM. xv.

Equation, mV + 6x3 + cx* + dx +/* = 2*.

!„

, r d*± 8m/' — 4c/*
Par. val. of x — ~

„ / J—
4bfl +: 4mdf

Or. x= l'T8*i/-4»'«
In these expressions m, 6, c, &c. are known

quantities; and with regard to the ambiguous

sign, it must be observed that when it is taken

+ in the numerator, it must be — in the de

nominator, and the contrary.

FORM. xvi.

Equation, ax1 + 6x* + cx + f3 — z3.

\ Particular value of x = ^c
„ %£- - ®f

t 27a/6 — c3

o, 6, c, &c. being known quantities.

FORM, x VII.

Equation, m3x3 4- 6x* + cx 4- d = z3.

(„ . . , 63 — 27dm6
', Particular value of x = — ——-—-
< (3 cm3 — 6*) 9m3

a, b, c, &c. being given quantities as above.

form. xvnt.

Equation, m3x3+6x* + cx+ /J) — z3.

/'Particular value of x = L-^jLL LS£
I 27m3/6

— c3

)0r .- ^-27/3m«
) (3cm3 — 6*) 9m'

/ „ 3m/1 — c

where also m, 6, c, &c. are known quantities.

roRM. xix.
Equation, x* + axy + by1 = z3.

("Gen. val. of x = t3 — i««* — a6«3

< y =3«*« + 3aru* + (a3
— 6)u3

(. z = c* + «t« 4- t»*

where t and « may be assumed at pleasure.

\

< y — 4t3M — 46tu'
(. z = t* + 6«*

( and u being indetcrminates as above.

FORM. xxn.
Equation, x* -f

- 6y* — z~.

Gen. val. ofx = t" — /9t"-Ju*6 + Jt*-«
u*6* — &c.

y — atm~' n — yi™-3«36 4-
it— »«'/*, &.C.

x — f* + »**.
where f and m are indetcrminates, and 1

, «, /S
,

y, J, &e. the co-efficients of (t -j- u)m.

FORM. XXIII. 1

Equation, *' -\
-

cy3
— z*.

rGen. val. of x — 4t* — 4ctu3

< y = 8t3« + c«*

C
. z = <
3

+ c«3

where f and tt are indeterminates.

FORM. XXIV.

Equation, x3 -|
- ax1y -f
- 4xy* -j
-

cy3 = z*.

C Par. val. of t = - "* + 2a + *) «**

J Gen. val. ofx — t* + 2c««o + aciu*
v. y — 2tw — 26ut& — (06 — c)io*

where u and to are indetcrminates, on which
also depends the value of t.

Barlow's " Theory of Numbers."

INDEX, in Arithmetic and Algebra, is the
same as exponent. See Exponent.

Index of a Logarithm, called otherwise the
Characteristic, is the integral part which pre
cedes the logarithm, and is always one less
than the number of integral figures in the
given number. Or otherwise, the index is

always equal to the number of places that the
units place of the proposed number is from
the first effective figure, and is accounted

positive when the first figure is to the left of
the unit's place, and negative when it is to the

right. See Logarithms.
Index of a Globe, is a small hand fitted to

the extremity of the north pole, which turning
round with it points out the time upon the

hour circle.
INDICTION, or Roman Indiction (from

indictio, order, or denunciation), in Chronology,

is a term used for a sort of epocha amongst
the Romans ; the origin or commencement of
which is not distinctly known. The Roman
indiction consists of a cycle of fifteen years,

which when expired begins anew, and goes

on again in the same order without any de
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pendence on the motions of the heavenly
bodies.

The popes since the time of Charlemagne
have dated their acts by the year of the in-
diclion, which was fixed on the 1st of January,
A.D. 313

At the time of the reformation of the ca
lendar, the year 1582 was reckoned the 10th

year of the indiction. Now this date when
divided by 15 leave a remainder 7, that is 3

less than the indiction, and the same must
necessarily be the case in all subsequent
dates; therefore to find the indiction for any

year, divide the date by 15, and add 3 to
the remainder, which will be the indiction ;

1812
thus in the present year 1812, we have —

120, and remainder 12; consequently 12 + 3

=: 15, the indiction.
INDIVISIBLES, in Geometry, are those

small elements or principles into which any
body or figure may be ultimately resolved.

The method of indivisibles was first intro
duced into geometry by Cavalerius in 1635,
in his work entitled " Geometria Indivisi-
bilium." Torricelli adopted it in some parts of
his works, which appeared in 1664, and Ca
valerius himself made a new use of it in his
treatise published in 1647.

According to the principles of this method,
a line is said to consist of a number of conti
guous points, or surface of lines, and a solid
of surfaces ; and because each of these ele
ments is supposed indivisible, if in any figure
a line be drawn through the elements perpen
dicularly, the number of points in that line
will he the same as the number of elements.

Hence it follows, that a parallelogram,
prism, or cylinder, is resolvable into elements,
or indivisibles, all equal to each other, paral
lel and like to the base, and a triangle, into
lines parallel to the base, but decreasing from
the base upwards in an arithmetical progres
sion, so also the circles which constitute the
parabolic conoid, and the several cocentric
circumference which constitute a circle, and
the successive circumferences which make up
the sni face of a right cone, all decrease ac
cording to the same law.

This manner of considering magnitudes, is
called the method of indivisibles, which is only
the method of exhaustions of the ancients, a
little disguised and contracted; from which
conclusions are drawn as principles without
the trouble of demonstration ; and it must be
acknowledged also frequently without that
satisfaction which ought to accompany ma
thematical investigations. The extreme fa
cility, however, which it affords in a variety
of problems, has induced many modern ma
thematicians to adopt the method of Cava
lerius, in preference to the more strict but
tedious method of Euclid, and the other an
cient geometers.

The great facility attending on the method
of indivisibles is very obvious in the demon
stration of the celebrated theorem of Archi-

medes, viz. " Every sphere is two-thirds of its
circumscribing cylinder," the principles of
which are as follows:

Let A C B, D E F, and G H I K, represent a
hemisphere, inverted cone, and cylinder, hav
ing equal bases and altitudes, and all standing
on the common base line A 1 K. Then it is
easily demonstrated, that if any sections be
made in these solids, bj a plane passing parallel
to the common base, that the section e fof Ihe
cylinder is equal to the two sections ah, cd, of
the hemisphere and cone; and as this is the
case in every parallel position of the cutting
plane, it follows that the sum of all the sec
tions of the cylinder, is equal to the sum of
all the sections of the hemisphere and cone;
and hence it is inferred, that the solidity of
the cylinder is equal to the solidity of the he
misphere and cone. But the cone is a third
pail of the cylinder, having the same base and
altitude, whence it follows that the hemisphere
is equal to the remainiug two-thirds. Sco
Boniivcastle's Geometry.

INDUCTION, is a term used by mathema
ticians to denote those cases in which the
generality of any law, or form, is inferred from
observing it to have obtained in several cases.
Such inductions, however, are very deceptive,
and ought to be admitted with the greatest
caution, as there arc numerous cases in which
a law may obtain lor a considerable way, and
ultimately fail when its uniformity is sup
posed certain. A remarkable instance of the
failure of induction appears in many of those
formula; which have been given for prime
numbers. Thus the formula xz +■x 4- 41, by
making successively x —

1, 2, 3, 4, \c. will
give a series, the first forty terms of which
are prime numbers, whence one might be in
duced to conclude the law to be universal; it
fails however in the very next case, the forty-
first term being a composite number. This
formula is mentioned bv Filler in the Memoirs
of Berlin for 1772, p. 36.

INKKTI/E. See Vis Inertia:
INFINITE, is a term applied to quantities

which are greater than any assignable quanti
ties; also, quantities that are less than any
assignable quantity, are said to be infinitely
small.

Infinite also is sometimes, though impro
perly, used in the same sense as indefinite, to
denote a line or quantity to which no certain
bounds or limits arc prescribed.

Infinite quantities arc not necessarily equal,
but may have any ratio to each other; thus a

line which is infinitely extended from a cer
tain point, in only one direction, is but half
that which is infinitely extended from the
same point in two directions. In the same
way we may conceive a rectangular plane to be

extended in one, two, three, or four different
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directions ; and thus to form four different
infinite plaues, being to each other as the
numbers 1, 2, 3, and 4.

In the same way a solid may be conceived
to be extended in six different directions
forming infinite solids, which shall have to
each other certain and determinate ratios.

In the same way we may conceive an in
finite quantity, which is infinitely less than
another infinite quantity ; thus if two infinite
right lines be drawn parallel to each other at
any finite distance, in a plane infinitely ex
tended in all directions, the infinite space in
cluded between them, will be infinitely less
than the infinite , plane in which they arc
drawn, for the breadth or distance between
these lines is infinitely less than that of the
infinitely extended plane.

Some authors use the character oo to denote
infinity, or an infinite quantity, which symbol,
when submitted to the usual rules of analysis,
is found to possess several curious properties :

thus a being any finite quantity, we have
^

= 0; jL=oo; 0xoo = a. That is, if a finite

quantity be divided by a quantity infinitely
great, the quotient is 0, or a quantity infinitely
small.

Or if a finite quantity be divided by an in
finitely small quantity or 0, the qnotient will
be a quantity infinitely great. If an infinitely
great quantity be multiplied by one infinitely
small, the product will be a finite quantity.
Emerson, iu bis " Algebra," has a chapter on
the properties of nothing and infinity.

Arithmetic of Infinites, is a term applied
by Dr. Wallis, to a method invented by him
for the summation of infinite series, which
displays great ingenuity; but the more ge
neral method of fluxions renders it now of no
use.

Infinite Decimal, the same as circulating
decimal. See Circulating Decimal and Re-
petend.

Infinite Seriet. See Series.
INFrNITESIMAL,or/»i/fm'<eJ,y#mn//Q«(iH-

tity, is that which is so small, as to be in
comparable with any finite quantity whatever,
or it is that which is less than any assignable
quantity.

In the Method of Infinitesimals, the element
by which a quantity increases or decreases is
supposed to be infinitely small, and is ge
nerally expressed by two or more terms;
some of which are infinitely less than the rest,
which being neglected, as of no importance,
the remaining terms form what is called the
difference of the proposed quantity. The
terms that are thus neglected are infinitely
less than the other terms of the element, and
are the same which arise in consequence of
the acceleration or retardation of the generat
ing motion, during the infinitely small instant
of time in which the clement was generated;
so that the remaining terms express the ele
ment that would have been formed in that

time, if the generating motion had continued
uniform.

These differences are, therefore, in exactly
the same ratio to each other, as the generating
motions or fluxions; and hence, though in
finitesimal parts of the elements are neglected,
the conclusions are accurately true, in con
sequence of what may be termed a compen
sation of errors, as is showu by Carnot in his"

Essay on the Infinitesimal Calculus." See
also Maclaurin's " Treatise of Fluxions ;" In
troduction,]). 39, 40, and Book I. art. 495 to
602

INFLAMMABILITY, that property of
certain bodies by which they kindle or catch
fire.

INFLECTION (inftexio, Latin), called also
diffraction, and deflection, in Optics, is a pro
perty of light, by reason of which, when it
comes within a certain distance of any body,
it will be either bent from it or towards it ;
which is a kind of imperfect reflection or
refraction.

This property was first taken notice of by
Dr. Hooke, who shows that it differs both
from reflection and refraction ; and seems to
depend on the unequal density of the consti
tuent parts of the ray, whereby the light is
dispersed from the place of condensation,
which deflection is made in a perpendicular
direction towards the surface of the opaque
body. Some writers ascribe the first dis
covery of this property of light to Grimaldi,
who published an account of it in his treatise" De Luminc Coloribus et Iride," printed in
1666 ; and Dr. Hooke, without any knowledge
of what had been discovered by Grimaldi,
communicated his observations on the same
subject to the Royal Society in 1672, where
he considers it as a newly discovered property
of light.

Newton also ascertained the same from
experiment, and La Hire found that the beams
of the stars being observed in a deep valley,
to pass near the brow of the hill, arc always
more refracted in consequence of the proxi
mity of the hill.

Although Sir I. Newton particularly ex
amined the phenomena relating to this subject
under aconsiderable variety of circumstances,
his observations were not correct, nor was the
hypothesis, which he advanced to account for
it more fortunate; subsequent experiments
and observations seem to reduce the phe
nomena ol inflection to a single principle, viz.
of the attraction of light towards bodies ;
which attraction becomes conspicuous when
the rays of light pass within a certain distance
of their surfaces. Besides their being bent,
the rays of light are likewise separated into
colours by the vicinity of bodies, and (his pro
duces the singular phenomenon of the co
loured fringes that accompany the inflection.
Various experiments have been made relative
to the inflection of light by Miraldi, Grimaldi,
Dclislc, Mairan, Du Tour, Muschenbroek,
and others, as well as Newton; an account of
which experiments the reader may see in
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Priestly's " History of Vision, Light, and Co
lours," Part VI. sect. 6.

Point of Inflection of a Curve in Geometry,

is a point where the curve begins to bend or

turn the contrary way.
- K.

If the curve-line A R K be partly convex,

and partly concave towards a right line AB,
or towards any fixed point, then the point R
which divides the convex part of the curves

from the concave is called the point of inflec
tion, if the curve continued beyond R pre

serves' the same curvature as in tig. 1. But
if when continued beyond this point it returns

back again, towards that part or side whence

it took its origin, it is then called the point of
retrogrestion, as in tig. 2 and 3. And if after

the retrogression the concavity of the two

parts lie the same way, it is called a tamphoid,

as in fig. 2, but if they lie the contrary way,

having their convexities towards cacli other,

it is called zceratoid; the former being de

rived from fa^^o;, beak, and hJo;, like resem

bling a beak ; and the latter from xcpa;, horns,

from its resemblance to horns.

There are various methods of finding the

points of inflection or retrogression of curves,

of which the following is perhaps the most

simple.
From the nature of curvature it is evident,

that while a curve is concave towards its axis,

the fluxion of the ordinate decreases, or is in

a decreasing ratio with regard to the fluxion

of the absciss; and on the contrary, this

fluxion increases, or is in an increasing ratio

to the fluxion of the absciss, when the curve

is convex towards the axis ; and hence it fol

lows that these fluxions arc in a constant

ratio at the point of inflection or retrogression,

where the curve is neither concave nor con-

vex ; that is, or 4-, is a constant quantity,
if x

the fluxion of which is therefore at this point
~ 0. Whence we draw this general rule.

Put the given equation of the carve into
fluxions, from which equations of the fluxions

find ?, or ¥, and take again the fluxion of this

fraction, and make it equal to 0; and from

this last expression find also ? or ?, and by

equating these two, together with the general

equation of the curve, x and y will be de

termined, being the absciss and ordinate an

swering to the point of inflection.

Let it be proposed, for example, to find the

point of inflection in the curve, whose equa

tion is

The fluxion of ax* — axy + xzy, is2oxi =

x a? 4- Jt1
«*» + 2xyx + **if ; whence r- — rz -— ■

* * 3
y 2ax—2xy

And now making again the fluxion of this
quantity — 0, wc have
2xx {ax — xy) = (al + x1) (ax — y'x —xy);

, x a1 + x* x
whence — = —r-■ X .

y a — *' a — y
And now equating these two expressions,

we have
a1-)-*1 + *«

a1 — ** <i— y 2x o — y

which being reduced, gives 2x% =: a1 — x1, or
3*1 = a1, and x — a ✓ \ ; and this value of
x substituted in the original equation of the

gi! - i£-i„curve, becomes y —

the ordinate at the point of inflection.

Ex. 2. Again, let it be proposed to find the

point of inflection in a curve whose equation
is bly — ax1 — j3.

The fluxion of this expression, gives
... „ _ , . « 2ax — 3xlFyzz.iaxx — 3xlar;orn = .* ' x 61

Taking again the fluxion of this expression,
and making it equal to 0, we have

2ai1i — QPx'x = 0, or 2aJ1 = C b1 x;
because y docs not enter ; whence x — \ a,

which is the absciss answering to the point of
inflection sought.

Ex. 3. Let it be proposed to find the point
of inflection, or retrogression, in the cubic
parabola, with the equation

y =za + J/(o'— 2a* x + a*1).
By taking the fluxion, wc have

<— 2ol + 2ax)x
y — —1 - -—-, or

3 («!-2a*j + oi')1y_ f(»-2»')
*

(a3
— 2a1* + axl)h

'

Taking again the fluxion of this expression,

and making it equal to 0, according to the

above rule, we have ai(a3 — 2a1* + a*1^
~

2(-2a1*+2fl**)x(2a*-2g1)
3(a!-2«'x + axl){

y is not found in the second fluxion, which

expression being reduced, gives x~a; and

this value substituted for x, gives also y
— a;

hence the point required is that, answering

to these conditions of the absciss and ordinate,

which is a point of retrogression ; as will ap

pear from considering the nature of the curve.

Ex. 4. Let it be proposed to investigate

the point of contrary flcxture, in the curve

commonly called the witch ; of which the

equation is y1* = a3 — alx.
Taking the fluxion of this expression, we

.j _-(«1+y1)

Now again making the fluxion of this ex

pression — 0, wc have
— 4y1yx + (2xy + 2yx)(a* +y1) = 0, or

2* + y1) y —4y'*y + 2yi(a1 + y*)=o;
whence

V - — ("* + ill
x
"

2* {a1 + y1) — 4y2 *'

have 2yj/x +ylxzz — a*i;on
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And now equating this value of '-

l,

with the

foregoing, there is obtained

2,y(a'+,i/1) _«* + >
/»

2* <,a2-f-y1) — 4y1x '2yx
or, 4yzx ~ 2x (o1 + y1) — 4y1x, or 4yl zz
a1 + y1, whence y zz a v/f; which being
substituted in the original equation, gives

x — %a; which are therefore the values of x
and y, answering to the required point of
inflection.

We have here only considered those curves
that have parallel ordinates, and which are
referred to one common axis ; but it is ne
cessary to employ a different method when
the curves are referred to a common focus ;

this subject however our limits will not allow
of investigating, and we must therefore refer
the reader for information on this subject to
the several writers mentioned under the ar
ticle Curves; see also Donna Agnesi's "Ana
lytical Institutions."

INFORMES Stella, Unformed Stars, arc
those which are not reduced into constella
tions, and are otherwise called sporades. The
ancients left many unformed stars, but these
have been mostly formed into new constella
tions by the moderns.

INGRESS, in Astronomy, is the entrance
of the sun into any of the signs of the zodiac,
particularly Aries.

INORDINATE Proportion, is where the
order of the terms is not regular.

INSCRIBED Figure, in Geometry, is one
which has all its angles in the sides or peri
phery of another figure, in which the former

is said to be inscribed.

To inscribe a circle in a O

triangle AB C. —Bisect any S\
two of the angles A and B, /^~^\
and from the point of inter- jf _ ^

section O, let fall the per- / U*""Ts A

pendicularOD; so willOD /!>•"" y j J>vA
be the radius, and O the A D B
centre of the circle required.

To inscribe a circle in a regular polygon,
or a polygon in a circle. See Polygon.

Inscribed Hyperbola, that which lies wholly
within the angles of its asymptotes ; as does
the common or conical hyperbola.

INSTANT, an infinitely small and indi
visible portion of duration, being with regard
to time what a point is in respect to a line.

INSULATED Body, in Electricity, denotes

a body that is supported by electrics, or non
conductors, whereby its electrical communi
cation with the earth is interrupted.

INTACT-iE, the same as Asymptote.
INTEGER, or Integral Number, is an

unit, or an assemblage of units.
INTEGRAL Calculus, is the reverse of the

differential calculus, and corresponds with our
inverse method of fluxions; the finding of an
integral to a given differential being the same
as finding the fluent of a given fluxion, and

is performed by the same rules. See Flux
ions, and Differential Calculus.

INTEGRANT Parts o
f a Body, in Philo

sophy, are those parts which are of the same
nature with the whole.

INTENSITY, or Intension, in Physics, de
notes the power or energy of any quality, or
action of a body; thus we say, intensity of
heat or cold, intensity of a blow, &c.

INTERCALARY Day, denotes the odd
day which is inserted in the calendar every
fourth year. See Bissextile.

INTERCEPTED Axis, in the Conic Sec
tions, is the same as Absciss.

INTEREST, is the allowance made for the
loan or forbearance of a sum of money, which

is lent for, or becomes due, at a certain time ;

this allowance being generally estimated at
so much per cent, per annum ; that is, so
much for the use of 100 pounds for a year,
and this rate is by law fixed not to exceed 5

pounds, or in other words the greatest rate
of interest must not exceed 5 per cent, per
annum.

Interest is either Simple or Compound.
Simple interest, is that which is allowed

upon the principal, only for the whole time of
the loan, or forbearance.

The money lent or forborne is called the
principal. The sum paid for the use of it the
interest. The interest of 100 pounds for one
year, is called the rate per cent And the sum
of any principal, and its interest together, the
amount.

Tofind the Interest o
f

any Sum for any Period,
and at any given Rate per cent.

Say, as £100. is to the rate per cent. ; so is

any principal to its interest for a year. And
then, as one year is to this interest, so is any
given time to the interest for that time.

Suppose it were required to find the inte
rest of £519. 13/. id., for 3£ years, at 5 per
cent, per annum.

First, 100 : 5 :: £519. 13*. Ad.

£25.98 6 8

20

s. 19 . 66

12
d. 8.00

Again, 1 : 3} :: 25 19 8

2 2 7

2 7 2)181 17 8

£90 18 10
-~

That is, the interest of the proposed sum

for 1 year, is £25. 19*. 8d. ; and for 3f years,

it is £90. 18*. I0d., as required.
Again, to find the interest of £250. or 2|

years at 6 per cent.
As£100. : £5. :: £250. : £12. 10*.

As 1 year: £12. 10*. :: 2\ : £31. 5*.

The calculation may however be made

more simple and general, as follows: if

r zz the interest of £1. per annum,

CC
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p rz. any principal or sum lent,
t — the time of the loan or forbearance,
» =: the interest of the given principal for

the time f,
a the amonnt of the principal and its

interest for the given time.
Then it is obvious that i — plr, and a —

p
+ ptr — p (1 + tr); from which theorem
the following formulae are readily deduced ;

•Mr.
1 « —P V + rt) —p+ptr
2 p ZZ —r—r l + rt

3 r — -
P*

4 t~^ZJL
pr

5 t zzptr
By means of which theorems alt circum

stances relating to the simple interest of money
are readily computed.

1. Thus repeating the former example, let
it he required to find the interest and amount
of £260. for 2J years, at 5 per cent.

Here r — -06, t = 2 5, p — 260 j therefore
the interest izzptr =260x2-5 x 05=: £31 6
Ihe amount a = />x ;>fr = 250 x 31-6 =: £281 5

2. Again, suppose it were required ; what
principal put out at 5 per cent, for 1\ years
would amount to £281. 10/.

Here a — 281-5, t = 2-5, and r = 05 ; there
fore

a _ 2816 _28V5
P ~

l + rt~ 1+ 2-5 x 05
—

1 126""
'

3. Let it now be required to find at what

rate of interest £250. must be put out, to
amount to £280. 10*. in 2$ years.

Hcrer=?^- ai-5
. — -05, which

to

pt 250 X 2-5
corresponds to 5 per cent.

4. In what time will £250. amount
£281. \0s. at 5 per cent per annum.

Here t = *-=Z = 5 j?—6At =2-5, or 2\ yrs.pr 250 X "05
J

As the computations of interest are of great
importance in air mercantile transactions, it
has been found convenient to have extensive
tables of interest computed, whereby tho
interest of any sum, for any time, aud at all
rates of interests is found by inspection ; of
these works the most approved arc those of
Baily, Morgan, and Smart.

The following tables will much facilitate
the computation of simple interest

TABLE

Of the Interest of £1. for any Number of Days at different Rates of Interest.

iNo.ofDayi J per cent.

1

2

3

4

6
6
7

8
9

10

20
30
40
60
00
70
SO-

SO

100

200
300

.0000821

.0001641

.0002465

.0003287

.0004109

.0004931

.0006753

.0006575

.0007397

.0008219

.0016438

.0024657

.0032876

.0041095

.0049315

.0067534

.0065753

.0073972

.0082191

.0164382

.0246573

3Stahairpercent.

.0000958

.0001916

.0002876

.0003835

.0004794

.0005763

.0006712

.0007671

.0008630

.0009589

.0019178

.0028767

.0038356

.0047945

.0067534

.0067123

.0076712

.0086301

.0095890

.0191780

.0287070

1 percent.

.0001095

.0002191

.0003287

.0004383

.0005479

.0006575

.0007671

.0008767

.0009863

.0010958

.0021917

.0032876

.0043835

.0054794

.0065753

.0076712

.0087671

.0098630

.0109589

.0219178

.0328767

4Ata.halftiercent. S percent.

.0001232

.0002465

.0003698

.0004931

.0006164

.0007397

.0008630

.0009863

.0011095

.0012328

.0024657

.0036986

.0040316

.0061643

.0073972

.0086301

.0098630

.0110958

.0123287

.0246574
.0369861

.0001369

.0002739

.0004109

.0005479

.0006849

.0008219

.0009589

.0010958

.0012328

.0013698

.0027397

.0041095

.0054794

.0068493

.0082191

.0095890

.0109589

.0123287

.0136986

.0273972

.0410958

This table it is obvious will furnish, by the lowing will in the same way find it for any
addition of two or three of its numbers, the number of years,
interett for any nnmber of days, and the fol-
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TABLE

Of the Interest of£i.for any Number of Years not exceeding 25, at different Rates of Interest.

Ko-ofYcan a per cent* 3&aha>fpercent 4 per wnt. Lfcahalf percent

1 .0300000 .0350000 .0400000 .0450000
2 .0600000 .0700000 .0800000 .0900000
3 .0900000 .1050000 .1-200000 .1350000
4 .1200000 .1400000 .1600000 .1800000
5 .1500000 .1760000 .2000000 .2250000
6 .1800000 .2100000 .2100000 .2700000
7 .21QO0OO .2450000 .2800000 .3150000
8 .2400000 i .2800000 .3200000 3600000
9 .2700000 .3150000 .3600000 .4060000

10 .3000000 .3500000 .4000000 .4500000
11 .3300000 .3850000 4400000 .4960000
12 .3600000 .4200000 .4800000 .6400000
13 .3000000 .4550000 .5200000 ■5850000
14 .4200000 .4900000 .5600000 .6300000
15 .4500000 .6250000 .6000000 .6750000
16 .4800000 .6600000 .6400000 .7200000
17 .6100000 .5950000 .6800000 .7660000
18 .5400000 .6300000 .7200000 .8100000
19 .5700000 .6650000 .7600000 .8550000
20 .6000000 .7000000 .8000000 .9000000
21 .6300000 .7350000 .8400000 .9450000
22 .6600000 .7700000 .8800000 .9900000
23 .6900000 .8050000 .9200000 1.0350000
24 .7200000 .8400000 .9600000 1.0S00000
26 .7600000 .8760000 10000000 1.1250000

.0500000

.1000000

.1500000

.2000000

.2500000

.3000000

.3500000

.4000000

.4500000

.5000000

.5500000

.6000000
•6500000

.7000000

.7500000

.8000000

.8500000

.9000000

.9500000
1.0000000
1.0500000
1.1000000
1.1500000
1.2000000
1.2500000

To find the Interest of any Sum, for a given
Time, by the preceding Tables.

Add together interests for the several pe
riods corresponding with the proposed rate of
per cent, and that sum multiplied by the prin
cipal will be the interest required.

Example. Required the interest of £400.
for 4 years 123 days, at 4$ per cent.

Tabular interest for 4 years -1800000
lOOdavs -0123287
20 days 0012.328

3 days 0003698

•1939313

400

£. 77 6725200
20

*. 11 45040
12

d. 4 92480
4

3 69920

Therefore £17. 11*. 4Jrf. is the interest re
quired.

COMPOUND Interest, is that which arises
from any sum or principal in a given time,
by increasing the principal, each payment by
the amount of that payment, and hence ob
taining interest upon both interest and prin
cipal.

Hence it follows that except for the sake
of brevity compound interest would require

no other rule than what is given for simple
interest, for it is only necessary to find the
interest upon the given principal; then add
this interest to the principal, and find the
interest upon this, and so on, through the
whole number of payments.

But this would be attended with immense
labour if the time was at all considerable, and
therefore other methods of computation be
come necessary.

Now, in the first place, it is obvious .that if
we know the amount of £1. for any period,
the amount of any other principal will be
equal to p times the former ; we may there
fore limit our investigation to the simple ease
of finding the compound interest and amount
of £1. for any given number of years at any
given rate per cent.

Let then r be the amount of £1. for one
payment, whether yearly, half yearly, or quai-
terly. Then, as the amount is always pro
portional to the principal, we shall have,

as 1 : r :: r : r* :: r* : H, &c.
that is if the amount of£l. fori payment be r

the amount of £1. for 2 payments zzr*
the amount of £1. for 3 payments —r1
the amount of £1. lor n payments = r"

and consequently the amount (a) of any prin
cipal (p) for (n) payments = pr*, which being
for the eonveniency of calculation put into
the logarithmic form, becomes
, log. of a =r log. p + n log. r.

Suppose, for example, the auiount of £50.
CC 2
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for 16 years, at 5 per cent, were required, the

payments being due yearly.
Since the interest of £100. is £5.; the

interest of £1. is -05, and the amount of £1.
in one payment 1-05.

Hence bv the above formula,

log. 1 06 = 0 021189
mult, by 15 15

0-317835
log. so = vremuTO

The natural number to this logarithm is

103940 or £103. 18*. lOrf. the amount; from

which, if the principal be subtracted, it will

leave the compound interest itself.

By this means the amount and compound

interest of any sum, for any period and rate

per cent, may be readily computed. But the

same may be done still more expeditiously
bv means of the following table, which ex

hibits the amount of £1. for any number of

years not exceeding 25. Hence the follow

ing rule :

TABLE II.

Showing the Amount of £l. in a given Xumber of Years not exceeding 25, any Rate of Compound
Interest, from 3 to 6 per cent.

Year.. 3 per cent. 3 a lair percent. 4 per cent. 4&ahatfpercent. 5 percent. 8 per cent.

1 1.03000 1.035000 1.040000 1.046000 1.050000 1.060000
2 1.060900 1.071225 1.081600 1.092025 1.102500 1.123600
3 1.092727 1.108718 1.124864 1.141166 1.157625 1.191016
4 1.125509 1.147523 1.169859 1. 192:519 1.215506 1.262477
5 1.159274 1.187686 1.216663 1.246182 1.276282 1.338226
6 1.194062 1.229255 1.265319 1.302260 1.340096 1.418619
7 1.229874 1.272279 1.315932 1.360802 1.407100 1.503630
8 1.266770 1.316809 1.368669 1.422101 1.477465 1.693848
9 1.304773 1.362899 1.423312 1.486095 1.551328 1.689479

10 1.343916 1.410599 1.480244 1.552969 1.628895 1.790848
11 1.384234 1.459970 1.639464 1.622853 I.*? 10339 1.898299
12 1.425761 1.611069 1.601032 1.695881 1.795856 2.012196
13 1.468634 1.563966 1.665074 1.772196 1.885649 2.132928

: 14 1.512590 1.618095 1.731676 1.851945 1.979932 2.260904
15 1.557967 1.676349 1.800944 1.935282 2.078928 2.396658
16 1.604706 1.733986 1.872981 2.022370 2.182875 2.540352
17 1.652848 1.794676 1.947900 2.113377 2.292018 2.092773
18 1.702433 1.857489 2.025817 2.208479 2.406619 2.864339
19 1.753506 1.922501 2.106849 2.307860 2.520950 5.025699
20 1.806111 1.989789 2.191123 2.411714 2.653298 5.207136
21 1.860295 2.059431 2.278768 2.520241 2.785963 5.399564
22 1.916103 2.131512 2.369919 2.633662 2.925261 5.603537
23 1.973587 2 206114 2.464716 2.752166 3.071524 6.819760
24 2.032794 2.283328 2.663304 2.876014 3.225100 4.048935
25 2.093778 2.363245 2.665836 3.006434 3.386355 4.291871

Tiiid the amount in the table for the given
number of years and rate of interest, and
multiply this amount by the principal for the
amount required. Thus in the preceding ex
ample,
Amount by thetable =267893
Principal 50

10394660 = £l03.18*.10rf.
as before.

This table is only computed for yearly pay
ments, and therefore when the payments are
different from these, or when the number of
years or payments exceed 26, recourse must
be had to the preceding rule.

The accumulation of money, when placed
at compound interest, after a certain number
of years, goes on exceedingly rapid, and in
some instances appears truly astonishing.
Thus Mr. Baily has shown in his valuable
* Treatise on Interest," that 1 penny put out

^ j i

at 6 per cent, compound interest, at the birth
of Christ, would, in 1810, have amounted to
a sum exceeding in value 357 millions of
solid globes of standard gold, each in magni
tude as Urge as this earth! The exact num
ber of globes, according to this gentleman's
computation, is 367474600.

INTERIOR ^ng-fcofa Polygon, that which
is formed internally by the meeting of any of
the sides of the figure.

INTERNAL Angle. See Angle.
INTERPOLATION, in Analysis, is the

method of finding any intermediate term iu a

series, its place or distance from the first term
being given. This is commonly effected by
means of the successive differences of the

given terms, and is therefore sometimes called
the differential method, though this latter ex

pression is more commonly employed to de

note the method of summing' Of series by
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means of their differences ; but in the present
article we shall only consider the interpolation
of the terms, and for the rest .must refer the
reader to article Series.

The method of interpolation was first invent
ed by Brings, and applied by him to the calcu
lation of logarithms. His principles were

followed by Wallis, Reginald, and Mouton.
Sir Isaac Newton, in lemma 5. lib. iii. Phil.
Princip. Mathcm. gave a most elegant solu
tion of the problem for drawing a curve line

through the extremities of any number of
given ordinates; and in the subsequent pro-
prosition applied the solution of this problem
to that of finding from certain observed places
of a comet, the place of it at any given inter
mediate time. Waring has also resolved the
same problem, and rendered it more general,
without having recourse to finding the suc
cessive differences. Nicole in the Memoirs
of the Academy of Sciences, and Stirling in
his " Tractatus et Summationcs, ct Interpo-
lationc Seriemni Infinitoruin," &c. as also
Newton, in his " Methodus Diffcrentialis,"
have made a happy application of these prin
ciples to various purposes.

This theory is of very extensive use, not
only in pure analysis and geometry, but in
various other subjects of mathematical in
quiry and computation, and particularly in
astronomy ; we shall therefore endeavour to
explain the principles upon which it is found

ed, and show its application in a few cases to
practical operations.

First, then, let a, 6, c, d, e,f, &c. represent
any scries of similar quantities, and let the
difference between the first and second, the

second aud third, the third and fourth, &c.

terms be taken ; and these several remainders

will form what is called the first order of dif
ference ; then again let the differences of
these differences be taken in the same way ;

and the differences of these last again the
same, and so on, which will give the follow

ing result, observing, that for the convenience
of exhibiting the operation, we have only re

tained the first remainders in each successive

subtraction.
Series a, 6, c, d, e,f, &c.

1st diff. a — b

2d diff. a — 26 + e

3d diff. a — 3b + 3c — d

4th diff. a — 46 + 6c— 4rf + e

5th diff. a — 56 + 10c — 10rf + be—f
6th diff. a — 66 + loc — 20d + 15e — 6/ + g-

&c. &c.
Now the co-eflicicnts of these terms are

respectively the same as those of the co-effi

cients of the binomial, and the order of their

generation evidently follows the same law,

and therefore we may conclude with equal

certainty, that the nth difference of any series

of quantities, will be expressed by the forr-

Now it is obvious that if the given quan
tities be such that any order of their diffe
rences become equal to 0, any one of those
quantities may be accurately expressed in
functions of the others ; thus for example,
suppose the fourth difference to become zero,
that is,

a— 46 + 6c — 4a" + e = 0
., ... — o+4t + 4d — -e
then will c = ■ ^

6
and it is obvious that any other of these quan
tities might be expressed in a similar manner ;
and therefore if all those quantities but one be
known, that one may be ascertained. Thus,
by way of illustration, suppose we had the
three squares 10I = 100, 81 = 64, and 7* = 49,
and the square of 9 was required ; since the
third differences of squares equal 0, we should
, „, 100 + 3.64 — 49 „, ...
have 91 ~ — — 81, and the

3
same is obviously true of any terms of which
the differences vanish.

But if the differences do not vanish, then
any intermediate term found by this method
only approximates towards the true result,
which is however sufficiently correct in a
number of cases ; thus in finding any loga
rithm of which those consecutive to it are
given the above formula may be successfully
employed, for though, in fact, the differences
of logarithm never become zero, yet their
fourth differences are so small, that by con
sidering them as 0, the error will not affect
the truth of the result to 8 or 9 places of
decimals.

Exam. Given the logarithms of 101, 102;
104, 105, to find the logarithm of 103.

Here, calling the log. of 101 = a, of 102 =
6, 103 — c, 104 = d, and 105 = e; and consi
dering the fourth differences of these logs.
— o, we shall have from the formula

a — 46 + 6c — 4d + e = 0

_4(6 + rf) — (a + e)
e

Hence the following computation:
log. 101 = 20043214 = a
log. 102 = 2-0086002 = 6

log. 104 = 2-0170333 = d
log. 105 = 20211893 = e

40256335 = 6 + d
4

16 1025340 = 4 (6 + d)
subt. 4-0255107 = a + e

6)12-0770233
log. 103 = 2-0128372 as required.

, , n(n— 1) «(» — l)(n — 2),

nfn— Dpi — 2>('n — 3) _ -

1.2.3.4

This method of finding the

logarithms between others that are known,

though of little importance in the present

state of the sciences, was of very essential

service to the original computers ; and to

whom the invention of it is due, or more pro

perly to Briggs alone, who seems to have

been the first that entered upon the investi

gation of this theory.
This doctrine is applied with great success

in various astronomical operations, and is the
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means of saving, in many case?, immense la
borious calculations. Thus, for example, in
finding the places of some of the planets, whose
motion is not very rapid, it will be sufficiently
accurate to find their places by calculation
for every fourth or fifth day, and then by
means of the methods above described, their
places for all the intermediate days may be

found by interpolating between the known
terms, which method will give a result much
nearer the truth, than by proportional parts,
because this supposes a uniformity both in
motion and time, which is not correct.

Again, in computing the moon's place for
any particular hour, supposing its place for
every day at noon to be given, the method of
interpolations may be applied with great suc
cess, the result having scarcely any sensible

difference from those that arise from actual
computation, and we may thus frequently
avoid one of the most laborious of astrono
mical calculations.

By this means also the place of a comet,
at auy particular time, may be ascertained,
from observations made on it prior to, and
subsequent to, that precise period, ;is also the
times of the equinoxes and solstices, which
are determined much more accurately by this
means than can be done by proportional parts,
for in this we arc obliged to suppose that the
sun's declination increase and decrease pro
portionally to the distance of this body from
the equinoxial poiut; which is evidently a

false hypothesis. In fiict astronomy has deriv
ed more assistance from this theory than any
other of the mathematical sciences, although
it has been applied to other purposes with
very great success ( but in order to render
its application thus general a much more ex
tended investigation of the theory becomes
necessary than can be allotted to this article ;

the reader, therefore, who is desirous of more
minute information should consult Newton's" Methodus Differentials ;" Stirling's " Trao
tatus et Summationcs ct Interpolationc Serie-
rum Intinitarum ;" A paper, by Mayer, in the
Acta. Petro. torn. ii. p. 198 ; a Memoir, by
Lalande, in the Acad, of Sciences for 1761,

and the article Interpolation, Encyclopedic1
Methodique ; sec also Rees's Cyclopedia.

INTERSCENDENT Quantities, in Algebra,

are those that have radical indices ; as *,

■V 3, (cc.
INTERSECTION, the cutting of one line

or piano by another; the point or line in which
they meet being called the point or line of
intersection. When two lines or two planes
intersect each other, the vertical or opposite
angles are equal.

INTERSTELLA R, \n used by some authors
to denote those parts of space which 'arc be
yond the regions of the solar system.

INTESTINE Motion of the P«rt«ofa Body,
is that which takes place amongst the com
ponent parts.

INTRA DOS, the internal carve of the arch
of a bridge.

INVERSE Proportion, Rule ofThrec, Ratio,
8cc. See the respective terms.

Inverse Method of Fiuxiont. See Inverse
Method of 1'LUX ions and laUEST.

Inverse Method of Tangents, is the method
of finding a curve belonging to a given tan
gent; being thus distinguished from the direct
method, or that of finding the tangent from
the properties of the curve.

INVERSION, Invertenpo, is the invert
ing the terms of a proportion;

thus if. a : b :: c : d
then by inversion... b : a :: d : e

Euclid, def. 14, book v.

INVESTIGATION, in Mathematics, de
notes the tracing out the solution of any pro
posed problem, or an examination of its se\e-
ral properties, &c.

INVOLUTECW.in the Higher Geometry,
is that which is traced out by the extremity
of a thread, as it is folded or wrapped about
another figure or curve. Sec Evolute.

INVOLCJTN >N, in Algebra and Arithmetic,
is the raising a ghcu number or quantity to
any proposed power. In arithmetical and in
simple algebraical quantities, this consists only
in multiplying the quantity as many times by
itself as is necessary to produce the given
power; the number of operations being one
less than the index of the power to be pro
duced ; thus

a X a —a1 2d power
a x a x a —a' 3d power
«xaxaxa = «+ 4th power; &c.

So also
2x2 =4 2d power of 2

2x2x2 — 8 3d power of 2
2 x 2 x 2 x 2 = 16 4th power of 2, &c.

And in the same way wc may proceed with
compound algebraical quantities; but for bino
mial ones, it is best to make use of the bino
mial theorem, the general form of which is

as follows: viz.

(a + i)- = a' + na'-'b + «— *»

, n (n — IX n — 2) „_,., , .
+ i.8.3 * * +'kC-

Whence

(a + by=a*+2ab + ia
(a + by =«! + 3arb + 3abl + b3

(a + b)* = a* + 4«36 + + 4ai' + b*

&c. &c. See Binomial.
JOANESSE, a coin of Portugal, value

£1. ids. Ud.
JOINT Lives, in the Doctrine of Annuities,

are such as continue the same time, or during
the existence of both parties. See Life An
nuities.

Universal Joint, in Mechanics, is an inven
tion of Dr. Hooke, adapted to all kinds of mo
tion. See his " Cutlerian Lectures," printed
in 1678.

JONES (William), an eminent mathema
tician, was born in North Wales in 1675, and
died in 1741*, being at that time one of the
Vice Presidents of the Royal Society. He
published the two following works, beside
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some papers in the Phil. Trans, vol. xliv. lxi.
Ixii.

1- A new Compendium of the whole Art of
Navigation, 8vo. London, 1702.

2. Synopsis Palmariorinn Matheseos, or a

new Introduction to the Mathematics, 8vo.
London, 1706.

He also published, by permission of Sir I.
Newton, au elegant edition of several of his

papers, entitled
3. Analysis par quantitatum Series, Flux-

tones, &c. cum Enumeratione Liucarum Tertii
Ordinis. 4to. 1711.

JOURN A L, in Navigation, is a register kept
at sea by the master and other officers, in
which is noticed every incident of the voyage ;

as the rate and course of sailing, the state of
the weather, tides, currents, astronomical ob

servations, latitude, longitude, &c. &c.

In all sea journals the day is divided into
twice twelve hours, those before noon being
marked A. M„ for ante meridian, and those

after noon by P. M., post meridian.
IRIS, the name of the rainbow.

Iris Marina, the Sea Rainbow. This ele

gant appearance is generally seen after a vio

lent storm, in which the sea water has been

much agitated. The celestial rainbow has

great advantage over the marine one, in the

brightness and variety of the colours, and in
their distinctness one from the other; for in
the sea rainbow there are scarcely any other

colours than a dusky yellow on the part to

wards the sun, and a pale green on the oppo

site side ; the other colours are not so bright

or distinct jus to be well determined : but the

sea rainbows arc more frequent and more

numerous than the others. It is not uncom

mon to see twenty or thirty of them at a time

at noon day. Ohserv. siu j'Asue, p. 292.

IRRATIONAL Number, the same as Surd.

IRREDUCIBLE Cote, in Algebra, is an

expression arising from the solution of certain

equations of the third degree, which always

appears under an imaginary tbrm, notwith
standing it is in fact a real quantity ; but the

reduction of it to a rational or irrational finite

expression, has at present resisted the united

efforts of many of the most celebrated mathe

maticians of Europe. Every cubic equation

may be reduced to the form x3 + ax — b; and

then, according to the common rule,

2 rV 4 27T 2 4 27

See Cubic Equations.

New when a is negative, — is
At

also nega

tive ; and therefore when — < the quan-
4 27

tity under the inferior radical, viz.
4 <ct

is imaginary, because we cannot extract the

square root of a negative quantity ; and this is

what constitutes that which is generally called

the Irreducible Cast. This difliculty soon pre
sented itself to Cardan, after Tartalea had

communicated to him his method for the solu
tion of cubic equations; which rule is now
commonly, though very improperly, attributed
to the former. Cardan informs Tartalea, in a
letter dated August 4, 1639, that he under
stood the solution of the equation x3 + ax—b,

b* a1
and also of x3 — 01 = 6, when — > — ; but

4 27

when — < — his attempts always failed ; and

he therefore begged of Tartalea to clear up
his difficulty, by sending him the solution of
the equation x1 — 9x z: 10. Tartalea was

himself perfectly aware of this difficulty, but
he was by no means satisfied with Cardan's
conduct, whom he at that time suspected to

be about publishing, as his own, the rules ho

had taught him ; and therefore instead of giv

ing him an explicit answer, he writes to him
in the following terms :—" M. Hieronime, I
have received your letter, in which you write,
that you understand the rule for the case

4*
'

o1
x3 — ax ~ b, when — is greater than — , bnt'

4
8 2/

when exceeds — you cannot resolve the
27 4

equation, and therefore you request me to

send you the solution of the equation x3 — 9x
— 10. To which I reply, that you have not

used a good method in that case, and that

your whole process is entirely false. As to
resolving you the equation you have sent, I
must say that I am very sorry that I have
already given you so much as I have done ;

for I have been informed, by a credible per
son, that you are about to publish another

algebraical work, and that you have been
boasting through Milan, of having discovered
some new rules in algebra. But take notice,

that if you break yonr faith with me, I shall
certainly keep my word with you ; nay, I even
assure you, to do more than I promised." Dr.

Hutton's Math. Diet, article Algebra. Tar
talea, however, notwithstanding what he says
in this letter, was himself well aware of the

difficulty in question, as appears from some of
his private memoranda; and from that time to

the present, which is near 300 years, the same
impediment remains, notwithstanding the re

peated attempts of many very distinguished
mathematicians; in fact, there is great reason
to suppose, independently of the failure of so

many ingenious men, that the formula is inex
pressible in any other finite form than that un
der which it naturally arises by the solution.

But though no direct analytical solution

can be found in the irreducible case, other

methods of determining the roots have been
invented ; such as by means of series, a table
of sines and tangents, the usual approxima
tion, &c. The two first methods exhibit the

solution to the eye in as neat a manner as

can be desired, but they arc both commonly
attended with great labour in the practical
operation. Another method of solution is by
a table computed for the purpose, the general

principle of which is as follows :
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Let Xs — ax = b be any cubic in the irre

ducible case; this may be reduced to a depen
dent equation y3 — y — d; and since in the

a3 61 . . . 1 dx
first — > — , so in this last — > -— , or

27 4 27 4
4

d1 < — , or d cannot exceed -38491. Whence
£1

again it follows, that in equations falling under
the irreducible case, when they are reduced
to the form y1 — y = d, the value of y cannot
exceed 1*1549, nor be less than 1. On this
principle, therefore, I have constructed a table
of all the values of y to five places between
these limits, and those of d to eight places,
whereby the solution of such equations is
obtained by one or two simple operations, true
to eight or nine places of figures. See Rces's
Cyclopedia, article Irreducible Cote; also
Ley bourn's Math. Repository, No. 11 ; and
for the solution by sines and tangents, sec
Cubic Equations.

The reason why Cardan's rule fails in this
particular case is, that we make two supposi
tions in order to arrive at the solution, which
are inconsistent with each other. Let, for
example, x3 — ax — b, be an equation falling

under tho irreducible case, having — > — .
27 4

Now the suppositions are*

m3 + «3 — b, mn zz ~, or »n3n3 =z — ;
3 27

and it is to be shown that these two condi
tions cannot have place at the same time,
under the conditions of the problem, at least
only when m3 zz n3, or when the equation
has two equal roots, for since m3 + n3 —

b,

the greatest product fn3 n3 is when m3 —
n3,

or when they arc each equal to { b, and con
sequently when their product —

J61. Now
• • a3 , . a3 .

we suppose m' n' — — , and since — is greater

u
than — by hypothesis, it is obvious that we

make an impossible supposition, and conse
quently the result of it must necessarily be

A1 a1
imaginary. But if m3 — n3 then — — — , and

the solution may be obtained. It mHy be fur
ther remarked, that when an equation falls
under the irreducible case, it will have three
real roots; and conversely, that every equa
tion having three real roots, unless two of
them are equal, must according to Cardan's
rule fall under the irreducible case, as may be
shown thus.

Let x3 — ax —
b, be an equation having

three real roots p, q. r, of which let r be the
greatest; then from the known theory of equa
tions p + q + r — 0

Pr + qr + pq = — a
pgr — i

Whence 1st, p + q -z — r
2d, r(p + q> + pq

— —a;Or(p+qy
— P1 = "

3d, {p + q)pq — b.

Now in the case of equal roots we should
have p

—
q ; but this is not the case we are

considering, having shown above that the so
lution will obtain on that supposition. Since
then the roots are unequal, let p be greater
than q, and make p —

q + d, and we shall
have by substituting this value of p in the
second and third equations'

(29 + d)1 — (?'- + dq)
- a

(2fl + d) x (<7* + dq) zz 6

3q* + 3qd + d* zz — a

2q3 + 3q*d + qdz zz b

and it remains to be shown, that with these
values of a and b, ^a3 is necessarily greater
than i 4*.

Or ^ [ 3f» + 3dq + d1
]

3 > J
1 293 +

39*d + d*qy

or^+ety+f,-*1 j'> \ q
'

+ iq*d+{d*qY
which is obvious by simply expanding those
quantities, the former being

p
6

+ 3/i'r + 4/j*/1 + 3ph-3 + ip'r* +

\pr> + iff;
the latter p

6
+ 3p*r + 3ip*r' + 3;>V3 + ip'r*.

Therefore when tho three roots of a cubic
a3

equation x3 — ax zz b are real, — is greater

than and consequently the solution of it

falls under the irreducible case. Hence then

it appears, that when a cubic equation has
only one real root, that root will be found by
the formula of Cardan ; but when all three
roots are real, no one of them can be obtained
by that method ; whirh is the only analytical
solution that has yet been discovered, and
probably the only one the equation admits of.
See Phil. Trans, vol. Ixviii. part 1

, art. 42;
vol. lxx. p. 387.

IRREGULAR, that which deviates from
the usual form or rules; thus, in geometry, a
polygon which has not all its sides ;;nd angles
equal, is called an irregular polygon.

ISAGONE, is used by sonic old authors to
denote a figure having equal angles ; the word
being derived from isrot, equal, and ymna, an
gle.

ISOCHRONAL, or Isochronous (from
io-of, equal, xpona, tune) is applied to such vibra
tions of a pendulum as are performed in equal
times.

Of which kind are all the cycloidal vibra
tions or swings of the same pendulum, whether
the arcs it describes be longer or shorter; for
when it describes a shorter arc, it moves so
much the slower ; and when a long one, pro
portionally faster. See Pendulum.

ISOMERIA, is a term used by Vieta to
denote the operation of freeing uu equation
from fractions.

ISOPliRlMETRICAL Figures, in Geome
try, are those which have equal perimeters.
'1SOPERIMETRY (from urn equal, and

ittfi, n!Tfo>, perimeter), in Mathematics, it a

branch of the higher geometry, which treats
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of the properties of isoperimetiical figures!
viz. of surfaces contained under equal perime
ters, of solids under equal surfaces, of curves

of equal lengths, &c. Of the foregoing heads

the two first may be considered as containing
the elements of the science, which relates

principally to the maxima et minima of diffe

rent surfaces and solids, when bounded by

figures of equal perimeters, but of a greater
or less number of sides, and posited in a dif
ferent order. The other head, which relates

to the maxima et minima of curves, are pro
blems of another kind and of the most difficult
nature, which have engaged the attention and

exercised the talents of many of the greatest
mathematicians of modern times; as Newton,
Leibnitz, the Bernoullis, Euler, Lagrange, &c.
and gave rise to many warm and angry dis

putes, particularly between the brothers, John
and James Bernoulli, of which an account is

given under the article Brachystochrone.
The problems in which it is required to find,

among figures of the same or different kinds,
those which within equal perimeters shall

comprehend the greatest surfaces, and those
solids which under equal surfaces shall con
tain the greatest volumn, had long engaged
the attention of mathematicians before the
invention of fluxions ; and different methods
had been devised for the solution of them by
Descartes, Fermat, Sluze, Hudde, and others ;

which were all supplanted by the simplicity
and generality of the new analysis: after which
time the elements of the science seems to
have been lost sight of by mathematicians,
who were all engaged in the solution of the
higher order of isoperiinetrical problems.

Simpson was the first who condescended
to treat of the more elementary parts of this
science, by giving in his "Geometry" a very
interesting chapter on the maxima et minima

of geometrical quantities, and some of the

simplest problems concerning isoperimeters.
The next who treated the subject in an ele

mentary manner, was Simon L'Huillier of Ge
neva, who in 1782 published his treatise " De
Relatione mutua Capacitatis et Terminorum
Figurarnm," &cc. His principal object in the

composition of that work, was to supply the

deficiency in this respect, which he found in
most of the Elementary Courses, and to deter

mine with regard to both the most usual sur

faces and solids, those which possess the mi

nimum of contour with the same capacity ;

and, reciprocally, the maximum of capacity
with the same boundary. Lcgendre has also

considered the same subject in a manner some

what different from either Simpson or L'Huil
lier, in his " Elemens dc Geometrie ;" and Dr.
Horsley has a paper on the same subject in
the Phil. Trans, vol. lxxv., for 1775. These,
however, principally relate to the elementary

propositions of isoperimctry ; but what relates

to the higher geometry, forms the highest order

of problems, which as we before observed

have called into action the talents, and excited

the passions of some of the ablest mathema

ticians of Europe; having led to a dispute

which, for want of competent and impartial
judges, remained undecided for many years,
and has since been termed the " war of pro
blems," on account of the great interest it ex
cited, and the determined and able manner
in which each party supported its opinions
and contested those of its opponents : a brief
sketch of which will be found under the arti
cle Brachystochrone, as well as the solu
tion of that celebrated problem. As to the
rest, the reader who is desirous of farther
information, may consult the papers mention
ed in that article; as also the essays of several
able mathematicians who have introduced the
subject into their respective works.

Simpson, in his "Tracts," has a chapter en
titled, " An Investigation of a General Rule for
the Resolution of Isoperimetiical Problems of
all Orders." He has also given the solution
of several isopcrimetrical problems, in his
" Doctrine of Fluxions." Maclaurin has like
wise a chapter on the same subject, in his" Treatise of Fluxions." To these may also be
added, Emerson, Lc Seur, Bossut, and La-
croix ; each of whom has introduced .this doc
trine into their respective works: but the
two writers who have most contributed in
bringing to perfection the theory of isoperi
mctry, arc Euler and Lagrange, the former
having, beside several memoirs in the Acta
Petro. a tract on this subject, entitled " Me-
thudus inveniendi Lineas Curvas Proprietatc
Maximi Minimive gaudentes;" which, with
a very few exceptions, is what it was intend
ed to be, a complete treatise, containing essen
tially all the requisite methods of solutions,
with great variety and abundance of examples
and illustrations: there were still, however,
some defects in this work, for want of a better
algorithm, or more compendious process of
establishing the theorems, and certain supple
mental formula;; which defects have been
finally removed by Lagrange, in his admir
able and refined " Calculus of Variations;"
and a small treatise on tho same subject has
lately been published by Mr. Woodhousc, in
which are combined the history and progress
of the science, with such observations and
remarks as seem most calculated to render it
instructive and familiar to the English student;
sec also Recs's Cyclopedia, article Isoperi-
METRY.

ISOSCELES Triangle (from 13-0,-,equal, and
crxiXo,-, leg), is a triangle of two equal legs or
sides ; such is the triangle ABC.

B

The angles at the base of an isosceles tri
angle are equal, and if the sides be produced,

the angles under the base are also equal.

(Euclid, v. 1).
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If the line BD be drawn perpendieHlar to

the base, it will bisect the base and the ver

tical angle; or if it l>e drawn to bisect the
base, it will be perpendicular to it.

JULI A N Calendar, Epoch, Period, Year, &c.

See the respective articles.
JUNO, the name of one of the new planets,

situated between the orbits of Mars and Ju
piter, was discovered by Mr. Harding, at the

observatory of Lilienthal. near Bremen, on
the evening of the 1st of September, 1804.

While this astronomer was forming an atlas of
all the stars, as far as the eighth magnitude,
which are near the orbits of CereR and Pallas,
he observed, in the constellation Pisces, a
small star of the eighth magnitude, which was
not mentioned in the " Histoire Celeste" of
La Lands ; and being ignorant of its longi
tude and latitude, he put it down in his chart
as nearly as he oould estimate with his eye.
Two days afterwards the star disappeared,
but he perceived another which he had not
seen before, resembling the first in size and
colour, and situated a little to the south-west
of its place. He observed it again on the 5th
of September, and finding that it had moved
a little farther to the south-west, he con
cluded that this star belonged to the planetary
system.

The planet Juno is of a reddish colour, and
is free from that nebulosity which surrounds
Pallas. Its diameter, and its mean distance,
are less than those of the other new planets.
It is distinguished from all other planets by
the great eccentricity of its orbit; and the
effect of this is so extremely sensible, that it
passes over that half of its orbit which is
bisected by its perihelion, in half the time
that it employs in describing the other half,
which is farther from the sun. From the
same cause, its greatest distance from the sun
is double the least distance, the difference
between the two distances being about 127

millions of miles.
Though there is no nebulous appearance

around the planet Juno, yet it appears, from
the observations of Sehroeter, that it must
have an atmosphere more dense than that of
any of the old planets of the system. A very
remarkable variation in the brilliancy of this
planet has been observed by this astronomer.
He attributes it chiefly to changes that are
goiugon in its atmosphere, though he thinks it
not improbable that these changes may arise
from a diurnal rotation performed in 27 hours.
The following elements were calculated by
Buckhardt.

Annual revolution 4yrs,123days
Mean longitude, 31st Dec.

1804. noon P 12° 17' 23"
Place of ascending node 5" 21° & 0"
Place of perihelion in 1806... 1« 29° 49/ 23"
Eccentricity 0.26096
Inclination of orbit 21° tf
Ditto 13° 4'

Mean distance from the sun
in English miles 263,000,000

Mean distance 2.067

Diameter in English miles,
according to Sehroeter 1425

Apparent mean diameter, as

seen from the earth, ac
cording to Sehroeter 3*.057

JUPITER, in Astronomy, is the largest
planet in our system, and the fifth in order
from the sun with regard to the old planets;
but the ninth, including the four new planets,
lately discovered between him and Mars.
Jupiter is attended by four satellites, which
were first discovered by the venerable Galileo
on the 8th of January, 1610. See Satel
lites. He is denoted by the character 2£.

This planet is farther remarkable for the
faint appearance of stripes, or belts, with
which he is surrounded. These differ much
at different times, and even at the same time
in telescopes of different powers. They ap
pear usually of an uniform tint, but when
viewed to the greatest advantage they seem
to consist of a number of curved lines ; and
are now generally supposed to have some
connection with the atmosphere of the planet
They were first discovered by Zuppi and
Bartoli, two Jesuits, before the year 1660, in
which year they were observed by Campani,
with a refracting telescope of his own con
struction. See Belts. And for the several
elements of the orbit of Jupiter, see Elements
of the Planets.

Jupiter is the largest, and after Venus the
most brilliant of all the planets; and even
Venus he sometimes surpasses in brightness.
He performs his sidereal revolution in 4332 *

14h 18' 41', 0; or in 11-862 Julian years; but
this period is subject to some inequality. He
performs his synodical revolution in about
399 days.

His mean distance from the sun is 5'203
that of the earth being considered as unity,
which makes his mean distance above 486
millions of miles. The eccentricity of his
orbit is '0482 ; half the major axis being taken
as unity. His mean longitude at the com
mencement of the present centurv was in
3' 22° 36", 1 ; and the longitude of" his peri
helion was, at the same time, in 0* 11° 8' 35", 1 ;

hut the line of the apsides has an apparent
motion according to the order of the signs, of
56", 7 in a year, or of 1° 34' 33", 8 in a
century.

His orbit is inclined to the plane of the
ecliptic in an angle of 1° 18' 61", 5 ; which is
observed to decrease nearly 22", 6 in a cen
tury. His orbit at the commencement of the
present century, crossed the ecliptic, in 3" 8°
25' 34", 2; bnt the place of the nodes has an
apparent motion in longitude, according to
the order of the signs of 34"-3 in a year, or
67' 12"*4 in a century.

The rotation on his axis, is performed in
9b 66' 49"-7 ; and his axis forms an angle of
86° M{ with the plane of the ecliptic. His
diameter is equal to 91,522 miles; and conse
quently he is above 1331 times larger than
the earth ; his polar diameter is to his eqni-
torial as -9287 to 1, or nearly as 13 to 14.
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The mass of Jupiter, compared with that of

the sun as unity, is ———, and its density to

that of the sun is -909601 to 1. The light
and heat received by this planet from the
sun, supposing it to be inversely as the square
of the distance, is -037 of that received by the
earth.

A body which weighs one pound at the
earth's surface, would, if removed to equa
torial regions of Jupiter, weigh 2-281 pounds.

As seen from the earth, the motion of Ju
piter appears sometimes to be retrograde ;

the mean arc which he describes in this ease

is about 9° 54'; and its mean duration is about
121 days. This rctrogradation commences
or finishes when the planet is not more dis
tant than 1 15° 12* from tho sun. His mean

apparent equatorial diameter is38"-2; being
greatest when in opposition, at which time it
is equal to 47"-6. Laplace's " Systemo du
Monde."

JURIN (James), a celebrated physician,
mathematician, and philosopher, in the early
part of the last century. He was author of
several ingenious compositions, particularly" An Essay on Distinct and Indistinct Vi
sion," printed at the end of vol. ii. of Dr.
Smith's " System of Optics;" beside several
controversial papers against Robins, Michel-
lotti, &c. and many papers on different sub
jects in the Phil. Trans, from vol. xxx. to voL
lxvi. At the time of his death, which hap
pened in 1750, Dr. Jurin was secretary to
the Royal Society, but his age when this event
happened is not stated.

K
Keill (Dr. John), an eminent mathema
tician and philosopher, was born at Edinburgh
in 1671 ; and studied in the university of that
city. Keill was author of several works, but
was more distinguished in his time for the con
spicuous part he took in the dispute between
Leibnitz and Newton concerning the inven
tion «f fluxions. His conduct on this occa
sion was approved of both by Newton and the
other members of the Royal Society, and
several of his letters arc given by Collins in
the " Commereium Epistolicum." The prin
cipal works of this author (besides what are
contained in vols. xxvi. xxvii. Xxviii. and
Xxix. of the Phil. Trans.) arc as follows, viz.

1. Introductio ad Veram Physicam, 1701 ;

cecond editiou, 1705; a third edition in Eng
lish, 173G.

2. Introductio ad Veram Astronomiam,
1718; which was afterwards translated by the
author himself into English, and published
under the title of

3. An Introduction to True Astronomy in
1781.

Besides these he published some other
works of less importance, relating to Burnet's
and \V histon's " Theories of the Earth," &c.

KEPLER (John), a very eminent astro
nomer and mathematician, was born in the
duchy of VVirtemberg, in 1571. He very
early discovered a great taste ibr mathematical
and astronomical inquiries, and at the age of
23 years had acquired so great a. reputation
that he was appointed professor of mathema
tics at Gratz in Stiria. He afterwards, on the
invitation of Tycho Brahe, settled in Eohemia,
and on the death of that eminent astronomer
succeeded to his title of "mathematician to
his imperial majesty," a distinction which he

enjoyed tho remainder of his life, though in
consequence of some irregularities in the pay
ment of the salary or pension attached to tho
appointment, he is said to have been very
much distressed in his pecuniary affairs, and
died at Ratisbon in 1630, in his 59th year,
whither he had repaired to solicit his legal
arrears. Maclauriu in drawing a sketch of
the writings of this great man observes, that
to him we owe the discovery of the true figure
of the orbits, and the proportion of the motions
of the solar system. This astronomer had a
particular passion for finding analogies and
harmonies in nature, after the manner of the
Pythagoreans and Platonists. Three things,
he tells us, he anxiously sought alter from his
early youth ;—Why the planets were six in
number! Why the dimensions of their orbits
were such as Copernicus bad described from
observation? And what was the analogy or
law of their revolutious? He sought for the
reasons of the first two of these in the pro
perties of numbers and plane figures without
success. But at length reflecting that while
the plane regular figures may be infinite in
number, the regular solids are only five, ho
imagined that certain mysteries in nature
might correspond with this limitation inherent
in the essence of things: he therefore en
deavoured to find some relation between the
dimensions of those solids and the intervals
of the planetary spheres; and imagining that
a cube inscribed in the sphere of Saturn
wonld touch by its six plaues the sphere of
Jupiter, and the other four regular solids in
like manner fitted the intervals that are be
tween the spheres of the other planets; he
became persuaded that this was the true
reason Why the primary planets were precisely
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mx in number, and that the author of the
world had determined their distances from

the sun, the centre of the system, from a

regard to this analogy. Being thus, as he

imagined, possessed of the grand secret of the

Pythagoreans, and pleased with the discovery,
he published it in 1596, under the title of
" Mysterium Cosmographicum." He sent a

copy of this book to Tycho Brahe, who did
not approve of the speculations contained in

it
,

but wrote to Kepler, urging him first to lay
a sotid foundation in observation, and then by
ascending from them, to strive to come at the
causes of things: and to this advice wo arc
indebted for the more solid discoveries of
Kepler. See Kepler's Laws.

The great sagacity of this astronomer in
the planetary motions, suggested to him some
views of the true principles from which these
motions flow. He speaks of gravity as of a

power that was mutual between bodies; and
says, that the earth and moon tend towards
each other, and would meet in a point so

many times nearer to the earth than to the
moon, as the earth is greater than the moon,

if their motions did not hinder it. He adds,
also, that the tide arises from the gravity of
the waters towards the moon. But not having
notions sufficiently just of the laws of motion,
he was unable to make the best use of these
ideas ; nor did he steadily adhere to them, for
in his " Epitome of Astronomy," published
many years after, he proposes a physical ac
count of the planetary motions derived from
different principles.

Besides his astronomical discoveries we are
indebted to Kepler for some important labours
relating to Logarithms and other branches of
mathematical science : his principal works
are, Cosmographical Mystery, 1596; Optical
Astronomy, 1604; Celestial Physics; New
Ephemerides ; Copernican System, in six
books, the first three in 1618, and the others
in 1622; Logarithms, 1624; astronomical
tables, called, " The Rodolphinc Tables ;"

Epitome of A stronomy , 1 635. Besides several
other works of less importance.

Kepler's Laws, a term used by astronomers
to denote certain analogies between the dis
tances of the planetary bodies and their times
of periodic revolution, as also between the rate
of motion of any revolving body, whether pri
mary or secondary, and its distance from the
central body about which it revolves; to which
may also be added, the figure of the planetary
orbits, and the position of the central body ;

these in order in which they were discovered
stand as follows :

1. Equal areas are described in equal times.

That is, if a line be supposed to join the
central and revolving body, this line passes
over or describes equal areas in equal times,
whether the planet be in its aphelion, peri
helion, oi in any other part of its orbit.

2. The planets all revolve in elliptic orbit*,
situated in planes passing through the centre
of the sun ; the latter body occupying one of
the foci of the ellipse.

3. The squares of the times of revolution
of the several planetary bodies, are as the
cubes of their respective distances from the
sun.

It is impossible in this place to enter into

a history of these discoveries, and the diffi
culties and prejudices which Kepler had to
encounter in bringing them to perfection; but
the reader may see this subject full v illustrated
in Dr. Small's " Account of the Astronomical
Discoveries of Kepler."

Kepler's Problem, is the determining the
true from the mean anomaly of a planet, or
the determining its place in its elliptic orbit
answering to any given time ; and so named
from the celebrated astronomer Kepler, who
first proposed it. See Anomaly.

The general state of the problem is this :

to find the position of a right line, which,
passing through one of the loci of an ellipse
shall cut off an area, which shall be in any
given proportion to the whole area of the
ellipse ; which results from this property, that
such line sweeps areas that arc proportional
to the times.

Many solutions have been given of this
problem, some direct and geometrical, others
not; vis. by Kepler, Ward, Newton, Keil,
Maehin, &c. See Newton's Priucipia, lib. i.

prop. 31; Keil'sAstron.,Lect.23; Phil. Trans.
Abr. vol. viii. p. 73, Sec.

KERSEY (John), an able English mathe
matician, who flourished towards the close of
the seventeenth and beginning of the eigh
teenth century, and is chiefly known in the
scientific world by his " Elements of Algebra,"
in two vols, folio, which is an ample and com
plete work, containing a full explanation of
the problems of Diophantus; he was author
likewise of" Dictionarum Anglo- Britanicum,"
or General English Dictionary.

KEYSTONE of an Arch, the middle vous-
soir, or that immediately over the centre of
the arch.

KILDERKIN, a liquor measure containing
18 gallons beer measure, and 16 gallons ale

measure.
KIRCHER (Athanasius), a celebrated ma

thematician, was born at I'ulde in 1601. He
wrote an immense number of books, amount
ing altogether to twenty-two volumes folio,
eleven quarto, and three octavo. It must,
however, be allowed, that their utility bears
no proportion to their magnitude, and it

would therefore be useless to give a catalogue
of them in this work, as there is no one of
them but has been superseded by more mo
dem authors. Kircher died iu 1680, in the

80th year of his age.
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LaBEL, a long thin brass ruler used with
a tangent line on the edge of a circumferentor
to take angles of altitude, distances, &c.

LACERTA Lizard, a new northern con
stellation. Sec Constellation.

LAGNY (Thomas Fantbt Df.), an emi
nent French mathematician, was born at
Lyons in the year 1660. He is said to have
received a bias for mathematical studies by
having accidentally met with Fournier's
Euclid, and a book on Algebra, from which
time he gave himself up wholly to these
sciences. He came to Paris in 1686, and was
soon after appointed tutor to the Duke de
Noailles. He became a member of the
Academy of Sciences, and was appointed by
Louis XIV. royal hydrographer at Rochfort ;

hut sixteen years afterwards he was recalled
to Paris, and made librarian to the king, with
a considerable pension. He died in the year
1734, and in his last moments, when he no
longer knew the persons who surrounded
his bed, one of them, through a foolish cu
riosity, asked him, " What is the square of
12?" to which he replied, as it were mecha
nically, 144. His works are, 1. New Methods
for the Extraction and Approximation of
Roots. 2. Elements of Arithmetic and Al
gebra. 3. On the Cubatnre of the Sphere.
4. A General Analysis, Method of resolving
Problems ; and 5. Several papers in the Me
moirs of the Academy. Lagny excelled in
arithmetic, algebra, and geometry, in which
he made many important discoveries. He
found the measures of angles in a new
science, called " Goniometry ;" in which he
found the value of angles to great accuracy
by means of compasses, without scales or
tables of any kind. He paid great attention
to cyclometry, or the method of measuring
the circle ; and calculated, by means of infinite
series, the ratio of the circumference of a

circle to its diameter, to 120 places of figures.
Morens.

LALANDE (Joseph Jerome Le Fran
cois), a celebrated French astronomer, was
born at Bourg, in the department of L'Ain, in
July, 1732. He was first intended for the
bar, but his genhis having been very early
directed to astronomical subjects his first in
tention was given up ; and he followed his
astronomical pursuits under the celebrated
Lemonier, with the greatest success. At
the time when Lacaille was preparing for his
toyage to the Cape of Good Hope, for the

puqiose of determining the parallax of the
moon, and his distance from the earth, La-
landc, though then only 18 years of age, was,
through the influence of Lemonier, appointed
to make the corresponding observations at
Berlin, a task which he executed to the en
tire satisfaction of the Academy of Sciences,
and with (he greatest credit to himself. After
this period he enriched the memoirs of this
learned body, by numerous papers on astro
nomical and various other subjects. Lalande
was also an associate of the principal learned
societies in Europe, and was for many years
the centre of communication amongst the
most celebrated of their members. After a
long and useful life in the pursuit of science,
he died on the 4th of April, 1807, being then
In the 75th year of his age.

Beside the many papers which he published
in the Memoirs of the Academy, he was
author of " A Traitc Astronomique," the first
edition of which was published in 1764. He
also republished the " Histoire des Mathcma-
tiqucs" of Montucla, enlarging it to 4 vols.
4to. principally from the papers of Montucla.
In the midst of .his other labours he likewise
drew up his "Voyage d'ltaly;" "Traite des
Canaux ;" " Bibliographic Astronomique ;"" Abrege de Navigation Historique, Theo-
riqne, et Practique;" he also edited the French
edition of Halley's " Tables ;" and superin
tended the publication of the " Connoissance
des Terns," from 1760 to his death, beside
many other pieces of less importance.

LAMBERT (John Henry), an eminent
mathematician and astronomer, was born at
Muhlhausen in Sundgaw, belonging to Switz
erland, Aug. 29, 1728. His parents being
poor he had the greatest difficulty to contend
with in the pursuit of his studies, which he
nevertheless pursued with unbounded success;
and was, after a time, assisted in them by a
party of gentlemen to whom his talents were
made known. In 1757 he was nominated a
corresponding member of the Scientific So
ciety of Gottingen; and the year following,
having travelled to Paris, he became inti
mately acquainted with D'Alembert, and other
eminent scientific men, and was ultimately
elected a member of several learned societies.
He published a " Treatise on Perspective,"
another on "Photometry," beside many smaller
works, as his " Letters on the Construc
tion of the Universe j" which were afterwards

digested, and published in English, under the
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title of " The System of the World." Most
of his mathematical pieces were published in
a collected form by himself in llirce volumes,

in which almost every branch of mathematical

science has been enriched with his improve
ments and additions. Lambert died in 1777,

in the 60th year of his age.
LAMINAE, in Physici, are extremely thin

plates, of which solid bodies are supposed to

be made up. These are indeed rather ideal

than real; but such a conformation is fre

quently supposed for the sake of simplifying
the solution in a great variety of physical

problems.
LAMPED IAS, a term sometimes applied

to denote a bearded comet.
LANDEN (John), an eminent English

mathematician, was born at Peakirk, near
Peterborough, in January, 1719. He became
an early proficient in the mathematical sci
ences, and was a contributor to the Ladies'
Diary in 1744, and continued his labours in

that useful little performance nearly till the

time of his death. Mr. Landcn published, in
the Phil. Trans, for 1754, " An Investigation
of some Theorems," which suggested several
remarkable properties of the circle, &c; and
in the following year he published a volume
entitled " Mathematical Lucubrations." This
title was intended to inform his friends and
the public, that the study of mathematics was,
at that time, rather the pursuit of his leisure
hours, than his principal employment. They
contain a variety of tracts relating to the recti
fication of curve lines, the summation of scries,
the finding of fluents, and many other points
in the higher branches of mathematics. Prom
this time, to the year 1766, he gave the world
several valuable works; and on the 16th of
January of this year, he was elected a fellow
of the Koyal Society : soon after which he in
serted in the Phil. Trans. " A Specimen of a
new Method of comparing curvilincal Areas ;"

by means of which many areas arc compared
which did not appear to admit of comparison
by any other method, a circumstance of con
siderable importance in that part of natural
philosophy which relates to the doctrine of
motion. These are but a small part of the
"works which he produced, and which have
given celebrity to his name. In the year 1781,
1782, 1783, he published three small tracts,
" On the Summation of converging Scries;" in
which he explained and showed the extent of
some theorems, which had been given for that
purpose by De Moivre, Stirling, and Thomas
Simpson, in answer to what he conceived to
have been written in disparagement of those
excellent mathematicians. Mr. Landcn was
author of a work published in two volumes,
and at different times, entitled. " Memoirs."
The second volume contains his last labours
on the solution of the general problem con
cerning rotatory motion. It comprises, also,
a resolution of the problem relatiug to the
motion of a top ; with an investigation of the
motion of the equinoxes, in which Mr. Landcn

has, first of any one, pointed out the cause of
Sir Isaac Newton's mistake in his solution of
this celebrated problem. He lived to see the
volume completed, and received a copy of it
the day before his death, which happened
January 15th, 1790, at Milton, in the 71st
year of his age.

LARBOARD, the left hand side of a ship
when a person stands on board with his face
towards the head of the vessel.

LATERAL Equation, is a term used by
some old authors for what is now more com
monly called a Simple Equation.

LATION, is sometimes used for transla
tion, or change of place.

LATITUDE, in Geography or Navigation,
is the distance of a place from the equator,
reckoned on an arch of the meridian, inter
cepted between its zenith and the equator.

Aorlh Latitude, is that which falls in the
northern hemisphere; viz. between the equa
tor and the north pole.

South Latitude, is that which falls in the
southern hemisphere, or between the equator
and south pole.

Parallels of Latitude, are small circles of
the sphere supposed parallel to the equator;
and are thus called because they show the
latitude of places by their intersection with
the meridians, all places falling under the
same circle being in the same latitude.

The quadrant, or meridian, intercepted be

tween tlic equator and either pole, is divided
into ninety degrees, and numbered both ways
from the equator to the poles ; and the latitude
of any place is equal to the measure of the
arch intercepted between the equator and that
place, and which is said to be north or south,

according as it is situated towards the north
or south pole.

The latitude of a place, and the elevation
of the polo above the horizon of that place,
are terras frequently used indifferently the one
for the other, being in fact equal to each other.
This will appear from the following figure:
where the circle ^-S
ZHQP is a cir-
cle of the terrestrial sy'
sphere, Z any place T.s^s'
upon it

, HO the ^ x£
horizon, E Q the / \c\a
equator, P the pole, l/tfv J

and N the corrcs- FV^yfj
ponding pole of the heavens, which may be
considered as infinitely distant from P, but
situated in the continuation of the terrestrial
axis P P. Now the elevation of the pole, as

measured by an observer at Z, will he the
angle WZ\; ZW being drawn parallel to
the true horizon HO; and because N is in
definitely distant from P, a line drawn from Z

to N may be considered as parallel to P\V,
and consequently the angle W Z X = angle
OCP the elevation of the pole; and because

E Z P, and Z PO, are both quadrants, if there
be taken from each the arch ZP, there, will
remain OP z= EZ; but OP is the elevation
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of the pole, and E Z is the latitude of the
place ; therefore these quantities arc equal,
and may be used indifferently the one for the
other.

The knowledge of the latitude of places is
of the greatest importance in geography, na
vigation, and astronomy; it may therefore be
proper to state some of the best methods of
determining it both by sea and land; one
of these is by finding the elevation of the pole,
which is always e(|ual to the latitude of the
place, as shown above, and this is done by
observations on the pole-star or any other
circumpolar stars, thus :

Either draw a true meridian line, or find
the time when the star is on the meridian
both above and below the pole, then at these
times with a quadrant or other instrument
take the altitude of the star, or take the same
when the star comes upon your meridian line,
which will be the greatest and least altitude of
the star, half the sum of which will be the true
elevation of the pole, or the latitude of the
place.

For, if a b c be the path <£__3-^aof the star about the pole ^•/(^ />?P, Z the zenith, and j/S. fc"C\oHO the horizon; then is / N. / \
aO the latitude of the h( ^4:

0
star upon the meridian \ / \. J
when above the pole, \S \y
and cO the same when \
below the pole ; hence,
because «P = cP, therefore a O + c O =
2 O P, hence the height of the pole O P, or lati
tude of Z, is equal to half the sum of a O
and eO.

2d. A second method is by means of the
declination of the sun, or a star, and one me
ridian altitude of the same, thus :

Having with a quadrant or other instrument
observed the zenith distance Zrf of the lumi
nary, or else its latitude Hd, and taken its
complement Xd; then to this zenith distance
add the declination dV. when the luminary
and place are on the same side of the equator,
or subtract it when on different sides, and the
sum or difference will be the latitude EZ sought.
But note, that all altitudes observed must be
corrected for refraction and the dip of the
horizon, and for the semi-diameter of the sun,
if that is the luminary observed.

Many other methods of observing and com-
pu ting the latitude, may be seen in Robertson's
" Navigation," books v. and ix. See also
the Nautical Almanack for 1771.

Mr. Richard Graham contrived an ingenious
instrument for taking the latitude of a place
at any time of the day. See Phil. Trans. No.
435. or Abr. vol. viii. p. 371.

Latitude, in Astronomy, as of a star or
planet, is its distance from the ecliptic, being
an arch of latitude of a circle of latitude,
reckoned from the ecliptic towards the poles,
either north or south. Hence, the astrono
mical latitude is quite different from the geo
graphical, the former measuring from the

ecliptic, and the latter from the equator, so'
that this latter answers to the declination in
astronomy, which measures from the equi
noctial. The sun has no latitude, being always
in the ecliptic; but all the stars have their
several latitudes, and the planets are conti
nually changing their latitudes, sometimes
north, and sometimes south, crossing the
ecliptic from the one side to the other; the
points, in which they cross the ecliptic, being
called the nodes of the planet, and in these
points it is that they can pass over the face
of the sun or behind his body, viz. when they
come both to this point of the ecliptic at the
same time.

Circle of Latitude, is a great circle passing
through the poles of the ecliptic, and conse
quently perpendicular to it, like as the meri
dians are perpendicular to the equator, and
pass through its poles.

LATITUDE of the Moon, North ascending, is
when she proceeds from tlie ascending node
towards her northern limit or greatest elon
gation.

Latitude, North descending, is when the
moon returns from her northern limits to
wards the descending node.

Latitude, South descending, is when she
proceeds from the descending node towards
her southern limit.

Latitude, South ascending, is when she
returns from her southern limit towards her
ascending node.

And the same is to be understood of the
other planets.

Heliocentric Latitude, of a Planet, is its
latitude or distance from the ecliptic, such as
it would appear from the sun. This, when
the planet comes to the same point of its
orbit, is always the same, or unchangeable.

Geocentric Latitude of a Planet, is its la
titude as seen from the earth. —This, though
the planet be in the same point of its orbit, is
not always the same, but alters according to
the position of the earth in respect to the
planet.

The latitude of a star is altered only by the
aberration of light, and the secular variation
of latitude.

Difference of Latitude, is an arc of the
meridian, or the nearest distance between the
parallels of latitude of two places. When the
two latitudes are of the same name, either
both north or both south, subtract the less
latitude from the greater, to give the diffe
rence of latitude ; but if they are of different
names, then their sum will be the difference
of latitude.

Middle Latitude, is the middle point be
tween two latitudes or places, and is found

by taking half the sum of the two.
Parallax of Latitude. See Parallax.
Refraction of Latitude. See Refraction.
LATUS Rectum, in the Conic Sections, is

the same as Parameter.
Latus Transversa™, in the Hyperbola, the

same as transverse axis, being the distance
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between the vertices of the two opposite hy

perbolas.
Latus Primarium, is the diameter of (lie

cone at the vertex of any conic section.
LEAGUE, a measure of three miles; a

nautical league is equal to a twentieth part of
a degree ; other leagues vary in the same pro

portion, as the miles by which they arc com

puted.
LEAP-Year. Sec Bissextile.
LEE, a term in Navigation, signifying that

quarter towards which the wind blows ; thus,

if the wind is east, that is blowing towards

the west, then the west is leeward.

LEEWAY of a Ship, is the angle made by

the point of the compass steered upon, and

the real line of the ship's way occasioned by

contrary winds, a rough sea, Sec.

LEGS of a Triangle, are the sides of a

triangle, though they arc seldom called legs

unless one of the sides is first distinguished

by some appropriate term ; thus in a right-

angled triangle, we say the hypothenuse and

the two legs.
Hyperbolic Legs of a Curve, are those

branches of a curve which have asymptotes.
LEIBNITZ (Godfrey William), a very

eminent mathematician and philosopher, was

born at Leipsic in 1646, and very early dis

covered a marked attachment to mathema

tical and philosophical pursuits; he studied

the law, was an able politician, theologian,
and a man of letters ; in fact he was one of
those universal geniuses, that at once sur

prise and illuminate the world. With an

amazing strength of understanding, an ex

cellent faculty of invention, and a most capa
cious and retentive memory, he united an

uncommon degree of industry, which enabled

him not only to acquire much general know
ledge, but to become eminent in various
branches of it. The improvements which he
made in the higher geometry and analysis

place him in the first rank of mathematicians,
and his philosophical doctrines threw new light
upon almost every branch of knowledge ; in
history, jurisprudence, and theology, he was

equally conspicuous, and on each of these

subjects he has left imperishable monuments
of his fame.

As a mathematician he is much distinguish
ed for his " Differential Calculus," which he
first published in the Leipsic Acts for 1684;

though he has been suspected of having in
this availed himself of some hints given him
of Newton's discovery by Mr. Collins, in one
of his visits to this country ; which led to a vio
lent dispute ; an abridged accouut of which is

given under the article FLUXIONS. lie was

also the inventor of a particular species of
Binary Arithmetic, aud various other sub
jects which the limits of this article will not
admit of detailing.

Hanschius collected with great care every
tiling that Leibnitz had said in different pas

sages of his works upon the principles of phi

losophy, andformcd ofthem a complete system,

under the title of " G. G. Leibnitzii Principia
Philosophise more gcomctrico demonstrata,"
&c. 1728, 4to. A collection of his letters were
also published in 1736 ; but all his works were
collected and distributed into classes by M.
Dutens, and published at Geneva, in 6 vols.
4to. in 1768 ; entitled " Gothefrcdi Guillclmi
Lcibnitii Opera Omnia," &c.

LEIBNITZIAN Philosophy, or the Philo
sophy of Leibnitz, is a system formed and pub
lished by its author in the last century, partly
in emendation of the Cartesian, and partly in
opposition to the Newtonian philosophy. In
this philosophy the author retained the Car
tesian subtile matter, with the vortices and
universal plenum ; and he represented the
universe as a machine that should proceed
for ever, by the laws of mechanism, in the

most perfect state by an absolute inviolable
necessity. After Newton's philosophy was

published, in 1687 Leibnitz printed an Essay
on the Celestial Motions in the Act. Erud.
1689, where he admits the circulation of the
ether with Des Cartes, and of gravity with
Newton; though he has not reconciled these
principles, nor shown how gravity arose from
the impulse of this ether, nor how to account
for the planetary revolutions in their respec
tive orbits. His system is also defective, as

it does not reconcile the circulation of the
ether with the free motions of the comets in
all directions, or with the obliquity of the
planes of the planetary orbits, nor does he re
solve other objections to which the hypothesis
of the vortices and plenum is liable.

Soon after the period just mentioned,* the
dispute commenced concerning the invention
of the method of fluxions, which led Mr.
Leibnitz to take a very decided part in oppo
sition to the philosophy of Newton. From the
goodness and wisdom of the Deity, and his
principle of a sufficient reason, he concluded,
that the universe was a perfect work, or the
best that could possibly have been made ; and
that other things, which are evil or incommo
dious, were permitted as necessary conse
quences of what was best: that the material
system, considered as a perfect machine, can
never fall into disorder or require to be set
right ; and to suppose that God interposes in

it
,

is to lessen the skill of the author, and the
perfection of his work. He expressly charges
an impious tendency on the philosophy of
Newton, because he asserts that the fabric of
the universe and course of nature could not
continue for ever in its present state, but in
process of time would require to be re-esta
blished or renewed by the hand of its first
framer. The perfection of the universe, in
consequence of which it is capable of con
tinuing for ever, by mechanical laws, in its
present state, led Mr. Leibnitz to distinguish
between the quantity of motion and the force
of bodies ; and whilst he owns, in opposition
to Des Cartes, that the former varies, to main
tain that the quantity of force is for ever the
same in the universe; and to measure the
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forces of bodies by the squares of their ve

locities.
Leibnitz proposes two principles as the

foundation of all our knowledge ; the first, that
it is impossible for a thing to be, and not to
be at the same time, which he says is the
foundation of speculative truth ; and secondly,
that nothing is without a sufficient reason why
it should be so, rather than otherwise; and by
this principle, he says, we make a transition
from abstracted truths to natural philoso

phy. Hence he concludes that the mind
is naturally determined, in its volitions and
elections, by the greatest apparent good, and
that it is impossible to make choice between
things perfectly like, which he calls indis-
cemibles; from whence he inters, that two
tilings perfectly like could not have been pro
duced even by the Deity himself: and one
reason why he rejects a vacuum, is because
the parts of it must be supposed perfectly like
to each other. For the same reason too, he
rejects atoms, and all similar parts of matter ;

to each of which, though divisible ad infinitum,
he ascribes a monad (Act Lipsic lfi9f* p. 435)
or active kind of principle, endued with per
ception. The essence of substance he places
in action or activity, or, as he expresses it,
in something that is between acting and the

faculty of acting. He affirms that absolute
rest is impossible, and holds that motion,
or a sort of nisus, is essential to all material
substances. Each monad he describes as

representative of the whole universe from
its point of sight; and yet he tells us in
one of his letters, that matter is not a sub
stance, but a substantiation, or phenomene" Men

fonde. See Maelaurin's " View of Newton's
Philosophical Discoveries,'' book i. cb. 4.

LEMMA, (from \*/iCa»u, / assume), in Ma
thematics, denotes a previous proposition, laid
down in order to clear the way for some fol

lowing demonstration, and prefixed cither to

theorems in order to render their demonstra
tion less perplexed and intricate, or to pro
blems to make their resolution more easy and
short. Thus, to prove a pyramid one third of
a prism, or parallelopiped of the same base
and height with it, the demonstration of which
in the ordinary way is difficult anil trouble
some, this lemma may be premised, which is

proved in the rules of progression, viz, that the
sum of a series of square numbers in arith

metical progression, beginning from 0, as 1,

4. 9, 16, 26, 96, &c. is always subtriple of the
sum of as many terms, each equal to the

greatest ; or is always one-third of the great
est term multiplied by the number of terms.

LEMNISCATE.in the B
Geometry, the name of a curve
in the form of a figure of 8. If N
A P be represented by x, PQ
by </, and the constant line AB
or AC by a, the equations ay —
xi/a*—x%, or a* yl = a1 i1 —
z*, expressing a lineof the fourth
order, will denote a lemniscate,
having a double point in A
There may be other Lemnis-

cates, as the Cassinoid or Cassinead Ellipse ;
but the one above defined is the simplest.

This curve is manifestly quadrable. For
since ay —x ^/a1 — x1 ; the fluxion of the

curve ory x is =z - i s/al — x1; of which the

fluent is i a1 — ~ (a* —
x1) f, the general

3<t
area of the curve. This when x s a becomes
simply $ ar — A Q B.

A right line may cut this curve in 2 points,
as NQ ; or in 4, as mnpq ; even the right line
B A C is conceived to cut the curve in 4 points,
the double point A reckoning as two,

For solutions of the problem to assign equal
arcs in the lemniscate, see Leybourn's Ma
thematical Repository, N. S. vol. i. p. 204-209.

LENS, a piece of glass or other transparent
substance, having its two surfaces so formed
that the rays of light in passing through it
have their direction changed, and made to
converge or diverge from their original paral
lelism, or to become parallel after converging
or diverging. Lenses receive particular de
nominations according to their form ; as convex,
concave, piano convex, piano concave lenses, and
meniscuses.

Convex Lens, is one which is thickest in
the middle. If only one side is convex and
the other plane, it is called a piano convex lens,
such is AF, in the following figure ; but if it
be convex on both sides, it is called a <
court- r, or dottblc convex lens, as B G.

Concave Lens, is that which is thinest in
the middle i but it is also divided in piano
concave and concavo concave, as in tho former
case; such are two lens CH, DI.

And when the lens is concave on one side
and convex on the other, it is called a meniscus,
as E K, in tho above figure. See Meniscus.

In every lens the right lino perpendicular
to the two surfaces, is called the axis of the
lens ; the points where the axis cuts the sur
face, are called the vertices of the lens ; also
the -middle point between them is called the
centre, and the distance between them the
diameter.

Some confine the term lenses to sueh as do
not exceed half an inch diameter, those that
exceed this being termed lenticular glasses

f. fuses arc either blown or ground.
Blown Lenses, are small globules of glass,

melted in the flame of a lamp by a blow-pipe,
ar otherwise.

Ground Lenses, are such as are ground to
the required form, by means of machinery for
this purpose. See some ingenious contrivances
for grinding lenses explained in Brewster's
edition of Ferguson's Lectures; see also

Phi). Trans, vol- x}i. p. 665.
DP
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Optical Properties of Lenses. —Parallel rays

refracted at a convex spherical surface of a
denser, or a concave of a rarer medium, into
which they pass, arc made to converge. But
if refracted at a concave spherical surface of
a denser, or convex of a rarer medium, thej'
are made to diverge.

For let D A, H
G C, he two rays ^^n. . N
of a parallel pen- D atcil, passing out of g-

^
-

a rarer medium

•X

into si denser, and
incident upon the
convex spherical surface ACfi, whose centre
U JB. Let GCE pa s through the centre of
the surface, and it sutlers no refraction. Join
E A, and produce it to H ; also produce D A
to K ; and let D A he refracted in the dircc-
rection A P; then D A H is the angle of inci
dence, and EA V the angle of refraction of this
ray, and since it passes out of a. rarer medium
into a denser, the angle E A F is less than the
angle 11 A 1), and therefore less than the angle
K A K ; add to each of these the angle A F F,
and the two angles F A E, A EF are together
less than the two K A E, A E F ; and there
fore they are less than two right angles, con
sequently AF and CE if produced will meet.

Again, when the ray passes out of a denser
medium into a rarer, and the surface of the
medium into which they are refracted is

spherically concave, the rays still converge as
before.

'1'hc construe- ?f 1
tion remaining
the same, since
the ray I>A passes
out of a denser
medium into a
rarer, the angle of incidence DAE = A EC,
is less than the angle of refraction HAF, and

therefore, as above, it follows that AF and

C K produced will meet.
Whence it follows, that if rays are made to

traverse a double convex lens, they must con
verge more rapidly then through a piano con
vex one, for they arc lirst refracted at the con
vex surface of a denser medium on entering
the lens, and arc again refracted at the con
cave surface of the rarer medium in passing
again into the air, and must therefore have a
double degree of canvcrgency.

ployed in the preceding articles, it may be
shown, that rays in passing out of a rarer mer
dinm into a denser, the surface of that into
which they are refracted being spherically
concave, or in passing from a denser medium
into a rarer, the surface of that into which
they arc refracted being spherically convex,
will in both cases be made to diverge.

Whence again it follows, that if rays are
made to traverse a double concave lens, they
must diverge more rapidly than in passing
through a piano concave lens, for in this case

they are first refracted at the concave surface
of a denser medium on entering the lens, and
are again refracted at the convex surface of a
rarer medium, in passing again into the air, and
must therefore have a double degree of con-
vergency.

Thus the two rajs DA, DA, winch would
have had their point of concourse in T, in a
medium of the same density as the lens BG,
will have it in E, in consequence of the second
refraction in passing from the lens again into

the rarer medium of the air.

By a chain of reasoning similar to that cm-

Thus the rays DA, DA, whose directions
arising from the first refraction would be AT,
AT, are changed in consequence of the second
refraction into BE, BE, by passing from the
denser medium of the lens into the rarer me
dium of the air. ,

Utiles for finding the Foci of Lenses.—The
focus of a convex spherical lens, is distant
from the vertex a diameter and a half of the
convexity nearly. In a piano convex lens,
the distance of the focus from the vertex is

equal to a diameter of the convexity, if the

segment do not exceed 30°. Or the general
rule is

,

as 107 : 193 :: the radius of convexity

: the refracted ray, taken to its concourse
with the axis. In double convex glasses of
the same sphere, the focus is distant from the
vertex about the diameter, if the segment do
not exceed 30°. But when the two convexi
ties arc unequal; that is, when they are seg
ments of different spheres, then the rule is, as
the sum of the radii of both convexities :

the radius of either convexity alone :: the ra
dius of the other convexity : the distance of
the locus from the vertex.

It must be observed, however, that the rays
which fall near the axis of any lens, arc not
united so near the vertex as those which fall
farther off; nor will the distance be so great
in a piano convex lens, when the convex side

is towards the object, as when the plane side

is towards it. And' hence it follows, that in
view ing any object with a piano convex lens,
the convex side should alw ays be turned out
wards; and the same remark has place in
burning with such a glass.

To find the Foci geometrically. —Dr. Halley
has given a general method for finding the
foci of spherical glasses of all kinds, both con
cave and convex, exposed to any kind of rays,
either parallel, converging, or diverging, as

follows: to find the focus of any parcel of rays
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diverging from, or converging to, a given point
in the axis of a spherical lens, and making the
same angle with it

,

the ratio of the sines of
refraction being given.

Suppose GLa lens, P a point in its surface,
V its pole, C the centre of the spherical seg
ment, O the object or point in the axis to or
from which the rays proceed, and O P a given
ray; and suppose the ratio of refraction to
be as r lo t. Then making C R to C O, as *

to r, for the immersion of a ray, or as r to t
for the emersion (i.e. as the sines of the angles
in the medium which the ray enters, to the
corresponding sines in the medium out of
which it comes; and laying CR from C to
wards O, the point R will he (he same for all
the rays of the point O. Lastly, drawing (he
radius PC, continued if necessary; with the
centre R, and distance OP, describe an arc
intersecting PC in Q. The line QR being
drawn, shall be parallel to the reflecting ray;
and PF being parallel to it, shall intersect the
axis in the point F, the focus sought. Or
make as CQ : CP :: CR : C F, which will be
the distance of the focus from Ihe centre of
the sphere. And from this general construc
tion, he adverts to a number of particular sim
ple cases.

Dr. JIallcy gave also an universal algebraical
theorem, to find the focus of all sorts of optic
glasses or lenses. Sec the Phil. Trans. No.
206, or Abr. vol. i. p. 191.

LEO, the Lion, one of the old northern
constellations. See Constellation.

Leo Minor, a new northern constellation.
See Constellation.

Cor LIONIS, the Lion't Heart, a fixed star
in the constellation Leo; and is otherwise
called Regulus, which see.

LEPUN, the Hare, a southern constella
tion. See Constellation.

LEUCIPPUS, an ancient Greek philoso
pher, who flourished about 420 years before
Christ.

LEVEL, an instrument employed in ascer
taining a horizontal line, of which there are

*
various sorts ; as the

Air Level, which shows the line of level

b
y means of a bubble of air inclosed with

some fluid in a glass tube of an indeterminate
length and thickness, and having its two ends
hermetically sealed: an invention, it is said,
of If. Thevenot. When the bubble fixes itself
at a certain mark, made exactly in the middle
of the tube, the case or ruler in which it is

fixed is then level. When it is not level the
bubble will rise to one end. This glass tube,
may be set in another of brass, having an aper
ture in the middle, where the bubble of air
may be observed. The liquor with which the
tube is filled is oil of tartar, or aqua secunda;
those not being liable to freeze as common
water, nor to rarefaction and condensation as
spirit of wine is.

Plumb Level, that which shows the hori
zontal line by means of another line perpen
dicular to that described by a plummet or
pendulum. This instrument consists of two
legs or branches, joined together at right
angles, whereof that which carries the thread
and plummet is about a foot and a half long ;.

the thread is hung towards the top of the
branch. The middle of the branch where the
thread passes is hollow, so that it may hang
free every where: but towards the bottom,
where there is a little blade of silver, whereon

is draw n a line perpendicular to the telescope,
the. said caviiy is covered by two pieces of
brass, making as it were a kind of case, lest
the wind should agitate the thread ; for which
reason the silver blade is covered with a glass
to the end, that it may be seen when the
thread and plummet play upon the perpen
dicular. The telescope is fastened to the
other branch of the instrument, and is about
two feet long; having a hair placed horizon
tally across the focus of the object-glass, which
determines the point of the level. The tele
scope must be fitted at right angles to the
perpendicular. It has a ball and socket, by
which it is fastened to the foot.

Water Level, that which shows (he hori
zontal line by means of a surface of water or
other fluid; founded on (his principle, that
water always places itself level or horizontal.

The most simple kind is made of a long
wooden trough or canal ; which being equally
filled with wafer, its surface show s the line of
level. And this is the chorobates of the an
cients, described by Vitruvius, lib. viii. cap. 6.

The water-level is also made w ith two cups
fitted to the two ends of a straight pipe, about
an inch diameter, and three or four feet long,
by means of which (he water communicates
from (he one cup (o the other ; and this pipe
being moveable on its stand by means of a ball
and socket, when the two cups show equally
full of water, their two surfaces mark the line
of level.

This instrument, instead of cups, may also
be made with two short cylinders of glass,
three or four inches long, fastened to each ex
tremity of the pipe with wax or mastic. The
pipe is filled with common or coloured water,
which shows itself through the cyliuders, by
means of which the line of level is determined;
the height of the water, w ith respect to the
centre of the earth, being always the same in
both cylinders. This level, though very sim
ple, is yet very commodious for levelling small
distances. See (he method of preparing and
using a water-level, and a mercurial level, an
nexed to Davis's quadrant, tor the same pur

D D2
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pose, by Mr. Leigh, in Phil. Trans, vol. xL 417,

or Abr. viii. 362.
Where works of moderate extent are car

ried on, and where the perfect level of each

stratum of materials is not an object of im

portance, the common bricklayer's level, made

in the form of an inverted T ; thus, J., having

a plumb suspended from the top, and received

in an opening at the junction of the perpen

dicular with the horizontal piece, will answer

well enough. The principle on which this

acts is, that as all weights have a tendency

to gravitate towards- the centre of the earth,

so a.s the plumb-line is a true perpendicular,

any line cutting that at right angles must bo

a horizontal line at the point of intersection.

But the most complete level that has ever

yet been invented, is the spirit level of the

late Mr. Ramsden, of which wc have given a

representation in Plate XI. fig. 1. The level

qr is surmounted by a telescope OMI, and

the whole fixed on a stand resembling that of
the improved theodolite, the adjustment of
the instrument being effected by means of the

screws shown in the figure. But the reader

who is desirous of a complete description of
the adjustment and use of this instrument,

must consult Gregory's Dictionary of Arts
and Sciences, where they are both given at

considerable length. And a variety of other

levels, though none so perfect as this, may be

seen in De Lahire's and Picard's treatises on

Levelling, and in Biron's description of Ma
thematical Instruments.

LEVELLING, the finding a line parallel

to the horizon at one or more stations, to de

termine the height or depth of one place with

respect to another, for laying out grounds

even, regulating descents, draining morasses,

conducting water, &c.

Two or more places are on a true level when

they are equally distant from the centre of the

earth. Also one place is higher than another,

or out of level with it, when it is farther from

the centre of the earth ; and a line equally dis

tant from that centre in all its points, is called

the line of true level. Hence, because the

b P E H earth is round, that
line must be a curve,
and make a part of
the earth's circum
ference, or at least
be parallel to it, or
conccntrical with i t ;

as the line BCFG,
which has all its

points equally dis
tant from A , the cen

tre of the earth, considering it as a perfect

globe.
But the line of sight BDE, &c. given by

the operations of levels, is a tangent, or a right
line perpendicular to the semi-diameter of the

earth at the point of contact B, rising always

higher above the true line of level, the farther

the distance is, is called the apparent line of
level. Thus, C D is the height of the appa

rent level above the true level, at the distance

BC or BD; also EE is the excess of height
at F, and G H at G, &.c. The difference, it is
evident, is always equal to the excess of the

secant of the arch of distance above the radius

of the earth.

The common methods of levelling are suffi

cient for laying pavements of walks, or for

conveying water to small distances, 8tc. ; but
in more extensive operations, as in levelling
the bottoms of canals, which are to convey
water to the distance of many miles, and such

like, the difference between the true and the

apparent level must be taken into the account.

Now the difference C D between the true

and apparent level, at any distance BC or
BD, may be found thus: by a well-known

property of the circle (2 AC + CD): BD ::
B D : C D ; or because the diameter of the

earth is so great with respect to the line C D,

at all distances to which an operation of level

ling commonly extends, that 2AC may be

safely taken for 2AC + CD in that propor

tion without any sensible error, it will be

2AC : BD :: BD : CD, which therefore is =

, or nearly; that is, the difference be-
2ac 2ac
tween the tme and apparent level is equal
to the square of the distance between the

places, divided by the diameter of the earth ;

and consequently it is always proportional to

the square of the distance.

Now the diameter of the earth being nearly

7968 miles, if we first take B C — 1 mile, then

the exocss -— becomes ^^—of a mile, which
2 AC

is 7.962 inches, or almost eight inches, for the

height of the apparent above the true level at
the distance of one mile. Hence, proportion
ing the excesses in altitude according to the

squares of the distances, the following tabic is
obtained, showing the height of the apparent
above the true level for every 100 yards of dis

tance on the one hand, and for every mile on

the other.

Distance,or Dif. of Level, Dif. of Level.
BC. or CD. or BC. or CD.

Ylrdi. Incon. Miles. Feet. Inches.

100 0.026 X
4 0 0i

200 0.103 i 0 2

300 0.231 } 0 4|
400 0.411 1 0 8

500 0.643 2 2 8

600 0.925 3 6 0

700 1.260 4 10 7
800 1.645 6 16 7

900 2.081 6 23 11

1000 2.570 7 32 6

1100 3.110 8 42 C

1200 3.701 9 53 9

1300 4.344 10 66 4

1400 5.038 11 80 3

1500 5.784 12 95 7

1600 6.580 13 112 2
1700 7.425 14 130 1
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By means of this table of reductions, we

can now level to almost any distance at one

operation, which the ancients could not do

but by a great multitude; for, being unac

quainted with the correction answering to any
distance, they only levelled from one twenty

yards to another, when they had occasion to

continue the work to some considerable ex-

This table will answer several useful pur
poses. Thus, first, to find the height of the

apparent level above the true, at any distance.

If the given distance is in the table, the cor
rection of level is found on the same line with
it : thus at the distance of 1000 yards, the cor

rection is 2°57, or two inches and a half nearly :

and at the distance of 10 miles, it is 66 feet 4

inches. But if the exact distance is not found
in the table, then multiply the square of the

distance in yards by 2-57, and divide by
1,000,000, or cut off six places on the right for
decimals; the rest are inches: or multiply the

square of the distance in miles by 66 feet 4

inches, and divide by 100.

2dly, To find the extent of the visible hori
zon, or how far can be seen from any given
height, on a horizontal plane, as at sea, &c.

Suppose the eye of an observer, on the top of
a ship's mast at sea, is at the height of 130 feet

above the water, he will then seo about 14

miles all around. Or from the top of a cliff by
the sea-side, the height of which is 66 feet, a

person may see to the distance of near 10 miles

on the surface of the sea. Also, when the top
of a hill, or the light in a light-house, or such
like, whose height is 130 feet, first comes into

the view of an eye on board a ship, the tabic

shows that the distance of the ship from it is

14 miles, if the eye is at the surface of the
water; but if the height of the eye in the ship

is 80 feet, then the distance will be increased

by near 1 1 miles, making in all about 25 miles

in distance.
i 3dly, Suppose a spring to be on one side of
a hill, and a bouse on an opposite hill, with a

valley between them, and that the spring seen
from the house appears by a levelling instru

ment lo be on a level with the foundation of
the house, which suppose is at a mile distance

from it; then is the spring eight inches above

the true level of the house ; and this difference

would be barely sufficient for the water to be

brought in pipes from the spring to the
house, the pipes being laid all the way in the

ground.
4 1lily. If the height or distance exceed the

limits of the table, then, first, if the distance

be given, divide it by 2, or by 3, or by 4, &c.

till the quotient come within the distances in
the table ; then take out the height answering
to the quotient, and multiply it by the square
of the divisor, that is, by 4, or 9, or 16, &c.

for the height required: so if the top of a hill
is just seen at the distance of 40 miles, then 40

divided by 4 gives 10, to which in the table

answer 66\ feet, which being multiplied by

16, the square of 4, gives 1061 \ feet for the

height of the hill. But when the height is

given, divide it by one of these square num
bers, 4, 9, 16, 25, &c. till the quotient come
within the limits of the table, and multiply
the quotient by the square root of the divisor;
that is, by 2, or 3, or 4, or 5, &c. for the dis
tance sought: so when the top of the peak of
Teneriffe, said to be about 3 miles, or 15,846
feet high, just comes into view at sea, divide
15,840 by 225, or the square of 15, and the
quotient is 70 nearly ; to which, in the table,
answers by proportion nearly 104 miles; then
multiplying 10^ by 15, gives 154 miles and
for the distance of the hill.

All that has been previously stated has been
said without any regard to the effect of refrac
tion in elevating the apparent places of ob
jects. But as the operation of refraction in
incurvating the rays of light proceeding from
objects near the horizon is very considerable,
it can by no means be neglected, when the
difference between the true and apparent
level is estimated at considerable distances.
It is now ascertained (see Refraction) that
for horizontal refractions the radius of curva
ture of the curve of refraction is about seven
times the radius of the earth ; in consequence
of which the distance at which an object can
be seen by refraction, is to the distance at
which it could be seen without refraction,
nearly as 14 to 13, the refraction augmenting
the distance at which an object can be seen
by about a thirteenth of itself. By reason of
this refraction, too, it happens, that it is ne
cessary to diminish by $ of itself the height of
the apparent above the true level, as given in
the preceding table of reductions. Thus, at
1000 yards, the true difference of level, when
allowance is made for the effect of refraction,
will be 2-570 — 367 = 2 203 inches. At two
miles it would be 32 —

4^ = 27^ inches; and
so on.

Prony has given, at the end of his " Archi
tecture Hydraulique," a table computed on
this principle, extending from 50 to 6000
French toises ; and showing, in three distinct
columns, the difference between the true and

apparent levels; first without regarding refrac
tion, next considering it

,

and then a column
showing the difference of the results.

To find the height H of a mountain, its an
gle of apparent elevation E, the arc A of a

great circle of the earth included between the
foot of the mountain and the place of the ob
server, and the apparent angle C made at the
top of the mountain between the plumb-line
and the apparent first place of the observer on
the earth's surface, M. Lambert gave this
theorem, R being the radius of the earth :

R H_Rsin.(90 + E — TyA).
sin. (C— TlsA)

'

whence H is immediately found. Other for
mulae are deduced by M. Laplace for the same

purpose ; but they are too complex to be in
serted here.

Levelling, is either simple or compound ;

the former is when the level points arc deter

mined from one station, whether the level bo

fixed at one of the poults or between them j
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and the latter, or compound levelling, is no
thing more than a repetition of several such
simple operations.

For the practical operations in levelling, the
reader is referred to the treatises on this sub
ject by Dp Lahire, Picard, and Lefcbnre.

Levelling Stares, instruments used in
levelling, serving to carry the marks to be ob
served, and at the same time to measure the
height of those marks from the ground. They
usually consist of two mahogany staves, ten
feet long, in two parts, that slide upon one
another to about fi,.^ feet, for the greater con
venience of cartiage. They are divided in
1000 equal parts, and numbered atevcrv tenth
division by 10, 20, 30, &c. to 1000; and on
one side Ihe feet ami inches are also some
times marked. A vane slides up and down

upon each set of these staves, vvInch by brass
springs « ill stand at any part. These vanes
are about ten inches long and four inches
broad; the breadth is first divided into three
equal parts, the two extremes are painted
white, the middle space divided again into
three equal parts, which are less; the middle
one of them is also painted while, and the two
other parts black ; and thus they arc suited to'
all the common distances. These vanes have
each a brass wire across a small square bole
in the centre, which serve to point out the
height correctly, by coinciding with the hori
zontal w ire of the telescope of the level.

LEVER, a straight bar of iron, wood, &c.
supposed to be inflexible, supported on a ful
crum or prop by a single point, about which
all the parts are moveable, and is generally
considered as the first of the mechanical
powers, being the simplest of them all. Its
principal use is in raising great weights to
small heights, or in moving heavy blocks of
stone, 6>c. to short distances, &c.

Levcis are divided into four kinds, accord
ing to Ihe position of the fulcrum, weight, and
power, and are thus distinguished:

A Lever cf the Jirst hind, has the fulcrum or
prop between the weigh! and the power: thus,
if A 15 be a rod or bar, AY a v\ eight attached
to Ihe end A, Pa power acting at the other
end P, and C Ihe full rum or prop lhat sup
ports A B ; (hen C is the centre of motion,
and AC and BC aie the arms of the lever AB.
Of this kind are balances, scales, pincers, scis-
sars, &c.

A Lever of the second kind, has the weight
W between ihe power P and the fulcrum C;
as oais, i udders, bellows, cutting-knives fixed
at one cud, Stc.

6p
A Lever of the third kind, has the power P

between the weight W and the fulcrum C ;
such as tongs, sheep-shears, a man raising a
ladder, the bones and muscles of animals, &c.

■■r

c

A bended Lever is the fourth kind; as a claw
hammer drawing a nail. This, however, is
only a species of the first kind, because the
fulcrum is between the power and the body
to be moved.

Let the weights W and P be attached to
the ends of the inflexible line or lever A B,
and suppose C is the fulcrum or prop support
ing the weights; then if they arc cquilibrio
the distances AC and CB will be reciprocally
as the weights; (hat is, AC : CB :: P : W,
or AC x W = CB x P.

Let S be the centre of the earth ; then be
cause the weights W and P gravitate towards
the centre 8, Ihe three forces in equilibrio act
in the directions AS, BS, and SC.

Draw CR, CD, perpendicular to AS, BS,
respectively, and CH, CG, parallel to BS,
A S ; and the three forces will be as the sides
of the triangle SCG, or CHS; heuce CH :
HS (orCG):: P: W.

But in the parallelogram CHSG, the oppo
site angles at H and G are equal, consequently
the angles C H R, C,G D, are also equal, and
therefore the triangles C HR, CGD, are si
milar.
whence CH : CG :: CR
but CH : CG :: P
therefore, by equality, C R : C D : : P
or. CA:CB::P

For C A and C B, and the respective per
pendiculars C R and C D, are not sensibly dif
ferent either in length or position.

Cor. 1. Hence if the weights W, P, or the

CD
W
W
w
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weight W and power P in eqnilibrio, move on

the fulcrum or centre of motion C, the arcs or

spaces \\'w, Pp, described in the same time,

will be as the radius C W, CP ; therefore the

weight W x We- power (or weight) P x

Vp. and since the velocities will be as the

arcs W'w, Vp, the momenta of W and P are

equal.

Qw-

and by composition, W + P : W, P (the length)
:: P : C W ; that is

,

the length must be divided

into two parts, having the proportion of the

weights.
A ,'.;ver of the second or third kind may be

reduced to the hVt: thus,
Conceive the lever CB to bo equal to CD,

then it is manifest that if the power P were

removed to p. but acting in a contrary direc
tion, the equilibrium would still remain, and

we should have DC Xf = Cff X W; that
is, DC x P = CW x W.

Cor. 2. And if WCR be a bended lever,

aud the power act perpendicularly to W C D,

the weight W and power P will be in eqni

librio when WC, DC, the perpendicular dis

tances from the centre of motion C, are reci

procally as the weight and power; that is,

WC : DC :: P: W.

&v C n

Cor. 3. Therefore when the power P act s ob

liquely against the end of the lever WII, the

weight \V and power P arc reciprocally as

WC and the perpendicular CD, the two dis

tances of the directions of the forces from the

centre of motion C; that is, WC :DC::P:W.
Hence if WCD be a bended lever, and the

weight W and the power P act perpendicu

larly to the arms CW, CD; then WC X W
r CD x P, as in the straight lever.

Cor. 4. When several weights W, S
, D, P,

acting on a straight lever Wp, are in equi-
librio, the sum of the products of Ihe weights,

multiplied by their respective distances from

their support C on one side, will be equal to

the sum of the products on the other; that is,

SC x S + WC x W = DC x D + PC x P.

s n

-•-

w

Hence, in the lever of either kind, if the
weight and tlje power are multiplied by their

respective distances from the fulcrum, the

products will be equal when there is an equi
librium.

Hence it follows, that the beam of a pair of
scales being a lever of the first kind, its arms

«,ught to be exactly of the same length; for

should there be any difference, equal weights
when placed in the scales will not rest in eqni
librio. The obvious method of trial, however,

is to weigh any I ody very accurately in one
scale; then if the weight and body change

places, and cither end preponderates.the scales

are imperfect or false ; but w hen we know what
the body weighs in each scale, its true weight
may be found thus: let W aud to denote the

weights of the body b
,

in the two scales whose
distance from the fulcrum arc tf

,
a ;

then tlb — <Sw,and ih — dw
whence 61 = W'w, or b~ y/Ww; that is, its
true weight is a geometrical mean between
the least and greatest weights found by the
false scales. See Balance.

For the application of the principles of the
lever to the Roman Steelyard, see that
article.

Let the compound lever S D be composed
of three levers of the first kind, DA, AB, BS,
acting upon one another; the fulcrums being
at C, O, R.

Then P : W : : CA . OB . RS : CD . OA . RB ;

.when the power P
,

aud weight W, are in
equilibrio.

w©

For the effort of each weight to turn the

lever, is as the weight multiplied by its dis

tance from the fulcrum C, aud therefore the

sum of the efforts on one side must be equal
to those on the other, in case of an equilibrium.

Cor. 5. Hence the place of the fulcrum is

readily determined, when the length of the

lever WP, and the weights W, P, are given

(see fig. to Cor. 1). For W : P :: CP : C W ;

ForCA:CD::P

OB : OA :

CD.P
CA

CD.P CD

, the force at A ;

OA . P

CA
force at B ;

RS:RB: CD0AI

CA . OB
the

CA.OB
= W, the force at S.

CD.OA.RB.P
CA.OB.RS
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Therefore

CD . OA . RB . P ==CA . OB . RS . W.
And a similar conclusion is derived in the

other kinds of levers, by making use of the

respective distances from the props or ful-
<rums. On this subject see Gregory's " Me
chanics," vol. i.

LEVITY, in Philosophy, the opposite to

gravity, or that supposed quality of certain
bodies which gives them a power of ascent,

being thus opposed to gravity, by w hich they
have always a tendency to descend. The
ancients supposed several different bodies to
be possessed of levity, but the error has long
since been detected, and the principle itself
excluded from every system of philosophy.

LEUWENHOEK (Antony), a celebrated
Dutch philosopher, was born at Delft in 1632,

and acquired a great reputation throughout
all Europe, by his experiments and discove
ries in Natural History, by means of the mi

croscope. He particularly excelled in mak
ing glasses for microscopes and spectacles;
and he was a member of most of the literary
societies of Europe, to whom he sent many
memoirs. Those in the Phil. Trans, and in
the Paris Memoirs, extend through many
volumes ; the former were extracted and pub
lished at Leyden in 1722. He died iu 1720,

at ninety-one years of age.
LEYDEN Phial, in Electricity, is a glass

phial or jar, coated both within and without
with tin-foil, or some other conducting sub

stance, which may be charged and employed
in a variety of useful and entertaining experi
ments. Or even flat glass, or any other shape,
so coated and Used, has also received the same

denomination. Also a vacuum produced in
such a jar, &c. has been named the Leyden
vacuum.

The Leyden phial has been so called, be
cause it is said that M. Cunaeus, a native of
Leyden, first contrived, about the close of the

year 1745, to accumulate the electrical power
in glass, and use it in this way. But Dr.
Priestley asserts, that this discovery was first
made by Yon Klcist, Dean of the Cathedral
in Camin; who on the fourth of November,
1745, sent an account of it to Dr. Liebcrkuhn,
at Berlin.

LIBRA, the Balance, one of the zodiacal
constellations, denoted by the character *W.

See Constellation.
Libra, in Mechanics. See Balance.
Libka also denotes the ancient Roman

pound, which was equal to about 5040 of our
Troy grains. It was likewise the name of one
of their gold coins, equal in value to 20 de
narii. See Phil. Trans, vol. lxi. p. 462.

LIBRATION of the Moon, in Astronomy, is
more particularly applied todenote an apparent
irregular libratory motion of that body about
her own axis, whereby we see a little more than
one-halfof the lunar disc ; or rather, it is in con

sequence of our seeing more than one-half of
it, that the moon appears to have such a mo
tion ; for although the term libration, from
''■■<■Latin, libratio, to balance, agrees perfectly

Well with the appearances observed, still It
must not be understood in a positive sense,
the appearance itself arising from a totally
different cause from that which the word seems
to indicate. In order to illustrate this, let us
conceive a visual ray drawn from the cen
tre of the earth to the centre of the moon : the
plane drawn through the latter centre perpen
dicularly to this ray, will cut the lunar globe
according to the circumference of a circle
which is, with respect to us, the apparent disc.
If the moon had no real rotatory motion, its
motion of revolution solely would discover to
us all the points of its surface in succession :

the visual rey would therefore meet that sur-~

face successively in different points, which to

us would appear to pass, the one after the
other, to the apparent centre of the lunar disc.
The real rotatory motion counteracts the

effects of this apparent rotation, and brings
back constantly towards us the same face of
the lunar globe.

Suppose, now, that the rotation of the moon
is sensibly uniform ; that is to say, that it does
not partake of any periodical inequalities (this
supposition is at least the most natural which
we can make, and it is conformable to obser
vations); then one of the causes which pro
duce the libration will become evident ; for the
motion of revolution partaking of the periodi
cal inequalities, is sometimes slower, some
times more rapid : the apparent rotation which
it occasions cannot, therefore, always exactly
counterbalance the- actual rotation, which re
mains constantly the same; and these two
effect will surpass each other by turns. The
points of the lunar globe ought, therefore, to

appear turning sometimes in one direction,
sometimes in another, about its centre ; and
the resulting appearance is the same as if the

moon had a little vibratory balancing from one
side to the other of the radius vector drawn
from its centre to the earth. It is this which
is named the libration in longitude.

Several accessory but sensible causes mo
dify this first result. The spots of the moon
do not always retain the same elevation above
the plane of its orbit ; indeed some of them,
by the effect of the rotation, pass from one
side of this plane to the opposite side. These
circumstances indicate an axis of rotation
which is not exactly perpendicular to the
plane of the lunar orbit; but according as this
axis presents to us its greater or its smaller
obliquity, it must discover to ns successively
the two poles of rotation of the lunar spheroid :

hence it is we perceive, at certain times, some
of the points situated towards these poles, and
lose the sight of them afterwards, when they
arrive nearer the apparent edge : this is called
the libration iu latitude. It is but inconside
rable, and therefore indicates that the equator
of the moon differs very little in position from
the plane of its orbit

Finally, a third illusion arises from the ob
server being placed at the surface of the earth,
and not at its centre. Towards this centre it
is that the moon always turns the same face ;
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anil the visual ray drawn thence to the centre
of the moon would always meet its surface at
the same point, abstracting from the preceding
inequalities. It is not the same with respect
to the visual ray drawn from the surface of
the earth ; for this ray makes a sensible angle
with the former, by reason of the proximity of
the- moon ; this angle is at the horizon, equal
to the horizontal parallax : in consequence of
this difference the apparent contour of the
lunar spheroid is not the same for the centre
of the earth, and to an observer placed at its
surface. This, when the moon rises, causes
some points to be discovered towards its upper
edge, which could not have been perceived
from the centre of the earth: as the moon
rises above the horizon, those points continue
to approach the upper edge of the disc, and
at length disappear, while others become visi
ble to its lower edge : the same effect is con
tinued during all the time that the moon is
visible ; and, as the part of its disc which ap
pears highest at its rising is found lowest at
its setting, these are the two instants when
the difference is most perceptible. Thus the
lunar globe, in its diurnal motion, appears to
oscillate about the radius vector drawn from
its centre to the centre of the earth. This
phenomenon is designated by the name of
diurnal libration. For a popular illustration
of this phenomenon, see Laplace's " Systeme
du Monde;" and for a physical explanation,
see Mem. of Berlin for 1764 and 1780, by
Lagrange.

Libration of the Earth, is a term applied
by some astronomers to that motion, whereby
the earth is so retained within its orbit, as that
its axis continues constantly parallel to the
axis of the world. See Parallelism.

This Copernicus calls the motion of libra
tion, and may be illustrated thus : suppose a
globe, with its axis parallel to that of the earth,
painted on the flag of a mast, moveable on its
axis, and constantly driven by an east wind,
while it sails round an island ; it is evident
the painted globe will be so librated as that
its axis will be parallel to that of the world, in
every situation of the ship.

LIFE Annuities, are such periodical pay
ments as depend on the continuance of some
particular life or lives ; and they may be dis
tinguished into lives, to commence imme
diately ; and annuities, to commence at some
future period, called reversionary annuities.

The limits of this article will not admit of
our entering upon the theoretical investigation
of this important subject; we must, therefore,
content ourselves with merely a popular illus
tration of the principles upon which the com
putations are conducted, and for more minute
iufonnaton the reader is referred to the works
on annuities, mentioned in the subsequent
part of this article ; but, first, it will be proper
to give a sketch of the progress of this impor
tant branch of political economy.

The firBt writer who attempted the develop
ment of a rational theory of life annuities was
Van Hudden, or Hudde, which was farther

extended by De Witt, the celebrated Dutch
pensionary, in a tract printed at the Hague in
1671, under the title of "De vardye van de
Lif-renten," &c.

In 1692, Dr. Halley gave in the Phil. Trans." An Estimate of the Degrees of Mortality of
Mankind, drawn from curious Tables of the
Births and Funerals at the City of Breslaw,"
&c; in which paper the author presented a
very perspicuous view of the principles of an
accurate theory, and from this the first correct
table was computed.

De Moivre took up the subject where it was
left by Halley, and in 1724 published the first
edition of his " Annuities on Lives," founded
on the principle of an equal decrement of life;
an hypothesis which, though it very much
simplified the computation, and furnished an
elegant theory, could not be admitted into
practice without injury either to the insurer
or the person insured.

In 1742 T. Simpson published his tract "On
the Doctrine of Annuities and Reversions ;"
in which the tables were computed from the
absolute observations on the bills of mortality ;
and the same subject was farther prosecuted
by the same author, in his " Select Exercises,"
published in 1752 ; Dodson, in his " Mathe
matical Repository," published in 1763 and
1755, also treated on the same subject, but
adopted the hypothesis of De Moivre.

The science remained in this state, without
much improvement, till the publication of Dr.
Price's treatise, in 1769, entitled "Observa
tions on Reversionary Payments," &c. This
work was written with a view to oppose and
destroy the injurious effects and evil inten
tions of a class of men (unfortunately to be
found in every stage of society), who, under
pretence of establishing societies for the be
nefit of old age and of widows, were only
forming schemes to allure and to defeat the
hopes of the ignorant and the distressed. His
efforts were eventually crowned with success:
and those bubble societies have long since
met with the fate which he so truly predicted.

In this laudable pursuit, Dr. Price saw the
necessity of more accurate observations on the
mortality of human life ; in order to determine
with more correctness the value of annuities,
and to show more forcibly the futility and ex
travagance of the schemes that were issued by
those societies. By the assistance of some
public-spirited individuals, he obtained cor
rect registers of the rate of mortality at North
ampton, Norwich, Chester, and other places
in England. But still, the computation of the
values of annuities, according to these obser
vations, was a work so tedious and unpleasant,
that little hopes were entertained of profiting
by those researches: and Dr. Price suffered
three several editions of his treatise to pass
over without affording any additional informa
tion on this subject. At length the fourth
edition appeared (1783) enriched with several
valuable tables of annuities on single and

joint lives, at different rates of interest, de
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duced not only from the probabilities of living
as observed at Northampton, but also from
the probabilities of living, as observed in the
kingdom of Sweden at large.

The great addition which Dr. Piice has made
to our means of information respecting this
science, and the assiduity vtith which he thus

promoted some of the best interests of man
kind, d^erves the highest commendation : and
his labours on this subject entitle him to our
warmest praise. The primary object which
he had in view has been fully answered; and
his treatise was admirably adapted to that
end. In every other respect, however, it is
far from being complete: and the reader will
look in vain for the most common cases that
occur in practice. Indeed, those subjects
which are to be met with, do not readily pre
sent themselves, owing to the loose and irre
gular manner in which they are treated. Dr.
Price's object was not so much to insert what
was new, as to illustrate (by some striking
examples) a few of the leading problems, with
a view to oppose the pernieious sehemes that
disgraced the age in which he lived. But,
those schemes having long since vanished, his
observations may now be considered rather as

a beacon to posterity.
The next treatise on this subject was by

Mr. Morgan, published in 1779, under the
title of "The Doctrine of Annuities and As
surances;" and in 1783, Mr. Baron Masercs
published his " Principles of the Doctrine of
Life Annuities," &c.

Some foreigners, as Bernoulli, Gregory, Von-
tana, Kerseboom, Duvillard, Deparcienx,
Crome, Spreugell, &c. have attended to some
of the insulated branches of this subject. But
there were no works which deserved the name
of treatises, except the above, till Mr. Francis
Baily published his very complete and valu
able work, entitled " The Doctrine of Life
Annuities and Assurances analytically inves
tigated and explained." In this performance
the arrangement of the author is logical ; his
demonstrations as perspicuous as the nature
of the subject will allow; the new notation by
which he simplifies his theoretical processes is
ingenious; and the numerous practical rules
which he has deduced from his investigations
arc plain and free from ambiguity, lie has
carefully guarded against a loose and uuscicn-
tific use of terms; and has so contrived the
subdivisions of his work, as to keep himself
tolerably free from needless repetitions. The
tables, which are in number fifty-nine, and
occupy one hundred pages, are neatly and

(as far as we may venture to speak from a

pretty cautions inspection) accurately printed.
We therefore think it right to recommend
Mr. Baily's treatise to such of our readers as

wish to investigate this interesting subject

minutely: others may be satisfied with the
following tables and remarks :

The value or present worth of an annuity
for any proposed life or lives, it is evident,
depends on two circumstances ; the interest
of money, and the chance or expectation
of the continuance of life. Upon the former
only depends the value or present worth of an
annuity certain, or that which is not subject to
the continuance of a life or other contingency ;

but the expectation of life being a thing not
certain, but only possessing a certaiu chance,

it is evident that the value of the certain an
nuity, as stated above, must be diminished in
proportion as the expectancy is below cer
tainty: thus, if the present value of an annuity
certaiu be any sum, as suppose £ 100. and the
value and expectancy of the life be one-half,
then the value of the life annuity will be only
half of the former, or £60 : and if the value
of the lite be only one-third, the value of the
life annuity will be but one-third of £100.;
that is, £33. 6*. 8rf.; and so on.

The measure of the value or expectancy of
life, depends on the proportion of the number
of persons that die, out of a given number, in
the time proposed, thus, if fifty persons die
out of one hundred, in any proposed time,
then, half the number only remaining alive, any
one person has an e(pial chance to live or die
in that time, or the value of his life for that
time is one-half; but if two-thirds of the num
ber die in the time proposed, or only one-third
remain alive, then the value of any life is
one-third ; and if three-quarters of the uumlier
die, or only one-quarter remain ali\e, then
the value of any life is but one quarter : and
so on. In these proportions, then, must the

value of the annuity certain be diminished, to

give the value of the like life annuity.
It is plain, therefore, that in this business it

is necessary to know the value of life at all the

different ages, from some table ot observation!
on the mortality of mankind, which may show
the proportion of the persons living, out of a

given number, at the end of any proposed
time; or from some certain hypothesis, or as

sumed principle. Now various tables and

hypotheses of this sort were given by the
writers on this subject: but the same table of
probabilities of lite will not suit all places; for

long evperience has shown that all places are
not equally healthy, or that the proportion of
the number of persons that die annually is
different for different | laecs. It may not,
therefore, be improper to insert here a com

parative view of two of the principal tables
that have been given of this kind, as below,

where the first column shows the age, and the
other columns the number of persons living at

that age, out of 1000 born, or of the age 0,

in the first line of each column.
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table'i.

Exhibiting the Decrease of Life, at ait Ai-e.% from 1 Year to SO, as deduced from the Bills of Mortality in
London and Nurlkumpton.

N.irili-
*m tin. 1 l/uidon. 1 Ncfth- Lmulin. | NarU>

1 ainpion. \!rw. J London. Rank- 1
aniptoii. 1

1000 310 426 iti 171 £75 ot> 113

738 ■n 305 419 47 167 268 70 62 108
628 25 299 412 48 159 261 71 47 99
585 26 294 405 49 153 254 72 43 92
562 27 288 398 .->(» 147 217 73 39 85
544 28 283 391 51 141 239 74 35 78
530 29 278 381 52 135 232 75 38 71

518 30 2/2 378 53 130 225 76 28 61
510 31 266 372 54 125 218 77 25 58
504 32 260 366 55 120 211 78 22 62
4m 33 254 360 56 116 204 79 19 .46

493 34 248 351 57 111 197 80 17 40

488 35 212 348 58 106 190 81 14 31
484 36 236 342 59 101 183 82 12 28
480 37 230 336 60 96 176 83 10 23
475 38 224 330 61 92 169 84 8 19

4/0 39 218 321 62 87 162 85 7 164 40 214 317 63 83 155 86 6 13

459 41 207 310 61 78 148 87 5 11

453 42 201 303 65 74 141 88 4 8

417 43 194 296 66 70 134 89 3 6
440 44 187 289 67 66 127 90 2 4

433 45 180 282 68 61 120 1

TABLE II.

Lnn'l >n.

o
i
2
a
4

5
6

7

8

9
10

II
12

13

14

15

16

17

IS
19

20
SI

100O

680
548
192

452
426
410
397
388
380
373
367
361

356
351

347
343
338
334
329
325
321

Showing the Value of an Annuity on One Life
to bear Interest at the

, or Number of Years Annuity in the Value, supposing Money
several Rates of 3, 4, and 5 per Cent.

Year* valueat
3 ' ep■eat.

Year* valueat
4 per cent.

Year* valueat
Af».

Ye ir» valueat
3 fht cent.

Year*mint it Year* valueat
5 perc >nt.">PCT rill. 4 i >--'' 'it.

6 188 162 14 1 41 130 lit 102
7 189 163 142 42 12-8 11-2 101
8 190 164 14-3 43 12-6 111 10-0

9 19-0 164 14-3 44 125 110 9-9
10 190 16-4 14-3 45 12-3 10:8 9-8
11 19-0 1G-4 14-3 46 121 10-7 9-7
12 18-9 163 142 47 11-9 10-5 9-5
13 18-7 162 141 48 11-8 10-4 9-4
14 18-5 16-0 140 49 11-6 10-2 9-3
15 183 158 13-9 50 11-4 101 92
16 181 156 13-7 51 11-2 9-9 9-0
17 17-9 15-4 13-5 52 110 9-8 8-9

18 17-6 152 131 53 10-7 9-6 8-8
19 17-4 150 13-2 54 10-5 9-4 8-6
20 172 148 130 56 103 9-3 8-5
21 170 147 129 56 101 9-1 8-4
22 16-8 145 12-7 57 9-9 8-9 8-2
23 16-5 143 12-6 58 9-6 8-7 81
24 16-3 141 12-4 59 94 8-6 8-0
25 16- 1 140 12 3 60 9-2 8-4 7-9
26 159 13 8 121 61 89 8-2 7-7

27 156 13-6 120 62 8-7 81 7-6
28 15-4 134 11-8 63 85 79 7-4
29 15-2 132 11-7 64 83 7-7 7-3
30 150 131 11-6 66 80 75 71
31 148 12-9 11-4 66 7-8 7-3 6-9
32 14-6 127 11-3 67 76 71 67
33 14-4 126 112 68 7-4 69 6-6
34 14-2 12-4 110 69 7-1 67 6-4
35 141 12-3 10-9 70 6-9 6-5 62
36 13-9 121 10-8 71 6-7 6-3 60
37 13-7 11-9 10-6 72 65 61 5-8
38 135 11-8 10-5 73 6-2 5-9 56

_40j
39 133 116 10-4 74 5-9 5-6 5-4

13.2
115 10 3 75 5-6 5-4 5-2
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TABLE III.
For the Value of an Annuity upon tlte Longer of Two given Lives.

Ag* of Am of
Elder.

Valueat Value at Valueat Ajfe of Am or Valueit Valueat Valueat
Younger. 3 percent. 4 per cent. 5 percent. VouD£er. Elder. 3 percent. » percent. 5 per cent.

10 23-4 19-9 171 55 17-4 15*1 13-4

15 22-9 19-5 16-8 60 17-0 14-8 13*2

20 22-5 191 16-6 30 65 16-6 14-5 12*9

25 222 18-8 164 70 16 1 14-1 12*6

30 219 18-6 16-2 75 15-6 13-7 12*2

35 216 18-4 16* 1

10
40 21-4 18-3 160 35 18-3 15-8 13-8

45 21-2 18-2 15-9 40 178 15-4 13-5
50 20-9 18-0 15-8 45 17-4 151 13-3

65 20-7 17-8 15-7 50 171 14-8 131
60 20-4 17-6 155 35 56 16-7 14-5 12-9

65 201 17-4 15-3 60 16-3 14-2 12-7

70 19'8 17-2 15- 1 65 15-8 13-8 12-4
75 . 19-5 16-9 148 70 153 13-4 12*0

15 22-8 193 16-7
75 14-8 130 11*6

20 22-3 18-9 16*4 40 17-3 150 13-3

25 21-9 18-6 16-2 45 16-8 14-6 130
30 21-6 18-3 16*0 50 16-3 14-2 12-7

36 21-3 181 15-9
40

55 15-9 13-9 124
40 211 17-9 15-7 60 15-4 13-5 12* 1

15 45 20-9 17-8 15-6 65 149 131 11-8

50 207 17*6 16-4 70 14-5 12-7 11*4

55 20-4 17-4 15-3 75 140 12-3 11-0
60 201 17-2 15-2

65 19-8 16*9 150 45 16*3 14*2 12*8

70 194 16-6 14-7 50 16-7 13-8 12-5

76 18-9 16-3 14-4 55 15*2 13*4 121
45 60 14-7 12-9 11-7

20 21-6 18-3 15-8 65 141 12-5 11-4
25 211 17-9 15-6 70 13-6 120 110
30 20-7 17-6 15-3 75 131 11-6 10-6

35 20-4 17-4 15-1

40 20*1 17-2 150 50 150 133 121

20
45 199 170 14-9 55 14-5 12-9 11*7

60 196 16-8 147
50

60 13-9 12-4 11*3

55 19-4 16-6 14-5 65 13-3 120 10-9

60 19 1 16-3 14-3 70 128 11*5 10*5

65 18-7 160 141 75 12-3 110 101
70 18-2 16-7 13-8

75 17-7 15-3 13-5 55 13-6 12-4 11-3

60 130 11-9 }0-9
25 203 17*4 151 55 65 12-4 11-3 10-5

30 19-8 170 14-9 70 11-8 10-8 100
35 19-4 16-7 14-7 75 11-3 10-3 9-5
40 19-2 16-5 14-5
45 189 163 14-3 60 12-2 11-2 10-5

25 60 18-7 161 14-2
60

65 11-5 10-6 100
55 18-4 15-9 14*0 70 10*9 101 9-5
60 18*0 156 13-8 76 10-3 9-5 90
65 17 6 153 13-6

70 17-2 150 13-3 65 10-7 100 9-4
75 16-7 14*6 129 65 70 100 94 8-9

30 193 166 14-5
75 93 8*7 8-3

35 18-8 162 14*2
70

70 9-2 8-6 82
30 40 18-4 15-9 140 76 8-4 7-9 7-6

45 181 16-6 13-8

60 17-8 16-4 13*6 75 75 7-6 7-2 6-9
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The uses of these tables may be exemplified

in the following problems :

ProB. I. To find the Probability or Proportion

of Chance, that a Person of a given Age con

tinues in being a proposed number of Years.

Thus, suppose the age be 40, and the num

ber of years proposed 15; then, to calculate

by the table of the probabilities for London,

in table 1, against 40 years stands 214; and

against 55 years, the age to which the person

must arrive, stands 120; which shows that, of
214 persons who attain to the age of 40, only
120 of them reach the age of 55, and conse

quently 94 die between the ages of 40 and 55.

It is evident therefore that the odds for attain

ing the proposed age of 55, are as 120 to 94,

or as 9 to 7 nearly.

PROB. II. To find the Value of an Annuity for
a proposed Life.

This problem is resolved from table 2, by

looking against the given age, and under the

proposed rate of interest; then the corres

ponding quantity shows the number of years

purchase required. For example, if the given

age be 36, the rate of interest 4 per cent, and

the proposed annuity £250. Then in the table

it appears that the value is 12*1 years pur
chase, or 121 times £250.; that is, £30251.

After the same manner, the answer will be

found in any other case falling within the limits
of the table. But as there may sometimes be

occasion to know the values of lives computed

at higher rates of interest than those in the

table, the two following practical rules are

subjoined ; by which the problem is resolved

independent of tables.
Rule 1. When the given age is not less than

45 years, nor greater than 85, subtract it from

92 ; then multiply the remainder by the per

petuity, and divide the product by the said

remainder added to ? ' times the perpetuity ;

so shall the quotient be the nnmber of years

purchase required. Where note, that by the

perpetuity is meant the number of years pur

chase of the fee-simple; found by dividing
100 by the rate per cent, at which interest is

reckoned.
Exam. Let the given age be 50 years, and

the rate of interest 10 per cent. Then sub

tracting 50 from 92, there remains 42 ; which

multiplied by 10, the perpetuity, gives 420;

and this divided by 67, the remainder in-
ereased by 1\ times 10 the perpetuity, gives

6*3 nearly, for the number of years purchase.

Therefore, supposing the annnity to be £ 100.,

its value in present money will be £630. .

Rule 2. When the age is between 10 and

45 years, take eight-tenths of what it wants of
45, which divide by the rate percent, increased

by 1-2; then if the quotient be added to the

value of a life of 45 years, found by the pre

ceding rule, there will be obtained the num

ber of years purchase in this case. For ex

ample, let the proposed age be 20 years, and

the rate of interest 5 per cent. Here taking

20 from 45, there remains 25 ; eight-tenths of
which is 20 ; which divided by 6'2, quotes 3*2;
and tliis added to 9-8, the value of a life of 45,
found by the former rule, gives 13 for the
number of years purchase that a life of 20
ought to be valued at.

And the conclusions derived by these rules,
are said by Simpson to be so near the true
values,} computed from real observations, as
seldom to differ from them by more than one-
tenth or two-tenths of one year's purchase.

The observations here alluded to, are those
which are founded on tho London bills of mor
tality. And a similar method of solution, ac
commodated to the Breslaw observations, will
be as follows : viz. Multiply the difference be

tween the given age and 85 years by the per
petuity, and divide the product by eight-tenths
of the said difference, increased by double the
perpetuity, for the answer. Which, from 8
to 80 years of age, will commonly come within
less than one-eighth of a year's purchase of
the truth.

Pros. mi. To find the Value of an Annuity for
the longest of two Lives; that is, for as long
as either of them continue in being.

In table 4, find the age of the youngest life,
or the nearest to it, in col. 1, and the age of
the elder in col. 2: then against this last is
the answer in the proper column of interest.

Exam. So, if the two ages be 15 and 40,
then the value of the annuity upon the longest
of two such lives,

is 21*1 years purchase, at 3 per cent.
or 17-9 at 4
or 15-7 -. at 5

Note. In the last two problems, if the younger
age, or the rate of interest, be not exactly-
found in the tables, the nearest to them may
be taken ; and then, by proportion, the value
for the true numbers will be nearly found.

Rules and tables for the values of three
lives, &c. may also be seen in Simpson, and
in Baron Maseres's " Annuities," Sec. AH
these calculations have been made from tables
of the real mortuary registers, differing un
equally at the several ages. But rules have
also been given upon other principles, as by
De Moivre, upon the supposition that the de
crements of life are equal at all ages; an as

sumption not much differing from the truth,

from 7 to 70 years of age : and for the real
probabilities of life as deduced from observa
tions, by Mr. Morgan and by Mr. Baily, see
the last-mentioned author's book on this sub
ject, quoted and commended above.

LIGHT, that principle or substance which
renders objects perceptible to our sense of
seeing. This is, perhaps, one of the most in
teresting subjects that falls under the con

templation of the philosopher; at the same
time it must be acknowledged to bo one that
is as little understood, and upon which opi
nions are as much divided, as any of the most

abstruse subjects of philosophical inquiry.
Some consider light as a fluid, per se; while
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others consider it merely as a principle, and
attribute it to a sort of piession, or vibra
tion propagated from the luminous body
through a subtle ctbereal medium. But not
withstanding the imperfection of our know
ledge, with regard to the nature and cause of
light, repeated experiments and observations
have made us acquainted with several of its
properties; such as its Inflection, Reflec
tion, Refraction, &c: for which see the re
spective articles.

Of the Motion of Light. —The ancients con
sidered light as propagated from the sun and
other luminous bodies instantaneously ; but
the observations of the moderns have shown
that this was an erroneous hypothesis, and
that light, like any other projectile, employs
a certain time in passing from one part of
space to another, though the velocity of its
motion is truly astonishing, as has been mani
fested in various ways; and, first, from the
eclipses of Jupiter's satellites. It was ob
served by Roerner, that the eclipses of those
satellites happen sometimes sooner and some
times later, than the times given by the tables
of them; and that the observation was before
or alter the computed times, according as the
earth was nearer to, or farther from Jupiter,
than the mean distance. Hence Roerner and
Cassini both concluded that this circumstance
depended on the distance of Jupiter from the
earth; and that, to account for it, they must
suppose that the light was about fourteen mi
nutes in crossing the earth's orbit. This con
clusion however was afterward abandoned
and attacked by Cassini himself. But Roo
mer's opinion found an able advocate in Dr.
Halley ; who removed Cassini's difficulty, and
left Roemer's conclusion in its full force. Yet,
in a memoir presented to the academy in 1707,
M. Maraldi endeavoured to strengthen Cas
sini's arguments, when Roemer's doctrine
found a new defender in Mr. Pound; see
Phil. Trans. No. 136. If has since been found,
by repeated observations, that when the earth
is exactly between Jupiter and the sun, his
satellites are seen eclipsed about eight minutes
and a quarter sooner than they could be ac
cording to the tables; but when the earth is
nearly in the opposite point of its orbit, these
eclipses happen about eight minutes and a
quarter later than the tables predict them.
Hence then it is certain that the motion of
light is not instantaneous, but that it takes up
about sixteen minutes and a half of time to
pass over a space equal to the diameter of the
earth's orbit, which is near lf>0 millions of
miles in length, or at the rate of near 200,000
miles per second ; a conclusion which is placed
beyond every possibility of doubt, by the
aberration of the stars discovered by the ce
lebrated Dr. Bradley. See Aberration.

Of the Momentum of Light. — We have be
fore observed that much diversity of opinion
existed with regard to the materiality or im
materiality of light, viz. whether it is a fluid
per se, or whether it be merely a principle
consisting in pulsations or vibrations; and

thus rendered sensible to our optic nerve as
sound is to our organs of hearing.

The ingenious Dr. Franklin, in a letter
dated April 23, 1752, expresses his dissalis-:
faction with the doctrine, that light consists
of particles of matter continually driven off
from the sun's surface, with so enormous a
swiftness. " Must not," says he, " the small
est portion conceivable, have, with such a
motion, a force exceeding that of a 24 pounder
discharged from a eannou ? Must not the sun
diminish exceedingly by such a waste of mat
ter; and the planets, instead of drawing nearer
to him, as some have feared, recede to greater

'distances through the lessened attraction?
Yet these particles, with this amazing motion,
will not drive before them, or remove, the
least and slightest dust they meet with ; and
the sun appears to continue of his ancient di
mensions, and his attendants move in their
ancient orbits." He therefore conjectures
that all the phenomena of light may be more
properly solved, by supposing all space filled
with a subtle clastic fluid, which is not visible
when at rest, but which, by its vibrations,
affects that fine sense in the eye, as those of
the air affect the grosser organs of the ear;
and even that different degrees of the vibra
tion of this medium may cause the appear
ances of different colours. Franklin's '• Ex-
per. and Observ." 1769, p. 264.

And the celebrated Filler has maintained
the same hypothesis in his "Theoria Lueis et
Colorum ;" where he urges some farther ob
jections to the materiality of light, beside
those of Dr. Franklin, as above stated. These
objections, however, Dr. Horsley took con
siderable pains to obviate, though it must be
allowed that some of them still remain in full
force.

Others, on the contrary, have attempted to
prove the materiality of light, by determining
the momentum of its component particles, or
by showing that they have a force so as, by
their impulse, to give motion to light bodies.
M. Homberg, Ac. Par. 1708, Hist. p. 26,
imagined that he could not only disperse
pieces of amianthus, and other light sub
stances, by the impulse of the solar rays, but
also that by throwing them upon the end of a
kind of lever, connected with the spring of a
watch, he could make it move sensibly quicker;
from which, and other experiments, he infer
red the weight of the particles of light. And
Hartsoeker made pretensions of the same
nature. But M. Du Fay and M. Mairan
made other experiments of a more accurate
kind, without the effects which the former had
iuiagined, and which even proved that the
effects mentioned by them were owing to cur
rents of heated air produced by the burning
glasses used in their experiments, or some
other causes which they had overlooked.

However, Dr. Priestley informs us, that Mr.
Michell endeavoured to ascertain the momen
tum of light with still greater accuracy, and
that his endeavours were not altogether with
out success. Having found that the instru-
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merit lie used acquired, from the impulse of
the rays of light, a velocity of an inch in a

second of time, he inferred that the quantity
of matter contained in the rays falling upon
the instrument in that time, amounted to no

more than the 12 hundred millionth part of a

grain. In the experiment, the light was col

lected from a smfacc of about three square
feet ; and as this surface reflected only about
the half of what fell upon it, the quantity of
matter contained in the solar rays, incident
upon a square foot and a half of surface, in a
second of time, ought to be no more than the
12 hundred millionth part of a grain, or upon
one square foot only, the 18 huudrcd millionth
part of a grain. Hut as the density of the

rays of light at the surface of the sun, is 45,000
times greater than at the earth, there ought
to issue from a square foot of the sun's sur
face, in one second of time, the 40 thousandth
part of a grain of matter; that is, a little more
than two grains a day, or about 4.752,000

grains, which is about 670 pounds avoirdupois,
in 6000 years, the time since the creation ; a

quantity which would have shortened the

sun's semidiameter by no more than about 10

feet, if it be supposed of no greater density
than water only.

But after all, these experiments and com

putations must be considered as very vague
and unsatisfactory ; and it may be added, that
the material hypothesis is almost wholly re
jected by the most celebrated chemists and

philosophers of the present day.
LIGHTNING. See Thunder.
LIKE Quantities, iu Algebra, those which

consist of the same letter and power. See

Definitions, article Algebra.
LIMB, the outermost border, or graduated

edge, of a quadrant, astrolabe, or such like
mathematical instrument. The word is also
used for the arch of the primitive circle, in
any projection of the sphere in piano.

Limb also signifies the outermost border or

edge of the sun and moon ; as the upper limb
or edge; the lower limb ; the preceding limb,
or side; the following limb. Astronomers
observe the upper or lower limb of the sun or
moon, to find their true height, or that of the
centre, which differs from the others by the
scmidiameter of the disc.

LIMIT, is a term used by mathematicians
for some determinate quantity, to which a

variable one continually approaches, and may
come nearer to it than by any given difference,
but can never go beyond it; in which sense
a circle may be said to be the limit of all its
inscribed and circumscribed polygons; be
cause these, by increasing the number of their
sides, can be made to be nearer equal to the
circle than by any space that can be proposed,
however small it may be.

Limits of the Roots of an Equation. — By
finding the roots of an equation, is to be un
derstood the finding two such numbers that
one shall be greater, and one less than the
root required ; by which means an approxima
tion is evidently made towards the true root,

and the nearer these limits approach towards
each other, so much the more accurate will be
the approximation. Lagrange, in his "Traite
de la Resolution des Equations Numeriques,"-
has carried the method of limits to its utmost
possible perfection, by showing in all equa
tions, how the limits of each of its roots may
be ascertained, and has shown that the method
of approximation employed by Newton, and
in fact every method except that of his own,,
is defective iu this respect; viz. that between
the limits ascertained in their operation there
may be one, two, or more roots, and conse
quently, that they are not necessarily the
limits of one root, but merely the limits be
tween which one at least of the real roots of
the equation must lie. The nature of this ar
ticle will not admit of our entering into an
explanation of the process of this celebrated
aualyst ; we can therefore only refer the reader
to the work itself. See also the article Ap
proximation, Encyclopedic Methodiquc; La
Croix's and Bonny castle's Algebra; as also
the Mcditalioncs Algebraica; of Waring.

LIMITED Problem, that which admits of
but one, or of a certain number of solutions,
in contradistinction to an unlimited or inde
terminate problem, which may admit of an
infinite number of solutions.

LINE, in Geometry, is, according to Euclid's
definition, that which has length without thick
ness. Lines are either right or curved :

A Right or Straight Link, is that which lies
all in the same direction between its extremes
or ends.

A Curve Line, is that which continually
changes its direction.

Curve Lines, arc again divided into alge
braical, geometrical, and mechanical, or trans
cendental.

An Algebraical or Geometrical Line, is that
which may be expressed, that is, the relation
between its absciss and ordinate by an alge
braical equation. And such lines are divided
into orders, according to the dimensions of
the equations by w Inch they arc represented.
Sec Curve.

Mechanical and Transcendental Lines, are
those which cannot be expressed by finite
algebraical equations. See Transcendental.

Besides the above distinctions, lines receive
other denominations according to their ab
solute or relative positions, as parallel, perpen
dicular, oblique, tangential, &,c. ; for which see
the respective terms.

Lines have again other distinguishing ap
pellations, as they are introduced into the dif
ferent sciences of astronomy, geography, dial
ling, perspective, &c. ; as Line of the Apsides ;

of the Nodes; Horizontal, Hour, Equinoctial,
&c. Lines; each of which will be found illus
trated under the respective articles.

Line also denotes a French measure of
length, being the 12lh part of an inch.

LINEAR Equation, the same as Simple

Equation.
Linear Number, is that which relates to

length only, or to one dimension, as the num.
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her which expresses the side or perimeter of
a geometrical figure.

Linear Problem, that which can be solved
by means of right lines only.

LIQUID, that which besides having the
property of fluidity has also a peculiar quality
of wetting other bodies immersed in it.

LITERAL Equation, in Algebra, is that
which is expressed in general terms by letters ;

being thus distinguished from a numerical
equation, in which all the coefficients are

given numbers.
LIZARD. See Lacerta.
LOADSTONE. See Magnet.
LOCAL Problem, is used by some writers

to denote a problem that admits of an indefi
nite number of solutions. See Locus.

LOCI, the plural of Locus.
LOCO Motion, the power of changing

place.
LOCUS Geometricus, denotes a line, by

which a local problem is solved. Thus let it
be required to find a point P such, that if two

lines be drawn from it to the two given points
A and B, the included angle APB shall be

equa) to a given angle.

Here it is obvious, that if on A B a segment
of a circle be described capable of containing
the given angle, that any point P in the

periphery of that segment will answer the

required condition; and therefore in this case
that segment is the locus geometricus.

If the locus which the equation or problem
requires be a right line, it is called a locus ad
rectum ; if a circle, locus ad circulum ; if a pa
rabola, locus ad pnrabolum; and the same for
the ellipse, the hyperbola, &c. The first of
these are also called plane loci, and the latter
solid loci.

Apollonius of Perge wrote two books on
plane loci, in which the object was, to find the
conditions under which a point, varying in its
position, is yet limited to trace a right line, or
a circle given in position. These books are
lost, but attempts have been made at restora
tions by Schooten, Fermat, and R. Simson;
the treatise " De Locis Planis," of the latter
geometer, published at Glasgow, 1749, is a

very excellent performance, in all respects
worthy of its celebrated author. Besides the
above-mentioned writers, the doctrine of loci
has been treated of by various other mathe
maticians, as Craig, Maclaurin, Des Cartes,
De l'Hopital, &c; the latter of whom has
two chapters on this subject in his Conic Sec
tions. Leslie, in his Geometry, has also a
chapter on plane loci, which contains several
of the most simple propositions of this kind.

We can only in this place give a single ex

ample, in order to illustrate the nature of the

problems classed under the general term of
plane loci ; to which wc shall add a few of the
most remarkable cases, leaving their investi
gation to the reader's ingenuity.

1. Let ED, DF, be
two right lines, perpen
dicular to each other, and
let the right line AB be
supposed to slide between
these lines, always touch
ing them both at its ex
tremities ; then the locus
of its centre C is the
circumference of a given
circle.

Analysis. Join D C ; then because the base
of the triangle ADB is biseoted in C, a circle
described from C as a centre, and with the
radius AC or C B, will pass through the point
D ; for the angle ADB being a right angle, it
necessarily falls in the circumference of the
semi-circle A D E ; consequently AC, C B,
and CD, are all equal to each other. But
A C being half of A B is given, therefore D C
is also given, whence the locus of the point of
bisection C, is a circle described from D with
the radius DC.

Composition. From D, with a distance equal
to half the given line, describe a circle ; this
is the locus required.

For, draw the radius D C, make AC — DC,
and produce AC to B. Because AC je DC,
the angle A D C = D A C ; but the angles
D A C and D B C, are together equal to a right
angle, and therefore equal to ADC and BDC ;

whence the angle D B C is equal to the angle
BDC, and consequently the side D C is equal
to BC. The segments AC, BC, arc thus
et»ch of them equal to D C ; and hence A B is
itself double DC, or is equal to the given
straight line.

2. If from two points there be drawn two
straight lines, of whose squares the difference
is given, the locus of their point of concourse
will be a right line given in position. Or,
which is the same, if the base of a triangle,
and the difference of the squares of the two
sides be given, the vertex of the triangle will
fall in a right line given in position.

3. If the base and vertical angle of a trianglo
be given, the locus of its vertex will be the
circumference of a given circle.

4. If the difference of the sides, and the

radius of the inscribed circle of a triangle be

given, the locus of its vertex is a right lino
given in position.

.6. If two given unequal perpendiculars be
drawn to a right line given in position, and
their opposite extremities be joined, the locus
of the point of intersection will be a right line
given in position.

6. If in any triangle the base be given, and
the sum of the squares of the other two sides,
the locus of the vertex is a given circumfe
rence.

7. If from given points there be drawn
straight lines, whose squares are together equal
to a given space, their poiat of concourse
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will terminate in the circumference of a given
circle.

8. If triangles be inscribed in a given seg
ment of a circle, and from the vertex on either
side (produced if necessary) there be taken
either way, a right line always in a constant
ratio to either of the Sides, or to their sum or
difference, the loci of the points so described
will be circles.

With regard to the higher order of loci, it
is only a particular case of what wc have con
sidered more generally under the article curve;
that is, you have here either the generation
of the curve given to find its equation and
truce its properties, or the equation being
given you are required thence to determine
its generation.

We shall also give one problem under this
head, and a few of the most simple cases of
the higher order of loci.

If on any given right line A B, there be
taken any variable distance A L and from L,
in the same direction, any given invariable
distance L M ; and if with the centres L and
B, and radii LA, BM arcs be described, it is
required to determine the nature of the curve
which is the locus of P, the point of inter
section.

CL HMO 15

Let A B = a, LM=i;BM = BPz?,
and having drawn PO perpendicular to AB,
put B O = x. Then B L = 0 + 4 ; L O = 0
+ b — x ; L P = A L - a — b — Q; and be

cause LP1 — LO1 — BP1— BO1, we have in

symbols («— b— (p)1— (<p+4— xY = <f— **;
whence a1 — 2 (n — x) b ~

Qz+2 (« — x) Q ;

and adding — b1 + 4* + (a — x)z to one side

and its equal (« — x)1 to the other side, there

results a* — 4* + (a — b — *)* = (a — x +
Now take AC = LM = 4, draw C D per

pendicular to A B, and make AD — AB = a ;

then CD'ra1- 41; CO'r^-i-i)1,
and (O A + B P)1 = (a— x + <p)* whence we
have DO= AO + PB; orPB = DO — AO.

Hence it will be easy to derive an alge
braical equation for the rectangular co-ordi

nate of the curve ; for we have only to put
PO=y, to substitute Six* + y1) for <

p
,

and
to clear the equation of radicals. The equa
tion thus found will show the curve to be of
the fourth order ; but the curve and its prin-
«ipal properties may be more readily deduced
from the property above investigated ; viz.

P B = DO — AO. The curve will consist of
two equal and similar parts, lying on different
■ides of A B it will be a sort of oval inclos

ing the point B on every side.
The following are some of the simplest oases

of the higher order of loci :

1
. The base and sum of the sides of a plane

triangle being given, the locus of its vertex is

an ellipse.
2. The base and difference of the sides of a

plane triangle being given, the locus is an
hyperbola.

3. The locus of that point, from which, if

perpendiculars be drawn to three right lines
given in position, and such that the sum of
their squares shall be equal to a ghen space,

is an ellipse.
And the same is true whatever be the num

ber of lines given in position.
4. If a triangle, given in species, have two

of its angles upon a straight line given by
position, and the side adjacent to those angles
passing through a given point, the locus of
the angle opposite that side is an hyperbola.

5. Let A, B, be two given points in the
right line AB given in position ; and let C

,

D,
be two given points without that line ; also let

C V, D V
,

be drawn meeting A B in F and G,
so that the rectangle A F x B G is given : the
locus of the point will in all cases be a conic
section.

6. Let A B be a given straight line, and P

a given point without it, let C P D be drawn
meeting A B in C; and let C P be to P D, as
AC to CB ; the locus of the point D is a given
hyperbola.

7. When the base of a triangle is given,
and one of the angles at the base double the
other, the locus of the vertex is an hyperbola.

8. The locus of the angles of a parallelogram,
formed by dravving tangents at the vertioes
of any two conjugate diameters of an ellipse,

is also an ellipse concentric with the former.
The above cases, and several other curious

properties of this kind, the reader will find
investigated in Lcyboiirn's " Mathematical
Repository :" the subject is also ably treated
by Craig in his "Treatise on the Quadrature of
Curves;" in De l'Hopital's "Conic Sections;"
Maclaurin's " Algebra," and most of the
other writers, quoted under the article Curve.

LOG, an instrument used on shipboard for
determining the rate of the vessel of which
there are different constructions ; see Robert
son's and other Treatises on Navigation.

LOGARITHMIC Curve, or LooiSTl c Carve,

is a curve having its abscisses in arithmetical
progression, and its corresponding ordinates
in geometrical progression, so that the ab

scisses may be considered as the logarithms
of the respective ordinates, from which pro
perty the curve has derived its name.

Let P
, Q, R, S
,

&o. represent the logarith
mic curve, then if any absciss AB its

ordinate BQ = y, AP=1, and a := a certain

constant quantity, or the modulus ot the 1»
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garithms, then the equation of the cnrve is

x — a x log. y
— log. y", the fluxion of which

gives .;
•

— — ; whence y ; x ::y : a, but in

the curve y : x ::y : subtangent AT, there

fore the subtangent of this curve is always

equal to the same constant quantity a the

modulus of the logarithms.

To find the Area contained betuern any two
ordittatts of the Logarithmic Curve.

The fluxion of the area A or y x, is y x tt-¥-

~ a if
, which corrected gives A — a (A P — y
)

= a(AP — BQ) = «xl'V = ATx PY ;

tlmt is, the area between any two ordinatcs is

equal to the rectangle of the constant sub

tangent, and the difference of the ordinates ;

and hence when the absciss is infinite, and

consequently the last ordinate equal to zero,

then the infinitely long area A l'Z is equal to

AT x AP, or double the triangle APT.

To find the Content o
f the Solid formed b
y the

Revolution o
f the Curve about its Axis AZ.

The fluxion of the solid s — py*x =py1x
12- — pay y, where p — 3- 14 159, &c. ; and

the correct fluent is S — \pax (AP1 — r/1)
= ip X AT x (AP1— B Q1,, which is half
the difference between two cylinders of the

common altitude a, or AT, and the radii of
their basis AP, BQ. And hence, supposing
the axis infinite towards Z, and consequently
the ordinate at its extremity zero, the content
of the inlinitclv long solid, will be equal to

\ pa x AP2 ='ip x AT x AP1, or half the

cylinder on the same base, and its altitude

AT.
This curve greatly facilitates the conception

of logarithms, and affords a very obvious proof
of the very important property of their flux
ions, or very small increments; namely, that

the fluxion of a number, is to the fluxion of
its logarithm, as the number is to the sub-

tangent
The logarithmic curve has been treated of

by a number of very ablo mathematicians, as

Huygens, who first proposed it
, Le Seur, Kcil,

the Bernoulli*, Hallcy, Emerson, &c. ; sec the

latter author's Treatise on Curve Lines, p. 19.
Log vrithmic or Logistic Spiral, is a curve

having similar properties to the above, but dif
ferently constructed; thus,
divide the quadrant of a

circle into any number of
equal parts iu the points
A, B,D, tic; and from the

radii CA,CB,CD,&c. cut
off CA, Cb.Cd, &c. con

tinually proportional, then
the curve passing through
the points A, b
,

d
, f^c. will

be the logarithmic spiral.
Hence the several areas are as the loga

rithms of the ordinatcs; and hence the deno
mination of the curve.

LOGARITHMS, (from ratio, and

apiO/xop, number), the ratio of numbers, are the
indices of the ratio of numbers to one another,

or they are a series of numbers in arithmetical
progression, answering to another series of
numbers in geometrical progression ; or, which
conveys a still more simple and unembarrassed
idea of these numbers, they are indices of
the powers of a certain radix, which, when
involved to the power denoted by the index,

is equal to the given number ; thus, if r* —
a,

r> ~b, r2 — c, then is x the logarithm of a, y

the logarithm of 4
, z the logarithm of c, &c

where r is called the radix of the system, and

may be assumed any number at pleasure,
unity only excepted.

These numbers are of the greatest possible
use in almost all arithmetical and trigonome
trical operations, because by help of them

multiplication is performed by addition ; divi
sion by subtraction ; involution by multipli
cation ; and evolution by division, as will
appear immediately from the latter of the pre
ceding definitions. For since r* z: a, r» — b

,

x and y being the logarithms of a and b
, we

have immediately from the first principles of
algebra,

»" x i* — r*+» — ab multiplication

r1 -~ r" — r*-» ~ £ division

b

(r*)» —r** =: a" involution
t t

V i* =m — a~i evolution.

From which it is obvious that the logarithm
of the product ab, is equal to the sum of the
logarithms of a and 6; the logarithm of the

quotient a divided by b
, is equal to the differ

ence of the logarithms of a and b ; the loga
rithm of the nth power of a, is equal to n
times the logarithm of a ; and the logarithm
of the nth root of a is equal to the nth part of
the logarithm of a.

Therefore universally to multiply two num
bers together, we must take the sum of their
logarithms ; to divide one number by
ther, we must subtract the logarithm of the
divisor from the logarithm of the dividend.
To involve a number to any power we must
multiply the logarithm of the number by the
index of the power. And to extract the root
of a number we divide the logarithm of the
number by the index of the power whose
root is to be extracted ; but each of these
rules require a little farther illustration, which
may be seen in any table of logarithm ; but
before we proceed any farther let us attend to
the history of this brilliant discovery.

These properties of the indices of numbers
were taken notice of by Stifelius, and even
by Archimedes in his work on the numbering
of the sands; but it is to Baron Napier, of
Merchiston, in Scotland, that we are indebted
for the happy idea of applying such numbers
to the purposes of arithmetical and trigono
metrical calculation, which first appeared in
his " Mirisici Logarithinoruin Canonis De-
scriptio," published at Edinburgh in 1614.

This work was translated by Mr. Edward
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Wright, and published by his son in 1616.

The method of constructing the table was
reserved by the ingenious author till the sense
of the learned, upou his invention, should be
known ; nevertheless Kepler, in his " Chilias
Logarithmorum," &.c. published in 1624;
" Speidell, in his " New Logarithms," pub
lished in 1619; Ursinius, in his "Table of
Logarithms," 1625 ; and many other mathe
maticians constructed small tables conform
ably to the plan of Lord Napier. But of all
those who assisted in the construction of lo
garithmic tables, Briggs is the most conspi
cuous ; it was he who first suggested our pre
sent system, the advantages of which are
incalculably greater than those first construct
ed by Napier, at the same time that he la
boured more than any one in the construc
tion of them.

In the present state of analysis many com
paratively short methods may be employed
for this purpose, that were unknown to the
early writers, and for want of which the labour
attending the first computation was exceed
ingly great, notwithstanding they had certain
means of abridging the operation in particular
eases; a minute and interesting account of
which, with an explanation of their several
modifications, is given by Dr. Hutton in the
introduction to his Mathematical Tables, to
which work the reader is referred for every
information on this subject.

The publications relating to logarithms are
so numerous, that we can only find room to
mention a small portion of them ; but as it is
useful to know which are reputed the best
authors, and particularly the best editions of
the same authors, we shall subjoin the follow
ing list, which may be considered as contain
ing the most respectable and accurate works
of this kind.

1. The first Canon of Logarithms for na
tural Numbers, from 1 to 20000, and from
90000 to IO1000, was constructed and pub
lished in 1624, by Briggs, with the approbation
of the inventor, Lord Napier.

2. Briggs' Logarithms, with their difference
to 10 places of figures ; as also the logarithmic
sines, tangents, &c. by George Miller, Loudon,
1631.

3. " Trigonometria," by Richard Norwood,
1631, containing a table of logarithm, from 1

to 10000, besides sines, tangents, &c.
4. "Directorium,Generali Uranometricum,"

by Francis Bonaventure Cavalerius, Bologna,
1632. This work, beside the usual table of
logarithms, contains several new and useful
tables of sines, versed sines, &G. and some
other original matter.

5. In 1643 appeared the " Trigonometria,"
of the same author, which may also be con
sidered an interesting work.

6. " Tabulae Logarithniicac,'' by Nathaniel
Rowe, Lendon, 1633. In this work the lo
garithms are given to eight places of figures,
for every number from 1 to 100000, and lo
garithmic sines, tangents, &c. to every 100th
part of degrees to ten places.

7. " Trigonometria Britannica," by John
Newton, London, 1658. Here the logarithmic
tables are put in the most convenient form,
being nearly the same as is now adopted by
authors of the present period.

8. Adrian Vlacq, also published different
editions of Logarithmic Tables, which have
been since republished ; these are generally
considered very accurate and useful tables,
particularly the edition of 1631.

9. Shcrwin's Mathematical Tables, pub
lished in 8vo. London, 1704, form tha most
cuMplcre collection of any wc have yet no
ticed ; containing, besides the logarithms of
all numbers from 1 to 101000, the sinos, tan
gents, secants, &c. versed sines, both natural
and logarithmic, to every minute of the quad
rant. The first edition was printed in 1706,

but the third, published in 1742, as revised
by Gardiner, is considered as superior to any
other. The fifth and last edition, published
in 1717, is so incorrect that no dependence
can be placed upon it.

The third edition above mentioned, which
is called Gardiner's Tables, was republished
at Avignon in France, in 1770; but this is
not considered so accurate as the original one
by Gardiner himself.

10. An " Antilogarithmic Canon," for rea
dily finding the number corresponding to
anv logarithm, was begun by the algebraist
Harriot, and completed by Warner, the editor
of the former's works ; but it was never pub
lished for want of proper encouragement.
But a complete canon of this kind was pub
lished by James Dodson, 1742, in which the
numbers answering to each logarithm from
1 to 100000 are computed to 11 places of
figures.

11. In 1783 was published, by M. Callet at
Paris, a very neat and useful collection of
Logarithmic Tables; and in 1795 an enlarged
edition of the same work, under the title of
" Tables Portative de Logarithms." This is an
elegant work, beautifully printed and sterio-
typed at the celebrated Didot's press ; it is
more correct than the former edition, though
it contains a few errors not noticed in the list
of errata.

12. Dr. Hutton's Mathematical Tables,
containing the common hyperbolic and lo
gistic logarithms ; also sines, tangents, secants,
and versed sines, both natural and logarithmic;
together with several other tables useful in
mathematical calculations. To which is pre
fixed, a history of the discoveries and writings
of the most celebrated authors on this subject.

This work was first published in 1785, since
which time it has passed through five editions,
and is much esteemed for its accuracy.

13. Taylor's Tables of Logarithmic Sines
and Tangents, to every second of the quad
rant ; to which is prefixed, a Table of Loga
rithms from 1 to 100000. This is a very
valuable work, and has a useful introduction,
composed by the late astronomer royal, Dr.
Maskelyne.

14. Vela's Tables, published in Latin and

EE2
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German, is also a very excellent performance,
particularly the second edition.

16. Another very accurate and extensive
collection of tables, computed for the decimal
division of the circle, by Borda, and revised
and augmented by Dclambre, was published
in Paris. This work is held in great esteem
by the French ; but it is of little use to Eng
lish mathematicians, on account of the par
ticular division of the circle ; it is, however,
preceded by a very perspicuous and scientific
investigation of the most useful logarithmic
series, and trigonometrical formulae, and may
therefore be read with interest by the general
mathematician.

Besides the authors above mentioned many
others have treated on the subject of loga
rithms, among the principal of whom are Hal-
ley, Leibnitz, Mcrcator, Cotes, Brook Taylor,
Euler, Maclaurin, Wolfius, Keill, and Simp
son.

Having given this sketch of the history and
progress of the discovery of logarithms, let us
before we quit this subject endeavour to ex
plain the way in which the more modern
mathematicians have investigated the proper
ties of logarithms, and the series that have
been invented for the more ready computa
tion of them.

We have before defined a logarithm to be
the index of a certain number, called the
radix, which being raised to the power de
noted by that index or logarithm, will produce
the given number.

If therefore r* — N, then x is the logarithm
of N, and r is the radix of the system. Now,
first in order to find an analytical expression
for N in terms of x and r ; r* must be con
verted into a series, for which purpose it may
be put under the form-

(1 + 7=1)* = 1 + x (r— 1)

(r— l^ + fcc.

=1 + x
{ (r- 1)- i(r- 1)*+ i(r- l)3 -&c. J

l+Ax+A'^ + A"*' +&c.
that is, by writing

A =(»— 1) — }(r— l)* + i(r— 1)'— &c.
A'=(r— I)1— (r— l)3+&c.
A" = &c.

where A, A', A", 8cc. arc constant but un
known ; but of which the law by which they
are connected with eacli other may be thus
obtained :

Let x be increased by any indeterminate
quantity, then r*+* = 1 + A(x+z)+A'(x+z)*
+ &c. A<"-,J (x + zV; that is, by simply
writing x + z for x in the preceding series, or
expanding the powers of x + z, and stopping'
at the first two terms, we have
r»+« = 1 + A (x +z) .

+ A' (x*+2x z + &c.)
+ A" (x3+3x*z + &c.)
+ Af"-i:>(x" + nx—'z + &.c.)
+ A (x"+') + (n + l)x»z + Scc.

Again, r* + ' ~r* x r* =
(1 + A x + A' x1 + A"x3 + &c.) x
(l + Ar+A'r'4- A"z3 + &c.)

the actual multiplication of which gives
r*+J = l + A(x + z) + A'x* +A"xJ + &c.

A*x z + A'.Ax1z+8lc.
Whence, by comparing the corresponding

terms in the two expansions, we have

2 A' = A1, or A' s ~ ;3A"=A.A

~
2

therefore A"

in the same way A"'

and generally A("-15 ;

AOO

And consequently

1.2'

r* = N = l+Ax + — x* +1.2 T
1.2.3

1.2.3.&CB + 1

A3
+ &C.

which is the analytical expression for any
number in terms of the radix r, and loga
rithm x; but the reverse of this, by which
the logarithm is expressed in terms of its
number and radix is the formula, which is
more particularly applicable in the present
inquiry.

This may be found as follows :

In the preceding article we found

r* =N = 1 + Ax + £L x1 + x3 + &<:•

where A =(r— l)_i(r— iy + J(r— 1)J— &c.
and if now we make

B=(N —
1) — {(N — l)* + i(N— 1)'— &c.

we shall have on the same principles

But

N» = r"= 1 + Axz + - x*z* +
A!

1.2~
" 1 1.2.3

x1 zJ + Sec.

whence by comparing the coefficients of z in
both series we have

a _n A1*1 B* A'r3 B* .Al = B;
K2=T2:OT3 =

17273
&C-

each of which gives the same result, viz.
Ax =: B; whence we obtain immediately
_ B _ (W— 1)— }(N— !)*+{ iN— l)3-&r.* -

A
_

(»
• -l)-i (r - l)l+ 1

, r — fcc.
which is tlie analytical expression, for the
logarithm of any number N, in terms of itself
and the radix of the system; that is

,

writing

a instead of N,

lor a -MHM)' + j , «- IP- fcc.
B" ->— l)-itr-l)"- + ^r— O3— Sec.
Or,

log. 1 ± a=±°-h<?±^-U*±&c.6

(i— I)— i(r— + i r— l)1— &c.
This, however, must only be considered as

a simple algebraical method of expressing a
logarithm; for it does not always answer the
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purposes of calculation ; thus if a be any „ » 2 ( /a — 1\ ,/q — 1\! .

number greater than unity, it is obvious that
' *" M I \a + 1/ \a+ 1/ 7

the series in the numerator will either con- /a j\s j
verge very slowly, or otherwise will diverge, / ——

^
) + &c. >

and the same with regard to the denominator, V" + 1 »

supposing r to be equal to 10, as it is in the 4, Log f 55 _Lx J (- £ ^ *Y ) +4
common system; in fact, the terms of the

'
4~ M » V h ) '\ 4 /

series are larger, the more remote they are /a ^ t\J j
from the beginning, and consequently no ( —

£
—) —

\
number of them can exhibit cither exactly, or . ,

nearly, the true sum. Let us therefore inves- 5. Log. ~ — — x ] (— ) h"^ ) +|
ligate the method of submitting these to cal- • M * V a / V a /
culation; in order to which we will repeat /a ia b\3 „ )

again our last series, viz. \ a / \

and here since the denominator is always a (a s> b\ \
constant quantity, when the radix of tho Va + b)

—
>

system is given, we may make 1 t . .

M=(r-l)-i(r-l)1+i(r-l)'-&c. 7. Log. a = log. (a - 1) + t- x > i +

which renders the above expression still more
a

simple, as in that case it becomes barely , _1 , ' , c \
1 ( i 3«» 4a+ *

Iog.l+a=— x J o—?al + fi3— iu« +&c. J , <
,

M ( 5 8. Log.a = log.(«-l)+-i x J —i-— —

Or, taking a negative
** a 1

log.l-«=lx
5
-a-la^-Ja'-K-^c. } 2^=17

+
3 {a- l)>

~ ^
!

Whence again by subtraction a Log- „ _
log< („ _ 2) + ^ x [

1
- +

1 +
"

To the above may be added the following,
i + 1

; if therefore we sub- which will be found useful on many ocr.a-
• a — 1 sions.

Now a

1
a + 1

„ _ 1 .
,in-a — 1. 10. Log. a —

\~ x i (a — i(al — o-s^

stitute in the foregoing exprcsssion ~^7y>
,n" Ml " '

stead of a, it becomes
+ i (a3

— a- ') — &c. j

■*-=S» {(:-tt)+*(Jtt),+* H ^.«.+,)=iog.«+ix

Va + 1/ ' a1 oJ «» J

which series must necessarily converge be- j2 - * » _ .
1^

f z

cause the denominator of each of the fractions
" s- v / — »• Mia1

is greater than its denominator ; still, how- zl . r3 z* 1

ever, when a is a number of any considerable ai *a^"*" a+"'' $

magnitude, the decrease in the terms will be * . .

so slow as to render the formula useless for 13. Log. (a ± z) = log. a ± -- x ] f —* I

the purposes of calculation.
M 1 Va + z/

The limits of this article will not, however, + i /__* \ . , f * \ , & )

admit of our entering into an investigation of 7 \a + 2/ 7 Va + z/ "5

the series suited to the several cases that may ml
arise, but for the sake of reference it will be »*• LoK-" = ^ X

^(Va— 1) — 1

useful to give some of the most useful formula

for this purpose, which are as follows ; viz. + — I)3 — &c. i

1. Log. a = J-x \(a— 1)
— i(a— l)1 + i These formulae, which we have selected

** 1 principally from Bonnycastlc's Trigonometry,

, ,vj . >
might have been extended to a much greater

^ i) kc. j length, but those that are given will be found

I , ,a |v /„ j\* to embrace the generality of cases; and will

2. Log. a — — x j ( ) + 1( ) +j be found useful on various occasions.

M C V a I a ^t present we nave assumed the series

("
— l\3 £ > whicli constitutes the denominator in our first

a ) J expression or known quantity, which we have
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represented by M.; it will however be proper,
before we conclude this article, to offer a few
remarks upon the absolute value of this series,

according to any given radix. First then,
since

IO„ '/•-(r_1)_{(r_1)I+j(r_1)3_&c.
the denominator and numerator of this frac
tion are totally independent of each other,
and therefore r may be assumed at pleasure,
and the value of the whole denominator com

puted for any particular magnitude assigned
to this letter. Or otherwise, the whole deno

minator may be taken equal lo any quantity,
and the value of r itself determined by com

putation. The latter method, at first sight,

appears the most eligible, for by assuming the

whole denominator equal to unity it disap

pears entirely, and the expression becomes

log. 1 +a — a— I a1 + $<«'— }o* + &c;
there are however inconveniences attending
this system, that do not appear upon a slight
view of the subject, but which are, notwith
standing, very evident upon a farther investi

gation. In the case in which the whole de

nominator is assumed equal to unity, the
value of r, the radix of this particular system
is found to be 3-7183818284, &c, and the

fraction becomes == 1. These constitute
M

what are called hyperbolic logarithms, and
which are treated of under that article in the

present work; we shall therefore enter no
farther upon the subject in this place, than is

necessary to show the defect of this system
for general purposes, when compared with
that now in common use, a defect which is

by no means compensated by the trifling ad

vantage attending their computation. In the
common system, the radix r is assumed equal
to 10, the same as the radix of our scale of
notation ; and hence arises a most important
advantage, which is, that the logarithm of all
numbers expressed by the same digits, whe
ther integers, decimals, or mixed of the two,
have the same decimal part ; the only altera
tion being in the index or characteristic of
the logarithm. For the radix being 10; 0, 1,

2, 3, &e. will be logarithms of 1, 10, 10*, ike.
that is, 10° = I; 10' = 10, 10* = 100, &c.;
and therefore to multiply or divide a number
by any power of 10, we have only to add or
subtract the number expressing that power
from the integral part of the logarithm, and
the decimal part will still remain the same,
by which means the tables of logarithms arc
much more contracted than they could be

with any other radix, for in the hyperbolic
system, or in any other which has not its
radix the same as that of the scale of nota
tion, every particular number requires a par-,
ticular logarithm, and this circumstance would
either swell the tables to an unmanageable
size, or if they were kept within the present
limits, frequent computations would become
necessary; so that in either way it is clear
that the advantages of the present logarithms,

much more than counterbalance the extra
trouble in computing them. This in fact only
consists in multiplying the hyperbolic loga
rithm by a constant factor, viz. the reciprocal
of the foregoing constant denominator repre

sented above by ~, the value of which when

r — 10 is
1

ice. = •43429448, Sec.
3-30358600'

Hence it is obvious that different systems of
logarithms are connected together by constant
multipliers, and by means of which a logarithm
may always be converted from one scale to
another. Thus the hyperbolic logarithm of a

number is converted into a common logarithm
by multiplying the former by •4342944, and
the latter is transformed into the former by
multiplying it by 2-30268609.

On the analytical investigation of the pro

perties of logarithms, see the introduction to
Callet's " Tables, Portative des Logarithms ;"
Cagnoli's " Trigonometry ;" Bonnycastle's and
Woodhouse's and other treatises on the same
subject.

Brigg't Logarithms, are the logarithms in
present use, being more frequently called
common logarithms.

Hyperbolic Logarithms. See Hyperbolic
Logarithms.

Imaginary Logarithm, is used to denote

the logarithm of an imaginary or negative
quantity; the introduction of which into

analysis is frequently of considerable use, par
ticularly in finding the fluents of certain
fluxions, which sometimes come ont the lo

garithm of imaginary quantities, whence they

may be transformed into circular ares, sec

tors, &c. See Bernoulli, Oper, torn. i. ; M»-
claurin's Fluxions, art. 762 ; Cotes, Harmonia
Mens. p. 45; Walmsley, Anal, des Mes. p. 63 ;

Eulcr's Analysis Infinitorum, vol. i. p. 72;
and particularly M. A. S. Missery's Theorie
des Quantites lmaginaires, Paris, 8vo. 1801.

Lojris/icLoGARiTHMS.are certain logarithms
of sexagesimal numbers or fractions used in

astronomical calculations.
The logistic logarithm of any number of

seconds is the difference between the com

mon logarithm of that number and the loga
rithm of 3600, the number of seconds in a

degree ; the use of these numbers are in com

puting a proportional part in minutes and
seconds, or hours and minutes, or other sex

agesimal divisions. See Hutton's Introduc
tion to his Mathematical Tables, p. 144.

LOGISTICA, or Logistical Arithmetic, is

sometimes used to denote the operations per
formed on sexagesimal fractions.

LONG (Roger), an English astronomical

professor, was born in 1679, and received his

college education at Cambridge ; he became

master of Pembroke Hall, and Lowndes's
professor of astronomy. He is chiefly known
as an author, by a treatise on astronomy, in
two volumes ; the first of which was published
in 1742, and the second in 1764. He was

also the inventor of a curious astronomical
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machine, erected in Pembroke Hall; which
we have already described under the article
Globe. Dr. Long died in 1770, in the 81st
year of his age. - .

Long Measure. See Measure.
LONGIMETRY, the measuring of lengths

or distances, both accessible and inaccessible.
Accessible distances, are measured by the
application of some measure a certain number
of times, as a foot, chain, &c. And inacces
sible distances arc measured by taking angles,
&c. by means of proper instruments, as the
circumferentor, quadrant, theodolite, &c. This
embraces a great number of cases according
to the situation of the object and observer, a
variety of which are given in Hutton's Men
suration, and Bonnycastle's Trigonometry.
See also some cases solved under the article
Altitude.

LONGITUDE, in Astronomy, is the an
gular distance of any star or celestial body
from the vernal equinoctial point, that is, if a

great circle pass through a star perpendicular
to the ecliptic, the arc of the ecliptic inter
cepted between the intersection of it with
this circle, and the vernal equinoctial point
will be the longitude of the star.

Longitude, in Geography and Navigation,
is the measure of the angle included between
the meridian of any place, the longitude of
tvliich is required, and a certain fixed meri
dian from which the longitude is reckoned ;

or it is the number of degrees, minutes, &c.
intercepted between a certain fixed point of
the equator, and the intersection of the me
ridian of the place with the same circle.

(l

tlf-JJa

1 l-mpT^

Thus let ENQS represent the lerrestrial
sphere, EQ the equator, and NS the poles,
Nm, Not', Ntn", &c. meridians passing by
the zeniths of the places G, H, I, K. Then
if Got be considered as the fixed meridian,
the longitudes of the places H, I, K, will be

measured by the arcs mm', mm", mm'", &c,
that is, by the number of degrees of the equa
tor intercepted between the point m, and the
intersections of the several meridians with
that circle.

Hence it appears that all places situated
under the same meridian have the same lon
gitude, as for example, all places falling under
the meridian N m' ■and therefore, when only
the longitude of a place is given, it may be
situated any where within that circle. Or if
only the latitude be given, the place may be
situated any where in that parallel of latitude ;

thus for example, all places falling on the
circle pp will have the same- degree of lati
tude, so that with neither of these separately
can the situation of the place be determined;
but if both the latitude and longitude be
given, then the exact situation becomes
known. If, for instance, a place is known to
be situated in the parallel of latitude pp, and
at the same time, that it is also under the
meridian Nm', then it is obvious that the
exact position of that place is known, as it
must necessarily be situated in the intersec
tion of these two circles, as at H.

Now navigators can always find the lati
tude of the ship by observations on the sun,
circumpolar stars, &c; and it is obvious,
therefore, how highly important it is for them
to possess a similar easy method of finding
their longitude, which would fix their position
on the globe to the greatest possible degree
of accuracy. But unfortunately this is not
the case, and the problem of finding the lon
gitude, though now much simplified, is still
very embarrassing, and the result cannot ulti
mately be depended upon to the same degree
of accuracy as in ascertaining the latitude.

We cannot, in this article, enter into a de
tailed account of the several methods that
have been proposed for this purpose ; it will
be sufficient to observe, that the only correct
method is by ascertaining the difference in
the time, between the place from which the

longitude is reckoned, and that whose longi
tude is to be found; which difference of time
converted into degrees, &c. will give the lon
gitude required.

Since the earth performs one diurnal revo
lution in 24 hours, or, which is the same, since
the sun makes one apparent revolution in
that time, it is obvious that he passes over
16° every hour, and therefore, if one place is

situated 15° to tho westward of another, the

sun will pass over the meridian of that place
one hour later than at the former ; and if it
be 16° to the eastward, it will pass over it one

hour sooner, and so on in proportion for any
other difference in time, whence it is obvious

that if the difference in time be given, the

difference in longitude becomes known ; or if
the difference in longitude be given, the dif
ference in the time is also readily computed.

Most nations assume for a fixed meridian
that which passes over their metropolis, or

some other remarkable place. Thus the

English reckon their longitude from the me

ridian of the observatory at Greenwich ; the

French from the meridian of Paris; the

Spaniards from that of Madrid, &c. ; and as

we before observed, the great object is to
ascertain the difference in time between these

fixed places and that whose longitude is
sought, that is, the time which elapses be

tween the sun's passing the meridians of tho

two places.
• Now if a time-piece could be so accurately

constructed as neither to gain nor lose, or if
it either gained or lost, provided the rate of
its doviatiou was constant, this would be all
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that is required for the complete solution of
this problem. For supposing the watch to be
set to the true Greenwich time, then when
ever it is 12 by the watch, the sun will be
upon the meridian of Greenwich, therefore if
the sun passes the meridian of any place when
it is 11 o'clock by the watch, it shows the
place to be 15° to the east, or that the place
was in 15° east longitude; and if it is one
o'clock by the watch, the place won lit then
be in 15° west longitude, and so on for any
other time. This circumstance, and the re
wards that have been offered by different
governments, have induced several ingenious
mechanics to direct their attention to the
accurate construction of chronometers; and
if they have not succeeded to the full extent
of their wishes, they have carried the work
manship to an astonishing degree of perfec
tion, and have claimed and received the
rewards due to their ingenuity and per
severance.

Another method of finding the longitude is
by astronomical observation, that is, by mea
suring the distance between the moon and
certain fixed stars, which in consequence of
the rapid motion of the moon, varies every
instant ; and therefore this distance being ac

curately ascertained by proper instruments,
the exact corresponding time at Greenwich
also becomes known by means of tables com
puted for that purpose, and published every
year in the Nautical Almanack. Hence hav
ing the time at Greenwich, and the time at
the ship, the difference in lime between the
two places, and consequently the difference
in longitude becomes known.

The great importance of this problem in
navigation, has induced the government of
several nations to oiler very noble rewards to
those who should by any means facilitate the
necessary compulations, or add to the ac
curacy of the methods at present made use of
for this purpose.

In the year 1598, the government of Spain
offered a reward of 1000 crowns for the
solution of this problem ; and soon after the
states of Holland oflered ten thousand florins
for the same. Encouraged by such offers, in
1635, M. John Morin, professor of mathema
tics at Paris, proposed to cardinal Richlieu a

method of resolving it; and though the com
missioners who were appointed to examine
this method, on account of the imperfect state
of the lunar tables, judged it insufficient,
Cardinal Mazarin, in 1645, procured for the
author a pension of 2000 livres.

In 1714, an act was passed in the British
pailiamcnt, allowing £2000. towards making
experiments; and also offering a reward to
the person who should discover the longitude
at sea, proportioned to the degree of accuracy
that mifvht be attained by such discovery;
viz. a reward of £10,000. if it dctei mines the
longitude to one degree of a great circle, or
sixty gcogiaphical miles; £15,000. if it de
termines the same to two-thirds of that dis
tance ; with other regulation and encourage

ments, 12 Ann. cap. xv. See also Stat. 14,

Geo. II. cap. xxxix.; and 26 Geo. II. cap.
xxv. But by Stat. Geo. III. all former acts
concerning the longitude at sea are repealed,
except so much of them as relates to the
appointment and authority of the commis
sioners, and such clauses as relate to the
publishing of nautical almanacks, and other
useful tables ; and it enacts, that any person
who shall discover a method for finding the
longitude by means of a time-keeper, the
principles of which have not hitherto been
made public, shall be entitled to the reward
of £5000. if it shall enable a ship to keep her
longitude, during a voyage of six months
within sixty geographical miles, or one de

gree of a great circle ; or to a reward of
£10,000. if within thirty geographical miles,
or half a degree of a great circle. But if the
method shall be by means of improved solar
and lunar tables, the author of them shall be
entitled to a reward of £5000. if they show
the distance of the moon from the sun aud
stars within 15" of a degreo, answering to
about 7' of longitude, after making an allow
ance of half a degree for the errors of observa
tion ; and after comparison with astronomical
observations for a period of eighteen and a

half years, or during the period of the irregu
larities of the lunar motions. Or that in case
any other method shall be proposed tor finding
the longitude at sea. besides these before
mentioned, the author shall be entitled to
£5000. if it shall determine the longitude
within one degree of a great circle, or sixty
geographical miles; to £7500. if within two-
thirds of that distance; and to £10,000. if
within half the said distance.

John Werner of Nuremberg, appears to be

the first who proposed the method of findiug
the longitude, by observing the distance be
tween the moon and a star, in his annotations
on the first book of Ptolemy's Geography,
printed in 1514. This method was also re
commended by Oronce Line of Briancon, in
his work " De Invonienda Lougitudini,"
printed in 1524, and by several other writers.
However, before the time of our illustrious
countryman Sir I. Newton, the lunar theory
was very defective, and consequently but little
progress could be made in navigation by
means of lunar observations; indeed, the first
great advance towards the perfection of this
method, may be dated from the year 1755,

when professor Mayer of Gottingen sent a

manuscript copy of his Lunar Tables to the

British admiralty, claiming at the same timo
some one of the rewards, promised by par
liament, which he might be thought to merit.
In these tables the arguments are investigated
on the Newtonian principle of universal gra
vitation, and the maxima of the equations
are deduced from his own observations, and
those of Dr. Bradley and others. The above
tables were delivered to Dr. Bradley to be

examined ; who having compared them with
a great number of his own observations, was
fully convinced of their excellency; and in
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letters which he wrote to Mr. Cleveland,

secretary to the admiralty, he spoke in the

most positive terms of their accuracy and

general utility. He observes in his second
letter, that from a comparison of above eleven
hundred observations, the difference did no
where amount to more than one minute ; and
therefore, says the doctor, it may reasonably
be concluded, that so far as it depends upon
the lunar tables, the true longitude of a ship
at sea may be found in all cases within half a
degree, and generally much nearer. Profes
sor Mayer died in the beginning of the year
1762, and left a still more complete set of
lunar tables, which were soon after transmit
ted to the Board of Longitude by his widow,
for which she received, in the first instance,
£3000. Euler also received £300. in con
sideration of Mayer having availed himself of
the lunar theory of this mathematician. These
tables, together with a set of Mayer's solar
tables, were printed at London in 1770,

under the inspection of Dr. Maskelyne, from
which all the articles in the Nautical Alma
nack relating to the sun and moon were com
puted. An edition of the lunar tables, im
proved by Mason, from Dr. Bradley's series
of lunar observations, published in the Nau
tical Almanack in 1774, was printed at Lon
don in 1787, and reprinted at -Paris, in the
" Connoissance des Temps," for 1790. " These
new tables," says Dr. Maskelyne, " when
compared with the above-mentioned series of
observations, seems to give always the moon's
longitude in the heavens correctly, within half
a degree." Dr. Maskelyne very much de
serves the thanks of every navigator, and of
the public, for his great industry and exer
tions, in bringing this method of ascertaining
the longitude at sea into general practice.
In his " British Mariner's Guide," printed at
London in 1763, he very strongly recommends

it
,

and gives new precepts for making the ne
cessary observations and computations. The
rules for computing the effects of refraclion
and parallax, which he had formerly com
municated to the Royal Society, and which
were published in the " British Mariner's
Guide," were again communicated to that
society in 1764, and published in vol. liv. of
the Phil. Trans. In 1766, he presented a
memorial to the commissioners of longitude,
in which he shows, that in his voyage to St.
Helena, and return thence, he made frequent
observation of the distance of the moon from
the sun and fixed stars, with Hadley's qua
drant, from which, by the help of Mayer's
lunar tables, lie computed the longitude of
the ship from time to time, and from the near
agreement of the observations, especially at
making the laud, when the snip's common

reckoning was very erroneous, he inferred,
that the error in the longitude, thus deter
mined, would never exceed one degree ; and
he coucludes his memorial by saying,

" I ain
therefore authorised to conclude, that nothing

is Wanted to make this method generally
practicable at sea, but a nautical ephemeris,

an assistance which is much to be hoped from
this board." And after several examinations
of captains and mates of I !ast Indiamen, who
had made use of the same method, the Board
of Longitude came to the following resolu
tions : " That it is the opinion of this board,
upon evidence given of the utility of the late
professor Mayer's lunar tables, that it is pro
per the said tables should be printed, and that
application should be made to parliament,
for power to give a sum, not exceeding £5000.
to the widow of the said professor, as a reward
for the said tables, part of which has been
communicated to her since her husband's
decease ; and also a power to give a reward
to persons to compile a nautical ephemeris,
and for authority to print the same when
compiled, in order to make the said lunar
tables of general utility."

These tables of Mayer were long held in
the highest estimation, and are indeed still a
very valuable collection; but the best set of
lunar tables, at present, are those of Burg,
published by Delambre, and since reprinted
by professor Vince in the last volume of his
Astronomy.

The above resolution of tho Board of Lon
gitude was immediately put in execution, and
accordingly, since the year 1766, a work en
titled the " Nautical Almanack and Astrono
mical Ephemeris," has been published an
nually, by order of the commissioners of
longitude, and which was conducted under
the inspection of Dr. Maskelyne, the late
astronomer royal, till his death, and is now
placed under that of his successor I. Pond,
Esq. This is generally allowed to be the
most accurate publication of the kind that
has hitherto appeared. See Nautical Alma
nack.

At the same time with tho first Nautical
Almanack, a set of tables to facilitate the cal
culations, was published by Dr. Maskelyne ;

in which arc given two excellent methods,
with their demonstrations, for clearing the
moon's distance from the effects of refraction
and parallax ; the first by Mr. Lyons, and the
other by Mr. Dunthorae ; also two examples
for ascertaining the longitude from observa
tion. About twelve years after, this edition
being sold off, it became necessary to reprint

it ; previous to which it was new modelled by
Dr. Maskelyne, and the second edition ap
peared in 1781 ; with which, and the Nautical
Almanack, every person ought to be provided,
who wishes to ascertain a ship's place from
celestial observations.

After this time, publications on the longi
tude by observations, became very numerous,
not only in England, but in all parts of the
continent; almost every book on navigation
and astronomy published in Britain, since the
commencement of the Nautical Almanack,
contains a few rules for this purpose. Be
side the works above mentioned we have
many other writers on this subject, as Ro
bertson, Adams, Bishop, Dunn, Emerson,
Heath, Margett, Nicholson, Vince, Kelly,
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Bonnycastle in his Trigonometry, kc; hot
the most complete work on this subject, is

Mackay's " Theory and Practice of finding

the Longitude," in which all the necessary
rules arc laid down with perspicuity, and a

set of very useful tables, for this purpose,
forms a second volume ; but with repaid to
rabies, those of Joseph De Mendoza Rios
arc by far the most extensive and accurate,

particularly the second edition, published in
1809. This latter author has also a paper on

this subject, in the Phil. Trans, for 1797. At
present we have confined our remarks prin

cipally to English writers, but our neighbours
on the continent have taken an equal interest

in bringing to perfection this important nau

tical problem, and various ingenious tracts

have been published on the subject in Hol
land, France, and Germany ; and other papers
have been given from time to time, in the

memoirs of the different foreign academies.
Monnier, in a work entitled, " Abrege des

Pilotage," published in Paris in 1706, men

tions this method of finding the longitude.
In the same year Pere Pezenas published his
" Astronomie des Marins et Avignon," which,

besides examples to the problems in the
" Astronomie Nautiquc," of the celebrated

Maupertuis, and other articles, contains va

rious methods of finding the longitude from

lunar observations.
In the year 1766, M. de Charnieres present

ed to the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris,
his " Mcmoire sur les Longitudes en Mer,"
which he published the following year; and

his treatise entitled " Experimcnces sur les

Longitudes," &c. appeared in 1768. In this

tract he has shown the utility of his instru
ment, called the Megameter, in observing the

distance between the moon and a star. This
instrument is constructed on the same prin

ciple as the object glass micrometer, and is

only applicable to the measuring of distances

when they are less than 10 degrees. In 1772,

the same author published his " Theorie et

Praetique des Longitudes in Mer j" which
also contains a particular detail of the above

mentioned instrument, with plates; the me
thod of reducing the observations for the lati
tude, longitude, &c.

The Abbe do Lacaille recommends the lunar
method as the only practical one at sea. He
was however sensible, from his own expe
rience, of the errors to which it was then liable.
In his edition of Bouguer's " Navigation,"
printed at Paris in 1781, he says,

" La grande
incertitude a laquclle nous avons dit qu' etoit
sujette la mdthode d'employer les observa

tions dc la lune faitcs sur mer, ne doit pas
deconrager Ic marin, ni la lui rendre suspeete,

puisque dans les voyages de long cours ou
f'on a cssaye bcaucoup de vents contraires, et

de long coups des vents, il arrive souvent, qu'
aux attcrrages, on se trouve en erreur do sept
ou huit degrees sur la longitude, estimee scion
les logics du pilotage" This subject is also

treated in a masterly manner in the sixth

volume of Bezout's "Cours des Mathemati-
ques," Paris, 1781 ; and in Catlet's edition of
Gardiner's " Logarithmic Tables," Paris,
178.1.

An excellent tract was also published at

Paris in 1787, entitled " Description et Usage
du Circle de Reflexion." par le Chevalier de
Borda; in which that instrument is very par
ticularly described, its use shown in nautical
observations, and the manner of calculating
these observations.

Lalande likewise treats very perspicuously
on this subject, both in his " Exposition du
Calcul," and in his "Astronomie." In the
former of these works he says, p. 168, " Sans
une methode pour trouver les longitudes, la
navigation est toujours incertaine ; I'estime a

laquclle on a recours, peut ctre fautive de 4
or 600 lieues, aprcs quelques raois de naviga
tion, et jcter ceux qui navigaent dans les plus
grand dangers." He then recommends the
lunar method of finding the longitude at sea ;

and shows the method of constructing and
using Lacaillc's "Chasses de Deduction," for
clearing the apparent distance from the effects
of refraction and parallax, and the method of
deducing tho ship's longitude from observa
tion. In his "Astronomy" he enumerates, in
a particular manner, the advantages attending
the lunar method ; viz. that it does not neces
sarily depend upon a single observation,
neither does it require an extreme precision
in taking the altitude of the moon, nor the
height of the pole ; it depends very little on
the moon's declination, and requires only a
clear horizon; and after mentioning the exact
ness which Dr. Maskelyne and Lacaille had
found it susceptible of, and the preference
they had given to it, he concludes by saying," II ne nous reste done, qu'a inviter les navi-
gatcurs a en etudies les calculs, a en acque-
rir I'habitude, et a rendre cette practique
aussi generate, qu'elle est utile pour la navi
gation."

This method of finding the longitude at
sea, being then allowed on all hands to be frr
preferable to any other at present known, any
improvement in it, cither by means of new
tables, or in instruments for taking the dis
tances, will always be considered of the ut
most importance ; and though much has been
already done towards bringing it to perfection,
yet much more remains to be done; and
which, it is hoped, may yet be effected by
perseverance, for which the honours and re
wards held out by the government w ill no
doubt act as a powerful stimulus.

Degrees of Longitude. It is obvious, from
the figure in the preceding article, that the
length of a degree of longitude varies with the
parallels of latitude, being every where as the
cosine of the latitude.

The following table shows the length of a
degree of longitude, corresponding to eyery
degree of latitude from the equator to the
pole, as expressed in English and geographi
cal miles.
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Deg. of
Latitude.

Deg.Lon.
GeoS.Miles.

Deg. Lon.
Eng. Mile*

Deg.of
Latitude.

Deg. Lon.
Geog.Miles.

D<g. Lon.
Eng. Miles.

Des. of
Latitude.

Deg. Lon.
Geog.Miles*

Deg. Lon.
Eng. Miles.

0 6000 69-20 30 51-96 59 93 60 3000 24-60
1 59-99 69-19 31 51-43 69-32 61 29-90 33-55
2 59-96 6916 32 5088 58 69 62 28- 17 32-49
3 59-92 69-11 33 60-32 5804 63 27-24 3142
4 59-85 69-03 34 4974 57-37 64 26-30 30-34
5 59-77 68-94 35 4915 56-69 65 25-36 29-25
6 59 67 68-82 36 48-54 56-98 66 24 40 28- 15

7 59-55 68-69 37 47-92 55 27 67 23-45 27 04
8 59-42 68-53 38 47-28 54-53 68 22-48 25-92
9 59-26 68-36 39 46'63 53-78 69 21-51 24-80

10 59 09 68- 15 40 45-96 5310 70 20-52 23-67
11 58-89 67-93 41 45-28 52 23 71 19 53 22-63
12 38-69 6769 42 44-59 51-43 72 18-54 21-38
13 58-46 67-43 43 4388 5061 73 17-54 20-23
14 58-22 6714 44 4316 4979 74 16-64 1907
15 57-95 66-64 45 42-43 4893 75 15-53 17-91
16 57-67 66-52 46 41 68 4807 76 14-52 16-74
17 57-38 6618 47 40-92 4719 77 13-60 15-57
18 5706 65-81 48 40- 15 4630 78 12-48 14-39
19 66-73 65-43 49 39-36 45-40 79 11-45 13-20
20 56-38 65-27 50 38-57 44-48 80 10-42 1202
21 6601 64 60 51 37-76 43 55 81 9-38 10-83
22 65-63 6406 52 3694 42-60 82 8-36 9-63
23 65 23 63-70 53 36- 11 41-65 83 7-31 8-43
24 54-81 63-22 54 35-27 40-68 84 6-27 7-23
26 64-38 62-72 55 34-41 39-69 85 5-22 603
26 63-93 62-20 56 33-56 3870 86 4-18 4-83
27 63-46 61-66 57 32-68 37-69 87 314 3-62
28 5297 6M0 58 3179 36-67 88 209 2-42
29 52-48 60-52 59 30-90 35-64 89 105 1-24

Longitude Stars, is a term frequently used
to denote those fixed stars which have been
selected for the purpose of finding the longi
tude by lunar observations ; these are as fol
lows:

1. a. Arietes, a small star without the zo
diac, about 22° to the right hand of the
Pleiades.

2. Aldebaran, in the Bull's-eye, a large con
spicuous star, lying about half way between
the Pleiades and the star which forms the
western shoulder of Orion.

3. a. Pegaii, a star about 44° to the right of
a Arietes, being nearly in a line with this lat
ter star and tho Pleiades.

4. Pollux, a little to the northward of Alde
baran, being the left-hand one of two bright
stars in the constellation Gemini.

5. Regulus, about 38° SE of Pollux, being
the southernmost of four bright stars to the
N.E. of Aldebaran.

6. Spica Virginia, a white sparkling star,
about 54° S. E. of Regulus.

7. Antares, lying to the right hand of Re
gulus, and about 45° from Spica Virginis.

8. Forma/taidt, lying about 46° to the south
of a Pegasi.

9. a Aquila, a star about 47° to the west
ward of a. Pegasi.

LONGOMONTANUS (Christian), a

learned astronomer, born in Denmark in 1562,

at the village of Longomontum, whence he
took his name. He was the son of a poor la
bouring man, and had innumerable difficulties
to encounter in obtaining that knowledge, for
which he is now so justly remembered and
admired. He was assistant to Tycho Brahe
at his Observatory, and afterwards Professor
of Mathematics at Copenhagen, where he
died in 1647, at eighty-five years of age. The
principal work of this author, is his " Astro-
nomica Darrica," first printed in 4to. 1621, and
afterwards with additions and improvements,
in folio, in 1640.

LOUIS rf'Or, a gold coin, value 19*. U{d.,
old coinage ; and 18s. 9%d. of the new.

Louis d'Or, Double, of Malta, is in value
1/. 19t. 6d.

LOXODROMIC Curve, or Spiral (from
Xo{o?, oblique, and 3(0|uo?, course), the path of
a ship when her course is directed constantly
towards the same point of the compass, there
by cutting all the meridians at the same angle.
See Rhumb Line.

LOZENGE, a term used by mechanics
and some old authors for rhombus and rhom
boid.

LUCIDA Bright, an appellation used by
way of distinction to several stars; as Lucida,
Corona, Hydra!, Lyra, &c.

LUCAS (de Burgo). See Pacceoli.
LUCIFER, a name given to the planet
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Venus, when she appears in the morning be

fore sun-rise.
LUMINARIES, a term employed by way

of eminence to denote the sun and moon.
LUNA, the Moon. See Moon.
LUNAR, any thing relating to the moan ;

thus we say, Lunar Cycle, Lunar Month, Lunar
Year, &c. See Cycle, Month, Year, &c.

Lunar Distance, in Navigation, is a popular
term usrd to indicate the problem of finding
the distance of the moon from the sun or some
fixed star, for the purpose of ascertaining the
longitude.

We have already, under the article Longi
tude, given a sketch of the history and pro
gress of this interesting problem; and we pro

pose in the present place to point out in a

general manner the nature of the operation,
and to show in what way the longitude of a

place is connected with the lunar distance.
Now, in the first place, the moon, of all the
celestial bodies, is that whose motion in the
heavens is the most rapid ; for as it makes its
revolution in about a month, it necessarily
passes through an arch of twelve degrees in
twenty-four hours, or half a degree in an hour;
and consequently its angular distance with
any of the oilier celestial bodies is sensibly
different at every instant, and the object of
the present inquiry is to ascertain by obser
vation this distance, and thence to infer the
apparent time of the observation at Green
wich : then finding also the apparent time at
the ship, the difference will be the longitude
ir. time between Greenwich and that place.
Now the Nautical Almanac contains the true
distance of the moon from the sun, and from
certain fixed stars for every three hours

throughout the year; and consequently the
distance at any intermediate hour, minute,
and second, may be determined by the com
mon method of proportional parts ; and con
versely, the time may be found answering to
any given distance.

W e cannot in this place enter into all the
details of this problem ; we shall, therefore,
limit our remarks merely to that part which
relates to what is called Clearing the Lunar
Distance ; that is, clearing the observed dis
tance from the effects of refraction and paral
lax, and thence deducing the true distance,
which is necessary in order to find the true
time on which the final result depend?.

In this problem the apparent distance of the
moon from the sun or a star, as found by ob
servation, is given, and also their apparent
altitudes or zenith distances, to find their true
distance as seen from the earth's centre.

Since the observed altitude of any celestial
object is affected by refraction and parallax,
the effects of which are always produced in a

vertical direction, it is obvious that the ob
served distance of any two bodies will also be
affected by the same causes. With regard to
the fixed stars the parallax vanishes, so that
their places are changed by refraction only ;

but in observations of the moon particularly,
the effect of parallax is very sensible, on ac-

count of her proximity to the earth ; for which
reason the distance of the moon and any celes
tial object is, for the most part, considerably
different from the observed distance.

It may also be remarked, that since the
refraction of the sun, at the same altitude, is
always greater than his parallax, his true place
will be lower than his apparent place; and
because the moon's parallax, at any given
altitude, is always greater than the refraction
at that altitude, her true place will be higher
thau her apparent place.

This being premised, let ZM be the ob
served zenith distance of the moon, and Zn
her true zenith distance ; M m being the dif
ference between the moon's refraction and her
parallax in altitude. Also let ZS be the ob
served zenith distance of the sun or star, and
Zs its true zenith distance: S« being the dif
ference between the sun's refraction and pa
rallax, or the refraction of a star.

Then since in the triangle ZS M, the three
sides ZS, ZM, SM, are given, the vertical
angle S Z M may be found by the known case
of oblique-angled triangles. And because in
the triangle Z*m, the two sides Z*, Zm, and
the included angle slim, are also knowrn, the
true distance «m may also be found in a simi
lar manner from the common rules of spheri
cal trigonometry.

But this method, though direct and obvious,
requires three separate statings, or analogies,
for obtaining the tme distance ; it may, how
ever, be rendered more commodious in prac
tice, by incorporating the analytical formula;

for finding the angle Z and the side sm, into
a single expression; which when converted
into logarithms gives the following rule, using
the altitudes instead of the zenith distances.

Rule. Take the difference of the apparent
altitudes of the moon and star, or moon and
Sun, and half the difference of their altitudes;
also take half the sum and half the difference
of the apparent distance and difference of the
apparent altitudes. Then to tho log. sines of
this half sum and half difference, add the log.
cosines of the true altitudes (as corrected for
semi-diameters, refraction, parallax, and dip,
by means of the tables calculated for these
purposes), and the complement* of the log.
cosines of the apparent altitudes, and take
half the sum.

From this half sum take the log. sines of
half the difference of the true altitudes, and
find the remainder amongst the log. tangents;
which being found, take out the corresponding
log. cosine without taking out the arch, which
is unnecessary. Lastly, subtract this log. co
sine from the log. sine of half the difference
of the true altitudes, increased by 10 in the
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index ; and the remainder will be the log. sine

of half the true difference.
Thus, for example, let there be proposed

the following data, to find the true distances;

viz.
Apparent dist. 5 and 0 51° 28" 35"

Apparent alt. J 's centre 12 30

Apparent alt. O's centre 24 48

True alt J) 's centre 13 20 42

True alt O's centre 24 45 57

Apparent altitude of Q 24 48

Apparent altitude of D 12 30

Different apparent altitudes 13 18

True altitude or 0 24 45 57

True altitude of J 13 20 42

2)11 25 15

| difference true altitude.... 5 42 37|

Apparent distance 51 28 35

Different apparent altitude.. 12 18

2)63 46 35

... 31 53 17j

2)39 10 35

i difference 19 35 17|

Then by the foregoing rule we have the

following computation :

Log. sine 31° 53" 174" - 9-7228488

Log. sine 19 36 17| ... 95253755

Co. log. cos 12 30 ... 0 0104185

Log. cos 13 20 42 ... 9-9881119

Co. log. cos 24 48 ... 0 0420206

Log. cos 24 45 57 ... 9 9580990

2)39-2468743

19-6234371
8-9978159

10-6256212

Log. sine 5 42 37

Log. tan. of an arch.

Corresponding log. cosine 9-3625337

Log. sine 25 34 54f ... 9-6352822

True distance 51 9 49

This is the direct method of determining
the true distance, independently of any other

tables than those of common logarithms, and

what are found in the Nautical Almanack ;

but as this is the most laborious operation
connected with the longitude problem, various

other rules have been devised, which by the

help of certain tables render the operation
much more simple and expeditious ; but in a

work of this kind, we cannot properly enter

upon the problem under that point of view,
in consequence of our not having the neces

sary tables to refer to. The most approved of
these rules may be seen by consulting Mac-
kay on the Longitude ; see also Maskelync's
" Mariner's Guide," the Requisite Tables, and
the other works referred to in the preceding
part of this article, by Borda, Caille, Delambre,

Robertson, &c. Sc.

LUNATION, the time between one
moon and another; consisting of 29 days,
12 hours, 44minutcs, 3|£ seconds. See Moon.

LUNE, Lunula, in Geometry, is the space
included between the arcs of two unequal cir
cles, forming a sort of crescent, or halt-moon;
the area of which may in many cases be as

accurately determined as that of any recti
linear figure. The lune was the first curvili
near space of which the quadrature was as

certained, and this is said to have been first
effected by Hippocrates of Chios ; though
others say it was discovered by CEnopides of
Chios. However this may be, the former geo
meter has generally had the honour of the
discovery attributed to him, and the figure
still bears his name, being commonly deno
minated the lune of Hippocrates; the con
struction of which is as follows :

On the diameter ('
of a semicircle de- jr -^Ji-
scribe a right-an- f ^Sx\. "\H
gled triangle, of
which the angular
point will necessa-
rily fall in the cir- A. C B
curoference. Then on each of the sides AD,
DB, describe a semicircle, and the two figures
AGFD, DHEB, will be ltines ; and the area
of them will be equal to the area of the right-
angled triangle' AD B. For circles, and con
sequently semicircles, being to each other as

the squares of their diameters; and since
AB'^AD' + DB1, therefore the semicircle
ADB = AGD + DHB; from these equal
spaces, taking away the common segments
AFD and DEB, there remain the two lunes
equal to the triangle ADB; and therefore if
the two sides AD, DB, become equal, as in
the following figure, the two lunes are each
equal to half that triangle, and consequently
the quadrature of them is determined, being
each equal to a given rectilinear figure. This
is what is properly called the lune of Hippo
crates, and it was the only one of which he
oould determine the area; for though he, in
all cases, had the measure of the space of both
together, yet it was only in the case of equa
lity that he could find the area of the single
lune, though he could always determine a luin?
that should be equal to any given rectilinear
space.

This, as we have observed above, was the
first instance of the quadrature of a curvili
near space ; that is, of its being shown equal
to a rectilinear figure; for properly speaking,
it is not absolutely a quadrature, as was that
of Archimedes, whou he demonstrated that
every parabola was two-thirds of its circum
scribing rectangle. Hippocrates arri\ing at
his result only step by step, by subtracting
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equal quantities from equal spaoes, aud hence,

finally, as by chance, coming to a case in
which a curvilinear area is equal to a recti

linear one.
This discovery of Hippocrates, it seems, in

spired him with great confidence of being

able to find the measure of the circle itself;

and the reasoning which has been attributed

to him on this subject, though very erroneous,

is still extremely plausible. Hippocrates sup

posed a semicircle ADEF, in which he drew

the three chords, or radii, AD, DE, EH; and

on each of these chords lie described a semi
circle, and a fourth, as F, equal to them.
Then the four semicircles AGD, DEH, E1B,
and F, being each equal to a quarter of the
semicircle ADEB, they are therefore toge
ther equal to it ; and taking away from each

•the small segments AGD/DHE, EIB, we
shall have on the one side the rectilinear figure
ADEB, equal to the three limes, together
with the semicircle F. If therefore the area
of the lunes be taken away from the rectilinear
ADEB, there will remain the area of the
semicircle F, equal to a given rectilinear space.
This reasoning, however, though ingenious, is
still very defective, in consequence of the

lunes employed in this case being different
from those of which Hippocrates had found
the quadrature ; for that, as we have seen, is
bounded by a quadrant of one circle and the
half of another, whereas those in the above
figure are bounded by a semicircle and the
sixth part of another circle, which is very dif
ferent from the former; and the quadrature
of it, as difficult to obtain as that of the circle
itself. For other curious properties of lunes,
see Ozanam's " Math. Recreations,'' and the
papers of David Gregory, Caswell, and Wallis,
in Phil. Trans. No.259; and for the solidities
of the solids generated from them, see Dc
JVIoivre's paper, Phil. Trans. No. 265.

LUPUS, the Wolf, a southern constellation.
See Constellation.

LYNX, a northern constellation. See Con
stellation.

LYONS (Israel), a reputable mathema
tician, and au excellent botanist, was born of
Jewish parents in Cambridge, in 1739. He
was author of several works, but the only one

necessary to mention here is his " Treatise on
Fluxions," published in 1758. He was appoint
ed Astronomical Observer, in Captain Phipps's
voyage towards the North Pole in 1773; the

duties of which office he discharged much to
the satisfaction of the Board of Longitude,
by whom he was appointed. His death hap
pened about two years after his return from
this voyage.

LYRA, the Harp, a northern constellation.
See Constellation.

M

Machine, in a general sense, signifies
any thing that is used to augment or to regu
late' moving forces or powers ; or it is any
instrument employed to produce motion so

as to save either time or force. The word is
derived from jutixaMi, machine, invention, art ;

and is therefore properly applied to any agent
in which these are combined, whatever may
be the strength or solidity of the materials of
which it is composed. The term machine,
however, is by common usage generally re
stricted to a certain class of agents, which
seem to hold a middle place between the most
simple arcana, commonly called tools or in
struments, and the more complicated and
powerful termed engines ; this distinction,
however, has not place in a scientific point
of view ; all such compound agents being ge
nerally classed under the term machines, the
simple parts of which they are compounded,
being termed Mechanical Pouers.

Machines arc again classed under different
denominations, according to the agents by
which they are put in motion, the purposes
they arc intended to effect, or the art in which
they are employed ; as Electric, Hydraulic,
Pneumatic, Military, Architectural, \c. Ma
chines.

Montucla, at the conclusion of the third
volume of his " Histoire des Mathematiqucs,"
has given an extensive catalogue of different
works, which have been written for the pur
pose of describing and exhibiting the most
important and curious machines, both ancient
and modern, of which we have selected the
following, for the information of those who
may not possess that useful history.

1. The first, and most interesting modern
work of this description, is entitled " Le di
verse et artificiose machine del capitano Agos-
tiuo Ramelli dal pontc della Tiesia, &c. &.c.

compost* in lingua Italiaua et Fraucese , a
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Parlgi. 1588, in folio, (in Germany) in 1620.

This is a very scarce work, seldom to be met
with but in choice libraries.

2. " Machine novae Fausli Verantii cum
declaratione, Latina, Italica, Hispanica, Gal-
lica, et Gormanica." Venetiis, 1591, 1625,
in folio, with figures.

3. Recueil de plusieurs Machines militaires,
&c. pour la Guerre et recreations, par Francois
Thypourel et Jean Appus, 1620, 4to.

4. Heinricb Zcizings, theatrum machina-
nim, Leipsig, 1621.

5. A century of Inventions, &c. by Edward
Somerset, Marquis of AVorcester. London,
1663, in l2mo.

6. Les dix livres d'architecture de Vitruve.
&c. translated into French by Claude Per-
rault; 1673, folio.

7. Veterum mathematicorum, Athenaei,
Apollodori, &c. 1693, folio. This learned and
curious edition of the ancient Greek machi-
nicians, was begun by Thcvenot, and finished
by La Hire ; but it relates principally to mi
litary engines.

8. " Theatrum machinanim universale,"
&c. by Jacob Leupold, Leipsic, seven volumes,
folio, 1724, 1727, 1774. This is the greatest
and most complete work of this kind tliut
ever was pnblished. The first volume is little
more than an introduction to the work ; the
second and third volumes contain a descrip
tion of hydraulic machines; the next two
volumes relate to machines for raising weights,
the theory of levelling, and other subjects ;

and the sixth treats principally on machines
connected with the construction of bridges ;

the seventh volume is entitled, " Theatre
arithmetico geometrique," where the author
treats of all instruments employed in these
two sciences. This work would have been
much more considerable if its author hud livi d

to complete the immense task he had under
taken.

9. A short Account of the Methods made
use of in laying of the Foundation of the
Piers of Westminster Bridge, by Charles
Labelye, 1739.

10. The Advancement of Arts, Manufac
tories, and Commerce ; or, a Description of
useful Machines and Models, by A. AI. Baily,
London, 1778, 1779, folio.

Besides the above-mentioned works, many
useful particulars may be gathered from Strada,
Besson.Beroaldus, Bockles, Beyer, Lunpergh,
Van Zyl, Belidor's " Architecture llydrau-
lique ;" Desagulier's

" Course of Experi
mental Philosophy ;" Emerson's " Mechanics.''
The Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris
have also given a collection of machines and
inventions approved of by them. This work,
published by M. Gallon, consists of 6 volumes
in quarto; contain engraved representations
of the machines, with their description an
nexed.

We might have carried the enumeration of
works of this kind to a much greater length,
but the above are the most kiteresting, and

the reader who wishes for farther information
on this subject may consult the work of
Motitucla above mentioned. But we ought
not to omit to mention, in this place, the
second volume of the " Architecture Hy-
draulique," of Prony, and the second volume
of Gregory's " Mechanics;-' the first of these
relates principally to steam-engines ; but the
latter contains a description of the most useful
modern machines for various purposes*

Maximum Effect of Machines, is the
greatest effect which can be produced by
them. In all machine* that work with a uni
form motion, there is a certain velocity, and
a certain load of resistance, that yields the
greatest effect, and which are therefore more
advantageous than any other.

It is obvious that a machine may be so
heavily charged, that the motion resulting
from the application of any given power
will be but just sufficient to overcome it. and
if any motion ensue it will be very trifling,
and therefore the whole effect very small.
And again, if the machine is very lightly
loaded, it may give great velocity to the load,
but from the smallncss of its quantity the
effect may still be very inconsiderable, conse
quently between these two loads there must
be some intermediate one that will render the
effect the greatest possible. And this is equally
true in the application of animal strength as
in machines, and both have been submitted
to strict mathematical investigation, the for
mer being founded on numerous experiments
and observations on the best method of apply
ing animal strength, and the measure of it
when applied in different directions. We
cannot enter into this investigation, as it
would carry us beyond the due limits of this
article, we must content ourselves therefore
with merely stating the results, and must
refer the reader who wishes to sec the inves
tigations to Gregory's " Mechanics," vol. i. ;
Prony 's " Architecture Hydraulique," from
art. 487 to 507 ; the last edition of Ferguson's" Mechanics," by Brewster ; and to Maclau-
rin's " View of Newton's Discoveries."

1. The maximum effect of a machine is
produced when the weight or resistance to
be overcome is just £ of that which the power
when fully exerted is just able to balance, or
of that resistance which is necessary to reduce
the machine to rest ; and the velocity of the
part of the machine to which the power is
applied should be one third of the greatest
velocity of the power.

2. The moving power P and the resistance
R being both given ; if the machine be so
constructed that the velocity of the point to
which the power is applied be to the velocity of
the point to which the resistance is applied,
as 9 R : 4 P, the machine will work to the '

greatest possible advantage.
3. This is equally true when applied to the

strength of animals ; that is, a man, horse, or
other animal will do the greatest quantity of
work, by continued labour, when his strength
is opposed to a resistance equal to j of his
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natural strength, and his velocity equal to }
of his greatest velocity when not impeded.

Now, according to the best observations,
the force of a mau at rest is on an average
about 701bs. ; and his greatest velocity, when
not impeded, is about 6 feet per second, taken
at a medium. Hence the greatest effect will
be produced when the resistance is equal to

about 31 ^Ibs. and his uniform motion 2 feet

per second.
The strength of a horse at a dead pull is

generally estimated at about 420lbs. and his

greatest rate of walking 10 feet per second ;

therefore the greatest effect is produced when

the load :r 186|lbs. and the velocity or

3| feet per second.
4. A maohine driven by the impulse of a

stream, produces the greatest effect when the

wheel moves with one third of the velocity of
the water.

For more on this subject, besides the works

mentioned in the preceding part of the article,
the reader may consult Bossut's Hydrod.
torn. i. art. 390 ; Smcaton's " Experimental
Inquiry," &c. ; Phil. Trans, vol. li. p. 100, &e.
and Euler, Acta Petro. torn viii. p. 230.

MACLAUR1N (Colin), a very celebrated
mathematician, was born in Argylcshire, in
February 1698. In his 12th year he is said
to have made himself master of the first six
books of Euclid in a few days without any
assistance, having met with the book by ac-
eident and studied as it were for his amuse
ment.

In 171.7 he was appointed professor of ma
thematics in the Marischall college, Aberdeen,
and was soon after admitted a fellow of the

Royal Society, of which he was a very useful

member. The principal works of this author
are as follows, viz.

1. Geometria Organica, London, 1721.
•i. A Treatise on Fluxions, in 2 vols. 4to.

Edinburgh, 1724. 3. A Treatise on Algebra;
and an Account of Sir I. Newton's Philoso
phical Discoveries. The two last works, how
ever, were not published till after our author's
death, which happened in June 1740, being
then in his 49th year. Besides these works
he published several papers in the Phil. Trans.

He gained the prize of the Hoyal Academy of
Sciences for 1724; and shared that for 1740

with the celebrated D. Bernoulli and Euler.
MACULAE, in Astronomy, dark spots ap

pearing on the luminous faces of the sun,
moon, and even some of the planets. In
which sense maculae stand contradistinguished
from facuhe, which are luminous spots.

The solar roacuhe are dark spots of an irre

gular changeable figure observed in the face
of the sun, first taken notice of by Galileo, in
1610, soon after he had finished his telescope,
and about the same time by Harriot, and
afterwards accurately observed by Scheiner,
Hevelius, Mr. Flamstcad, Cassini, Kirch, &c.
Phil. Trans, vol. i. p. 274 ; vol. lxiv. p. 1, 194.

Many of these maculae appear to consist
of heterogeneous parts ; of which the darker

and more dense are called by Hevelius nuclei,

and are encompassed, as it were, with atmos
pheres somewhat rarer, and less obscure ; but
the figure both of the nuclei and entire ma
culae is variable. In 1644 Hevelius observed
a small thin maculae, which in two days time
extended to ten times its bulk ; appearing
withal much darker and with a larger nucleus,
and such sudden mutations arc frequent.
The nucleus, he observed, began to fail sen
sibly before the spot disappeared; and that
before it quite vanished it broke into four,
which in two days again re-united. Some
maculae have lasted two, three, ten, fifteen,
twenty, thirty, but seldom forty days ; though
Kirch observed one in 1681, which remained
from April 26th to the 17th of July. The
spots move over the sun's disc with a motion
somewhat slower, nearer the limb than the
centre ; that observed by Kirch was twelve
days visible on the sun's disc, for fifteen days
more it lay behind it

,
it being usual to return

to the limb whence they departed in twenty -
sevon, and sometimes in twenty-eight days.

Various hypotheses have been invented to
account for these spots, some considering
them as dark clouds floating in the solar at
mosphere, others as real excavations, which
have not the property of propagating light as

the other parts of this luminary, the depth of
some of them having been estimated at more
than 4000 miles, and their orifices much ex
ceeding this in diameter; some of them in
deed, from the angle they subtend, mnst ex
ceed in size the whole globe of the earth.

Dr. Hersehel has offered some conjectures
on this subject in the Phil. Trans, for 1795
and 1801 ; in which he conjectures that the
variations in the state of the weather, in dif
ferent years, may arise from the greater or
loss number of maculae of the solar disc. See
other papers on this subject, Phil. Trans, in
vols. lxiv. part i. and ii. and vol. Ixxii. part i. ;

see also the article Sun.
M.A3STL1N (Michael), a noted German

astronomer of the 16Ui century, a great sup
porter of the Copernican system, and who,

it is said, first converted Galileo to the same
opinion ; he numbered amongst his pupils
the celebrated Kepler, and was author of
several astronomical and philosophical works.
Maestlin died in 1590.

Magellanic Clouds, the name given to
three permanent whitish appearances, resem
bling the milky way, near the south pole,
being distant from it about 11 degrees.

MAGIC Circle of Circles, is an invention
of Dr. Franklin's, founded on the same prin
ciples and possessing similar properties to the
magic square of squares, by the same author.
This consists of eight concentric circles and
eight radii, in the circumferences of which all
the natural numbers from 12 to 75 are so
posited, that the sum of the number in each
circumference, together with the central num
ber 12, is equal to 360 ; and the numbers in
each radius, including always the central num
ber, also is equal to 360. Besides the above
these circles possess several other curious
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properties, which the reader will find ex
plained in Dr. Franklin's Exp. and Obser.
4 to. 1769, as also in Ferguson's Tables and
Tracts, 1771, p. 318.

The position of the numbers in each radius
is as below, beginning with the outward num
ber and proceeding thence towards the centre,
which is always 12, and common to each
radius.
HI rad. id rad. 3drad. 4thrad. 5thrad.6thrad. 7th rad. Pthrad.

62 73 14 25 30 41 46 67
24 IS 72 63 56 47 40 31
71 64 23 16 39 32 65 43
17 22 65 70 49 54 33 38
69 66 31 18 37 34 53 50
19 20 67 68 51 52 35 36
60 75 12 27 28 43 44 59
26 13 74 61 58 46 42 20
12 12 13 12 12 12 12 12

Here the successive horizon lines will re
present the several circumferences, and the
vertical ones the radii, the sums in each bcins

Magic Lantern, a well-known optical in
strument, by means of which small painted
figures, on the wall of a dark room, are mag
nified to any size at pleasure.

rw V.1 r Jt c
This machine is represented in the above

figure ; A B C D is a common lantern, to which
is added the tube 1,1:1r. bhc is the lens that
throws the light of the candle or lamp a, or
the object de, and /;/ is the lens which mag
nifies the image fg on the white wall. Now,
it is obvious that if the tube hnhlmc be con
tracted, and the glass /, / be brought nearer
the object de, the image fg will be enlarged ;
and on the contrary, if the tube be protracted,
the image of the object will be diminished.
Euler, who left no part of science untouched,
has proposed an improvement in the magic
lantern. See Nov. Com. Petro. \ol. iii. p. 363.

Magic Square, is a square divided into
cells, in which the natural numbers from 1 to
the proposed square are so posited that the
sum of each row, w hether taken horizontally,
vertically, or diagonally, is equal to a certain
given number; thus in the annexed figure,
which contains 9 cells, the sum of the numbers
in each row is equal to 15.

4 9 2

3 5 7

8 1 0

This is a subject which must be allowed
to be more curious than useful, and probably

owes its origin and its name to the supersti
tion of early times. Pythagoras, and some of
his followers, attributed great virtue to par
ticular numbers, and paid considerable atten
tion to these kind of problems; and some
latter writers have pursued the same subject, "

not, however, always for the sake of the magic
of it, but for the curious properties that are
connected with it

In the latter class may be mentioned Mos-
chopulus, a modern Greek, and Cornelius
Agrippa; though those had each probably
some view to the magical properties of these
squares ; but Bachet, Frenicle, Ballier, De
Lahirc, and Dr. Franklin, and some others
that might be enumerated, investigated the
same subject with very different views, and
produced many very curious results. De Lahire
gives the following rule for tilling up the cells
in any square consisting of an odd number of
units, viz.

22 47 16 41 10 35 4

5 23 48 17 42 11 29

30 6 24 49 18 36 12

13 31 7 25 43 19 37

38 14 32 I 26 44 20

21 39 8 33 2 27 45

46 15 40 9 34 3 28

Place the least term 1, in the cell imme
diately under the middle or central one, and
the rest of the terms, in their natural order,
in a descending diagonal direction, till they
run off either at the bottom or on the side.
When the number runs off at the bottom, carry
it to the uppermost cell, which is not occu
pied, of the same column that it would have
fallen in below, and then proceed, descending
diagonally again as far as you can, or till the
numbers either run off at bottom or side, or
are interrupted by coming at a cell already
filled. When any number runs off at the
right hand side, then bring it to the farthest
cell on the left hand of the same row or line
it would have fallen in towards the right
hand; and when the progress diagonally is
interrupted, by meeting with a cell already
occupied by some other number, then descend
diagonally to the left from this cell till an
empty one is met with, where enter; and
thence proceed as before. This rule, with
reference to the above square, will be readily
understood by the ingenious reader without
farther explanation. Those, however, who
are desirous of farther information may con
sult the Memoirs of the Acad. Scien. for 1706
and 1710 ; Saunderson's " Algebra," vol. i.
and Ozanam's " Recreations."

Magic Square of Squares, is an extension
given to magic square, by Dr. Franklin. Hero

F F
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a great square of 256 little squares, in which
all the numbers from 1 to 16* or 256, are
placed in 16 columns, which, taken cither hori
zontally or vertically, possess several curious
properties, but which we are obliged to omit
detailing, for the introduction of more im
portant matter ; the reader however will find
an ample account of this square of squares
in Franklin's Exp. and Obser, p. 350, edit.
4to. 1709 ; ami in Ferguson's Tables and
Tracts, 1771, p. 318.

MAGIN1 (John Anthony), a noted as

trologer and astronomer of (ho 16th century,
was born at Padua in the voar 1536. He
was the author of a number of different works,
which, considering the stale of the sciences
at that period, were very honourable testi
monies of his talents; they are, however, now
of little or no interest or utility, and we there-

'

fore omit the detail of Ihem in this place;
they uiav he seen in Dr. Hutton's Math, and
Fhil. Diet. ; article Magim.

MAGNET, Loadstone, or Leading Slant; is
an iron ore, or ferruginous stone, found com
monly in iron initios, of various forms, sizes,
and colours. It is endowed with the properly
of attracting iron, of pointing itself in a cer
tain direction, and of communicating the same
property to iron and steel bars.

It is known by the works of Plato and
Aristotle, lhat f lie ancients were acquainted
with the attractive and repulsive powers of
the magnet ; but it does not appuar that they
knew of its directive property, which is of all
others the most useful and interesting.

The powers of the magnet have excited
the wonder of the ancients, and the admiration
of the moderns, and within the last two cen
turies many singular and remarkable niaguc-
lical properties have been discovered, some
of which will be found under the articles
Compass, Dipping Needle, Variation, &e.
a few others of a more general description
are mentioned in the subsequent part of this
article.

It has been observed above that a magnet
has the power of communicating its pro
perties to an iron or steel bar, and such a bar
then becomes a magnet itself, and such is
generally to be understood by the term magnet
in the observations that follow.

The Poles of a Magnet, arc those points
which seem to possess the greatest power, or
in which all the virtue appeal s to be concen
trated.

The Magnelical Meridian,i$a. vertical circle

in the heavens, which intersects the horizon,
in the points to which the magnetical needle

when at rest directs itself.
The Axis of a Magnet, is a right line which

passes from one pole to another.
The Equator of a Magnet, is a line perpen-

dioular (o the axis, and .exactly between the

poles.
The distinguishing and characteristic pro

perties of a magnet, aie as follows:

1. Its attractive and repulsive power.
2. Its.directive power.

3. Its dip or inclination to a point abor*
or below the horizon.

4. Its power of communicating its own
properties to certain other bodies.

Phenomena of the Magnet. —These are very
numerous, but some of the principal ones are
as follows :

1. A magnet, when freely supported either
by a thread or in a light vessel on water, will
place itself in a direction nearly coinciding
witli the poles of Ihe earth. See Compass.

2. This direction of the needle is not tho
same in all parts of the world, nor in the same
place at different times. See Variation.

3. A need le, which is not magnetised, being;
exactly balanced, will, if touched by a magnet
so as to communicate that property to it,
have its equilibrium destroyed, one of its ex
tremities dipping considerably below the ho
rizontal plane. See Dipping Needle.

4. The centres of action of a magnet are at
a very small distance from its extremities,
and the law of attraction from these centres
are reciprocally as the squares of the dis
tances.

5. When a magnetic needle is put out of
ils natural line of direction, the force with
which it tends to regain that position varies
as the sine of the angle subtended by its
natural direction, and that in which it is
placed.

6. In every magnet there are two poles,
of which the one points northwards, the other
southwards; and if the magnet be divided
into any number of pieces, the two poles will
be found in each piece. Tho poles of a magnet
may be found by holding a very fine short
needle over it, for where the poles are the
needle will stand upright, but no where else.

By the following method also, the situation
of the poles, and the direction of the (supposed)
magnetic effluvia in passing out of the stone,
may be exhibited to the sight :

Let there be strewed about the poles of
the stone, on every side, some iron or steel
filings on a sheet of white paper ; these small
particles will be alfcoted by the effluvia of the
stone, and so disposed as to show the course
and direction of the magnetic particles in
every part. Thus, in the middle of each pole,
it appears to go nearly straight on ; towards
the sides it proceeds in lines more and more
curved, till at last the curve-lines, from both
poles exactly meeting and coinciding, form
numberless curves on each side, nearly of
a circular figure.

A small artificial magnet may be used in
this experiment instead of the real magnet,
with a similar efi'ccf. If the table on which
the paper rests receives a few gentle knocks,
so as to shake the filings a little, otherwise
the action of (lie magnet will not be sufficient
to dispose properly those particles which lie
at a considerable distance.

7. These poles, in different parts of the
globe, are differently inclined towards a point
under the horizon.

b. These poles, though contrary to each
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©(her, help mutually towards tho magnet'*
attraction, and suspension of iron.

9. If two magnets be spherical, one will
turn or conform itself to the other, as cither
of them would do to the earth ; and after they
have so conformed or turned themselves, they
have a tendency to approach or join each
other; but if placed in a contrary position,
they repulse each other.

10. If a magnet be cut through the axis,
the segments or parts of the stone, which be

fore were joined, will now repel each other.
11. If the magnet be cut perpendicular to

its axis, the two points which were before con
joined, will become contrary poles; one in
the one, and one in the other segment.

12. Iron receives virtne from the magnet
by application to it

,

or barely from an ap
proach towards it

,

though it do not touch it ;

and the iron receives its virtue variously,
according to the parts of the stone it is made
to touch, or even approach to.

13. If an oblong piece of iron be any way
applied to the stone, it receives virtue from

it only lengthways.
14. A needle touched by a magnet will

turn its end the same way, towards the poles
of the world, as the magnet itself does.

15. Neither the magnet, nor needles touched
by it

,

conform their poles exactly to those of
the world, but have usually some variation
from them; and this variation is different in
different places, and at divers times in the
lame places.

16. A magnet will take up much more iron,
when armed or capped, than it can alone.

17. A strong magnet at the least distance
from a smaller or a weaker, cannot draw to it

a piece of iron adhering actually to such a
■mailer or weaker stone ; but if it touch it

it can draw it from the other ; but a weaker
magnet, or even a small piece of iron, can
draw away or separate a piece of iron con
tiguous to a larger or stronger magnet.

18. In north latitudes the south pole of a
magnet will raise up more iron than its north
pole.

19. A plate of iron only, but no other body
interposed, can impede the operation of the
magnet, either as to its attractive or directive
quality.

20. The power, or virtue of a magnet, may
be impaired by lying long in a wrong position,
as also by rust, w et, &c. and may be quite
destroyed by fire, lightning, &c.

21. A wire being touched from end to end
with one pole of a magnet, the end at which
you begin will always turn contrary to the
pole that touched it : and if it be again touch
ed the same way with the other pole of the
magnet.it will then he turned the contrary way.

22. If a piece of wire be touched in the
middle with only the pole of the magnet, with
out moving it backwards or forwards; in that
place will be the pole of the wire, and the two
ends will be the other pole.

23. If a magnet be heated red hot. and
■gain cooled, either with its south pule to-

wards the north, in a horizontal position, or
with its south pole downwards in a perpen
dicular position, its poles will be changed.

24. Hard iron tools well tempered, when
heated by a brisk attrition, as filing, turn
ing, &c. will attract thin filings, or chips of
iron, steel, &c. and hence we observe that
files, punches, augres, &c. have a small degree
of magnetic virtue.

25. The iron bars of windows, &c. which
have stood a long time in an erect position,
grow permanently magnetical ; the lower ends
of such bars being the north pole, and the
upper end the south pole.

26. Tongs and lirelbrks, by being often
heated, aud set to cool again, in a posture
nearly erect, have gained this magnetic pro
perty. Sometimes iron bars, by long standing
in a perpendicular position, have acquired tho
magnetic virtue in a surprising degree. A
bar about ten feet long and three inches thick,
supporting the summer beam of a room, was
able to turn the needle at eight or ten feet
distance, and exceeded a loadstone of threo
pounds and a half weight ; from the middle
point upwards it was a north pole, and down
wards a south pole.

27. A needle well touched, it is known,
will point nearly north and south; but if it

have one contrary touch of the same stone,

it will be deprived of its faculty; and by
another such touch it will have its poles in
terchanged.

28. A magnet acts with equal force in vacuo
as in the open air. The smallest magnets
have usually the greatest power in proportion
to their bulk. A large magnet will seldom
take up above three or four times its own
weight, while a small one will often take up
more than ten times its weight. A magnet
worn by Sir Isaac Newton in a ring, and
which weighed only 3 grains, would take up
746 grains, or almost 250 times its own weight.

A magnetic bar made by Mr. Canton, weighed
10 oz. 12 dwts. took up more than 79 ounces;
and a flat semicircular steel magnet weighed

1 oz. 13 dwts. took up an iron wedge of 90
ounces.

Armed Magnet, denotes one that is capped,
cased, or set in iron or steel, to make it take
up a greater weight, and also more readily to
distinguish its poles.

Artificial MlfiNBT, is a bar of iron or steel
impregnated with the magnetic fluid, and
possessing all the properties of the magnet
itself, and commonly in a much higher degree.
There arc various methods of communicating
the power of a magnet to bars of iron and steel,
whereby these last become themselves mag
nets, and capable of again transmitting their
power to others, and so on. There are also
several ways of making artificial magnets
without the assistance of any magnet what
ever; but our limits will only allow of giving
that of Mr. Canton, as described by him in
the Phil. Trans, for 17,51, which is as follows :

Procure a dozen bars, C of soft steel and

Q of hard ; the former to be each 3 u.chs»

f r a
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long;, t of an inch broad, and the 20th of an
inch thick, with two pieces of iron, each half
the length of one of the bars, but of the same
breadth and thickness, and the six hard bars
to be each b\ inches long, \ an inch broad, and

^„tbs of an inch thick, with two pieces of
iron half the length, but the whole breadth
and thickness of one of the hard bars ; and
let all the bars be marked with a line quite
around them at one end. Then take up an
iron poker and tongs, or two bars of iron,
the larger they are, and the longer they have
been used, the belter; and fixing the poker
upright between the knees, hold to il, near
the top, one of the soft barn, having its
marked end downwards by a piece of sewing
silk, which must be pulled tight by the left
hand that the bar may not slide ; then grasp
ing the tongs with the right hand a little
below the middle, and holding them nearly
in a vertical position, let the bar be stroked
by the lower end from the bottom to the top,
about ten times on each side, which will give

it a magnetic power sufficient to lift a small
key at the marked end, w hich end, if the bar
were suspended on a point, would turn to
wards the north, and is therefore called the
north pole ; and the unmarked end is for the
same reason called the south pole : four of the
soft bars being impregnated after this manner,
lay two of them parallel 1o each other, at \ of
an inch distance, between the two pieces of
iron holding them, a north and south pole
against each piece of iron : then take two of
the four bars already made magnetical and
place them together so as to make a double
bar in thickness, the north pole of one even
with the soulli pole of the other ; and the re
maining tw;o being put to these, one on each
side, so as to have two north and two south
poles together, separate the north from the
south poles at one end by a large pin, and
place them perpendicularly with that end
downwards on the middle of one of the pa
rallel bars, the two north poles towards its
south end, and the two south poles towards
its north end ; slide them three or four times
backward and forward the whole length of
the bar ; then removing them from the middle
of this bar, place them on the middle of the
other bar as before directed, and go over that in
the same manner; then turn both the bars the
other side upwards, and repeat the former
operation ; this being done, take the two from
between the pieces of iron, and placing the
two outermost of the touching bars in their
stead, let the other two be the outermost of
the four to touch these with ; and this process
being repeated till each pair of bars have been
touched three or four times over, which will
give them a considerable magnetic power.
Put the half dozen together after the manner
of the four, and touch them with two pair of
the hard bars placed between their irons, at
the distance of about half an inch from each
other; then lay the soft bars aside, and with
the fonr hard ones let the other two be im

pregnated ; holding the touching bars apart

at the lower end near two-tenths of an inch ;

to which distance let them be separated after
they are set on the parallel bar, and brought
together again before they arc taken off: this
being observed, proceed according to the me
thod described above, till each pair has been
touched two or three times over; but as this
vertical way of touching a bar will not give it
quite so much of the magnetic virtue as it
will receive, let each pair be now touchcl
once or twice over, in their parallel position,
between the irons, with two of the bars held
horizontally, or nearly so, by drawing at the
same lime the north end of one from the
middle over the south end, and the south of
the other from the middle over the north end
of a parallel bar; then bringing them to the
middle again without touching the parallel
bar, give three or four of these horizontal
strokes to each side. The horizontal touch,
alter the vertical, will make the bars as strong
as they possibly cuu be made, as appears by
their not receiving any additional strength,
when the vertical touch is given by a great
number of bars, and the horizontal by those
of a superior magnetic power.

This whole process may be gone through in
about half an hour; aud each of the large
bars, if well hardened, may bo made to lift
twenty-eight Troy ounces, and sometime.*
more. And when these bars are thus im
pregnated, they will give to a hard bar of the
same size its full virtue in less than ten mi
nutes; and therefore will answer all the pur
poses of magnetism in navigation and ex
perimental philosophy, much better than the
loadstone, which has not a power sufficient
to impregnate hard bars. The half dozen
being put into a case in such a manner as
that no two poles of the same name may be
together, aud their irons with them as one
bar, they will retain the virtues they received;
but if their power should, by making experi
ments, be ever so far impaired, it may be re
stored without any foreign assistance in a
few minutes. And if perchance a much
larger set of bars should be required, these
will communicate to them a sufficient power
to proceed with; and they may, in a short
time, by the same method, be brought to then-
full strength.

Other methods of making artificial magnets
may be seen in the Phil. Trans. No. 414; art.

8
,

for 1744; ai t. 3, for 1746; and art 2
,

for
1747 ; as also in vol. lxv. and lxix. See also
Cavallo's Nat. Phil. vol. iv.; Haiiy's Nat.
Phil. ; and Michcll's Treatise on Artificial.
Magnets.

MAGNETISM, that quality or constitution
of a body and its pores whereby it is rendered
magnetical.

Magnetism of the Earth, is that property
of the terrestrial globe, from which the mag
netism of the ordinary magnets, the direction
of the magnetic needle, and other phenomena
are derived ; and upon which they necessarily
depend. This is obvious, since almost all
the phenomena, which may be exhibited with
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a usual magnet, may be also exhibited with
the earth, as far as it can be tried.

The phenomena of the compass and the

dipping needle in different parts of the world,

and the magnetism naturally acquired by soft

iron, when properly situated, are exactly imi
tated with a common magnet, or a terrella or

globular magnet; the only deviation being

that which relates to the magnetic attraction

of iron, which if it exists, is not perceptible in
the earth. If the earth attracted iron in con

sequence of its magnetism, the action of gra

vity still having its independent etfect, iron

would be more accelerated in its fall thnn

any other substance, and the weight of it

would be greater as it approached towards

the magnetic poles; but neither of these cir
cumstances has yet been shown to have place,

and we are therefore ignorant at present whe

ther or not the earth differs from the common

magnet, even in this particular, for if such

Minimally did attain with regard to iron bodies,

it is reasonable to suppose that it must exist

in a very small degree, which it would be ex

tremely ditticnlt to detect by any experiment
that it is within our power to perform.

Laws of Magnetism, arc certain results,

which, from numerous and accurate experi
ments, are fouud to obtain in all natural and

artificial magnets ; the principal of which are

briefly stated under Phenomena of the Mao-
net.

MAGNIFYING, is used to denote the ap

parent enlargement of an object, by means of
a convex lens, or some other optical instru
ment, particularly the microscope. Sec Lens,
Microscope, Telescope, &c.

Magnifying Glass, is a popular term for

any convex glass or lens which has the pro

perty of magnifying
MAGNITUDE, is used to denote the ex

tension of any thing, whether it be in one direc

tion, as a line; in two directions, as a surface;

or in three directions, which constitute a body

or solid.
<?eonK may be conceived may be conceived

to be generated by motion, as a line by the

motion of a point, a surface by the motion of
a line, and a solid by the motion of a surface.

Apparent Magnitude of a body, is that

which is measured by the angle which that

body subtends at the eye; at least this is

what is always to be understood by this ex

pression in the science of optics, though in
ieality the apparent magnitude depends not
only on the visual angle, but also upon the sup

posed distance of the object we are viewing.

The mind judges of the magnitude of dis

tant objects on two principles ; viz. with re

ference to the optic angle, and the distance

of the object from the eye, the latter arising
out of our experience, which shows that dis

tance diminishes that angle ; and therefore,

without being aware of the deduction, we
always make a certain compensation agree

ably to the supposed distance. If we see a

man, or any other known object, at a distance,

H conveys to our mind the idea of a certain

magnitude, which we attribute to it entirely

independent of the angle which it subtends ;

but if the object is unknown, then both the
distance and the angle are considered in form
ing an idea of its magnitude ; it is thus that
we sometimes deceive ourselves with regard
to the size of an object if we are mistaken as
to its distance ; thus a small bird on the branch
of a tree may appear to be a larger bird at a

greater distance, or the contrary; thus also a
fly imperfectly seen in the corner of a window,
may have the appearance of a crow flying in
the open air; these are illusions which com
monly happen, and which most persons will
recollect to have experienced at one time or
other.

It is on this principle that some writers
have accounted for the different apparent
magnitudes of the sun and moon, and the
apparent distance of two or more known stars,
when seen near the horizon ; and when they
have a greater angle of elevation. When we
see the moon, for example, at a considerable
elevation, there being no intervening objects
between that luminary and the eye wherewith
to make a comparison of its distance, we in
tuitively suppose it nearer than when we ob
serve it in the horizon; because there are
then numerous objects, many of them at great
distances, and the moon being evidently be
yond them all, we thence suppose its distance
greater than in the former case, and the optic
angle being still nearly the same, we attribute
to it a greater magnitude, in the horizon than
in the zenith, because we suppose its distance
then to be the greatest: hence also the apparent
figure of the heavens, which instead of having
the form of a perfect concave hemisphere, the
eye being in the centre, it has always the
appearance of being considerably flattened in
the upper part, or being a segment consi
derably less than a hemisphere. This how
ever is a subject that has much engaged the
attention of astronomers and philosophers,
from the earliest period to the present time ;

and various hypotheses have been advanced
to account for it, none of which are perhaps
perfectly satisfactory. See Smith's Optics,
vol. i. p. 63 ; James Gregory, Geom. Par.
Univs. p. 141 ; Biot, Astronomie Physique,
vol. 1 ; Robin's Tracts, vol. ii. ; and Phil.
Trans, vol. i. and iii. old abridgment.

MAIGNAN (Emanuel), a celebrated phi
losopher, was born at Thoulouse in 1601, and
very early discovered a superior genius for
mathematical and philosophical subjects, and
could solve with ease and accuracy a variety
of geometrical problems, before he had ever
seen Euclid's or any other work on that sci
ence. In 1648 Maignan published at Rome
his " De Perspectiva Horaria;" and in 1C52,

he published his Course of Philosophy, in 4
vols. 4to. When this work appeared, the
adherents to the Aristotelian system insisted
that it was impossible to reconcile the author's

opinion with thb truths of religion ; which
objection Maignan undertook to refute, in a

work entitled " Philosophia Sacra," the 1st

volume of which appeared in 1662, and the

2d in 1672 ; which was followed by a " Dis
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sertation Dc usu licito Pecuniae ;" Maignan
died in 1C76, in the 75th year of his age.

MALLEABILITY, the property of a solid
that is hard and ductile, and which may there
fore be beaten, forged, and extended under
the hammer without breaking; as is the case
with all metals not excepting quicksilver, but
of these gold possesses this property in the

highest degree. See Ductility.
MANFREDI (Eustachio), a celebrated

astronomer and mathematician, born at Bo
logna in 1674. His genius was always above
his age. He was a tolerable poet, and wrote

ingenious verses while he was but a child.
And while very young he formed in his father's
house an academy of youth of his own age,
who became the Academy of Sciences, or the
Institute, of that cily. lie became professor
of mathematics at Bologna in 1698, and su-

pcrinteydant of the waters there in 1704.

The same year he was placed at the head of
the college of Montalte, founded at Bologna
for young men intended for the church. In
1711, he obtained the office of astronomer to
the Institute of Bologna. He became mem
ber of the Academy of Soienccs of Paris in
1726, and of the Royal Society of London in
1729; and died the 15th Feb. 1739. His
works arc: 1. Ephemerides Motuura Ccoles-
tium ab anno 1715, ad annum 1750 ; 4 vols.
4to. The first volume is an excellent intro
duction to astronomy ; and the other three
contain numerous calculations. 2. De Tran
situ Mercurii per Solem, anno 1723; Bologna,
1724, 4to. 3. De Annuis Inerrantium Stel-
larum Aberrationibus ; Bologna, 1729, 4to.
Besides a number of papers in the Memoirs
of the Academy of Sciences, and in other

places. (Button's Dictionary.)
MANLIUS (Macus), a Latin astronomical

poet who lived in the reign of Augustus
Caesar, and wrote an ingenious poem on the
stars, entitled " Astrouomicum," the best edi
tions of which are those of Joseph Scaliger,
4to. 1600; Bentley's, 4to. 1738, and that of
Burton, 8vo. 1783.

MANOMETER (from pa»(, rare, and

fiiTpo/, measure), an instrument, intended to
measure the rarefaction and condensation of
clastic fluids in confined circumstances, whe
ther occasioned by variation of temperature
or by actual destruction, or generation of por
tions of elastic fluid. It is sometimes called
tnanoscope.

Mr. Boyle's statical barometer was an instru
ment of this kind, it consisted of a bubble of
thin glass, hermetically scaled, about the size
of an orange, which being counterpoised when
the air was in a mean state of density, by
means of a nice pair of scales, sunk when the
atmosphere became lighter, and rose as it grew

' heavier. This instrument would evidently
indicate the changes of density of the atmo
sphere, but it leaves us uncertain as to the
cause, whether it is from the change of its
own weight, or of its temperature, or of
both.

The manometer constructed by Mr. Rams-
den, and used by Captain Phipps, in his voy

age to the north pole, watt composed of a tube
of a small bore, with a ball at the end ; the
barometer being at 29.7, a small quantity of
quicksilver was put into the tube, to take off
the communication between the external air,
and that confined in the ball, and the part of
the tube below this quicksilver. A scale is
placed on the side of the tube, which mark
the degrees of dilatation arising from the in
crease of heat in this state of the weight of
the air, and has the same graduation as that
of Fahrenheit's thermometer, the point of
freezing being marked 32. In this state,
therefore, it will show the degrees of heat in
the same manner as a thermometer. But if
the air becomes lighter, the bubble enclosed
in the ball, being less compressed, will dilate
itself, and take up a space as much larger as
the compressing force is less; therefore the
changes arising from the increase of heat will
be proportionally larger, and the instrument
will show the differences in the density of the
air arising from the changes in its weight and
heat. Mr. Ramsden found, that a heat equal
to that of boiling water, increased the magni
tude of the air from what it was at the freez
ing point of the whole. Hence it follows
that the ball and part of the tube below the
beginning of the scale, is of a magnitude equal
to almost 414 degrees of the scale. If the
height of both the manometer and thermo
meter be given, the height of the barometer
may be thence deduced by this rule ; as the
height of the manometer increased by 414, is
to the height of the thermometer increased by
414, so is 29.7 to the height of the barometer.

MAP, a plane figure representing the sur
face of the earth, or a part of it

,
according to

the laws of perspective. Or a map is a pro
jection of the globe, or of any part of it, on a
plane surface, representing the forms and di
mensions of the several countries and rivers,
with the situation of mountains, cities, and
other remarkable rilaces.

Univertal Maps, are those w hich exhibit the
whole surface of the earth, or the two hemis
pheres.

Particular Maps, are those which exhibit
some particular region, or country.

Each of these kinds of maps are called
geographical' or land maps, in contradistinc
tion to hydrographical or sea maps, represent
ing only the sea or sea coasts, and properly
called Charts, which see.

In the construction of maps particular at
tention must be paid to the following circum
stances : viz. 1

. That all the places have their j

just situation with regard to the principal
circles of the earth. 2. That the magnitudes i

and forms of the several countries have the 1

same proportion as on the surface of the carlh.
3. That the several places have the same dis- jr

tance and situation with regard to each other
as on the earth itself. <n

The oxact attainment of these objects de- a.

ponds upon a strict adherence to the laws of y

Perspective and Projection, for the par- I

ticulars of which see those two articles; and »

for an abstract of La Croix's paper on the.
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projection of maps, see the Introduction to
Pinkerton's Geography.

The first maps are said to have heen con
structed by Anaximander about 400 years
before Christ, but the maps of Ptolomy are
the first in which meridians are drawn, as also
parallels for the more exact determination of
places, which was a great improvement ; all

maps before his time being merely laid down
according to their measured distances, with
out reference cither to latitude or longitude.
Little improvement was made in the construc
tion of maps from the time of Ptolomy to that
of Mercator in the sixteenth century, since
which time numerous other authors have
treated on the subject, and the greater part
of the globe is now represented by maps of
•very accurate construction.

MARALDI (James Philip), a learned
astronomer, and nephew of the celebrated
Cassini, was born in the county of Nice in
1665; he was a most indefatigable observer
of the heavens, and had in contemplation the
construction of a catalogue of the fixed stars,
but he died before it was completed in 1729,

in the 64th year of his age. Maralcli pub
lished no distinct work ; but the Memoirs of
the Academy of Sciences, of which he was a

member, bear ample testimony of bis talents
and exertion, as almost every volume, from
the year 1699 to 1729, contain various in
teresting papers relating to astronomy and
other branches of the mathematics.

MARCH, the third month of the year
amongst the modern, but the first of the
Roman 3Tcar; it consists of 31 days.

MARINE Barometer. See Barometer.
MARINER'S Compass. See Compass.

MARIOTTE(Edme), an eminent French
mathematician and philosopher, was born at
Dijon early in the seventeenth century, and
died in 1684. He investigated a number of
ciirions philosophical subjects, such as the
collision of bodies ; the pressure and motion

, of fluids; (he nature of vision; the properties
of atmospheric air, &c; on which subject he
had several ingenious papers in the Memoirs
of the French Academy of Sciences, from
vol. i. to vol. x. His works were all collected
and printed at Leydcn in 1717, in 2 vols. 4to.

MARK, an old English coin, value 13*. 4rf.

sterling.
MARS, in Astronomy, is one of the planets

in our system, the fourth in order from the
sun, and consequently the next above our
earth. The character by which it is repre
sented is J1 , a rude representation of a man
holding a sphere.

This planet, which is known in the heavens
by his red and fiery appearance, performs his
revolution in his orbit in 686d 23h 30' 39", or
in 1-881 Julian years. His mean distance
from the sun is 1'524, the distance of the
earth being taken as unity, which makes his
mean distance 142 millions of miles. The
eccentricity of his orbit is -093, the semiaxis
major being 1. His mean longitude for 1800

was 2« 4° 7' 2"-3 ; the longitude of his perihe
lion being then 11* 2° 24' 23'9 ; but the line

of his apsides has an apparent motion accord
ing to the order of the signs of l'5"-9 in a
year, or 1° 61' 3"-5 in a century. The orbit
of Mars at the same time crossed the ecliptic
in 1* 18° 1' 18", but the place of the nodes has
an apparent motion in longitude, according
to the order of the signs, of 26"-8 in a year, or
44' 41"-5 in a century. The rotation on his
axis is performed in 1J 0h 39' 21"-3 ; and his
axis is inclined to the ecliptic in an angle of
69° 41' 49"-2. His mean diameter is equal to
4398 miles; consequently he is rather mora
thau |th the size of our earth.

His mass, compared with that of the sun
considered as unity, is -j-jxst^- propor
tion of light and heat, received by him from
the sun, is -43; that received by the earth
being considered as unity.

He has a very dense but moderate atmos
phere ; and he is not accompanied by any
satellite.

As viewed from the earth, the motion of
Mars appears sometimes rctrogade. The
mean arc which he describes in this case is
IfP \2t; and its mean duration is about 73

days. This retrogradation commences, or
finishes, when the planet is not more than
136= 48' from the sun.

Mars changes his phases somewhat in tho
same manner as the moon does from her first
to her third quarter, according to his various
positions with respect to the earth and the
sun ; but he never becomes cornicular, as
the moon does when near her conjunctions.
His mean apparent diameter is 9"'7 ; which
augments in proportion as the planet ap
proaches its opposition, when it is equal to
29"-2. His parallax is nearly double that of
the sun.

At the poles of this planet there has been
observed bright spots, which are, however,
variable in their size and figure ; and from the
observations of Dr. Herschel, it seems proba
ble that they proceed from snows accumulated
in his polar regions during their long winter,
these having been observed to decrease and
increase, according as they are directed to or
from the sun.

MARTIN (Renjamin), a very eminent
English artist and mathematician, was born
in 1704, and died in 1782, in the 78th year of
his age. He was author of a great number
of ingenious treatises on scientific subjects,
the principal of which are as follows : viz.

The Philosophic Grammar; being a view
of the present state of Experimental Phy
siology or Natural Philosophy, 1735, 8vo. A
new, complete, and universal System, or Body
of Decimal Arithmetic, 1735,8vo. Tho Young
Student's Memorial Book, or Patent Library,
1735, 8vo. Description and Use of both the
Globes; the Armillary Sphere and Orrery,
Trigonometry, 1736, 2 vols. 8vo. System of
Newtonian Philosophy, 1759. 3 vols. New
Elements of Optics, 1759. Mathematical In
stitutions, viz. Arithmetic, Algobra, Geometry,
and Fluxions, 1759. Natural History of Eng
land, with a Map of each Country, 1759,
2 vols. Philology, and Philosophical Gcogra-
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phy, 1759. Mathematical Institutions, 1764, ratio that different quantities of the same kind
2 vols. Lives of Philosophers, their inven- have to each other.
tions, &c. 1764. Introduction to the Newto- The term mathematics is derived from

nian Philosophy, 1763. Institutions of Astro- jiaSiwif, malhesis, discipline, science, represcnt-
nomical Calculations, 2 parts, 1765. Dcscrip- ing with justness and precision, the high idea
tion and Use of the Air Pump, 1766. Dc- that we ought to form of this branch of human

scription of the Torricellian Barometer, 1766. knowledge. In fact mathematics are a rae-
Appendix to the Description and Use of the thodical concatenation of principles, reason-
Globes, 1766. Philosophia Britannica, 1778, ings, and conclusions, always accompanied
3 vols. Gentleman's and Lady's Philosophy, by certainty, as the truth is always evident;
3 vols. Miscellaneous Correspondence. 4 vols, an advantage that particularly characterizes
System of Philology. Philosophical Geogra- accurate knowledge and the true sciences,

phy. Magazine complete, 14 vols. Principles with which we must be careful not to associate
of Pump Work. Theory of the Hydrometer, metaphysical notions, conjectures, or even
Doctrine of Logarithms. the strongest probabilities.

MASKELYNE (Nevil), an eminent as- The subjects of mathematics are the com-
tronomer and mathematician, who tilled the parixonsof magnitudes, as numbers, distances,

important situation of astronomer royal of velocity, &c. Thus, geometry considers the
England for 46 years, with the greatest credit relative magnitude of bodies; astronomy, the
to himself, and much honour and advantage relative distances and velocities of the planets;
to his country. Dr. Maskclync was born in mechanics, the relative powers or forces of
London in 1732, and very early made con- different machines, 8oc. ; some determined
sideralile progress, both in his classical and quantity being first fixed upon in all cases as

scientific pursuits. In 1758 he was elected a a standard of measure.
fellow of the Royal Society, and soon after Mathematics are naturally divided into two
was appointed to go to the island ol'St. Helena, classes ; the one comprehending what we call
to observe the transit of Venus over the sun's pure and abstract ■and the other, the compound
disc on June 6th, 1761 ; which was to deter- or mixed.
mine tlic important point relating to the sun's Pure Mathematics relate to magnitudes

.parallax, and consequently its distance and generally, simply, and abstractedly; and are
magnitude, and hence that of all the other therefore founded on the elementary ideas of
planets; it unfortunately happened, however, quantity. Under this class is included arith-
to be cloudy, which prevented the necessary metic, or the art of computation ; geometry,
observation from being made ; but other as- or the science of mensuration, and compari-
trononicrs were more successful, and there- sons of all kinds of extensions ; analysis, or
fore nothing was lost, except the confirmation the calculations and comparisons of magni-
that it would have added to the other results, tudes in general ; and lastly, geometrical ana-
It was in this voyage that he practised the lysis, or the combination of elementary geo-
lutiar method of finding the longitude at sea, mctry and analysis.
which he afterwards promoted to the utmost Mixed Mathematics, are certain parts of
of his power by the publication of the Nan- physics, which are by their nature susceptible
lical Almanack, which owes its origin to his of being submitted to mathematical investi-
recommendation and advice. He also pub- gation; we here borrow from incontestable
lished the British Mariner's Guide; Requisite experiments, or suppose in bodies, some prin-
Tablcs to be used with the Nautical Alma- cipal and necessary quality, and then by a

nack. It would far exceed our limits to cnu- methodical and demonstrative chain of rea-
nierate the many improvements and correc- soning deduce, from the principles established,
tions which were by him introduced into conclusions as evident and certain, as those
astronomy, but many of them may be seen in which pure mathematics draw immediately
Vince's treatise on that subject. Dr. Mas- from axioms and definitions. To this class
kelync died on the 9th of February, 1811, in belong mechanics, or the science of equili-
thc 79th year of his age. brium, and motion of solid bodies. Hydro-

MASS, the quantity of matter in any body, dynamics, in which the equilibrium and motion
which is always proportional to, and may be of fluids are considered. Astronomy, which
truly estimated by its weight, whatever be its relates to the motion of the celestial bodies,

figure or magnitude. Optics, or the theory of the effects of light ;
MATERIAL, relating to matter. and lastly, acoustics, or the theory of sound.
MATHEMATICAL, relating to mathema- Mathematics arc otherwise divided into

tics. practical and speculative.
Mathematical Sect, is one of the two Practical Mathematics, is the application

leading philosophical sects which arose about of these principles to the various uses of
the beginning of the seventeenth century ; society.
who founded their doctrines upon experiments Speculative Mathematics, is that by which
and mathematical principles. we merely contemplate the properties of things,

MATHEMATICS, has been defined by without at all considering their practical ap-
somc writers the science of quantity, but it is plication.
more properly the science of ratios; for it is As to the originof these sciences, Josephus
not quantities themselves which are the sub- dates it before the flood, and makes the sous
jeets of mathematical investigation, but the ofSeth observers of the courses of the heavenly
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bodies, adding, that in order to perpetuate
their discoveries, and to secure them from the

injuries either of a deluge or a conflagration,
they had them engraven on two pillars, one of
stone, the other of brick ; the former of which,
he says, was yet standing in Syria in his time.
Such authority as this, however, has but little
weight with philosophers of the present day,
it can only be considered as fiction, and as

such is deserving of little attention. It is in
deed impossible to fix the origin of mathema
tics with any thing like chronological preci
sion, as there is every reason to suppose that
it must be dated back to the remotest ages.
When mankind began to relinquish their wan
dering and savage life, and general laws, or
conventions, were established for its main
tenance; when by common consent it was

agreed that every individual should provide
for his own subsistence, without seizing what
was in the possession of another; necessity
and self-preservation, the two great springs to

physical exertion, first gave rise to the most
useful arts. Huts were built; iron was forged ;

the lands were divided ; and the courses of
the stars were observed. With regard to the
last, it would seem at first sight to have been
a sort of amusement, and not in any degree
connected with the economy of society ; but
upon a nearer and more accurate view it will
appear no less useful than either of the former.
It was seen that the earth yielded sponta
neously many of the most common of its pro
ductions, and with which man in his savage
state was enabled, or rather under the neces
sity of subsisting ; but it was soon discovered
that there were others of far greater utility,
which required labour and cultivation to bring
to perfection, and that it was necessary to

regulate this by the proper seasons of the
year; thus the ground was sown, the harvest
was reaped, and the fruits of the year were

preserved, till the bounty of nature furnished
a farther supply.

All these observations and performances,
at first extremely rude and unskilful, were
connected with mathematics by a secret tie,

though for a long time they bad no other
guide than experience and blind custom. The
assiduous labour required in hunting or fish
ing, and the other business of the field, did
not allow man to ascend to general and ab
struse ideas, but confined the limits of their

thoughts and actions to those of their physical
wants. At length perhaps arose a Newton,

who collecting together the traditionary know
ledge, observations, and remarks of his pre
decessors, formed them, from the pure efforts
of his own genius, into a rude system, suffi
cient at least to show his fellows, that man
was a being formed to hold a much more
elevated rank in the scale of creation than
had been before imagined.

It was then, says Bossut, that man beheld
with new eyes the magnificent spectacle
which nature exhibited on all sides to his
senses and imagination ; he learned to ex

amine things, and to compare them with each
other; ideas acquired from physical objects
were transported as it were into an intel
lectual world ; the phenomena of nature were
studied with discriminating attention, and the
mind was impressed with a desire to know the
causes by which they were produced. Geo
metry, confined at first to the art of measur
ing the fields, was extended to other purposes,
and gave rise to loftier and more difficult pro
blems. Astronomy was enriched by regular
observations, and by several instruments
adapted to increase their number, and to give
them the requisite degree of accuracy and
connection. Machines were invented, in
which a skilful combination of the several
powers of wheels and levers was employed
for transporting the heaviest loads : in a word
all the parts of mathematics successively ad
vanced ; and their progress would in all pro
bability have been more rapid and conside
rable had not fanaticism and ambition too
frequently obscured the flame of genius for a
long series of ages ; but as a fire concealed
beneath the embers, it resumed its lustre in
happier times, and at length burst forth with
that flood of light which now illuminates so
great a portion of the earth.

We cannot here enter into the history and
progress of the mathematical sciences, as It
would occupy more room than can be allotted
to this article ; we shall therefore merely state
that they seem first to have assumed a per
manent form amongst the magii or priests of
Egypt, whence they were transplanted into
Greece, and here it is that we first begin to
possess any authentic record of their progress,
and of the names of those that cultivated
them with the greatest success ; of which an
interesting account is given in Bossut's " His
tory of Mathematics;" the first edition of
which, consisting of one 8vo. volume, has
been translated into English by Mr Bonny-
castle. This brings down the history to the
latter end of the last century ; but a second vo
lume has been recently published at Paris by
the above author, in continuation of the pre
ceding, detailing all the modern improvements
op to the present time. But for a luminous
and full account of the rise and progress of
mathematics, the reader must consult Mon-
tucla's " Histoire des Mathematiques," in
4 vols. 4to.

The following table or biographical chart
exhibits, under one point of view, a concise
history of these sciences, viz. the dates, names,
and discoveries, of all the most eminent ma
thematicians from the earliest authentic re
cords to the present time. The most cele
brated are printed in small Roman capitals,
and the discoveries by which they are most
distinguished placed opposite their name, or
otherwise that particular branch in which
they most excelled. This table we have
copied from Rees's Cyclopedia, being more
perfect than that given at the end of Bossut's
History, English edition.
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CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

Of the most eminent Mathematicians, from the earliest Period to the present Time.

(>n- Beginning. Middle. End.

B.C.
600 Confucius, 722 B. C. Era of Nabonassar, 747 B. C. Chiron the Centaur, 960 B. C.

Thales, Or. predict an eclipse
Anaximander, Gr. celestial globes

500 Cleostratus, Gr. astronomy Anaxagoras, Gr. philosophy
Anaximenes, Gr. sun-dial

Pythagoras, Gr. 47th Euclid.
System of astronomy

400 Plato, Gr. geometry and philos.
Eucteinon, Or. astronomy
Meton, Gr. metonic cycle

Hippocrates, Gr. quadrature of
lunes

(Enopides, Gr. geometry
Zonodorus, Gr. geometry

800 Aristotle, Gr. philosophy
Calippus, Or. astronomy
Dinocrates, Gr. architecture
Theophrastus, Gr. hist, and math.
Xenocratcs, Gr. philos. and math.

EuDoxue, Gr. geometry and as
tronomy.

Pytiieas, Gaul, navig.and astron.

Archytas, Or. math, and philos.
Arista?us, Gr. conic sections
Denostratus, Gr. quadratic
.Mcnechmus, Gr. geometry

200 Apolloniui, Gr. geom. and conic
sections

Archimkdes Euclid, Gr. elements of geom.
Aristarchus. Or. astronomy
Eratosthenes, Gr. measure a de

gree

and optics
Aratus, Or. poet and astronomy
Arislilliu, Gr. philns. and astron.
Nicomcdes, Gr. conchoid

100 Hipfarciius, Or, length of year.
number the stars

Ctesibius, Gr. water-pumps
Hero, Gr. Hero's fountain clep

sydra

0
Ch.
Era.

Cleoincdes, Roman, astronomer
Geminus, Rh odts, geom. & astron.
Manilius, Rom. poet, and astroil.
Manlius, Roman, astronomer
Vitravius. Roman, architecture

CjKsar, Jul. reforms the calendar
Sosigenes, Egyptian, astronomy

Possidomius,/?om.mech.andmat!i.
1'heodosius, Rom. spherics

A.n.
0

Menelaus, Rom. spherical trigo
nometry.

Jamblicus, Syria, philosophy

100 Nicomachus, Gr. mathematics
Frontinus ( Sextus) Rom. Engin.

Pto lo my ,Claud, Egypt, almagest
Hypsicles, Gr. mathematician

200 Diophantus, Gr. Diophan. analys.

300 Jamblicus, also of Syria, philos. PaprAis, Gr. geometrical loci
Theon, Or. philosophy

400 Hypatia ( daugh. of Thcon.) corn,

on Diophan.
Proclus, Gr. comment, on Euclid Diodes, Gr. cissoid

Serenus, Or. geometry

500 Marinui, NapUs, Geometry Arithemiits, Rom. anhitrc. domes
Eutocius, Gr. geometry
Isodorus, Rom. architecture

600 Alexandrian library destroyed 642 A. D. Beda ( the venerable ) Eng. Monk

700 Ahnansor ( the victorious ) astron. Hero (the younger j Gr. geometn

SOO Almaimon (Arab. Prtn.) astron.
Alrashed, l'enia, astronomy

Alfragan, Arab, astronomy Albategni, Arab, astronomy
1'hebit Ibn Chora. Arab, astron.

900 (Gebert.) Silvesterl L Spain, matli.
'

Geber Ben Alpha. Arab. com. on
a '"^1000 Ibn Ioni9, Arab, astronomy -

1100 Alhazen, Arab, optics and astron.
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CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

Of the most Eminent Mathematicians, fram the earliest Period to the Present Tim*.

Cen
Iturici.

\.IJ
I -ill

1300

1400

loOOi

Leonard de Pisa, first Euro
pean algebraist

Nassir Eddin, Persian, astronomy

Alphonso ( K. nf Castile ), Alpuon.
table

Halifax, or Sacrobosco, Eng
mathematician

JordanusNcmorarius, mathema.

Bacon, Eng. philosopher
Campanus, theory of planets
Vitelliaand Pecam, optics

Albano, Italy, plivsic and math.
Ascoli, Italy, mathematician

John of Saxony, astronomy

Bianchini. Italy, astronomy
Moschnpulus (mod. Greek) magic

squares
Purbach, Vienna, astronomy

Regiomontani;s, or Mullcr, Vi
enna, astronomy

Cusa, Cardinal, astronomy
Henry, ( D. of Visco ), sea charts
UIug.Bieg( lartar Pr.), astron.

Lucas de Burgo, or Pacceoli,
Germ, algebra

Bernard, of Granolachi, astron.
Novera, Dominic, Italy, astron.

Copernicus, Germ, system o
f|

astronomy
Apian Maurolycus
Buteo Nonius
Cardan Sturmius
Commandine Tartaglia
Durer Albert Werner

Ferreus

Vieta, France, angular seclions
Ferrari Roihman

|Memmius Stiffelius
Mercator Ubaldi Guido
Ramus Venatorius
Recorde Zemberti
Reinhold

Brake, Tyrho, Dan. astronomer
Bacon, Lord F. Eng. philosopher
Galileo, J tali/, law of failing

bodies
Bombelli Digges
Byrgius Ghetaldus
Castelli Msstlin

"

Clavius Rhcticus

1600 Bricgs, Eng. present system of
logarithms

Des Cartes, Fran, equation of
curve lines

Kepler, Germ, laws of celestial
motions

Neper, Scot, logarithms
1'orricelli, Italy, gravity of the

atmosphere
Bayer Horrox
Beaugrand Kircher
De Beaume Lucas Valerius
Ceulen Metius
De Domini) Otho
fiassendi Oughtred
Gellibrand Pitiscus
Guldin . Planudes

, . Porta liaplista
Longomontanus Romanu/
Harriot Ursinus

Cavai.erius, Milan, indivisibles
Bnoc x k er, Ireland, conti n. fractJ
Fermat, France, max. et min.

theory of numbers
Pascal, France, doctrine of pro

babilities
Wallis, Eng. arith. of infinites
Bartholin Riccioli
Borelli Roberval
Bullinldus Slusius
Deschales Snellius
Frenicle Tacquet
(iirard, Albert Tchirnhausen
Gregory,J.&D. Vincent.St. Gr.
Henrion Viviani
Hevelius Vlacq
Horrebow Ward, Seth.
Merscmius \Yitt,Jn. de

Bernoulli, J. Suits, mathemat.
Barrow. Eng. mathematics
Hoo&e, Eng. phil. and mech.
Huygens, llol. evolute of curves
Leibnitz, Germ, differential cal

culus
Hopital,l', France, mathematics
Roemer, Dan. progressive mo

tion of light
Amontons Lieutard
Auzout Maraldi
Rachet Molyneaux
Fagnani Oljenburgh
Flainsteed Ozanam
Grimaldi Pell
Guido Grandi Picard
Huddc Reyneau
Kersey Schooten
Kinghuysen Wren
Lagney

N EWTON
Bernoulli, Jn. Swiss, mathema

tician
Bradley, Eng. aberration of th<

stars
Cotes, Eng. mathematician
Tatlur, Eng, increments
Billy, de Omerique, d',
Brackenridgc Hugo
Cassini, D. & J. Pemberton
Craig Prestet
Gravesande Saundcrson
Keill Saurin
Lahire, Stirling
Lalonbere Ulloa
Lansber» Varignon
LManfridi Verbiest
Vlarchetti Wolfius
Merboinius

Clairalt, Fr. mathematician
M aclaurin, Scol. mathematician
iMoivre, de. Eng. mathematician
Simpson, E r ig. mathematician
Bellidor Herman
Bernoulli, N. Jacquier
Bernoulli, D. Koenig
Bouguer Long
Bougainville Mairan
Caille, 1

'

Marriotte
Collins Maupertuis
Courtivron Mayer
Cramer Montmort
Dodson Nicole
Dollond Riccati
Fatio Robins
Fountain Seur, le
Soldbach Simson
Guisnee Walmsley

Alemuert, d', Fr. partial difi".
Ei'LKK, Germany, mathematics
Landen, Eng. residual analytic
Lai.anoe, Fr. astronomy

M askki.yne, Eng . astrnno my
Warinc, Eng. matiiematics
Aguesi, donna Horsley
Atwood Kestner
Bailly Mont in-la
Berkeley Pingre
Bezout Price
Borda Robinson

jBosrovich Steward
iCarnot Vandermond

ICondnrcet Vega
Diderot Wargentin
Emerson
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MATTER, in Philosophy, whatever is ex

tended and capable of making resistance ;

hence, because all bodies, whether solid or
fluid, are extended, and do resist, we conclude
that they are material or made up of matter.
That matter is one and the same thing in all
bodies, and that all the variety we observe
arises from the various forms and shapes it
puts on, seems very probable, and may be
concluded from a general observation of the

procedure of nature in the generation and
destruction of bodies: thus, for instance,
water rarified by heat becomes vapour ; a great
collection of which forms clouds ; these con
densed descend in the form of hail or rain ;

part of this collected on the earth constitutes
rivers; another part mixing with the earth
enters into the roots of plants, and supplies
matter to, and expands itself into various
species of vegetables. In each vegetable it
appears in one shape in the root, another in
the stalk, another in the flowers, &c. Hence
various bodies proceed; from the oak, houses,
ships, &c. from hemp and flax we have thread ;

thence our various kinds of linen ; these de
generate into rags, which receive from the mill
the various forms of paper, 8cc.

According to Sir Isaac Newton, it seems

highly probable that God in the beginning
formed matter into solid, massy, impenetrable,
moveable particles, or atoms, of such sizes
and figures, and with such other properties,
and in such proportion to space, as most con
duced to the end for which he formed them,
and that these primitive particles being solids,
are incomparably harder than any porous
bodies compounded of them, even so hard as

never to wear or break in pieces; no ordi
nary power being able to divide what God
himself made one in the first creation. While
these particles continue entire, they may
compose bodies of one and the same nature
and texture in all ages ; but should they wear
away, or break in pieces, the nature of things
depending on them may be changed. Water
and earth composed of old worn particles and
fragments of particles, would not be of the
same nature and texture now, with water and
earth composed of entire particles in the be

ginning ; and therefore, that nature may be
lasting, the changes of corporeal things are
to be placed only in the various separations
and new associations of motions of these per
manent particles, compound bodies being apt
to break, not in the midst of solid particles,
but where those particles are laid together
and only touch in a few points.

Dr. Berkeley argues against the existence
of matter itself, and endeavours to prove that
it is a mere ens rationit, and has no existence
out of the mind. Some late philosophers
have advanced a new hypothesis concerning
the nature and essential properties of mat
ter-

The first of these who suggested, or at least
published, an account of this hypothesis was
M. Boscovich, in bis " Theoria Philosophic
Naturalis;" he supposes that matter is not

impenetrable, but that it consists of physical
points only, endued with powers of attraction
and repulsion, taking place at different dis
tances ; that it is surrounded with various
spheres of attraction and repulsion, in the same
manner as solid matter is generally supposed to
be. Provided therefore that any body move
with a sufficient degree of velocity, or have a
sufficient momentum to overcome any power
of repulsion that it may meet with, it will find
no difficulty in making its way through any
body whatever. If the velocity of such body
in motion be sufficiently great, Boscovich con
tends, that the particles of any body through
which it passes, will not even be moved out
of their place by it.

With a degree of velocity something less
than this, they will be considerably agitated,
And ignition might perhaps be the conse
quence, though the progress of the body in
motion would not be sensibly interrupted ;

and with a still less momentum it might not
pass at all. Mr. Mitchell, Dr. Priestley, and
some others of our own country, are of the
same opinion. See Priestley's " History of
Discoveries relating to Light," p. 390.

In conformity to this hypothesis, this author
maintains that matter is not that inert sub
stance that it has been supposed to be ; that
powers of attraction or repulsion are neces
sary to its very being, and that no part of it
appears to be impenetrable to other parts.
Accordingly he defines matter to be a sub
stance, possessed of the property of exten
sion and of powers of attraction or repulsion,
which are not distinct from matter, and foreign
to it

,

as it has been generally imagined, but
absolutely essential to its very nature and
being ; so that when bodies are divested of
these powers they become nothing at all. In
another place Dr. Priestley has given a some
what different account of matter ; according
to which it is only a number of centres of
attraction aud repulsion ; or, more properly,
of centres not divisible, to which divine
agency is directed; and as sensation and
thought are not incompatible with these
powers, solidity or impenetrability, and con-
quently a vis inertia only having been thought
repugnant to them, he maintains that we have
no reason to suppose that there are in man
two substances absolutely distinct from each
other.

But Dr. Price, in a correspondence with
Dr. Priestley, published under the title of
" A Free Discussion of the Doctrines of Ma
terialism and Philosophical Necessity," 1778,

has suggested a variety of unanswerable ob

jections against this hypothesis of the pene
trability of matter, and against the conclu
sions that are drawn from it. The vis inertia
of matter, he says, is the foundation of all
that is demonstrated by natural philosophy
concerning the laws of the collision of bodies.
This, in particular, is the foundation of New
ton's philosophy, and especially of his three
laws of motion. Solid matter has the power
of acting on other matter by impulse ; bat
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unsolid matter cannot act at all by impulse ;

and this is the only way in which it is capable
of acting, by any action that is properly its
own.

If it be said that one particle of matter can
act upon another without contact and impulse,
or that matter can, by its own proper agency,
attract or repel other matter which is at a dis
tance from it, then, a maxim hitherto univer
sally received must be false, that " nothing
can act where it is not." Newton, in his
letters to Bcntley, calls the notion, that matter
possesses an innate power of attraction, or
that it cau act upon matter at a distance, and
attract and repel by its own agency, an ab
surdity into which be thought no one could
possibly fall.

And in another place he expressly disclaims
the notion of innate gravity, and has taken
pains to show that he did not take it to be an
essential property of bodies. By the same kind
of reasoning pursued, it must appear that
matter has not the power of attracting and
repelling; that this power is the power of
some foreign cause, acting upon matter ac
cording to stated laws; and consequently
that attraction and repulsion not being actions
much less inherent qualities of matter; as

such, it ought not to be defined by them.
And if matter has no other property, as Dr.
Priestley asserts, than the power of attracting
and repelling, it must be a nonentity ; because
this is a property that cannot belong to it.
Besides, all power is the power of something ;

and yet if matter is nothing, the very idea of
it is a contradiction. If matter be not solid
extension, what can it be more than mere
extension ?

Farther, matter that is not solid, is the same
with pore ; and therefore it cannot possess
what philosophers mean by the momentum or
force of bodies, which is always in proportion
to the quantity of matter in bodies, void of
pore.

MAUPERTUIS (Peter Louis Morceau
De), a celebrated French mathematician and
philosopher, was born at Malo, in 1698, and
was there privately educated till he attained
his 16th year, when he was placed under the
celebrated professor of philosophy, M. Le
Bland, in the college of La Marche, at Paris ;

while M. Guisnee, of the Academy of Sci
ences, was his instructor in mathematics.
For this science he soon discovered a strong
inclination, and particularly for geometry.
He likewise practised instrumental music in
his early years with great success ; but fixed
on no profession till he was 20, when he en
tered into the army; in which he remained
about five years, during which time he pursued
his mathematical studies with great vigour.
After that time he devoted himself entirely
to science, and in 1723 became a member of
the French Academy, and about five years
alter was chosen a fellow of the Royal Society
of London. If 1736 he was sent with other
academicians to the North, to determine the
figure of the earth, which service they per-

formed with reputation. At the invitation of
the Prince of Prussia, afterwards Frederic the
Great, he went to Berlin, and was appointed
president and director of the Academy there.
He was of an irritable temper, and had a
dispute with Koenig, professor of philosophy
at i'rancker, and another with Voltaire, who
exerted his satirical talents against him. He
died at Basil, on a visit to the Bernoullis, in
1739.

The works which he published were col
lected in 4 vols. 8vo. published at Lyons, in
1769; where also anew and elegant edition
was printed in 1768. These contain the fol
lowing works. 1. Essay on Cosmology. 2.
Discourse on the different Figures of the
Stars. 3. Essay on Moral Philosophy. 4. Phi
losophical Reflections upon the Origin of
Languages, and the Signification of Words.
5. Animal Physics concerning Generation, &c.
6. System of Nature, or the Formation of
Bodies. 7. Letters on various Subjects. 8. On
the Progress of the Sciences. 9. Elements
of Geography. 10. Account of the Expe
dition to the Polar Circle, for determining
the Figure of the Earth; or the Measure
of the Earth at the Polar Circle. 11. Ac
count of a Journey into the Heart of Lapland
to search for an ancient Monument. 12. On
the Comet of 1742. 13. Various Academical
Discourses, pronounced in the French and
Prussian Academies. 14. Dissertation upon
Languages. 15. Agreement of the different
Laws of Nature which have hitherto appeared
incompatible. 16. Upon the Laws of Motion.
17. Upon the Laws of Rest. 18. Nautical
Astronomy. 19. On the Parallax of the Moon.
20. Operations for determining the Figure of
the Earth, and the Variations of Gravity.
21. Measure of a Degree of the Meridian at
the Polar Circle. Besides these works nume
rous papers, by the same author, were pub
lished in the Memoires of the Academies of
Paris and Berlin, from the year 1724 to 1756
inclusive.

MAXIMA et MINIMA, in Analysis and
Geometry, are the greatest and least value of
a variable quantity, and the method of finding
these greatest and least values, is called the
Methodta deMaximiset Minimis; which forms
one of the most interesting inquiries in the
modern analysis. This subject was considered
geometrically by some of the most ancient
mathematicians, particularly by Apollonius,
in the 5th book of his Conies ; and there are
still a few problems of this kind, which suc
ceed better by the geometrical than by the
analytical method; their number, however,
are very limited compared with those which
may be elegantly performed by analysis. To
the latter therefore we shall principally direct
our attention, only showing in a few cases
bow the same may be accomplished by means
of the pure elements of geometry.

The method of maxima et minima, accord
ing to the analytical doctrine, first arose at
the beginning of the seventeenth century,
after the invention of Des Cartes for express
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ing the properties of curve lines by means of
algebraical equations, and classing them into

different orders, according to the degree of the

equation which expressed the relation be

tween the absciss and ordinate. Besides the
method of Des Cartes, we have also those of
Fermat, Hudde, Huygens, Sluze, and somo
others, which are now all supplanted by the

general and elegant method of fluxions : yet
as these several methods may be considered
as so many steps towards the discover}' of the
latter, it will bo interesting to have a brief
abstract of them, in order to show how slow
and progressive are the steps to knowledge,
and by what imperceptible degrees we arrive
towards perfection.

Fermat't Method of Maxima et Minima. —
The principle upon which Fermat formed his

operation consisted in this; that when the
ordinate of a curve was the greatest possible,
if we augmented the variable quantity x

(which represents the absciss by an indefi
nitely small quantity e, the ordinate corres
ponding to this absciss will be equal to the
former, or will approach towards equality in
definitely near; or, which is the same, the
increase or decrease of an ordinate when it
approaches indefinitely near its maximum or
minimum is nothing; and therefore these two
ordinates may be considered as equal, whence
an equation is obtained, from which cancel

ling the like quantities and all those powers
of e beyond the first, because they are inde

finitely small with regard to the others, and
dividing the other terms by e, the value of x
will be obtained ; that renders the function a

maximum or a minimum.
For example; let it be proposed to find

that value of x in the equation y1 —lax — x1,

which renders y a maximum.
Increase the variable quantity by e ; then

y1 —2a (x + e) — (x + ef, or
2ax — x1 —lax — x* + 2ae — 2ex + «*, or

0 — 2ae — 2ex
by rejecting e1, which is indefinitely small;
whence again,

2ae — 2ex, or x — a.

Again ; required the value of x in the equa
tion = axx — x1, which renders the whole
function a maximum.

Making as before x — x + e, we have
ax1 — x3 — ax* — xJ +2axe + ae%— 3 ex1 —

.It2!-*';
or, 0 = + 2axe — 3ex*

b> suppressing those powers of e above the
first ; whence

3t.it1 = 2ox«, or x —
5 a.

These examples will be sufficient to show
the spirit of Fermat's rule, which is in prin
ciple much Ihe same as (he fluxional method,
only that it wants that generality and ele
gance which constitute the distinguishing
characteristic of the latter.

DeiCarles's Method. —This consisted in mak

ing two of the roots of the equation equal to
each other, in which case two of the ordinates
of the curve became equal, and thus indicated
the maximum or minimum state. This, how-

ever, being much less eligible than the pre
ceding we will not enter into farther expla
nation, but proceed to Huddc's method, which
is in principle the same as Des Cartes, but
more elegant and concise.

Hiulde's Method of Maxima et Minima. —•

This, as we have observed, consisted like Des
Cartes, in making two of the roots of the pro
posed equation equal to each other, and for
which he gave the following rule ; viz. Mul
tiply each term of the equation, arranged
according to the powers of x, by the terms of
an arithmetical progression ; viz. the first by
the first, the second by the second, &c. and
the equation thus obtained will indicate the
maximum or minimum required.

Let us take for example the equation above,
ax* — xs —

y3.
Arranging this equation according to the

powers of x, and supplying the deficient term,
we have

x3 — axl±Ox — y3 = 0
Arith. prog. 3. 2, 1, 0

3.c< — 2ax* =0
3x3 — 2a xz, or x — j a, as above.

Again ; let x1 — ax + y1 — 2by 4- 61 be
proposed.

Writing this, ,
xl— ax + d/1 — 2by + J1)=0

Arith. prog. 2. 1, 0

iix* — ox — 0, or x — | a.
This rule, though not so general as could be

wished, is still extremely simple and inge
nious; and considering the. state of analysis
at the period it was discovered, it is highly
creditable to its author ; to whom we arc also
indebted for several other analytical and geo
metrical improvements.

Huygent's Method of Maxima et Minima. —
As the rule of Hudde, described above, was a

simplification of that of Des Cartes, so the
following one is founded on the principle of
Fermat, and can only be considered as a sim-
plieation of his.

Instead of substituting x + e for x, and then
cancelling the like terms, suppressing those
in which e rises to a higher power than the
first, and finally dividing by e ; Huygens, as
also Sluse, arrive at the final equation at once
by the following simple rule. Multiply each
of the terms in which x is found, by its expo
nent, rejecting all those into which it does
not enter, divide the result by .r, and make
the whole equal to zero; and the equation
thus arising will give the value of x required.

For example ; required the value of .t in
the equation

3 ax1 — x3 =yJ.
Multiplying each of those terms by the ex

ponent of x in them, we have 6m1 — 3x3;
then dividing by x

(iax1 — 3x* =0, or3x3 — 6ax = 0, or
x* — 2ax + a? = a*, or x zz a ± a;

that is, x = 0 ; or 2 a.

This rule differs in no respect from our
fluxional operation, except that we divide by
x instead of x; yet the generality of the
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latter is such, that the methods ahove de

scribed have long been forgotten, and are

only given here as an interesting historical
view of the methods employed by our prede
cessors ; and in this respect they are entitled

to particular notice; for in them is evidently
contained the germ of the modern analysis.
Farther advances were made in these kind of
operations in the method of tangents; of these

the differential triangle of Barrow is parti
cularly interesting, but they are foreign to

our present inquiry. See Tangents.

Of the Method of Maxima et Minima according
to the Fluxional or Differential Calculus.

1. The fluxion of a quantity when it is a

maximum or a minimum, is equal to zero,

or 0. This is obvious from the definition of a
fluxion, for this being the measures, or rates
of increase or decrease, of a variable quantity ;

when this quantity becomes a maximum or a
minimum, its fluxion must be = 0, because
at that point it admits of no farther increase
or decrease.

2. Ifaquantity be a maximum or minimum,

any power or root of that quantity must then
evidently be a maximum or minimum. For
the power or rout of a quantity will increase
or decrease as long as the quantity itself in
creases or decreases, and no longer.

3. Any constant multiple, or part of a

quantity, which is a maximum or a minimum,

must also be a maximum or a minimum. For
the multiple or part of a quantity will in

crease or decrease as long as the quantity
itself increases or decreases, and no longer ;

therefore when its lluxion is made equal to
zero, the constant multiplier may be neg
lected.

4. The fluxion of a constant quantity — 0.

For this admitting of no increase or decrease
has no fluxion, or its fluxion =: 0.

1. To divide a given number (n) into two

itnch parts x, and that t*j" may be a maxi
mum.

Since x + y — a, and x" y»
— a maximum,

the fluxion of each — 0, the former because it
is constant, and the latter because it is a
maximum; whence

*+y = °
myxm~' x + nxm y"~ 1 y

~ 0 ;

from the first we have — x — + y ; and sub

stituting this in the second, gives
myx—'x — nxmy"~'x =0, or
my'x"-' — nx"yn ~ ', or
my — nz; whence

Consequently x + - x~a,or
m
ma , n a

x — , and y — —— .
m+n m + n

If »» ~n, then the two parts are equal.
Hence to divide a quantity (a) into three parts,
y, z, so that xyz may be a maximum ; the

three parts must be all equal amongst them

selves. For whatever ouu of the parts may

be, if it be constant, the product of the other
two will be the greatest when they are equal
to each other; and in the same manner if
wc consider any one of the parts as constant,
the rectangle of the other two will be the
greatest when they are equal to each other ;

whence it is obvious that the product will be
the greatest when the three parts arc equal
to each other. And in the same manner, if
the given quantity be divided into any num
ber of parts, the product of them, or the pro
duct of any equal power of them, will be the

greatest when the several parts are all equal
amongst themselves.

2. To divide a given number (o) into two
such parts, - and y ; that the sum of their al
ternate quotients may be a maximum.

Here we must have x + y — a,

and — (- 2 — a maximum.
y x

Now since the first is constant, and the lat

ter a maximum, we have x — — y, aud

jy — yx yx — xy _
y* x1

- '

Or substituting for x, its equal — y, this

becomes

_ V'» +*!J + dL±l* - o, or

x ji + y ;>_ y y + xy
x<

~
y*

•

Whence wc have —■= i„ or ~ x1, or
«* y1

x — y j that is, each of the required quantities
is equal to \ a.

We might have given here numerous other

problems relating to the maxima et minima

of quantities, as no branch of mathematics

offers a greater variety of pleasing and inter
esting questions ; but our limits will not admit

'

of farther detail, as it is necessary to offer a

few other remarks more immediately connect

ed with the principles of the doctrine.

In our definition we stated a maximum of
minimum to be the greatest or least state of
a variable function, which indeed is the real

meaning of the expression, and in this sense

it must be still understood when applied to

physical problems. But, analytically, we must

understand this term in a more general sense,

signifying that state of a variable function,
which, if the variable quantity upon which it

depends, be cither increased or diminished,
the whole function will decrease or increase

according as it is in its maximum or minimum
state ; so that a function may admit of several

maxima and minima, and the object of the fol

lowing remarks is to point out the method of
ascertaining the number of each, and which

value gives the maxima and which the mi

nima, our operation being the same in both

cases.
In the two preceding problems the result

ing equations are only of the first degree, and

consequently admit of only one solution; but

it may happen that the resulting equation is

of higher dimensions, aud therefore contain
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several roots, and it then becomes necessary
to have some means of distinguishing which
of those roots give the greatest, and which the
least result ; and for this Lacroix gives the
following general rule.

Rule. Let y represent any function of x ;

find the value of x in the equation ? zz 0,
x

which value substitute for * in the equation

— z= 0 j then if the result be negative, y is a
x1
maximum ; if positive, a minimum ; and if
zero, neither a maximum nor a minimum,

unless also 2-zzQ, and then it will depend
x3

n

upon the sign of
-+ and so on ; and the same-

process being observed with regard to each
of the roots of the fluxional equation, the num
ber of maxima and minima will be obtained.

Let us illustrate the preceding rule by an
example.

1. Find y zz x* — 811 + 22 J* — 24 x + 10,
a max. et min.

Here I = 4x3 — 24x' + 44x — 24 = 0
x

Where x zz. 1, 2, and 3.

And it is required to find which of these
roots answer to the maxima, and which to the
minima.

Now & = 12** — 48* + 44.
x

And here making x — 1, 2, 3; the results
are respectively +, —, + ; therefore the root
2 answers to the maximum, and the other
two to the minima.

2. Let there now be proposed the function
y = x5 —7x* + l9xi— 25x14-16x+i0

Here? =5**— 28x34-57xI— 50x+16=:0x
And the roots of this equation are 1, 1, 2, 1 £.

Now ?- — 20x3— 84*1 + H4r_5o
which zz 0, when x — 1 ; therefore the root 1
gives neither a maximum nor a minimum,

unless ~ zz 0 ; which upon trial does not ob-xs
tain.

But by assuming x zz 2, in this equation,
the result is — 4; and consequently this value
of x answers to a maximum.

And by submitting the other root 14, to the
same test, a similar result will be obtained.

We will add another example, with which
we must conclude this article.

3. To find when the function
y zz x3 — 18x* 4- 96x — 20

becomes a maximum or a minimum.

Here if =3x'- 36x 4-96 = 0,
x

in which equation the roots are x zz 4, x zz 8.

Now tjZzGx — 30.

Here the root 8 gives ^ positive.

And the root 4 gives negative.
x

Therefore the former answers to the mini
mum and the latter to the maximum.

If the fluxional equation has 110 real root,
then it follows that the proposed function
admits of neither a maximum nor a minimum;
but increases or decreases ad infinitum.

For more on this subject see Craswell's" Treatise on Maxima ct Minima," lately
published, and most authors ou the doctrine
of fluxions. See also an ingenious chapter on
the maxima et minima of geometrical quan
tities in Simpson's " Gcometrv."

MAXIMUM Effect of Machines. See
Machines.

MAY, the fifth month of the year, consist
ing of 31 days.

MAYER (Tobias), a German astronomer
and mechanician, was born at Manpach, in
Wirtemberg, in the year 1723 ; and in 1751 he
was nominated mathematical professor at the
university of Gottingen, and soon after was ad
mitted a member of the Royal Society in that
town. From this time every year of his life
was distinguished by discoveries in geometry
and astronomy. He invented many useful
instruments: he applied himself to study
the theory of the moon : he extended his ob
servations to the planet Mars, mid the fixed
stars, determining the places of the latter,
and ascertaining that the}' possess a certain
degree of motion relative to their respective
systems. Towards the close of his short life
the magnetic needle engaged his attention,
to which he assigned more certain laws thau
those before received. To all his pursuits he
applied with such indefatigable assiduity, that
he died literally worn out with labour, in 17fi2,
at the age of thirty-nine. The principal works
which he gave to the public were, " A New
and General Method of resolving all Geome
trical Problems, by means of Geometrical
Lines ;" " A Mathematical Atlas," in which
all the mathematical sciences are comprised
in sixty tables ; " A Description of a Lunar
Globe," constructed by the Cosmographical
Society of Nuremberg, from new observa
tions ; " Maps ;" aud several valuable papers
in the Memoirs of the Royal Society of Got
tingen. His (able of refractions, deduced
from astronomical observations, agrees with
that of Dr. Bradley ; and his theory of the
moon and astronomical tables and precepts,
were so well received that they were rewarded
by the English Board of Longitude with the
premium of three thousand pounds, which
sum was paid to his widow after his decease.
These tables and precepts were published in
1770.

MEAN, is a middle state between two ex
tremes; thus we say. Mean Distance, Motion,
Time, &c. ; Arithmetical, Geometrical, and Har-
monical Mean.

Arithmetical Mean, is half the sum of any
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two quantities : thus, - ~ - is arithmetical

mean between a and 4.

Geometrical Mean, is the square root of the

product of any two quantities; that is, ■/ab is

the geometrical mean between a and 6.

Harmonieal Mean, is double a fourth pro
portional to the sum of two quantities and

the quantities themselves ; thus, a + b:a :: b:
ba

is the fourth proportional, and ——2.
a + b

r a + b

is therefore the harmonieal mean between a

and b.

These three means may be found geometri
cally, as follows :

Let D B and B C be any two lines between
which the means are required to be found.
On D C, equal to the two, as a diameter, de
scribe the circle DAGCH, and at the point
B erect the perpendicular BC ; take BA equal
to the radius OC, and produce it to cut the
circle again at H: so shall B A be the arithme
tical mean, BG the geometrical mean, and
BH the harmonieal mean, between the given
lines DB, BC. This is evident,

DB •+-BC
for OB — OC ~— — , arithmet. mean

BG r= </(DB x BC), geometrical mean

— DB x BC _2DB = BC
~

AB
~

DB + BC'
harmonieal mean.

It is obvious, from the above construction,
that the arithmetical mean is greater than the
harmonieal, and the harmonieal greater than
the geometrical.

If more than two mean proportionals are

required between two quantities, they may
be found analytically as follows : viz. a and b

being the two quantities, we shall have
1 mean •/ ab,
2 means V «24, V abx,
3 means %/ a34, V a16l, V ab3,

4 means {/ a*b, {/ a'41, 1/ a*b\ {/ ab*,
5 means V a>b, V «46% V a3*3, V a1*4, V

&c. &c. &o.

Pappus, in his " Collections," treats of these
means, and mentions several properties relat
ing to them ; and amongst others, the follow
ing, viz. a, b, and c, being three continued
terms, either arithmetical, geometrical, or har
monieal ; then in the

Arithmeticals a: a:: a — c:c — 4

Geometricals a: c :: a — c : c — 4

Harmonicals a : 4 :: a — c: c — 4
For more on this subject, see Progression

and Proportion.
Mean and Extreme Proportion. See Pro

portion.
Mean Anomaly, Axis, Diameter, Distance,

Motion, Time, &c. See the respective articles.
MEASURE, in Geometry, denotes any cer

tain quantity assumed as unity, with which
other homogeneous quantities are compared.

Measure of an Angle, is the number of de

grees, minutes, &.c. contained in the arc of a
circle comprised between the two lines form
ing that angle, its angular point being the
centre.

Common Measure, in Fractions. See Com
mon Measure.

Measure of a Line, is its length compared
with some determinate line ; as a foot, yard,
&c.

Measure of a Surface, is the number of
square units contained in it, whether that unit
be a foot, a yard, mile, or other quantity.

Measure of a Solid, is the number of cubic
units contained in it ; as inches, feet, miles,
Sec.

Measure of a Number, is such a number as
will divide another number without a re
mainder.

Measure of a Ratio, is its logarithm in any
system of logarithm ; thus, the measure of
the ratio 2:3, or §, is the logarithm of f , or
the log. of 2 minus the log. of 3.

Measure, in Mechanics, is used in various
ways ; as the measure of the mass, momentum,

velocity, &c. : for which see the respective
articles.

Measures, in Commerce, are of various de
nominations, according to the nature of the
things ofwhich the quantity is to be determined.
They are also different for the same things, in
different countries. Of these we shall give
the most important ; but our limits will not
admit of entering at much length on this sub- ■

ject.

GG
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TABLE

Of the several Standard Meamre>.

ENGLISH.

LONG MEASURE.

3= 1 Inch
.16= 12= 1 Foot

108= 36= 3= 1 Yard
594= 198= 101= si= i pole

I 23760= 7920= 660= 220= 40— \ L'urlong]

I !90080=63360=5280=1760=320=8=lMile
Also

Inches = 1 I land

Feet = 1 Fathom

Miles = 1 League

,. Geographical Miles = 1 Degree

69j English Miles = 1 Degree nearly

360 Degrees, or 25000 Miles, is equal to

the Circumference of the Earth nearly

CLOTH MEASURE.
l0ch«.

2{ = I Nail
9 = 4 = 1 Quarter

36 =16 = 4 = 1 Yard

27 = 12 = 3 = 1 Ell Flemish

45 = 20 = 5 = 1 Ell English

54 = 24 = 6 = 1 Ell French

4

6

3
60

SQUARE MEASURE.
loci**.

144=
1296=

39204=

WINE MEASURE.

plnti.

2= 1 Quart
8= 4= l=lGallon=231Cub.Inehes

336= 168= 42=1 Tierce

504= 252= 6.3=4=1 Hogshead

672= 336= 84=2 =1$=1 Puncheon

1008= 504=126=3 =2 =1|=1 Pipe

2016=1008=252=6 =4 =3 =2=1 Tun

231 Cubic Inches = 1 Gallon

10 Callous = 1 Anker

18 Ankers = 1 Runlet

31* Gallons = 1 Barrel

1 Foot
9 = 1 Yard

272'= 36J= lPole

1568160=10890 =1210 = 40=1 Rood

6272640=43560 =4840 =160=4=1 Acre

Also, 51 Yards = 1 Pole

40 Poles = 1 Rood

4 Roods = 1 Acrti

CUBIC MEASURE.
Irnkta.

1728 = 1 Foot
46056 = 27 = 1 Yard

Pinl».
2=
8 =

72=
144=
288=
432=
576=
86-4=

The

ALE AND BEER MEASURE.

1 Quart
4= 1 Gallon

36= 9= 1 Firkin
72= 18= 2=1 Kilderkin

144= 36= 4=2=1 Barrel

216= 54= 6=3 = 1|=1 Hogshead

288= 72= 8=4=2 = 1}=1 Puncheon

:432=108= 12=6=3 =2 =11=1 Butt

Ale Gallon contains 282 Cubic Inches

Plnti.

8 =
16=!

64=
256=
512=

2560=!
5120=

268f
36

DRY MEASURE.

1 Gallon
2= 1 Peck
8= 4= 1 Bushel

32= 16= 4= 1 Coomb

: 64= 32= 8= 2= 1 Quarter
:320=160=40=10= 5=1 Wey

:640=320=80=20=10=2=1
Last

Cubic Inches = 1 Gallon

Bushels. = 1 Chaldron of Coals

SCOTCH.

LONG MEASURE.
Eng. inchet.

A»» Ell = 37 2

A Fall — 223-2

7 furlong = 8928

A Mile = 71424
* Link = 8-928

* Chain, or Short Rood = 8928
A Long Rood = 1339-2

MEASURE OF CAPACITY.
Eng. Cub. Inch.

A Gill = 6-462

A Mutchkin = 25-85

A Choppin = 61-7

A Pint = 103-4

A Quart = 206 8

A Gallon = 827-23

A Hogshead = 13235 7, or 16 Gallons
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TABLE

Of the several Standard Measures.

FRENCH.

OLD SYSTEM.
A Point ■0148089
A Line -088815
An Inch 1-06678

A Foot 12-78933
An Ell 44
A Sonde 5
A Toise 6
A Perch = 18

A Perch Roval = 22
A League 2282
A Square Inch.... 1-13682

An Arpeut £
Arpent Royal li
A Cubic Inch 121063
A Litron 65 34
A Boisseau 16

A Minot 3
A Mine 2
A Septier 2
A Muid 12

Eng. Inches

French Inches
French Feet

Toises
Eng. Inches
Eng. Acre

Eng. Cub. In.

Litrons
Boisseaux
Minots
Mines
Septiers

METRE SYSTEM.

SUPERFICIAL MEASURE.
Enr. Yardi.

Are, a Square Decametre 119-6046
Decare 1196 046
Hccatare 11960-46

LINEAL MEASURE.
Eng. Inches.

-03937

39-371

3937-1

Note. En English Inch = -0364 Metres.

MEASURE OF CAPACITY.
Eng. Cub.lac.

Millililre -00103
Centilitre.. -61028
Decilitre 6-1028
Litre 61-028
Decalitre 61028
Hecatolitre 61028
Chiltolitre 61028
Myriolitre 610280-

SOLID MEASURE.
Ens- Ctib.feet.

Deeistre, for fire-wood 3-5317
Stcre, a Cubic Metre 35-317
Decastere 353-17

It will be observed, that in this system it is
only necessary to remember the metre, arc
litre, and stere, all the others having certain
relations to these, being equal to them taken
10, 100, 1000, &c. times, or divided by those
numbers ; and these arc indicated in all cases
by the preceding part of the word, the termi
nations in all being the same ; that is

,

in each
class of measures. Thus,

Deca prefixed, denotes 10 times ; heca, 100

times j chilio, 1000 times, &c. On the other
hand, deci, centi, milli, denotes the 10th part,
100th part, 1000th part, &c. So that metre is

the element of long measures; are, of super
ficial measures ; stere, that of solid measure ;

and litre, is the element of the measures of
capacity ; also, gramme is the clement of all
weights, being itself the weights of a cubic
centimetre of distilled water.

The are is the square decametre.

The litre, the cubic decimetre.

The stere, the cubic metre.

The metre itself, one-ten-millionth part of
the terrestrial arc intercepted between the

equator and north pole, as determined by the
actual measurement of degrees in different
altitudes.

One need only cast an eye over this system
of measures, to see at once the great advan
tages that it possesses over the complicated
systems of any other country. It not only ren
ders the system incomparably more simple
for all the practical purposes of life, but it

.

annihilates at once all those rules in arith
metic, classed under the terms compound
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and di
vision ; reducing the whole of arithmetic to
the first simple rules. A child, under this sys
tem of weights and measures, may learn every
thing necessary for entering into the common
concerns of the world in a month, as well,
and better, than in a year under our compli
cated system. It is, perhaps, too much to
expect that wc shall ever forego our preju
dices so far as to adopt this system of a

rival nation. Yet it must be allowed to be
of infinite importance to reduce all those in
congruous and incomparable measures now
in use, to one simple and uniform system that
should be understood by every one; and we
should therefore be happy to find the subject
taken up by the English parliament, being
well worthy of its serious attention.

G G a
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Of the proportion of Long Measures of diffe
rent Nations to the English foot ; which, for
the sake of comparison, is supposed to be divid
ed into 1000 parts.

English foot 1000
Paris 1068
Venetian 1162
Rhinland 1033
Strasburgh 952
Norcmberg 1000
Dantzic 944
Danish 1042
Swedish 977£

Standard of Measure. Various attempts
have been made by different mathematicians
to find a perpetual standard of measure, which
might be referred to at any time and under
any circumstance, supposing the standard in
present use to be lost. The above metric
system of the I'rehch is founded on this prin
ciple ; the terrestrial arc, from the equator to
the pole, being taken as the standard of uni
versal comparison. Our limits will not allow
of entering upon this subject ; but the curious
reader will see some ingenious remarks on
this head, in the English edition of Haiiy's" Natural Philosophy," vol. i. p. 74, in the
translator's note.

MEASURING. See Mensuration.
MECHAIN (Peter Francis Andrew), an

eminent modern French astronomer, was born
in 1744, and is particularly celebrated for his
numerous and accurate astronomical observa
tions: ho discovered eight comets, and cal
culated the orbits of some others. He was
employed with d'Alenibert in measuring a
degree of the meridian ; and has some inte
resting papers on astronomical subjects, both
in the " Connoissance des Terns," and in the" Ephemeridcs

" of M. Bode of Berlin ; but
he is not the author of any distinct work. Mc-
chain died in 1805, in the sixty-second year
of his age.

MECHANICS, that branch of practical ma
thematics which considers motion and moving
powers, their nature, laws, effects, Sue. This
term, in a popular sense, is applied equally to
the doctrine of the equilibrium of powers,
more properly called statics, and to that
science which treats of the generation and
communication of motion, which constitutes
dynamics, or mechanics, strictly so called.
See Dynamics, Motion, Power, Statics.

This science is divided by Newton into prac
tical and rational mechanics, the former of
which relates to the mechanical powers ; rig,
the lever, balance, wheel and axis, pulley,
wedge, screw, inclined plane, and funicular
machine : and the latter, or rational mechanics,
to the theory of motion; showing when the
forces or powers are given, how to determine
the motion that will result from them : and
conversely, when the circumstances of the
motion are given, how to trace the force* or
powers from which they arise.

Mechanics, according to the ancient sense
of the word, considers only the energy of
organa, or machines. The authors who have
treated the subject of mechanics systemati
cally, have observed, that all machines derive
their efficacy from a few simple forms and
dispositions that may be given to the organa,
which are interposed between the agent and
the resistance to be overcome ; and to those
simple forms they have given the name of
mechanical powers, simple powers, or simple
machines. See Mechanical Powers.

The practical uses of the several mechanical
powers were undoubtedly known to the an

cients, but they were almost wholly unac
quainted with the theoretical principles of this
science till a very late period ; and it is, there
fore, not a little surprising that the construc
tion of machines, or the instruments of me
chanics, should have been pursued with such
industry, and carried by them to such perfec
tion. Vitruvius, in his tenth book, enume
rates several ingenious machines, which had
then been in use from time immemorial. We
find, that for raising or transporting heavy
bodies, they employed most of the means
which are at present commonly used for that
purpose, such as the crane, the inclined plane,
the pulley, &c; but with the theory or true
principles of equilibrium, they seem to have
been unacquainted till the time of Archimedes.
This celebrated mathematician, in his book
of " Equiponderants," considers a balance
supported on a fulcrum, and having a weight
in each scale ; and taking, as a fundamental
principle, that when the two arms of the ba
lance are equal, the two weights supposed to
be in equilibrio are also of necessity equal, he
shows, that if one of the arms be increased,
the weight applied to it must be proportionally
diminished. Hence he deduces the general
conclusion, that two weights suspended to
the arms of a balance of unequal length, and
remaining in equilibrio, must be reciprocally
proportional to the arms of the balance; and
this is the first trace any where to be met
with, of any theoretical investigation of me
chanical science. Archimedes also farther
observed, that the two weights exert the same
pressure on the fulcrum of the balance, as if
they were directly applied to it ; and he after
wards extended the same idea to two other
weights, suspended from other points of the
balance; then for two others, and so on: and
hence, step by step, advanced towards the
general idea of the centre of gravity, a point
which he proved to belong to every assemblage
of small bodies, and consequently to every
large body, which might be considered as
formed of such an assemblage. This theory
he applied to particular cases, and determin
ed the situation of the centre of gravity in the
parallelogram, triangle, trapezium, parabola,
parabolic trapezium, Sec. &c. To him we are
also indebted for the theory of the inclined
plane, the pulley and tho screw, besides the
invention of a multitude of compound ma
chines j of which, however, he has left us no
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description, and therefore little more than
their names remain.

From the time of Archimedes till the com
mencement of the sixteenth century, the theory
of mechanics appears to have remained in the
same state in which it was left hy this prince
of Grecian science, little or no additions hav
ing been made to it during so many ages ;

but abont this time Stevinus, a Flemish ma
thematician, made known directly, without
the introduction of the lever, the laws of equi
librium of a body placed on an inclined plane ;

he also investigated with the same success
many other questions in statics, and deter
mined the conditions of equilibrium between
several forces concurring in a common point,
which comes, in fact, to the famous proposi
tion relating to the parallelogram of forces ;

but it does not appear that he was at all
aware of its consequences and application.
In 1692, Galileo composed a treatise on
statics, which he reduced to this single
principle; viz. It requires an equal power to
raise two different bodies to heights having the
inverse ratio of their weights ; that is, what
ever power will raise a body of two pounds to
the height of one foot, will raise a body of one
pound to the height of two feet. On tin's sim
ple principle he investigated the theory of the
inclined plane, the screw, and all the mecha
nical powers; and Descartes afterwards em
ployed it in considering the statical equili
briums of machines in general, but without
quoting Galileo, to whom he had been indebt
ed for the first idea. To Galileo we are also
indebted for the theory of accelerated motion ;
and its complete coincidence with the observ
ed phenomena of nature may be considered
as one of the greatest steps made at one time
in the science of physics.

Torricelli, a pupil of Galileo, prosecuted the
subject after his master, and added several
curious propositions concerning projectiles,
to those which the latter had previously in
vestigated. Huygens considered the motion
of bodies along given curves, and demonstrat
ed that the velocity of a heavy body, which
descends along any curve, is the same at every
instant in the direction of the tangent, as it
would have acquired by falling freely from a

height equal to the corresponding vertical
absciss. Then applying this principle to the
inverted cycloid, the axis of which is vertical,
he found that a heavy body, from whatever
part of the cycloidal arc it falls, alw ays arrives
at the lowest point of that arc in the same
space of time. This very remarkable propo
sition includes what is commonly called the
isochronismof the cycloid, and would alone have
been sufficient to establish the fame of a geo
metrician. In 1661, Huygens, Wallis, and Sir
Christopher Wren, all discovered the true laws
of percussion separately, and without any com
munication with each other, a proposition which
Descartes had previously attempted, but failed
in giving it a general solution. However, be
fore the discovery of the fluxional calculus, there
were many curious and interesting mechanical

properties, which the ancient geometry was
incompetent to investigate, and which could
never have been brought to light but by the
assistance of this modern branch of analysis.

We cannot in this place attempt to follow
the science through all its successive improve
ments, from the date of that noble discovery
to the present time ; we shall, therefore, merely
enumerate those authors who have most dis
tinguished themselves in this pursuit, and the
works in which their labours are contained ;
viz. Newton, in his " Principia;" Guido Ubal-
dus, in his " Liber Mechanieoruin ;" Torri
celli, " Libri de Motu Gravium naturaliter
Decendentium et Projectorum ;" Raliauus," Tractatus de Motu natural! Gravium ;"
Huygens, " Horologium Oscillatorium," and" Tractatus de Motu Corporum ex Percus-
sione;'' Leibnitz, " Resistentia Solidorum,"
in Acta Euroditor. an 1684; Guldinus, " De
Centro Gravitatis;" Wallis, "Tractatus de
Mechanic* ;" Varignon, " Projet d'une Nou-
velle Mechanique," and his papers in the
Memoires Acad, an 1702; Rorelli, "Tracta
tus de vi Percussionis, de Motionibus Natu-
ralibus," &c.; Dechales, "Treatise on Mo
tion;" Pardics, "Discourse on Local Motion;"
Parent, " Elements of Mechanics and Phy
sics ;" Casatus, " Meehanica ;" Oughtred,
"Mechanical Institutions;" Rohault, " Trac
tatus de Meehanica;" Lamv, "Mechanique;"
Keil, " Introduction to true Philosophy;" De
Lahire, "Mechanique;" Mariotte, " Traite
du Choc du Corps;" Ditton, "Laws of Mo
tion;" Herman, "Phoronomia;" Gravesande,
"Physics;" Euler, " Traclatus de Motu;"
Muschenbroek, " Physics ;" Bossu, " Mecha-
niques;" Lagrange, "

Mechanique Aualyti-
que;" Atwood, "On Motion;" Prony, "Ar
chitecture Hydr^ulique," and "

Mechanique
Analytique;" Gregory, " Mechanics, in The
ory and Practice," &c. &c. To which, may
be added the names of Nicholson, Enfield,
Wood, Ferguson, Emerson, Young, and
Marat. For those works which relate prin
cipally to the description of machinery, see
the article Machine.

MECHANICAL, relating to the theory of
mechanics, or that which is performed by
means of machines; it is alio used in mathe
matics, to denote a method not strictly scien
tific, as when the solution of a problem is
obtained by means of any other instrument
beside the ruler and compasses, or by any art
or contrivance not strictly geometrical.

Mechanical Curve. See Transcendental
Curve.

Mechanical Philosophy. Sec Corpuscu
lar Philosophy.

Mechanical Solution, that which is derived
from methods not strictly geometrical.

Mechanical Powers, is a term under which
is classed all those simple orgaua, or machines,
which are separately employed for the pur
poses of raising great weights, overcoming
great resistances, 8cc. ; and from the combina
tion of which the most complex engines are
constructed.
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Authors have differed as to the niimher of

the mechanical powers, some reckoning only
three, others six, and others again seven: viz.

the lever, wheel and axle, pulley, inclined plane,
screw, wedge, and funicular machine; for the

principles of which see the respective articles.
MECHANISM, the construction or em

ployment of machinery.
MEDIAL, or Medii'M. Sec Mean.
MEDIUM, in Philosophy, denotes that space

or region through which a body passes in its

motion towards any proposed point ; being
used in contradistinction to a vacuum, which
is a simple void space. Thus, air, water, glass,
&c. are mediums of different densities, and

possessed of different powers of refraction,
resistance, &c.

Ethereal .Medium, is a supposititious subtile
medium, supposed to occupy every part of
space, and in which the planetary motions are

performed without resistance, and by means
of which light is reflected, inflected, and re

fracted ; heat is propagated and increased ; in
short, all the great operations of nature arc

supposed to be carried on through the agency
of this universal medium. This is one of the
bold flights of the genius of Newton ; but be

ing merely hypothetical, it has produced va

rious disputes and discussions, and has accord

ingly been (irmly adopted by some philoso

phers, and as positively rejected by others ;

but is now probably nearly given up by all.

MEGAMETER. See Micrometer.
MENISCUS, a lens or glass, which is con

vex on the one side and concave on the other;

and is otherwise called a lune or lunula.

The rule for finding the focus of a meniscus

is as follows :

As the difference between the concavity
and convexity is- to either of them, so is the

diameter to the focal length, or distance of
the focus from the meniscus ; that is, if D and

d be (he diameters of the two sides, and f the

focal distance, (hen
D — rf:D::rf:/

Where, if D = 2d, we shall have/= D
ifD=3rf, (hen /=iD
if D =£>d, (hen /= JD
&c. &c.

And, lastly, if D = d, then / is infinite; and
therefore a ray falling parallel to the axis, will
also continue parallel to it after refraction.
See Lens.

MENSTRUUM, Solvent or Dissolvent, any
fluid that possesses the property of dissolving
or separating the parts of solid bodies.

MENSURABILITY, capacity of being
measured.

MENSURATION, that branch of mathe

matics which treats of the measurement of the
extensions, capacities, solidities, &c. of bodies;

and which, in consequence of its very extensive

applications to the various purposes of life,

may be justly considered as one of the most

important of the mathematical sciences.
It is to the Greeks that we seem to be in

debted for the fundamental principles of men

suration ; which, in its earliest state, was

scarcely distinguishable from geometry : and
notw ithstanding the perfection which Euclid
attained in the latter science, the theory of
mensuration was not in his time advanced
beyond what related to right-lined figures;
and (his, so far as regards surfaces, might all be
reduced to that of measuring a triangle. The
mensuration of solid bodies, however, was of
a more varied and complex nature, and gave
this celebrated geometrician a greater scope
for the exercise of his superior talents; aud
here still confining himself to bodies bounded
by right-lined plane superfices, he was able to
perform all that can be done even at this day.
With regard to curvilinear figures, he attempt
ed only the circle and the sphere ; and if he

did not succeed in these, he failed only where
there was no possibility of success: but the
ratio that such surfaces and solids have to
each other, he accurately determined.

After Euclid, Archimedes took up the theory
of mensuration, and carried it to a much
greater extent. He first found the area of a

curvilinear space, unless indeed we except
the lunulas of Hippocrates, which required
no other aid than that of the pure geometrical
elements. Archimedes found the area of the
parabola to be two-thirds of its circumscribing
rectangle, which, with the exception above
stated, was the first ins(ancc of the quadrature
of a curvilinear space. He likewise deter
mined the ratio of spheroids and conoids,
to their circumscribing cylinders; and has
left us his attempt at the quadrature of the
circle. He demonstrated, that the area of
a circle is equal to the area of a right-angled
triangle, of which one of its sides about the
right angle is equal to the radios, and the
other equal to the circumference ; and thus
reduced the quadrature of the circle to that
of determining the ratio of the circumference
to the diameter, a problem which has engaged
the particular attention of the most celebrated
mathematicians of all ages, but which remains
at present, and in all probability ever will
remain, the desideratumof geometricians ; and,
at the same time, a convincing and humiliat
ing proof of the limited powers of the human
mind.

But notwithstanding Archimedes failed in
establishing the real quadrature of the circle,
it is to him we are indebted for the first ap
proximation towards it. He found the ratio
between the diameter of a circle, and the
periphery of a circumscribed polygon of 96
sides, to be less than 7 to 22, or less than 1 to
3 ; but (he ratio between the diameter, and
periphery of an inscribed polygon of the same
number of sides, he found to be greater than
1 to 3 j$ ; whence a fortiori the diameter of a
circle is to its circumference, in a less ratio
than 1 to 3 Jp or less (ban 7 to 22. Having
thus established this approximate ratio be
tween the circumference and diameter, he
readily ascertained that of the area of the
circle to its circumscribed square, which he
found to be nearly as 11 to 14 ; or rather he
made the former depend upon the latter.
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These, it is true, are but rude approximations,
compared with those that have been since
discovered ; but considering the state of
science at this period, particularly of arith
metic, we cannot hut admire the genius and
perseverance of the man, who, notwithstand
ing the difficulties that were opposed to him,
succeeded in deducing this result, which may
be considered as having led the way to the
other more accurate approximations which
followed ; most of which, till the invention of
fluxions, were obtained upon similar prin
ciples to those employed by this eminent
geometrician.

Archimedes also determined the relation
between the circle and ellipse, as well as that
of their similar parts; besides which figures
he has left us a treatise on the spiral, a de
scription of which will be given under that
article. See Spiral.

Some advances were successively made in
geometry and mensuration, though but little
novelty was introduced into the mode of in
vestigation, till the time of Cavalerius ; till
his time the regular figures circumscribed
about the circle, as well as those inscribed,
were always considered as being limited both
as to the number of their sides, and the length
of each. He first introduced the idea of a

circle being a polygon of an infinite number
of sides, each of which was of course indefi
nitely small; solids were supposed to be made
up of an infinite number of sections indefi
nitely thin, &c. &c. Sec Indivisibles.

The theory of indivisibles was however ob
jected to by many mathematicians, and parti
cularly by Newton, who, amongst his numerous
and brilliant discoveries, has given us that of
the method of fluxions ; the excellency and
generality of which immediately superseded
that of indivisibles, and revived some hopes
of squaring the circle; and accordingly its
quadrature was again attempted with the
greatest eagerness. The quadrature of a
space, and the rectification of a curve, was
now reduced to that of finding the fluent of a

given fluxion ; but still the problem was found
to be incapable of a general solution in finite
terms. The fluxion of every fluent was found
to be always assignable, but the converse pro
position, viz. of finding the fluent of a given
fluxion, could only be effected in particular
cases, and amongst these exceptions, to the
great disappointment and regret of geometri
cians, was included the case of the circle,
with regard to all the forms of fluxions under
which it could be obtained.

At length all hopes of accurately squaring
the circle, and some other curves, being-
abandoned; mathematicians began to apply
themselves to finding the most convenient
series for approximating towards their true
lengths and quadratures; and the theory of
mensuration now began to make rapid pro
gress towards perfection. Many of the rules
however were given in the Transactions of
learned Societies, or in separate and detached
works, till at length Dr. Hutton formed them

into a complete treatise, entitled a " Treatise
on ■Mensuration," in which the several rules
are all demonstrated, and some new ones
introduced. Mr. Bonnycastle also published
a very complete work on this subject, entitled
" An Introduction to Mensuration." These
may be considered as standard works, and
the only ones of importance in our language,
though there are others on the same subject,
as Hawncy's and Robertson's, the latter of
which only require the demonstrations of the
several rules, which are omitted, in order to
render it also a very useful and valuable per
formance.

The rules and formulas for the mensuration
of the several plane figures, and solid bodies,
will be found under the respective articles in
this Dictionary.

MERCATOR (Gerard), an eminent geo
grapher and mathematician, was born in the
Low Countries in 1512; to whom we are in
debted for the construction of those sea-charts
called after him Mercator's charts, as also for
that part of navigation which is after him
called Mercator Sailing. He died at Duis-
bourg in 1594.

Mercator (Nicholas), a celebrated ma
thematician and astronomer, was born at
Holstein in 1640 ; but spent all the latter part
of his life in England, and was admitted a
fellow of the Royal Society. He is said to
have possessed considerable talents, but was
not of a very liberal turn of mind. It had
been observed before his time, that there was
an analogy between a scale of logarithmic
tangents and Wright's prolraction of the nau
tical mondial line, which consisted of the
sums of the secants, though it did not appear
by whom this analogy was first discovered.
It seemed, however, that it was first published
and introduced into the practice of navigation
by Mr. Henry Bond, who mentions this pro
perty in an edition of Norwood's " Epitome
of Navigation," printed about the year 1645;
and he treated of it more fully in an edition of
Gunter's works, printed in 1653, where he
teaches, from this property, to resolve all
cases of Mercator's sailing by the logarithmic
tangents, independently of the table of meri
dional parts. This analogy had been only
found to be nearly true by trials, but not de
monstrated to be a mathematical property.
Such demonstration was probably first dis
covered by Mercator, who, desirous of making
the most advantage of this and another inven
tion in navigation, invited by a paper in the
Phil. Trans, for June, 1666, the public to
enter into wager with him on his ability to
prove the truth or falshood of the supposed
analogy. This proposal, not very reputable
to a man of science and literature, was not
taken up by any one, and Mercator reserved
his demonstration; he however distinguished
himself by many valuable pieces on philo
sophy and mathematical subjects. Of these
we may mention "

Cosmographia, sive De-
scriptio Coeli ct Terra in Circulos," &c. ;
" Rationes Mathematical subducta?," anna
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1658 ; " Hypothesis Astronomica nova et con
sensus ejus cum Observationibus ;" " Loga-
rithmotechnia, sive melhodus constrnendi
Logarithmos," &c. ; " Institutionum Astrono-
nicanim Libri duo ;" and some papers in the
Phil. Trans. Mercator died in 1694, at the

age of 54 years. •

Mercator Chart. See Chart.
Mercator Sailing. See Sailing.
MERCURY, in Astronomy, is the nearest

planet to (he sun, denoted by the character
8 : its mean distance being -387, that of

the earth being considered as unity ; which
makes that distance above 36 millions of
miles.

He performs his sidereal revolution in 87d

23h 15' ).'! !», and his mean synodical revolu
tion in about 116 days.

The eccentricity of his orbit is -2055 ; half
the major axis being taken equal to unity.

His mean longitude, at the commence
ment of the present century, was in 5* 3° 56'
27"0.

The longitude of his perihelion was, at the
same time, in 2* 14° 21' 46"-9 ; but the line of
the apsides has a sidereal motion, according
to (he order of the signs, equal to 9' 43"-6 in a

century. Which motion, if referred to the
ecliptic, will (owing to the precession of the

equinoctial points.) be equal to56"-8 in a year;
or to 1°33' 13"-6 in a century.

The orbit of Mercury is inclined to the
plane of the ecliptic in an angle of 7° C 9"'l ;

but this angle is subject to a small increase of
about 18"-2 in a century.

His orbit, at the commencement of the pre
sent century, crossed the ecliptic in 1" 15° 57',
30"'9: having a sidereal motion, to the west
ward every century, of 13' 2""2; but if referred
to the ecliptic, the place of the nodes will (on
account of the precession of the equinoxes)
fall more to the eastward by 42"-3 in a year,
or 1° 10' 27 "-8 in a century.

The rotation on his axis is accomplished in
ld C' 5' 28"-3, but the inclination of its axis
is not known.

The diameter of Mercury is about 3123
miles : which, compared with the earth's dia
meter considered as unity, is about -3944;
bis apparent diameter being 6""9. His mass,
compared with that of the sun considered as

unity, is i^i^m; am' "ie proportion of light
and heat reemed from the sun is about 6 68
times greater than on our planet.

As seen from the earth, Mercury never ap
pears at any great distance from the sun ;

either in the morning or the evening; his

elongation, or angular distance, varying only
from 16° IV to 28° 48'.

His course sometimes appears retrograde,
the mean arc, which it describes in this case,

being about 13° 30'; and its mean duration is

about 23 days ; but there is great difference
in this respect. This retrogradation com

mences or finishes when he is about 18° dis

tant from the sun. Mercury changes his

phases, like the moon, according to his various
positions with regard to the earth and sun:

but this cannot be discovered without the aid
of a telescope.

This planet is sometimes seen to pass over
the sun's disc : which can only happen when
he is in his nodes, and when the earth is in
the same longitude ; consequently this phe
nomenon can take place only in the month of
May or November. The first observation of
this kind was made by Gassendi, in November
1631 : since which period they have been fre
quent. The next transit will be in Nov. 1815.

MERIDIAN, in Astronomy (from the Latin
meritket, mid-day), is a great circle of the
celestial sphere passing through the poles of
the world and zenith and nadir, crossing the
equator at right angles, and dividing the
sphere into an eastern and western hemi
sphere. When the sun is south of this circle
it is noon, or mid-day to all places situated
under that meridian, whence the derivation
of the word as above stated.

Meridian, in Geography, a corresponding
terrestrial circle in the plane of the former,
and which therefore passes through the poles
of the earth.

All places situated under the same meri
dian have their noon or midnight at the same
time, but under different meridians ; it will
arrive sooner or later, according as they are
situated to the eastward or westward of each
other ; viz. the sun will be upon that meridian
soonest which is most to the eastward, and
that at the rate of an hour for every 15 de
grees.

First Meridian is that from which all the
others are reckoned, which being totally ar
bitrary has been variously chosen by different
geographers. Ptolomy makes his first meridian
pass through the most western of the Canary
Islands, others have chosen Cape Verd, some
the Peak of Teneriffe, others the Island of
Fero, &c; but most nations now consider that
the first meridian which passes over their me
tropolis, or their principal observatory. Thus
the English reckon from the meridian of Lon
don, or rather of Greenwich; the French from
that of Paris ; the Spanish from Madrid, &c.

It has been suspected that there is some
variation in the meridians of places, that is,
that those lines which were formerly north
and south change in time a little from that
direction, which if true must evidently arise
from a variation of the terrestrial axis. The
old meridian line of St. Pretonio at Bologna,
is said to be now 8° from the true meridian,
and that of Tycho Iff. This opinion has
been controverted by others ; and the pyramids
of Egypt, which are directly facing the four
cardiual points, have been adduced as a proof
of the permanency of the north and south line ;

but if these lines are variable, they are in all
probability periodic, and therefore this would
not prove a negative, if even it was positively
known that they were first erected to face
precisely the same points of the heavens
which they do at present ; and much less as
their original direction is unknown.

Meridian of a Globe, the brazen circle in
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which it turns, and by which it is supported.
See Globe.

Meridian Line, is a north and south line,
the exact determination of which is of the
greatest importance in all cases relating to
astronomy, geography, dialling, &c. because
on this all the other parts have their depend-
ance. The most celebrated meridian line is
that on the pavement of the church of St.
Petronio in Bologna, which was drawn to the
length of one hundred and twenty feet by the
celebrated Cassini.

To draw a Meridian
Line.— Knowing the
south quarter pretty
nearly, observe the al
titude FE of some star
on the eastern side
thereof, not far from
the meridian HZRN:
then keeping the qua
drant firm on its axis, N
so as the plummet may still cut the same
degree, only directing it to the western side
of the meridian, wait till you find the star has
the same altitude as before /, e. Lastly, bisect
the angle E e, formed by the intersection of
the two planes wherein the quadrant is placed
at the time of the two observations, by Ihe
right line HR.

This H R is a meridian line.
Or thus: on the

horizontal plane,
from the same cen
tre O describe se
veral arcs of circles
BA, ha and c, and
on the same centre
C erect a stile, or
gnomon, perpendi
cular to the plane
ACB, a foot or half
a foot long. About
the twenty-first of June, between the hours
of nine and eleven in the morning, and be
tween one and three in the afternoon, observe
the points B, />

.

&c. A, a, wherein the shadow
of the style terminates. Bisect the arcs
AH, ah. &c. in D, d

,

&c. If then the same
right line DE bisect all the arcs A B

,

ah, \c.

it will be the meridian line sought. As it is

difficult to determine the extremity of the
shadow exactly it is best to have the style
flat at to i, and to drill a little hole, noting the
lucid spot projected by it on the arcs A B, and
ah, instead of the extremity of the shadow.
Otherwise the circles may be made with yel
low, instead of black. Sec.

Several authors have invented particular
instruments and methods for the describing
of meridian lines, or rather for determining
equal altitudes of the sun in the eastern and
western parts of the heavens ; as Grey, and
Dr. Dcnham, &c. in the Phil. Trans. But
as the former of the methods above delivered
suffices for astronomical observations, and the
latter for more ordinary occasions, we shall
trniit giving any descriptions of them.

Meridian Line on a dial, is the same as
the 12 o'clock hour line.

Meridian Line on the Gunter's scale, is a
line divided unequally towards 87°, corres
ponding to the meridian in Mercator's chart.
See Gunter's Scale.

Magnetic Meridian, a great circle passing
through the magnetic poles. See Magnet.

Meridian Altitude, the altitude of any of
the heavenly bodies when they are upon the
meridian.

MERIDIONAL Distance, in Navigation, is

the same as Departure, or distance between
the meridians of two places.

Meridional Parts, Miles, or Minutes, in
Navigation, are the parts of the increased me
ridians according to the Mcrcator chart.

The parts of the enlarged meridians in the
Mcrcator chart increase in proportion to the
cosines of the latitudes to radius, or as the
radius to the secants, or since the radius is

constant they increase simply as the secants;
and therefore the whole enlarged meridian
for any parallel of latitude will be propor
tional to the sum of all the secants to that
place, which for common purposes are found
near enough by adding together the secants
of every angle in minutes ; that is,
the meridional parts

for 1
'

:= sec. 1
'

for 2" = sec. 1
' + sec. 2
"

for 3 " = sec. 1
'

+ sec. 2
'

+ sec. 3
'

&c. ' ' &c.
and this way they were first computed by
Wright. But it is obvious that this is merely
an approximation, and at the same time at
tended with considerable labour; other me
thods have therefore been invented for this
purpose by Bond, Gregory, Halley, Robert
son, &c. See the latter author's Treatise on
Navigation, vol. ii. book 8

.

But if the earth be considered as a spheroid,
the method of computation is a little more
varied, though it is attended with the same
accuracy as in the former case. See Mac-
laurin's Fluxions, art. 895, 899 ; Phil. Trans.
No. 461 ; and Murdock's Mercator's Sailing,
&c.

MERSENNE (Martin), a reputable
French author, was born in the province of
Maine in 1588. He was intimately acquainted
with Descartes, and was frequently consulted
by him on the subjects of his discoveries be
fore he would venture to offer them to the
world. Mcrsenne had also an extensive cor
respondence with almost all the philosophers
and mathematicians of Europe, and to him
we owe the preservation of many ingenious
papers, which would otherwise have been
totally lost. He was also author himself of
several useful works, of which the following
are the most interesting; viz. I. Questiones
celeberrimae in Genesim. 2. Harmonicorum
Libri. 3. De Sonorum Natura Causis ct Ef-
fectibus. 4. Cogitata Physico Mathcmatica.
5. La Verite des Sciences. 6. Les Questions
inouies. Besides various letters in the works
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of Descartes and oilier authors. Mersenne
died in 1648, in his 61st year.

MESOLABR, an ancient instrument for
finding two mean proportionals between two
given numbers.

MESO Logarithms, is used by Kepler to
denote the logarithms of sines and cosines.

METEOR (from jwriwpos, high, sublime), is
used by some authors to denote ail the various
phenomena of the atmosphere, while others
apply it exclusively to denote those luminous
bodies which appear at a considerable height
above the earth. These sometimes surpass
the moon in splendour, and sometimes equal
her in apparent size. They generally pro
ceed in this hemisphere from north to south
with vast velocity, frequently breaking into
several smaller ones, sometimes vanishing
with a report, and sometimes not.

These luminous appearances no doubt con
stitute one part of the ancient prodigies, blaz
ing stars or comets, which last they sometimes
resemble in being attended with a train ; but
frequently they appear with a round and well
defined disk. The first of these of which we
have any accurate account was observed by
Dr. Halley and some other philosophers at
different places, in the year 1719. From the
slight observations they could take of its course
among the stars, the perpendicular height of
this body was computed at about 70 miles
from the surface of the earth. The height of
others has also been computed, and found to
be various ; though in general it is supposed
to be beyond the limits assigned to our at
mosphere, or where it loses its refractive

power. The most remarkable of these on
record appeared on the 18th of August, 1783,
about nine o'clock in the evening. It was
seen to the northward of Shetland, and took
a southerly direction for an immense space,
being observed as far as the southern pro
vinces of France ; and one account says that
it was seen at Rome also. During its course
it frequently changed its shape ; at one time

appearing in the form of one ball, at an
other of two or more ; sometimes with a

train, and sometimes without one. It passed
over Edinburgh nearly in the zenith, and
had then the appearance of a well defined
round body, extremely luminous, and of a

greenish colour; the light which it diffused on
the ground giving likewise a greenish cast to
objects. After passing the zenith, it was at
tended by a train of considerable length,
which continually augmenting, at last obli
terated the head entirely; so that it looked
like a wedge, flying with the obtuse end fore
most. The motion was not apparently swift,
by reason of its great height; though in reality
it must have moved with great rapidity, on
account of the vast space it travelled over in
a short time. In other places its appearance
was very different. At Greenwich we are
told, that " two bright balls parallel to each
other led the way, the diameter of which ap
peared to be about two feet; and were fol
lowed by an expulsion of eight others, not

elliptical, seeming gradually to mutilate, for
the last was small. Between each two balls
a luminous serrated body extended, and at
the last a blaze issued which terminated in a

point. Minute particles dilated from the
whole. The balls were tinted first by a pnre
bright light, then followed a tender yellow,
mixed with azure, red, green, Sec; which,
with a coalition of bolder tints, and a reflection
from the other balls, gave the most beautiful
rotundity and variation of colours that the
human eye could be charmed with. The sud
den illumination of the atmosphere, and (he
form and singular transition of this bright lu
minary, tended much to make it awful: never
theless the amazing vivid appearance of the
different balls, and other rich connective parts
not very easy to delineate, gave an effect
equal to the rainbow in the full zenith of its

glory."
Dr. Blagden, in a paper on this subject in

the 74th volume of the Philosophical Trans
actions, has not only given a particular account
of this and other meteors of the kind, but added
several conjectures relating to the probable
causes of them. But the opinion which the
doctor adopts, as the most probable, is, that
the fireballs are great bodies of electric matter,

moving from one part of the heavens, where
to our conception it is superabundant, to an

other where it is deficient. In favour of this
hypothesis he has adduced various arguments,
which may be seen in the volume just referred
to.

Besides those we have mentioned, there are
other fireballs much smaller and nearer the
surface of the earth, rolling upon it, or falling
upon it

,

exploding with violence, as is the case
with those which appear in the time of thunder,
and frequently produce mischievous effects.
One of these is mentioned by some authors as
falling in a serene evening in the island of
Jamaica ; exploding as soon as it touched the
surface of the ground, and making a consider
able hole in it. Another is mentioned by Dr.
Priestley, as rolling along the surface of the
sea, then rising and striking the top-mast of a

man of war, exploding, and damaging the
ship. In like manner we hear of an electrified
cloud at Java in the East Indies; whence,
without any thunder storm, there issued a
vast number of fireballs, which did incredible
mischief. This last phenomenon points out
to us the true origin of balls of this kind, viz.
an excessive accumulation of electricity in
one part, or a violent tendency to circulate,
when at the same time the place where the
motion begins is at so great a distance, or
meets with other obstacles of such a nature,
that it cannot easily get thither. Urged on,
however, by the vehement pressure from be
hind, it is forced to leave its place ; but being
equally unable to displace the great quantity
of the same fluid, which has no tendency to
move the same way with itself, it is collected
into balls, which run hither and thither, ac
cording as they meet with conductors capabla
of leading them, into some part of the circl*.
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This is even confirmed by an experiment re
lated at the end of Dr. Priestley's fifth volume
on Air. He relates, that a gentleman having
charged, with a very powerful machine, ajar,
which had the wire supporting the knob of a

considerable length, and passed through a

glass tube, a globe of lire was seen to issue
out of it. This globe gradually ascended up
the glass tube till it came to the lop of the
knob, where it settled, turning swiftly on its
axis, and appearing like a red-hot iron ball of
three quarters of an inch diameter. On con
tinuing to turn the machine, it gradually de
scended into the jar; which it had no sooner

' done, than there ensued a most violent ex
plosion and flash, the jar being discharged
and burst at the same time,

METEORIC Stones. See Uroliths.
METEOROLOGY, the science which

treats of meteors ; the state of the weather, &c.
METON, a celebrated mathematician of

Athens, who flourished about 430 years before
Christ, and to whom we owe the Metonic
Cucle.

METONIC Cycle. See Cycle.
METRE, the base of the new French

system of measures. See Measure.
MICROCOUSTICS. See Microphonics.
MICROMETER (from jwxpos, small, and

ji!Tpo», measure), is an instrument fitted to te

lescopes in the focus of the object glass for
measuring small angles or distances, as the
apparent diameters of the planets, &c.

"Various forms have been given to this in
strument by different authors, and various
claims have been urged for the honour of the
invention. It seems, however, to belong to
Gascoigne, an Englishman, though it is doubt
ful whether Huygens did not also invent the
one which he used without any knowledge of
that of the former.

Under all the forms of this instniment the
principle of operation is the same, which is,
that it moves a fine wire parallel to itself, in
the plane of the picture of an object, formed
in the focus of the telescope ; and with such
accuracy as to measure with the greatest pre
cision its perpendicular distance from a fixed
wire in the same plane, by which means the
apparent diameters of the planets and other
small angles are exactly determined.

This may be illustrated as follows:
Let a planet be viewed through a telescope,

and when the parallel wires are opened to
such a distance as to appear to touch exactly
the two opposite extremities of the disc of the
planet, it is obvious that the perpendicular
distance between the wires, is then equal to
the diameter of the object in the focus of the

Let this distance, whose measure is given
by the mechanism of the micrometer, be re

presented by the line pq; then, since the
measure of the foeal distance q L may be also
known, the ratio ol q L to pq, that is, of ra
dius to the tangent of the angle qhp, will
give the angle itself by a table of sines and
tangents ; and this angle is equal to the op

posite angle P L Q, which the real diameter of
the planet subtends at L, or at the naked
eye.

'Jiiis is the general principle on which the
construction of this instrument depends, and
the different forms that have been given to it

,

have been more directed towards an improve
ment of the mechanism than to any other
object, but our limits will not allow of enter
ing inlo a detail of these constructions, and
we shall therefore confine our remarks to a
description of the divided object-glass micro
meter, as invented by Mr. Dollond, which is

generally allowed to be most accurate of any
yet discovered.

Divided Object-Glass Micrometer. This
instrument consists of a convex lens divided
into two equal parts, C, D, by a plane which
passes through its axis ; and the segments are

moveable on a graduated line C D, perpen
dicular to that axis. Let C, D, be the centre
of the segments; and P, Q, two remote ob
jects, images of which will be formed in the
lines PCE, QDE, and also in the principal
foci of the segments. Let the glasses be
moved till these images coincide as at E ;

then the angle PEQ, which the objects sub
tend at E the principal focus of C, or D, is

equal to the angle which C D, the distance of
the centres subtends at the same point ; and
therefore, by calculating this angle, we may
determine the angular distance of the bodies

P and Q, as seen from E.
Draw EG perpendicular to CD; and, be

cause the triangle C E D is isosceles, CG r
GD, and the < CEG = the < GED; also.
G D is the sine of the angle GED, to the
radius ED; therefore, knowing ED and GD,
the angle GED may be found by the tables ;

and consequently 2 GED orCED may be

determined.
The angle CED is in general so small, that

it may, without sensible error, be considered
as proportional to the subtense CD. And
being determined in one case by observation,

it may be found in any other by a single pro
portion.

If the objects be at a given finite distance,
the angle PEQ will still be proportional to
CD; for on this supposition the distance C E,
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or DE, of either image from the correspond
ing glass, will be invariable ; therefore the
angle CED will be proportional to CD.

The divided object glass is applied both to
reflecting and refracting telescopes ; and thus
small angular distances in the heavens are
measured with great accuracy.

On the construction of micrometers, see

Azout's tract on Divers Ouvrages de Mathe-
matique et Physique; M. de Lahire's Aston.
Tabulae; Phil. Trans. Nos. 21— 29, &c; Heve-
lius's Acta Enid. ann. 1708; and various other
papers in the Phil. Trans, and in the Paris
Memoirs.

MICROPHONICS, the science of magni
fying small sounds.

MICROSCOPE (from fwxpoj, small, and
o-Kmrtv, I tee), an instrument for magnifying
small objects by means of a proper adjust
ment and combination of lenses or mirrors.

The invention of microscopes, like most
other ingenious discoveries, has been claimed
for different authors. Huygens informs us,
that the first microscopes were constructed
by Drebell, a Dutchman, in 1621 ; but F. Fon-
tana, a Neapolitan, in 1646, claims the inven
tion as his own, which he dates from the year
1618. However this may be, it seems they
were not known in Germany till the year 1621.

According to Borelli, they were invented by
Jansen, the reputed author of the telescope,
who presented some of the first of his making
to Prince Maurice, and Albert, Archduke of
Austria. Borelli farther states, in a letter to
his brother, that when he was Ambassador in
England in 1619, Cornelius Drebell showed
him a microscope, which he said was one
which the Archduke Albert had given him,
and which had been made by Jansen himself.
Borelli de vero Telescopii inventore, p. 35.

Microscopes are divided into tingle, com

pound, reflecting, solar, &o.

Single or Simple Microscope, is one which
consists of a single lens. -

Theory of Single Microscopes. — If the angle
which subtends at the centre of the eye, when
at a proper distance for distinct vision, be less
than a certain limit, that is, if it be less than
4', it will only appear to the eye like a phy
sical point ; and if we endeavour to increase
the image by bringing it nearer to the eye, the
extreme rays will diverge so much as to ren
der the object indistinct ; and if the extreme
rays be sloped, there will then be too little
light to make the object distinctly visible; the
microscope is, therefore, introduced in order
to supply these defects of natural vision,
which is effected by placing the object in the
principal focus of a glass spherule or lens,
whose focal length is short; in which case it
may be distinctly seen, the visual angle, as

well as the quantity of light admitted into the
eye, being increased, and the parts which be
fore appeared only as a physical point, may
now be subjected to examination; the visual
angle thus formed, being to that formed at the
naked eye, at the least distant* of distinct

vision, as that distance is to the focal length
of the glass.

Let QP be an object placed in the princi
pal focus of the lens, or spherule A E, whose
centre is E ; L Q the least distance at which
it can be seen distinctly with the naked eye ;
join LP, PE. Then the angle under which
the object is seen through the glass, is equal
to PCQ; and the angle under which it is
seen with the naked eye, is QLP. Also,
when these angles are small, since they have
a common subtense QP, they are nearly in
the inverse ratio of the radii EQ, LQ; that is,
the visual angle, when the object is seen
through the glass : the visual angle when it is
seen with the naked eye at the distance LQ
::LQ:EQ.

Ex am. If the focal length of the glass be
of an inch, and at the least distance of distinct
vision 8 inches, the visual angle of the object
when viewed through the glass : the visual
angle when it is seen with the naked eve : : 8

400:1.
Double or Compound Microscope, is one

which consists of a combination of two or more
lenses, the principle of which may be thus
illustrated: Let ED bean object glass, the
segment of a very small sphere, and the ob
ject AB placed without the focus F. Suppose
also an eye-glass G H, convex on both sides,
and the segment of a greater sphere than that
of E D ; and let this be so disposed behind
the object, that if C F : C L :: C L : C K, the
focus of the eye-glass may be at K; and, lastly,
let LK : LM :: LM : LI.

Then if O be the place in which an object
is seen distinctly with the naked eye, the eye
in this case being placed in I will see the ob
ject AB distinctly, in an inverted situation,
and magnified in the compound ratio of M K
X LC to LK x CO; as is proved by the
law of dioptrics ; that is, the image is larger
than the object, and wc are able to view it
distinctly at a less distance. For example, if
the image be 20 times larger than the object,
and by the help of the eye-glass we are able
to view it 6 times nearer than we could have
done with the naked eye, it will on both these
accounts be magnified 5 times 20, or 100
times.

Reflecting Microscope, is one wluch mag
nifies the object by reflection.

Solar Microscope, is a single convex lens,
used in the same manner as in a magic lantern ;
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only here the object is illuminated by the solar
rays entering into a hole in the shutter of a
dark room, in other respects there is no diffe
rence in the principles of these two instru
ments.

The limits of this article will not admit of
detailing the different manners in which these
instruments are fitted up for the convenience
of observation, &c. ; and we have, therefore,

merely given the theory of the single and
compound microscope ; other particulars may
be learned from Adams's interesting treatise
on this instrument.

MICROSCOPIC Objectt, those things which
are too small to be seen distinctly by the naked

eye.
MIDDLE latitude, is half the sum of two

given latitudes when they are both in the
same hemisphere, or half their difference if
they are in different hemispheres; in which
latter case it will always be of the same name
as the greater.

Middle Latitude Sailing. See Sailing.
MID Heaven. See Nonagesimal Degree.
MILE, a long measure, which the English,

Italians, and some other nations use to ex

press the distance between places ; the same
as the French use the word league.

The mile is of different lengths in different
countries. The geographical, or Italian mile,
contains 1000 geometrical paces, mille pastus,
whence the term mile is derived. The Eng
lish mile consists of 8 furlongs, each furlong
of 40 poles, and each pole of 16} feet; so that
the mile = 8 furlongs = 320 poles = 1760

yards = 5380 feet
• Georaet.Psures.

Mile of Russia 750
Italy 1000
England 1200
Scotland and Ireland... 1500

Old league of France 1500
Small league, ibid 2000
Mean league of France 2500
Great league, ibid 3000
Mile of Poland 3000

Spain 3428
Germany 4000
Sweden 5000
Denmark 5000
Hungary 6000

MILKY Way. See Galaxy.
MILL, is properly an engine for grinding

corn and other substances; but the same term
is also used to denote a variety of machines,

particularly if the first mover be either wind
or water. See Wind Mill and Water Mill.

MILLION, in Numeration, is one thousand
thousands, or 1,000,000. See Numeration.

MINE, in Fortification, is a subterraneous
passage, which is dug for the purpose of ex
ploding or blowing up the works of fortified
places. The passage leading to the powder is
called the gallery, and the place where the
powder is confined the chamber, the line drawn
from the centre of the chamber perpendicular
to the nearest surface is called the lint of leant

resistance, and the part blown up the excavu-
tion.

Considerable difference of opinion has arisen
amongst engineers as to the proper figure of
the mine, some making it spherical, others
parabolical, others conical, tec.; but as this is
a subject which is scarcely included in the
plan of the present work, we can only refer
the reader for farther information to writers
on fortification; as Belidor, Mullcr, and the
other writers on this subject.

MINUTE, the sixtieth part of a degree; or,
in time, the sixtieth part of an hour. These
are both denoted by a small dash, as '

placed
over the number of them ; though, to prevent
confusion, it is better to mark the latter by a
small m.

MIRAGE, a name given by the French
sailors to an optical phenomenon, on which
M. Monge read a memoir to the Institute at
Cairo, during the French invasion of Egypt.
It often happens at sea, that a ship seen at a
distance appears as if painted in the sky, and
not to be supported by the water. A similar
effect was observed by the French in the
course of their march through the Desert.
The villages seen at a distance, seemed to be
built on an island in the middle of a lake. In
proportion as they approached, the apparent
surface of the water became narrower, and
ultimately disappeared entirely ; while the
same illusion was repeated on a village at a
little farther distance.

This phenomenon has been variously ac
counted for by different philosophers. Monge
ascribes the effects to a diminution of density
in the lower stratum of the atmosphere. This,
in the Desert, is produced by the increase of
heat, arising from that communicated by the
rays of the sun to the sand with which this
stratum is in immediate contact. At sea it
takes place when by particular circumstances,
such as the action of the wind, the lower
stratum of the atmosphere holds in solution
a greater quantity of water than the other
strata. In this state of things, the rays of
light which come from the lower part of the
heavens, having arrived at the surface that
separates the less dense stratum from those
above it

,

do not pass through that stratum*
but are reflected, and paint in the eye of the
observer an image of the heavens ; which ap
pearing to him to be below the horizon, he
takes it for water when the phenomenon occurs
on land. And if at sea, he thinks he sees in
the heavens all those objects which float on
that part of the surface occupied by the image
of the heavens. See more on this subject in
Nicholson's Phil. Jour. 4to.

MIRROR, a speculum, or polished body,
which exhibits the images of objects by re
flection.

Mirrors are either plane, concave, or convex.
Plane Mirrors, are those in which the re

flecting surface is a plane ; such are our look
ing-glasses, or any other plane polished sur
face.

Convex Mirror, is that whose reflecting
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surface is convex ; such are those ornamental
glasses commonly displayed in parlours and
drawing rooms.

Concave Mirror, is that whose reflecting
surface is concave ; and in both these cases
they are commonly segments of spheres: these
are also called Burning Mirrori, which see.

The ancient mirrors were commonly made
of some kind of metal, which when well po
lished reflect very powerfully; but of all others,
silver and platina possess this property in the
greatest perfection. Gold is also very power
ful: even wood, gilt and polished, will form
mirrors capable of burning various sub
stances.

But since the invention of glass, and the
application of quicksilver to it have become
generally known, it has been universally em
ployed for those plane mirrors used as orna
ments in houses; but in making reflecting
telescopes, they have been found much infe
rior to metallic ones. It does not seem, how
ever, that the same superiority belongs to the
metallic burning mirrors, considered merely
as burning speculums ; since the mirror with
which Mr. Macquer melted platina, though
only twenty-two inches diameter, and made
of quicksilver, produced much greater effects
than M.Villette's metal speculum, which was
of a much larger size. It is very probable,
however, that M. Villette's mirror was not so

well polished as it ought to have been; as the
art of preparing the metal for taking the finest
polish has but lately been discovered, and

published in the Phil. Trans, by Dr. Mudge
of Plymouth ; and alter him by Mr. Edwards,
Dr. Herschel, &c.

The rays of light which diverge from any
point in an object, and falls upon the eye,
excite a certain sensation in the mind cor
responding to which, as we know by expe
rience, there exists an external substance in
the place from which the rays proceed ; and
whenever the same impression is made upon
the organ of vision, we expect to find a similar
object, and in a similar situation. It is also
evident, that if the rays belonging to any pen
cil, after reflection or refraction, converge to,
or diverge from, a point, they will fall upon
the eye, placed in a proper situation, as if
they came from a real object ; and therefore
the mind, insensible of the change which the
rays may have undergone in their passage,
will conclude lhat there is a real object cor
responding to that impression.

In some cases, indeed, chiefly in reflections,
the judgment is corrected by particular circum
stances, which have no place in naked vision ;

as the diminution of light, or the presence of the
reflecting surface, and we are sensible of the
illusion : but still the impression is made, and
a representation or image of the object which
the rays originally produced is formed.

We cannot enter into all the properties of
reflecting mirrors, but a few of the most re
markable are as follows:

1. If rays proceeding from a radiant point
R, fall upon a reflecting plane surface PL,

the focus of the reflected rays will be at F, in
the line RF perpendicular to the reflecting;
surface, and as far on the other side of it; that
is, PF = PR.

For since RPF is perpendicular to PL, let
RS be any incident ray, and SO the reflected
ray. Produce OS backward to F. Then < PSR
= < LSO = PSF. Therefore in the right-
angled triangles PSR, PSF, all the angles
are respectively equal, and PS common; there
fore RP equal PF; therefore the reflected ray
S O proceeds as from F, in the perpendicular
RF, so that PF = PR. And by the sam«
reasoning, if RN be any other incident ray,
its reflected ray NH will proceed from F;
and therefore F is the virtual focus of all
the reflected rays, which therefore all diverge
from F.

The distance of the focus F from the eye at
O, is equal to the incident and reflected rays
taken together, OF = OS + SR.

For OF — OS + SF = OS + SR.
Rays converging to F, and reflected by th«

plane PL, converge to R.
If rays proceeding from an object at R be

reflected by the plane PL to an eye at O, the
object will appear to be placed at F, the focus
of the reflected rays, from which they last
diverged.

For we always judge an object to be in that
place whence the rays proceed directly to th*
eye, which here is from F.

2. If rays proceeding
from a radiant point R, fall
upon any point S of a re
flecting spherical surface
VS, and F be the focus of

'

the reflected rays ; it will be
SR:CR::SF:CF; C be
ing the centre of the sphere.

For the angle of reflection CSF being equal
to the axle of incidence CSR, therefore the
angle B S F is bisected ; and therefore S R :

SF :: CR :CF.
3. If VA be a reflecting spherical surface,

whose centre is C ; and if a ray of light R A
(or GA) parallel toCV fall upon A, and be
reflected to F. Draw the the tangent AT;
then will TF = FC.

A--. R

T (V F4 C
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For CAT being a right angle, and < CAF

being — angle CA K, we shall have

CAT = RAF + FAG,

RAF

FAG- = TAG = ATF;

and CAF =

then by subtraction

FAT
therefore TF = AF = FC, because < CAF
= CAR = ACF.

4. Wherever the rays, which come from
all the points of an object, meet again in so

many other points, after (hey have been made
to converge by reflection ; there they will
make the picture of the object upon a white

paper, or any wlute body.

For if P R be any object, A a a concave spe-
culum, the rays that diverge from any point Q
fall upon the speculum A a, and are reflected
to their focus q, where they all meet, and upon
a white paper held there give 9 the image of
Q. In like manner the light which diverges
from P, will be reflected from the speculum to
their focus p ; and all the light diverging from
R, will be reflected to their focus r. And thus
from every point in the object, the light will
be reflected to so many correspondent points
in the focus, and will form there the picture
pqr, of the object PQR, in its proper shape
and colours ; but sometimes the picture will
he inverted, as in this figure, where the upper
end is downward, and the right to the left
hand.

5. In a convex speculum, the image always
appears erect and on the other side of the
glass, as in a plain speculum ; and so it does
in a concave one, when the object is between
the glass and the principal focus. But in a con
cave speculum, when the object is farther from
it than the principal focus, the image is on
the same side of the glass, and inverted in
tvery respect.

For let RP be placed any where before
the convex aA, its image rp will be on the con
trary side ; and if rp be an object, its image
R P will be on the contrary side, till rp comes
to/, and th«u RP will be infinitely distant.

But when it is between / and C, as at q, th»
image RP is on the same side. Or if RP be
the object, then the image rp is on the same
side, but inverted; because the object and
image are on different sides of the centre,
where the rays cross. And if the object P R
be moved to an infinite distance, the image
pr will be moved to /, still on the same side
of the glass.

MIXED Angle, Number, Ratio, &c. See
these terms.

MOBILE Primum. See Primum Mobile.
MODULUS, in the Theory of Logarithms,

is that number which connects any system of
logarithms with the hyperbolic system, or that
number by which the hyperbolic number of a
logarithm must be multiplied, or by the reci
procal of which it must be divided, in order
to transform it to another system ; and this
modulus is, therefore, always the reciprocal
of the hyperbolic logarithm, of the radix of
that system to which the modulus belongs.

This is what Coles calls the modulus, to
whom we owe the introduction of the term;
and the reciprocal of it he calls the ratio modu-
laris: but some modern authors, as Lagrange,
&c. use the term modulus to denote the ratio
modularis of Cotes.

The modulus of the hyperbolic system is 1,
this being the reciprocal of the hyperbolic lo
garithm of 2-71828182, the radix of this sys
tem; and the modulus of the common loga
rithmic system is -43429448, its reciprocal
2-3025809, which is the hyperbolic logarithm
of 10, the radix of this system.

It is shown, under the article Logarithms,
that

_ (a-n-x("-if + f(g-iy fcc.* _(r-l)-K'"-l)1 + i(r-l)3&c.
where r is the radix and may be assumed at
pleasure, and the reciprocal of this whole de
nominator is called the modulus. In the hy
perbolic system, the whole denominator is
assumed 1, which makes r zz 2-71828182; and
in the common system, r is assumed 10, and
the whole series becomes =2-3025809, which
is the reciprocal of the modulus; and since in
the former case we have
hyp.log.a = («— 1)— J (a— I)2+i0— l)3,&c.
it follows also, that in any other

hyp.log.rz=(r— 1)—}(r— l)*+|(r— l)3 &c.

whatever be the value of r; therefore in every
system, the modulus is the reciprocal of hyp.

log. of the radix. See Logarithms.
Modulus is also used in the theory of num

bers, to denote a measure of comparison ; thus

we say, all odd squares are of the same form
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to modulus 4 ; meaning that all odd squares

divided by 4, will leave the same remainder.

See Barlow's "Theory of Numbers."
MOLECUL./E, the same as Atoms.
MOLYNEAUX (William), a celebrated

astronomer and mathematician, was born at

Dublin in 1656, and died in 1698. He was

author of three distinct works; viz. t. Sciothe-

ricum Telescopiuin, published at Dublin in
1686, containing a description and use of a

telescopic dial invented by him ; a second

edition of which was published in London in
1700. 2. Dioptrica Nova, London, 1690. In
this work he was much assisted by

'

and Halley, the latter having supei

which the moon runs through the zodiac.
The lunar month is either illuminative, perio
dical, or syiiodical.

Illuminative Month, is the interval between
the first appearance of one new moon and that
of the next following. As the moon appears
sometimes sooner after one change than after
another, the quantity of the illuminative month
is not always the same. The Turks and Arabs
reckon by this month.

Lunar Periodical Month, is the time in
which the moon runs through the zodiac, or
returns to the same point again; the quantity
of which is 27,) 7h 43m 8'.

Lunar Syuodical Month, called also a 1

the work as it passed through the press, and tion, is the time between two conjunctions of
in the appendix to which the latter has given
his rules for the foci of optic glasses. The
third work was a political one, entitled " Case of
Ireland stated ;" beside which, he has several

papers in the Phil. Trans, from vol. xiv. to

vol. xxix.
Molyneaux (Samuel), son of the former,

was also an able astronomer; but his public
situation prevented him from pursuing the

subject to the same extent as had been done

by his father.
MOMENT, an indefinite small portion of

time, having the same relation to duration as

a point has to a line.
Moment, in the Modern Analysis, is the

same as Infinitesimal. Increment, or Decrement ;

ibr an explanation of which see those terms.
MOMENTUM, in Meclumics, is the same

with impetus, or quantity of motion, and is
generally estimated by the product of the ve

locity and mass of the body.
This is a subject, however, which has led

to various controversies between philosophers,
some estimating it by the mass into the velo

city, as stated above, while others maintain
that it varies as the mass into the square of
the velocity. But this difference seems to
have arisen rather from a misconception of
the term, than from any other cause. Those
who maintain the former doctrine, under

standing momentum to signify the momen
tary impact ; and the latter, as the sum of all
the impulses till the motion of the body is
destroyed. See Force.

MONADES. See Digits.
MONOCEROS, the Unicom, a northern

constellation. See Constellation.
MONOMIAL, in Algebra, is a quantity

consisting only of one term ; as ax, ■'!/>.;\ &c.
MONSOON, a periodical wind which blows

half the year one way, and the other half the
contrary way.

MONTGOLFIER,aname sometimes given
to those balloons which receive their buoyancy
from the burning of combustible materials ;

being thus denominated after the name of
their inventor, by which name they are also
distinguished from the inflammable air-bal
loons. See Aerostation.

MONTH, the twelfth part of the year, and
is so called from the moou, by whose motions
it was regulated ; being properly the time in

the moon with the sun, or between two new
moons ; the quantity of which is 29d 12h 44°'
3' 1 1"'.

The ancient Romans used lunar months,
and made them alternately of twenty-nine and
thirty days. They marked the days of each
month by three terms; viz. Calends, Nones,
and Ides.

Solar Month, is the time in which the sun
in us through one entire sign of the ecliptic;
tlic mean quantity of which is 30d 10* 29m 5%
being the twelfth part of 360* & 49™, the mean
solar year.

Astronomical or Natural Month, is that
measured by some exact interval correspond
ing to the motion of the sun or moon ; such
are the lunar and solar months above men
tioned.

Civil or Common Month, is an interval of a
certain number of whole days, approaching
nearly to the quantity of some astronomical
month. These may be either lunar or solar.

The Civil Lunar Month consists alternately
of twenty-nine and thirty days. Thus will
two civil mouths be equal to two astronomical
ones, abating for the odd minutes ; and so the
new moou will be kept to the first day of such
civil months for a long time together. This
was the mouth in civil or common use among
the Jews, Greeks, and Romans, till the time
of Julius Caesar.

The CivilSolar Month, consisted alternately
of thirty and thirty-one days, excepting one
month of the twelve, which consisted only of
twenty-nine days; but every fourth year of
thirty days. And this form of civil months
was introduced by Julius Ca;sar. Under Au
gustus, the sixth mouth, till then from its
place called Sextilis, received the name Au
gustus, now August, in honour of that prince ;
and to make the complement still the greater,
a day was added to it

,

which made it consist of
thirty-one days, though till then it had only
contained thirty days ; to compensate for
which, a day was taken from February, mak
ing it consist of twenty-eight days, and twenty-
nine every fourth year. And such are th«
civil or calendar months now used through
Europe.

MONTMONT (Pierre Remond), a reput
able French mathematician, was born in 1678,
and died in 1719, in his forty-second year.
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Montmort's " Essay d' Analyse sur les Jeux tit-

Hazard," was the first work that was pub
lished on the doctrine of probabilities, though
the subject had been previously considered by
other mathematicians. See Chances.

The first edition of this work appeared
in 1708, and a second considerably enlarged
in 1713; which latter contains also an account

of a very interesting correspondence between

him and N. Bernoulli on this subject.

MONTUCLA.(John Etiene), a celebrated
French mathematician, was born at Lyons,
September 5, 1725; and very early in the Col
lege of the Jesuits acquired a very intimate

knowlege of the Latin and Greek languages,
to which he added also several modern lan
guages, as the Italian, English, German, and
Dutch; which, joined to a very complete know
ledge of the mathematical and philosophical
sciences, and a remarkable accuracy of re
search, eminently qualified him for the per'
formance of that work by which he is most

distinguished, and by which he has laid a

lasting obligation on every admirer of these

sciences ; viz. his " Histoire des Mathema*

tiqucs." which first appeared in 1758, in 2 vols.
4to., and which has been since, viz. in 1802,

republished and augmented to 4 vols. 4to. by
Lalande ; the additions being principally
drawn from the numerous manuscript notes
left by Montucla at the time of his death,
which happened at Paris, December 18, 1799.

Beside the above work, we owe to Montucla
some others, as, 1. Histoire des Recherches
sur la Quadrature du Circle, Paris, 1764. A
new edition, which might in fact be consider
ed a new work, of the " Recrlationes \I athe-

matiques d'Ozanam," which has been since

translated into English by Dr. Hutton. A
translation of the Voyages of Carver; and some

anonymous pieces of less importance.
MOON, Luna, in Astronomy, one of the

heavenly bodies, the constant attendant of our
earth, about which she revolves as a centre,

illuminating us by her reflected rays in the

absence of the sun.
The principal elements and phenomena of

this body, are thus stated by Mr. Baily, in
the Philosophical Magazine for January, 1812,

in a very neat and useful synopsis of astro

nomy, drawn principally from the Systeme Du
Monde of Laplace.

The motions of the moon are exceedingly
eccentric and irregular. She performs her
mean sidereal revolution in 27d 7h 43™ ll"-5 ;

but this period is variable, and a comparison
of the modern observations with the ancient
proves incontestibly an acceleration in her
mean motion. Her mean tropical revolution
is 27d 71143™ 4"-7, and her mean synodical re
volution '28? 12h 44" 2"-8. Her mean distance

from the earth is 29-982175 times the diame
ter of the terrestrial equator, or about 237000
miles.

The eccentricity of her orbit is -0548553 ; the
mean distance from the earth being taken
equal to unity ; but this eccentricity it vari
able in each revolution.

Her mean longitude, at the commencement
of the present century, was in 3' 21° 36* 42."1(

Her velocity varies in different parts of her
orbit; she is swiftest in her perigee (or point
nearest the earth), and slowest when in her
apogee (or point farthest from the earth) : her
mean diurnal velocity is equal to 13°10'34".9,
or about thirteen times greater than that of
the sun.

The greatest equation of her centre is 6° 17'

54"-5.
The mean longitude of her perihelion was,

at the commencement of the present century,
in 8«26°6'5"-l; but the line of the apsides
has a motion, according to the order of the
signs. The period of a sidereal revolution of
the apsides, is 3232* 13" 56' 16"8, or nearly
nine years. The period of a tropical revolu
tion of the apsides, is but 3231'' 1 lh 24' 8"-6.
But these periods are not uniform ; for they
have a secular irregularity, and are retarded
whilst the motion of the moon itself is acce
lerated. The period of an anomalistic revo
lution of the moon is 27d 13" Iff 37"-4.

Her orbit is inclined to the plane of the
ecliptic in an angle of 5° 9' ; but this inclina
tion is variable. The greatest inequality,
which sometimes extends to 8' 47,,-l, is propor
tional to the cosine of the angle on which
the inequality in the motion of the nodes
depends.

Her orbit, at the commencement of the pre
sent century, crossed the ecliptic in 0> 15° 55'
28"*3 ; but the place of her nodes is variable ;

these having a retrograde motion, and make
a sidereal revolution in 6793d 10*16" 30"-0, or
in about 18-6 Julian years. This variation,
however, is subject to many inequalities ; of
which, the greatest is proportional to the sine
of double the distance of the moon from the
sun, and extends to 1° 37' 45"-0 at its maxi
mum. A sj nodical revolution of the nodes is
performed in 346d 14h 52* 43"-6 ; but the mo
tion of the nodes is subject also to a secular
inequality, dependent on the acceleration of
the moon's mean motion.

The rotation of the moon on her axis is
equal and Uniform, and is performed in the
same time as the tropical revolution in her
orbit; whence she always presents nearly the
same face to the earth. But as the motion of
the moon in her orbit is periodically variable,
we sometimes see more of her eastern edge,
and sometimes more of her western edge;
which appearance is called the libration of the
moon in longitude.

The axis of the moon is inclined to the plane
of the ecliptic in an angle of 88° 29" 49"; in
consequence of which position of the moon,
her poles alternately become visible to and
obscured from us: and this phenomenon is
called her libration in latitude.

There is also another optical deception aris

ing from the moon being seen from the sur
face of the earth, irifctead of the centre, which
is called her diurnal libration.

There are also other inequalities in the

moon's motion, arising from the action and

HH
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influence of the sun. The principal of these

are as follows:
1. The evection; whose constant effect is to

diminish the equation of the centre in the

syzigies, and to augment it in the quadratures.
If this diminution and increase were always
the same, tho evection would depend only on

the angular distance of the moon from the
sun ; but its absolute value varies also with
the distance of the moon from the perigee of
its orbit. After a long series of observations,

we are enabled to represent this inequality by

supposing it equal to the sine of double the
distance of the moon from the sun, minus the
distance of the moon from its perigee. At its
maximum it amounts to 1° 18' 2"-4.

2. The variation; which disappears in the

syzigies and quadratures, and is greatest in
the octants, being then equal to 31' 44**1;

whence it is proportional to the sine of double
the distance of the moon from the sun. Its
duration is half a synodical revolution of the

moon.
3. The annual equation ; which follows ex

actly the same law as the equation of the cen
tre of the sun, with a contrary sign ; for when
tlie earth is jn its perihelion, the orbit of the
moon is enlarged by the action of the sun ;

and the moon therefore requires more time to

perform her revolution ; but as the earth pro
ceeds towards its aphelion, the moon's orbit
contracts ; whence the period of this inequa
lity is an anomalistic year: and at its maxi
mum, it amounts to 11' 15"-9; it is, however,
subject to a secular inequality.

The figure of the moon is that of an oblate

spheroid, like the earth ; her mean diameter

being in the proportion to that of the earth as

5823 to 21332, or as 1 to 3 665. Whence this

will be about 2160 miles.
Her volume, compared with that of the earth,

is 3V ; but her mass is only ^-J.-^.
The apparent diameter of the moon varies

according to her distance from the earth ;

when nearest to us it is 33'31"-1 ; but at her

greatest distance it is 29* 21"-9 ; so that her

mean apparent diameter is 31' 26"'-5, and her

mean horizontal parallax is equal to 57' 34"-2.

The phases of the moon are cavised by the

reflection of the sun's light, and depend on

the relative positions of the sun, the earth,

and the moon.
An eclipse of the moon can take place only

at the time of her opposition to the sun ; and

is caused by her passing through the shadow

of the earth ; which shadow is three and a

half times longer than the distance between

the moon and the earth ; and its breadth,

where it is traversed by the moon, is about

two and two-thirds times greater than the

diameter of the moon : the breadth of tho

earth's shadow, where it is traversed by the
•moon, is equal to the difference between the

semi-diameter of the sun, and the sum of the

horizontal parallaxes of th% suu and moon.

The moon cannot be eclipsed, however, if
her distance from the place of her node, at

the time of her opposition, exceeds 13° 21':

but if it is within 7° 47', there will certainly
be an eclipse. The duration of the eclipse
will depend on the apparent diameter of the
moon, and on the breadth of the shadow at
the point where she traverses it.

The sun cannot be eclipsed unless the moon
be in conjunction ; and then only when the
centres of the suu and moon are in a line, or
nearly in a line with the eye of the spectator
on the earth. In the first case, if the ap
parent diameter of the moon be greater than
that of the sun, the eclipse will be total; but
if it be less, it will be annular. In other cases
the eclipse will be partial.

The sun cannot be totally obscured for a
longer period of time than four minutes ; bnt
the moon may be obscured for a much longer
period.

Eclipses, of which there cannot be less than
two in a year, nor more than seven, generally
in the same order and magnitude at the end
of 223 lunations; for in that number of syno
dical revolutions there are 6585d 7h 42m 31"-7,
and 6585d 18'' 41" 45"-6 there are nineteen
mean synodical revolutions of the moon's
nodes; therefore at the end of 6585,17h 24"31"-7
the moon's mean longitude will be only 28' 32"
behind the mean place of her nodes.

The atmosphere of the moon, if it has any,
must be extremely attenuated, more rare than
we can produce with our best air-pumps. The
light of the moon is only one-300000th part of
that of the sun ; and the refraction of the rays
of light, at the surface of our earth, must be
at least 1000 times greater than at the sur
face of the moon : this, at least, is the opinion
of many of our most celebrated astronomers,
and it would perhaps be thought presumptive
in us to doubt such authority.

When we look at the surface of the moon
with a good telescope, we find its surface
surprisingly diversified. Besides the large
dark spots that are visible to the naked eye,
we perceive extensive valleys, and long ridges
of high elevated mountains projecting their
shadows on the plains below. Single moun
tains here and there rise to a great height,
while hollows, which from accurate measure
ment are found to be three miles deep, and
almost perfectly circular, arc excavated in the
plains. The margin of these circular cavities
is frequently elevated a little above the gene
ral level, and a lofty eminence rises in the
centre of the cavity.

When the moon approaches to her oppo
sition with the sun, the elevations and de
pressions on her surface in a great measure
disappear, while her disc is marked with a
number of brilliant points and permanent
radiations.

These various appearances have been accu
rately represented in maps of the moon's sur
face. This was first attempted, but in a very
rude manner, by Riccioli. Hevelius, in his
" Selenographia," afterwards gave more just
delineationsof the lunar disc, during the whole
of her progress round the earth. A map of
the full moon was drawn by Cassini, and has
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been copied, though extremely incorrect, into
most of our modern treatises of astronomy.
Excellent drawings of the moon were also
made by Tobias, Mayer, and by Mr. Russcl ;

but the most accurate and complete are those
of the celebrated Schroeter, who has given

highly magnificent views of several parts of the
moon's surface. The most favourable time for

viewing the lunar disc, is when she is about
five days old ; the irregularities in her surface

being then the most conspicuous.
It is difficult to say, with any degree of pro

bability, what the immense cavities, of which
we have been speaking, are, or may have
been; but we cannot help thinking that our
earth would assume nearly the same appear
ance if all the lakes and seas were removed ;

and who can say but that this may have been
the case in the lunar regions? Astronomers
have formerly supposed that the dark part of
the moon's surface were large lakes and seas;
but it is obvious, on an attentive observation
with a good telescope, that there are ridges
and unevennesses in those parts, which plainly
indicate that they are not fluid but solid, like
the other parts of her surface ; whence it ap
pears, that there is very little of any fluid mat
ter in this luminary, and hence probably is
the reason that her atmosphere is so different
from our own ; if

,

indeed, this can be justly
inferred from the circumstances usually ad
duced as arguments in favour of this hypothe
sis, which we confess appears very doubtful.

We have observed, that mountains may a
l

ways be seen on the surface of the lunar
disc ; and even volcanoes have been frequently
observed, from which some philosophers have
supposed the asroliths, that at times fall to the
earth, to have been projected : which it ap
pears, from computation, would only require

a velocity of about 8200 feet per second, to
oause them to pass from this body to the
earth.

Acceleration of the Moon. See Accelera
tion.

Age of the Moon, is the number of days
since the new moon, which is found by the

following rule :

To the epact add the number and day of
the month, which will be the age required, if

less than thirty ; and if it exceed thirty, sub
tract this number from it, and the remainder
will be the age. See Epact.

Harvett Moon, is a remarkable phenome
non relating to the rising of this luminary in
the harvest season. During the time she is

at the full, and for a few days before and after,
in all about a week, there is less difference in
the time of her rising between any two suc
cessive nights at this than at any other
time of the year. By this means she affords
an immediate supply of light after sun-set,
which is very beneficial in gathering in the
fruits of the earth; and hence it is, that
this lunation has been termed the harvest
moon.

In order to conceive this phenomenon, it

may first be considered, that the moon is

always opposite to the sun when she is full ;

that she is full in the signs Pisces and Aries
iu our harvest months, these being the signs
opposite to Virgo and Libra, the signs occu
pied by the sun about the same season ; and
because those parts of the ecliptic rise in a
shorter space of time than others, as may
easily be shown and illustrated by the celes
tial globe, consequently when the moon is

about her full in harvest, she rises with less
difference of time, or more immediately after
sun-set, thau when she is full at other seasons
of the year.

Horizontal Moon. See Apparent Magni
tude.

Moon Dial, is a dial which shows the
hours of the night by the light of the moon.

MOORE (Sir Jonas), a respectable ma
thematician, Fellow of the Royal Society, and
Surveyor-General to the Ordnance, was born
at Whitby in Yorkshire, in 1620. He was
author of several works, but is more deserv
edly remembered for the support and protec
tion which he rendered to the science, than
for any immediate improvement or discovery
of his own; the important offices that he filled
engaging too much of his time to allow him to
follow the subject so far as he might other
wise have done. To him we owe the first
establishment of the Royal Observatory at
Greenwich, and the appointment of Mr. Flam-
stead to that important office ; as also for the
institution of the mathematical school belong
ing to Christ Hospital ; for the use of which,
he composed a part of a mathematical course,
but dird before it was completed, about the
year 1681.

The list of his works, as given by Dr. Hut-
ton, are as follows: 1

. A new System of Ma
thematics, being that above mentioned, 2 vols.
4to. 1681. 2. Arithmetic, in two books; viz.
Arithmetic and Algebra: to which is added,
some other pieces on the Ellipse and the other
Conic Sections, 8vo. 1660. 3. A Mathema
tical Compendium, or useful practical Pro
blems in Arithmetic, Geometry, Astronomy,
Navigation, &c. 12mo. fourth edition, 1706.
4. A general Treatise on Artillery^ from the
Italian of Tomaso Moretii, 8vo. 1683.

MORTALITY. Bills of mortality are ac
counts or registers specifying the number of
births and burials which happen in any town,
city, or parish, and on which is founded the
doctriue of Life Annuities and Assurances. See
Life Annuities.

MOTION, or Local Motion, in Mechanics,

is a continued and successive change of place,
or it is that affection of matter by which it

passes from one point of space to another.
Motion is of various kinds, as follows :

Absolute Motion, is the absolute change of
places in a moving body independent of any
other motion whatever ; in which general
sense, however, it never falls under our ob
servation. All those motions which we con
sider as absolute, are iu fact only relative;
being referred to the earth, which is itself
in motion. By absolute motion, therefore, we

HH3
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must only understand that which is so with
regard to some fixed point upon the earth ;

this being the sense in which it is delivered
by writers on this subject.

Accelerated Motion, is that which is con
tinually receiving constant accessions of velo
city. See Accelerated Motion.

Angular Motion, is the motion of a body
as referred to a centre, about which it re
volves.

Compound Motion, is that which is pro
duced by two or more powers acting in dif
ferent directions. See Parallelogram of
Forces.

Equable Motion, or Uniform Motion, is
when the body moves continually with the
same velocity, passing over equal spaces in
equal times.

Natural Motion, is that which is natural to
bodies, or that which arises from the action
of gravity.

Relative Motion, is the change of relative
place in one or more moving bodies; thus
two vessels at sea arc in absolute motion (ac
cording to the qualified signification of this
term) to a spectator standing on the shore,
but they are only in relative motion with
regard to each other.

Retarded Motion, is that which suffers con
tinual diminution of velocity, the laws of
which are the reverse of those for accelerated
motion. See Acceleration and Retarda
tion.

Projectile Motion, is that which is not na
tural, but impressed by some external cause;
as when a ball is projected from a piece of
ordnance, &c. See Projectile.

Rectilinear Motion, that which is performed
in right lines.

Rotatory Motion. See Rotation.
Laws of Motion, as delivered by Newton

in his " Principia," and on which he has sup
ported the whole system of his philosophy, are
the three following:

1. Every body perseveres in its state of rest
or uniform motion in a right line, until a

change is effected by the agency of some ex
ternal force.

2. Any change effected in the quiescence
or motion of a body is in the direction of the
force impressed, and is proportional to it in
quantity.

3. Action and reaction are equal and in
contrary directions.

When speaking of these axioms, or laws of
motion, it ought always to be recollected that
they are not the efficient operative causes of
any thing. A law presupposes an agent; for
it is only the mode, according to which an

agent proceeds : it implies a power, for it is
the order according to which that power acts.
Abstracted from this agent, this power, the
law does nothing, is nothing: so that a law of
nature or of motion can never be assigned as

the adequate cause of phenomena, exclusive
of power and agency.

The Newtonian axioms are, in reality, in
termediate propositions between geometry

and philosophy; through which mechanic*
becomes a mathematical branch of physics,
and its conclusions possessed of such co
herence and consistency among themselves,
and with matter of fact, as are rarely to be
found in other branches, which admit not of
so intimate a union with the science of
quantity.

The evidences from which our assent to
these axioms is derived, are of various kinds.
1. From the constant observation of our senses,
which tend to suggest the truth of tliein in
the ordinary motion of bodies, as far as the
experience of mankind extends. 2. From
experiments, properly so called. 3. From ar
guments a posteriori. One or other of these
kinds of evidence generally forms a part of
our most valuable treatises on mechanics and
physics : but there is a fourth way in which
the truth of these axioms may be deduced,
which is that in which they are shown to be
laws of human thought, intuitive consequences
of the relations of those ideas which we have
of motion, and of the causes of its production
and changes. .

Quantity of Motion. Sen Momentum.
Motion, in Astronomy, is still farther di

vided into diurnal, annual, horary, sidereal, \ c. ;
for which see the respective terms.

Perpetual Motioh. See Perpetual Motion
and Orffyreus's Wheel.

MOTIVE Force. See Motive Force.
MOTRIX, that which has the power or

faculty of moving.
MOVEABLE, that which is susceptible or

motion.
Moveable Feasts, in the calendar, are those

which do not fall always upon the same day
of the month, such as Easter, and all those
depending upon it.

MOVEMENT, is sometimes used in the
same sense as motion, but more commonly it
implies the internal parts of machines, parti
cularly of clocks and watches.

MULLER (John), commonly called Re-
giomontanus, from Mons Regius, or Konings-
berg, where he was born in 1436. Muller
was one of the greatest astronomers of the
age in which he lived; he was the pupil
and companion of the celebrated Purbach,
and a participator in many of his most
useful labours. It was Purbach who first
reduced the trigonometrical tables of sines
from the old sexagesimal division of th«
radius to the decimal scale. He supposed
the radius to be divided into 600,000 equal
parts, and computed the sines of the arcs to
every ten minutes, in such equal parts of the
radius, by the decimal notation. This project
of Purbach was perfected by Rcgiomontanus,
who not only extended the sines to every
minute, the ratlins being 600,000, as designed
by Purbach, but afterwards disliking that
scheme, as evidently imperfect, he computed
them likewise to the radius 100,000, for every
minute of the quadrant ; Rcgiomontanus also
introduced the tangents into trigonometry,
the canon of which be called foecundus, be
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«ause of the many great advantages arising
from them. Beside these things he enriched

trigonometry with many theorems and pre

cepts. Indeed, excepting for the use of lo

garithms, the trigonometry of Regiomontanus
is but little inferior to that of our time. His
" Treatise on both Plane and Spherical Trigo
nometry," is in five books; it was written
about the year 1464, and printed in folio at

Norerohcrg in 1533. In the fifth book are

various problems concerning rectilinear tri
angles, some of which are resolved by means

of algebra; a proof that this science was not

wholly unknown in Europe before the treatise

of Lucas de Burgo.
Regiomontanus was also author of some

other works, as " The New Theories," of Pur-
bach, which were left incomplete by the lat

ter. " The Astronomicon," of Manlius and

Epheraerides, showing the motions of the

heavenly bodies for thirty years to come, be

sides several translations from the Greek and

Arabian authors ; he died at the age of 40, at

Rome, to which city he had been called by

Pope Sixtus the IVth, to assist in the re

formation of the calendar.
MULTANGULAR Figure (from multus

and anguliu), is one that has many angles,
and consequently many sides. See Polyoon.

MULTILATERAL Figure, (from multut

and latui), a figure of many sides.

MULTINOMIAL (from multi, many, and
■nnmen, name), an algebraical quantity con

sisting of more than three terms, though this

is sometimes called a multinomial, but more

commonly a trinomial. See Trinomial.
Multinomial Theorem, is a general ex

pression or formula, for determining any power
or root of a given quantity consisting of any
number of terms. This theorem was first

given by De Moivre, No. 330, Phil. Trans.
1697, who also pointed out the law of its
terms; but it was afterwards simplified by
Euler in his " Calcul Differential," c. viii.
part 2; and the same has been done by

Arbogast in his " Calcul des Derivations,"
p. 12.

The general form of this theorem, as given
in Bonnycastlc's Algebra, vol. i. p. 206, is as

follows :

(A + Ax + Ax1 + Ai1 .... Ai»)" = A- +
• I S $ n 0

mAB.i+
i o A

'
+0

2mABv
* 0

3mAB~
3 0

,m— 1)ABJ '„ + (m_2)AB

+

+ (3m-

+ (2m

+ ( m

Where B
•

co-efficients

' &c.

4mABN
4 0 1

-2)AB[ 4A
T

-3) AB )
1 3 «»

= A" ; and B, B, B, Sec. are the
o 111

of the terms immediately pre-

ceding those in which they first appear. And
the manlier of applying this theorem to any
particular case, is by substituting the numbers
or letters in the given example, for A, A, A,

o I t
&c. ; and m, as in the binomial theorem, which
see. i

Thus for example, let it be proposed to cubo
the series

1 + x + x1 + x3 + x* + Sec.

Here A = 1, A = 1, A = 1, &c. and mzz'4.
o i >

Whence
A" = 1" = 1 = B

mAB = 3 XlXl=3=B
2mAB + (m— 1) AB -,„,

a o — » + fj J _6 — »
2A

~
a

*~
t

3mAB + (2m— 1)AB + (m— 2)AB
a o 1 1 I I

9 + 15 + 6

3A
»

— B, Sec. Sec.
t3

Therefore
1 + 3* + 6z* + 10i5 + 15r* + Sec.

is the cube required.
Again, required the cube root of the series

1 + \x + far* + I*3 + Sec.

Here A = 1, A = $, A = -J
, Sec, and m~ \.

0 I 1

Whence
A- = li = 1 = B

mAB = i x \ X * = £ = B

2m AB +(m-I 0

1)AB

2A I — Tj) — TI — "

3m AB + (m— 1
) AB +(m — 2)AB

. 3 B 3 I I I

:i A

-
& = B, Sec. Sec.

Therefore

1 + i* + A * + & *' + «">■

is cube root of the series proposed. See Bon
nycastlc's Algebra, as above referred to.

MULTIPLE, in Arithmetic, is a number

which contains another number a certain

number of times, thus 18 is a multiple of 6
, or

of 3, or of 9
,

Sec.

Common Multi ple of two or more numbers,

is that which contains those numbers a certain

number of times ; thus 36 is a common mul
tiple 4 and 9

,

being equal to 9 times the first

and 4 times the second.

To find the least common Multiple o
f several

Numbers.

Reduce them all to their prime factors, then

the product of the greatest powers of thosa

prime factors is the least common multiple
required.

Let it be proposed to find the least common

multiple of 12, 25, and 35, or the least number

that will divid* by each of them without a

remainder.
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Here 12 = 3x2*; 25 = 51, and 35=5 x 7 ;

therefore 3x21x5'x7z 210, the least
common multiple required.

Multiple Ratio. See Ratio.
MULTIPLICAND, in Arithmetic, is one

of the factors in multiplication, being that
which is multiplied by the other, which is
called the multiplier.

MULTIPLICATION, is one of the prin
cipal rules in arithmetic and algebra; and
consists in finding the amount of a given
number or quantity, called the multiplicand,
when repeated a certain number of times ex
pressed by the multiplier ; and this amount is
generally termed the product ; also the mul
tiplier and multiplicand are commonly called
factors. Multiplication is cither simple or
compound.

Simple Multiplication, is when the pro
posed quantities are integral numbers.

Rule. Place the multiplier nnder the mul
tiplicand, so that units may fall under units ;

tens under tens ; and so on. Then begin at
the right hand, and multiply every figure in
the multiplicand, by each of the figures in the
multiplier. Find how many tens there are in
the product of every two simple figures, and
set down the remainder directly under the
figure you are multiplying by, or if there be
nothing o\er, a cipher. Carry as many units
as there were tens to the product of the next
figure, and proceed in like manner till the
whole is finished. Then add all the separate
products together for the answer.

Proof of Multiplication. 1. Invert the
operation, by making the multiplier and mul
tiplicand change places, and if you thus ob
tain the same result, it is highly probable the
work is right.

2. Cast out all the 9's from the multiplier,
multiplicand, and product ; and multiply the
overplus of the two former together, and cast
the 9's out of this product; then if this re
mainder be the same as that arising from the
total product, the operation is probably right,
but if not it is certainly wrung.

This proof depends upon a singular property
of the number 9 ; viz. that any number di
vided by 9, will leave the same remainder, as
the sum of its digits when divided by the
same number.

This method of proof is generally attributed
to Dr. Wall's ; but it is of a much earlier date,
being given by Lucas de Burgo in his " Summa
dc Arithmetica," printed in folio at Venice in
1494.

3. Another proof for multiplication is drawn
from a particular property of the number 11,
which is this; that the sum of the digits in
the odd places, that is, the 1st, 3d, 5th, &c.
being taken from the sum of the digits in the
2d, 4th, &c. places ; the remainder when di
vided by 11, will leave the same overplus, as
the whole number when divided by 11. If
the former sum be greater than the latter, as

many times 11 must be added to it
,

as will
render the latter sum the greater of the two.

This being observed, the proof by this number
will be the same as in the former case.

EXAMPLE.

45C84 multiplicand
4374 multiplier

182736

319788
137052

182736

199821816 product

proof by 9 proof by 1 1

The other proof by inverting the operation
depends upon this; that the product of two
numbers is the same whichever of the two is

the multiplier ; or generally that a times b
,

is

the same as b times a; which though generally-
considered as an axiom, is in fact a propo
sition, and one that is not very easily demon
strated.

Compound Multiplication, is the method
of finding the product arising from a com
pound and simple quantity.

Rule . Place the multiplier under the lowest
denomination of the multiplicand; and mul
tiply this denomination by the multiplier.
Find how many units of the next higher de
nomination are contained in the product; set
down the remainder, and carry the units to
the next product, with which proceed as be
fore, and so on through all the denominations
to the last ; and the result will be the answer
required.

Tiote. If the multiplier exceed 12, the opera
tion will be much simplified as follows:

1
. If the given multiplier be a composite

number, multiply successively by each of its
factors, instead of the whole number at once.

2. If the given multiplier be not a compo
site number, take that which is nearest to it,
and multiply by its factors as before ; then add
or subtract as many times the first line, as the
number so taken is less or greater than the
multiplier.

Also if there be any fractional part belong
ing to the multiplier, take such part of the
multiplicand, as this fraction is of a unit, and
add it to the result before found.

EXAMPLES.

Multiply £7. 13*. i\d. by 24.

£. s. d.

24 = 4 x 6 7 13 4{

4

30 13 6
0

answer £184 1 0
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Multiply £3. 15*. d{d. by 17 {.

£. s. d.

17|=4x4 + 1 +1

answer 17J = £66

Cross Multiplication. See Duodecimals.
Multiplication of Fractions, is performed

by the following
Rtde. Reduced all mixed numbers to im

proper fractions; and then multiply the nu

merators together for a new numerator, and

the denominators together for a denominator,

which will be the answer required.

Note. All factors that are common both to

the numerators and denominators, may be

cancelled or omitted, by which means the

result obtained will be in its lowest terms.

examples.
♦ — iS-

x 7 — IT

Multiplication at Decimals, is performed

the same as in the simple rule, except, that

in the product as many decimal places must

be pointed off from the right hand, as are

equal to the number of decimals in both fac

tors ; and if there are not so many, the defect

must be supplied by prefixing ciphers.

Rule. Multiply the co-efficients of the two

quantities together, as in arithmetic ; and an
nex to the result all the letters in both factors.
But if there be two or more letters that are
alike, as aa, bbb, xxxx, &c. enter into the

product, these are to be represented by 63,

&c.
And with regard to the sign to be prefixed,

the following rule must be observed.
1. If the factors are both affected with the

sign +, or both with the sign — ; the sign to
be prefixed to the product must be +. But
if one of the factors be +, and the other — ,

the sign of the product must be —. This is

generally expressed by saying, like signs pro
duce plus, and unlike signs minus.

EXAMPLES.

1. 4abx Gab — 1\aabb — 2ia'lb-
2. 5xyx 7x*y*= 35a-!y'
3. 3*y X — 4*jr = — i2ar*yJ
4. — 4aix — 3cd = + \2abcd

Case 2. When the multiplier and multipli
cand are both compound quantities.

Rule. Place the multiplier under the multi

plicand. Then beginning at the left-hand,

multiply each term in the multiplicand, by

each term in the multiplier, by the last rule ;

and the sum of the several products will be

the answer.
Note. It is best to remove the leading term

of each product, one place more to the right

hand.

EXAMPLES.

EXAMPLES.

multiply 41-364

by 7-328

330 012
82728

12409 2
289 548

product 303 115 39-2

multiply
by

•1468
•14

58 72
146 8

a + b

a + b

7az + ba b1

3a* + a 61

az + ab 21 a* + 15a3 6*

ab+P + 7n16*+5«16*
a* + 2ab + b> 21rt+ + 22<tJf»1 + 5«1&+

7y + 4z 3* y — 2z*
3x y + 2z*

v — *

7if + Ayt 9xxy* — (ixyz1
— 7yz — 4zz + 6xyzx — 4z1

7y* — 3yz—4zz 9x\V
* — 4z*

product -020552

OmrVflrtfrfMuLTiPLicATioN. See Contrac
tion. - •

Multiplication of Circulating Decimals, is

performed by converting the circulates into

their proper fractions, and multiplying them

together by the rule for multiplication effrac

tions. See Circulating Decimals.
Multiplication in Algebra, is the method

of finding the product arising from the multi

plication of any two or more indeterminate

quantities; which may be divided into two

cases.
Case 1. When the multiplier and multipli

cand are both simple quantities.

Multiplication of Algebraic Fractions, is

performed by the following
Rule. Reduce all mixed expressions to im

proper fractions; then multiply all the nu

merators together for a new numerator ; and

the denominators together for a new deno
minator, and the result will be the product

required.
Note. All factors that are common to the

numerators and denominators, may be can

celled or omitted.

3 ab

examples.

4ac' _ b_ 4c_4&£
3a*b

~
d 1

~"
d

z1 _xz — yz

x—y „ x + y _xz — y*
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Multiplication of Surdt, is the method of

finding the product of two or more irrational

factors.
Rule. Rednce the given surds to their sim

plest form ; and the radical parts thus arising
to like radicals ; then multiply the co-efficients

together for a new co-efficient, and the surds

together for a new surd; which being an

nexed to the preceding product, will be the

answer required.
Note. If the radicals be not the same, but

the quantities under them be equal, the mul
tiplication will be performed hy the addition

of the indices representing those radicals.

EXAMPLES.

1. </7 x v^5 x = s/105

2. </3x*y x */18x z= x y/3xy x 3 y/lx.
— 3x </6xzy rz 3x* S6y

3. l/7abxl/4a1czi)/28a*cb — al/28bc
4. <

ri

X <
ri

= ai+i = o» = V «'

•
J . £ »g + mp

6. . o" x mra »» = mJ/a*',+m'

6. . a- X b' — a" X 6=~- = V "
Multiplication by Logarithm*. See Lo

garithms.
Multiplication Table, a small table con

taining the products of all the simple digits,
at least this is its natural limits, though it is

most commonly carried as far as 12 times 12.

It is otherwise called Abacus Pythagoricus,
from Pythagoras, who is commonly said to be
the inventor of it

,

though it appears highly
probable that it must have had an earlier
origin, as we can scarcely conceive any arith
metical operations to be carried on without it.
The Abacus Pythagoricus was most likely a

fable of this kind carried to a much greater
•xtent, which would have been a great ac

commodation to the Greeks on account of
their embarrassed and complicated notation.
See Arithmetic of the Greeks.

MULTIPLIER, or Multiplicator, the num
ber by which another is multiplied.

MURAL 4rcA(from murus, a wall), a wall,

or arched wall, placed exactly in the plane of
the meridian, for fixing a large quadrant, sex
tant, or other instrument, to pbserve the me
ridian altitude, &c. of the heavenly bodies.

Tycho Brahc was the first who used a

mural arch in his observations; after him
Hevelius, Flanistead, Dc Lahire, &c. used
the same means. See a description of the
mural arch at Greenwich observatory, con
structed by Mr. Graham, in Smith's Optics,
book iii. ch. 7

, with the improvements of Mr.
Bird, in the " Method of constructing Mural
Quadrants," published by the commissioners
of longitude in 1768.

MUSICAL or Harmonial Proportion. See
Proportion.

MUSSHENBROEK (Peter), a very emi
nent mathematician and philosopher, was born
at Utrecht about the year 1700. He was pro
fessor of mathematics first in that city, and
afterwards at Leyden, where he died in 1761.
His works, which are very reputable to his
memory, arc as follows :

1. Elements of Physico-Mathematics, in
1726. 2. Elements of Physics, 1736. 3. In
stitutions of Physics, 1748. 4. Introduction
to Natural Philosophy, 1762; and again in
French by Sigaud de la Fond, 1769, in 3 vols.
4to. under the title of a Course of Experi
mental and Mathematical Physics. Besides
these w orks Musshenbroek had several papers
in the Paris Memoirs, from the year 1734 to
1760.

MYRIAD, the number ten thousand.

N

Nabonassar, first king of Chaldea, me
morable for the Jewish era which bears his
name, and which corresponds to Feb. 26, 747,
Before Christ. See Epoch.

NADIR, that point of the heavens which is

diametrically under our feet, or opposite to
the zenith which is directly over our heads.
The zenith and nadir are the poles of the
horizon^

'

The Sun's Nadir is sometimes used to de
note the vertex, the earth's shadow arising
from the interception of the solar rays.

NAPIER, or Neper (John), baron of Mer-
aliistoh in Scotland, the celebrated inventor

of logarithms, was born in 1650. Napier had
very early discovered great mathematical
talents, and was particularly engaged in as
tronomical observations and computations,
and consequently experienced all the diffi
culties which then attended this subject in
consequence of the tedious operations of mul
tiplication, division, &c. which enter into
them. He therefore was extremely anxious
to abridge this labour, and his rods or bones

were probably his first attempt of this kind.
See Napier's Rods. But bis admirable in
vention of logarithms rendered useless every
other contrivance directed to this end, and will
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ever perpetuate his name, and render his me

mory dear to every astronomer and mathe

matician to the latest posterity. See Loga
rithms.

It is not, however, on this invention only
that his fame is established ; for he also made

considerable improvements in spherical tri
gonometry, &c. particularly by his catholic or

universal rule, being a general theorem by
which he resolves all the cases of right-angled

spherical triangles in a manner very simple
and easy to be remembered, namely, by what
he calls the five circular parts. See Circular
Parts. His construction of logarithms too,
beside the labour of them, manifests the great
est ingenuity. Kepler dedicated his Ephe-
merides to Napier, which were published in
the year 1617 ; and it appears from many pas
sages in his letter about this time, that he
accounted Napier to be the greatest of his

age in the particular department to which he

applied his abilities.
The last literary exertion of this eminent

person was the publication of his " Rabdology
and Promptuary," in the year 1617 ; soon after
which he died at Marchiston, the 3d of April
in the same year, in the 68th year of his

age. The list of his works are as follows:
" Logarithmorum Caaonis Descriptio," 1614;

Mirisci Logarithmorum Canonis Construc-
tio," &c. ; Una cum Annotationibus aliquot
doctissimi D. Henrici Briggii in eas mcmo-
ratum appendicum." Published by the au
thor's son in 1619. " Rabdologia, seu Neu-
merationis per Virgulas libri duo," 1617. This
contains the description and use of the rods
or bones; with several other short and in
genious modes of calculation.

His letter to Anthony Bacon, entitled,
" Secret Inventions profitable and necessary
in these Days for the Defence of this Island,
and withstanding Strangers, Enemies to God's
Truth and Religion;" dated June 2, 1696.

Napier's Rods or Bones, a method con
trived by Lord Napier, for the more easy per
forming of the arithmetical operations of mul
tiplication, division, &c. These rods are five
in number, made of bone, ivory, horn, wood,
or pasteboard, &c. Their faces are divided
into nine little squares, each of which is parted
into two triangles by diagonals. In these
little squares are written the numbers of the
multiplication table ; in such manner as that
the units, or right-hand figures, are found in
the right-hand triangle: and the tens, or
the left-hand figures, in the left-hand trian
gle. To multiply numbers by Napier's bones,
dispose the rods in such manner, as that
the top figures may exhibit the multipli
cand, and to those on the left hand, join the
rod of units: in which seek the right-hand
figure of the multiplier ; and the numbers cor
responding to it

,

in the squares of the other
rods, write out, by adding the several num
bers occurring in the same rhomb together
and their sums. After the same maimer write
out the numbers corresponding to the other
figures of the multiplier, disposing them under

one another as in the common multiplications
and lastly, add the several numbers into one
sum.

For example, suppose the mul- 5978
tiplicand 5978, and the multiplier 937
937. From the outermost triangle 41846
on the right-hand figure, which 17934
corresponds to the right-hand fi- 53802
gure of the multiplier 7

,

write out 5301386
the figure 6

,

placing it under the =====
line. In the next rhomb towards the left, add

9 and 5 ; their sum being 14, write the right-
hand figure 4 against 6 ; carrying the left-hand
figure 1 to 4 and 3

, which are in the next
rhomb; join the sum 8 to 46 already set
down. After the same manner, in the last
rhomb, add 6 and 6

,

and the latter figure of
the sum 11, set down as before, and carry 1

to the 3 found in the left-hand triangle ; the
sum 4 join as before on the left hand. 1846.

Thus you will have 41846 for the product of
5978 by 7. And in the same manner are to
be found the products for the other figures of
the multiplier ; after which (he whole is added
together as usual.

NATURAL Day, Year, tic. See Day,
Year, &c.

Natural Philosophy. See Philosophy.
NAVIGATION, the art of sailing, or of

conducting a vessel on the ocean, and is

usually divided into navigation common, and
navigation proper; the former relating to
what is otherwise called coasting, or such
voyages as are conducted along the coast or
shore of a country, and in which the navigator
seldom or ne,vcr loses sight of land. And the
other to those voyages made from one country
to another, through the trackless paths of the
largest seas and oceans.

The origin of navigation, like that of all the
other arts and sciences of ancient date, is

hidden in obscurity, some attributing it to
one nation, and some to another. The Phoe
nicians, however, particularly those of Tyre,
are now more generally considered as the first
people who made any great advances in this
important art. These were afterwards fol
lowed up by the Carthagenians, who dis
covered the Fortunate Islands, or the Canaries;
and even, according to some authors, America
was visited by this enterprising people, but
of this there is not sufficient proof.

From Carthage and Tyre commerce and
navigation were transferred principally to
Alexandria, which latter city, when under the
Romans, was only inferior to Rome itself, the
latter being supplied with its merchandize
wholly from the magazines of the former.

Constantinople became afterwards the cen
tre of commerce, and navigation was for a
long time pursued with great ardour by the
merchants of that city; after this time it began
to spread itself, though slowly, amongst the
several F.uropean cities and nations, Genoa
and Venice are particularly distinguished
for the active part they took in promoting this
important branch of human knowledge.

The crusades, however, contributed in a
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great measure to the revival, or at least to
the more rapid progress of commerce and na

vigation ; for the Genoese, the Pisans, Vene
tians, &c. furnished the transports which Varriod
those vast armies, composed of all the nations
of Europe, into Asia upon this wild enterprise,
and likewise supplied them with provisions
and military stores.

Navigation was not, however, confined only
to these religious fanatics; other travellers,
beside those whom a mistaken religious zeal
sent forth to Asia, ventured into remote coun
tries, from the prospect of commercial ad
vantage, or from motives of mere curiosity.
Of these the most eminent was Marco Polo,
a Venetian of a noble family, about the year
1269; and he was succeeded about half a
century after by Sir John Mandeville, an
Englishman.

But the present art of navigation owed its
rise to the invention of the mariner's compass
in the beginning of the fourteenth century ;

and made considerable progress during the
voyages that were began in the year 1418 by
Henry Duke of Visco. This learned prince
was particularly skilled in cosmography, and
employed a person from the island of Majorca
to teach navigation, and to make instruments
and charts for the sea.
' These voyages being greatly extended after

the discovery of Porto Santo and Madeira,
the art was improved under the succeeding
monarchs of Portugal ; so much that Roderic
and Joseph, physicians to John II. together
with one Martin de Bohemia, a Portuguese
native of the island of Fayal, a pupil of Re-
giomontanus, about the year I486, calculated,
for the use of navigators, tables of the sun's
declination, and recommended the astrolabe
for taking observations at sea. About this
time Columbus, a native of Genoa, having
thoroughly acquainted himself with the dis
coveries and observations of the Portuguese,
and having also considerable experience in
the art of navigation, made a proposal to John
II. of exploring a passage to India by sailing
directly towards the west across the Atlantic
Ocean.

John rejected this proposal in a very dis
honourable manner; and Columbus instantly
quitted the kingdom, and landing in Spain
towards the close of the year 1484, he

resolved to propose his plan to Ferdinand
and Isabella, with whom, after repeated ap

plication and long delay, he ultimately suc
ceeded. In August, 1492, Columbus, fur
nished with a small armament nf three ships,
set sail, and steered directly for the Canary
Islands; from thence, holding his course
due west, he stretched away into unfre
quented and unknown seas. After many dif
ficulties, he at length arrived at Guanahani,
one of the large cluster of islands called the
Lucaya, or Bahama Isles. He also discovered
Cuba, Hispaniola, and several other small
islands ; and having left a small colony in a

fort at Hispaniola, returned to Spain in March,
1493. In September following he set out on

his second voyage, and sailed by the Leeward
Islands to Hispaniola. In a third voyage, un
dertaken in the year 1498, he discovered the
continent of America ; and in the same year,
Va.sco de Gama returned to Lisbon, from a.

voyage to the East Indies by the Cape of
Good Hope. Columbus, it is said, before he
attempted the discovery of America, consulted
Martin de Bohemia, as well as others, and
during the course of his voyage instructed the
Spaniards in navigation; for the improvement
of which art, the emperor Charles V. after
wards founded a lecture at Seville. This art
was considerably improved by the discovery
of the variation of the compass, and by the
use of the cross-staff. At length there were
published, in Spanish, two treatises containing
a system of the art, which were in great
esteem, the first by Pedro de Medina, at Val-
ladolid, in 1645, called " Arte de Navegar;"
the other at Seville in 1556, by Martin Cortes,
under the title of " Breve Compendio de la
Spheray de la Arte de Navegar, con neuos
Instrumentos y Reglas." This is said to have
been composed at Cadis in 1646 ; and a trans
lation of it was published in London, which
passed through several impressions. Besides
the improvement which the art of navigation
received from the proposals of Werner, and
Gemma Frisius, for finding the longitude, it
was much promoted by Pedro Nunez, or
Nonius, who composed a treatise on this sub
ject so early as 1537, in the Portuguese lan
guage, which thirty years after was printed at
Basil in Latin, with additions, under the title
of" De Arte etRatione Navigandi." In this
work the errors of the plane chart are exposed,
and the problem of determining the latitude
from two observations of the sun's altitude,
and the intermediate azimuth, is resolved.
In 1577, Bourne published his treatise, en
titled "A Regiment for the Sea,"and intended
as a supplement to that of Cortes.

The mistakes of Medina were well exposed
by Michael Coignet, a native of Antwerp,
who, in 1581, published a small treatise, en
titled " Instruction Nouvelle des Points plus
exccllcns et neccssaircs touchant l'Artc de
Navigar." In the same year Robert Nor
man published his discovery of the dipping-
needle, in a pamphlet called the " New
Attractive," to which is always subjoined
William Burrough's " Discourse of the Va
riation of the Compass." In 1594, captain
John Davis published a small treatise, entitled
the " Seamens' Secrets," which was much
esteemed in its time. The writers of this

period complained much of the errors of the
plane chart, which continued still in use,
though they were unable to discover a proper
remedy ; till Gerrard Mercator contrived his
universal map, which he published in 1669,
without clearly understanding the principles
of its construction ; these were first discovered
by Mr. Edward Wright, who sent an account
of the true method of dividing the meridian
from Cambridge, where he was a fellow, to
Mr. Bluudcville, with a short table for that
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purpose, and a specimen of a chart so divided.
These were published by Blundeville, in 1594,

among his exercises ; to the later editions of
which was added his " Discourse of Universal
Maps," first printed in 1589. However, in
1599, Wright - printed his " Correction of
certain Errors in Navigation," in which work
he shows the reason of this division, the man
ner of constructing his tabic, and its uses in
navigation. A second edition of this treatise,
with farther improvements, was printed in
1610 ; and a third edition, by Moxon, in
1657. The method of approximation, by what
is called the middle latitude, now used by our
sailors, occurs in Gunter's works, first printed
in 1623. About this time logarithms began
to be introduced, which were applied to navi
gation in a variety of ways by Gunter; though
the first author who applied the logarithmic
tables to the cases of sailing was Thomas
Addison, in his " Arithmetical Navigation,"
printed in 1625. In 1635, Gellibrand printed" A Discourse Mathematical on the Variation
of the Magnetic Needle," containing his dis
covery of the changes to which the variation is
subject. In 1631 Richard Norwood published
an excellent " Treatise of Trigonometry,"
adapted to the invention of logarithms, parti
cularly in applying Neper's generals canons ;
and for the farther improvement of navigation,
he undertook the laborious work of measuring
a degree of the meridian for examining the
divisions of the log-line. Of this affair he has
given a full and clear account in his " Sea
man's Practice," first published in 1637; where
he also describes his own excellent method
of setting down and perfecting a sea-reckon
ing, &c. This treatise, and that of trigo
nometry, were continually reprinted, as the
principal books for learning scientifically the
art of navigation. What he had delivered,
especially in the latter of them, concerning
this subject, was contracted, as a manual for
sailors, in a very small piece, called his " Epi
tome," which has gone through innumerable
editions. About the year 1645, Mr. Bond
published, in Norwood's " Epitome," a very
great improvement in Wright's method, by a
property in his meridian line, whereby his
divisions are more scientifically assigned than
the author himself was able to effect ; which
he deduced from this theorem, that these
divisions are analogous to the excesses of
the logarithmic tangents of half the respec
tive latitudes, augmented by forty-five degrees
above the logarithm of the radius; this he
afterwards explained more fully in the third
edition of Gunter's works, printed in 1653;
and the demonstration of the general theorem
was supplied by James Gregory of Aber
deen, in his " Exercitationes Geometries?,"
printed at London in 1668 ; and afterwards
by Dr. Halley, in Phil. Trans. No. 219, and
by Cotes, Phil. Trans. No. 388. In 1700,
Mr. Bond, who imagined that he had dis
covered the longitude, by having found out
the true theory of the magnetic variation,
published a general map, on which were de

lineated curve lines, expressing the paths
where the magnetic needle had the same
variation : the positions of these curves will
indeed continually suffer alterations; but
they should be corrected from time to time,
as they have already been for the years 1744
and 1756, by William Mountaine and James
Dobson. The allowances proper to be made
for leeway are very particularly set down by
John Buckler, and published in a small tract
first printed in 1702, entitled " A New Com
pendium of the whole Art of Navigation,"
written by William Jones.

As it is now generally agreed that the earth
is a spheriod, whose diameter at the poles is
shorter than the other, Dr. Murdoch pub
lished a tract in 1741, in which he accom
modated Wright's sailing to such a figure ;
and Maclaurin, in the same year, gave a
rule in the Phil. Trans. No. 461, for deter
mining the meridional parts of a spheriod.
which speculation he has farther prosecuted
in his " Fluxions," printed at Edinburgh in
1742.

The principal foreign writers on navigation
are Bartolomew Crescenti, of Rome, in 1607 ;
father George Fournier, at Paris, in 1633;
John Baptist Riccioli, at Bologna, in 1661 ;
father Millet Dechales, in 1674 and 1677;
the sieur Blondel St. Austin, in 1671 and
1673; M. Dassier, in 1683; M. Sauveur, in
1692 ; M. Bouguer, in 1698 ; father Pazenas,
in 1733 and 1741 ; and M. Peter Bouguer,
who, in 1763, published a very elaborate
treatise on this subject, entitled " Nouveau
Traite de Navigation," in which he gives a
variation compass of his own invention,
and attempts to reform the log, as he had
done jn the Memoirs of the Academy of
Sciences for 1747. He is also very particu
lar in determining the lunations more accu
rately than by the common methods, and in
describing the correction of the dead reckon
ings. This book was abridged and im
proved by M. de Lacaille, in 1760; to these
we may add Don George Juan, of Spain, in
1757.

For an account of the several steps that
have been pursued for the discovery of the
longitude, see Longitude. For an account
of Hadley's quadrant, and its use in nautical
observations, see Quadrant. For the me
thod of making artificial magnets, and their
use, see Magnet, Compass, and Needle.

Those who are desirous of perusing a fuller
account of the progress of navigation, may
consult Dr. James Wilson's preface to Dr.
Robertson's " Elements of Navigation," in
two volumes, octavo, in 1772; a work de
servedly held in the highest estimation.

NAUTICAL Almanac, Cliart, Compass,

Planisphere, &c. see the several substantives.
NEAP, or NEEP-T«fcj. See Tides.
NEBULjE, in Astronomy, faint luminous

spots in the heavens, some of which consist

of clusters of telescopic stars, others appear as

luminous spots of different forms. The most

considerable is one in the midway between
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the two stars on the blade of Orion's sword,
marked 0, by Bayer, discovered in the year
1666 by Huygens ; it contains only seven stars,
and the other part is a bright spot upon a dark

ground, and appears like an opening into
brighter regions beyond.

Dr. Halley and others have discovered
nebulae in different parts of the heavens. In
the Connoissance des Temps, for 1783 and
1784, there is a catalogue of 103 nebulae, ob
served by Messier and Mechain. But to
Dr. Herschel we are indebted for catalogues
of 2000 nebulae, and clusters of stars, which
he himself has discovered. Some of them
form a found compact system, others are more
irregular, of various forms, and some are long
and narrow. The globular systems of stars
appear thicker in the middle than they would
do if the stars were all at equal distances from
each other; they are therefore condensed
towards the centre. That stars should be
thus accidentally disposed is too improbable a
supposition to be admitted; he supposes,
therefore, that they are brought together by
their mutual attractions, and that the gradual
condensation towards the centre is a proof of
a central power of such a kind. He observes
also, that there are some additional circum
stances in the appearance of extended clusters
and nebulae, that very much favour the idea
of a power lodged in the brightest part ; for
although the form of them be not globular, it
is plain that there is a tendency to sphericity.
As the stars in the same nebulae must be
nearly all at the same relative distances from
us, and they appear nearly of the same size,
their real magnitude must be nearly equal.
Granting, therefore, that these nebulae and
clusters of stars are formed by mutual attrac
tion, Dr. Herschel concludes that we may
judge of their relative age by the disposition
of their component parts, those being the
oldest which are most compressed. He sup
poses, and indeed offers powerful arguments
to prove, that the milky way is the nebulae of
which our sun is one of its component parts.
See Galaxy.

Dr. Herschel has also discovered other phe
nomena in the heavens, which he calls nebu
lous stars ; that is, stars surrounded with a
faint luminous atmosphere of large extent.
Those which have been thus styled by other
astronomers, he says, ought not to have been so

called, for on examination they have proved
to be either clusters of stars, plainly to be
distinguished by his large telescopes, or such
nebulous appearances as might be occasioned
by a multitude of stars at a vast distance.
The milky way consists entirely of stars ;

and he says,
" I have been led on by degrees

from the most evident congeries of stars to
other groups in which the lucid points were
smaller, but still very plainly to be seen ; and
from them to such wherein they could but
barely be suspected, until I arrived at last to
spots in which no trace of star was to be

discerned. But then the gradation of these
latter were by such connected steps as left

no room for doubt, but that all these pheno
mena were equally occasioned by stars vari
ously dispersed in the immense expanse of
the universe."

In the same paper is given an account of
some nebulous stars, one of which is thus
described : " Nov. 13, 1790. A most singular
phenomenon ! A star of the eighth magnitude,
with a faint luminous atmosphere of a circular
form, and of about three minutes in diameter.
The star is perfectly in the centre, and the
atmosphere is so diluted faint, and equal
throughout, that there can be no surmise of its
consisting of stars, nor can there be any doubt
of the evident connection between the atmos
phere and the star. Another star, not much
less in brightness, and in the same field of
view with the above, was perfectly free from
any such appearance." Hence, Dr. Herschel
draws the following consequences : granting
the connection between the star and the sur
rounding nebulosity, if it consist of stars very
remote, which gives the nebulous appearance,
the central star, which is visible, must be
immensely greater than the rest; or if the
central star be no bigger than common, bow
extremely small and compressed must be
those other luminous points which occasion
the nebulosity ! As by the former supposition
the luminous central point must far exceed
the standard of what we call a star; so in the
latter the shining matter about the centre
will be too small to come under the same
denomination; we therefore either have a
central body which is not a star, or a star
which is involved in a shining fluid, of a
nature totally unknown to us. This last opi
nion Dr. Herschel adopts. He has, however,
been since led to suspect that some of those
which he has given as nebulae were comets at
great distances, and it is not improbable that
this was one of this kind. Light reflected
from the star could not be seen at this dis
tance ; besides, the outward parts arc nearly
as bright as those near the star. Moreover a
cluster of stars will not so completely account
for the mildness or soft tint of the light of
these nebulae as of a self-luminous fluid:
" What a field of novelty," says Dr. Herschel,
" is here opened to our conceptions ! a shin
ing fluid of a brightness sufficient to reach us
from the regions of a star of the 8th, 9th, 10th,
11th, 12th magnitude, and of an extent so
considerable as to take up 3, 4, 5, or 6 mi
nutes in diameter." He conjectures that this
shining fluid may lie composed of the light
perpetually emitted from millions of stars.
See Phil. Trans, vol. lxxxi. p. 1.

NEEDLE Compass, Magnetic, Dipping, &c
see the several adjectives.

Needle, Variation of. See Variation.
NEGATIVE, in Algebra and Arithmetic,

the reverse of positive, as negative index, ex

ponent, quantity, sign, &c.
Negative Index, of a logarithm, arc those

which are affected with a negative sign ; such
arc the indices of all numbers less thau unity.
See Logarithms.
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Negative Exponent or Power, is that which

is affected with a negative sign, being the

form in which the reciprocal of any power is

commonly put to prepare it for expansion
into a series, and is equally convenient for
many other algebraical operations. Thus
' I _ * _ i a — x _

?=* '>-,=>'

(o — x) (a +*)-", &c.
being negative indices.

— 2, — 3, and — n

That these expressions are equivalent to

each other, may be shown as follows :

The known rule for the division of powers,
in algebra, is to subtract their indices.

1 a;1
Now — — —. n x'-» ~ x~*

xM x*

In the same way — =— — Ji1"* ~ bx~*
xJ x*

and the same for any other similar expres
sions.

Negative Quantities, are those quantities
which are preceded or affected with the ne

gative sign. Sec the following article.
Negative Sign, in Algebra, is that cha

racter, or symbol, which denotes subtraction,

being a short line preceding the quantity to

be subtracted, and is read minus; thus
« — b denotes that the quantity b is to be

taken from the quantity a, and is read, a

minus b.

The introduction of this character into al

gebra has given rise to various controversies,

with regard to the legality or illegality of
certain conclusions depending upon it ; some

maintaining, that as a negative quantity is in
itself totally imaginary, it ought not to be

introduced into a science, the excellency of
which depends upon the rigour and certainty
of its conclusions ; while others, running into
the opposite extreme, have endeavoured to

illustrate what will not admit of illustration ;

and thus, like other zealots, have been the

greatest enemies of the cause they were so

anxious to defend.
It is in vain to attempt to define what can

have no possible existence; a quantity less

than nothing is totally incomprehensible; and

to illustrate it
,

by reference to a debtor and

creditor account, to say the least of it, is highly
derogatory to this most extensive and com

prehensive science.
The apparent anomalies resulting from the

introduction of this character have arisen from

giving to this symbol the same generality as

belongs to the sign + or addition. When two
quantities are to be added together, as a and

4
, it is perfectly indifferent which of them is

placed first, for a + b is in every respect the

same as b + a ■ but if the difference of them

is to be expressed, this is not the case ; a — b

and b — a being totally different ; if a is
greater than b

, then a — b is a real quantity
equal to the difference of a and b ; but b — a

is an imaginary quantity arising from a sup
posititious operation, viz. of taking a greater
quantity from a less; yet this expression,

considered merely as an algebraical symbol,
may still enter as such into the steps of any
process, and will ultimately produce a legi
timate result; but in order to this we
must first have certain rules laid down for
operating on such quantities, accommodated
to their particular nature, and which must be
such as necessarily arise from principles pre
viously established.

If it be required to add to the quantity c the
residual a — b

, it is obvious that the sum is

c + a — b
. And if
,

on the other hand, we have
to subtract from e the quantity a — b

, we must
first subtract a, which gives c — a; but we
have now taken away too much by the quan
tity b

, and this therefore must be added to the
result, making the true remainder c — a + b

;

therefore to subtract a negative quantity is

the same as to add a positive one ; that is, we
mnst change the sign from — to +.

Again, if it were required to multiply + a
by + b

, we know the product to be ab; and
if + o be multiplied by a quantity less than

b
,

as b — c, the product must necessarily be
less than a b ; that is, from the product of a

multiplied by b
, we must take the product of

a multiplied by c ; hence a x (4 — c) must be
expressed by ab — ac; therefore it follows
that + a x — c gives for a product — ac;
that is, + plus into — minus, gives — minus.

If now we consider the product arising from
the multiplication of the two quantities(a —

b
)

and (c

— d), we know that it is less than that
of (a — b

) x c, or of ac — be, by the product

of(e— 4
) x d
;

or thus; the product of(a — 4)x

(c — d
) becomes first ac — be — ad, to which

is to be annexed the product of — b by — d
,

and the question is, only, what sign we must

employ for this purpose, whether + or — 1
.

Now we have seen that from the product ac —

b c, we must subtract the product of (o — b
) x d
,

that is, we must subtract a quantity less than
a d

;

we have therefore already subtracted too

much by the quantity bd ; this product must

therefore be added ; that is, it must have the

sign + prefixed : hence then it appears that— &

X — d give + bd for a product ; oi minus mul
tiplied by minus gives plus, or — x — =:

Whence, generally, like signs produce plus,
and unlike signs minus. On this subject the

reader should consult Woodhouse's " Princi
ples of Analytical Calculation ;" Maclaurin's
" Algebra f and Baron Maseres, " On the Use
of the Negative Sign in Algebra." See also

the article Imaginary Quantities.
NEPER. See Napier. .

NEWTON (Dr. John), a learned English
mathematician, was born in Devonshire in
1622, and died in 1678 in the 56th year of
his age. He- was author of several works
relating to different branches of the mathe

matical sciences, all of them exhibiting the

hand of a complete master of his subjects ;

these, as detailed by Dr. Hutton, are as

follows :

1. Astronomia Britannica, ike. in 4to. 1656.

2. Help to Calculation, with Tables of De
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clination, &c. 4to. 1657. 3. Trigonometria
Britannica, in two books ; the one composed

by our author, and the other translated from
the Latin of Henry Gellibrand, folio, 1668.

4. Chiliades Centum Logarithmorum, printed
with, (5.) Geometrical Trigonometry, 1659.

6. Mathematical Elements, three parts, 4to.
1660. 7. A Perpetual Diary, or Almanack,
1662. 8. Description of the Use of the Car
penter's Rule, 1667. 9. Ephemerides, show
ing the interest and rate of money at 6 per
cent. &c. 1667. 10. Chiliades Centum Lo-
garithmorum ct Tabula Partium Proportio-
natum, 1667. 11. The Rule of Interest, or
the Case of Decimal Fractions, &c. part ii.
8vo. 1668. 12. Art of Practical Gauging, &c.
1669. 13. The Art of Natural Arithmetic, in
whole Numbers ; and Fractions, Vulgar and
Decimal, 8vo. 1671. 14. The English Aca
demy, 8vo. 1677. 15. Introduction to Astro
nomy.

Newton (Sir Isaac), one of the greatest
mathematicians and philosophers that any
age or country ever produced, was born at
Wool strop, in Lincolnshire, on the 25th of
December 1642. He very early discovered

strong traits of genius, which was improved
by a liberal education; at twelve years of
age he was put to the grammar-school at
Grantham, and in 1660 was entered a student
in Trinity College, Cambridge.

He had not been long in college before he
attracted the notice of the celebrated Dr.
Barrow, and a sincere and lasting friendship
took place between these two great men.
Euclid's " Elements" were as usual first put
into his hands, of which he soon made him
self master, and his attention was then di
rected to Descartes' analytical method, and
the optics of Kepler, in both of which he

made several improvements, noting them
down in the margins.

He continued reading the works of the
most celebrated authors till about the year
1664, and at this early age it was that he first
laid the foundation of his new and admirable

Method of Fluxions and Infinite Series.
In the mean time, as mathematicians were

then much engaged in improving telescopes,
and grinding glasses for the purpose of con
structing these instruments, he also set him
self to work on the same subject, which led
him to a repetition of Grimaldi's celebrated
experiment with the prism. The vivid colours
of the spectrum was to him, not only a source
of delight and pleasure, but also of contem
plation, particularly its oblong form, which,
according to the principles then received,

ought to have been circular ; this phenomenon
led him to other experiments, and finally to
his new theory of light and colours, in which
the heterogeneous nature of light was satis

factorily demonstrated.
Having perfectly satisfied himself on this

head, he dropped his first idea of improvement
in refracting telescopes, and immediately
attempted the construction of a reflector,

having the speculum of polished metal, and
his first instrument of this kind was presented
to the Royal Society, where it is still pre
served.

In 1665, in consequence of the plagiir
which then reigned in London, Tie left Cam
bridge, and retired into the country, and here
it was that he was first led to a contemplation
of the laws of the planetary motions. Why
may not, says he, the same power which
causes a stone to fall to the ground extend
itself as far as the moon, and be the cause of
retaining her iu her orbit ? This happy idea
he endeavoured to submit to calculation ; but
the measurement of the earth being then but
imperfectly known, and probably from some
other causes, he did not find it agree with the
known phenomena, and he therefore laid it
aside for some time ; but, in the interval, M.
Picard having ascertained more accurately the
length of a degree of the terrestrial meridian,
Newton was induced to submit his ideas once
more to computation, and had then the inex
pressible satisfaction to find his results per
fectly agree with the known laws of the pla
netary bodies, as determined by Kepler from
observation.

It is impossible for us, however, to follow
this celebrated philosopher through the nume
rous and important discoveries and improve
ments with which heenriched the mathematical
and philosophical sciences ; suffice it to say,
that he left scarce any subject unexplored.
Analysis, astronomy, optics, mechanics, were
alike the objects of his investigation, and
experienced alike the powerful effects of his
superior genius. See the articles Binomial
Theorem, Fluxions, Attraction, Gravita
tion, Optics, &c. &c. ; see also Maclaurin's
" View of Newton's. Discoveries."

With regard to his private character, he
was amiable and modest ; he never talked
either of himself or others, so as to give the
most malicious censurer the least occasion
even to suspect him of vanity. He was can
did and affable, and always put himself upon
a level with his company ; nor did any sin
gularities, either natural or affected, distin
guish him from other men.

This great man died on the 20th of March,
1727,in the 85th year of his age, and on the 28th
of the same month was conveyed to West
minster Abbey, the pall being supported by
the Lord Chancellor, the Dukes of Montrose
and Roxburgh, and the Earls of Pembroke.
Sussex, and Macclesfield. He was interred
near the entrance into the choir on the left-
hand, where a stately monument is erected
to his memory, with emblematical represen
tations of some of his most important disco
veries, and an elegant inscription highly ho
nourable to his memory.

The following is a catalogue of the most
important of Newton's works, where they are
arranged in the order in which those upon the
same subject were published.

1. Several Papers relating to his Telescope,
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and his Theory of Light and Colours, printed
in the Phil. Trans, numbers 80, 81, 82, 83, 84,
86, 88, 96, 97, 110, 121, 123, 128 ; or vols. vi.
vii. viii. ix. x. xi.

2. Optics, or a Treatise of the Reflections,
Refractions, and the Colours of Light, 1704,

4to. A Latin translation, by Dr. Clarke,
1706, 4to. ; and a French translation, by
Peter Coste, Amst. 1729, 2 vols. 12mo. ; be
side several English editions in 8vo.

3. Sectiones Opticas, 1729, 4to.
4. Naturalis Philosophise Principiae Mathe-

matica, 1687, 4to. ; a second edition in 1713,

with a Preface, by Roger Cotes ; the third edi
tion in 1726, under the direction of Dr. Pem-
berton. An English translation, by Motte, 1729,

two volumes 8vo. printed in several editions
of his works, in different nations, particularly
an edition with a large Commentary, by the
two learned Jesuits, Le Sctir and Jacquier,
in four volumes, 4to. in 1739, 1740, and
1742.

5. A Paper concerning the Longitude ;

drawn up by order of the House of Com
mons, ibid.

6. Abrege de Chronologic, &c. 1726, under
the direction of the Abbe Conti, together with
some observations upon it.

7. Remarks upon the Observations made
upon a Chronological Index of Sir I. Newton,
&c. Phil. Trans, vol. xxxiii.

8. The Chronology of Ancient Kingdoms
amended, &c. 1728, 4to.

9. Arithmetica Universalis, &c. ; under the
inspection of Mr. W his ton, Cantab. 1707,

8vo. There are also English editions of the
same, particularly one by Wilder, with a
Commentary, in 1769. A Latin edition by
Castilian, 2 vols. 4to. Amsterdam, See.

10. Analysis per Quantitatum Series, Flux-
iones, et Differentias, cum Enumeratioue Li
ne arum Tertii Ordinis, 1711, 4to. ; under the
inspection of W. Jones, Esq. F. r. s.

11. Several Letters relating to his Dispute
with Leibnitz, upon his Right to the Inven
tion of Fluxions; printed in the Commercium
Epistolicura D. Johannis, Collins, &c. aliorum
de Anal j si Promota Jussu Societatis Regies
editum, 1712, 8vo.

12. Postscript and Letter of M. Leibnitz
to the Abbe Conti, with Remarks, and a
Letter of his own to that Abbe, 1717, 8vo.
To which is added, Raphson's History of
Fluxions, as a Supplement.

13. The Method of Fluxions, and Analysis
by Infinite Series, translated into English
from the original Latin ; to which is added,
a Perpetual Commentary, by the translator,
Mr. John Colson, 1736, 4to.

14. Observations on the Prophecies of Daniel
and the Apocalypse of St. John, 1733, 4to.

15. Newtoni Elemcnta Perspective Uni
versalis, 1746, 8vo.

16. Tables for purchasing College Leases,
1742, 12mo.

17. Corollaries, by Winston.
18. A Collection of several pieces of our

uulhors . under the following title ; N'ewtoni

Is Opuscula Mathematica Philos, &c. Philol
collegit J. Castilioneus ; Laus. 1744, 4to. 8
tomes.

19. Two Treatises of the Quadrature of
Curves, and Analysis, by Equations of an
Infinite Number of Terms explained ; trans
lated by John Scwart, with a large Commen
tary, 1745, 4to.

20. Description of an Instrument for ob
serving the Moon's distance from the fixed
Stars. Phil. Trans, vol. xlii.

21. Newton also published Rarrows's Op
tical Lectures, in 1699, 4to. and Bern. Varenii
Geographia, &c. 1681. 8vo.

22. The whole Works of Newton, were
published by Dr. Horsley, 1779, 4to. in five
volumes.

NEWTONIAN Phihtophy, the doctrine
of the universe, and particularly of heavenly
bodies, their laws, affections, &c. as delivered
by Sir Isaac Newton.

The term Newtonian philosophy is applied
very differently ; some authors under this phi-
losophy,includeall the corpuscular philosophy,
considered as it now stands, corrected and
reformed by the discoveries and improvements
made in several parts thereof by Sir Isaae
Newton. In which sense it is that Gravesande
calls his elements of physics, " Introductio
Philosophiam Ncwtonianam." And in the
same sense the Newtonian is the same with
the new philosophy, and thus stands con
tradistinguished from the Cartesian, the Pe
ripatetic, and the ancient corpuscular phi
losophy.

Others, by Newtonian philosophy, mean
the method or order which Sir Isaac Newton
observes in philosophising, viz. the reasoning
and drawing conclusions directly from phe
nomena exclusive of all previous hypotheses :
the beginning from simple principles, deduc
ing the first powers and laws of nature from
select phenomena, and then applying those
laws, &c. to account for other things. And
in this sense the Newtonian philosophy is
the same with experimental philosophy, and
stands opposed to the ancient corpuscular.

Some, by Newtonian philosophy, mean
that wherein physical bodies are considered
mathematically, and where geometry and
mechanics arc applied to the solution of the
appearances of nature. In which sense the
Newtonian is the same with the mechanical
and mathematical philosophy.

Others again, by Newtonian philosophy,
understand that part of physical knowledge
which Sir Isaac Newton has handled, im
proved, and demonstrated, in his " Principia."

While others mean the new principles
which Sir Isaac Newton has brought into
philosophy ; the new system founded thereon ;

and the new solutions of phenomena thence
deduced ; being that which characterises and
distinguishes his philosophy from all others.

NICOLE (Francis), a celebrated French
mathematician, was born at Paris in 1683,

and died in 1758, in his 75th year. He was
autlior of many papers on different mathe
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ticnl subjects, the whole of which are inserted

in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences,
from the year 1707 to 1747 inclusive, an ac
count of which may be seen in Dr. Hutton's
Math, and Phil. Dictionary.

NIEUWENTYT (Bernard), an eminent
Dutch mathematician and philosopher, was

born at Westgraafdyk, in North Holland, in
August, 1654, and died in May, 1730, at 76

years of age. He was author of several works
in the Dutch, French, and Latin languages,
the principal of which are as follows :

1. The Religious Philosopher, proving the

Existence of a God. 2. A Refutation of Spi
noza. 3. Analysis Infinitorum, 1695, 4to.

4. Considerationes secundse circa Calculi
Differentialis Principia, 8vo. 1696. 5. A Trea
tise on the New Use of Sines and Tangents ;

and a 6th work on the subject of Meteors.
NIGHT, that part of the natural day during

which the sun is below the horizon ; though
the twilight, both in the morning and evening,
is sometimes considered as forming part of
the day. See Day.

NOBLE, an old English coin, value 6*.8d.
NOCTILUCA, a species of phosphorus.

See Phosphorus.
NOCTURNAL (from the Latin, nox, night),

an instrument for taking the altitude of the
stars, &c. formerly used at sea, but long since

discontinued.
Nocturnal Arch, the arch described by

any of the celestial bodies during the night.
NODATED Hyperbola. See Hyperbola.
NODE Nodus, in the Doctrine of Curvet, is

a small oval figure, made by the intersection

of one branch of a curve with another. Sec

Curve.
Node, in Dialing, denotes a small hole in

the gnomon of a dial, which indicates the

hour by its light, as the gnomon itself does

by its shadow.
Nodes, in Astronomy, are the opposite

points where the orbit of a planet crosses the

ecliptic.
Ascending Node, is that where the planet

ascends from the south to the north side of the

ecliptic, which is denoted by the character 8 ,

and denominated dragon's head.

Descending Node, is that where the planet
descends from the north to the south side of
the ecliptic, which is denoted by the cha
racter Q, and is called the dragon's tail.

The right line joining these two points, is
called the line of the nodes.

It appears by observation that in all the
planets, the line of the nodes continually
changes its place, its motion being in antece-
dentia, or contrary to the order of the signs,
the particularquantity for which, in each planet,
will be found under their several names.

NOLLET (the Abbe John Anthony), a
reputable French philosopher, was born in the
district of Noyon, the 19th of November, 1700,
and died in 1770. He was member of most
of the learned societies in Europe ; and was
author of several works, viz. 1. Receuils des
Lettres sur l'Electricite, 3 vols. 12mo. 1753.

2. Essai sur l'Electricite des Corps, 1 vol.
12mo. 3. Rcchcrches sur les Causes parti'
culiers des Phenomenes Electriques, 1 voL
12mo.

Besides which, he had numerous papers in
the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences,
from the year 1740 to 1770 inclusive.

NONAGESIMAL Degree, called also Mid-
Heaven, is the highest point or 90th degree of
the ecliptic, reckoned from its intersection
with the horizon at any time.

NONAGON (from yon, nine, and yma.
angle), a figure of nine angles and nine sides.
The angle at the centre of a nonagon is 40°,
the angle subtended by its sides 140°, and
its area when the side is 1 zz \ nat. tang. 70"
= 6-1818242.

NONES, were certain days in the Roman
calendar, viz. the 5th day of the months Janu
ary, February, April, June, August, September,
November, and December.

NONIUS, or Nunez (Peter), an eminent
Portuguese mathematician and physician, was
born at Alcazar, in Portugal, in 1497, and
died in 1577, at the age of 80 years. From
this author is derived the name of the instru
ment called the nonius, from his having de
scribed it in one of his works, " De Crepus-
culis," although he does not himself claim the
invention of it ; but says it was probably not
unknown to Ptolomy. The invention of it is,
however, more commonly attributed to Ver-
NlER,by which name itis also sometimes called,
and under which it is described in this work.

The list of the works of Nonius are as fol
lows:

1. De Arte Navigandi libri duo, 1530. 2. De
Crepusculis, 1542; Annotationes in Aristo-
telem. 4. Problema Mechanicum de Motu
Navigii ex Remis. 5. Annotationes in Pla-
nitarum Thcorias Georgii Purbachii. 6. Libro
de Algebra in Arithmeticay Geometra, 1564.

Nonius. See Vernier.
NORMAL, is the same as perpendicular.

See Perpendicular and Subnormal.
NORTH, one of the four cardinal points.
North Star. See Pole Star.
NORTHERN Signs, are those that are on

the north side of the equator, viz. Aries, Tau
rus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, and Virgo.

NORTHING, in Navigation, is the differ
ence of latitude which a ship makes in sail
ing towards the north.

NOTATION, in Arithmetic, is the method
of expressing, by means of certain symbols or
characters, any proposed number or quantity.
In the modern analysis, notation implies a
method of representing any quantity or ope
ration, and the judicious selection of proper
symbols for this purpose, is an important con
sideration, which every author who under
takes to write on this subject should parti
cularly attend to.

In the common scale of notation every
number is expressed by means of the ten cha
racters, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, 7, 8, 9, by giving to
each digit a local as well as its proper or na
tural value, the discovery of which was per
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haps one of the most important steps that has
ever been made in mathematics, and does
as much honour to its inventor as any other
in the history of this science.

To whom we arc indebted for this improve
ment is not known, nor even the nation whence
it dates its origin. Some authors have attri
buted the honour of it to the Arabs, others to
the Greeks, and others again to the Indians ;

which latter people have certainly a priority of
claim to both the other nations ; but whether
they were the original inventors, is at present,
and probably ever will be, undetermined.
The simplicity of this method of expressing
quantities, and the universal application of it
to every species of calculation, render it so

familiar to all our ideas of numbers, that we
lose sight of the ingenuity of the invention,
by that which ought most to distinguish it;
that is, the obvious and accurate principles on
which it is founded ; and instead of consider
ing it as a most ingenious discovery, we are
apt to treat it as a necessary consequence
following immediately from the nature of num
ber itself. That this is however a mistaken
notion, is evident from the notation of the
Greeks and Romans, to whom this method
was unknown ; in fact, it does not appear to
have been introduced into Europe till the
latter end of the tenth century, when it was
first taught by the Arabs to the Spaniards,
with whom they had a communication ; and
hence it soon after became generally known
to all the European nations, and seems to have
been brought into England as early as the
year 1150.

The Arabs, it is evident from several of
their manuscripts, derived their knowledge of
it, either directly, or through some other na
tion, from the Indians, it being entitled, in
some of their works. The Indian Arithmetic ;
but, as we before observed, whether this latter
nation originally made the discovery is un
known. With regard to the characters or
digits, by which numbers arc at (his date
universally expressed, they seem to be the
same, with a very slight alteration, as those
that were originally employed for that pur
pose ; but their forms are not such as to indi
cate their origin, though some authors have
discovered more ingenuity than judgment,
by endeavouring to trace them to the Greek
alphabet, and hence inferring, contrary to
every evidence, a Grecian origin to our pre
sent system of notation. See the different
arithmetical characters, (Plate X.)

In the common, or denary scale of notation,
the value of every digit increases in a tenfold
proportion from the right towards the left ;

thus, 1111 —
1000 + 100 + 10 + 1 =: 103 +

101 + 10 + 1 ; also 3464 = 3.103 + 4.10* +
6.10 + 4, and so on of others; the distance
of any figure from the right indicating the
power of 10, and the digit itself the number of
those powers intended to be expressed, on
which obvious principle it is evident, that any
number whatever may be represented with
ease and simplicity; but since also a number

may be expressed by assuming any other
radix instead of 10, the curious reader will
inquire how it happened that the number 10
came to be adopted as the radix of our nota
tion in preference to any other. The fact is,
that long before the invention of our present
notation, all nations, at least with a very tri
fling exception, divided their numbers into
periods of 10, and this singular coincidence of
different people, unknown and unconnected
with each other, has been the subject of phi
losophical investigation and inquiry from the
time of Aristotle to the present day, though
it is now generally allowed to have had its
origin in the formation of man, that is, to his
having 10 fingers, by means of which it is
highly probable that computation, or at least
numbering, was first effected ; as we always see
children, in making their first efforts in calcu
lation, have recourse to this means for assist
ing their memory; and hence we may infer
that the present division of numbers into
periods of 10, had its origin as soon as num
bering was attempted, that is, as soon as man
began to associate with each other. See some
ingenious remarks on this head in Montucla's" Histoire des Mathematiques," torn. 1.

This, therefore, being the case, with regard
to the division of numbers, the choice of the
radix 10 for the present system was the most
natural of any number that could have been
selected, though it was not the best ; for
there is no doubt that 12 is much better
adapted to this purpose ; the a<l\antages of it

,

however, are not such as to lead us to expect,
or even to wish, that it should ever be sub
stituted for that, w hich long established cus
tom has rendered so familiar to all our ideas
of number. But notwithstanding the present
scale is as convenient as can be desired, an
investigation of the general principles on
which it is founded, and their application to
other numbers as radii, have not escaped
the speculative mathematician ; and our rea
ders will therefore expect sonic information
on the subject.

Of the different Scales of Notation.

In general any number N may be repre
sented by the formula

N — a.r"+br*-< + cr"-' + &c. p^ + qr+w,
where r the radix, may be any number what
ever, and a, b

,

c, &c. integer numbers less
than r. And according as r is assumed =

2
,

3
,

4
,

&c. the different scales or systems re
ceive the following denominations.

If r — 2 it is termed the Binary scale
r — 3 Ternary scale
r — 4 Quaternary scale
r — 5 Quinary scale
r — 6 Senary scale
r ~ 10 Denary scale

r — lit Duodenary scale

And since the co-efficients a, b
,

c, &c. arc
always less than r, therefore it follows that
for any scale we must have as many characters,
including the cipher, as is equal to the nam
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Ber expressing the radix of the system ; thus

the characters arc for the

Binary scale 0, 1

Ternary scale 0, 1, 2

Quaternary scale 0, 1 , 2, 3

Quinary scale 0
",

1
,

2
, 3
,

4

Senary scale 0
,

1
, 2
,

3
, 4, 5

Denary scale 0
,

1
, 2
,

3
, 4
,

5
,

6
, 7
,

8
, 9

And hence it follows, that for the duode

nary scale two other characters are neces

sary for expressing 10 and 11; assuming,

therefore, 10 = $
, and 1 1 = ir ; the digits of

this system are

0
,

1
, 2
,

3
,

4
,

5
,

6
,

7
,

8
,

9
,

$
, *.

To transform a Tinmberfrom the Denary or

Common Scale, to any other Scale.

Itvle. Divide the number successively by

Hie radix of the given scale, and the several

remainders will be the digits of the number

required.

I'Aim. Transform 1810 into the binary
and ternary scales.

2)1810 3)1810

2) 905 rem. = 0 3) 603 rem. = 1

2) 462 1 3) 201 0

2) 226 0 3) 67 0

2
) 113 0 3
) 22 1

2) 56 1 3)_7

1

2) 28 0 3) 2 1

2) 14 0 U 2

2)_7

0

2)_3

1

2
;

1 1

0 1

Therefore 1810 = 11100010010 in the binary

scale.
And 1810 = 2111001 in the terna

ry scale.

2. Transform the two numbers 814371 and

215855, from the common to the duodenary

scale.

12)844371 12)216855

12)70364 rem. =3 12) 1 7987 rem. = 11 = x

12)5803 8 12)1498 = ll=ir
12)488 7 12)124 = 10 = $

12)40 8 12)10 = 4=4

12J3

4 0 = 10 = $

0 3

Hence 844371 = 348873 } in the duode-

And 215855 = $4$ ?nr J nary scale.

And thus a number is readily transformed

from the denary to any other system of which

the radix is given, and hence we find 1000 is

expressed in the following manner according
to the value of the radix r.

If r = 2,1000 = 1111101000

r = 3
,

1000 = 1101001

r = 4
,

1000 = 33220
r = 5

, 1000 = 13000

r— 6
,

1000 = 4344
r = 7

, 1000 = 2C2G

r = 8
,

1000 = 1750

r = 9
,

1000 = 1331

r = 10, 1000 = 1000
r = 11, 1000 = 82$
r — 12, 1000 = 6V4

With regard to the transformation of »
number from any ether system to the common
scale, this is readily effected ; for from what
has been before observed, the distance of any
digit from the right indicates the power of the

radix, and the digit itself the number of those

powers intended to be expressed ; thus,
348873, and p in the duodenary scale,

become

( 3.12* + 4.12+ + 8.12J + 8.12t+ 7.1*

} + 3 = 844371

) 10.12+ + 4.12' 4- 10. 12* + 11.12
v. 4- 11 =215855

and in a similar manner the transformation
may be effected with any other radix. See

more on this subject in Barlow's " Elemen
tary Investigations," &c.; see also Duode
nary Arithmetic.

Notation of the Greeks. These people had

three distinct notations; the most simple of
which was, by making the letters of their
alphabet the representatives of numbers, a, 1 ;

p. 2: y, 3 ; and so on. Another method was

by means of six capital letters, thus, I [ia for

pun] 1 ; II [wort] 5 ; A [3«aJ 10 ; H [Hix*to»]
100; X 1000; M [pvua] 10000: and

when the letter n enclosed any of these, ex

cept I, it indicated the the enclosed letter to
be 6 times its proper value, as stated above ;

thus, TTl represented 50; Jh1500; IxT5000,

and so on. This kind of notation was only
used to represent dates and similar cases ;

but for arithmetical purposes they had a moro

organised system, in which thirty-six cha

racters were employed, and by means of
which any number not exceeding 100000000,

might be expressed; though in the first in
stance it appears that 10000, or a myriad, was

the extent of their arithmetic.
Our digits 1

, 2
,

3
,

4
,

5
,

6
,

7
,

8
, 9,

They express-}
ed by the ><*, $

,

y, 3
, f, C, £

. % H
letters j

For our tens, as 10, 20,30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,
They employ-) . .

ed the letters) «• * '« «
' *"' *

The hundreds}
wcreexpres-

£

p
, <r, t, a, $
, ^, », 5£.

sed by J

And the thou- ) „ > » n

sands by \ ?' ?> V * ,«
'

f' £ ?' V

That is, they had recourse again to the cha
racters of the simple units, which were dis
tinguished by a small iota or dash placed
below them ; and with these characters a
number under 10000 was readily expressed;
and this, as we have observed above, was, for
some time, the limit of their arithmetic. Af
terwards 10000, or a myriad, was represented
by M ; and any number of myriads by M placed
under the number of them. Thus,

a 0 y

M, M, M,
represented 10000, 20000, 130000, &c. and
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after this character followed the number of
units ; thus Xy.9^9 represented 339999 ; but

M '

this character for myriads being inconvenient,
was afterwards changed for Mu set after the
number of myriads ; so that the above number
was sometimes written XyMv 95^9, and this

character was latterly entirely omitted, and the
myriads were distinguished from the simple
units only by a point placed between the two.

By these means the notation of the Greeks
was extended to 100000000 ; and it was after
wards farther improved by Archimedes, Apol-
Iotiius,&c. The following numbers, when com

pared with what has been stated above, will
serve as an illustration of this method.

991 = 34a 9917382 = %{a.£nrj9

9999 —
9^9 171000 = i£«

7382 — \-nt$ 647499 - {3.${9

8036= nAs 1110000 = p»a.

6420 = ?ux 3000001 =: T.a

4001 — la. 99999999 —
9^^9.9^^

Sec some farther illustration of the Greek
arithmetic under the article Arithmetic.

Notation of the Hebrews, resembled, in a
great measure, that of the Greeks above de
scribed j thus,
Instead of our \ . 0qas.«'Tco

units J . , » , 6' 6> ' 8' '

The Hebrews "j
used their >«, 3, J, T, H, \ I, n, 10.
letters )

For our tens, as 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90,

Ted ..c'np!°y.:! n * v> °. >> d'»> b> »■

For the hun-">
dreds they

£ p, 1, w, n, "]
,

D, f, r\
, v.

used J

And for representing thousands, they had
again recourse to their simple units ; distin
guishing them only by two dots, or acute

accents ; thus si
,

or w, expressed 1000 ; 2,2000 ;

\ 10000; and so on. Sometimes they express
their 1000 by the character t» with two dots
marked above it, which is an abbreviation of
the word F|Vt*, or D'dVk, signifying one thou
sand, or thousands; to which other letters
were prefixed, expressing the number of
thousands at pleasure ; thus « for 1000 ; til,
2000; «1, 4000; 10000; ND, 100000, &c.
and from these complete or round numbers,

if they may be so called, they formed com
pound numbers, as in the following table :

H> 11 -P 110

3' 12 lVp 134

JP 13 n»CU> 348

T 14 3ffl 625

m 25 Nt* 1001

iV 36 NYW 1017

to 47 -mi 4004

J1J 68 limp 100074

«p loi am 1727

It is to be observed, that the number 15 was
never expressed b

y rr, ' signifying 10. and n 6;
because they considered it to be profane to
use one of the names of the Deity for a num
ber; they therefore denoted 15 by no, l being

6
,

and id 9; the sum of which is 15. l or tho
same reason, tic, that is, 9 and 7

,

is used in
stead of v, 10 and 6

,

to express 16.
The twenty-two Hebrew letters express

numbers as far as 400 ; and the five remain-
ing hundreds, to complete the 1000, are ex
pressed by different forms of five of the letters,
which seem to have been invented expressly
for this purpose. See Rees's Cyclopedia, ar
ticle Character.

Notation of the Romans. This is still em
ployed by us for dates and other similar pur
poses; and is too well known to require a

very minute description. The Roman nume
ral characters are seven in number; viz. I. one;
V. five; X. ten; L. fifty; C. a hundred; I),
or 13. five hundred ; M. one thousand : this
last number is also sometimes expressed by
Dq. or by CI3. And by the various combi
nations of these characters, any number what
ever might be expressed, as in the following
table :

1 = I.

2 _ j j C As often as any character

g

~ jjj < is repeated, so many times
"
(.is its value repeated.

^

A less character before a

4 — IV. \ greater, diminishes its value

(. by the less quantity.

5 = V.

C A less character after a

6 = VI. < greater, increases its value
V by the less quantity.

7 = VII. ,

8 = VIII.

9 = IX.
10 — X.
11 = XI.
40 = XL.
50 = L.
60 = LX.

100 — C.
For every 3 added,

500 = D. or 13. ^ this becomes ten times
much.

For every C3, set

vas much.

A line over any
5000 = I33. or V.-J figure increases it

1000 fold.
6000 = VI.

10000 = X. or CCI33.
50000 = I333.
60000 = LX.

100000 = M. or CCCI333.
1000000 = MM or CCCCI3333-

For the various notations made use of in
the several branches of Analysis, Astronomy,
Geometry, &c. see the respective articles ; set
also Character and Sign.

112

l3.fthbi
(.as 1

>
{

;



NUM N U M
NOVEMBER, the eleventh month in the

Julian year, but the nin<h in the year of Ro
mulus, beginning with March, whence its
name. In this month, which contains thirty
days, the sun enters the sign usually about
the twenty-first day of the month.

NUCLEUS, the Kernel, is used by Heve-
lius and some other astronomers for the body
of a comet, which others call its head, as dis
tinguished from the tail or beard.

Nucleus is also used by some writers for the
central parts of the earth and other planets,
which they suppose firmer, and separated from
the other parts, as the kernel of a nut is from
the shell.

NUMBER, in its most extended significa
tion, has a reference to every abstract quantity
that can be made the subject of arithmetical
computation; but, in a more limited sense, it
signifies only several things of the same kind,
and is defined by Euclid to be a multitude of
units. Numbers of this latter kind are termed
integral, to distinguish them from the other
kind of numbers, which are of various deno
minations ; as exponential, fractional, loga
rithmic, surd, &c. See Exponential, Frac
tion, Surd.

Integral Numbers are distinguished into va
rious classes, as follows: Absolute, Abttraet,
Abundant, Amicable, Cardivnl, Circular, Com
posite, Concrete, Figurate, Homogenial, Irra
tional, Ordinal, Perfect, Polygonal, Prime,
Rational, &c; for which see the respective
adjectives.

Properties of Numbers, are certain theo
rems relating to the Divisors, Forms, Powers,
Products, &c. of numbers ; many of which are
given under the respective articles, and some
others of a more general nature are enumerat
ed below.

1. The product of two numbers is the same,
whichever of the two is the multiplier.

2. If any number p, be prime to two other
numbers, a and b, it is also prime to their pro
duct a b.

3. Every integer number, without excep
tion, is composed of, and may be resolved
into, different terms of the geometrical series
I, 2, 4. 8, Hi, &c.

4. Every integer number, without excep
tion, may be made up by the addition and
subtraction of different terms in the series
I, 3, 9, 27, 81, &e. ; and therefore with such a
series of weights, any number of pounds may
be ascertained.

5. The difference between any cube and its
root, is divisible by 0 ; between any fifth power
and its root, is divisible by 10; and, generally,
if n be a prime number, the difference x* — x
is divisible by 2n.

6. Every number whatever is the sum of
three, or a less number of triangular numbers;
of four, or a less number of squares; of five,
or a less number of pentagonals; and so on
for hexagonal, hcptagonals, 8cc. This theorem
was invented by Eermat, but it has never yet
been demonstrated generally ; an attempt at

it was made in vol. xxi. of Nicholson's Philo
sophical Journal, but it is by no means satis
factory. The only cases that have received a
complete demonstration, are the two first, for
triangular and square numbers.

For other properties of numbers, see Divi
sors, Factors, Forms, PowtRS, Prime Arion-
bers. Products, &c.

Theory of Numbers, is the investigation and
demonstration of certain theorems relating to
the properties of numbers. This is a subject
with which the ancients were little acquaint
ed ; in fact, their method of notation was an
insuperable impediment to any investigations
of this kind. Diophantns, however, may be
said to have treated on the properties of num
bers; but it was his commentators, Bachet
and Fermat, who first laid the foundation of
the present theory: the latter, in particular,
discovered many fine theorems, which still
retain the name of their inventor; but they
were mostly given without demonstration, in
his notes on Diophantus, in one of which ho
distinctly mentions a work that he was pre
paring on the subject of numbers; but this
was unfortunately lost at his death. What
Fennat thus left incomplete, was taken up by
Euler and Lagrange, who demonstrated seve
ral of his theorems, the former in the Acta
Petro. and the latter in the Memoirs of Berlin ;
and, latterly, a very ingenious work, entitled" Essai sur la Theorie des Nombres," in 4to.
was published at Paris by Legendre; and an
other about the same time by M. Gauss, at
Strasburg, entitled " Disquisitiones Arithme
tical," and which has since been translated
into French by M. Poullet de Lisle. These
two works contain, beside the demonstration,
of the greater part of Format's propositions,
several interesting and original theorems ; the
latter of which authors has, by means of cer
tain numerical properties, been able to solve
any equation of the form .t" — 1 = 0, provid
ing n be a prime number ; and ifn be also the
form 2'" + 1, he obtains this solution by qua
dratic equations only, and is thus enabled to
inscribe geometrically, in a circle, a polygon of
seventeen sides; which was far from being
considered possible, till the publication of this
celebrated work. See an investigation and
explanation of this theorem, and many others
>f a curious and interesting nature, in Bar

low's "Elementarylnvestigatiou of the Theory
of Numbers."

Golden Number. See Golden dumber and
Cycle.

Number of Direction, in Chronology, some
one of the 35 numbers between the Easter
limits, or between the earliest and latest days
on which it can fall ; viz. between March 22
and April 25, which is 35 days, and is so called
because it serves as a direction for finding
Easter for any year; being, indeed, the num
ber that expresses how many days after the
21st of March Easter-day falls. Thus, Easter-
day, falling as in the first line below, the num
ber of direction will be as on the lower line.
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March.

f *
^

Easter-day, 22, 23, -4, 26, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31
No. of Direct. J, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10

April.

Easfer-dav, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, &c.
No. of Direct 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, &c.

and so on, till the number of direction on the
lower line be 35, which will answer to April
25, bring the latest that Easter can happen.
Therefore add 21 to the number of direction,
and the sum will be so many days in March
for the Easter-day ; if the sum exceed 31, the
access w ill be the day in April.

To find the Number of Direction. —Enter the
following t.'ible with the Dominical Letter on
the top, and the (>oldcn Number on the right
hand; then where the columns meet is the
number of direction required for that year.

G.N. A B C D E F G

1 29 27 8 19 .30 24 25
2 19 13 14 15 10 17 18

3 5 6 7 8 2 3 4
4 26 27 ■>\ 22 23 24 25
5 12 13 14 15 16 10 11

6 33 34 35 29 30 31 32
7 19 20 21 22 23 24 18

8 12 13 7 8 9 10 11

9 26 27 28 29 30 31 33
10 19 20 21 15 16 17 18

11 5 6 7 8 9 10 4

12 26 27 28 29 23 24 25
13 12 13 14 15 10 17 18

14 5 6 7 1 o 3 4
15 26 20 21 22 23 24 25
16 12 13 14 15 9 10 11

17 33 34 28 29 30 31 32

1
-18 19 20 21 22 23 17 18

12 (i 7 8 !) 10 11

Thus, for the year 1790, the Dominical Let
ter being C, and the Golden Number 5 ; in
the column C and in the line 5 stands 14, the
number of direction; to this add 21, which
gives 35, subtract 31 and there remains 4 ;

which is the day of April on which Easter-day
fell in the year 1790.

NUMERAL Figures, or Digits, aro those
figures by which all numbers are expressed
in arithmetic. See Notation.

Numeral Letters, are the seven Roman ca
pitals I. V. X. L. C. D. M. See Notation
of the Romans.

NUMERATION, in Arithmetic, is the art
of reading, or estimating, the value of any
number expressed by the ten characters 1,2,3,
&c. any how combined or repeated; and is,
therefore, the reverse of notation, which is ex
pressing by those characters any number pro
posed.

Jn order that the nine significant figures
way express not only units, but tens, hundreds,

thousands, &c. each character iias a local
value given to it, as stated under the article
Notation; so that though when alone they
express only units, yet in the second place
they denote tens ; in the third, hundreds ; in
the fourth, thousands: thus, 5555 represents
five thousands, five hundreds, fifty and five.
Hence then, to express any written number,
or to assign the proper value to each charac
ter, beginning at the right hand, divide the
proposed number into periods of three places
each, and consider two of these as forming
one period of six places: then each of these
greater periods has a name common to all the
figures of which it is composed ; the first six
being units; the next six, millions; the third,
millions of millions, or billions ; the fourth,
trillions; and so on: also every half period of
three places is read separately, or by itself, so

many hundreds, tens, and units ; only after
the left-hand half of each period, the word
thousands is repeated; and at the end of each
complete period, its common name is added.
Thus,

4,591, is four thousand, five hun
dred and ninety-one.

346,718, is three hundred and forty-
six thousand, seven hun
dred and eighteen.

47,671,600, is forty-seven million, six
hundred and seventy -one
thousand, six hundred.

7,418,467,600,000, is seven billion, four hun
dred and eighteen thou
sand, four hundred and
sixty-seven million, six
hundred thousand.

It should be observed, however, that the
French enumerate their numbers in a different
manner, calling the first three, hundreds and
units; the next three, thousands; the next
three, millions; the next three, billions; the
next three, trillions, Sec. See Billion.

Numerator of a Fraction, is that number
which stands above the line, and shows how
many parts the fraction consists of; as the de
nominator represents the number of parts into
which the unit is supposed to be divided.
' NUMERICAL, or Numeral, something
that relates to number.

NUMERAL Algebra, are those cases in
which numbers are employed, in contradis
tinction to Literal Algebra, or that in which
the letters of the alphabet arc made use of.

NUTATION, in Astronomy, a kind of tre
pidation, or tremulous motion of the axis of
the earth, whereby its inclination to the plane
of the ecliptic is not always the same, but va
ries backw ards and forwards some seconds ;

and the period of these variations is nine
years. This nutation was discovered by Dr.
Bradley, w ho published an account of his dis

covery in the year 1737.

This is an obvious result of the Newtonian
system of attraction, the first principle of which
is known to be, that all bodies mutually attract
each other in the direct ratio of their masses,
and in the inverse ratio of the squares of their
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distances. If the terrestrial orbit was a circle,
and the globe itself a perfect sphere, the at
traction of the sim would have no other effect
than to keep the body in its orbit, and would
cause no irregularity in the position of its
axis; but neither is the earth's orbit a circle,

nor its body a sphere ; for the earth is sensibly
protuberant towards the equator, and its orbit

|s an ellipsis, which has the sun in its focus.
Now when the position of the earth is such,
that the plane of its equator passes through
the centre of the sun, the attractive power of
the sun acts only so as to draw the earth to
wards it, still parallel to itself and without
changing the position of its axis, and this
happens at the equinoxes. In proportion as

the earth recedes from those points, the sun also
goes out of the plane of the equator, and ap
proaches that of one or other of the tropics;
the semi-diameter of the earth, which is then
exposed to the sun, being no longer equal, the
equator is more powerfully attracted than the
rest of the globe, which causes some altera
tion in its position and its inclination upon
the plane of the ecliptic: and as that part of
the orbit which is comprised between the au
tumnal and vernal equinox, is less than that
which is comprised between the vernal and
autumnal, it follows that the irregularity
caused by the sun, during his passage through
the northern signs, is not entirely compensated
by that which he causes during his passage
through the northern signs ; and that the pa
rallelism of the terrestrial axis, and its incli
nation with the ecliptic, will be a little
changed.

The same effect also which the sun produces
upon the earth by its attraction is also pro
duced by the moon, which acts with greater

force in proportion as it is more distant from

the equator: now at the time when the nodes
concur with the equinoctial points, its greatest
latitude is added to the greatest obliquity of
the ecliptic. At this time, therefore, the power
which causes the irregularity in the position
of the terrestrial axis acts with the greatest
force ; and the revolution of the nodes of the
moon being performed in eighteen years, it is
clear, that in eighteen years the nodes will
twice concur with the equinoctial points;
and, consequently, twice in that period, or
once every nine years, the earth's axis w ill be
more influenced than at any other time ; so

that it will have a kind of balancing backward
and forward, the period of which will be nine
years, as Dr. Bradley had observed ; and this
balancing he calls the nutation of the terrestrial
axis. See Phil. Trans. Nos. 406 and 486.

Several effects necessarily arise from this
nutation of the terrestrial axis; of which the
principal, and that w hich is most readily per
ceived, is the change in the obliquity of the
ecliptic, the quantity of which ought to vary
from that cause, eighteen seconds in about
nine years. The nutation changes also the
declination, right ascension, and longitude
of the fixed stars; but their latitude is not
affected by it, because the ecliptic is immov
able, as connected with this theory.

l or the mathematical investigation of the
effects of the system of universal attraction
in producing the nutation, Sec. sec d'Alem-
bert's " Recherches sur la Precession des

Equinoxes;" Silvabelle's Treatise on the same
subject ; Walmsley's treatise " De Preces-
sione Equinoctiorum," &c. in the Phil. Trans.
1766; and more particularly the "Mechanique
Celeste" of Laplace ; Biot's " Traite Elemen-
taire d'Astronomie Physique," and other works
on physical astronomy.

o

OBJECT, any thing presented to the mind,
either by sensation or imagination: but, in
Optics, it is more particularly employed to
denote that thing which we intended to mag
nify or to represent.

Object Glass, in Optical Instruments, is that
which is placed towards the object, the other
extreme lens being called the eye-glass, being
that to which the eye is directed.

t or the method of finding the true centres of
object-glasses, see Smith's " Optics," book 3,
chap, hi.; also Phil. Trans, vol. xlviii. p. 177.

OBJECTIVE Line, in Perspective, is any
line drawn on the geometrical plane, the re
presentation of which is sought in the draught
•r picture.

Objective Plane, is any plane situated in

the horizontal plane, whose perspective repre
sentation is required.

OBLATE, flattened or shortened.
Oblate Sphere. See Spheroid.
Oblate Figure of the Earth. See Degree.
OBLIQUE, aslant, indirect, or deviating

either from perpendicularity or parallelism.
Oblique Angle, Ascension, Deseension, Di

rection, Force, Line, Plane, Projection, Sail
ing, Sphere, &c. See the several substantives.

OBLIQUITY of the Ecliptic. See Eclip
tic.

OBLONG, is properly a right-angled paral
lelogram, of which the length and breadth are

unequal. The same word, however, is com
monly employed to denote any figure which
is longer than it is broad, or even a solid;
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flins a prolate sphere is sometimes called an
■oblong spheroid.

OBSERVATION, in Astronomy and Navi
gation, denotes the measuring, with some in
strument proper for the purpose, the angular
distance, altitude, See of the sun, moon, or
■other celestial body.

OBSERVATORY, Observatorium, a
place destined for observing the heavenly bo
dies ; or a building usually in form of a tower,
raised on some eminence, and covered with
a terrace for making astronomical observa
tions. The more celebrated observatories
are,

1. The Greenwich Observatory, or Royal
Observatory of England, was built in 1676,
by order of King Charles II. at the solicita
tion of Sir Jonas Moore and Sir Christopher
Wren; and furnished with the most accurate
instruments by the same, particularly a noble
sextant of seven feet radius, with telescopic
sights. The person to whom the province of
observing was first committed, was Mr. J.
Flamstead ; a man who, as Dr. Halley ex
presses it

,

seemed born for the employment.
For the space of fourteen years, with un
wearied pains, he watched the motions of the
planets, and particularly those of the moon, as
was given him in charge ; that a new theory
of that planet being found, exhibiting all her
irregularities, the longitude might thence be
determined. In the year 1690, having pro
vided himself with a mural arch of seven feet
diameter, well fixed in the plane of the meri
dian, he began to verify his catalogue of the
fixed stars, (which hitherto had depended a

l

together on the distances measured with the

sextant) after a new and very different manner;
viz. by taking the meridian altitudes, and the
movements of culmination, or the right ascen
sion and declination.

This instrument he was so pleased with,
that he laid the use of the sextant almost
wholly aside. Thus was the Astronomer
Royal employed for thirty years; in the course
of which time nothing had appeared in public
worthy so much expense and preparation : so

that the observer seemed rather to have been
employed for his own sake, and that of a few
friends, than for the public ; though it was
notorious the observations that had berti made
were very numerous, and the papers swelled
to a great bulk.

This occasioned Prince George of Denmark,
in the year 1704, to appoint certain members
of the Royal Society, viz. the Honourable Fr.
Robarts, Sir C. Wren, Sir Isaac Newton, Dr.
Gregory, and Dr. Arbnthnot, to inspect Mr.
Flamstead's papers, and choose out of them
such as they should think fit for the press;
purposing to print them at his own expense :

but the patron of the work dying before the
impression was half finished, it lay still for some
time ; till at length it was resumed by order of
Queen Anne, and the care of the press com
mitted to Dr. Arbuthnot; and that of correct

ing and supplying the copy to Dr. Halley.
Such was the rise and progress of the " His-

toria Coelestis ;" the principal part whereof it

the catalogue of fixed stars, called also the
Greenwich Catalogue.

Flamstead was succeeded by Dr. Halley ;

and Dr. Halley by Dr. Bradley, in 1742, so
deservedly celebrated for his discovery of the
aberration of the stars (see Aberration), and
the nutation of the carth'saxis; after Dr. Brad
ley, the appointment was conferred upon Mr.
Bliss, in 1762; who was succeeded, in 1765,
by Dr. Maskelyne, the late worthy astronomer
royal ; upon whose demise, in 181 1

, this impor
tant office was conferred upon Mr. Pond, by
whom it is at present filled.

The Greenwich Observatory is found, by
very accurate observation, to lie in 51° 28*
30" north latitude.

2. The Paris Observatory, built by Louis
XIV. in the Fauxbonrg St. Jaques. It is a

very singular, but withal, a very magnificent
building; the design of M. Perrault. It it

eighty feet high, and at top is a terrace. It it

here M. de Lahire, M. Cassini, &c. have been
employed. This observatory was begun in
1664, and finished in 1672. The difference
in longitude between this and Greenwich Ob
servatory, is 2° 20" 16' east.

In the Paris Observatory is a cave, or cellar,
of one hundred and seventy feet descent, for
making various experiments, particularly such
as relate to congelations, refrigerations, indu
rations, conservations, &c.

In this cave there is a thermometer of M.
tie Lahire, which is always at tlie same height,
which indicates the temperature of the place
to be always the same.

3. Tycho Brahe's Observatory was in the
little island Ween, or the Scarlet Island, be
tween the coasts of Schonen and Zealand in
the Baltic. It was erected, and furnished
with instruments, at his own expense; aid
was called by him Uraniburgh. In this place
he spent twenty years in observing the stars.

We might enumerate here some other ob
servatories, as that of Pekin, erected by a late
emperor of China in his capital upon the
recommendation of the jesuit missionaries,
and that of the Bramins at Banarcs, in the
East Indies, of which an interesting account

is given by Sir R. Barker, in the Phil. Trans,
b. vii. p. 598, with a plate representing and
illustrating several particulars, as enumerated
in the memoir; beside many other observa
tories in different countries, which our limits
will not admit of detailing.

OBTUSE, literally implies any thing blunt
or dull, in contradistinction to acute, sharp,
or pointed.

Obtuse Angle, Angular Section, Cone, Hy
perbola, See. See the several substantives.

OCCIDENT, in Astronomy and Geography,

is the same as westward, or point of the

horizon where the sun sets. A planet is said

to be Occident when it sets after the sun.

Occident Equinoctial, that point of the

horizon where the sun sets, when he crosses

the equinoctial, or enters the sijpi Aries or

Libra.
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Occident Estiva/, that point of the horizon

where the sun sets at his entrance into the

sign Cancer.
Occident Horizon. See Horizon.
Occident Hybemal, that point where the

Bun sets when he enters the sign Capri
corn.

OCCULT Line, in Geometry, a dry or oh-

scure line, which is drawn as a necessary

part of the construction of a figure or problem,
hut which is not intended to appear after the

plan is finished.
OCCULTATION, the obscuration of a

planet or star by the interposition of tbe

moon, or other planet, between it and our
eye.

Circle of Perpetual Occultation. See
Circle,

OCEAN, that immense collection of w ater

which forms the greater portion of the terres

trial globe, being commonly estimated at

double the space occupied by the dry land.

See Earth and Sea.

OCTAGON (from oktih, eight, and yy.no.,

angle), in Geometry, is a figure of eight sides

and angles, which w hen the sides and angles
are all equal is called a regular octagon, and

w hen they are not both equal, an irregular
octagon.

The angle at the centre of an octagon is 45

degrees, and the angle of its sides 136 degrees.

The area of a regular octagon whose side is

1 =2(1 + V2) = 4-8284271; and therefore

when the side is s, the area = 4-8284271 #*,

and the radius of its circumscribing circle =

V(2 — V2)
On a given Line Alifo constnict a regular

Octagon.

On the extremities of
the given line A B, erect
the indefinite perpendi
culars A F, B E, and pro
duce A B both ways to m

and n. Bisect the angles
wt AF, nBE, by the lines H>

AH and BC, and take
AH and BC both equal «* jC~ "JJ
to A B. Draw GH and DC parallel to A F
or BE, and each equal to AB; then from G
and D as centres w ith radius A B, describe
arcs cutting the perpendiculars in F and E.
Join F G, F E, and E D, so is A B C D E F G H,
the octagon required.

'To inscribe an Octagon in a given Circle.

Inscribe a square in the given circle; then
bisect each of the four equal arcs intercepted
by the sides of the square, w hich will be the

arcs subtended by the sides of the octagon.
See Polygon.

OCTAHEDRON, or Octaedron (from
oxtoi, eight, and eiga., seat), one of the five re

gular bodies, contained under eight equal and

equilateral triangles. Or an octahedron may
be conceived to be made up of eight equal
triangular pyramids, whose vertices unite in

one common point, which is the centre of the
solid, and of its circumscribed spheres.

To find the Surface and Solidity of an Octa
hedron, the Side of one of its equal Paces being
given.

Let s represent the given side, then
surface = 2sz y/3 = 3*4641016 s1

solidity = |«V2 = -4714046 s*

The Radius of the circumscribing and inscribed
Sphere being given to find its Side or Lineal
Edge, its Suiface and Solidity.

Let R and r represent the radii of the cir
cumscribing and inscribed sphere, then

side = R v/2 =
surface = 4 IV^/S = 12>--V3
solidity = J R3 = 4rV3

Or writing s for the side, we have
radius of cirenm. sphere {■iv'2
radius of inscrib. sphere ^s-SG

Sec Hutlon's Mensuration, p. 251, 2d edition.
OCTANT, the eighth part of a circle.
Octant, or Octile, is also an ancient term

in Astronomy, to denote one of the aspects,
viz. when two planets arc distant from each
other 46°.

OCTAVE. See Chord.
OCTILE. See Octant.
OCTOBER (from oxtw, eight), being the

eighth month of the ancient Roman calendar,
but the tenth according to the Julian year. This
mouth contains 31 days, on about the 22d of
which the sun enters the sign Scorpio.

OCTOGON. See Octagon.
ODD Number, that which cannot be divided

into two equal integral parts, or which, w hen
divided by 2, leaves a remainder 1.

ODDLY Odd Number, that when divided
by 4 leaves 3 for a remainder, or that w hich
is of the form 4 n -f 3.

ODOMETER, is an instrument for mea
suring the distance travelled over by a post
chaise or other carriage; it is attached to the
w heel, and shows, by means of an index and
dial-plate, the distance gone over.

OFFSETS, in Surveying, are those short
perpendiculars that are measured on the sides
of irregular figures for the more accurate de

termination of the area. See Surveying.
Offset Sta/f', a stafl" or rod used in survey

ing for measuring offsets. It is commonly
made of light wood ten links in length, divided
and numbered from one end to the other.

OLBl'.RS, a name sometimes given to the

planet l'allas, discovered by Dr. Gibers, March
28th, 1802; but since the discovery of a second
planet by the same astronomer, viz. V'esfer,
March 29th, 1807, the name Olbcrs is usually
changed for that of Pallas, to prevent con
fusion between the two. Sec Pallas.

OLDENBURG (Henry), was born in the
duchy of Bremen, in the Lower Saxony, about
the year 1626, but spent most of his time in
England, and was one of the first members
of the Royal Society; in the transactions of
which he published several papers, and as

secretary to the society he superintended the
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publication of the early part of that work, viz.
from No. 1, in 1664, to No. 136, 1677 ; the
following year, 1678, Mr. Oldenburg died at
about the age of 52.

OLYMPIAD, in Chronology, a period of
four years, by which the Greeks reckoned
their time ; being thus called from the Olympic
games held every fourth year, during five days
near the summer solstice, on the banks of the
river Alpheus, near Olympia, a city of Elis.

The first olympiad began the year 3938 of
the Julian period, corresponding to 776 years
before Christ.

The computation by these games ended
with the 404th, being the 440th of the present
christian era. See Epoch.

OMBROMETER, a name given by Mr.
Pickering to the pluviamcter or rain-guage.

OMPHALOPTER, a name sometimes

given to a convex lens.
OPACITY, that quality of bodies which

renders them opaque, in contradistinction to
transparency. See Transparency.

OPAKE, or Opaque, not translucent nor
transparent, or that which prevents the free
admission of the rays of light.

OPERA Glass, in Optics, is so called from
its use in playhouses, though it is sometimes
called a diagonal perspective, from its construc
tion. It consists of a tube about four inches
long ; in each side of which there is a hole,
and exactly against the middle a plane mirror,
which reflects the rays falling upon it to a

convex glass; through which they are refracted
to the concave eye-glass, whence they emerge
parallel to the eye at, the end of the tube.
The peculiar artiiice of this glass is to view a

person at a small distance, so that no one
shall know who is observed, for the instrument

points to a different object from that which is
viewed, and as there is a hole on each side, it
is impossible to know on which hand the
object is situated, which you are viewing.
The position of the object will be erect through
the concave eye-glass.

OPHIUCUS, a northern constellation. Sec
Constellation.

OPPOSITE Angles, Cones, Sections, 8cc. See
Angle, Cone, Conic Section, Hyperbola, &c.

OPPOSITION, in Astronomy, is that as

pect of any two heavenly bodies, when they
arc diametrically opposite each other. See
Aspect.

OPTIC, or Optical, any thing relating to
the science of optics. As Optic Angle, Axis,
Glosses, &c. For which see the several sub
stantives. Sec also Lens.

Optic Inequality, in Astronomy, is an ap

parent irregularity in the motions of the planets
and other celestial bodies, being thus called
because it does not arise from any real in
equality of the moving body, but from the
situation of the eye of the observer. See
Apparent Motion.

Optic Nerves, the second pair of nerves

springing from the crura of the medullar oblon

gata, and passing thence to the eye. Sec Eye.
Optic Pencil. See Pencil of Rays.

Optic Place of a planet, is its place as seen
by the eye.

Optic Pyramid, is a pyramid formed by the
visual rays proceeding from the eye, and pass
ing through the extremities of any picture,
when these rays are continued to terminate
in a plane perpendicular to the observer.

Optic Rays. See Ray.
OPTICS, the science of Vision, including

catoptrics and dioptrics, and by some authors
perspective is also included under the general
term optics ; as also chromatics, or the theory
of colours, and all the phenomena of visible
objects. See the several articles C atoptrics,
Chromatics, Dioptrics, Lens, Mirror, Vi
sion, &c.

History of Optics. The reflection of the
rays of light, from a polished surface, is a cir
cumstance so common and obvious, that it
could not long remain unnoticed by the most
superfii ial observer; even the equality of the
angle of incidence and reflection appears to
have been known from earliest periods ; but
this was not the case with regard to the angle
of incidence and refraction. It was, indeed,
known at an early period that an oar, or other
straight piece of wood, partially immersed
in water, no longer appeared straight, yet
ages after this elapsed before any attempts
were made to ascertain the relation between
the angles of incidence and refraction. Em-
pedocles was the first on record that wrote
systematically on light; and Euclid composed
a treatise on the ancient optics and catoptrics ;

dioptrics being less known to the ancients,
though it was not quite unnoticed by them ;
for among the phenomena at the beginning of
that work, Euclid remarks the effect of bring
ing an object into view by refraction, in the
bottom of a vessel, by pouring water into it,
which could not be seen over the edge of the
vessel before the water was poured in ; and
other authors speak of the effects of glass
globes, &c. both as burning glasses, and as to
bodies seen through them. Euclid's work,
the genuineness of which has been doubted,
is chiefly on catoptrics, or reflected rays ; in
which he shows the chief properties of them
in plane, convex, and concave surfaces, in his
usual geometrical manner, beginning with
that concerning the equality of the angles of
incidence and reflection, which he demon
strates ; and in the last proposition, shows the
effect of a concave speculum, as a burning
glass, when exposed to the rays of the sun.
The effects of burning glasses, both by refrac
tion and reflection, are noticed by several
others of the ancients, and it has been thought
that the Romans had a method of lighting
their sacred fire by some such means. Aris
tophanes, in one of his comedies, introduces
a person as making use of a transparent stone
to cancel a bond that was against him, by
thus melting the wax on which such instru
ments were then executed. If we give credit
to what some ancient historians have written
concerning the exploits of Archimedes, we
shall be induced to think that he constructed
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some very powerful burning mirrors. It is

even allowed that this eminent geometrician

wrote a treatise on the subject of them,

though it be not now extant; as also concern

ing the appearance of a ring or circle under
water, and therefore could not have been

ignorant of the common phenomena of refrac

tion. We find, indeed, many questions con

cerning optical appearances in the works of
Aristotle. This author was sensible that it is

the reflection of light from the atmosphere

which prevents total darkness after the sun

sets, and in those places where he docs not

shine in the day-time. He was also of opinion,
that rainbows, halos, and mock suns, were all

occasioned by the reflection of the sun-beams

in different circumstances, by which an im

perfect image of his body was produced, the

colour only being exhibited, and not his pro

per figure. The ancients were not only ac

quainted with the more ordinary appearances

of refraction, but knew also the production of
colours by refracted light. Seneca says, that

when the light of the sun shines through an

angular piece of glass, it shows all the colours

of the rainbow. These colours, however, he

says, are false, such as arc seen in a pigeon's
neck when it changes its position ; and of the

same nature, he says, is a speculum, which,
without having any colour of its own, assumes

that of any other body.
It appears also that the ancients were not un

acquainted with the magnifying power of glass

globes filled with water, though they probably

knew nothing of the reason of this power ;

and it is supposed that the ancient engravers

made use of a glass globe filled with water

to magnify their figures, that they might work
to more advantage. Ptolemy, about the mid

dle of the second century, wrote a considerable

treatise on optics. This work was supposed,
till very lately, to have been lost, but from sonic

late Paris journals it appears to have been

recently discovered in a library of that city,
and Dclambre read an interesting account of
it to the academy, from which it appears that

Ptolemy was not only acquainted with the

refraction of light, but had determined the ratio

of the angles of refraction as compared with
those of incidence; and it is singular that his

results differ very little from those of New ton,

not more than might have arisen from his using
water and glass of a liftle different specific

gravities to fhose employed by Newton; he

was not, however, aware of the ratio of the

sines of those angles. lie there also treats of
the effects of refractions in astronomical ob
servations, and shows that it decreases from

the horizon to the zenith, where it is zero,

&c. fxc. The more early astronomers were

not aware that the intervals between the

stars appear less when near the horizon than

in the meridian, and on this account they
must have been much embarrassed in their

observations ; but it is evident that Ptolemy
was aware of this defect by the caution
which he gives to allow something for it

,

whenever recourse is had to ancient observa

tions. This philosopher also advances a very
ingenious hypothesis to account for the re

markably great apparent size of the sun and
moon when seen near the horizon. The mind,
he says, judgesmf the size of objects by means
of a preconceived idea of their distance from
us ; and this distance is fancied to be greater
when a number of objects are interposed be
tween the eye and the body we are viewing,
which is the case when we see the heavenly
bodies near the horizon. In his Almagest,
however, he ascribes this appearance to a re
fraction of the rays by vapours, which actually
enlarges the angle under which the luminaries
appear, just as the angle is enlarged by which
an object is seen from under water.

Alhazen,an Arabian writer, was the next au
thor of any importance, who wrote on this sub
ject about the year 1 100. Alhazen made many
experiments on refraction, at the surface be
tween air and water, air and glass, and water
and glass; and hence he deduced several pro
perties of atmospherical refraction, such as,
that it increases the altitude of all objects in
the heavens; and he first advanced that the
stars are sometimes seen above the horizon
by means of refraction, when they are really
below it ; which observation was confirmed
by Vitcllio, Walther, and especially by the
observations of Tycho Brahc. Alhazen ob
served, that refraction contracts the diameters
and distances of the heavenly bodies, and that

it is the cause of the twinkling of the stars.
This refractive power he ascribed not to the
vapours contained in the air, but to its dif
ferent degrees of transparency. And it was
his opinion, that so far from being the cause
of the heavenly bodies appearing larger near
the horizon, that it would make them appear
less ; observing that two stars appear nearer
together, in the horizon, than near the meri
dian. This phenomena he ranks among op
tical deceptions. We judge of distance, he
says, by comparing the angle under which
objects appear, with their supposed distance ;

so that if these angles be nearly equal, and
the distance of one object be conceived
greater than that of the other, this will be
imagined to be larger. And he farther ob
serves, (hat the sky near the horizon is always
imagined to be farther from us than any other
part of the concave hemisphere.

In the writings of Alhazen, we likewise
find the first distinct account of the magnify
ing power of glasses, and it is not improbable
that his writings on this head gave rise to the
useful invention of spectacles; for he says,
that if an object be applied close to the base
of the larger segment of a sphere of glass, it
will appear magnified. He also treats of the
appearance of an object through a globe, and
says, that he was the first who observed the
refraction of rays in it

In 1270, Vitcllio, a native of Poland, pub
lished a treatise on optics, containing all that
was valuable in Alhazen, and digested in a
better manner. He observes that light is
always lost by refraction, which makes objects
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appear less luminous. He gave a table of the

results of his experiments on the refracting

power of air, water, and glass, corresponding
to different angles of incidence. He ascribes

the twinkling of the stars to the motion of the

air in which the light is refracted ; and he il
lustrates this hypothesis by observing, that

they twinkle still more when viewed in water

put in motion. He also shows, that refraction
is necessary, as well as reflection, to form the
rainbow; because the body which the rays
fall upon is a transparent substance, at the
surface of which one part of the light is always
reflected, and another refracted. And he
makes some ingenious attempts to explain re
fraction, or to ascertain the law of it. He
also considers the foci of glass spheres, and
the apparent size of objects seen through
them, though with but little accuracy. See
Refraction.

Contemporary with Vitellio was Roger Ba-
con, a man of very extensive genius, who
wrote upon almost every branch of science ;

though it is thought his improvements in op
tics were not carried far beyond those oi'AI-
hazen and Vitellio: to him, however, has
been attributed the invention of the magic
lantern. One of the next who distinguished
himself in this way was Maurolycus, teacher of
mathematics at Messina. In a treatise " De
Lumine et Umbra," published in 1575, he
demonstrates, that the crystalline humour of
the eye is a lens which collects the rays of light
issuing from the objects, and throws them

upon the retina, where the focus of each pencil
is formed. From this principle he discovered
the reason why some people are short sighted,
and others long sighted ; also why the former
are relieved by concave glasses, and others
by convex ones.

Contemporary with Maurolycus was John
Baptista Porta of Naples. He discovered the
camera obscura, which throws considerable
light on the nature of vision. His house was
the constant resort of all the ingenious persons
at Naples, whom he formed into what he
called an academy of secrets, each member
being obliged to contribute something that
was not generally known, and might be useful.
By this means he was furnished with materials
for his " Magia Naturalis," which contains his
account of the camera obscura, and the first
edition of which was published, as he informs
ns, when he was not quite fifteen years old.
He also gave the first published hint of the
magic lantern, which Kircher afterw ards fol
lowed and improved. His experiments w itli
the camera obscura convinced him, that vision
is performed by the intermission of something
into the eye, and not by visual rays proceeding
from it, as had been formerly imagined ; and
he was the first w ho fully satisfied himself and
others upon this subject. He justly considered
the eye as a camera obscura, and the pupil
the hole in the window shutter ; but he was
mistaken in supposing that the crystalline
humour corresponds to the wall which re

ceives the images ; nor was it discovered till

the year 1604, that this office is performed by
the retina. He made a variety of just remarks
concerning vision, and particularly explained
several cases in which we imagine things to
be without the eye, when the appearances are
occasioned by some affection of the eye itself,
or by some motion within the eye. He re
marked also, that, in certain circumstances,
vision will be assisted by convex or concave
glasses; and he seems even to have made
some small advances towards the discovery of
telescopes. Other treatises on optics, with
various and gradual improvements, were af
terwards successively published by several
authors, particularly by Newton, whose genius
nowhere displays itself to greater advantages
than in the beautiful theory which he has esta
blished, and of which abstracts will be found
under the articles Colour, Prism, Refrac
tion, Telescope, &c. These were published
in the Phil. Trans, and afterwards in his New
Theory of Light and Colours. Since this
work we have had many treatises on optics,
but the limits of this article will not admit
of an enumeration of them, particularly as
we have already mentioned all the principal
ones under the articles Catoptrics and
Dioptrics; to give only brief accounts of the
several discoveries that have been made in this
science, would occupy a larger space than
can here be allowed. We must, however,
mention the excellent work on optics, by Dr.
Smith, 2 vols. 4to. ; an abridgment of which
was made by Dr. Kipling, for the use of the
students at the universities, entitled " Ele
mentary Parts of Dr. Smith's Optics," &.c.

1778 ; and an elaborate " History of the pre
sent State of Discoveries relating to Vision,
Light, and Colours," by Dr. Priestley, 4to.
1772; a work highly instructive and enter
taining to persons who have a taste for phy
sics. See also the several articles Catop
trics. Dioptrics, Mirrors, &c. as men
tioned at the beginning of this article.

ORB, a spherical shell, or hollow sphere,
whence the denomination of orbs to the seve
ral supposed moveable spheres, of which the
ancients conceived the heavens to consist;
and by the introduction of which they en
deavoured to account for all the celestial
motions and phenomena.

ORBIS Magnus, the great orb in which
the sun was supposed to revolve.

ORBIT, the path of a planet, comet, or
other celestial body. The orbits of the several
planets were, even after the restoration of the
Pythagorean system of astronomy by Coper
nicus, supposed to be circular, having the sun
in their common centre, which, indeed, was
such a rational and simple hypothesis, that it
is not at all singular both Copernicus and
Kepler, as well as the other astronomers of
that day, were so unwilling to give up this
idea. However, Kepler, after an immense
number of observations upon the planet liars,
found that it was impossible to reconcile his
observations with that theory, and he there
fore abandoned it; but now, though he
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changed the figure from a circle to an ellipse,
he still, by supposing the sun in the centre,
found nearly the same diffic ulty in accounting
for some of the observed phenomena. At
length, however, it happily occurred to him

to place the sun in one of the foci, with which

position every observed irregularity perfectly
agreed ; and by that perseverance, for which
he is so eminently distinguished, he came

finally to those fundamental laws, which still
bear his name, viz.

1. The planets all revolve in eliplie orbits

situated in planes passing through the centre

of the sun, the latter body occupying one of
the foci of the ellipse.

2. Equal areas are described in equal times.
That is, if aline be supposed to join the central

and revolving body, that line passes over or

describes equal areas in equal times.

3. The squares of the limes of revolution
in planetary bodies, are as the cubes of their

distances from the sun. See Kepler's Laws.

Tor the inclination of the several orbits to

the plane of the equator, their eccentricity,
&c. see Eccentricity, and Elements of the

Planets.
Ohbits of the Comets. See Comets.
ORDER of a Line, in the Theory of Curves,

is denoted by the dimension of the equation

by which the line is defined or expressed; it
being said to be of 1st, 2d, 3d, fee. order, ac

cording as the equation is of the 1st, 2d, 3d,

&c. degree or dimension. See Curves and

Lines.
ORDINATE, in the Theory of Curves, is

any right line drawn from a point in the ab

sciss to terminate in the curve ; and if it be

drawn perpendicular to the absciss, it is called
a right ordinate.

It is a general property of the ordinatcs of
a curve, that when they are perpendicular to

the axis, or principal diameter of a line of the

2d order, that is, in the circle and conic sec

tions, the ordinates are all bisected by that axis,

making the sum of all the ordinates on one

side equal to that of those on the other; and

in lines of the 3d order, where a line may cut

the curve in three places, (he ordinate on
the one side is always equal to the sum of the

ordinates on the other; and the same for

curves of any dimension, me, the sum of the

ordinates on one side of the axis, is always

equal to the sum of those on the other.

For the use of these lines in defining the

nature of a curve, and determining its equa
tion, see Absciss, Curves, and Equation
of Curves.

ORFFYREUS's Wheel, in Mechanics, is a

machine so called from its inventor, which he

imagined to be a perpetual motion. This ma
chine, according to the account given of it by

M. Gravesande, in his " Ocuvres Pbiloso-
phiques," published by Allamand, Amst. 1774,

consisted of a large circular w heel, or rather
drum, twelve feet in diamcler, and fourteen

inches in depth, and very light ; as it was

formed of an assemblage of deals, the inter
vals betw ecu vi hich wer« covered with waxed

cloth, in order to conceal the interior parts of
it. The two extremities of an iron axis, on
which it turned, rested on two suppurts. On
giving the wheel a slight impulse in either
direction, its motion was gradually accelerat
ed; so that after two or three revolutions it
required so great a velocity as to make twenty-
five or twenty-six turns in a minute. This
rapid motion it actually preserved during the
space of two months, in the chamber of the
Landgrave of Hesse, the door of which was
kept locked, and sealed with the Landgrave's
own seal. At the end of that time it was
stopped to prevent the wear of the materials.
The professor, who had been an eye-witness
to these circumstances, examined all the ex
ternal parts of it

,

and was convinced that there
could not be any communication between it
and any neighbouring room. Orflyreus, how
ever, was so incensed, that he broke the ma
chine in pieces, and wrote on the wall, that it

was the impertinent curiosity of professor
S. Gravesande w hich made him take this step.
The prince of Hesse, who had seen the in
terior parts of this wheel, being asked by
S. Gravesande. whether, after it had been in
motion some time, there was any change ob
servable in it, and whether it contained any
pieces that indicated fraud or deception, an
swered both questions in the negative, and
declared, that the machine was of a very
simple construction. ,

ORGANTCAL Description of Curves, is
the method of describing them on a plane by
means of instruments. Of these, the com
passes and ruler are the most simple, and are
the only instrument admitted into plane or
elementary geometry; but other instruments
have been invented for the description of va
rious curves; such are those described under
the articles Elliptic, Compasses, Conchoid, El
lipse, Hyperbola, Parabola, ivc. Sec also on
this subject, Schooten's "De Organica Conic
Sect, in Piano ;" Newton's " Universal Arith
metic;" l'llopital's " Conic Sections ;" Mac-
laurin's "Geometriea Organica," &c.

ORIENT, the cast or eastern point of the
horizon.

Orient Equinoctial, that point of the horizon
where the sun rises when in the equinoctial.

Orient Estival, is that point of the horizon
w here the sun rises in the middle of summer.

Orient Hybertutl, that point of the horizon
w here the sun rises in the middle of winter.

ORIENTAL, any thing or place situated
to the eastward of an observer.

ORION, one of the grandest of the ancient
constellations, situated in the southern hemis
phere. Sec Constellation.

Orion's River, another name for the con
stellation Eridanta.

ORRERY, an astronomical instrument for
exhibiting the several motions of the heavenly
bodies. The first machine of this kind was
constructed by Mr. Graham, but its name is
derived from one made by Mr. Rowley for
the Earl of Orrery, which was supposed by
Sir R. Steel to be the first ever constructed j
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and lie therefore gave it the above name in
honour of the Earl, and attributes the inven
tion to Mr. Rowley ; which name it has ever
since retained, though the error on which it
was adopted has been long corrected.

ORTHODROMICS, in Navigation, is the
same as Great Circle Sailing. The word is
derived from op9o;, right or straight, and ipo/AOf,
distance ; viz. the straight or shortest distance,
which can only be in the arc of a great circle.

ORTHOGONIAL, inGeometry, is the same
as rectangular or right-angled.

ORTHOGRAPHIC Projection of the

Sphere, is that projection which is made upon
a plane passing through the middle of the
sphere, by an eye placed vertically at an in
finite distance.

ORTHOGRAPHY (from ofa, right, and

7pa<p», description), in Geometry, is the art of
drawing or delineating the front of an object,
and exhibiting the heights or elevations of the
several parts. The same is also to be under
stood by an orthographic plan in architecture
and fortification.

ORT1VE, or Eastern Amplitude, in Astro
nomy, is an arch of the horizon intercepted
between the place where a star rises, and the
east point of the horizon.

OSCILLATION, in Mechanics, vibration,
or the reciprocal ascent and descent of a pen
dulum.

Axis of Oscillation, is a right lino passing
through the point of suspension parallel to the
horizon.

Centre of Oscillation, is that point in a

vibrating body into which, if all the matter of
the body were collected, the vibrations would
be performed in the same time. Sec Centre
of Oscillation.

Huygens, in his work " De Horologia Os-
cillatorio," first gave a general solution of the
problem of oscillatory bodies, by reducing all
compound bodies or pendulums to simple
ones ; or, which is the same, by finding their
common centre of oscillation. This solution
he founded on this principle, that the common
centre of gravity of several bodies, connected
together, must return precisely to the same
height whence it fell ; whether those weights
return conjointly, or whether after their fall
"they return separately, each with the velocity
it had then required.

This hypothesis gave rise to various discus
sions, some adopting it and others objecting
to it ; and others again, who were disposed to
think it correct, were not willing to adopt it
without demonstration.

After various dispu tes, James Bernoulli pub
lished, in the Memoirs of the Academy of
Sciences for 1703, a perfectly satisfactory geo
metrical demonstration of Huygens's hypothe
sis, by referring all the different weights to a
lever ; and after his death, which happened
in 1705, his brother John gave another demon
stration, much more simple than that of the
former, which he published in the same Me
moirs for 1714; and at the same time, Dr.
Brook Taylor published hit demonstration in

his " Methodus Incrementorum," which gave
rise to sonic dispute between these two
authors, each accusing the other of plagiarism;
the particulars of which may be seen in the
Leipsic Acts for 1716, as also in the works of
John Rcrnoulli, published in 1742. For the
method of investigation, see Centre of Oscil
lation and Pendulum.

OSCULATION (from the Latin, osculatio,

hissing), in (he Theory of Curves, denotes the
contact between any curve and its osculatory
circle ; or thai circle which has the same cur
vature as the curve at the given point of oscu
lation.

IfACbetho E
cvolute of the V
involute curve \ G
A EE, and the
tangent CE the jj
radius of cur
vature at the
point E, with
which and the
centre C, if the >C

circle BEG be described, this circle is said
to osculate, or kiss the curve AEF, in the
point E; which point E is called the point
of osculation; CE the osculatory radius, or
radius of curvulure; the circle BEG the oscu
latory circle; and the cvolute AC the locus
of all the centres of the osculatory circles.
See Radius of Curvature.

Point of osculation is also used to denote
the concourse of two branches of a curve that
touch each other; which differs from a cusp,
or point of retrocession, in this, that in the
latter case, although it
forms a point of con
course, the curve ter
minates there; where- g ^~~V A
as in a point of oscu la-
tion, the curve does not
terminate but is con
tinued on both sides.

'''

Thus, in the annexed
figure, A is a point of
retrocession, and B a

*

point of osculation.
OSCULATORY Circle, or Kissing Circle,

is the same as the circle of curvature ; such
is the circle BEG in the preceding figure,
article Osculation. See several properties
of these circles in Maclaurin's " Algebra,"
"Appendix de Lincarum Geometricarum,"
&c. theo. ii. sect. 15, See. ; see also Radius of
Curvature.

OSTENSIVE Demonstration, is a direct
geometrical demonstration, in contradistinc
tion to an apogogical one, or that which de
pends upon a reductio ad absurdum.

OTACOUSTIC, a name sometimes given
to a hearing trumpet, and other instruments
for improving the sense of hearing.

OVAL, an oblong curvilinear figure, having
two unequal diameters, and bounded by a

curve line returning into itself. Under this
general definition of an oval is included the

ellipse, which is n regular oval; and all other
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figures which resemble the ellipse, though
without possessing its properties, are classed

under the same general denomination.
We have shown, under the article Ellipse,

different mechanical methods of describing
ellipses; and we shall therefore only give in
this place a practical method of describing
an oval, which to the eye very much resemble

the conical ellipse; this is as follows:
Set the given length f.

and breadth AH, CD,
to bisect each other per-

'■-..-j/t

It

the centre C and radius

A E describe an arc to
cross A B, in F and G ;

then with the centres F-and O, and radii AT
and BG, describe two little arcs, and HI and

KL for the smaller ends of the oval; and then
with centres C and D, and radius CD, de
scribe the arcs HK and IL, for the flatter or
larger arcs of the figure.

Oval is also employed in the theory of
curves, to denote certain figures which in

any way approach towards the form of an
oval, as above described. These curves are
commonly expressed by some equation of even
dimensions above the se

cond; as aay*= — xA +ax3,
which denotes the oval B,
in shape of the section of a

pear through the middle;
which is easily described by points. For if a

circle be described whose diameter is AC — a,
and A D be perpendicular and equal to A C ;

then taking any point P n
in AC, joining DP and k

drawing P N perpendi- \j
cular to CA, and NO
parallel to the same line;
and then taking PM =
NO, the point M will be

point in the oval sought.
Stone's Math. Dictionary.

OUGHTRED (William), an eminent Eng
lish mathematician, was born at Eaton in
Buckinghamshire, in 1573; and died in 1660,

at eighty-six years of age. He was author of
several works, the principal of which are as

follows: viz.
1. Arithmetics! in Numero et Speciabus

Institutio, 8vo. 1631; reprinted, with addi
tions, and published under the title of a " key
to Mathematics," in 1648 ; and a third edition
of the same, in 1662.

2. The Circles of Proportion, and a Hori
zontal Instrument, 4to. 1633.

3. Description and Use of the Double Ho
rizon Dial, 8vo. 1630.

4. Trigonometria, 4to. 1657; and another
edition of the same work in English, with
Tables of Sines, Tangents, &c.

Oughtred, besides these works, left several
manuscripts at his death, of which some were
published at Oxford in 1676, under the title of
"Opuscula Mathematica, hactenus inedita,"
8\o.

The characters introduced into algebra by
this author, in his work above mentioned,
were as follows :

x to denote multiplication
for proportion

-H- for continued proportion
for great

_3 for less. Dr. Ilutton's Math. Diet.
OUNCE, an English weight, being the. six

teenth part of a pound Avoirdupoise, and the
twelfth part of a pound Troy. The former is
equal to 16 drams, and the latter to 20 penny
weights, or 480 grains.

OX-Eye. See Scioptic.
Ox-Gang, or Ox-Gate of Land, an ancient

measure of land, commonly estimated at about
fifteen acres.

OXYGONE Triangle, is the same as is
otherwise called an acute-angled triangle.

OX YGONAL, acute angular.
OZANHAM (Jamks), an eminent French

mathematician, was born at Boligneux in
Bressia, in 1640; and very early discovered
great mathematical talents, having written a
work on this subject when only fifteen years
of age. He afterwards published several va
luable treatises, of which Dr. Hutton has
given the following catalogue:

1. A Treatise on practical Geometry,
12mo. 1684.

2. Tables of Sines, Tangents, and Secants;
with a Treatise on Trigonometry, 8vo. 1685.

3. A Treatise of Lines of the first Order,
of the Construction of Equations, and of Geo
metric Lines, &c. 4to. 1687.

4. The Use of the Compasses of Propor
tion, &c. with a Treatise on the Division of
Lands, 8vo. 1688.

5. An universal Instrument for readily re
solving Geometrical Problems without Calcu
lation, 12mo. 1688.

6. A Mathematical Dictionary-, 4to. 1690.
7 A general Method for Drawing Dials,

&c. 12mo. 1693.

8. A Course of Mathematics, in 5 vols.
8vo. 1693.

9. A Treatise on Fortification, ancient and
modern, 4to. 1693.

10. Mathematical and Philosophical Re
creations, 2 vols. 8vo. 1694; and again, with
additions, in 4 vols. 1724.

11. New Treatise on Trigonometry, 12mo.
1699.

12. Surveying and measuring all Sorts of
Artificer's Works, 12mo. 1699.

13. New Elements of Algebra, 2 vols. 8vo.
1702.

14. Theory and Practice of Perspective,
8vo. 1711.

15. Treatise of Cosmography and Geogra
phy, 8vo. 1711.

16. Euclid's Elements, by Dc Cbales, cor
rected and enlarged, 12mo. 1709.

17. Boulanger's practical Geometry, en
larged, &c 12tno. 1691.

18. Boulanger's Treatise on the Sphere,
corrected and enlarged, 12mo.
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Paccioli (Lucas), commonly known by
the name of Lucas de Bitrgo, was one of the

early writers on arithmetic, algebra, and as

tronomy, soon after the revival of the sciences

in Europe. He translated Euclid into Latin,
or rather he revived that of Campaims, which
he corrected and augmented witb notes ; but
it did not appear fill 1509, in folio. He also

published in Italian, "Summade Arithmetica
Geomctria Proportioni t Proportionalita,"
1494, folio; another work on the " Rules of
Perspective," and some others of less im

portance. Paccioli died early in the sixteenth

century.
PAGAN (Blaise Francois Comte de), a

very eminent French mathematician and en

gineer, was born at Avignon in Provence, in
1604, and died in 1665, in the sixty-first year
of his age. Pagan was most distinguished in
his military character, and for the works which
he wrote on the theory of fortification; but
his other performances are also very honour
able testimonies of his scientific acquirements.
These are as follows: viz. 1. Treatise on For
tification, published in 1645. 2. Geometrical
Theorems, 1651. 3. Theory of the Planets,
1657. 4. Astronomical Tables, 1658.

PALILICUM, another name for the star

Aldebarmi.
PALM, an ancient long measure taken

from the extent of the hand.
The Roman palm was of two kinds; the

great palm, taken from the length of the hand,
answered to our span, and contained twelve

digits, or fingers breadths, or nine Roman
inches, equal to about eight and a half Eng
lish inches. The small palm, from the breadth
of the hand, contained four digits or fingers,
equal to about three English inches.

The Greek palm, or doron, was also of two
kinds ; the small contained four fingers, equal
to little more than three inches; the great

palm contained five fingers. The Greek double

palm, called dichas, contained also in pro
portion.

The modern palm is different in different

places, where it is used. It contains
Inc. Linei.

At Rome 8

At Naples, according to Riccioli... 8 0
Ditto, according to others 8 7
At Genoa 9 9
At Morocco and Fez 7 2

Languedoc, and some other parts
of France 9 9

The English palm is 3 0

PALLAS, one of the new planets discover
ed by Dr. Olbers, March 28, 1802. It is situ

ated between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter,
and is nearly of the same magnitude with
Ceres, but of a less ruddy colour. It is sur
rounded with a nobulosity of less extent, and
performs its annual revolution in nearly the
same period. The planet Pallas, however, is
distinguished in a very remarkable manner
from Ceres and all other primary planets, by
the immense inclination of its orbit. While
these bodies are revolving round the sun iu
almost circular paths, rising only a few de
grees above the plane of the ecliptic, Pallas
ascends above this plane at an angle of about
thirty-five degrees, which is nearly five times
greater than the inclination of Mercury. From
the eccentricity of Pallas being greater than
that of Ceres, or from a difference of position
in the line of their apsides, while their mean
distances are nearly equal, the orbits of these
two planets mutually intersect each other; a
phenomenon which is altogether anomalous
in the solar system.

The atmosphere of Pallas, according to the
observation of Schroeter, is to that of Ceres
as 101 to 146, or nearly as 2 to 3. It under
goes similar changes, but the light of the
planet exhibits greater variation. On the first
of April the atmosphere suddenly cleared up,
and the solid nucleus, or disc of the planet,
was alone visible. About twenty-four hours
afterwards she appeared pale and surrounded
with fog, and this appearance continued dur
ing the third and fourth of April. Schroeter
has shown, that this phenomenon does not
arise from the diurnal rotation of the planet.

The diameter of Pallas has not yet been
determined with sufficient accuracy. Dr.
Herschel makes it only eighty miles, which is
but one-half the diameter of Ceres; while
Schroeter makes it no less than 2099 miles,
which is considerably larger than the magni
tude that he assigned to Ceres. The elements
of the orbit of Pallas, and the other particu
lars which arc known respecting this planet,
arc given in the following tabic.

Tropical revolution A>'7" lld
Sidereal revolution, from Mas-

kelync's Table 1703<>16>>48'

Annual motion 2° 18' 11"

Mean longitude, Jan. 1, 1804... 9» 29° 52' 58"
Place of ascending node in 1802,

from Maskelyne's Table 5> 22° 28' 57"
Place of ascendi ng node in 1804,

according to Lalande 5i 22° 28'
Place of perihelion 4> 1° 7'

Eccentricity, the mean distance

being one 0-21G30
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Inclination of orbit in 1801, ac

cording to Maskclync's Table 34° 50' 40"

Inclination of orbit in 1804, ac

cording to Lalande 34°

Greatest equation of centre 28° 25'

Mean distance from the sun,

that of the earth being one... 2-7910

Mean distance in English miles 266000000

Diameter in English miles, ac

cording to llcrschcl 80 app. 0"*5

Ditto, according to Sehroeter... 2099app.6"'6
Ditto, comprehending the at-*

mosphere of Pallas 3036

Height of the atmosphere 468

PAPPUS, a very eminent Greek mathema

tician, who flourished in Alexandria about

the year 380 of the Christian a?ra. He was

author of a variety of excellent works, of which
the principal are his " Mathematical Collec
tions," in eight books ; the lirst and part of
the second being lost. He wrote also a Com

mentary upon Ptolemy's Almagest; an "Uni
versal Chrography ;'

' "A Description of the

Rivers of Libya;" " A Treatise of Military
Engines;" "Commentary upon Aristarchus
of Samos, concerning the Magnitude and Dis
tance of the Sun and Moon," &c. Of these

there have been published, the " Mathema
tical Collection," in a Latin translation, with
a large Commentary by Commandinc, in folio,

1588 ; and a second edition of the same in
1660. In 1664, Mcrscnne exhibited a kind
of abridgment of them, in his " Synopsis Ma

thematical' in I in.: but this contains only such

propositions as could be understood without
figures. In 1655. Mcibomius gave some of
the Lemmata of the seventh hook, in his
" Dialogue upon Proportions." In 1688, Dr.
Wallis printed the last twelve propositions of
the second book, at the end of his " Aristar
chus Samins." In 1703, Dr. David Gregory

gave part of the preface of the seventh book,

in the Prolegomena to his Euclid. And in
1606, Dr. Halley gave that Preface e:ilirc, in
the beginning of liis Apollonius.

PARABOLA, is one of
the conic sections formed by

the intersection of a plane

and a cone, when the plane

passes parallel to the side of
the cone. This figure, like-

all the other conic sections,

may be treated of in three

different ways; viz. 1
. As be

ing produced by the intersection of a plane

and cone. 2. According to its description in

piano. And, 3. As being generated by the

motion of a variable line or ordinate, along

another fixed line or directrix ; in which case

the properties of the curve are deduced from

the equatiou by which it is defined or ex

pressed.
The general definitions of the lines and

points, in and about the conic sections, are

given under the several heads, Diameter,
Focus, PARAMETER, ike; we shall, therefore,

iii the present article, only state some of the

principal properties of the parabola, its equa
tion, the method of describing it in piano, the
method of drawing tangents to it

,

&c. ; and
inust refer for an explanation of the several
terms to the articles under which they are
defined in this Dictionary.

Properties of the Parabola. — 1
. The ab

scisses of the parabola are to each other, as

the squares of their corresponding ordinate*.

/ E

V

8

J11

That is
,

CF.
Or CE

Whence
-^-jgr

=

EF1
CD

DB1
DB:

CD ::
EF1 ;

DB1 .

-rjjj* 13 a constant quan

tity, equal to the parameter. Sec Parameter.
And consequently.

CE : EF :: EF : parameter;
that is, any ordinate is a mean proportional
between its absciss and the parameter of the
figure.

Therefore, in any parabola, if p be put to
represent the parameter, x the absciss, and y

the ordinate, we shall have px—y1; which is

the equation of the curve, being the most sim

ple of any of the conjc sections.
Note. In the preceding proposition, when

we say
" in any parabola," the reader is only

to understand any eonic parabola, and not any
parabola whatever; and the same is to be ob
served in the following propositions.

2. In the parabola the distance from the
vertex to the focus is equal to one-fourth of
the parameter, or to half the ordinate at the
focus.

That is, DF = JP = f FG, where F is the

focus, and P the parameter.

D

.A-

/ B

/ F

3. A line drawn from the focus of a para
bola to any point in the curve, is equal to the
sum of the focal distance, and the absciss of
the ordinate to that point.

That is
, FC = DF + BD.

4. If through the point G in the axis pro
duced, taken so that DG = DF, a line G H
be drawn perpendicular to the axis, that line

is called the Directrix of the Parabola, which
has the following remarkable property; viz.
that if there be drawn anv number of lines
HE, HE, HE, &c. and the lines EF, EF,
EF, &c. be drawn to the focus F; then will
each of the lines HE, HE, &c. be equal to
the corresponding lines EF, EF, &c.
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Hence is derived an easy method of con

structing this curve mechanically, or by points ;

HH H ft II JI H

viz. in the axis produced take A G = AF, the
focal distance, and draw HH perpendicular
to G D, and the lines H E, H E, parallel to \ D.
Then from G as a centre, and with any radii
GD, GD, &c. describe arcs cutting these per
pendiculars in E, E, E, &c. u bich will be so

many points in the curve of the parabola.
For another mechanical description of this

figure, see the subsequent part of this article.
5. In any parabola the absciss of any ordi

nate is equal to -the distance of the vertex,
from the point where the tangent to the para
bola at the extremity of that ordinate cuts the
axis produced.

That is, if T N and M N be a tangent and
ordinate to the point N in the curve, then
will TC = CM.

Which property furnishes an extremely easy
method of drawing a tangent to the parabola;
mix. Let N be the proposed point to which the
tangent is to be drawn. Draw MN perpen
dicular to the axis C D, and in C D produced
take TC = CM; then will TN be the tan
gent required.

6. The same properties as have been stated
above, and a variety of others belonging to
the axis, abscisses, and ordiuates of the axis,
are equally true of any other diameters.

To describe a Parabola by continued Motion.
C

If the rule or the directrix BC be laid upon
a plane with the square G DO, in such man

ner that one of its sides DG lies alon^ the

edge of that rule; and if the tlnead FMO,
equal in length to DO the other side of the

square, have one end fixed in the extremity
of the rule at O, and the other end in some

point F ; then slide the side of the square DG
along the rule BC, and at the same time keep

the thread continually light by means of the
pin M, with its part MO close to the side of
the square DO; so shall the curve A MX,
which the pin describes by this motion, be
one part of a parabola. And if the square be
turned over, and moved on the other side of
the fixed point F, the other part of the same
parabola AMZ will be described.

For the method of drawing tangents to the
parabola, see prop. 5 above.

Parabolas receive various denominations,
from certain peculiarities in their construc
tion, proportion, equation, &c. of which the
following arc the most remarkable.

Biquadratic Parabola, a curve of the third
order, having two infinite legs, and is i
expressed by one of these three equations ; viz.

Fig. I. Fig. 2.

azx = y*; as in fig. 1.

a3x — y* —
g* : as in fig. 2.

azx = y* — a + b.y1 — aby* : as in fig. 3;
where ; = AP the absciss, y — PQ the or
dinate, A = t\ B, c — A C, anu a — a certain
given quantity. Sometimes, however, biqua
dratic parabolas are expressed by other equa
tions, but we cannot enter into a detail of
them in this place.

Cartesian Parabola, is a curve of the second
order, expressed by the equation xy — ax3 +
bx1 + cat + d, containing four infinite legs;
viz. two hyperbolic and two parabolic, as in
the annexed figure.

Cubic Parabola, is also a curve of the se
cond order, having two infinite legs tending
contrary ways. If the absciss touch the curve
in a ceitain point, the relation between the
absciss and ordinate is expressed by th«

equation
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y

— ax2 4- bx1 + cx + d

and when b, c, and d are each zero, the equa
tion then becomes y

— a x \ as in Ihc annexed
figure.

The area of the cubic parabola is equal to
three quarters of its circumscribing cylinder;
but it cannot be rectified even by means of
the conic sections.

Diverging Parabola, is a name given by
Newton to a species of five diflerent lines of
the third order, expressed by the equation

y1
— ax3 + bx1 + cx + d.

The 1st is a bell-formed parabola, having
an oval at its head, as in fig. 1 ; which is the
case when the equation 0 ~ ax* + bx* +
ex + d has three real and unequal roots.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

2. Parabolic arc —Qu \ 1 +'I 2.3 2.4.&
+ &c.j

3 arc=2y \ l + -£-A —J I 2.3 4.5

2.4.6.7 2.4.6.8.9

The 2d is also bell-formed, with a punctum
conjugation, fig. 1 : which happens when the
above equation has its two less roots equal.

The 3d is when the two greater roots are
equal, as in fig. 2.

The 4th is w hen the same equation has tw o

imaginary roots, as in fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

The 5th is when the roots of the proposed
equation are all equal to each other, as in
fig-. 4; the most simple equation being in this
case py2

~ x% ; which is the semi-cubical, or
Neilian parabola.

If a solid, generated by the rotation of a

semi-cubical parabola about its axis, be cut
by a plane, each of these five parabolas will
be exhibited by its sections, according to the
positions of the cutting plane.

Infinite Parabolas, or Paraboloides, are
parabolas of the higher orders, defined by the
general equation am~"x" ~ym; in all of w hich
the proportion of the area to that of the cir
cumscribing parallelogram, is as tn to m + n.

Semi-Cubical Parabola, that whose equa
tion is py2 : - x3. See Diverging Parabola.

PARABOLIC Asymptote. See Asymptote.
Parabolic Arcs, arc the arcs of the curve

of a parabola the length of which may be
found by the following formula:

Let p zz parameter, x any absciss from the
Vertex, and y the corresponding right ordi-

nate ; also make '— —
q, and v^(l + tf2)

~ s;

then

1. Parabolic arc = \p
^

qs+ hyp. log. (5+1) j

3.5g*
6.7

C — &c. I
Where A,B,C represent the preceding terms.
To w hich may be added, the following ap
proximations:

4. Parabolic arc =2 ^(y1 + jx2) nearly.

« ™=t{^+*^i*£|
Parabolic Frustrum, or Zone, is the space

included between any two parallel double or
dinate*.

Let T>d represent the two ends, and a the
perpendicular distance between them ; then

D3 — <p
area of zone ~

$ a x —
^-

When d — o the area of the whole
bola becomes

area of parabola = J«D.
Parabolic Pyramidoid, is a solid generat

ed by supposing all the squares of the ordi-
nates applicates to the parabola, so placed that
the axis shall pass through all their centres
at right angles; in which case the aggregate
of the planes will form the solid called the
Parabolic Pyramidoid ; the solidity of which
is equal to the product of the base, and hall'
the altitude.

Parabolic Spiral, or Helicoid. See Spiral.
Parabolic Spindle, is the solid generated

by the rotation of a parabola about any double
ordinate ; the solidity of which is found as
follows :

Let m denote the middle diameter, and /
the length of the spindle; then

1. Solidity = 418879 Im1

And the solidity of a middle frustrum of such
solid, is

Solidity = 05236 /(8m1 + 3d1 + 4dm)
where d denotes the diameter of the end of
the spindle. See Hutton's Meusuration.

PARABOLOID, or Parabolic Conoid, is
the solid generated by the rotation of a para
bola about its axis, which remains fixed; the
surface and solidity of whii h may be found by
the following formulae:

Let y represent the radius of the circular
base, x the altitude of the solid, and 3*1 4 16 —p ;
then

1. Surface = g j (j,* + 4„»)4 _ yJ >

2. Solidity = \py*x.
Frustrum ofa Paraboloid, is the lower no-

lid formed by a plane passing parallel to the
base of a paraboloid.

Let D denote the greater diameter, d the
less, P the parameter, and h the height of the
rustium 3'1416 — p; then
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t _ . (P* + D*)*— (PJ + <f-)* .
1. Surface =i - 1 v— '— x \p

2. Solidity = 3927 A (D* + d1)
or when d — o.

Solidity = -3927 AD1 for the whole para
boloid.
• These formula; only obtain when the base

of the frustruuj is perpendicular to the axis of
the solid.

PARACENTRIC Motion (from vmpx, near

and Kivrpoy, centre), is the motion of a planet to*

wards the centre of attraction or the sun. The
orbits of the planets being elliptical, they are
sometimes nearer and sometimes more remote
from the sun ; and the difference in this dis

tance is w hat is called the paracentric motion.
PARALLACTIC Angle, is the angle sub

tended by two lines drawn from the centre of
a planet, the oue to the centre of the earth,
and the other to some point on its surface.
See Parallax.

PARALLAX dlapaXXaf.,-), in Astronomy,
an arc of the heavens intercepted between
the true and apparent place of any of the

heavenly bodies ; that is, between its place as

view ed from the centre of the earth, and from
some point on its surlacc.

Thus, let ABC be the V4»»
earth, C its centre, vv'v"
three different planets,
or three different posi
tions of the same planet ;

then its true places in
these positions, as seen
from the centre C, and
as referred to the hea
vens, will be VV'V";
but their apparent places will be tc, «*/, iv", and
the arcs wY, w'\', and Vie", will be the
measures of the parallaxes, or of the parallas-
tic angles Yvw, v'v'w', &tc. or of Dec, Du'C,
&c to which they are equal.

The Horizontal Parallax, or that which
has place when the star is in the horizon, is the
greatest; the angles and arcs both diminish
from the horizon to the zenith, where it be
comes nothing, as is obvious from the above
figure.

Whence it is obvious, that the parallax
diminishes the apparent altitude of a body ;

but that this diminution is less and less, as the
altitude becomes greater and greater: and it
has, therefore, a contrary effect to refraction,
which always increases the apparent height
of any of the celestial objects.

Parallax receives particular denominations,

according to the circle upon which it is com

puted.
Parallax of Altitude, is the difference be

tween the true and apparent altitude of a pla
net, as above described.

Parallax of Right Ascension and Descen-
tion, is an arch of the equinoctial, by w hich
the parallax of altitude increases the ascen
sion and diminishes the descension.

Parallax of Declination, is an arch of a

circle of declination, by which the parallax »f

altitude increases or diminishes the declina
tion of a star.

Parallax of Latitude, is an arch of a circle
of latitude, by which the parallax of altitude
increases or diminishes the latitude.

Menstrual Parallax of the Sun, is an an--
gle formed by two right lines; one drawn from
the earth to the sun, and another drawn from
the sun to the moon, at either of their quadra-*
tures.

Parallax of the Annual Orbit of the Earth,
is the difference between the heliocentric and
geocentric place of a planet, or the angle at
any planet subtended by the distance between
the earth and sun.

Parallax of the Planets. The exaet de
termination of the parallax of the planets is
of the greatest importance in astronomy, as
it is trom that, or indeed from the parallax of
any one of them, we estimate their several
distances, For if the parallax, or the angle
which is subtended by the terrestrial radius,
at any planet be known, its distance from
the earth is also known ; whence its distance
from the sun, as also the distances of all the
other planets, will be known also, from the third
law of Kepler, viz. that the squares of the pe
riodic times are as the cubes of the distances.

To illustrate this it may be observed that
in very small angles, as are those of the pa
rallaxes, and while the side subtending those
angles remains constant, the angles Mill be
reciprocally as the distances ; that is, if D C
be very small with regard to C V, then

the angle DVC : angle DMC :: C V : CM
nearly. For in this case we may consider
DVrCV and D1I = CM, also DC will
not differ sensibly from the arc of the circles
which subtends the angles at V and M, and

DC
therefore puttiug3-1416

— p we have ——
~^y"

for the measure of the angles D V and

DC
^-rr-r for the measure of the angle DMC,

1p x C M
which are therefore reciprocally as CV and

C M.
It is obvious, therefore, that the parallax of

any one of the planets being found, that of ail
the others may be determined because their

proportional distances from the sun are accu

rately known from Kepler's Law, above men

tioned.
There are many different methods of deter

mining the parallax of the planets ; but being

an extremely delicate operation, on account

of the smallncss of the angles, we had several

different results; till the parallax ot Yemus

was determined by means of her transits

over the sun's disc, in 1761 and 1769; and as

it is on thin that a great part of our know ledge

depends respecting the absolute distances of
the planets from the sun, it will be pioper lu

KK1
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give a sketch of the principles on which it
rests, without, however, attempting to enter

into the minutiae of the observations and cal
culations.

Let V V (fig. 1. Plate IX.) represent the
orbit of Venus, and E E' that of the earth ; •

V and E being the positions of these two

bodies at the true time of Venus entering
upon the disc of the sun, that is, to an ob
server situated at the earth's centre, by whom
her place in the heavens would be referred to
v, which would be also the place of the
eastern limb of the sun. But to an observer
situated at A, Venus would be referred in
the heavens to to, and the eastern limb of the
sun to t; and consequently, to such an ob
server, Venus instead of appearing on the
sun's disc, would be distant from him by the
arc S W, that is, by an arc equivalent to the
difference of the parallax of Venus and of
the sun. And in the same manner, supposing
the earth, during the transit, to have moved
in its orbit from E to E', and Venus from
V to V ; it is obvious, from what is said above,
that at the time when this planet was just
quitting the sun's western limb, to an ob
server situated at the centre E, would be
referred by an observer at A to and the
western limb of the sun at so that, in the
first case, she would not enter the sun's disc
till after the true time, and in the latter, she
will appear to leave the sun's disc before the
true time ; and as in some parts of the world,
in the transit above alluded to, Venus was
seen both to enter and emerge from the sun's
limb by the same observer, the whole difference
between the true and apparent time of the
transit became known, and half this difference
was the time Venus was in passing over the
arc wt; whence the measure of that arc be
came known, or, which is the same, the differ
ence between the parallax of Venus and that
of the sun. But to those observers who could
not see both the immersion and emersion, the
difference between the true and apparent
time of either, when converted into seconds
of a degree, was what determined the differ
ence of the parallax of the two bodies.

Now this difference being known, as also
the proportional distances of the Earth, Venus,
and the Sun, their absolute parallaxes were de
termined, this, as we have shown above, being
reciprocally as the distances. Let m : n re
present the ratio of the distance Er to ES,
also P and p the parallaxes of Venus and
the Sun, which are required, and P —p —

q,
the difference of their parallaxes as found
above; then

* : m s : P : p

whence n — m:m ::P — p—q : m9 —p
n — m

the parallax of the sun.

In this manner, aided by subsequent obser
vations, 8cc. Laplace has determined the pa
rallax of the sun to be 8"i, whence its distance
is found to be about 94 million miles. See
Distance of the Pfoneti.

Greatest horizontal paral
lel of the

And hence the parallaxes of the several
planets are determined as below :

rSun 8".75
Mercury 14".68
Venus... 29". 16
Mars 17" 50
Jupiter.. 2*. 08
Saturn... 1"027

IUranus. 0"415

Parallax of the Moon. This is much more
considerable than in any other of the heavenly
bodies on account of its proximity to the earth,
and is much easier determined than any of the
others ; one of the most simple and correct
methods being as follows :

Observe the moon's meridian altitude with
the greatest accuracy, and mark the moment
of observation : this time being equated, com
pute her true longitude and latitude, and from
these find her declination, and from her decli
nation, and the elevation of the equator, find
her true meridian altitude ; if the observed al
titude be not meridian, reduce it to the true
for the time of observation ; take the refraction
from the observed altitude, and subtract the re
mainder from the true altitude ; and the re
mainder is the moon's parallax ; by this means
the parallax of the moon has been found as
follows, viz.

Greatest parallax 61' 32*
Least parallax 64 4
Mean parallax 57 48

But Laplace makes her ) „
mean parallax |

Parallax of the Fixed Start. As the dis
tances of the heavenly bodies are determined
by means of their parallaxes, every possible
method has been attempted to ascertain the
parallax of some of the fixed stars, but their
distance is so immense that not only have
they no parallax, as compared with the ter
restrial radius, but even the whole diameter
of the earth's orbit, though near 200 million
miles, is not sufficient to render any difference
in their apparent places at all evident, which
if it only amounted to one second, would be
discoverable by modern instruments. This dis
tance, therefore, great as it is, is not more
than a mere point compared with the distance
of the nearest of the fixed stars.

Parallel, in Geometry, is applied to lines,
figures, and bodies, which are every where
equidistant from each other, or which, if ever
so far produced, would never meet.

Parallel Right Lines, are those which,
though infinitely produced, would never meet ;
which is Euclid's definition.

To draw a lino C
C D parallel to a
given line A B
through a given
point P. FromP ^_
draw any line Q B
meeting A B in some point Q ; then make
the angle QPD = the angle AQP, so shall
DPC be the parallel line required. This in
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practice, however, is better done by a parallel
ruler.

Parallel Ruler, an instrunfent consisting
of two wooden, brass, or steel rulers, A B and

H c
1

j
B

C D, equally broad throughout, and so joined
together by the cross blades EF and GH, as

to open to different intervals, and accede and
recede, yet still retain their parallelism. The
use of this instrument is obvious ; for one of
the rulers being applied to a given line, an
other drawn along the extreme edge of the
other will be parallel to it ; and thus, having
given only one line, and erected a perpendicu
lar upon it

,

we may draw any number of paral
lel lines or perpendiculars to them ; by only
observing to set off the exact distance of every
line with the point of the compasses.

But the best parallel rulers are those whose
bars cross each other, and turn on a joint at
their intersection ; one of each bar moving on
a centre, and the other ends sliding in grooves
as the rulers recede.

Parallel Circlet, Plane/, Rays, Sailing,
Sphere, See. See the several articles.

Parallels of Altitude, Declination, Latitude,
tie. See the articles Altitude, Declina
tion, Latitude, &c.

PA RALLELEPIPED, or Parallelopi-
ped, or Parallelopipedon, is a solid figure
contained under six parrallelograms, the oppo
site of which are equal and parallel ; or it

is a prism whose base is a parallelogram.
See Prism.

PARALLELISM, the quality of being pa
rallel.

Parallelism of the Earth's Axis, is used to
denote that invariable position of the terres
trial axis, by which it always points to the same
point in the heavens, abstracting from the
trifling effect of nutation, &e. See Nutation.

PARALLELOGRAM, in Geometry, is a
quadilateral right-lined figure whose opposite
sides are parallel.

Parallelograms receive particular deno
minations according to the equality or inequa
lity of its sides and angles.

Thus a rectangle, rhombus, rhomboid, and
square, are each a particular species of paral
lelograms, for the properties of which see the
several articles.

Other properties common to every paralle
logram may be enumerated as follows :

1. A parallelogram has its opposite sides
and angles equal to each other, and the dia

gonal divides it into two equal triangles.

3
.

The two adjacent angles of any paralle
logram are together equal to two right an
gles.

3. Parallelograms having equal bases and
altitude are equal ; on equal basis they are
to each other as their altitudes; and with
equal altitudes they are to each other as their
bases ; and generally parallelograms are to
each other in the compound ratio of their
bases and altitudes.

4. The sum of the squares of the diagonals
of any parallelogram is equal to the sum of
the squares of the four sides.

5
. The complements about the diagonals

of any parallelogram are equal to each other.
See Complement.

Parallelogram of Forces, is a term used
to denote the composition of forces, or
the finding a single force that shall be equi
valent to two or more given forces when
acting in given directions, the principles of
which may be thus illustrated.

The simultaneous action of two impulsive
forces P, P on a body A, which would im
press upon it separately the velocities V, V,
in the directions AC, AC, will cause that
body to move uniformly over the diagonal of
the parallelogram whose sides arc in the di
rections of those forces.

Imagine that the body A is placed on *

plane ACC, which moves uniformly in the
direction A C with such a velocity as in each
unit of time will carry it over a space equal
to the line AC; it is certain that this body,
considered with relation to the plane on which

it is placed, has no motion ; yet if a spectator,
fixed immoveably out of that plane, observes
the body A, he will attribute to it a motion
equal and parallel to that of the plane. Now,

if we conceive that any impulsive force what
ever, P acts upon the body A in the direction

P AC, and impresses upon it such a velocity
that in a unit of time it would pass over a
space equal to AC, there can be no doubt
that if the body were acted upon by this force
only, it would be found at the point C, at tha
termination of the unit of time. But since,
in consequence of the motion of the plane,
the line A C advances towards C'B by a mo
tion uniform and parallel, so that it would
really coincide with C'B at the end of a unit
of time, it is obvious that the point C will
then coincide with the point B, and that, of
consequence, the body A, which partakes of
the motion of the plane, ought to be found in
B at the end of the first un it of time. We may
prove, in like manner, that at the end of any
part or multiple whatever, T, of this unit, the
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body A, moving; with the same velocity AC,
ought to ran over a proportional space Ae=T X
AC. while the common motion constrains the

line A c to pass parallel to itself over a distance

Ace' — T x AC. This line coincides there

fore with c'b, and consequently 6 is the place
of the body A at the end of the time T. And
it is manifest that all the points b, b, that may
be determined by the same reasoning, are
found on the same diagonal A B, since A c :

eb : : AC : CB. The body A, therefore, ac

tually describes the diagonal A B. But be
sides this its motion along this line must be
uniform ; for A6 : A B : : A c : A C : : T x
AC : AC :: T : 1 ; that is to say. A A is to
A B as the time employed in passing through
A6 to that occupied in passing over A B.
Consequently the motion of the body A, along
the diagonal A B, is uniform. Since a body
at rest on a moveable plane has the same
motion as the plane, it is clear that if the
plane were at rest, but that the body moved
uniformly according to the right line VAC,
with the velocity AC equal to that which
would bo impressed upon it by the force I*,
and received at the point A from the force P
a velocity A C in the direction P A C, it would
describe uniformly the diagonal A B of a pa
rallelogram formed upon the sides AC, AC,
which represent the velocities of the body in
those respective directions, while the diagonal
A B represents its new velocity.

We may likewise show that if a body be
acted on by two similar variable forces (for the
same time) whose directions and magnitudes
are expressed by the adjacent sides of a pa
rallelogram concurring in the body, it will
describe the diagonal of the parallelogram.

Let the forces act by impulses, at the be
ginning of equal particles of time, and let
At1, c'C'CV and A c, cC, C c, be the relative
magnitudes of corresponding impulses. Then
by the action of the two first impulses the
body will, by the preceding article, describe
the diagonal Ab; and by the next two the
diagonal A B, of the parallelogram dd', whose
sides In!', bd, arc equal anil parallel to the
representatives of those new impulses ; but
the forces are similar, therefore the paralle
lograms cc1 dd', are similar; and having pa
rallel sides and a common point b, they exist
about the same diagonal AB. The same
may be shown for a third pair of impulses,
and so on, ad libitum. Let now the particles
of time be evanescent and the forces inces
sant, and the same demonstration will obtain.

If the forces by which the body is urged in
the directions AC, AC, be not similar, it
wifl move in some curve line, whose nature
will depend on the relation of the forces.

Hence it appears that in order to find a
force that shall be equivalent to two forces,
whose quantity and direction is given, we
have only to find the diagonal of the paral
lelogram, by tho sides of which the given
forces are represented, and this will express
the quantity and direction of the force which
is equivalent to them both.

Thus if A B, AC A B
represent the quail- V\^^ \
tity and direction \ \
of two forces act- \

^SVS^ \
ing upon a body at \ ^"v. V
A, we first com- \ nA
plcte the paralle- C JJ
logram A B C D, and the diagonal A D will
represent the equivalent force required.

And in the same manner may be found tho

equivalent to three or more forces, by first
reducing two of them to one single and equi
valent force, then this and one of the other

given forces, and so on till they are all re
duced to one equivalent force.

Suppose, for example, it were required to
compound the three forces A B, A C, AD ; or
to find the quantity and direction of one
single force, which shall be equivalent to the
three given forces.

First reduce the two A C, A D to one A E,
by completing the parallelogram ADEC,
then reduce the two A E, A F, to one E A F
by the parallelogram A E F B. So shall the
single force A F be the direction and quan
tity, or as the quantity of the force, which
shall of itself produce the same effect as if all
the three, A B, A C, A D, acted together.

And hence again conversely, any single
direct force may be resolved into two or more

oblique forces ; which is done by merely de
scribing any parallelogram, such that the
line representing the given single force may
be its diagonal ; and as these may be an indefi
nite number of parallelograms having the
same diagonal, so may any single force be re
solved in an indefinite number of ways into
fwo or more oblique forces, that shall produce
the same effect as the single given force.

On this subject the reader may consult
Gregory's " Mechanics," and the article Dy
namics, Supplement to the Encyclop. Brit.

Parallelogram of the Hyperbola, is used
to denote the modulus, or any of the equal
parallelograms inscribed between the curve
and its asymptote. See Hyperbola.

Newtonian Parallelogram, is an invention
of Sir Isaac Newton, for finding the first term
of an infinite converging series. See Newton's
" Method of Fluxions and Infinite Series,"
p. 9. Colson's Comment on that treatise,

p. 192; Maclaurin's " Algebra," p. 251 ; and
Cramer's " Analysis des Ligncs Courbes,"
p. 148.

Parallelogram Protractor, a mathema
tical instrument, consisting of a semicircle of
brass, with four rulers in form of a parallelo
gram, made to move to any angle : one of
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lhc»e rulers is an index, which shows on the

semicircle the quantity of any inward or out

ward angle.
Parallelogram, is also the name of an

instrument for copying plans, otherwise called

a Pentagrath, which see.

PARALLELOPIPED. See Parallele
piped.

PARAMETER, a certain and constant

right line in each of the three conic sections,

and otherwise called the Latus Rectum.

The word is derived from the Greek tax/a,
and ^sTpon, equal measurer, because it measures

the conjugate axis by the same ratio, which
has place between the axes Ihemselves, being

alway a third proportional to them, viz. a

third proportional to the transverse and con

jugate axes in the ellipse and hyperbola, and

which is the same thing, a third proportional
to any absciss and its corresponding ordinate

iu the parabola. See Conic Sections.

PARDIES (Ignatius Gaston), an inge

nious French mathematician, was born in the

province of Gascony, in 1636, and died in
1673, when only 37 years of age.

Pardies was author of several works, of
which the following are the principal.

1. Horologium Thaumaticum duplex, 4to.

1042. 2. Disscrtatio de Motu ct Natura
Cometarum, 8vo. 1672. 3. Discourse du

Movement Local, 12mo. 1670, 4. Llemens

de Geometric 12ino. 1670: this has been

translated into several languages; in English
by Dr. Harris, in 1711. 5. Discours de la

Counoissauce des Betes, l2mo. 1672. 6. Lettre
d'un Philosophe a un Cartesien de scs Amis,
12mo. 1672. 7. La Statique ou la Science

des Forces Mouvanles, 12mo. 1673. 8. De
scription et Explication de deux Machines
propres a faire des Cadrans arec line graude
facilite, 12mo. 1673. Rcmarques du Monvc-
nicnt de la Lumicrc. 10. Globi Coelestis in

tabula plana reducti Descriplio, folio, 1675.

Part of his works were printed together at

the Hague 1691, in 12mo. ; and again at

Lyons, 1725. Pardies had a dispute with

Sir Isaac Newton, about his " New Theory of
Light and Colours," in 1672, I lis letters are

inserted in the Phil. Trans, for that year.
PARENT (Anthony), a reputable Trench

mathematician, was bom in Paris in 1666,

and died in 1716, having at his death nume

rous manuscripts on various mathematical

and philosophical subjects ; besides which he

published the following complete works, viz.
1. Elemcns de Mcchanique et de Physique,

12mo. 1700.

2. Rechcrches de Mathematiques et de Phy
sique, 3 vols. 4to. 1714.

3. Arithmctiqitc Theorico-Pratique, 8vo.

1714.

Besides a great number of papers in the

volumes of the Memoirs of the Academy of
Sciences, from the year 1700 to 1714, having

several papers in almost every volume upon a

variety of branches in the mathematics.
PARHELION, or PARHEi.iUM,(from«rapc»,

near, and »j'?uej, sun), denotes a mock sun pr

meteor, appearing as a very bright light near
the sun, being formed by the reflection of his
beams, in a cloud properly situated to receive
them.

PART, Aliquant, Aliquot, Circular, Sec.
See the several articles.

PARTIAL Differences, Theory of, is one
of the higher branches of the modern analysis,
for the development of which we are princi
pally indebted to d'Alembert, though the sub
ject had been previously investigated by other
mathematicians. He was led to this discovery
in attempting the solution of certain problems
relating to the vibration of musical chords ;
and afterwards employed it with great success
in his Theory of the Causes geuerale des
Vents ; the resistance of fluids, and other very
delicate investigations. Rut, as we have
observed, some little progress had been made
beforo d'Alembert commenced his investi
gations.

Thus Fontaine had already prepared and
adopted the notation, and Nicholas Bernoulli
in bis-paper on Trajectories Acta. Eruditorum,
1720, found the relation which has place be
tween the partial differences of a function of
two variables. Ctairant also discovered the
same theorem, and employed it in two of his
papers on the Integral Calculus, in the Me
moirs of the Academy of Paris for 1739 and
1740 ; in the second of which he deduces
certain results from the consideration of curve
surfaces; and from some remarks first suggest
ed in this paper, Lagrange was induced to un
dertake, and finally completed, his theory of
particular integrals. See Memoirs of Berlin
for 1774.

But of all those who preceded d'Alembert,
in the doctrine of partial differences, Euler
has perhaps the greatest claim to priority of
invention, he having completely integrated an
equation of this description in 1734, in vol. vii.
of the Acta. Petro. ; but afterwards forgot or
neglected his new calculus, not perhaps being
aware of its extensive application to physical
problems. This application we owe eutirely
to d'Alembert, and the great ingenuity and
sagacity which he has displayed iu the integra
tion of his equations cannot fail of placing him
amongst the first of modern mathematicians.

Integration of Equations of PARTIAL Dif
ferences. Let « be any function of a;, y, and z,
and S, d, D, the characteristics of their diffe
rentiation relatively to each of the variables,
then an equation compounded in any manner,
with any of the quantities,

i, ij, z, &c
du Du .

sjjt diu r>hi
&c

(far"4' dxdy' dxdz'
is called an cqualioh of partial differences,
and which may be compounded or not, wilh
constant or known quantities. The .degree
of the equation is estimated by the highest
power of any of the differentials that enters
into it.
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dx ay

is a paitial differential equation of the first

degree, the solution or integration of which

depends upon finding such relation between
the variables x and y and the function « ;

that the latter being first differenced with x
as variable and y constant, and divided by dx;
plus the same differenced with y as variable,
and .)■constant, and divided by dy, the sum

of the two partial'diffcrences ^ + 'L
L

may be
dx dy

equal to xy, and the method of performing
this is called the integral calculus v

f partial
differences.

. . Su , dn , , , .
AgamTx+

— -X -4*y-y» = 0

is also an equation of partial differences, the

integral of which is u — x1 y 4- yzx.
For differencing this first relatively to x va

riable, and dividing bytf.r, we have

= 2*y + y
*

And the same with reference to y gives
du a , „— = x1 + 2xy ;

,. 3u , du , , ...
consequently = * + y + 4 xy.

Tliis integral is obtained merely by the re
verse operation by which the function was
thrown into partial differences, and is therefore
very obvious ; but when the equation arises in
the solution of a problem or otherwise, pro
viding its origin is not known, its integration

is frequently extremely difficult, and requires
the most profound and accurate analytical
judgment.

Let there be proposed the equation
ddu o* ?}u

dy1 >lx-

Suppose \ i fj
>

fP

= rdx + sdy;
rr t dq —sdx+triy. then t zz<rr

therefore { }
« = ,dx

±*r.d*
and

( adp — ardx + asdy.
Whence adp + dq

— (s + ar) (dx + a dy)
which is one complete differential, and there

fore its equal (» + «r) (dx + ady) must be one
likewise; and consequently s + ar is some
function <«fx + ay, and ap t q another func
tion also of x + ay.

Let therefore ap + q —f (x + ay)
and ap — q

— f (x — ay)

.; obti
•

as the former.
the latter being obtained in the same manner

Whence 2adu— \(dx + adV)- /Cx +Whence Zattu- j (dx-ady).f(x-ay)
and integrating, 2an = Q(x+ay) + Q'(x — ay)
an integral equation, whatever may the func
tions <

p

and which functions are to be de
termined from the nature of the problem.
See Mem. of Berlin for 1747, 1748. 1750, and

1763 ; vols. i. and ii. of the Memoircs of Turin ;

and the Opuscules of d'Alembert, and the
other papers referred to in the preceding part
of this article.

' PARTICLE, the minute part of a body,

or an assemblage of several atoms of which
natural bodies are composed. This
frequently used as synonymous
corpusculc, and niolaeule, but sometimes it is
distinguished from them.

PARTICULAR Integral, in the Integral
Calctdns, is that which arises in the integra
tion of any differential equation, b

y giving a
particular value to the arbitrary quantity or
quantities that enter into the general integral.

Thus for example, in the equation

_ Ixdy ydy1' ~ dx dx1

the general integral is

y ~ Am — m)
and by making m — \, this becomes y = 4

(x — 1
) which is a particular integral.

We call also particular integrals those which
are obtained by means of an equation of
inferior dimensions ; thus in the above, if we
make x —

y, we shall have

y-
dy d,f

~iy V

which obviously answer the conditions of the

equation.
So also in the equation

xdx + ydy = dy v/(x* +yl — «*)

it is easy to see, that xl + y
1 — a1 answers

the condition of the equation, and is therefore
called by some a particular integral. But
neither this, nor that found above, viz. x~y,
are deducible from the general integration of
the equation whence they are derived, and
they thus differ from the particular integral
above defined ; so that this term ought not to
be employed to denote the two distinct cases;
and accordingly some authors distinguish the
integrals arising from such equations into three
kinds, viz. complete integral, which is that
draw n from the general integration ; an t«-
complete integral, which is that found as above,
by means of an equation of inferior dimen
sions ; and lastly a particular integral, which

is that arising from giving to the general in
determinate quantities in the complete in
tegral some particular value. Others again,
as Lagrange in his " Lecons des lonctions,"
instead of incomplete integrals calls them
valeiires singutaire.

These incomplete or singular integrals were
first noticed by Clairant, and were treated by
Eulcr as insohable paradoxes; but Lagrange,
in the Memoirs of Berlin, has explained this
apparent anomaly, by showing that the inte
gration of a differential equation of the first
degree, necessarily produces one constant
arbitrary quantity, and the integration of an
equation of the second degree gives rise to two
such quantities, and generally a differential
equation of n dimensions give place to n arbi
trary quantities, which may be assumed at
pleasure.

If therefore in the case of two variables, we
consider these as the rectangular co-ordinates
of a curve, it is obvious that we may imagine
ns many different curves to be described, as

there may be particular values given to the
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general indeterminate quantity; and if it hap

pens that these curves have one constant

quantity common to them all, then the same

tangent touching all the curves, roust involve

in its equation the clement of one of (hose

curves, yet this taugent is not one of the curves,

and therefore its equation is not obtainable

from the complete integration. See Memoirs
of Berlin for 1774 ; the " Theoric des Fonc-
tions Analytiques ;" and the " Lecons des

Fonctions," by Lagrange ; see also Montucla's
** Hist, des Math." vol. iii. p. 180.

PASCAL (BlaiseI, a very excellent French
mathematician and philosopher, was born at
Clermont, in Auvergnc, in 1623. He disco

vered very early an extraordinary genius for

mathematical and philosophical inquiries,
and is said to have formed a system of geo

metry, at the early age of 12 years, without
having seen any work on the subject, these

having been carefully kept from him by his

father lest they should divert him from his

literary pursuits.
After this he was permitted to follow his

mathematical studies, and at 16 years of age
he published a treatise on the conic sections,

and three years after invented what is com

monly called Pascal's arithmetical machine,

particularly useful in a variety of computa
tions. To Pascal we are also indebted for the

famous experiment of the Puy do Dome, which

was the first confirmation of the pressure of
atmosphere, and this gave rise to his work on

this subject, which he afterwards divided into

two treatises, the one entitled " A Disser
tation on the Equilibrium of Fluids ;" and the

other on the " Weight of the Atmosphere,"
which were published after his death. He
also published, under the name of A. d'Etton-
ville, the celebrated problem of the Roullette
or Cycloid. Pascal is also equally renowned

for his elegant composition, as for his mathe

matical and philosophical genius, particularly
for his celebrated " Lettres Provincialcs,"

published in 1656, under the name of Louis
de Montalte.

These and some other pieces were collected

into five volumes, 8vo. and published at the

Hague, and at Paris in 1779, by the Abbi
Bossu, which may be considered as the first

complete collection of the works of this cele

brated author.

Pascal was always of a very delicate con

stitution, which he finally sunk under in 1662,

being at the time of his death only in his 39th

year.

PAVO, Peacock, a southern constellation.

See Constellation.
PECK, an English measure, the 4th part

of a bushel.
PEDOMETER, or Podometer (from w»f,

foot, and pir^on, meiuitre), a mechanical in
strument iu form of a watch; consisting of
various wheels, with teeth catching in one an

other, all disposed in the same plane ; which by

means of a chain or string, fastened to a man's

foot, or to the wheel of a chariot, advance a

notch each step, or each revolution of the
wheel; so that the number being marked on

the edge of each wheel, one may number the

paces, or measure exactly the distance from

one place to another.

PEGASUS, the Hone, a northern constel

lation. Sec Constellation.
PELECOlD.or Pelecoides (from nXncvf,

hatchet, and nio,-, form), liatchet form, in Geo

metry, coutained under the two inverted qua-
drantal arcs A B and A D, and the scmicircU
BCD.

C

The area of the pelccoid is demonstrated
to be equal to the square AC ; and that again
to the rectangle E B. It is equal to the square
AC, because it wants of the square on the left

hand the two segments A B and A D, which
are equal to the two segments BC and CD,
by which it exceeds it on the right hand.

PELL (Dr. John), an eminent English
mathematician, was born at Southwick, in the

county of Sussex, in 1610, and died in Lon
don in 1685, at the age of 74. He was author

of numerous papers and treatises on mathe

matical and astronomical subjects, but none

of them are now of sufficient importance to

be enumerated in this place; but a complete

catalogue of them may be seen in Dr. Hntton'l
Math. Diet. To Dr. Pell we owe the first

solution of the general indeterminate equation

x1 — «»' — 1, which was proposed by Fermat
as a challenge to all the English mathema

ticians. Sec Eulcr's " Algebra," vol. ii. p. 78,

2d English edition ; to the same author we
are also indebted for the method of ranging

and numbering the several steps in the solu

tion of algebraical problems, as followed by

Ward in his " Young Mathematician's Guide,"
and by Penning in his " Algebra."

PENCIL of Rays, in Optics, denotes a

number of rays diverging from some luminous

point, which, after falling upon and passing

through a lens, converge again on entering

the eye.
PENDULUM, in Mechanics, denotes any

heavy body so suspended that it may vibrate,

or swing backwards and forw ards, about some

fixed point by the action of gravity. The
vibrations of a pendulum arc called its oscil

lations, the time of each being counted from

the time of its descent from the highest point

on one side, till it attains the highest point on

the opposite side.
A pendulum, therefore, is any heavy body

B, suspended upon, and moving about some

fixed point at A as a centre.
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of any .sensible magnitude, is expressed by
the following formulae :

Here the point A is called the centre of
motion, or of suspension, and the line PQ
parallel to the horizon, the oris of oscillation,
and that point in the body B, into whieh, if
all the matter of the body whs condensed, so
as still to perform its oscillations in the same
time, is called the centre of oscillation; and
the distance of this point from the point of
suspension, is accounted the length of the
pendulum. See Centre of Oscillation.

Pendulums receive particular denomina
tions, according to the materials of which
they are composed, or the purposes they are
intended to answer; for an account of which
see the subsequent part of this article ; we
shall here confine our remarks to the theory
of the simple pendulum.

Simple Pendulum, theoretically considered,
is a single weight attached to a siring sup
posed to be devoid of gravity, and oscillating
freely without resistance, cither from friction
or the air.

Properties of a Simple Pendulum thus consti
tuted, and vibrating in small circular Arcs.
1. The vibrations of the same pendulum,

or of different pendulums of the same length,
and in the same place, in very small arcs of
circles, are always performed in the same
time.

2. The velocity of the bob, in the Inn est
point of the arc, will be very nearly as (he
length of the chord of the arc which it de
scribes in its descent.

3. The times of vibration of different pen
dulums arc, to each other, as the square roots
of their lengths. Or their lengths arc as the
squares of the number of vibrations performed
in the same time.

4. On the supposition above made, viz. that
there is neither friction nor resistance op
posed to the motion of the pendulum, that
motion would be perpetual, that is, the force
which it acquires in its descent would carry
it up to the same height ou the opposite side,
which would be again repeated in its descent,
and thus it would continue to oscillate con
stantly through the same arc, and conse
quently its vibrations uniform and perpetual.
But as it is impossible to divest it of these
two retarding forces, it is obvious, as well
from theory as practice, that without the
application of some external force, the vi
brations will be shortened in every ascent,
and the motion of the pendulum ultimately
cease.

6. The time of vibration in a circular arc

1

.4*.rf»
timc=pv/ j—

1\3*.6*«3 ,

2*T4T6V^
+ &C- i

Where d — 2 A B, or twice the length of
the pendulum, a — C D the versed sine of
half the arc of vibration, g —

16jr na"" the
force of gravity, and p — 3-l416 the circum
ference of a circle whose diameter is 1.

t>. When a is very small, as we have sup
posed in the preceding cases, then writing 27
instead of d, and omitting all the terms in the
above series beyond the second as being in
considerable, we shall have

time =P y J- x ( 1 + i.
) =± </ ±. X

2g \ gir gt^ -ig
(8 / + a).

7. Or if instead of using the versed sine of
the half arc, we introduce the degrees in that
arc, the expression becomes

time^v/ ^-x(l-r^i).
Properties o

f Pendulums vibrating in cycloidal
Arcs.

1
. It is a known property of the cycloid

that its evolute is a cycloid, similar and equal
to the former. If therefore a pendulum be

"V
suspended from C, the point of concurrence
of two equal inverted semicycloidal cheeks,
and be made to vibrate between them, the
bob will itself describe the cycloidal arc
HAK. The properties of a pendulum thus
suspended are as follow :

2. The time of oscillation in all .arcs, whe
ther great or small, arc performed in the same
time.

3. The lime of vibration in any arc, is to
the time in which a heavy body would fall by
the force of gravity through half Uie length of
the pendulum ; as the circumference of a
circle is to its diameter. Now by the laws of

falling bodies \/ — — the time of a body

falling through \ I, or f C A ; therefore putting

p — 3 1416, the circumference of a circle
whose diameter is 1

, we have

as 1" : p : : \/ — : p v/ — the time of

vibration of a pendulum whose length is /.

4. It is obvious iu this formula, as well as
in those given above, that the time of vibra
tion depends not only on the length of the
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pendulum, but also on the value of g, which
is different for different latitudes; and con

sequently the lengths of the pendulum de

signed to vibrate any proposed number of
times in a second, in any place, must be re

gulated by the value of g\ or by the force of
gravity at that place.

5. The value of g in the latitude of London
is I67'j feet, or 193 inches, w hich being sub

stituted for g in the expression p \/ —— — 1",

gives / — 39-11, or 39i inches for thc°length
of the second's pendulum, which is extremely
near the true length as determined from ac

curate experiments, which show it to be about

39 J inches.
6. From the above formula may alro be

found the force of gravity in any particular
place, the length of the second's peudiilum

being previously found from experiment ; for,

P I
squaring the above, we have ^—

— \, or g —

~©
\pll, the descent of a heavy body in one

second, in terms of the length of the second's

pendulum; and this is a much more accurate

method of finding the force of gravity, than

any other which depends simply on experi
ments.

7. In speaking of the simple pendulum as

vibrating in very small ares, we found that the

time of one vibration was very nearly — p

\/ _ x
^1

+ where a is the versed

sine of half the arc of vibration, whereas in a

cycloid the time is simply p , and

therefore the time lost each vibration in the

former case is
^~

x \/ -— , or estimating by

the degrees of the arc it is %■ x \/ -— ;
o'2o24 2g

and hence we may compute how much the

pendulum must be shortened in the former

case to make its vibrations correspond with

one vibrating as in the latter case.

8. We have seen above that the length of
the pendulum varies in different latitudes in

consequence of the variation in the force of

gravity, and on this principle is computed the

following table, which shows the length of the

second's pendulum for every 5 degrees of lati

tude from the equator to the pole.

Vef. of Lengthof Dee;,of Lengthof
Pendulum.Latitude. Pendulum. Latitude.

0 39027 50 39126
5 39-029 55 39142

10 39032 60 39158
15 39036 65 39 168

20 39044 70 39-177
25 39057 75 39187

30 39070 80 39191

35 39-084 85 39- 195

40 39097 90 39-197

45 39-111

The foregoing laws, &c. of the motion of
pendulums, cannot strictly hold good, unless
the thread that sustains the ball be void of
weight, and the gravity of the whole ball bft

collected into a point. In practice, therefore,

a very fine thread, and a small ball, but of a

very heavy matter, are to be used. But a

thick thread and a bulky ball disturb the mo
tion very much ; for in that case, the simple
pendulum becomes a compound one ; it being
much the same thing, as if several weights
were applied to the same inflexible rod in
several places.

M. Kraft in the new Petersburg Memoirs,
vols. vi. and vii. has given the result of many
experiments upon pendulums, made in dif
ferent parts of Russia, with deductions from
them, from thence he derives this theorem :

if x be the length of a pendulum that swings
seconds in any given latitude /, and in a tem

perature of 10 degrees of Reaumur's thermo
meter, then will the length of that pendulum
for that latitude be thus expressed, viz.
x —

(439.178 + 2.321 x sin. 21) lines of a

French foot.
And this expression agrees very nearly, not

only with all the experiments made on the

pendulum in Russia, but also with those of
Mr. Graham's, and those of Mr. Lyons, in
79° 50' north latitude, where he found its
length to be 441.38 lines.

W hat is slated above of the uniform laws

relating to the vibration of pendulums shows

very obviously their great utility in regu
lating the motion of clocks, or for other equal
division and measurement of time.

Galileo was the tirst who made use of a

heavv body annexed to a thread, and sus

pended by it for measuring time, in his ex

periments and observations: but according to

Sturmius, the first person who observed the

isochronism of pendulums, and made use of
it in measuring time, was Ricciolus ; after

him Tycho, Langrene, Wendeline, Mer-
senne, Kircher, and others, observed the same

thing ; though without any intimation of what

Ricciolus had done. But Huygens was

the first who demonstrated the properties of
the pendulum, and probably the first who

applied them to clocks. He demonstrated,

that if the point to which a pendulum is sus

pended was perfectly fixed or immoveable,

and all friction and resistance removed, that
a pendulum once set in motion, would for

ever continue to vibrate without diminution
of motion, and that all its vibrations, (sub
ject to these conditions) would be perfectly
isochronal. Hence the pendulum has uni

versally been considered the best chronome
ter, as all pendulums of the same length

perform their vibrations in the same time,

without regard to their different weights, and

it has been suggested, by means of them, to

establish an universal standard of measure for

all countries. On this principle, M. Monton,
canon of Lyons, has a treatise " De Mensura
posteris transmittenda."

But it has been suggested that if a long
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pendulum were made to swing in the plane of
the meridian, and another of equal length in
a plane perpendicular to the meridian, some
difference might be found in their vibrations
from the centrifugal force arising from the
earth's rotation about its axis. See Phil.
Trans. No. 468, sect. 1.

The method of making a pendulum vi
brate in the arc of a cycloid, and the pro
perties resulting from such construction, we
owe, as stated above, to Huygens, who has
treated at length on this subject both theore
tically and practically, in his " Horologium
Oscillatorum sive Demonstrationes dc Motu
Pcndulorum ;" and every tiling relating to
the motion of pendulums has since been de
monstrated in different ways, and particu
larly by Newton in his " Principia," where
he has extended the same theory to epicy
cloids.

Having said thus much with regard to sim

ple pendulums, it remains only to offer a few
remarks on the nature of compound pendu
lums, as applied to clocks and other machines
where uniform motion is required.

We have seen above that pendulums in
different latitudes require to be of different
lengths, in order that they may perform their
vibrations in the same time ; but besides this
there is another irregularity in the motion of
a pendulum in the same place, arising from
the different degrees of temperature. Heat
expanding, and cold contracting the rod of
the pendulum, a certain small variation must
necessarily follow in the time of its vibration,
to remedy which defect various methods have
been invented for constructing what are com
monly called compensation pendulums, or such
as shall always preserve the same distance
between the centre of oscillation and the point
of suspension ; but of these we have only room
to describe one or two of the most approved
construction.

Compound or Compensation Pendvlums, have
received different denomination from their
form and materials, as the gridiron pendulum,
mercurial pendulum, lever pendulum, &c.

Gridiron Pendulum. This ronsists of live
rods of steel, and four of brass, placed in an al
ternate order, the middle rod being of steel, by
which the pendulum ball is suspended ; these
tods of brass and steel, are placed in an alter
nate order, and so connected with each other
at their ends, that while the expansion of the
steel rods has a tendency to lengthen the pen
dulum, the expansion of the brass rods acting
upwards tends to shorten it. And thus, when
the lengths of the brass and steel rods arc
duly proportioned, their expansions and con
tractions will exactly balance and correct
each other, and so preserve the pendulum
invariably of the same length.

The Mercurial Pendulum was the invention
of the ingenious Mr. Graham, in consequence
of several experiments relating to the ma
terials of which a pendulum might be formed,
in 1715. Its rod is made of brass, and
branched towards its lower end, so as to em-

4

0

brace a cylindrical glass vessel 13 or 14 inches
long, and about 2 inches in diameter ; which
being filled about 12 inches deep with mer
cury, forms the weight or ball of the pendu
lum. If upon trial the expansion of the rod
be found too great for that of the mercury,
more mercury must be poured into the vessel ;
if the expansion of the mercury exceeds that
of the rod, so as to occasion the clock to
gain with an increase of temperature, some

mercury must be taken out of the vessel, in
order to shorten the column. And thus may
the expansion and contraction of the quick
silver in the glass be made exactly to balance
the expansion and contraction of the pendulum
rod, and thus preserve the distance between
the centre of oscillation and the point of sus

pension invariably the same.
Reid's Compensation PENDULUM, is

a recent invention of Mr. Adam Reid
of Woolwich, the construction of
which is as follows: AN is a rod of
wire, and ZZ a hollow tube of zinc,
which slips on the wire, being stop
ped from falling off by a nut N, on
which it rests ; and on the upper part
of this cylinder of zinc rests the heavy
ball B ; now the length of the tube
ZZ being so adjusted to the length
of the rod AN, that the expansions
of the two bodies shall be equal with
equal degrees of temperature ; that is
by making the length of the zinc tube
to that of the wire, as the expansion
of wire is to that of zinc, it is obvious
that ball B will in all cases preserve the same
distance from A ; for just so much as it would
descend by the expansion of the wire down
wards, so much will it ascend by the expan
sion of the zinc upwards, and consequently
its vibrations will in all temperatures be
performed in equal times.

Ballistic Pendulum. See Ballistic Pen
dulum.

PENETRABILITY, the capability of be
ing penetrated.

PENETRATION, is used principally to
denote the forcible entry of one solid body
within another by means of a projectile mo
tion, communicated to the former, which
enables it to displace those parts of the latter
with which it comes in contact. Or the pe
netration may be otherwise produced by the
action of some percussive force acting upon
one of the bodies when in contact with the
other ; these two cases, however, differ rather
in circumstances than in principle, and there
fore in the slight sketch we shall give of thU
subject, we shall consider the penetrating
body to be projected with a certain velocity,
and impinging upon the fixed body in a di*
rection perpendicular to its surface.

This is a subject of considerable importance
in military and naval gunnery, and has been
accordingly treated of by different writers on
these subjects ; Dr. Hutton in particular has
made several experiments on different sub
stances, and with different charges of powder,

in
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and different weight of shot, in order to pro
cure data from which the penetration in other

cases may be determined. The mean results

of the most accurate of his experiments, as

given in vol. iii. of his Tracts, are stated

below.

Velocityin
feet.

Subitance. Diam. of iron ihot
in inches.

Penetration.

1600 Elm 1-96 20 inch.

1200 Ditto 1-96 16

1500 Ditto 2-78 30

1060 Ditto 278 16

1200 Oak 504 34

1300 Earth 555 15 feet

In these experiments the gun was placed
so near the object, that the initial velocity of
the ball was not changed, and the penetration
was made lengthways of the timber, which in
the first four cases was sound elm, cut off near

the root of the tree ; the other two experi
ments were made by Robins, and given by
that author, with some others, in his Tract on

Gunnery. The first two experiments with

the velocity 1600 and 1200 feet, give 20 and

15 inches for the penetration being precisely
in the ratio of the two velocities; but this

ratio does not obtain in the next two experi
ments ; in fact, it is pretty obvious that this

cannot be the case, unless the resisting force

of the wood was uniformly the same through
out, which cannot be ; its density about the

penetrating body increasing every instant, in
consequence of the parts forced in by the ball,

which accounts for the results as deduced by
Dr. Hutton on this hypothesis not agreeing
with each other.

Supposing the resisting force of the wood

to be uniform, and representing it by /, the

Telocity by t>, and the space described by j,
also g- = 16 -j^ feet, the space described by
a body by gravity in one second, we shall have

vi
on the principle of forces f— —-, and ap

plying this formula to each of the above cases

for the same substance, each of them will be

found to give different results, which if the

resistance was uniform, ought all to agree
with each other, or nearly so ; and the same

objection must necessarily have place with
regard to the times of penetration. It is

probable, however, that this hypothesis, of
uniform resistance, may not much affect the
results in drawing a comparison between the

penetration of bodies of different densities,

magnitudes, &c. because here we do not re

quire any absolute quantities but their ratios ;

with regard to each other, under this point of
view, if d is made, to represent the diameter
of the ball, n its density, that of water being

one,/" the height of a column of water equal
to the resisting force of the wood or body
penetrated, a zz -7854, g = 16 feet, then it
may readily be shown from the doctrine of

forces that f — , and $ — - „ ; from

which formula:, and the preceding experi-

ments, all cases of penetration on the sub
stances there given may be determined.

From these formulas it appears, that the

depth penetrated, is as the density and dia
meter of the ball, and the square of the ve
locity, divided by the strength, or resisting (

force, of the matter or obstacle ; so that if
equal balls be discharged against the ob
stacle, the depths will be as the squares of
the velocities. See Hutton's Tracts, vol. iii.
p. 283.

PENNY, an English copper coin, the 12th
part of a shilling.

PENNYWEIGHT, the 20th part of an
ounce Troy. This weight derived its name
from being exactly the weight of an ancient
English silver penny.

PENTAGON (from vsim, five, and yutux,

angle), in Geometry, is a figure of five angles,
and consequently also of five sides, and when
these are both equal it is called a regular
pentagon, but otherwise it is irregular.

The angle at the centre of a pentagon is 72°,

and the angle of its 'sides 144°. The area of
a pentagon, whose side is one, is 1-7204774;

consequently, when the side is *, the area = «*

X 1-7204774.

To inscribe a Pentagon in a given Circle.

Draw the diameters,

Ap, nm at right angles
to each other, and bisect
the radius on in r. From
the point r, with the dis
tance r\, describe the
arc A J, and from the

point A, with the dis- c'V^J^^TB
tanco As, describe the arc *B. Join the
points A, B, and the line AB being carried
five times round the circle, will form the pen
tagon required.

To describe a Pentagon on a given Line.

Make Bm perpendi
cular to AB, and equal
to one half of it. Draw
Am, and produce it till
the part mn is equal to
Bra. From A and B as

centres with the radius
Bn, describe arcs cut-
ting each other in o. And from the point o,
with the same radius, or with o A, or oB, de
scribe the circle ABCDE. Apply the line
AB five times round the circumference of
this circle, and it will form the pentagon re

quired.
Note. If tangents be drawn through the

angular points ABCDE, a pentagon circum
scribing the circle will be formed ; and if the
arcs be bisected, the circle will be divided
into ten parts, which answers to a decagon,
which is thus readily constructed.

PENT AGRA PH, an instrument with which
designs of any kind may be copied in any
proportion at pleasure, without being skilled
in drawing.
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The pcntagraph is matte of brass, and con

sist* of four levors AHDE, the two longest

of which, A and B, are jointed together at their
ends, the other two, I), E, are also jointed to

gether at one of their ends, and to the levers

at the others. In this manner the instrument

-t.

alwaj-s forms a parallelogram, aka — e¥.e, and

«Mc — «De; /, g, and It
, are three tubes

upon the levers, two of which, J\ g, slide along

upon their respective levers, and can be fixed

at any point by screws; any of these tubes is',

adapted to receive either a fulcrum or fixed
centre, round which the whole instrument

turns a blunt point or tracer, to pass over the

original design, which is to be copied, or a

crayon to draw the ligure or copy of the

original design; these three points must be

always in one right line, and by the construc

tion of the levers, if they arc once set in a

line they will continue in it through any of its

motions.
The proportion in which the pentegr.iph

will reduce any figure will be easily calculated

from the same principles as the lever; viz. that

the magnitude ofthe figures described by cither
of the points, will be in the same proportion
to each other, as the distances of these points
from the fulcrum; thus if the point f be the
fulcrum, and if the distance from fXnghe half
the distance from f to A

,

the size ofthe figure

described by the point g, will be half the size

of the figure described at the same time by
the jioint A

. The fulcrum, as we have said be

fore, can be changed, as also the pencil and

the tracer, and any ofthe three can be applied
to either of the tubes upon the levers, if the

tracer is placed in the tube A
, the pencil in g,

and the fulcrum at/, any figure described by
the tracer A will be exactly copied one half the
size by the pencil at g ; and if

,

on the contrary,
the pencil is placed at A

, and the tracer at g,
the figure drawn by the pencil will be twice
the size ofthe original traced atg\

PENUMBRA, in Astronomy, a faint or

partial shade observed between the perfect
shadow and the fall of light in an eclipse.

This arises from the magnitude of the sun,
for were he only a luminous point, the shadow

would be everywhere perfect ; but in conse

quence of his diameter it happens, that a place,
which though not illuminated by the whole

body ofthe sun, may notwithstanding receive
a part of his rays.

This may be illustrated as follows: let S re

present the sun and M the moon, then it is ob
vious since luminous rays proceed from every
part ofthe sun's disc, there will be no part of
the shadow in which the light w ill be totally

intercepted, except that included within the
rays proceeding from the extreme edges of
the sun and moon ABC, and EDC, the other
part of the shadow, viz. from C to H, and I

experiencing only a partial interception, and
consequently in those parts a faint light will
be observed, proceeding from the darkest
shades at C, diminishing both ways to H anil

I, where it is lost in perfect light.
Penumbras must be constant attendants of

all eclipses w hether of the sun, moon, or pla
nets, primary or secondary; but with us they
are most obviousin eclipses of the sun, which

is the case above alluded to.
PERAMBULATOR, an instrument for

measuring distances, called also a pedometer,'
waywiser, and surveying wheel.

This wheel is so constructed as to measure
out a pole, or \6\ feet in two revolutions, and
consequently its circumference is S\ feet, and
its diameter 2-626 feet nearly.

To the wheel is attached a sort of double
pole w here the machinery is contained, which
works by means of the revolution of the
wheel ; and at the other end is a dial which
exhibits the number of miles, furlongs, Sec.

passed over; the whole being driven forward
by a person on foot, or drawn along by a car
riage to which it is sometimes attached.

This machine is extremely convenient and
expeditious, but it is not always quite accu
rate, in consequence ofthe uncvenness of the
road.

PERCH, in Land Meamre, the 40th part of

a square rood, containing 30{ square yards.
Pkrch, is also sometimes used as a measure

of length, being equal to 5f yards, or 16J feet,
and is otherwise called a rod or pole.

PERCUSSION, in Mechanics, the striking
of one body against another, or the shock
arising from the collision of two bodies. This

is either direct or oblique.
Direct Percussion, is when the impulse

takes place in a line perpendicular to the

plane of impact.
Oblique Percussion, is that which takes

place in any direction not perpendicular to
the plane of impact.

The Theory of Percussion, is a subject
which has much engaged the attention of phi
losophers, particularly with regard to the com
parison of percussion and pressure, one party
maintaining a perfect congruity between these
two forces, while others assert their total in
compatibility, observing that the least quan
tity of percussion is greater than any pressure
however great ; for, say they, the momentum
of a body is measured by its mass into its

velocity, if therefore the body A moves with
a velocity r, while the body B is at rest, or
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has no velocity ; tbe momentum of the former
is A x f, anil of tbe latter BxO, and conse

quently the former is infinitely greater than
the latter.

But however plausible this reasoning may
appear at first sight, it is evidently erroneous
as to the fact. Daily experience will con
vince us, that though (he advantages gained
by bodies, moving swil'lh, are very great over
those which oppose merely a resistance of
pressure, yet that they are by no means in
finite. Numerous circumstances will suggest
themselves to the mind, which prove, that,
physically speaking, we may balance any
percussive force by an equivalent one of mere
pressure, or even we may make the latter
greater so as to overcome the former.

The pile engine offers a remarkable con
firmation of this equality, or even preponder
ance on the side of pressure. It has, for in
stance, been found, that in driving piles in a

uniform sandy soil of the same density to 47

feet, the piles could not be driven more than
16 feet by any percussive blow that could be

communicated by the engine ; that is, the
friction and resistance of the soil w hich may
be considered as a pressivc force, was greater
than any percussive force that could be em
ployed by the pile engine, although the ram
mers made use of were extremely great.

And hence when we arc computing the
effect of a pile engine, it will be necessary to
estimate first the quantity of percussion that
is equivalent to the resistance and friction
opposed to the pile ; as no momentum short
of this, or even just equal to it, will produce
any effect, and when the momentum is greater
than this, it is only the difference between
the two that is effective in producing motion
in the pile. And to this circumstance must
be attributed the many erroneous solutions
that appeared a few years back to the ques
tion, " What must be the height of a pile
engine to produce the greatest effect in a

given time?" This question, at lirst sight, ap
pears to be the same, with asking how high
must the pile engine be to produce the great
est momentum in a given time ; but by using
this principle the solution always gave the
height — 0; that is, the greatest effect will
be produced when the rammer is left at rest
on the top of the pile.

But if instead of proceeding thus, we first
estimate, or find from experiment, the height
to which the rammer must be drawn, in order
that its momentum may be equivalent to the
resistance of the pile, and then considering
the difference between this and any greater
momentum to be only the effective part, a
very rational solution will be obtained.

But before entering upon the solution of this
problem, it will be proper to odor a few far
ther remarks with regard to the comparability
of percussion and pressure, because the solu
tion ultimately depends upon a proper com
parison of those quantities, and a want of due
attention to which, seems to have been the

cause of the erroneous results generally de
duced in the solution of this problem.

Without, indeed, entering into a discussion
concerning the congruity or incongruity of
these forces, it is obvious, that they nwy be
so employed as to produce the same or equal
results. A nail, for example, may be driven
to a certain depth into a block of wood by the
blow of a hammer, or it may be sunk to the
same depth by the pressure of a heavy body ;
whence, and from numerous other instances,
it is obvious, that pressure and percussion,
whether congruous or incongruous in their na
ture, arc at least comparable in their effects.

With regard to the above problem, the re
sistance and friction of the soil against tho
pile may, as above observed, be considered as
a pressure, and the object of our inquiry is
to establish a comparison between this resist
ance or pressure of the soil, and the momen
tum of the ram, or what part of the wholo
generated momentum of the latter is em
ployed in overcoming tho resistance of the
firmer, in order to determine the effective
part of the stroke, which ought alone to be
considered in estimating the maximum effect;
because any single momentum, less than that
which is equivalent to the resistance, would
produce no effect whatever.

Now it being admitted that pressure and
momentum are at least comparable in their
effects, it must also be granted that there is
some determinate momentum of the ram,
that is equivalent to the resistance of the
pile, and the height necessary for producing
this momentum must be the first object of our
research, which it is obvious, from the various
circumstances that may arise in the applica
tion of the pile engine, can only be deter
mined by experiment.

Suppose, for example, that it is found by
experiment, that a momentum m drives the
pile a inches, and a momentum M drives it 4
inches, and let it be required thence to deter
mine the momentum y, which is equal to the
resistance of the pile.

The first effective momentum is m — y, and
the second M — y ; and now admitting each
effect proportional to the cause which pro
duces it, we have m — y : M — y :: a : 1

or bm — by — Ma — ay

which is the momentum equal to the resist
ance of the pile. Find the height due to this
momentum, and call it h; then the solution
of the problem will stand as follows:

Let x be the required height to produce
the max,

a the velocity per second in drawing
up,

t the time in falling,
g =. 16^ feet.

Then supposing the momentum to vary as
the velocity, and calling the weight of the
ram w, we have
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2gt =: «, v tc

—
m, the generated momentum,

— = time in drawing up,
a

■^f. = time in falling = t,

a- y/g + a ✓ *
(he who|e timC(

a

2 v^g-i = », or 'iujy/g-x
~ m, by substituting

—- instead of t.

Also A bciug the height due to the momen
tum above deiermined, this will be expressed

by 2ir V gli, a ml consequently 2w ^ gx—'2w ^gfi
is the effective momentum, which divided by
the time necessary for the production of it
must be a maximum ; that is,

2wJerx — 2uW eh—2 Jlfi— x a*/g — a max.
Xy/g + a-/x 8

•/x — s/A
or ~ a max.xjg + ajx

This, thrown into fluxions, gives

(,/* — >/A) j =0
which reduced gives

\ Sgx = \a v/
^

+ or

a; Vg" — a sfh + 2 -J ghx, or

ar— 2 Shx = a

W hence

✓«= VA±v/(* + "-^)
or x = S^±v/(A+a-^)ji
which is the height required.

In the abovw .solution we have only deter

mined the height when any single momentum,

divided by the time necessary for the produc
tion of it, is a maximum; whereas the pro
blem requires, that the sum of all the momenta
divided by the whole time should be a maxi
mum. In order to determine this we mnst
assume a certain law of resistance, to which,

applying the prec eding principle of solution,
a general result will be obtained. But as this
assumed law of resistance must be totally sup
posititious, and probably very different from
that which arises in practice, the preceding
determination (supposing the value of A to
have been foetid by experiment towards the
conclusion of the operation of the engine) is

probably more accurate than that which would
result from the above supposition of a variable
law of resistance.

For it must be observed that x, as found
above, is always the same function of A; that
A increases as the blows are repeated, and con

sequently x also increases each blow ; but the
distance between the top of the pile and the

top of the engine also practically increases
each stroke, by the depth the pile has pene
trated.

It is therefore probable, that the value of x,
found as above for any single stroke, is very
nearly, if not accurately, that which answers
for the whole sum.

Let us now return to our original subject,
and endeavour to trace the causes of the dif
ference between the effects of impact and that
of simple pressure.

When a body snpposed perfectly hard, in the
course of its motion strikes another body also
perfectly hard, the variation in motion ought
to be produced in an indivisible instant, and
in such a manner that between the initial ve
locity, and the velocity after the shock, there
shall not be any intermediate velocity. Bat
if the motion of the body were modified by a
pressure, or by a constant force, such as that
of gnrvity, then it would change by sensible
degrees, and have undergone a determinate
variation at the end of a certain time.

It is therefore the law of continuity which
distinguishes the effects of prcssion from those
of percussion, when the hardness is infinite ;

but as such hardness no where exists, since
matter always possesses a certain degree of
elasticity, and a limited cohesion of particles
which may be surmounted, we may inquire if
percussion, considered physically, conforms
to the law of continuity. Now when a body
strikes another, two effects have place in each.
First, The parts in contact yield to the action
of the stroke and become compressed, so that
the figure of the bodies is altered by a flatten
ing or impression, which obtains in the parts
in contact, and in the neighbourhood of those
parts. Secondly, When the flattening or im
pression has arrived at the greatest degree of
which the bodies are susceptible, then their
inherent elasticity tends to destroy the im
pression, and effaces it either wholly or in
part ; this produces a mutual action and re
action of the bodies, which is continued till
they arc no longer in coutact. Thus, as soon
as the bodies come into sensible contact, com
pression must begin ; for wc may suppose the
bodies to be two balls, which will therefore
touch only in one point. The mutual pres
sure which is necessary in order to produce
the retardation of A and the acceleration of
B, is exerted only on the foremost particle of
A and the hindmost particle of B ; but no
atom of matter can bo put in motion, or have
its motion any way changed, unless it be act
ed on by an adequate force.

The force urging any individual particle
must be precisely competent to the production
of the very change of motion which obtains in
that particle. Except the two particles which
come into contact in the collision, all the other

particles are immediately actuated by the
forces which connect them with each other ;

and the force acting on any one is generally
componnded of many forces which connect
that particle with those adjoining. Therefore
when A overtakes B, the foremost particle of
A is immediately retarded; the particles be

hind it would move forward, if their mutual

connection were dissolved in that instant; but
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this remaining, they only approach nearer to
the foremost striking particles, and thus make
a compression, which gives occasion for the
inherent elasticity to exert itself, and by its
re-action retard the following particles. Thus
each stratum (so to conceive it), continuing
in motion, makes a compression, which occa
sions the elasticity to re-act, and by re-acting
to retard the stratum immediately behind it.
This happens in succession : the compression
and elastic re-action begin in the anterior
stratum, and take place in succession back
ward, and Ihe whole body gets into a state of
compression. All this is done in an instant

(as we commonly, but inaccurately, speak);
that is, in a very small and insensible moment
of time ; but in this moment there is the same
gradual compression, increase of mutual ac
tion, greatest compression, common velocity,
subsequent restitution, and final separation ;

as in the case of bodies with a slender spring
interposed, or even in the case of mutual re

pelling magnets. In all the cases the changes
of motion are produced by the elasticity, or the
repulsion, and not by the transfusion of the
force of motion. The changing force is, in
deed, inherent to the bodies, but not because
they are in motion ; the use of the motion is
to give occasion, by continued compression,
for the continued operation of the inherent
elasticity.

Hence it appears, that the law of continuity
has actually place in the impact of bodies, and
that no alteration in their motion takes place
without their previously partaking of all the in
termediate alterations. It is true this alteration
is always produced during an extremely short
interval of time, and this occasions the great
disproportion which is observed between the
effects of impact and those of pressure ; but it
is notwithstanding inconceivable, as Mr. At-
wood remarks, " that any really existing body
should pass from quiescence into finite motion,
or from one degree of finite motion to an
other, without having possessed all the inter
mediate degrees of velocity ;" and hence it
follows, that the phenomena of collision may
be considered of a kindred class to those which
are occasioned by accelerating or retarding
forces, and act by insensible degrees, in order
to produce a finite effect.

For farther information on the theory of
percussion, see the work of George Juan, a
Spanish author, entitled "Examen Maritimo;''
Ptony's " Mech. Hydraulique ;" Gregory's
" Mechanics;" and the article Impulsion, Sup
plement to the Encyclop. firitan. ; see also
our article Collision.

Centre of Percussion. Sec Centre.
PERFECT dumber, is one that is equal to

the sum of ali its divisors, or aliquot parts
(Euclid, book vii. def. 22) ; thus

6=t +
«

+
«

2 3 6

2
+

4
+ 7+ l4^28

which are therefore perfect numbers.

2'o find a Perfect Number.

Find 2" — la prime number, then will
2s-1 x (2" — 1) be a perfect number.

For 2-— 1 =1 + 2 + 21 +23 + 2\&c.2»-';
and it is demonstrated by Euclid, in the last
prop, of book ix. that if the abavc series be
continued till its sum be a prime, then that
sum multiplied by the last term of the series
will be a perfect number; which, therefore, is
identically the same as the above formula, and
the truth of the theorem, under its analytical
form, may be demonstrated as follows: Since
2" — 1 is a prime, put it := b, and 2"_l =
2™ = a'"; then the above reduces to amb. Now

+ l J
the sum of the divisors of a" b — X

a — 1
6'+' — 1

-j—
. See Divisor. But in this formula,

the number itself is considered as a diviror,
whioh is excluded in perfect number; there
fore the sum of the divisors, exclusive of the
number itself, is

— X — amb,
a — 1 6—1

and it only remains to be demonstrated, that
this is equal to amb; or that

r— X - ~ = 2a»'J;
a — 1 b — 1

and this will be evident, by re-establishing
again the value of a and 6, as above ;

., 2" — 1 (2- — l)1 — 1 , ,then— -Xt(8H_1)_1=(y-l)
(2» — 1 + 1) = 2" (2" — 1)

and 2a"'b = 2.2n- '(2» —
1) =2" (2"— 1

),

which are identical.
And consequently every number of the form

2"~' (2»
— 1), the latter factor being a prime,

is a porfect number, the sum of its divisors
being equal to the number itself. If
n= 2 then 2 (2* —1)=G
n— 3 21 (23 — 1)=28
nzz It 2+ (2s — 1):=496
n= 7 26 (2' — 1)=8128
n=13 2,1(2"-l)=3355033f5
«— 17 2l6(21?— 1)=858986905G
»=:19 2'\2"— 1)=137438691328
n=31 23°(2'

'- 1)=2305843008139952128
which are all perfect numbers.

The dillieulfy, therefore, of finding perfect
numbers, arises from that of finding prime
numbers of the form 2» — 1

; which is very
laborious. Eulcr ascertained, that 231 — 1 zz
2147483647 is a prime number ; and this is the
greatest at present known to be such, and
consequently the last- of the above perfect
numbers, which depends upon this, is the

greatest perfect number known at present,
and probably the greatest that ever will be
discovered; for as they arc- merely curious,

without being useful, it is not likely that any

person will attempt to find one beyond it.
PERIGEE, orPERlo;EUM (from irtft, about,

and yn, earth), in the Ancient Astronomy, sig

nified the nearest approach of the suu, or any
of the planets, to the earth ; or rather that

poiut of their orbit when at their least dis-
LL
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tancc : a term which the moderns have chang
ed to perihelion, because it is the earth that

is in motion and not the sun, as was supposed

by the ancients. The term perigee is, how

ever, still properly used, as applied to the
moon, comets, &c. to denote their nearest ap

proach to our planet. Sec Perihelion.
PERIHELION, or Perihelium (from rc-ipi

and nXio,-, the sun), that point in the orbit of a

planet or comet w hich is nearest to the sun ;

being the extremity of their transverse axis

nearest to that focus in which the sun is placed;
being thus opposed to the aphelion, w hich is

the opposite extremity of the same axis.
The perihelion distances of the several pla

nets, the mean distance of the earth from
the sun being taken as unity, are as follows :

Perihelion Distances of the Planets, the Mean
Distance of the Earth being Unity.

Mercury -1815831
Venus -7164793
Earth -9831468
Mars 1-4305595
Vesta : 2-2797800
Juno 2-4122190
Ceres 2-6890660
Pallas 2-5222080
Jupiter 5 1546127
Saturn 94826022
Lrauus 19 1366347

PERIMETER (from wtpi, about, and /uii-po*.
measure), in Geometry , is the ambit or outward

boundary of any figure ; being the sum of all
the sides in right-lined figures, and means the

same as circumference, or periphery, in cir
cular ones.

PERIOD, in Astronomy, is the time in which
a planet or satellite makes one entire revolu
tion in its orbit, or return again to the same

point in the heavens.
It is one of the celebrated laws of Kepler,

discovered by observation, and confirmed by
Newton in his " Principia," that the squares
of the periodic times of revolution are to each
other as the cubes of the distance of the re

spective planets from the sun. And the same
law has also place with all the satellites revolv

ing about the same primary. For the periodic
times of revolution of the several planets in
our system, see Elements of the Planets.

Period, in Chronology, denotes an epoch,
or space of time, by which the years are rec
koned. See Epoch.

Period, is a word also frequently used in
arithmetic; as in the extraction of the square
and other roots, the circulation of decimals, &c.

PERIODICA L.rcturningat stated periods.
PERIOECTANS, in Geography, arc those

people which inhabit the same parallel of la
titude.

PERIPATETIC Philosophy, the system of
philosophy taught and established by Aristotle ;

the word comes from srifiTruTiu, I ualk, be
cause they always disputed while walking in
the I ,\ it ii m.

PERIPHERY (from Tipi, about, and <p,(il,I bear or carry), the same as perimeter or cir

cumference : perimeter, however, is more com
monly used in speaking of right-lined figures;
and periphery, of curvilinear ones.

PERISCII, a term formerly applied to the
inhabitants of the two frigid zones, because
their shadows at times make an entire cir
cumference in one day.

PERITROCHIUM. See Axis in Peritro-
chio.

PERMUTATIONS, the changes in the
position of things; differing from combinations
in this, that the latter has no reference to the
order in which the quantities are combined ;

whereas in the former, this order is consider
ed, and consequently the number of permu
tations always exceeds the number of com
binations. Permutation also diners from what
is simple, termed changes in this; that by
changes, is commonly meant only the diffe
rent order in which a number of things may
be arranged, taking all together; whereas per
mutations implies a combination of a number
of things into different sets, and the changes
which may then have place amongst them.

In general the number of permutations may
be found by first finding the number of com
binations; and then the number of permuta
tions in each ; and the product of these is the
whole number of permutations. See Combi
nations.

PER PENDICULAR, in Geometry, is form
ed by one line meeting another so as to make
the angles on each side of it equal to each
other.

Perpendicular to a Curve, is a line per
pendicular to the tangent of the curve at that
point.

Perpendicular Action of Gravity, is the
direction which it gives to a body falling freely,
which is always in a line perpendicular to a
tangent to the earth's surface at that point,
and not necessarily in a line directed to the
centre of the earth.

To erect a Perpendicular upon a given Point
C, in a given Line AB.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

A—
When the point is near the middle of the

line. On each side of the point C take any two
equal distances Cn, Cm. From n and m, with
any radius greater than cn or cm, describe
arcs cutting each other in s. Through the
point .v draw the line sc, and it will be the
perpendicular required.

When the point is at or near the end of the
line. Take any point o, and with the radius
or distance oC describe the arc mCn, cutting;
ol> in m and C. Through the centre o, and the
point m, draw the line mon, cutting the arc
mCninii. From the point n draw the linen C,
and it will lie the perpendicular required.
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From a given Point C, to letfall a Perpendicu

lar upon a given Line AB.

Fig. 3.

c
Fig. 4.

4-B

; s

When the point is nearly opposite the mid

dle of the given line. From the point C, with

any radius, describe the arc nm cutting A
B in n and m. From the points n, m, with
the same, or any other radius, describe two

arcs cutting each other in S. Through the

points CS draw the line CGS, audCG will
be the perpendicular required.

When the point is nearly opposite to the

end of the line. To any point m, in the line
AB, draw the line Cm. Bisect the line Cm,
or divide it into two equal parts, in the point n.

From n, with the radius nm. or »C, describe

the arc CGm, cutting AB in G. Through
the point C draw the line CG, and it will be

the perpendicular required.
PERPETUAL Motion, is that which pos

sesses within itself the principle of motion ;

and consequently since every body in nature,
w hen in motion, would continue in that state,

every motion once begun would be perpetual
but for the operation of some external causes;

such arc those of friction, resistance, &c: and

since it is also a known principle in mecha

nics, that no absolute power can be gained by
any combination of machinery, except there

being at the same time an equal gain in an

opposite direction ; but that, on the contrary,
there must necessarily be some lost from the

above causes, it follows that a perpetual mo
tion can never take place from any pure me

chanical combination ; yet this is a problem
which has engaged the attention of many in
genious men, from the earliest period to the
present time, though it has but seldom been

attempted by men of science, since the true
laws of mechanics have been so well esta
blished.

Perpetual Screw. See Screw.
PERPETUITY, in the Doctrine of Annui

ties, is the number of years in which the sim
ple interest of any principal sum will amount
to the same as the principal itself; or it is the

quantity arising by dividing 100, or any other
principal, by its interest for one year. Thus
the perpetuity, at the rate of 6 per cent, is
*?* = 20 years ; and at 4 per cent. = 25
years.

PERSEUS, a northern constellation. See
Constellation.

PERSPECTIVE, the art of delineating
visible objects on a plane surface, such as they
appear at a given distance or height upon a
transparent plane, supposed to be placed com

monly perpendicular to the horizon between

the eye and the object. Perspective is divided
into Aerial and Lineal, the former having
principally a reference to the colouring and
shading of distant objects, and the latter as
above defined, which relates to the position,
magnitude, form, &c. of the several lines or
contours of objects, &c. This part, in fact, is
the only branch of perspective that properly
falls within the design of the present work,
and to which we shall confine our observations.

This branch of mathematics, which some
class under the term optics, doubtless owes
its origin to painting, and was known and
practised by the ancient Greeks, having been
taught by Democritus and Anaxagoras, and
is treated of by Euclid in his " Optics," and
is again mentioned by Tzetzes in the twelfth
century, who was well acquainted w ith its im
portance in painting ; and it is obvious also
from the works of Alhazen, who lived about
the beginning of the twelfth century, that the
Arabians were at that time acquainted with
this art.

But the first authors who wrote professedly
on perspective, were Bartolome Bramantino,
of Milan, w hose book, " Regole di Perspec
tive, e Misure delle Antichita di Lombardia,"
is dated 1440; and Pietro del Borgo, likewise
an Italian, who was the most ancient author
met with by Ignatius Danti, and who it is
supposed died in 1443. This last writer sup
posed objects placed beyond a transparent
tablet, and so to trace the images which rays
of light, emitted from them, would make upon
it. And Albert Durer constructed a machine
upon the principles of Borgo, by which he
could trace the perspective appearance of
objects.

Leon Battista Alberti, in 1450, wrote his
treatise " De Pictura," in which he treats
chiefly of perspective.

Balthazar Peruzzi, of Siena, who died in
1506, had diligently studied the writings of
Borgo; and his method of perspective was
published by Serlio in 1540. To him it is said
we owe the discovery of points of distances,
to which arc drawn all lines that make an
angle of 45° with the ground line.

Guido Ubaldi, another Italian, soon after
discovered that all lines are parallel to one
another, if they be inclined to the ground line,
converge to some point in the horizontal line;
and that through this point also will pass a

line drawn from the eye parallel to them. His
"Perspective" was printed at Pisaro in 160O,

and contained the first principles of the me
thod afterwards discovered by Dr. Brook
Taylor.

In 1583, was published the work of Giaeomo
Barozzi of "Vignola, entitled "The Two Rules
of Perspective," with a learned commentary
by Ignatius Danti. In 1615, Marolois's work
was printed at the Hague, and engraved and

published by Houdius. And in 1625, Sirigatti
published his " Treatiseof Perspective," which
is little more than an abstract of Vignola's.

Since that time the art of perspective has

been gradually improved by subsequent geo
L L2
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metricians, particularly by Professor Grave-
sande, and still more by Dr. Brook Taylor,
whose principles are in a great measure new,
and far more general than those of any of his

predecessors. He did not confine his rales,
as they had done, to the horizontal plane only,
but made them general, so as to affect every
species of lines and planes, whether they
were parallel to the horizon or not ; and thus
his principles were made universal. And
from the simplicity of his rules, the tedious
progress of drawing out plans and elevations
from any objects is rendered useless, and
therefore avoided; for by this method not only
the fewest lines imaginable are required to

produce any perspective representation, but
every figure thus drawn will bear the nicest
mathematical examination. Farther, his sys
tem is the only one calculated for answering
every purpose of those who are practitioners
in the art of design ; for by it they may pro
duce cither the whole, or only so much of an
object as is wanted ; and by fixing it in its pro
per place, its apparent magnitnde may be de
termined in an instant. It explains also the
perspective of shadows, the reflection of ob
jects from polished planes, and the inverse
practice of perspective.

His " Linear Perspective" was first pub
lished in 1715, and his " New Principles of
Linear Perspective" in 1719,' which he in
tended as an explanation of his first treatise.
And his methods has been chiefly followed by
all others since that time.

In 1738, Mr. Hamilton published his "Ste
reography," in 2 vols, folio, after the manner
of Dr. Taylor. But the neatest system of per
spective, both as to theory and practice, on
the same principles, is that of Mr. Kirby.
There are also good treatises on the sub
ject by Dc Bosse, Albertus, Lamy, Niccron,
Pozzo the Jesuit, Ware, Cowley, Priestley,
Ferguson, Emerson, Malton, Henry Clarke;
and a neat elementary treatise has been
lately published by Mr. Creswcll, of Trinity
College, Cambridge.

General Definition! and Principles of Per
spective.

An original object, is that object which is
to be represented, or which forms the subject
of the picture.

The perspective plane, is a plane on which
the objects are required to be delineated, and
is commonly supposed to be situated between
the object and the eye.

The point of view, is that point from which
the objects are seen, when they arc delineated
upon the perspective plane.

The point in which the perspective plane is
met by a straight line drawn perpendicular to
it from the point of view, is called the centre

of the picture, or the principal point.
The distance between the point of view,

and the principal point, is called the distance

of the picture, or the principal distance.
The plane which contain any original point

or line, viz. any point or line, the representa

tion of which is required, is called an original
plane.

The base line of any original plane, is the
common intersection of that plane, and the
perspective plane.

The point in which the perspective plane U
met by a straight line drawn through the point
of view parallel to any original straight line, is
called the vanishing point of that original line.

The intersection of the perspective plane,
and a plane passing through the point of view
parallel to any original plane, is called the
vanishing line of that original plane.

The point in which any vanishing line is
met by a straight line drawn perpendicular to
it from the point of view, is called, the centre
of that vanishing line.

The distance between the point of view
and the centre of any vanishing line, is called
the direct distance of that vanishing line.

P

These definitions will be better understood

by a reference to the above figure ; where O
is the point of view ; P L the perspective
plane ; X Y an original plane, and M d its

parallel; C the centre of the picture; OC
the principal distance; H L the base line of
XY; Drf its vanishing line; K the centre
of D d, and OK its direct distance. Cress-
well's Elements of Linear Perspective."

PETIT (Peter), a respectable French
mathematician, was born at Montlucon about
the year lo'OO. He was author of several works,
viz. ou Chronology ; Weights and Magni
tudes of Metals: on a Vacuum; Eclipses;
Comets ; Heat and Cold, &c. He died in 1667.

PETTY (Sir William), an eminent Eng
lish philosopher, was born in Hampshire, in
1023; to whose character, genius, and per
severance we owe the first commencement
of the Royal Society. Sir William Petty was

author of numerous papers on a variety of
subjects, and amongst others, a work on "Po
litical Arithmetic." A complete list of all his

pieces is given in Dr. Ilutton's Dictionary,
to which the reader is referred. Petty died
in 1687, leaving at his death a very consider
able property, accumulated in the discharge
of many important public situations.

PHANTASMAGORIA (from tpoulao-p*,

phantasm, and ya{ia«. / mock), denotes a re
markable optical illusion arising from a par
ticular application of the magic lantern. In
the exhibition of this spectacle, the audience
are placed in a dark room, having a trans
parent screen between them and the lantern,

which screen ought to bo let down after the

lights are withdrawn, and unknown to the

spectators.
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The lantern being then properly adjusted

An the opposite side, the figure' intended
to be exhibited is thrown upon the screen,
which will appear to the observers as if
placed in free space, and by altering the
distance of the lantern the figure may be
made to appear of any size ; which changes
in its dimensions are attributed by the ob
servers to the distance or proximity of the
image, so that at one time it appears to be at
an immense distance, and at another to be

exceedingly near, and over the heads of some
part of tbc audience.

Mr. Nicholson gives the following descrip
tion of the exhibition of this spectacle at the
Lyceum.

All the lights of the small theatre of exhi
bition were removed, except one hanging
lamp, which could be drawn up so that its
flame should be perfectly enveloped in a cy
lindrical chimney, or opaque shade. In this
gloomy and wavering light the curtain was
drawn up, and presented to the spectator a

cave or place exhibiting skeletons, and other
figures of terror, in relief, autl painted on the
sides or wall. After a short interval the lamp
was drawn up, and the audience were in total
darkness, succeeded by thunder and light
ning ; which last appearance was formed by
the magic lantern upon a thin cloth or screen,
let down after the disappearance of the light,
and consequently unknown to most of the
spectators. These appearances were followed
by figures of departed men, ghost, skeletons,
transmutations, &c. produced on the screen
by the magic lantern on the other side, and
moving their eyes, mouth, &c. by the well-
known contrivance of two or more sliders.
The transformations are effected by moving
the adjusting tube of the lantern out of its
focus, and changing the slider during the
moment of confused appearance.

It must be again remarked that these figures
appear without any surrounding circle of illu
mination, and that the spectators, having no
previous view or knowledge of the screen, nor
any visible object of comparison, arc each
left to imagine the distance according to their
respective fancy. After a very short time of
exhibiting the first figure, it was seen to con
tract gradually in all its dimensions, until it
became extremely small and then vanished.
This effect, as may easily be imagined, is
produced by bringing the lantern nearer and
nearer the screen, taking care at the same
time to preserve the distinctness, and at last
closing the aperture altogether, and the pro
cess being (except as to brightness) exactly
the same, as happens when visible objects
become more remote, the mind is irresistibly
led to consider the figures as if they were
receded to an immense distance.

Several figures of celebrated men were
thus exhibited with more transformations;
such as the head of Dr. Franklin being con
verted into a skull, and these were succeeded
by phantoms, skeletons, and various terrific
figures, which, instead of seeming to recede
and then vanish, were (by enlargement) made

suddenly to advance, to the surprise and
astonishment of the audience, and then dis
appear by seeming to sink into the ground.

For another description of these interesting
illusions, see notes to Gregory's translation
of Hauy's " Philosophy," vol. xi. p. 390.

PHASES (from <fecnv, I appear), in Astro
nomy, denote the various appearance of the
moon at different ages, being at one time a
crescent, then a semicircle, then gibbous, and
lastly full ; after which the same phases re
turn again in the same order. Venus and
Mercury have the same phases as the moon,
and Mars partakes of them, in some measure,
being at times gibbous ; the same must also
have place in a less degree with the other
superior planets. The same term is also ap
plied to denote the appearance of the moon
or sun when eclipsed.

PHENOMENON (from Qcun^, I appear),
is strictly an appearance, but more commonly
confined to those only of an extraordinary
nature, particularly as relating to the heavens,
or heavenly bodies ; as comets, meteors, shoot
ing stars, &c. We also speak of the pheno
mena of the magnet, of electricity, &c.

PHILOLAUS, a celebrated Grecian phi
losopher and astronomer, contemporary with
Plato, who is said by some to have been the
author of the true solar system, as revised by
Copernicus ; but this appears to be erroneous,
as there seems undoubted proof of Pytha
goras having taught this system in his school,
having derived his knowledge of it from the
Egyptians. Philolaus flourished about 400
years before Christ.

PHILOSOPHER, a person well versed in
philosophy, or one who makes profession of,
or applies himself to the study of those sci
ences.

PHILOSOPHY, the knowledge or study
of nature or morality, founded on reason and
experience, the word originally implying a
love of wisdom. The only part of philosophy,
however, which belongs to a work of this
kind, is that which is called natural or expe
rimental philosophy, and which may be gene
rally defined that branch of science which
derives its data from experiments and obser
vations, on which the whole system is sup
ported, as is that of geometry upon axioms
and definitions. See Physics.

PHQ2NIX, a southern constellation. See
Constellation.

PHONICS ; the same as Acoustics.
PHOSPHORUS (from ?>«,-,light, and ,-^,I bear), a substance which shines by its own

light. The discovery of this singular sub
stance was accidently made in 1677, by an
alchymist of Hamburgh, named Brandt, when
he was engaged in searcliing for the philo
sopher's stone.

Kunkcl, another chemist, who had seen the
new product, associated himself with one of
his friends, named Krafft, to purchase the
secret of its preparation ; but the latter de

ceiving bis friends, made tbc purchase for
himself, and refused to communicate it. Kun
kcl, who at this time knew nothing further
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of its preparation than that it was obtained
by certain processes from urine, undertook
the task, and succeeded. It is on this ac
count that the substance long went under the
name of Kunkel's phosphorus. Mr. Boyle is
also considered as one of the discoverers of
phosphorus. He communicated the secret
of the process for preparing it to the Royal
Society of London in 1680. It is asserted,
indeed, by Krafft, that he discovered the
secret to Mr. Boyle, having in the year
1678 carried a small piece of it to London to
show it to the Royal Family ; but there is
little probability that a man of such integrity
as Mr. Boyle would claim the discovery of
the process as his own, and communicate it
to the Royal Society, if this had been the
case. Mr. Boyle communicated the process
to Godfrey Hankwitz, an apothecary of Lon
don, who for many years supplied Europe
with phosphorus, and hence it went under the
name of English phosphorus. In the year
1774,the Swedish chemists, Gahn and Scheele,
made the important discovery, that phos
phorus is contained in the bones of animals,
and they improved the processes for procur
ing it.

The most convenient process for obtaining
phosphorus, seems to be that recommended
by I'ourcroy and Vauqiiclin, which we shall
transcribe. Take a quantity of burnt bones,
and reduce them to powder. Put 100 parts
of this powder into a porcelain or stone ware
bason, and dilute it with four times its weight
of water. Forty parts of sulphuric acid are
then to be added in small portions, taking
care to stir the mixture after the addition of
every portion. A violent effervescence takes

place, and a great quantity of air is dis
engaged. Let the mixture remain for twenty-
four hours, stirriug it occasionally to expose
every part of the powder to the action of the
acid. The burnt bones consists of the phos
phoric acid and lime ; but the sulphuric acid
has a greater affinity for the lime than the
phosphoric acid. The action of the sulphuric
acid uniting with the lime, and the separation
of the phosphoric acid, occasion the effer
vescence. The sulphuric acid and the lime
combine together, being insoluble, and fall to
the bottom. Pour the whole mixture on a
cloth filter, so (hat the liquid part, which is
to be received in a porcelain vessel, may pass
through. A white powder, which is the inso
luble sulphats of lime, remains on the filter.
After this has been repeatedly washed with
water, it may be thrown away; but the water
is to be added to that part of the liquid which
passed through the filter. Take a solution of
sugar of lead in water, and pour it gradually
into the liquid in the porcelain bason. A
white powder falls to the bottom, and the
sugar of lead must be added so long as any pre
cipitation takes place. The whole is again to
be poured upon a filter, and the w hile powder
which remains is to be well washed and dried.
The dried powder is then to be mixed with
oiic-sixth of its weight of charcoal powder.
Put (his mixture into an earthen ware retort,

and place it in a sand bath, with *he beak prang
ed into a vessel of water. Apply heat, and let
it be gradually increased till the retort be
comes red-hot. As the heat increases, air-
bubbles rush in abundance through the beak
of the retort, some of which are inflamed when
they come in contact with the air at the sur
face of the water. A substance at last drops
out similar to melted wax, which congeals
under the water. This is phosphorus. To
have it quite pure, melt it in warm water,
and strain it several times through a piece
of shamoy leather, under the surface of the
water. To mould it into sticks, take a glass
funnel with a long tube, which must be stop
ped with a cork. Fill it with water, and put
the phosphorus into it. Immerse the funnel
in boiling water, and when the phosphorus is
melted and flows into the tube of the funnel,
then plunge it into cold water, and when the
phosphorus has become solid remove the
cork, and push the phosphorus from the mould
with a piece of wood. Thus prepared, it must
be preserved in close vessels containing pure
water. When phosphorus is perfectly pure
it is semi-transparent, and has the consistence
of wax. It is so soft that it may be cut with a

knife. Its specific gravity is from 1.77 to 2.03.
It has an acid and disagreeable taste, and a

peculiar smell, somewhat resembling garlic.
When a stick of phosphorus is broken it

exhibits some appearance of crystallization.
The crystals are needle-shaped, or long octa
hedrons; but to obtain them in their most

perfect state, the surface of the phosphorus,
just when it becomes solid, should be pierced,
that the internal liquid phosphorus may flow

out, and leave a cavity for their formation.
When the phosphorus is exposed to the light
it becomes of a reddish colour, which appears
to be an incipient combustion. It is there
fore necessary to preserve it in a dark place.
At the temperature of 99° it becomes liquid,
and if air be entirely excluded, it evaporates
at 219°, and boils at 564°. At the tempe
rature of 43° or 44° it gives out a while smoke,
and is luminous in the dark. This is a slow
combustion of the phosphorns, which becomes

more rapid as the temperature is raised. |
When phosphorus is heated to the tempera
ture of 148° it takes fire, burns with a bright
flame, and sends out a great quantity of white
smoke. Phosphorus enters into combination
with oxygen, azote, hydrogen, and carbon.
Phosphorus is soluble in oils, and when thus

dissolved forms what has been called liquid
phosphorus, which may be rubbed on the face

and hands without injury. It dissolves too

in ether, and a very beautiful experiment con
sists in pouring this phosphoric ether in small
portions, and in a dark place, on the surface
of hot water. The phosphorio matches con
sists of phosphorus extremely dry, minutely
divided, and perhaps a little oxygenized. The
simplest mode of making them, is to put a

little phosphorus, dried by blotting paper,
into a small phial ; heat the phial, and when

the phosphorus is melted turn it round, so

that the phosphorus may adhere to the sides.
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Cork the pliial closely, and it is prepared.
On putting a common sulphur-match into a

bottle, and stirring it about, the phosphorus
will adhere to the match, and will take fire
when brought out into the air. British Ency
clopedia.

PHYSICAL, anything relating to physics.
PHYMCO-Mathemotics, is the same as

mixed mathematics, being those branches of
this science which investigates the laws and
actions of bodies, and their combinations, by
means of certain data drawn from observation
and experiment. See Mixed Mathematics.

PHYSICS, is a term denoting the same as

experimental or natural philosophy ; being
the doctrine of natural bodies, their pheno
mena, causes, and effects, with their various
affections, motions, and operations.

Experimental Physics, is that which en
quires into the nature and reason of things
by experiments, as in hydrostatics, pneu
matics, optics, chemistry, &c.

Mechanical Physics, explains the appear
ances of nature from the matter, motion, struc
ture, and figures of bodies, and their several
parts, according to the established laws of
nature.

PIASTER, a Spanish coin of the value of
is. 6d. sterling.

PICARD (John), a celebrated French ma
thematician and astronomer of the 17th cen
tury. He was the first who applied the teles
cope to astronomical instruments, and com
menced the publication of the " Connaissance
des Tcms," which he calculated from 1079 to
1683. He also first measured the length of
a degree of the meridian in France, and gave
a map of that country. The time of his birth
is not known, but he died in 1682 or 1683.

Picard was author of several works, on Level
ling, Dialling, Dioptrics, Discharge and Men
suration of Fluids, Astronomy, &c. the whole
of which are given in the 6th and 7th volumes
of the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences.

PIERS, in the theory of Bridges, are the
walls built to support the arches, and from
w hich they spring as bases.

PILES, in Building, arc large stakes or
beams sharpened at the end, and shod with
iron, to be driven into the ground for a foun
dation to build upon in marshy places.

Plhli-Engine, is an engine used for the
purpose of driving piles. Of the principles of
the operation of this engine, see Percussion.

Pile, in Artillery, denotes a collection or
heap of balls or shells, piled up in a pyramidal
form, the base being some regular figure, as

an equilateral triangle, square, or rectangle,
and the whole pile a series of such figures,
the side of each successive row diminishing
by one from the bottom upwards.

Therefore the whole number of balls is
equal to the sum of a scries of triangular num
bers, squares, or rectangles, according to the
figure of the pile: and may be expressed by
the following formula;,

n(u + IK" + 2>

6

Square pile . n(n + lK2n + 1)

Triangular pile

Rectangular pile -"■'»■ + l)(3ii-m + 1)

Where n in the two first formula? denotes
the number of balls in the side of the base ;

and in the latter, n is the number of balls in
the length of the base, and m the number of
those iu the breadth.

These formulae are difficult to remember
upon an emergency ; and therefore the follow
ing general rule, for this purpose, which is not
commonly known, is deserving the notice of
artillery officers.

Rule. In every pile there may be found
three parallel lines, the sum of which, multi
plied by the number of balls in the triangular
face of the pile, and divided by 3, is the num
ber of balls.

In the rectangular pile the three parallel
lines, arc the two bottom rows in length, and
the upper ridge of the pile ; and the face the

triangular end.
In the square pile any two opposite sides

of the square base, and the upper ball, are
three parallel lines. And in the triangle pile
one side of the bottom row, the opposite ex
treme ball, and the upper ball, are the three

parallel sides; the face in both these cases

being any of the equal slant sides of the pile.
I am indebted for this rule to Captain

Aytoun, of the Royal Artillery.
PINION, in Practical Meclianics, is any

small wheel working in the teeth of a larger
wheel.

PINT, an English measure of capacity,
being the 8th part of a gallon.

PISCES, the Fishes, the last of the zodiacal
constellations, denoted by the character X-
See Constellation.

PISCIS Australis, the Southern Fish. See
Constellation,

Piscis Volans, the Flying Fish. See Con
stellation.

PISTOLE, a Spanish gold coin. See

Doubloon.
PISTON, in Meclianics, denotes a short

cylinder working within another hollow cy

linder, as in water and air-pumps, and some

other machines. See Pump.
PLACE, in Philosophy, that part of im

moveable space which any body possesses or

occupies, having to space the same relation

that time has to duration.
Place has various denominations, as abso

lute, relative, primary. Sec. which will be rea

dily comprehended without any formal defi

nitions.
Place, in Geometry. Sec Locus.
PLAIN. See Plane.
PLAN, a representation of something

drawn on a plane, such as maps, charts, &c.
PLANE, or Plain, in Geometry, denote a

surface or superficial extension, I) ing evenly

between its bounding lines ; being such, that

if a right line touch it in tw o points, it will
touch through its whole extent.
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The same term is also frequently used in

astronomy lor an ideal plane passing through
certain parts or points of the heaven, as the

plane of the horizon, of the ecliptic, equator,
&c. by which is to be understood certain
ideal planes passing through those circles of
the sphere, or on which they are supposed
to be described. And on similar principles
we say a vertical plane, horizontal plane, to
denote planes passing in those directions.

Plane, in Perspective. See Perspective.
Inclined Plane. See Inclined Plane.
Plane Angle, Chart, Mirror, Triangle,

Sailing, Scale, Trigonometry, 8tc. See the re
spective substantives.

Plane Problem. See Locus and Problem.
Plane Table, in Surveying, a very simple

instrument, whereby the draught of a field is
taken on the spot, without any future pro
traction. It is generally of an oblong rectan
gular figure, and supported by a fulcrum, so

as to turn every way by means of a ball and
socket. It has a moveable frame, which serves
to hold fast a clean paper ; and the sides of
the frame, facing the paper, are divided into
equal parts every way. It has also a box with
a magnetic needle, and a large index with
two sights; and lastly, on the edge of the
frame, arc marked degrees and minutes. To
use this instrument, take a sheet of paper
which will cover it, and wet it to make it
expand ; then spread it flat on the table, press
ing down the frame on the edges to stretch
it, and keep it fixed there; and when the
paper is become dry, it will by contracting
again, stretch itself smooth and flat from any
cramp and unevenness. On this paper is to
be drawn the plan or form of the thing mea
sured. »

Thus, begin at any proper part of the ground,
and make a point on a convenient part of the
paper or table, to represent that place on the
ground ; then fix in that point one leg of the
compasses, or of a fine steel pin, and apply to it
the graduated edge of the index, moving it
round till, through the sights, you perceive
some remarkable object, as the corner of a

field, &c. ; and from the station point draw a

line with the point of the compasses along the
graduated edge of the index, which is called
setting or taking the object; then set another
object or corner, and draw its line; do the
same by another, and so on, till as many
objects arc taken as may be thought fit. Then
measure from the station towards as many of
the objects as may be necessary, but not more,
taking the requisite offsets to corners or crooks
in the hedges, laying the measures down on
their respective lines on the table. Then, at
any convenient place measured to, fix the
table in the same position, and set the objects
which appear from that place, and so on as

before. And thus continue till the work is
finished, measuring such lines only as are
necessary, and determining as many as may
be, by intersecting lines of direction, drawn
from different stations.

PLANET (from trtiamTo;, wanderer), a

wandering star, as distinguished from the
fixed stars, which always preserve the same
relative position with respect to each other.
Hence it follows that comets and satellites
are included, according to the original
signification of this term, under the same
general denomination ; in fael the early as
tronomers had no idea of comets being per
manent bodies, and as they were also unac

quainted with any satellite hut the moon,
which, with the sun, was supposed to revolve
about the earth, it was natural for them to
class both under the same general appellation.

But modern astronomers, in order to make
a distinction between these, define a planet
to be a celestial body revolving about Ihesun,
as a centre with a moderate degree of eccen
tricity; thus, excluding comets, the eccen
tricity of whose orbits is very considerable ;

and the satellites which revolve about their
primaries as the primaries do about the sun.
These last are, however, sometimes called

tecmidary planets.
The planets belonging to our system, as

included under this definition, are therefore
Mercury, Venus, the I', nth. Mars, Juno,
Pallas. Ceres, Voter, Jupiter, Saturn, and
Uranus, or the Georgium Sidus.

Of these, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter,
and Saturn, have been known from the high
est antiquity ; but the other five have been
discovered within a very few Tears ; viz. Ura
nus, by Dr. Herschel, March 13, 1781 ; Ceres,

by M. Piazzi, January I, 1801 ; Pallas, by
Dr. Olbers. March 28. 1802; Juno, by Mr.
Harding, September 1

, 1804; and lastly,
Vester, by Dr. Olbers, March 29, 1807, being
the secoud planet discovered by this cele
brated observer.

Astronomers use certain characters to de

signate the different planets, which are as

follows : viz. Mercury $ ; Venus J ; Earth

© ; Mars g ; Jupiter 2
£ ; Saturn Jj ; CeresC ;

Pallas $ ; and Uranus $ ; but the other
new planets have not at present, we believe,
received any such distinguishing character.

We have given under the several articles
Eccentricity, Distance, Orbit, Period,
&.c. the several particulars included under
those denominations, as also under the names
of the several planets, the respective elements
of each ; and we have, therefore, in this place,
only to state a few popular observations rela
tive to the probable nature, motion, appear
ances, &c. of these celestial bodies; and to

give a general view of the elements and other

particulars of the planetary system.
First then it may be observed that all the

planets perform their revolutions in elliptical
orbits about the sun, which is situated in one

of the foci of the ellipse; that the orbit of
each planet lies in a plane, which passes
through the centre of the sun ; that those
which arc nearest the centre move with a

greater velocity than those that are more

remote ; that the same planet is also quicker
or slower according as it is in that part of its

orbit vthich is nearer or more remote from
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the central body ; and that all their motions
are performed in the same order from west to
east, or according; to the order of the signs.

And farther, the motions and distances of
the several planets are related to each other
by certain and invariable laws, viz. that the
cubes of their periodic times of revolution,
are as the squares of their distances from the
sun ; and that equal areas are described by
the same planet in equal times ; that is, if we
suppose a line drawn from the sun to a planet,
and to move about it as a centre, that line
will pass over or describe equal areas in equal
times ; and therefore since the periods of the
planetary revolution are accurately known
from observation, we may hence find the
exact proportional distance of all these bodies.
See Kepler's Laws.

It has also been discovered by means of
certain spots, observable on the discs of the
planets, that they have each a rotatory motion
about their own axis, the time of which, how
ever, seems to follow no particular law either
with regard to their magnitude or distance
from the sun.

Hence then it appears that these bodies
have each a diversity of seasons, their spring,
summer, autumn, and winter, resembling
those in our planets ; that they have likewise
the same alternations of day and night; in
short, that they are equally fitted to the ac
commodation of inhabitants, and that in all
probability millions of beings are placed upon
them,

" With constitutions fitted to the spot
Where Providence all wise has fixed their lot"

The excessive heat and cold experienced
in those regions, in consequence of t heir prox
imity or remoteness from the sun, as have
been supposed and even computed by some
authors, appear to be wholly imaginary. We
have no reason, for example, to suppose that
even Uranus, the most distant planet in our
system, has a temperature at all different
from us, or even from Mercury who revolves
much nearer to the sun than ourselves.

The light and heat received and experi
enced on our globe, seems to depend much
more upon the constitution of the atmosphere
than upon any other cause ; or why have we
mountains covered with perpetual snow ; and
whence that diminution of light and heat ex
perienced by aerial voyagers ; but in conse
quence of the extreme rarity of the air in the
upper regions? And if this be granted, it
follows immediately that a simple modifica
tion in the atmospheres of the several planets,
would render the temperature of each sup
portable even by terrestrial inhabitants.

The idea of the temperature of the several
planets depending upon their distances from
the sun. arises from considering that body,
not simply as the cause of heat, but as an im
mense mass of fire possessing in itself, inde
pendent of any other agent, the power ofheat;
whereas there is every reason to conclude
that it is only by a combination of the solar
rays with certain parts of our atmosphere that

the effect is produced. Water poured upon
unslaked lime generates heat in the combined
mass, and if we could imagine a being ex
isting in such a mass, we should have no
difficulty in conceiving, that he would attri
bute that quality to the water which we attri
bute to the sun, although in this case the
contrary is evident.

We cannot doubt then without presump
tuously limiting the power and wisdom of the
Deity, that each of these planets are peopled
with millions of beings engaged like us in the
anxious vicissitude of life, and probably, each
having its philosophers and astronomers con
templating this immense globe as a mere
speck in the starry firmament.

Nor must we stop here; it is also highly pro
bable that every fixed star is another centre,
about which planets are revolving, as those
of our system do about the sun. Instead
therefore of one sun and one world, as the
ignorant imagine, reason and contemplation
point out to us millions of suns and millions
of worlds, each peopled by myriads of inha
bitants dispersed through infinite space, to
which our system appears but as a mere
point or atom, and is almost lost in the im
mensity of the creation.

To adopt therefore the words of a celebrated
author: " What an august, what an amazing,
conception, if human imagination can con- '

ccive it
,

does this give of the works of tha
Creator ! Thousands of thousands of suns,
multiplied without end, and ranged all around
us, at immense distances from each other, at
tended by ten thousand times ten thou and
worlds, all in rapid motion, yet calm, regular,
and harmonious, invariably keeping the paths
prescribed them ; and these worlds peopled
with myriads of intelligent beings, formed for
an endless progression, in perfection and feli
city.

" If so much power, goodness, and magni
ficence be displayed in the material creation,
which is the least considerable part of the
universe ; how great, vfise, and good must he
be, who made and governs the whole!"

Elements of tlic Planets, are certain quan
tities which are necessary to be known in
order to determine the theory ot their elliptic
motion.

Astronomers reckon seven of those quanti
ties, of which five relate to the elliptic motion,
viz. 1

. The duration of the sidereal revolution.
2. The mean distance, or semi-axis major.
3. The eccentricity, from which is derived the
greatest equation of the centre. 4. The mean
longitude of the planet at any given epoch.
5. The longitude of the perihelion at the
same epoch.

The two other elements relate to the posi
tion of the orbit, and are, 1

. The longitude at
a given epoch of the nodes of the orbit with
the ecliptic. 2. The inclination of the orbit
to this plane. These several elements, as

given by Laplace, " Systcme du Monde," 3d
edition, are contained in the billowing table,

which presents also a general view of the

planetary system.
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Elements and general View of the Planetary System.

Imw of [he
Planets.

Mercury....
Venus
Earth
Mars
Vesta
Juno
Ceres
I'allas
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus

Durationof a Sidereal
Revolution.

Lilys.

87'
224-

305
686'

1335'
1690

1681

1681

4332
10758

130688

90925804
70082399
25638350
97961860
20500000
99800000
53900000
70900000
69630760
96984000
71268720

Mean Distance
fromHit Sun.

•3870981

•7233323

1-0000000
1-5236935
2-3730000
2-6671630
2 7674000
2-7675920
6-2027911
9-6387705

19- 1833050

Ratio of the|
Kccentriiity
lialf the Maj<

Axia.

•20651491

■00685298

■01685318

09313400
09322000
•25494400

•07834860

•24538400

04817840
05610830
04667030

Mean Lotiui-
lude,Jaq.I,1W1

182=16017

11=93072

111°28179
71°24145

1-297°1299(i

322=79380

294° 16820

|280°68580
124°67781

I50°38010l
197=54244

MeanLongi
tudeof (be |
Fi rilielion.

82° 62561

142° 90
110°5571

309=34071

Longitude ofjlnelinationofl
iheasci-ndin?|theOrbit tnl

Node. 1the Ecliptic.

51=0651

83° 1972

0=0000

53=3605

277° 4630| 114=4630

7°78058
3° 76936
0=00000
2°056G3
7C 94010

59=2349 190°1228
162=9505

134=7040 191

12=3812

99=0549

185=9574 80"9488 0=8599.i|

89^9083 11°806SG
°7148 38° 46540

109=36241 1°46034
124 3662 2=7710C

a'

Name*of the
Plaoeta.

Mi-an D am.
id Enit.miles.

MeanDistancefrom
the Sunin million,

of Mile..

Meanapparent
Dl.tiUUKT4 ttf leeo

Mean Diaaa.
a* teen from

the Sun.
Di-iiyh.-s,

Proportional
Quantitiesof

Matter.
Dtnrnal Rotation
ontb<ir ownAxes.from(lie Earth.

The Sun...
Mercury....
Venus. ..

The Earth
The Moon
Mars

883246
3224
7687
7911

2180
4189

32* l"-5
10

58

Ws 333928
01654
0-8899
1

d h m •

37,000000 10"

30
17-2

46
10-

25 14 8 0

14 24 5 28
68,000000
95,000000
95,000000

144,000000

0 23 20 64

31' 8

27
3rV
3f

0025
0 0875

1 0 0 0

29 17 44 3

163 )
1024 ,

80 I
2099 ,

1425

238
89170
79042
35112

263,000000 ,;s
0 24 39 22

Pallas 205,000000
0-5 J
05 J

Vesta
252,000000
225,000000
490,000000
900,000000

1,800,000000

3
0-5
39
18

354

Jupiter 37
16

4

*iV 3121 0 9 55 37

0 10 16 S0*1
■ i'nyn

97-70
16-84

Namedof the
Planets.

Inclinationof
Axesto
Orbin.

IiirlinationofOrbit
to the Ecliptic.

Placeof Aphelion
in Jan. 18tw.

Motionof
Aphelionin
loo year**

Motionr>f,hr Ki-r.nrricitieS,
GreatestEquatioa

of theCentre.

The Sun... 82=44' 0"

Node, in too
year..

meanUist.
b»in; 100.IKW.

7° 0' 0"

3 23 25
8* 14- 20' 50"

10 7 69 1

0 8 40 12

1°33' 45
1 21 0
0 19 35

I0.* 10"
0 51 40

7955-4
498

23° 40 0"

0 47 20
The Earth
The Moon
Mars

66 32
88 17

69 22

0 0 0
5 9 3

1681-395 1 66 30 9

1 51 o
10 37 0
34 50 40
21 0

6 2 24 4

4 25 57 15

1 51 40 0 46 40 14183-7 10 40 40

9 30 8

28 25 0

8141
10 1 7 0 24630

7 29 49 33
2 9 42 53
6 11 8 20

25096
7 8 46 9322

90 nearly

60 probably
1 8 56 1 34 33

1 60 7
1 29 2

0 59 30 25013-3 5 30 38
2 29 50
0 46 20

8 29 4 11 0 56 30 53640-42 6 26 42

5 27 1611 16 30 31 1 44 35 90804

* These angles, as also those in the preceding columns, answer to the French division of the circle:
the same according to the usual division are given in Table III. as copied from the Edinburgh Encylo-
pedia.
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PLANETARIUM, an astronomical ma

chine, contrived to represent the motions,
orbit, &c. of the planets, as they really are in
nature, according to the Copernican system.
The larger sort of them arc called orreries.

PLANETARY, something that relates to
the planets.

Planetary System, is the system or assem
blage of the planets, primary and secondary,
moving in their respective orbits, round their
common centre the sun.

PLANIMETRY, that part of geometry
which consider lines, and plane figures, with
out any regard to heights or depths. Plani
metry is particularly restricted to the mensu
ration of planes and other surfaces ; as con
tradistinguished from stereometry, or the
mensuration of solids, or capacities of length,
breadth, and depth.

Planimetry, is performed by means of the
squares of long measure, as square inches,
square feet, square yards, &c. ; that is, by
squares whose side is an inch, a foot, a yard,
See. So that the area, or content, of any sur
face, is said to be found, when it is known how
many such square inches, feet,yards,&c. it con
tains. See Mensuration and Surveying.

PLANISPHERE, a projection of the
sphere, and its various circles, on a plane; as

upon paper or the like. In this sense, maps
of the heavens and the earth, exhibiting the
meridians and other circles of the sphere, may
be called planispheres.

Planisphere is sometimes also considered
as an astronomical instrument, used in ob
serving the motions of the heavenly bodies ;

being a projection of the celestial sphere upon
a plane representing the stars, constellations,
&c. in their proper situations, distances, &.c.

As the astrolabe, which is a common name
for all such projections.

In all planispheres, the eye is supposed to
be in a point, viewing all the circles of the
sphere, and referring them to a plane beyond
them, against which the sphere is as it were
flattened ; and this plane is called the plane
of projection, which is always some one of
the circles of the sphere itself, or parallel to
some one of them.

Among the infinite number of planispheres
which may be furnished by the different planes
of projection, and the different positions of
the eye, there are two or three that have been
preferred to the rest. Such as that of Ptolemy,
where the plane of projection is parallel to
the equator: that of Gemma Frisius, where
the plane of projection is the eolure, or sol
stitial meridian, and the eye of the pole of the
meridian, being a stereographical projection ;

or that of John de Royas, a Spaniard, whose
plane of projection is a meridian, and the eye
placed in the axis of that meridian at an in
finite distance ; being an orthographical pro
jection, and called the anelemma.

PLANO Concave, and Convex Lens. See
Lens.

PLATO, one of the most celebrated of the
ancient philosophers, being the founder of the
sect of the Academics, flourished at Athens

about 250 years before Christ. He was (lie
favourite pupil of Socrates, and the tutor of
Aristotle, Xenocratcs, and Spusippus. Plato
was a great admirer of geometry, a knowledge
of wliith was necessary to be admitled into
his school ; over the door was written, " Let
no one enter here who is ignorant of geome
try." It is, however, as a moral philosopher,
that he is more distinguished than for any
remarkable discoveries in science, though
these were not inconsiderable. His works
are all written in the way of dialogue, in a
beautiful elevated style; the first Lalin edi
tion of which was printed by Marcilius Fi-
cinus, in 1491 ; and another edition in the
original Greek, by Aldus, at Venice in 1513.
Another edition was published in 1588. and
again in 1602, beside other editions at differ
ent times and places, but one of the most
correct and elegant is that printed by Ste
phens at Paris in 1578, in 3 vols, folio.

PLATONIC Bodies, the same as Regular
Bodies, which see.

Platonic Year, or the great year, is the
period of time determined by the revolution
of the equinoxes, upon a supposition of the
precession going on uniformly till they have
made one complete revolution. See Preces
sion.

PLATONISM, the philosophy or doctrine
of Plato.

PLATONISTS, the followers of the doc
trine of Plato.

PLEIADES, an assemblage of seven stars
in the neck of the constellation of Taurus; of
which, however, there are but six now visible
to the naked eye.

PLENIUM, in Philosophy, is that state of
things in which every part of space, or exten
sion, is supposed to be full of matter ; in op
position to a vacuum, which is a space devoid
of all matter. See Vacuum.

PLOTTING, in Survetjing, Is the art of
laying down on paper, &c. the several angles
and lines of a tract of ground surveyed by a
theodolite, &c. and chain. In surveying with
the plain table, the plotting is saved ; thr
several angles and distances being laid down
on the spot as fast as they are taken. But.
in working with the theodolite, semicircle, or
cirenmferentor, the angles are taken in de
grees ; and the distances in chains and links,
so that there remains an after operation to
reduce these numbers into lines, and so to
form a draught, plan, or map; this operation
is called plotting. Plotting then is performed
by two instruments, the protractor and plot
ting scale. By the first, the several angles
observed in the field with a theodolite, or the
like, and entered down in degrees in the field-
book, are protracted on paper in their just
quantity. By the latter the several distances
measured with the chain, and entered down in
the like manner in the field-book, are laid
down in their just proportion.

Plotting Scale, a mathematical instrument,

usually of wood, sometimes of bras<, or other
matter ; and cither a foot or half a foot long_
On one side of the instrument arc scveraj
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scales or lines, divided in equal parts. The
first division of the first scale is subdivided
into ten equal parts, to which is prefixed
the number of 10, signifying that ten of these
subdivisions make an inch ; or that the divi
sions of that scale are decimals of inches.
The first division of the second scale is like
wise subdivided into 10, to which is prefixed
the number 16, denoting that sixteen of these
subdivisions make an inch. The first division
of the third scale is subdivided in like manner
into 20, to which is prefixed the number 20;
to that of the fourth scale is prefixed the
number 24; to that of the fifth 32; that of the
sixlh 40; that of the seventh 48; denoting
the number of subdivisions equal to an inch
in each respectively. The two last scales are
broken oil' to make room for two lines of
chords. There are also on the back side of
the instrument a diagonal scale.

As to the use of the plotting scale, if we
were required to lay down any distance upon
paper, suppose 6 chains 60 links : draw an
indefinite line; then sitting one foot of the
compasses at figure 6 on the scale, e. gr. the
scale of 20 in an inch, extend the other to 5
of the subdivisions, for the 50 links; this dis
tance, being transferred to the line, will ex
hibit the 6 chains 50 links required.

If it be desired to have 6 chains 50 links,
take up more or less space, take them off front
a greater or lesser scale, i. e. from a scale
that has more or fewer divisions in an inch.

To find the chains and links contained in a

right line, or one that is just drawn, according
to any scale e. gr. that of 20 in an inch. Take
the length of the line in the compasses, and
applying it to the given scale, you will find it
extend from the number 6 of the great divi
sions to 5 of the small ones: hence the given
line contains 6 chains 50 links.

PLUMBLINE, a liuo having a plummet
or weight attached to it in order to find a
perpendicular.

PLUNGER, the solid brass cylinder used
as a forcer in forcing pumps.

PLUS, in Algebra, the affirmative or posi
tive sign + which signifies addition. The
ancient algebraists used the word plus at full
length, after which the initial was employed,
and finally the sign +, which was first intro
duced by Stcfclius in his arithmetic.

PLUVIAMETER. Sec Rain Gage.
PNEUMATICS (from miu/xa, breath, or

air), is that branch of natural philosophy
which treats of the weight, pressure, elasticity,
&c. of clastic fluids, but more particularly of
the air, the history and principles of which
will be found under the articles Aerostation,
Air, Atmosphere, Barometer, &.c.

POINT, in Geometry, according to Euclid's
definition, is that which has no parts or di
mensions, neither length, breadth, nor depth;
and therefore marks position only.

Point receives also various denominations in
the doctrine of curves, optics, perspective, &c.
which are all defined under the respective
adjectives.

Physical Point, is the smallest or least

sensible object of sight, and is thus distin
guished from a geometrical point, which has
only position, being of no magnitude or di
mension.

Points of the Compitst, are the 32 principal
points, into which the compass card is divided,
or the points of the horizon towards which
these are directed. See Compass.

POLAR, something relating to or situated
near the poles.

Polar Circles. See Circle.
POLARITY, the quality of a thing bavin?

poles, or a tendency to turn itself into a cer
tain position, but more particularly used with
reference to the magnet.

POLE, in Astronomy, one of the extre
mities of the imaginary axis on which the
sphere is supposed to revolve. These two
points are each 90 degrees from the equator,
that towards the north being called the north

pole, and the other the south pole.
Pole, in Geography, one of the points on

which the terraqueous globe turns, each of
them being 90 degrees distant from the equa
tor, and are denominated the north or south
pole, according as they point towards the
north or south points of the heavens.

In consequence of the inclination of the
terrestrial axis to the plaue of the ecliptic,
and its parallelism during its annual motion
in its orbit, these parts of the world have only
one day and one night throughout the year,
each continuing for about six months.

It is singular that though the poles have a
greater portion of light than any other parts
of the globe, yet the name by which they are
denoted in most languages, both ancient aud
modern, is derived from terms signifying dark
ness and obscurity; but though they really
enjoy more light upon the whole than any
other parts, yet in consequence of the obli
quity with which the rays of the sun fall upon
them, and the great length of winter night,
the cold is so intense, that those parts of the
globe that lie near the poles have never been
fully explored, though the attempt has been
repeatedly made by the most celebrated na
vigators.

Elevation of the Pole, is an angle subtended
between the horizon of any place and a line
drawn from thence to the pole, which is
always equal to the latitude of the place.

Pole, in Spherics, a point equally distant
from every part of the circumference of a great
circle of the sphere ; or it is a point 90°
distant from the plane of a circle, and in a
line, called the axis, passing perpendicularly
through the centre. The zenith and nadir
are the poles of the horizon ; and the poles of
the equator arc the same with those of the
sphere.

Poles of the Ecliptic, are two points on the
surface of the sphere, 23° 30' distant from the
poles of the world, and 90 •distant from every
part of the ecliptic.

Poles, in Magnetism, arc two points of a
loadstone, corresponding to the poles of the
world ; the one pointing to the north, tua
other to the south. See Magnetism.
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Pole, in Land Measure, is a linear measure

equal to 5{ yards; or a square measure of 30J
square yards.

Pole, or Polar Star, is a star of the second

magnitude, the last in the tail of Ursa minor.

Its longitude Mr. Flamsteed makes 24° 14' 41";

its latitude, 66° 4' 11 ". The nearness of this

star to the pole, whence it happens that it
never sets, renders it of vast service in navi

gation, &c. for determining the meridian line,

the latitude, &c.
POLEMOSCOPE, in optics, a kind of re

flecting perspective glass invented by Have-
I i i is, who commends it as useful in sieges, &c.

for discovering what the enemy is doing,

while the spectator lies hid behind an ob

stacle.
POLISHING in general, the operation of

giving a gloss or lustre to certain substances,

as metal, glass, &c.
The operarion of polishing optic-glasses,

after being perfectly ground, is one of the

most difficult points of the whole process.

Before the polishing is begun, it is proper to

stretch an Cven well-wrought piece of linen
over the tool, dusting upon it some very fine

tripoli. Then taking the glass in your hand,

run it round forty or fifty times upon the tool,

to take off the roughness of the glass about

the border of it. This cloth is then to be re

moved, and the glass to be polished upon the

naked tool, with a compound powder made

of four parts tripoli mixed with one of fine

blue vitriol ; six or eight grains of which mix

ture are sufficient for a glass five inches broad.

This powder must be wetted with eight or

ten drops of clear vinegar, in the middle of
the tool ; being first mixed and softened

thoroughly with a very fine small mullet.

Then with a nice brush, having spread this

mixture thinly and equably upon the tool,

take some very fine tripoli, and strew it thinly
and equably upon the tool so prepared, after

which, take the glass to be polished, wiped
■very clean, and apply it on the tool, and move

it gently twice or thrice in a straight line

backwards and forwards ; then take it off, and

observe whether the marks of the tripoli,
sticking to the glass, are equably spread over

the whole surface ; if not, it is a sign that

either the tool or glass is too warm, in which
case you must wait awhile and try again, till
you find the glass takes the tripoli everywhere

alike. Then you may safely begin to polish,

there being no danger of spoiling the figure

of the glass, which in the other case would
infallibly happen. This is Mr. Hnygens's
method ; but it ought to be observed, that
almost every operator has a peculiar one of
his own, and of which some of them make a

great secret.
Sir Isaac Newton no where expressly de

scribes his method of polishing optical glasses ;

but his method of polishing reflecting metals

he thus describes in his Optics. He had two
round copper plates, each six inches in diame

ter, the one convex, the other concave, ground

very true to one another. On the convex one

he ground the object-metal, or concave, which
was to be polished, till it had taken the figure
of the convex, and was ready for a polish.
He then pitched over the convex very thinly,
by dropping melted pitch upon it, and warm

ing it to keep the pitch soft, whilst he ground
it with the concave copper wetted, to make it
spread evenly all over the convex, till it was

no thicker than a sixpence; and after the
convex was cold he ground it again, to give
it as true a figure as possible. He then ground
it with very fine putty, till it made no noise;

and then upon the pitch he ground the object-
metal with a brisk motion for two or three
minutes; when laying fresh putty upon the

pitch, he ground it again till it had done

making a noise, and afterwards ground the

object-metal npon the pitch as before ; and

this operation lie repeated till the metal was

perfectly polished.
Por other ingenious methods of grinding

and polishing lenses and specula, see Brew
ster's edition of Ferguson's Lectures, vol. ii.
p. 452. 461.

POLniCAL Arithmetic, is the art of rea

soning by figures upon matters relating to

government, such as the revenues, number of

people, extent and value of land, taxes, trade,
&c. in any nation. These calculations are

generally made with a view to ascertain the

comparative strength, prosperity, 8cc. of any
two or more nations, and is otherwise called
Statistics, which see.

POLLUX, in Astronomy, one of the Twins
in the constellation Gemini, also a fixed star
of the second magnitude in that constellation.
See Castor and Gemini.

POLYACOUSTIC, any thing that mul

tiplies sound.
POLYEDRON. See Polyhedron.
POLYGON (from a-oXu,-. many, and yuiix,

angle), in Geometry, a multilateral figure, or a

figure whose perimeter consists of more than

four sides, and consequently having more than

four angles. If the angles be all equal among
themselves, the polygon is said to be a regular
one ; otherwise, it is irregular. Polygons also

take particular names according to the num

ber of their sides ; thus a polygon of
3 sides is called a trigon,
4 sides is called a tetragon,
6 sides is called a pentagon,
6 sides is called a hexagon, &c.

and a circle may be considered as a polygon
of an infinite number of small sides, or as the

limit of the polygons.
Polygons have various properties, as below :

1. Every polygon may be divided into as

many triangles as it has sides.
2. The angles of any polygon taken toge

ther, make twice as many right angles, want
ing 4, as the figure hath sides ; which pro

perty, as well as the former, belongs to both

regular and irregular polygons.
3. Every regular polygon may be either in

scribed in a circle, or described about it;
which is not necessarily the ease if the poly

gons be irregular.
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But an equilateral figure inscribed in a

circle is always equiangular ; though an equi
angular figure inscribed in a circle is not
always equilateral, but only when the number
of sides is odd. For if the sides be of an even
number, then they may either be all equal, or
else half of them may be equal, and the other
halt' equal to each other, but different from
the former half, the equals being placed al
ternately.

4. livery polygon, circumscribed about a

circle, is equal to a right-angled triangle, of
■which one leg is the radius of the circle, and
the other the perimeter or sum of all the sides
of the polygon. Or the polygon is equal to
half the rei tangle under its perimeter and the
radius of its inscribed circle, or the perpen
dicular from its centre upon one side of the
polygon.

Hence, the area of a circle being less than
that of its circumscribing polygon, and greater
than that of its inscribed polygon, the circle
is the limit of the inscribed and circumscribed
polygons: in like manner the circumference
of the circle is the limit between the perime
ters of the said polygons. Sec Circle.

5. The following table exhibits the angles
and areas of all the polygons, up to the dode
cagon, viz. the angle at the centre, the angle
of the polygon, and the area of the polygon
when each side is 1.

No. of Name of AOff.F. at Ane.C. of Area.
•ides. rent. Polvifoo.

3 Trigon 120° 60° 04330127
4 Tetragon 90 90 1-0000000
6 Pentagon 72 108 1-7204774
6 Hexagon

Heptagon
60 120 2-5980762

7 513 1284 3-6*39124
8 Octagon 45 135 4-8284271

9 Nonagon 40 HO 6- 1818242
10 Decagon 36 144 7-6942088
11 Undecagon 32A 147A 9-3656399
12 Dodecagon 30 150 11 1961524

Therelbre to find the area of any regular
polygon not exceeding 12 sides, square the
side, and multiply that square by the cor
responding tabular number in the preceding
table. Or generally if * represent the length
of one of the equal sides, and n the number of

.. 2 » . . /90» — 180\
them; then s1 x - tang'. ( 1 —

area of the polygon.

To inscribe a Polygon within, or to circumscribe
a Polygon about a given Circle.

Bisect two of the

angles of the given poly
gon A* and B by the

right lines AO, BO;
and from the point O,
where they meet, with
the radius AO, describe
a circle which will cir
cumscribe the polygon.

Next to circumscribe a polygon, divide 360
by the number of sides required, to find the
angle A O B ; which set oft' from the centre <),

and draw the line AB, on which construct the
polygon as in the following problem. 2. On a

given line to describe any given regular poly
gon. Find the angle of the polygon in the
table, and at A set off an angle equal thereto ;

then drawing CA — AB, through the points
CAB, describe a circle, and in this applying
the given right line as often as you can, the
polygon will be described.

Otherwise. To inscribe a Polygon in a Cir-
cle. — Draw the diame
ter AB, which divide
into as many equal
parts as the figure has
sides. From the points
A, B, as centres with
the radius ABi de
scribe arcs crossing
each other inC. From
the point C, through
the second division of
the diameters, draw
the line CD. Join the points A, D, and the
line A D will be the side of the polygon re
quired.

Note. In this construction A D is the side
of a pentagon.

Another method, something more accurate,
is by erecting a perpendicular from the cen
tre, of such a length that the part without
the circle shall be equal to } of that within,
and drawing a line from its extremity through
the second division as before.

Ill the preceding part of the article it is
observed, that any regular polygon may be
inscribed in, or circumscribed about a circle ;
but this must be understood under certain
modifications; all that is meant is

,
that there

is nothing in the nature of the problem to
render it impossible ; and not that any polygon
may be geometrically inscribed.

In fact, the number of polygons that admit
of a geometrical construction is very limited,
viz. the equilateral triangle, the square and
pentagon, and those figures whose number of
sides are some multiples of these ; to which
Gauss has lately added the 17 sided polygon,
and its multiples, and some others, viz. all
those polygons whose number of side is a

prime, and of the form 2" + I.

It is obvious that the side of a polygon,
inscribed in a circle, corresponds to the chord
of the angle of that polygon at the centre, or
to twice the sine of half that angle, and that
the perpendicular falling from the centre to
that side also answers to the cosine of the
same half angle ; if therefore, the sine or co
sine of the angle can be found by a quadratic
equation, the polygon itself may be construct
ed geometrically and not otherwise.

■It is also known from the Cotesian The
orem, that if a circle be divided into n equal
parts, the double cosines of each of the
angles thus formed are the sums of the pairs
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of imaginary roots belonging to the equation
x» — 1 =0. That is, all the imaginary roots
of the equation x* — 1 =0, are comprised in
the general

x — 2 cos x + 1 = 0
a

k being any integer not divisible by n, and v
representing the semicircumference.

And since the coefficient of the second term
of any equation is equal to the sum of all its
roots with their signs changed, it follows that

2A *r
2 cos. is equal to the sum of two of the

n
imaginary roots of the equation x» — 1 =0;
and consqnently the possibility of exhibiting
the cosines of these angles analytically, de
pends upon the solution of the equation x"—l
= 0.

If therefore it were required to find the

360°
cosine of - , we should have n = 3, or a;3—

1 ='0. Here the real root being 1, we have

- i -x1 + i+l=0;
X 1

the imaginary roots of ( a: = — \ + \ -/— 3
which are \ x = — \ — \ — 3

and their sum = — 1, that is twice the cosine
of 120° = — 1, or the cosine = — \.

And therefore since every equation x" — 1
~ o may always be reduced to half its
original degree if even, or to half the original
degree minus 1 if odd, (see Reciprocal Equa
tions) it follows, that there is no difficulty in
the solution of a;5 — 1 =0, or in the geome
trical constmction of a pentagon. But if
n = 7, or when the figure is a heptagon, the

equation only reduces to a cubic; and as we
cannot give a geometrical construction of a

cubic equation, so we cannot give a geome
trical construction of a heptagon.

Gauss, however, in his " Disquisitiones
Arithmeticae," published in 1800, has shown
a method of solving any equation x* — 1 =0,
when n is a prime, by reducing it to other

simpler equations ; thus if n is a prime, and
« — 1 be resolved into its factors n — 1 =
«», bp, cy,Sic. then the solution will be effected
by a equations of the degree a; 0 of the de
gree 6 ; y of the degree c, &c.

Thus, if n = 7, then since » — 1=6 =
2' .3*, the solution will be obtained by one

quadratic, and one cubic equation ; if ti = 13,

then n — 1 = 12 = 2* 3', the solution is ob
tained by means of two quadratics and one
cubic ; but if n = 17, then since 17 — 1 =
16 = 2+, the solution will be obtained by
means of four quadratic equations, and con

sequently such a polygon may be inscribed

geometrically in a circle ; and the same has

place when n is any prime number of the

form 2- + 1.

By this means Gauss has found the cosine of

i jf(-f + W17) + ^i(17-v/17)} +

ivjK— i + iv 17) + iS{(\7 '17)
4 4 + 4^17) + i^ia7 + ^17)}
Now 5, 17, 257, 65537, are prime numbers

of this form, and therefore each of these ad
mits of a geometrical construction. We
know also from other principles, that if any
two polygons of an unequal number of sides,
prime to each other, can be inscribed geome
trically in a circle, that the polygon, the num
ber of the sides of which is equal to the pro
duct of these two, can also be inscribed
geometrically; also all polygons of which the
number of sides is any power of 2, may be

inscribed by continual bisections ; and again,
all those whose number of sides is equal to
any inscribable polygon into any power of 2.

Hence we have the following series of poly
gon, each of which admits of a geometrical
construction.

Polygons of less than 100 sides admitting
of geometrical construction.

No. ofSidw. No. of Side.

3=3 30 = 2.15
4 = 2* 32 = 2s

5 = 21 + 1 34 = 2.17
6 = 2.3 40 = 2*.5
8 = 23 48 = 2+3

10 = 2.5 51 = 3.17
12 = 2*.3 60 = 2M5
15 = 3.5 64 = 2s
16 =2* 68 — 2\17
17 = 2+ + 1 80 = 2+5
20 = 2\5 85 = 5.17
24 = 23.3 00 = 2s. 3

And to the above we may add the three con
secutive polygons 255,256, 257 ; each of which
is inscribable in a circle for 255 = 3. 5. 17;

256 = 2s, and 257 = 2s + 1.

The next three consecutive polygons that

admit of a geometrical construction are:
65535 = 255.257
65536 = 2,<s

65537 = 216 + 1.

For more on this subject see Gauss's " Dis-
qtiisitiones Arithmetics', "or the French transla

tion of the same, entitled " RecherchesArith-
metiques;" LeGendre's " Essai sur la Theorie
des Nombres;" and Barlow's " Elementary
Investigation of the Theory of Numbers."

POLYGONAL Numbers, are those that are

formed of the sums of different and indepen

dent arithmetical series, and are termed Na
tural, Triangular, Quadrangular, Pentagoual,

Hexagonal, Sec. Numbers; according to the

series from which they are generated.
Lineal, or Natural Numbers, are formed from

the successive sums of a series of units; thus

Units 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, &c.

Nat. uum 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8tc.

Triangular Numbers, are the successive sums
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of an arithmetical series, beginning with unity,
the common difference of which is 1 ; thus

Arith. series.... 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, &c.

Trian. mini 1, 3, 6, 10, 15, 21, 28, &c.

Quadrangular, or Square Numbers, are the

successive sums of an arithmetical progres
sion, beginning with unity, the common dif
ference of which is 2 : thus

Arith. series.... 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, &c.
Quad, or squa. 1, 4, 9, 16, 26, 36, 49, &c.

Pentagonal Numbers, are the sums of an

arithmetical series, the common difference of
which is 3 ; thus

Arith. series.. 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, &c.

Pentagonals.. 1, 5, 12, 22, 35. 51, 70, he.
And, universally, the m.gonal Series of Num-

liers, is formed from the successive sums of an

arithmetical progression, beginuing with unity,
the common difference of which ism — 2.

The general form, which includes every
order of Polygonal Numbers, is

(w — 2)«1 — (m — 4)n
2

where m is the denomination of the order;
therefore, making successively m — 3, 4, 5,
&c. we have the following results as to the
forms of polygonals.

m — 3 triangular num. — "

m ~ 4 square

m — 5 pentagonals

m — 6 hexagonals =

2
2ft1— On .

2
3"1 — "

2
4n* — 2n

We may also find the sum of any scries of
polygonals by means of the foregoing general
formula, for representing still the denomina
tion of any order of polygonals by m, and for
abridging make m — 2 — d the common dif
ference of the series from which they are
generated ; and let n be the number of terms
in the soies whose sum is required ; then we
shall have

{-<rd+-ir)n-{-!r ("•-«>+— >
for the sum of the n terms sought.

Hence, substituting successively the num
bers 3, 4, 5, &c. for m, there is obtained the
following particular cases or formula* , viz.

_,. . n% + 3h + 2
Tnangulars -— n

6
2m1 + 3n+ 1

Squares — ' — n

Pentagonals - "
~ ? " ^ - n

6
„ . 4/11 + 3» — I
Hexagonals —- — n

&c. &c.

The denomination of polygonals seems to
have been given to these class of numbers
from the circumstance, that they may be re
presented by the particular figures, the name
of which they bare ; and the side of the figure
is the same as what we call the root of the

polygon. Thus

Triangles . . . &e.

P =
2

the

or

represent any given polygonal, of
denomination m is known; then

(m — 2) n* — (« — 4) n = 1p

m — 2

^„-"-4*v^»»-2)+(».-4)')
2 m — 4

which is a general form for the root of every
polygonal number.

Fermat, at page 15, in one of his notes to
prop. 9 of Diophantns on Multangular Num
bers, has given particular mles for finding
the roots of given polygonal numbers, without
the extraction of the square root; but they
are of little or no use, and therefore we shall
not enumerate them.

By means of the above general form, any
polygonal number, of which the root n is

given, may be readily ascertained. Thus, by
making m ~ 3, m — 4, m — 5, &c. and in
each series n = 1,2, 3, 4, 5, &c. we shall ob
tain the same numbers as given above, under
each respective denomination.

Also any polygonal number and its denomi
nation being given, the root of the polygon is
readily obtained. For let

_ (w — 2) n1 — (m — 4) n

Squares Sec.

See some particular rules for arranging the

points, in a note subjoined to the English
edition of Euler's " Algebra."

POLYGONOMETRY, is an extension of
the silence of trigonometry, having the same
reference to polygons in general, as trigono
metry has to triangles in particular.

We owe this extension of the rules of tri
gonometry to L'Huiller, who published a

treatise on this subject at Geneva, in 1789;
which, with the exception of a chapter in
the third volume of Dr. Hutton's " Course
of Mathematics," is, we believe, the only work
on polygonometry at present before the pub
lic ; it will, therefore, not be amiss to state a

few of the principal propositions, but for their
demonstrations we must refer the readers to
the works above mentioned.

1. In any polygon, any one side is equal to
the sum of all the rectangles of each of the
other sides, drawn into the cosines of the
angles made by those sides and the proposed
side.
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Thus, calling AB =«, BC = i, CD = c,
X)\ —d, and denoting the angles by the cor
responding letters,

a1 = bz + c1 + d1— (be . cos. C + bd . cos.
E + erf cos. D)

In like manner
cz = a1 + br + rf1— (ab. cos. B + arf.cos.

A + bd . cos. E)
and so on for any other side.

4. Twice the area of any polygon is equal
to the sum of the rectangles of its sides, ex
cept one, taken two and two, by the sines of
the sum of the exterior angles contained by
those sides; that is, the angles formed by
producing those sides.

Thus, in the trapezium A BCD,

, and the
meet the base

Thus, if ABCDE be an}
sides ED, DC be produc
also produced ; then

AB = EA . cos. EAB + ED . cos. DFA
+ DC . cos. DGB + CB cos. CBA.

Where it is only necessary to observe, that
when any of the angles are obtuse the cosines
of them become negative, and the terms into
which they enter must therefore be subtracted.

2. The perpendicular let fall from the high
est point or summit of a polygon, upon the
opposite side or base, is equal to the sum of
the products of each of the sides on either
side comprised between that summit and the
base, drawn into the sines of their respective
inclinations to the base.

Thus, in the preceding figure,
DK = DE.sin. DFK + EA.sin. EAK, or
DK = DC.sin.DGK + BC.sin.CBK.

Cor. Since then these two quantities are
equal, it is obvious that if all the sides be
given but one, that one may be found ;

for D E =
DC ■sin. DGK + BC . sin. CBK— EA . sin EAK

sin. DFK
and in the same manner may any other side
be determined.

3. The square of any side of a polygon is

equal to the snm of the squares of ail the

other sides, minus twice the sum of the pro
ducts of all the other sides, multiplied two

and two by the cosines of the angles included
between them.

B
AB . BC . sin. B

. DC . sin.(B+C)

.DC. sin. C

Again, in the pentagon,
D

twice the area
C AB

= < + AB
C + BC .

A B
AB . BC . sin.B

+ AB.DC.sin. (B + C)
twice the > _ ) + AB . DE . sin. (B + C + D)

area J
~

+ BC . DC . sin. C
+ BC. DE. sin. (C + D)
+ DC.DE.sin. D

and the same law obtains in all polygons,
whatever may be the number of their sides ;
and the advantage of it in practice is, that
the area is found without the error that may
arise in constructing the figure. For more
on this subject, see L'Huillier's " Treatise on
Polygonometry ;" and chap. vi. vol. 3, Dr.
Hutton's " Course of Mathematics."

POLYGRAM, a figure consisting of many
lines.

POLYHEDRON, or Polyedron (from
kvXi/;, many, and iSfa, seat), a body or solid
contained by many rectilinear planes or sides.

When the sides of the polyhedron are re
gular polygons, all similar and equal, then the
polyhedron becomes a regular body, and may
be inscribed in a sphere; that is, a sphere
may be described about it

,

so that its surface
shall touch all the angles or corners of the
fcolid. There are but five of these regular
bodies, viz. the tetrahedron, the hexahedron or
cube, the octahedron, the dodecahedron, and
the icotahedron. Sec each of those articles.

Polyhedron, Gnomonical, is a stone with
several faces, on which arc projected various
kinds of dials. Of this sort, that in the Privy
Garden, London, now gone to ruin, was
esteemed the finest in the world.

Polyhedrons, consisting of many sides.
POLYNOMIAL, in Algebra, a quantity

consisting of many terms. See Multinomial.
POLYSCOPE (from toXvj, many, and ;xoti«,I see), or Polyhedron, in Optics, a multiply-

ing-glass, or one which represents a single
object to the eye, as if there were many. It
consists of several plane surfaces, disposed
under a convex form, through each of which
the object is seen.

PORES, are the small interstices between
the solid particles of bodies.

PORIME Porima, in Geometry, a sort of
lemma or theorem, so obvious or self-evident
as to differ but little from an axiom or self-
evident proposition.

M M
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PORISM Poritma, in Geometry, is a pecu

liar sort of proposition, which has been diffe

rently defined by different writers; some con
sidering; it as a general theorem or canon, de

duced from a geometrical locus, and serving

for the solution of other general and difficult

problems ; while others make it a lemma, or

the same as porima. The same difference of

opinion has also place with regard to the de

rivation of the term porism, some drawing it
from to(u£u, I establish; while others derive it
from iropo;, a passage.

Dr. Simson defines it a proposition, cither

in the form of a problem or a theorem, in
which it is proposed either to investigate or

demonstrate.
Euclid wrote three books of porisms, being

a curious collection of various things relating

to the analysis of the more difficult and gene

ral problems. Those books however are lost ;

and nothing remains in the works of the an

cient geometricians concerning this subject,

besides what Pappus has preserved, in a very

imperfect and obscure state, in his " Mathe
matical Collections," viz. in the introduction
to the seventh book.

Several attempts have been made to restore

these writings in some degree, besides that

which Pappus has left upon the subject Thus,
Fermat has given a few propositions of this

kind ; which are to be found in the collection

of his works, in folio, 1679, p. 116. The like
was done by Bullialdus, in his " Exercitationes
Geometrica;," 4to. 1C57. Dr. Robert Simson

gave also a specimen, in two propositions, in
the Phil. Trans, vol. xxxii. p. 330 ; and be

sides left behind him a considerable treatise

on the subject of porisms, which lias been

printed in an edition of his works, at the

expense of the late Earl of Stanhope, in 4to.

1776.
The whole three books of Euclid were also

restored by that ingenious mathematician Al
bert Girard, as appears by two notices that

he gave, first in his " Trigonometry," 'printed

in I re nrli . at the Hague, in 1629, and also in his

edition of the works of Stevinus, printed at

JLeyden in 1634, p. 459; but whether his in

tention of publishing them was ever carried

into execution we have not been able to

learn.
A learned paper on the subject of porisms,

by the very ingenious Professor Playfair, has

also been inserted in the third volume of the

Transactions of the Royal Society of Edin
burgh. As this paper contains a number of
curious observations on the geometry of the

ancients in general, as well as forms a com

plete treatise as it were on porism in particu
lar, a pretty considerable abstract of it cannot

but be deemed in this place very useful and

important.
"The restoration of the ancient books of

geometry (says the learned professor) would
have been impossible without the coincidence
of two circumstances, of which, though the

one is purely accidental, the other is essen
tially connected with the nature of the mathe

matical sciences. The first of these circum
stances is the preservation of a short abstract
of those books drawn np by Pappus Alcxan-
drinus, together with a series of such lemmata
as he judged useful to facilitate the study of
them. The second is the necessary connec
tion that takes place among the objects of
every mathematical work, which, by exclud
ing whatever is arbitrary, makes it possible
to determine the whole course of an investi
gation when only a few points in it are known.
From the union of these circumstances, ma
thematics has enjoyed an advantage of which
no other branch of knowledge can partake ;

and while the critic or the historian has only
been able to lament the fate of those books
of Livy and Tacitus which are lost, the geo
meter has had the high satisfaction to behold
the works of Euclid and Apollonius reviving
under his hands.

" The first restorers of the ancient books
were not, however, aware of the full extent
of the work which they had undertaken. They
thought it sufficient to demonstrate the propo
sitions which they knew from Pappus to have
been contained in those books ; but they did
not follow the ancient method of investiga
tion, and few of them appear to have had any
idea of the elegant and simple analysis by
which these propositions were originally dis
covered, and by which the Greek geometry
was peculiarly distinguished." Among these few, Fermat and H alley are

to be particularly remarked. The former, ons
of the greatest mathematicians of the last age,
and a man in all respects of superior abilities,
had very just notions of the geometrical ana
lysis, and appears often abundantly skilful in
the use of it; yet in his restoration of the Loci
Plani, it is remarkable, that in the most diffi
cult propositions he lays aside the analytical
method, and contents himself with giving the

synthetical demonstration. The latter, among
the great number and variety of his literary
occupations, found time for a most attentive
study of the ancient mathematicians, and was
an instance of what experience shows to b»

much rarer than might be expected, a man
equally well acquainted with the ancient and
the modern geometry, and equally disposed
to do justice to the merit of both. He restored
the books of Apollonius, on the problem " Do
Sectione Spatii," according to the true prin
ciples of the ancient analysis." These books, however, are but short, so

that the first restoration of considerable extent
that can be reckoned complete, is that of the
Loci Plani by Dr. Simson, published in 1749,

which, if it differs at all from the work it is
intended to replace, seems to do so only by
its greater excellence. Thus much at least is
certain, that the method of the ancient geo
meters does not appear to greater advantage
in the most entire of their writings than in
the restoration above mentioned ; and that
Dr. Simson has often sacrificed the elegance
to which his own analysis would have led, in
order to tread more exactly in what th« lent
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mata of Pappus pointed out to him as the
track which Apollouius had pursued.

" There was another subject, that ofporisms,
the most intricate and enigmatical of any thing
in the ancient geometry, which was still re
served to exercise the genius of Dr. Simson,
and to call forth that enthusiastic admiration
of antiquity, and that unwearied perseverance
in research, for which he was so peculiarly
distinguished. A treatise in three books, whicth
Euclid had composed on porisms, was lost,
and all that remained concerning them was
an abstract of that treatise, inserted by Pappus
Alexandrinus in his "Mathematical Collec
tions ;" in which, had it been entire, the geo
meters of later times would doubtless have
found wherewithal to console themselves for
the loss of the original work. But unfor
tunately, it has suffered so much from the in
juries of time, that all that we can immediately
learn from it is, that the ancients put a high
value on the propositions which they called
porisms, and regarded them as a very impor
tant part of their analysis. The porisms of
Euclid are said to be ' Collectio artificiosis-
sima multarum rerum quae spectant ad analy-
sin difficiliorum et generalium problematum.'
The curiosity, however, which is excited by
this encomium is quickly disappointed ; for
when Pappus proceeds to explain what a

porism is, he lays down two definitions of it
,

one of which is rejected by him as imperfect,
while the other, which is stated as correct,
is too vague and indefinite to convey any use
ful information.

"These defects might nevertheless have
been supplied, if the enumeration which he
next gives of Euclid's propositions had been
entire ; but -on account of the extreme brevity
of his enunciations, and their reference to a
diagram which is lost, and for the construct
ing of which no directions are given, they are
all, except one, perfectly unintelligible. For
these reasons, the fragment in question is so
obscure, that even to the learning and pene
tration of Dr. Halley, it seemed impossible
that it could ever be explained; and he there
fore concluded, after giving the Greek text
with all possible correctness, and adding the
Latin translation, ' Hactcnus porismatum de-
scriptio nec mihi intellecta, nec lectori profu-
tura. Neque aliter fieri poluit, tarn ob defec
tum nchematis cujns sit mentio, quam ob
omissa quaedam et transposita, vol aliter vitiata
in propositions generalis expositione, unde
quid sibi velit Pappus haud mihi datum est
conjicere. His adde dictionis modum nimis
contractum, ac in re difficili, qualis haec est,
minime usurpandum.'" It is true, however, that before this time
Fermat had attempted to explain the nature
of porisms, and not altogether without suc
cess. Guiding his conjectures by the defini
tion which Pappus censures as imperfect, be
cause it defined porisms only 'ab accidente,'
viz. ' porisma est quod deficit hypothesi a
Theoremate Locali,' he formed to himself a
tolerably just notion of these propositions, and

illustrated his general description by examples
that are in effect porisms. But he was abb}
to proceed no farther ; and he neither proved
that his notion of a porism was the same with
Euclid's, nor attempted to restore or explain
any one of Euclid's propositions ; much less
did he suppose that they were to be inves-
tigated by an analysis peculiar to themselves.
And so imperfect, indeed, was this attempt,
that the complete restoration of the porisms
was necessary to prove, that Fermat had even
approximated to the truth.

" All this did not, however, deter Dr. Sim-
son from turning his thoughts to the same
subject, which he appears to have done very
early, and long before the publication of the
Loci Plani in 1749.

"The account he gives of his progress, and
of the obstacles he encountered, will be always
interesting to mathematicians. ' Postquam
vero apud Pappum legeram, Porismata Eu-
clidis collcctiouem fuisse artificiosissimam
multarum rerum, qua: spectant ad analysin
difficiliorum et generalium problematum, mag-
uo desidcrio tcnebar, aliquid de iis cognos-
cendi ; quare saepius et multis variisquc viis
turn Pappi propositioucm gencralem, mancam
et imperiectam, turn primum lib. 1

.

' Porisma, quod solum ex omnibus in tribus
libris integrum adhuc manet, intelligere et
restitucre conabar: frustra tamcn nihil enim
proficicbam. Cumque cogitationcs dc hac re
multum mihi temporis consumpscrint, atque
molestae admodum cvaserint, firmiter animum
induxi haec nunquam iupostcrum investigare;
praescrlim cum optimus geometra Halleius
spem omnem de iis intelligendis abjecisset.
Unde quotics menti occurrebant, totics eas
arcebam. Postea tamen accidit, ut improvi-
dum et propositi immemorem invaserint, me-
que detinuerint donee tandem lux quaedam
effulserit, quae spem mihi faciebat inveniendi
saltern Pappi propositionem generalem, quam
quidem multa investigatioiie tandem restitui.
Haec autem paulo post una cum Porismate
primo lib. i. impressa est inter Transactiones
Phil, aniii 1723, No. 177.'

"The propositions mentioned, as inserted
in the Philosophical Transactions for 1723,
arc all that Dr. Simson published on the sub
ject of porisms during his life, though he con
tinued his investigations concerning them,
and succeeded in restoring a great number of
Euclid's propositions, together with their ana
lysis. The propositions thus restored form a
part of that valuable edition of the posthumous
works of this geometer which the mathemati
cal world owes to the munificence of the late
Earl Stanhope.

"The subject of porisms is not, however,
exhausted, nor is it yet placed in so clear a
light as to need no farther illustration. It yet
remains to inquire into the probable origin of
these propositions; that is to say, into the
steps by which the ancient geometers ap
pear to have been led to the discovery of
them.

" It remains also to point out the relations
MM3
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in which Ihcy stand to the other classes of
geometrical truths ; to consider the species of
analysis, whether geometrical or algebraical,
that belongs to them ; and, if possible, to as

sign the reason why they have so long escaped
the notice of modern mathematicians. It is
to these points that the following observations
are chiefly directed.

" I begin with describing the steps that ap

pear to have led the ancient geometers to the
discovery of porisms ; and must here supply
the want of express testimony by probable
reasonings, such as are necessary, whenever
we would trace remote discoveries "to their
sources, and which have more weight in
mathematics than in any other of the sci
ences.

"It cannot be doubted that it has been the
solution of problems, which, in all states of
the mathematical sciences, has led to the dis
covery of most geometrical truths. The first
mathematical inquiries, in particular, must
have occurred in the form of questions, where
something was given, and something required
to be done ; and by the reasonings necessary
to answer these questions, or to discover the
relation between the things that were given
and those that were to be found, many truths
were suggested which came afterwards to be
subjects of separate demonstration. The num
ber of these was the greater, that the ancient
geometers always undertook the solution of
problems with a scrupulous and minute atten
tion, which would scarcely suffer any of the
collateral truths to escape their observation.
We know, from the examples which they
have left us, that they never considered a pro
blem as resolved till they had distinguished
all its varieties, and evolved separately every
different case that could occur, carefully re
marking whatever change might arise in the
construction, from any change that was sup
posed to take place among the magnitudes
which were given." Now, as this cautious method of proceed
ing was not better calculated to avoid error,
than to lay hold of every truth that was con
nected with the main object of inquiry, these
geometers soon observed that there were
many problems which, in certain circum
stances, would admit of no solution whatever,
and that the general construction by which
they were resolved would fail, in consequence
of a particular relation being supposed among
the quantities which were given." Such problems were then said to become
impossible, and it was readily perceived that
this always happened when one of the con
ditions prescribed was inconsistent with the
rest, so that the supposition of their being
united in the same subject, involved a contra
diction. Thus, when it was required to divide
a given line, so that the rectangle under its
segment should be equal to a given space, it
was evident that if this space was greater
than the square of half the given line, the
thing required could not possibly be done ;
the Iwo conditions, the one defining the mag

nitude of the line, and the other that of the
rectangle under its segments, being then in
consistent with one another. Hence an in
finity of beautiful propositions concerning the
maxima and the minima of quantities, or the
limits of the possible relations which quan
tities may stand in to one another.

" Such cases as these would occur even in
the solution of the simplest problems ; but
when geometers proceeded to the analysis of
such as were more complicated, they must
have remarked that their constructions would
sometimes fail, for a reason directly contrary
to that which has now been assigned. Instances
would be found where the lines that, by their
intersection, were to determine the thing
sought, instead of intersecting one another,
as they did in general, or of not meeting at

all, as in the above-mentioned case of impos
sibility, would coincide with one another
entirely, and leave the question of conse

quence unresolved. But though this circum
stance must have created considerable em

barrassment to the geometers who first ob
served it

,

as being perhaps the only instance
in which the language of their own science
had yet appeared to them ambiguous or ob
scure, it would not probably be long till they
found out the true interpretation to be put
on it. After a little reflection they would
conclude that since, in the general problem,
the magnitude required was determined by
the intersection of the two lines above-men
tioned, that is to say, by the points common to

them both ; so, in the case of their coincidence,
as all their points were in common, every one

of these points must afford a solution, which
solutions therefore must be infinite in num
ber ; and also, though infinite in number, they

must all be related to one another, and to the

things given by certain laws, which the posi
tion of the two coinciding lines must neces

sarily determine.
" On inquiring farther into the peculiarity

in the state of the data which had produced
this unexpected result, it might likewise be
remarked, that the whole proceeded from one
of the conditions of the problem involving
another, or necessarily including it ; so that

they both together made, in fact, but one, and
did not leave a sufficient number of inde

pendent conditions to confine the problem to

a single solution, or to any determinate num
ber of solutions. It was not difficult after
wards to perceive that these cases of problems
formed very curious propositions, of an inter
mediate nature between problems and theo
rems, and that they admitted of being enun
ciated separately in a manner peculiarly
elegant and concise. It was to such propo
sitions, so enunciated, that the ancient geo
meters gave the name of porisms.

" This deduction requires to be illustrated

by examples." Mr. Playfair then gives se
veral problems by way of illustration ; one of
which, which may here suffice to show the

method, is as follows :
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. "A triangle ABC

being given, and also
a point D, to draw
through D a straight
line DC, such, that
perpendiculars be
ing drawn to it from
the three angles of
the triangle, viz. AE, A H B
BG, CF, the sum of the two perpendiculars
on the same side of D G, shall be equal to the

remaining perpendicular; or, that AE and

BG together, may be equal toCF.
" Suppose it done : bisect A B in H, join

C H, and draw 11 K perpendicular to D G.
" Because AB is bisected in H, the two

perpendiculars A E and B G are together
double of HK; and as they arc also equal to

C F by hypothesis, C F must be double of HK ;

and C L of L H. Now CH is given in posi
tion, and magnitude; therefore the point L is

given ; and the point D being also given, the

line DL is given in position, which was to be

found.
" The construction was obvious. Bisect

A B in H, join C H, and take H L equal to

one third of CH; the straight line which joins
the points D and L is the line required.

" Now it is plain that while the triangle

ABC remains the same, the point L also

remains the same wherever the point D may

be. The point D may therefore coincide

with L ; and when this happens, the position

of the line to be drawn is left undetermined ;

that is to say, any line whatever drawn through

L will satisfy the conditions of the problem.
Here, therefore, we have another indefinite

rase of a problem, and of consequence another

porism, which may be thus enunciated: ' A
triangle being given in position, a point in it
may be found, such that any straight line
whatever being drawn through that point, the

perpendiculars drawn to this straight line from

the two angles of the triangle which are on
one side of it

, will be together equal to the

perpendicular that is drawn to the same line
from the angle on the other side of it.

" This porism may be made much more

general ; for if
,

instead of the angles of a tri
angle, we suppose ever so many points to be

given in a plane, a point may be found such

that any straight line being drawn through it
,

the sum of all the perpendiculars that fall on

that line from the given points on one side of
it, is equal to the sum of the perpendiculars
that fall on it from all the points on the other

side of it.
" Or still more generally, any number of

points being given not in the same plane, a

point may be found, through which, if any

plane be supposed to pass, the sum of all the

perpendiculars which fall on that plane from

the points on one side of it, is equal to the

sum of all the perpendiculars that fall on the

same plane from the points on the other side

of it. It is unnecessary to observe that the

point to be found in these propositions, is no

other than the centre of gravity of the given
points ; and that, therefore, we have here an
e\aniple of a porism very well known to the
modern geometers, though not distinguished
by them from other theorisms."

After some examples of other porisms, and
remarks upon them, the author then adds :" From this account of the origin of porisms

it follows that a porism may he defined, a pro
position affirming the possibility of finding
such conditions as will render a certain pro
blem indeterminate, or capable of innumerable
solutions.

" To this definition, the different character*
which Pappus has given will apply without
difficulty. The propositions described in it,
like those which he mentions, are, strictly
speaking, neither theorems nor problems, but
of an intermediate nature between both ; for
they neither simply enunciate a truth to be
demonstrated, nor propose a question to be
solved ; but are affirmations of a truth, in
which the determination of an unknown quan
tity is involved. In as far, therefore, as they
assert, that a certain problem may become
indeterminate, they are of the nature of theo
rems ; and in as far as they seek to discover
the conditions by which that is brought about,
they are of the nature of problems." In the preceding definition also, and the
instances from which it is deduced, we may
trace that imperfect description of porisms,
which Pappus ascribes to the later geometers,
viz. ' Porisma est quod deficit hypothesi a
theoremate locali.' Now, to understand this,

it must be observed, that if we take the con
verse of one of the propositions called loci and
make the construction of the figure a part of
the hppothesis, we have what was called by
the anciants a local theorem. And again, if

in enunciating this theorem that part of the
hypothesis which contains the construction
be suppressed, the proposition arising from
thence will be a porism ; for it will enunciate
a truth, and will also require, to the full un»
derstanding and investigation of that truth,
that something should be found, viz. the cir
cumstance in the construction supposed to be
omitted.

" Thus when we
say.if from two given
points E and D, two
lines EF and FD
are inflected to a
third point F, so as
to be to one another
in a given ratio, the point F is in the circum
ference of a circle given in position : we have
a locus.

" But when conversely it is said, if a circle
ABC, of which the centre is O, be given in
position, as also a point E, and if D be taken
in the line EO, so that the rectangle HO,
O D be equal to the square of A O, the semi-
diameter of the circle ; and if from E and D
the lines EFand DF be inflected to any point
whatever in the circumference ABC; the
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ratio of E Fto DF will be a given ratio, and

the same with that of E A to A D ; we have a

lo«al theorem.
''And lastly, when it is said, ifa circle ABC

be given in position, and also a point E, a

point D may be found, such, that if the two

lines EI and FD be inflected from E and D
to any point whatever F, in the circumference,

these lilies shall have a given ratio to one

another ; the proposition becomes a porism.
" Here it is evident that the local theorem

is changed into a porism, by leaving ont what

relates to the determination of the point D,
and of the given ratio. But though all pro

positions formed in this way, from the con

version of lori, be porisms, yet all porisms are

not formed from the conversion of loci. The
first and seoond of the preceding, for instance,

cannot by conversion be changed into loci ;

and therefore the definition which describes

all porisms as being so convertible, is not suf
ficiently comprehensive. Fcrmat's idea of

porisms, as has been already observed, was

founded wholly on this definition, and there

fore could not fail to be imperfect.
" It appears, therefore, that the definition

of porisms given above agree with Pappus's

idea of these propositions, as far, at least, as

can be collected from the imperfect fragments

which contain his general description of them.

It agrees also with Dr. Simson's definition,

which is this : ' Porisma est propositio in qua

proponitur demonstrare rem aliquant, vcl plurcs

data* esse, cui, vel quibns, ut ct cuilibet cx
rebus innumeris, non quidem datis, sed qute
ad ea qua; data sunt eandem hahent rclatio-
nem, convenire ostendendum est affectionem

quaiidam communem in propositione descrip-
tani.'

" It cannot be denied that there is a con

siderable degree of obscurity in this definition,

notwithstanding of which it is certain that

every proposition to which it applies must

contain a problematical part, viz. ' in qua pro

ponitur demonstrare rem aliquam, vel plurcs

dalas esse,' and also a theoretical part, which
contains the property, or communis affectio,
afiirmed of certain things which have been

previously described.
" II is also evident that the subject of every

such proposition is the relation between mag

nitudes of three different kinds, determinate

magnitudes which arc given ; determinate

magnitudes which are to be found; and inde

terminate magnitudes which, though unli
mited in nnmher, are connected by the others

by some common property. Now these are

exactly the conditions contained in the defi

nitions that have been given here.
" To confirm the truth of this theory of the

origin of porisms, or at least the justness of
the notions founded on it, I must add a quo
tation from an essay on the same snbject, by

a member of this society, the extent and cor

rectness of whose views make every coinci
dence with his opinions peculiarly flattering.
In a paper read several years ago before the

Philosophical Society, Professor Dugald Stew
art defined a porism to be 'a proposition af
firming the possibility of finding one or more
of the conditions of an indeterminate theorem.'
Where, by an indeterminate theorem, as be had
previously explained it, is meant one which
expresses a relation between certain quan
tities that are indeterminate both in magni
tude and in number. The near agreement of
this, with the definition and explanation which
have been given above, is too obvious to re
quire to be pointed out ; and I have only to
observe that it was not long after the publi
cation of Simson's posthumous works, when
being both of us occupied in speculations con
cerning porisms, we were led separately to
the conclusions which I have now stated."

For more on this subject see Hutton's
" Mathematical Dictionary," article Porism ;

also a very ingenious paper on porisms, by
Henry Brougham, Esq. in the Phil. Trans, for
1798, or new abridgment, vol. xviii. p. 345,
3S5.

PORISTIC Method, in Mathematics, is that
which determines when, by what means, and
how many different ways a problem may be
resolved.

PORTA (John Baptista), a Neapolitan,
eminent for his learning. As he admitted
a society of learned friends info his house, he
was accused of magical incantations, and ex
posed to the censures of Rome. He died
1515, aged 70. He invented the camera
obscura, Improved afterwards by Gravesande,
and formed the plan of an encyclopedia. He
wrote a Latin treatise on natural magic, 8vo. ;
another on physiognomy, mixed with astro
logy, &c. ; de occultis literarum notis ; phy-
siognomica, folio, &c,

POSITION, in Astronomy, relates to the
sphere. The position of the sphere is either
right, parallel, or oblique ; whence arise the in
equality of days, the difference of seasons, &c

Circles of Position, are circles passing
through the common intersections of the hori
zon and meridian, and through any degree of
the ecliptic, or the centre of any star, or other
point in the heavens, used for finding out the
position or situation of any star. These are
usually counted six in number, cutting the
equator into twelve equal parts, which the
astrologers call the celestial houses.

Position, in Arithmetic, called also false
position, or supposition, or rule of false, is a
rule so called, because it consists in calculat
ing by false numbers supposed or taken at
random, according to the process described
In any question or problem proposed, as if
they were the true members, and then from
the results comparer1 with that given in the
question, the true numbers are found. It is
sometimes also called trial and error, because
it proceeds by trials of false numbers, and
thence finds ont the true ones by a compa
rison of the errors.

Position is either single or double.

Single Position, is that which has place
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"when the results are proportional to their

suppositions, and therefore only one suppo
sition is necessary.

Hide. Assume any number for that required,
and perform the operations described in the

question with it. Then say, as the result ob

tained is to the number assumed, so is the

result in the question to the answer.
Exam. A person after spending \ and J of

his money, has yet remaining 60/. ; what had

he at first ?

Suppose he had at first 1202. Proof.
Now J of 120 is 40

If of it is _30
their sum is 70

which taken from 120

leaves 50

i of 144 is 48

| of 144 is 36

their sum 84
taken from 144

leaves 60
as per question.

Then 60 : 120 :: 60 : 144, the answer.
Double Position, is a method of answering

questions similar to those in single position,
but which have not their results proportional
to their positions. The rule for this purpose
given by Mr. Bounycastle in his Arithmetic,
8vo. edition, is as follows :

Take any two convenient numbers, and

proceed with them separately, according to
the conditions of the question, noting the
results obtained from it.

Then as the difference of these results is to
the difference of the supposed numbers, so is

the difference between the true result and

either of the former, to the correction of the

number belonging to the result used ; which
correction, being added to that number, when

it is too little, or subtracted from it when it is

too great, will give the answer required.
Exam. What number is that which being

multiplied by 6, the product increased by 18,

and the sum divided by 9, the quotient shall

be 20.
Let the two supposed numbers be 18 and

30.
Then 18

6
30

6

108 lso
18 18

9jl26 9)198

14 the 1st result 22 the 2d result

Then 22 — 14 : 30 — 18 :: 20 — 14

Or 8: 12 :: 6 : 9 the

correction to 1st supposition;
therefore 9 + 18

— 27 the number sought.

This rule, which is much more simple than

that commonly given, was first published by

Mr. Bonnycastle in his 8vo. Arithmetic.
Centre of Position. See Centre.
Given in Position, in Geometry, is an ex

pression made use to denote that the position

or direction of a line is given or known.

Geometry of Position, is a species of geo

metry first treated of by Carnot, the object of
which is to investigate and determine the re

lation that has place between the position of
the different parts of a geometrical figure with

regard to each other, or with regard to soma

determinate line or figure first fixed upon as a
term of comparison, and which is called the
primitive system, while that compared with it
is denominated the transformed system; and
as long as the different parts of the trans
formed system have the same directions or
positions with regard to each other, their re
lation is said to be direct, but when they are
different inverse.

These positions in the analytical representa
tions of geometrical figures are commonly
indicated by the signs prefixed to the letters
or symbols representing these lines or quanti
ties, and the geometry of position at the same
time that it gives very great facility to the
investigation of many very interesting re
searches, sets in a clear and indisputable light
all those apparent mysteries and anomalies
connected with the introduction of the nega
tive sign into analytical investigations. The
subject however is of such a nature that it is
impossible to throw any light upon it

,

within
the narrow limits of this article, and we can
therefore only refer the reader for a complete
illustration to the two works of the above-
mentioned author on this subject, viz. " Do
la Correlation des Figures de Geom£trie ;"

and the more ample work entitled, " Geome
tric de Position."

POSITIVE Electricity. In the Franklinian
system, all bodies supposed to contain more
than their natural quantity of electric matter
arc said to be positively electrified ; and those
from whom some part of their electricity is

supposed to be taken away are said to be
electrified negatively. These two electricities
being first produced, one from glass, the other
from amber or rosin, the former was called
vitreous, the other resinous, electricity.

Positive Quantities, in Algebra, are those
which arc affected with the sign 4- being
affirmative or addative, in contradistinction
to negative quantities which are to be sub
tracted.

POSTULATE, in Geometry, a demand or
petition, or a supposition so easy and self
evidently true, as needs no explanation or
illustration; differing from an axiom only in
the manner in which it is put, viz. as a re
quest instead of an assertion.

POUND, an English weight of different
denominations, as Avoirdupoise, Troy, Apo
thecaries, &c. The pound avoirdupoise is 16
ounces of the same weight, but the other
pounds are each equal to 12 ounces. The
pound avoirdupoise is to the pound troy as
5760 to 6999|, or nearly as 576 to 700.

Pound is also the highest denomination
used by the English in their money accounts,
being equal to 20 shillings.

POWER, in Arithmetic and Algebra, that
which arises by the successive multiplication
of any number or quantity into itself, the
degree of the power beiug always denomi
nated by the number of equal factors that are
employed; thus

2 — 21, 1st power of 2.
2x2= 21, 2d power or square.
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2x2x2= 23, 3d power or cube.
2x2x2x2 2+, 4th power,

&.c. &c.
So also

x = a:1, 1st power.
x x x = x1, 2d power.
x x x X x = x3, 3d power.
x x x x x x x x*, 4th power,

&c. 8cc.

Hence it appears that the idex which de
notes the degree of any power is always equal
to the number of equal factors from which
that power arises ; or one more than the num
ber of operations. See Exponent and In-
VOLUTION.

The early writers on arithmetic and algebra,
gave names to the several powers, which we
now denote by their indices.

Thus the 2d was called the square, and the
3d the cube, as we do at present ; but they
carried this much farther, calling the 4th
power the qvadrato-quarlratum ; the 6tb, qua-
drato-cubus ; 6th, cubo-citbxis ; 7th, quadrato-
quadrato cubus, &c. ; but these denominations
are now rejected for the more simple and ob
vious denominations by means of the ex
ponent.

The powers of numbers have several curious
properties, as to their forms, divisors, &c. of
which the following are the most remarkable:

1. The difl'erence of any two equal powers
of different numbers, is divisible by the dif
ference of their roots, that is

x" — y" is divisible by x — y.
This is true, whether n be even or odd.
2. x» — y" is divisible, both by x — y and

x + y, if n be even.
3. x* + y" is divisible by x + y if n be

odd.
Thus also
4. x" — x* is divisible by * — 1, and by

x + 1 if m — n be even.
5. i"— x* is divisible by x — 1 if m — n

be odd.
6. x™ + .r» is divisible by x + 1 if m — n

be odd.
7. Neither the sum nor difference of any

two equal integral powers above the second,
ran be equal to a complete power of the same
denomination.

8. If m be a prime number, and x any num
ber not divisible by m, then will the remainder
arising from the division of x by m, be the
same as that from the division of x* by m;
and consequently x™-' — 1, is always divisible
by m.

0. Hence is obtained the forms of several
powers, that is, the remainders that they will
leave when divided by given numbers ; thus
x1, x3, x4, &c. denoting the powers of any
numbers whatever we have.

. j

X 5..

X

X
'

3n, or 3n +

5n, or 5n + 1

7»t, or 7n + 1

5n, or
7», or

5n± 1.

7n ± 1.

Un, or lln + 1

17n, or 17» ± 1.

19n, or IDn ± 1.

23 n, or 23 » ± I.
x'u
x'«
x"...13», or 13n + 1

And generally if i* be any power, then if
m + 1 be a prime number

x"* is of the form (m + 1) n, or (m + 1) n -f- 1
and if 2m + 1 bo a prime, then

x" is oftheform(2m+l)n,or(2m + l)n±:l.
That is, when divided by 2m + 1, the re

mainder will either be 0, or ± I.
10. The nth differences of any number of

consecutive nth powers is constant, and equal
to 1.2. 3.4, &c. n.

Thus let 1 4 9
16jheanyconSe-

lst diff. 3 5 7
2d diff. 2 2 &c. = 1.2.

cutivesquare.

Again 1 8 27 64 125 \
consecu''T*

t cubes.

lln, or lln ± 1.

13», orl3n ± 1.

1st diff. 7 19 37 61
2d diff. 12 18 24
3d diff. 6 6 &c. = 1.2.3.
And in the same manner the 4th difference

of 4th powers = 1.2.3.4 = 24
of 5th powers = 1.2.3.4.5 = 120

and so on for any higher powers. See the
demonstration of these and several other cu
rious properties of powers in chap. vi. Bar
low's Theory of Numbers.

Power of the Hyperbola, is the 4th power
of its conjugate axis.

Power, in Mechanics, denotes some force
which, being applied to a machine, tends to
produce motion ; whether it does actually pro
duce it or not. In the former case, it is called
a moving power; in the latter, a sustaining
power.

Pow.ER is also used in Mechanics, for any
of the six simple machines, mi. the lever, the
balance, the screw, the wheel and axle, the
wedge, and the pulley.

Power of a Glass, in Optics, is by some
used for the distance between the convexity
and the solar focus.

PRACTICE, is an arithmetical rule, prin
cipally employed in those questions in which
the amount of a certain number of things is
required, the price of each being given ; be
ing a more ready and expeditious method
than Compound Multiplication, by which rule
the same questions may always be resolved.

Practice is commonly divided into several
cases, which by some authors are so much
multiplied, as to become very burdensome to
the memory, an inconvenience that more than
counterbalances the advantages arising from
this subdivision: in fact, the whole of the
cases that are worth retaining, may be classed
under the following heads:

1. When the price is less than a penny.
2. When the price is less than a shilling.
3. When the price is less than a jtound.
4. When the price is more than a pound.
And the general rule for all these cases is4his.
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Rule. Take such aliquot parts of the given

number of things, as the given price is of the
next superior denomination.

Note. In the last case, multiply first by the
number ofpounds ; and for the shillings, pence,
and farthings, proceed by the above rule, and
add the result to the preceding product.

EXAMPLES.

\d. = j|4643 at \d. Ad. = j[5648 at Aid.
id.=iQS'2\i

1160|
13 34824

2,0 29,0 2j
£.14 10 2\ Am.

i'l. ~ i
H = i

2,0

1882 8

235 4

117 8

223,5 8

£.111 15 8 Am.

5*. =i
1*. =4
6d. =\
lH = i

1186 at 6s. 7\d.
1046 10

209 0

104 13

26 3 3

£.1386 12 3 Am.

6s. Sd. = $ 7416 at 31. 6s. 8d.

3

22248

2472

£.24720 Am.

The same method may be employed in
weights and measures of every description,
though the rule is generally limited to money
concerns.

PRECESSION of the Equinoxes, in Astro
nomy, is a slow retrograde motion of the equi
noctial points, viz. from east to west, or con
trary to the order of the signs. The sun every
year crosses the equator in two points, which
are called the equinoctial points ; and as it is
natural to compute the course of the year from
the moment when the sun is in one of those
points which gives equal days and nights to
all parts of the globe, it became very early an
important problem in practical astronomy to
determine them with some degree of accuracy ;
which was by no means difficult, as it did not
require that accurate kind of observation that
is so indispensable in many other cases. It
is only necessary for this purpose, to observe
the sun's declination on the noon of two or
three days before and after the time of the
equinoxes. On two consecutive days of this
number, his declination must have changed
from north to south, or from south to north.
If his declination on one day was observed to
be 21' north, and on the next 5' south, it fol
lows that his declination was nothing, or that
he was in the equinoctial point about twenty-
three minutes after seven in the morning of
the second day. Knowing then the precise
moments, and the rate of the sun's motion in
the ecliptic, it is easy to ascertain the precise
point of the ecliptic in which the equator in
tersected it.

By a series of such observations made at
Alexandria, between the years 161 and 127

before Christ, Hipparchus, the prince of as

tronomers, found that the point of the autum
nal equinox was about six degrees to the east
ward of the star called Spica Virginis. Eager
to determine every thing by multiplied obser
vations, he examined all the Chaldeean, Egyp
tian, and other records, to which his travels
could procure him access for observations of
the same kind ; but he does not mention his
having found any. He discovered, however,
some observations of Aristillus and Timo-
chares, made about one hundred and tifty
years before. From these it appeared evident,
that the point of the autumnal equinox was
then about eight degrees east of the same star.
He discusses these observations with great
sagacity and rigour ; and, on their authority,
he asserts that the equinoctial points are not
fixed in the heavens, but move to the west
ward about a degree in seventy-five years, or
somewhat less.

This motion he called the precession of the
equinoxes, because by it the time and place
of the sun's equinoctial station precedes the
usual calculations ; a fact which is fully con
firmed by all subsequent observations. In
1750, the autumnal equinox was observed to
be 20^ 21' westward of Spica Virginis. Sup
posing the motion to have been uniform dur
ing this period of ages, it follows that the
annual precession is about 50"i; that is, if
the celestial equator cut the ecliptic in a par
ticular point on any day of this year, it will
on the same day of the following year cut it
in a point 50$" to the west of it

,

and the sun
will come to the equinox 20* 23" before he has
completed his circle of the heavens. Thus
the equinoctial or tropical year, or true year
of seasons, is so much shorter than the revo
lution of the sun or the sidereal year.

It is this discovery that has chiefly immor
talised the name of Hipparchus, though all
his astronomical researches have been con
ducted with the same sagacity and intelli
gence. It should be observed, that since the
equator changes its position, and the equator

is only an imaginary circle, equidistant from
the two poles or extremities of the axis; those
poles and this axis must equally change their
positions. And since the equinoctial points
make a complete revolution in about 25745
years, the equator being, during that time, in
clined to the ecliptic in nearly the same angle.
Therefore the poles of this diurnal revolution
must describe a circle round the poles of the
ecliptic, at the distance of about 23 1 degrees in
25745 years ; and in the time of Timochares,
the north pole of the heavens must have been
thirty degrees eastward of where it now is.

It has been said that Hipparchus was not
the original discoverer of this retrograde mo
tion of the equinoctial points, but that it

was known to the Indians, Chinese, and
the Egyptians, long before his time; indeed

it is certain, that he had some idea of it
,

and had even stated the quantity of it, yet
there is no reason to conclude that Hipparchus
borrowed his notion of it from them; but, on
the contrary, there is every reason to suppose
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that his knowledge of it arose out of the com
parison of his own observation with those of
more early astronomers.

This motion of the stars in antecedentia was
long considered as an inexplicable mystery
in the science of astronomy ; but it is now as

clearly understood and accounted for, as any
of the other celestial phenomena.

It is well known, that while the earth re
volves round the sun from west to east, in the
plane of the ecliptic, in the course of a year,
it turns round its own axis from west to east
in 23h 56' 4", w hich axis is inclined to this
plane in an angle of nearly 23° 28' : and that
this axis turns round a line perpendicular to
the ecliptic in 26745 years from east to west,
keeping nearly the same inclination to the
ecliptic. — By this means, its pole in the sphere
of the starry heavens describes a circle round
the pole of the ecliptic at the distance of 23" 28'
nearly. The consequence of this must be, that
the terrestrial equator, when produced to the
sphere of the starry heavens, will cut the
ecliptic in two opposite points, through which
the sun must pass when he makes the day
and night equal ; and that these points must
shift to the westward, at the rate of 50$ se

conds annually, which is the precession of the
equinoxes.

But as to the physical causes of this altera
tion in the position of the earth's axis, we
cannot in this place enter into any detailed
calculation ; all we can do is, to give a popu
lar view of the subject, showing it to depend
upon the protuberance of the terrestrial equi-
torial regions, and the inclination of the earth's
axis to the plane of the ecliptic, and the con
sequent inequalities in the action of gravity
on those parts.

Newton's illustration and computation,
which though now admitted to be in some
points erroneous, is still better calculated for
giving a general view of the theory, to those
who are unacquainted with the subject, than
the more abstruse calculations of the authors
quoted in the subsequent part of this article ;

we shall, therefore, adopt the principles of
Newton, and refer the reader who is desirous
of entering into the depth of this problem, to
the works of the other authors mentioned
below.

Let S be the sun. N"L
E the earth, and M X
the moon, movingin ?f N. sll-'x
the orbit NMCDw, [\\which cuts the plane t

^^^^f**5^^
of the ecliptic in \
thelineof the nodes XX/' i
Nn, and has one / '\ j
half raised above it

, vX / VL'
as represented in \^v,: i

the figure, the other w£ JJ

halt being hid be- J^r^^-Jl^y
low the ecliptic. / ^-^Xl!/
Suppose this orbit / <

l

folded down, it will /

coincide witii the /

ecliptic in the circle /s

N m cdn. Let EX represent the axis of this

orbit perpendicular to its plane, and therefore)
inclined to the ecliptic. Since the moon gra
vitates to the sun in the direction MS, which

is all above the ecliptic, it is plain that this
gravitation has a tendency to draw the moon
towards the ecliptic. Suppose this force to
be such that it would draw the moon down
from M to i in the time that she would have
moved from M to t, in the tangent to her
orbit. By the combination of these motions
the moon will desert her orbit, and describe
the line M r, which makes the diagonal of the
parallelogram ; and if no farther action of the
sun be supposed, she will describe another
orbit M3n, lying between the orbit MCDa
and the ecliptic, and she will come to the
ecliptic, and pass through it in a point n

',

nearer to M than n is, which was the former
place of her descending node. By this change
of orbit, the line E X will no longer be per
pendicular to it; but there will be another
line E x, which will now be perpendicular to
the new orbit. Also the moon, moving from
M to r, docs not move as if she had come
from the ascending node N, but from a point
N lying beyond it; and the line of the nodes
of the orbit in this new position is N' W. Also
the angle MN'm is less than the angle MN*

Thus the nodes shift their places in a direc
tion opposite to that of her motion, or move
to the westward ; the axis of the orbit changes
its position, and the orbit itself changes its
inclination to the ecliptic. These momentary
changes are different in different parts of the

orbit, according to the position of the line of
the nodes. Sometimes the inclination of the

orbit is increased, and sometimes the nodes
move to the eastward. But, in general, the

inclination increases from the time that the

nodes are in the line of syzigee, till they get
into quadrature, after which it diminishes till
the nodes are again in syzigee. The nodes
advance only while they are in the octants
after the quadratures, and while the moon
passes from quadrature to the node, and they
recede in all other situations. Therefore the
recess exceeds the advance in every revolu
tion of the moon round the earth, and, on the
whole, they recede.

What has been said of one moon would be

true of each of a continued ring of moons

surrounding the earth, and they would thus
compose a flexible ring, which would never
be flat, but waved according to the difference

(both in kind and degree) of the disturbing
forces acting on its different parts. But sup
pose these moons to cohere, and to form a
rigid and flat ring, nothing would remain in
this ring but the excess of the contrary ten
dencies of its different parts. Its axis would
be perpendicular to its plane, and its position
in any moment will be the mean position of
all the axis of the orbits of each part of the
flexible ring ; therefore the nodes of this rigid
ring will continually recede, except when the

plane of the ring passes through the sun; that
is, when the nodes are in syzigee : and (says

Newton) the motion of these nodes will be
the same with the mean motion of the nodes
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•f the orbit of one moon. The inclination of
this ring to the ecliptic will be equal to the
mean inclination of the moon's orbit during
any one revolution which has the same situa
tion of the nodes. It will, therefore, be least
of all when the nodes are in quadrature, and
will increase till they are in syzigee, and then
diminish till they are again in quadrature.

'Suppose this ring to contract in dimensions,
the disturbing forces will diminish in the same
proportion, and in this proportion will all their
effects diminish. Suppose its motion of revo
lution to accelerate, or the time of a revolu
tion to diminish ; the linear effects of the dis
turbing forces being as the squares of the times
of their action, and their angular effects as

the times, those errors must diminish also on
this account ; and we can compute what those
errors will be for any diameter of the ring, and
for any period of its revolution. We can tell,
therefore, what would be the motion of the
nodes, the change of inclination, and devia
tion of the axis, of a ring which would touch
the surface of the earth, and revolve in twenty-
four hours ; nay, we can tell what these mo
tions would be, should this ring adhere to the
earth. They must be much less than if the
ring were detached ; for the disturbing forces
of the ring must drag along with it the whole
globe of the earth. The quantity of motion
which the disturbing forces would have pro
duced in the ring alone will now (says Newton)
be produced in the whole mass ; and therefore
the velocity must be as much less as the quan
tity of matter is greater: but still all this can
be computed.

Now there is such a ring on the earth : for
the earth is not a sphere, but an elliptical
spheroid. Sir Isaac Newton therefore engag
ed in a computation of the effects of the
disturbing force, and has exhibited a most
beautiful example of mathematical investiga
tion. He first asserts, that the earth must be
an elliptical spheroid, whose polar axis is to
its equatorial diameter, as 229 to 230. Then
he demonstrates, that if the sine of the incli
nation of the equator be called %, and if t be
the number of days (sidereal) in a year, the
annual motion ot a detached ring will be

360° x !LdLp*?> He then shows that the
4t

effect of the disturbing force on this ring is to
its effect on the matter of the same ring, dis
tributed in the form of an elliptical stratum

(but still detached) as 5 to 2 ; therefore the

motion of the nodes will be 360° x
lot

or 16' 16" 24"' annually. He then proceeds
to show, that the quantity of motion in the
sphere is to that in an equatorial ring revolv
ing in the same time, as the matter in the
sphere to the matter in the ring, and as three
times the square of a quadrantal arch to two
squares of a diameter, jointly : then he shows,
that the quantity of matter in the terrestrial
sphere is to that in the protuberant matter of
the spheroid, as 62900 to 461 (supposing all

homogeneous). From these premises it fol
lows, that the motion of 16' 16" 24"', must be
diminished in the ratio of 10717 to 100, which
reduces it to 9" 07"' annually. And this (he
says) is the precession of the equinoxes, occa
sioned by the action of the sun ; and the rest
of the 80-J', which is the observed precession,
is owing to the action of the moon, nearly
five times greater than that of the sun. This
appeared a great difficulty: for the phenomena
of the tides show that it cannot much exceed
twice the sun's force.

Nothing can exceed the ingenuity of this
process. Justly does his celebrated and can
did commentator, Daniel Bernoulli, say (in
his " Dissertation on the Tides, which shared
the prize of the French Academy with
Maclauriu and Euler), that Newton saw
through a veil what others could hardly dis
cover with a microscope in the light of the
meridian sun. His determination of the form
and dimensions of the earth, which is the
foundation of the whole process, is not offer
ed as any thing better than a probable guess,
in re diflicittima ; and it has been since demon
strated with geometrical rigour by Maclaurin.

The most elaborate and accurate disserta
tions on the precession of the equinoxes are
those of Siverbelle and Warmsley, in the
Phil. Trans, and published in 1764 ; that of
Thomas Simpson in his Miscellaneous Tracts;
of Frisius, in the Memoirs of Berlin, and after
wards published with great improvements in
his Cosmographia ; that of Euler, in the
Memoirs of Berlin ; and of d'Alembert, in a
separate dissertation ; and that of La Grange,
on the Libration of the Moon, which obtained
the prize of the Academy of Sciences, in 1769.

See also Laplace's Mechanique Celeste, and
System du Monde ; a paper by Dr. Milner,
and another by Dr. Robertson, in the Phil.
Trans, for 1807.

To find the Precession in right Ascension and
Declination.

Put d — the declination of a star,
and a — its right ascension ;

then their annual variations of pressions will
be nearly as follow : viz.
20" '084 x cos. a ~ the annual precession in
declination,
and 46" 0619 + 20" -084 x sin. a x tang. d =
that of right ascension. See the Connoissance
des Temps for 1792, p. 206, &c.

PRESS, in Practical Mechanics, a machine
made of iron or wood, serving to compress
bodies close, and therefore into a less com

pass. The common presses consists of six

parts or members, viz. two flat smooth plants
or boards, between which the compression
takes place, two screws or worms fastened to
the lower plank and passing through two holes

in the upper, and two nuts, serving to drive

the upper plank, being moveable, against the

lower one which is fixed.

Hydrostatic Press. The frame of this Is

like a common press ; the bed A (fig. 5, Plate
VI.) is fastened to the piston B, of a stout
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brass barrel D, (he lower end of which com

municates by a pipe E, with a forcing pump
within the cylindric vessel F; the piston //
of this is cut hollow, and has the connecting
rod g jointed within side of it. The lever b,

which works the pump, is jointed to the lower
end of this rod, so that the circular motion of
the lever is allowed by the connecting rod g
moving in or out of the hollow in the piston
rod, and the parallelism of the piston is pre
served by a collar H.

Fig. 6 and 7 explain the construction of the

pump within the cistern F ; I is the barrel of
brass, this has the piece J screwed into it
lower, and this piece J is screwed into the end

of the pipe E, and contains within it a valve

opening downwards. To the part L of the
barrel, the piece K containing a valve open
ing inwards is screwed ; this is open to the
water, oil, &c. contained in the cistern F,
when the lever G is raised the barrel fills with
water through the valve K, and when it is

pushed down the valve K shuts, J opens, and
the water is forced through the pipes E into
the large barrel D, and by pushing out its

piston B presses the goods laid upon the bed
A of the press. When the goods are suffi
ciently pressed the lever G is pushed down,
and the lower end of the piston opens the
valves J K, and the dettent k pushes towards
the piston, opens the valves K, which allows
the water to pass back into the reservoir, the
bed of the press falls down, the valves are
composed of a small brass cone, which ex
actly tits its seat, and is kept in its place by
a wire fastened to it ; this wire is cut flat on
one side to allow the water to pass through
when the valve is open, and a small spiral
spring closes it.

PRESSURE, in Phyrict, is properly the
action of a body which makes a continual
effort or endeavour to move another body on
which it rests; such as the action of a heavy
body supported by a horizontal table, and is
thus distinguished from percussion or momen
tary force of action. Since action and re
action arc equal and contrary, it is obvious
that pressure equally relates to both bodies,
viz. the one which presses and that which re
ceives the pressure. See a few remarks on
the difference between percussion and pres
sure, under the article Percussion.

Pressure of Fluids, is of two kinds, viz. of
elastic and non-elastic fluids.

Pressure of Non-elastic Fluids. The upper
surface of a homogeneous heavy fluid in any
vessel, or any system of communicating ves
sels, is horizontal.

This is a matter of universal experience ;

and, as it is easily observed, may be taken
for the distinguishing properly of fluids. Thus,
if ABC DEF (fig. 4, Plate VIII.) be a vessel
in which the branches CDH, EFG, have a
free communication with the part A B ; then
if water, or mercury, or wine, or any other
fluid commonly reckoned non-elastic, be pour
ed in either at A, C, or E, and when the whole
is at rest, the surface of the fluid stands at ljv

in the larger trunk; if the line LI KM b«
drawn parallel to the horizon, the surface of
the fluid will stand at L in the bra ch EF,
and at M in the branch CD ; and this whatever
arc the inclinations of those branches, or the
angles at F and D, G and H.

This is usually explained by saying, that
.since the parts of a fluid are easily moveable
in any direction, the higher particles will de
scend by reason of their superior gravity, and
raise the lower parts till the whole comes to
rest in a horizontal plane. Now what is called
the horizontal plane is, in fact, a portion of a
spherical surface, whose centre is the centre
of the earth: hence it will follow, that if a
fluid gravitate towards any centre, it will dis
pose itself into a spherical figure, the centre
of which is the centre of force.

Prop. If a fluid, considered without weight,
is contained in any vessel whatever, and an
orifice being made in the vessel, any pressure
whatever be applied thereto, that pressure
will be distributed equally in all directions.

Through any point N (fig. 4, Plate VII D,
taken at pleasure below the surface of the fluid
LIKM, imagine the horizontal plane PNOQ
to pass. It is obvious the weight of the fluid
contained in the vessel below PNOQ contri
butes nothing to the support of the columns
LP, IO, MQ ; so that the equilibrium would ob-
tainin like manner, if the fluid contained in that
part of the vessel below PNOQ had lost its
weight entirely. We may, therefore, regard
this fluid as being solely a mean of communi
cation between the columns LP, IO, MQ;
in such manner that it will transmit the pres
sure resulting from the columns LP, MQ, to
the column IO, and reciprocally. If now, in
stead of the columns LP, IO, MQ.ofthe fluid,

pistons were applied to the surfaces P, N, O,
and Q, and were separately urged by pres
sures respectively equal to the pressures of
the columns LP, IO, MQ, the equilibrium
would manifestly obtain in like manner. Or
if a pressure equal that of the column MQ be
applied at Q, while the columns LP, I O re
main, the equilibrium will still obtain; and
this, whatever are the directions of the several
branches, and their sinuosities at D, F, &c.
whence the proposition is evident.

Cor. Not only is the pressure transmitted
equally in all directions, but it acts perpendi
cularly upon every point of the surface of the
vessel which contains the fluid.

For, if the pressure which acts upon the
surface were not exerted perpendicularly, it
is easy to see that it could not be entirely an
nihilated by the re-action of that surface ; the

surplus of force would, therefore, occasion
fresh action upon the particles of the fluid,
whirl) must of consequence be transmitted in
all directions, and thus necessarily occasion a

motion in the fluid ; that is, the fluid could
not be at rest in the vessel, which is contrary
to experience.

Cor. 2. Hence also, if the parts of a fluid
contained in any vessel ABCD (fig. 5), open
towards the part AB, arc solicited by any
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forces whatever, and remain notwithstanding
in equilibrio, these forces mast be perpendi
cular to the surface AB. For the equilibrium
would obtain in like manner, if a cover or
a piston of the same figure as the surface A B
were applied to it ; and it is manifest that in
this latter case, the forces which act at the
surface, or their resultant, must be perpendi
cular to that surface.

Cor. 3. If therefore the forces which act
upon the particles of the fluid are those of
gravity, we shall see that the direction of gra
vity is necessarily perpendicular to the sur
face of a tranquil fluid ; consequently the sur
face of a heavy fluid must be horizontal to be

in equilibrio, whatever may be the figure of
the vessel in which it is contained.

Cor. 4. If a vessel, as ABCD (fig. 5), closed
throughout, except a small orifice O, is full of
a fluid without weight; then if any pressure
be applied at O, the resulting pressure on the
plane surface or bottom C D, will neither de
pend upon the quantity of fluid in the vessel,
nor on its shape ; but since the pressure ap
plied at O, is transmitted equally in all direc
tions, the actual pressure upon CD will be to
the pressure at O, as the area of CD is to that
of the orifice.

Cor. 5. In the same manner will the pres
sure applied at O be exerted in raising the
top AB of the vessel; so that if the top be a

plane, of which O forms a part, the vertical
pressure tending to force AB upwards will
be to the force applied at O, as the surface
A B to the area O. See Hydrostatic Bel
lows.

Prop. The pressnre of a fluid on the hori
zontal base of a vessel in which it is contain
ed, is as the base and perpendicular altitude,
whatever be the figure of the vessel that con
tains it ; the upper surface of the fluid being
supposed horizontal.

Let any horizontal plane 6 H be supposed
drawn, and conceive the fluid contained in
the part G C D H of the vessel to be void of
weight ; then as it is evident, from cor. 3 of
the foregoing proposition, that any vertical fila
ment whatever, EI of the heavy fluid ABH6,
exerts at the point I a pressure which is dis
tributed equally through the fluid GCDH;
and that this pressure acts equally upwards
to oppose the action of each of the other fila
ments which stand vertically above G H ;

therefore the filament EI alone keeps in equi
librio all the other filaments of the mass
A G H B ; consequently the mass G C D H be
ing still supposed without weight, there will
not result any other pressure on the bottom
CD than that of a single filament E I ; which,
being transmitted equally to all the points of

CD, will make the pressure upon CD to that
upon the base I of the filament E I, as the
area of C D to the area I. If, therefore, we

Fig. 3.

imagine a heavy fluid contained in AC DB to
be divided into horizontal laminae, the upper
lamina will communicate to the bottom C D
no other action than would be communicated
by the single filament ab; and the same thing
obtaining with respect to each lamina, the
bottom therefore is pressed in the same de
gree as it would be by the combined opera
tion of the filaments ab, be, ed, &c. Whence,
as this pressure is transmitted equally to all
points of C D, it will be equal to the product
of CD into the sum of the pressures which
the filaments ab,bc,cd, are capable of exer
cising on the same point, or it will be propor
tional to CD x (ai + be + ed +, &c.) Gre
gory's Mechanics, article 384, &.c.

Centre of Pressure. See Centre.
PRICE (Dr. Richard), a celebrated Eng

lish mathematician, Fellow of the Royal So
ciety, and of the Academy of Sciences, New
England ; was bom at Tynton, in Glamorgan
shire, in 1723, and died in London, in 1791,
in his sixty-eighth year. Dr. Price was au
thor of a variety of works on Morals, Politics,
and Religion, beside others on scientific sub
jects ; but the only ones we have to record
here, and by which indeed he is most distin
guished, are "Observations on Reversionary
Payments," &c. 8vo. 1771. "Appeal on the
National Debt," &.c. 8vo. 1773; from which
originated the plan of the sinking fund. "On
Annuities, Assurances, and Population," 8vo.
1779. " On the Population of England," 1780,
" On the Public Debts, Finances, Loans," &c.
8vo. 1783. A new work on "

Reversionary
Payments," 2 vols. 1783. Besides a variety
of papers in the Phil. Trans, on astronomical
and philosophical subjects.

PRIMARY Planets, are such as revolve
about the sun as a centre; such are Mercury,
Venus, Terra the Earth, Mars, Vesta, Juno,
Pallas, Ceres, Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus or
the Georgium Sidus ; being thus called in
contradistinction to the secondary planets or
satellites, which revolve about their respective
primaries. See Planet.

PRIME Numbers, are those which have no
divisors, or which cannot be divided into any
number of equal integral parts, less than the
number of units of which they arc composed ;

such as 2, 3,5, 7, 11, 13, 17, &c. These num
bers have formed a subject of investigation
and inquiry, from the earliest date down to
the present day ; and a rule for finding them
is still amongst the desiderata of mathema
ticians. Eratosthenes invented what he call
ed a sieve for this pupose, because by this he
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sifted away, or separated, those numbers that
were not primes from those that were, and by
this means ascertained the latter ; which is an
indirect method, and cannot be applied to a

particular case, without a general calculation.
The principle of this method, which is the

same that has since been employed by mo
dern writers, for ascertaining (hose numbers,
is as follows :

Having written down in their proper order
all the odd numbers from 1 to any extent re
quired; as,

1 3 6 7 9 11 13 16 17 19

61 33 26 27 29 31 3;i 35 37 39
41 43 46 47 49 61 63 65 67 69
61 63 66 67 69 71 73 76 77 79
81 83 86 87 89 91 93 96 97 99

We begin with the first prime number 3,
and over every third number, from that place,
we put a point, because all those numbers are
divisible by 3 ; as 9, 15, 21, &c.

Then from 6, a point is placed over every
fifth number, all these being divisible by 6,
such arc 15, 26, 35, 8ic.

Again, from 7, every 7th number is pointed
in the same manner, such as 21, 35, 49, &c.

And having done this, all the numbers that
now remain without points are prime num
bers ; for there is no prime number between
7 and */ 100 ; because if a number cannot be

divided by a prime number less than the square
root of itself, it is itself a prime number ; add
ing therefore to the above, the prime number
2, which is the only even prime we have,
2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 39, 31, 37,
41, 43, 47, 63, 59, 61, 67, 71, 73, 79, 83,
89, 97,
which are all the prime numbers under 100.

The method of finding a prime number be
yond a certain limit, by a direct process, is
considered one of the most difficult problems
in the theory of numbers ; which, like the
quadrature of the circle, the trisection of an
angle, and the duplication of the cube, have
engaged the attention of many able mathe
maticians, but without arriving at any satis
factory result. It was generally supposed,
that this might be done bv some formula, as
42** + 17, 3*1 + 5* + 19, &c. ; in which,
by assuming any number whatever for x, the
whole formula would be a prime : but it may
be demonstrated, that no such formula can
exist ; still, however, though no rule for find
ing these numbers has yet been discovered,
yet many very interesting properties of them
have been demonstrated, the principal of
which are as follow :

1. If a number cannot be divided by another
number less than the square root of itself, that
number is a prime.

2. All prime numbers are of one of tM
forms 4n 4- 1, or 4n — 1 ; that is, if a prime
number be divided by 4, the remainder Will
be ± 1. So also all prime numbers are of one
of the forms 6n ± 1 ; and various other forms
may be given, but the converse, as observed
above, has not place ; namely, that every num'
ber in these forms is a prime.

3. The number of prime numbers is infinite.
4. There cannot be three prime numbers in

arithmetical progression, unless their common
difference be divisible by 1 x 2 x 3 ; or un
less the first of these primes be the number 3,
in which case there may be three prime num
bers in such an arithmetical progression ; but
there cannot be more than 3.

6. If* be a prime number, then will
1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 6, &c. n, + 1

be divisible by n.
6. Every prime number of the form 4n + 1,

is the sum of two squares ; as 5 ~ 21 + 1*,
13 = 31 + 2*, 17 = 4l + l1, &c; but a prima
number, not of this form, cannot be resolved
into two squares.

7. Every prime number of the form 8n + 1,

is of the three forms y1 + x*, y1 + 2xz,

y1 — 8**-
Thus 41 = 5* + 41 = 31 + 2 .4l = 7* — 2 .3*
And 73 = 81 + 31 = ll + 2.61=:91— 2.2*.

8. Every prime number 8n + 7, is of the
form y* — 2«*.
Thus 31 —71 — 2. 31; and 47 — 2. 1*.

9. Every prime number 8n + 3, is of the
form y1 + 2z*.

For example, 11, 19, and 43, are primes of
this form; and 11=31 + 2.11, 19 = l1+2.3\
and 43 = 51 + 2.31.

10. If n be a prime number, and r any num
ber whatever not divisible by n ; then will r",
when divided by n, leave the same remainder
as r divided by n.

11. Supposing still n and r, as in the pre
ceding case, r*~' — 1 will be divisible by n.

12. The square of every prime number of
the form 4n + 1, is of the form y1 + 25 a*.

For the demonstration of these, and various
other properties of prime numbers, see Bar
low's " Elementary Investigations," &c.

As it is frequently useful to know whether
a given number be a prime or not, many au
thors have been induced to form tables of
those numbers, the most extensive of which is
that published in vol. ii. of Vaga's " Mathema
tical Tables," in Latin and German, which is
carried to 400000; but the most extensive
tabic in English, is that given in Bonnycastle's
octavo " Arithmetic." The following tabl*
exhibits all prime numbers under 5000 which
will be useful as a reference, in many cases.
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TABLE

0/ Prime Numbers to 5000.

2 293 677 1097 1553 2017 2477 2969 3499 3989 4507

3 307 083 1103 1559 2027 2503 2971 3511 4001 4513

5 311 691 1109 1567 2029 2521 2999 3517 4003 4517

7 313 701 1117 1571 2039 2531 3001 3527 4007 4519

11 317 709 1123 1579 2053 2539 3011 3529 4013 4523

13 331 719 1129 1583 2063 2543 3019 3533 4019 4547

17 337 727 1151 1597 2069 2549 3023 3539 4021 4519

19 347 733 1153 1601 2081 2551 3037 3541 4027 4561

23 349 739 1163 1607 2083 2557 3041 3547 4049 4567

29 353 743 1171 1609 2087 2379 3049 3557 4051 4583

31 359 751 1181 1613 2089 2591 3061 3559 4057 4591

37 367 757 1187 1619 2099 2593 3067 3571 4073 4597

41 373 761 1193 1621 2111 2609 3079 3581 4079 4603

43 379 769 1201 1627 2113 2617 3083 3583 4091 4621

47 383 773 1213 1637 2129 2621 3089 3593 4093 4637

53 389 787 1217 1657 2131 2633 3109 3607 4099 4639

59 397 797 1223 1663 2137 2647 3119 3613 4111 4643

61 401 809 1229 1667 2141 2657 3121 3617 4127 4649

67 409 811 1231 1669 2143 2659 3137 3623 4129 4651

71 419 821 1237 1693 2153 2663 3163 3631 4133 4657

73 421 823 1249 1697 2161 2671 3167 3637 4139 4663

79 431 827 1269 1699 2179 2677 3169 3643 4153 4673

83 433 829 1277 1709 2203 2683 3181 3659 4157 4679

89 439 839 1279 1721 2207 2687 3187 3671 4159 4691

97 443 853 1283 1723 2213 2689 3191 3673 4177 4703

101 449 857 1289 1733 2221 2693 3203 3677 4201 4721

103 457 859 1291 1741 2237 2699 3209 3691 4211 4723

107 461 863 1297 1747 2239 2707 3217 3697 4217 4729

109 463 877 1301 1753 2243 2711 3221 3701 4219 4733

113 467 881 1303 1769 2251 2713 3229 3709 4229 4751

127 479 883 1307 1777 2267 2719 3251 3719 4231 4759

131 487 887 1319 1783 2269 2729 3253 3727 4241 4783

137 491 907 1321 1787 2273 2731 3257 3733 4243 4787

139 499 911 1327 1789 2281 2741 3259 3739 4253 4789

149 503 919 1361 1801 2287 2749 3271 3761 4259 4793

151 509 929 1367 1811 2293 2753 3299 3767 4261 4799

157 521 937 1373 1823 2297 2767 3301 3769 4271 4801

163 523 941 1381 1831 2309 2777 3307 3779 4273 4813

167 541 947 1399 1847 2311 2789 3313 3793 4283 4817

173 647 953 1409 1861 2333 2791 3319 3797 4289 4831

179 557 967 1423 1867 2339 2797 3323 3803 4297 4861

181 563 971 1427 1871 2341 2801 3329 3821 4327 4871

191 569 977 1429 1873 2347 2803 3331 3823 4337 4877

193 671 983 1433 1877 2351 2819 3343 3833 4339 4889

197 677 991 1439 1879 2357 2833 3347 3847 4349 4903

199 687 997 1447 1889 2371 2837 3359 3851 4357 4909

211 693 1009 1451 1901 2377 2843 3361 3853 4363 4919

223 599 1013 1453 1907 2381 2861 3371 3863 4371 4931

227 601 1019 1459 1913 2383 2857 3373 3877 4391 4933

229 607 1021 1471 1931 2389 2861 3389 3881 4397 4937

233 613 1031 1481 1933 2393 2879 3391 3889 4409 4913

239 617 1033 1483 1949 2393 2887 3407 3907 4421 4951

241 619 1039 1487 1951 2411 2897 3413 3911 4423 4957

251 631 1049 1489 1973 2417 2903 3433 3917 4441 4967

257 641 1051 1493 1979 2423 2909 3449 3919 4447 4969

263 643 1061 1499 1987 2437 2917 3457 3923 4451 4973

269 647 1063 1611 1993 2441 2927 3461 3929 4457 4987

271 653 1069 1523 1997 2447 2939 3463 3931 4463 4993

277 659 1087 1631 1999 2459 2953 3467 3943 4481 4999

281 661 1091 | 1543 2003 2467 2957 3469 3947 4483 5003

283 673 1093 1549 2011 2473 2963 3491 3967 4493 5009
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Prime Vertical, is that vertical circle, or

azimuth, which is perpendicular to the meri
dian, and passes through the east and west
points of the horizon.

Prime Vertical/, in Dialling, or Prime Ver
tical Dials, are those that are projected on the
plane of the prime vertical circle, or on a

plane parallel to it. These are otherwise call
ed direct, erect, north, or south dials.

Prime of the Moon, is the new moon at her
first appearance, for about three days after
her change. It means also the Golden Num
ber, which see.

PRIMUM Mobile, in the Ptolemaic Astro
nomy, the ninth or highest sphere of the hea
vens, whose centre is that of the world, and
in comparison of which the earth is but a
point. This the ancients supposed to contain
all other spheres within it

,
and to give motion

to them, turning itself, and all of them, quite
round in twenty-four hours.

PRINCIPAL, in Arithmetic or in Commerce,

is the sum lent upon interest, either simple or
compound. See Interest.

PRINGLE (Sir John), a very distinguish
ed physician and philosopher, was born in
Roxburghshire in 1707, and took his degree
of M. D. at Leydcn in 1730 ; and there pub
lished his " Dissertatio de Marcore Senili,"
in 4to. In 1766 he was elected President of
the Royal Society, an honour which he re
signed in 1778, and died in 1782. He was
author of numerous and valuable papers in
the Philosophical Transactions ; an account
of which, with many particulars of his life,
may bo seen under the article Pringle, Dr.
Hutton's Dictionary.

PRISM, in Geometry, is a body, or solid,
whose two ends are any plain figures which
are parallel, equal, and similar ; and its sides
connecting those ends are parallelograms.
Hence, every section parallel to the base, is

equal and similar to the base ; and the prism
may be considered as generated by the paral
lel motion of this plane figure.

Prisms receive particular names, according
to the figure of their bases ; as a triangular
prism, a square prism, a pentagonal prism, a

hexagonal prism, and so on. And hence the
denomination prism comprises also the cube
and parallelopipedon, the former being a

square prism, and the latter a rectangular
one. And even' a cylinder may be consider
ed as a round prism, or one that has an infi
nite number of sides. Also a prism is said
to be regular or irregular, according as the
figure of its end is a regular or an irregular
polygon.

The axis of a prism, is the line conceived
to be drawn lengthways through the middle
of it, connecting the centre of one end with
that of the other end.

Prisms, again, are either right or oblique.

A right prism is that whose sides and its
axis are perpendicular to its ends, like an
upright tower. And

An oblique prism, is when the axis and
sides are oblique to the ends ; so that, when

set upon one end, it inclines on one hand, more
than on the other.

The principal properties of prisms are,

1 . That all prisms are to one another in the
ratio compounded of their bases and heights.

2. Similar prisms are to one another in the
triplicate ratio of their like sides.

3. A prism is triple of a pyramid of equal
base and height; and the solid content of a

prism is found by multiplying the base by the
perpendicular height.

4. The upright surface of a right prism is

equal to a rectangle of the same height, and
its breadth equal to the perimeter of the base
or end. And therefore such upright surface
of a right prism, is found by multiplying the
perimeter of the base by the perpendicular
height. Also the upright surface of an oblique
prism is found by computing those of all its
parallelogram sides separately, and adding
them together.

And if to the upright surface be added the
areas of the two ends, the sum M ill be the
whole surface of the prism.

Prism, in Optics, is an instrument employ
ed for snowing the properties of solar light,
and consists merely of a triangular prism of

glass, which separates the rays of light in
their passage through it

, in consequence of
the different degrees of refrangibility that has

place in the component part of the same ray.
It is, for instance, by means of this instru

ment that the origin of colours is shown to be

owing to the composition which takes place
in the rays of light, each heterogeneous ray

consisting of innumerable rays of different
colours. Thus, a
ray being let into

|

a darkened room, J?
through a small _ j

round aperture z, VET..--.:-. I

andfalling on a tri- *^JN':;::y;;--~
«

angular glass prism "^--c.".---.
x, is by the refrac- :;-0
tion of the prism
considerably dilated, and will exhibit on the
opposite wall an oblong image ab, called a
spectrum, variously coloured, the extremities
of which are bounded by semicircles, and the
sides rectilinear. The colours are commonly
divided into seven, which, however, have
various shades, gradually intermixing at their
juncture. Their order, beginning from the
side of the refracting angle of the prism, is

red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, and
violet. The obvious conclusion from this ex
periment is, that the several component parts
of solar light have different degrees of re
frangibility, and that each subsequent ray in
the order above mentioned, is more refran
gible than the preceding.

As a circular image would be depicted by
the solar ray unrefracted by the prism, so each
ray that suffers no dilation by the prism would
mark out a circular image O. Hence, it ap
pears that the spectrum is composed of innu
merable circles of different colours. The mix
ture, therefore, is proportionable to the nuru
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ber of circles mixed together; but all such
circles iie between those of two contingent
circles, consequently ihe mixture is propor
tionable to the interval of those centres ;

viz. to the breadth of the spectrum. Con
sequently, if the breadth can be diminished,
retaining the length of the rectilinear sides,
the mixture will be lessened proportiouably ;

and this is done by the following process :

At a considerable distance from the hole z,

place a double convex lens A B, whose focal
length is equal to half that distance, and place
the prism x behind the lens ; then at a dis
tance behind the lens, equal to the distance
from the hole, will be formed a spectrum, the
length of whose rectilinear sides is the same
as before, but its breadth much less ; for the
undiminished breadth was equal to a line
subtending, at the distance of the spectrum
from the hole, an angle equal to the apparent
diameter of the sun, together with a line equal
to the diameter of the hole; but the reduced
breadth is equal to the diameter of the hole
only: the image of the hole formed by the
lens, at the distance of double its focal length,
is equal to the hole ; therefore its several
images, in the different kinds of rays, are
equal to the same; viz. the breadth of the
reduced spectrum is equal to the diameter of
the hole.

It is also known from experiment that a

prism placed in an horizontal position will
project the ray into an oblong form, but if
another horizontal prism be applied, similar
to the former, to receive the refracted light
emerging from the first, and having its re
fracting angle turned the contrary way from
that of the former, the light after passing
through both prisms, will assume a circular
form, as if it had not been at all refracted.
But if the light after emerging from the first
prism be received on another prism, perpen
dicular to the former, it will be refracted by
this into a position inclined to the former, but
its breadth will remain the same.

In order now to show that the different
colours suffer no manner of change from any
number of refractions, let there be placed
close to the prism a perforated board, and let
the refracted light transmitted through the
hole be received on another board parallel to
the former, and likewise perforated with a

small hole ; and behind this hole place another
prism with its refracting angle downwards,
and turn the first prism slowly about its axis,
and the light will then moTe up and down the

second board ; let the different colours be
turned successively, and mark the place of
the different coloured rays on the wall after
their refraction at the second prism ; it will
then be found that the red is seen the lowest,
and the violet the highest, and .the rest in the
intermediate space in their order.

From these experiments, aided by some
others w hich our limits will not admit of de
tailing, the following conclusions have been
drawn, viz. The solar rajs may be resolved
into different coloured rays; these coloured
rays are immutable, either by reflection or
refraction. 'That from the mixture of these
coloured rays in due proportion solar light
may be produced ; and consequently that the
differently coloured rays exist in solar light,
though when blended together in their natural
proportions it exhibits no traces of colour.
See Colour.

PRISMOID, a figure resembling a prism.
PROBABILITY of an Event, in the doc

trine of Chances, is the ratio of the number of
chances by which the event may happen, to
the number by which it may both happen and
fail. So that, if there be constituted a frac
tion, of which the numerator is the number
of chances for the events happening, and the
denominator the number for both happening
and failing, that fraction w ill properly express
the value of the probability of the event's
happening.

Probability of Life. See Expectation.
PROBABILITIES, the same as Chances.
PROBLEM, in Geometry, is a proposition

wherein some operation or construction is
required ; as to divide a line or angle, erect
or let fall perpendiculars, &c. See Geome
try.

Problem, in Algebra, is a question or pro
position which requires some unknown truth
to be investigated, and the truth of the dis
covery demonstrated.

Kepler's Problem, in Astronomy. Sec Kep
ler's Problem.

Problem, Determinate, Diophantine, Inde
terminate, Limited, Linear, Local, Plane, Solid,
Sursolid, and Unlimited. See the adjectives.

Z>e/taca/ Problem, a term anciently applied
to the problem of the Duplication of the
Cube.

Problem of the Three Bodies, is the term
by which is denoted the celebrated problem
of finding the inequalities of the lunar orbit
This problem in all its generality is as fol
lows: three bodies of gi\cn magnitudes, as
the sun, the earth, and moon, being projected
into space with gi>en velocities, and in given
directions, and attracting each other accord
ing to a given law (the inverse ratio of the
squares of their distances from each other,
and directly as their masses) ; it is required to
determine the nature of the curve that oue of
them, as the moon, describes about one of
the others as the earth. Such is the general
state of the problem, but in the case in ques
tion, there are certain conditions which render

N N
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it less difficult, viz. 1. That one of the bodies,
the sun, is very great in comparison with the

other two, and nearly at rest. 2. Its distance
from the other two is so great that it may be

considered the same for both. 3. The orbit
of the moon about the earth is nearly an el

lipse, and the aberrations from which is there
fore all that is required. The problem even
with these limitations is sufficiently difficult,

and has engaged the attention of the most
celebrated analysts of modern times.

PROCLTJS, a Greek philosopher and ma
thematician, was born in Lycia, and lived

about (he year 500. He was the disciple of
Syrianus, and had a great share in the friend

ship of the emperor Anastasins. It is said,
(hat when Vitalian laid siege to Constan

tinople, Proclus burnt bis ships with large
brazen spcenliinis. This philosopher was a

pagan, and w rote against the christian religion.
There are still extant his Commentaries on
some of Plato's books, and a tedious com

mentary on the first two books of Euclid's
Elements. The latter work has been trans
lated into English by Mr. Thomas Taylor.

PROCYON, a fixed star of the second
magnitude in the constellation Cams Minor.

PRODUCT, in Arithmetic and Algebra, is
the quantity arising from the multiplication
of tw o or more factors together.

Some of the most remarkable properties of
products as to their forms with reference to
the factors whence they were produced, may
be stated as follows : viz.

1. The product of the sum of two numbers
by their difference is equal to the difference
of their squares ; that is,

(x + y) (x — y) = x1 — y*.
2. The double of the sum of two squares is

also the sum of two squares ; that is,

(x2 4- y2) X 2 = (x 4- y)1 + (x — y)1.

Consequently the sum of two squares, mul
tiplied by any power of 2, is the sum of two

squares; thus for example:
5 — 21 4- 1»; 6 x 2 = 10 = 3* + l2

10 x 2 = 20 = 42 + 22 ; 40 = 6* 4- 2%&c.
3. The product of the sum of two squares,

by the sum of two squares, is itself the sum
of two squares ; for

(x^+u^ fx'1 4- 1/"1)- \ +(.ry— xWor

Thus 5 = 22

13 = 31
+ I1
4- 2*

(x +ay *x +ay )=((aa/_(iyyy ^xy1 +yxV
6. The two formula? x1 4- y1 4- zx, and

+ + 2s11 are such, that the double of
either gives the other thus :

f,x+„». 2»xx.1_<2*1+2Jr4-22-* =
[ft +y + *)XZ_j(i+y),+(i_y)1+2.,

Again,

Thus 14 = S1 4- 2* 4- I1
mult, by 2

the prod. 2» =
{%++%++%r2)l

+ *-V

Again, 15 = 32 ■+2* + 3 . 11
mult, by 2

product 6/> = 4- 1- or 7l 4- 41

4. The product of the sum of four squares,
by the sum of four squares, is also the sum of
four squares; for

(k>*+ x2 4- y1 + z2) X (to'1 4- x"- 4- y'1 + z"1) =
(tew' + xx1 +'yy'+zz,y- + (ivx'—xu/ +yz'—y'zf +
(h- »/— xz1—yid 4- zx')1 4- (uiz' + xy'—yx' — zw')1

6. The product of two numbers, or formula;
of the form x1 4- ay2, is also the same form ;
for

_ < 4-2)24-(3— 2)2+-2'-=4-2)24-(3— 2)2+-2'-=—
I 52 4- l1 4- 21

See Barlow's Theory of Numbers, p. 180.

PROGRESSION, in Arithmetic and Al
gebra, a series of numbers advancing or pro
ceeding in the same manner, or according
to a certain law, &c.

Progression is either arithmetical, or geo
metrical.

Arithmetical Progression, is a series of
three or more quantities that have all the
same common difference ; as 3, 5, 7, &c. which
have the common difference 2; and o, a 4- rf

,

a 4
- 2d, &c. which have all the same dif

ference d
.

In an arithmetical progression, the chief
properties are these: 1st, The sum of any two
terms, is equal to the sum of every other two
that are taken at equal distances from the two
former, and equal to double the middle term
when there is one equally distant between
those two: so, in the series 0

,
1,2, 3

,

4, 6
,

6
,

&c. 0 4- 6 = 1 + 5 = 2 4- 4 = twice 3 or 6.
2d. The sum of all the terms of any arithme
tical progression, is equal to the sum of as

many terms of which each is the arithmetical
mean between the extremes; or equal to half
Ihc sum of the extremes multiplied by the
number of terms: so, the sum of these ten

terms 0
,

1
, 2
,

3
,

4
,

5
,

6
,

7
,

8
, 9
,

is
° * 9

x 10,

Jt

or 9 x 5
, which is 45 ; and the reason of this

will appear by inverting the terms, setting
them under the former terms, and adding each
two together, which will make double the
same series ;

thus 0
,

1
, 2
,

3. 4
,

5
,

6
,

7
,

8
,

9
,

inverted 9, 8
. 7. 6. 5. 4. 3, 2. 1
. 0,

sums 9, 9
,

9
,

9
,

9. 9
,

9
,

9
, 9
,

9:
where the double series being the same num
ber of nines, or sum of the extremes, the srngl*
scries must be the half of that sum. 3d. The
last, or any term, of such a series, is equal to
the first term, with the product added of the
common difference multiplied by I less than
the number of terms, when the series ascends
or increases; or the same product subtracted
when the series descends or decreases : so, of
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the series 1, 2, 3, 4, &c. whose common dif
ference is 1, the 50th term is 1 + (1 x 49),
or 1 + 49, that is 50; and of the series 50,
49, 48, Sec. the 50th term is 50—1 x 49, or
50 — 49, which is 1. Also, if we denote by
a the least term,

z the greatest term,
d the common difference,
n the number of the terms,

and s the sum of the scries;
then the principal properties are expressed by
tliuse equations, viz.

z — a + d.(n — 1)
a — z — d.(n —

1)
m = (a + z){n,
* = (z -— id.n — 1) n,

i = (a + \d.n — I) «.

Moreover, when the first term a, is 0 or
nothing; the theorems become z~d(n — 1)

and s —
\zn.

See Bonuycastle's Arithmetic and Algebra.
Geometrical Progression, a progression in

which the terms have all successively the
same ratio; as 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, &c. where the
common ratio is 2.

The general and common property of a

geometrical progression is, that the product
of any two terms, or the square of any one
single term, is equal to the product of every
other two terms that are taken at an equal
distance oji both sides from the former. So
of these terms,

1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, Sec.

1x64 = 2 x 32 = 4x 16 = 8 x 8 = 64.
In any geometrical progression, if

a denote the least term
z the greatest term,
r the common ratio,
n the number of the terms,
s the sum of the series, or all the terms ;

then any of these quantities may be found
from the others, by means of these general
values or equations, viz.

"6 J*
r = a x r*-\

log. ^—
a log. r + log. z — log. a

log. r
~~

log. r
rn —1 jJi-l z rz a

r— 1 r— 1 r* ' i— 1

When the scries is infinite, then the least

term a is nothing, and the sum * = - - .
r — 1

In any increasing geometrical progression,
or series beginning with 1, the 3d, 5th, 7th,
Sec. terms will be squares ; the 4th, 7th, 10th,
&c. cubes ; and the 7th will be both a square
and a cube. Thus in the series 1, r, r1, r*,r+,
rs, r6, r7, r8, r9, &c. r*, r4, r6, r8, are squares;
r3, r6, r*, cubes; and r6 both a square and a
cube.

PROJECTILES, is that branch of me
chanics, which relates to the motion, velocity,
range, Sec. of a heavy body projected into
void space by any external force, and then
left to the free action of gravity, by which it
descends to the earth.

Till the time of Galileo the true path of a
projectile was unknown, it was supposed that
its first motion was in a right line in the di
rection of the impelling force, and that it
afterwards described a curve; but the na
ture of that curve was wholly unknown.
Tartaglia, however, pointed out the error of
supposing any part of the path to be a right
line ; but it was Galileo who first demon
strated that, on the supposition of gravity
acting in parallel lines, the body would de
scribe the curve of a parabola. This, it is true,
is not theoretically correct, for the action of
gravity, it is well known, is not made in lines
parallel to each other, but in lines perpen
dicular to the earth's surface : the error, how
ever, is so trifling as to be of no importance,
and this supposition of its parallelism is there
fore universally adopted.

There is no branch of mixed mathematics
that presents a more elegant and interesting
theory than projectiles; but it unfortunately
happens, also, that there is none in which
theory and practice are more at variance, a
circumstance wluch is principally to be attri
buted to the resistance of the air, which is
very considerable, whereas in theory the mo
tion is supposed to take place in void space,
or, as it is commonly said, in a non-resisting
medium.

Theory of Projectiles in non-resisting Mediums.

Prop. I. If a heavy body be projected into a
non-resisting medium, cither parallel or in
any way inclined to the horizon, it will by
this motion, combined with that resulting
from the action of gravity, describe the curve
of a parabola.

Let a body be projected from A in the di
rection A D, with a uniform velocity, which
would carry it over the equal spaces AB, BC,
CD, &c. in equal portions of time; and let
BE, CF, DG, Sec. be the spaces, through
which a body would descend by the force of
gravity in those times.

Then it follows from the principles of the
composition of motion, that the body will be
found at the end of these portions of time, in
the points E,l\ G ; or that its path will be the
curve A E F G H passing through those points,

NN2
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and which is to be demonstrated to be a pa

rabola. -
Let t , T represent the times the body would

be in passing over any two of those spaces
AB, AD; then, since the motion in this di

rection is unform, we have
All : A D : : i : T

therefore A B1 : A D1 : : <* : T1

but BE :1>G ::t1:T1
by the laws of falling bodies ; therefore

ABl:AD!::BE:DG,
which is a known property of the parabola.

Cot: 1. The velocity in the direction AD
being uniform, the horizontal velocity is also

uiiilbrm, and it is to the former as radius to

the cosine of the angle HAD of elevation.

Cor. 2. The velocity in the direction of gra

vity at any point F, is to the first projectile

velocity, as 2CF is to A C. For this velocity
would carry the body over 2CF in the same

time, by the law of falling bodies, but in the

same time the projectile velocity would carry
the body over the space A C ; therefore the

former velocity is to the latter, as 2C F : A C.
Cor. 3. Let PA be the height due to the first

projectile velocity, or that space through which
a heavy body must fall to acquire a velocity

equal to that of projection ; and let DG be

any ordinate equal to PA, then the velocity

in the direction of gravity at 6, will be equal
to the projectile velocity at A ; but it has been

shown that these velocities are to each olhcr
as 2DG is to AD, therefore being equal at

this point, we have 2DG or 2P A = A D,
whence AD2 =2DG x 2PA = 4PA.DG ;

that is, A D1 is a certain multiple of PA, and

since the squares of all these distances, viz.
AB1, AC1, AD1, AT*, &c. vary as BE,
C F, DG, I H, &e. from what has been already
demonstrated, it follows that each of those

squares are the same multiple of their cor

responding ordinatcs, viz.
AB1 = 4AP.BE
AC1 = 4AP.C F
AP = 4AP.IH

And from this property is readily drawn the

geometrical construction, for the determina

tion of the range, elevation. &.c. of a projec

tile upon either a horizontal or inclined plane.
Prop. 2. Having given the impetus, or height

due to the velocity, and the angle of projec
tion to find the range upon any given plane
either parallel or oblique to the horizon.

II
Let PA be the height due to the velocity,

A I the direction of projection, and AH the
given plane. From P draw P Q making the

angle APQ = to the angle QAR; take AI
= 4 A Q and draw H 1 parallel to P A, so
shall AH be the range required.

For the triangles APQ and AIH are si
milar, and therefore PA : AQ — JAI :: A I
: IH, hence

*AP = PA.IH or AP = 4PA .IH
therefore the parabola passes through H, by
cor. 3 above.

Cor. If A H be bisected in n and nm be
drawn parallel to IH, it will pass through the
vertex V of the parabola, and will be bisected
in that point by the property of the curve ;

therefore nV = \ IH = QR, is the greatest

height of the projectile above the plane.
On the same principle may be found the

elevation when the range and velocity is given,
or the velocity when the range and elevation
are known.

Prop. 3. Giving the range and impetus to
find the angle of elevation.

On the impetus PA describe a segment ca

pable of containing the angle A RQ, or P A a:
take AR = {AH, and draw R Q parallel to
PA, cutting the circle in QQ', so shall AQ
or A Q' be the direction required.

For since the angle PQA = the angle ARQ,
and < PAQ = < AQR because of the pa
rallels, it follows that the angle APQ = the

angle Q A R, and since AR = }AH, A Q =
} AI j therefore A Q is the direction required,
as is obvious from the preceding proposition.

Cor. 1. Hence it follows that there are

always two angles of elevation which give the

same range, except when the two points Q Q'
coincide, or when the angle P A H is bisected,

in which case the range is the greatest pos
sible.

Cor. 2. Hence also the impetus may be

found when the direction and range are given,
viz. Draw PA perpendicular to the horizontal
line AB; take AR — \ AH, also draw

RQ parallel to A P. and from Q draw QP,
making the angle A QP = the angle AQR,
and the point P, where this line cuts the per
pendicular, will give the height due to the

projectile velocity.
The above arc the principal geometrical

properties relating to projectiles, and which
arc general both for horizontal and oblique
planes . but the results are obtained more

generally from analysis, as follows :

Let AP the impetus
— m; the velocity of

projection v = 2 y/gm, the time of flight
— t ; the decent of gravity in one second

16^ =g\ And. call the angle of elevation
B A I = A, the angle of inclination of the

plane zz B, and the sum of these two HA I
= C ; then since the velocity is uniform, we
have in the first place A I — t v.

Again, As sin. AIH (~ cos. B) : sin. C : : AI
(=te):IH,
whence IH =

^
tv = gt* = 4 h, h being

the greatest height of the projectile,

. , cos. B , , sin. C v
whence v ~ irf and t — —-. -

sin. C ■ cos. B g
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Again, As sin. AH I (= cos. B) : sin. HI A

(= cos. A): AI: AH,
, , TT cos. A . T _ cos. A

whence A II = ^^^-5 A I _ tv

Now substituting in this last expression,
for the range, the values off, /, &c, as found

above, we have
'Cos. A , __ cos. A _t ti — — g t

"
cos. B sin. C s

cos.A.sin.C "T cos.A.sin.C.-—— ■— — t—— Am
cos. 'B g cos. 1BAH=r=
cos. A

Ah.
sin. C

And from tliese we readily draw the follow
ing values of v, t, and p.

cos B r
=cos.B v7 —*r— -

S
co

s.

it ' , ..—COi
cos. A <

<?±*gt =
sin. C s

cos. A . sin. C

2 cos. B

sin. C

2sin.C / fn sin.C v

g~ cos. Kgcos. B

= 2

cos. B r

v/g"/* — */Amg

_ / sin.C r
cos.Ag-

g
- cos. A e

_ < sin. *C
^ _ sin. »C u1 _ sin.C r

( cos. B cos. 'B cos. A 4 4

And from tliese formula-, it is easy to find

expressions for the sine or cosine of the angle
of elevation, when these are to be determined.

When the plane is horizontal these expres
sions become more simple, tor in that case

cos. B —. 1
, and the angles A and C become

the same, therefore changing sin. C,' in the

above, into sin. A, and cos. B into 1
, we have

for the horizontal plane

r . , cos. A . . .

( cos. A . tv — — —gt —cos. A. sin. A._ 1 sin. A 6

r

) v% 4 1 . cos. A . .I — — cos. A. sin. A.4m = -.4Av g sin. A

Z - v/ El
cos. A . t cos. A. sin. A sin. A

^ sin. A

f2.in.Av/-I Kg
^ & f*OS. I

= v/ sin. A.r
cos.A.g-

g cos. A . v

1 ( . , . sin. 2Ae1 sin. A.r gt1

A — I srn. At»z —- , = -—

C 4g 4 cos. A 4

And these again by substituting sin. A . cos.

Az} sin. 2 A and
s'"' — = tan. A, are ren-
cos. A

dered still more simple, and particularly those

which relate to the angle of elevation.
We have thus,

gt1 »*

r — —S—- — siu. 2A — — sin. 2A .2m
tan. A 'ig

gt 1 , tv
sin. a — — — - v'ST" = —

v v 5 Ah

a

gt1 Am gt1
~~

r r
~~ r

_ 2rg _ r _2gr

From which last value of r it is obvious

sin. 2a :

that the range varies as the sine of the double

angle of elevation, and therefore that it is

the greatest when this angle is 45°, or when

the angle subtended by the plane and im

petus is bisected, and the same is also true in
the latter sense, for the oblique plane.

2. And in both cases all angles, equally
above and below, that which gives the max

imum range, will give equal ranges, as may be

readily deduced from the preceding formula;.

3. All tilings being the same, the range
varies, as v1, or as the square of the velocity ;

as does also the greatest height of the pro
jectile.

4. The time of flight varies as the velocity,
or as the square root of the impetus.

On this subject see Robin's " Gunnery ;"

Hutton's and Simpson's
" Tracts."

PROJECTION, in Mechanics, the art of
giving a body its projectile motion. See Pro
jectiles.

Projection, in Perspective, denotes the

appearance or representation of an object on

the perspective plane. See Perspective.
Projection of the Sphere in Piano, is a

representation of (he several points or places
of the surface of the sphere, and of the circles

described upon it
,

upon a transparent plane

placed between the eye and the sphere, or

such as they appear to the eye placed at a

given distance.
The principal use of the projection of

the sphere is in the construction of plani
spheres, maps, and charts, which are said to
be of this or that projection, according to the
several situations of the eye, and the perspec
tive plane, with regard to the meridians, pa
rallels, and other points or places so repre
sented.

The most usual projection of maps of the
world, is that on the plane of the meridian,
which exhibits a right sphere, the first meri
dian being the horizon. The next is that on

the plane of the equator, which has the pole
in the centre, and the meridians the radii of

a circle, &c.
The projection of the sphere is usually di

vided into orthographic and sfercographic ;

to which may be added gnouionic.
Orthographic Projection, is that in which

the surface of the sphere is drawn upon a

plaue cutting it in the middle; the eye being
placed at an infinite distance vertically to one
of the hemispheres.

Stereographic Projection of the Sphere, is

that in which the surface and circles of the

sphere are drawn upon the plane of a great
circle, the eye being in the pole of that circle.

Gnomonical Projection of the Sphere, is

that iu which the surface of the sphere is

drawn upon an external plane commonly
touching it

,

the eye being at the centre of the

sphere.
Laws o

f the Orthographic Projection. — 1
.

The rays coming from the eye, being at an

infinite distance, and making the projection,
arc parallel to each other, and perpendicular
to the plane of projection.
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2. A right line perpendicular to the plane

of projection, is project* d into a point where
that line meets the said plane.

3. A right plane, as A B, or C D, not per
pendicular, but cither parallel or oblique to
the plane of the projection, is projected into a
right line, as UK or GH, and is always com
prehended between the extreme perpendi
culars A E and B F, or C G and D H.

4. The projection of the right line A B is
the greatest, when A B is parallel to the plane
of the projection.

6. Hence it is evident, that a line parallel
to the plane of a projection is projected into
a right line equal to itself; but a line that is
oblique to the plane of projection, is projected
into one that is less than itself.

fi. A plane surface, as ACBD, perpendi
cular to the plane of the projection, is pro
jected into the right line, as A B, in which it
cuts that plane. Hence it is evident that the
circle ACBD perpendicular to the plane of
projection passing through its centre is pro
jected into that diameter AB, in which it cuts
the plane of the projection. Also any arch as
Cc is projected iulo O o, equal toca, the right
sine of that arch ; and the complemental arc
cB is projected into o B, the versed sine of the
same arc cB.

7. A circle parallel to the plane of the pro
jection, is projected into a circle equal to
itself, having its centre the same with the
centre of the projection, and its radius equal
to the cosine of its distance from the plane.
And a circle oblique to the plane of the pro
jection, is projected into an ellipsis, whose
greater axis is equal to the diameter of the
circle, and

'
axis equal to double the

cosine of the obliq.. *' "•e circle to a radius
equal to half the ^rrealer axis.

Properties of i" Stenographic Projection. —
1. In this projection a circle perpendicular to
the plane of projection, and passing through tho
eye, is projected into a line of half-tangents.

10

2. The projections of all other circles, not
passing through the projecting point, whether
parallel or oblique, arc projected into circles.

Thus, let A C EDB represent a sphere, cut

by a plane IIS, passing through the centre I,
perpendicular to the diameter E H, drawn
from E the place of the eye ; and let the sec
tion of the sphere by the plane BS be the
circle C F D L, whose poles are H and E.
Suppose now A G B is a circle on the sphere
to be projected, whose pole most remote from
the eye is P ; and the visual rays from the
circle HGB meeting in E, form the cone
AGBE, of which the triangle AEB is a
section through the vertex E, and diameter of
the base A B, then will the tigure agbf, which
is the projection of the circle AGB, be itself a
circle. Hence the middle of the projected
diameter is the centre of the projected circle,
and this is true whether it be a great circle or
a small one: also the poles and centres of all
circles parallel to the plane of projection, fall
in the centre of the projection.

3. The projected diameter of any circle
subtends an angle at the eye equal to the
distance of that circle from its nearest pole,
taken on the sphere ; and that angle is bisect
ed by a right line joining the eye and that

pole. Thus, let the plane B S cut the sphere

K.--

V u 1

^E7^

HKEC through its centre I ; and let ABC
be any oblique great circle, whose diameter
A C is projected into at; and KOL any
small circle parallel to ABC, whose diameter
K L is projected in The distances of those

circles from their pole P, being the arcs AHP,
KHP, and the angles a Ec, kEl, are the an

gles at the eye, subtended by their projected
diameters, ac and hi. Then is the angle aEr
measured by the arc AHP, and the angle
hill measured by the arc KHP, and those

angles are bisected by E P.
3. Any poiut of a sphere is projected at

such a distance from the centre of projection.

r
\ J ^y'\

/ s /

as is equal to the tangent of half the arc inter
cepted between that point and the pole oppo
site to the eye, tho semi-diameter of the

sphere being radius. Thus, let C AEB he a
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preat circle of the sphere, whose centre is c ;

G H the plane of projection cutting the dia

meter of the sphere in b and B ; also E and C

the poles of the section by that plane, ami a

the projection of A. Then ca is equal to the

tangent of half the arc A C, as is evident by

drawing CF r the tangent of half that arc

and joining c F.

primitive circle, and A D E I a great circle
described through D, its centre being B. HK
is a right line drawn through B perpendicular

to a right line CI passing through D and B
and the centre of the primitive circle. Then
the centres of all other great circles, as F DH,
passing through D, will fall in the line H K.

H

4. The angle made by two projected circles

is equal to the angle which these circles make

on the sphere. For let I A C E and A B L be

two circles on a sphere intersecting in A ; E
the projecting point; and RS the plane of

projection, in which the point A is projected

in a, in the line IC, the diameter of the circle

ACE. Also let DH and FA be tangents to

the circles AC E and ABL. Then will the

projected angle dafbe equal to the spherical

angle B A C.
o. The distance between the poles of the

primitive circle and an oblique circle, is equal

to the tangent of half the inclination of those

circles; and the distance of their centres is

equal to the tangent of their inclination, the

semi-diameter of the primitive being radius.

7. Equal arcs of any two great circles of the

sphere will be intercepted between two other

circles drawn on the sphere through the re

motest poles of those great circles. For let

For let A C be the diameter of a circle, whose

poles are P and Q, and inclined to the plane

of projection in the angle A I F ; and let a, c,p,

be the projections of the points A, C, P ; also

let HaE be the projected oblique circle, whose

centre is q. Now when the plane of projec

tion becomes the primitive circle, whose pole

is I, then is lp — tangent of half the angle

A IF, or of half the arch AF; and Iq =. tan

gent of A F, or of the angle F H a = A IF.
6. If through any given point in the primi

tive circle an oblique circle is described, then

the centres of all other oblique circles passing

through that point will be in a right line drawn

through the centre of the first oblique circle,

and perpendicular to a line passing through

that centre, the given point, and the centre of

the primitive circle. Thus, let G A C E be the

P BEA be a sphere on which AGB and CFD
are two great circles, whose remotest poles

are E and P ; and through these poles let the

great circle PBEC and the small circle

PGE be drawn, cutting the great circles AGB
and CFD in the points B, G, D, F. Then

are the intercepted arcs B G and D F equal to

one another.
8. 1£ lines are drawn from the projected

pole of any great circle, cutting the periphe

rics of the projected circle and plane of pro

jection, the intercepted arcs of those peri

pheries are equal; that is, the arc BG — df.
9. The radius of any lesser circle, whose

plane is perpendicular to that of the primitive
circle, is equal to the tangent of that lesser

circle's distance from its pole ; and the secant

of that distance is equal to the distance of the

centres of the primitive and lesser circle. For

\

c
■■r

let P be the pole and A B the diameter of a

lesser circle, its plane being perpendicular to

that of the primitive circle, whose centre is C ;

then d being the centre of the projected lesser

circle, da is equal to the tangent of the arc

PA, and dC = the secant of PA.
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The above is merely a general view of this

subject : they who want to go farther into it
may advantageouslyconsult Emerson's "Trea
tise on Projection," lhat in Robertson's " Na
vigation," Bishop llorsley's " Elementary
Treatises," and Lacaille's and Vince's " As
tronomy" There is also a very elegant one in
Pnissant's " Traite de Topographic, d'Ar-
pcntage, et de Nivellement ;" as likewise in
Bonnycastle's " Trigonometry."

PROLATE, in Geometry, a term applied to

a spheroid produced by the revolution of a
semi ellipsis about its transverse diameter;
and is thus distinguished from an oblate
sphere, which is produced by the revolution
of the ellipse about its conjugate diameter.

PROPORTION, in Mathematics, is an
equality or similitude of ratio; thus if the
ratio a to & is the same as that of e to d\ that

is, if ^- = -, then a, 4, c, d are in proportion,
b a

which is denoted by placing the quantities
thus; a : h : : c : d, or a : b — c : d, and is read
as a is to b, so is c to d.

Euclid, in the 5th definition of his 5th book,

gives a general definition of four proportionals,
or when, of four terms, the first has the same

ratio to the 2d, as the 3d has to the 4th, viz.
When any equimultiples whatever of the first
and third being taken, and any equimultiples
w hatcver of the 2d' and 4th ; if the multiple of
the first lie less than that of the 2d, the mul
tiple of the 3d is also less than that of the 4th;

Or.if the multiple of the 1st be equal to that
of the 2d. the multiple of the 3d is also equal
to that of the 4th; or if the multiple of the 1st

be greater than that of the 2d, the multiple of
the 3d is also greater than that of the 4th.
And Ibis definition is general for all kinds of
magnitudes or quantities whatever.

Also, in the 7th book. Euclid gives another
definition of proportionals, viz. when the first
is the same equimultiple of the 2d, as the 3d
is of the 4th, or the same part or parts of it.
But this definition appertains only to numbers
and commensurable quantities. See Ratio.

Proportion, though sometimes confounded
with ratio, differs from it in this, that ratio
has only a relation to two quantities of the
same kind, whereas proportion relates to the
compaii-on of two such ratios.

Proportion differs also from progression, in
this, that in the former it is only required that
there should be an equality between the ratio
of the 1st and 2nd term, and that of the 3d
and 4th, whereas to constitute a progression
there must be the same ratio between each
two adjacent terms, these two eases, however,
are sometimes distinguished by the terms
discrete and continued proportion.

Proportion, is also direct and inverse, or
reciprocal, alternate, (<c.

Thus if the ratio of a to ft is equal to the
ratio c to d, then,

direct a : b : : c : d
inversion b : a : : d : c
alternate a : c :: b : d

composition a 4- b : b :: c + d : d
conversion a 4- b : a :: c + d : c

. . i a —6 : a : : c— d : c
d.v.sion \a_b:b..c_d.d

Proportion, is again distinguished into
arithmetical, geometrical, and harmonica!.

Arithmetical Proportion, is the equality
of two arithmetical ratios or differences. As
in the numbers 12, 9,6; where the difference
between 12 and 9, is the same as the differ
ence between 9 and 6, viz. 3.

And here the sum of the extreme terms is

equal to the sum of the means, or to douhle
the single mean when there is but one. As
12 + 6 = 9 + 9 = 18.

Geometrical Proportion, is the equality
between two geometrical ratios, or between
the quotients of the terms. See the preceding
article.

Harmonical Proportion, is when the first

term is to the third, as the difference between
the 1st and 2d is to the difference between the

2d and 3d ; or in (bur terms w hen the 1st is

to the 4th, as the difference between the 1st

and 2d is to the difference between the 3d

and 4th ; or the reciprocals of an arithmetical
proportion are in harmonical proportion. As
6,4,3; because 6 : 3 :: 6 — 4 = 2 : 4 —3 = 1;

or because J, \, aie in arithmetical propor
tion, making £ + | = j4-J = |. Also the

four 24, 16, 12, 9 are in harmonical proportion,
because 24 : 9 : : 8 : 3.

Compass of Proportion, a name by which
the French, and some English authors, call
the seclor.

Ride of Proportion. See Rvle otThree.
PROPORTIONAL, relating to proportion,

as proportional compasses, parts, scales, spiral,
&.C. for which see the respective terms.

Proportional also denotes one of the terms
of a proportion, which receives particular de

nominations according to the place it holds
in the proportion, as a mean proportional, a

third, fourth, &c. proportional.
Mean Proportional, is the middle term

of three continued geometrical proportionals.
See Mean Proportional.

Fourth Proportional, is the fouth term of
a geometrical proportion, which is found

arithmetically by dividing the product of the

second and third terms by the first.

Tofind a fourth Proportional to three given
Lines, A, B, C.

n
eg

From any point D draw two lines, making
any angle ODH. In these lines take DF
equal to the first term A, DE equal to the

second R, and D H equal to the third C. Join
FE, and draw II G parallel to it, and DG
will be the fourth proportional required.

That is,
DF (A) : D E (15) : : DII (C) : DG.
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Third Proportional, is the third of three

terms in continued proportion, and is found
arithmetically by dividing the square of the
second term by the first.

To Jind a third Proportional to two given Lines,
A and B.

'
C D T

From any point C draw two right lines,

making an angle FCG. In these lines take

CE equal to the first term A, and C G, C D,
each equal to the second term B. Join E D,
and draw OF parallel to it; and CF' will be

the third proportional required.
That is,

C E (A) : E G (B) : : C D (B) : C F.

To cut a Line in erh-eme and mean Propor
tion ; that is, so that the whole line may be to

the greater part, as the greater part is to the

less.
Let A B be the given line,

a-id draw B C perpendicular to

it ami equal to half of it. From
the centre C with radius CB
describe the circle DBF'; join
A C, and with A D as radius

and A as a centre, describe the

arc DE cutting A B in E, so

shall the line A B be divided in

extreme and mean proportion
in the point E.

PROPOSITION, in Mathematict, is either

some truth advanced, which is to be demon
strated, or some operation proposed which is

to be performed and shown to be that which
was required. Being, in the former case,

called a theorem, and in the latter a problem.
PROSTHAPHERESIS, is the same as the

Equation of the Centre.
PROTRACTOR, is the name of an instru

ment used for protracting or laying down on

paper the angles of a field or other figure.
The protractor is a small semicircle of brass,

or other solid matter, the limb or circumfer
ence of which is nicely divided into one hun

dred and eighty degrees; it serves not only to

draw angles on paper, or any plane, but also

to examine the extent of those already laid

down. F'or this last purpose let the small point
in the centre of the protractor be placed above

the angular point, and make the side coincide
with one of the sides that contain the angle

proposed ; then the number of degrees cut off
by the other side, computing on the pro
tractor, will show the quantity of the angle
that was to be measured.

Protractors are now more usually made in
the form of a parallelogram, and properly gra
duated at the upper edge.

PTOLOMAIC, something relating to Pto-
lomy.

PTOLOMY, or Ptolemy (Claudius), a

very celebrated geographer, astronomer, and

mathematician, was born in Egypt abont the
year 70 of the Christian a>ra, and died, it has
been said, in the seventy-eighth year of his age,
and in the year of Christ 147. He taught
astronomy at Alexandria in Egypt, where he
made many astronomical observations, and
composed his other works.

Ptolomy has always been reckoned the
prince of astronomers among the ancients,
and in his works has left an entire body of
that science. He has preserved and trans
mitted to us the observations and principal
discoveries of the ancients, and at the same
time augmented and enriched them with his
own. He corrected Hipparchus's "Catalogue
of the fixed Stars ;" and formed tables, by
which the motions of the sun, moon, and
planets might be calculated and regulated.
He was, indeed, the first who collected the
scattered and detached observations of the
ancients, and digested them into a system ;
which he sets forth in his MiyaXn SuVrafi,-, or
Magna Constructio, divided into thirteen
books. He adopts and exhibits here the an
cient system of the world, which placed the
earth in the centre of the universe; and this
has been called from him the Ptclomaic Sys
tem, to distinguish it from those of Copernicus
and Tyeho Bralie.

About the year 8'27, this work was trans
lated by the Arabians into their language, in
which it was called Almagcstum, by order of
one of their kings ; and from Arabic into
Latin, about 1230, by the encouragement of
the Emperor Frederic the Second. There
were also other versions from the Arabic into
Latin ; and a manuscript of one, done by Gi-
rardus Cremoneusis, w ho flourished about the
middle of the fourteenth century, which Fabri-
cus says, is still extant in the library ofA II Souls'
College in Oxford. The Greek text of this
work began to be read in Europe in the fif
teenth century; and was first published by
Simon Grynasus, at Basil, 1538, in folio, with
the eleven books of commentaries by Thcon,
who nourished at Alexandria iu the reign of
the elder Theodosius. In 15tl it was reprinted
at Basil, with a Latin version by George Tra
pezoid! ; and again at the same place i:i 1551,
with the addition of other works of Ptolomy,
and Latin versions by Camerarins. We learn
from Kepler, that this last edition was that
used by Tyeho.

Ptolomy was also author of another impor
tant work ; viz. his " Geography," in seven
book.*; in which the places are laid down ac

cording to their latitude and longitude, an
improvement in geography which we owe
solely to him. The Greek text of this work
was published first at Basil in 1533, in 4to. ;

a Latin version, by Gerard Mercator, at Am
sterdam in 1605, and again in 1618, in folio.

We have also some other works of Ptolomy's
of less importance, on Judical Astrology,
Chronology, and different pieces on Astro
nomy. His " Chronologica Rcgura," and
" Do Hypothesibus Planctarum," was pub
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lished by Bainbridge, in 4to. 1620. And his
" Apparentiae Stellarnm Innerrantium," by
Petavius, at Paris, witli a Latin version, in
1630, folio ; and again in vol. iii. of the works

of Dr. Wallis.
PULLEY, in Meclwnics, one of the mecha

nical powers, consisting of a small wheel hav

ing a groove around it
,

and turning on an

axis ; and hence by means of a rope it is em

ployed to raise weights, or to draw them in
any direction.

A System of Pulleys, or Polyspacton, is an

assemblage of several pulleys combined toge
ther, some of which are in a block or case,

which is fixed ; and others in a moveable block,
that rises or falls with the weight. The move
able wheel is called the slieave, or thieve; tho
axis on which it turns, the giulgeon; and the
fixed piece of wood or brass, in which the pul
ley is put, the block.

Mechanical properties o
f the Pulley.—Tf the

equal weights W and

P (as in the second
figure adjacent) hang
by the cord B It upon
the pulley A, whose
block b is fixed to
the beam II, they
will counterpoise each
othcrjust in the same
manner as if the cord
was cut in the mid
dle, and its two ends
hung upon hooks fix
ed in the pulley at
A and A, equally dis
tant from its centre.
Hence, a single pul
ley, if the lines of direction of the power and
the weight be tangents to the periphery,
neither assists nor impedes the power, but
only changes its direction.

The use of this pulley, therefore, is when
the vertical direction of a power is to be
changed into an horizontal one ; or an ascend
ing direction into a descending one; and on
the contrary.

This is found a good provision for the safety
of the workmen employed in drawing with
the pulley.

This change of direction, by means of a pul
ley, has this farther advantage ; that if any
power can exert more force in one direction
than another, wc are here able to employ it in
its greatest force.

Thus, e.gr. a horse cannot draw in a verti
cal direction, but draws with all its advantage
in a horizontal one. By changing the vertical
draught, therefore, into a horizontal one, a

horse becomes qualified to raise a weight.
But the grand use of the pulley is, where se

veral of them are combined; thus forming
what Vitruvius, and others after him, call
polyspacta; the advantages of which arc, that
the machine takes up but little room, is easily
removed, and raises a very great weight with

a moderate force.

6

If a weight W hangs at the lower end o
f

the moveable block p of the pulley D, and !h«

cord GP goes under the pulley, it is plain
that the half G of the cord bears one-half cf

the weight W, and the half P the other ; lor
they bear the whole between them. There
fore, whatever holds the upper end of either
rope, sustains one-half of the weight ; and if

the cord at F be drawn up so as to raise the
pulley D to C, the cord will then be extended
to its whole length, except that part which
goes under the pulley ; and consequently the

power that draws the cord will have moved
twice as far as the pulley D with its weight
W rises; on which account, a power whose
intensity is equal to one-half of the weight,
will be able to support it, because if the pow er

moves (by means of a small addition) its velo
city will be double the velocity of the weight;
as may be seen by putting the cord over the

fixed pulley C (which only changes the direc
tion of the power, without giving any advan
tage to it), and hanging on the weight P

,

which is equal only to one-half of the w eight
W; in which case there will be an equili
brium, and a little addition to P will cause it

to descend, and raise W through a space
equal to one-half of that through which P de
scends.

Hence, the advantage gained will be always
equal to twice the number of pulleys in the

moveable or undermost block. So that
when the upper or fix- ^ 57

—
cd block u contains
two pulleys, which
only turn on their axes,
and the lower or move
able block U contains
two pulleys, which not
only turn upon their
axes, but also rise with
the block and weight,
the advantage gained
by this is as four to the
working power. Thus,

if one end of the rope
KMOQ be fixed to a

hook at I, and tho
rope passes over the
pulleys N and B, and
under the pulleys L

and P
,

and has a weight
T of one pound hung to its other end
this weight will balance and support a weight
W of four pounds, hanging by a hook at the

moveable block U, allowing the said block as

a part of the weight. And if as much more

power be added, as is sufficient to overcome
the friction of the pulleys, the power will
descend with four times as much velocity as

the weight rises, and consequently through
four times as much space. The two pulleys
in the fixed block X, and the two in the move

able block Y, are in the same case with those

last mentioned ; and those in the lower block
give the same advantage to the power.
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Another very useful combination of pulleys

is that in which a weight f
or force at P will balance
another at W of sixteen
times its magnitude. If a

power move a weight by
means of several pulleys,
the space passed over by
the power will be to the
space passed over by the
weight, as the weight to
the power.

Hence, the smaller the
force that sustains a weight
by means of pulleys is, the
slower is the weight raised :

so that what is saved in
force, is spent in time.

The common methods of
arranging pulleys in their
blocks may be reduced to two. The first
consists in placing them one by the side
of another, upon the same pin ; the other, in
placing them directly under one another, upon
separate pins. Each of these methods is liable
to inconvenience. Mr. Smeaton, in order to
avoid the impediments to which these com
binations are subject, proposes to combine
these two methods in one. Accordingly, the

pulleys are placed in each block in two tiers ;

several being upon the same pin, as in the
first method, and every one having another
under it, as in the second ; and so that, when
the tackle is in use, the two tiers that are the
remotest from one another, are so much larger
in diameter than those that arc nearest, as to
allow the lines of the former to go over the
lines of the latter without rubbing. From this
construction arises a new method of reeving
the line upon the shieves ; for here, whatever
be the number of shieves, the fall of the tackle
will be always upon the middle shieve, or on
that next to the middle, according as the
number of pulleys in each pin is odd or even.
To do this, the line is fixed to some conve
nient part of the upper block, and brought
round the middle shieve of the larger tier of
the under block, from thence round one of
the same sort next to the centre one of the

upper block, and so on, till the line comes to
the outside shieve, where the last line of the

larger tier falls upon the first shieve of the
smaller, and being reeved round those, till it
comes at the opposite side, the line from the
last shieve of the smaller tier again rises to
the first of the larger, whence it is conducted
round, till it ends on the middle shieve of the
upper block on the larger tier.

As a system of pulleys has no great weight,
and lies in a small compass, it is easily carried
about, and can be applied for raising weights,
iu a great many cases, where other engines
cannot be used. But they are subject to a

great deal of friction, on the following ac
counts ; viz. 1st, because the diameters of their
axis bear a very considerable proporlion to

their own diameters ; 2d, because in working

they are apt to rub against one another, or
against the sides of the block ; 3dly, because
of the stiffness of the rope that goes over and
under them.

HUMP, an hydraulic engine used for raising
water sometimes by means of the pressure of
the atmosphere, sometimes by forcing, and at
others by a combination of both.

Machines for raising water, it is pretty cer
tain, must have been employed from a very
early date ; but the pump, as now constructed
by the moderns, was not known to the ancient
Greeks or Romans, nor has any thing ap
proximating towards it been discovered in
any of the remote parts which the enterprising
spirit of Europeans has of late years ex
plored on the continents of Asia, America, &c.
Vitruvius ascribes the invention of the pump
to Ctesibius of Athens, or as some say of
Alexandria, about 120 years before Christ;
but the pump of this Grecian is still very dif
ferent from those now in common use, which
may be divided into three kinds, viz. the forc
ing pump, the lifting pump, and the sucking
pump, though the two latter are not indeed
essentially different from each other.

Forcing Pump. This con
sists of a hollow cylinder,
ACcn, called the working
barrel, open at both ends,
and having a valve G at the
bottom, opening upwards.
This cylinder is filled by a
solid piston E/, covered
externally with leather or
tow, by which means it fits
the box of the cylinder ex
actly, and allows no water
to escape by its sides. There
is a pipe K H D, which com
municates laterally with this
cylinder, and has a valve at some convenient
place H, as near as possible to its junction
with the cylinder. This valve also opens
upwards. This pipe, usually called the rising
pipe, or main, terminates at the place D,
where the water must be delivered.

Now suppose this apparatus set into the
water, so that the upper end of the cylinder
may be under or even with the surface of the
water AB ; the water will open the valve G,
and after filling the barrel and lateral pipe,
will also open the valve H, and at last stand
at an equal height within and without. Now
let the piston be put in at the top of the
working barrel, and thrust down to K. It
will push the water before it. This will shut
the valve G, and the water will make its way
through the valve H, and fill a part B6 of the
rising pipe, equal to the internal capacity of
the working barrel. When this downward
motion of the piston ceases, the valve H will
fall down by its own weight and shut this
passage. Now let the piston be drawn up
again : the valve H hinders the water in the
rising pipe from returning into the working
barrel. But now the valve G is opened by
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the pressure of the external water, and the
water enters and tills the cylinder as the

piston rises. When the piston has got to the
top, let it he thrust down again: the valve G
will again be shut, and the water will be

forced through the passage at H, and rise
along the main, pushing before it the water
already there, and will now have its surface
at L. Repeating this operation, the water
must at last arrive at D, however remote, and
the next stroke would raise it still farther; so

that during the next rise of the piston the
water will be running otTby the spout D.

Lifting Pl'MP. The simplest form and si
tuation of the lifting pump is represented by
the annexed figure. The pump is immersed
in the cistern till both the valve G and piston
F arc under the surface AB of the surround
ing water. By this means the water enters
the pump, opening both valves, and finally
stands on a level within and without.

Now draw up the piston
to the surface A. It must
lift up the water which is
above it, because the valve in
the piston remains shut by
its own weight; so that its
surface will now be at a.

A a being made e(jual to A F.
In the mean lime, the pres
sure of the surrounding water A

forces it into the working
barrel, through the valve G; |
and the barrel is now rilled ;

with water. Now, let the pis
ton be pushed down again ; the valve G imme
diately shuts by its own weight, and in oppo
sition to the endeavours which the water in
the barrel makes to escape this way. This
attempt to compress the water in the barrel
causes it to open the valve F in the piston :

or rather, this valve yields to our endeavour
to push the piston down through the water in
the working barrel. By this means we get
the piston to the bottom of the barrel ; and it
has now above it the whole pillar of water
reaching to the height a. Drawing up the
piston to the surface A a second time, must
lift this double column along with it, and its
surface uovv will be at b. The piston may
again be thrust down through the water in
the barrel, and again drawn up to the surface;
which will raise the water to c. Another re
petition will raise it to d; and it will now
show itself at the intended place of delivery.
Another repetition will raise it still farther,
but while the piston is now descending to
make another stroke, the water will be run
ning off through the spout D; and thus a
stream will be produced, in some degree con
tinual, hut very unequal. To remedy this in
convenience it is therefore usual to terminate
the main by a cistern LM NO, and to make
the spout small. By this means the water
brought up by the successive strokes of the pis
ton rises to such a height in this cistern, as to
produce an eflluxby the spout nearly equable.

Sucking Pump. This, as we before ob
served, does not differ essentially from the lift
ing pump above described, except that in the
former the piston F is supposed to work in
the water of the reservoir, which is in many
cases very inconvenient on account of the
length of the rod necessary for such a con
struction. In the sucking pump therefore
the piston is situated considerably above the
surface, and in most cases in the very body of
the pump if this is not more than 32, or 33
feet above the surface of the water in the well.

In this construction, sup
pose the piston to be forced
down to Nn, then the elas
ticity of air will shut the
valve at G, and open that
of the piston F, and a cer
tain quantity of air will es

cape. Now let the piston
be drawn up, and the valve
F will be shut, and the air
in the barrel will expand
itself so as to occupy the
w hole space, but its elas
ticity being thus diminish
ed, the pressure of the ex
ternal atmosphere on the surface of the i

in the well will open the valve G, and forre
into the barrel a quantity of water sufficient
to establish an equilibrium, between the in

ternal and external air. Let us suppose the

water thus admitted rises to S, then repeating
the stroke of the piston, another portion of air
will be excluded, and on raising it again,
another portion of water will be admitted so

as to raise it in the barrel to Tj and thus by

repeated strokes it will finally arrive at the

piston F, if this do not exreed 32 or 33 feet,

after which the operation w ill be precisely the

same as in the former case.
As to the limit of 33 feet, it follows neces

sarily from what has been observed under the

articles Air and Atmosphere, where it is

shown that a column of water of 33 feet is

about equal to acolumn of atmosphere of equal

base ; and hence it follows that this construc
tion can only be made use of when the dis

tance between the surface of the water and

the sucker is within the above limit.
Air Pump. See Air Pump.
PUNCHEON, a measure for liquors con

taining 84 gallons.
PUNCTATED Hyperbola, is that whose

conjugate oval vanishes into a point.
PUNCTUM ex Comparatione, is a term

used by Apollonius to denote either focus of
the ellipse or hyperbola.

Punctum Duplex Triplex, &e. See Defini
tions, article Curve.

PURBACIl (George), a very eminent
mathematician and astronomer, was horn at

Purbaeh upon the confines of Bavaria and

Austria in 1423, and died at Vienna in 1461,

in the 39th year of his age.
He had for a pupil the celebrated Rcgio-

montanus, between whom and Purbaeh a
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strict friendship and acquaintance continued

till the death of the latter ; and but for his

premature death there is every reason to sup

pose that their joint labour would have been

highly advantageous to astronomy.

Purbach was author of a variety of pieces

on mathematical and philosophical subjects,

viz. An Introduction to Arithmetic; a Treatise
on Gnomics or Dialling ; Astrolabic Canons

and Tables relating to different branches of
astronomy.

To which may be added a new table of the

fixed stars, with the longitude by which each

star had increased since the time of Ptolomy ;

of whose great work, the Almagest, he gave a

corrected Latin edition.

He also made great improvements in tri

gonometry, having first introduced the table

of sines by a decimal division of the radius;

he likewise constructed a new Table of the

Planets, and finally, a New Theory of the

Planets, which Regiomontanus afterwards

published, the first of all the works executed

at his new printing-house. See Muller.
PURSUIT, Curve of, is one generated by

the motion of a point which is always directed

towards another point also in motion along a

right line, the velocity of the two points bear

ing any determinate ratio to each other.

Thus let A and B be two bodies, the one A
moving along the line AC, with any given

velocity r; and the other B, moving with a

velocity V, and in such a manner as to bo

always directed towards the body A, then is

the curve B C thus described by B, the curve

of chase or the curve of pursuit, the equation

and properties of which are as follow:
Let the velocity of B, be to the velocity of

A as n : 1. Call also the perpendicular BA rz

a, A Q — x, B'D — y, then the equation of

the curve is

2x =_ a"?/1-" . a-"v" + 1
. 2na

1 — n
'

1 + » 1— n%

The line BA, or B'A', joining any two con

temporaneous positions of A and B, is a tan

gent to the curve at that point.
If the velocity of B be greater than that of

A, or n be less than unity, the two bodies will
t when the latter has moved over a dis

tance expressed by - ; because when y

2na
becomes 1 — 0, 2x —

But if the velocity of B be less than that of
A, it is obvious that the former can never

come up with the latter; but its nearest ap-

proach will be when y — yl — j^'"* * See

Simpson's Fluxions, vol. i. p. 395.

PUY DE DOMME, Experiment of, a term
under which the celebrated experiment of
Pascal is commonly spoken of, and by which
the gravity of the atmosphere was demon
strated beyond every possible objection.

It was sometime after Torricelli had first
asserted the pressure of the atmosphere, be
fore philosophers could divest themselves of
their prejudices on this head ; and various

hypotheses were accordingly advanced to
account for the suspension of the mercury in
the tube, as stated in the Torricellian experi
ment. Even Pascal had his doubts on the
subject. At length, however, he suggested
that if the pressure of the atmosphere was the
real cause of that suspension, the mercury
ought to sink very sensibly on ascending a
high mountain, and the Puy dc Domme was
selected for this purpose.

On making the experiment, the result re
alized his expectation; the mercury having
gradually sunk in the ascent where it was ex

tremely obvious; and rose again, upon de

scending, to the same height as at first. No
doubt could then any longer remain as to the
real cause of the suspension, and it was ac

cordingly universally admitted by every phi
losopher in Europe, and the name of the
mountain was from that time transferred to
the experiment, which is now usually called
the Experiment of the Puy dc Domme. See
Air and Atmosphere.

PYRAMID, in Geometry, is a solid having
any plane figure for its base, and triangles for
its sides, all terminating in one common point
or vertex. If the base of the pyramid is a
regular figure the solid is called a regular
pyramid, which then takes particular names
according to the number of its sides, as trian
gular, square, pentagonal, &c. the same as
the prism. Sec Prism.

If the perpendicular demitted from its ver
tex falls on the centre of the base, the solid

is called a right pyramid, but if not it is

oblique.
The principal properties of the pyramid

may be stated as follows :

1. Every pyramid is one-third of a prism of
equal base and altitude.

2. Pyramids of equal bases and altitudes
are equal to each other, whether the figure of
their bases be similar or dissimilar.

3. Any section of a pyramid parallel to its

base will be similar to the base, and these

areas will be to each other as the squares of
their distances from the vertex.

4. Pyramids, when their bases are equal,
are to each other as their altitudes, and when
their altitudes are equal they are to each

other as their base ; and when neither are

equal, they arc to each other in the compound

ratio of their bases and altitudes.
To find the Solidity of a Pyramid. Multiply

the area of the base by its perpendicular alti
tude, and one-third of the product will be the

solidity.
To find the Surface of a Pyramid. Multiply

the perimeter of the base by the slant altitude
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of one of its faces, and half the product will
be the surface. Or find the area of one of its
triangular faces, and multiply by the number
of them, which is the same thing.

Frustrum ofa Pyramid. Is the solid formed
by cutting off the upper part of a pyramid by
a section parallel to its base.

To find the Solidity and Surface of a Frus-
trum of a Pyramid. Let A represent the area
of the greater end, a that of the less, and h

its height or altitude ; also let S and t repre
sent the corresponding sides of the two ends,
and p the tabular number, answering to the
particular figure of the base ; then,

1. Solidity = (A + s/ Aa + a) x |/t
2. Solidity = (S* + S» + «*) x \ph
3. Surface zz (S + s) x nb

where n is the number of sides, and b the slant

height of the frustrum.
PYRAMIDAL Numbers, are the same as

are otherwise called figuratc numbers. See
FlGl'RATE Numbers.

PYRAM1DOID, a solid resembling the

pyramid.
PYROMETER (from mp, fire, and Fit?o»,

measure), an instrument for measuring the ex

pansion of bodies by heat. The whole art in
forming an instrument, adapted to this pur
pose, is to render it capable of showing
very small expansions of solid bodies. Dif
ferent instruments have been invented for
this purpose ; of the greater number of which
it is scarcely necessary to give a detailed
account. The difficulty of contriving an

unexceptionable pyrometer, has arisen partly
from the difficulty of finding a substance not
liable to be altered by a high temperature,
and which shall suffer a change of volume
sufficiently perceptible to be accurately mea
sured; and partly from that of finding a
measure, which shall not itself be affected

by the high temperature, and be, at the same
time, sufficiently delicate.

The pyrometer in which, perhaps, these
difficulties have been most effectually sur
mounted, and which has come into most

general use, is that invented by the late Mr.
Wedgwood. The pure earth named alumina,

and the different earths (the clays) in which
it predominates, have the singular property of
not expanding, but of contracting by heat.
This contraction begins to become evident
when the clay is raised to red heat ; it con
tinues to proceed until it vitrifies; and the
total contraction, in pure clays, exceeds con

siderably one-fourth part of the volume in
every direction ; and hence it occurred to Mr.
Wedgwood that, from this property, it might
be employed in the construction of a pyro
meter. The contraction that the clay suffers
is permanent, or it does not return to its
former dimensions when cold ; and conse

quently the degree of contraction it has suffer
ed therefore can be ascertained without any
source of fallacy, and will indicate the ex
treme of temperature to which it has been
exposed.

This pyrometer consists of a gage, com

posed of two straight pieces of brass, twenty-
four inches long, divided into inches and
tenths, and fixed in a brass plate, so as to
converge ; the space between them at the one
extremity, being five-tenths of an inch, ami
at the other three-tenths. The pyrometrical
pieces of clay arc small cylinders, flattened on
one side, made in a mould, so as to be adapted
exactly to the wider end. It is evident, that
in exposing one of these pieces to a high
temperature, the contraction it has suffered
may be measured by the length to which it
can be slid into the converging groove or
Rage.

The utility of this instrument, it was ob
vious, would be much increased by connect
ing it with the mercurial thermometer, and
by ascertaining the proportion between the
degrees of each ; which has been done by Mr.
Wedgwood. The scale of his pyrometer
commences at red heat fully visible in day
light. The mercurial thermomcfer cannot
easily measure any temperature above 500°,
or 550°; and hence, between the termination
of the scale in the one, and its commencement
in the other, there is a range of temperature
requiring to be measured. This Mr. Wedg
wood did, by the expansion of a square piece
of silver, measured in a gage of earthen ware
constructed in the same way as his pyrometer ;
and by the same method he found out the
proportion between each degree of his scale,
and that of any of the usual thermometrical
scales, each degree of his pyrometer being
found to be equal to 130° of Fahrenheit's.
The commencement of his scale, or the point
marked 0, corresponds with 1077 \° of Fahren
heit's scale. From these dates, it is easy to
reduce cither scale to the other, through their
whole range ; that of Wedgwood's includes an
extent of temperature equal to about 32,000°
of Fahrenheit's, or 64 times as much as that
between the freezing and boiling points of
mercury. Its commencement, as has been
stated, is at 1077|° of Fahrenheit's, or red
heat fully visible in daylight; its extremity is
240°, but the highest heat that he measured
with it is 160°, or 21877° of Fahrenheit's;
being the temperature of a small air furnace,
and 30° of his scale above the point at which
cast iron melts.

Guyton has proposed a pyrometer for mea
suring high temperatures, in which platina, a
metal not fusible even at very intense heats,
is employed as the measure of expansion. A
rod, or plate of this metal, is placed horizon
tally in a groove framed in a mass of hardened
while clay ; one extremity of the rod is sup
ported on the mass which terminates the
groove; the other presses against a bended
lever of platina, the longest arm of which
forms an index to a graduated arc. The ex
pansion which the rod of metal suffers from
exposure to heat, is indicated by the change
of position in this index. The mass of clay,
being highly baked, will not introduce any
important error from its contraction ; and the
expansion which it may suffer during the ex
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posure to heat, will affect only the small dis
tance between the axis of motion of the index,
and the point of contact of the plate, so as

rather to diminish the effect than to increase
it. Platiua having the important advantage
of not melting by any heat we have to mea
sure, and of not suffering any chemical change
from it, is well adapted to the construction of
a pyrometer.

Besides these various metallic pyrometers
have been invented capable of measuring low
temperatures, by the expansion being multi
plied by the aid of wheels, levers, or other me
chanical contrivances, or being magnified by
microscopes. Such as the pyrometers of Muss-
chenbroek ; that described by Ferguson ; one
invented by Mr. Ellicot, with which he mea
sured the expansions of various metals ; one by
Mr. Smeaton, and applied to the same purpose ;
Mr. Ramsden's, which is superior to the pre
ceding ones in delicacy and accuracy; Mr.
Crichton's, in which advantage is taken of
the difference of expansion between a rod of
zinc and a rod of iron, to give a curvature to
the bar composed of the united rods, propor
tioned to the temperature to which they are
raised ; by which bending, motion is given to
an idex that, at its other extremity, where the
scale is marked, describes a considerable
space ; and, lastly, one by Regnier, on a prin
ciple somewhat similar, of which a report is
presented to the French National Institute, but
the strict accuracy of these instruments may,
from the nature of their construction, be re
garded as doubtful. It has been found by
Ellicot's pyrometer, that the expansion of
bars of different metals, by the same degree
of heat, is as follows :

Gold 73 Iron 60
Silver 103 Steel 56
Brass 95 Lead 149

Copper 89
PYROPHORUS, a particular sort of phos

phorus.
PYROTECHNY,the science which treats

of the application and management of tire,
particularly for the purposes of war.

PYTHAGORAS, one of the most cele
brated philosophers of antiquity, was born at
Sidon in Syria about the 47th Olympiad, or
S90 years before Christ. After travelling a

great deal in Egypt, and many other parts, to
acquire knowledge, he finally settled in Italy,
where he opened a school, and gave rise to
that sect of philosophers called Pythagoreans.

Pythagoras was held in the highest estima
tion for the excellence of his morals, as well
as for his wisdom, theology, and politics; while
he was equally renowned for his great know
ledge in all the sciences of his time, and many
inventions in arithmetic, geometry, and as
tronomy, are attributed to him. In arithmetic
he is said to have first constructed a multi
plication table, called after him the Pythago
rean Table, or Abacus Pythagoricus ; in Geo
metry he discovered three theorems, parti
cularly the 47th of the first book of Euclid,
viz. that the square on the hypothenusc of
any right-angled triangle is equal to the sum
of the two squares on the base and perpen
dicular ; and in astronomy he taught the true
system of the world, placing the sun in the
centre, and making the several planets with
the earth revolve about him, which system
was revived by Copernicus, and is hence
called the Copcrnican or Pythagorean System.
He discovered that Lucifer and Hesperus,
two names given to the planet Venus under
different aspects, and thought to be two dif
ferent planets, was but one aud the same
planet in different situations.

The discovery of the obliquity of the eclip
tic is also attributed to him, and many other
important particulars, some of which, how
ever, are doubtful, and arc therefore omitted
in this article.

Pythagoras and his followers held the trans
migration of souls, making them successively
occupy one body after another ; on which ac
count they abstained from flesh, and lived
almost entirely on vegetables.

PYTHAGOREAN System, the same as
the Copernican Syttem, being that adopted
by all modem astronomers.

Pythagorean Table. See Multiplication
Table.

Pythagorean Theorem, a name given some
times to the 47th proposition of Euclid's first
book.

PYTHAGOREANS, a sect who adopted
the philosophy of Pythagoras.

PYXIS Nautiea, the seaman's compass.
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QUADRANGLE, in Geometry, a figure of
four angles, and is otherwise called a quadri
lateral. See QUADRILATERAL.

QUADRANT, in Geometry, is a fourth part
of the entire circumference of a circle, being

hounded by two radii perpendicular to each

other, and a quarter of the circumference, or

90°.
Quadrant, is also a name common to se

veral mathematical instruments, used for mea

suring altitudes and angular distances, which

are commonly distinguished from each other,

either hy the names of their authors, or the

purposes they are intended to answer. Thus
we have A dams' s, Cole's, Davis's, Gunter s, Had
ley's, kc. Quadrants ; as also the Astronomi

cal. Surveying, kc. Quadrants.
The principle

upon which the
construction and
use of this instru
ment depends may
be illustrated by
the annexed fi

gure; ABC is a

quarter circle of A>

brass, wood, or
such like, having
the arc A II di
vided into degrees and minutes from A to B ;

on one side BC arc fixed two sights a, b, and
at C is fixed a plumb-line C P. Now to use

the instrument, hold it so that the side of the

quadrant BC is in a line with the object S,
whose elevation is required, or so that it may
be seen through the two small sights a, 4 ;

then the degrees, &c. cut oft' by the plumb-line
CP, measured from A towards B, will be Ihe
measure of the angle of elevation DBS, re

quired for DBC, being a right-angled tri
angle, the two angles DBC and BCD, are
together equal to a right angle, as are also
the two BCD and D C A ; from each of these
therefore taking away the common angle
BCD, and there remains the angle DC A
equal to the angle DBA.

This is the most simple form of the quadrant,
under which it is necessarily subject to very
considerable inaccuracies, to remedy which a
variety of forms have been given to it by dif
ferent authors; but that of Hadley's is so de
cidedly superior to any other of a portable
kind, that we shall limit our remarks prin
cipally to the description and use of this in
strument ; and a slight account of the astro
nomical and Gunter quadrants.

The Astronomical Quadrant, is a large one,

usually made of brass or iron bars ; having its

limb EF (fig. I, PL VI.) nicely divided, either
diagonally or otherw ise, into degrees, minutes,
and seconds, if room will permit, and furnished
either with two pair of plain sights or two
telescopes, one on the side of the quadrant at
AB, and the other CD moveable about the

centre by means of the screw G. The'dented
wheels I and H serve to direct the instrument
to any object or phenomenon.

The application of this useful instrument,
in taking observations of the sun, planets, and

fixed stars, is obvious; for being turned hori
zontally upon its axis, by means of the tele
scope A B, till the object is seen through the

mo\ cable telescope, then the degrees, iSce. cut
by the index, give the altitude, &c. required.

Gmiter's Quadrant, so called from its in

ventor, Edmund Gunter, (fig. 3), beside the

apparatus of other quadrants, has a stereogra-
phie projection of the sphere on the plane of
the equinoctial ; and also a calendar of the
months, next to the divisions of the limb: by
w hich, beside the common purposes of other

quadrants, several useful questions in astro

nomy, &e. arc easily reduced.
Hadley's Quadrant, is thus named after

its inventor, John Hadley, Esq. and is now

universally used as by far the best of any for

nautical and other observations.
It seems the first idea of this excellent in

strument was suggested by Dr. Hook; for

Dr. Sprat, in his History of the Royal Society,
p. 246, mentions the invention of a new in
strument for taking angles by reflection, by

which means the eye at once sees the two
objects both as touching the same point,
though distant almost a semicircle ; which is

of great use for making exact observations at

sea.

This instrument is described and illustrated
by a figure iu Hook's Posthumous Works,

p. 603. But as it admitted of only one re

flection it would not answer the purpose.
The matter however was at last effected by

Sir Isaac Newton, who communicated to Dr.

Halley a paper of his own writing, containing
a description of an instrument with two re

flections, which soon after the doctor's death

was found among his papers by Mr. Jones,

by whom it was communicated to the Royal

Society, and it was published in the Phil-
Trans, for the year 1742. See also Abridg.
vol. viii. p. 129. How it happened that Dr.

Halley never mentioned this in his lifetime is
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difficult lo .say; more especially as Mr. Had-
loy had described his instrument in the Trans,
for 1731, which is constructed on the same

principles. See also Abr. vol. vi. p. 139.

Mr. Hadley, who was well acquainted with
Sir Isaac Newton, might have heard him say,
that Dr. Hook's proposal could be effected

by means of a double reflection ; and perhaps
in consequence of this hint, he might apply
himself, without any previous knowledge of
what Newton had actually done, to the con
struction of this instrument. Mr. Godfrey
too of Pennsylvania, bad recourse to a similar
expedient ; for which reason some gentlemen
of that colony have ascribed the invention of
this excellent instrument to him. The truth
may probably be, that each of these gentle
men discovered the method independent of
one another. See Abr. Phil. Trans, vol. viii.
p. 366; also Trans, of the American Society,
vol. i. p. 21; Appendix, Hutton's Dictionary.

Before we attempt to describe the exact
construction of this instrument, it may be of
some use to the reader to illustrate the prin
ciples on which it rests, by a less complex
figure than that of the quadrant itself. Though
this instrument is
usually called a qua
drant, it is in fact
but an octant, or 8th
part of a circle, as

QBR, having a label
or index BM mov
able about B as a

centre, and on this
index, and in the
same direction, is fix
ed a plane reflecting
mirror, and on the
side BR is placed
another parallel to
the other side BQ,
but this is silvered
only halfway up, so that an object O may be

seen directly through the plain part of the

glass, from E the sight vane. Now, an ob

server wishing, for example, to measure the

angle subtended at H by the two objects OS,
looks through the sight vane at £, and moves
the index BM about its centre, till the re

flected image of S is seen in the other reflector
D previously in conjunction with the object
O, as seen through the plain glass ; then the

angle QBM, or the arc QM —\ < SHO, as

may be thus demonstrated.
Since the angle of incidence is equal to the

angle of reflection, < ABS = < DBG =
z. HBG; therefore BG bisects the angle
HBD. Again, for the same reason, < CDB
= < HDG= < ODC; therefore DC bi

sects the angle O D B. Now, <ODB=
DBH -f- < BHD, being the external angle of
the triangle DBH, therefore <CDB = |
<DBH + i<DHB= DBG + § < DBG + § <
DHB; but < CDB = <DBG + < DGB,
therefore < DGB = { < DHB, or since

CG and BQ are parallel, and <DGB =

0

< QBG, the angle QBG, or QBM, is also
equal to half D H B, or half O H S which was
to be shown.

This is the principle on which the construc
tion and use of this instrument depends, but
its great and extensive utility in astronomical
and nautical observations, renders it neces
sary now to enter into a more minute dcscriji-
tion.

It may be observed, that in consequence of
the points H and E not coinciding, there is a
small error EH between the true and ap
parent angular point, which is called the
parallax of the instrument; this, however, is
zero, in celestial observations.

Description of Hadley's Quadrant. This
instrument consists of the following parti
culars ; see lig. 2. Plate VI.— 1. An octant,
or the eighth part of a circle, ABC. 2. An
index D. 3. The speculum F. 4. Two ho
rizontal glasses, F, G. 5. Two screens, K
and K. 6. Two sight-vanes, H and I.

The octant consists of two radii A B, AC,
strengthened by the braces L, M, and the
arch BC; which, though containing only 45°,
is nevertheless divided into 90 primary divi
sions, each of which stands for degrees, and
are numbered 0, 10, 20, 30, Sec. to 90 ; begin
ning at each end of the arch for the conve
nience of numbering both ways, either for
altitudes or zenith distances: also each de
gree is subdivided into minutes, by means of
a vernier. But the number of these divisions
varies with the size of the instrument.

The index D is a flat bar, moveable about
the centre of the instrument ; and that part
of it which slides over the graduated arch BC,
is open in the middle, with a Vernier scale on
the lower part of it, under which is a screw
serving to fasten it perpendicular to the plane
of the instrument, the middle part of the
former coinciding with the centre of the latter :
and because the speculum is fixed to the
index, the position of it will be altered by
moving the index along the arch. The rays
of an observed object are received on the
speculum, and from thence reflected on one
of the horizon glasses F or G; which are two
small pieces of looking-glass placed oil one of
the limbs, their faces being turned obliquely
to the speculum, from which they receive the
reflected rays of objects. This glass F has
only its lower part silvered, and set in brass-
work; the upper part being left transparent
to view the horizon. The glass G has iu its
middle a transparent slit, through which the
horizon is to be seen. And because the warp
ing of the materials, and other accidents, may
distend them from their true situation, there
are three screws passing through their feet,
by which they may be easily replaced.

The screens are two pieces of coloured
glass, set in two square brass firames K and
K, which serve as screens to take oft' the glare
of the sun's rays, which would otherwise be-
too strong for the eye : the one is tinged much
deeper than the other ; and as they both move

OO
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on the same centre, they may be both or

either of them used: in the situation they

appear in the figure, they scr\ e fur the horizon-

glass F ; but when they are wauled for the

horizon-glass O, they must be taken from their

present situation, and placed on the quadrant
above G.

The sight-vanes are two pins II and I, .

standing perpendicularly to the plane of the

instrument: that .at H has one hole in it, op

posite to the transparent slit in the horizon-

glass G ; the other, at I, has two holes in it,

the one opposite to the middle of the trans

parent part of the horizon-glass F, and the

other lather lower than the quicksilvered part:
this vane has a piece of brass on the back of
it, which moves round a centre, and serves to

cover either of the holes.
To rectify Hadlei/'s Quadrant. For the

Fore Observation. Bring the index close to
the bottom, so that the middle of the Ver
nier's scale, or nonius, stand against 0 de

grees. Hold the plane of the instrument
vertical with the arch downwards ; look
through the right-hand hole in the vane, and
direct the sight through the transparent part
of the horizon-glass, to observe the horizon.
If the horizon seen both at the quicksilvered
part, and through the transparent part, should
coincide, or make one straight line, then is
the glass adjusted ; but if one of the horizon
lines should stand above the other, slacken
the screw in the middle of the lever back
wards or forwards, as there may be occasion,
until the lines coincide; fasten the screw in
the middle of the lever, and all is ready for
use.

To take the Sim's Altitude. Fix the screens
above the horizon-glass, using either or both
of them, according to the strength of the sun's

rays, by turning one or both the frames of
those glasses close against the plane or face
of the instrument; then your face being turned
towards the sun, hold the quadrant by the
braces, or by either radius, as is found most
convenient, so as to be in a vertical position,
with the arch downwards. Put the eye close
to the right-hand hole in the vane, look at the
horizon through the transparent part of the
horizon-glass, at the same time sliding the
index with the left hand, until the image of
the sun, seen in the quicksilvered part, falls in
with the edge of the horizon, taking either the
upper or the under edge of the solar image.
Swing your body gently from side to side;
and when the edge of the sun is observed not
to cut but to touch the horizon line, like a
tangent, the observation is made. Then will
the degrees on the arch, reckoning from the
end next your body, give the altitude of that
edge of the sun which was brought to the
horizon. If the lower edge was observed,
then sixteen minutes, added to the said de
grees, gives the altitude of the sun's centre;
but if the upper edge was used, the sixteen
minutes must be subtracted.

To take the Altitude of a Star. Look di

rectly up at the star, through the vane and
transparent part of the glass, the index being
close to the button; then will the image of
the star, by reflection, be seen in the silvered
part, right against the star seen through the
other part. Move the index forward, and as

the image descends, let the quadrant descend
also, to keep it in the silvered part, till it
comes down in a line with the horizon, seen
through the transparent part, and the observa
tion is made.

To rectify the Instrument for the Bach Ob
servation. Slacken the screw in the middle
of the handle, behind the glass G ; turn the
button /i on one side, and bring the index as
many degrees before 0 as is equal to double
the dip of the horizon at your height above
the water; hold the instrument vertical, with
the arch downwards; look through the hole
of the vane II; and if the horizon, seen
through the transparent slit in the glass G,
coincide with the image of the horizon seen
in the silvered part of the same glass, then
the glass G is in its proper position; but if
not, set it by the handle, and fasten the screw
as before.

To take the Sim's Altitude by the Back Ob-
serration. Put the stem of the screens K and
K into the hole r, and in proportion to the
strength or faintness of the sun's rays, let
either one, or both, or neither of the frames
of those glasses, be turned close to the face of
the limb ; hold the instrument in a vertical
position with the arch downward, by the

braces L and M, with the left hand; turn
your back to the sun, and put ope eye close

to the hole in the vane II, observing the hori

zon through the transparent slit in the horizon
glass G ; with the right hand move the index
1), till 1lie reflected image of the sun be seen

in the silvered part of the glass G, and in a

right line with the horizon ; swing your hotly
to and fro, and if the observation be well
made, the sun's image will be observed to
brush the horizon, and the degrees reckoned
from C, or that part of the arch farthest from
your body, will give the sun's altitude at the

time of observation ; observing to add If? for
the sun's semidiameter, if the sun's upper
edge be used, and subtract the same for the

lower edge.
The directions just given, for taking alti

tudes at sea, would be sufficient, but tor two
corrections that are necessary to be made

before the altitude can be accurately deter
mined, viz. one on account of the observer's
eye being raised above the level of the sea,

and the other on account of the refraction of
the atmosphere, especially in small altitudes.

The following tables therefore show the

corrections to be made on both these ac

counts ; the first referring to the dip of the
horizon, and the other to the refraction in
altitude; the method of using which is givea
in the following column.
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TABLE 1.

Dip of the Horizon.

Height if
llir mi in
Teet.

W, Height of
(hehyeih Dtp. \

Height of
the Lyein
feet.

Dip.
feet.

1 0' 57" 12 3' 18", 35 ■V'39"

2 1 21 14 3 24! 40 6 o

3 1 39 10 3 47 45 6

4 1 55 18 4 3 50 6 4 1

5 2 8 20 4 16 60 7 23

6 2 20 22 4 28' 70 7 2.)

7 2 31 24 4 40 80 8 :n
8 2 42 26 4 52! 90 9 3

9 2 52 28 5 3: 100 9 33

10 3 1 30 5 11'

TABLE II.

Refraction in Altitude.

A|>p.
Alt. Refraction.

App.
1 Alt. Reflection.

App.
Al(. Refraction.

Inueir. ,in(It's 1U(ley.

0 33' 0" 8 6' 29" 40 1' 8"
X 30 35 9 5 48 45 0 57•\i 28 22 10 5 15 50 0 48

i 24 29 11 4 47 55 0 40

2 18 35 12 4 23 60 0 33

3 14 36 15 3 30 65 0 26

4 11 51 20 2 35 70 0 21

5 9 54 25 2 2 75 0 15

fi 8 29 30 1 38 80 0 10

7 7 20 35 1 21 85 0 5

General Rules for the Corrections.

1. Iu the fore observations, add the smn of
both corrcclioiis to the observed zenith dis

tance, for the true zenith distance ; or sub

tract the saitl sum from the observed altitude,

for the true one. 2. In the back observation,

add the dip ant) subtract the refraction, for

altitudes; and for zenith distances, do the

contrary, viz. subtract the dip, and add the

refraction.
Exam. By a back observation, the altitude

of the sun's lower edge was found by Iladlcy's
quadrant to be 25° 12*; the eye being 30 feet

above the horizon. By the tables, the dip on

30 feet is 5' 14", and the refraction on 25° 12*

is 2 1". Hence
Apparent alt. lower limb 25° 12' 0"

Sun's seiuidiameter, sub 0 16 0

Appar. alt. of centre 24 56 0

Dip of horizon, add 0 5 14

25 1 14

Refraction subtract 0 2 1

True alt. of centre 24 59 13

In case of the moon, besides the two cor
rections above, another is to be made for her

parallax. But for all these particulars, see

the requisite Tables for the Nautical Al-

mnnack ; also Robertson's Navigation, vol. ii<
p. 340, &c. edit. 1780.

Artificial Horizon. It only remains now to
remark, that the greatest difficulty expe
rienced by seamen in taking altitudes with
this instrument is, that the horizon is fre
quently so obscured by clouds or fogs as to
render it impossible to observe it distinctly.
To remedy this defect, what is called an ar
tificial horizon is employed, which is con
structed in various ways; one of which is

,

to
suspend a vessel filled with 2 or 3 pounds of
quicksilver, and having a polished speculum
floating on its surface, the weight of which
will have a tendency to make it preserve its
horizontal position, and into w hich the sun's
image is reflected; and since the angle of in
cidence is equal to the angle of reflection, it

is obvious that the angle subtended between
the sun and its reflected image, will be double
that of its altitude above the horizon. The
former therefore being accurately measured
by the quadrant, its half will be the altitude
required.

Quadrant of Altitude, is a thin piece of
metal, in general applied to a globe, and
marked with the degrees, from 0 to 90: when
laid upon the meridian of any place, it shows
its latitude, or distance from the equator.

QUADRANTAL Triangle, a spherical tri
angle, hav ing a quadrant or an arc of 90° for
one of its sitles.

QUADRAT, a mathematical instrument,
called also a geometrical square and line of
shadows; it is frequently an additional mem
ber on the face of the common quadrant, as
also on those of Gunter's and Sutton's quad
rant ; but we shall describe it by itself, as

being a distinct instrument.
It is made of any solid matter, as brass,

wood, &c. of any four plain rules joined to
gether at right angles, where A is the centre,
from which hangs
a thread with a

small weight al the
end, serving as a
plummet. Each of
the sides, B R and
DE, is divided into
an hundred equal
parts; or if the sides
be long enough to
admit of it

,

into a
thousand parts ; C and F are two sights, fixed
on the sitle A D. There is

,

moreover, an
index, G IT, which, when there is occasion, is

joined to the centre \, in such a manner as
that it can move freely round, and remain in
any given situation; there are also two sightsKL, perpendicular to the right line going
from the centre of the instrument. The side
DE is called the upright side, or the line of
the direct or upright shadows ; and the side

B E is termed the reclined side, or the line of
the versed or back shadows. For the man
ner of using this instrument, see Altitude,
prop. 4.

QUADRATIC Equation, in Algebra, is an
O O 2
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puliation, in which (hp highest power of (lie
unknown quantity is of the second degree.
If (his power enters alone it is called a simple
quadratic, and when the second power and
simple quantity both occur, it is termed ail
adjected quadratic equation.

The solution of a simple quadratic, is per
formed by the same rules as are given under
simple equations. And the solution of the
other class of quadratics depends upon the
following principles.

Every quadratic equation when properly
reduced, falls under one or other of the fol
lowing forms, viz.

1st i1 + ax — b — 0
2d X1 — ax — b — 0

3d x1 — ax + b = 0
And the roots of these will be expressed by

the following formula;:

l»t* = -| ±

2d x ~

3d *= 5*V(=f-»)
In each of which formula' x has two values,

arising out of the ambiguous sign ±, which
is agreeable to what is stated under equations;
rite, that every equation has as many roots as
there are units in its highest power, which in
the present case is two.

These formulae may be all included in one
rule as follows ; viz. having reduced an equa
tion to cither of the above forms, transpose
the absolute quantity b, to the right-hand side
of the equation, then the values of the un
known quantity, are equal to half the e.o-cfli-
cienl of the second term with its sign changed ;

plus and minus; the square root of the square
of that half co-efficient, prefixed to b, w ith its
proper sign whether plus or minus.

It is evident in form. 3, that w hen b is greater

than — , both the values of x are imaginary, or
4

impossible. See Imaginary.
The principles on which the preceding for

mulae arc obtained are these, that (x±\a)1—
r1 ± ax + I a1 ; therefore if an equation be
proposed under the form x1 ± ax — ± b; by-
adding Jal, to both sides, we have

x1 ± ax + J a1 = in1 ± *
By extracting the roots x± f a± at ± b)
By transposition x — \ « ± v ( J a' ±. b)
w hich includes all the foregoing forms.

EXAMPLES.

1. Giving xr + 5x z= 6 to And x.

By form. 1.x — ~ ± y/ +
6^

Or
— 6 7* = —

±2 = lor-6.
2. Giving ax1 — 4x = 16 to find x

Divide bv a; — - = —
a a

Then by form. 2. ±\/ +

3. Given xr + 3x + b =. cx — 4.

Transposing x1 — (c — 3) x — —
(6 + 4)

Fonn.3.*=£=?±v/ (£±f -h~i)
4. Giving a:1 — lOr = — 26 to find x.

By form. 3. x = 5 ± ,/(25 — 26)
Or ir5 + I

which are both imaginary roots, and such
expressions always indicate the impossibility
of the equation proposed. See Imaginary
Quantity.

Quadratic Equations, may also be solved
by means of a table of sines and tangents, of
which several examples are given in Bonny-
castle's Treatise of Algebra, vol. i.

Construction of Quadratic Equations. See
Construction.

QUADRATRIX, or Quadratix, is a name

given to different mechanical or transcenden
tal curves, but of these the most remarkable
quadratrixes of Diuostrates are the Tschirn-
haiisen.

Quadratrix of Diuostrates, being thus

called after its author Dinostrates, is generat
ed as follows:

Let AB be aquadran-
tal arc, divided into any
number of equal parts
A N, NN', N'N", &.c ;
the radius AC being also
divided into the same
number of equal parts in
P. P', P", &c. Join CN,
CN', CN", &c. and draw 15 n

PM, P'M', P"M", &c. intersecting the former
in M', M", M", &c. ; then the curve passing;
through all these points of intersection will
be the quadratrix of Dinostrates ; the equa
tion and principal properties of which are as
fid lows:

1. Put the radius — r, the sine N E of the
arc AN =1; the ordinate P M of the curve
AM = y, and the absciss AP = x; then by
similar triangles

CE : CP :: EN : PM, or
✓ (r1 — t1) : r — x : : t : y; that is

y^(rl —
#*) = «(r — *)

which is the equation of the curve. And
when the relation between A B and A N is
given in terms of that between AC and A P.
the relation between the sine E N and radius
CB, will be expressed in terms of r and x\
and consequently the equation of the curve ill

terms of r, x, anil y only.
2. The radius CB is a mean proportional

between the quadrantal arc AB, and the base
of the quadratrix DC.

3. If from C as a centre, and with CD as a

radius, there be described the quadrantal arc
D F, this will be equal in length to the radius
of the first quadrant C B.

Quadratrix of Tschirnhausen, is thus de
scribed : Let the quadrantal arc AB be divided
into any number of equal parts in the points

N N'N , &.c. as before ; as also the radius C A
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in the points P, P. P";
drawPM, PM',P"M\
parallel, and NM.N'M',
\"M", perpendicular to
CB, anil the curve
CM,M'M",&c. passing
through all those points
of intersection, will
be the quadratrix of
Tschiriiliausen ; (he equation of which, as

riven by the author, and as is readily deduced

from the preceding construction, is

B-h C,Scc.
..'ir1 4.5r*

"~ - 6.7r
where A, B, C, &c. are (lie preceding terms.

QUADRATURE, in Attrmumnj, that as

pect of the moon when she is a quadrant, or

90° distant from the sun.

Quadrature, in Geometri/, is the finding a

square equal in area to another figure, or in

other words, finding the areas of plane sur-

fares.
This, so far as it relates to rectilinear figures,

is extremely simple, as these may all be re

duced to triangles: the sum of the area of
which will be the whole area required.

But the quadrature of curves is a subject

of much more profound investigation, of which

the anrients had very little knowledge, this

being a branch of geometry which we owe

almost entirely to the moderns, and particu

larly to the invention of the fluxibnal or dif
ferential calculus.

The first curvilinear space, whose quadrature

was correctly ascertained, was the lune of

Hippocrates, after which wc hear of no other

till Archimedes found the area of the para
bola; which is the only curve whose quadra

ture he was able to find, though he showed

the relation of different curves surfaces to

each other, particularly of his spirals to their

circumscribed circles, as he did the ratio of
the surfaee of a sphere to the area of a great

circle of the same, &c. He also by the me

thod of exhaustions gave some neat approxi

mations, both for the circle and some other

figures, but the general quadrature of curves

required a much more profound analysis than

any that was known to the ancients.

The quadrature of the circle, in particular,
is a problem which has engaged the attention

of mathematicians from the earliest period to

the present time, though it is now generally

considered to be impossible, ami is perhaps

but seldom attempted, except by novices who

are not sufficiently acquainted with the diffi

culty and the almost infinite number of ways

in which it has been attempted, of which an

entertaining and instructive account is given

by Montucla in vol. iv. of his " Ilistoire des

Mathematiques," and in his edition of the
'• Mathematical Recreations," by Ozanaro,

ofwhich an English translation has been given

by Dr. Hutton ; to which work the reader is

referred, as our limits will not admit of any

detail of them in this place.

It does not appear that the quadrature of
any curve, beside those mentioned above, had
been found so late as the beginning of the
17lh century, but soon after we have account*
of the partial quadrature of several, viz. first
by Lord Brounckcr and Sir Christopher Wren,
and afterwards by a few other mathema
ticians. In 1G68 Newton discovered a me
thod which would apply generally to all qua-
drable curves, though he did not then publish
it, anil the first that appeared in any analy
tical form was given by Mcrcator in 1688,
which was a demonstration of Brounckcr's
quadrature of the hyperbola by Dr. Wallis's
method of converting algebraical fractioiu
into infinite series.

Huygena and Wren both discovered the
quadrature of certain cycloidal spaces, and
had some controversy concerning the priority
of the method. Leibnitz afterwards succeeded
in finding the quadrature of another curve, and
J. Bernoulli in 169!<, discovered the quadra
ture of an infinity of cycloidal spaces, both
circles and sectors. But all these partial me
thods were now superseded by the important
discovery of the method of fluxions, which
rendered every problem of this kind ex
tremely simple and complete, at least in those
cases where any finite quadrature was obtain
able, and in others they were expressed with
nearly the same ease, though not so simply,
by means of infinite series.

Quadrature by Fluxiotis. This rests on
the following proposition, viz. that the fluxion
of the area is equal to the fluxion of the ab
sciss drawn into the ordinate ; and therefore
conversely the fluent of that quantity is equal
to the area of the curve.

Let A SI P be any curvilinear area generated
by the motion of the ordinate I'M; take M6
and M c on each side of M P, and equal to
each other; and let r Pr, parallel to AF, meet

bx, and cv, which arc drawn parallel to MP,
in i and r. Then since the ordinate M P is
supposed to flow unilbrmly along the absciss
A M, if this ordinate is conceived to increase
either of the equal parallelograms PfftM,
PrcMis greater than the preceding increment
Px6M, and less than the succeeding ono
P»cM. Also since PMz re, the rectangle
PM cr increases or decreases according to the
increase or the decrease of MC; therefore

PMer is the fluxion of the area AM P; that
is, if AM zz x, and PM zj, then the fluxion
of the area AMP — yx; and therefore con

versely the fluent of yx is equal to the area
AMP. Hence then we derive the following
general rule :
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Find by means of R

llic equation of the
carve tiie value of tlic
ordinate MP, in terms
of the abseiss A M ;

multiply this value byi, and the fluent of A M
the quantity thus found will be the area re
quired.

Let us illustrate this rule by a few ex
amples.

Ex am. 1. To find the area of the common
or conical parabola, whose equation is px —
where p is the parameter of the parabola.

Here ;/ = pi zi ; multiply this by .r, and we
have yx : p\ xi x for the fluxion of the area.

Now fluent p
's x
h x — ip\ x
\ — | p
i

x
i

X x
— | xi/. That is, the area of the parabola
AFMzri °f t',c circumscribing rectangle
AMPB.

Exam. 2. In the cubic parabola, whose

equation is p1 x zz. y1, we have y —pi x\;
multiply this by J-

,

and we have yx — p
\

an x.

for the fluxion of the area; therefore fluent p
i

x
i

x —

% ;>
i

x
si

■= I p
'

x
h x x — * yx. That

is, the area = J of the circumscribing rec
tangle.

And in the same manner it will be found,
that in general in any parabola, whose equation

is a"~,x—v", the area is equal to —"
— times

the circumscribing rectangle.
Ex am. 3. To find the area of a circle whose

equation is,

y
1 — '2rx — i*, or y zz */(2rx — x*)

here we have yx — x ^(2rx —
x1) for the

fluxion of the area. Now as the fluent of this
fluxion c annot he obtained in finite terms, we
must convert */(2rx — x1) into a series by
the binomial theorem, or by writing 1>- — d;
and dividing by »/dx it becomes d'i x

i

x x

\/ y
\ — which latter part thrown into

a series gives

a»i»ix J 1— —- — ; ; rr-+&C. it 'id 2.4rf" 2.4. t>d' S

Now multiplying every term of this series

by dixt x, and taking the fluent of each, we
iiud ultimately v*hcux = a; the area of the
semicircle

R < 2 1 1 3.1 , )— d1 X I - — &c. J =I 3 5 4.7 4.(i.y S

area of the semicircle whose diameter is d
.

Other series more converging, and there
fore better suited to the quadrature of the
circle, might have been here given; but as
the quadrature ultimately depends upon the
rectification, we shall reserve the account of
the different series tor the article Eectifica-
Tion.

Exam. 4. To find the area of a curve, whose

equation is y s

Here wc have yxzz- for the
v'tOJ X1)

fluxion of the area and the fluent of
^/{ax-x'-j— ax circular are whose radius is \ a, and

versed sine x — a — x!) which vanishes
whenmO, and when xzza, it becomes a x

semi-circumfercncc, whose radius —
\a

—
the

area of two circles of radius zz \a.
Exam. 6. To find the area comprehended

between any two right ordinate* and the in

tercepted part of the asymptote, and curve of
an hyperbula.

Let DEF be an hyperbola, of which the
asymptotes are C AI and C.N; to find the area

E G 1 1 1
''

comprehended belw cen the ordi-
natcs G E and F H.

Let C O =: «, G E = 6
, G H = x, F H = jr ;

then b
y the property of the hjpcrhola, CG x

GE ~ CH x II 1', or ab —
(a — x

) y, or y zz

—— ; and therefore yx ~ -fAi. ; the fluent
a 4- x a + x
of which is ab x hyp. log. (a 4- xi which fluent
however requires a correction, for when xzz o

,

the area zz o, but the above expression, when

X — o is ab x hyp. log. of a, therefore the
correction — ab x hyp. log. of o; that is

,

the
correct fluent which expresses the area, is

ab x hyp. log. {
a 4- x
) — ab x hyp. log. «, or

area EG I'll = ab x hyp. log. - — J.
■

If C G and G E each = 1 ; y x = —— , the

fluent of which is hyp. log. (1 + x
) which re

quires no correction.
Exam. 6. To find the area of a cycloid.

M

Let CAL be a cycloid, A D the axis, ABD
the generating circle, A F a tangent at the
vertex, C V parallel to A D. Take any point

1
' in the arc, and draw I'M perpendicular to

AM. Then the fluxion of the external area

A M P = P M x the fluxion of A M.
Let A E = x, A D = 2a. then BE =

v^(2ax —
x1) and the fluxion of B E =

(a — x) it

t/^iax —
x1)'
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Also PB rrthc arc BA; therefore theflux-

and tbc fluxion

(la — x) x

ion ofPB —■

In spirals, or curves

of PB + BE, or of A M =
v{2ax — * )j

tlicrcforc (lie fluxion of the area APM, or

PM x by the fluxion AM =S2a*'~x^* =J J(2ax— .rl)
x J(2ax —x1).

But the fluent of this fluxion is the same as

that found above for a circle, whose radius is a,

and versed sine x; that is, the area ABJC;
and therefore when x — 2a, the whole exter
nal areaC FA is equal to the area of the semi
circle ABD. But CD being equal to the
Rcmi-circuniference A I), the whole rectangle

CD AT — four times the semicircle ABD,
and consequently the internal area ACI) =
three times the semicircle ABD; or the whole
area of the cycloid equal three times the area
of its generating circle.

Quadratures of Spiral*.
referred to a centre, as
the spiral C A N H to
the centre C; leti/ = any
radios CR,x = B\, the
arc of a circle described
about the centre C, at
any distance CB — a;
and Cur another ray in
definitely near C N R.
Then { CN x Nn — \ ax — CNn ; and by
similar figures C N* : C R% or a1 : yr : : C N n :

<——— C Rr, the fluxion of the area de scribed
2a

by the revolving ray C B, then the fluent of
this, for any particular case, will be the qua
drature of the spiral.

Thus in the spiral of Archimedes, in which

sr : y : : m : n a constant ratio, or where nac
—

my we have y1 =:
" - ; whence CRr ~

m

the fluxion of the area. The

'■x1 _x i/
1

2a

■which is the gc-

2 am

fluent of this is
(j a in* (S a

neral quadrature of the spiral of Archimedes.

QUADRILATERAL, a figure of four
sides, and therefore of four angles, under which

general term is included the RECTANGLE,
Square, Rhombus, Rhomboid, Parallelo
gram, Trapezium, and Trapezoid; for the

properties of which see the several articles.

All quadrilaterals have the following pro-

pcrlies. The sum of their four angles is equal
to two right angles; and if the sum of each

pair of opposite angles be equal to two right
angles, the figure may be inscribed in a circle
otherwise it cannot ; and in all such quadri
laterals the sum of the rectangles of the oppo
site sides is equal to the rectangle of the two

diagonals. See Trapezium.

QUADRILLION, according fo English
arithmeticians, is the 4th power of a million ;

but according to the French only the square

of a million, or the fourth power of 1000. See
Billion.

QUADRUPLE, four fold.
QUALITY, is defined by Mr. Locke, to be

the power in a subject of producing any idea
in the mind ; thus a snow-ball having the

power to produce in ns the ideas of while, cold,
and round, these powers, as they are in the
snow-ball, he calls qualities ; and as they are
sensations, or perceptions in our understand
ing, he calls them ideas. It has been demon
strated that every quality (hat is propagated
from a centre, such as light, heat, cold,
odour, &c. has its intensity either increased
or decreased, in the duplicate ratio of the
distances from the centre inversely. So at
the double distance from the earth's centre,
or from a luminous or a hot body, the weight,
or light, or heat, is but a fourth part, and at
three times the distance, is but a ninth. And
Newton has laid it down as one of (he rules of
philosophy, that those qualities which arc in
capable of being increased or diminished, and
which are found to obtain in all bodies upon
which experiments could be tried, are to be

esteemed universal qualifies of all bodies.
QUANTITY, any thing capable of esti

mation or mensuration; or which, being com

pared with another thing of the same kind,
may be said to be greater or less than it

,

equal or unequal to it. Mathematics is the
science or doctrine of quantify, which being
made up of parts is capable of being made
greater or less. It is increased by addition,
and diminished by subtraction ; which are
therefore the two primary operations that
relate to quantify. Hence it is that any
quantity may be supposed to enter info alge
braic computations two different ways, which
have contrary effects, viz. either as an incre
ment or decrement.

A quantity which is to be added is called a

positive quantity, and a quantity to be sub
tracted is said to be negative. Quantities are
said to be like or similar, that arc of the same
denomination; they arc represented by the
same letter or letters equally repeated ; but
quantities of different denominations, or re

presented by a different letter or letters, are
said fo be unlike or dissimilar. A quantity
consisting of more than one term is called a

compound quantity; whereas that consisting
of one term only is denominated a simple
quantity.

The quantity of matter in any body is the
product of its density into its bulk ; or a quan
tity arising from the joint consideration of its
magnitude and density fthus if a body be twice
as dense, and takes up twice as much space as

another, it will be four times as great. This
quantity of matter is best discoverable by the
absolute weight of bodies.

The quantity of motion in any body is the
factum of the velocity into the mass, or it is

a measure arising from the joint consideration
of the quantity of matter, and the velocity or
the motion of the body, the motion of any
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whole being the sum or aggregate of the mo
tion in all its several parts. Hence in a body
twice as great as another moved with an equal
velocity, the quantity of motion is double; if
the velocity he double also, the quantity of
motion will be quadruple. Henee the quan
tity of motion is the same with what wc call
momentum or impetus of a moving body.

QUART, an English measure of capacity,
oeingthe fourth part of a gallon.

QUARTER, the fourth part of a thing.
Quarter, in Weight, is equal to 281bs. or

the fourth part of a hundred weight.
Quarter, in Measure, is 8 bushels corn

measure, and in coal measure it is the fourth
of a chaldron.

Quarter, in speaking of the Moon's Age, is
a fourth part of one lunation.

Quarter Point, in Navigation, is the fourth

part of the measure of one of the principal
points, or or the arc intercepted between two
adjacent points.

QU A KTI LF, Aspect. See Aspect.
QUINCUNX, live-twelfth of anv thing.
QU1NDECAGON, a figure of fifteen sides.
QUINQUEANGULAR, having five an

gles.
QUINTAL, a weight of 100 pounds in

most countries, but in Knglaud it is U2lbs.
QUINTILE Aspect, a fifth part of the cir

cle, or 72°.
QCINTILLION, the fifth power of one

million.
QUINTUPLE, five fold.

QU< (TIENT, the quantity which arises by
dividing one number or quantity by another.
See Division.

R
RADIANT Point, or Radiating Point, is of the Evoluta, Radius Osculi, called also the
any point from which rajs proceed. Radius of Concavity, and the Radius of Curra-

RADIATION, shooting forth of rays from ture, is the radius of a circle having the same
a centre. curvature, in a given point of the curve with

RADICAL Sign (from radix, root), in Al- that of the curve in that point. See Curva-
gebra, is the character by which the root of a ti ke, Curve, and EvoLUTE.
quantity is expressed, and is formed thus , Radius, in Optics. See Ray.
while the particular root is indicated by a Radius Vector, is used for a right line drawn
figure on the left ol the sign : thus V o.V «,V a, from the centre oftbrce in any curve in whioh
&c. denote the square root, cube root, and a body is supposed to move by a centripetal
biquadratic root of the quantity a, or of any force, to that point of the curve where the

other quantity placed under the like signs, body is supposed to be. In the elliptical
When it is a compound quantity whose root orbit of a planet let a — semi-axis major, a e —

is to be expressed, it is put in a parenthesis, distance from the centre to the focus, or e~
and the sign prefixed ; thus, 1/ (a'+b1), means eccentricity to semi-axis major — 1, » ~ true
the cube root of the sum of a1 plus A1, or it is anomaly, anduzz eccentric anomaly, then the

otherwise indicated by a line thus, l/a' + b1 ; ril(,'us vector r is expressed by either of the

the characteristic 1 is generally omitted in the following formulae r = o (1 + e cos. u), or r =

square root, so that instead of writing V a for " ( 1 — gl)
_

the square root of a, we merely write a, by 1 — e cos. v

which the square root is always to bo under- Radii's of Curvature. See Curvature.
stood. • Radius Astronomicus, the same as Radio-

RADII, the plural of Radius. meter.
RADIOMETER, a nanie sometimes given RADIX, the same as root, brtt used in a

to the Fork Staff. different sense by different authors; thus we

RADIUS, in Geometry, the seinidiameter say radix of a system of logarithms, a system
of a circle, or a right line drawn from the of notation, &e. meaning the fundamental

centre to the eircumfereuce. It is implied in quantity on which the system is constructed,
the definition of a circle, and it is apparent or by which all the others are compared,
from its construction, that all the radii of the Radix of a System of Logarithms, is that
same circle are equal. The radius is some- number which involved to the power, denoted
times called, in trigonometry, the sinus totus, by the logarithm of a number is equal to that
or whole sine. The length of the radius of number. Thus, under the article logarithm,
any circle is equal to that of an arc ofd/^dTTQS we have shown, if jv — a, that x is the loga-
d.'grees of the same circle. rithm of a, and r is called the radix of the

Radius, hi the Higher Geometry. Radius svstuuit This radix in the Common or liriggs't
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Logarithms is 10, and in the Napcrian or
Hyperbolic Logarithms, it is 2-71828182, &c.
and generally the radix in any system of loga
rithms, is that number whose logarithm in
that system is unity.

Radix of a System of Notation,'^ that num
ber which indicates the local value of the
figures, and is in all systems represented
by a unit and cipher (10), which is ten iu the
common system, two in the binary, three in
the ternary, &c. Sec Notation.

Radix is also used as a term of comparison
between any finite function and its expansion
or development; thus we know that

— 1 — r + r* — r ' + r* — &c.
1 + '■

in which case — !— , is sometimes called the
1 + ?•

radix of the series
1 — r 4- r* — r3 + r+— &c.

RAIN, water that descends from the atmos
phere in the form of drops of greater or less
magnitude.

The quantity of rain which have fallen in
different places have been accurately observ
ed, and from which it appears that much
depends upon local situation. The quantify
of rain which fell at Paris in the course of a
year, taken at a medium of six years, was
2019 inches; and iu London the medium
quantity per aunuin, for the same number of
years, was 23-001. Much, however, depends
upon Hie height of the rain-gage from the sur
face of the earth, more than upon the compara
tive altitudes of it with reference to the surface
of the sea, or any fixed point ; the rain-gage on
the top of a mountain giving nearly as much
as that iu the plain beneath ; whereas, one
gage placed on the top of a house or church,
and another below, give very different quan
tities. The following table exhibits the re
sults of several very accurate observations
made in the years 1766 and 1767, on three
gages, one at the bottom of a house, another
at the top of the same, and a third on West
minster Abbey, the greatest care being taken
that none of the water should evaporate after
it entered the gage, by passing it through a
narrow tube into a bottle well stopped below.

From these results it will appear, that there
fell below the top of a house above a fifth
part more rain than what fell in the same
space above the top of the same house. And
that there fell upon Westminster Abbey not
much above half what was found to fall in the
same space below the tops of the houses. This
experiment has been repeated in other places
with the same result; and notwithstanding
the cause of this extraordinary difference has
Hot yet been discovered ; it is at the same
time useful to be apprised of it

,

to prevent
any inaccurate conclusions from a comparison
of different gages.

The Quantity o
f Rain which fell in Lonrlon

from July 7
,

1766, tu July 0
,

1777.

Monttai.
'.o»er ia*c 'TitMIt* if a ifp,

t >j)or* Imusf

Upper eat,■-■clout(jj i

louec '•ii Weetruiii-
•UerAI.Ne)'.

From July -v

the 7th to ]

the 31st )

Viigust

Inclieg. Inch**. Inches.
3091 3-210 2-311

0-558 0.479 )

0-344 )

2 061

September 0- 421

2-301
1079

0-508

i )ctober 1
-

416
0632November 0- 842

December 1
-

612
2071

1
-

258 0- 991
fanuary 1

-

455 1-035
1-335

0-587

February 2- 861

1-807

2- 494
1-303 •

1 213

March
April 1

-

437 0- 991
May 2- 432

1-997

0-395

1 745
1-426 )

0-309 S

1
-

142
/uric
July 7. 1115

22-Ci'iK 18-139 12-099

The following TABLE exhibits similar Expe
riments, marie on tiro Gages, one on the Top o

f

Mount Rennis-, in Wales, and another in the
Plain 1350 Feet below the other.

lintmmofthe Top of the
n>uiiiuiu. mouutaiti.

From July 6 to 16
Inrht«. ■ n-hi. •

.

0-709 0-618
July 16 to 29 2-185 2- 124
July 29 to }

Aug. 10 S

o-cio 0-656

Sep. 9
,

both bottles
had run over

From Sept. 9 to 30 3-234 2-464
Oct. 17, bottles run

over
From Oct. 17 to 22 0-747 0-885
Oct. 22 to 29 1-281 1-388

8' 766 8 1(j5

These experiments justify the assertion
made above, viz. that the quantity of rain
in any place, depends principally upon its
altitude above the surface of the earth, and
not much upon the comparative altitude of
two places with regard to the surface of sea,
and consequently not upon the rarity or den
sity of the atmosphere, as was for a long time
supposed.

RAINBOW. The rainbow is a circular
image of the sun variously coloured. It is

thus produced : the solar rays, entering the
drops of falling rain, are refracted to their far
ther surfaces, and thence, by one or more re
flections, transmitted to the eye. At their emer
gence from the drop, as well as at their en
trance, they sutler a refraction, by which the
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rays arc separated inlu their different colours,
and thus, therefore, are exhibited to an eye
properly placed to receive them. That this is
the true account of the formation of the rain
bow appears from the following considera
tions. 1. That a bow is never seen but when
rain is falling, and the sun shining at the same
time, and that the sun and bow are always
in opposite quarters of the heavens ; this every
one's experience can testify. 2. That the
same appearance can be artificially represent
ed by means of water thrown into the air, when
the spectator is placed in a proper position
with his back turned to the sun:

Let A B be a

drop of water,
and C D a pen
cil of solar rays
incident there
on ; if all the
rays of any one
colour, as red, belonging to the pencil CD, be
refracted to the same point G, and thence re
flected, they will fall on the space RQ, with
the same obliquity, and at the same distances
from each other, as the refracted rays, if pro
ceeding backward from G, would fall on the

space TS ; but these at their refraction would
emerge into 'I'D, CS, &c. parallel to .each

other, the ray GR,GQ, will emerge from the

drop parallel to each other, and therefore will
enter an eye properly placed copiously enough
to cause a sensation ; a red colour will there
fore appear in the direction of these rays, and
so of others. But if the refracted rays do not

meet in the same point, the reflected rays will
not fall on the surface, at the same distance
from each other, as

PT and IS do, though
their obliquity to the sur
face be equal to that of
the latter ; therefore the
refracted rayswill emerge, '

diverging from each other,'
and consequently will not enter the eye copi
ously enough to cause a perception of their
colour. It is plain that w here the rays of any
colour emerge parallel, all these emerging rays
will be inclined to the incident rajs in the
same angle. And by calculation it is found,
•that the red rays when they emerge parallel
to each other, make with the incident rays an

angle, ABO of 42° 2' and the violet an angle,

A C O, of 40° 17' and the rays of the other
colours, angles greater than the latter, and

less than the former.
If through the eye which receives the emerg

ing rays, there be drawn a line AX, parallel

to the incident rays, it will make with the
emerging rays of each colour, angles RA X,
and VAX, Sic. equal to the above. This
line, A X, is called the axis of vision. The
several drops placed in the lines A R, A V. &.c,

will exhibit to the eye at A, the several pris
matic colours respectively, as appears Irom
what has been said ; and if those lines he

supposed to revolve with a conical motion
round the axis of vision, it is evident, for the

same reason, that all the drops placed in each

of the conic surfaces so generated, will trans
mit the rays of each colour respective!} to the

eye, and therefore that a number of circular
concentric arches of the prismatic colours ad

joining to each other, w ill be exhibited to the

eye. This explanation relates to the interior
bow, whose colours, beginning from the outside,
arc red, orange, &.c. as in the prismatic s|hc-
trum, which bow can never be seen if the sun

be elevated more than 42° 2/ above the hori
zon ; for the horizon HO always makes uith
the axis of vision, A X, an angle equal to the

elevation of the sun ; therefore in the case

here stated, the
line A Q, mark
ing the vertex of .

a rainbow, would
fall entirely below !

the horizon.
As the interior bow is formed by one re

flection and two refractions, so the exterior
bow is formed by two reflections and two re

fractions at the surfaces of the drops of fall-

in grain. If the red ray of auy pencil, C D,

ofsolar rays.after
refraction, inter-
sect each other
at R, so that
when reflected
at T V, they
may proceed parallel within the drop, after

a second reflection at X Q, they will pro

ceed to LM, intersecting each other at S,

equally distant from X Q, as R is from TV,
and as the rays, Q T, X V, if they pro

ceeded backward, would, after reflection,

so fall on the surface, N t), as to be refracted

into air parallel to each other; so X.M, QI<,

falling on the surface precisely in the same

circumstance, shall be refracted to the eve

parallel to each other, and therefore will ester

it copiously enough to cause a perception of

their colour, (and so of the rest). The red

rays, when emerging parallel after two reflec

tions, are by calculation found to make with

the incident rays, and therefore with the axis

of vision, an angle of 60° 57'. The violet

rays, when emerging parallel, are found to

make with their incident rays, and therefore

with the axis of vision, an angle of 543 T'
the other emerging rays meet the axis of vi

sion in the intermediate angles. And hence

it is easy to explaiu the generation of the

exterior bow in the same manner as that of

the interior. It is to be remarked that the

order of colours in the extctior bow is the

reverse of that in the interior, and the reason
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of this appears in the above explanation. For
A E, 3d figure above, which marks the direc
tion o!' the \iolct rays in the outer bow, con
tains with AX, the axis of vision, a greater
angle than A D, (which marks the direction of
the red rays), contains with the same axis.
And the reverse is the case in the interior bow.
It is evident, (for a reason similar to that given
in the case of the interior bow) that an ex
terior bow cannot be seen when the elevation
of the sun is above 54° 7'.

Lunar Kainrow. The moon sometimes
also exhibits the phenomenon of an iris by the
refraction of her rays, in drops of rain in the
night-time.

Marine RAINBOW, the sea-bow, is a pheno
menon sometimes observed in a much agitat
ed sea, when wind sweeping part of the tops of
the waves, carry them aloft, so that the rays of
the sun are refracted, &c. as in a common
shower.

RAIN-GAGE, or Pluviameter, a machine
for measuring the quantity of rain that falls.
There are various kinds of rain-gages ; that
used at the apartments belonging to the Royal
Society at Somerset-house is thus described.
The vessel that receives the rain is a conical
form, strengthened at the top by a brass ring
twelve inches in diameter. The sides of the
funnel and inner lip of the brass ring are in
clined to the horizon, in an angle of more
than 66°, and the outer lip is an angle of more
than 50°, which are such degrees of steepness
that there seems no probability either that
any rain which falls within the funnel, or on
the inner lip of the ring, shall dash out, or
that which falls on the outer lip shall dash
into the funnel. The annexed figure repre
sents a rain-gage of the best con
struction. It consists of a hollow
cylinder, having within it a cork
ball attached to a wooden stem which
passes through a small opening at
the top, on which is placed a large
funnel. When this instrument is
placed in the open air in a free place,
the rain that falls within the circum
ference of the funnel will run down
into a tube and cause the cork to
float ; and the quantity of water in C^B*
the tube may bo seen by the height / \
to which the stem of the float is raised. *■ ^

The stem of the float is so graduated as to
show by its divisions the number of perpen
dicular inches of water which fell on the sur
face of the earth since the last observation. It
is hardly necessary to observe, that after every
observation the cylinder must be emptied.

A very simple rain-gage, and one which
answers all practical purposes, consists of a
copper funnel, the area of whose opening is
exactly ten square inches ; this funnel is fixed
in a bottle, and the quantity of rain caught is
ascertained by multiplying the weight in
ounces by 173, which gives the depth in inches
and parts of an inch. In fixing these gages
care must be taken that the rain may have
free access to them ; hence the tops of build

ings are usually the best places. When quan
tities of rain collected in them at different
places arc compared, the instruments ought
to be fixed at the same heights above the
ground at both places, because, at different
heights, the quantities are always different,
even at the same place. Sec Main.

RAM. See Akies.
RAMPHOID, a particular point of retro

gression. See Inflection.
RAMUS (Peter), a celebrated French

mathematician and philosopher, was born in
1515, and fell a sacrifice to his religious opi
nion, on the massacre of St. Bartholomew's
Day, 1572, in his 57th year.

He was author of several works, of which
those relating to mathematical subjects are
as follow : Scholarum Mathematicarum, libri
31 ; Arithmetical, libro duo ; Algebras, libri
duo ; Geometries, libri 27. The latter was
published in English by W. Bedwell, 1636,
Loudon. 4to.

RANGE, in Projectiles, is the distance to
which a body is projected. See Projectiles.

RARE, in Physics, a relative term, the re
verse of dense, being used to denote a consi
derable porocity, or vacuity between the par
ticles of a body ; as the word dense implies a
contiguity or closeness of the particles.

RAREFACTION, in Physics, is the mak
ing a body to expand or occupy more room or
space without the accession of new matter.
It is by rarefaction that gunpowder takes
effect ; and to the same principle also wo owo
oclipiles, thermometers, Sec. The degree to
w hich air is rarcliable exceeds all imagina
tion ; perhaps, indeed, its degree of expan
sion is absolutely beyond all limits. Upon
the rarefaction of the air is founded the me
thod of measuring altitudes by the barometer;
in all cases of which the rarity of the air is
found to be inversely as the force that com
presses it

,

or inversely as the weight of all the
air above it at any place.

The open air, in which we breathe, says
Sir Isaac Newton, is 8 or f>00 times lighter
than water, and by consequence 8 or 900
times rarer. And since the air is compressed
by the weight of the incumbent atmosphere,
and the density of the air is proportionable to
the compressing force, it follows, by compu
tation, that at the height of about seven
English miles from the earth, the air is four
times rarer than at the surface of the earth ;

and at the height of 14 miles, it is 16 times
rarer than at the surface of the earth ; and at
the height of 21, 28, or 35 miles, it is respec
tively 64, 256, or 1024 times rarer, or there
abouts ; and at the height of 70, or 140, and 210
miles, it is about 1,000,000, 1,000,000,000,000,
or 1,000,000,000,000,000,000, &c.

Mr. Cotes has found, from experiments
made with a thermometer, that linseed oil is

rarefied in the proportion of 40 to 39 with the
heat of the human body ; in that of to 15 to
14, with that degree of heat wherein water is

made to boil; in the proportion of 15 to 13 in
that degree of heat wherein melted tin begius
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to harden ; and finally in the proportion of 23

to 20, in that degree wherein melted tin
arrives at a perfect solidity. The same author
discovered that the rarefaction of the air, in
the same decree of heat, is ten times greater
than that of linseed oil; and the rarefaction of
the oil about fifteen times greater than that of
the spirit of wine.

RARITY, lightness, thinness, the reverse
of density.

RATIO, is the relation of two quantities of
the same kind with respect to quantity, and is

by some authors divided into arithmetical and

geometrical ratio: viz. arithmetical when the
term is used with respect to the difference of
the two quantities, and geometrical when it
relates to the number of times in which the
one of those quantities is contained in the

other : thus the ratio of 6 to 3 is - — 2. The
3

leading term of the ratio being called the
antecedent, and the latter the consequent ; also
the quotient or division of the former by the
latter, is called the index or exponent of the
ratio. The equality of ratios constitute pro
portion. See Proportion.

Ratio is also distinguished by some authors,
(principally of the old school), into a variety of
denominations, many of which are totally use
less; but which cannot notwithstanding be
passed over in the present article.

Irrational Ratio, is when one of the terms
of the ratio, at least, is an irrational quantity,
such is the ratio of v/ 3 to 1.

Rational Ratio, is when there is no irra
tional quantity enters, or when the same irra
tional quantity enters into both terms, thus

V6 to v/24 = s/Q\o 2^6 = 1 to 2.
Ratio of Eqmlity, is when the terms ex

pressing the ratio are equal, and therefore the

exponent = 1.

Ratio of Greater Inequality, is when the
antecedent exceeds the consequent ; and ratio

of less inequality, is when the latter exceeds
the former.

For several other distinctions, as Compound
Duplicate, Subduplicate, Triplicate, Subtripli-
cate, &c. see the several articles.

Reduction of Ratios, is the reducing them
to less terms, the ratio of 36 to 24 = 6 to 4 =
3 to 2. Sometimes, however, when the terms
of the ratio are very large it is difficult to
reduce them in this manner, and then recourse
must be had to the method of finding the
greatest common measure or common divisor,
which also fails if the two terms are prime to
each other.

In this case though the exact ratio cannot
be found in less terms, it is frequently desir
able to find an approximate ratio expressed in
less terms, and recourse must then be had to
continued fractions; viz. convert the given
ratio into a continued fraction, and thence
find the scries of converging fractions, each of
which will be an approximate ratio of the
proposed one, and so much the more accurate
as it is farther advanced in the series. See
Continued Fractions.

Let 1103 to 887 be a ratio, to which it is
required to find an approximate ratio in less
terms.

887)1103(1

216)887(4
23)216(9

9)23(2
5)9(1

4)6(1
1)4(4

Hence by the rule in continued fractions,
quoto. 1 4 9 2 1 1 4

.. 1 5 46 97 143 240 1103
app. ratios -, -, — , — , — , ,vv

1 4 37 78 116 193 «87

Each of which fractions approximates nearer
to the true ratio than any of those which pre
cede it, and each nearer than any ratio that
can be expressed in less terms.

On this subject see Lagrange's additions to
Euler's " Elements of Algebra."

On the doctrine of ratios in general, see the

tract published by Dr. Robertson on this sub

ject, in 1789.

RATIONAL Fractions, is (lie term com

monly used to express those fractious which
may be decomposed into other fractions, the

sum of which is equal to the given fraction;
this cannot in all cases be effected, but when
it can such fractions arc called rational frac

tions.
In simple numerical fractions, the decom

position, when it can be effected, is drawn
from the indeterminate analysis. Thus, let it

19
be proposed to resolve the fraction — into

two other fractions. Since 35 = 7.5, let the

two required fr ctions be ^ and % ; then tlu-ir
7 5

6x + 7y 19 . , , _
sum ' = ; whence &x + 7y = 19,

36 Ui)

which is an indeterminate equation of the
first degree, and the solution of it gives x zz 1

and v = 2 ; therefore — = - + %
3a 7 o

If the denominator is a prime mi in her. the

decomposition is impossible, as it is also in
some other cases ; but if x aud y arc prime
factors of the denominator, and the nume
rator is greater than xy — x — y, then the de

composition is always possible.
If the denominator consists of three or

more prime factors, then making it equal to
a It c—I- —h - + &c. the decomposition may
x y z
still be effected by means of an indeterminate
equation of the first degree.

But the principal use of this decomposition
is in the inverse method of fluxions, or the

integral calculus, for which purpose they were
first investigated by Leibnitz, and have been
si nee much extended by the researches of Cotes,
Euler, Simpson, Lagrange, &c. the former in
particular has treated the subject at length,
ill his " Harmonia Mensurarum," and Euler
has a very elegant chapter on this subject in
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liis " Analysis Infinitorum," vol. i. to which
works the reader is referred, as we can only

give a slight sketch of this theory in the pre
sent articles.

4- ax™-' + bx™-* + &c.) x
Let (.T'»

X* + px"-' + qx"~* + &.C.

be any proposed fluxion of which the fluent is

required. This, in the first place is the same
as

x" .r

x" + px"!-1 + qx"~' + ^c.
ax™~1 x

x* + px"-' + qx"-J + iic.
bx™-* x

the fluents of which becomes

p.— 1 J*— 2
Tliis method admits of considerable abridg

ment, but the limits of our article will not
admit of farther explanation ; and we must
therefore refer the reader who is desirous of
information on this subject, to the " Analysis
Infiuitorum" of Euler, as above mentioned ;

and to Simpson's " Fluxions," vol. i. ; and
shall in this place merely give one example
by way of illustration."

Let it be proposed for example to find the
fluent of

+ &c.
x" + px"~' + qxn~2 + &e.

And the whole fluent will be equal to the
several fluents of these parts, each of which is
included in the general form

x (bxv x
x" + px*~l + qx — * + fcc.

y

and our object is now to decompose this first
factor into its simple fractions.

Now the denominator of this fraction, from
the known theory of equations, may be con
sidered as made up of the factors (x— «)(x—
(x — y) (x — J)

,

&c. a, jS
,

y, 3
,

being the roots
of the equation arising from making the de
nominator equal to zero, and which thus be
come known.

Let us therefore suppose the above frac
tion to be equal to

A , B , C , D , .
+ „ H + F + &C.

X — a x — jS x — y x — 3

the reduction of which to a common denomi
nator, and comparing the numerators, gives

A(x— £)(*— y
) (x — »), &c.-i

+ B(x — a
) (x — y
)

lx — 3
), &C. }= 1
.

+ C (x— a) (x — /S) (x — 3), &c. )

Or making successively x n a, /9
,

y, 3
, &c.

(which will not alter the value, these being
the roots of the equation) gives

A (a— IS) (a— y
)

(a — 3
) &c. = 1

B(/S— <*)(£ — yK/3— *)&c. = 1

C(y— a
) (y_^)(y_3)&C. = 1

&c. fie.
Or,

1A _
(a— /SX*-

B -

C =

-y)(« —

3
) Sec.

1

(j
S —

<*)(£
— y){0-3)&ic.

1

(y— a)(y —

|S
) (y— SJ&c!

whence the values of A, B, C, &c become
known, and therefore the general fluxion

1— X ©av x
x" + px"-1 + qx"~* + rx— + &c. r

is decomposed into the following particular
ones

$xt* x $x»j Qx^i
x — a. x—P

the fluents of which
For

+ &c.
x—y

are easily obtained.

©X"x .- = Qxn- 1 i + tp» x + 8cc.

x3 — GxL + llx — tj

Here the equation Xs — Ox1 + llx — 6 = 0
,

gives x = 1
, 2
,

and 3 ; that is, <*= I, jS = 2
,

y zi 3
,

and the fraction is therefore decom-
composcd into
Ax , Bx , Cx Ai , Br . Cx

+ o + 'or r + r, + r,x — a x— p x — y x — 1 x — 2 X— 3

yhereA = (l-2)\l- 3
) = 5
;

B = = —

(2 — 1
)

(2 — 3)

C=(3-lH3-2)
= i;theref0re

X X X_ X

x3— b'x' + llx— <
i —

2(x— I) x— 2 2{x-d)
the fluents of which are

i '"VP- log. (x — 1
) — hyp. log. (x -

hyp. log. (x — 3), or fluent of
x , ✓(**-- = hyp. log. ■

2
) +f

-4x+3)
x3— 6x+ll— 6 ->"---«»- x — 3

Rational Quantities, in Algebra, are those
which are expressed without any radical signs,
being equivalent to integers, or fractions, in
arithmetic, which are called rational numbers,
or quantities, in contradistinction to irrational
or surd quantities. See Surds.

Rational Horizon. See Horizon.
RAY, in Optica, a beam of light propagated

from a radiant point.
If the ray comes direct from the radiant

point to the eye it is said to be direct ; if it

first strike upon any body and is hence trans
mitted to the eye, it is said to be reflected,

and the ray itself is called a reflected ray ;

and if the ray in its passage to the eye be
bent or turned out of its direct course by
passing through any medium, it is said to be
refracted, and is thence called a refracted ray.
When two or more rays proceed in directions

parallel to each other, they arc called parallel
rays. If they converge towards each other,

they are called converging rays, and if they

diverge, diverging rays ; and those which pass

directly to the eye in any case are called

visual rays.
Among other qualities of rays it has been

found by experiment that there is a very great
difference in the heating power of the different

rays from Ihe sun.
It appears from the experiments of Dr.
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Hcrschcl, that the heating power increases
from the middle of the spectrum to the red
rajs, and is greatest beyond it whore the rajs
arc invisible. Hence it is inferred that the
rajs of light and caloric nearly accompany
each other, and that the latter are in different
proportions in the different coloured rays ;

these are easily separated from each other, as

when the sun's rays are transmitted through
a transparent body, the rajs of light pass on
seemingly undiminished, but the rays of ca
loric are intercepted. W hen the sun's rays
are directed to an opaque body, the rajs of
light are reflected, and the raj s of caloric arc-

absorbed and retained. This is the ease with
the lig'fit of the moon, which, however much
it be concentrated, gives no indication of
being accompanied with heat. It has also
been shown that the different rays of light
produce different chemical effects on the
metallic salts and oxjds. These effects in
crease on the opposite direction of the spec
trum, from the heating power of the rays.
From the middle of the spectrum, towards
the violet end. they become more powerful,
and produce the greatest effect beyond the
■visible rajs, l'rom these discoveries it ap
pears that the solar rays are of three kinds :

1. Rays which produce heat. 2. Rays which
produce colour ; and 3. Rays which deprive me
tallic substances of their oxygen. The first set
of rays is in greatest abundance, or are most
powerful towards the red end of the spectrum,
and are least refracted. The second set, or
those which illuminate objects, are most
pow erful in the middle of the spectrum. And
the third set produce the greatest effect to
wards the violet end, where the rajs arc most
refracted. The solar rays pass through trans
parent bodies without increasing their tempe
rature.

" The atmosphere, for instance, re
ceives no increase of temperature, by trans
mitting the sun's rays, till these rays are
reflected from other bodies, or are commu
nicated to it by bodies which have absorbed
them. This is also proved by the sun's rajs
being transmitted through convex lenses,
producing a high degree of temperature when
they arc concentrated, but giving no increase
of temperature to the glass itself. Ry this
method the heat which proceeds from the sun
can be greatly increased. Indeed, the inten-
lity of temperature produced in this way is
equal to that of the hottest furnace. This is
done either by reflecting the sun's rays from
a concave polished mirror, or by concentrat
ing or collecting them by the refractive power
of convex lenses, and directing the rays thus
concentrated on the combustible body. See
Burning Glass.

For various other properties of the rays of
light, see Colour and Prism ; sec also Re
flexion, Refraction, &.c.

REAUMUR (Rene Antoine), a celebrated
French philosopher, was bom at Rochelle in
1683. He was author of several works, but
Bone that requires any mention in this article.

He invented the thermometer which bears his
name, a description of which is giveu under
that article. Reaumur died in 1757.

Reaumur's Thermometer. See Thermo
meter.

RECEIVER of an Air Pump, is the large
glass vessel placed over the pipe or valve in
order to be exhausted of air, being thus called
from its being the recipient of those things
on which experiments are made. See Air
Pump.

RECESSION. See Precession.
RECIPROCAL, in Arithmetic and Algebra,

is the quotient arising from diwdiug unity by

any quantity ; thus 1 -~ - — - is the reci-

x
procal of the fraction -.

.'
/

Reciprocal Equations, are those which
contain several pairs of roots, which arc the
reciprocal of each other. Thus an equation

whose roots arc a, -; b
, ~ ; c, &c. is called

a o c

a reciprocal equation; the solution of which
always depends upon the solution of an equa
tion of half its dimension if it be even, or upon
half the dimension minus 1

, if it be odd.
Thus far, iu fact, it differs in no respect

from any other equation iu which a similar
relation is known to have place between ils
roots; but what is the most characteristic of
these equations is, that they are known to be
reciprocal as soon as they appear by the order
and signs of their co-efficients ; that is, the
terms equally distant from either extreme
have the same co-cfficicnt, thus,

xs + 5x* + 7 a3 + 7X1 + 5x + 1 = 0

is a reciprocal equation.
And therefore when an equation appears

under this form, it is immediately known to
be a reciprocal one, and may thence be de

pressed to an equation of half its dimension.
Let x» +px*— 1 + qx*— *+&XMxt +px + 1 =0

be any reciprocal equation, whose roots are

«. -i b
,

t> c> -ike Then from the theory
a b c

of equation! we may consider this to be made
up of the factors

(*_«)(,_ i)(x_6)(x_i)(x_c)(x_l)
&c.

Or putting a + - —
m, b + \ ~ n, e + -

a o c

— r, &.c. these become

(X* + mX+l)(X* + nx + l)(x*+rx + l) &c.
If therefore we really perform this multipli

cation, and equate the co-efficients, it is ob
vious, since the multiplication is reduced to
half the number of factors, the equation by
which the values of m, n, r, ike. are obtained
will be of only half the dimension of the ori
ginal equation ; and having found these, sines

x1 + mx + 1 = 0

Xl + nx + 1 = 0

x1 + rx + 1 = 0 8cc.
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we shall have x — — ™

± \/
^™

1
^

,=-|±y(f-.)
,= -J±v/(i-.)

&C. &C.

Thus for example let there be proposed the
•qnation

x* + 5x3 + 7** + 6x + 1 = 0
mult, together x1 + m x +1

and*1 + n.r + 1

x* + m J xJ+ m« >ar*+m ) , ,
+ «$ + 2$ + »i +1

Comparing the co-efficients, we have m + n
— 5, and win +2 — 7.

Hence m _5 + v/5
, and n ~ '

. 5- v'fi .
and x — ■—±

30 + 10^5
To

30—10^5
0

-1

therefore* - '2±^± (

which are the four roots of the proposed equa
tion.

If the equation be of odd dimensions, then
cither + 1 or — 1, is one of the roots which
will depend upon the signs of the 'co-effici
ents, and may therefore be determined imme
diately from inspection, and the whole equa
tion thus reduced to another one degree less,
but still reciprocal ; and which may then be
reduced to half its new dimension according
to the preceding rule. On this subject see

Bonnycastlc's " Algebra," vol. ii.
RECIPROCAL Figures, in Geometry, arc

such as have the antecedent and consequents
of the same ratio in both figures.

Reciprocal Proportion, is when the reci
procal of the two last terms have the same
ratio as the quantities of the first terms, or
when the antecedents are compared with the
reciprocals of the consequents, thus,

5 : 8 : : 24 : 15

is a reciprocal proportion, because
5 : 8 : : ^ : t'i, or
6 : £ : : 8 :

Reciprocal Ratio, is the ratio of the reci
procals of two quantities.

RECIPROCALLY, the property of being
reciprocal ; thus we say, that in bodies of the
same weight, the density is reciprocally as the
magnitude ; viz. the greater the magnitude the
less is the density ; and the less the magni
tude the greater the density. So again, the
upace being given, the velocity is reciprocally
as the time.

RECIPROCITY. The law of reciprocity
is a term employed by Lcgendrc in his " Th£-
orie des Nombres," to denote a reciprocal
law that has place between prime numbers of
different forms, which is this, that m and n
being prime odd numbers,

n- I

the remainder of m * divided by n —
»i— i

the remainder of n ' divided by m
i(m and n are not both of the form 4* — 1,

and if they are both of this form, then
* — i

the remainder of m > divided by n = —
m—1

the remainder of a • divided by m
but with a contrary sign. See " Essai sur la
Theorie des Nombres," part 3.

RECKONING, in Navigation, is that ac
count whereby, at any time, the latitude and
longitude of a ship becomes known, and hence
the course she ought to steer to gain the desired
port. This is sometimes made from observa
tions and sometimes from the logboard, in which
latter case it is called the dead reckoning.

RECLINER, in Dialling, is used for any
dial w hose plane reclines from the perpendi
cular ; and if besides reclining it also declines
from any of the cardinal points, it is called a
reclining declining dial, and the quantity or
angle at which it declines or reclines is called
its reclamation or declination.

RECOIL or Rebound, of a Piece of Ord
nance, is that Hying backwards which is always
observed on the discharge taking place, and
which arises from the exploded powder acting
equally upon the ball and the gun, so that
the momentum of the gun, with its carriage,
is equal to the momentum of the ball, or
rather to the momentum of the ball and half
the powder.

RECORDE (Ropert), an eminent Eng-
glish mathematician of the 16th century, au
thor of several works on Arithmetic, Algebra,
Geometry, &c. and which were principally
written in the form of dialogues between a
master and his pupils, viz. " The Pathway to
Knowledge, containing the first Principles of
Geometry," London, 4to. 1531 ; " the Ground
of Arts, or the Practice of Arithmetic," 8vo.
1552, of which several editions were after
wards published by Dee, Mellis, Norton, Hart-
well, lite. ; " the Castle of Knowledge, relat
ing to the Doctrine of the Sphere," London,
folio, 1556; " the Whetstone of Witte," being
the second part of his Arithmetic, and relating
to various algebraical subjects, London, 4to.
1557. Beside which, he published some others
on cosmography, the use of the globes, &c.

RECTANGLE, in Geometry, is a figure
having all its angles right angles, being a par
ticular species of parallelogram, and conse
quently possessing all the properties belong
ing to the latter figure ; besides which, it has
tho following ones peculiar to itself, viz. If from
any point in the plane of a rectangle, lines ba
drawn from any point either within or without,
or in any of its sides to the four angles of tho
figure, the sum of the squares of two of those
lines going to the opposite angles of the figure,
is equal to the sum of the squares of the lines
joining the other opposite angles ; thus.
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A Ol + O D1 = O C* + O TP, and the same
is (rue wherever the point O may be as

sumed.
To find the area of a rectangle multiply its

length by its breadth, and the product will be

the area.

RECTANGULAR Figures and Solids, are
those which have one or more right angles.
With regard to solids (hey are commonly said
to be rectangular when their axis are perpen
dicular to the planes of their bases.

Rectangular Section of a Cone, was a term
used by the ancients, before Apollonius, for
the parabolic section.

RECTIFICATION, in Geometry, is the
finding of a right line equal 1o a proposed
curve; a problem that even in the present
state of analysis is, in many cases, attended
with some difficulty, and was in all totally be

yond the reach of the ancient geometers, who
were not able to assign the length of any
curve line whatever, though they could in a

few eases assign the area of a curvelinear
space. Sec Quadrature.

The first rectification of a curve was effect
ed by Mr. Nea), as we are informed by Dr.
Wallis, at the conclusion of hisTreatise on the
Cissoid. This was the semi-cubical parabola,
and Neal's rectification of it was published in
July or August, 1657, and two years after the
same was done by Van Ilaureat, in Holland,
as may be seen in Schoolen's Commentary
on Des Cartes's " Geometry."

It is, however, to the doctrine of fluxions
that we owe the complete rectification of
curve lines, in finite terms, in all cases where
they admit of it, and in others by means of
infinite series, circular ares, logarithms, &c.
of which method we shall give a general view
in the present article.

Let AO be any curve
line, AB an absciss, and
B C a perpendicular
ordinate; also be an

other ordinate indefi
nitely near to B C ; and
Cd drawn parallel to the absciss A B. I'ut
the absciss A B = x, the ordinate HCr y,
and the curve AC — z ; then Cd — B6 — x,
the fluxion of the absciss AB; and cd — i/

,

the fluxion of the ordinate BC, and Cc — i,
the fluxion of the curve A C.

Now the triangles Cdc being ri^ht angled
at d

, we have Cc = s/iCd1 + cd)1, or z —
V (,**+#)* I that is, the fluxion of the curve

is equal to the square root of the sum of the
squares of the fluxions of the abseiss and or
dinate; and therefore substituting the value
of one of these in terms of the other, drawn
from the equation of the curve ; the fluxion of
the curve will be given in terms of one vari
able quantity, the fluent of which will be the
length of the curve in terms of the same quan
tity, and which will be general for all values
of that variable quantity. Taking then any
known value of this quantity, the length of
the curve will also become known.

Exam. To find the length of the semi-cu
bical parabola, of which the equation is

3

ax1 —
y5, or x — and

a*

consequently x — -— ^ or x1 —

substituting, therefore, this value of i* in the

general expression

z = ^/(x1 + y1) we have

V 4" 7 2«i
the fluent of w hich is

1 J

z — x (Oy + 4a)1 + eorr.
27a*

Now when the arc zr 0
,

fhen y —0; ,\ 0 =

4a^ , „ — 4ai ■— Sai „ „
j-4-C, orC= r — . Sec Cor-

27«* 27a» 27

rection. Whence the complete fluent is

z _ (1>V + 4a)i 8gl
~

27a*
- 'i7

Again, in the common parabola.
Here the equation is ax — yl, or 26 x — y\

putting a = 26, w hence a; zz ^- , or x

and i1 r; Substitute this value of i1 in

b

the general expression z — ✓(i1 + y1), and
we have

i=v/(i^ + y*)=i +

the fluent of which is

+ corr.

Now when z = 0. y — 0 ; and we have there
fore

0 =: f 6 x hyp. log. 6 + corr. or corr. — — \ b x
hjp. log. 6

Whence

+ * 6.hyp. ,„g,'L±^!±^
Instead of reasoning in all eases from the

expression z — y'(x* + y1) it is sometimes
useful to adopt other methods according; to

the nature of the eurve, as ia the following
example.

3. To find the Length o
f the Cycloidal Arc

ABC.

D C

Take BD = a, B E = x, B G =

z{

OH in
the direction of a tangent at G ; ; draw

HIK parallel to G E, and let liKzi, then

by similar triangles B E 1
'

and G I H.
BE : BE :: GI : GH
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: a1 1' : x : x — -
x _ x .— a1 x » x

or since BF = v'(DB.BE) = -/ax, we have
x .J

the fluent of which is

z ~2ai xi — I*/ ax, which needs no correc
tion, for when z ~ 0, x — 0, and the fluent
itself becomes zero, as it ought to do.

That is, the cycloidal arc BC = 2BF, and
therefore BA = 2BD, or the whole arc =
four times the diameter of the generating
circle.

4. To find the Length of a Circular Are.
This may be expressed, either in terms of

the sine, cosine, versed sine, or any other
trigonometrical line, as follows :

First let the versed sine = x, the sine — y,
radius = r, and arc — z, then by the property
of the circle V1 — 2 rx — x*

or putting tangent = t ; y1
— ——

£r t *

4» r»
and secant — i gives, y1 — —-— r*

as are readily deduced from the known pro
perties of the circle.

Now by means of these values of y1, or of
2rx — x% and the general equation z —

./(i1 + y1) we readily draw the following
values of i, viz.

( ri ry _
■_ ) v/(2r* —

x1)
-

S{r*'—,f)
~

- ~
) r%l _ r* i
V r* + t*

~
^(i1 — rz)

the fluents of which can only be found in
series, which are as follows ; making radius
r — I, viz.

i — j- , i ' — r-

* 2.3*' '
2.4.5i3 /xr

where r is retained in the latter for sake of
analogy. It is obvious therefore that the arc
may be computed by any of these in terms,
either of the sine or versed sine, tangent or
secant, and consequently also in terms of the
cosine, cotangent, cosecant, &c.

Thus in the first taking x — i, which is the
versed sine of 60J, we have

arc 60~=( 1 +—L+ 3
+ 3-6-V J.

V T2'.3 2J.4.5 25.4.6.7r 1

In the second, assuming y — \ — sin. 30°,
we have

arc 30^1 + J^+^+^>*.
In the third, assuming t = 1 = tang. 45°,

we obtaiu
arc 45°=(1— | + j —

} + ± — -fr + kc.)
In the fourth, assuming s — 2 — sec. 60°,

gives

Then multiplying the numbers obtained
from these series by the number of times that
the arc is contained in the whole circum
ference, will give the circumference required.

But no one of these series are sufficiently
convergent for ascertaining the circumference
of the circle to a great degree of accuracy,
and therefore other methods have been con
trived, in order to prodnce series better cal
culated for this purpose, of which that of
Machin has been the most popular; though
it does not appear that he employed it in his
celebrated quadrature or rectification, in which
he found the circumference to 100 places of
figures.

In order to render these series more con
verging, it is obvious that less arcs must be
assumed, and the difficulty consists only in
finding the tangents for example, (using that

series) of a small arc, which may be expressed
in numbers that are tolerably managable in
the general series.

For this purpose, Machin knowing the tan
gent of 45° to be 1, and that the tangent of
an arc being known, any multiple of it is
readily found, considered, that if there were
assumed some small simple number for the
tangent of an arc, and then the tangent of the
double arc were continually taken, until a

tangent was found nearly equal to 1, the tan
gent of 45°; by taking the tangent of this
small difference between 45° and the multiple
arc, there would be had two very small tan
gents, the one of the first arc, and the other
of this difference. Then computing the arc
to these tangents, whether the measure of
them in degree, &c. were known or not ; the
whole arc of 45° would become known, viz.
by multiplying the first by the assumed mul
tiple, and adding the last arc to the product ;
if the tangent of the multiple arc were less
than 1, or the arc itself less than 46°; but
subtracting it if greater.

Having thus laid down his plan of opera
tions, by a few trials he hit upon a num
ber well suited to his purpose, viz. knowing
the tangent \ of 45°, or of 11° 15', to be very
nearly equal to |, he assumed for his first arc,
that whose tangent is|; then since tan. 2 a —

,
2

ai radius being 1, he had J, for the
1 — tan. 2a 12

tangent of his double arc; and again ||2 for
the double of this, or of quadruple the first,
and this being a little greater than the tan
gent of 45° was well adapted to bis views;
for by a known trigonometrical property tan.

(a— 45) =
tan a + 1

"'at 'S' *''C tanSent 0l"

the small arc, which is equal to the excess of
I2S — 1

his multiple above 45°, was —
T£j.

He had therefore two arcs to compute, the
one whose tangent was |, and the other
having for its tangent i-frl and then 4 times
the first arc minus the latter, would evidently
give the exact arc of 45°, and both these
numbers being such as converge very well in

P P
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the general series, the difficulty attending the
usual approximations was avoided, but others
.still more converging than these have since
been discovered. See Dr. Hutton's Men
suration, p 90, and vol. i. of his Tracts; the
Treatises on Fluxions, by Simpson, Maclaurin,
Vince, Dealtry, &e. ; sec also Phil. Trans,
vol. Ixvi.

RECTIFIER, in Navigation, an instru
ment consisting of two parts, which are two
circles, either laid the one upon the other, or
the former let into the latter, and so fastened
together at their centres, that they represent
two compasses, one fixed the other moveable,
each of them being divided into 32 points
corresponding with the points of the compass,
and also into 36(1°, and numbered both ways
from north to south, terminating in the east
and west in 90°. The use of this instrument
is to rectify the ship's course, by determining
the variation of the compass.

RECTIFYING of Curvet. See Rectifi
cation.

Rectifying the Globe, is a previous adjust
ment of it to prepare it for the solution of any
proposed problem.

RECTILINEAL, or Rectilinear, consisting
of, or being bounded by, right lines.

RECURRING Series, is a series so con
stituted, that each succeeding term is con
nected with a certain number of the terms
immediately preceding it by a constant and
invariable law ; as the sums or differences of
some multiples of those terms, Sec.

Thus the series
a, 0, y, 3. t, 6, &.C.

1, 3.t, 5x% 7*', 9x+, llxs, Sec.

is a recurring series, for these terms being
respectively represented by a, (3

,

y, 3
, &c. we

have

y ~ '2x0 — x1 a

3 —1ty — xxB

i = 2x3 — xxy
&C &C.

that is, each term is equal to 2x limes that
which precedes it

,

minus x1 times the one

precediug the last.
Or generally let

S a, 0
, y, 3
,

i, 8
, &c.

\ax, bxx, ex1, dx*, ex5,/*6, &c.
be any series whose terms are denoted as

above by a, 0
, y, 3
, &.<:. and let ft, », p
, &c.

represent the successive multiples of the pre
ceding terms, then if we have

y —
ftX.fi + 1 !•*.«

3 == ftx.y + » xx.0

f ~ ftx.3 + i x1 -y
thru this scries is recurring, and /x + y is call

ed the scale o
f relation, which is here only of

two terms, and this subtracted from unity is

called the differential scale.

But if
3 = px.y + i *" -0 + pi'.a

l = ft.v.3 + » X*.y + p X*.0

8 = ftx.i + » xz.3 + px}.y
&e. &e.

then ft + t + f is the scale of relation, which

is of three terms, and so on of any other.
Now referring to the first of the preceding

set of formula? as the simplest, and calling the
infinite sum of the terms a 4

- 0 + y + 3
, &c.

= s, it is obvious that we shall have

* = a + 0 + ftx (s — a
) + » **. *, or

* — ftX.s — t x*.s — a + 0 — aftx, or

a + 0 — a ix X ., , . .

* — — - the sum of the series.

1 — /ii — »*
And in a similar way we may find the sum

when the scale of relation is of three, four. Sec.

terms, but the result must be necessarily a
little more complicated.

This method of series is the invention of
De Moivre, and is treated of by him, both in
his Miseel. Analyt. and in his " Doctrine of
Chances," and has since been investigated
and improved by Eulcr, Colson, Stirling, &c.

Let us illustrate this by a few examples.

1
. Required the sum of n terms of the series,

1 + 2x + 3x% + 4x3 + 8cc. nx—'.
First, it may be observed that the formula

above given extends to the infinite sum,
whereas it is here only required to find the

sum of the first n terms, we must therefore
first find the infinite sum of the whole series;
and Ihen the infinite sum of all the terms be

yond nx""-', and the difference of these will
evidently be the sum required.

Now, in the first place, it is obvious that

each term is equal to 1x times the preceding
term minus x1 times that preceding the latter;
that is ft

— 2
,

and » = — 1 ;

therefore

_. a 4-/3 — afx.r _ 1 + 2i — 2x_* —
1— ftx — ,x* ~

1 — 2* + x1
—

(1

— *)'
In the second case, viz. of the terms beyond

7ix", the series is

(n + 1)*» + (n + 2)*-+' + (n + 3)r*+S Sic.

and in the formula x =
" ^ ^4 we

1 flX — »x*

have only to substitute a — (n 4- 1
) x", and

0 = {
n + 2)x"+' instead of o= l,and/S = 2x.

as in the former. Hence we have

._(" ± l)x* + (n + 2)x*+>—2(n + \)x»+' of
1— 2x+x*

, _ (n 4- F) *" 4- nr*+l

(1-*)*
And therefore s — s1

,

or the sum of tht
first n times, is equal to

1 — In + \) X* + nx"+'

1 — x"
2. Required the sum of n terms in the

scries

1 + 3x + 5x* + 7x3 + &c.
Here by trial we find, (he scale of relation

tf> be ft

— 2
,

and »-= — 1
, as before ; there

fore the infinite sum is

_ a+B — aftx _ 1 4
- 3x — 2x _ 14-x

* "

1 — ftx — ,xl ~~

l — 2x + x
~

(1— x)'
After n terms the series becomes

(2;i4-l).r"4- (2n4-3)x"+1 + (2n4-5)x»+3 +,&<•.

which therefore arises from the fraction
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(2 » + 1) j* + (2 n + 3) x»+ ' + 2 (2 « + 1)x"+ 1_

1 — 2x+x*
~~

(2n + 1) x" — (2« - 1) x»+'

(I-*)*.
Wliencc the sum ot n terms is

1 + x —
(2n + 1) x' + (In — 1)

,f+'

(I-*)1
3. Required the sum of n terms nf the series

(n —
1) x + (n — 2) x1 + (n — 1) i3 4- &c.

Here again the scale of relation is 2, — 1,
therefore the infinite sum is

(» — 1) x + (« — 2) a*— 2 (n — 1) a:3 _
(1

1) x — nx*

(I—*)1
"

After n terms it becomes — x"+' — 2x*+s
— &.c. the sum of which is found in the same

manner to be - — ; therefore n terms of

the proposed series is

(n — 1) x — nx* + x"+'

(I — xY
Hence also n terms of the series

(»—■Dx (»— 2)x* (« — 3)x3

(» — 1) x — nx1

n

+ x»+'

4- &c. is

» (1
—

x)1
In a similar manner the sum of n terms of

the series
l1 + 2*x + 3*x* + 4*x3 + &c.

is found to be

1+x— (» + l)1x»+ (2n* +2in— l)x»+' — «Jx"+s

(1
- xy

the scale of relation being », + p,or3, — 3,
1 ; that is, ft s 3, t — — 3, and p

—
1. On

this subject the reader should consult De
Moivrc's Misc. Analyt. and his Doctrine of
Chances; Euler's Analysis Iiifinitorum; Col-
son's Comment on Newton's fluxions ; Stir
ling's Methodtis Differ.: Cramer's Analysis
des Lignes Courbcs; Bernoulli de Serieb.
Inif. ; sec also a chapter on this subject in
vol. ii. Bonnycastle's Algebra.

Recurring Decimals, those which are con
tinually repeated in the same order, at certain
intervals, as j = -6666, and T3r = -272727, &c.
See Circulating Decimals, and Rf.pf.tend.

It is a singular property of all fractions
having a prime denominator (n), that the
number of places in the repetend is always
equal to (» — 1), or ^ (n — 1), or \ (« — 1),
&c. ; and when it is equal to n — I, the same
repetend will always recur in the same order,
whatever may be the numerator of the frac
tion, but the period of commencement will be
different in all ; thus in the number 7,i = 1428-57 -142857

£ = -285714-285714

4 = -42857142571I = -57142-8571428j = -714285-714285J = -857142-857142
RED, in Physics, or Optics, one of the sim

ple or primary colours of natural bodies, or
rather of the rays of light. The red rays are

the least refrangible of all the rays of light.
And hence, as Newton supposes the different
degrees of rcfrangibility to arise from the dif
ferent magnitudes of the luminous particles
of which the rays consist; therefore the red
rays, or red light, is concluded to be that
which consists of the largest particles. See
Colour and Light.

Authors distinguish three general kinds of
red, one bordering on the blue, as colombinc
or dove colour, purple, and crimson; another
bordering on yellow, as flame colour and
orange ; and between these extremes is a
medium, which is that which is properly-
called red.

REDUCING Scale, or Surveying Scale, is a
broad thin slip of box, or ivory, having several
lines and scales of equal parts upon it ; used
by surveyors for turning chains and links into
roods and acres by inspection. It is used
also to reduce maps and draughts from ono
dimension to another.

REDUCTION, in general, is the convert
ing, or changing, a quantity from one deno
mination or state to another, without altering
its absolute value.

Reduction, in Arithmetic, is, by some au
thors on this subject, distinguished into re
duction ascending, and reduction descending.
The former relating to the conversion of a
quantity from a lower denomination to, a
higher; and the latter, when the quantity is
to be reduced from a higher denomination to
a lower. These cases may, however, be both
included under the following rule.

To reduce a Quantity from one Denomination to
another.

Rule. Consider how many of the less de
nominations make one of the greater, then
multiply the higher denomination by this
number, if the reduction lie to a less name, or
divide the lower denomination by it

, if llio
reduction be to a higher name.

EXAMPLES.

I. Reduce £171. 13*. 8rf. to farthings.
£. s. d

.

171 13 8

20
3«;i shillings

12

41204 pence

4

164816 farthings

1469861 farthings to pounds

11469861

2. Reduce
sterling.

20
12| 367465 |

30622 1 i

£1531 2 1 i Ant.

Reduction of Fractions, may be divided
into the follow iug eases.

,P P 2
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Case I. To reduce a Fraction to its simplest

Terms.

tiide. Divide both the numerator and de

nominator of the given fraction, by any num

bers that will divide them both without a

remainder, so will the fraction be reduced to

its simplest form.
Note. If the common divisors of the nu

merator and denominator do not appear from

inspection, the greatest common divisor of
both must be found by the proper rule for

that purpose. See Divisor.

EXAMPLES.

1. Rednce |4£ *° 'ts lowest terms.

Here iU = T7£, = j| = 4 answer.
2. Again = ^ = answer.
It may be observed, that this method of

reduction is frequently much facilitated by
the properties of divisors, mentioned under

the article Divisor.

Case 2. To reduce a mixed Number to an im

proper Fraction; and the converse.

Rule. Multiply the integral part by the
denominator, and to the product add the nu

merator, which sum placed over the deno

minator will be the fraction required.
And conversely, divide the numerator by

the denominator in the second case.

EXAMPLES.

i. 44 =
4x7 + 5 = y.

7 7
7

2 5 * - 5x11 + 0 - 6.6TT- H -TT-
3. Conversely »« = 8 f ; *H = 15 », &c.

Case 3. To rednce a Compound Fraction to a

simple one.

Rule. Multiply all the numerators together
for a new numerator, and the denominators

together for a denominator, and it will bo the

fraction sought.
Note. If any of the proposed quantities be

integrator mixed numbers, they must be first

reduced to improper fractions. And if there

arc an}' factors, common in the numerators

and denominators, they may be omitted.

EXAMPLES.

1. Thus t of I r= § x | = 4 answer.
•2. Again § of f of £ =4 X | X 4 =4 ans.

3. So also-r^of
12* = T£S x "7°=f|»sreq.

Case 4. To reduce Fractions, having different
Denominators, to a common Denominator.

Rule. Multiply each numerator, by all the
denominators, except its own, for a new nu
merator; and all the denominators together
for the common denominator; or

Find the least common multiple of all the
denominators, and multiply the numerators

accordingly. See Multiple.

EXAMPLES.

1. Reduce -J
, |, £
, and f, to a common de

nominator.

Here the common multiple being 24, we
have

12 16 20 2 1

TJ' Tt' TJ> TX>

for the fractions required.
2. Reduce |, aud \, to a common de

nominator.
Here by the first rule

3x5x7 =
105")4x4x7=1 12 > numerators

1x4x5= 20 J

4 v <
i

v 7 — 140*
common

4 X o X 7 _ 140

} denomi|iator.

Whence are the fractions
sought.

Case 5. To reduce a Fraction from one Deno

mination to another.

Rule. Consider how many of the lower de

nomination make one of the higher; then

multiply the numerator of the fraction by this

number, if the reduction be to a lower name ;

but the denominator if it be to a higher.

EXAMPLES.

1
. Reduce of a pound to the fraction of

a farthing.

^ X *T
° X V

1 X t = *5T° of a farthing.
2. Reduce of a guinea to the fraction of

a pound.

tt X V X to- = tts of a pound.

Case 6. To reduce a Fraction to its proper
integral Value.

Ride. Multiply the parts in the next inferior
denomination by the numerator of the frac

tion, and divide by the denominator, as in

compound multiplication and division.

EXAMPLES.

1
. Find the value of I of half a guinea.

s. ft
10 6

7

8)3 13 6
} Ans.

The reduction of complex fractions to sim

ple ones, is no more than di\ iding one fraction

by another; see Division of Fractions.
Reduction of Decimals, may be divided

into the following cases.

Case 1
. To reduce a Vulgar Fraction to its

equivalent Decimal.

Rule. Annex to the numerator as many

decimals as may be thought necessary; then

divide by the denominator, and point off as

many decimal places in the quotient, as there

are ciphers annexed. If there be not so many

figures in the quotient as are requisite, the

delect must be supplied by prefixing ciphers.

EXAMPLES.

1
. Thus & = 208333, &c.

2. Also Tf^ = -0075231.
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Case 2. To reduce Quantities of different

Deno

minations to their equivalent Decimal Values.

Rule. Reduce the compound quantity to

its lowest denomination, and the whole in

teger to the same denomination; then con

sidering the first of these as the numerator,

and the latter as the denominator of a fraction,

the reduction to decimals may be performed

as in the preceding case. Or the same may

be otherwise done, as follows :

Write the given numbers perpendicularly

under each other for divideuds, proceeding in

order from the least to the greatest. Then

opposite each dividend, on the left, place such

a number for a divisor, as will bring it to the

next superior denomination, and draw a line
between them. This done, begin wilh the

uppermost number, and divide it, as is usual,

pointing of the decimals, then divide by the

second number, and so on to the last, which
will be the decimal sought

EXAMPLES.

Reduce 15*. 9K; and 12*. lOJtf. to de

cimals.

Reduction of Circulating Decimals. Sec
Circulating Decimals.

"Reduction of Algebraic Fractions, is per
formed in exactly the same manner as the

reduction of common fractions ; it will, there

fore, be useless to repeat the rules; we shall,

however, for the sake of illustration, give an

example or two in each case.

Case 1. To reduce an Algebraic Fraction to its

simplest Form.

4

12

20

2

12|105

15-8125 20 12-875

-/ 9DC25 decimals 64375

1. Reduce to its lowest terms.

- as req.

■T4— b* _ (J1 + fe1) (J1 — i1) _ X1 + ft*

x>— 6lxJ
—

(x1
— 61)*3

~~
x3

S

2. Reduce — to its simplest form.

xl—yz_ x1 — y* _
x* —y*

~
(x* + y1) (x1 -y>) ~x*+y

In these examples, the factors of the terms

arc found by inspection, and the reduction is

therelbre very simple ; but if this be not the
case, the greatest common divisor must be

found by the proper rule, and both terms of
the fraction divided by it. See Divisor.

Case 2. To reduce a mixed algebraical Expression
to an improper Fraction ; and the Converse.

+ to an improper

Case 3. To reduce a Decimal to its equivalent

integral Value.

Rule. Multiply the given decimal by the

number of parts in the next less denomina

tion, and point oft" as many places to the right-

hand for decimals, as there are in the original

number. Then multiply the decimals, thus

cut off, by the number of parts in the next

less denomination, reserving again the same

number of places for decimals ; multiply these

again in the same manner, and so on ; then

the figures separated on the left-hand will

express the value of the decimal required.

examples.

1. Find the value of -78546 of a pound

sterling.
•78546

20

15-70920

12_
9-51040

4_
2- 4160 Ans. lbs. Q\d.

2. Required the value of -7854 of a day.

7854
24

3 1416
15 708

18-8496
60

5-09760 Ans. 18 h. 5 min.

1. Reduce x

fraction

x + °- + x1 _ xy + a1- + as required.

2- Again
p+2*

x—3_(1 + 2x)5x— (x—3)

5x
~~

5x
10x* + 4x 4- 3 . ,T -— as required.

5x

3. Thus also conversely

aL±2SL = {ay + 2,f) * (« + y) -y +

Case 3. To reduce Fractions to a Common De

nominator. See Case 4. Common Fractions.

be x
1. Reduce -— , — , and - to a common de-

2a 2a y
nominator.

Here the least common multiple of the

denominators being 2a*y, we have

by cay , 2a*x

20%' 2^y~' 2a*y
for the fractions required.

2. Roduce
1 "

2* 3'
and to a com-

+ x

a + x '

mon denominator.
Here the least common multiple is 6a + 6.v,

therefore the fractious when reduced are

3a + 3x 2u} + 2a*x
^

6a1 + 6X1

6a +6x' 6a + 6* ' a™
6a + 6x'

Reduction of Surds, is the method of re

ducing a surd, or irrational quantity, to its .

most simple form ; which may be divided into

the following cases.
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Crist 1. To reduce Quantities having different

Indices or Radicals, to one Common Iiulex.

Ride. Let the proposed radicals be rcpic-
sented by their proper fractional indices, then
reduce these fractions to a common denomi
nator, which will be the common index re
quired, the numerators of the fractions being;
made the pow ers of the given quantities.

EXAMPLES.

1. Reduce V«, and V«, to a common
radical.

Here the proper fractional indices, being; {
and they become when reduced to a com

mon denominator, | and |, whence (a3)»,and
(o:)i; or and V«'", are the common
radicals required.

2. Thus also 3
*, and 2-, = (35)*, and (21)*, =

V 27, and V 4.

3. Again a», and 6", become (am)<", and

; or ™V a", and ™V b" ; and so of others.

Case 2. To reduce Surds to their simplest Terms.

Rule. Find the greatest power contained in
the given surds, by dividing it successively by
all the powers between itself and unity ; and
set the root of this power before the quotient,
with the proper radical sign between them ;

or if the surd has any co-etticient, it must be
multiplied by the root of the power before
found, and the product placed as above.

Note. If the given quantity under the ra
dical be a fraction, it must be rendered inte
gral, by multiplying both numerator and de
nominator by such a number as will make
the denominator a complete power; and then
the root of this denominator must be taken as
a fractional co-efficient to the radical thus
obtained.

EXAMPLES.

1
. Thus v/ 125 — y/.V x 5 = 5 v/6.

2. Again ^243 = ^33 x D = 3 ^9.
3. Also </98alx —x/(7a)'-x-2x=7as/2x.
4. Thus also ✓ a1!1) = - a1).

5. Again v' = v/ =— v/loO = —v
147

v
441 21 21

y/61 x (i = ^

„ . . V 61 »/640_l ,,,,„
6. And v/8l=v/:sif = -VM9.
See the application of this rule to the ex

traction of roots, under the articles Square
and Cube Roots.

In compound surds of the form
•Ja ± s/b

■</c± s/d
the rule Is, to multiply both numerator and
denominator by the terms of the denominator,
but connected with a different sign, which
renders the denominator rational, and reduces
the whole expression; thns

y/ 7 + y/ft _ y/ 7 + yT> y/7 + y/5

s/ 7 — i/5~ s/7 — v'S v/7 + ,/5

_7 + 2v/35 + .'i_12 + 2v/3o _ /<M= : — = 64 v'So

7 — o 2

Again,
y/lft + y/8 _ y/18 + v^8 y/3 + ✓ 2

v/ 3 — y/2
—

v 3 — y/2 v 3 + v'2^ +

.^V

6 * 4 = + io-

Reduction of Equations. See Equations,
Depression of Equations, &c.

K eduction of Ratios. See Ratio, and
Continued Fractions.

R eduction of a Figure, Design, or Lh-aught,
is properly the reducing of it from a larger to

a smaller scale; though the term is some
times used indifferently, whether the copy be
made larger or smaller. In this reduction,
the exact form and proportion of the figure
mnst be observed, for which pnrposes survey
ors and architects make use of an instrument
called a I'evtagraph ; Proportional Compas
ses are also employed for this purpose; see
the method of using these instruments under
the respective articles. There are also olher
methods of reduction, the best of w hich are
as below.

To reduce a simple rectilinear Figure b
y Lines.

Assume a point P, anywhere about the

given figure ABCDE, either within it
,

or
without it; or in one of its sides or angles;
but near the middle is best. From that point
P, draw lines through all the angles, n|>on
one of which, lake Pa to PA, in the proposed
proportion of the scab's, or linear dimensions;
then draw ab parallel to A B ; be parallel to

BC, &C.J so shall abede, &c. be the reduced
figure required, either greater, or smaller,
than the original.

To reduce a Figure b
y a Scale.

Measure all the sides and diagonals of the

figure, as ABCDE, by a scale; and lay
down the same measures respectively from
another scale, in the proportion required.

To reduce a Map, Figure, or Plan, b
y

Squares.

Divide the original into a number of small

squares, and divide also a fair sheet of paper,
of the dimensions required, into the same

number of squares, which will be equally
greater, or less, according as the new figure

is to be equal, greater, or less. This done, in

every square of the second figure, draw what

is found in the corresponding square in the

first, or original plan; so will the figure be

reduced as required.
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The cross lines forming these squares

may be drawn with a pencil, and rubbed out

again after the work is finished. But a more

ready and convenient way, particularly when
such reductions are often wanted, is to keep
always ready frames of squares of several
sizes ; for then, by barely placing them upon
the papers, the corresponding parts may be

readily copied. These squares may be made
with four inflexible bars, strung across with
horse hair, or the like.

Reduction to the Ecliptic, in Astronomy, is
the difference between the argument of lati
tude, as N P ; and an arc of the ecliptic NR,
intercepted between'the place, of a planet and
the node.

To find this reduction, or
difference, there arc given
in the right-ani>l"d spherical //"M
triangle N P R, the angle of If M >i
inclination, and the argu- NI *

1

ment of latitude NPj to K J\
find NR, then the difference \\. j/J
between NP and NR is the '\y
reduction sought.

REDUNDANT Hyperbola, one of the higher
order of hyperbolas, having more than two
infinite branches.

REFLECTED Rai/. Sec Ray.
REFLECTING tircU. See Circular

Instruments.
Reflecting Dial, one that shows the time

by reflection.
Reflecting Telescope. See Telescope.
REFLECTION, or Reflexion, ill Mechanics,

is the return or regresriv emotion of a moveable
body, arising from the re-action of some other
body on which it impinges.

The reflection of bodies after impact, is at
tributable to their elasticity, and the more
perfectly they possess this property the greater
will be their reflection, all other things being
the same. In case of perfect elasticity they
would be reflected back again with the same
velocity, and at an equal angle with which
they met the plane; that is, the angle of in
cidence would be equal to the angle of reflec
tion, and the velocity both before and after
impact would be the same, at equal distance
from the body on which they impinge. See
Incidence and Percussion.

Reflection of the Rays of Light. like that
of other material particles, is their motiou after
being reflected from the surfaces of other
bodies; and by which means those bodies
become visible. For the layvs of reflec tion,
as it is connected with the doctrine of optics,
see Mirror.

Reflec rioN of Heat. In the same manner
as we find the rays of light arc reflected by
polished surfaces, so it is found that the rays
of caloric have precisely the same property.
The Swedish chemist Schcele discovered, that
the angle of reflection of the rays of caloric is

equal to the angle of incidence, afact which has
been uiore fully established by Dr. Hcrschel.
Some very interesting experiments were made

by Professor Pictct of Geneva, which proved

the same thing. These experiments were
conducted in the following manner: two con
cave mirrors of tin, of nine inches focus, were
placed at the distance of twelve feet two
inches from each other; in the focus of the
one was placed the bulb of a thermometer,
and in that of the other a ball of iron two
inches in diameter, which was just heated, so
as not to be visible in the dark. In the space
of six minutes the thermometer rose 22°. A
similar effect was produced by substituting a

lighted candle in place of the ball of iron.
Supposing that both the light and heat might

act in the last experiment, he interposed be
tween the two mirrors a plate of glass, with the
view of separating the rays of light from those
of caloric. The rays of caloric were thus inter
rupted by the plate of glass, but the rays of
light were not perceptibly diminished. In
nine minutes the thermometer sunk 14°; and
in seven minutes after the glass was removed,
it rose about 12°. He therefore justly con
cluded, that the caloric reflected by the mir
ror was the cause of the rise of the thermo
meter. He made another experiment, sub
stituting boiling water in a glass vessel in
place of the iron ball ; and when the apparatus
was adjusted, and a screen of silk which had
been placed between the two mirrors re
moved, the thermometer rose 8°; namely,
from 47° to 50°. The experiments were
varied by removing the tin mirrors to the dis
tance of 90 incheR from each other. The
glass vessel, with boiling water, was placed in
one focus, and a sensible thermometer in the
other. In the middle space between the mir
rors, there was suspended a common glass
mirror, so that cither side could be turned
towards the glass vessel. When the polished
side of this mirror was turned towards the
glass vessel, the thermometer rose only five-
tenths of a degree; but when the other side,
which yyas darkened, was turned towards the
glass vessel, the thermometer rose 3° 5'. And
in another experiment, performed in the same
way, the thermometer rose 3° when the po
lished side of the minor was turned to the
glass vessel, and 9° when the other side was
turned, which experiments show clearly,
that the rays of caloric arc reflected from
polished surfaces, as well as the rays of light.
Transparent bodies have the power of refract
ing the rays of caloric, as well as those of
light. They differ also in their refrangibility.
So far as experiment goes, the most of the
rays of calorie are less refrangible than the
red rays of light. The experiments of Dr.
Herschel show that the rays of caloric, from
hot or burning bodies, as hot iron, hot water,
fires, and candles, are refrangible, as well :is

the rays of caloric, which aro emitted by the
sun. Whether all transparent bodies have
their power of transmitting these rays, or
what is the difference in the refractive power
of these bodies, is not yet known.

The light which proceeds from the sun
seems to be composed of three distinct sub
stances. Schcele discovered that a jflass uiir
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ror held before (lie fire, reflected the rays of
light, but not the rajs of caloric ; but when a
metallic mirror was placed in the same si
tuation, both heat and light were reflected.
The mirror of glass became hot in a short
time, but no change of temperature took place
on the metallic mirror. This experiment
shows that the glass mirror absorbed the rays
of caloric, and reflected those of light ; while
the metallic mirror, suffering no change of
temperature, reflected both. And if a plate of
glass be held before a burning body, the rays
of light are not sensibly interrupted, but the

rays of caloric arc intercepted ; for no sensible
heat is observed on the opposite side of the
glass; but when the glass has reached a pro
per degree of temperature, the rays of caloric
are transmitted with the same facility as those
of light. And thus the rays of light and
caloric may be separated ; and the curious
experiments of Dr. llerschel have clearly
proved, that the invisible rays which are emit
ted by the sun have the greatest heating power.
In these experiments the different coloured
rays were thrown on the bulb of a very deli
cate thermometer, ami their heating power
w as observed. That of the violet, green, and
red rays were found to be to each other as

the following numbers :

Violet 16 0

Green 22 4
Ked 55 0

The heating power of the most refrangible
rays was least, and this increases as the re-
fiangiliilih diminishes. The red ray, there
fore, has the greatest heating power, and the
violet, which is the most refrangible, the least.
The illuminating power, it has been already
observed, is greatest in the middle of the
spectrum, and diminishes towards both ex
tremities : but the beating power, which is
least at the violet end, increases from that to
the red extremity, and when the thermometer
was placed beyond the limit of the red ray, it
rose still higher than in the red ray, which has
the greatest heating power in the spectrum.
The heating power of these invisible rays was
greatest at the distance of half an inch beyond
the red ray, but it was sensible at the distance
of one inch and a half.

RF.I'LECTOIRE Curve, is a term given
by Mairan to the curvilinear appearance of
the plane surface of a bason containing water
to an eye placed perpendicularly over it. In
this position the bottom of the bason will ap
pear to rise upw ards from the centre outw ards,
but the curvature will be less and less, and at

last the surface of the water will he an asymp
tote to it. See Memoirs of the Aead. of Paris,
1740, a d Pric I ley 's Hist, of Vision, p. 752.

R I FLEXIBILITY, the property neces
sary for reflection.

H F.ILI X of tlic Sea. Sec Tide.
REI RACTED Angle, or Angle of Refrac

tion, is the angle which a refracted ray makes
with the surface of the refracting body. The
complement of this angle is, however, some
times called the refracted angle.

Refracted Ray. See Ray.
REFRACTION, in Mechanic!, is the de

viation of a body in motion, from its direct
course, in consequence of the variable density
of the mediums in which it moves. This,
however, except in speaking of the rays of
light, is more commonly called deflection.

Refraction of Light. If the rays of light,
after passing through medium, enter another
of a different density perpendicular to its sur
face, they proceed through this medium in
the same direction as before. Thus the ray
PC proceeds to K, in
the same direction.
But if they enter ob
liquely to the surface
of a medium, either
denser or rarer than
what they moved in
before, they change
their direction in pass
ing through that me
dium. If the medium which they enter be
denser, they move through it in a direction
nearer to the perpendicular drawn to its sur
face. Thus AC, upon entering the denser
medium H G K, instead oU proceeding in the
same direction A L, is bent into the direction
CS, which makes a less angle with the per
pendicular PK. On the contrary, when light
passes out of a denser into a rarer medium, it
moves in a direction farther from the perpen
dicular. Thus if SC were a ray of light which
had passed through the dense medium HGK,
on arriving at the rarer medium it would
move in the direction CA, which makes a

greater angle with the perpendicular. This
refraction is greater or less, that is, the rays
arc more or less bent or turned aside from
their course, as the second medium through
which they pass is more or less dense than
the first. Thus, for instance, light is more
refracted in passing from air into glass, than
from air into water; glass being denser than
water. And in general, in any two given
media, the sine of the angle of incidence
has a constant ratio to the sine of the corres
ponding angle of refraction. Hence, when
the angle of incidence is increased, the cor
responding angle of refraction is also in
creased ; and if two angles of incidence be
equal, the angles of refraction will be equal.
The angle of deviation must also vary with
the angle of incidence. If a ray of light AC
pass obliquely out of air into glass, A D, the
sine of the angle of incidence, is to NS, the
sine of the angle of refraction, nearly as 3 to
2 ; therefore, supposing the sines proportional
to the angle, the sine of SCL, the angle of
donation, is as the difference betweeu AD
and NS, that is. as 3 — 2, or 1, whence the
sine of incidence is to the sine of the angle of
deviation as 3 to 1. In like manner it may-
be shown, that when the ray passes obliquely
out of glass into air, the sine of the angle of
incidence will be to that of deviation, as NS
to AD — NS. that is, as 2 to 1. In passing
from air into water, the sine of the angle of
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incidence is to that of refraction, as 4 to S,
and to that of deviation, as 4 to 4 — 3, or 1 ;

and in passing out of water into air, the sine
of the angle of incidence is to that of refrac- .
tion, as 3 to 4, and to that of deviation as 3
to 1. Hence a ray of light cannot pass out
of water into air at a greater angle of inci
dence than 48° 36', the sine of which is to
radius as 3 to 4. Out of glass into air the
angle must not exceed 40° 11', because the
sine of 40° 11' is to radius as 2 to 3 nearly ;

consequently, when the sine has a greater pro
portion to the radius than that above stated,
the ray will not be refracted. And it may be

observed, that when the angle is within the
limit for light to be refracted, some of the
rays will be reflected. For the surfaces of all
bodies are for the most part uneven, which
occasions the dissipation of much light by the
most transparent bodies; some being reflected,
and some refracted, by the inequalities on the
surfaces. Hence a person can see through
water, and his image reflected by it, at the
same time. Hence also, in the dusk, the fur
niture in a room may be seen by the reflec
tion of a window, while objects that are with
out are seen through it.

To prove the refraction of light, take an
upright empty vessel into a dark room ; make
a small hole in the window shutter, so that a
beam of light may fall
upon the bottom at a,

where you may make a
mark. Then fill the
bason with water, with
out moving it out of its
place, and you will sec
that the ray, instead of
falling upon a, will fall at b. If a piece of
looking-glass be laid in the bottom of the
vessel, the light will be reflected upon it, and
will be observed to suffer the same refraction
as in coming in ; only in a contrary direction.
If the water be made a little muddy, by put
ting into it a few drops of milk, and if the room
be filled with dust, the rays will be rendered
much more visible. The same may be proved
by another experiment. Put a piece of money
into the bason when empty, and walk back
till you have just lost sight of the money,
which will be hidden by the edge of the
bason. Then pour water into the bason, and
you will see the money distinctly, though you
look at it from the same spot as before.
Thus the piece of money at b will appear at
a; and hence it is that a straight oar, when
partly immersed in water, will appear bent.

If the rays of light fall upon a piece of flat
they are refracted into a direction

nearer to the perpendicular, as described
above, while they pass through the glass ; but
after coming again into air, they arc refracted
as much in the contrary direction ; so that
they move exactly parallel to what they did
before entering the glass. But on account of
the thinness of the glass, this deviation is
generally overlooked, and it is considered as

passing directly through the glass.

Atmospherical Refraction. It is evident
from the nature and progression of light, that
rays, in passing from any object through the
atmosphere, or part of it, to the eye, do not
proceed in a right line; but the atmosphere
being composed of an infinitude of strata, (if
we may so call them) whose density increases
as they are posited nearer the earth, the lu
minous rays which pass through it are acted
on as if they passed successively through
media of increasing density, and are therefore
inflected more and more towards the earth as
the density augments. In consequence of
this it is, that rays from objects, whether ce
lestial or terrestrial, proceed in curves which
arc concave towards the earth and thus it
happens, since the eye always refers the place
of objects to the direction in which the rays
reach the eye, that is, to the direction of the
tangent to the curve at that point, that the
apparent or observed elevations of objects are
always greater than the true ones. The dif
ference of these elevations, which is, in fact,
the effect of refraction, is, for the sake of
brevity, called refraction ; and it is distin
guished into two kinds, horizontal, or terrestrial
refraction, being that which effects the alti
tude of hills, towers, and other objects on the
earth's surface . and astronomical refraction,
or that which is observed with regard to the
altitudes of heavenly bodies. Refraction is
found to vary with the state of the atmosphere,
in regard to heat or cold, and humidity, so
that determinations obtained for one state of
the atmosphere will not answer correctly for
another without modification. Tables com
monly exhibit the refraction at different al
titudes, for some assumed mean state.

2. With regard to the horizontal refraction,
the following method of determining it has
been successively practised in the English
Trigonometrical Survey.

Let A, A', be two
elevated stations on the
surface of the earth, BD
the intercepted arc of
the earth's surface, C
the earth's centre, A H'
A'H, the horizontal lines
at A, A', produced to
meet the opposite ver
tical lines CH', CH.
Let a, a

',

represent the
apparent places of the
objects A, A', then is a

' A A' the refraction
observed at A, and a A'A the refraction ob
served at A' ; and half the sum of those angles
will be the horizontal refraction, if we assume

it equal at each station.
Now an instrument being placed at each

station A, A', the reciprocal observations are
made at the same instant of time, which is

determined by means of signals, or watches
previously regulated for that purpose; that is,
the observer at A takes the apparent depres
sion of A', at the same moment that the other
observer takes the apparent depression of A.

In the quadrilateral AC A'l, the two angles
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A A', are right angles, and therefore the angles
I anil (' arc together equal to two right angles:
but the three angles of the triangle I A A' are
together equal to two right angles ; and con
sequently the angles A and A' are together
equal to the angle C, whie.li is measured by
the arc BD. If therefore the sum of the two
depressions HA 'a, H'AA', or, which is equi
valent, Irom the angle C (which is known,
because its measure BD iskuown); the re
mainder is the sum of (he two depressions
from the measure of the intercepted terrestrial
arc, half the remainder is the refraction.

3. If by reason of the minuteness of the
contained arc BD.one of the objects, instead
of being depressed, appears elei ated, as sup
pose A' to a"; then the sum of the angle
«"A A', and oA'A will be greater than the
sum I A A1 + I A'A, or than C, by the angle
of elevation «"AA'; but if from the former
sum there be taken the depression HA'A,
there will remain the sum of the two refrac
tions. So that in this case the rule becomes
as follows: take the depression from the sum
of the contained arc and elevation, half the
remainder is the refraction.

4. The quantity of this terrestrial refraction
is estimated by Dr. Maskclv ue at one tenth
of the distance of the object observed, ex
pressed in degrees of a great circle. So if the
distance be 10000 fathoms, its tenth part, 1000
fathoms, is the sixtieth part of a degree of a
great circle on the earth, or V, which there
fore is the refraction in the altitude of the
object al that distance.

But M. Legendre is induced, he says, by
several experiments, to allow only -^Ih part
of the distance for the refraction in altitude.
So that on the distance of 10000 fathoms, the
fourteenth part of which is 714 fathoms, he
allows only 44" of terrestrial refraction, so
many being contained in the 714 fathoms.
See his Memoir concerning the Trigonometri
cal Operations, &c.

Again, M. Delambre, an able French as
tronomer, makes the quantity of the terres
trial refraction to be the eleventh part of the
are of distance. But the English measurers,
especially Col. Mudge, from a multitude of
exact observations, determine the quantity of
the medium refraction to be the twelfth part
of i In- said distance.

The quantity of this refraction, however, is
found to vary considerably with the different
states of the weather and atmosphere, from
the jth to the T'7th of the contained arc.
Trigonometrical Survey, vol. i. p. 160, 356.

Having thus given the mean results of ob-
scn ation on the terrestrial refraction, it may
not be amiss, though wc cannot enter at large

into the investigation, to present here a cor
rect table of mean astronomical refractions.
The table, which has been most commonly
given in books of astronomy, is Dr. Bradley's,
computed from the formula r — 57" x cot
(« + 3r) where a is the altitude, r the refrac
tion, and r = 2' 35", when a ~ 20°.

But it has been found that the refraction!
thus computed arc rather too small. Laplace,
in his " Mecaniquc Celeste," torn. iv. p. 27,
deduces a formula which is strictly similar to

Bradley's ; for it is r — w x tan. (x — nr)
where z is the zenith distance, &c. m and n are
two constaut quantities to be determined from
observation. The only advantage of the lat
ter formula over the one given by the English
astronomer is, that Laplace and his colleagues
have found more correct co-efficients than

Bradley had.
Now, if R = 57°.2957795, the arc equal to

k R
the radius, if we make m —

(where A is a
n

constant co-efficient, which, as well as n. is »n

abstract number) the preceding equatiou will
become

^-
— k x tan. (z — nr).n

Here the refraction r is always very small,
as well as the correction «>•,the trigonometri
cal tangent of the arc nr may be substituted

for ^1 ; thus wc shall have
K

tan. nrrix tan. (z — nr).
But nr — \z — (\z — nr), and z — nr =

{z + ({z — nr); consequently

"- - Va ? 7 = *,or
tan. (z — nr) tan. / z z — 2m-\

V2
+ 2 /

sin, z — sin, (z — nr) _ ,

sin. z + sin. (z + nr)
—

Hence sin. (z — 2nr)
— 1 *

sin. z.
1 + ■

This formula is very convenient when the

co-efficients n and , ■ are known; and it
* + 1

has been ascertained, by a mean of many ob
servations, that these are, 4 and -99765175
respectively. Thus Laplace's equation be
comes

sin. (z — 8r) = 99765175 x sin. z.
And from this the following table has been
computed, where, besides the refractions, the
difference of refraction for every 10 niiiiulc-s
of altitude are given, an addition which will
make the table particularly useful where
great accuracy is required. See Button's
Course of Math. vol. iii.
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With respect to the refraction under dif

ferent temperatures and at different states of
the barometer, the following theorems have
been given, the first by Dr. Maskelyne, and

the second by Dr. Brinklcy, viz.

1st Refract. = JL x tan. (z — 3r) x 67" x

400

350

3d Refract. = —- x tan.(z — 32r)x56".9x2t*o

+ h.
500

460
Where a — the height of the barometer in

inches ; A = the height in degrees of Fahren
heit's thermometer, and r — 57" tan. z.

REFRACTION of Altitude, is an arc of
a vertical circle, by which the altitude of a

star is increased by the refraction.
Refraction of Ascension or Descension, is

an arc of the equator by which the ascension
or descension, whether right or oblique, is in
creased or diminished by refraction.

Refraction of Declination, is the increase
or decrease in the declination of a star by
refraction.

Refraction, in Latitude, is the increase or
decrease in the latitude of a star from refrac
tion.

Refraction in Longitude, is the increase
or decrease in the longitude of a star from
refraction.

REFRANGIBILITY of Light, the pro
perty of the rays to be refracted, but more
commonly employed with reference to the
different degrees in which the different rays
possess this property ; and on which Newton
has founded his whole theory of colours. For
the several experiments relating to this sub
ject, see Prism.

REGEL, or Rigel, a fixed star of the first

magnitude in the left foot of Orion.
REGIOMONTAN US. See Muller,(John.)
REGIS (Peter Sylvain), a French philo

sopher, was born in 1632, author of a " Sys
tem of Phylosophy," in 3 vols. 4to. published
in 1690, and some other works. He died in
1707, at 75 years of age.

REGRESSION. See Retrogression.
REGULAR Figure, in Geometry, is one

that has all its sides and all its angles equal.
If these are not both equal the figure is irre

gular. See Polygon.
Regular Bodies, arc those which have all

their sides, angles, and faces, similar and

equal.
Of these there are only 5, viz.

the Tetraedon, contained by 4 equilateral tri

angles ;

the Hexaedron or cube, by 6 squares ;

the Octaedron, by 8 triangles ;

the Dodccaedron, by 12 pentagons ; and
the Icosaedr.on. by 20 triangles.

For the properties of which, see the several
articles; see also Hutton's " Mensuration,"
sect. 2.

REGULUS, a fixed star of the first magni-

tude in the constellation Leo ; sometimes
called Cor Lconis, or the Lion's Heart. By
the Arabians it was termed Alhabor, and by
the Chaldeans Kalbeleceid.

REINHOLD (Erasmus), an eminent Ger
man mathematician and astronomer, was born
in Upper Saxony in 151 1, and died in 1553,

in his 42nd year. Reinh/tld was author of
several works, of which only the four follow
ing were published, viz. 1. Theoriae nova
Planetarum G. Purbachii, 8vo. 1542, and again
in 1580. 2. Ptolomy's Almagest, the first
book in Greek, with a Latin version, and
Scholia, 8vo. 1549. 3. Prutenicac Tabula
Coclestium Mutuum, 4to. 1551 ; 2nd edition
in 1571 : 3d, 1585. 4. Primus Liber Tabu-
larnm Directionum, or Tables of Tangents to
every minute of the quadrant. And new
Tables of Climates, Parallels, and Shadows,

with an Appendix, containing the second
book of the Canon of Directions, in 4to. 1554.

Beside these works Reinhold was author
of several others, which were never published.

RELATION, in Mathematics, is the same
as Ratio, though we sometimes use it in a

more general sense, indicating any depen
dence of one quantity upon another.

REMAINDER, that which arises by sub
tracting one quantity from another.

REPELLING Power. Sec Repulsion.
REPERCUSSION. See Reflection.
REPETEND, in Arithmetic, denotes that

part of an infinite decimal, which is continu
ally repeated ad infinitum, and is otherwise
called a circulate. See Circulating Deci
mals.

REPULSION, in Physics, that property in
bodies, whereby, if they are placed just, be

yond the spheres of each other's attraction of
cohesion, they mutually recede and fly off.
Thus, if any oily substance, lighter than water,

be placed upon its surface, or if a piece of iron
be laid upon mercury, the surface of the fluid
will be depressed about the body which is laid
on it ; this depression is manifestly occasioned

by a repelling power in the bodies, which
prevents the approach of the fluid towards
them. But it is possible, in some cases, to press
or force the repelling bodies into the sphere
of each other's attraction ; and then they will
mutually tend toward each other, as when we
mix oil and water till they are incorporated.
Dr. Knight defines repulsion to be that cause
which makes bodies mutually endeavour to
recede from each other, with different forces,
at different times; and that such a canse
exist in nature, he thinks evident for the fol

lowing reasons. 1. Because all bodies are
electrical, or capable of being made so ; and

it is well known that electrical bodies both
attract and repel. 2. Both attraction and re

pulsion arc very conspicuous in all magnetical
bodies. 3. Sir Isaac Newton has shown from

experience, that the surface of two convex
glasses repel each other. 4. The same great

philosopher has explained the elasticity of the
air, by supposing its particles mutually to

repel each other. 5. The particles of light
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are, in part at least, repelled from the surfaces
of all bodies. 6. Lastly, it seems highly pro
bable that the particles of light mutually repel
each other, as well as the particles of air.
Dr. Knight also ascribes the cause of repul
sion, as well as that of attraction, to the im
mediate effect of God's will ; and as attraction
and repulsion arc contraries, and consequently
cannot at the same time belong to the same
substance, the doctor supposes there arc in
nature two kinds of matter, one attracting,
the other repelling ; and that those particles
of matter which repel each other, are subject
to the general law of attraction in respect of
other matter. A repellent matter being thus
supposed, equally dispersed through the uni
verse ; he attempts to account for many na
tural phenomena by this means. He thinks
light consists of this repellant matter put into
violent vibrations by the repellent corpuscles
which compose the atmosphere of the sun and
stars ; and that, therefore, we have no reason
to believe they are gulfs of fire, but, like the
rest of heavenly bodies, inhabitable worlds.
From the same principles he attempts to ex
plain the nature of tire and heat, the various
phenomena of the magnet, and the cause of
the variation of the needle; and, indeed, it
is difficult, if not impossible, by the doctrine
of attraction alone, to account for all the phe
nomena observable in experiments made with
magnets, which may be solved by admitting
this doctrine of a repellent fluid; but whether
it will be sufficient to account for all the par
ticular phenomena of nature, which is the
proper test of an hypothesis ; time and expe
rience alone must determine. The doctor
also endeavours to show that the attractions of
cohesion, gravity, and magnetism, are the
same, and that by these two active principles,
viz. attraction and repulsion, all the pheno
mena of nature may be explained ; but as his
ingenious treatise on this subject is laid down
in a series of propositions connected together,
it would be impossible to do justice to his ar
guments without transcribing the whole ; we
shall therefore refer the curious reader to the
book itself.

According to Gravesandc and others, when
light is reflected from a polished spherical
surface, the particles of light do not strike
upon the solid parts, and so rebound from
them; but are repelled from the surface
at a small distance before they touch it

,

by
a power extended over such polished sur
face.

RESIDUAL Analysis, a branch of analysis
invented by Landen, and applied by him
to the solution of those problems which
are more generally solved by the doctrine
of fluxions. This method was called the
residual analysis, because, in all cases where

it is made use of, the conclusions are ob
tained by means of residual quantities. In
this analysis a geometrical or physical pro
blem is reduced to another pnrely algebraical ;

and the solution is then obtained without any
supposition of motion, and without consider-

ing quantities as composed of infinitely small
particles.

The residual analysis proceeds by taking
the difference of the same function of a vari
able quantity in two different states of that
quantity, and expressing the relation of this
difference to the difference between the two
states of the said variable quantity itself. This
relation being first expressed generally, is

then considered in the case when the differ
ence of the two states of the variable quantity

is = 0.
Mr. Landen published the first book of his" Residual Analysis," in 1764, and therein ex

emplified its application to several algebraic in
quiries, as well as in determining the tangents,
evolutes, ordinate*, points of contrary flexure;
double and triple, &c. points; asymptotes,
centres, &c. of curve lines. In the second
book it was intended to show the application
of this analysis in a variety of mechanical and
physico-geomctrical inquiries : but that book
was never published.

Residual Quantity, in Algebra, is a bino
mial connected by the sign — ; thus a — 6;
a — Sb, &c. are residual quantities.

RESIDUE or Residuum, that which is

left after taking a part of any thing away,
being much the same as remainder, the for
mer being applied to quantity in the same
sense as the latter is to number.

RESISTANCE, or Resisting Force, in
Physics, any power which acts in opposition
to another, so as to destroy or diminish its
effect.

Resistances are of various kinds, arising
from the nature and properties of the resisting
bodies, the circumstance in which they are
placed, and the laws by which they are go
verned. These may be divided into the fol
lowing cases :

1
. The resistance between the surfaces of

contiguous solid bodies, generally denomi
nated friction. See Friction and Adhesion.

2. The resistance between the contiguous
particles of the same body, whether fluid or
solid; for the laws of which, see Cohesion
and Strength.

3. The resistance that solid bodies oppose
to penetration ; for which see Penetration
and Repulsion.

4. The resistance of elastic and non-elastic
fluids to the motion of bodies moving in them.
The principles of which we will endeavour to
illustrate in the present article.

The resistance that a body experiences from
the fluid medium through which it is impelled,
depends on the velocity, form, and magnitude
of the body, and on the inertia and tenacity
of the fluid. For fluids resist the motion of
bodies through them.

1
. By the inertia of their particles.

2. By their tenacity, or the adhesion of
their particles.

3
. By the friction of the body against the

particles of the fluid.
In perfect fluids the latter causes of resist

ance are very inconsiderable, and therefore
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arc not commonly considered. Rut the first is

always very considerable, and obtains equally
in the most perfect, aud in the most im

perfect fluids.
In w hat follows, and in all cases of a similar

description, it will be necessary to distinguish

between resistance and retardation ; the for

mer being the quantity of motion, aud the

latlcr the quautiU of velocity, which is lost;
therefore the retardations are as the resist

ances applied to the quantity of matter, and
in the same body they have always the same
constant ratio to each other.

In fluids of uniform tenacity, the resistance
from the cohesion of its particles is as Uio

velocity with which the body moves. For,
since the cohesion of the particles is constantly
the same, in the same space, whatever may
be the velocity, the resistance from this cohe
sion will be as the space described in a given
time ; that is, as the velocity.

In a fluid whose parts yield easily with
out disturbing each other's motions, and which
Hows in behind as fast as a plane body moves
forward, the resistance will be as the den

sity of the fluid ; for in this case the pressure
on every part of the body is the same as if the

body were at rest.
And on the same hypothesis, the resistance

from inertia will he as the square of the velo
city. For the resistance must vary as the
number of particles which strikes the plane in
a given time, multiplied into the force of each
against the plane, and both these quantities
varying as the velocity, the resistance which
is measured by this product must vary as the

square of the velocity.
We here suppose the plane of the body to

be perpendicular to its direction ; but if in
stead of being so it is inclined to it in any
given angle, then the resistance of the plane
in the direction of the motion will be dimi
nished in the ratio of 1, to the sine cubed of
the angle of inclination.

For A B being the di- -A. C

reel ion of the plane, aud
A C that of the motion,
BAC the angle, whose
sine is s ; the number of
particles, or quantity of
the fluid, which strikes
the plane will bo diminished in the ratio of
1 to s, (assuming radius unity), and the force
of each particle w ill be likew ise diminished in
the same ratio of 1 to * ; so that the action of
the fluid in the direction A C will, by com
bining these ratios, be as 1 to s*. But this
action being in the direction AC, its effect,
as to the resistance of the plane, will be far
ther diminished in the ratio of I to *, whence
upon the whole it appears that the resistance
to a plane inclined to the line of its motion,
will be to the same, when the plane is per
pendicular to its motion, as 1 to siue cubed
of the angle of inclination.

Hence making the velocity — v, the area
of the plane = n, the specific gravity of the
fluid — n, the force of gravity

32^
feet —

g; ;
then the altitude due to the velocity t> being

2fT
the whole resistance or motive force

will be expressed by the following formula :

m~anx —ig
anv1!3

when the plane is not perpendicular to the
line of its motion.

If to be made to represent the weight of the
body, and f the retarding force ; then on the
■same principles we derive

f _ m _ one1*3

to 2g"to
If (he body be a cylinder moving in the

direction of its axis, aud the diameter of its
base d, or radius r, and t = 3-14159, &c.
then

- m xnrt't'1 inr'e1
to Sg"io "iff to

But if the body be a cone, then tlie
notation remaining, only writing s for the :
of the angle of inclination of the side of the
cone, then

j._m xnd1vlsl _ *nr*v1s'1

to ^f*>
For in this case the inclination has no

effect in reducing the section opposed to the
resistance of the fluid, this being the same as
in the cylinder, and therefore will vary as I*.

The same notation still remaining, it is found
from a fluxional investigation that the resist
ance to the body, when terminated with a

hemispherical surface, is,
- m ir n dl vz ienrlvz

to 16g-io 4g-to
that is, half what it is when the end is a plane
surface.

Hence the resistance to a sphere impelled
through any fluid is equal to half the direct
resistance to a great circle of it

,
or to a cylinder

of the same diameter.
Since £ trrf5, is the magnitude of the globe ;

if N denotes its density or specific gravity, its
weight w —

^ itd3 N, and therefore the re-
tardivc force

m __xn^d* . . 6 _ 3 np* _
to 16g- ^Nrf5

~~
tig N d~2gs

where s is the space described; for 2fgs~cz,
by the laws of accelerated or retarded motions.

N 4

Hence we have s — - x - d ; which is the
n 3

space that would be described by the globe,
while its whole motion is generated or de
stroyed by a constant force which is equal
to the force of resistance, if no other force
acted on the globe to continue its motion.
And if the density of the fluid were equal to
that of the globe, the resisting force is such as,
acting constantly on the globe without any
other force, would generate or destroy its
motion in describing the space jrf. or ^ of its
diameter, by that accelerating or retarding
force.

Hence the greatest velocity that a ball will
acquire by descending in a fluid by mean* of
its relative weight in that fluid, will be found
by making the resisting force equal to that
weight. For, after the velocity has arrived at
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such a degree, that the resisting force is equal
to the weight that urges it, it will increase no
longer, and the globe will then continue to
descend with an uniform velocity.

Now N and n being the separate specific
gravities of the globe and fluid, N — n will be

the relative gravity of the globe in the fluid,
and therefore tc —

^vd3 (N — n) is the weight

by which it is urged, m ~ —
"* — is the re

sistance ; consequently — i (N—»)

when the velocity becomes uniform ; whence
we obtain

for the uniform or greatest velocity of the

globe.
Thus for example, if a leaden ball 1 inch in

diameter descend in water, and in air of the
same density as at the earth's surface ; the
three specific gravities being, lead — 114,

2
water = 1, and air — ; then

2oOO

feet per second, for the greatest velocity in
water; and

-^p)= 259-82

feet per second, for the greatest velocity in

= \/ (2x -32^ x ^ X
10$)

= 8-5944

feet per second, for the grca'
vater; and//. 193 4 34
.= v/(4x — x-x-x

But as this velocity, all other things being
the same, varies as </d ; it follows that a ball

of of an inch diameter, would only acquire
velocities -ith of those given above.

It is obvious, however, that all the preced
ing results are deduced upon an hypothesis

which cannot obtain in real practice ; because
it supposes first, that tlx? medium in which the
body mo\ es, falls in behind the body in mo
tion as fast as this moves forward, and that
the body is therefore always in eqiiilibrio with
regard to the pressure of the medium, which
it is evident cannot be the ease except when
the velocity is very small. It has moreover
no reference to any other resistance than that
which arises from the inertia of the particles
of the fluid. And farther, these particles are
supposed to be so constituted that after the
body strikes them, the action of these par
ticles entirely cease; whereas the particles
after they are struck must necessarily diverge
and act upon other particles behind them.
On all of which accounts therefore there must
necessarily be considerable ditlereuce between
the theory and practice.

To remedy, therefore, in some degree, the
insufhcieiicy of the theory, by combining it
with practical results, experiments have been
made at different times by several eminent
mathematicians, viz. by Robins, of which an
account was published in his Treatise on Gun
nery, in 1742 ; by Borda, Mem. of the Acad,
of Sciences, 17G3; by Mr. Edgeworth, of
which an account is published in the Phil.
Trans, vol. Ixxiii. ; and by d'Aleuibert. Bossut,
and Condorcet. But those of Dr. HattoD,
carried on for some years at Woolwich, viz.
from 1783 to 1786, are the most numerous
and accurate of any hitherto made, and of
which a circumstantial account is given in
vol. iii. of his Tracts, lately published ; as also
in the 2nd and 3d vols, of his " Course of
Mathematics," of which, however, we can
only give the following abstract, with a few
of the results thence deduced.

TABLE I. TABLE 11. TABLE I 11.

Ri-sistanccRto a hnll (if I of.5inchesdiameter,and He,;,t:inre. tna nail TV? inch. ite«isl:lnet. to a halia'i.1inch.

rhi. diaincci', and a;o. rtiArerUT,and(i.It. 1or. fe.'r.
16oz. 13dr.him ».:il(hl.

Vet. Re»i>lancet. i Dir. 2dDif. Vel. Kes. O.f.. Vel. He.. Dif,.

feet. llu. ounces. feel. It». feet. Ih,.

100 017 n 8?
14

20
27
35
44
54
66
79
92

104

115

124

131

135

135

900 35
6
rj

1200 115
9

200 069 ii 950 41 1250 124
9

300 1-5G 25 6 1000 47 1300 133
9

10

10

10i
111

13

14

15

10

17

400 281 45 7 1050 53 1350 142

500 4-50 72 8 1000 60
1

•7
1400 152

000 609 107 9. 1150 67
7

1450 162

700
800

9-44
12-81

151

205
10

12
12(H)

1250

74
8

1500

1550

1721

18182
9

10

11

101

10

1000

1650

197

211
900

1000

16-94

21-88
271 13

13

1300

1350

91

101350
1100 270.! 442 12 1400 112 1700 226

1200 3413 540 11 1450 mi 1750 242

1300 41-31 661
"

9 1500 132| Q 1800 259

1-100 4906 785 7 1550 14l| MA
1500 57 25 916 4 1600 150 °1

1600 65-69 1051 0 1650 158
8

1700 74- 13 1186 —2 1700 105
/

1QO <?
I8(!0 82- 11 1319

!•»»} —5 1750 171

1900 90-44 1447
128

122
—0 1800 176

2000 98-00 1509
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The analogy among the numbers in all these

tables is very remarkable and uniform, the
same general laws running through them all.
The same laws arc also observable as in the
table of resistances near the end of the 2d
volume, particularly the 1st and 2d remarks
immediately following that table, viz. that the
resistances increase in a higher proportion
than the square of the velocities with the same

body ; and that the resistances also increase
in a rather higher ratio than the surfaces, with
different bodies, but the same velocity. Yet
this latter case, viz. the ratios of the resist
ances and of the surfaces, or of the squares of
the diameters, which is the same thing, are so

nearly alike, that they may be considered as

equal to each other in any calculations relat
ing to artillery practice. For example, sup
pose it were required to determine what would
be the resistance of the air against a 241b. ball
discharged with a velocity of 2000 feet per
second of time. Now, by the first of the fore
going tables, the ball of 1'966 inches diameter,
when moving with the velocity 2000, suffered
a resistance of 981b. ; then, since the resist
ances, with the same velocity, are as the sur
faces, and the surfaces are as the squares of
the diameters; and fhe diameters being 1965
and 5-6, the squares of which arc 3 86 and
3136, therefore as 316 : 3136 :: 981b. :

7961b. ; that is, the 241b. ball would sudor the
enormous resistance of 7961b. in its flight, in
opposition to the direction of its motion !

And in general if the diameter of any pro
posed ball be denoted by d, and r denote the
resistance in the first table due to the proposed

d'r
velocity of the 1-965 inch ball; then-— will

3*86

denote the resistance with the same velocity
against the ball whose diameter is d; or it is
nearly J rfV, which is but the 28lh part greater
than the former.

These resistances relating to certain and
determinate velocity, the next object of in
vestigation, is to determine a rule or formula
for the resistance with any velocity whatever,
the result of which is as follows :

Resistance = r = -00002576 v1 — O0:)88e in
avoirdupoise pounds, v being the velocity.

This rule •00002576t)1 — -00388t- = r, de
notes the resistance for the ball in the first
table, whose diameter is i-965, the square of
which is 3-86, or almost 4; heuce to adapt it
to a ball of any other diameter d, we have
only to alter the former in proportion to the
squares of the diameters, by which it becomes

— (•00002576e1— -00388b) = (-00000667^ -
386 v ; v

•OOliOe/1 = (OOOOOjr1
— 001 v) rf\ which is the

resistance for the ball whose diameter is d,

with the velocity v.
And, in a similar manner to adapt the the

orem ■00001725»I — r. for the smaller veloci
ties, to any other size of ball, we must multiply

it bv-^-, the ratio of the surfaces, by which
-3-86

' J
it becomes -00000447 rf1 p2 = r.

By means of these formula the Doctor next

investigates the height to which a body win
ascend that is projected perpendicularly up
wards with any given velocity, supposing the
air to be uniformly of the same density as at
the surface of the earth, from which he finds
the greatest height is

, ,
'

d2 — I50r + 21090rf
h — hvp. log ——— - X 330dJr 6 2l090rf

where d is the diameter, and v the velocity of
projection.

Hence supposing the ball to be one belong
ing to the first table of resistances, its weight
being 16 oz. 13 dr. or l'05Jb. and its diameter
1-965 inches; and the velocity of the projec
tion 2000 feet per second ; the height to which
it will rise is 2920 feet, whereas without con

sidering the resistance of the air, the projec
tile theory would give 12 miles for the height
due to that velocity.

If the resistance, instead of depending upon
the function of the velocity stated above, be

taken as the square of the velocity, the ex

pression for the height becomes

. w . . ov* 4- w
A = -— x hyp. log.

4ga w

where to is the weight of the ball a— 000025J;
g- the force of gravity, and v — the velocity of

projection.
When the height is given and the time is

required, this is found from the formula,

t = — x V - x arc to tang. ( r -e- \/ - )
the letters indicating the same quantities as

before.
Tor various other formula; and results equally

curious and interesting, see vol. iii. of Dr.

I In l lim's " Course of Mathematics," or to

vol. iii. of his " Tracts ;" Robins's " Gunnery,''
and the other works above mentioned. The

reader will also find several problems relating

to the resistances on different bodies in Deal-

try's " Fluxions;" in the works of James
Bernoulli, and in the Acta. Euriditorum for

1695, and in various other places ; but as they

are founded on pure theory unaided by ex

periments, they are of little or no use in

practical oases. See also Gregory's
" Me

chanics," vol. i. ; and the article Resistance,

Encyclop. Brit.
Solid of Least Retistance. —This is one of

the simplest of the class of problems, commonly

called isoperimetrical, and admits of a general

and ready solution on those principles as may

be seen in p. 115 of Woodhouse's " Treatise
on Isoperiinetry." This problem was first

proposed and sol> ed by Newton, " Princip."

p. 324, and has since been investigated by

other authors, as by Euler, " Mothodiis Inve-
niendi," &c. p. 51 ; Simpson's

" Fluxions," p.

487 ; Emerson's " Fluxions," p. 183 ; Lacroix's
" Calcul. Diff." loin. ii. p. 698 ; Maclauriu's
" Fluxions," &.c. &c.

The figure is this. Let DNG be a curve

of such a nature, that if from any point N" the

ordinate N M be drawn perpendicular to the

axis A B ; and from a given point G, there be

drawn G R parallel to a tangeut at X, and

meeting the axis produced in R ; then if MN
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be to G R as GR3 to 4 B R x BG* a solid de
scribed by the revolution of this line about its
axis AB, moving in a medium from A to B,
will be the solid of least resistance.

RESOLUTION, in a general sense, de
notes the dividing or separating any com
pound quantity or thing into its original com
ponent parts.

Resolution of Equations, in Algebra, is the
determination of the values of the unknown
letters or quantities of which the equation is
composed ; in order to which, it is necessary,
first to exterminate or eliminate all the un
known quantities but one out of the equation,
and then the value of the remaining quantity
is to be found by the proper rules for this pur
pose, viz. by the rules given for Simple, Qua
dratic, Cubic, or Biquadratic Equations, ac
cording to which of these it may belong; or
by the general method of Approximation ; for
which see the respective articles.

But as all these cases have reference only to
one unknown quantity, it will not be amiss in
this place to explain some of those methods
which are most commonly employed for re
ducing equations to this state.

First it may be observed, that in any deter
minate problem, there are always as many
equations independent of each other as there
are unknown quantities ; if there are not so
many, the question is indeterminate, and if
there be more it is impossible.

We cannot in a limited article like the pre
sent give all the methods that may be em
ployed for exterminating the unknown letters,
which are extremely various, and depending
much upon the practice and proficiency of the
analyst himself, and the manner in which
those quantities are involved ; but the most
applicable ami general methods are the three
following, viz.

1. Find the value of one and the same un
known quantity in each equation, and put all
these values equal to each other, which will
eliminate one of the quantities, and reduce
the number of equations to one less. Then
do the same in these new equations ; and
again in the last, and so on, till there be but
one equation and one unknown quantity, the
value of which must be found by the proper
rules, as above referred to.

2. Find the value of one of the unknown
quantities in one of the equations in terms of
the other quantities ; then substitute this value
for that quantity in all the other equations.
Again, find the value of one of the remaining
quantities, and substitute its value as before,
and so on, till thcr« remain but one equation

and one unknown quantity, whose value is to
be found as before.

3. Multiply each of the equations by such a
number as will render the co-efficients of one
of the letters the same in all, then by adding
or subtracting these equations according, as
the equal co-efficients have unlike or like
signs, the quantity whose co-elficicnts were
equal will disappear ; which being repeated
again upon the remaining quantities, there
will ultimately be found only one equation and
one unknown quantity. See Elimination.

And it may be proper to observe, that in all
these cases, if any of the unknown quantities
have fractional co-efficients, the whole equa
tions in which they are found should be mul
tiplied by such a number as will convert these
fractions into integers.

Thus in equations,

H* + -hv = 10

i | x + 3 y = 00
Multiply the first by 16 and the latter by 2,

gives
<9x + 2i/ = 150
( x + 6y = 190

The solution of which, by each of the pre
ceding rules, will be as follows.

Or putting letters instead of the above nu
merical co-efficients, in order to render the
solutions more general, let there be given

«* tb'J-CA *° "id zand y.dx + ey—fS J
1st Method, ax = c- by

J
by transpositio„.

x — -—— —f~—~- by division.
a d J

dc — dby — af— a ey by multip.
(ae — db)y

— af—-dc
af — dc

^ —
ae — db

And in the same manner we find

_ ec ■— bfx — ' -
ae — db.

2d Method, ax + by = e 1
to find anddx-^ey—fS

e — by ,
x — as above

dc — dby , , ...
+ ey =/by substit.

dc — dby + aey = a/by mult.
(ae — db)y— af — dc

af — rfe*\
V ~~

ae — dbl as before.
ec — bfL
ae — db

3d Method, ax + by —
c\io find x allj y.dx + ey —fS

d<tx+dby
— dc mult, by d

adx + aei/ = af mult, by a

(db — ae) y — dc — af
_ dc — af _ afzzlty-

db — ae

—as— '"")
ae — db\

_ec—bfi— ,;/.
*

as before.

db — ae ae —db'
This will in some measure illustrate the

preceding rules which we shall not insist upon
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any farther; but, in the following examples,
shall avail ourselves of any advantages that

the equations may present, in order to arrive at

the solution in the easiest manner possible.

example 1.

0iven * + »1="jto find x and y.xy — b S *
x1 + y1 = a

Ixy — 26 doubling the 2d.

x -t- 2xy + y1
— a + 26 by addition

x* —2xy + y1
— a — 26 by subtract.

_ </(a +26) + y/(a — 26)
2

_ s/(a + 26)— y/(g — lb)y ~
2

EXAMPLE 2.

GiveD *
+}

=
JJ to find, and y

i1 + 2xy + y1 = a1 by squaring
4xy =; 46 mult, by 4

2? — 2xy + y1
— a —4b suht.

* — y —
^(n1 — 46) extract.

x + y n a 1st equation

„ — a + v^(g» — 46)
2

„_«—■✓ — 46)

(x + y) * — x */(a 4- 6) = a
(x+y)y = y ✓ (a + 6) = 6

a , 6
x ~ — and y = — , ,

■✓(a + b)
3

^(a + 6)

EXAMPLE 6.

Find three numbers in arithmetical pro
gression, whose sum is a, and sum of their

squares 6.

Let r — y, x and x + y be the numbers.
Then x — y + x + x +y ~3x ~ a

(x —yY + xl + (x + vf =3x1 +2y1=i
x _ 6 — 2y*

1 ~
D

~
3

Whence a* — 36 — 6y*
'36 — a1 _j a

EXAMPLE 3.

Given x & \ to find x and »/xy —
bS '

x*~ 2xy + y* = a1 by squaring
4xy =46 mult, by 4

x1 + 2xi/ + y* = a1 + 46 by adding
x + y

—
s/fa1 + 46) by extract.

x — y z: a 1st equat.
✓ (a +46 J- a*-

2

_ v/(a» + 46> — a

EXAMPLE 4,

and y — s/ '■

''^'"^-^jtofindxandy.
x1 — 2ay + yx

— a1 by squaring
2x* + 2y* = 26 doubling
x*+2xy + y* = 26 — a1 subtr.
x + y —

^(26 — a*)
x — y — a

^(26 — a'Y + a

2
^(26 — a1) — a

y =
5

This method of resolution will apply in
many problems, and sometimes saves consi
derable labour.

EXAMPLE 6.

Givenx* + xy = ajt fi d
.

yl + xy = b S '
x1 + 2xy + y* = a + 6 by add.
* + y= ✓ (a +6) by extract

6
~~

3

And a similar substitution, viz. one which

answers one of the conditions of the question,

may frequently be employed to great advan

tage.
example 7.

Sometimes it will be convenient to snbsti-

tntc for the sums and differences of numbers,

as in the following example :

Let*+y=2m)lhe<x=m + n

and x — y = 2n S
' y — m — "

(m + n)* + (m — n)* = 6, or
2m* + Wm^n* + 2n*=6,

but '2m
~ a, or m — therefore m is knowa,

and the alwvc becomes
2n* + 12m*n* = 6 —2m*

n* + 6m1?!1 = {6 — wi*

n* = — 3m1 ± J(\b + 8m«)

and n = |
—3m1 ± S{\ b + 8m*) j *

Whence m and n being known, x and y art

also known for x ~ m + n and y =: m — «.

example 8.

Sometimes it is advantageous to consider one

of the quantities as an unknown multiple of
the other; thus.

Given jry = x* — y%
— xr+yi to find x and y.

Make y
— zx, then these become

xx1 = x*—x1xll«' = X1 +z3x* i
x =1 — zx from the 1st

** + z— 1 orz = — i +4 V*
whence * is a known quantity. Now,

* = x + z'x from the 2d

_ -{ + _

— 1+ ^6-*
y ~ zx — — i + t v^5, as required.

These and a variety of other artifices pecu
liar to certain equations, will occur to the

practical analyst; of which numerous ex

amples may be seen in Bland's " Algebraical
Problems;" as also in BonnycaMle's and
Eulcr's " Algebra."

Resolution of Geometrical Problems, alg«-
ltraically. Sec Application.
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Resolution of Motion* and Forces. See

Parallelogram of Forces.
REST, in Physics, the continuance of a

body in the same place, either absolutely or

relatively; viz. its continuance in the same

part of absolute space, or in the same part of
relative space; and is hence denominated
absolute or relative rest. It is, however,

highly probable that in its most extensive
sense there is no such thing as absolute rest
iu the whole creation, at least we know of
nothing in such a state.

RESTITUTION, Motion of, is used by
some to denote the return of elastic bodies to
their natural form, after compression or bend

ing.
RESULTANT, in Mechanics, is used to

denote that single force, or the line repre
sent the quantity and direction of that single
force, which is equivalent to two or more
forces whose quantities and directions are

given.
RETARDATION, any force tending to

diminish the velocity of moving bodies.
Retardation may arise either from the

effect of resistance, or from the action of gra
vity. For that which arises from the former,
and for the distinction between resistance and
retardation, see Resistance.

Retardation, from Gravity, is peculiar
to bodies projected upwards, which have
their velocities diminished, by precisely the
same laws as falling bodies have theirs acce
lerated.

Thus if a body be projected perpendicularly
upwards, with a velocity which would, inde

pendently of gravity, cause it to ascend a feet

per second ; it will, in consequence of the
action of gravity, have its velocity so diminish
ed, that, at the end of the first second, it will
be only (a —32) feet, at the end of the second
it will be only (a — 64) feet, &c.

Hence to find the greatest height to which a

body will ascend when projected perpendicu
larly upwards with any given velocity, the time
of ascent, &c. it is only necessary to find the

space through which a body must fall to gene

rate that velocity, and the time it would be in

descending through that space, w hich will be

precisely the same as the height through which
it will ascend, and the time of its ascent.

See Acceleration.
RETICCLA. or Reticule, the name of an

instrument formerly employed for measuring
the number of digits eclipsed in either lumi

nary ; its construction depends on nearly the

same principles as that of the Micrometer.
RETROCESSION of Curves, the same as

Retrogression.
Retrocession of the Equinoxes. See Pre

cession.
RETROGRADATION, or Retrogres

sion, in Astronomy, is an apparent motion of
the planets, by which they seem to move back

ward in the ecliptic, or in antecendia, or con

trary to the order of the signs.
When a planet moves in consequentia, or

according to the order of the signs, Aries,

Taurus, Gemini, &c. it is said to be direct-
When it appears for a few successive days in
the same place or point of the heavens, it is
said to be stationary. And when it goes in
antecedentia, or contrary to the order of the
signs, it is said to be retrograde.

Both the superior and inferior planets are
subject to this apparent irregularity in their
motions, but it arises from different causes,
as may be illustrated as follows:

Let CD erf repre- m n jc
sent the orbit of the ,>r"~ \7 7—
earth, and A Bo 6 that \ /of any inferior planet, as )S / \ N/
Venus ; now when the /yy"—

^? ]\
earth is ate and Venus / \f \l \
at A, the former being I (\ h I
moving towards rf with \ \A I) J
a less velocity than the \ —

j<
* J

latter is towards B, it

is obvious that the ap- e

parent motion of Venus, as referred to the
heavens M N, will be from M towards N, or
according to the order of the signs. But if

,

when the Earth is at c, Venus is at a, then
her apparent place in the heavens will be at
N ; and when the Earth is arrived at rf

, Venus
will have come to 6

, and her apparent place in
the heavens will be at M, and consequently
during this time she will appear to be moving
in the heavens from N to M, viz. contrary to
herformer motion, which motion being inante-
cedentia, or contrary to the order of the signs,

is then said to be retrograde. Whence it

appears that when an inferior planet is in, or
nearly in its superior conjunction, its apparent
motion is direct, but when in its inferior con
junction, its apparent motion is retrograde,
and for a few days between these two she
has no apparent motion, and is therefore said
to be stationary.

With regard to the superior planets it is
obvious that their rctrogradation must happen
when they are in opposition ; thus, if we now
suppose A Baft to be the orbit of the earth,
and CDcrf that of Saturn, and suppose that
when the latter is at C, the former is at A,
then the apparent place of Saturn in the
heavens will be at n ; but the motion of the
Earth exceeding that of Saturn, when we are
arrived at B, he will only be got to D, and his
apparent place will be at m ; and therefore
during this interval his apparent motion will
be retrograde. Whereas it is obvious that had
the earth been at a, instead of being at A, as

we have supposed above, that is, if Saturn
bad been in conjunction, its apparent motion
in the heavens must have been contrary to the
former, or in consequentia, or according to
the orderof the signs ; and for a time between
these two motions, he must necessarily have
appeared stationary, as is obvious without any
particular illustration.

The periods of retrogradation of the several
planets are not always the same, but at a
mean they arc nearly as follows :

Saturn 140 days, Jupiter 120 days, Mars 73
days, Venus 42 days, and Mercury 22 days.

QQ2
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Retrogradation ofllic Lunar Nodes. See

LlIlR ATION.
KK'l'ROGKESSION, Pomt of. See Inflec

tion.
REVERSION of Series, in Algebra, is the

method of finding the value of the root or
unknown quantity, whose powers enter the
terms of a finite or infinite series, by means
of another scries in which it docs not enter.

Thus if we have,
x zz ay + by* + cy3 + dy* + &c.

and w e can find
y zz Ax + Bi1 + Cx3 + Dac* + &c.

the original series is said to be inverted.
The reversion of series was first proposed

by Newton, in his " Analysis per Equationes
Nuuiero terminonim Infinitas," and has since
engaged the attention of many of the most

profound modern analysts ; and accordingly
different methods have been suggested for
this purpose, but that of M. Arbogast, in his
" Calcul. des Derivations," is the most com
plete, and we regret that the nature of this
work will not admit of sufficient detail to enter
into an explanation of his notation and ope
ration ; the reader, however, will find every
necessary information on this head in Wood-
house's " Principles of Analytical Calcula
tion," arts. 72 and 73, to which work he is
therefore referred, and we shall merely give
here the more simple but less general method
of our own algebraists.

This consists in assuming a series of a pro
per form, for the required unknown quantity,
and then substituting the powers of this series,
instead of the powers of that quantity in the
proposed scries, and finally equating the co
efficients, whereby the values of the indeter
minate or unknown co-efficient will be ob
tained ; thus,

Let x zz a y + b yl + cy1 + &c.
Assume y zz Ax+ Bx1 + Cx3 +&c.
then ay zz aAx + aBx1 + aCx1 -f&c.

by*=z 4AV+26ABx3+&c.
cy

3zz cA3x3-f-&c.
&c. &c.

Now since x — ay + by1 + cy* + &c.
And this latter series being also found in

powers of x, it follows that the sum of all the
co-efficients of x must be equal to 1, and the co
efficients of the higher powers equal to 0, which
depend upon a known property, nr. that if
ax + jSx* + yx3 + &c. =0, under every pos
sible value of x, (hen a = 0, |3 zr 0, y zz 0, &c.

Hence we have a\ zz 1

«B+ 6 A1 =0
aC + 26A B + cA1 = 0

Consequently A zz -, B — — — Zl^
a ' a a1

_ — eA' 2oAB _2oI— ac

they y=Ax + Bx3 + Ci' +ke.
— afzz — aA3x3— 3aAIBar' — &c.

+ 6.y' = + iA5xs +!ac.
And hence A rz 1 ; B — aA3 == O;

C — 3aA*B + 6AS = 0.
Consequently A zz I; Bzza; c = 3o* — 4,&c.

therefore y zz x + ax1 + (3d1 — b) xs + &c
In the above examples we have only carried

the reversion to three terms, the same method
would, however, have led us to a fourth, fifth,

&c. term ; but it must be observed, that be

yond this, the co-efficients become totally
unmanageable, except in particular cases,

which is the great imperfection of this method,
and the obviating of this difficulty is what
constitutes the excellency of that of M. Ar-
gobast, above alluded to. This author, by
means of his peculiar notation, arrives at the

law of the co-efficients of the reverted series,

which may therefore be continued at pleasure,
though it must be allowed that even in this

case, the absolute reversion of a giveu series

is a matter of considerable difficulty.
Sec Woodhouse's Anal. Calcul. ; De Moivre,

Phil. Trans. No. ccxl. ; Maclaurin's Algebra,
part ii. eh. 10; Newton's Analysis, p. 465, and

his Fluxions, p. 219; Simpson's Fluxions;
Bonnycastle's Algebra; and Arbogast, Calcul.
des Derivations.

REVERSION, in the doctrine of Annui
ties, is an annuity which is not to commence till
after a certain number of years ; and its pre
sent value is such a sum as, put out to in

terest, will provide for the several payments
of the annuity as they become due ; and in

order to obtain this value, we must find the

present value of each reversionary payment,
and the sum of them will be the total present
value of the reversion. Or if wc make

p zz the present value
a zz the annuity

< the number of years the an-"
( nuity is to continue

Sthe
number of years before it

becomes payable
the annual rate of interest.

Then

P - (1 + r)-» — (1 + r)-

p X
(1 + r)~v — (l + r)-fr+»)

co. log. | 1 — f .r.(l + r> j
log. (1 + r)

log. {l-(l +r)— J -log.^
: ioT-

C zz

Whence

y zz — x -x* +
a a3

Again, let x zz y —
find y in terms of x.
Assume

(1 +r)

\
12J -(n1 -1)0 j .0

r =
~2"3— a^i'-^/S

In which last 3 = 2, +n + 1, and£ zz( — j » -1

From which theorems any one of those

°y3 + l>yf — &c. to quantities may be found when the other quan
tities are given. When the reversion is a

perpetuity then n becomes infinite, and th«

2b1— a c
x3, &c.

y=Ax+ BxJ + Cxs +&c.
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quantity (1 + r)-(»+"> vanishes out of the

general expressions, which then is reduced to

p — a x ^' — present value

a —pr (I + r)»
— annuity

co. log. ^tL
a

:log.(l+r)
~

years deferred

— ann. rate of int.

1.

6 + 4(2, + 1)0

where /3
-

(2^)' _
It should be observed, that these theorems

are formed on the supposition of yearly pay

ments. If the payments are to be made quar

terly, or half-yearly, then n and » must repre

sent the number of periods of payment, and

r the rate of interest for such period of time.

For the investigation of these theorems, see

Baily's " Doctrine of Interest and Annuities ;"

where this, and every case relating to these

important subjects, are very fully and ably

illustrated.
REVOLUTION, the motion of a body or

line about a centre, which remains fixed.

Period of Revolution, in Astronomy, is

the time a planet, comet, &c. employs in pass

ing from any point in its orbit to the same

point again. This, with regard to the earth,

is w hat determines the length of the year.

See Year. And for the times of revolution

of the other planets, see Period and Planet.
REYNEAU, (Charles Renei a reputable

French mathematician, was born in 1650 at
Brissac, in Anjou. He taught philosophy at

Pezenas and Toulon; and in 1683 was ap

pointed to the mathematical professorship at

Angers. He published
" Analyse Demon-

tree," 2 vols. 4to , a popular work, in which
he reduced to one body the theories of New
ton, Descartes, Leibnitz, &c. He also pub

lished " Science du Calcul des Grandeur,"

2 vols. 4to. ; and a small tract on Logic.
Reyneau died in 1728, at the age of 78 years.

RHABDOLOGY, a name given by Napier
to his method of performing multiplication,
division, &c. by means of small bones or rods.

See Napier's Rods.
RHLTICL'S (George Joachim), a distin

guished German astronomer and mathema

tician, was born at Feldkirk in the Tyrol, in
1514, and for some years assisted the cele

brated Copernicus in his astronomical labours;

whose work " De Revolutionibus," was pub

lished by Rhetieus after the death of its au

thor, the latter having died the very day the

printing was completed. Rhetieus also, in

order to facilitate astronomical calculations,

undertook his elaborate canon of sines, tan

gents, and secants, to 15 places of figures,

and to every 10 seconds of the quadrant a

design which he did not live to complete, but

which was at length accomplished by his

disciple Valentine Otho, in 1596.

His " Narratio de Libris Revolutionum Co-

pernici," was first published at Gedunum, in
4to. in 1540 ; and was afterwards ad'ied to the
editions of Copernicus's work. He also com
puted Ephemerides, according to the doctrine
of Copernicus, till the year 1551 ; besides
some other works which were never published.
He died in 1576, near 63 years of age.

RHUMB Line, or Ij>xodromia, in Naviga
tion, is a line prolonged from any point in a
sea chart, except in the direction ol any of
the four cardinal points, or it is the line de
scribed by a ship while her course is con
stantly directed towards one and the same
point of the compass, except the four above
mentioned, that is, while she crosses all the
meridians at the same angle, providing ihis is
not a right one, and this angle is called the
angle of the rhumb; and that which it makes
with the equator, or a parallel to the equator,
is called the complement of the rhumb.

If a vessel sail either north or south, it
evidently describes a great circle of the sphere,
or part of such a circle, and if her course is
either due east or west, she cuts all the me
ridians at right angles. But it her course is
oblique to these principal points, then she no
longer describes a circle, but a sort of spiral,
the characteristic property of which is, that it
cuts all the meridians at the same angle, and
is thence denominated the loxodroraia, or
loxodromic curve, or rhumb line, which,
though it continually approaches towards the
poje, can never arrive at it

,

except after an in
finite number of revolutions.

A ship's way is, therefore, not to bo com
puted, as if her course was made in a great
circle of the sphere, but as made up of the
successive arcs of this spiral, the principles of
which may be illustrated as follows :

Let P be the pole,
RW tho equator, AB
CDEP a spiral rhumb,
divided into an indefi
nite number of equal
parts at the points B
,

C
,

D,&c. through which
are drawn the meri
dians PS, PT, PV, &c.
and the parallels F B,
KC, LD, &c. also draw
the parallel AN. Then *

as a ship sails along the rhumb-line towards
the pole, or in the direction ABCD, &c. from

A to E, the distance sailed AE is made up of
all the small equal parts of the rhumb AB +
BC + CD + DE; and the sum of all the
small differences of latitude AF + BC + CH

+ D I, make up the whole difference of lati
tude A M, or E N ; and the sum of all the
parallels FB + GC + HD+IEis what is

called the departure in plane sailing; and
ME is the meridional distance, or distance be

tween the first and last meridians, measured
on the last parallel ; also RW is the difference
of longitude, measured on the equator. So
that these last three are all different, biz. the

departure, the meridional distance, and the
difference of longitude.
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If a ship sail towards the equator, from E

to A, the departure, difference of latitude,

and difference of longitude, will be all three

the same as before ; but the meridional dis

tance will now be AN instead of ME; and

one of these A \ being than the departure
FB + GC+HD + IE, and the other ME
is less than the same; and indeed that de

parture is nearly a mean proportional between

the two meridional distances M E, A N. Other
properties are as follows:

1. All the small elementary triangles ABF,
BCG, CD II, &c. are mutually similar, and

equal in all their parts. For all the angles at
A, B, C, D, &.c. are equal, being the angles
which the rhumb makes with the meridians,

or the angles of the course ; also all the angles,
F, G, H, I, are equal, being right angles ;

therefore the third angles are equal, and the

triangles all similar. Also the hypothenuscs
AB, EC, CD, &.C. are all equal by the hypo
thesis ; and consequently the triangles are

both similar and equal.

2. As radius : distance run A F.

:: sine of course c. A : departue FB +
G C, &c.

:: cosin. of course c A : dif. oflat. AM.
For in any one A B F of the equal elemen

tary triangles, which may be considered as

small right-angled plane triangles, it is as rad.

or sin. a F : sin. course A :: A B : FB :: (by
composition) the sum of all the distances
AB + BC + CD, &ic. : the sum of all the

departures FB + GC + HD, &c.
And in like manner, as radius : cos. course

A :: AB : AF :: AB + BC, fee.: AF + BG,
&c.

Hence of these four things, the course, the

difference of latitude, the departure, and the

distance run, having any two given, the other

two are found by the above proportions.
By moans of the departure, the length of

the rhumb, or distance run, may be connected
with the longitude and latitude, by the fol

lowing two theorems:

3. As radius: half the sum of the cosines
of both the I ititudcsof A and E :: dif. of long.
RW : departure.

Because K S : FB :: radius : sine of PA,
or cos. R A.

and V VV : I E :: radius : sine of PE,
or cos. EW.

4. As radius : cos. middle latitude :: dif. of
longitude : departure. Because cosine of
middle latitude is nearly equal to half the

sum of the cosines of the two extreme lati
tudes.

RICCIOLI (Joannes Baptist a), a learned

Italian astronomer and mathematician, was

born at Fcrrara, a city in the papal dominions,

in 1598, and died in 1671, in the 73d year of
his age. He was author of the three follow

ing works, viz. 1. Almagcstum Novum, in
2 vols, folio, Bologna, 1651. 2. Astrouomia
Kcformata, 16G5; and 3. Chronologia Re-
formata, 1671.

RK'OCIIET Firing, in the practical part

of gunnery, is a method of firing with small
charges, and at small degrees of elevation,
viz. from 3° to 6°, in consequence of w hich
the ball is constantly bounding and rolling
along, and thus destroying more men than
that which has a charge sufficient for pene
trating a column.

RIGEL. See Regel.
RIGHT Angle, Cone, Cylinder, Sphere, &c.

Sec the respective substantives.

RIGIDITY, a brittle hardness; or that
kind of hardness which is supposed to arise
from the mutual indentation of the component
particles of a body.

RING of Saturn, in Astronumy, is a broad
opaque circular body encompassing the equi-
torial regions of that planet, at a considerable
distance from him ; which presents, under
favourable circumstances, one of the finest
telescopic objects in the heavens. An ap

parent irregularity was first observed in the
form of Saturn by Galileo, but his telesco]*
was not sufficiently powerful for him to dis
cover the cause of it ; this, however, was soon
after effected by Huygens, who iu conse
quence published his " New Theory of Sa
turn," in 1G59.

This ring, w hich is very thin, not exceeding
4500 miles, is inclined to the plane of the
ecliptic in an angle of 31° Iff 12" ; and re

volves from west to cast in 10h 29m 16*.8,

being nearly (he time of the diurnal revolution
of Saturn, and which is also found, from the
laws of Kepler, to be the time in which a

satellite would revolve about that planet at

the mean distance of the ring; a very re1

markahle confirmation of the universality of
the laws of the planetary motions. This ro
tation is performed about an axis perpendi
cular to the plane of the ring, and passing
through the centre of the planet.

The ring being, as we observed above, very
thin, it sometimes nearly disappears, that is,
when its plane coincides with, or passes
through the ceutre of the earth or sun, at
which time it subtends an angle of not more
than half a second, and can therefore only be

discovered by the most powerful telescopes,
through which it has then the appearance of
a I ii mi nous line beyond the body of the planet
And as this plane is presented to the sun
twice during each sidereal revolution of the

planet, the disappearance of the ring will
happen about every 15 years, and at nearly
the same intervals it will appear to the great
est advantage.

When viewed in the most favourable posi
tion, with a magnifying power of 700, the ring
is observed to be divided into two unequal
portions by a black cocentric line, which is

now ascertained to be a real separation, and
that what wc call the ring of Saturn consists
at least of two rings; and some astronomers
have even supposed it to be still farther subdi
vided, and to consist of several circular parts,
but this at present is little more than conjec
ture.
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The dimensions of this double ring, as given

by Dr. Herschel, aqp as follows:
Ell*. Mile.

Diameter of the planet 76068

Inside diam. smaller ring 146345

Outside 184393

Inside diain. larger ring 190248

Outside 204883

Breadth of inner ring 20000

of outer ring 7200

Space between the rings 2839

betwecntheplanetandring 70277

Mean thickness of ring 4600

The intersection of the plane of the ring
with the ecliptic is in 5" 20°, and 11*20°, in
'which points therefore it disappears, and be

tween these, viz. at 2* 20°, and 8' 20°, it ap

pears most brilliant.
As the plane of the ring coincides, or nearly

coincides with the equator of the planet, it is

obvious that the ring never becomes visible in
his polar regions, and even in those parts

nearer the equator it must be very frequently

eclipsed by the planet, which last, on the

contrary, is as frequently eclipsed'by the ring;
whence il does not seem that it can be de

signed to supply these remote regions with

light as some have supposed, as it rather serve*

to render them more dreary and comfortless ;

well might the poet say,

" One moment's cold like theirs would pierce
our hone,

Freeze onr heart's blood, and turn us all to

stone." ,

RISIVG, in Astronomy, the first appearance

of the sun, moon, or other celestial body above

the horizon.
RIVER, in Geography, a stream or current

of fresh water tlowing in a bed or channel

from its source or spring into the sea.

The doctrine which relates to the flux, re

flux, motion, and discharge of rivers, is a

branch of hydraulics, and as such forms a part

of the present work, though our limits will
only admit of a slight sketch of the theory.

Water running in open canals or rivers is ac

celerated in consequence- of its depth, and of
the declivity on which it runs, till the resist

ance increasing with the velocity, becomes

equal to the acceleration, wheu the motion of

the stream becomes uniform. Hut this re

sistance it is obvious can only be determined

by experiment, and hence several philosophers

hav e undertaken different courses of experi

ments for this purpose, amongst whom Boat
seems to have met with the most complete

success. See his " Principcs d'Hydraulique."
2 vols. 8vo. 2d edit. Paris 1786; of which

work an abridged account is given in the

Encyclopedia Rritannica under the articles

Rivers and Water-works, whence is de

duced the following theorems :

Let V represent the velocity of the stream

per second in inches; R the quotient arising

from the division of the section of the stream

by its perimeter, minus the superficial breadth,

all in inches ; and S the cotangent of the in-

"Si

clination of the slope. Then the section and
velocity being both supposed uniform,

v = _^0W(R_i!L__
S3-ihyp.log.(S + &)

or

*sM*.i(s+4$)
which when R is very great, and I small, may
be reduced to

From which it appears that when the slope
remains the same, the velocity varies as >/(R —

-,%>. or as v'R, when R is very great. Hence
the velocity of two great rivers of the same de

clivity are as the square root of
^

where

b and d represent the breadth and depth of a

transverse section in inches.
It follows, also, from what is said above,

that if R — ^, or is less than that, the ve

locity is zero, which agrees with the theory of
capillary attraction; also the slope may be so

small that the other factor may become zero,

or
307 1=0

in vvhich case likewise there will ,be no mo
tion ; this, however, can never happen, if the
decliwty be not less than -^th of an inch in
an English mile, as this will produce a sensi
ble motion in the water.

In a river the greatest velocity is at the
surface and in the middle of the stream, from
which it diminishes towards the bottom and
sides where it is least; and it has been found
by experiment, that if v — the velocity of
the stream in the middle, in inches, then
v — 2 + I. is the velocity at the bottom.
Priu. d'Hjdraul. par Du Buat, art. 67.

The mean velocity, or that with which

(were the whole stream to move) the discharge
would be the same as the real discharge, is

equal to half the sum of the greatest and least
velocities, as computed by the above formula.
Hence the mean velocity is

V n/ V + f ,

Suppose that a river, having a rectangular
bed, is increased by the junction of another
river equal to itself, the declivity remaining
the same ; required the increase of depth and

velocity.
Let the breadth of the river equal b, the

depth before the junction d, and after it a;;

the velocity before v, and afler it t>'; then the

quantity denoted by R, in the preceding for

mula, is R = t-~"j before the junction, and

R' -
b+2d

bx
after the junction.

6 + Zx

307 R^ . , 307 R'j .... .
So v — ^-J—, and v' —

, that is, by
Si SJ

supposing the breadth of the river to be such,

that we may reject the small quantity sub
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tracted from R, R', in the above formulae ;

whence substituting for R and R', we have

307 / bd .
v = —r x V , and

si b + 2d

, 307 / bx

Si *+2*
Now multiplying these into the areas of the

section bd, bx, we have the discharges; viz.

. , 307 , , / bd .

Si b + '2d

. , 307 , / bx
bxv — x bxK/ .

Si b + ~T

Now the last of these is double the former ;

therefore _
b? i 'Ibifti— . op

y/ib + 2x) V{b + -2d)'
A*:r' 2A3rf3 .

, =z -= —, ; whence
b + 2x b + 2d'

, 3rf5_ _ 4bd*
*

b + 2dX~b + -Zd
'

from which equation x may be determined.
As an example, let 6 — 10 feet, d — 1,

then
2 1ft

x* — - x ~ — , and x = 1-4882,
3 3

which is the depth of the increased river;
hence we have 1-488 x »' = 2v, and 1-488:2
;;»:»', or t>: v' 37 : 50 nearly.

When the water in the river receives a per
manent increase, the depth and velocity, as in
the example above, arc the first quantities
that are augmented, the increase in the ve
locity increases the action on the sides and
bottom; in consequence of which the width
is augmented, and sometimes, though rarely,
the depth also. The velocity is thus dimi
nished till the tenacity of the soil, or the
hardness of the rock, affords a sufficient resist
ance to the force of the water. The bed of
the river then changes only by insensible
degrees, and is said to be permanent ; though,
in strictness, this is not applicable to the
course of any river. When the sections of a
river vary, the quantity of water remaining
the same, the mean velocities are inversely as

the areas of the sect ions ; this being necessary
to preserve a uniform discharge. Playfair's
Outlines of Natural Philosophy.

RIXDOLLAR, a silver coin in different
countries on the continent, and of different
values, viz.

t. d.

Rixdollar of Basil 3 6*
Denmark 4 6|
Hamburgh.... 4 fii
Holland 4 Gi
Lnbeek 3 8|
Poland 4 OJ
Prussia 3 0
Sweden 4 71

Germany 4 8 stand. of 1506

Ditto 4 2 ditto 1753

ROBERVAL (Giles Personne), an emi
nent 1'rcnch mathematician, was born in 1602,

and died in 1675, at the age of 73. He was
author of several papers in the Memoirs of
the Academy of Sciences for 1666, on the
theory of equations ; the theory of indivisi
bles ; the properties of cycloid, ike. ; besides
which he published two works, viz. " A
Treatise on Mechanics," and another entitled
" Aristarchus Samos." He also gave name
to certain species of curve lines, as described
in the following article.

RORERVALLIAN Lines, a name applied
to denote certain lines which bound spaces
indefinitely extended, but which nevertheless
have their areas equal to finite spaces.

These were first discovered by Roberval in
1646, though they were not published till
1632 ; and it was asserted by the abbot
Gallois, in the Memoirs of the Academy for
1693, that this was precisely the same in prin
ciple as that published by James Gregory, in
his " Geometria Universalis," and that the
latter owed his knowledge of the subject to
the discovery of Roberval, having obtained
his information during his visit in Italy, in
1668. To this David Gregory replied in the
Phil. Trans, for 1694, which was again an
swered by Gallois in the Memoirs of the
French Academy, in 1703.

ROEINS (Renjamin), a distinguished Eng
lish mathematician, was born at Rath, in
1707, and early discovered very superior
talents, particularly for mathematical and
philosophical subjects, which he afterwards
pursued with the greatest possible success.
He was author of several detached papers in
the Phil. Trans, and some other tracts, which
were all, (viz. those relating to mathematical
and philosophical subjects), collected and pub
lished after his death, in 1761, in 2 vols. 8vo.
These works relate to various subjects, viz.
New Principles of Gunnery, first published
in 1742, an account of various experiments
on the resistance of the air, the flight of
rockets, &c. In the second volume is given
his discourse concerning the Doctrine of
Fluxions, and Prime and Ultimate Ratios,
intended as an answer to the Analyst, be
sides other subjects.

Dr. Mutton, in summing up the character of
this author, says, it is but justice to Mr. Robins
to state that he was one of the most accurate
and elegant mathematicians our language can
boast of; and that he made more real improve
ments in artillery, relating to the flight and

resistance of projectiles, than all the preceding
writers on that subject. His New Principles
of Gunnery were translated into several other
languages, and commented upon by several
eminent mathematicians. The celebrated
Euler translated the work into the German
language, accompanied with a large and cri
tical commentary, which work of Enter's was
again translated into English by Brown, with
notes, in one volume, 4to.

ROBUR Carotimm, the Royal Oak. See
Constellation.

HOD, or Pole, a long measure of 16$ linear
feet, or a square measure of 272J square feet.
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ROEMER(Olaus), a celebrated Danish ma

thematician, was born in Jutland in 1644, but
spent several years at Paris, during which time
he discovered the progressive motion of light by
observations on the eclipses of Jupiter's satel
lites ; to him also we owe the theory of cpyci-
cloids, and their application to the teeth of
wheels in machinery, which De La Hire after
wards wished to appropriate to himself. Roe-
mcr was author of various papers in the
Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences of Paris,
from vol. i. to vol. x. and was preparing to
publish the result of his numerous astrono
mical observations, when death put an end to
his labours, Sept. 19th, 1710 ; this work, how
ever, was afterwards accomplished by his
disciple Horrebow, under the title of " Basis
Astronomic ;" Copenhagen, 1763, 4to.

ROHAULT (James), a French philosopher,
was born in 1620 ; and very early became a
great admirer and advocate of the philosophy
of Descartes, in defence of which he wrote
his " Physics," which was afterwards trans
lated into Latin by Dr. Clark, with correc
tions, the best of which is that of 1718.

Rohault was also author of " Elemcns des
Mathematiques ;" " Traite de Mechanique ;"
" Entretiens sur la Philosophic," &c. His
posthumous works were collected and printed
in two volumes, first at Paris, and afterwards
at the Hague in 1690. These relate to tri
gonometry, geometry, perspective, &c. He
died in 1675, at the age of 55 years.

ROLLE (Michel), a French mathema
tician, born in 1652, and died in 1685, in his
53d year. He was author of a " Treatise of
Algebra," 4to. 1690 ; and a " Method of Re
solving Indeterminate Problems in Algebra,"
1699. Besides a great number of papers in
the Memoirs of the French Academy.

ROLLING, that motion of a body which is
caused by its rectilinear motion being resisted,
by the friction of some surface or otherwise ;

whereby its several parts come successively
in contact with that plane or surface; such is
the motion of a carriage wheel upon the
ground, &c. See Rotation.

ROOD, a square measure, the fourth of an
acre. See Measure.

ROOT, in Arithmetic and Algebra, denotes
a quantity, which being multiplied a certain
number of times into itself produces another
number, called a power, and of which power
the original quantity is called the root. Roots
are distinguished into square roots, cube roots,
biquadratic roots, &c. or into 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th,
&c. roots, which depends upon the number of
multiplications necessary to generate the pro
posed power. If one multiplication only is
necessary, or if two equal factors are multi
plied together, it is called the square or se

cond root; if three, the cube or third root;
if four, the biquadratic or fourth root, &c. ;

thus
8 is the square root of 64
4 is the cube root of 64
2 is the sixth root of 64

&c. fee.

For the extraction of the roots of numbers.
See Extraction.

Roots of an Equation, arc those numbers
or quantities which substituted for the un
known quantity, render the whole equation
equal to zero.

And of these there are always as many real
or imaginary, as there are units in the highest
power of the unknown quantity. So an equa
tion of the 2d degree has two roots; one of
the 3d degree, three ; of the 4th degree, four,
&c. See Equations.

The roots of an equation are either positive,
negative, or imaginary.

A Positive Root, is an absolute number
affected with the sign + plus.

A Negative Root, is also an absolute num
ber, but is affected with the sign — minus.

An Imaginary Root, is one to which no
absolute value can bo attached, one part of it
consisting always of the square root of a ne
gative quantity; yet it is such, that when
substituted for the unknown quantity, it is
found to answer the conditions of the equa
tion. See Imaginary Hoots and Quantities.

ROTA, in Mechanics. See Wheel.
Rota Aristotelica, or Aristotle's Wheel, de

notes a problem in mechanics proposed by
Aristotle concerning the motion of a coach
wheel ; viz. that the nave of a wheel describes
by its motion, (supposing it to roll along a
plane) a line of the same length as the cir
cumference, by its motion on the ground ;
which was long considered paradoxical, nor
was it clearly understood till M. Meyran, a
Frenchman, sent a satisfactory solution of it
to the Academy of Sciences, the principle of
which is, that each point of the circumference
of the nave as it approaches the plane, is
drawn forward over a space greater than
itself, whereas every point and part of the
circumference passes over a spaco exactly
equal to itself.

ROTATION, the motion of the different
parts of a solid body about an axis, called the
axis of rotation, being thus distinguished from
the progressive motion of a body about some
distant point or centre ; thus the diurnal mo
tion of the earth is a motion of rotation, but
its annual motion one of revolution.

We have already treated of the several
cases of rotatory motion under the articles
Centre of Gyration, Percussion, Oscilla
tion, &c. ; and it only therefore remains here
to state some few general remarks with regard
to this kind of motion, and to enumerate some
results not contained in the articles above
referred to.

When a solid body turns ronnd an axis,
retaining its shape and dimensions unaltered,

every particle is actually describing a circle
round this axis, which axis passes through
the centre of the circle, and is perpendicular
to its plane. Moreover in any instant of the
motion, the particle is moving at right angles
with the radius vector, or line joining it with
its centre of rotation ; therefore, in order to
ascertain the direction of any particle, nc
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may draw a line from that particle perpendi
cular to the axis of rotation. This line will
be in the plane of the circle of rotation of that

particle, and will be its radius vector, and a

line drawn from the particle perpendicular to
its radius vector, will be a tangent to the
circle of rotation, and will represent the direc
tion of the motion of this particle.

The whole body being supposed to (urn

together, it is evident, that wben it has made
one complete rotatiou, each point has de
scribed the circumference of a circle, and the

whole paths of the different particles will be

in the ratio of these circumferences; and
therefore of their radii, and this is also true
of any portion of such circumferences ; that
is, the velocities of the different particles are

proportional to their radii vectores, or to their
distances from the axis of rotation. And all
these motions arc in parallel planes, to which
the axis of rotation is perpendicular. Hence
it follows, that when we compare the rotation
of different bodies in respect of velocity, it is
evident that it cannot be done, by directly
comparing the velocity of any particle in one
of the bodies with that of any particle of the
other; for as all the particles of each have
different velocities, this comparison can estab
lish no ratio. But we may familiarly compare
such motions by the number of complete
turns which they make in any equal portions
of time. Therefore as the length or number
of feet described by a body in rectilinear
motion is a proper measure of its progressive
velocity, so the angle described by any par
ticle of a whirling body, is a proper measure
of its velocity of rotation; and in this manner
may the rotation of two or more bodies be
compared, and this velocity is, with propriety,
called the angular velocity.

In what is stated above we have had prin
cipally in view, a fixed and permanent axis of
rotation, the body not being supposed at li
berty to revolve about any other; but it is
obvious, that if any force is impressed upon a
body, or system of bodies, in tree space, (un
less that force be excited in a direction pass
ing through the centre of gra> ily ol the sy stem)
a rotatory motion will ensue about an avis
passing through the centre of gravity of the
system: and the centre, about which this mo
tion is pei formed, is called the centre of spon
taneous rotation. A body may begin to revolve
on auy line as an axis that passes through its
centre of gravity, but it will not continue to
revolve permanently about that axis, unless
the opposite centrifugal forces exactly balance
each other.

Thus a homogeneous sphere may revolve
permanently on any diameter, because the
opposite parts of the solid, being in every di
rection equal and similar the opposite centri
fugal forces must be equal; so that no foiee
has a tendency to change the |'0-ilion of the
axis. Hence also a homogeneous cylinder
may revolve permanently about the line,
which is its geometric axis; as i< may aUo
about any line that bisects that axis at right

angles, but it can revolve permanently about
no other line, because then the cen rifugal
forces could not be equal, and the same u
true with respect to any solid of rotatiou.

Iu every body, however irregular, there are
three permanent axis of rotation, at right-
angles to each other, on any one of which
when the body revolves, the opposite centri
fugal force exactly balances, and therefore
the rotation becomes permanent. These three
axis have also this remarkable property , that
the momentum of inertia, with respect to any
of them, is either a maximum or a minimum ;

that is, is either greater or less than if the
body revolved about any other axis.

This curious theorem was first proposed by
Segner in 1756, and first demonstrated by
Albert Kuler, son of the celebrated Leonard
Euler, in a memoir presented to the Aca
demy of Sciences at Paris in 17656. the same
is also given by the father in his " De Motn
Corporum rigidorum," prop. 27. See also
" 1'risius De Rotatione Corporum." &e.; and
Gregory's Mechanics, vol. i. book 2, chap. 4.

At present we have considered those cases
of rotation that are produced by a force im
pressed upon a body, either as supported on
a fixed axis, about which, therefore, that
system must necessarily revolve, or as in free

space, in which case the system acquires a

spontaneous centre of rotation, and finally, a

permanent axis of rotation ; but there are

other circumstances which will produce a ro
tatory motion that are not included in either
of the above, but which it will be proper to

mention before we conclude this article, such

are those which arise from a body descending
down au inclined plane, having a ribbon or

cord wound about it. one eud of which is

fixed at the upper part of the plane, which by

preventing the body sliding freely causes a

rotatory motion ; the same effect also follows
from the friction of the body against the

plane : and the same may be imagined when

there is no plane but the body left to fall

freely, except so far as the cord wound attoiit

it shall produce a rotatory motion in its de

scent. We shall not attempt the investiga
tion of these cases, but merely state the re

sults that have been obtained, and must refer

the reader for the former to the several

tieatises on dynamics enumerated above, and

under the articles Dynamics and Mechanics.
Let a body have

a cord won i d about
it, either at its cir
cumference or any
other part, as HC,
having one end fix
ed at a point above,
as at A ; then if the
body be left to de
scend by the action
of gravity, it will
acquire a motion of
rotation hv the un-
windinsrofthc cord,
and the space ac
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tually descended by the body in this case,
will be to the space descended in the same
time when falling freely, as CG to CO ; O and
G representing the centres of oscillation and
gyration, when the point of suspension is at
C ; and the weight of the body will be to the
tension of the cord, as CO to C G ; and the
same ratios have place when the body de
scends down an inclined plane ; the forces
which generate the motion being both de
creased in the same ratio.

The force by which spheres, cylinders, Stc.
are caused to revolve as they move down an
inclined plane (instead of sliding), is the ad
hesion of their surfaces, occasioned by their
pressure against the plane; this pressure is
part of the weight of the body, for this weight
being resolved into its component parts, one
in the direction of the plane, the other per
pendicular to it ; the latter is the force of the
pressure ; and which while the same body rolls
down the plane, will be expressed by the co
sine of the plane's elevation. Hence, since
the cosine decreases, while the arc or angle
iucreases ; after the angle of elevation arrives
at a certain magnitude, the adhesion may
become less than what is necessary to make
the circumference of the body revolve fast
enough, and in this case it will proceed partly
by sliding and partly by rolling; but the
angle, at which this circumstance takes place,
will evidently depend upon the degree of ad
hesion between the surfaces of the body and
plane. This, however, ^111 never happen, if
the rotation is produced by the unwinding of
a ribbon, and it is on this latter supposition
that the following particular cases are de
duced.

Let W be the weight of the body, * the
space descended by a heavy body, falling
freely, jor sliding freely down a plane, then
the spaces described by rotation in the same
time, by the following bodies, will be in these
proportions.

1. A hollow cylinder, or cylindrical surface
S =. { s, tension — J W.

2. A solid cylinder S = j*, tension =4 W.
3. A spheric surface S — 4*, tension ~

|. W.
4. A solid sphere S — f s, tension —

^ W.
See Gregory's Mechanics, vol. i.

ROTATORY. See Rotation.
ROUBBIE, a coin of Turkey, value \s.5id.

sterling.
ROWNING (John), an ingenious English

mathematician, was born about the year 1700,
and died in 1771. He published A Compen
dious System of Natural Philosophy, 2 vols.
4to. 1738, which has passed through several
editions; beside some papers in the Phil.
Trans.

RUBLE, a Russian coin, those of 1764,

value 3*. 3d.; and of 1801, value 2s. 9\d.
sterling.

RUDOLPHINE Tablet, a celebrated set
of astronomical tables published by Kepler,
and thus entitled, in honour of the emperor,
Rudolph, or Rudolphus.

RULE of Three, in Arithmetic, called by

some authors the Golden Rule, is an applica
tion of the doctrine of proportion to arith
metical purposes, and is divided into two
cases, simple and compound; now frequently
termed Simple, and Compound Proportion.

Simple Rule ofThree, or Simple Proportion,

is
,

when from three given quantities, a fourth ii

required to be found, that shall have the same
proportion to the given quantity of the same
name, as one of the other quantities has to
that of the same name with itself.

This rule is, by some authors, divided into
two cases ; viz. The Rule of Three Direct, and
The Rule o

f Three Inverse ; but this distinction

is unnecessary, and the two cases are now
generally given under one head by all our
best modern authors ; but as they are still re
tained by others, it will not be amiss to point
out the distinction.

The Rule of Three Direct, is, when more
requires more, or less requires less, as in this
example; if 3 men will perform a piece of
work, as for instance, dig a trench 48 yards
long, in a certain time ; how many yards will
12 men dig in the same time ; where it is ob
vious, that the more men there are employed,
the more work will they perform, and there
fore, in this instance, more requires more?
Again, if 6 men dig 48 yards in a given time,
how much will 3 men dig in the same time ?

Here less requires less, for the less men there
are employed, the less will be the work that

is performed by them ; and all questions that
are of this class are said to be in the Rule of
Three Direct.

The Ride of Three Inverse, is, when more
requires less, or less requires more. As in
this, if 6 men dig a certain quantity of trench
in 14 hours ; how many hours will it require
for 12 men to dig the same quantity? Or
thus, if 6 men perform a piece of work in 7

hours ; how long will 3 men be in performing
the same work? These cases are both in the
Inverse Rule, for in the first, more requires
less, that is, 12 men being more than 6
,

they
will require less time to perform the same
work ; and in the latter, the number of men
being less, they will require a longer time.
All questions of this class are said to be in
the Rule of Three Inverse. These two cases,
however, as we before observed, may be
classed under one general rule, as follows :

Rule. Of the three given terms set down
that which is of the same kind with the an
swer towards the right hand ; and then con
sider from the nature of the question, whether
the answer will be more or less than this term.
Then, if the answer is to be greater, place the
less of the other two terms on the left, and the

remaining term in the middle ; but if it is to
be less, place the greater of these two terms

on the left, and the less in the middle;
and, in both cases, multiply the second and
third terms together, and divide the product

by the first term for the answer, which will
always be of the same denomination as the

third term.
Note 1. If the first and second terms con
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sist of different denominations, reduce them
both to the same j and if the third term he a
compound number, it is generally more con
venient to reduce it to the lowest denomina
tion contained in it.

Note 2. The same rule is applicable whether
the given quantities be integral, fractional, or
decimal.

EXAMPLES.

If an acre of land be worth £73. 10*. 3d. ;
how many acres may be bought for £250. 10*. ?

Integral.
As £73. 1». : £260. 10*. : : 1 acre

GO 12D

17532)60120(3 acres
52506

7524
4

17532)30096(1 rood
17532

12564

_40
17532)502560(28 x!/^r pciches.

35064

151020
140256

11064 _ 57»
17532 _TJCTr

As
Or as

By Fraction*.

73,", : 250* :: 1
I 46 I . SOI . . I

Whence T^ x >%l = $°jo - ac. j rood
28 yY^. perches.

By Decimals.

As 73 05 : 250 5 :: 1

1_

7305)250 50(3-4291=3 ac.lro.28-65Ci>.
219 15

31 350
29 220

2 1300
1 4610

66900
65745

Compound Rule of Three, or Compound Pro
portion, sometimes also called the Rule ofFive, or Double Rule of Three, is the method
of solving, at one operation, such questions as
would require two or more sUtings by the
common, or Simple Kule of Three.

Ride. Set that term which is of the same
kind with the answer on the right, and take

any two of the other given terms that arr :'
the same name, and consider from the naten
of the question whether, in this particular
case, the answer ought to be more or less dm
the above-mentioned right-hand term, uA
arrange these two terms accordingly, a s in ■■
last rule.

Considering still the same right-hajid tern
as common to every stating, take two ouVr
terms that are of the same kind, and arrame
them as above, according, as in Ibis case, \ht
answer ought to be more or less than tfcii
right-hand term ; and proceed in the same
manner with every pair of terms that are of
the same name. Then multiply all the first
terms together for a divisor, and the otber
terms together for a dividend, and the quotient
thence arising will be the answer sought

example.

If 248 men, in 5 days, of 11 hours each, can
dig a trench 230 yards long, 3 wide, and I
deep ; iu how many days of 9 hours long, will
24 men dig a treuch 420 yards long, 5 wide,
and 3 deep ?
Men 24 : 248-Men 24 : 248-v
Hours 9 : 11 f
Length 230 : 420>::
Width 3 : 61
Depth 2 : 3J
Then

248x11x420x6x3x5

5 days common term.

— = 288 JJL days. Aut.24x9x230x3x2 w 1

Kule of Five. Sec Compound Rule of
Three.

Central Rule. See Central Rule.
Sliding Rule, a mathematical instrument

s»rving to perform computations in gauging,
measuring, hue. without the use of compasses,
merely by the sliding of the parts of the in
strument one by another, the lines and divi
sions of which give the answer or amount by
inspection.

This instrument is variously contrived and
applied by different authors, particularly Gun-
ter, Partridge, Hunt, Everard, and Cogge-
thall, but the more usual and useful ones are
those of the two latter.

Everard't Sliding Rule, is chiefly used in
ca.sk gauging. It is commonly made of box,
12 inches long, 1 inch broad, and of an
inch thick. It consists of three parts, viz. the
stock just mentioned, and two thin slips of
the same length, sliding in small groves in
two opposite sides of the stock ; consequently
when both these pieces are drawn out to their
full extent the instrument is 3 feet long.

On the first broad face of the instrument
nre four logarithmic lines in numbers ; for the
properties, &c. of which, see (Junter's Line.
The first, marked A, consisting of two radii
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 1 ; and then 2, 3, 4, 5,
See. to 10. On this line arc four brass centre
pins, two in each radius ; one in each of them
being marked M B, for malt bushel, is set at
215042, the number of cubic inches in a malt
bushel; the other two are marked with A, for
ale gallon, at 282, the number of cubic inches
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in an ale gallon. The 2d and 3d lines of num
bers are on the sliding pieces, and are exactly
the same with the first ; but they are distin
guished by the letter B. In the first radius is
a dot marked S 1, at -707, the side of a square
inscribed in a circle whose diameter is 1.
Another dot, marked Sc. stands at -886, the
side of a square equal to the area of the same
circle. A third dot, marked W, is at 231,
the cubic inches in a wine gallon. And a
fourth, marked C, at 314, the circumference
of the circle, whose diameter is 1. The
fourth line of numbers, marked M D, to
signify malt depth, is a broken line of two
radii, numbered 2, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1,
9, 8, 7, &c. ; the number 1 being set directly
against M B on the first radius.

On the second broad face, marked c d, are
several lines: as, 1st, a line marked D, and
numbered 1, 2, 3, &c. to 10. On this line
are four centre pins; the first marked \VG,
for wine gage, is at 17'15, the gage point for
wine gallons, being the diameter of a cylinder
whose height is one inch, and content 231
cubic inches, or a wine gallon. The second
centre pin, marked A G, for ale gage, is at

the like diameter for an ale gallon.
The third mark, M S, for malt square, is at
46'3, the square root of 2150,42, or the side of
a square whose content is equal to the number
of inches in a solid bushel. And the fourth,
marked M R, for malt-round, is at 52-32, the
diameter of a cylinder or bushel, the area of
whose base is the same 2150-42, the inches
in a bushel. 2dly, Two lines of numbers on
the sliding piece, on the other side marked C.
On these are two dots, the one marked c, at
•0795, the area of a circle whose circumference
is 1 ; and the other marked d, at '785, the
area of the circle whose diameter is one.
3dly, Two lines of segments, each numbered
1, 2, 3, to 100, the first for finding the ullage
of a cask, taken as the middle frustrum of a

spheroid, lying with its axis parallel to the
horizon ; and the other for finding the ullage
of a cask standing.

Again, on one of the narrow sides noted c,
are 1st, a line of inches, numbered 1, 2, 3, Sec.
to 12, each subdivided into 10 equal parts.
2dly. A line by which, with that of inches, we
find a mean diameter for a cask in the figure
of the middle frustrum of a spheroid ; it is
marked spheroid, and numbered 1, 2, 3, &c.
to 7. 3dly. A line for finding the mean dia
meter of a cask, in the form of the middle
frustrum of a parabolic spindle, which gangers
call the second variety of casks ; it is there
fore marked second variety, and is numbered
1,2,3, &c.

4thly. A line by which is found the mean
diameter of a cask of the third variety, con
sisting of the frustrums of two parabolic co
noids, abutting on a common base, it is there
fore marked third variety, and is numbered
1, 2, 3, &c.

On the other narrow face, marked /, are,
1st, a line divided into one hundred equal
puts) marked F M. 2ndly. A line of inches,

like that before mentioned, marked I M.
3dly. A line for finding the mean diameter
of the fourth variety of casks, which is
formed of the frustrums of two cones, abut
ting on a common base. It is numbered
1, 2, 3, &c. and marked FC, for frustrum of a
cone.

On the back side of the two sliding pieces
is a line of inches, from 12 to 36, for the whole
extent of the 3 feet, when the pieces are put
endways ; and against that, the correspondent
gallons, and 100th parts, that any small tub
or the like open vessel will contain at 1 inch
deep.

For the various uses of this instrument, see
the authors meutioned above, and most writers
on gauging.

Coggesliall's Sliding Rule, is chiefly used in
measuring the superficies and solidity of tim
ber, masonry, brick-work, &c.

This consists of two parts, each a foot long,
which are united together in various ways.
Sometimes they are made to slide by one an
other like glazier's rulers : sometimes a groove
is made in the side of a common two foot rule,
and a thin sliding piece on one side, and
Coggeshall's lines added on that side ; thus
forming the common or carpenter's rule: and
sometimes one of the two rulers is made to
slide in a groove made in the side of the other.

On the sliding side of the rule are four lines
of numbers, three of which are double, that is,
are lines of two radii, and the fourth is a singla
broken line of numbers. The first three,
marked A, B, C, arc figured, 1, 2, 3, &c. to 9;
then 1, 2, 3, &c. to 10; the construction and
use of them being the same as those on Evcr-
ard's sliding rule.

The single line, called the girt line, and
marked D, whose radius is equal to two radii
of any of the other lines, is broken for the
easier measuring of timber, and figured 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 20, 30, &c. From 4 to 5 it is
divided into 10 parts, and each 10th sub
divided into 2, and so on from 5 to 10, &c.

On the back side of the rule are, 1st, a line
of inch measure, from 1 to 12, each inch being
divided and subdivided.

2dly. A line of foot measure, consisting of
one foot divided into 100 equal parts, and
figured 10, 20, 30, &c.

The back side of the sliding piece is di
vided into inches, halves, &c. and figured
from 12 to 24 ; so that when the slide is out
there may be a measure of 2 feet.

In the carpenter's rule the inch measure is
on one side, continually all the way from 1 to
24, when the rule is unfolded and subdivided
into 8th or half quarters ; on this side are also
some diagonal scales of equal parts. And
upon the edge, the whole length of two feet
is divided into 200 equal parts, or lOOths of a
foot.

Parallel Rule. Sec Parallel Rule.
RUMB. See Rhumb.
RUPEE, a coin of different parts of tha

East Indies, of the sterling value of It. or a
little more or less.
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RUSPONO, a coin of Tuscany, value £1.

8*. 6d. sterling.
RUTHERFORD (William), an English

philosopher, was born in 1712, and died in
1771. He is principally distinguished by " A

System of Natural Philosophy," which was

published in 1748.
RYDER, a Dutch coin, value £l. As. IU

sterling.

s

SaCRO-BOSCO. See Hallifax.
SAGITTA, the Arrow, one of the northern

constellations. See Constellation.
Sagitta, in Geometry, is used by some old

authors, to denote what we call the versed

sine of an arc, others have used it to denote

the absciss of any curve.

SAGI1TA RIUS, Sagittary, the At elier, the

ninth sign of the zodiac, denoted by the cha

racter f . See Constellation.
SAILING, in Navigation, denotes the act

of conducting a vessel from one port to an
other, by means of the action of the wind
upon her sails, being otherwise expressed by

the more significant term navigating.
Sailing is distinguished into different cases,

according to the principles upon which the

computations arc founded, as Plane Sailing,
Middle Latitude Sailing, Mercator Sailing,
Globular Sailing, &c.

Plane Sailing, is that which is performed
on a supposition of the earth being an extend

ed plane surface, and by means of plane
charts, in which case the meridians are con

sidered as parallel lines, the parallels of lati

tude at right angles to the meridians, and the

lengths of the degrees on the meridians, equa
tor, and parallels of latitude, as every where

equal. Here the principal terms are the la
titude, distance, and departure ; difference of
latitude and rhumb, longitude having no place
in plane sailing. It is obvious, however, that
calculations conducted on these principles
must be too erroneous to be depended upon
in any case, and therefore it would be but
wasting the reader's time to enter farther into
an explanation of this case, which is now
nearly if not wholly disused by navigators.

Traverse Sailing, may be defined compound
plane sailing, being the method of working,
or calculating traverse or compound courses,

so as to reduce tbcm into one. This is used
when a ship having to sail from one port to
another is, by reason of contrary winds, or
other obstacles, obliged to tack and sail upon
different courses, which are then to be brought
into one; and hence the difference of latitude,
departure, and other circumstances deter
mined as in plane sailing.

Globular Sailing, is the method of esti
mating a ship's motion and run, upon prin
ciples drawn from the globular figure of the
earth. In this, its most extended sense, glo
bular sailing comprehends Parallel, Mercator,

Middle Latitude, and Great Circle Sailing;
for a definition of each see the following
articles.

Parallel Sailing, is the sailing on a parallel
of latitude, or parallel to the equator, of which
there are three cases.

1. Given the distance and difference of lon
gitude ; to find the latitude, which is per
formed by the following rule:

As the difference of long. : the distance : :

the radius : the cosine of the latitude.
2. Given the latitude and difference of lon

gitude ; to find the distance. Rule.
As radius : the cosine of the latitude ::
the difference of longitude : the distance.

3. The latitude and distance being given to

find the difference of longitude. Rule,
As cosine of latitude : radius : :

the distance : the difference of longitude.
Middle Latitude Sailing, is a method of re

solving the cases of globular sailing, by means

of the middle latitude between that departed
from and that come to. This method is not

accurate, 'being founded on the principles of
plane and globular sailing conjointly ; viz. on

a supposition that the departure is reckoned
as a meridional distance in that latitude, which
is the middle parallel between the latitude
sailed from, and the latitude come to ; which

would be correct if the cosine of a middle lati

tude was an arithmetical mean between the

cosine of two extreme latitudes ; and the de

parture between two places on an oblique
rhumb, equal to the meridional distance .i

n

the middle latitude ; but neither of these cases

obtain. Yet when the parallels are near the

equator, or near to each other, in any latitude

the error is not considerable.
This method seems to have been invented

on account of the easy manner in which the

several cases may be resolved by the traverse

table, and when a table of meridional parts is

not at hand the computations may be made as

follows; viz.
Take half the sum of the two given lati

tudes for the middle latitude, then say,

1
,

As cosine of mid. lat. : the radius : :

the departure : diff. of longitude.
2. As cosine of mid. lat. : tan. of course : :

diff. of lat. : diff. of longitude.
Mercator Sailing, or more properly Wrigkt'i

Sailing, is the method of computing the cases

of sailing on the principles of Mercator's chart,

which principles were first laid down b
y

a
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Wright in the beginning of the 17th century.
These consist in finding on a plane the motion
of a ship upon any assigned course that shall
be true, as well in longitude and latitude, as
in distance, the meridians being all parallel,
and the parallels of latitude straight lines.

In the annexed figure let A C represent
the distance run. At the difference of latitude,
C B the di Terence of longitude, cb the de
parture, the angle CAB the course, and A B
the meridional difference of latitude.

Then from the similarity of triangles, when
three of these parts are given, the rest may be
found from the following analogies:

Bad. : sin. course : : dist. : depart.
Bad. : cosin. course : : dist. : dif. of lat.
Bad. : tan. course : : merid. dif. lat. : dif. Ion.

by means of which any of the cases of M cr
eator sailing may be readily resolved. See
Mercator's Chart and Meridional Parts.

Circular Sailing, or Great Circle Sailing,
is the finding what places a ship must go
through, and what courses to steer, that her
path may be in an arc of a great circle on the
globe, or nearly so, passing through the place
sailed from, and that bound to.

As the solutions of the cases of Mercator
sailing are performed by plane triangles, in
this method they are resolved by means, of
spherical triangles, and present a great variety
of cases ; but the following is that which most
commonly occurs, viz.

Given the latitude and longitude of two
cases, to find their nearest distance on the
surface, with the angles of position from either
place to the other.

This problem involves 6 cases, war. 1, when
the places lie under the same meridian; 2,
when they are both under the equator; 3,
when only one of them is under the equator;
4, when they are bot h under the same parallel
of latitude ; 5, when the places are both on
the same side of the equator ; and 6

", when
they are on different sides ; these cases, it is

obvious, are all solved by means of the dif
ferent cases of spherical trigonometry, and

which it would therefore be useless to repeat
in this place.

On the sub jects of these articles see Bobert-
son's " Elements of Navigation."

Spheroidical Sailing, is coinputingthe cases
of- navigation, on the principles of the true
spheroidical figure of the earth ; on which
subject see also Robertson's " Navigation,"
vol. ii. book 8. sect. 8.

Sailing is also used in a different sense, to
denote the theory and practice of manoeuvring
of vessels, mar. as to the best position of the
sails and rudder, their effect on the motion
of the ship, Ike. Sec. on which sub ject we have
several learned treatises by Bernoulli, Euler,
Bougner, Borclli, Juan, Sec.

SAllOS, in Chronology, is a period of 223
lunar months.

SATELLITE, in Astronomy, certain se
condary planets moving round the primary
planets, as the moon does about the earth ;

they are thus called because always found
attending them, from rising to setting, and
making the tour of the sun together with
them.

The satellites, in their motion round their
primaries, are governed by the same laws, as
these are in their revolution round the sun;
viz. they describe equal areas in equal times,
and those belonging to the same planet have
the squares of their periodic times, propor
tional to the cubes of their mean distances
from the planet.

The number of satellites at present known
in our system is eighteen, viz. the moon, the
satellite of the earth; four belonging to Jupiter;
seven to Saturn ; and six to Uranus : but of
these only the moon is visible to the naked
eye, for the particulars of which see Moon.

The satellites of Jupiter were first discover
ed by Marius, a mathematician of Branden
burg, in 1609; but the first observations re
lating to them were published by Galileo, in
1610, who discovered them in Italy, in the
month of January in that year.

Huygens discovered one belonging to Saturn
in 1655, four others were discovered by Cas-
sini ; and finally, two others have been since
added to that number by Dr. Herschel, who
has also discovered six satellites belonging to
Uranus, makingin all, withthe moon, eighteen,
as stated above.

Satellite of Jupiter. By the aid of a te
lescope wc may discover four satellites re
volving about this planet ; the sidereal revo
lution of which, with their mean distances,
&c. are given in the following table, as ex
tracted from Laplace's " Systeme du Monde,"
3d edition.

Satellite. SiderealRevolution. MeanDiftance. Mm.

I. 1
"

18h27' 33* ,6 1<769137788148 5-812964 •0000173281

n. 3 13 13 42 ,0 3 551181017849 9248679 •0000232356

in. 7 3 42 33 ,4 7 154552783970 14-752401 •0000884972

IV. 16 16 31 49 ,7 16 688769707084 25*946860 •0000426591
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Firtt Satellite. The inclination of the orbit

of this satellite does not differ much from the

pliine of Jupiter's orbit. Its eccentricity is

insensible.
Second Satellite. The eccentricity of the

orbit of this satellite is also insensible. The
inclination of its orbit to that of its primary
is variable, as well as the position of its nodes.

Third Satellite. This satellite lias a little
eccentricity, and the line of its apsides has a

direct but variable motion ; the eccentricity
itself is also subject to very sensible variations.
The inclination of its orbit to that of Jupiter,
and the position of its nodes, are far from
being uniform.

Fourth Satellite. The eccentricity of this satel
lite is greater than that of any of the other three,
and the line of the apsides has an annual and
direct motion of 42' 58" ,7. The inclination
of its orbit, with the plane of Jupiter's orbit,
forms an angle of about 2° 25' 48" ; but this

angle, although stationary about the middle
of the last century, has lately begun to in
crease very sensibly. At the same time the
motion of its nodes has begun to diminish.

The motions of the first three satellites arc
related to each other by a most singular ana
logy. For the mean sidereal or synodical
motion of the first, added to twice that of the
third, is constantly equal to three times the
mean motion of the second. And the mean
sidereal or synodical longitude of the first,,
minus three times that of the second, plus
twice that of the third, is always equal to two

right angles.
The satellites of Jupiter arc liable to be

eclipsed by passing through his shadow ; and,
on the other hand, they are frequently seen
to pass over his disc and eclipse a portion of
his surface. This happens to the first and
second satellite at every revolution ; the third
very rarely escapes in each revolution ; but the
fourth (on account of its great distance and

inclination) is seldom obscured.
These eclipses arc of great utility in ena

bling us to determine the longitude of places
by their observation ; and they likewise ex
hibit some curious phenomena with respect to
light.

From the singular analogy above alluded
to, it follows that (for a great number of years
at least) the first three satellites cannot bo
eclipsed at the same time ; for in the simul
taneous eclipses of the second and third, the
first will always bo in conjunction with Ju
piter, and vice versa.

Satellites of Saturn. Seven satellites
may be seen, by means of the telescope, to
revolve about Saturn, the elements of which
arc but little known, on account of their great
distance. The following table, however, will
show the duration of their sidereal revolutions,
and their mean distances in semi-diameters of
Saturn.

The orbits of the first six satellites appear
to be in the plane of Saturn's ring ; whilst the
seventh varies from it very sensibly.

Mran Db-
Satellite. SiderealRevolution. UBCC.

I. oJ 22h37'30",l 0< 9427194271 3-08(1

II. l 8 53 8 ,7 1 37024 3-952
III. l 21 18 25 ,9 1 88780 4-893
IV. 2 17 44 51 ,1 2 73948 6-268
V. 4 12 25 11 ,1 4 51749 8-754

VI. 15 22 41 13 ,t
)

15 94530 20-295
VII. 79 7 54 37 ,4 79 32960 59-154

Satellites of Uranus. Six satellites re

volve round Uranus ; which, together with
their primary, can be discovered only by the

telescope. The following table will show

their sidereal revolutions, and mean distances
in semi-diameters of the primary.

Satellite. SiderealRevolution.
Mna Di«-

I. 5
d

21" 25' 20" ,6 5" 8925 13120
II. 8 16 57 47 ,f

l 8 7068 17-022

in. 10 23 3 59 ,(i 10 9611 19-845

IV. 13 10 50 29 ,8 13 4559 22-752

v. 38 1 48 0 .0 38 0750 45-507

VI. 107 16 39 56 ,2 107 6944 91008

All these satellites move in a plane which

is nearly perpendicular to the plane of the

planet's orbit, and contrary to the order of the

signs ! Laplace's " Syst du Monde."
SATURN, one of the primary planets, be

ing the sixth in order of distance from the sun,

of the old planets, but the tenth including
the four new ones, being the outermost of all,

except Uranus; and is marked with the cha

racter h , denoting an old man supporting bin-
self with a staff, representing the ancient god
Saturn.

Saturn shines with but a feeble light on ac

count of his great distance, and his dull red

colour, which latter is supposed to arise from

a peculiarly dense atmosphere.
This planet is perhaps one of the most en

gaging objects that astronomy presents to our

view, being surrounded by a double ring and

seven satellites, all visible in a telescope of
suflicicnt magnifying power, and which in

certain situations present one of the most

beautiful objects it is possible to conceive.
Sec Ring.

Saturn has also certain obscure zones, or

belts, appearing at times across his disc, like
those of Jupiter, which are changeable, and

arc probably obscurations in his atmosphere,
which Dr. Herschel, Phil. Trans. 1790, has

shown to be very dense. He revolves about

an axis, which is perpendicular to the plane
of the ring, and his figure is, like the other

planets, an oblate spheroid, being considerably
flattened at both poles.

Saturn performs his sidereal revolution in

10758* 23h 16' 34" ,2, or in 29-456 Julian years.
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But this period is subject to some inequalities.
His mean synodieal revolution is performed
in about 378 days.

His mean distance from the sun is 9'539;

that of the earth being considered as unity,
which makes his mean distance above 890
millions of miles.

The eccentricity of his orbit is '0562; half
the major axis being taken as unity.

His mean longitude at the commencement
of the present century, was in 4' 15° 20' 31" ,5.

The longitude of his perihelion was at the

same time in 2' 29° 8' 57" ,9; but the line of
the apsides has an apparent motion in longi
tude, according to the order of the signs of
1' 9" ,5 in a year, or 1° 55' 47" ,1 in a century.

His orbit is inclined to the plane of the
ecliptic in an angle of 2° 29' 38" ,1 ; which is
observed to decrease about 15" ,5 in a century.

His orbit, at the commencement of the pre
sent century, crossed the ecliptic in 3' 21° 55'
46" ,5 ; but the place of the nodes has an ap
parent motion in longitude, according to the
order of the signs, of 27" ,4 in a year, or 45'
43" ,5 in a century.

The rotation on his axis is performed in
10* 16' 19" ,2: and the axis is inclined in an

angle of 58° 41' to the plane of the ecliptic.
His mean diameter is 76068 miles ; conse

quently he is nearly 1000 times as large as our

earth. The axis of his poles is to his equa
torial diameter as 11 to 12.

His mass, compared with that of the sun,
considered as unity, is -jt^j-bti ; hut his den

sity is '45, that of water being one.

The proportion of light and heat received

from the sun is "011 ; that received by the

earth being considered as unity.
As viewed from the earth, the motion of

Saturn sometimes appears retrograde. The
mean arc which he describes in this case is

about 6° 18'; and its duration is nearly 139

days. This rctrogradation commences, or

finishes, when the planet is distant about 108°

54' from the sun.
His mean apparent diameter is 17" ,6.

SAUNDERSON (Nicholas), professor of
mathematics in the University of Cambridge,

and a fellow of the Royal Society, was born
at Thurlston, in Yorkshire, in 1682. When
he was but twelve months old he lost not

only his eye-sight, but his very eye-balls, by
the small-pox ; so that he could retain no

more ideas of vision than if he had been born

blind. At an early age, however, being of
very promising parts, he was sent to a free

school at Penniston, and there laid the foun

dation of that knowledge of the Greek and

Latin languages, which he afterwards improv
ed so far, by his own application to the classic

authors, as to hear the works of Euclid, Archi
medes, and Diophantus, read in their original
Greek.

Notwithstanding this great impediment to

any progress in mathematical and philoso

phical pursuits, Saunderson soon became so

eminent that he was invited to Cambridge to

deliver lectures on these subjects, which he

did with great honour to himself and advan
tage to his hearers.

As he instructed youth in the principles of
the Newtonian philosophy, he soon became
acquainted with its illustrious author, though
he had several years before left the University ;
and frequently conversed with him on the
most difficult parts of his works : be also held
a friendly communication with the other
eminent mathematicians of the age, as Halley,
Cotes. Demoivre, &c.

Mr. Whiston was at this time in the ma
thematical professor's chair, and read lectures
in the manner proposed by Mr. Saunderson
on his settling at Cambridge, so that an at

tempt of this kind looked like an encroach
ment on the privilege of his office ; but, as a
liberal man, and an encourager of learning,
he readily consented to the application of
friends made in behalf of so uncommon a
person.

Upon the removal of Mr. Whiston from his
professorship, Mr. Saundcrson's merit was
thought so much superior to that of any other
competitor, that an extraordinary step was
taken in his favour to qualify him with a de
gree, which the statute requires; in conse
quence he was chosen, in 1711, Mr. Whiston's
successor in the Lucasian professorship of
mathematics, Sir Isaac Newton interesting
himself greatly in his favour.

Dr. Saunderson was naturally of a strong
healthy constitution ; but being too seden
tary, and constantly confining himself to the
house, he became a valetudinarian: and in
the spring of the year 1739 he complained of
a numbness in his limbs, which ended in a mor
tification in his foot, of which he died the 19th
of April that year, in the 67th year of his age.

There was scarcely any part of the mathe
matics on which Dr. Saunderson had not
composed something for the use of his pupils.
But he discovered no intention of publishing
any thing, till, by the persuasion of his friends,
he prepared his " Elements of Algebra" for
the press ; which, after his death, were pub
lished by subscription, in 2 vols. 4to. 1740,
and of which there is also an abridgment in
one vol. 8vo.

He left many other writings, though none
perhaps prepared for the press. Among these
were some valuable comments on Newton's" Principia," which were published in Latin
at the end of his posthumous " Treatise on
Fluxions," in 1756, in 8vo.

SAURIN (Joseph), an ingenious French
mathematician, was born in 1659, and died in
1737, at 78 years of age. None of his works
were ever published, except those sent to the
Mem. of the Acad, of Sciences, of which there
are several from the year 1709 to 1727.

SAUVEUR (Joseph), a French mathema
tician, was born in 1653, and died in 1716,
in the 64th year of his age.

He was author of numerous papers, on
music, geometry, and some philosophical sub
jects ; but none of his works were ever pub
lished in a separate form.

RR
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SCALE, in Arithmetic, is used to denote

any particular division of numbers into periods;
thus we have the binary, ternary, quaternary,
&c. scale. See Notation.

Scale, is also the name given to certain ma
thematical instruments, consisting of several
lines drawn on wood, brass, silver, &c. Such
arc the Diagonal Scale, Guntcr Scale, Plain
Scale, Ike.

Diagonal Scale, is projected thus : first

draw eleven parallel lines at equal distances,
the whole length of which being divided into
a certain number of equal parts, according to

the length of the scale, by lines parallel to its

length, let the first division be again subdi
vided into ten equal parts, both above and
below ; then drawing the oblique lines from
the first perpendicular below, to the first sub
division above, and from the first subdivision
below to the second subdivision above, &c.
the first space shall thereby be exactly divided
into one hundred equal parts ; for as each of
these subdivisions is one tenth part of the
whole first space or division, so each parallel
above it is one-tenth of such subdivision, and
consequently one hundredth part of the
whole first space ; and if there be ten of the
larger divisions, one thousandth part of the
whole scale. If therefore the larger divisions
be accounted units, the first subdivisions will
be tenth parts of an unit ; and the second sub
divisions, marked by the diagonals on the pa
rallels, hundredth parts of a unit. Again, if
the larger divisions be reckoned tens, the first
subdivisions will be units, and the second
subdivisions tenth parts; and if the larger
divisions be accounted hundredths, the first

subdivisions will be tens, and the second
units, and so on.

The method of constrncting the scales of
chords, sines, tangents, and secants, usually
engraven on instruments, for practice, is ex
hibited in the annexed figure; and is too ob
vious to require any particular explanation.

Chmtrr't Scale, an instrument so called
from Mr. Gunter, its inventor, is generally
made of box : there are two sorts, the long
(j'tnter, and (he sliding Gunter, having both
the same lines, but differently used, the former
with the compasses, the latter by sliding. The
lines now generally delineated on those in
struments are the following; viz. a- line of
numbers, of sines, tangents, versed sines, sine
of the rhumb, tangent of the rhumb, meridi
onal parts, and equal parts ; which are con

structed after the following manner:
The line of numbers is no other than the

logarithmic scale of proportionals, wherein
the distance between each division is equal to
the number of mean proportionals contained
between the two terms, in such parts as the
distance between 1 and 10 is 1000, &c. equal
the logarithm of that number. Hence it fol
lows, that if the number of equal parts ex
pressed by the logarithm of any number be
taken from the same scale of eqnal parts, and
set off from 1 on the line of numbers, the di
vision will represent the number answering
to that logarithm. Thus, if you take .954. &c.

(the logarithms of 9) of the same parts, and
set it off from 1 towards 10, you will have the
division standing against the number 9. In
like manner, if you set off .903. &c. .845. &c.
•778, &c. (the logarithms of 8. 7, 6) of the same

equal parts from 1 towards 10. yon will have
the divisions answering to the numbers 8,7,6.

After the same manner may the whole line
be constructed.

The line of numbers being thus construct
ed, if fhe numbers answering to the natural
sines and tangents of any'areh, in such parts
as the radius is 10.000. &c. be found upon the
line of numbers, right against them w ill stand
the respective divisions answering to the re

spective arches, or, which is the same thing,
if the distance between the centre and that
division of the line of numbers, which ex

presses the number answering to the natural
sine or tangent of any arch, be set off on its

respective line from its centre towards the
left hand, it will give the point answering to
tho sine or tangent of that arch ; thus the
natural sine of 30 degrees being 5000, &e. if
the distance between the centre of the line of
numbers (which in this case is eqnal to 10.000,
&c. equal the radins') and the division, on the
same line representing 5000, &c. be set off
from the centre, or 90 degrees, on the line of
sines, towards the left hand, it will give the

point answering to the sine of 30 degrees.
And alter the same manner may the whole
line of sines, tangents, and versed sines be
divided.

The line of sines, tangents, and \-ersed
sines being thus constructed, the line sine of
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the rhumb, and tangent of the "rhumb, a'e
easily divided ; for if the degrees and minutes
answering to the angle which every rhumb
makes with the meridian, be transferred from
its respective line to that which is to be di
vided, we shall have the several points re
quired; thus, if the distance between the ra
dius or centre, and sine of 45 degrees, equals
the fourth rhumb, be set off upon the line
sine of the rhumb, we shall have the point
answering to the sine of the fourth rhumb ;

and after the same manner may both these
lines be constructed. The line of meridional
parts is constructed from the table of meri
dional parts, in the same manner as the line
of numbers is from the logarithms.

The lines being thus constructed, all pro
blems relating to arithmetic, trigonometry,
and their depending sciences, may be solved
by the extent of the compasses only ; and, as

all questions are reducible to proportions, the
general rule is, to extend the compasses from
the first term to the second, and the same ex
tent of the compasses will reach from the third
to the fourth; which fourth term must be so

continued as to be the thing required, which
a little practice will render -easy.

SCALE of Relation and Differential Scale.
See Recurring Series.

SCALENE, or Scalenous, is a term used
to distinguish any figure or solid, when the
line drawn from the vertex to the centre of
the base is not perpendicular to the base.
The term, however, is most commonly used
with reference to a triangle, in other cases the
word oblique is employed ; thus we say, an
obliqne cone, cylinder, &c. ; and very fre
quently also oblique triangle, instead of sca
lene triangle.

SCAPEMENT, from the French word

echappement, a term used among clock and
watchmakers, to denote the general contri
vance by which the pressure of the wheels,
(which move always in one direction) and
the reciprocating motion of the pendulum or
balance, are accommodated the one to the
other. When a tooth of a wheel has given
the balance or pendulum a motion in one
direction, it must quit it, that it may get an
impulsion in the opposite direction ; and it is
this escaping of the tooth of the wheel from
the balance or pendulum, or of the latter from
the former, whichever we please to call it

,

that has given rise to the general term.
From the nature of a pendulum it follows

that it requires only to be removed from the ver
tical position, and then let go in order to vibrate
and measure time. Hence it might seem,
that nothing is wanted but a machinery so

connected with the pendulum as to keep a
register, as it were, of the vibration. It could
not be difficult to contrive a method of doing
this; but more is wanted, the air must be
displaced by the pendulum. This requires
some force, and must therefore employ some
part of the momentum of the pendulum. The
pivot on which it swings occasions friction—

the thread, or thin piece of metal by which it

is hung, in order to avoid this friction, occa
sions some expenditure of force by its want
of flexibility or elasticity. These, and other
causes, make the vibrations grow more and
more narrow by degrees, till at last the pen
dulum is brought to rest. We must there
fore have a contrivance in the wheelwork
which will restore to the pendulum the small
portion of force which it loses in every vibra
tion. The action of the wheels therefore may
be called a maintaining power, because it

keeps up the vibrations. But this may affect
the regularity of vibration. If it be supposed
that the action of gravity renders all the vi
brations isochronous, we must grant that the
additional impulsion by the wheels will destroy
that isocbronism, unless it be so applied that
the sum total of this impulsion and the force
of gravity may vary so with the situation of
the pendulum as still to give a series of forces,
or a law of variation, perfectly similar to that
of gravity. In order to accomplish this a

great number of ingenious artists have at
iimes proposed different constructions for this
purpose, a description of several of which
may be seen in vol. ii. Gregory's " Mechanics."
See also the works of L'Ainee, Lepaute, Le
Roy, Berthoud, and Cumming's

" Elements of
Clock and Watchwork."

SCENOGR A PH Y (from <rxti.n, scene, ypuQu,I describe), in Perspective, a representation of

a body on a perspective plane, or a desc rip
tion thereof in all its dimensions such as it

appears to the eye.
The ichnography of a building, &c. repre

sents the plan or ground-work, the orthography
the front or one of the sides, and the sccno-
graphy the whole building as it strikes the
eye of an observer at a proper distance.

SCHEINER (Christopher), a German
mathematician, astronomer, and Jesuit, emi
nent for being the first who discovered spots
on the sun, was born at Schwaben, in the ter
ritory of Middleheim, in 1576. He first dis
covered spots on the sun's disc, in 1611, and
made observations on these phenomena at
Rome, until at length reducing them to order,
he published them in one volume, folio, in
1630. He wrote also some smaller things re
lating to mathematics and philosophy, and
died in 1650.

SCHEME, a draught or representation of
any geometrical or astronomical subject, and

is otherwise called a diagram. i

SCHOLIUM, <rxpKK», a note, annotation,
or remark, occasionally made on some pas
sage, proposition, or the like.

The term is much used in geometry, and
other parts of mathematics ; where, after de

monstrating a proposition, it is common to

point out how it might be done some other

way ; or to give some advice or precaution in
order to prevent mistakes, or to add some

particular use or application thereof.

Wolfius has given us abundance of curious

and useful arts and methods, and a good part

RR 3
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of the modern philosophy, the description of

mathematical instruments, &c. all by way of

Scholia to the respective propositions in his
" E ementa Mathcseos."

SCHONER (John), a noted German phi

losopher and astrologer, born in 1477, and

died in 1547, at 70 years of age. He was

author of several works, many of them on

astrology ; but he was celebrated for a set of

astronomical tables, entitled " Rcsolutae,"

and a very considerable work on Dialling ;

these, w ith his other works, were published

in folio at Nuremberg, in 1561.

SCIENCE, in Philosophy, denotes any doc

trines deduced from self-evident principles.

Sciences may be properly divided as follows.

1. The knowledge of things, their constitu

tions, properties, and operations: this, in a

little more enlarged sense of the word, may

be called natural philosophy, the cud of which
is speculative truth. 2. The skill of rightly
applying these powers. The most consider

able under tliis head is ethics, which is the

seeking out those rules and measures of hu

man actions that lead to happiness, and the

means to practise them ; and the next is me
chanics, or the application of the powers of
natural agents to the uses of life. 3. The
doctrine of signs, the most usual of which

being words, it is aptly enough termed logic.
" This (says Mr. Locke) seems to be the

most general as well as natural division of the

objects of our understanding. For a man
can employ his thoughts about nothing but
cither the contemplation of things themselves
for the discovery of truth, or about the things
in his own power, which are his actions, fur

the attainment of his own ends ; or the signs
the miud make use of both in the one and the
other, and the right ordering of them for its

clearer information. All which three, viz,

things as they are in themselves knowable,

actions as they depend on us in order to hap

piness, and the right use of signs in order to

knowledge, being toto carlo different, they seem
to be the three great provinces of the intellec
tual world, wholly separate and distinct one
from another."

SCIENTIFIC, or Scientifically, relat
ing to or conducted bv the rules of science.

SCIOPTIC, or Scioptric Ball, (from !Ua,
shadow, anil ottojaoh. / sec), a sphere, or globe
of wood, with a circular hole or perforation
filled with a lens, and mounted in a frame
so as to be turned in any direction, being
used in making experiments in a darkened
room or camera obseura.

SCIOT11KHICLM Tehscopixm, a name
given to a particular soil of dial inveuted by
M.. Molyneux, and of which he has given a

description in a work of his under the same
title.

SCORPIO, the Scorpion, the eighth sign of
tin. ■/.■.iliac,denoted by the character tl{. Si c
Co\s l F.LI. \T!ON.

S«'K!'\V .>ne or»he mechanical powers, or
rather a couilhiation of two of them, the iu-

dined plane and the lever, principally used

in pressing bodies together, or in lilting great

weights, which may be conceived to be gene

rated as follows :

Let a solid and a hollow cylinder of equal

diameters be taken, and let ABC be a right-
angled plane triangle, whose base BC is equal
to the circumference of the solid cylinder, and

applied to the latter in such a manner, that the

base BC may coincide with the circumference
of the base of the cylinder, and C A will fona

a spiral thread on its surface.

By applying to the cylinder, triangles in
succession similar and equal to ABC, in such

a manner that their bases may be parallel to

BC, the spiral thread may be continued;
and supposing the threads to have thickness,
or the cylinder to be protuberant where it
falls, the external screw will be formed, in

which the distances between two contiguous
threads, measured in a direction parallel to

the axis of the cylinder, is A B.
Again, let the triangles be applied in the

same manner to the concave surface of the hol

low cylinder, and where the thread falls let a

groove be made, and the internal screw will be

formed. The two screws being thus exactly
adapted to each other, the solid or hollo*
cylinder, as the case requires, may be moved

about the common axis by a lever, or in such

other manner as the nature of the case may

require. The external screw is sometimes
called the male screw, and the internal the

female screw.
When there is an equilibrium upon the

screw, then the power is to the weight, as

the distance between two contiguous threads,

measured in a direction parallel to the a\U,
is to the circumference of the circle described
by the power.

That is, if P represents the power, W the

weight to be lifted, or the resistance to be
overcome, also d the distance of two conti
guous threads, and / the length of the lever ;

then P : W :: d : 6-2H32./. calling 62832
the circumference of a circle to radius 1.

This results immediately, if we admit the

equality in the momenta of the power and

weight, for the velocity of the power is to

the velocity of the weight, as the circum
ference of the circle described by the power
is to the distance of the threads ; but this

principle has been justly objected to bj
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some modern writers, and other demonstra
tion adopted in its stead. The result, how-
everts the same in all cases ; and so far as re
lates to the theory it is perfectly correct; but
in practice, not only the weight, or resist
ance, but also the friction of the screw, is to
be overcome, which in this machine is very
great, in some cases equal to the weight itself,
being frequently sufficient to sustain this after
the power is removed.

Endless or Perpetual Screw, is one which
'works in and turns a dented wheel, without
the internal screw, and is thus called because
it constantly preserves its motion, while that
of the wheel is continued. See Plate VII.
fig. 3.

In this machine, when the weight and power
are in equilibrio, the product P x AB x ED
== W x dist. of threads x rad. of axle.
This being a combination of the power of the
screw and avis in perithochio.

Arrhimedes' Screw, or the Water-snail, is a

machine for raiding water, which consists
either of a pipe wound spirally round a cy
linder, fig. 2, Plate VII. or of one or more spi
ral excavations formed by means of spiral pro
jections from an internal cylinder, covered by
an external coating, so as to be water tight.
Thi.j screw is one of the most ancient, and,
at the same time, ingenious machines we
know, being truly worthy of the name it bears,
supposing Archimedes to be the real inventor.
Though simple in its general manner of ope
ration, its theory is attended with some diffi
culties which could only be conquered by the
modern analysis : it was first stated correctly,
as far as we have been able to ascertain, by
M. Pitot, in the Memoires de l'Academie
Royale des Sciences, and afterwards more
elaborately by F.uler, in Nov. Comment. Pe-
tropol. torn. v. Later attempts by Langsdorf,
in his Handbuch der Maschinenlehre, and
some other authors, are not to be reli«d on.
That the nature of this curious machine may
be the better understood, we shall here state
generally its manner of operation.

1. If we conceive that a flexible tube is
rolled regularly about a cylinder from one end
to the other, this tube or canal will be a screw
or spiral, of which we suppose the intervals of
the spires or threads to be equal. The cy
linder being placed with its axis in a vertical
position, if we put in at the upper end of the

spiral tnbe a small ball of heavy matter, which
may move freely, it is certain that it will fol
low all the turnings of the screw from the top
to the bottom of the cylinder, descending
always as it would have done had it fallen in
a right line along the axis of the cylinder,
only it would occupy more time in running
through the spiral. If the cylinder were placed
with its axis horizontally, and we again put
the ball into one opening of the canal, it will
descend following the direction of the first

demi-spire ; but when it arrives at the lowest

point of this portion of the tube it will stop.
It must be remarked, that though its hea

viness has no other tendency than to make
it descend in the demi-spire, the oblique
position of the tube with respect to the
horizon, is the cause that the ball, by always
descending, is always advancing from th?
extremity of the cylinder, whence it com
menced its motion, to the other extremity.
It is impossible that the ball can ever ad
vance more towards the farther, or, as we
shall call it

,

the second extremity of the
cylinder, if the cylinder, placed horizontally,
remains always immoveable ; but if

,

when the
ball is arrived at the bottom of the first demi-
spire, we cause the cylinder to turn on its
axis without changing the position of that
axis, and in such manner that the lowest
point of the demi-spire, on which the ball
presses, becomes elevated, then the ball falls
necessarily from this point upon that which
succeeds, and which becomes lowest ; and
since this second point is more advanced to
wards the second extremity of the cylinder than
the former was, therefore, by this new descent,
the ball will be advanced towards that extre
mity, and so on throughout, in such a manner
that it will at length arrive at the secoad ex
tremity, by always descending, the cylinder
having its rotatory motion continued. More
over, the ball, by constantly following its
tendency to descend, has advanced through
a right line equal to the axis of the cylinder,
and this distance is horizontal because the
sides of the cylinder were placed horizontally.
But if the cylinder had been placed oblique
to the horizon, and we suppose it to be turned
on its axis always in the same direction, it is

easy to see, that if the first quarter of a spire
actually descends, the ball will move from
the lower end of the spiral tube, and be car
ried solely by gravity, to the lowest point of
the first demi-spire, where, as in the preced
ing case, it will be abandoned by this point,
as it is elevated by the rotation, and thrown
by its heaviness upon that which has taken
its place ; whence, as this succeeding point

is farther advanced towards the second ex
tremity of the cylinder than that which the
ball occupied just before, and consequently
more elevated, therefore the ball while follow
ing its tendency to descend by its heaviness,
will be always more and more elevated by
virtue of the rotation of the cylinder. Thus

it will, after a certain number of turns, be ad
vanced from one extremity of the tube to the
other, or through the whole length of the
cylinder ; but it will only be raised through
the vertical height determined by the obli
quity of the position of the cylinder.

Instead of the ball let us now consider
water as entering by the lower extremity of
the spiral canal, when immersed in a reser
voir: this water descends at first in the canal
solely by its gravity ; but the cylinder being
turned, the water moves on in the canal to
occupy the lowest place, and thus, by the
continual rotation, is made to advance farther
and farther in the spiral, till at length it it
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raised to the upper extremity of the canal,

where it is expelled. There is, however, an

essential difference between the water and

the ball ; for the water, bj reason of its flui

dity, alter having descended by its heaviness

to the lowest point of the demi-spire, rises up

on the contrary side to the original level ; on

which account more than half one of the spires

may soon be filled with the fluid. This is an

important particular, which, though it need

not be regarded in a popular illustration, must

be attended to in the more particular exhi

bition of the theory.
SCRUPLE, a small weight equal to 20

grains, or the 3d part of a drachm. See

\V LIGHTS.
Scruple was also used by some ancient

nations for a small portion of time, n:. the

1080th part of an hour.
Scruple, in Astronomy, the same as Digit,

which see.
SCL'DO, a coin of different nations and of

different values, from 2 shillings to 5 shillings
and upwards.

SEA, in a general sense, the great reservoir

of water, into which the lakes and rivers

empty themselves, and from which it is again
drawn by evaporation, that moisture which,
falling in showers of rain, fertilizes the earth,

and supplies the waste of the springs and

rivers.
The absolute quantity of sea-water cannot

be ascertained, as its mean depth is unknown.

La| lace has demonstrated that a depth of four

leagues is necessary to reconcile the height
to which the tides arc known to rise in the

main ocean with the Newtonian theory. If
we suppose this to be the mean depth, the

quantity of water in the ocean must be im

mense. Even ou the supposition that its

mean depth is not greater than the fourth

part of a mile, its quantity , allowing its sur

face to be three-fourths of that of the super
ficies of the earth, would be 32,068,9391

cubic miles.
According to the most accurate observa

tions hitherto made, the surface of the sea is

to the land as three to one ; the ocean, there
fore, extends over 128,235,759 square miles,

supposing the superficies of the whole globe
to be 170,981,012 square miles. To ascertain
the depth of the sea is still more difficult than

its superficies both on account of the nume
rous experiments which it would be necessary

to make, and the want of proper instruments
for that purpose. Beyond a certain depth the

sea has hitherto been found unfathomable ;

and though several very ingenious methods
have been contrived to obviate this difficulty,
pone of them has completely answered the

purpose. See Sea-GAGE.
We know in general that the depth of the

sea increases gradually as we leave the shore;
but if this continued beyond a certain dis
tance, the depth in the middle of the ocean
wi.uld be prodigious. Indeed the numerous
islands every where scattered in the sea de

monstrate the contrary, by showing us that
the bottom of the water is unequal, like the

land ; and that, so far from uniformly sinking,
it sometimes rises into lofty mountains. If
the depth of the sea is in proportion to the

elevation of the land, as has generally been

supposed, its greatest depth will not exceed
four miles, for there is no mountain whose
altitude exceeds this in perpendicular height.
The sea has never been actually sounded to

a greater depth than a mile and sixty-six
feet ; every thing beyond that therefore rests

entirely upon conjecture and analogical rea

soning, which ought never to be admitted lo
determine a single point that can be ascer

tained by experiment, because, when admit
ted, they have too often led to false conclu
sions. Along the coasts where the depth of
the sea is in general well known it has always
been found proportioned to the height of the

shore; when the coast is high and moun

tainous, the sea that washes it is deep ; when,

ou the contrary, the coast is low, the water u
shallow. Whether this analogy holds at a

distance from the shore, experiments alone

can determine.
In order to compute the quantity constantly

discharged into the sea, let us take a river

whose velocity and quantity of water are

known, the Po, for instance, which, according
to Riccioli, is 1000 feet (or 100 perches of Bou

logne) broad, ten feet deep, and runs at the

rate of four miles in an hour ; consequently
that river discharges into the sea 200.000

cubic perches of w ater in an hour, or 4,800.000

in a day. A cubic mile contains 125,000.000

cubic perches; the Po therefore will take

twenty-six days to discharge a cubic mile of

water into the sea. Let us now suppose,

w hat is perhaps not very far from the truth,

that the quantity of water w hich the sea re

ceives from the rivers in any country is pro

portioned to the extent of that country. Tin"

Po from its origin to its mouth traverses a

country 380 miles long, and the rivers which

fall into it on every side rise from sources

about sixty miles distant from it. .The Po,

therefore, and the rivers which it receives,

water a country of 45,600 square miles. Now

since the whole superficies of the dry land is

about 42,745,253 square miles, it follows, from

our supposition, that the quantity of water

discharged by all the rivers in the world, in

one day, is thirty-six cubic miles. If, there

fore, the sea contains 32,058.939 cubic miles

of water, it would take all the rivers in the

world 2439 years to discharge an equal quan

tity.
It may seem surprising that the sea, since

it is continually receiving such an immense

supply of water, does not visibly increase,

and at last cover the whole earth. But our

surprise will cease, if we consider that the

rivers ihemselves arc supplied from the sea,

and that they do nothing more than carry

back those waters which the ocean is conti

nually lavishing upon the earth. Dr. Halley
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has demonstrated that the vapours raised

from the sea and transported upon land are

sufficient to maintain all the rivers in the

world. See Evaporation.
SEASONS, certain portions of the year, as

Spring. Summer, Autumn, and Winter.
SECANT, in Geometry, a line which cuts

another, whether right or curved.
Secant, in Trigono

metry, is a right line
drawn from the centre of
a circle to meet the upper
or farther extremity of
any tangent, to the same
circle. Such is the line
C B, which is the secant
of the arc A D, or of the
angle A CD.

An arc and its supple
ment have their secants
equal, only the latter one
is accounted negative, being drawn the con

trary way to the former.. And thus the se

cants in the second and third quadrants are

negative, while those in the first and fourth

quadrants are positive.
The secant of an arc, which is the comple

ment of the former arc, is called the cosecant,
or the secant of its complement. The cose
cants in the first and second quadrants arc

affirmative, but in the third and fourth nega
tive.

The secant of an arc is reciprocally as the
cosine, and the cosecant reciprocally as the
sine, or the rectangle of the secant and cosine,
and the rectangle of the cosecant and sine,
are each equal to the square of the radius.

An arc a, to the radius r, being given, the
secant s and cosecant a, and their logarithms,
or the logarithmic secant and cosecant, may
be expressed in infinite series, as follows,
viz.

, a1 , 6a* , 61a6*=r +- + ;n—, +

Secants, Figure of. See Figure.
SECOND, is the 60th part of a minute, both

as it relates to the measure of angles or time.
See Minute.

SECONDARY Circles, in Astronomy, are
any circles that intersect one of the six great
circles of the sphere at right angles.

Secondary Planets. See Satellites.
SECTION, in Geometry, denotes a side or

surface of one body or figure cut by another,
or the place where lines, planes, &c. cut each
other.

Sections of a Cone. See Conic Sections.
SECTOR, in Geometry, is a portion of a

circle comprehended between any two radii
and their intercepted arcs, as ABC.

2r 24H

— — +
" 7g3

a~
a +

6 360r'

+

+

log.
/a*

720r5

31 a>
'

15120r*

12 45

277 ff8

8004r7

127a7

604800r6

17a8

Sec.

&c.

2620 )
/a1 a+ a8iog.a.^-log.a + mx (-+-+_ +

&c
•)37800

where m is the modulus of the system of loga
rithms.

If a be any arc, then

„ sec. *a
sec. 2 a = - —-r-

tec. 3< =
■3 sec. ^a

sec. 4 a ~

i / 2s
sec. 50= V j—

8 — 8 sec. 2a + sec. *a

2 sec. a

Similar Sectors, are those whose radii
include equal angles.

To find the Area of a Sector. — Say as 360°
is to the degrees, &c. in the arc of the sector;
so is the area of the whole circle to the area
of the sector.

Or multiply the radius by the length of the
arc, and half the product will be the area.
See Circular Sector.

Sector also denotes a mathematical instru
ment, of great use in finding the proportion
between quantities of the same kind: as be
tween lines and lines, surfaces and surfaces,
Stc. whence the French call it the compass of
proportion.

The great advantage of the sector above
the common scales, &c. is, that it is made so
as to fit all radii, and all scales. By the
lines of chords, sines, &c. on the sector, we
have lines of chords, sines, &o. to any radius
betwixt the length and breadth of the sector
when open.

The sector is founded on the fourth propo
sition of the sixth book of Euclid ; where it is
demonstrated, that similar triangles have their
homologous sides proportional. An idea of
the theory of its construction may be con
ceived thus. Let the lines AB, AC, repre

sent the legs of the sector; and AD, AE, two
equal distances from the centre : if

,

now, the
points CB and DE be connected, the Unas
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CB and DE will be parallel; therefore the
triangles A DE, ACB, will be similar: and,
consequently, the sides AD, DE, AB, and
DC, proportional ; that is, as A D : DE : : AB:
B("; whence, if AD be the half, third, or
fourth part of A B; DE will be a half, third,
or fourth part of CB; and the same holds of
all the rest.

If, therefore, AD be the chord, sine, or
tangent, of any number of degrees to the ra
dius A B ; D E will be the same to the radius
BC.

For a complete history of this instrument,
with its construction, use, and application to
a variety of problems, in trigonometry, &c.
See Robertson's " Treatise of such Mathe
matical Instruments as are usually put into a
portable Case."

Sector is also used to denote certain por
tions of ellipses, hyperbolas, &c. resembling
the circular sector above described.

Astronomical Sector, an instrument in
vented by Mr. Graham for finding the differ
ence in right ascension and declination be
tween two objects, whose distance is too great
to be observed through a fixed telescope by
means of a micrometer.

SECULAR Equation!, in Astronomy, arc
corrections required to compensate such in
equalities in the motions of the heavenly
bodies as are found to obtain in the course of
a century. Thus, there are secular inequali
ties in the motion of the moon, which require
for their correction so many distinct secular
equations: and the like may be said of
other bodies. Sec Vince'i and Woodhouse's" Treatises on Astronomy;" Biot's " Astro
nomic de Physique;" and Laplace's " Meca-
niquc Celeste."

Secular Year, the same as Jubilee.
SEGMENT of a Circle, is a part of a circle

bounded by an arc and its chord, and is either
greater or less than a semicircle. The follow
ing arc the most remarkable properties of
circular segments, viz.

All angles in the same segment of a circle
arc equal to each other ; if the segment is
greater than a semicircle, the angle is less
than a right-angle; if less than a semicircle,
it is greater than a right-angle.

C

it

D

Tlins the angle A C B is greater, and the
angle A D B less, than a right-angle ; the two
together making up two right-angles.

To describe on a given Line A B, a Segment ca

llable of containing agiven rectilineal Angle C.

D

At the ends of the given line make angles
DAB, DBA, each equal to the given angle C.

Then draw AE, BE, perpendicular to AD.
BD t and with the centre E, and radius E A,
or E B, describe a circle ; so shall A F B be

the segment required, as any angle F made

in it will be equal to the given angle C.

To cut off" a Segment from a Circle that shall

contain a given Angle C.

s

Draw any tangent AB to the given circle;
and a chord A D, to make the angle DAB
equal to the given angle C; then DEA will
be the segment required, any angle E made
in it being equal to the given angle C.

For what relates to the area, &c. of seg
ments, see Circular Segments.

Segment of a Sphere, is any part of a sphere
cut off by a plane ; the section of which, with
the sphere, is always a circle.

To find tlte Superficies and Solidity of Spherical
Segments.

Let d denote the diameter of the sphere, or
the chord of half the circumference, and <•the
chord of half the arc of any segment, also
a the altitude or versed sine of the same ; then,
3 1 1Kir/

'
is the surface of the whole sphere, and

3'1416c>, or 3-1416 ad, the surface of the seg
ment.

To find the Solidity.— 1. To 3 times the

square of the radius of its base, add the square
of its height ; multiply the sum by the height,
and the product by 5236. Or, 2dly, From 3
times the diameter of the sphere, subtract
twice the height of the frustum ; multiply the
remainder by the square of the height, and the

product by '6236. That is
,

in symbols, the
solid content is either

= -5236a x (3rl + a1) or — -5236a* x

(3d — 2a) ; w here o is the altitude of the seg
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ment, r the radius of its base, and d the

diameter of the whole sphere. See Hutton's
and Bonnycastle's Mensuration.

Line of Segments, is one of the lines on

the Ounter scale.
SEMICIRCLE, is half a circle, or the area

comprehended between a diameter and the

semicircumfcrence.
Semicircle, or Graphometer,ix the name of

au instrument much used in surveying; it is a

sort of half theodolite, the only difference

beiug, that the limb of the theodolite is au

entire circle graduated from 1° to 360°,
whereas in the semicircle the gradation is

only carried to 180°. Sec Theodolite.
SEMICUBICA L Parabola. See Parabola.
SEM1DIAMETER, the same as Radius.

See Radius.
SEQUIN, a coin of different countries, and

of different values, from 9«. to 9i. 6d. sterling.
SERIES, in Algebra, is a continued rauk,

or progression, of quantities connected toge
ther by the signs + or — ; usually proceeding
according to a certain determinate law.

Such are the following :

1 L 1 L 1 L 1 j_ 1 s1 +
3

+ ?. + * +■" &C-

powers of the indeterminate, or unknown
quantity, continually increase, as

1 + ax + bx1 + cx3 + &c.
A Descending Series, is that in which the

powers of the indeterminate quantity conti
nually decrease, as

1 + ax~l + bx~* + cx-3 + &c. or

, + £ +
*

+ S. + 8cc.
X 3T Xs

Law of a Series, is used to denote that
relation which subsists between the succes
sive terms of a series, and by which their
general term may be denoted; thus the series

1 + s * + —x1 + —i3 + — x* + Sic.

1 + L+i + 2
2

T
4 8

9

+ - + &c.
16

35 315

may be put under the form
2 , 2.4 , . 2.4.6 , . 2.4.6.8

1 + - x + ^— r1 +
3 T3.5 T3.5.7 x*,kc.

the former being the reciprocals of the odd
numbers, and the latter a geometrical series,

of which the ratio is ^ .

Series arc of different forms, and arise in
various ways, but more commonly from the

expansion of some binomial expression ; tlms

we find

— = (a + ft)-1 = i + t - + &c.
0+0 a o' ai a*

1 , . 1 , b ft1 , ft' L£
, =(a —

ft)-1 = - + - +— + — +&c.
a — b a a a' a*

which differ from each other only in the

signs.
Series also receive several different deno

minations according to certain circumstances

relating to their formation, the law which they
observe, &c. as converging, diverging, &c.

series.
Converging Series, is one in which the

terms decrease, or become successively less

and less, as,.1.1.1.1..
6 o' o3 64

Diverging Series, is one in which the terms
continually increase, as

1 — 2 + 4 — 8 + 16 — 32 + &c.
Neutral Series, is that in which all the

terms are equal to each other ; such is
1— 1 + 1— l + l — 1+&C.

which arises from the division of 1 by 1 + 1.

Indeterminate Series, is one whose terms

proceed by the powers of an indeterminate

quantity, as

X + \ x% + i I3 + { X* + &c.
and this is either ascending or descending.

An Atcending Series, is that in which the

3.5.7.9
where the law by which it may be indefinitely
continued is manifest.

There are beside these, various other deno
minations for particular series, or particular
forms of series, as

Circular Series, which is that whose sum
depends upon the quadrature of the circle.

Recurring Series, is one in which each
term is some constant function of a certain
number of the preceding terms. See Recur
ring Series.

Summation of Series, is the method of find
ing the sum of a series, whether the number
of its terms be finite or infinite ; of which
there are several methods, as by addition,
subtraction, multiplication, increments, the
differential method, recurring series, &c. of
which, perhaps, the method of increments is
the most general; this we have treated of
under the article Increments, and recurring
series under the article Recurring Series;
and of the other methods, we propose giving
a slight sketch in the present article.

Of the Differential Method.— We have al
ready, under the article Interpolation, ex
plained the method of finding the successive
differences of the terms of a series, and
therefore in this place we shall merely state
the application of that method to finding the
sum of a given scries.

1. To find the nth term of any series a, ft
,

c,

d
,

e, &c. when the differences of any order
become equal to each other.

Let d\ d", d", d", d> &c. be the first termi
of the several order of differences, then will

1 1.2

(„_!)(„_ 2)0 — 3
)

<r + &c.
1.2.3

— the 71th term required.
Thus if it were required to find the 12th

term of- the series

2
,

6
,

12, 20, 30, &c.
Here we have

2 6 12 20 30, &c.
1st dill". 4 6 8 10, &c.
2d diff. 2 2 2

,

&c.
3d diff. 0 0

,

&c.
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therefore, a = 2, d' — 4, d" — 2, and d" = 0 ;
also, n —

12, whence

„ + i=i + (»-!)(» -a) ,
+ &c. _

2 + 11 d' + 55 d" = 156, tlie 12th term.
Again, required the 20th term of the series

of triangular numbers
1, 3, 6, 10, 15, &c.

1 3 6 10 15, &c.
1st difT. 2 3 4 5, &n.
2d din". 1 1 1, &c.
3d difT. 0 0, &.c.

therefore a ~ \, d' — 2, d' ~ \, and n — 20;

whence a + .
1

,, (f
t — l)(n— 2) .,_

1.2
~

1 + 19 d
'

+ 171 d ' = 210.
2. To find the sum of « terms of any series,

of which any order of its differences are equal
to each other.

Let <f, d', d", d", &c. be the first of the
several order of differences, then will

n(n— 1
) ,, n(n— l)(n —

2)rf„1.2 1.2.3
n (» — 1

) (n — 2) (n — 3) ,„, ■ &c _
1.2.3.4

the sum of n terms as required.
Required the sum of the series of squares,

1
, 2*, 3l, 4% &c. to »*.

1 4 9 16
1st diff. 3 5 7

2d diff. 2 2

3d diff. 0

therefore a = 1
,

a" = 3
,

d" = 2; consequently

, 3»i'ti— 1
) , 2.n(n— 1
) (n — 2
) _n+ i.2 + r^s

(2n + I) (i
i

+ 1)« f .i ; i-i—-—1- = sum of n terms.

6

If the sum of the cubes of the natural num
bers were required, we should find a — \,d — 7

,

d" zz 12, d'" — 6; and hence the above general
formula; would become

12n (« — 11 (n — 2) ,

1.2 T 1.2.3
6n(n— l)(w— 2)(n— 3)_n* + 2n3 + n*_

1.2.3.4 ~

4

~

And in a similar way the sum of any other
series may be found, when any order of its
difference are equal to each other.

But for series of the form
a — bx + cxl — dx3 — cx* + &c.

which converge slowly, and whose sum can
not be exactly found, the following differ
ential series may be advantageously employed ;

viz.

-Krfj)-D'(m)-D"(rf:),-D"

the sum of which is equal to the former, but
its rate of convergency much more rapid ;

where
D'= b — c, D"=6— 2e +d, D '=6 — 3c +3rf- e

,

&c.

Let it be proposed, for example, to I

approximate sum of the series
x —

{ x1 + \ *' — | x* + j x!, &.C.
which is the known series for hyp. log. of

1 + *.
Here we have a = 1

,
b = }
, e f , &c.D'=i, D " = i D"' = J, &c.

Whence
+ i*3 — }*♦+ $

r^ + Krh)' + Kr?->
&c. ~

Sec.

:, &c. rr

1

, fee.

And if in each we assume x —

1
, we shall

have

13 4^5'

1 + _L + _i_ + _L_+_2 2.4 3.8 4.16 5.32'
which latter series converges so much faster
than the former, that the sum of 25 of its
terms will give the approximate value sought
nearer, than the sum of 10000 terms of the
original.

This method of transforming a slowly con
verging series into another, having a greater
degree of convergency, is of great importance
in this doctrine, some series converging so
slow that immense labour is necessary to ob
tain an approximation towards them true,
even to a few places of decimals. Newton
has computed, that in the common series for
the arc of | of the circumference of a circle,
viz. i-I + l

3

T

5 \ + h

— + See.
11

it would require more than the labour of a

thousand years to obtain the result true to 20
places of decimals. It should be observed,
however, that when the signs of the series
arc all phit, the method will not obtain, nor
indeed any other that is essentially useful.

The limits of our article will not admit of
entering upon this subject at that length
which we should otherwise be disposed to do,
as it may be justly considered as one of the
most useful and interesting branches of analy
sis ; to touch only very slightly on all the differ
ent methods that have been employed in these
investigations would carry us much beyond
our due bounds, and we must, therefore,
merely state some of the most material points
connected with the history of this branch of
algebra, for which sketch we are indebted to
Bonnycastle's Algebra, vol ii. a work in which
uot only this, but nearly every branch of this
extensive science is treated of in the most
perspicuous manner.

It may be observed, says our author, as a

matter chiefly of historical enriosity, that the
celebrated Archimedes, to whose genius we
are indebted for so many other improvements
and discoveries in the mathematical sciences,
appears to have been the first who determined
the sum of all the terms of an infinite series
of squares, whose roots are in arithmetical
progression, and common difference equal to
the first term ; which scries he employs as the
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means of squaring tbe common or conical

parabola, and for other purposes.

From that period, however, few traces are

to be found on this subject, until after a lapse

of near 2000 years, when Wallisin his " Arith-
raetiea Infinitorum," published in 1655, first

led the way to farther discoveries of this kind,
which soon after were prosecuted with far

greater success by Newton, Brounker, Mer-
cator, and James Gregory, all of whom greatly

enriched this part of the science, by the in
vention of several general methods, for the

summation and interpolation of series which
had never before been considered.

Leibnitz, also, in a paper entitled " De

proportione Cireuli ad quadratum circum

scriptum in Nnmeris rationalibus," published

in the Leipsic Acts, 1682, gave several curious
numerical series of a different kind from the
former; among which may be reckoned the

following:1,1,1,11,1..,
Or ^ + 5*=! + 4^T +

6-TZT
+ &C-

the sum of an infinite number of terms of
which is equal to J. The sum of its odd

terms being equal to f , and of tbe even terms

to that is

1+1+1+1° 1

3 15 36 6!

1 L 1 J 1 L 1 , £ 1

8+^ + ^+80 + &C- =
4

the sum of an infinite number of terms of the

same series, omitting every three terms, from

the 1st to the 5th, from the 5th to the 9th, &c.

entitled " Positiones Arith. de Serieb. Infi-
nitis."

Of these the most remarkable are

5

+ &c. = -. and

+ &c.

•+ &c.

i*
1_
2
1

2
+ 1

4 8

2+ «

4 8

32
+ &c. = 2

2
+ 15

8

10 , 15 , o _ ._ + -+&c.=4
20 35 . __ + - + 8.C. _ 8

1 —
x. 1U,3
2~7TU 2.101 2.103 2.10<

the sums of which are respectively equal to

20 400 , 8000 20 /20V .. /20\3
2T'44T'and9*6i'°r2l'V2l)

These were not, indeed, demonstrated by
Leibnitz, but this was soon after done, and

many other series investigated by the Ber
noulli's, particularly by James, in a small tract,

+ 1 + 1+1 + 1. &o. = 8
3 0 10 3a'

as

1+1 + 1+ J_ + _I
3 35 99 195 323

is equal to the area of a circle, of which the

inscribed square is J.
But if we begin at the second term, and

thence omit every three as above, as

I + 1 + _L + -L + JL
8 48 120 224 3b0

its sum will be equal to the area or space in

cluded between the curve and asymptote of

an equilateral hyperbola, or t hyp. log. of 2.

Leibnitz also gave in the same work for

1683, the summation of several other series of

a more difficult kind, as

1-^,4- 1 11

Where the numerators are ligurate numbers

of different orders, and the' denominators the

successive powers of 2.

He also found the sums of the reciprocals
of these ligurate numbers, showing that

1

L + I+1+1+1&C-3f +
4

+
10

+
20

+
35'

**■ -
2

which, though now extremely simple, was, at

the time we are speaking, a considerable step
in analysis ; and it may not therefore be

amiss to give a slight sketch of the method

pursued by these two celebrated writers in
ascertaining these results ; whioh differs from

what we have been hitherto considering, be

cause here, their object was not always to
find, by a direct process, the sum of a pro

posed series, but frequently to ascertain those

series whose sum could be expressed in finite

terms. Thus let us assume the following series

of reciprocals of the natural numbers,

1 +
2

+ 3-+i + l+&C=S'
without regarding whether the sum be finite
or infinite ; then

1 1 1 1.i+i+I+&c. = Sfrom 1 +

3 4
take - +

and we have

J_ + -L
1.2 2.3

And in the same way,

+ i + &c. = 8-1,

+ -L-+-LT
3.4

T
4.5

+ &c. — 1.

from 1 + i + - +

take •

= S

1

3
"

4
and we have
2 . 2

1.3
or2_.J_.J_, JL
1.3

T 2.4 3.5 4.6

1 -s-37-S 2'

+ — jT
2.4 3.5

2,2 _ 3_ + 0 + &c.-:-,

+ — + &c. = 2;5.7 4

and it is obvious, that in this manner a great

variety of scries may be obtained, whose sums

shall be equal to given finite quantities.
Similar to this is the method of De Moivre

" Miscel. Analyt." lib. vi. cap. 3, which con

sists in multiplying an assumed series by some

binomial, trinomial, &c. factor, and then

equating that factor, or expression, to zero,

and transposing the negative terms.

Thus, let there be assumed the series

l+i* + i*l + ix* + !**,&c. = S,
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mult, by x— 1

— 1 — ix-}xJ— t*+$ -(»— OS
X z

1.2 +
2~.

make x — 1 — 0, or x — 1, and we have

0+213+rL4+41d + &C- = 1'thC SamC

as before.

Again, let

mult, by a?— I

-l-ix-lx*— I**— ix*_ Jr'— J
whence

make x1 — 1 = 0, or x = + 1, or — 1, and
we have,

ifx — 1
2 . 2 j2 , « , > 1 >

iT3 +
274 +0 + &C=:1 +

2
=

2-
If* = — 1, thenJ 1 1 1 . _ 1

1.3 2.4
+

3.5 4.6
+ 4'

and in a similar manner we may find a variety
of other infinite series, whose sums shall be
equal to given finite fractions.

And it is obvious, that by pursuing a similar
method, a great variety of other series might
be found, having their sums equal to finite
quantities.

John Bernoulli, besides the series which
we have already mentioned, ascertained the
sums of several others, particularly some of
the form

showing when n is even, viz, n
that

2, 4, 6, &c.

-Uc. = t.
l + -L + 1 + 1

2+ 3+ 4+

1 +

+ -, &c. = _
6+ yo

+ Lkc- = ~
ft" 945

1
-u 1

2* T
3s

+
4s

&c. Sic.
where * denotes the semicircumfercnce of a
circle whose diameter is 1.

There still, however, remained the cases in
which n is odd, and these were attempted by
Euler in his Analysis Infinit. with great suc
cess, where he gives a method of approxima
tion in those cases where the complete sum
could not be obtained by means of circular
arcs.

Euler also converted the following series,
first given by Wallis, for expressing the ratio
of the circle to its circumscribing square, viz.

1.3 3.5 5.7 7.9 9.11 ,
-ir-x^r x-^x — x— ,&c.

into a scries of a common form, and from
which he derived a number of very curious

results. Me likewise showed that the hyper-
geometrical series

1 — 1 4- 2 — 6 4- 24 — 120 4- &c.
which considering the rapidity with which its
terms increase, would be judged to be infinite,
has for its approximate sum ■5963473621237.

Other particulars, which our limits will not
allow of detailing, the reader will find in Bon-
nycastle's treatise above quoted, as also in the
following works: De Moivre's Miseel. A n a I \ t. ;
Stirling's Methodus Diflerentialis ; James
Bernoulli's De Seriebus Infinit. ; Montmort's
Jeux de Hazard, 2d edit.; Waring's Mcdita-
tiones Analytic* ; Clai k's Translation of
Logna's Series ; Euler's Analysis lniiuitoruin;
La Croix's Traite du Caiciil. DifT. et Integral;
Maelaurin's Fluxions; Simpson's Mathema
tical Dissertations; Landen's Lucubrations,
and Mathematical Memoirs; Spence's Essay
on Logarithmic Transcendents ; ..mi a va
luable paper by Vince in the Phil. Trans,
vol. Ixxii.

SERPENS, a northern constellation. See
Constellation.

SERPENTARIUS, a northern constella
tion. See Constellation.

SESQUI, an expression used by some old
authors for a certain ratio, called otherwise
tuperpartindor ratio.

SESQLTALTERATE Ratio, is an old term
for a ratio between two numbers or lines,
when the greater is equal to one and a half
times the less.

SESQL'IDUPLICATF. Ratio, is when the
greater term is twice and a half times the
less.

SESQUITERTIONAL Ratio, is when the
greater term is one and one-third times the
less.

SETTING, in Astronomy, is the disappear
ing of any of the heavenly bodies below the
horizon.

SEVEN-STARS. See Pleiades.
SEXAGENARY, something relating to

the number 60.
Sexagenary Arithmetic, is that which pro

ceeds according to the number 60, as the
common arithmetic does by the number 10;
such is that relating to the division of the
circle into six parts, each consisting of 60
degrees, which degrees are again divided into
60 minutes, the minutes into 60 seconds, and
so on. Sec Sexagesimals.

Sexagenary Tables, are tables of propor
tional parts, showing the product of two
sexagenaries, that arc to be multiplied, or the
quotient of two that are to be divided.

SEXAGESIMALS, or Sexagesimal Frac
tions, are fractions whose denominators pro
ceed by the powers of 60, instead of by the
powers of 10, as in common decimal fractions.
That is

,

in sexagesimals a prime or first mi

nute, is -L
,

a second, —-r, or — ?— ; a third,'

00 60* 3600

'

, and so on ; but here, as in de

cimal fractions, the denominators being always
the power of the same number, they are not

1

60''
°r

216000
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put down in any operations performed on
these numbers, their real value being indi
cated by the place they occupy in the result ;

QO oiO
thus 26°, 9-, 31", 16", means 26° + 2L +

+ TrT^r„7^r, and so on.
216000

Anciently there were no other than sex
agesimals used in astronomical operations, for
which reason they arc sometimes called astro
nomical fractions, and they arc still retained
in many cases, as in the division of time and
of the circle. It must be allowed, however,
that the decimal division in all these cases
would be far preferable, an improvement which
has been carried into effect by the French
mathematicians, who now divide their qua
drant into 100 degrees instead of 90, which
degrees are divided into lOths, 100ths,&c. and
thug the measure of any angle is expressed
by means of integers and decimals the same
as any other quantity ; the same method is
also used by these astronomers for the divi
sion of time, as likewise for their weights and
measures of every kind ; and the important
improvement thus introduced into the sciences
only requires to be duly appreciated, in order
to be generally adopted by all nations. For
an explanation of the methods employed by the
ancients in operating upon their sexagesimal
fractions, sec an Essay by Delambre, sub
joined to the French translation of the works
of Archimedes.

SEXTANS, a new constellation. See Con
stellation.

SEXTANT, is the sixth part of a circle, or
an arc of 60°.

Sextant, is also the name of an instrument
resembling a quadrant, differing from it only
in its arc, consisting of 60° instead of 90°.
See Quadrant.

SEXTILE Aspect. See Aspect.
SEXTILLION, the sixth power of a mil

lion, according to the English notation, but
the third power of a million according to the
French.

SEXTUPLE, six-fold.
SHADOW, in Optics, a space deprived of

light by the interposition of some opaque
body before the luminous point whence the
rays of light proceed.

The doctrine of shadows forms an impor
tant part of perspective, astronomy, dialling,
and geography, though with regard to the
latter the distinctions formerly made with re
gard to the shadows of the inhabitants, is
generally disused ; see an explanation of those
terms under the articles Ascii, Amphiscii,
Heteroscii, and Periscii, &c. As it is
connected with astronomy and dialling, see
Eclipse and Dialling and for its relation
with perspective the reader is referred to
Priestley's Perspective, p. 73, &c. and Kirby's
Perspective, b. ii. ch. 4.

SHARP (Abraham), an eminent English
mathematician, mechanic, and astronomer,
was born at Little Uorton in Yorkshire, in

the year 1651. Mr. Sharp was more distin
guished as a calculator than as a great ma
thematician, though he was by no means
deficient in mathematical knowledge; but as
a computor, it is, perhaps, not too much to
say, that he had no equal, ample proof of
which is given in his "

Geometry Improved,"
published in 4to. in 1717, under the name of
A. S. Philomath ; the plates of which work
were also engraven by himself. In short, he
possessed at once a remarkable clear head for
contriving, and an extraordinary hand for
executing any thing, not only in mechanics,
but likewise in drawing, writing, and making
the most exact and beautiful figures and
schemes in all his calculations and geometri
cal constructions. Mr. Sharpe died in 1742,
at the advanced age of 91 years.

SHILLING, an English silver coin, equal
to 12 pence, or the 20th part of a pound ster
ling. The shilling is also a coin of many other
Europeau nations, as the French, German,
Dutch, &c. shilling. The English shilling is
worth 23 French sols, and those of Germany
and Holland about half that sum, or \ \{ sols.
The Danes had formerly copper shillings,
worth about \ lli of our farthing. Since the
time of queen Elizabeth, a shilling should
weigh the 62d part of a pound Troy, or 3 dwts.

20^4 grs. at which rate the value of an ounce
of silver is about 6*. 2rf.

SHOT, in Military Affairs, includes all
sorts of balls or bullets, great and small, whe
ther they be iron or lead.

An iron shot of 4 inch. diam. weighs 91b. and
A lead shot of 4J inch. diam. weighs 171b.

Hence as the weight of similar bodies are
to each other as the cubes of their diameters,
putting (/ and w for the diameter and weight
of an iron shot, and D and W for the same of
a leaden shot, we have, as

43 : 9 :: rf3 : tt>) . , .
, ~_

"
: , , > iron shotV 9 : 4 :: v w : ay

!£: 17 :: DJ : W")
_ Vlead shot.

V 17 : J :: 1/ W : D \
4

Pile of Shots. See Pile.
SHWAN-PAN, a Chinese instrument for

performing calculations. See Abacus.
SIDE, in Geometry, is used for any lino

which forms one of the boundaries of a right-
lined figure, as the side, a triangle, square,
&c. Similar figures arc to each other as the
squares of their like sides.

Side, is also sometimes used in arithmetic,
for what is more properly called a root or
radix.

SIDEREAL, or Siderial, (from tidiis, a

star), any thing relating to the stars, as si
dereal day, year, &c. Sec Day and Year.

SIDLS Georgium. See Uranus.
SIEVEofJ?/7i<»s See EratosthenesSee Eratosthenes

and Prime Number.

SIGN'S, in Algebra, are certain symbols

employed to indicate certain operations, as
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addition, subtraction, multiplication, &c. See
Definition*, article Algebra.

Signs, in Astronomy, are certain portions
of the ecliptic, or zodiac, each being a 12lh

part of the whole, and therefore containing
30°. The ancients first divided the zodiac
into those twelve portions, commencing at
the point where the equator and ecliptic in
tersected at that time, and proceeding for
ward from west to east, according to the
course of the sun. These signs received the
names of the several constellations which pos
sessed those segments in the time of Hip-
parchus. But the constellations have since
so changed their places, in consequence of
the precession of the equinoxes, that Aries is
now in the sign called Taurus, and Taurus in
that of Gemini, &c,

Northern Signs, arc those on the north side
of the equator.

Southern Signs, are those on the south side.
These, with their farther distinguishing

appellations, are as follows :

Northern.

,r . C Aries «v»
Vernal, or STmm £Spring s.gns. |Gcmini

°

ti a- i C Cancer gs
Estival.or S ^

•Summer S1gns. | Vin?Q ^
Southern.

( Libra «^

Autumnal signs. < Scorpio rq,

I Sagittarius.... f
Brumal, or ft^™* "

%

The southern signs are sometimes called

ascending signs, and the northern descending
signs.

SIMILAB, is a word used to denote two
things having the same disposition and con
formation of parts, differing from each other
only in quantity or magnitude.

Similar Plane Figures, in Geometry, are
such as have the angles of the one respectively
equal to the angles of the other, and the sides
about those angles proportional; and such
figures are to each other as the squares of
their like sides.

All equiangular triangles are similar, as are
also all regular plane figures of the same
number of sides.

Similar Sectors, and Segments of Circles,sne
such as are contained under arcs, having the
same measures, or being the same part or
parts of their respective circles.

Similar Solids, are those which are con
tained under the same number of similar
planes alike placed, or such as have their
solids, angles, equal each to each; and all
such bodies are to each other as the cubes of
their like sides, or like linear dimensions.

Similar Curves are such, that any right-
lined figure being inscribed within the one, a

similar rectilineal figure may be inscribed
within the other.

Similar Ellipses, Parabolas, and Hyperbolas,
are such as have their axes and parameters
proportional.

Similar Bodies, in Physics, are such as
have the same component parts.

SIMILITUDE, the relation of things that
arc similar to each other.

SIMPLE, that which is not mixed or com
pounded of other quantities or things.

Simple Equation, in Algebra, is that in
which only the simple power of the un
known quantity enters, as 7 ax — b; 3x +
ox ~

b, &LC.

Solution of Simple Equations, is the method
of finding the value of the unknown quantity
in terms of the other quantities, which are
supposed to be known.

Rule. Transpose all the terms containing
the unknown quantity to the left-hand side of
the equation, and all the known quantities to
the other side. Then, if the unknown quan
tity be multiplied by any known quantity, tbe
whole equation must be divided by it. and
the quotient will be the value of the unknown
quantity. If the unknown quantity he divided
by any known quantity, the whole equation
must he multiplied by that divisor. Ii the
unknown quantity be involved in any radical,
such a power of both sides of the equation
must be taken, as will destroy the radicality;
that is, if it be the square root, the known
quantity must be squared ; if it be the cube
root, it must be cube, and so on. If the un
known quantity be involved in any power,
such a root of both sides must be taken as
will reduce the unknown quantity to a simple
power. So that in all cases, the unknown
quantity is found by performing on the known
side of the equation the reverse operation to
that under which the unknown quantity en
ters; that is, if it he multiplied you must di
vide ; if it be divided, yon must multiply ; if
it he any radical, you must involve ; and if it
be any power, you must extract the root of
that power.

Note. In transposing any quantity from one
side of the sign of equality to the other, the
sign of it must be changed from + to —, or
from — to + .

examples.

1. Giving 3* — 4 + 21 = 32 to find x.
By transposition, 3 as = 32 + 4 — 21, or

3x = 16.
16

Whence by division, x = — = 5, as re-
3

quired.
2. Giving 3ax + fa — 5 = bx + 2a to

find x.
By transposition^ ax — bx — b + 2a — \a.
„ „ .% . , 3a 10 J- 3a
Or (3 a — A) x = 6 + — = .

~ —

m u j- • 10 + 3a
Then by division, x — ,-— rr as re-*

2(3a — A)
quired.
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3. Giving \x — \x + J* = {, to find x.
First multiplying the whole equation hy 12,

to clear it of fractions, we have
61 — Ax + 3x — 6.

By adding, &c. 5x — 6; whence x —
^,
5

as required.

4. Giving —- 1- ,—— = 2 ft
,

to find x.
1 + x 1 — x

Reduce the first two fractions to a common

denominator, and we have 2 1L +

" + £ —

1 — x' 1 — x

2 6
.

Multiply by 1 —xl, then 2 a zz lb — 26z\
By transposition, 2ijrz n 2ft — 2a.
Whence by division and extraction, x —

For the solution of simple equations, into
which more than one unknown quantity
enters. See Elimination.

Simple Quantity, in Algebra, is that which
consists but of one term.

SIMPSON" (Thomas), a very distinguished
English mathematician, was born at Market
Bosworth in Leicestershire, in 1710. ilis
parents were of the labouring class, and con
sequently had not the means of bestowing upon
hi in the advantages of even a common edu
cation ; the only thing he seems to have been
taught was to read, the rest he owed to his
own astonishing genius, which was of the first
rate, though buried in obscurity till he had
obtained the state of manhood. He was
brought up to his father's business, which was
that of a weaver, and in this occupation he
first appeared in London in 1735 or 1736,
working at his trade by day, and teaching
pupils in the evening ; soon after this he pub
lished ids first book on Fluxions, which gained
him considerable reputation, and the friend
ship of several distinguished scientific gentle
men of that period, through whose interest ho
■was in 1743 appointed professor of mathe
matics at the Royal Military Academy, Wool
wich, and two years after, in 1745, he was
elected a fellow of the Royal Society. Simp
son died in 1761, in the 51st year of his age.

The following is a correct list of his works,
in the order of their publication :

A New Treatise of Fluxions, 4to. 1737.

A Treatise on the Nature and Laws of
Chance, 4to. 1740.

Essays on several Curious and Interesting
Subjects, in Speculative and Mixed Mathe
matics, 4to. 1740.

The Doctrine of Life Annuities and Re
versions, 8vo. 1742.

An Appendix to the same, in 1743.
Mathematical Dissertations, 4to. 1743.
A Treatise of Algebra, 8vo. 1745 ; 2d edit,

by the author, in 1755, which contains several
additions.

Elements of Geometry, 8vo. if47 ; 2d edit.
1760.

Trigonometry, Plane and Spherical, 8vo.

The Doctrine and Application of Fluxions,

2 vols. 8vo. 1750. This the author considered
rather as a new work, than a second edition
of that published on the same subject in 1737,
which he acknowledged to be defective.

Select Exercises, 8vo. 1752.
Miscellaneous Tracts, 4to. 1757.
Besides these, his complete works, he was

author of many papers published in the Phil.
Trans, and was for many years the editor of
the Ladies Diary. ,

SIMSON (Dr. Robert), a celebrated
Scotch mathematician, was born at Kirkton-
hill, in Ayrshire, the 14th of October, 1687.
He very early discovered great mathematical
talents, and studied with a marked attention
and diligence the works of the ancient geo
meters, with which he was so much delighted
that he paid little attention to the modern
analysis, though it is evident, from what little
he has left us on the latter subject, that he was
equally qualified to have excelled in this, as
he did in that branch, which was more par
ticularly the object of his pursuit,

Wo owe to Dr. Simson the restoration of
several of the works of the ancients, and par
ticularly the Porisms of Euclid, on which
subject be published his first paper in the
Phil. Trans., but the complete restoration was
not given to the public till the publication of
his posthumous works, entitled " Opera Re-
liqua," &c. 1776. Beside which there ap
peared in his lifetime " Sectionem Conico-
rum," libri v. 1735: 2d edit. 1756; " Loci
Plani of A pollonius," 1749; and his Trans
lation of Euclid's Elements of Geometry,
both in English and Latin, 1735; and a 2d
edit, with the data 1762. Dr. Simson died
in 1768, at the advanced age of 81 years.

SINE, or Right Sine of an arc, in trigono
metry, is a right line drawn from either ex
tremity of an arc, perpendicular to the radius
joining the other extremity and the centre of
the circle, or it is half the chord of the double
arc.

G

A

1

[ C E ]

Thus the line DE is the sine of the arc BD,
because it is drawn from the extremity D of
the arc BD perpendicular to the radius CB,
and is therefore equal to half the whole chord
D F. Hence also D E is the sine of the arc
A D, being equal to half the chord DF of the
whole arc DAF, so that every angle and its
supplement, or what it wants of 180°, have
the same sine common to both.

Hence it appears that the sine increases
from 0 in the first quadrant to 90°, where it is

the greatest, being then equal to radius, after
which it decreases in the second quadrant to
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180° ; where it is again nothing ; it then in
creases in the third quadrant, decreases in
the fourth, and so on alternately, but in the
two latter it is accounted negative.

The sine of 00°, or radius, is called the
whole tine, or timu totut.

Co-Sine of an angle, is the sine of the com

plement of that angle, or of what it wants of
00°; the word co, being merely a contraction
of complement. Thus DH, or its equal C E,
is the cosine of the arc BD ; as it is also of
the arc AD, only in the latter case it is ac
counted negative.

The cosine, therefore, decreases in the first
quadrant from radius to zero, then increases
from zero in the second to radius ; again, de
crease in the third, increase in the fourth,
and so on; being positive in the 1st and 4th

quadrants, and negative in the 2d and 3d.
Verted Sine of an arc, is that part of the

diameter intercepted between the sine and
the extremity of the arc; thus KB is the
versed sine of the arc DB, and AK the versed
sine of the arc AD; also GH is the versed
sine of the arc DG, or the co-versed sine of the
arc BD. See Trigonometrv.

Arithmetic of Sines, is a term frequently
employed to denote what is, perhaps more

properly, called analytical trigonometry, a

species of calculus for which we are much
indebted to the celebrated Euler, though the
principal geometrical theorems upon which it
is founded were first pointed out by F. C.
Mayer, in a Memoir on analytical trigono
metry, published in the " Acta Petro," for
1727, but the extension of the method, and a

suitable mode of notation, arc certainly due
to Euler.

The object of this branch of science is to
exhibit the relation of the sines, cosines, tan

gents, &c. of arcs, multiple arcs, &c. ; and it
is, without doubt, owing, in some measure, to
the facility this calculus has afi'orded of ex

pressing in a simple manner formula?, which
without its aid would have exceeded the pow
ers uf the human mind, that astronomy, which
depends so much on these relations, has at
tained its present high degree of perfection.

The notation used for this purpose is very
simple, being as follows; viz. a beiug any
angle, we denote

sine of a by sin. a

cosine of a by cos. a

sine of 2 a, 3 a, n a, &c. by sin. 2a, sin. 3 a,

sin. na, &c.
cosine of 2 a, 3 a, na, &c. by cos. 2a, cos. 3a,

cos. na.
And in h similar manner,

tan. of a — tan. «, sec. of a — sec. a

tan. of ik/ =: tau.ua, sec. of na ' - sec. na.

Again, the square, cube, &c. of the sine,
cosine, tangent, S>.c. of an angle, are thus

expressed :

square of the sine of a — sin.1 a

cube of the tangent a — tan.3 a
&c. kc.

This notation being understood, and the
deduction drawn from the following funda

mental, geometrical proposition ; then all the
rest is deduced from pure analytical principles,
and trigonometry is divested of all those for
midable diagrams which are so extremely
embarrassing in the ancient authors.

Let A B, B D, be
two arcs of a circle,
the sum of which is
the arc AD; letCA,
CB, be radii of the
circle, and BE, DG,
perpendiculars to
AC; the latter of which meets CB in H;
also let DF be a perpendicular to BC.

The triangles CEB, CGH, DFH, are equi
angular, for each has a right-angle, and the

angle E BC, G H C, FH D, (that is, one of the

remaining angles in each of the triangles) arc

equal, hence we have from the elements of
geometry the following proportions, viz.

CE : CB :: CG : CH

I

/ \ n \
I i \ \

: g c

whence
CE : EB :: DF : FH;

CEx CII = CB x CG
CEx F1I = EB x DF;

and therefore, by addition,

CE (FH + CH) = CB x CG + EB x DF, or
CE x CF =CB x CG + EB x DF, or

CB x CG zClix CF— EB x DF;
that is, making CB = radius = 1 ; CE =
cos. a, CF — cos. b ; V. B — sin. a ; DF — sin. 4,

and GC : cos. (n + 4) this becomes
cos. (a + b)

— cos. a . cos. b — sin. a. sin. 4.

which is the fundamental theorem on which

the whole of the arithmetic of sines, or analy

tical trigonometry depends, and from which

all the rest may be deduced.
Squaring both sides of this equation, we

have
cos.1 (a + 6) = cos.1 a . cos.1 b + sin.1 a . sin.1 b

— 2 cos. a. cos. 4. sin. a. sin. 4

Now wc know that 1 n sin.1 a + cos.1 a.

And subtracting this from the above, wc

have
t sin.1a(l — sin.1 4) + cos.1!!

1— cos.'(a + 4)rr< (1 — cos.14)+2cos.a.cos.4.
( sin. a . sin. b.

Or
i sin.1a.cos.14+cos.1a.sin.,4

sin.a(a + ft)~ \ + 2 sin. a . eos.6 . cos. a . sin.4

t =(sin.a.cos.4 + cos.a.sin.4)'.
Whence
sin. (a + V)

~ sin. a . cos. 4 + cos. a . sin. 4.

Or by making 4 in both of these negative,
we have

cos. (a + b)
~ cos. a . cos. 4 — sin. a . sin. 4

cos. (a —
4)

— cos. a . cos. 4 + sin. a . sin. 4

sin. (a + 4)
— sin. a . cos. 4 ■+■cos. a . siu.4

sin. (a — b)
— sin. a. cos. 4 — cos. a .sin. 4

And by means of the ambiguous sign ±
these four fundamental theorems may be re

duced to the two following ; viz.
cos. (a ± 6)

— cos. a . cos. 4 :p sin. a . sin. 4

sin. (a±b)~ sin. a .cos. 4 ± cos.a. sin.4
A nd from these we readily draw the follow

ing expression for the cosines and sines of

multiple arcs, viz. by making a =: 4, we ob-
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tain the sin. and cos. of 2 a, and a similar sub

stitution gives us the sines and cosines of other

multiples, but as our limits will not admit of
tracting these several transformations through
all their steps, we shall merely state some of
the most remarkable and useful results, but

for their investigations we must refer the

reader to the following works: viz. " Traite'

de Trigonometric," by M. Cagnoli, translated
from the Italian by M. Chompre; Bonny-
castle's Treatise of Plane and Spherical Tri
gonometry, 2d edit. ; Woodliouse's Trigono
metry, and the article Arithmetic of Sines in
the Brewster's Encyclopedia.

Some of the most useful formulae relating to

sines and cosines are as follows : similar ex

pressions for tangents, secants, &c. will be
found under the articles Tangent and Se
cant.

cos. (o — ft
) + cos. (a 4- ft
) — 2 cos. a . cos. 6

cos. (a — 4
) — cos. (a + ft
) — 2 sin. a . sin . b

sin. (a 4- 6
)

+ sin. (a — b
) = 2 sin. a .cos. A

sin. (a + ft) — sin. (a — ft
) = 2 cos. a. sin. ft

Or writing a = I (p + o
) and ft — \ (p —q)

cos.q + cos. p = 2 con. {(p + q).cos.\(p — q
')

cos. q — cos.p
— 2 sin. \ {p + q

) . sin. | (p — q
)

sin. p + sin. q =i 2 sin. j(p + q). cos. \ (p — q
)

sin. p — sin. q — 2cos.\(p + q). sin. f (p — q
)

Or writing a ~ np, and ft —p
cos. (n — l)p + cos.(n + Dp — 2cos.p.cos.np
cos. In — Dp — cos.(n + Dp = 2sin. p.sin. np
sin. (n + Dp 4- sin. (n — Dp ~ 2 cos. p. sin. np
sin. (» + lip — sin. (n — Dp —1 sin. p. cos. np

From which are readily obtained the sine
and cosine of any multiple arc, viz. by making

p — a, sine m ~ x, cosine a — y, and n — 1
,

2, 3
,

&c. we readily obtain the following for

mulae:
cos. 2a — 2x cos. la — cos. 0 a

cos. 3 a — 2x cos. 2a — cos. 1 a

cos. 4a z: 2x cos. 3a — cos. 2a
cos. 5a — 2x cos. 4a — cos. 3a

&c. . &c.
Where the law is obvious, and which may

be brought under the following form :

cos. I a — x
cos. '2a~ x1 — y

l

cos. 3a = x3 — 3xy*
cos. 4a — x* — 6xJy* + y

*

cos. 5a — x5 — lOr'y1 + 5xy*
cos. 6a = x6 — lSx'y1 + 15 x%y* — y

6

cos. na — x* — rif-h/1 +sxn-iy*+txn-ty6,kc.
Where r, *, t, he. are the alternate co-effi

cients of a binomial raised to the nth power.
And in a similar manner we have from for

mula 3
,

Sin. 2a — 2x sin. la — sin. Oa

Sin. 3a = 2x sin. 2a — sin. la
Sin. 4a = 2x sin. 3a — sin. 2a
Sin. 5a — 2x sin. 4a — sin. 3 a

&c. &c.
Or,

Sin. 1 a — y

Sin. 2a = °2xy
Sin. 3a = 3x*y — y
3

Sin. 4a = 4x3y — 4x«3

Sin. 6a = 5x*y — 10xV + y
s

Sin. 6a = 6xsy — 20x3yJ + 6y«
Sin. na — nx"-' y—px'-'y'+gx"-5— &c.

where n, p. q are the alternate even terms of
a binomial raised to the power n.

These general formula* were first given by
John Bernoulli without demonstration, in the
Leipsic Acts for 1701.

Some other formubc for the sines and co
sines of multiple arcs, are as follows:

Cos. na

( (2x)« -»(2*)-» +!^^}(2x)-«

Sin. na—y 4

(2x)«-

(» — 3
) (n

n — 2

(2x)"

1.2
(n— 4)(n

(2xr-4

-5)(n-6)
1.2.3 (2x)"-J'

L +&c. }

1.2.3 T 1.2.3.4.6
25)

\ 1.2.3 T 1.2.3.4.A
Cos.na = ±< , ,_»(V-l)(n»— 9)(na-S

f

X
1.2.3.4.5.6.7

V. x7 + &c.

the ambiguous sign being pint when n is of
the form 4m + 1

, and mimu when it is of the-
form 4 m + 3.

\ I 2

T 1.2.3.4
Sin. na = ±< (»'— !)(«»— 9H»*— 25) a

/ 1.2.3.4.5.6
v + &c.

If n be even, or of the form 2m, then

_ ) 1.2
T 1.2.3.4Cos.no- <

M»(n»— 4)(n»— 16)
v 1.2.3.4.5.6

1

r n (nl — 4
) , ,

Sin.na- <

(n1-4KnV-16)

C —.8.3.4.5 X ~&C-

Another elegant expression for the cosines
of multiple arcs, is as follows :

Let 2 cos. a = x + - ; then we have
x

X*

x6+&c.

2 cos. a

2 cos. 2a

2 cos. 3a

2 cos. 4a

x*

= x» + l

= *♦ + -i

X*

2 COS. BIIZJ" + —
X*

The preceding are the most general and

useful expressions for the sines and cosines

of multiple arcs; let us now investigate a

few formulae for the powers of the sines and

cosines : for this purpose we shall repeat again

table 3 of formulae, only writing uniformly a

instead of p ; viz.

S S
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5 cos. a .cos. na ~ cos. (n — l)a + cos.(n+ l)a
2 sin. a. siu. na=:cos.(n — l)a— cos.(it + l)a
2 cos. a. sin. na = sin. (n + l)a-fsin.(u— l)a
2 sin. a. cos. 7ia sin. (n-f-l)a— sin.(fi+l)a
Here in formula 1, making n — I, we have

2 cos. xa — 1 + cos. 2 a.

Multiply both sides by 2 cos. a, and we
have

4 cos. 3a — 1 cos. a + 2 cos. a . cos. 2 a.

But making » — 2 in formula 1, it becomes
2 cos. a . cos. 2a — cos. a -f

- cos. 3a ; therefore

4 cos. 3a — cos. 3 a + 3 cos. a.

And proceeding in a similar manner we ob
tain,

cos. a ~ cog. a

2 cos. *e = cos. 2a + 1

4 cos. 3a = cos. 3a + 3 cos. 1 a

8 cos. *a — cos. 4a + 4 cos. 2a + 3

16 cos. 5a ~ cos. 5a -|
- 5 cos. 3a + 10 cos. a

T co».«a=2cog.na+2ncos.(B—
2>+2"^/t~

^

, , 2h (« — 1
) (n — 2)

cos. (n — 4
) a + ■ ' '

cos.
1.2.3

(» — 6
) a + &c.

The formula ending in
3»i(n— l)(n— 2) tec.

1.2.3, &c.
2» fn— l)(n-

cos. (n — n
) a or, in

•2V•cos. a.
1.2.3

Acrording as n is an even or an odd number,
and in the former case, half the expression is

to be taken for the last term.
From the third of the preceding formulae

the solution of cubic equations may be ob
tained, for since

4 cos. 3a — cos. 3 a + 3 cos. a
we have

cos 3a — J cos. a — cos. 3a ;

which it is obvious may be easily assimilated
with the cubic equation of the form

x1 — ax ~ b
.

And in a similar manner we obtain from the
2d general formulae, viz.

2 sin. a . sin. na — cos. (n — 1
) a — cos. (n + l)a

general expressions for the powers of the sine
of an arc, viz.

Sin. a ~ sin. a

2 sin. *a — — cos. 2a + 1

4 sin. 3a — — sin. 3a ■+■3 sin. a

8 sin. 'a — cos. 4a — 4 cos. 2a + 3

16 sin. 4a — sin. 5a — 5 sin. 3a + 10 siu. a ;

mid generally
2" sin. "a = ± 2 sin. no + 2n sin. (n — 2)a

. 2» (n — 1
) . .

± —
y~t,

— ' s,n- (" — 4
) a

a ± &c
Or,

3* sin. "a — ±2 cos. nn :x 2n cos. (n — 2)a

, 2m (n— 1
) ,^ ■cos. (n — 4) a—

1 .2

_ 2n(«. — nfn — 2
)

^ 1.2.3
a ± &x.

In the first series the upper sign is to be
used when n is of the form 4 m 4- 1

, and the
lower when it is of the form Am — 1

. And io

the second the upper sign is to be used when
7i is of the form 4m, and the lower when it is

of the form 4ni + 2.

In all the preceding formulae we have con
sidered radius as unit)'; but in case it is ne
cessary to introduce it

,
it is only necessary to

make it enter into each term with such a power
as will render all the terms homogeneous.

The following are some of the simplest
cases in which the sines of certain angles art
expressible in surd forms.

Sin, 0=0
Sin.

cos. (n — 6
)

&>= 1
1

^(3+ ✓ 5)— v^j

Sin. 15° = 1(^6—

Sin. 18° = - (1 + V5)

4

Sin. 27° = l| ✓(5+v'5)— ^(3—^/5)]

Sin. 30° =~
—

Sin. 36° = -A ✓(10 — 2./0)4

Sin. 45° = ~ s/5

Sin. 54° = -t (1 + v^6)
4

Sin. 00° = - n/3

Sin. 63° = 1
1 v^(5 + v'S) + ^(3 —tS)

Sin. 72° = - ^(10 + 2^5)

4

Sin. 75° = ^(^6 + ^2)4

Sin. 81° =

~
\

^(3 + ✓*) + ✓(»—

Sin. 90° = r.

These expressions for particular arcs, given
merely for the convenience of reference, are
readily drawn from the preceding general for
mulae, for multiple arcs, and the following for

the half are, viz. sin. {a
— y/ -—

^os*",
and

from the known sines of 30°. 45°, 60°, and
90°. See Bonnycastle's "

Trigonometry,"
p. 312, 2d edit.

As the sin. a — cos. (90 — a
) it is obvious

how the cosines may be found to any of the
above angles.

Artificial Sines, are the logarithmic sines,
or the logarithms of the sines.

Curveor Figure of Sines. See FIGURE.
■Line of Sines. See Gunter's Scale.
SIN'ICAL Quadrant, is a quadrant made o

f

wood or metal, with lines drawn from each
side, intersecting each other, with an index
divided by sines, also with 90 degrees on the
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limb, and sights at the edge. This quadrant
was formerly used for taking the altitude of the
sun, but it is grown into disuse since the great

improvement in the construction of other in

struments for the same purpose.
SIPHON, or Syphon, is a bent tube used

in .drawing off wine, liquors, and other fluids;
the principle of which may be illustrated as

follows.
If one end of the JJT.

siphon or bent tube A,
MNO be put into a

vessel of water or
fluid, and the other

end without be lower
than the surface of
the water; then if
the air be drawn out,

the water will ascend in the leg M N in conse

quence of the pressure of the atmosphere on

the external surface of the fluid, from which
it will descend to O by its own gravity, and

be there discharged into any vessel placed to

receive it. For the pressure of the air at O,
to force the fluid in the direction ONM, is

equal to the pressure of the air on the surface

of that in the vessel, which force is exerted to

drive the fluid in the contrary direction MNO,
at least these forces are very nearly equal, the

only difference being in their different alti
tudes, and consequently different densities of
the air at those places, which must necessarily

be extremely small. But the former pressure
is opposed to the pressure or weight of the

column NO, and the latter by the pressure of
the column MN; the latter pressure of the

air therefore being less opposed than the for

mer the fluid must move in the direction of
the latter pressure, or in the direction MNO;
and the fluid will continue to run till the pres

sures MN and NO become equal, or till O

and M are in the same horizontal line, for

then their perpendicular heights being equal
their pressures will be equal, and the columns
of fluid in the two branches will remain sus

pended. Instead of sucking out the air from

the siphon which may sometimes be incon

venient or unpleasant, it may be first filled

with the fluid, and then while the orifices arc

stopped, inverted, and placed in its proper

position, when the fluid will begin immediately
to flow as above described.

When the siphon is very large, and several

feet in height, as in drawing off water from a

valley or pit, it will be best to proceed as fol

lows. Stop the two orifices, or at least that

at which the discharge is to take place, and

then by means of an opening made at the top
for the purpose, fill the siphon completely, and

then stop this opening by means of a plug, or

ortherwise, after which if the two ends be

opened the water will begin to flow, and so

continue till either the water be exhausted, or

till the surfaces of it at each end are in the

same horizontal line. It must be observed,

however, that this cannot be put in practice
if the top of the siphon be more than 33 feet

above the surface of the water to be drawn off.

This method of drawiug off water is men
tioned of Hero of Alexandria, the first author
of any consequence upon this subject amongst
the ancients.

It is said, indeed, that the water in the legs,
unless it be purged of its air, will not rise to
the height of 30 feet, because air will extri
cate itself from the water, which rising to. the
top of (he siphon, will there in part counteract
the atmospheric pressure ; but in small capil
lary tubes the experiment will succeed to a
height somewhat exceeding that due to the
pressure of the atmosphere, which anomaly is
easily accounted for on the principle of capil
lary attraction.

Wirtemberg Siphon, is a peculiar construc
tion of this machine, of which a description is
given in Musschenbroek Introd. ad Phil. Nat.
torn. ii. See also Phil. Trans, vol. xiv.

SIRIUS, the Dog Star, a very bright star
of the first magnitude, in the constellation
Canis Major, or the Great Dog. The Arabs
call it Aschere, Elschccre, Scera; the Greeks
Sirius; and the Latins Canicular.

SITUS, in Algebra and Geometry, is used
by Wolfius and Leibnitz to denote the situ
ation of lines, surfaces, &c. It is

,

however,
never used by modern authors.

SLIDING, in Mechanics, is the motion of a
body along a plane, when the same face or
surface of the moving body keeps in contact
w ith the surface of the plane ; and is thus dis
tinguished from rolling, iu which the several
parts of the moving body come successively in
contact with the plane on which it rolls.

SLIDING Rule. See Rule.
SLING, a string instrument, used in cast

ing stones, &c. which it does with great vio
lence.

The motion of a stone discharged from a

sling arises from its centrifugal force, w hen
whirled round in a circle.

The velocity with which it is discharged, is
the same as that w hich it has in the circle,
which much exceeds what could be commu
nicated to it in any other way by the hand ;

and the direction in which it is discharged is

that of the tangent of the circle at the point
of discharge; whence its motion, flight, &c.
may be computed the same as a common pro
jectile. ,

SLUSE, or Slusius (Rene Francis Wal
ter!, an ingenious mathematician, was born
at Vise in 1G20, and died in 1683 ; he was a

fellow of the Rojal Society of London; and
has some papers in vols. vii. and viii. of the
Transactions. He was aNo author of a work
entitled " Mcsolabium et Problcmata Solida,"
&c.

SMEATON (John), a very celebrated Eng
lish civil engineer, was born the 24th of May
1724, near Leeds, where he also died in 1792,
in the C8lh year of his age.

Mr. Smeaton's fame rests more upon the
many excellent machines that were con
structed under his direction, and the nume
rous works which he conducted, than upon hi*
writings, though these last were both numerous

S S2
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and important, most of which arc inserted in

different volumes of the Phil. Trans, from the

rear 1750 to 1776 ; berides w hich he published
an account of his construction of the Edj stone

Light-house, a work which alone could not fail

of distinguishing him as the first of civil engi
neers.

SMOKE, or Smoak. a humid matter ex

haled in the form of vapour by the action of
heat, either externally or_ internally. Or smoke
may he defined as consisting of palpable par
ticles, elevated by means of the rarefying heat,

or by the force of the ascending current of air

from certain bodies exposed to heat, which

particles vary much in their properties accord

ing to the substances from which they are

produced.
SVELL (Rodolph), an eminent Dutch

philosopher, was born at Oudcnwater in 1546.

lie was sometime professor of Hebrew and
Mathematics at Leyden, where he died in
1613. He was author of several works on

geometry, and various subjects of philosophy.
SNELL (Willebrord), son of the preced

ing, was born at Leyden in 1591, and suc
ceeded his father in his professorship of ma
thematics, in 1613. He died in 1626. He
first discovered the true law of refraction of
the rays of light. His works are numerous
and very reputable for the time when they
were written; the principal one of which is
entitled, " Oyclometricus de Circuli Dimen-
mi me. 4to. 1621.

SNOW, a well-known meteor, formed by
the freezing of the vapours of the atmosphere.

SOCRATES, a celebrated philosopher of
antiquity, who flourished about 440 years be
fore Christ.

SOL, a name given to the sun,
SOLAR, relating to the sun, as Solar Month,

Cycle. Eclipse, System, Sec. for which sec the
several substantives.

SOLID, in Geometry, is a body of three
dimensions, having length, breadth, and thick
ness ; being thus distinguished from a surface

which has but two dimensions, and from a

line which has but one.
Solid, in Physics, is

1

that whose parts
adhere to each other with a greater or less
force ; being thus distinguished from a fluid
vi hose parts yield to the least external pres
sure.

Regular Solids, are those bounded by
equal and regular plane figures. See Regular
Bodies ; all other solids arc called irregular.

Solid Angle, is that formed by three or
more plane angles meeting in a point, like an

angle of a die, or the point of a diamond, &c.
Or, more generally, a solid angle is the angular
space included between several plane sur
faces.

Solid angles may be computed and com
pared with each other, as to quantity, by con
sidering the angular point as the centre of a

sphere, and the portion of its surface inter
cepted between the bounding planes as the
measure of the angles. Assuming then any
number as 2000 for expressing the whole

spherical surface, or 1000 for half the same,

being the limit of the greatest solid angle;
the measure of the angles of any solid will be

known by finding the measure of the spherical
surface included between its bounding planes.
This idea of comparing solid angles by means
of spherical surfaces seems to have been first
given by Albert Girard in his " Inventions
Nouvellcs en l'Algebia," and has been lately
much extended and exemplified in vol iii. of
Dr. Hutton's " Course of Mathematics."

Solid Numbers, arc those arising from the
product of three prime factors.

Solid Problem, is that which cannot be

constructed geometrically, viz. by means of
right lines and circles, but requires the intro
duction of some curves of a higher order, as

the ellipse, parabola, and hyperbola, which
being the sections of solids gave rise to the

term solid problem ; it is not, however, often

employed by modern writers.
Solid of Least Resistance. See Resistance.
Curbature of Solids. See Solidity.

Surface of Solids. See conclusion of the

following article.
SOLIDITY, in Geometry, denotes the

quantity of space contained or occupied b
y

a solid body, called also its solid content,

being estimated by the number of solid or

cubic inches, feet, yards, &c. which it con

tains. The rules for finding the content of
all the most common solids are given tinder

the respective articles in this work, and we

shall therefore in this place confine ourselves
to the investigation of the general methods of

finding the solidity and surface of any solid of
rotation, viz. any one whose generation may be

conceived to arise from the revolution of any

plane surface about a fixed line or axis ; or

which amounts to nearly the same thing, b
y

the parallel motion of a circle gradually ex

panding and contracting itself according to

the nature of the generating plane.

Tofind the Surfaces and Solidities o
f Solids o
f

Rotation,

Let A B E be. K

any solid of rota- —

|

S.
tion, that is

,

such /C- I-
as may be con- / \*

ceived to be ge- / \

nerated by the A [.

-

1

revolution of the _..£_
'B

plane figure BCE
about the line EC as an axis. Then it is ob

vious that the same solid may be otherwise
supposed to be formed by a variable circle
moving parallel to itself from the vertex E to
the base A C B, the law of its variation d e

r

oding upon the relation between the absciss

I and the ordinate IH of the curve EHB,
which is to be determined in all cases from

the given equation of the curve. Now, as the

fluxion of any generated quantity is equal to

the product of the generating quantity, into

I he fluxion of the line of its direction, it is ob

vious that the fluxion of the solidity will be
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equal to the area of the generating circle
GI H, drawn into the fluxion of EI; and the
fluxion of the surface equal to the circum
ference of the same circle drawn into the
fluxion of the arc EH.

Now let cz=. 3'141G, the circumference of a

circle whose diameter is 1, and a= -7854, the
area of the same circle ; put any variable
absciss EI rr x, the corresponding ordinate
III — y, and the arc EH ~z. Also S the
solidity, and s the surface required.

Then because z — + y2) (see Recti
fication), we shall have from what is stated
above,

i = 2cy 2 ~ Icy ^(i1 + y1), also
S — 4ay1x ; therefore
* = fluent of 2cy j (i1 + y1), and ,
S r: fluent ol'4ay i.

And hence is derived the following general
rule, viz. from the given equation of the curve,
find the value of a; iu terms of y, or y in terms
of x, and substitute it for that quantity iu the
above fluxional values of s or s, and the fluent
of that expression will be the solidity or sur
face required.

Let the proposed solid be a sphere whose
diameter is d, to find its surface and solidity.

1. For its solidity. By the equation to the
circle we have v1 — dx — x% and substituting
this value of y{ in the fluxional equation,

S — 4ay* i, it becomes
S =: 4«a'xx — 4ax1i

the fluent of which is,

S = 2arfx1 — - ax3
3

a general expression for any segment of the

.sphere, which , when x~d, (as is the case in
the complete sphere) becomes

2ad'-~aiP = — (/' = ■5236a'3 the soli-
3 3

dity required.

2. For the surface.
y1 = dx — x* ; or,

y — J (dx—x1) ; the fluxion of which gives

y = = whence

.., rf1— 4ox + 4xl •1_d1 — 4y*
9 4y» ^

4y*

consequently xl + y1 — ■
*

and z — ~
4yl 2y

Substituting this value of z, in the general
fluxional equation * ~ 2cy ; gives s — cdx,
and consequently s — cdx, and when x—d
this becomes cd\ = 3-1416dl for the whole

•nrface.
3. Let a paraboloid be proposed to find its

solid content.-

Make EC = j>,CB = q. El = x, IH=y;
then by the nature of the parabola

x : p : : y* : $■%or y* = q~-

which substituted for y* in the general ex

pression 8 35 4oy*x gives 8 —
*"1^xxf

and

Here again we have

the fluent S = —'— , which, when x ~ p
P

becomes S =: 1aqLp, the solidity required.
4. Let it be proposed to find the solidity

and curve surface of a right cone.
Put the altitude ~

p, the radius of the base
— b. x and y being still the same as before.

Then p : b : : x : y, or y = —

Substitute this value of y in the general
equation S — 4ay* x, and we have

S — , and the fluent S — ,—
P1- *P

4which when x —
p, becomes S — - ab*p, the

3
solidity required.

5. For the surface put the slant length of
the cone ~ /. then again,

Substituting this in the equation s

zz2c^zit becomes z s — ?.
c

whence $ — ?

b b

and when y ~b, we have s ~ cly for the
curve surface of the cone.

On this subject the reader may consult any
of our elementary works on fluxions. See also
another method of finding the solid contents
of bodies of revolution, under the article Cen-
TROBARYCO.

SOLSTICE, in Astronomy, that time when
the sun is in dne of the solstitial points ; that
is, when he is at his greatest distance from
the equator ; thus called because he then
appears to stand still, and not to change his
distance from the equator for some time, an
appearance arising from the obliquity of our
sphere.

The solstices are two in each year ; viz. the
estival, or summer solstice, and the hyemal,
or winter solstice.

The Summer Solstice, is when the sun is

in the tropic of Cancer, which is about the
21st of June, being then the longest day.

The Winter Solstice, is when he enters
the first degree of Capricorn, about the 22d
of December, being then the shortest day.

This is to be understood only of the northern
hemisphere, it being directly the reverse with
regard to the longest and shortest days, and
summer and winter, in southern latitudes ; so
that the terms summer and winter solstices
arc partial expressions; we ought rather to
say northern and southern solstices.

SOLSTITIAL Points, those two points in
the ecliptic, which are farthest from the equa
tor and diametrically opposite to each other,
being the first points of Cancer and Capricorn.

Solstitial Colure. See Colure.
SOLUTION, in Mathematics, is the opera

tion whereby the answer of a question or pro
blem is determined.

Solution, in Physics, is the reduction 6f
any solid to a fluid state by means of some
menstruum.

SOSIGENES,an Egyptian mathematician,
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who flourished in the time of Julius Caesar,
and was employed by him in reforming the
calendar, lie was well versed in mathematics
and astronomy ; but his works have not been
handed down to us.

SOUND, in Physics, a perception of the
mind, communicated by meass of the ear;
being an effect of the collision of bodies, and
their consequent tremulous motion, commu
nicated to the ambient fluid, and hence trans
mitted to the organs of hearing.

To illustrate the cause of sound, it is to be
observed, 1st. That a motion is necessary in
the sonorous body for the production of sound.
2dly, That this motion exists first in the small
and insensible parts of the sonorous bodies,
and is excited in them by their mutual colli
sion against each other, which produces the
tremulous motion so observable in bodies that
have a clear sound, as bells, musical chords,
&c. 3dly. That this motion is communicated
to, or produces a like motion in the air, or
such parts of it as are fit to receive and pro
pagate it. Lastly, That this motion must be
communicated to those parts that are the pro
per and immediate instruments of hearing.
Now that motion of a sonorous body, which
is the immediate cause of sound, may be
owing to two different causes ; either the per
cussion belween it and other hard bodies, as

in drums, bells, chords, &c. or the beating
and dashing of the sonorous body and the air
immediately against each other, as in flutes,
trumpets, &e. But in both these cases, the
motion which is the consequence of the mu
tual action, as well as the immediate cause of
the sonorous motion which the air conveys to
the car is supposed to be an invisible, tre
mulous, or undulating motion, in the small
and insensible parts of the body.

The sonorous body having made its impres
sion on the contiguous air, that impression is
propagated from one particle to another, ac
cording to the laws of pneumatics. A few par
ticles, for instance, driven from the surface of
the body, push or press their adjacent par
ticles into a less space ; and the medium, as

it is thus rarefied in one place, becomes con
densed in the other ; but the air thus com
pressed in the second place is, by its elas
ticity, returned bark again both to its former
place and its former state ; and the air imme
diately contiguous to it is compressed in the
same manner; which afterwards by expand
ing produces another compression, and so on.

Therefore from each agitation of the air
there arises a motion in it, analogous to the
motion of a wave on the surface of the water,
which is called a wave or undulation of air.
In each wave the particles go and return
back again through very short equal spaces,
the motion of each particle being analogous to
the motion of a vibrating pendulum while it
performs two oscillations, and most of the
laws of the pendulum, with very little altera
tion, being applicable to the former.

Sounds are as various as are the means that

concur in producing them. The chief varieties
result from the figure, constitution, quantity,
&c. of the sonorous body ; the manner of per
cussion, with the velocity, &c. of the conse
quent vibrations ; the state and constitution
of the medium ; the disposition, distance,
&c. of the organ ; the obstacles between the
organ and the sonorous object and the adja
cent bodies. The more notable distinction of
sounds arising from the various degrees and
combinations of the conditions above men
tioned, are into loud and low (or strong and
weak), into grave and acute (or sharp and
flat, or high and low), and into long and
short. The management of which is the office
of music.

liuler is of opinion, that no sound making
fewer vibrations than 30 in a second, or more
than 7520, is distinguishable by the human
ear. According to this doctrine the limit of
our hearing, as to acute and grave, is an in
terval of eight octaves. The velocity of sonnd
is the same with that of the aerial waves, and
does not vary much, whether it go with the
wind or against it. By the wind, indeed, a
certain quantity of air is carried from one
place to another, and the sound is accelerated
w hile its waves move through that part of the
air, if their direction be the same as that of
the wind. But as sound moves much swifter
than the wind, the acceleration it will here
by receive is but inconsiderable; and the
chief effect we can perceive from the wind is
that it increases and diminishes the space of
the waves, so that by help of it, the sound m»y
be heard to a greater distance than it would
otherwise be.

That the air is the usual medium of sound
appears from various experiments in rarefied
and condensed air. In an unexhausted receiver
a small bell may be heard to some distance;
but when exhausted, it can scarcely be heard
at the smallest distnncc. When the air is
condensed, the sound is louder in proportion
to the condensation, or quantity of air crowd
ed in, of which there are many instances in
Hauksbee's experiments, in Dr. Priestley's, and
others. Besides, sounding bodies commu
nicate tremors to distant bodies ; for example,
the vibrating motion of a musical string puts
others in motion, whose tension and quantity
of matter dispose their vibrations to keep time
with the pulses of air, propagated from the

string that was struck. Galileo explains this
phenomenon by observing, that a heavy pen
dulum may be put in motion by the least
breath of the mouth, provided the blasts be
often repeated, and keep time exactly with
the vibrations of the pendulum, and also by
the like art in raising a large bell.

It is not air alone that is capable of the impres
sions of sound but water also, as is manifested
by striking a bell under water, the sound may
plainly enough be heard, only not so loud,
and also a fourth deeper, according to good
judges in musical notes. And Mersenne
says, a sound made under water is of the
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Same tone or note as if made in air, and

lieard under the water. Dr. Chladni, the

ingenious inventor of the Euphon, engaged

professor Jacquin of Vienna to make some

experiments on those gases which constitute

our atmosphere, and serve to produce vocal

sounds. Comparative experiments were made

with atmospheric gas, oxygen, hydrogen,

carbonic acid, and nitrous gas. The inten

sity of the sounds did not vary; but when

compared with that produced by atmospheric

air, the oxygen gas gave a sound half a tone

lower ; azotic gas, prepared by different me

thods, constantly gave a sound half a tone

lower; hydrogen gas gave nine or eleven

tones higher ; carbonic acid gas one-third

lower; and nitrous gas very nearly a third

lower. A mixture of oxygen gas and azote,

in the proportions of the atmospheric air, af

forded the same tone as atmospheric air;

that is, it was half a tone higher than either

of the component parts alone. When the

two gases were not uniformly mixed, the

sound was abominably harsh. M. Paul of

Geneva, after having inspired a large quan

tity of pure hydrogen gas, attempted to speak,

but found that the sound of his voice had

become shockingly hoarse and shrill.

The velocity of sound, or the space through

'which it is propagated in a given time, has

been very differently estimated by authors

■who have written upon this subject. Ro-

berval states it at the rate of 560 feet in a

second ; Gassendus at 1473 ; Mcrsenne at

1474; Diihamcl, in the History of the Aca

demy of Sciences at Paris, at 133ft; Newlon

at 968 ; Dcrham, in whose measure Flamstcad

and Halley acquiesce, at 1142. The reason

of this variety is ascribed by Dcrham, partly

to some of those gentlemen using strings and

plummets instead of regular pendulums; and

partly to the too small distance between the

sonorous body and the place of observation,

and partly to no regard being had to the

winds. But by the account since published

by M. Cassini de Thury, in the Memoirs of

the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris,

1738, where cannon were fired at various as

well as great distances, under many varieties

of weather, wind, and other circumstances,

and where the measures of the different places

had been settled with the utmost exactness,

it was found that sound was propagated on a

medium, at the rate of 1038 Trench feet, in

a second of time. But the French foot is in

proportion to the English, as 15 to 16: and

consequently 1038 French feet are equal to

1107 English feet. Therefore the difference

or the measures of Dcrham and Cassini is 35

English feet, or 33 French feet, in a second.

The medium velocity of sound therefore is

nearly at the rate of a mile, or 3280 feet, in

4| seconds, or a league in 14 seconds, or 13

miles in a minute. But sea miles are to land

miles nearly as 7 to 6 ; and therefore sound

moves over a sea mile in seconds, or a sea

league in 16 seconds. Farther, it is a com

mon observation, that persons in health have

about 75 pulsations, or beats of the artery at

the wrist in a minute; consequently in 75

pulsations sound flics about 13 land miles, or
1 11 sea miles, which is about 1 land mile in
6 pulses, or one sea mile in 7 pulses, or a

league in 20 pulses. And hence the distance
of objects may be found by knowing the time

employed by sound in moving from those ob

jects to an observer. For example: on see

ing the flash of a gun at sea, if 54 beats of the

pulse, at the wrist, were counted before the

report was heard, the distance of the gun will
easily bo found by dividing 54 by 20, which
gives 2-7 leagues, or about 8 miles.

SOUTH, one of the four cardinal points of
the compass, being that directly opposite to

the north.
SOUTHERN Hemisphere, Latitudes, Signs,

&c. those on the south side of the equator.
SOUTHING, in Navigation, the difference

of latitude made by a ship in sailing to the

southward.
SOUVERAIN, Single, an Austrian coin,

value 13$. lOrf. sterling.
SPACE, a simple idea, of which the modes

arc distance, capacity, extension, duration,
8cc.

Space, considered with regard to length

only, is the same idea as we have of distance.
If it be considered in length, breadth, and

thickness, it is the same as capacity. When
considered between the extremities of matter,
which fills the capacity of space with some

thing solid, tangible, and moveable, it is call

ed extension.
So that extension is an idea belonging to

body only; but space, it is obvious, may be
considered without it. Space therefore in the

general signification, is the same thing with
distance considered every way, whether there

be any solid matter in it or not.
Space, is usually divided into absolute and

relative.
Absolute Space, is that which is considered

in its own nature without regard to any thing
external, which always remains the same, and

is infinite and immoveable.
Relative Space, is that moveable dimension,

or measure of the former, which our senses

define by its positions to bodies within it.

Much has been said and written relative

to the nature of space, by some very eminent

and acute metaphysicians; and those who
wish to be acquainted with all the intricacies
which attend the different modes of consider

ing space should read the collection of papers
■which passed between Leibnitz and Dr.
Clarke, in the years 1715 and 1716, relating
to the principles of natural philosophy and

religion.
Space, in Geometry, is used to express the

surface of any figure, or that which fills the

interval or distance between the lines that

terminate or bound it ; thus we say hyper

bolic space, parabolic space, &c.
SPECIES, in Algebra, arc the letters, sym

bols, marks, or characters, which represent

the quantities in any operation or equation.
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SPECIFIC Gravity. See Specific Gravity-
SPECTACLES, an optical instrument con

sisting of two lenses set in a frame, and ap
plied on the nose to assist in defects of the

organs of sight.
The invention of spectacles has been much

disputed, though there seems no doubt that it
must have happeiud somewhere about the
12(h or 13th century. Some have attributed
the invention of them to Alexander de Spina,
a monk of the order of Predicants, about the

year 1290; while others, particularly Mus-
schenbroek, informs us that they were in
vented by Sdlviuus Armatus, who died in
1317, and that the circumstance is engraven
on his tomb-stone. Others have given the
honour of the discovery to Roger Bacon, and
others agaiu to Alhazen, so that in fact it may
be said that nothing certain is known on the
subject.

Theory of Spectacle*. —If the objects are
seen through a perfectly flat glass, the rays of
light pass through it from them to the eye,
in a straight direction, and parallel to each
other, and consequently the object appears
very little either diminished or enlarged, or
nearer or farther off, than to the naked eye ;

but if the glass they are seen through have
any degree of convexity, the rays of light are
directed from the circumference towards the
centre, in an angle proportional to the con
vexity of the glass, and meet in a point, at a
greater or lesser distance from the glass, as it
is more or less convex. This point, where the
rays meet, is called the focus, and this focus
is nearer or farther off according to the .con
vexity of the glass ; for as a little convexity
throws it to a considerable distance, so when
the convexity is much, the focus is very near.
Its magnifying power is also in the same pro
portion to the convexity ; for as a flat glass
scarcely magnifies at all, the less a glass de
parts from flatness the less of course it mag
nifies, and the more it approaches towards
the globular figure, the nearer its focus is, and
the more its magnifying power.

People's different lengtli of sight depends
on the same principle, and arises from more
or less convexity of the cornea and crystalline
humour of the eye ; the rounder these arc, the
nearer will the focus or point of meeting rajs
be, and the nearer an object must be brought
to sec it well. The case of short-sighted peo
ple is only an over roundness of the eye, which
makes a very near focus ; and (hat of old
people is a sinking or flattening of the eye,
whereby the focus is throw n to a great dis
tance, so that the former may properly be

called eyes of too short, and the latter ejes of
too long a focus. Hence too, the remedy for
the last is a convex glass, to supply the want of
convexity in the eye itself, and brings the rays
to a shorter focus ; whereas a concave glass
is needful for the first, to scatter the rays and
prevent their coming to a point too soon.
The nearer any object can be brought to the
eye the larger will be the angle under which
it appears, and the more it will be magnified.

Now the distance from the naked eye, where
the generality of people are supposed to see
small objects best, is about six inches, conse
quently, when such objects are brought nqarer
than six inches they will become less distinct;
and if to four or three, they will scarce be
seen at all. But by the help of convex glasses
we are enabled to view things clearly at much
shorter distances than these; for the nature
of a convex lens is to render an object dis
tinctly visible to the eye at the distance of
its focus; wherefore the smaller a lens is,
and the more its convexity, the nearer is its
focus and the mote its magnifying power.
Now it is evident that if either the cornea
or crystalline humour, or both of them, be
too flat, their focus will not be on the re
tina, where it ought to be, in order to render
vision distinct, but beyond the eye. Conse
quently those rays which flow from the ob
ject, and pass through the humours of the eye,
are not sufficiently converged to unite, and
therefore the observer can have but a very
indistinct view of the object This is remedied
by placing a convex glass of a proper focus
before the eye, which makes the rays converge
sooner, and imprints the image duly on the

retina. If either the cornea or crystalline
humour, or both of them, be too convex, the

rays which enter in from the object will be con
verged to a focus in the vitreous humour, and

by diverging from thence to the retina, will
form a very confused image thereon, and so

of course the observer will have as confused a

view of the object as if his eye had been too

flat. This inconvenience is remedied by plac
ing a concave glass before the eye, which
glass, by causing the rays to diverge between
it and the eye, lengthens the focal distance, so

that if the glass be properly chosen the rays
will unite at the retina, and form a distinct
picture of the object upon it.

SPECTRUM, in Optics, denotes principally
the image formed on any white surface, by
the rays of the sun passing through a small
hole in the window-shutter of a dark room
when refracted by a glass prism. See Prism.

SPECULUM, the same as Mirror, which
see. x

SPHERE, or Globe, in Geometry, is a solid
contained under one uniform surface, every
point of which is equally distant from a point
within, called the centre of the sphere, and
may be conceived to be generated by the re
volution of a semi-circle about its diameter,
which remains fixed, and which is hence
called the axis of the sphere.

The principal properties of the sphere are

as follows :

1. A sphere is equal to two thirds of its
circumscribiug cylinder; or it is equal to a

pyramid or cone, whose base is equal to the

whole surface of the sphere, and its altitude
equal to half the diameter.

2. All spheres are similar figures, and are to
each other as the cubes of their diameters or
circumferences.

3. The surface of a sphere is equal to thw
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area of four of its great circles, or to the curve
surface of its circumscribing cylinder; and
therefore the surface of different spheres are to
each oiher as the squares of their diameters.

4. The surface of a sphere is equal to the
area of a circle, whose radius is equal to the
diameter of the sphere; and the curve surface
of any segment of a sphere is equal to a circle,
having for its radius the chord of half the arc
of that segment.

5. The surface of any segment or zone of a

sphere is equal to the curve surface of a cor
responding portion of the circumscribing cy
linder ; that is, any two planes passing through
the sphere and its circumscribing cylinder
parallel to the base of the latter, the surface
of the segment of the sphere and cylinder thus
cut off will be equal to each other. Most of
these properties we owe to Archimedes, being
given by that celebrated geometrician in his
treatise on the sphere and cylinder.

The several rules relating to the solidities
and surfaces of spheres and their segments
are contained in the following formulae :

Let d represent the diameter, and c the cir
cumference of a sphere ; also s the surface,
and S the solidity of the same, then

1. « = cd — 314159dx = -3183c*
2. S = ltd — -5236 d3 = -01688c3.

Spherical SegmetUs, the same notation re
maining, and r being put for the radius of the
base, and A for the height of the segment.

3. surface = 3-14159dA
4. solidity — -5236A (3r*+A*), or
5. solidity = -5236* (3d— 2A).

Spherical Zones. Put R and r for the radii
of the ends, and A for the height, then

6. surface = 3-14169 dk
7. solidity = 15708 (R'+r1 + \ A*).

See Hutton's and Bonnycastle's " Treatises
of Mensuration."

ArmiHary Sphere. See Armillary.
Sphere of Activity of a Body, is used to

denote the space through which the influence
of any body, as a magnet, &c. extends.

Projection of the Sphere. See Projection.
Sphere, in Aitronomy, that concave orb or

expanse which appears to invest our globe,
and in which all the heavenly bodies appear
fixed ; this is called the sphere of the world,
and is the subject of spherical trigonometry.

The sphere, as it relates to the fixed stars,

being immensely great, the spectator always
judges himself to be in its centre, and the
calculations made on this supposition deviate
not in the least sensible degree from the truth.

Circlet of the Sphere, are certain circles

supposed to be described about the sphere for
the better determination of the several points,
&c. about it

,

as the equator, ecliptic, &c. These
circles of the heavens are transferred to the
earth, and the disposition of these circles, with
regard to each other, is what is called the

sphere in geography, which varies in the dif
ferent parts of the earth ; and according to

the position of these circles we have a right,

oblique, and parallel sphere.
A Right or Direct Sphere, is that which

has the poles of the world in the horizon, and
the equator in the zenith and nadir. In an

Oblique Sphere, the equator cuts the ho
rizon obliquely; and in a

Parallel Sphere, the poles arc in the zenith
and nadir, and the equator coincides with the
horizon.

SPHERICAL, something relating to a
sphere, as spherical angle, triangle, trigono
metry, for which see the articles Triangle
and Trigonometry.

Spherical Excess, in Trigonometry, the
excess of. the sum of the three angles of any
spherical triangle, above two right angles. Let
A, B, C, be the angles of a spherical triangle,
a, h

,

c, the sides opposite to the angles A, B, C,
respectively, ie ~ two right angles, r — the
radius of a great circle of the sphere, and R"
the numbcrfof seconds comprised in radius;
then the spherical excess may be ascertained
by the following elegant theorem, first given
by Simon Lhuillier of Geneva.

Tan. HA + B+C-5r) =
2 y

(tan. a-±*±£ tan. t±*=< tan. i±£Z*
r V 4 4 4

b + c — a\
tan. ——

).

M. Puissant gives the following theorems
for t the excess :

■ = al sin- 20 + *(S£) c* sin- 2A-

(R
" \— J b A

, where b — the base, and

A = the height of the triangle. It will hence
be easy to form a table, from which the sphe
rical excess of any triangle measured may be
learnt from its base and height.

Spherical Polygon, is a figure of more
than three sides, formed on the surface of a
sphere by the intersection of several of its
great circles.

SPHERICITY, the quality of a sphere, or
that by which a thing becomes spherical.

SPHERICS, the doctrine of the sphere,
particularly of the several circles described on
its surface, with the method of projecting the
same on a plane. See Projection.

SPHEROID, a solid body resembling a

sphere, which is supposed to be generated by
the revolution of any oval figure about an
axis. This is the most general definition of a

spheroid ; but the term is generally meant only
to denote a solid generated by the revolution
of an ellipse about one of its axis, and there
fore the latter is sometimes called an ellipsoid,
to distinguish it from the more general figure
spheroid.

When the ellipse revolve about its trans
verse axis, it is called an oblong or prolate
spheroid; when about its conjugate axis, an ob
late spheroid ; and when about any other of its
diameters, a universal spheroid, in which latter -
case its figure is somewhat resembling a heart.

The principal rules for finding the solidities,
surfaces, &c. of spheroids generated from an
ellipse and their segments, zones, itc. arc con
tained in the following formula? :
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Let /be the fixed axis, and r the revolving

axis, 314159, &c. — p, make r
then

1. solidity — $frxp
% surface = fr p | 1 q: Ij^L

-

1.3. 5. Cq

I.3B
4.6

2 =

6.7
&c. |

The upper sign having place for the prolate,
and the lower for the oblate sphere, also
A, B, C, &c. the preceding terms.

If also we make j. — z, tr>x1)
—

s,

m — the degrees of the arc whose sine is
likewise

P — -0 1746329 m, in the prolate s|>hcrc
P — 2-30285 log. 0 + zl in the oblate sphere.

3. surface X 3-14159 r.

The area of a prolate spheroid, is less than
four times the area of its generating ellipse,
and the area of an oblate spheroid greater than
four times the same, and the sphere, which is
the intermediate limit of the two, is equal to
four times its generating circle. For several
other interesting properties of these solids,
ace Hutton's " Mensuration," p. 267, 2nd edit.

Frustums of Spheroids, or the parts cut off by
two planes. Here/, r, q, p, denoting the same
as above, and A the height of the frustrum, also

— *i then the frustum being cut off by

two planes passing perpendicular to the fixed
axis, one of them passing through the centre
of the spheroid, we have

i -r . , ( , _ Az 1.3Bz_1. surface =z pr h > 1 + — __- :p

1-3.5CZ . i
~«T7 &c-

\
A, B, C, representing the same as above, and
the signs having place as there stated.

For the solidity, make the diameter of the

greater end — D, of the less d ; then

1. solidity = -I (2D1 + <P) Ax314159

Segments of Spheroids, or parts cut off by
one plane. Here /, r, and A being still as

above; then
1. When the base is parallel to the revolving axis.

Solidity zz~ (3/./>2A)A* X 5236

2. When the base is perpendicular to the re

volving axis.

Solidity
=yr(3r ^^h) A* x-5230

See Hutton's " Mensuration."
SPHEROIDAL, or Spheroidical, having

the form of a spheroid.
SPHERULE, a little globe or sphere.
SPINDLE, in Geometry, a solid generated

by the revolution of a curve about its base or
double ordinate, and is farther denominated
elliptic, parabolic, hyperbolic, 8cc. according
to figure from which it is generated. See El
liptic, Parabolic, Hyperbolic Spindle.

SPIRAL, in Geometry, a curve line of the
circular kind, which iu its progress alw&vs
recedes more and more from a point wilhia
called its centre.

There are various kinds of spirals, viz. the

spiral of Archimedes, the Logarithmic spiral,
the Loxodromic spiral, the Parabolic spiral, or
Hclicoid, &c. according to the law by which
the point recedes from the centre.

Archimedian Spiral. This is generated by
supposing the arc of a circle to be divided
into any number of equal parts iix p, p. p, Ik.
then radii being drawn from the centre to
these points, divide one of them into the same
number of equal parts, and make Cm, Cm, Cm,
&c. equal to 1,2, 3, &c. of those parts, and
the line drawn from the centre passing through
these several points will be the spiral of Ar
chimedes.

This is more particularly called the first
spiral when it has made one complete revolu
tion to the point A ; and the space included
between the spiral and radius AC is called

the spiral space.

f>

The first spiral may be continued to a se
cond, by describing another circle with a ra
dius double of the first, and this second may
be again continued to the third, and so on.

The same spiral may be otherwise generated
by a continued motion, by making a point
receded uniformly from the centre, while the

radius is made to revolve uniformly about th«

same point.
Hyperbolic or Reciprocal

Spiral. If from
one of the extremities c

of the right line cF as a
centre, with the distances
cD, cE, cF, Sec. as radii,
an indefinite number of
arcs Drf, Ee, F/, Sec. be
described so as to be all
equal in length to each
other, the curve cdefdrawn
through their extremities,
is called the hyperbolic or reciprocal spiral, of

which the right line cF is called the axis, and
the point c the centre.

The principal properties of this curve are as
follow :

1. Any two ordinates cf, ce being drawn,
we have

cf: ce :: <Fce : <Ycf.
2. If fA be drawn perpendicular to Fc

and equal to one of the equal arcs Vf, Ee, &c.

aud at the extremity A, AB be drawn parallel
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curve SWC = z, XC = i, Cn~x, A =the

„ ,. , ,_ ., area SWC ; then the sector SCn = ^ = A,
Let the ordinate cf

— r, the arc Tf—a, 2 '

rdinate ce — y, and FK=:; then whose fluent is the area SWC.

to cF, then will AB be an asymptote to the

curve
3

the ordinate
r : y :: z : a, or yz — ra,

which is the equation of the spiral.

4. If FT be a tangent to the curve at F,
the area of the whole spiral space E K F,
formed by an infinite number of revolutions,

is equal to half the rectangle of the ordinate

C F and the subtangent CT.

3. The subtangent CT is equal to the arc

GF, or to the distance between the centre

and the asymptote. See Bonnycastlc's
" Al

gebra," vol. ii. ; and Emerson's and Robert
son's Conic Sections.

Logarithmic, Logistic, or Proportional SPI

RAL. This differs from the Archiinedian spiral

in this, that here the several distances Cm,

Cb,Cih, &c. are taken in a continued geome

trical progression, whereas in that above they

are in arithmetical progression. See Loga

rithmic Spiral.
Spiral of Pappus, is a spiral formed on the

.surface of a sphere, in the same manner as

that of Archimedes is on a plane. Thus if a

quadrant be supposed to revolve uniformly
about one of its radii, while a point moves

uniformly along the quadrantal arc, that point
by its motion describes the spiral of Pappus,

which is evidently a curve of double curvature.

Parabolic Spiral, or Helicoid, is a curve

arising from a supposition of the common

parabola being bent round into the periphery

of a circle.
If, for instance,

the axis of a para
bola be bent into the

periphery of the cir
cle B DM, then the
curve B E G N A,
which passes through
the extremities of
the ordinates C E,
D G, &c. which con
verge towards the
centre of the circle A will constitute the curve

which is called helicoid or parabolic spiral.
Considering the arc BC as an absciss, put

it ~ x, and the part C E of the radius as an

ordinate to it n y, and the parameter of the

parabola
~ p ; then the nature of this curve

will be expressed by the equation px —
y1.

The Quadrature and Rectification of Spirals.
Let the right line CS — y, the length of the

Let *C Y be a tangent at C, and SY per

pendicular at C Y ; draw also C E perpen
dicular to SC, and *E parallel to SC; and

with the centre S, and any radius S A describe

a circular arc A L. Put HA — a, Ao—tc,
ox — ii, CY = (, S Y = r ; then C* = z,
;E —y, CE —x, and as the triangles CEi,

CS Y are similar, t : r :: y : x —T-j- < bence,

S C n = = A (1). Also by similar sectors

Soz, SCn, a : y :: w : x — V— ; therefore

SCn=^ = A (2). Which different ex

pressions, for the fluxions of the area, are to

be used as may be convenient.
In the Logarithmic spiral, r : t in a constant

ratio, whence form (1) A — 1-^——1^-^-, whose
'it 2n

fluent is A —V1JL 4-C; but whenyno, A=:o,
4;t

therefore C = o, and consequently the area

m
—

4«
'

In the spiral of Archimedes y : w : : m : n,

or in a constant ratio ; therefore w
— — ; con

sequently A =_ y1^ _ gy*y ,

•la '2 ma
whose fluent is

A —- -2^— ^ C, where again C zzo, and there
out a

fore A

bma
For the rectification we have t : y :: y : z —

^
j-

,

the fluent of which will be the length re

quired.
In the Logarithmic spiral, t : y :: m : n, a

constant ratio ; hence, t — 22 ; therefore z =:
u

n—, and z — — which is the correct
m m t

fluent.

In the spiral of Archimedes put —— — r,

and we have t = — ; , , ;

✓Of +**J

f
hence
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i = 3L£fiJ±*l\

which «iyM

AO v
Spiral Pump. See Archimedes' Screw.

SPONTANEOUS Rotatimi. See Rota
tion.

SPORADES, a name given by the ancients

to those stars that were not included in any
of the constellations.

SPOTS, in Astronomy. See Macul.b and

Facul*.
SPOUT. See W KTr.R-Spout.
SPRING, in Natural History, a fountain

or source of water, rising out of the earth.

Various have been the opinions of philosophers
concerning the origin of springs ; as, 1. That
the sea water is conveyed through subterra

neous ducts, or canals, to the places where the

springs flow out of the earth ; but as it is im

possible that the water should be thus con

veyed to the tops of mountains, since it cannot

rise higher than the surface, some have had

recourse to subterraneous heat; by which

being rarified, it is supposed to ascend in

vapours through certain cavities of the moun
tains. But as no sufficient proof is brought
of the existence of these central heats, or of
caverns in the mountains big enough to let
the vapours ascend, supposing such heats,
we shall not take up onr readers' time with a
formal refutation of this hypothesis.

2. As to those who advance the capillary
hypothesis, or suppose the water to rise from
the depths of the sea through the porous parts
of the earth, as it rises in capillary tubes, or
through sand or ashes, they seem not to
consider one principal property of this kind
of tube, or this sort of attraction : for though
the water rise to the lop of the tube or sand,
yet will it rise no higher, because it is by the
attraction of the parts above that the fluid
rises, and where that is wanting it can rise no
farther. Therefore, though the waters of the
sea may be drawn into the substance of the
earth by attraction, yet it can never be raised
by this means into a cistern or cavity, to be
come the source of springs.

3. The third hypothesis is that of the learned
Dr. Halley, who supposes the true sources of
springs to be melted snow, rain water, dew,
and vapours condensed.

Now in order to prove that the vapours
raised by the heat of the sun from the surface
of the seas, lakes, and rivers, are abundantly
sufficient to supply the springs and rivers with
fresh water, the Doctor made the following
e\perimcnt: he took a vessel of water, made
of the same degree of saltucss with that of the
sea, by means of the hydrometer; and having
placed a thermometer in it, he brought it, by
means of a pan of coals, lo the same degree of
heat with that of the air in the hottest sum
mer. Ho then placed this vessel, with the
thermometer in it, in one scale, and nicely
counterpoised it with weights in the other;
after two hours he found that about the six-

tieth part of an inch was gone off in vapour,
and consequently in twelve hours, the length
of a natural day, one tenth of an inch would
have been evaporated. From this experiment
it follows, that every ten square inches of the
surface of the water yield a cubic inch of
water in vapour per day, every square mile
6914 tons, and every square degree (or 69
English miles} 33 millions of tons. Now if we
suppose the Mediterranean to be 40 degrees
long, and 4 broad at a medium, which is the
least that can be supposed, its surface will be
160 square degrees, from whence there will
evaporate 5280 millions of tons per day in the
summer time. The Mediterranean receives
water from the nine great rivers following, viz.
the Iberus, the Rhine, the Tyber, the Po, the
Danube, the Neister, the Borysthenes, the
Tenais, and the Nile ; all the rest being small,
and their water inconsiderable. Now let us

suppose that each of these rivers conveys ten
times as much water to the sea as the Thames,
which, as is observed, yields daily 76.032,000
cubic feet, which is equal to 203 millions of
tons, and therefore all the nine rivers will pro
duce 1827 millions of tons ; which is little more
thau one-third of the quantity evaporated each
day from the sea. The prodigious quantity of
water remaining the Doctor allows to rat us,

which fall again info the seas, and for the
uses of vegetation, &c. As to the manner in
which these waters arc collected, so as to

form reservoirs for thediffcrcntkinds of springs,
it seems to be this : the tops of mountains in
general abound with cavities, and subterra
neous caverns formed by nature to serve as

reservoirs ; and their pointed summits, which
seem to pierce the clouds, stop those vapours
which fluctuate in the atmosphere, and being
constipated thereby, they precipitate in water,
and by their gravity easily penetrate through
beds of sand and lighter earth, till they are

stopped in their descent by more dense strata,
as beds of clay, stone, &c. where they form a

bason or cavern, and work a passage horizon

tally, and issue out of the side of the moun
tain. Many of these springs running down

by the valleys between the ridges of hills, and

uniting their streams from rivulets or brooks ;

and many of these, again, uniting on the plain,
become a river.

Springs are either such as run continually,
called perennial ; or such as run only for •

time, and at certain seasons of the year, and

therefore called temporary springs. Others
again are called intermitting springs, because
they flow and then stop, and flow and stop

again ; and finally, reciprocating springs, whose

waters rise and fall, or flow and ebb, by re

gular intervals.
Spring, in Mechanics, is used to signify a

body of any shape perfectly elastic.

Strength or Force of a SPRING, is used for

fhe force or weight, which, when the spring is

wholly compressed or closed, will just prevent
it from unbending itself. Also the force of a

spring partly bent or closed, is the force or

weight which is just sufficient to keep tb«
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spring in that state, by preventing it from un
bending itself any farther.

The theory of springs is founded on this
principle : that the intenvity is as the com
pressing force ; or if a spring be any way
forced or put out of its natural situation, its
resistance is propoi tional to the space by which
it is removed from that situation. Tins prin
ciple has been verified by the experiments of
Dr. Hook, and since him by those of others,
particularly by the accurate hand of Mr.
George Graham, " Lectures do Potentia Rcs-
titutiva," 1678.

For elucidating this principle, on which
the whole theory of springs depends, suppose
a spring C L resting at L against any im
moveable support, but otherwise lying in its
natural situation, and at full liberty. Then if
this spring be pressed inwards by any force p,
or from C towards L, through the space of one
inch, and can be there detained by that force

p, the resistance of the spring, and the force p,
exactly counterbalancing each other; then
■will the double force 2p bend the spring
through the space of 2 inches, and the triple
force 3 p through 3 inches, and the quadruple
force 4 p through 4 inches, and so on. The
space CL through which the spring is bent,
or by which its end C is removed from . its
natural situation, being always proportional
to the force which will bend it so far, and will

1'nst

detain it when so bent. On the other
land, if the end C be drawn outwards to any

place X. and be there detained from returning
back by any force p, the space Cx, through
which it is so drawn outwards. Mill be also

proportional to the force p. which is just able
to retain it in that situation.

Fig-. 1.

Fig. 3.

AAAAAAAc JL

It may here be observed, that the spring of
the air, or its elastic force, is a power of a

different nature, and governed by different
laws, from that of a palpable rigid spring.
For supposing the line L to represent a cylin
drical volume of air, which by compression is
reduced to L/, or by dilation is extended to
Lx, its clastic force will be reciprocally as

L/ or Lx ; whereas the force or resistance of
a spring is dirt-clly as C/ orCx.

This principle being premised. Dr. Jurin
lays dowu a general theorem concerning the
action of a body striking on one end of a

spring, while the other end is supposed to
rest against an immoveable support.

Fig. 4.

A

Thus, if a spring of the strength p, and the
length 07, lying at full liberty upon an hori
zontal plane, rest with one end L against an
immoveable support; and a body of the
weight M, moving with the velocity V, in the
direction of the axis of the spring, strike
directly on the other end C, and so force the
spring inwards, or bend it through any space
CB ; and if a mean proportional CG be taken

M
between - X CL, and 2a, where a denotes

the height to which a body would ascend in
vacuo with the velocity V; and farther, if
upon the radius R = CG, be described the
quadrant of a circle G F A : then,

1. When the spring is bent through the
right sine C B of any arc GF, the velocity r
of the body M is to the original velocity V,
as the cosine BF is to the radius CG ; that is,

v : V :: BF : CG, or t>= — x V.
K

2. The time t of bending the spring through
the same sine CB, is r« T the time of a heavy
body's ascending in vacuo with the velocity
V, as the corresponding arc is to 2a ; that is,
t :T :: GF: 2a, or

l = "xT.
2 a

The doctor gives a demonstration of this
theorem, and deduces a great many curious
corollaries from it. These he divides into
three classes. The first, contains such corol
laries as are of more particular use when the

spring is wholly closed before the motion of
the body ceases: the second, comprehends
those relating to the case when the motion of
the body ceases before the spring is wholly
closed : and the third, when the motion of the

body ceases at the instant that the spring is

wholly closed.
We shall here mention some of the last

class, as being the most simple ; having first
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premised, that P =: the strength of the spring,
L — its length, V — the initial velocity of
the body closing the spring, M = its mass,
t — time ."pent by the body in closing the
spring, A — height from which a heavy body
will fall in vacuo in a second of time, a — the
height to which a body would ascend in vacuo
with the velocity V, C = the velocity gained
by the fall, m = the circumference of a circle
whose diameter is 1. Then the motion of the
striking body ceasing when the spring is
wholly closed, it will be

V
2 MA

2 \t = mCL
x 1"

4 A

3 MV = Cv/ the first mo-
2 A

mentnm.
3. If a quantity of motion MV bend a spring

through its whole length, and be destroyed by
it, no other quantitv of morion equal to the

V
former, as nM x — , will close the same

n

•priug, and be wholly destroyed by it.
4. But a quantity of motion, greater or less

than MV, in any given ratio, may close the
same spring, and be wholly destroyed in clos
ing it; and the time spent in closing the
spring will be respectively greater or less in
the same giveu ratio.

CM'L
5. The initials vis viva, or MV, is — -— ;

2A
and 2nM — PL-, also the initial vis viva is
as the rectangle under the length and strength
of the spring, that is, MV1 is as PL.

6. If the vis viva MV1 bend a string through
its whole length, and be destroyed in closing
it; any other vis viva, equal to the former, as

V*
n1M x —r, will close the same spring, and

be destroyed by it.
7. But the time of closing the spring by the

V*
vis viva nlM x — , will be to the time of

n
closing it by the vis viva MV1, as n to I.

8. If the vis viva MV'be wholly consumed
in closing a spring of the length L, and
strength P ; then the vis viva n1 M V1 will be
sufiicient to close. 1st. Either a spring of the
length L, and strength n*P. 2d. Or a spring
of the length nL and strength n P. 3d. Or
of the length 7j*L and strength P. 4th. Or,
if n be a whole number, the number n1 of
springs, each of the length L and strength P.
It may be added, that it appears from hence,
that the number of similar and equal springs
a given body in motion can wholly close, is
always proportional to the squares of the
velocity of that body. And it is from this'
principle that the chief argument, to prove
that the force of a body in motion is as the
square of its velocity, is deduced.

The theorem given above, and its corollaries,
will equally hold good, if the spring be sup
posed to have been at first bent through a

certain space, and by unbending itself (»

press upon a body at rest, and thus to drite
that body before it, during the time of its ex

pansion ; only V, instead of being the initial
velocity with which the body struck the spring,
will now be the final velocity with which the

body parts from the spring when totally cv
panded. It may also be observed, that the

theorem, &c. will equally hold good, if the

spring, instead of being pressed inward, be

drawn outward by the action of the body.
The like may be said, if the spring be sup

posed to have been already drawn outward to

a certain length, and in restoring itself draw

the body after it. And lastly, the theorem
extends to a spring of any form whatever,
provided L be the greatest length it can be

extended to from its natural situation, and P

the force which will confine it to that length.
Sec Phil. Trans. No. 472, Sect 10. or vol. xliii.
art. 10. Button's Math. Diet.

Spring Tides. Sec Tides.
SQUARE, in Geometry, is a quadrilateral

figure, having its four sides equal to each

other, and its angles all right-angles ; the

area of which is found by multiplying its side

by itself.
Geometrical Square. See Quadrat.
Magic Square. See Magic Square.
Square is also the name of an instrument

used by mechanics and artificers for what is

called squaring their work; these are of various

forms, as the T square, normal square, kc. ;

these are too well known lo require any par
ticular description.

Square Measure. Sec Measure.
Square Number, is the product arising from

a number being multiplied into itself, or a

number formed of two equal factors. Square
numbers have several curious properties, of
which the following arc the most remarkable.

1. Every square number is of one of the

forms 4n, or 4n +- 1, that is, every square

number when divided by 4 will leave either

0 or 1 for a remainder; and understanding this

expression still in the same way, the follow
ing table will express the forms of square
numbers to the moduls 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10.

ModuU. Form..

4 An 4n + 1
5 6n on ± 1
6 6n 6n + 1 6b + 3 6m + 4

7 7n 7n + 1 7n + 2 7» 4- 4
8 8n 8n + 1 8*4-4
9 9n Ok + 1 9n + 4 9« + 7

10 lOn lOn ± 1 lOn ± 4 10n± 5

From an examination of which there may

be drawn several curious corollaries, as fol

lows :

2. The sum of two odd squares cannot be

a square.
3 An odd square taken from an even

square cannot leave a square remainder.
4. If the sum of two squares is itself a
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square, one of the three squares is divisible
by 5, and therefore by 25.

5. Square numbers must terminate with
one of the digits 0, 1,4, 5, 6, or 9.

6. The area of a rational right-angled tri
angle cannot be equal to a square.

7. The two following series aro remarkable
for being such as -when reduced to improper
fractions, the sum of the squares of the nume
rator and denominator of each are complete
squares, or, which is the same, they are the
sides of rational right-angled triangles. These
series are as follow : viz.

j|
,

2|, 3f 4$, 5tV,&c.
li.2«,3^,4^,5|3, &c.

8. The second difference of consecutive
squares arc all equal to each other; thus,

squares J, 4
,

9
,

16, &c.
1st diff. 3 5 7 &c.
2nd diff. 2=2 = 2

,

&.c.

For a variety of other properties of square
numbers, sec Barlow's Theory of Numbers.

Square Hunt, in Arithmetic, is that number
which multiplied into itself will produce the
given number or square.

If an integral number has not an integral
root neither has it a fractional one, and only
an approximation towards the exact root can
be obtained, which may be done by the fol
lowing rule.

Ride. Divide the given number into periods
of two figures each, beginning at the unit's
place and proceeding to the left-hand in in
tegers, and to the right in decimals. Find
the greatest square in the first period on the
left -band, and set its root on the right-hand of
the given number, after the manner of a quo
tient figure in division. Subtract the square
thus found from the said period, and to the
remainder annex the two figures of the next
period for a dividend. Double the root above-
mentioned for a divisor ; and find how often

it is contained in the said dividend, exclusive
of its right-hand figure: and set that quotient
figure both in the quotient and divisor. Mul
tiply the whole augmented divisor by this last
quotient figure, and subtract the product from
the said dividend; bringing down the next
period of the given number, as before, for a

new dividend. Repeat the same process for
each period, and the number thus obtained
will be the root required.

Note. 1. The best way of doubling the
root, to form the now divisors, is by adding
the last figure to the last divisor.

2. The root will necessarily consist of as

many integers and decimals as there are
periods in each respectively. And when the
figures of the given number are all exhausted,
the operation may be continued at pleasure
by adding ciphers, two in each period.

Required the square root of 5499025,

5499026(2345 the root.

4

43)149
129

464)2090
1856

4685)23425
23425

0

For the Contracted Method for Extracting
the Square Root, see Contraction ; and for
taking the square root by continued fractions,
see Continued Fractions.

SQUARING the Circle. See Circle and
Quadrature.

STADIUM, an ancient Greek long mea
sure, containing 125 geometrical paces, or
625 Roman feet; corresponding to our fur
long. It must be observed, however, that the
stadium was different in different places.

STAFF, a name given to several different
instruments, as the Cross Staff, Rack Staff,
Fore Staff, &c. for which see the several
articles.

STAR, in Astronomy, is a general name for
all the heavenly bodies; but by English
writers it is more commonly used to denote
a fixed star, or one completely unconnected
with the solar system, the others being dis
tinguished by their particular names, as
planets, comets, satellites, Sec.

In order to distinguish the stars one from
another, the ancients divided the heavens
into different spaces called constellations,
which they supposed to be occupied by the
figures of animals and other objects, which
figures have been retained by the moderns, who,
to distinguish the stars in the same constella
tion from each other, have cither numbered or
marked them with certain letters, of the Greek
and other alphabets, by which means they are
as easily distinguished from each other, as
persons of the same family are, by their parti
cular names.

The stars are divided into different mag
nitudes according to their apparent size, tho
largest being said to be of the first magnitude;
the next largest of the second magnitude ;

and so on to the sixth magnitude, which class
includes the least stars that are visible to the
naked eve. All the stars beyond the sixth
magnitude are called telescopic stars, and those
which lie in spaces between (and therefore
not included in) the constellations, are called
unformed stars. The various catalogue found
ed on new observations, the time iu which
they were published, the number of stars
which they contain, and the works in which
the catalogues may be found, will be seen in
the following enumeration.
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Prodromus Astronomiae.
Historia Cclestis.
Astron. Fundamenta.
Southern, Caelum Australc Stclliferum, p. 141.

Zodiacal.

Hipparchus 128 1022 In Plolem. Almagest.

Tycho •■• 777 Astron. Instaur. Progyro.

Prince of Hesse 1593 Flamstead's Historia Celestis.

Riccioli 1665 Astron. Reform.

Bayer 1679 11,800 Uranomctria.
Hevelius 1690 950

Flamstcad 1712 2884

LaCaille 1757 397
LaCaille 1750 1942

LaCaille 1765 515

Le Monnier 1751, &c... 400
_ . . „„„ S Mayer's Opera Inedita, and in Vince's Astron. vol.ii.
Tobias Mayer 1775 998 j J^

'

Bradley 1773 389 Naut. Almanack, 1773.

Maskeljue 1770 36

Zach 1800 381 >Tabul. Mot Solis, and in Vince's Astron. vol. iii.

Zach 1800 162 \ p. 523, 537.

Bode Ym\ \ 17'000 A<las Celeste- Berlin, 1797.

La Lande, sen. and f 1789 $ 50 000 ^
Menl- Acad- Par- 1789> 1790; and Hist. Celest.

. I ' ] Franc, torn. i.

they must lie. If we suppose, then, that the pa
rallax of the stars is 1", and that the mean

distance of the earth from the Min, or the

semidiamcter of the earth's orbit, is 95.000,000

inn. \\WH ^i000]
The relative positions of the stars in their

respective constellations have been represent
ed on the surface of globes, or on maps called

planispheres, and atlases. The best plani
spheres are those of Lenox ; and the most miles, we shall have a triangle whose base is

correct celestial atlases are those of Flam
stead. Fort in, and Bode, the last of which
contains twenty sheets, each sheet being
twenty-eight inches by twenty.

Distance and Parallax of the Fixed Stars. —

When the fixed stars arc examined through
a good telescope, they do not seem to have

any sensible disc; and their size rather di
minishes by increasing the magnifying power
of the instrument. This circumstance alone
would have been a striking proof of the im
measurable distance of these celestial bodies,
had we not been in possession of evidence

190,000,000, and the angle at its vertex 1", to

find its side, or the distance of the nearest

star, which will be 20,159,665,000,000 miles,

or 20 billions of miles, a distance so immensely
great, that light cannot pass through it in less

than three years. It is very probable, bow-

ever, that the parallax of the stars is much

less than 1", and that the nearest of these

bodies is placed at a much greater dijtanee

from us than 20 billions of miles. Some of
them even arc, perhaps, so remote, that since

they were created, the first beam of light
which they emitted has not yet reached the

still more convincing. If the earth's diameter limits of our system ; while others which have

had subtended any sensible angle at the near
est fixed star, astronomers would have been
able to determine the distance by the ob
served change in its place, when viewed from
the two extremities of the earth's diameter.
This base. however,beingfound to be toosmall,

they have attempted to discover a change in
the position of the stars, when viewed from the
earth in two opposite points of its orbit, or,
in other words, to find the angle subtended by
the diameter of the earth's orbit at the fixed
stars, which is called their annual parallax.

' If a star is viewed, when the earth is in one
extremity of its transverse axis, we should
expect that it would appear in a different part
of the heavens than when it is viewed from
the other extremity. But notwithstanding

disappeared, or have been destroyed for many

ages, will continue to shine in the heavens

till the last ray which they emitted has reach
ed our earth.

For an account of Dr. Herschel's theory of

the annual parallax of the fixed stars, see

Phil. Trans, for 1782 ; see also other papers
on the same subjects by Roberts, vol. xviiL ;

Flamstead, vol. xxii. ; Bradley, in the same

transactions for 1728; Halley, 1720; Mas-
kelyne, for 1760; see also various other papers
in the Memoirs of the Academy of Sciences,

particularly one by Cassini for 1717, and

another by Clairaut for 1739.
Motion of the Fixed Stars. — By comparing

the places of some of the fixed stars, as de

termined from ancient and modern observa-

all the attempts of astronomers to discover tions, Dr. Halley discovered that they had a

this change of position, or annual parallax,
with the most accurate instruments, they have
hitherto been unable to detect it. The ob
servations which have been made for this
purpose were so extremely exact, that the
parallax of the stars, if it does exist, must be
less than 1", so that if we are unable to de
termine the distance of these celestial bodies,
we can at least fix the limits beyond which

motion of their own, which could not arise

from parallax, precession, or aberration. This
remarkable circumstance was afterwards no

ticed by Cassini and Le Monnier, and was

completely confirmed by Tobias Mayer, who

compared the places of 80 stars, as determined
by Roemer, with his own observations, and

found that the greater part of them had a

proper motion. He suggested that the change
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of place might arise from a progressive motion
of the sun towards one quarter of the heavens;
but as the result of his observations did not
accord with his theory, he remarks that many
centuries must elapse before the true cause
of this motion can be explained.

The probability of a progressive motion of
the sun was suggested upon theoretical prin
ciples by the late Dr. Wilson of Glasgow ;

and La Lande deduced a similar opinion from
the rotatory motion of the sun, by supposing,
that the same mechanical force which gave it
a motion round its axis would also displace
its centre, and give it a motion of translation
in absolute space.

If the inn has a motion in absolute space,
directed towards any quarter of the heavens,
it is obvious that the stars in that quarter
must appear to recede from each other, while
those in the opposite region seem gradually
approaching, in the same manner as when
walking through a forest, the trees to which
we advance are constantly widening, while
the distance of those which we leave behind
is gradually contracting. The proper motion
of the stars, therefore, in those opposite re
gions, as ascertained by a comparison of an

cient with modern observations, ought to

correspond with this hypothesis ; and Dr.
Herschel has found, that the greater part of
them are nearly in the direction which would
result from a motion of the sun towards the
constellation Hercules, or rather to a part of
the heavens whose right ascension is 250:> 521

30", am) w hose norlh polar distance is 40° 22'.

Klugcl found the right ascension of this point
to be 260°, and Prevot makes it 230°, with
65° of north polar distance. Herschel sup
poses that the motion#of the sun, and the
system, is not slower than that of the earth in
its orbit, and that it is performed round some
distant centre. The attractive force capable
of producing such an effect, he does not sup
pose to be lodged in one large body, but in
the centre of gravity of a cluster of stars, or
in the common centre of gravity of several

clusters. La Lande, however, is of opinion,
that there is a kind of equilibrium among all
the systems of the universe, and that they
have a periodical circulation round their com

mon centre of gravity. See Mayer's " Opera
Inedita," vol. i. ; Lambert's " Systeme du

Monde ;" various papers in Phil. Trans, and
in the Memoirs of Paris and Berlin.

New and variable Stars. — While the stars

exhibit these apparent variations they are

affected with others of a different kind, which
seem to arise from some great physical changes
that are going on in these bodies. Several
new stars have appeared for a time, and then

vanished ; some that are given in the ancient

catalogues can no longer be found; while
others are constantly and distinctly visible,

which have not been described by the an
cients, some stars like $ in the Whale, have

gradually increased in brilliancy ; others like
3 in the Great Bear, have been constantly

diminishing in brightness, and a great num

ber sustain a periodical variation in their
brilliancy. The new star which was seen by
Tycho in 1572, in the constellation Cassiopeia,
suffered very remarkable changes. On a sud
den it became so brilliant that it surpassed in
brightness even Venus and Mercury, and was
visible on the meridian in the day-time. Its
light then began to diminish, till it disap
peared sixteen months after it had been first
observed. The new star which appeared in
1603, in the constellation Serpentarius, ex
hibited similar phenomena, and disappeared
after having been visible for some months.

In order to explain these singular changes,
astronomers have supposed that the stars are
suns, having parts of their surface occupied
by large black spots, which, in the course of
their rotation about an axis, present them
selves to us, and thus diminish the brilliancy
of the star. Some suppose the black spots
to be permanent ; but others are of opinion
that the luminous surface of these bodies are
subject to perpetual changes, which some
times increase their light, and at other times
extinguish it. The same phenomena have
been explained, with less plausibility, by
supposing that the stars are extremely flat,
and that they are more or less brilliant, ac
cording as their flat or sharp side turns to
the eye. The variation in the light of the
stars has also been ascribed to the interpo
sition of the planets which revolve round
them ; but it is not probable that the planets
are sufficiently large to produce any sensible
effect : even when seen from the earth, the
light of our own sun is not perceptibly im
paired when Mercury or Venus are passing
over his disc.

The following are some of the most re
markable variable stars, viz.

New star of 1572 in Cassiopeia, which
changes from the 1 to 0, viz. from the first
magnitude to invisible ; period 150 years.

6 Whale, from 2 to 0; period 331 days.
j3 Perseus, or Algol, from 2 to 4 ; period 2*

20* 48' 58"-7.

Hydra, east of x, from 4 to 0 ; period 494
days.

New star of 1604, in the east foot of Ser
pentarius, from 1 to 0; period not known.

0 Lyra, from 3 to 5 ; period 6* 9i>.

New star of 1670, in the Swan's head, which
has not been seen since 1672.

it Antinous, from 3 to 5; period 7d 4h 15'.
x In the Swan's neck, from 5 to 0; period

369< 21".
Another in the same constellation, near y

in the breast, from 3 to 0 ; period IS'.
& Cepheus, from 3 to 5; period 5fi 8" 371'.
Double Stahs. These when viewed by the

naked eye, and some of them even by the
help of a telescope of moderate power, have
the appearance only of a single star, but
viewed through a good telescope they are
found to be double, and in some cases a very
marked difference is perceptible, both as to
Iheir brilliancy and the colour of their light-
These Dr. Herschel supposes to be so near
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each otlici as to obey reciprocally the power
of each other's attraction, revolving about
or their common centre of gravity, in certain
determined periods.

The two stars, for example, which form the
double star Castor, have varied in their an
gular situation more than 45° since they were
observed by Bradley in 1759, and appear to

perform a retrograde revolution in 342 years,
in a plane perpendicular to the direction of
the sun. Dr. Herschel has found them in
intermediate angular positions, at interme
diate times, but never could perceive any
change in their distance. The retrograde
revolution of y Leonis, another double star, is
supposed to be in a plane considerably in
clined to the line in which we view it, and to
be completed in 1200 years. The stars i
Bootes, perform a direct revolution in 1681

years, in a plane oblique to the sun. The
stars J Serpenlis, perform a retrograde revo
lution in about 375 years; and those of y
Virginis in 708 years, without any change of
their distances. In 1802, the large star £
Hercules, eclipsed the smaller one, though
they were separate in 1782. Other stars he
supposes to be united in triple and quadruple,
and still more complicated systems.

A catalogue of the most remarkable double,
triple, &e. stars, is given by Dr. Herschel in
the Phil. Trans, see vol. i'or 1782, p. 1 12 :
1784, p. 437; i7&5, p. 40, 213; 1786, p. 457 ;
1780, p. 212; 1791, p. 71; 1795, p. 46; 1802,

p. 477 ; 1803, p. 339 ; 1804, p. 354. Sec also
Kant's " Allgemeine Naturgeschichte ;" Lam
bert's " Pbotometria ;" Cassini's " Mem.
Acad.," Paris, 1789, &c.

Star Pagoda, au East Indian coin, value
7*. Id. sterling.

STATICS (from ;toito,-, standing), is that
branch of mechanics- which treats of the equi
librium, weight, pressure, 8cc. of solid bodies
when at rest; being thus distinguished from
dynamics, which is the science of moving
powers, or of the action of forces on solid
bodies, when the result of that action is mo
tion. See Dynamics and Mechanics. See
also the articles Centre of Gravity, Equi
librium, and Pressure.

STATION, in practical Geometry, &c. is a

place pitched upon to make an observation,
or take an angle, or such like, as in survey
ing, measuring heights and distances, level
ling, &e.

An accessible height is taken from one sta
tion ; but an inaccessible height or distance
is only to be taken by making two stations,
from two places whose distance asunder is
known. In making maps of counties, pro
vinces, &<;. stations arc fixed upon certain
eminences, &.c. of the county, and angles
taken from thence to the several towns, vil
lages, &c. In surveying, the instrument is to
be adjusted by the needle, or otherwise, to
answer the points of the horizon at every sta
tion ; Ihe distance from hence to the last
station is to be measured, and an angle is to
be taken to the next station; which process

repeated includes the chief practice of sur

veying,
STATIONARY, in Artronomy, the position

or appearance of a planet in the same point
of the zodiac, for several days. This happens
from the observer being situated on the earth,
which is far out of the centre of their orbits,

by which they seem to proceed irregularly;
being sometimes seen to go forwards, or from
west to cast, which is their natural direction;
sometimes to go backwards, or from east to

west, w hich is their retrogradation ; and be
tween these two s"tates there must be an in
termediate one, where the planet appears
neither to go forwards nor backwards, but to

stand still, and keep the same place in the

heavens, which is called her station, and the

planet is then said to be stationary.
Apollonius Pergaeus has shown how to find

the stationary point of a planet, according to

the old theory of the planets, which supposes
them to move in epicycles; which was fol

lowed by Ptolemy in his " Almag." lib. 12.

cap. 1, and others, till the time of Copernicus.
Concerning this, see Regiomoutanus in " Epi
tome Almagesti," lib. 12. prop. 1 ; Coperni-
cus's " Revolutiones Cu lest." lib. 5, cap. 36

and 36; Kepler, in " Tabulis Rudolphinis."
cap. 24; Riccioli's " Almag." lib. 7, sect. 5.

cap. 2 ; Herman in " Miscellan. Berolinens,"
p. 197. Dr. Halley, Mr. Eacio, Mr. Dc

Moivrc.Dr. Keil, Gregory, Vince, Woodhouse.
and others, have treated this snbject.

STATISTICS, a modern term adopted to

express a more comprehensive view of the

various particulars constituting the natural
and political strength and resources of a

country than was usually embraced by writers
on political arithmetic. Its principal objects
are, the extent and population of a stale; the

occupation of the different classes of its in
habitants ; the progress of agriculture, of ma

nufactures, and of internal and foreign trade ;

the income and wealth of the inhabitants, and

the proportion drawn from them for the pub
lic service by taxation; the condition of the

poor; the state of schools, and other institu
tions of public utility ; w ith every other sub

ject, the knowledge of which tends to esta

blish the true civil policy of the country, and

consequently to promote its prosperity.
STEAM, is the name given in our language

to the v isible moist vapour which arises from

all bodies which contain juices easily expelled
from them by heats not sufficient for their

combustion. Thus we say, the steam of boil

ing-water, of malt, of a tan-bed, &e. It is

distinguished from smoke by its not having
been produced by combustion, by not con

taining any soot, and by its being condensed
by cold into water, oil, inflammable spirits, or

liquids composed of these.
We see it rise in great abundance from

bodies w hen they are heated, forming a white
cloud, which dill uses itself and disappears at

no very great distance from the body from

which it was produced. In this case the sur

rounding air is found loaded with the water
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or other juices which seem to have produced
it, and the steam seems to he completely
Boluhle in air, as salt is in water, composing
while thus united a transparent clastic fluid.

But in order to its appearance in the Conn
of an opaque white cloud, the mixture with
or dissemination in air seem absolutely ne
cessary. If a tea-kettle boils violently, so

that the steam is formed at the spout in great
abundance, it may be observed, that the vi
sible cloud is not formed at the very mouth
of the spout, but at a small distance before it,
and that the vapour is perfectly transparent
at its first emission. This is rendered still
more evident by fitting to the spout of the
tea-kettle a glass pipe of any length, and of
as large a diameter as we please. The steam
is produced as copiously as without this pipe,
but the vapour is transparent through the
whole length of the pipe. Nay, if this pipe
communicate with a glass vessel terminating
in another pipe, and if the vessel be kept
sufficiently hot, the steam w ill be as abundantly
produced at the mouth of this second pipe as
before, and the vessel will be quite transparent.
The visibility therefore of the matter which
constitutes the steam is an accidental or ex
traneous circumstance, and requires the ad

mixture with air; yet this quality again leaves
it when united with air by solution. It ap
pears therefore to require a dissemination in
the air. The appearances are quite agreeable
to this notion : for we know that one perfectly
transparent body, when minutely divided and
diffused among the parts of another trans
parent body', but not dissolved in it

,

makes a

mass which is visible. Thus oil beat up with
water makes a white opaque mass.

In the mean time, as steam is produced, the
water gradually wastes in the tea-kettle, and
will soon be totally expended, if we continue

it on the fire. It is reasonable therefore to
suppose, that this steam is nothing but water
ehanged by heat into an aerial or elastic form.
If so, we should expect that the privation of
this heat would leave it in the form of water
again. Accordingly this is fully verified by
experiment; for if the pipe fitted to the spout
of the tea-kettle be surrounded with cold
water, no steam will issue, but water will
continually trickle from it in drops; and if
the process be , conducted with the proper
precautions, the water which we thus obtain
from the pipe will be found equal in quantity
to that which disappears from the tea-ket
tle.

Steam, and especially that which is raised
from the volatilization of hot water, is em
ployed as a first mover in that admirable con
trivance the steam engine. This steam when
raised with the ordinary heat of boiling water

is almost 3000 times rarer than water, or more
than 3{ times rarer than air, and then has its
elasticity equal to that of the common atmos
pheric air: by great heat it has been found
that the steam may be expanded into 14000
times the space of water, when it exerts a
force of nearly live times the pressure of the

atmosphere : and there is no reason to sup
pose tliis is the extreme limit; indeed some
accidents which have happened prove clearly
that the elastic force of steam may at least
equal that of gunpowder.

The following table shows the force of this
aqueous vapour, at several different degrees
of temperature.

remperature
Forceof arjiicou!1

V.ipour.
Temperature

Forcet>faqneouf
Vapour.

OD na
Fahrenheit. Fahrenheit.

80 •0333 220 1000
90 •0453 230 1-166

100 •0620 240 1-391
110 •0843 250 1-655
120 ■1110 260 1-940
130 •1446 270 2-257
140 •1913 280 2-595
150 •2473 290 2-958
160 ■3153 300 3-337
170 •4043 310 3-727
lf>0 ■5050 315 4117
190 •6333 320 4309
200 •7880 325 4-500
210 •9613 330 4-600

Steam Engine, an engine for raising water,
or for producing any powerful effect in moving
machinery, &c. b

y the force of steam obtained
from boiling water. It is often called a fire
engine, on account, perhaps, of the fire em
ployed in heating the water, in order to throw
off the steam. This is unquestionably one of
the most useful, curious, and important ma
chines that has ever been invented ; and it is

thought, that without the aid of this, or some
other engine adapted to the same purpose, we
should long ere this have been deprived of the
benefit of coal fires; as our forefathers, full a
century ago, had excavated almost all the
mines of that substance as deep as they could
be worked, without the aid of some engine to
draw water from greater depths. The prin
ciple of this machine is as follows : there is a
forcing pump with its rod fixed to one end of

a lever, which is worked by the weight or
pressure of the atmosphere upon a piston at
the other end, a temporary vacuum being
made below it, by suddenly condensing the
steam, that had been let into the cylinder in
which this piston works, by a jet of cold water
thrown into it. A partial vacuum being thus
made, the weight of the atmosphere presses
down the piston, and raises the other end of
the straight lever with water, &c. from the
mine. Then immediately a hole is uncovered
in the bottom of the c\ liuder, by which a fresh
supply of hot steam rushes in from the boiler,
which acts as a counterbalance for the at
mosphere above the piston, and the weight of
the pump rods at the other end of the lever
carries that end down, and of course raises
the piston of the steam cylinder. The orifice
for the emission of the steam is immediately
shut, and the cock opened for injecting the

T T 2
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eold water, and another vacuum is made

below the piston, which is now again tbiced

down 'by the action of the atmosphere, and

thus the work is continued at pleasure. This
will be better understood by a reference to

the following figure.

Let a cylinder A BCD, placed vertically,
have a piston working in it

,

the rod of w hich

is fixed to the end of the beam G II turning
on the axis O, and loaded at its other ex
tremity by a weight W, and when the ma
chine is at rest the beam inclines towards the
side where the weight is. Then if a vacuum
be any how made in a part of the cylinder
under the piston, the whole pressure of the
atmosphere will tend to depress the piston,
and will raise the weight W, providing the
momentum be not greater than a column of
water 33 feet high, having for its base the
section of the cylinder, and acting by the
lever GH.

Suppose now the steam of water from a

boiler to be introduced through a valve into
the cylinder, and to expel the air; and when
this is done the valve to be shut, and another
valve opened, by which a jet of cold water is

injected into the cylinder, the steam will be
quickly condensed ; a vacuum will be pro
duced, and the piston forced down by the
atmospheric pressure. The introduction of
steam at the bottom of the cylinder will again
elevate the piston, and the reproduction of
the vacuum will cause the depression of it ;

so that the end of the lever to which W is

attached, may be employed to raise any
weight, or overcome any resistance, within
the limits above mentioned.

This, which is the most simple form of the
steam engine, must be considered merely as

explanatory of the principles of its operation,
and by no means of its mechanism, which is

very various; having undergone numerous
alterations and improvements from the simple
form above given to the most perfect engines
of the present day, of which the following on
the improved plan of Mr. Watt is, perhaps,
one of the most simple and best suited to a
farther illustration. Referring to Plate XII.

CD is the boiler in which the water is con
verted into steam by the heat of the furnace
D. It is sometimes made of copper, but
more frequently of iron : its bottom is con
cave, and the flame is made to circulate round
its sides, and is sometimes conducted by
means of flues even through the middle of the
water, so that as great a surface as possible
may be exposed to the action of the fire. In
some of Watt's engines the fire contained in
an iron vessel was introduced into the middle
of the water, and the outer boiler was formed
of wood, as being a slow conductor of heat
When the furnaces are constructed in the

most judicious manner, eight square feet of
the boiler's surface mtist be acted upon b

y

the fire or the flame, in order to convert one

cubic foot of water into steam, in the space

of an hour. When fire is applied to the boiler,

the water is not converted into steam till it

has reached the temperature of 212° of Fah
renheit, or the boiling point. And, indeed,
when the water is pressed by air or steam,

more condensed than the atmosphere, a tem

perature greater than 212° is necessary for

the production of steam : but the heat requi
site for this purpose increases in a less ratio

than the pressure to be overcome. The steam

which is produced in the boiler is about 1800

times rarer Ihan water, and is conveyed
through the steam pipe CE, into the cylinder
G, where it acts upon the piston q, and com

municates motion to the great beam AB.
But before we trace the mode of transmitting
this motion, we must describe the very in
genious- method employed by Mr. Watt for

supplying the boiler regularly with water, and

preserving it at the same level OP; a cir
cumstance which is absolutely necessary, that

the quantity and elasticity of the steam in the

boiler may be always the same. The small

cistern u, placed above the boiler, is supplied
with water from the hot well h

,

by means of
the pump z, and the pipe'/1. To the bottom

of this cistern is Gtted the pipe «r, which is
immersed in the water O P, and is bent at its

lower extremity, in order to prevent the en

trance of the rising steam. A crooked arm

urf', attached to the side of the cistern m, sup

ports the small lever a b
' which moves upon <
f

as a centre. The extremity "V of this lever

carries, by means of the wire i'P, a stone or

piece of metal P, which hangs just below the

surface of the water in the boiler, and the

other extremity a
' is connected by the wire

du with a valve at the bottom of the cistern
«, which covers the top of the pipe or. Now,

it is a maxim in hydrostatics, that when a

heavy body is suspended in a fluid it loses as

much of its weight as is equal to that of the

quantity of fluid which it displaces. When
the water OP, therefore, is diminished by the

conversion of part of it into steam, the upper

surface of the body P will be above the fluid,

he increased,and its weight will con
in proportion to tho quantity of the body that

is not immersed. By this addition to its

weight the sloue P will cause the extremity
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b' of the lever to descend, and, in consequence,
by elevating the arm cfV, will open the valve
at the top of the pipe ur, and thus gradually
introduce a quantity of water into the boiler,
equal to that which was lost by evaporation.
This process is continually going on, while
the water is converting into steam : and it is
evident, that too much water can never be
introduced ; for as soon as the surface of the
water coincides with the surface of the body
P, it recovers its former weight, and the valve
at « shuts the top of the pipe ur.

In order to know the exact height of the
water in the boiler, two cocks k and / are em
ployed, the first of which reaches to within a

little of the height at which the water would
stand, and the other. /, reaches a very little
below that height. If the water stands at the
desired height, the cock h being opened, will
give out steam, and the cock I will emit
water, in consequence of the pressure of the
superincumbent steam on the water OP, but
if water should issue from both cocks, it will
be too high in the boiler ; and if steam issues
from both, it will be too low.

As there would be great danger of the
boiler's bursting if the steam should become
too strong, it is furnished with the safety
valve x, which is so loaded, that its weight,
added to that of the atmosphere, may exceed
the pressure of the interior steam, when of a
sufficient strength. As soon as the expansive
force so far increases as to become dangerous
to the boiler, its pressure preponderates over
the pressure of the atmosphere and the safety
valve : the valve therefore opens, and the
steam escapes from the boiler, till its strength
is sufficiently diminished, and the safety valve
shuts by the predominance of its pressure
over that of the interior steam. By opening
the safety valve the engine may be stopped at
pleasure : and to effect this, a small rectan
gular lever, with equal arms, is fixed upon the
side of the valve, and connected with its top ;

to one of these arms a chain is attached, which
passes over a pulley, from a horizontal to a

vertical direction, so that by pulling it the
valve is opened, and the machine stopped.

From the dome of the boiler proceeds the
steam-pipe CE, which conveys the steam into
the top of the cylinder G by means of the
steam-valve a, and into the bottom of the
cylinder by means of the valve c. The branch
of the pipe which extends from a to e is cut
oil' in fig. 1, 'iu order to show the valve b, but
is distinctly visible in fig. 2, which is a view
of the pipes and valves in the direction FM.
The cylinder G is sometimes inclosed in a

wooden case, in order to prevent it from being
cooled by the ambient air; and sometimes in
a metallic case, that it may be surrounded
and kept warm by a quantity of steam which
is brought from the steam-pipe EC, through
the pipe EG, by turning a cock. It is ge
nerally thought, however, that little benefit is
obtained by encircling the cylinder with steam,
as the quantity thus lost is almost equal to
what is destroyed by the coldness of the cy

linder. After the steam, which was admitted
above the piston q by the valve a, and below
it by the valve c, has performed its respective
offices of depressing and elevating the pislon,
and consequently the great beam AB, it es
capes by the eduction valves 4 and d, fig. 1
and 2, into the condenser t, where it is con
verted into water by means of a jet playing in
the inside of it. The water thus collected in
the condenser is carried off, along with the
air which it contains, into the hot well A, by
the air-pump e, which is wrought by the pistou
rod TM, attached to the great beam AB.
From the hot well h this water is conveyed
by the pump z and the pipe /into the cistern
«. for the purpose of supplying the boiler.
The water to which renders air-tight the pump
e, and supplies the jet of water in the con
denser, is furnished by the pump g\ which is
worked by the great beam. The steam and
eduction valves o, c, b, d, arc opened and shut
by the spanners aM, rfM, cN, 2>N, whose
handles M and 1J are moved by the plugs I,
2, fixed to TN the piston rod of the air-pump.
This part of the machinery has been called
the working geer; and is so constrncted that
the steam and eduction valves can be worked,
either by the hand or by the piston of the air-
pump.. The piston rod R, >vhicli moves the
piston q, passes through a box or collar of
leathers fixed in a strong metallic plate on
the top of the cylinder. The rod is turned
perfectly cylindrical, and is finely polished in
order to prevent any air from passing by its
sides. The top V of the piston rod R is fixed
to the machinery TV, which is called the pa
rallel joint, and is so contrived as to make
the rod VR ascend and descend in a vertical
or perpendicular direction. When the lover
or beam rises into its present position from a
horizontal one, the piston rod VR has a ten
dency to move towards ^, and would move
towards it were the bar fixed in its present
position ; for while the point V rises, the bar
j*V also rises, at the same time the angle Vjttj
increases, and likewise the angle \Vp, so that
the vertex V of the angle \Y p would move
towards T. The bar p », however, is not at
rest, but moves round the fixed point ». and
rises along with the point V ; while fiv, 1here-
fore, rises upon y as a centre, the adjoining
bar n T moves round the point T towards V,
the angle T^v increases, and the point ft ap
proaches to V, and keeps VR in a perpendi
cular position, so that whatever tendency the
point V has towards T by the increase of the
angle x Vu, it has an equal tendency in the
contrary direction, by the increase of the
angle T/x»: but as the beam A B falls into a

horizontal position, all these motions are re
versed. When the piston rod VR rubs most
upon the side of the collar of leathers nearest
to a, the fixed point v must be shifted a little
in the contrary direction, viz. to the right-
hand of R. That the nature of this parallel
joint may be better understood, it may be
proper to observe, that all the bars which
have been mentioned are double, as may be
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seen in the figure ; that they move rennd

points at X, T, V, ^, and »; ami that the two

bars between jj. and V move between the bars

at ixi.
In the steam engines of Newcomen and

Beighton, where the piston was raised merely

by a counterweight at the extremity A of the

great beam, the pistou rod was connected
with its other extremity by means of a chain

bending round the arch of a circle fixed at B;
but in Mr. Watt's improved engines with a

double stroke, in which the piston receives a

strong impulse upw ards as well as downwards,

the chain would slacken, and could not com

municate motion to the beam. An inflexible
rod, therefore, must be employed for connect

ing the piston with the beam, or the piston
rr-.'.st be suspended by double chains like
those of engines for extinguishing fire. In
some of Mr. Watt's engines the latter of these

methods was adopted: he then employed a

toothed rack working in a toothed sector fixed

at B, and afterw ards fell upon the very su

perior method which we have now been de

scribing.
All the engines which were constructed

before the time of Mr. Watt were employed
merely for raising water, and w ere never used

as the first movers of machinery ; except in
deed that Mr. B. Fitzgerald published, in the

Transaction* of the Boyal Society, a method
of converting the irregular motion of the beam

into a continued rotatory motion, by means of

a crank and a train of wheel-w ork connected
with a large and massy fly, which, by accu

mulating the pressure of the machine during
the working stroke, urged round the ma

chinery during the returning stroke, when
there is no force pressing it forward. For
this new and ingenious contrivance, Mr. Fitz
gerald received a patent, and proposed to

apply the steam engine as the moving power
of every kind of machinery, but it does not

app( ar that any mills were erected under this

patent. In order to convert the reciprocating
motion of the beam into a circular motion,

Mr. Watt fixed a strong and inflexible rod

A U to the extremity of the great beam. To
the lower end of this rod, a toothed w heel U

is fastened by bolts and straps, so that it can
not move round its axis. This wheel is con
nected with another toothed wheel S of the
same size, by means of iron bars, which per
mits the former to revolve round the latter,
but prevents them from (putting each other.
This apparatus is called the sun and planet
wheels, from the similarity of their motion to

that of the two luminaries. On the axis of
the wheel S is placed the large and heavy B

y

wheel V
,

which regulates the desultory motion
of the beam. When the extremity A of the

Sreat beam rises from its lowest position, it

will bring along with it the wheel U, and
cause it to revolve upon the circumference of
the wheel S, so that the interior part of the
former, or the part next the cylinder, will act
upon the exterior part of the laltcr, or the
part farthest from the cylinder, and put it in

motion along with the fly F. After the wheel

U has got to the top of the wheel S
, the end

A of the beam will have reached its highest
position, and the wheel S

,

along with the fly,
will have performed one complete revolution.
When the wheel U passes from the top of S

into its former position below it, the extremity

A of the beam will also descend from its high
est to its lowest position, so that for e»ery
ascent or descent of the piston or the great
beam, the planet wheel U will make one turn,
while the sun wheel and fly will perform two
complete revolutions.

When the steam engine is employed to

drive machinery in which the resistance is

very variable, and where a determinate ve

locity cannot properly be dispensed with. Mr.
Watt has applied a conical pendulum, which
is represented atmn, for procuring an uniform
velocity. This regulator consists of two heavy
balls mn, suspended by iron rods which move

in joints at the top of the vertical axis op, and

is put in motion by the rope oo which passes

over the pulleys o, o, and round the axis o of
the fly. Since the velocity of the fly and sun

wheel increases and diminishes with the quan
tity of steam that is admitted into the cylin
der, let us suppose that too much is admit ted,
— then the velocity of the fly will increase,

but the velocity of the vertical axis op will
also increase, and the balls mn will recede

from the axis by the augmentation of their

centrifugal force. By this recess of the balls,

the extremity p of the lever ps, moving upon

7
/ as a centre, is depressed, its other extremity

$ rises, and by forcing the cock at a to close a

little, diminishes the supply of steam. The
impelling power being thus diminished, the

velocity of the fly and the axis op decreases

in proportion, and the balls m, n, resume their

former position.
In Mr. Watt's improved engine, the steam

and eduction valves are all puppet clacks.
One of these valves, and the method of open

ing and shutting it
,

is represented in fig. 4 of
Plate XI. Let it be one of the eduction
valves, and let A \ be part of the pipe which

conducts the steam into the cylinder, and

M M the superior part of the pipe which leads

to the condenser. At OO, the seat of the

valve, a metallic ring, of which tin is a section,

is fitted accurately into the top of the pipe
MM, and is conical on the outer edge, so as

to suit the conical part of the pipe. These

two pieces are ground together with emery,

and adhere very firmly when the contiguous
surfaces are oxydated or rusted. The clack

is a circular brass plate m, with a conical edge

ground into the inner edge of the ring an, so

as to be air-tight, and is furnished with a cy

lindrical tail m P, which can rise or fall in the

cavity of the cross bar N N. To the top o
f

the valve m a small metallic rack tnF is firmly

fastened, which can be raised or depressed b
y

the portion E of a toothed wheel, moveable

upon the centre D. The small circle D re

presents a section of an iron cylindrical axis,

whose pivots move in holes in the opposite
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sides of the pipe A A. Its pivots are fitted
hi to their sockets, so as to be air-tight; and
the admission of air is farther prevented by
screwing on the outside of the holes necks of
leather soaked in rosin or melted tallow. One
end of this axis reaches a good way without
the pipe A A, and carries a handle or spanner
6N, which may be seen in fig. 1, Plate XII.
and which is actuated by the plugs 1, 2. of
the rod TN. When the plug 2, therefore,
elevates the extremity of the spanner N6,
during the ascent of the piston rod T N, the
axle D, Plate XI. fig. 4, is put in motion, the
valve m is raised by means of the toothed
racks E and F, and the steam rushes through
the cavity of the circular ring n»i, by the sides
of the cross piece of metal OO, NN. When
the valve needs repair, the cover B, which is
fastened to the top of the valve box by means
of screws, can easily be removed.

Having thus described the different parts of
the most improved steam engine, it will be

proper to attend to (he mode of its operation.
.Let us suppose that the piston is at the top of
the cylinder, as is represented in the figure,
and that the upper steam valve a, and the
lower eduction or condensing valve rf

,

are
opened by means of the spanner INI, while the
lower steam valve c, and the upper eduction
valve b

, are shut ; then the steam in the boiler
will issue through the steam pipe C E, and
the valve a, into the top of the cylinder, and
depress the piston, by its elasticity, to the
Tery bottom. But when the piston q is brought
to the bottom of the cylinder, the extremity

B of the great beam is dragged down by the
parallel joint TV, its other extremity A rises,
and the wheel u having passed over half of
the circumference of S

, will have urged for
ward the fly-wheel F, and consequently, the
machinery attached to it, one complete revo
lution. When the piston q has reached the
bottom of the cylinder, the piston rod TN of
the air-pump, by the pressure of the plug I

upon the spanner M has shut the steam valve

« and the eduction valve d
, while the plug 2

has, by means of the spanner, opened the
eduction valve b

, and the steam valve c. The
steam, therefore, which' is above the piston,
rushes through the eduction valve b into the
condenser i, where it is converted into water
by the jet in the middle of it, and by the cold
ness arising from the surrounding fluid w,
while, at the same time, a new quantity of
steam from the boiler issues through the open
steam valve c, into the cylinder, forces up the
piston, and, by raising one end of the working
beam, and depressing the other, makes the
wheel U describe the other semi-circum
ference of S

,

and causes the fly and the ma
chinery on its axis to perform another com
plete revolution. As the plugs 1

, 2
,

ascend
with the piston q, they open or shut the steam
and eduction valves, and the operation of the
engine may be thus continued for any length
of time.

From this brief description of the steam
engine, the reader will be enabled to perceive

the nature and appreciate the value of Mr.
Watt's improvements. It had hitherto been
the practice to condense the steam in the
cylinder itself, by the injection of cold water-;
but the water which is injected acquires a

considerable degree of heat from the cylinder,
and being placed in air, highly rarefied, part
of it is converted into steam, which resists the
piston, and diminishes the power of the en-
giuc. When the steam is next admitted,
part of it is converted into water by coining
in contact with the cylinder, which is of a
lower temperature than the steam, in conse
quence of the destruction of its heat by the
injection water. By condensing the steam,
therefore, in the cylinder itself, the resistance
to the piston is increased by a partial repro
duction of this clastic vapour, and the impel
ling power is diminished by a partial destruc
tion of the steam which is next admitted.
Both these inconveniencies Mr. Watt has in
a great measure avoided, by using a con
denser separate from the cylinder, and en
circled with cold water* ; and by surrounding
the cylinder with a wooden case, and inter
posing light wood ashes, in order to prevent
its heat from being abstracted by the ambiont
air.

The greatest of Mr. Watt's improvements
consists in his employing the steam both to
elevate and depress the piston. In the en
gines of Newcomen and Beighton, the steam
was not the impelling power, it was used
merely for producing a vacuum below the
piston, which was forced down by the pressure
of the atmosphere, and elevated by the counter
weight at the farther extremity of the great
beam. The cylinder, therefore, was exposed
to the external air at every descent of the
piston, and a considerable portion of its heat
being thus abstracted, a corresponding quan
tity of steam was of consequence destroyed.
In Mr. Watt's engines, however, the external
air is excluded by a metal plate at the top of
the cylinder, which has a hole in it for admit
ting the piston rod ; and the piston itself is

raised and depressed merely by tlie force of
steam.

When these improvements are adopted,
and the engine constructed in the most per
fect manner, there is not above J part of the
steam consumed in heating the apparatus;
and, therefore, it is impossible that the engine
can be rendered \ more powerful than it is at
present. It would be very desirable, however,
that the force of the piston could be properly
communicated to the machinery without the
intervention of the great beam. This, indeed,
has been attempted by Mr. Watt, who has
employed the piston-rod itself to drive the
machinery; and Mr. Cartwright has, in his

* Even in Mr. Watt's best engines, a very itnisll
quantity of steam remains in the cylinder, having
the temperature of the hot-well p, or of the water,
into which the ejected steam is converted. Its
pressure is indicated by a barometer, which Mr.
Watt has ingeniously applied to his engine* tor
exhibiting the state of the vacuum.
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engine, converted the perpendicular motion
of the piston into a rotatory motion, by means
of two cranks fixed to the axis of two equal
wheels which work in each other. Notwith
standing the simplicity of these methods, none
of (hem have come into general use, and Mr.
Watt still prefers the intervention of the great
beam, which is generally made of hard oak,
with its heart taken out, in order to prevent it
from warping. A considerable quantity of
power, however, is wasted by dragging, at
every stroke of the piston, such a mass of
matter from a state of rest to a state of motion,
and then from a state of motion to a state of
rest. To prevent this loss of power, a light
frame of carpentry has been employed by
several engineers instead of the solid beam.
Cast iron beams have been adopted with great
success.

On the Pmoer of Steam Engines, antlthe Method

of computing it.

Trom the account which lias been given of
the steam engine, and the mode of its opera
tion, it must be evident that its power de
pends upon the "breadth and height of the
cylinder, or, in other words, on the area of
the piston and the length of its stroke. If we
suppose that no force is lost in overcoming
the inertia of the great beam, and that the
lever by which the power acts is equal to the

lever of resistance ; then, if steam of a certain
elastic force is admitted above the piston q.
so as to press it downwards with a force of
a little more than 100 pounds, it will be able
to raise a weight of 100 pounds hanging at
the end of the great beam. When the piston
has descended to the bottom of the cylinder,
through the space of 4 feet, the weight will
have risen through the same space, and 100

pounds raised through the height of 4 feet,
during one descent of the piston, will express
the mechanical power of the engine. Hut
if the area of the piston q and the length of
the cylinder arc doubled, while the expan
sive force of the steam and the time of the
piston's descent remain the same, the me
chanical energy of the engine will be qua
druple, and will be represented by 200 pounds
raised through the space of 8 feet during the
time of the piston's descent. The power of
steam engines, therefore, is ceteris paribus in
the compound ralio of the area of the piston,
and the length of the stroke. These ob
servations being premised, it will be easy to

compute the power of steam engines of any
size.

Thus, let it be required to determine the
power of steam engines, whose cylinder is 24
inches diameter, and which make 22 double
strokes in a minute, each stroke being 5 feet
long, and the force of the strain being equal
to a pressure of 12 pounds avoirdupois upon
every square inch. The diameter of the piston
being multiplied by its circumference, and
divided by 4, will give its area in square

inches; thus,
24 X 3.1416 x 24

4

number of square inches exposed to the pres
sure of the steam. Now if we multiply this
area by 12 pounds, the pressure upon every
square inch, wr will have 452.4 x 12 — 6428-8
pounds the whole pressure upon the piston,
or the weight which the engine is capable of
raising. But since the engine performs 22
double strokes, 5 feet long in a minute, the
piston must move through 22 x 5 x 2 — 220
feet in the same time ; and therefore the
power of the engine will be represented by
5428.8 pounds avoirdupoisc, raised through
220 feet in a minute, or by 10.4 hogsheads of
water, ale measure, raised through the same
height in the same time. Now this is equi
valent to 5428.8 X 220 = 1194336 pounds, or
10.4 x 220 z= 2288 hogsheads raised through
the height of 1 foot in a minute. This is the

most unequivocal expression of the mecha

nical pow er of any machine whatever that

can possibly be obtained. But as steam en

gines were substituted in the room of horses,

it has been customary to calculate their me

chanical energy in horse powers, or to find

the number ot horses w hich could perform the

same work. This indeed is a very vague ex

pression of power, on account of the different
degrees of strength which different horses

possess. But still, when w e are told that a

steam engine is equal to 16 horses, we have a

more distinct conception of its power, than

when wc are informed that it is capable of

raising a number of pounds through a certain

space in a certain time.
Messrs. Watt and Boulton suppose a horse

capable of raising 32,000 pounds avoirdupois,
1 foot high in a minute, while Dr. Dcsaguliers
makes it 27,500 pounds, and Mr. Smeaton

only 22,916. If we divide, therefore, tbc

number of pounds which any steam engine

can raise 1 foot high in a minute, by these

three numbers, each quotient will represent
the number of horses to w hich the engine is

equivalent. Thus, in the present example,

"ro-rU6 =37$ horses, according to Watt and

Boulton ; *|£t££6
— 43 \ horses, according to

Dcsaguliers; and 1
it^f y = 52£ horses, ac

cording to Smeaton. In this calculation it is

supposed that the engine works only eight

hours a day ; so that if it wrought during the

whole 24 hours, it would be equivalent to

thrice the number of horses found by the

preceding rule.
Before concluding this article, we shall

state the performance of some of these en

gines, as determined by experiment. An en

gine whose cylinder is 31 inches in diameter,

and which makes 17 double strokes per mi

nute, is equivalent to 40 horses, working (lav

and night, and bums 11,000 pounds of Staf

fordshire coal per day. When the cylinder
is 19 inches, and the engine makes 25 strokes

of 4 feet each per minute, its power is equal
to that of 12 horses working constantly, and

burns 3,700 pounds of coals per day. And a

cylinder of 24 inches which makes 22 strokes

of 5 feet each, performs the work of 20 horse.-,

working constantly, and burns 5,500 pounds
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>f coals. Mr. Boulton has estimated their
icrformance in a difi'erent manner. He states,
that 1 bushel of Newcastle coals, containing
34 pounds, will raise 30 million pounds 1 foot

iii^u ; that it will grind and dress 1 1 bushels
>t'wheat; that it will slit and draw into nails
i cwt. of iron; that it will drive 1000 cotton
spindles, with all the preparation machinery,
ivith the proper velocity ; and that these ef-
[V'cts are equivalent to the work of 10 horses.
Hrewster's Ferguson.

STEELYARD, or Slilhjard, in Mechanics,
i kind of balance, called also statera Romana,
or the Roman balance, by means of which the
weights of different bodies are discovered by
rising one single weight only.

The common steelyard consists of an iron
beam in which is assumed a point at pleasure,
on which is raised a perpendicular. On the
shorter arm is hung a scale or bason to receive
the bodies weighed : the moveable weight is
shifted backward and forward on the beam,
till it be a counterbalance to 1, 2, 3, 4, &c.
pounds placed in the scale; and the points
are noted where the constant weight balances
these 1, 2, 3, 4, &e. pounds. From this con
struction of the steelyard, the manner of using
it is evident. But the instrument is very
liable to deceit, and therefore is not much
used in ordinary commerce.

Chinese Steelyard. The Chinese carry
this statera about them to w eigh their gems,
and other things of value. The beam or yard
is a small rod of wood or ivory, about a foot
in length : upon this are three rides of mea
sure, made of a fine silver-studded work ; they
all begin from the end of the beam, whence
the first is extended 8 inches, the second 6|,
the third 8§. The first is the European mea
sure, the other two seem to be Chinese mea
sures. At the other end of the yard hangs a
round scale, and at three several distances
from this end arc fastened so many slender
strings, as different points of suspension. The
first distance makes 14 or -| of an inch, the
second 3-p or double the first, and the third
4£, or triple of the first. When they weigh
any thing, they hold up the yard by some one
of these strings, and hang a sealed weight, of
about I'oz. troy weight, upon the respective
divisions of the rule, as the thing requires.
Grew's Museum, p. 360.

Spring Steelyard, is a kind of portable
balance, serving to weigh any matter, from 1
to about 40 pounds.

It is composed of a brass or iron tube, into
which goes a rod, and about that is wound a
spring of tempered steel in a spiral form. On
this rod are the divisions of pounds and parts
of pounds, which are made by successively
hanging on, to a hook fastened to the other
end, 1, 2, 3, 4, &tc. pounds.

Now the spring being fastened by a screw
to the bottom of the rod, the greater the
"eight is that is hung upon the hook, the
more will the spring be contracted, and con
sequently a greater part of the rod will come
°ut of the tube ; the proportions or quantities

of which greater weights are indicated by the
figures appearing against the extremity of the
tube.

For an account of other steelyards, espe
cially the curious and accurate one constructed
by M. Paul of Geneva, see the 2d vol. of
Gregory's Mechanics.

STENTOROPHONIC Tube. Sec Speaking
Trumpet.

STUREOGRAPHIC Projection of the
Sphere, is that in which the eye is supposed
to be placed in the surface of the sphere. Or
it is the projection of the circles of the sphere
on the plane of some one great c"^le, when
the eye, or a luminous point, is placed in the
pole of that circle. For the fundamental prin
ciples and chief properties of this kind of pro
jection, see Projection.

STEREOGRAPHY, the art of drawing
the forms of solids upon a plane.

STEREOMliTEH, an instrument lately
invented in France, for measuring the volume
of a body, however irregular, without plunging
it in any liquid. If the capacity of a vessel,
or, which is the same thing, the volume of air
contained in that vessel, be measured, when
the vessel contains air only, and also when
the vessel contains a body whose volume is
required to be known, the volume of air ascer
tained by the first measurement, deducting
the volume ascertained by the second, will be
the volume of the body itself. Again, if it be
admitted as a law, that the volume of any
mass of air be inversely as the pressure to
which it is subjected, the temperature being
supposed constant, it will be easy to deduce,
from the mathematical relations of quantity,
the whole bulk, provided the difference be
tween the two bulks under two known pres
sures be obtained by experiment.

Let it be supposed, for example, that the
first pressure is double the second, or, which
follows as a consequence, that the second
volume of the air be double the first, and that
the difference be fifty cubic inches, it is evi
dent that the first volume of the air will like
wise be fifty cubic inches. The stereometcr
is intended to ascertain this difference at tw o
known pressures.

STEVINUS, or Stevin (Simon), a Flemish
mathematician of Bruges of the 17th century.
Stevinus was the author of several useful
works on arithmetic, algebra, geometry, &c.
some of which, that were written in the Dutch
language, were translated by Snellius info
Latin, and published in 2 vols, folio ; there
are also two French editions of the same, one
by Albert Girard in 1634, and the other an
earlv one in 1608. Stevinus died in 1633.

STEWART (Dr. Matthew), an excellent
geometrician, was born in the Isle of Bute in
the year 1717. He was the favourite pupil of
the celebrated Dr. Simson, and from whom
he imbibed those strict geometrical principles,
by which he was afterwards so deservedly-
distinguished. He was author of some ma
thematical vvorks, of which the most con
siderable were, his Tracts, Physical and
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Mathematical, published in 1761 ; On the
Sun's Distance, published in 1763; General
Theorems, 1746; and another work, entitled

Propositiones More Vctcrum Demonstrata;.

This consists of a series of geometrical theo
rems, mostly new, investigated first by an
analysis, and afterwards synthetically demon
strated. Dr. Stewart died in 1785, at the age
of 68. For farther particulars of the writings
and discoveries of this learned geometrician,
see vol. i. of the Edinburgh Phil. Trans,

p. 57, &c.
STIFELS, Stifelius (Michael), a protcs-

tant minister, and very skilful mathematician,
was born at Eslingen, a town in Germany ;

and died at Gena in Thuringia, in the year
1567, at 58 years of age, according to Vossius,
but some others say 80. Stifels was one of
the best mathematicians of his time. He
published, in the German language, a treatise
on Algebra, and another on the Calendar or
Ecclesiastical Computation. But his chief
work is the Arithmetica Integra, a complete
and excellent treatise, in Latin, on arith
metic and algebra, printed in 4to. at Norim-
berg, 1544. In this work there are a number
of ingenious inventions, both in common
arithmetic and in algebra.

STILE. Sec Style.
STILYARD. See Steelyard.
STIRLING (James), an eminent English

mathematician, was born about the latter end
of the 17th century. He was author of a
commentary on Newton's lines of the third
order, entitled " Lincae tertii ordinis Neuto-
nian;e sive illustratio tractatus D. Neutoni de
cnumeratione lincarium tertii ordinis," Lon
don, 1717, 41o. ; and an excellent original
work entitled, " Methodus Differential]* sen
de summationc et interpolutione seriarum,"
London, 1730, 4to.

STOFLER (John), a German mathema
tician of some eminence at the time in which
he lived, viz. in the 15th century; he is, how
ever, rather remembered as an astrologer
than a mathematician. He died in 1531, 79
years of age.

STONE (Edmund), a reputable Scotch ma
thematician, was born about the beginning of
the last century, was son of the gardener to
the Duke of Argyle; and without the assist
ance of any master made himself acquainted
not only with various branches of the ma
thematics, but of the Latin and other lan
guages, and was the author and translator of
several useful works; viz. 1. A New Mathe
matical Dictionary, in 1 vol. 8vo. first printed
in 1726. 2. Fluxions, in 1 vol. 8vo. 1730.

The Direct Method is a translation from the
French of 1'Hospital's Analyse des In liniments
Petits; and the Inverse Method w as supplied
by Stone himself. 3. The Elements of Euclid,
in 2 vols. 8vo. 1731. A neat and useful edition
of those Elements, with an account of the life
and writings of Euclid, and a defence of his
Elements against modern objectors. Beside
other smaller works.

Slone was a fellow of the Royal Society,

aud had inserted in the Phil. Trans, (vol. 41.

p. 218) an account of two species of lines of
the third order, not mentioned by Sir Isa^r
Newton, or Mr. Stirling.

STONE denotesacertaiii quantity or weight
of some commodities. A stone of beef, at
London, is the quantity of eight pounds ; in
Herefordshire, twelve pounds; in the north,
sixteen pounds. A stone of wool (according
to the statute of 11 Henry VII.) is to weigh
fourteen pounds; yet in some places it is
more, in others less: as in Gloucestershire, fif

teen pounds; in Herefordshire, twelve pounds.
A stone, amohg horse-coursers, is the weight
of fourteen pounds.

STRENGTH, in Physiology, the same with
force.

On the Measure and application of Animal
Strength. —Men may apply their strength
several ways in working a machine. A man

of ordinary strength, turning a roller by the

handle, can act for a whole day against a re

sistance equal to thirty pounds weight; and

if he works ten hours a day, he will raise a

weight of thirty pounds through three feet and

a half in a second of time ; or if the weight be

greater, he will raise it so much less in pro
portion. But a man may act, for a small time,
against a resistance of fifty pounds or more.

If two men work at a windlass, or roller, they
can more easily draw up seventy pounds, than
one man can thirty pounds, provided the

elbow of one of the handles be at right angle*
to that of the other. And with a fly. or heavy
wheel, applied to it, a man may do one-third
part more work; and for a little while he can

act with a force, or overcome a continual re

sistance, of eighty pounds; and work a whole
day when the resistance is but forty pounds.
Men used to bear loads, such as porters, will
carry, some one hundred and fifty pounds,
others two hundred or two hundred and fifty
pounds, according to their strength. A man
can draw but about seventy or eighty pounds
horizontally; for he can but apply about half
his weight. If the weight of a man be one
hundred and forty pounds, he can act with no
greater force in thrusting horizontally, at the
height of his shoulders, than twenty-seven
pounds.

As to horses: a horse is, generally speaking,
as strong as five men. A horse w ill carry two
hundred and forty or two hundred and seventy
pounds. A horse draw s to greatest advantage
when the line of direction is a little elevated
above the horizon, and the power acts against
his breast: and he can draw two huudred
pounds for eight hours a day, at two miles
and a half an hour. If he draw two hundred
and forty pounds, he can work but six hours,
aud not go quite so fast. And in both cases,

if he carries some weight, he will draw the
better for it. And this is the weight a horse
is supposed to' be able to draw over a pulley
out of a well. But in a cart, a horse may
draw one thousand pounds, or even double
that weight, or a ton weight.

For more on the subject of animal strength.
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'onsult the treatises on Mechanics by Emer
son and Gregory, and the first volume of
Professor Playfair's Outlines of Natural Phi-
osophy.

On the Strength of Materials.—Emerson
ias particularly treated of the strength of
jodies depending on their dimensions and
Aright. In the general scholium after his
propositions on this subject, he adds: If a

certain beam of timber be able to support a

jiven weight; another beam, of the same
limber, similar to the former, may be taken so

?reat, as to be able but just to bear its own
weight : while any larger beam cannot sup
port itself, but must break by its own weight;
hut any less beam will bear something more.
For the strength being as the cube of the
depth ; and the stress, being as the length
and quantity of matter, is at the fourth power
of the depth; i$ is plain, therefore, that the
stress increases in a greater ratio than the
strength. Whence it follows, that a beam

may be taken so large, that Ihe stress may
far exceed the strength: and that, of all si

milar beams, there is but one that will just
support itself, and nothing more. And the
like holds true in all machines, and in all
animal bodies. And hence there is a certain
limit, in regard to magnitude, not only in all
machines and artificial structures, but also in
natural ones, which neither art nor nature can
jo beyond; .supposing them made of the
same matter, and in the same proportion of
parts.

Hence it is impossible that mechanic en
gines can be increased to any magnitude at
pleasure. For when they arrive at a particular
size, their several parts will break and fall
asunder by their weight. Neither can any
buildings of vast magnitudes be made to
stand, but must fall to pieces by their great
weight, and go to ruin.

It is likewise impossible for nature to pro
duce animals of any vast size at pleasure:
except some sort of matter can be found, to
make the bones of, which may be so much
harder and stronger than any hitherto known :

or else that the proportion of the parts be so

much altered, and the bones and muscles
made thicker in proportion ; which will mako
the animal distorted, and of a monstrous
figure, and not capable of performing any
proper actions. And being made similar and
of common matter, they will not be able to
stand or move ; but, being burdened with
their own weight, must fall down. Thus, it
is impossible that there can be any animal so
large as to carry a castle upon his back ; or
any man so strong as to remove a mountain,
or pull up a large oak by the roots: nature
will not admit of these things; and it is im
possible that there can be animals of any sort

beyond a determinate size.
Fishes may indeed be produced to a larger

size than land animals ; because their weight
is supported by the water. But yet even

these cannot be increased to immensity, be

cause the internal parts will press upon on«
another by their weight, and destroy their
fabric.

On the contrary, when the size of animals
is diminished, their strength is not diminished
in the same proportion as the weight. For
which reason a small animal will carry far
more than a weight equal to its own, whilst a

great one cannot carry so much as its weight.
And hence it is that small animals are more
active, and run faster, jump farther, or per
form any motion quicker, for their weight,
than large animals : for the less the animal,
the greater the proportion of the strength to
the stress. And nature seems to know no
bounds as to the smallness of animals, at least
in regard to their weight.

Neither can any two unequal and similar
machines resist any violence alike, or in the
same proportion ; but the greater will be more
hurt than the less. And the same is true of
animals; for large animals by falling break
their bones, while lesser ones, falling higher,
receive no damage. Thus a cat may fall two
or three yards high, and be no worse, and au
ant from the top of a tower.

It is likewise impossible in the nature of
things, that there can be any trees of immense
size; if there were any such, their limbs,
boughs, and branches, must break off and fall
down by their own weight. Thus it is im
possible there can be an oak a quarter of a

mile high ; such a tree cannot grow or stand,
but its limbs will drop off by their weight.
And hence also smaller plants can better
sustain themselves than large ones.

As to the due proportion of strength in
several bodies, according to their particular
positions, and the weights they arc to bear ;

lie farther observes, that " If a piece of timber
is to be pierced with a mortoise-hole, the
beam will be stronger when it is taken out of
the middle, than when taken out of either
side. And in a beam supported at both ends,
it is stronger when the hole is made in the
upper side than when made in the under,
provided a piece of wood is driven hard in to
fill up the hole.

To form an idea of the strength, or resist
ance, or rcnitency, of the parts of bodies,
suppose a cylindrical one suspended vertically
by one end. Here all its parts, being heavy,
tend downwards, and endeavour to separate
the two contiguous planes or surfaces where
the body is the wfoakest ; but all the parts of
them resist this separation by the force with
which they cohere, or are bound together.
Here then are two opposite powers ; viz. the
weight of the cylinder, which tends to break
it; and the force of cohesion of the part?,
which resists the fracture.

If now the base of the cylinder be in
creased, without increasing its length ; it is
evident that both the resistance and the
weight will be increased in the same ratio as

the base ; and hence it appears that all cy
linders of the same matter and length, what
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ever their bases be, have an equal resistance,
vlien vertically suspended.

But if the length of the cylinder be in
n-eased, without increasing its base, its weight
is increased, while the resistance or strength
continues unaltered ; consequently the length

ening has the effect of weakening it
,

or in
creases its tendency to break.

Hence to find the greatest length a cylinder
of any matter may have, when it just breaks
w ith the addition of another given weight, vvc

need only take any cylinder of the same mat
ter, and fasten to it the least weight that is

just sufficient to break it ; and then consider

how much it must be lengthened, so that the

weight of the jiart added, together vt ith the

given weight, may be just equal to that weight,
and the thing is done. Thus, let / denote the

first length of the cylinder, c its weight, g tho

given weight the lengthened cylinder is to
bear, and w the least weight that breaks the

cylinder /, also x the length sought;

then as / : x :: c : — zz the weight of the long

est cylinder sought; and this, together with
Ihc given weight g, must be equal to c, to-

cx
gcther with the weight w; hence then — +

g — c + w; therefore x m

r + tt' / —■ e

the whole length of the cylinder sought. If
the cylinder must just break with its own
weight, then is g zz 0

,

and in that case * zz

5_tJfU is the whole length that just breaks

c

by its own weight. By this means Galileo
found that a copper wire, and of consequence
any other cylinder of copper, might he ex
tended to 4801 braccios or fathoms of six feet
long.

If the cylinder be fixed by one end into a

wall, with the axis horizontally; the force to
break it, and its resistance to fracture, will
here be both different ; as both the weight to
cause the fracture, and the resistance of the
fibres to oppose it, arc combined with the
effects of the lever; for the weight to cause
the fracture, whether of the weight of a beam
alone, or combined with an additional weight
hung to it

,

is to he supposed collected into
the centre of gravity, where it is considered
as acting by a lever equal to the distance of
that centre beyond the face of the w all where
the cylinder or other prism is fixed ; and then
the product of the said whole weight and
distance will be the momentum or force to
break the prism. Again, the resistance of
the fibres may be supposed collected into the
centre of the transverse section, and all acting
there at the end of a lever equal to the vertical
semidiameter of the section, the lowest point
of that diameter being immoveable, and about
which the whole diameter turns when the
prism breaks; and hence the product of the
adhesive force of the fibres multiplied by the
said semidiameter will be the momentum of

resistance, and must be equal to the former
momentum when the prism just breaks.

Hence, to find the length a prism will bear,
fixed horizontally, before it breaks, either b

y

its own weight, or by the addition of any ad

ventitious weight ; take any length of such a

prism, and load it with weights till it just
break. Then, put

/ = the length of this prism,

c — its weight,
«c — the weight that breaks it

,

a zz distance of weight tr,

g zz any given weight to be borne,

d zz its distance,
x zz the length required to break.

Then I : x :: c : °~ the weight of the prism

c x ex*
x, and — x t* ■—

~2i
— niomenlum;

also dg — the momentum of the weight g;
ex1

therefore —1— + dg is the momentum of the

prism x and its added weight. In like man

ner \ cl + mo is that of the former or short

prism, and the weight that brake it ; conse-
cx1

qucntly
-^j-

+ dg zz \ el + aw, and x zz

soifght, that just breaks with the weight e

at the distance d
. If this weight g be nothing.

then x — \/ + * ci x 2 1 is the length of
c

the prism that just breaks with its own weight.
If two prisms of thc same matter, having

their bases and lengths in thc same propor
tion, be suspended horizontally; it is evident
that Ihc gi eater has more weight than the
lesser, both on account of its length, and of
its base ; but it has less resistance on account
of its length, considered as a longer arm of a

lever, and has only more resistance on ac

count of its base; therefore it exceeds the

lesser in its momentum more than it does in
its resistance, and consequently it must break
more easily.

Hence appears the reason why, in making
small machines and models, people arc apt to

be mistaken as to the resistance and strength
of certain horizontal pieces, when they come
to execute their designs in large, by observing
tbe same proportions as in the small.

When the prism, fixed vertically, is just
about to break, there is an equilibrium be

tween its positive and relative weight; and
consequently those two opposite powers are
to each other reciprocally as the arms of the
lever to which they are applied, that is, as

half thc diameter to half thc axis of the prism.
On thc other hand, the resistance of a body is

always equal to the greatest weight which it

will just sustain in a vertical position, that is,

to its absolute weight. Therefore, substitut
ing the absolute weight of I he resistance, it

appears, that the absolute weight of a body.
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suspended horizontally, is to its relative
weight, as the distance of its centre of gravity
from the 6xed point or axis of motion, is to
the distance of the centre of gravity of its
base from the same.

The discovery of this important truth, at
least of an equivalent to it

,

and to which this
is reducible, we owe to Galileo. On this
system of resistance of that author, Mariotte
made an ingenious remark, which gave birth
to a new system. Galileo supposes that where
the body breaks, all the fibres break at once ;

so that the body always resists with its whole
absolute force, or the w hole force that all its
fibres have in the place where it breaks. But
Mariotte, finding that all bodies, even glass
itself, bend before they break, shows that
fibres are to be considered as so many little
bent springs, which never exert their whole
force, till stretched to a certain point, and
never break till entirely unbent. Hence
those nearest the fulcrum of the lever, or
lowest point of the fracture, are stretched less
than those farther ofF, and consequently cm-
ploy a less part of their force, and break
later.

This consideration only takes place in the
horizontal situation of the body : in the ver
tical, the fibres of the base all break at once ;

so that the absolute weight of the body must
exceed the united resistance of all its fibres ;

a greater weight is therefore required here
than in the horizontal situation, that is, a
greater weight is required to overcome their
united resistance, than to overcome their
several resistances one after another.

Varignon has improved on the system of
Mariotte ; and some later authors, as Button,
Robison, Girard, &c. have done much towards
perfecting the theory. Tor more on this
branch of the subject we refer to Gregory's
Mechanics, vol. i. book i. Hut ton's Course,
vol. iii. and Girard's treatise on the Resistance
of Solids. See also the article Cohesion.

STRIKE, or Stryke, a measure containing
four bushels, or half a quarter.

STRING, in Mutic See Chord.
STUKM, Sturmius (John Christopher),

a noted German mathematician and philo
sopher, was born at Hippolstein in 1635. He
became professor of philosophy and mathe
matics at Altdorf, where he died in 1703, at
68 years of age.

He was author of several useful works on
mathematics and philosophy, the most es

teemed of which are: 1. His Mathesis enu-
cleata, in one vol. 8vo. 2. Mathesis Juvenilis,
in two large volumes 8vo. 3. Collegium Ex-
perimentale, sive Curiosum, in quo primaria
Scculi superioris Inventa et Experimenta
Physico-Mathematica, Speciatim Campania
Urinatoriae, Camera? obscurae, Tubi Torriccl-
liani, seu Baroscopii, Antliae Pneumaticai,
Thermometrorum Pha?nomena ct Effecta;
partim ac aliis jampridem cxhibita, partim
noviter istis supcraddita, &c. in one large
volume 4to.; Norimberg, 1701.

STYLE, in Chronology, a particular man
ner of counting time, as the new style, the
old style. •

Old Style, is the Julian manner of com
puting, as instituted by Julius Caesar, in which
the mean year consists of 3($5J days.

Neiv Style, is the Gregorian manner of
computation, instituted by Pope Gregory theXIHth, in the year 1582, and is used by most
catholic countries, and many other states of
Europe. See Calender and Bissextile.Stylb, in Dialling, the same as Gnomon.

SUBCONTRARY Position, in Geometry,

is when two equiangular triangles A ED,ABC, are so placed as to have one common
angle A at the vertex, and yet their bases not

parallel. Consequently, the angles at the
bases are equal, but on the contrary sides;
viz. the t. E = t. B, and D — /_ C.

If an oblique cone with a circular base
whose diameter is C B, be so cut by a trans
verse plane, as to make, in the section ABC,
through the vertex A, the c E = /_ B, and
z. D = Z. C, then the cone is said to be cut
by the transverse plane in a subcontrary po
sition to the base BC; and in this case the
section whose diameter is DE is always a

circle when BC is.
SUBDUCTION. See Subtraction.
SUBDUPLE Ratio, is when the antece

dent is equal to half the consequent.
SUB D UPLIC ATE Ratio of two quantities,

is the ratio of their square roots, as y/a : jb

is the subduplicate ratio of a : b
.

SUBLIME Geometry, the geometry of curve
lines.

SUBMULTIPLE, in Geometry, he. A

submultiplc number, or quantity, is that which

is contained a certain number of times in
another, and which, therefore, repeated a cer
tain number of times, becomes exactly equal,
to it. Thus 3 is a submultiplc of 21. In
which sense a submnltiple coincides with an
aliquot part.

Submultiple Ratio, is that between the
quantity contained and the quantity contain
ing. Thus the ratio of 3 to 21 is submultiple.
In both cases submultiple is the reverse of
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multiple: 21, e. gr. being a multiple of 3, and
the ratio of 21 to 3 a multiple ratio.

SUBNORMAL, in Geometry, or subper-
pcndicular, the distance upon the axis, be
tween the foot of the ordinate and the per
pendicular to the curve or its tangent. In all
curves the subnormal is a third proportional
to the subtangent and the ordinate; and in
the parabola it is a constant (juaiitily, being
equal to half the parameter of the axis.

SUBSTITUTION, in Algebra, is the put-
ling or using one quantity for another to
which it is equal. Sec Resolution of Equa
tion*.

SUBSTRACTION. See Subtraction.
SUBSTYLE, in Dialling, is the right line

on which the style or gnomon is erected.

SUBTANGENT of a Curve, the line that
determines the intersection of a tangent with
the axis ; or that determines the point wherein
the tangent cuts the axis prolonged.

The tangent, subtangent, and semiordinate,
always make a right-angled triangle.

It is a rule in all equations, that if the value
of the subtangent comes out positive, the
point of intersection of the tangent and axis
falls on that side of the ordinate, where the
vertex of the curve lies, as in the parabola
and paraboloids.

If it come out negative, the point of inter
section will fall on the contrary side of the
ordinate, in respect of the vertex or beginning
of the absciss; as in the hyperbola and hypcr-
boliform figures.

And universally, in all paraboliform and
hyperboliform figures, the subtangent is equal
to the exponent of the power of the ordinate,
multiplied into the absciss : thus, in the com
mon parabola, whose property is px — yl ;
the subtangent is in length equal to x, the
absciss multiplied by 2, the exponent of the
power of y; that is, it is equal to twice the
absciss ; and by the former rule for paraboli
form figures, it must lie taken above the ordi
nate in the axis produced.

Thus, also, in one of the cubical paraboloids,
where px1 — if*; the length of the sub
tangent will be ' of the absciss: and in a
parabola of any kind, the general equation
being am x* — + y" + "» the subtangent is ~
m

■<x, or its ratio to the absciss is con-
it

stantly that of m + n to n. Sec Method of
Tangents.

SUBTENSE of an arc or angle, is the right
line by which it is subtended.

SUBTRACTION, in Arithmetic, is one of
the first four fundamental rules of that science;
and consists in finding a number equal to the
difference of two other given numbers, which
number is generally called the remainder.
Subtraction i cither simple or compound ;
the first relates to numbers or quantities, which
are all of the same kind or denomination ; and
the latter to quantities of different denomina
tions.

Simple Subtraction, is the niclJiod of as

certaining the difference between any tun
numbers having the same denomination.

Rule 1. Place the less number under the

greater, so that units may stand under units;
tens under tens ; hundreds under hundreds ;

and so on, and draw a line below them.
Then begin at the right-hand, and take

each figure in the lower line from the figure
above it, and set down the remainder.

2. But if the figure in the lower line be

greater than the corresponding figure in the
upper line, add 10 to the upper digit, and then
take the lower one from it and set down the
remainder. Carry one to the next lower
figure and subtract again ; and so on till the

whole is finished.

EXAMPLES.

71416714 641&4146
.148 16703 51873-269

3<WjiHHH 1 remainders 12304HT7

71416714 proof 641B4146

Proof of Subtraction. Add the remainder
and the least of the two given numbers toge
ther, and if the sum be the same as the greater
number from which the subtraction was made
the work is right.

Compound Subtraction, is the method of
finding the difference between two given
quantities having different denominations.

Rule 1. Place the less number under the

greater, so that the parts that are of the same

denomination may stand directly under each
other.

Then begin at the right-hand, and take
each number in the lower line from that above
it, and set down the respective remainders.

2. But if any of the quantities in the lower
line exceed those in the upper line, then a<

many units must be added to the upper one
as make one of the next higher denomination ;
subtract the lower number and set down
the remainder, observing to carry one to the.
next number in the lower line, then subtract
as before ; and thus proceed to the highest
denomination ; and the several remainders
will he the answer required.

The method of proof is the same as in the

last rule.

EXAMPLES.

£. t. d. yds.ft. in.
214 13 4-J 17 2 die
112 17 6 15 1 llj
101 15 IP* remainders 2 0

6
_£

214 13 4i proof 17 2 5j

Subtraction of Fractions, is finding the

difference between any two fractions of the

same, or of different denominations.
Rule 1

. If the fractions are of different de

nominations, they must be first reduced to the

same denomination. 2. Reduca all mixed
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numbers to improper fractions; and fractions
having different denominators to a common
denominator. 3. Then subtract one of the
numerators from the other, and place the re
sult over the common denominator for the
remainder sought.

EXAMPLES.

Thus i — I = U- f° = U
IS 13 45 26 io
TT Tff — TS 75—75

Required the difference between J of a
guinea and \ of a pound.

$ guinea —
*z

3 of a shilling,i pound — t3 of a shilling,
then 6_? 4J> — 4jU 1 So — 281 — 10» !

I or the method of reducing tractions, see
Reduction.

Subtraction of Decimals, is finding the
difference between two quantities consisting
partly of integers and partly of decimals, or
of decimals only.

Ride. Arrange the quantities so that the
decimal points may fall directly under each
other; and then subtract as in the simple
rule, observing only to place the decimal point
of the remainder under those of the given
numbers.

EXAMPLES.

1. Required the difference between 7854-321
and 648 4867.

2. Required the difference between •684384
and -675849.

7854321 -684384
648 4867 -675849

7-jo5»343 remainders •UU8535

7854 3210 proof 684384

Subtraction of Circulating Decimals, is

finding the difference between quantities com
posed partly of integers and partly of circulat
ing decimals.

Rule 1
. Reduce the decimals to their equi

valent fraction, and their difference will be
the answer required. See Circulating De
cimals.

Rule 2. Carry on the rcpetends till they
become conterminous ; that is, till they all
begin their periods of circulation in the same
line; and let also the circulation of each be
carried two figures beyond this place, then
subtract, as in the former case, observing
not to set down any remainder in the first two
places, these being ortly necessary in order to
know w-hether 1 should be carried to the con
terminous period.

EXAMPLES.

Required the difference between 78347C
and 42-8417.

78-3476 = 78-3476147
42-8417 4284lv|41

remainder 35oo59

decimals ; it is then carried on two places
farther to see if any thing is to be carried to
the conterminous period, which in the present
example is 0

,

as is obvious.
Note. There may arise cases in which it

will be necessary to carry the circulation on
to three or more places beyond the conter
minous period -, that is, when the repeating
digits are the same as in that case, we cannot
tell whether it will b(? necessary to carry one
or not.

Subtraction, in Algebra, is finding tho
difference between two algebraical quantities,
and connecting those quantities together with
their proper signs. And this is generally di
vided into the following cases:

Case 1
. When the indeterminate letters ara

the same and affected with the same sign.
Ride. Begin on the left hand, and subtract

the co-efficients of the several quantities from
each other, and prefix before the remainder
the proper sign whether plus or minus.

Note. When the quantity to be subtracted
is greater than the other, then the sign to be

prefixed to the remainder must be changed
from + to — ; or from — to +.

examples.

From 76 + 3rt— 4c From 19xy — 13z*
Take 56 + 6n — 3c Take 17.ry— 7 zx

26 —3a — c remainders 2.ry — Gx1

Case 2. When the quantities are the same,
but affected with different signs.

Ride. Conceive all the signs of the lower
line to be changed, and then add the quanti
ties together, as in addition.

examples.
From 7xy—3yl + 7z
Take C*y4-2y*— 3r

xii — 6y*+ loz remainder.

From 6x*y— Sy/xy + 7 2*
Take 3a1// +3^r'«- 5z*

3 .r — 6y xy + Viz2- remainder.

Subtraction of Algebraic Fractions, is

finding the difference of any two fractions ex
pressed by indeterminate letters.

Rule. Reduce the fractions to a common
denominator ; subtract their numerators, and
set the difference over the common denomi
nator.

o Z± <x _

j 5a 3a
"To 9 b

- ~

fjr 7X

3y Uy
7x + 4y

3a0
7xc + 4cy

3nic

EXAMPLE.

45a& 21a _(456— 21 )a

636- 6361
21* 23 x

63 6X

44x

33y
5x-

33y

32 - "33y

In this example the period of circulation
begin immediately after the fourth place of

a 6c
15x — 9y _

3abc
7xc + 4cy — 15s +

Sabe
- as required.
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Subtraction of Surd*, is finding the dif

ference between any two surd expressions.
Rule. Reduce the surds to their simplest

forms ; then if the surd part is Ihe same in
both, subtract the co- efficients, and annex to
the remainder the common surd. If (hey are
not the same the subtraction can only be ef
fected by the sign minus.

EXAMPLES.

1. vM8 — </S =3v/2 — 2v"2 — v"2
2. %/27— v/12 zz3*/3 — 2^3 = V3
3. V 108a4 — i/32a = 3aV 4« — 2 1/ 4a =

{3a — 1) V4a
Subtraction of Ratios, is used by some

authors to denote what is more commonly
called divided ratio.

Thus if
a : b :: e : d

then by subtraction or division,
a — b : a : : c — d : c

a — b : b :: c — d : d
SUBTRAHEND, that quantity which is to

be subtracted, the other quantity from which
it is to be taken being called the Minuend.

SUBTR1PLE, is when one quantity is the
third part of another, and subtriple ratio is the
ratio of 1 to 3.

SUBTR1PLICATE Ratio, is the ratio of
the cube root ; thus V a to V b is the subtri-
plicatc ratio of a to b.

SUCCESSION of Signs, in Astronomy,
called also consequentia, is the order in which
the sun enters them. As Aries, Taurus, Ge
mini, Cancer, &c.

When a planet's motion is according to the

order of the signs, or in consequent in, it is said
to be direct ; but when it moves in the con

trary way, or antecedentia, then its motion is
said to be retrograde.

SUCCUIjAR, ill Mechanics, a bare a\is or
cylinder, with staves in it to move it round,
but without any tympanum or paritrochium.

SUCKER, in Mechanics, a term vulgarly
used for the piston of a sucking pump.

SUCKING Pump, the common pump work
ing with two valves opening upwards. See
Pump.

SUM, the aggregate of several quantities,
or that number which is found by adding
several numbers or quantities together.

SUMMER, is one of the quarters of the

year, beginning about the 21st of June, and
ending on the 22d of September. Summer is
also frequently used to denote one half of the

year, viz. the time in which the sun passes
through the northern signs ; viz from about
the 21st of March, till about the 22d of Sep
tember, exceeding the winter, or the time in
which he passes through the northern signs,
by about seven days. See Earth and Equi
nox.

SUN, Sol 0, in Astronomy, the great source
of light and heat to the solar system, about
which, as a centre, the several planets perform
their revolutions, and to the influence of which,
combined with their sidereal and diurnal re

volution, they owe the successive alternation*
of summer and w inter, day and night.

The sun is the most considerable of all the
heavenly bodies, and governs all the plane
tary motions; its diameter is lll-45-t time*
the mean diameter of the earth ; whence Ms

volume is 1384472 times greater than that of
the earth, but its mass is only 337086 time*
greater, and its density is 7.^13, or about J
that of our globe.

It is surrounded by an atmosphere of great
extent, and is frequently obscured by spot?,
some of which have been observed so large
as to exceed Ihe earth five or six times in
diameter.

The observation of these spots show s that
the sun moves on its axis, which is nearly
perpendicular to the ecliptic, the duration ot

ari entire sideral rotation being about 25^ days,
and consequently it is flattened at the poles,
the same as all the other planetary bodies.

The solar equator is inclined T3 30? to the
plane of the ecliptic.

A body w hich weighs one pound at the sur
face of the earth, would, if removed to the
surface of the sun, weigh 27 •933 pounds ; and
bodies would fall there with a velocity of
334-65 feet in the first second of time.

The sun, together with the planets, move's

round the common centre of gravity of the

system, which centre is nearly in the ceutrc
of the sun ; and this motion changes the

ecliptic orbits of the planets and comets into
epicycloids.

The sun appears to have a particular mo
tion, which carries our system towards the

constellation of Hercules.
The apparent diameter of the sun, as seen

from the earth, undergoes a periodical varia
tion. It is greatest when the earth is in its

perihelion ; at which time it is 32' 36 ' ,6; and
it is least when the earth is in its aphelion,
when it is 31' 31" ,0. Its mean apparent dia
meter is therefore 32" 3" .3.

His horizontal parallax, as determined by
the transit of Venus, is 8J".

The greatest equation of his centre is 1° 55'

27" ,7, which diminishes at the rate of 16" ,9

in a century.
These particulars relating lo the suu are

extracted from Laplace's "
System du Monde,"

3d edition, and may therefore be considered
as the most accurate and authentic which
have yet been published, having been com

puted by that eminent 'astronomer from the

latest and most accurate observation.
When the sun is examined with a telescope

of sufficient magnifying power, and the splen
dour of his light is intercepted by the inter
position of a dark glass or otherwise, a number
of black spots, as we have said above, of va

rious forms arid magnitudes, arc frequently
perceived upon his disc : these are sometimes
so large that they have been seen by the naked

eye. In the year 1779 Dr. Hcrschel perceived
one which was about 50,000 miles in dia

meter, more than six times that of our earth,

and consequently presenting a disc 36 limes
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larger. The solar spots, when observed for
two or three days in succession, seem to move
across the body of the sun from east to west,
and from this motion the duration of the time
of rotation of this luminary has been deter
mined as above stated.

Various hypotheses have been advanced as
to the cause ol these spots, and the nature of
the luminary on which they appear; some
astronomers consider them as scoria float
ing in the inflammable liquid matter, of which
they conceive the sun to be composed. Ga
lileo, Hcvelius, and Maupcrtuis seem all of
them to have entertained this opinion. Lahirc
and Lalandc suppose them to be eminences
on the body of the sun, appearing; at times in
consequence of the flux and reflux of the
liquid igneous matter ; others again, suppose
this body to be surrounded with a luminous
atmosphere, under which, viz. between it and
the dense body of the sun, is another darker
and more dense atmosphere to intercept the
rays of the outermost, and that these spots arc
only openings in the luminous atmosphere
through which the other then appears. Dr.
Herschel's hypothesis resembles this ; but it
requires more room to detail it than can be
afforded in this place ; the reader is therefore
referred to the Phil. Trans, for 1795, where
he will find many ingenious remarks and ob
servations relating to this subject.

All the above hypotheses are founded upon
a supposition of the sun being in itself a hot
and luminous body, which would be at best
but gratuitous, were it not contradicted by
many well-established facts in natural philo
sophy, which show that heat is produced by
the sun's rays, only when they act on a calori
fic medium ; they are only the cause of the pro
duction of heat, by uniting with the matter of
fire, which is contained in the terrestrial at
mosphere, or substances that are heated, as

water poured upon lime is the cause of the
heat which ensues ; and one may easily ima
gine, that an animal living in such a me
dium, and under such circumstances, would
in the first instance consider the water not
merely as the cause of heat but heat itself,
as we do the solar rays. Numerous facts,
however, may convince us of the contrary.
On the tops of mountains of sufficient height
where clouds can seldom reach to shelter
them from the direct rays of the sun, we find
regions of perpetual snow. Now if the solar
rays themselves conveyed all the heat we
find on our globe, it ought to be hottest where
their course is the least interrupted ; viz. on
the tops of those mountains, which we know
from observation to be in a constant state of
congelation. The same has been observed
by those who have ascended in balloons, ». e.
the higher they ascend the greater degree of
cold they experience, the sun itself appears
diminished both in splendour and magnitude,
and the heavens, instead of the azure or blue,
which we observe, approach more and more
towards a total obscurity.

These facts, to which we might add many
olhers, are sufficient to expose the common
notion of the sun being a globe of fire, and to
show at the same time that those planets
which arc nearest to the sun are not necessa
rily the hottest, nor those the coldest that are
more remote ; and hence many of the fanciful
calculations relating to the light and heat
experienced by the different planets of our
system fall to the ground ; as it is obvious,
from what is stated above, that by certain
modifications of the planetary atmospheres
the light and heat might be equalized through
out the solar system. For more on the sub- (
ject of this article, see Horslev, Phil. Trans.
1767, p. 398; Wilson, Phil. Trans. 1774 and
1783; Marshal, Phil. Trans. 1774, p. 194;
Wollaston, Phil. Trans. 1774, p. 329; and the
Mem. Acad. 1776. Also Bouguer's Traite
d'Optique ; Biot's Traite de 1'Astronomic
Physique ; Laplace's Exposition du Systeme
du Monde, p. 14, 246 ; Lalande and Viuce's
Astronomy, &c. &c.

See also some particulars relating to the
nature of the solar rays, under the article
Rays in this Dictionary.

SUNDAY, the first day of the week ; being
thus denominated by the ancient Pagans be
cause set apart for the worship of the sun.

Sunday Letter. See Dominical Letter.
SUPERFICIAL, relating to superficies.
Superficial Content of any Thing, is the

number of square inches, feet, &c. eontaiucd
in its surface.

Superficial Measure, the same as square
measure. See Measure.

SUPERFICIES, or Superfice, in Geometry,
the outside or exterior surface of any body.
This is considered as of two dimensions, viz.
length and breadth, but without thickness,
and therefore forms no part of the substance,
or solid content, or matter of the body.

The bounds or extremities of a superficies
are lines, and it is said to be a rectilinear or
curvilinear superficies, according as the bound
ing lines arc right or curved.

Superficies arc farther divided into plane,
concave, nnd convex.

Plane Superficies, is that in which if a
right line touches it in two points, it touches
it in every point ; if not it is curved, and is
either concave or convex.

Concave Superficies, is one which sinks
inwards, like the inside of a cup or hemi
sphere.

Convex Superficies, is that which rises out
wards, as the outside of a sphere or hemi
sphere.

The rules for finding the superficies of
plane and curved surfaces will be found uuder
the several heads in this Dictionary.

Line of Superficies. See Sector and
Gunter's Scale.

SUPERPARTICULAR Ratio, an obsolete
term for a ratio when the two terms differ
only by unity.

SUPERPARTIENT Ratio, likewise obso-
U U
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lctc, a ratio in which tlic difference of the
terms is greater than 1, but the greater is less
than double the other.

SUPPLEMENT of an Arc, in Trigono
metry, is what it wants of 180°.

SURD, in Arithmetic and Algebra, denotes
the root of any quantity ; when that quantity
is not a complete power of the dimension re
quired ; thus </2, V 4, V 7, &c. are surds or
irrational quantities.

Surds are either simple or compound.
A Simple Surd, is that which consists of

only one term, as J 2, V 6, &c.
A Compound Surd, is that which consists of

two or more terms or radicals, thus v^3+ v^2;

✓3 — s/% or */(3 + v^3), &c. arc compound ;

and when there arc only two terms they are
also called binomial surds.

Surds, are again either irrational or imagi
nary ; they are irrational when the quantity
under the radical is a positive quantity, or
if it he negative, and the radical be of odd di
mensions ; and they are imaginary when that
quantity is negative, and the root to be ex
tracted is of even dimensions.

Surds, are also farther distinguished into
finite and continued, of the former kind are all
those which we have given above, and the

latter are those of the form ^5+ +
&c. ; and it is singular that the latter, though
apparently so much more complex than the
former, are frequently expressible in rational
numbers. See Continued Surds.

The several rules for the reduction, addi-
, tion, subtraction, multiplication, and division
of surds are given under the respective articles
in this Dictionary, and we have, therefore, in
this place, only to offer a few general remarks

relating to these quantities, their roots, powers,
&c. which could not be properly introduced
into those articles.

We have defined a surd to be the root of some

quantity which is not a perfect power of the

dimension required by the index of the root;
the common definition, viz. that it is a qran-
tity incommensurable with unity is not fufS-
ciently explicit, as this includes exponential
and logarithmic quantities ; the condition
therefore of a surd being incommensurable
with unity not entering into our definition, it
should be stated as a proposition, and demon
strated to be a necessary consequence of that
definition ; this may be shown as follows. In
order that a quantity may be commensu
rable with unity, it must be either an integer
or a rational fraction ; but a surd cannot he

an integer by the definition, and neither can

it be a fraction. For if possible let V « — -
V

where p and q are prime to each other, or the

fraction £ in its lowest terms ; then a — S- ;
q f

but since - is in its lowest terms — is so like-
1 9"

wise, and therefore cannot be equal to an
integer, consequently V a cannot be expressed

by a rational fraction ; that is, it is
mensurable with unity.

Surds are, farther, not only incommensu
rable with unity, but they are also incom
mensurable with each other, except that when
reduced to their simplest form the index and
the quantity under it are the same in both ;

thus the square root of */3, </ 12, and v^27,

when reduced to their simplest form, become
^3, 2^3, 3n/3, and are therefore commen
surable with each other ; but if the quantities
under the radicals be prime to each other,
then the surds are incommensurable, each

forming a species of quantity inexpressible ia
any other form. Neither is the sum or dif
ference of two or more surds expressible by
any simple surd expression of another kind ;

that is, we cannot find y/a + */b-= Sc, pro
viding a and b are prime to each other ; for

by squaring we have a + '2s/ab + 4 ~ c. or

^/ab
— \c — \ a — {b; that is the square

root of a quantity, not a square, equal to an
integer or fraction, which we have seen is im

possible. In the same manner it might be

shown that */a ± v b — ^c± & is also

impossible providing a and b are prime to each
other. It is not, however, so easy to demon
strate this impossibility for the higher order
of surds, though there is every reason to sup
pose it is the same in all ; and hence also it
seems highly probable that the root of the

cubic equation x3 — ax = b, which is of the
form V m + V n, is inexpressible in any other
finite form, and consequently the efforts that
have been made, or that may be made, to ren

der the solution of the irreducible ca.se ra
tional must be totally useless. See Chap. I.
of Barlow's Theory of Numbers.

To extract the Square R»ot of Binomial Surds.

Let it be proposed to find the square root
of a ± y/b. Assume J(a ± </b)— >/x± vy;
then by squaring

a ± </b=x + y± %/4xy

this gives us
{*4+{|zJ

_a + ^(a1 — i)
2

Whence we find x :

and y = i -

which may therefore be considered as general

formula' for this purpose.
Suppose, for example, the ^(12 + 2^35)

was required, here o — 12, and 6:^ 140, there

fore,

x = ii±. '144— 140) _ 12 + %/4 _ ?

y =_ 12— ^(144 — 140)

2
12— ^4

= 5

therefore the root is ^7 4- v^5.

To extract tlie Cube Root of a Bitwmial Surd.

Let a ± m •/ b be the proposed surd, mjb
being already in its simplest form.

Assume V (« ± m •/*) = x ± y sb,
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By cubing

a±:my/b=x3±3xly +3yV>x±y'3b Sb
iTri. S x3 + 3i/lbx — a
Whence

\ 3x* y JyH - m

from which equations x and y may be found
by exterminating one of those quantities; but
as they must necessarily be either integral or
fractional when the extraction is possible, it
will commonly be the readiest way to assume
several values of ?/ in the latter, and thence
find the value, which, when substituted for x
in the first equation, must give the true result,
if y have been rightly assumed; if not, another
value of y must be taken, till a proper value
of x is obtained, and if this cannot be done the
quantity proposed has no radical root.

Exam. Let it be proposed to find the cube
root of 135 ± 78 S3. Here a —

135, 6 = 3,
and mi — 7 ; and the equations are

x3 + 9xy* = ia-5

3*^ + 3y3 = 78
Whence it obtain y —2, and x — 3, there

fore

V (135 ±78 «fS) = 3± 2y 3, as required.

Newton's Rule for any Root of a Binomial
Surd, a ± 6.

Of the given quantity a ± b, let a be the

greatest term, and c the index of the root to
be extracted. Seek the least number n, whose

power nc can be divided by a1 — 61 without a

remainder, and let the quotient beq; com

pute V(« + b) x -/q in the nearest integer
number, which call r; divide a*/g by its

greatest rational divisor, calling the quotient s ;

and let the nearest integer number above

——— be t: then will be the
2* V?

root sought, if it can be extracted. This rule
is demonstrated by s'Gravesande in his Com
mentary on Newton's Arithmetic : where he
has also given many numeral examples illus
trative of it ; examples may likewise be found
in Newton's" Universal A rith." and in Mac-
laurin's "Algebra."

Dr. Maskelyne's Rule for any Power of an

imaginary Binomial Snrd.

Dr. Maskelyne, the late astronomer royal,
has also given a method of finding any power
of an impossible binomial by another binomial
of the same kind. This rule is given in his
Introduction prefixed to Taylor's " Tables of
Logarithms," p. 56, and is as follows.

The logarithms of a and b being given, it is

required to find the power of the impossible

binomial a ± ./ — 61 whose index is — ; that
n

is, to find (a ± J —
b1)" by another impos

sible binomial ; and thence the value of

(a+S — b1)" + (o— V — b2)", which is al

ways possible, whether a or b be the greater
of the two.

Solution. Put - — tang. z. Then
a

m m

(a± 61)" = (a1 + ft1)" x

(cos.
— z ± •%/ — sin.1— z).n n /

Hence (a + J — 61)" + (a— ■/ — b1)" =
* in w*

(a1+61)J" x 2cos. — z = (o x sec.z"x2 cos. —

z—(bx cos. :,)-x2 cos.
™

z, where the first
n n

or second of these two last expressions is to
be used, according as z is an extreme or mean

arc; or lather because - is not only the tan-
a

gent of z. but also of z + 360°, z + 720°, tee.;
therefore the factor in the answer will have
several values, viz.

2 cos. -z ; 2 cos.
m

(z + 360°) ; 2 cos. -
n n n

(z + 720°), &c. ; the number of which, if m

and n be whole numbers, and the fraction -
n

be in its least terms, will be equal to the de
nominator n, otherwise it will be infinite.

By Logarithms. Put log. 6 + 10 — log. a —
log. tan. z.

Then log. ((«+./ _61)"+(a-^ — i1)")

— - x (l.a + 10— 1. cos.z) + 1.2+1. cos.-zn n

— 10 = ™
x (1

.
6 + 10 — 1
. sin. z) + 1
. 2 +

H

1
. cos. — z— 10; where the first or second

n
expression is to be used, according as z is an
extreme or mean arc. Moreover by taking

successively, 1
.

cos. _z; L cos.
™

(z + 300°) ;

■it n

1
. cos. — (z + 720°) ; &c. there will arise se-

n
veral distinct answers to the question agree
ably to the remark above.

Continued Surds, are expressions of the
form

</a + Va + •/a + &c.

the infinite sum of which is always determin
able by means of a certain equation, ami in
some cases it is a real integral or rational
quantity.

Suppose, for example, the value of the above
expression were required, put

x —

>
/

a + Va + v'fT-T&c.
By squaring,

x1 = a + \/a + v"a + &c.

the latter part of which is equal to the ori
ginal surd, for being infinite, one term being
taken away does not alter its value ; we have,
therefore,

U U2
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x1

~ a + x, or x1 — x ~
g,

whence
x = i ± ✓ « + a)

which is therefore the literal value of the pro
posed surd ; thus if a — 0, then

V/6-rVu + n/0+&c.=i±./(5 :+6)=3,or— 2.

Again, let

+ Ike.

by squaring,

x-=a+ h

/ *V a +
y/a + &c.

whence x* — a + -, or
x

x5 — ax~b
an equation whence x may be determined.

Suppose again,

x—\/ u + v/j + v/a + jb~\- &c.

squaring, _^
x1 = a + ^4 + •/ a + ^/b + kc. or

** — « = ^6 + v^a + v/A + &e.

squaring again,

x4 — 20X1 + o* = 6 + s/ a + v/^T^c.
whence x+ — 2«x* — x ~b — a1

an equation which will furnish the value of x.

For more on this subject see Emerson's and
Filler's " Algebra."

SURFACE, \n Geometry. See Superficies.
SURSOLID, a term given by the early

algebraists to what we now more commonly
call a fifth power.

SuRsoLin Problem, that whose solution de

pends upon the higher geometry, viz. on the

conic sections and other curves; this term,
however, is now seldom or never made use of.

SURVEYING, in a general sense, denotes
the art of measuring the angular and linear
distances of objects, whereby to delineate
their several positions on paper, and to ascer
tain the supcrlicial area or space between
them. This is of two kinds. Land-surveying,
and Marine-surveying; the former having
generally in view the measure or content of
certain tracts of land, and the latter (he posi
tion of remarkable objects, as beacons, tow ers,

shoals, coasts, &c. Those extensive opera
tions which have in view the determination
of the latitudes and longitudes of places, and

the lengths of terrestrial arcs in different lati
tudes are also placed under the general term

surveying.

Of Land-surveying. —This consists of three
distinct cases, viz. 1. The measuring of cer
tain lines, augles, Stc. 2. Protracting or lay
ing the same down on paper, so as to form
a map of the estate or country. 3. The com

putation of the superficial content, as found
by the preceding operations.

Various instruments are made use of for
the purpose of taking the dimensions; the

principal and most indespeusable of w hich
is the chain commonly called Gunter's chain,
which is 22 yards in length, and divided into
100 links : 10 of these square chains, or

1000UO square links is one acre, viz.
625 square links is 1 perch.

25000 square links, or 40 perches, 1 rood.
100000 square links, or 4 roods, 1 acre.

This is for taking the linear dimensions, be
side which the surveyor must provide himsell
with 10 small arrows for marking the several
lengths, and which are successively put down
by the person leading the chain, and taken
up by him who follows, and whose busi
ness it is to direct the survey. These with
the chain arc sufficient for surveying estates
of considerable extent ; but it will frequently
save a great deal of labour to be furnished
with proper instruments for measuring angles.
The most usual for this purpose are the «r-
cumferentor, theodolite, semicircle, plane table.
&c. j for a description of which, see the several
articles.

To measure a Line on the Ground with the Chain.
—Having provided a chain, with 10 small
arrows, or rods, to stick one into the ground,
as a mark, at the end of every chains' length ;

two persons take hold of the chain, one at each
end of it, and all the 10 arrows are taken by
one of them who goes foremost, and is called
the leader, the other being called the follower
for distinction sake. A picket, or station staff,
being set up in the direction of the line to
be measured, if there do not appear some
marks naturally in that direction, the follower
stands at the beginning of the line, holding
the ring at the cud of the chain in his hand
till it is stretched straight, and laid or
held level, and the leader, directed by the
follower waving his hand to the right or left,
till he sees him exactly in a line with the
mark or direction to be measured to; then
both of (hem stretching the chain straight,
and stoopiug and holding it level, the leader
having the head of his arrows iu the same
hand by which he holds the eud of tbe
chain, he there sticks one of them down
while he holds the chain stretched ; this
done, he leaves the arrow in the grouud as a
mark for the follower to come to, and ad
vances another chain forward, being directed
in his position by the follower standing at the
arrow as before ; as also by himself now, and
at every succeeding chain's length, moving
himself from side to side, till he brings the
follower and the back mark into a line. Hav
ing then stretched the chain, and stuck down
an arrow as before, the follower takes up his
arrow, and they advance again in the same
manner another chain's length : and thus they
proceed till all the 10 arrows are employed, and
are iu the hands of the follower; and the leader,
without an arrow, is arrived at the end of
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the eleventh chain. The follower then sends
or brings the 10 arrows to the leader, who
puts one of them down at the end of his
chain, and advances with it as before. And
thus the arrows are changed from one to the
other at every 10 chain's length, till the
whole is finished; the number of changes of
the arrows shows the number of tens, to which
the follower adds the arrows he holds in his
hand, and the number of links of another
chain over to the mark or end of the line ; so
if there have been three changes of the arrows,
and the follower holds six arrows, and the end
of the line cut off 43 links more, the whole
length of the line is set down in links thus,
3645.

To take Angles and Bearings. — Let B and C

(see the following figure), be two objects, or
two pickets set up perpendicular; and let it
be required to take their bearings, or the angle
formed between them at any station A.

1st. With the Plain Table.— The table being
covered with a paper and fixed on its stand,
plant it at the station A, and fix a pin or a

point of the compasses in a proper part of the
paper, to represent the point A : close by the
side of this pin lay the fiducial edge of the
index, and turn it about, still touching the
pin till one object B can be seen through the
sights ; then by the fiducial edge of the index
draw a line. In the very same manner draw
another line in the direction of the other ob
ject C, and it is done.

2d. With theTlieodolite, Src— Direct the fixed
sights along one of the lines, as A B, by turn
ing the instrument about till you sec the mark
B through these sights ; and there screw the
instrument fast ; then turn the moveable index
about, till through its sights you see the other
mark C. Then the degrees cut by the index,
upon the graduated limb or ring of the instru
ment, show the quantity of the angle.

Of the Field-Book. —While the survey is
only carried on in single fields, a register of the
several lines, angles, &c. may be kept by
drawing a rough sketch of the figure, and en
tering the several dimensions against the cor
responding lines and angles in the rough plan,
but if the survey be of any considerable ex
tent, it will be necessary to have a field-book
for that purpose, the form of which is very
various ; but the more general one is as fol
lows : viz. each page is divided into three
columns, in the middle one of which are en
tered the several stations and distances as

taken on the chief or base line, and in the
right and left-hand columns the several off
sets, bearings, and remarks, each against its
respective distance in the centre column,
placing them to the right or left according as
they were taken on the right or left hand.
It is also customary and very convenient to

begin from the bottom of the page, and to
write upwards, this being the natural order in
which the objects are met with, and a little
practice soon renders it familiar and easy.

Note. To prevent confusion a line is gene
rally drawn across the middle column at the

conclusion of every base or principal line, and
at the commencement of every such line, the
character t. turn to the right, > turn to the
left, is placed, according as you turn to the
right or left hand.

These directions will be understood by a
reference to the field-books and figures given
in the following problems :

1. To measure a Triangular Field, ABC.
I A B = 1321 links

PC = 826 links | A P =r 734 links
C

Having set up object staves at the three
angles of the field A, B, and C, (unless there
are trees or other objects that will answer
that purpose) measure with the chain as above
directed from A towawls B, till you are ar
rived at the point P in the line A B, where a
perpendicular would fall from the angle C,
which point is to be found by the cross by
getting the two objects A and B in a line
with one pair of sights, and the angle C in a
line with the other sights. Note down the
distance A P (suppose 794 links), and proceed
to measure the perpendicular C P, the length
of which is also to be written down as above ;
then return to P, and measure to B, noting
down the whole length of the line A B, and
the field work is then completed ; from which
the figure may be constructed, and the con
tents computed.

Or otherwise, the three sides of the field
may be measured by the chain, and hence
the figure may be constructed, and its area
computed by the rule proper for that purpose.
See Triangle.

The same may be done by measuring two
sides and an angle, or. two angles and ona
side ; thus,

Measure two sides, as A B, A C, and the
angle A between them, which is sufficient to
determine both the figure and area : or mea
sure one side, as AB, and the two adjacent
angles A and B, from which data also the
form and area may be determined.

2. To measure a Field contained uiulcr Four
right Lines.

AC = 693
FB=316 AF = 362

AE = 212 D E = 240
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Here supposing- the measurement to com

mence at A, we must measure •long the dia

gonal A C, till we are arrived at E, where

the perpendicular DE falls. Note down the

length of A E, and measure the perpendicular
ED, the length of which is to be entered in
the right-haud column opposite to A E ; con

tinue to measure along the diagonal to F ;

write dow n the distance A F. and opposite to

it, on the left, the length of the perpendicular

BF ; then return to F, and finish the measure

ment of the diagonal A C ; from which di
mensions, it is obvious, both the figure and

area may be determined. Or the same might

be found by measuring the four sides and the

diagonals ; or by measuring the angles and

some of the sides, &.c. as in the last case.

Thus, measure Ihc diagonal A C, and the

angles C A B, C A D, A C B, A C D ; or mea

sure the four sides and any one of the angles,

as B A D. In which cases the dimensions

may be conceived to be as follow s, viz.

1st Method. 2nd Method.

AC =591 AB=486
CAB =37° 20- BC=394
CAD = 41° 15' CD =410
A C B = 72° 25' D A = 462

ACD = 54°40' BAD = 78° 36'

The above methods are those more com

monly practised ; but others, depending upon

the particular form of the field, may be some

times advantageously employed. Thus in
the annexed figure the dimensions may be

taken as follows, nr.

Q D = 595
PC =352

AB = 1122

AQ= 745
AP= 110

FD = 1040

Fp = 576
Fo = 412

P P — 169
OG = 240

CG = 880

C q = 304,D = 460

A f = 1100

An = 820
A to — 270

nB = 360
mG = 260

Measure on the longest side the distances
AP, AQ, and A B, and the two perpendi
culars PC and DQ.

3. To survey a Field of any Number of Sides, as

A, B, C, D, £c. with the Chain and Cross.

Here having set up marks at the corners
where they are necessary, walk over the
ground, and consider how it can best be di
vided into triangles and trapeziums; and mea
sure them separately, as in the last two pro
blems ; and in this way it will be proper to

divide the figure into as many trapeziums,
and as few triangles as possible. Thus the

preceding figure is divided into the two tra
peziums AGCB, GFED, and the trianelo
GDC.

Then in the first trapezium, beginning at A,
measure the diagonal A C, and the two per

pendiculars m G and nB ; in the triangle GDC,
measure the base CG, and the perpendicular
qli; and lastly, in the trapezium GFEO,
measure the diagonal F D, and the two per

pendiculars oG andpE, which complete the

field work ; and from these dimensions, as

entered in the above field-book, the figure
may be constructed and the area computed.
The same might have been done by measur
ing all the sides and diagonals, or by mea

suring the sides and angles, as in the pre

ceding propositions.
4. Another Method is as follows. —Measure

a base line, either within or without the figure,
as also the perpendiculars let fall upon it
from the several angles. By this means the

figure is divided into a number of trapezoids
and triangles, of which the parallel sides are

perpendicular to the base line, and the sum of

these areas will evidently give, the whole area

of the field when the perpendiculars all fall

within the figure; but if any of them fall
without, the area of the external parts must

be subtracted, as is evident.
As an example of this method, let there be

proposed the figure AB C D E, 8cc.

AG 1020

/F = 470 A/ — 1000

A« — 600
rfD = 320 Arf — 585
«C = 76 Ae — 440

Ai - 315

eE = 68

|oB =350

Here the operation is begun at A, and con
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tinued along the line AG, as indicated in
the above field-book.

We have only room to add one other ex
ample, with which we must conclude this
article.

6. Suppose it were required to find the Content

of the Irregular Field, ABODE.

12

32
27

= hh
= gg-ff

>

330 r= EA
300 — EA
200 — V.o-

100 E/
©4 — '93° E

510 = DE
400 De
300 — Dd
200 Dc
100

• D4
©3 — 84° D

304 — BD
150 Ba
©2 98° B

040 — AB
©1 — 85° A

27 = ee

52 = dd
44 — ee

34 = bb

96 — aC

Here the operations are supposed to com
mence at A, which is entered in the centre
column at bottom, with the angle subtended

by B and E, and the length of A B is inserted
immediately above it, which being the con
clusion of that side, a line is drawn across the
centre column. Then is entered the second
station B, with the angle subtended by A
and D. In measuring up this line, the per
pendicular aC is measured, the distance Ba
entered in the centre column, and against it

,

in the right-hand column, the length of that

perpendicular ; this being taken to the right-
hand, a line is then again drawn across the

centre column, and the same operation is re

peated at D, and in measuring D E the seve
ral perpendiculars bb, ec, &c. are measured,
and each placed in the right-hand column
against its respective distance. The same

is also done in measuring from E to A, but
in this case the perpendiculars or offsets being
measured on the left, they are placed in the
left-hand column. This completes the field
work of the survey ; after which the figure is

protracted or laid down from the dimensions

given, and the content of the land computed.
If no instrument for measuring the angles

A, B, D, &c. had been at hand, then it would
have been necessary to measure a diagonal
either from A to D, or from B to E, which
would obviously have answered the same

purpose.

In the above field-book the letters are
placed so as to correspond to the several lines
in the figure ; but the reader is doubtless
aware, that this is only done for the sake of
illustration, and that it is not practised in the
actual operations in the field.

To lay down the Woi k.—This is performed
by first measuring off the line A B, and by
means of a protractor or scale of chords, the
two angles at A and B ; then measure off the
two distances AE and B D, and join AE,
and if then the angles at I) and E measure
the same as those observed in the field, the
work is right, otherwise there is some mistake,
which must be corrected before proceeding
any farther. Lastly, set off the several per
pendiculars or offsets, and join the lines as in
the figure.

To compute the Contents. —In a small single
field, such as ishere supposed, the area is better
found from the lines measured in the field,
viz. first of the trapezium ABDE, then of
the triangle BCD, and the offsets D&crfeE,
and lastly of the offsets EfghA, the latter of
which, subtracted from the sum of the former,
will be the measure required. The area of
the trapezium ABDE is found by dividing

it into two triangles, the areas of which may
be computed by the rule given for the several
cases uudcr the article Triangle.

But when the field or track of land is large,
and very irregular, such computations become
very laborious ; in which cases, surveyors
most commonly proceed as follows :

A small bow of brass wire, or whale-bone, or
other elastic matter, is strung with a fine
horse-hair, which is applied to each of the
curving or bent sides of the figure, so as to
exclude as much from the figure on one side,
as is included on the other, as near as the
eye can judge, which after a little practice
becomes exceedingly correct; then marking
these positions with the point of a tracer, join
them with fine black lines ; and thus the
irregular figure is reduced to a rectilinear
one, and the contents may then be computed
by dividing it into trapeziums, triangles, Bee.
Thus repeating the preceding figure.

Let the four lines BA, BP, FG, G H, be
drawn, so as to exclude the part CBe~ DFe,
the part Da =z a HE and 116 A ~ GEi, so
shall the trapezium HBFO, be equal to the
irregular figure A B C D E ; and the same
method may be used in figures of a much
more complicated form.

Our preceding remarks have all been niada
with reference to the measurement of single
fields, or small parcels of land. Wo shall now
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add a few observations with respect to the

surveying of a large estate, in this case when

there are many fields the work cannot well
be done by measuring the fields separately,
and then putting them together, nor can it be
done by taking all the boundaries that en

close it
,

as in either of these cases any small
errors would be so multiplied as to render
the whole result extremely doubtful.

1. Therefore before the survey is begun,
walk over the estate two or three times, in
order to get a perfect idea of it, till you can

carry the form of it tolerably in your mind.
And to help your memory, draw an eye-
draught of it on paper, or, at least, of the prin
cipal parts of it

,

to guide you.
2. Choose two or more eminences in the

estate for your stations, from whence you
can see all the principal parts of it: and let

these stations be as far distant from one an

other as possible ; as the fewer stations you
have to command the whole, the more exact
your work will be ; and they will be fitter for
your purpose, if these station lines be in or

near the boundaries of the ground, and espe
cially if two or more lines proceed from one
station.

3. Take angles between the stations, such
as you think necessary, and measure the dis
tances from station to station, always in a

right-line ; these things must be done, till you
get as many angles and lines as arc sullicient
lor detei mining all your points of station.
And in measuring any of those station dis
tances, mark accurately where these lines

meet with any hedges, ditches, roads, lanes,

paths, rivulets, &c. and where any remark
able object is placed, by measuring its dis
tance from the station-line, and where a per
pendicular from it cuts that line; and always
mind, in any of these observations, that you be
in a right line, which you will know by taking
backsight and foresight, along your station
line. And thus as you go along any main
station-line take offsets to the ends of all
hedges, and to any pond, house, mill, bridge,
&c. omitting nothing that is remarkable. And
all these things must be noted down ; for
these are your data, by which the places of
such objects are to be determined upon your
plan. And be sure to set marks up at the
intersections of all hedges with the station-
line, that you may know where to measure
from, when you come to survey these parti
cular fields, which must immediately be done,
as soon as you have measured that station-
line, whilst they arc fresh in memory. In
this way all your station-lines are to be mea
sured, and the situation of all places adjoin
ing to them determined, which is the first

grand point to be obtained.
4. As to the inner parts of the estate they

must lie determined in like manner by new
station-lines, for after the main stations arc
determined, and every thing adjoining to them,
then the estate must be subdivided into two
or three parts by new station-lines; taking
inner stations at proper places where you can

have the best view ; measure these statkw-
lines as you did the first, and all their intersec
tions with hedges, and all offsets to such
objects as appear. Then you may proceed
to survey the adjoining fields by taking the
angles that the sides make with the station-
line at the intersections, and measuring the
distances to each corner from the intersec
tions. For every station-line will be a base
to all the future operations, the situation of
all parts being entirely dependant upon them;
and therefore they should be taken of as
great a length as possible ; r.nd it is hot for
them to run along some of the hedges or
boundaries of one or more fields, or to pass
through some of their angles. All things
being determined for these stations, you must
take more inner ones, and so continue to
divide and subdivide, tin at la.it you come to

single fields, repeating the same work for the
inner stations as for the outer ones till all be
done; and close the work as often as you
can, and in as few lines as possible. And
lhat you may choose stations the most con
veniently so as to cause the least labour, let
the station-lines run as far as you can along
some hedges, and through as many corners
of the field and other remarkable points as

ou can : and take notice how one field lies

y another, that you may not misplace them
in the draught.

5. An estate may be so situated, that the
whole cannot be surveyed together, because
one part of the estate cannot be seen from
another. In this case you may divide it into
three or four parts, and survey the parts sepa
rately, as if they were lands belonging to dif
ferent persons, at and last join them together.

6. As it is necessary to protract or lay down
your work as you proceed in it

,
you must have

a scale of a due length to do it by. To get such

a scale you must measure the whole length of
the estate in chains ; then you must consider
how many inches in length the map is to be,
and from these you will know how many
chains you must have in an inch ; then make
your scale, or choose one already made accord
ingly.

7. The trees iu every hedge-row roust be

placed iu their proper situation, which is soon
done by the plain table, but may be done b

y

the eye without an instrument; and being
thus taken by guess in a rough draught, they
will be exact enough, being only to look at ;

except it be such as at any remarkable places,
as at the ends of hedges, at stiles, gates, ice.
and these must be measured. But all this
need not be done till the draught is finished.
And observe in all the hedges what side the
ditch is ou, and consequently to whom the
fences belong.

8. When you have long stations you ought
to have a good instrument to take angles with ;

and the plain table may very properly be made
use of, to take the several small internal parts,
and such as cannot be taken from the main
stations, as it is a very quick and ready in
strument.

h
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This is only one of many methods that are

made use of in measuring large estates; but
our limits will not admit of entering farther

upon the subject in this place ; we shall there

fore only observe, that in practising the above

principles the accuracy of the survey depends
on the correctness of the instruments used in

taking the angles ; and therefore to avoid

the eirors incident to such a multitude of
angles other methods have of late years been

used by some few skilful surveyors ; the most

practical, expeditious, and correct of which
seems to be the following.

As was advised in the foregoing method,
so in this, choose two more ciniiieuees as

grand stations, and measure a principal base
line from one station to the other, noting
every hedge, brook, or other remarkable ob
ject as you pass by it

,

measuring also short

perpendicular lines to such bends of hedges
as may be near at hand. From the extre
mities of this base line, or from any convenient
parts of the same, go off with other lines to
some remarkable object situated towards the
sides of the estate, without regarding the

angles they make with the base line, or with
one another; still remembering to note every
hedge, brook, or other object that you pass
by. These lines, when laid down by inter
sections, will with the base line form a grand
triangle upon the estate, several of which, if

need be, being thus laid down, you may pro
ceed to form other smaller triangles and tra
pezoids on the sides of the former, and so on
nntil you finish with the enclosures indivi
dually. See a more particular account of this
method in Dr. Hutton's Course of Math, and
in Crocker's Treatise on Surveying.

Trigonometrical Surveying. In the pre
ceding part of this article our views have not
extended beyond the surveying of fields, es

tates, &c. the purpose of which is principally
to ascertain the exact quantity of land con
tained in the several fields, and their relative
positions with regard to each other ; and with
regard to the latter the utmost accuracy is

not required, and therefore no account is taken
of the spherical figure of the earth, but the
whole survey is considered as if carried on
upon an extended plane surface. But of late
years surveys of a much more extensive na
ture have been carrying on, under the pa
tronage of most of the governments of Europe,
particularly those of France and England.
These have been undertaken principally for
the accomplishment of one or other of these
objects, viz. 1

. For finding the difference of
longitude between two noted meridians, as

for instance, between those passing through
the observatories of Greenwich and Paris.
2. The accurate determination of the geogra
phical position of the principal places of a

country, with a view to give greater accuracy
to maps and charts. 3. For the determination
of the length of an arc of the meridian in dif
ferent latitudes, from which to determine the
true figure and magnitude of the earth.

When objects so important as these are to

be attained, it is manifest, that in order to
insure the necessary degree of correctness in
the results, the instruments employed, the

operations performed, and the computations

required, nrnst each have the greatest pos
sible degree of accuracy.

In the determination of distances of many
miles, whether for the survey of a kingdom,
or for the measurement of a degree of latitude
or longitude, the whole distance between (he

two extreme points is not actually measured ;

for this, on account of the inequalities of the

earth's surface, the interposition of mountains,
rivers, &c. would be always very difficult, and

frequently impossible. But a line a few miles

in length is very carefully measured on some

plain, heath, or marsh, which is so nearly
level, as to facilitate the measurement of an

actual horizontal line, or rather an arc of a

great circle of the terrestrial sphere; and this

line being assumed as the base of the opera
tions, certain hills, towers, &e. are selected ;

at which signals can be placed so as to be

distinctly visible the one from the other; the

lines joining those points constituting atlouble
scries of triangles, of which the assumed base

forms the first side; the angles of these, that

is, the angles made at each station or signal-
stafl by two other signal-staves, arc very ac

curately measured by a theodolite, which is

carried from one station to another; and thus

the distance between the two extreme points

may be found by the rules of trigonometry, in
which, however, the spherical figure of the

earth and other minute circumstances are to

be introduced.
This maybe illustrated

on a small scale by the
annexed figure, in which

A and E are supposed to

be the two extreme points,
but too distant to be seen
the one from the other.
Let AB be the base line,
the exact length of which

is found by absolute mea
surement; conceive also

C and D to be two towers or other eminences,
the former being distinctly visible from A, B,
and D, and the latter from B, C, and E; and
suppose the angles ABC, BAC ; CBD, BCD;
DCE and CDE to have been accurately taken
by the theodolite. Then it is obvious, that in
the triangle A B C, Ihe base A B, and the
angles at A and B being given, the sides A C

and BC may be found by compulation. Then
considering BC as a base, and having the
angles at B and C given, the two sides B D,
DC may be found; and lastly, in the triangle
DCE, the line DC, and the" angles at D and

C being given, the other two sides D E and
CE may be determined ; and hence, also, the
whole distance A E. And in order to assure
the greatest possible degree of accuracy, one
of the latter lines, as DE, or EC, is again
submitted to absolute measurement, the same
as the first, which is called the base of verifi
cation; and if (his length, r.s found by abso
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lute measurement, agree with the length as

determined by calculation, it is a convincing
proof of the accuracy of all the observations
and calculations ; and if not, the whole must
be again repeated. We have here given only
three triangles, but it is obvious in extensive
surveys that a great many more become ne
cessary ; the principle, however, is the same,
-whatever may be the number of them, and the
calculations are performed in the same manner.

Thus far the principles of operation are ex
tremely obvious, because we have supposed
the whole scries of triangles as formed upon
an extended horizontal plane, but this is evi
dently not correct, as instead of such a plane,
they form a part of a spherical surface, and
therefore the computations roust be carried
on upon the principles of spherical trigono
metry, or the base actual measured must be
reduced to the chord of its arc, in which case
plane trigonometry may be employed ; on
both of which methods we propose to offer a
few observations.

Measurement of the bate. —The first import
ant operation to be attended to in these sur
veys is, the correct measurement of a base,
because on this depend the whole accuracy
of the results. The French philosophers used
for this purpose, in their measurement for the
determination of the length of the metre, rulers
of platina, and of copper, forming metallic
thermometers. The Swedish mathematicians
Swanberg and Overborn, employed iron bars
covered towards each extremity with plates
of silver. The English, under the direction of
General Koy, began their measurement with
deal rods 20 feet long, but they were soon
found not to be sufficiently accurate, and glass
rods of the same length were employed, the
quantity of whose expansions from any in
crease of temperature, was first found by ex
periment, and afterwards adjusted in the sur
vey by means of thermometries! observations.
The base thus measured was found to be
27404-08 feet, or about 5.19 miles. And
several years afterwards the same base was
rcmeasured by Colonel Mudgc, with a steel
chain 100 feel long, constructed by Kamsdcn,
and jointed after the manner of the internal
chain of a watch. This chain was always
stretched to the same tension, supported on
troughs laid horizontally, and allowances were
made for changes in its length by reason of
the variations in temperature, at the rate of
•0075 of an inch for each degree of heat from
62° of Fahrenheit's thermometer; the result
of which measurement differed only 2 j inches
from General Roy's, which, considering the
whole distance 5'19 miles, was a remarkable
confirmation of the accuracy of both mea
sures.

After the important operation of the mea
surement of a base, which is to be the side of
the first triangle, (which side is a spherical
arc, if the measurement be conducted by
spherical triangles; or a straight line, if by
plane triangles of the chords of the spherical
arcs), the angular distance between the ob

jects that mark the several stations must b«
observed, but as the objects are probably net
situated in the same horizontal plaue, nor oo
the same spherical surface, the angle observed
is an oblique angle : but as the lines, &-C. to
be computed, are supposed to be in the sur
face of the earth, horizontal angles are re
quired.

Therefore the oblique angle observed must
be reduced to an horizontal angle ; thus, if
the two objects be A, B ; O the observer. Z
his zenith, a, b, two points on the surface of
the earth, (supposed spherical) the observed
oblique angle is A OB, measured by A B, and
the horizontal angle, which is required, is
equal to AZB.

0

The most direct formula for this reduction
is as follows :

sin. \ (A B 4- ZB — ZA) . sin, j (AB 4- ZA — Z B)
sin. ZA . sin. Z B

_ sin.l(q + H — h).s\n.\(a + h —H)
cos. H . cos. k

where AB = a, A a — H, B6 = A.
Or in logarithms,

log.sin.^|?=i |20+log.sin.i(o+H—A)+

log.sin.i(«+A— H)—
log.cos.H-log.cosJ

|
But notwithstanding this process of reduc

tion in a single case is not laborious, yet for
practical purposes, when many huudred such
operations arc to be performed, it is not suf
ficiently concise; on which account, other
formulae have been invented by Delambre.
which by means of certain tables constructed
for the purpose, simplify these operations, and
render them very practicable and simple. See
Connoissance des Temps, 1793.

But whether we use the preceding direct
method, or Delambrc's approximate method,
all observed angles must be reduced to hori
zontal angles, which arc then spherical angles,
and therefore the sum of the three ought to
exceed 180°.

If we could determine, independently of
observation, the quantity by which the sum
of the three angles ought to exceed 180°, we
should then be able to judge of the accuracy
of the observations, which it is desirable to
do, since observations made on objects si
tuated nearly in the horizon, are liable to some
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uncertainty. Now, the theorem concerning

the area of a spherical triangle, given under

that article, enables us to determine the

quantity of the excess ; for the area is equal

to the difference of the sum of the three angles

and 180°, and consequently, since the sides

of the spherical triangle, described on the

earth's surface, are nearly rectilinear, they

may, with scarcely any error, be considered

as rectilinear in the computation of the area.

This elegant application of the above rule

of Albert Girard's was first made by General

Roy, in the Phil. Trans, for 1790, where he

gives the following rule, for computing what

ho calls the spherical excess : viz.

From the logarithm of the area of the triangle

taken as a plane one in feet, subtract the constant

logarithm 9-3267737, and the remainder is the

logarithm of the excess above 180° in seconds

nearly.
This rule was communicated to General

Roy by Mr. Dalby, now Professor of Mathe
matics at the Military College at High Wy
combe, but at that time engaged with the

General in conductingthe survey. Delambre

has also given a simple method of determining

the spherical excess in the Mcmoires of the

Institute for 1806.

By this means the observer may examine

the accuracy of his observations, and in some

degree correct them when necessary ; after

which he may proceed to calculate the sides

of the triangles by the rules of spherical tri

gonometry ; but these rules, although they

must necessarily give the exact results, will

be very deficient in point of expedition, which
is an object of great importance where many

hundred such operations are to be performed.

Legendre has, therefore, furnished us with the

following rule, which combines sufficient ac

curacy, with all the conciseness that can be

expected in such cases: viz.

A spherical triangle being proposed, of which

the sides are very small with regard to the radius

of the sphere, if from each of its angles, one-

third of the excess of the sum of its three angles

above 180° be subtracted, the angles so diminished

may be taken for the angles of a rectilinear

triangle, the sides of which are equal in length
to those of the proposed rectilinear triangle.

Triangles solved by either of these methods,

viz. either by the direct process, or by Legen-
dre's approximation, will be spherical trian

gles, their sides arcs of great circles, and the

computed arc of the meridian also an arc of
a great circle. But this is not absolutely ne

cessary; Delambre in France, and Colonel
Mudge in England, do not consider the line
of the meridian as a curve, but as formed of
the chords of curves ; and they have accord

ingly resolved their triangles, not as spherical,
but as rectilinear triangles, the sides of which
are chords of arcs.

This method, therefore, requires theorems

and formul.-B different from those we have

been explaining, though in some measure de

pending upon similar considerations. It re

quires, for instance, the oblique angles to be

reduced, cither instru mentally or by calcula
tion, to horizontal angles ; but these horizontal

angles being, as above stated, spherical angles,
must be reduced to the angles contained by
the chords of the spherical sides of the tri

angle ; that is, we must resolve the following
problem.

Having given the angle contained by two
spherical arcs of a spherical triangle, to find

the angle contained by the chords ot those

arcs ; which is resolved by the following for
mulae :

Let the two given spherical arcs be
denoted by a and b,

the spherical angle hy C,
the required angle of the chords by 9 ;

then
a a b , . a . h

cos. 8 — cos. - . cos. - . cos. C + sin. - . sin. - .

In this method, therefore, Legendre's theo
rem is not employed, nor is the llieorem re

lative to the spherical excess requisite; for
we have instead of it, the following criterion
of the accuracy of the observations, viz. The
sum of the three angles, contained by the
chords subtracted from the spherical angles,

ought, if the observed angles be truly taken,
to be equal to 180°. The other part of the
calculation in this method is, by the common
rules of plane trigonometry ; and the arc of
the meridian, if that is proposed to be deter
mined, is composed of the sides of an irregular
polygon inscribed in a circle.

Hence then it appears, that in a trigonome
trical survey, we may calculate the arcs and
angles, accordiug to the exact rules of spheri
cal trigonometry, as Boscovich has done ; or,
we may reduce the observed angles to the

angles of the chord, and calculate by plane
trigonometry, such reduced angles and chords
as practised by Delambre and Mudge; or,
we may by a slight transformation, give to
spherical triangles the properties of plane tri
angles, and resolve them as such according
to the method of Legendre.

The above is only a slight sketch of the
different methods that have been proposed for
conducting these important operations, and in
which, therefore, no account is taken of the
spheroidical figure of the earth, which, how
ever, in real practice, must be taken into the
account; this, however, would have carried
us far beyond our limits, and we must, there
fore, refer the reader, who is desirous of the
most correct information, to Colonel Mudge's
" Account of the Trigonometrical Survey ;"
Mechain and Delambre, " Base du Systeme
Metrique Decimal ;" Swanberg, " Exposition
des Operations faites en Lapponie ;" Puissant,
" Geodesie," and " Traite de Topographic
d'Arpentage," &c.

Surveying Wheel. See Perambulator.
SURVIVORSHIP, the doctrine of rever

sionary payments depending upon certain con

tingencies, or contingent circumstances, as

the extinction of some certain life or lives, or

the survivorship of some particular life beyond
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or after other lives. This is one of the most
important parts of the doctrine of life an
nuities, which our limits will not admit detail
ing; w e can, therefore, only refer the reader
to our article Life Annuities, and the works
of the several authors there enumerated.

SUSPENSION, in Mechanics, the balancing
or supporting any body from a point above it,

which point is called the point or centre of
suspension.

SUTTON'S Quadrant, the name given to a

quadrant invented by Mr. Sutton, but which
is now seldom made use of, having been su
perseded by others of a more complete con
struction.

SWAN, in Astronomy. See Cvgni'S.
SYMETRICAL Equations, in Algebra, are

those equations consisting of two or more un
known quantities, similarly involved, so that
no difference will arise by writing these quan
tities reciprocally for each other.

SYNCHRONISM, the being or happening
of several events at the same time, as isochro-
nism denotes two or more things being per
formed in the same time.

SYNODIC, or Synodical Month, is the
period or interval of time in which the moon
passes from one conjunction with the sun to
another, and is, therefore, precisely one com
plete lunation, the mean duration of which is
•29d 12h 44' 2-H".

Synodic Revolution of a Planet, is the time
between two conjunctions, or two oppositions
of the same planet and the sun.

SYNTHESIS, denotes a method of com
position, as opposed to analysis, or resolution.

In the synthesis, or synthetic method, w e

pursue the truth by reasoning drawn from
principles before established, or assumed, and
propositions formerly demonstrated ; thus pro
ceeding by a. regular process till we come to
the conclusion ; and Is hence also called the
direct method, and composition, in opposition
to analysis or resolution.

Such is the method in Euclid's nicmeiits,
and most demonstrations of the ancient ma
thematicians, which proceed from definitions
and axioms, to the demonstration of theorems,
problems, &c. and from those theorems to the
demonstration of others. Sec An alysis.

SYNTHETICAL Method, the method by
Synthesis, or conposition, or the direct me
thod.

SYPHON. See Siphon.
SYRINGE, in Hydraulics, a small simple

machine, sening first to imbiho or suck in a
quantity of w ater, or other fluid, and then to
expel the same with violence in a small jet.

The syringe is, in fact, a small single suck
ing pump without a valve, the water ascend
ing in it on the same principle as is explained
under the article Pump. It consists, like the
pump, of a small cylinder, with an embolus
or sucker, moving up and down in it by means
of a handle, and fitting it very close within.
At the lower end is either a small hole, or a
smaller tube fixed to it than the body of the
instrument through which the fluid or the

water is drawn np, and expelled out again.
Thus, the embolus being first pushed close
down, introduce the lower end of the pipe
into the fluid, then draw the sucker up, by
the handle, and the fluid will immediate fol
low, so as to fill the whole tube of the syringe,
and will remain there, even when the pipe is

taken out of the fluid; but by thrusting for
ward the embolus, it will drive the water
before it ; and being partly impeded by the
sniallncssof the hole, or pipe, it will hence be
expelled in a smart jet, and to the greater
distance, as the sucker is pushed down with
the greater force, or the greater velocity.

SYSTEM, in a general sense, deuotcs an

assemblage or concatenation of principles and
conclusions: or the whole of any doctrine,
the several parts of which arc united together,
and follow or depend on each other. As a

system of astronomy, a system of the planets,
a system of philosophy, a system of motion. &.c.

System, in Astronomy, denotes an hypo
thesis, or a supposition of a certain order and
arrangement of the several parts of the uni
verse; by which astronomers explain all the

phenomena or appearances of the heavenly
bodies, their motions, changes, &c.

This is more peculiarly called the system
of the world, and sometimes the solar system.

System and hypothesis have much the same

signification, unless, perhaps, hypothesis be a

more particular system, and system a more
general hypothesis. Some late authors, in
deed, make another distinction : an hypothesis,
say they, is a mere supposition or fiction,
founded rather on imagination than reason;
while a system is built on the firmest ground,
and raised by the severest rules; it is founded
on astronomical observations and physical
causes, and confirmed by geometrical demon
strations.

The most celebrated systems of the world
arc, the Ptolomaic, the Copernican or Pytha
gorean, and the Tychonic; the principles of
each of which is as follows:

Ptolomaic Systp.m, is so called from the

celebrated astronomer Ptolomy. In this sys
tem the earth is supposed at rest in the centre
of the universe, while the heavens arc con
sidered as revolving about it, from east to

west, and carrying along with them all the

heavenly bodies, the stars and planets, in the

space of 24 hours.
The principal assertors of this system are,

Aristotle, I Iipparehus, Ptolomy, and many of
the ancient philosophers, and by philosophers
in general, for a great number of ages, and

long adhered to in many universities and other
places. But the modern improvements in
philosophy and general science, have utterly
exploded this erroneous system from the place
it so long held in the minds of astronomers.

Copernican System, is that system of the

world which places the sun at rest in the cen
tre of the world, and the earth and planets
all revolving round him in their several orbits.
Sec the article Copeknican System.

Svhr or Planetary System, is usually con
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fined to narrower bounds ; the stars, by their

immense distance, and the little relation they
seem to bear to us, being accounted no part
of it. It is highly probable that each fixed

star is itself a sun, and the centre of a par
ticular system, surrounded with a certain

number of planets, comets, &c. which in dif
ferent periods, and at different distances, per
form their courses round their respective suns.

The planetary system described under the

article Copernican, is the most ancient in the

world. It was first introduced into Greece
or Italy by Pythagoras ; from whom it was

called the Pythagorean System. It was fol

lowed by Plato, Archimedes, &c. but it was

lost under the reign of the Peripatetic philo
sophy; till happily retrieved about the year
1500 by Copernicus.

Tychonic System, was taught by the ce

lebrated Tycho Brahe; who was born in
154G. It supposes that the earth is fixed in

the centre of the universe or firmament of
stars, and that all the stars and planets re

volve round the earth in 24 hours; but it dif
fers from the Ptolomaic System, as it not only
allows a menstrual motion to the moon round

the earth, and that of the satellites about

Jupiter and Saturn in their proper periods,
but it makes the sun to be the centre of the

orbits of the primary planets Mercury, Venus,
Mars, Jupiter, &c. in which they are carried

round the sun in their respective years, as the

sun revolves round the earth in a solar year ;

and all these planets, together with the sun,

are supposed to revolve round the earth in 24

hours. This hypothesis was so embarrassed

and perplexed that very few persons cm-

braced it ; it was afterwards altered by Lon-
gomontanus and others, who allowed the di

urnal motion of the earth on its own axis, but

denied its annual motion round the sun. This
hypothesis, partly true and partly false, is
called the Semi-Tychonic System.

SYZYGY, a term equally used for the con
junction and opposition of a planet with the
sun. On the phenomena and circumstances
of the syzygies, a great part of the lunar theory
depends.

It is shown in physical astronomy, that
the force which diminishes the gravity of the
moon in the syzygies, is double that which
increases it in the quadratures ; so that in tho
syzygies the gravity of the moon is diminished
by a part which is to the whole gravity, as 1
to 89'36 ; for in the quadratures, the addition
of gravity is to the whole gravity, as 1 to
17873.

In the syzygies, the disturbing force is
directly as the distance of the moon from the
earth, and inversely as the cube of the distance
of the earth from the sun. And at the syzy
gies, the gravity of the moon towards the
earth receding from its centre, is more dimi
nished than according to the inverse ratio of
the square of the distance from that centre.
Hence in the moon's motion from the syzygies
to the quadratures the gravity of the moon
towards the earth is continually increased,
and the moon is continually retarded in her
motion ; but in the moon's motion from tho
quadratures to the syzygies, her gravity is
continually diminished, and the motion in her
orbit is accelerated.

Farther, in the syzygies, the moon's orbit
about the earth is more convex than in
the quadratures ; for which reason she is less
distant from the earth at the former than at
the latter. Also, when the moon is in this
position, her apses go backward, or retro
grade, and her nodes move in antecedentia.

T

Table, in Mathematics, is a series or svstem
of numbers methodically arranged, for the

more ready calculation of various problems
in Annuities, Astronomy, Trigonometry, &c.

Astronomical Tables, are computations of
the motions, positions, and other phenomena
of the heavenly bodies. The oldest of these

kind of tables are those given by Ptolomy in
his Almagest, but which are now of little or

no use, as they no longer agree with the mo

tions of the heavens. These tables were cor

rected and republished in 1252 by Alphonso,
king of Castile, and were long held in high
estimation. See Alpiionsine Tables.

Since the revival of the sciences in Europe,

and particularly since the restoration of the

true system of astronomy by Copernicus, the

number of astronomical tables have been con

tinually increasing, and repeated observations,

and a very refined calculus, have now brought

them to an astonishing degree of perfection.

We cannot, within the limits of this article,

enter into a minute detail of the several im

provements that have been made in this de

partment of astronomy, at the same time we

shall endeavour to enumerate a few of th«

most important particulars, as also a catalogue

of those tables, which, from their accuracy

and arrangement, are esteemed the most va

luable.
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Copernicus, after thirty years of observation

and calculation, published a new set of As
tronomical Tables in 1643, in his celebrated
work " Do Revolutionibus orbium celestium,"
which were republished in 1666, 1693, and
1617. These were again corrected and im
proved by the observations of other astrono
mers, and were certainly the most correct of
any that appeared before the publication of
the " Rudolphine Tables," the work of Tycho
and Kepler ; these were published at Lintz in
Upper Austria in 1627, containing 115 pages
of tables, and 125 of rules and precepts. See
Rudolphine Tablet.

The same were afterwards, viz. in 1660,

changed into another form by Maria Cunitia,
whose astronomical tables, comprehending
the effect of Kepler's physical hypothesis, are
very easy, satisfying all the phenomena with
out the use of logarithms, and with little or no
trouble of calculation ; and Mercator made a
like attempt in his Astronomical Institution,
published in 1676.

Beside these we may enumerate the fol
lowing, viz. Tabuhe motuum celestium, &c.;
Auct. Chr. Severino Longomoutano, 1624,
1640, folio.

Christiani Reinharti, Tabula? Astronomicar,
1630, 4to.

Philippi Lansbergii Tabulae motuum, &c.
1632, folio.

Ismaclis Bullialdi Tabula: Philolaicae, &.c.
1645.

This great and important work contained
the most perfect observations, methods, and
tables, that had ever appeared prior to its
publication.

I. B. Riccioli S. I. Tabulae Novae Astron.
&c. 1665, folio.

There are here 102 tables, forming a com
plete collection of all those that astronomers
have need of in their computations.

Tabula; Lodoicacae dc doctrina eclipsium,
&c. 1666.

Astronomical Tables for the Meridian of
London, by John Newton, 1657, 4to.

Tabularum Astronomicariiin, Sec. j Ph. De
La Hire, 1687, 4to. 1702, 1726, 1727, 1735.

These tables were long regarded as the
best, being superior to all those which had
preceded them.

Astronomical Tables for computing the
Places of the Sun, Moon. Planets, and Comets,
by Kdmund Halle) ; London, 1749, 4to.; 1762,

8vo. ; beside two editions in French. These
tables Merc not excelled till the publication
of Lalande's tables in 1771.

Besides the tables above enumerated, we
might mention many others, as La Caillc's
Tables of the Sun; Mayer's Tables of the
Moon, published by the Board of Longitude.
Tables of the same luminary have also been
computed by Charles Mason, which arc very
accurate, being used by the computors of the
Nautical Almanack. Many other sets of as
tronomical tables have also been published
by various astronomers and academies; and
divers sets of them may be found in the se-

veral treatises of astronomy and navigation,
of which, however, those of Lalande, given in
bis Astronomy, arc esteemed the most perfect ;
the same, with some additions, are given by
Professor Vince in his large work on the same
subject. For a more particular detail of the
several astronomical tables, sec Montucla's
Hist, des Math. vol. iv. p 302, et icq.

TABLES of Annuitiet. See Annuities.
Tables of Logarithms, Shie*, Tangenit, &c.

See Logarithms.

TACQUET (Andrew), a laborious and
voluminous writer in mathematics. His works
were collected and printed at Antwerp in one
large folio volume in 1669. Tacquet died in
1620.

TACTION, in Geometry, the same as Tan-
gency, or touching. See Tangent.

TAMUZ, in Chronology, the fourth month
of the jewish ecclesiastical year, answering to
part of our months of June and July.

TANGENCIES, Problem of. This ge
neral problem in geometry furnishes the sub
ject of one of the twelve treatises described
by Pappus, in the preface to the 7th book of
his Mathematical Collections. In Dr. Hal-
ley's translation of Pappus the problem is thus
enumerated: " E punctis rectis et circulis,
quibuscunque tribus positione datis, circuluin
ducere per singula datae puncta, qui, si fieri
possit, contingat etium datas lineas." This is
naturally subdivided into ten distinct propo
sitions, which, if a point be represented by (.),
a line by(l), and a circle by(0), may be stated
very briefly according to the several data, in
the following order : ( . . 1), ( . 11). (1 10), ( . 10),
(100), (..0), (.00), (000), (...), (111).

The treatise on tangencies was restored by
Vieta, under the title of Apollonius Gallus,
and many of his deficiencies were supplied by
Marinus Ghetaldus. These have been trans
lated, with the addition of a supplement, by
Mr. Lawson, and a farther addition of Fer-
mat's Treatise on Spherical Tangencies. And
Leslie has given, in his Geometry, solutions
to all except the 6th, 7th, and 8lh, of the pre
ceding enumeration.

TANGENT (from tango, to touch), in Geo

metry, is a line that touches a circle or other
curve without cutting it ; thus the line AB is
a tangent to the circle BD at the point B,
which point is called the point of contact.

A tangent touches a curve only in a geome
trical point, but at that point the direction of
the curve is the same as that of the tangent

In the circle a tangent is perpendicular t»
the radius at the point of contact, that is, AB
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is perpendicular to B C : also, ABl= AE x
A F ; or A B is a mean proportional between
AE and AF.

All tangents drawn from the same point to
touch the same circle are equal to each other.
And, therefore, if a number of tangents be
drawn to different points of the circle, and an
equal length BA be set off upon each of them
from the points of contact, the locus of all the
points A will be a circle having the same
centre C.

It is also a curious
property of tangents,
that if there be any
three circles D, £,
F, and tangents be
drawn common to
each two, the three
pointsof intersection,
A, B, C, will be in
one and the same
straight line.

To draw a Tangent to a Circle through a given
Point B.

1. When the given point is in the circum
ference of the circle join B and the centre C,
and draw AB perpendicular to BC, and A B
will be the tangent required. See fig. 1.

2. When the point
B is not in the cir-
cumference.join B and
the centre C, and de
scribe a semicircle up
on BC, cutting the
given circlein E ; draw
B £, so shall B E be
the tangent required.

For the method of drawing tangents to the
ellipse and the other conic .sections, see El
lipse, Hyperbola, and Parabola: for the
properties, magnitudes, Sec. of the angles of
contact formed by different curves with their
tangents, see Angle of Contact ; and for the
method of drawing tangents to curves in ge
neral, see Method of Tangents.

Tangent, in Trigono
metry, is aright line touch
ing one extremity of an
arc, and limited between
that point and its inter
section with the secant
passing through the other
extremity : thus A G is a
tangent to the arc BA, or
to the arc ABD;and AH
is a tangent to the arc A I, or to the arc AIDK.
We also call these lines the tangents of the
angles subtended by those arcs.

Hence the tangents in the 1st and 3d quad
rants arc positive, in the 2d and 4th negative,
that is, they are drawn in an opposite direction
to the former. Also, the tangent of 0° is
xero, or nothing; but the tangent of 90° is
infinite, so likewise the tangent of 180° is
xero, and of 270° infinite, &c.

The tangent of an arc, and the tangent of

its supplement, are equal, but affected with
contrary signs ; the one being positive, and
the other negative.

Co-Tangent of an angle, is the tangent of
the complement of that angle ; the letters co
being only a contraction of the word com
plement.

Some of the principal trigonometrical formu
lae relating to the tangents and co-tangents of
angles are as below ; viz.

1 sin, a vTl — cos.*«)' ' — ~~ ~ ' ~
cos. a

sin.a.ros.o

cot.a sin.2a)

zzv^sec.**— l)z
seen

cosec.a cot. a
sin, a cos. a. sec' a

cos. a cot. a

-sin.*a) cos. aCot.«=_L=^L_
tan. a sin. a

_ 1

cos.*a)

&c. fee.
✓(sec.**— T)

being the reciprocals of the former.
All the above formula; are immediately dc-

duciblc from the preceding figure ; the follow
ing relating to the tangent and co-tangents of
the sums and difference of arcs, as also of the
multiples and sub-multiples of arcs, we have
extracted from Cagnoli's Treatise of Trigo
nometry ; to which work we must refer the
reader, who is desirous of following their in
vestigations. See also Bunny castle's Trigo
nometry,

1. Tan. (a ± b) = tan' « ± <*"• \1 ^ tan. a. tan. 6

2. Cot. (« ± b)
- c°t.«.cot.tq:I

cot. . b ± cot. a

3. Tan. a . tan. b = °°«-(«

cos.(a+o)+cos.(o^> b)

4. cot. a . cot. 0 = y»+g+cM-^;;
cos.(a <rb)— cos.(a + 6)

fi. Tan. a —
tan. a

6. Tan. 2 a = 2 tan' «

7. Tan. 3 a =

8. Tan. 4o =

9. Tan. 5 a —

1 — tan. xa

3 tan. a — tan. 5o

1 — 3 tan. *a

4 tan. a — 4 tan. 3a

1 — 6 tan. *a + tan. *a
5tan. a — 10 tan. 3a + tan. sa

1 — 10 tan. *o + 6 tan. *a

&c. &c.
10. Cot. a = cot. a

cot. 1a — I
11. Cot. 2a =

12. Cot. 3 a =

13. Cot. 4 =

&c.

14. Tan. J a =

2 cot. a

cot. 3a — 3 cot, a

3 cot. *a — 1

cot.4i7— ecot.'a + l
4 cot. 3a — 4 cot. a

&c.

sin. a 1 — cos. a

1 + cos. a
1 — cos. a

sin. a

1 + cos. a
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15. Co-tan. \ a ~

I

1 — cos
4- cos. a

cnr>c; Ictus now imagine the radius of thi*

circle to decrease, while its centre remains

fixed ; and it is obvious, that thus the tw*

1 — cos. a

tan. a — \ tan. 5« + ^
&c. ; which, when the arc is

tan.16. Arc a

c — i tan. h

4C>°,becomes
arc 4.')° = 1 — j + j —

} + £
— &c.

radius being unity, "to which wc may add the

following curious properly of tangents, viz.
17. The sum of the tangents of any three

arcs which arc together equal to 360°, is equal
to the product of the same, divided by radius

squared.
We might have carried these formula" to a

much greater extent; but it is presumed that
what arc given include the most useful cases.

Artificial Tangents, a term used by some
authors to denote the logarithmic tangents, in
contradistinction to natural tangents, or the
absolute tangents to any given radius.

Figure of the Tangents. Sec Figure.
Line of Tangents. See Gunter's Scale.
A'ufr-TANGENT, the line lying under the tan

gent; or that part of the axis included be

tween the tangent and ordinate at the point
of contact, as TB in the annexed figure.

Method of Tangents, is a method of draw

ing tangents to any algebraical curve, or of
determining the magnitude of the tangent and

sub-tangent, the equation to the curve being

given.
The method of tangents is nearly related to

that of maxima et minima, and the same au

thors, who in the early state of algebra at

tempted one of those eases, never failed of
touching also on the other.

Hence we have the methods of Pes Cartes,
Format, Robervnl, Mudde, &c. We have al
ready explained, under the article Maxim a et

Minima, the several methods of these authors
relating to that subject, and as their method
of tangents differ in no respect from this, we
shall not repent them in this place, but merely

explain the principle which led to so intimate
a connection between the two problems.

Des Cartes' Method of Tangents. — It has
been shown under the article above referred
to, that Des Cartes' method of maxima and
minima depended upon his making two roots
of his equation equal to each oilier, and the
same principle led him also to the solution of
his problem of tangents.

Let us conceive, for example, a curve ABJ,
described on an axis AC ; and from any point
in this axis, C, as a centre, let there be de-
icribcd a circle, which shall cut the curve at
least in two points, as U, b; from which draw
two ordinates, and which will therefore be

necessarily common both to the circle and

points of intersection will approach each other,

and finally coincide, in which case the circle

will touch the curve in the point E, and the

tangent at that point will be common to both,

and perpendicular to the radius of the circle

at that point. Thus the problem of determin

ing the tangent to a curve, is reduced to find

ing the position of the perpendicular to the

curve, drawn from any point in its axis.
In order to which Des Cartes sought in a

general manner the points of intersection in

the enrve, made by a circle described with s

given radius from a given point in the axis.

He thus arrived at an equation, which in the

case of two intersections ought to contain

two unequal roots, expressing the distance of

the two ordinates from the vertex of the curve.

l!ut when the two points of intersection were

united in one, as in the case of the circle

touching the curve ; then the two roots of the

equation were necessarily equal to each other.

His object, therefore, was in the equation first

obtained, and of which the co-efficients were

indeterminate to give them such values, that

the two roots should be equal ; for which pur

pose he compared the proposed equation with

an equation of the same degree having two

equal roots; and hence by equating the co

efficients, obtained the value of those in his

first equation.
In order to illustrate this, let A Bi be a para

bola, and B6 a rircle. Make AC — a, AD =x,
the radius CB = r, then CI) = a — x. Now

since the ordinate B D belongs to the circle,

we have = r1— CD* = r2 — (« — z)1 =
j-1 — a1 + lax — xx ; but the same ordinate

belonging also to the parabola, we have from

the known property of that curve yl — px.p
being the parameter: therefore r1 — a1 + 2«i
— x1 = pa, or x1 — (p — 2a) x + (a1

— r*
)

— 0 ; which being an equation of the second

degree, must necessarily have two roots or

values of .t, answering to the two abscisses

AD, Ad, for we should arrive at the saaie

conclusion if our equation had been deduced

with reference to the point h
;

and it is obvious

that these roots depend entirely upon the re

lation of the co-efficients p — 2b and a1 — r*,

or upon the ratio of the quantities a, p. and r,

to each other, and consequently such values

may be given to these quantities, that the two

values of x may be equal.
Now to find this ratio, Des Cartes formfJ

of the second degree having W"
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equal roots, as x1 — 2c x + e1— 0 ; viz. (z — e)
(x — ») = 0, and comparing this with that
found above, he obfained the equation x — a
— CD, = \p, — 0; which shows that in the
parabola, the subnormal is equal to half the
parameter; whence it also follows, that the
sub-tangent is equal to double the absciss,
which is the known property of the curve.

Besides this method of tangents, Des Cartes

proposed another a little different from it in
practice, though the same in principle, which
was as follows: he conceived a right line to
revolve about a fixed point in the axis of the
curve produced, which at first should cut the
curve in a certain number of points ; but by
its revolution, these points of intersections
approaching each other would finally coincide,
and thus the revolving line become a tangent
to the curve. For this purpose he also first ob
tained the general equation, which he equated
with one having two equal roots, and thus
determined the several relations of his inde
terminate co-efficients exactly as in the case
above given.

Fermat's Method of Tangents. —It will be
found by comparing the above method of tan
gents of Des Cartes', with that of his maxima
et minima, that the two ultimately depend
upon the same principle, viz. of making two
roots of the equation equal to each other; and
the coincidence of Fermat's methods for these
two problems is still more obvious, in fact he
scarcely treats of them as distinct cases, but
refers immediately for the solution of the case
of tangents to that of his maxima et minima.
In order, says this author, that a line may be
a tangent to a curve, as for example, to the
parabola A B 4 at the point B ; it is evident
that every ordinate, except BC, will meet
that tangent without the curve, as in e. Thus

D A
the ratio of Be1 to D e1, which is the same as

that of C D1 to c D1, will be less than that of
CB* to eft1, or than that of C A to c A ; but if
wc suppose this ratio is the same, and the
distance Cc to vanish, the points B and 6 will
coincide, and we shall have an equation, which,
treated in the same manner as in his method
de maximis et minimis, will give the ratio of
CDtoCA.

As to the method of tangents proposed by
Hudde, Huygens, &c they differ from those
given above, only in the same manner as in
their methods of maxima et minima; to which
article we therefore refer the reader, and shall
now proceed to explain.

Barrow's Method of Tangents. — It is ob
vious from what is said above, and what has
been stated under the article Maxima et Mi
nima, that both the methods of taugents and

of maxima et minima, as well by Des Cartes
as by Fcrmat, and particularly those of the
latter, were very nearly related to the present
fIn x ion nl way of considering the same sub
jects; but with regard to tangents, a still
nearer approach was made by Dr. Barrow.
This accurate geometer considered the little
triangle formed by the difference of the two
ordinatcs, their distance, and the infinitely
small part of the curve, as similar to that which
is formed by the ordinate, the tangent, and
sub-tangent. He then sought by the equation
of the curve the ratio of the two sides 6a, Ba,

S VP
of the triangle BAu, when the difference of
the ordinates is infinitely little ; then said, as
ha is to aB, so is the ordinate to the sub-tan
gent required.

In the case of the parabola, for example,
whose equation is y* = p x ; supposing Vp the
increase of the ordinate —

e, and the corres
ponding increase ah of y — a; then the equa
tion for the ordinate pb becomes

yl + lay + a*—px+pt,
subtracting from ) x

both sides \
y —px

remains 2ay + a1 — pe
also, a being itself infinitely small, it* square
a1 may be entirely neglected, and there re
sults 2ay —pe; therefore a: e :: p : 2y; but
a — ha, and e zz Ha, also y — */px ; there
fore, from the proposition stated above, viz.

ah : aB :: ordin. : subtan. we have, as

p:2^px\: ^/px:2x, the sub-tangent required.
The Method of Tangents according to the

Doctrine of Fluxions. — Let the curve ACZ be
described by the extremity of the variable
ordinate B C, which moves parallel to itself.
It is required to draw a tangent to the curve
at any point C.

"W

Let TCV be the required tangent, draw-
any other ordinate Dr, and produce it to
draw also C E parallel to B D ; join C r, and
produce it to t and W ; produce also C E to
any point G, and draw G mn parallel to Es.
Now, let Dr* be supposed to move up to BC,
then by the motion of r, the line WrC< will
revolve about C, and when r coincides with C,
it ceases to cut the curve between C and Z,
and it docs not cut it between C and A ; for
to cut CA, C» must fall below CT, and col

XX
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sequently CW must be above C V, or r must
have passed s, which it caunot have done, as

r has been continually approaching to s, and
only now coincides with it; therefore, when r
comes 1o C, the line W t ceasing to cut the
curve, must become a tangent, and conse
quently \VC< will then coincide with VCT.
flow while (he absciss A 15 by increasing be
comes AD, the ordinate BC becomes Dr;
hence the increment of the ordinate BC is
12r; and by similar tiianglcs the increment
CE of the absciss : the cotemporary incre
ment of Er of (he ordinate :: CG : to Urn.
But when r arrives at C, WC coincides with
VC, and consequently m must coincide with
n; hence the limiting ratio of the incre
ment Er of the ordinate is to the increment
C E of.the absciss, as G n to G C ; or as E s to
CE. taking DEi in any situation before its
coincidence with BC. Therefore if CE be
taken to represent the tluxion of the absciss,
Ei will represent the cotemporary fluxion of
the ordinate.

Put AB = x, BC -
y, then BD = CE = r,

and Us — if
,

also, as B C is parallel to E s,

and T B to CE, the angle TCB = C<E,and
C'I'B — consequently the triangles
TBO and Cl'.s arc similar; hence y (Es) : x

(CE) ::y (BC) : BT therefore set off

BT join T and C
,

and TC will be the

tangent to the curve at C.
If y decrease while .r increase, then 1

/ he
roines negative, which shows that T lies on
the other side of B.

Ex.\m. 1
. Let the curve AC be any para

bola whose general equation is ax — y", to
draw a tangent at the point C.

Take the fluxion on both sides, and we

have ax — ny*-1 it
, hence

* ~— ; thcre-J

y «

r „rri fx ny" . y*
fore BT = -.- — = «.r, because x.

y a a
If b — 2 it becomes the common conical pa
rabola, and BT =: 2x.

Exam. 2. To draw a tangent to a circle, of
which the equation is y

l —

(2 ax — **), ox y

—

✓ (2°* — x1), " being the radius.

T¥ • (<
*

*)*Here y

— — therefore BT =
v-(2ax— x1)'

"*

y

v

v'CJax — x1)
2ax — x1

a — x
Exam. 3. To draw a tangent to an ellipse,

J*
of which the equation is y

1 =: — (2 ax — x*),

or y — - s/(2ax — X*) a and b
,

representing
a

the semi-axes.

H ere y — —

6 (a — x) i

v x b . _ 4= 2— = -x s/(2ax — x1)

a v'C2ax — x1)'
therefore B T

— x

, the same result as above, which
a — x

shows that the value of the sub-tangent of an

ellipse is totally independent of the conjugate
axis ; and consequently all ellipses described
on the same transverse axis, and being all
cut by the same right ordinate, will have their
tangents at those points terminated in on*
common point, or, which is the same, their
sub-tangents will be equal to each other.

Exam. 4. To draw a tangent to the cissoid

of Diocles, whose equation is y
~ — .

Here 2yy —

x _ 2y (a

3x*i Ca — x) + x3 x

; whence
(a— x)1

4^; therefore BT —VJ- =

2 x5 yy 3 a x1

2* (a — x)
3a — 2i "

Inverse Method of Tangents. This is the

reverse of the foregoing, and consists in findiLg
the nature of the curve that has a given sub-
tangent.

The method of solution is to put the givea
sub-tangent equal to the general exp

V x~, which serves for every kind of curve;

b (a — x
) x

the equation being reduced and the
taken, give the curve sought.

Thus, for example, to find the curve whos*
2wl 2w* vx

subtangcnt is = Here -2— — hence
a a y

2y y

— ax, and the fluent of this gives y
* = ox.

the equution to the parabola; which is, there
fore, the curve required.

To find the curve whose subtangcnt is

.V1

2a - x'

Here making 1
1

■ — J^, we have
•2a — x y

y y

— x (2a — x) ; the fluent of which gives

y
1 ~ ax — x*, the equation to the circle.

TANTALUS'S Cup, in Hydraulics, a siphon
so adapted to a cup, that the short leg being
in the cup, the long leg may go down through
the bottom of it.

The bended siphon is called Tantalus's cop,
from the resemblance of the experiment made

with an image, representing Tantalus in th«

fable, fixed up in the middle of the cup with a

siphon concealed in his body, beginning in
the bottom of his feet, and ascending to the

upper part of his breast, where it makes a turn
and descends through the other leg on which
he stands, and thence down through the bot
tom of the cup, w here it runs out, and causes

the water to subside in the cup ; as soon as it

rises to the height of the siphon, or to the chin
of the image, the water will begin to run
through the siphon concealed in the figure,
till the cup is emptied in the manner explain
ed under the article Siphon.

TAKE, in Commerce, is an allowance made
by merchants to their purchasers, for the

weight of the chest, bag, &c. in which the

goods are packed.
Tare and Tret, a rule in arithmetic for
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Computing what allowance ought to he made
on any quantity of goods, the quantity on a

certain weight being given.
TARTAGLIA, or Tartalea (Nicholas),

a rcputahle Italian mathematician, was born
at Brescia in Italy about the conclusion of
the 15lh century. Tartaglia was tbe author
d that method of solution for cubic equations
commonly ascribed to Cardan, on which sub
ject several letters passed between them ; an
abstract of one of which is given under the
article Irreducible Case.

Tartaglia was author of the following works:
1. Nova Scientia Inventa ; Venice, 4to.

1537. This is a treatise on the theory and
practice of gunnery, and the first work of tbe
kind which was ever published on projectiles,
or the flight and paths of balls and sheila.

2. Qucsiti et Invention! diverse; Venice,
1546. This is a collection of questions and
answers on various subjects.

3. Trattato di Numeri et Misurc; folio,
1556 and 1560. This is a universal treatise
on arithmetic, algebra, geometry, mensura
tion, &c.

TAURUS, the Butt, one of the twelve signs
of the zodiac, denoted by the character & .

See Signs and Constellation.
TAUTOCHRONE, a term sometimes ap

plied to a cycloid with reference to its theore
tical property of isochronism.

TAYLOR (Dr. Brook), a learned English
mathematician, was born at Edmonton, Au
gust 18th, 1685, and died in Loudon, Decem
ber 29th, 1731, in the 47th year of his age.

Dr. Taylor was author of several tracts on
mathematics, philosophy, and music, most of
which were inserted in different volumes of
the Phil. Trans. Beside which he was author
of two complete treatises, viz.

1. Methodus Incrementorum, published.in
1715; and 2. Principles of Linear Perspective,
1715, 8vo. which was much augmented ; and

re-published, under the title of New Principles
of Linear Perspective, in 1719, 1749; and
another edition has been lately published, viz.
in 1812. These w orks may be both considered
as originals, and do honour to the talents of
their learned author ; for some particulars of
the former, see Increments.

Taylor's Tlieorem, in the higher mathe
matics, is a most elegant and fertile formula,
given by Dr. Brook Taylor, in cor. 2, prop. 7,

p. 23, of his Method of Increments. It is in
purport as follows: If x and z be any two va
riable quantities, the relation of which is given,
then while x by flowing uniformly is increased

by i, z will be increased by 'z + + -r~~j +

&c. in which the values of z, 'z
,

8cc. are to be

determined from the given equation.
For the convenience of demonstration the

theorem may be thus expressed:
If z andx be cotemporancous values of two

quantities any how related, and * and x ~

fluxion of x, cotemporaneous increments, of
which x is uniformly generated ; then will

1 1.2 1.2.3 1.2 — m

&c. when this series terminates or converges.

Demonstration.

be cotemporane
ous values of x
and z.

Let also a, n', a", a'", &c.^

b
,

b
',

6", &c. f be differences of I lie
respective orders.

Lctx,x+x,x-\-2.rV, z"

t,tf,a ", &c.-v
,b', 6",&c. fl
c, e

", &c. I

d
,

(see. )

Then, by the theorem for differences,
_ , , . n.(n— 1), , nin — \)(n— 2) . . _z + -=z + >M+ -J b-\ C + 6:C.

1.2 1.2.3
wliere n is the number of successive values
from x to x + x, or from z to z + f. Mow,

if n be increased sine limitc. any assigned
number of terms of this quantity approaches
to the same number of terms in llie series,

z + na + +
" c

+ &.c. as its limit;
1.2 1.2.3

or, because nzz — , to its equal z + - x + ^

i1~- + &c. But when n is so increased the

limiting ratio of a to x, or the limiting ratio of
the increments of z and x is the ratio of the
fluxions of z and x. and it follows tlicrelor*
that when •« is increased sine hmitt, tbe limit

ing value of — - — 4-. Also, for the same rea-x x

son — — ~ 1
,

&'c. Whence thex m x x

lim. val. of —
x- -A- = — ; , because — — —

XX .r" X
—

x

°'
x* xx- j .because x- x*

&c. &c.

Whence the limiting value ofz+nn+"r"~1\
1.2

, n(n -l)(»i — 2
)

, , ,

"* q c + Sec. when n is in-

creased sine limite is z 4- — 4- + &c.

And because when the former series termi
nates its value is z + * ; and when it con
verges its limit is also z + z \ therefore z + z

= z + ~ + ~£ + &c> wncn tne series 'ter

minates or converges. When it does not con
verge nothing can be asserted of it, because
we cannot reason concerning a limit which
does not exist.

The above demonstration is by Dr. Brink-
ley. Other demonstrations may be seen at
p. 25, Calcul Differential, &c. par Lacroix,
and a syuthetical one in the works of Frisi;
but that given by L'Huilier in his " Princi-
piorum Calculi," Scq. is considered the most
complete.

Taylor's theorem may be more generally
expressed : for if z be a quantity composed
of two or more independent quantities x. y, »,

XX5
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Sec. then while x, y, v, &c. by flowing uni

formly, become x + x, y + y, v + '', &c. z

will become z _ + &c.
1.2

See the same also in another form tinder
Incrkmf.nts, art. 4.

For the use ol'this theorem in finding fluxions
per saltum, in approximating to the roots of
equations, &c. see an ingenious paper by Dr.
Brinkley in the seventh volume of the Trans
actions of the Irish Academy. And for an ex

planation of the cases in which the theorem is
defective, and for the determination of its
limits, see Francoeur, Mathematiques Purcs,
torn. ii. p 243, 254.

TEBET, or Thevet, the fourth month of the

civil year of the Hebrews, answering to part
of our months, December and January.

TEETH, in Mechanic), are certain projec
tions on the extreme parts of wheels, and by
means of which motion is communicated to
the ditferent parts of a machine.

Emerson in his Mechanics, prop. 2o, treats

of the theory of teeth, viz. of their form, action,

&c. maintaining that they ought to have the

figure of epicycloids, for properly working one

within the other, as was originally proposed
by De la Hire, who affirmed that the pressure
would be uniform if the teeth were formed

into epicycloids ; and Camus, in his Course of
Mathematics, has pursued the same principle,
and applied it to the various cases that are

likely to arise in practice. The construction,

however, is subject to a limitation ; on which
account a second method has been proposed,
which secures the perfect uniformity of action

without any such limitation. This method

consists in making both teeth portions of
circles.

Thus, let AHF, KEi,
be the wheels to which the

teeth are to be accommo
dated: the acting face
G C H of the tooth a must
have the form of the curve
traced by the extremity II
of the flexible line FaH,
as it is unwrapped from
the circumference; and in
like manner, the acting
face of the tooth b must be
formed by the unwrapping
of a thread from the circumference of the
circle K lift. The line FCE drawn to touch
both circles will cut the surfaces of the two
teeth in C, the point where they touch each
other ; the faces of both teeth will always
touch each other at a point in the common

tangent to both ciiclcs, and the force arising
from their mutual pressure will act in the
direction of the circumferences of the wheels
at E and F. This form, by allowing the teeth
to act on each other through the whole extent
of the line FCE, will admit of several teeth
to be acting at the same time, and thus by
dividing the pressure amongst several teeth,
will diminish its pressure upon any one of
them, and therefore diminish the cause of the

indentations they unavoidably make upon
each other. Consequently, a considerable
number of teeth thus formed, acting at once,
cause the communication of motion to be
extremely smooth and regular.

TELEGRAPH (from -rnyi, distance, and
y(z$-ji, I write), is a name very properly given
to an instrument, by means of which informa
tion may be conveyed with the greatest ex
pedition, from almost any distance.

It has been said that the ancients were in
possession of certain methods of conveying
intelligence to considerable distances, and
some parts of a Greek play seems to counte
nance the supposition. Whatever perfection,
however, the ancients might have attained in
this respect, it was certainly lost to the mo
derns, and, therefore, the present telegraphs
may be considered as totally a modern inven
tion, of which the first hint is given by the

Marquis of Worcester in his Centuiy of In
ventions, published 1663.

The next sketch we have on this subject
was communicated to the Royal Society by

Dr. Hooke, In 1C84.

In this discourse he asserts the possibility
of conveying intelligence from one place to

another at the distance of 30,40, 100, 120, &c.
miles, " in as short a time almost as a man

can write what he would have sent." He
takes to his aid the then recent invention of
the telescope, and explains the method by
vt Inch characters exposed at one station may

be rendered plain and distinguishable at the

others. He directs, " first, for the stations;

if they be far distant, it will be necessary that

they should be high, and lie exposed to the

sky, that there be no higher hill, or part of the

earth beyond them, that may hinder the dis

tinctness of the characters that arc to appear
dark, the sky beyond them appearing white :

by which means also the thick and vaporous
air near the ground will be passed over and

avoided." " Next, the height of the stations
is advantageous, upon the account of the re

fractions or inflections of the air." " Next,
in choosing of these stations, care must be

taken, as near as may be, that there be no hill
that interposes between them, that is almost

high enough to touch the visible ray ; because

in such cases, the refraction of the air of that

hill will be very apt to disturb the clear ap

pearance of the object." " The next thing to

be considered is, what telescopes w ill be ne

cessary for such stations." " One of these

telescopes must be fixed at each extreme sta

tion, and two of them in cacli intermediate
one . that a man for each glass, sitting and look
ing through them, may plainly discover what

is done in the next adjoining station, and with
his pen write down on paper the characters
there exposed in their due order ; there ought,

therefore, to be two persons at each extreme

station, and three at each intermediate one ; so

that, at the same time, intelligence may be

conveyed forwards and backwards. Next,
there must be certain times agreed on, when

the correspondents 'are to expect; or elst
there must be set at the top of the pole, in
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the morning, the hour appointed by either of
the correspondents, for acting that day ; if the
hour he appointed, pendulum clocks may ad
just the moment of expectation and observ
ing." " Next, there must be a convenient
apparatus of characters, whereby to com
municate any thing with great case, distinct
ness, and secresy. And there must be cither
day characters, or night characters." The
day characters " may all be made of three
slit deals:" the night characters " may be
made with links, or other lights, disposed in
a certain order." The doctor invented 24
simple characters, each constituted of right
lines, for the letters of the alphabet ; and se

veral single characters, made up of semicir
cles, for whole sentences. He recommended
that three very long masts or poles should be
placed vertically, and joined at top by oue
strong horizontal beam ; that a large screen
should be placed at one of the upper corners
of this frame, behind which all the deal board
characters should hang, and by the help of
proper cords should quickly be drawn for
wards to be exposed, and then drawn back
again behind the screen. By these means,
says the doctor, " all things may be made so

convenient that the same character may be
seen at Paris, within a minute after it hath
been exposed at London, and the like in pro
portion for greater distances; and that the
characters may be exposed so quick after one
another, that a composer shall not much ex
ceed the exposer in swiftness." Among the
uses of this contrivance, the inventor specifies
these : " The first is for cities or towns be
sieged; and the second for ships upon the
sea ; in both which cases it may be practised
with great certainty, security, and expedition."
The .whole of Dr. Ilooke's paper was publish
ed in Derham's collection of his Experiments
and Observations; from which it appears that
he had brought the telegraph to a state of
far greater maturity and perfection than M.
Amonton's, who attempted the same thing
about the year 1702; and, indeed, to a state
but little inferior to several which have been
proposed during the last twenty years.

It was not, however, till the French revo
lution that the telegraph was applied to useful
purposes. Whether M. Chappe, who is said
to have invented the telegraph first used by
the French about the end of 1793, knew any
thing of Ilooke's or of Amonton's invention
or not, it is impossible to say ; but his tele
graph was constructed on principles nearly
similar. The manner of using this telegraph
was as follows: At the first station, which
was on the roof of the palace of the Louvre at
Paris, M. Chappe, the inventor, received in
writing from the Committee of Public Wel
fare, the words to be sent to Lisle, near which
the French army at that time was. An up
right post was erected on the Louvre, at the
top of which were two transverse arms, move
able in all directions by a single piece of me
chanism, and with inconceivable rapidity. He
invented a number of positions for these arms,
which stood as signs for the letters of the

alphabet ; and these, for the greater celerity
and simplicity, he reduced in number as much
as possible. The grammarian will easily con
ceive that sixteen signs may amply supply all
the letters of the alphabet, since some letters
may be omitted not only without detriment
but with advantage. These signs, as they
were arbitrary, could be changed every week;
so that the sign of B for one day, might be the
sign of M the next ; aud it was only necessary
that the persons at the extremities should
know the key. The intermediate operators
were only instructed generally in these six
teen signals ; which were so distinct, so
markad, so different the one from the other,
that they were easily remembered.

The construction of the machine was such,
that each signal was uniformly given in pre
cisely the same manner at all times: it did
not depend on the operator's manual skill ;
and the position of the arm could never, for
any one signal, be a degree higher or a degree
lower, its movement being regulated mecha
nically. M. Chappe having received at the
Louvre the sentence to be conveyed, gave a
known signal to the second station, which
was at Mont Martre, to prepare. At each
station there was a watch tower, where tele
scopes were fixed, aud the person on watch
gave the signal of preparation which he had
received, and this communicated successively
through all the line, which brought them all
into a state of readiness. The person at Mont
Martre then received, letter by letter, the
sentence from the Louvre, which he repeated
with his own machine ; and this was again
repeated from the next height, with incon
ceivable rapidity, to the final station at Lisle.

Various experiments were in consequence
tried upon telegraphs in this country; aud
one was soon after set up by government, in
a chain of stations from the Admiralty-ollico
to the sea-coast. It consists of six octagon
boards, each of which is poised upon an axis
in a frame, in such a manner that it can be
either placed vertically, so as to appear with
its full size to the observer at the nearest sta
tion, or it becomes invisible to him by being
placed horizontally, so that the narrow edge
alone is exposed, which narrow edge is from
a distance invisible. Six boards make thirty-
six changes, by the most plain and simple
mode of working ; and they will make many
more if more were necessary : but as the real
superiority of the telegraph over all other
modes of making signals consists in its making
letters, we do not think that more changes
than the letters of the alphabet, and the arith
metical figures, arc necessary: but, on the
contrary, that those who work the telegraphs
should avoid communicating by words or signs
agreed upon to express sentences ; for that is
the sure method never to become expert at
sending unexpected intelligence accurately.
It has been objected to it, that its form is too
clumsy to admit of its being raised to any con
siderable height above the building on which
it stands ; and that it cannot be made to
change its direction, and consequently cannot
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be seen bnt from one particular point , and in
consequence several other telegraphs have

been proposed to remedy these defects, and

others to which the instrument is still liable.

The dial-plate of a clock would make an ex

cellent telegraph, as it might exhibit one hun

dred and forty-four signs, so as to be visible

at a great distance. A telegraph on this prin

ciple, with only six dii isions instead of twelve,

would be simple and cheap, and might be

raised twenty or thirty feet high above the

building without any difficulty: it might be

supported on one pi.st, and therefore turn

round ; and the contrast of colours would

always be the same.

The description of the two telegraphs in-
Tented by Captain l'asley of the royal en

gineers, may be seen in 115th and 116th num

bers of the Philosophical Magazine.

TELESCOPE (from ti>*., far off, and

pnoirw, to look ut or contemplate ). an optical in

strument employed in viewing distant objects.
The invention of the telescope is one of the

most important acquisitions that the sciences,

perhaps, ever acquired. At the same time

that it unfolds to us the wonders of the hea
vens, it enables us to make such observations

as furnish the most certain data for astrono

mical and nautical calculations, by which we

are enabled to trace the law s and principles of
the planetary motions, and to employ them

with certainty in the most important sciences

of navigation, geodesia, &c.
To whom we are indebted for the discovery

of the powers of this noble instrument, is not

positively known. According to Wolfing,
John Uaptista Porta was the first who made

a telescope, as he inferred from a passage in

the " Magia Naturalis" oi that author, pub

lished in 1560; but thU passage is too ob-
seuie to entitle him to the unqualified honour

of this invention.
Thirty years afterwards, riz. in 1390, a

telescope, 16 inches long, was made and pre

sented to Prince Maurice of Nassau, by a

spectacle-maker of Middlehurg, hut whose

name is stated differently by different authors,

some saying it was Lipp> rshcim. and others
Jansen, or, as \\ olfius writes it. Hansen.

The telescopes, however, that were made

before Galileo undertook their construction,

were but toys to those which were foimed by
this celebrated philosopher, these bring well

calculated for astronomical observations. It
is said that Galileo being at Venice, was told

of a sort of optic-glass, made in Holland, which

brought distant objects nearer; upon which,

setting hinu-clf to think how it should be, he

ground two pieces of glass into a form as

well as he could, and fitted tin m to the two

ends of an organ-pipe; and with these he

showed at once all the wonders of the inven
tion to the Venetians, on the top of the tower
ofSt. Mark. The same author adds, that from
this time Galileo devoted himself w holly to
the improving and pet feeling the telescope;
sud that he hence almost dc-erved all the

honour usually done him of being reputed the
inventor of the instrument, and of its being

from him called Galileo's tube. Galileo him
self, in his \uncius Siderevs, published in

1610, acknowledges that he fust heard of the

instrument from a German ; and that being
merely informed of its effects, first by common
report, and a few days alter by a letter from
a French gentleman, James Badovere, at

Paris ; he himself discovered the construction
by considering the nature of refraction. He
adds, in his " Saggiatore," that he was at

Venice when he heard of the effects of Prince
Maurice's instrument, bnt nothing of its con

struction ; that the first night after his return
to Padua he solved the problem, and made

his instrument the next day, and soon after

presented it to the Doge of Venice, who. in

honour of his grand invention, gave him the

ducal letters, which settled him for life in his

lectureship at l'adua, and doubled his salary,
which then became treble of what any of his

predecessors had enjoyed before. And thus

Galileo may be considered as the inventor of
the telescope, though not the first inventor.

I'. Mabillon. indeed, relates, in his Travels
through Italy, that in a monastery of his own

order, he saw a manuscript copy of the works

of Commestor, written by one C'onradns, who

lived in the 1.1th century ; in the third page
of which was seen a portrait of Ptolomy,
viewing the stars through a tube of four joints
or draws ; but he does not say that the tube

had glasses in it. Indeed it is more probable,
that such tubes were then used for no other

purpose hut to defend and direct the sight, or

to render it more distinct, by singling out the

particular object looked at, and shutting out

all the foreign rays reflected from others w hove

proximity mitrht have rendered the image less

precise. And this conjecture is verified by

experience ; for we have often observed that

without a tube, by only looking through the

hand, or even the fingers, or a pin-hole in a

paper, the objects appear more clear and dis

tinct than otherwise.
J5e this as it may, it is certain that the op

tical principles, upon which telescopes are

founded, are contained in Euclid, and were

well known to the ancient geometricians;
and it has been for want of attention to them,

that the world was so long wit hunt that ad

mirable invention ; as doubtless there arc

many others lying hid in the same principles,

only waiting for reflection, or accident, to

bring them forth.
Tklp.scoi-ks are either refracting or reflect

ing : the former consist of different lenses
through which the objects arc seen by rays

refracted by them to the eye; and the latter,

of specula, from which the rays are reflected

and passed to the eye. The lens, or glass,

turned to the object, is called the object-

glass; ami that next the eye. the eye-glass;
and w hen the telescope consists of more th<m

two lenses, all but that next the object are

called eye-glasses.
The principal effects of telescopes depend

upon this maxim, '• that objects appear larger
in proportion to the angles which they sub

tend at the eye ; and the effect is the same,
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"whether the pencils of rays, by which objects
are visible to us, come directly from the ob
jects themselves, or from any place nearer to
the eye, where they may have been united,
so as to form an image of the object, because
they issue again from those points in certain
directions, in the same manner as they did
from the corresponding points in the object
themselves. In fact, therefore, all that is
effected by a telescope, is first to make such
an image of a distant object, by means of a

lens or mirror, and then to give the eye some
assistance for viewing that image as near as

possible; so that the angle, which it shall
subtend at the eye, may be very large com
pared with the angle which the object itself
would subtend in the same situation. This is
done by means of an eye-glass, which so re
fracts the pencils of rays, as that they may
afterwards be brought to their several foci by
the natural humours of the eye. But if the
eye had been so formed as to be able to see
the image, with sufficient distinctness, at the
same distance without an eye-glass, it would
appear to him as much magnified as it does
to another person who makes use of a glass
for that purpose, though he would not, in all
cases, have so large a field of view.

Although no image be actually formed by
the foci of the pencil without the eye; yet if

,

by the help of an eye-glass, the pencils of
rays shall enter the pupil, just as they would
have done from any place without the eye, the
visual angle will be the same as if an image
had been actually formed in that place.

Telescopes are of several kinds, distinguish
ed by the number and form of their lenses, or
glasses, and denominated from their parti
cular uses, &c Such are the terrestiial, or land
telescope ; the celestial, or astronomical tele
scope ; to which may be added, the Galilean,
or Dutch telescope, the reflecting telescope,
the achromatic telescope, &c.

We shall proceed lo describe some of these
in order to illustrate the leading principles.

1
. The refracting Telescope.

This telescope differs from the microscope
only in this, that the object is placed at so

great a distance from it, that the rays of the
same pencil flowing from thence, may be
considered as falling parallel to one another
upon the object-glass, and therefore the image
made by that glass is looked upon as coinci
dent with its focus or parallel rays.

1. This will appear very plain from the pre
ceding figure, in which AB is the object emit
ting the several pencils of rays A erf, Bcrf, &c.
but supposed to be at so great a distance from
the object-glass erf, that the rays of the same
pencil may be considered as parallel to each
other; they are therefore supposed to be col
lected into their respective foci at the points
m and p, situated at the focal distance of the
object-glass erf. Here they form an image
E, and crossing each other proceed diverging
to the eye-glass hg ; which being placed at
its own focal distance from the points m and
p, the rays of each pencil, after passing through
that glass, will become parallel among them
selves ; but the pencils themselves will con
verge considerably with respect to one an
other, even so as to cross at e, very little far
ther from the glass gh than its focus; be

cause, when they entered the glass, their axes
were almost parallel, as coming through the
object-glass at the point k, to whose distance
the breadth of the eye-glass in a long tele
scope bears very small proportion. So that
the place of the eye will be nearly at the focal
distance of the eye-glass, and the rays of oath
respective pencil being parallel among them
selves, and their axes crossing each other in

a larger angle than they would do if the ob
ject were to be seen by the naked eye, vision
will be distinct, and the object will appear
magnified.

The power of magnifying in this telescope

is as the focal length of the object-glass to the
focal length of the eye-glass.

Dem. In order to prove this, we may con
sider the angle A AB as that under which the
object would be seen by the naked eye; for,
in considering the distance of the object, the
length of the telescope may be omitted, as

bearing no proportion to it. Now the angle
under which the object is seen by means of
the telescope is geh, which is to the other
AAB, or its equal ghh, as the distance from
the centre of the object-glass to that of the
eye-glass. The angle, therefore, under which
an object appears to an eye assisted by a
telescope of this kind, is to that under which it

would be seen without it
,

as the focal length
of the object-glass to the focal length of the
eye-glass.

It is evident from the figure, that the vi
sible area or space which can be seen at one
view when we look through this telescope,
depends on the breadth of the eye-glass, and
not of the object-glass ; for if the eye-glass be
too small to receive the rays gm, ph, the ex
tremities of the object could not have been
seen at all: a larger breadth of the object-
glass conduces only to the rendering each
point of the image more luminous by receiv
ing a larger pencil of rays from each point of
the object.

It is in this telescope as in the compound
microscope, where we see, when we look
through it

,

not the object itself, but only am
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image of it at C E D : now that image being by astronomers ; but for viewing object* upon
inverted with respect to the object, as it is, the earth, it is convenient that the telescope
because the axes of the pencils that flow from should represent them in their natural pos-
the object cross each other at k, objects seen ture ; to which use the telescope with three
through a telescope of this kind necessarily eye-glasses, as represented, is peculiarly adapt-
appear inverted. cd, and the progress of the rays through it

This is a circumstance not at all regarded from the object to the eye is as follows:

AB is the object sending out the several a b through the eye-glass ih, affords a direct

pencils A cd, B ed, &.c. which passing through representation of the object, and under the

the object-glass c d, arc collected into their same angle that the first image C D woukl
respective foci in CD, where they form an have appeared, bad the eye been placed at /,

inverted image. From hence they proceed supposing the eye-glasses to be of equal con-
to the first eye-glass ef, whose focus being vexity ; and therefore the object is seen

at /, the rays of each pencil are rendered pa- equally magnified in this as in the former
rallel among themselves, and their axes, telescope ; that is, as the focal distance of the
•which were nearly parallel before, arc made object-glass to that of any one of the eye-
to converge and cross each other: the second glasses, and appears erect,

eye-glass gh, being so placed that its focus If a telescope exceeds 20 feet, it is of no
shall fall upon m. renders the axes of the use in viewing objects upon the surface of
pencils which diverge from thence parallel, and the earth ; for if it magnifies above 90 or 100

causes the rays of each, which were parallel times, as those of that length usually do, the

among themselves, to meet again at its focus vapours which continually float near the earth
E F on the other side, where they form a in great plenty, will be so magnified as to
second image, inverted with respect to the rentier vision obscure.
former, but erect with respect to the object. 2. The Galilean telescope with the concave
Now this image being seen by the eye at eye-glass is constructed as follow s :

A B is an object sending forth the pencils of the extremities of the object A B, as is evi-
rays ghi, Mm, &c. w hich, after passing through dent from the figure. This is an inconve-
the object-glass cd, tend towards e Y.f (where nience that renders this telescope unfit for
we will suppose the focus of it to be), in order many uses, and is only to be remedied by
to form an inverted image there as before ; the telescope with the convex eye-glasses,
but in their w ay to it, arc made to pass through where the rays which form the extreme parts
the concave glass no, so placed that its focus of the image are brought together in order to
may fall upon E, and consequently the rays enter the pupil of the eye, as explained above,

of the several pencils wliich were converging It is apparent also, that the nearer the eye
towards those respective focal points e, E,/, is placed to the eye-glass of this telescope,
will be rendered parallel among themselves ; the larger is the area seen through it; for
but the axes of those pencils crossing each being placed close to the glass, as in the
other at F, and diverging from thence, w ill be figure, it admits rays that come from A and
rendered more diverging, as represented in the B, the extremities of the object, which it
figure. Now' these rays entering the pupil of could not if it was placed farther off.
an eye, w ill form a large and distinct image The degree of magnifying in this telescope
ab upon the retina, which will be inverted is in the same proportion with that in the
with respect to the object, because the axis other, viz. as the focal distance of the object-
of the pencils cross in F. The object of course glass is to the focal distance of the eye-glass,
will be seen erect, and the angle under which For there is no other difference but this,
it will appear will be equal to that which the viz. that as the extreme pencils in that tele-
lincs a F, b F, produced back through the eye- scope w ere made to converge and form the
glass, form at F. angle geh, fig. 1; or ink, fig. 2; these are

It is evident, that the less the pupil of the now made to diverge and form the angle eFi,
eye is, the less is the visible area seen through fig. 3 ; which angles, if the concave glass in
a telescope of this kind; for a less pupil one has an equal refractive power with the
w ould exclude such pencils as proceed from convex one in the other, will be equal ; and
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therefore each kind will exhibit the object
magnified in the same degree.

There is a defect in all these kinds of tele

scopes, not to be remedied in a single lens by

any means whatever, which was thought only
to arise from hence, viz. that spherical glasses

do not collect rays to one and the same point.
But it was happily discovered by Sir Isaac
Newton, that the imperfection of this sort of
telescope, so far as it arises from the spherical

form of the glasses, bears almost no propor

tion to that which is owing to the different

refrangibility of light. This diversity in the

refraction of rays is about a 28th part of the

whole ; so that the object-glass of a telescope

cannot collect the rays which flow from any

one point in the object into less than the cir
cular space whose diameter is about the 66th

part of the breadth of the glass.
Notwithstanding this imperfection, a diop

trical telescope may be made to magnify in

any given degree, provided it be of sufficient

length ; for the greater the focal distance of
the object-glass is, the less may be the pro

portion which the focal distance of the eye

glass may bear to that of the object-glass,

without rendering the image obscure. Thus,
an object-glass, whose focal distance is about

four feet, will admit of an eye-glass whose

focal distance shall be little more than an

inch, and consequently will magnify almost

48 times ; but an object-glass of 40 feet focus

will admit of an eye-glass of only four inches

focus, and will therefore magnify 120 times ;

and an object-glass of 100 feet focus will

admit of an eye-glass of little more than six

inches focus, and will therefore magnify al

most 200 times.
The reason of this disproportion in their

several degrees of magnifying is to be ex

plained in the following manner. Since the

diameter of the spaces, into which rays flow

ing from the several points of an object arc

collected, are as the breadth of the object-

glass, it is evident that the degree of confused-

ness in the image is as the breadth of that

glass ; for the degree of conl'usedness will
only be as the diameters or breadths of those

spaces, and not as the spaces themselves.

Now the focal length of the eye-glass, that is,

its power of magnifying, must be as that de

gree, for if it exceeds it, it will render the

confusedness sensible, and therefore it must
be as the breadth or diameter of the object-
glass. The diameter of the object-glass, which
is as the square root of its aperture or magni
tude, must be as the square root of the power
of magnifying in the telescope, for unless the
aperture itself be as the power of magnifying,
the image will want light ; the square root of
the power of magnifying will be as the square
root of the focal distance of the object-glass,
and therefore the focal distance of the eye
glass must be only as the square root of that
of the object-glass. So that in making use
of an object-glass of a longer focus, suppose
than one that is given, you are not obliged to
apply an eye-glass of a proportionably longer
focus than what would suit the given object-
glass, but such a one only whose focal distance
shall be to the focal distance of that which
will suit the given object-glass, as the square
root of the focal length of the object-glass you
make use of, is to the square root of the focal
length of the given one. And this is the
reason that longer telescopes are capable of
magnifying in a greater degree than shorter
ones, without rendering the object confused
or coloured.

3. But the inconveniency of very long tele
scopes is so great, that different attempts have
been made to remove it. Of these the most
successful have been by Dollond and Blair,
and the general principles upon which these
eminent opticians proceeded have been men
tioned in our article Achromatic. It may be
sufficient to observe, in addition to what has
been already said, that the object-glasses of
Blair's telescopes are composed of three dis
tinct lenses, two convex and one concave, of
which the concave one is placed in the mid
dle. 1'he two convex ones are made of Lon
don crown-glass, and the middle one of white
flint glass ; and they are all ground to spheres
of different radii, according to the refractive
powers of the different kinds of glass and the
intended focal distance of the object-glass of
the telescope. According to Boscovich, the
focal distance of the parallel rays for the con
cave lens is one-half, and for the convex glass
one-third of the combined focus. When put
together they refract the rays in the following
manner :

Let ah, ah, be two red rays of the sun's but that one, they would then be converged

light falling parallel on the first convex lens c. into the lines he, be, and at last meet in the

Supposing there was no other lens present focus q. Let the lines g h, g h, represent two
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■violet rays falling on llic surface of the lens.

These arc also refracted, and will meet in a

focus; bfft as they have a p-caler degree of
rcrraugibility than the red rajs, they must of
consequence converge more by the same

power of refraction in the glass, and meet

sooner in a focus, suppose at r. Let now the

concave lens dd he placed in such a manner
as 1o intercept all the rays before they come
to their focus ^'ere this lens made of the

same materials, and ground to the same radius
with the convex one, it would have the same

power to cause the rays to diverge that the
former had to make them converge. In this
case the red rajs would become parallel, and

move on in the line oo, oo ; but the concave
Jens being made of Hint glass, and upon a

shorter radius, has a greater refractive power,
and therefore they diverge a little alter they
conic out of it; and if no third lens was inter

posed, they would proceed diverging in the

lines opt, opt; but by the interposition of
the third lens ovo, they arc again made to

converge, and meet in a focus somewhat more
distant than the former, as at x. By the con

cave lens the violet lays are also refracted,

and made to diverge ; but having a greater
degree of refrangibilily, the same power of
retraction makes them diverge somewhat
more than the red ones ; and thus, if no third
lens was interposed, they would proceed in
such lines as Imu, Imn. Now, as the dif
ferently coloured rays fall upon the third lens
with different degrees of divergence, it is plain,
that the same power of refraction in that lens
will opctate upon them in such a manner as
to bring them altogether to a focus very nearly
at the same point. The red rays, it is true,
require the greatest power of refraction to
bring them to a focus; but they fall upon the
lens with the least degree of divergence. The
violet rays, though they require the least
power of refraction, yet have the greatest de

gree of divergence ; and thus all meet to
gether at the point x, or very nearly so.

Hut though we have hitherto supposed the
refraction of the concave leus to be greater
than that of the convex ones, it is easy to see
how the errors occasioned by the first lens
may be corrected by it, though it should have
even a less power of refraction than the con-
vex one.

Thus, let ab, ah, be two rays of red light
falling upon the convex lens c, and refracted
into the focus q; let also gh, g h, be two
violet rays converged into a focus at r ; it is
not necessary, in order to their convergence
into a common focus at x, that the concave
Jens should make them diverge : it is suffi

cient if the glass has a power of dispersing the
■violet rays somewhat more than (he red ones:
and many kinds of glass have this power of
dispersing some kinds of rays, without a very
great power of refraction. It is better, how
ever, to have the object-glass composed of
three lenses; because there is then another
correction of the aberration by means of the
third leus; and it might be impossible to find
two lenses, the errors of which would exactly
correct each other. It is also easy to see,

that the effect may be the same whether the
concave glass is a portion of the same sphere

with the others or not ; the effect depending
upon a combination of certain circumstances,
of which there is an infinite variety.

By means of this correction of the errors
arising from the different rcfrangibility of the
rays of light, it is possible to shorten dioptric
telescopes considerably, and yet leave them

equal magnifying powers. The reason of this
is, that the errors arising from the object-
glass being removed, those which are occa
sioned by the eye-glass are inconsiderable ;

for the error is always in proportion to the

length of the focus in any glass; and in very
long telescopes it becomes exceedingly great,
being no less than ,'^th of the whole ; but in

glasses of a few inches focus it become*
trifling. Befraeting telescopes, which go by
the name of Dollond's, are therefore now con
structed in the following manner :

Let A B represent an object-glass com- posed lens C D, however, they are converged
posed of three lenses as above described, to one much nearer, where an image of the
and converging the rays 1, 2,3,4, txc. to a object is formed. The rays diverging from
very distant focus. By means of the inter- thence fall upon another lens EF, where the
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pencils are rendered parallel, and an eye
placed near that lens would see the object
magnified and very distinct. To enlarge the
magnifying power still more, however, the
pencils thus become parallel arc made to fall
upon another at G H ; by which they are again
made to converge lo a distant focus; but,
being intercepted by the lens I K, they are
made to meet at a nearer one z; whence di
verging to L M, they are again rendered pa
rallel, and the eye at N sees the object very
distinctly.

From an inspection of the figure it is evi
dent, that Dollond's telescope, thus construct
ed, is in fact two telescopes combined to
gether; the first eliding with the lens EF,
and the second with LM In (lie first wc do
not perceive the object itself, but the image of
it formed at the focus; and in the second we
percche only the image of that image formed
at z. Nevertheless, such telescopes are ex
ceedingly distinct, and represent objects so

clearly as to be preferred in viewing terres
trial things, even to reflectors themselves.
The latter, indeed, have greatly the advan
tage in their powers of magnifying, but they
are much deficient in point of light. Much
more light is lost by reflection than by re
fraction : and as in these telescopes the light
must unavoidably suffer two reflections, a

great deal of it is
'

lost ; nor is this loss coun
terbalanced by the greater aperture which
these telescopes will bear, which enables
them to receive a greater quantity of light
than the refracting ones. The metals of re
flecting telescopes also are very much subject
to tarnish, and require much more dexterity
to clean them than the glasses of refractors,
■which makes them more troublesome and ex

pensive, though for making discoveries in the
celestial regions, they are undoubtedly the
only proper instruments which have been
hitherto constructed.

II. The reflecting Telescope.

The inconveniences arising from the great
length of refracting telescopes, before Dol
lond's discovery, are sufficiently obvions ; and
these, together with the difficulties occasioned
by the different refrangibility of light, induced
Sir Isaac Newton to turn his attention to the

subject of reflection, and endeavour to realize
the ideas of himself and others concerning
the possibility of constructing telescopes upon
that principle. The instrument which he

contrived is represented in Plate XIII. fig. 1
,

where A B C D is a large tube, open at A D
and closed at BC, and of a length at least

equal to the distance of the focus from the
metallic spherical concave speculum G II
placed at the end B C. The rays EG, FH,
&c. proceeding from a remote object PR,
intersect one another somewhere before they
enter the tube, so that EG, eg-, are those that
come from the lower part of the object, and
fh, FH, from its upper part : these rays after
falling on the speculum GH, will be reflected
so as to converge and meet in mn, where
they will form a perfect image of the object.

But as this image cannot be seen by the spec
tator, they arc intercepted by a small piano
metallic speculum KK, intersecting the axis
at an angle of 45°, by which the rays tending
to mn will be reflected towards a hole LL in
the side of the tube, and the image of the
object will thus be formed in q S j which
image will be less distinct, because some of
the rays which would otherwise fall on the
concave speculum G H, are intercepted by
the plane speculum ; nevertheless it will ap
pear in a considerable degree distinct, be
cause the aperture AD of the tube, and the
speculum G II are lar^c. In the lateral hole

L L is fixed a convex lens, whose focus is at
S9, and therefore this lens will refract the
rays that proceed from any point of the image,
so as at their exit they will be parallel, and
those that proceed from the extreme points

S 7 will converge after refraction, and form an
angle at O, where the eye is placed ; which
will see the image S^, as if it were an object,
through the lens L L; consequently the ob
ject will appear enlarged, inverted, bright,
and distinct. In LL lenses of different con
vexities may be placed, which, by being
moved nearer to the image or farther from it,
would represent the object more or less mag
nified, provided that the surface of the spe
culum GH be of a perfectly spherical figure.
If, in the room of one lens L L, three lenses
be disposed in the same manner with the
three eye-glasses of the refracting telescope,
the object will appear erect, but less distinct
than vt hen it is observed with one lens. On
account of the position of the eye in this
telescope, it is extremely difficult to direct
the instrument towards any object. Huygens,
therefore, first thought of adding to it a small
refracting telescope, the axis of which is pa
rallel to that of the reflector: this is called a
finder, or director. The Newtonian telescope

is also furnished with a suitable apparatus
for the commodious use of it.

In order to determine the magnifying power
of this telescope, it is to be considered that
the plane speculum K H is of no use in this
respect. Let us then suppose, that one ray
proceeding from the object coincides with
the axis G LI A, of the lens and speculum ;

J. i K i

let bb be another ray proceeding from the
lower extreme of the object, and passing
through the focus I of the speculum K H ;

this will be reflected in the direction bid,
parallel to the axis G LA, and falling on the
lens dhd, will be refracted to G, so that GL
will be equal to LI, and rlG — dl. To the
naked eye the object would appear undei ihe
angle Ibi = blA : but by means of the tele
scope it appears under the angle dC, L — rf!L
— lrf»; and the anglelrfi : the angle Ibi

: : JI : Irf; consequently the apparent mag
nitude by the telescope is to that by the naked
eye as the distance of the focus ef the spe
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rulmn from (he speculum, to the distance of
the focus of the lens from the lens.

The Newtonian telescope was still incon
venient. Notwithstanding the contrivance of
Huygens, objects were found by it with diffi

culty. The telescope of James Gregory, there
fore, soon obtained the preference, to which,
for most purposes, it is justly entitled, as the

reader will perceive from the following con

struction.
Let TYYT, (fig. 2, Plate XIII). be a brass

tube, in which L/rfl) is a metallic concave

speculum, perforated in the middle at X, and

EF a less concave mirror, so fixed by the

arm or strong wire RT, which is moveable by
means of a long screw on the outside of the
tube, as to be moved nearer to or farther from

the larger speculum L/</D. its axis being

kept in the same line with that of the great
one. Let A B represent a very remote ob

ject, from each part of which issue pencils of
rays, e. g. cd, C D, from A the upper extreme

of the object, and IL, il, from the lower part
B ; the rays I L, CD, from the extremes

crossing one another before they enter the

tube. These rays falling upon the larger
mirror LD, are reflected from it into the

focus K H, where they form an inverted image
of the object A B, as in the Newtonian tele

scope. Prom this image the rays, issuing as

from an object, fall upon the small mirror EF,
the centre of which is at e ; so that after re

flection they would meet in their foci at Q Q,
and there form an erect image. But since an

eye at that place could see but a small part
of an object, in order to bring rays from more

distant parts of it into the pupil, they are in

tercepted by the plano-convex lens M N, by
which means a smaller erect image is formed

at PV, which is viewed through the meniscus

S S by an eye at O. This meniscus both

makes the rays of each pencil parallel, and

magnifies the image P V. At the place of
this image all the foreign rays are intercepted
by the perforated partition ZZ. For the same

reason the hole near the eye O is very narrow.

When nearer objects are viewed by this tele

scope, the small speculum LP is removed to

a greater distance from the larger L D, so

that the second image may be always formed

in PV; and this distance is to be adjusted

(by means of the screw on the outside of the

great tube) according to the form of the eye of
the spectator. It is also necessary that the axis

of the telescope should pass through the mid

dle of the speculum ET', and its centre the

centre of the speculum L L, and the middle of
the hole X, the centres of the lenses MN, SS,
and the hole near O. As the hole X in the

speculum LL can reflect none of the rays

issuing from the object, that part of the image
which corresponds to the middle of the ob

ject must appear to the observer more dark

and confused than the extreme parts of it.
Besides, the speculum EP will also intercept

many rays proceeding from the object ; and,
therefore, unless the aperture TT be large, the

ebject must appear in some degree obscure.

In the best reflecting telescopes, the focn*
of the small mirror is never coincident with
the focus of the great one, where the first

image KH is formed, but a little beyond it

(with respect to the eye) as at n ; the conse-
(picnce of which is, that the rays of the pen
cils will not be parallel after reflection from
the small mirror, but converge so as to meet
in points about Q^Q, where they would form
a larger upright image than PV, if the glass
B was not in their way ; and this>image might
be viewed by means of a single eye-glass
properly placed between the image and th«
eye ; but then the field of view would be less,
and consequently not so pleasant ; for which
reason the glass R is still retained to enlarge
the scope or area of the field.

To find the magnifying power of this tele
scope multiply the focal distance of the great
mirror by the distance of the small mirror
from the image next the eye, and multiply
the focal distance of the small mirror by the
focal distance of the eye-glass ; then divide
the product of the former multiplication by
the product of the latter, and the quotient
will express the magnifying power.

One great advantage of the reflecting tele
scope is, that it will admit of an eye-glass of
a much shorter focal distance than a refract
ing telescope will, and consequently it will
magnify so much the more ; for the rays are
not coloured by reflection from a concave
mirror, if it be ground to a true figure, as they
are by passing through a convex glass let it
be ground ever so true.

The nearer an object is to the telescope,
the more its pencils of rays will diverge be
fore they fall upon the great mirror, and
therefore they will be the longer in meeting
after reflection ; so that the first image K H
will be formed at a greater distance from the
large mirror, when the object is near the tele
scope, than when it is very remote. But as
this image must be formed farther from the
small mirror than its principal focus n. this
mirror must be always set at a greater dis
tance from the large one, in viewing near ob
jects, than in viewing remote ones. And this
is done by turning the screw on the outside
of the tube until the small mirror be so ad
justed that Uie object, or rather its image,
appears perfect.

In looking through any telescope towards
an object, we never see the object itself, but
only that image of it which is formed next
the eye in the telescope. Por if a man holds
his finger or a stick between his bare eye and
an object, it will hide part, if not the whole,
of the object from his view ; but if he ties a
stick across the mouth of a telescope before
the object glass, it will hide no part of the
imaginary object he saw through the telescope
before, uuless it covers the whole mouth of
the tube ; for all the effect will be, to make
the object appear dimmer, because it inter
cepts part of the rays. Whereas, if he puts
only a piece of wire across the inside of the
tube, between the eye-glass and his eye, it
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will hide part of the object which he thinks
he sees, which proves that he sees not the
real object, but its image. This is also eon-
firmed by means of the small mirror E F, in
the reflecting telescope, which is made of
opaque metal, and stands directly between
the eye and the object towards which the

telescope is turned ; and will hide the whole
object from the eye at O, if the two glasses

and SS are taken out of the tube.
(treat improvements have been lately made

in the construction of both reflecting and re
fracting telescopes, as well as in the method
of applying those instruments to the purposes
for which they are intended.

The chief consideration is to have a steady
view of the distant object. This is unattain
able, unless the axis of the instrument be

kept constantly directed to the same point of
it ; for when the telescope is gently shifted
from its position, the object seems to move in
the same or in the opposite direction, accord
ing as the telescope inverts the object or
shows it erect. This is owing to the magni
fying power, because the apparent angular
motion is greater than what we naturally con
nect with the motion of the telescope. This
does not happen when we look through a

tube without glasses.
All shaking of the instrument therefore

makes the object dance before the eye ; and
this is disagreeable, and hinders us from see

ing it distinctly. But a tremulous motion,
however small, is infinitely more prejudicial
to the performance of a telescope, by making
the object quiver before us. A person walk
ing in the room prevents us from seeing dis

tinctly ; nay, the very pulsation in the body
of the observer agitates the floor enough to

produce this effect, when the telescope has a
great magnifying power ; for the visible mo
tion of the object is then an imperceptible
tremor, like that of an harpsichord wire, which

produces an effect precisely similar to optical
indistinctness ; and every point of the object
is diffused over the w hole space of the an

gular tremor, and appears co-existent in every
part of this space, just as a harpsichord wire
does while it is sounding. The more rapid this
motion is, the indistinctness is the more com

plete. Therefore the more firm and clastic,
and well bound together, the frame-work and

apertures of our telescope is, the more hurtful
wilt this consequence be. A mounting of
lead, were it practicable, would be preferable
to wood, iron, or brass. This is one great
cause of the indistinctness of the very finest
reflecting telescopes of the usual construc
tions, and can never be totally removed. In
the Gregorian form, it is hardly possible to

prevent the clastic tremor of the small spe

culum, carried by an arm supported at one
end only, even though the tube were motion
less. But even the great mirror may vibrate

enough to produce indistinctness. Refract

ing telescopes arc free from this inconveni-
ency, because a small angular motion of the

•bject-glass round one of its own diameters

has no sensible effect on the image in its
focus. They are affected only by an angular
motion of the axis of the telescope or of the
eye-glasses.

The high magnifying powers of Dr. Hei s-
ehel's telescopes made all the usual appa
ratus for their support extremely imperfect.
But his ingenuity soon avoided this imper
fection. He has contrived for his reflecting
telescopes stands which have every property
that can be desired. The tubes are all sup
ported at the two ends. The motions, both
vertical and horizontal, are contrived with
the utmost simplicity and firmness. We can
not more properly conclude this article than
with a description of his 40 feet telescope,
the largest instrument, and possessing the
highest magnifying power, of any that ever
was constructed.

In Plate XIII. we have given a view of
this noble instrument in a meridional situa
tion, as it appears when seen from a conve
nient distance by a person placed to tha
south-west of it. The foundation in the ground
consists of two concentric circular brick walls,
the outermost of which is42 feet in diameter,
and the inside one 21 feet. They arc two
feet six inches deep under ground, two feet
three inches broad at the bottom, and one
foot two inches at the top, and are capped
with paving stones about three inches thick,
and twelve and three quarters broad. The
bottom frame to the whole apparatus rests
upon those two walls by twenty concentric
rollers III, and is moveable upon a pivot,
which gives a horizontal motion to the whol*
apparatus, as well as to the telescope.

The tube of the telescope A, though very
simple in its form, which is cylindrical, was
attended with great difficulties in the con
struction. This is not to be wondered at,
when its size, and the materials of which it is
made, are considered. Its length is 39 feet
four inches ; it measures four feet ten inches
in diameter; and every part of it is of iron.
Upon a moderate computation, the weight of
a wooden tube must have exceeded an iron
one at least 3000 pounds, and its durability
would have been far inferior to that of iron.
It is made of rolled or sheet iron, which has
been joined together without rivets by a kind
of seaming well known to those who make
iron funnels for stoves.

Very great mechanical skill is used in the
contrivance of the apparatus by which the tele
scope is supported and directed. In order to
command every altitude the point of support
is moveable, and its motion is effected by
mechanism, so that the telescope may bo
moved from its most backward point of sup
port to the most forward, and by means of
the pulleys G G suspended from the great
beam II, be set to any altitude up to the very
zenith. The tube is also made to rest with
the point of support in a pivot, which permits
it to be turned sidewise.

The concave face of the great mirror is 48
inches in diameter of polished surface. The
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thickness, which is equal in every part of it,

remains now about three inches and a half;
mid its weight, when it came from the cast,

was 21 18 pounds, of which it must have lost
a small quantity in polishing, and it mag
nifies with proper eye-glasses more than 6000

times. To put tins speculum into the tube,
it is suspended vertically by a crane in the
laboratory, and placed on a small narrow
carriage, which is drawn out, rolling upon
planks, till it comes near the back of the tube ;

here it is again suspended and placed in the
tube by a peculiar apparatus.

The method of observing by this telescope
is by what Dr. Herschel calls the front view ;

the observer being placed in a scat C, sus

pended at the end of it, with liis back towards
the object he views. There is no small spe
culum, but the magnifiers are applied imme
diately to the Grst local image.

From the opening of the telescope, near
the place of the eye-glass, a speaking pipe
runs down to the bottom of the tube, where
it goes into a turning .joint ; and after several
other inflections, it at length divides into two
branches, one going into the observatory D,
and the other into the work-room E. By
means of the speaking pipe the communica
tions of the observer are conveyed to the
assistant in the observatory, and the work
man is directed to perform the required mo
tions.

In the observatory is placed a valuable
sidereal time-piece, made by Mr. Shelton.
Close to it, and of the same height, is a polar
distance-piece, which has a dial-plate of the
tame dimensions. with the time-piece; this

piece may be made to show polar distance,
zenith distance, declination, or altitude, by
setting it differently. The time and polar
distance-pieces are placed so that the assistant
sits before them at a table, with the speaking-
pipe rising between I hem ; and in this manner
observations may be written down very con
veniently.

Such of our readers as wish for a fuller
account of the machinery attached to it, viz.
the stairs, ladders, and platform B, may have
recourse to the second part of the Trans
actions of the Royal Society for 1796 : in
which, by means of 18 plates and 03 pages of
letter-press, an ample detail is given of every
circumstance relating to joiner's work, car
penter's work, and smith's work, which at
tended the formation and erection of this
telescope. It was completed on August the
28th. 1789. and on the same day was the sixth
satellite of Saturn discovered.

The doctor has some other excellent in
struments of smaller power placed in his
garden at Slough, and by means of which
most of his discoveries have been made.

On the different Merit/ of Microscopes and
Telescopes.

The advantages arising from the use of
microscopes and telescopes depend, in the

first place, upon this proporty of magnify ior
the minute parts of objects, so that they cat
by that means be more distinctly viewed by
the eye ; and secondly, upon their throwing
more light into the pupil of the eye than what
is done without them. The advantages aris

ing from the magnifying power would be ex

tremely limited, if they were not also accom
panied by the latter; for if the same quantity
of light is spread over a large portion of sur
face, it becomes proportionality diminished in
force ; jmd therefore the objects, thongh mag
nified, appear proportional)] v dim. 'Ilius,
though any magnifying glass should enlarge
the diameter of the object 10 times, and con
sequently magnify the surface 100 times, yet
if the local distance of the glass was about

eight inches (provided this was possible), and
its diameter only about the size of the pupil
of the eye, the object would appear 100 times
more dim when we looked through the glass,
than when we beheld it with our naked eyes;
and this even on a supposition that the glass
transmitted all the light which fell npon it
which no glass can do. But if the focal dis
tance of the glass was only four inches, though
its diameter remained as before, the incon
venience would be vastly diminished, becanse
the glass could then be placed twice as near
the object as before, and consequently would
receive four times as many rays as in tlif
former ease, and therefore we should see it
much brighter than before. Going on thus,
still diminishing the focal distance of the

glass, and keeping its diameter as large as

possible, we shall perceive the object more
and more magnified, and at the same time

very distinct and bright. It is evident, how
ever, that, with regard to optical instruments
of the microscopic kind, we must sooner or
later arrive at a limit which cannot be passed.
This limit is formed by the following parti
culars. 1. The quantity of light lost in pass
ing through the glass. '2. The diminution of
the glass itself, by which it receives only a
small quantity of rays. 3. The extreme short
ness of the focal distance of great magnifiers,
whereby (he free access of the light to the
object which we wish to view is impeded,
and consequently tho reflection of the light
from it is weakened. 4. The aberrations oi
the rays, occasioned by their different refrau-
gibility.

To understand this more fully, as well as
to see how far these obstacles can be re
moved, let us suppose the lens made of such
a dull kind of glass that it transmits only one
half of the light which falls upon it. It is
evident that such a glass of four inches focal
distance, and which maguifies the diameter
of an object twice, still supposiug its own
breadth equal to that of the pupil of the eye,
will show it four times magnified in surface,
but only half as bright as if it was seen by
the naked eye at the usual distance ; for the
light which falls upon the eye from the object
at eight inches distance, and likewise the sur-
faco of tho object in its natural sue, being
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b«tli represented by 1, the snrfacc of the
magnified object will be 4, and the light
which makes that magnified object visible
only 2; because, though the glass receives
four times as much light as the naked eye
does at the usual distanc e of distinct vision,
yet one half is lost in passing through the

glass. The inconvenience in this respect can
therefore be removed only as far as it is pos
sible to increase the clearness of the glass, so

that it shall transmit nearly all the rays which
fall upon it ; and how far this can be done
hath not yet been ascertained.

The second obstacle to the perfection of
microscopic glasses is the small size of great
magnifiers, by which, notwithstanding their
near approach to the object, they receive a

smaller quantity of rays than might be ex
pected. Thus, suppose a glass of only -^th
of an inch focal distance ; such a glass would
increase the visible diameter 80 times, and
the surface 6400 times. If the breadth of the
glass could at the same time be preserved as

great as that of the pupil of the eye, which
we shall suppose -^tlis of an inch, the object
would appear magnified 6400 times, at the
same time that every part of it would be as

bright as it appears to the naked eye. But if
we suppose that this magnifying glass is only

■^th of an inch in diameter, it will then re
ceive only Jth of the light which otherwise
would have fallen upon it; and therefore,
instead of communicating to the magnified
ob ject a quantity of illumination equal to 6400,
it would communicate only one equal to 1600,

and the magnified object would appear four
times as dim as it does to the naked eye.
This inconvenience, however, is still capable
of being removed, not indeed by increasing
the diameter of the lens, because this must
be in proportion to its focal distance, but by
throwing a greater quantify of light on the ob
ject. Thus, in the above-mentioned example,
if four times the quantify of light which natu
rally falls upon it could be thrown upou the
object, it is plain that the reflection from it
would be four times as great as in the natural
way ; and consequently the magnified image,
at the same time that it was as many times
magnified as before, would be as bright as

when seen by the naked eye. In transparent
objects this can be done very effectually by
a concave speculum, as in the reflecting mi
croscope; but in opaque objects the case is

somewhat more doubtful; neither do the con
trivances for viewing these objects seem en
tirely to make up for the defieienc.es of the
light from the smallncss of the lens and
shortness of the focus. When a microscopic
lens magnifies the diameter of an object 40
times, it hath then the utmost possible mag
nifying power, without diminishing the natural
brightness of the object.

The third obstacle arises from the short
ness of the focal distance in large magnifiers ;

but in transparent objects, where a sufficient
quantity of light is thrown on the object from
below, the inconvenience arises at last from

straining the eye, which must be placed tiearef
the glass than it can well bear ; and this en
tirely supersedes the use of magnifiers beyond
a certain degree.

The fourth obstacle arises from the different
rcfrangilnlity of the rays of light, and which
frequently causes such a deviation from truth
in the appearances of things, that many peo
ple have imagined themselves to have mad*
surprising discoveries, and have even pub
lished them to the world ; when iu fact they
have been only as many optical deceptions,
owing to the unequal refractions of the rays.
For this there seems to be no remedy, except
the introduction of achromatic glasses iuto
microscopes as well as telescopes. How far
this is practicable, hath not yet been tried ;
but when these glasses shall be introduced
(if such introduction is practicable), micro
scopes will then undoubtedly have received
their ultimate degree of perfection.

With regard to telescopes, those of the re
fracting kind have evidently the advantage of
all others, where the aperture is equal, and the
aberrations of the rays are corrected according
to Mr. Doilond's method ; because the image
is not only more perfect, but a much greater
quantity of light is transmitted than what can
be reflected from the best materials hitherto
known. Unluckily, however, the imperfec
tions of the glass set a limit to these telescopes,
as hath already been observed, so that they
cannot be made above three feet and an half
long. On the whole, therefore, the reflecting
telescopes arc preferable iu this respect, that
they may be made of dimensions greatly su
perior; by which means they can both mag
nify to a greater degree, and at the same time
throw much more light into the eye.

With regard to the powers of telescopes,
however, they arc all of them exceedingly less
than what we should be apt to imagine from
the number of times which they magnify the
object. Thus, when we hear of a telescope
which magnifies 200 times, we are apt to
imagine, that, on looking at any distant ob
ject through it

,

we should perceive it as dis
tinctly as we would with our naked eye at
the 200th part of the distance. But this is by
no means the case ; neither is there any theory
capable of directing us in this matter ; we
must therefore depend entirely on experience.

The best method of trying the goodness of
any telescope is by observing how much far
ther off you are able to read with it than you
can with the naked eye. But that all decep
tion may be avoided, it is proper to choose
something to be read where the imagination
cannot give any assistance, such as a table of
logarithms, or something which consists en

tirely of figures ; and hence the truly useful
power of the telescope is easily known. In
this way Mr. Short's large telescope, which
magnifies the diameter of objects 1200 times,

is yet unable to afford sufficient light for read
ing at more than 200 times the distance at
which we can read with our naked eye.

With regard to the form of reflecting tele
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scopes, it is now pretty generally agreed, that
when the Gregorian ones are well constructed,
they have the advantage of those of the New
tonian form. One advantage evident at first
sight is, that with the Gregorian telescope an
object is perceived by looking directly through

it
,

and consequently is found with much
greater ease than in the Newtonian telescope,
where we must look into the side. The un
avoidable imperfection of the specula common
to both also gives the Gregorian an advantage
over the Newtonian form. Notwithstanding
the utmost care and labour of the workmen, it

is found impossible to give the metals cither a
perfectly spherical, or a perfectly parabolical
form. Hence arises some indistinctness of
the image formed by the great speculum,
which is frequently corrected by the little one,
provided they are properly matched. But if

this is not done, the error will be made much
worse ; and hence many of the Gregorian
telescopes are far inferior to the Newtonian
ones ; namely, when the specula have not
been properly adapted to each other. There
is no method by which the workman can
know the specula which will fit one another
without a trial ; and therefore there is a neces
sity for having many specula ready made of
each sort, that in fitting up a telescope those
may be chosen which best suit each other.

The brightness of any object seen through a

telescope, in comparison with its brightness
when seen by the naked eye, may, in all cases,
be easily found by the following formula. Let
n represent the natural distance of a visible
object, at which it can be distinctly seen ; and
let d represent its distance from the object-
glass of the instrument. Let m be the mag
nifying power of the instrument ; that is, let
the visual angle subtended at the eye by the
object when at the distance n, and viewed
without the instrument, be to the visual angle
produced by the instrument as 1 to m. Let
a be the diameter of the object-glass, and p be
that of the pupil. Let the instrument be so
constructed, that no parts of the pencils are
intercepted for want of sufficient apertures of
the intermediate glasses. Lastly, let the light
lost in reflection or refraction be neglected.

The brightness of vision through the instru

ment will be expressed by the fraction

the brightness of natural vision being 1
. But

although this fraction may exceed unity, the
vision through the instrument will not be
brighter than natural vision. For when this

is the case, the pupil does not receive all the
light transmitted through the instrument.

In microscopes ?t is the nearest limits of
distinct vision, nearly eight inches. But a
difference in this circumstance, arising from
a difference in the eye, makes no change in
the formula, because m changes in the same
proportion with n.

In telescopes, n and d may be accounted

equal, and the formula becomes

Achromatic Telescope, a refracting' tele
scope without colour. See Achromatic.

Catatlioptric Telescope, the same as Re
flecting Telescope.

Dioptric Telescope, the same as Refract
ing Telescope.

TELESCOPICAL. belonging to a tele
scope ; seeing at a distance.

Telescopical Stars, are such as are not
visible to the naked eye, being only discern
ible by means of a telescope. Sec Star.

AH stars less than those of the sixth mag
nitude arc telescopic to an ordinary eye.

TENACITY, in Natural Philosophy, is that
quality of bodies by which they sustain a con
siderable pressure or force without breaking,
being the opposite quality to brittleness or
fragility.

TENSION, that state which a chord, string,
&c. is in when stretched beyond its natural
length.

TERM,' in Geometry, is the extreme of any
magnitude, or that which bounds and limits
its extent. So the terms of a line, are points;
of a superficies, lines ; of a solid, superficies.

TERMS, of an equation, or of any quantity,
in Algebra, are the several members of which

it is composed, separated from one another
by the signs + or — . So, the quantity az +

24c — 3a i1, consists of the three terms az
and 2b c, and Sax1.

In an equation, the terms are the parts
which contain the several powers of the same
unknown letter or quantity : for if the same
unknown quantity be fouud in several mem
bers in the same degree or power, they form
but for one term, which is called a com
pound one, in distinction from a simple or
single term. Thus, in the equation x' -

(n — 36) i1 — ici — 43, the four terms are

(a — 34) **, acx and 43; of which the
second term (« — 34) z1 is compound, and
the other three are simple.

TERMINAL Velocity, in the theory of
projectiles, is the greatest velocity which i
ball can acquire by descending vertically, in
air, and with which, when attained, it would
continue to descend uniformly if no solid ob
stacle destroyed the motion.

Eor the use of this in practical gunnery,
sec I Intton's Tracts, lately published, vol. iii.

TERMINATOR, in Astronomy, a name
sometimes given to the circle of illumination,
from its properties of terminating the bounda
ries of light and darkness,

TERRA. See Earth.
Terra Firma, in Geography, is sometimes

used for a continent in contradistinction to
islands.

TERRAQUEOUS, in Geography, an epi
thet applied to our earth when considered as

consisting of land and water.
TERRELLA, or Little Earth, is a magnet

of a spherical figure, so formed in order to
imitate some of the magnetic properties of the
earth.
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TERRESTRIAL, any thing relating to the

earth, as terrestrial globe, line, &c.
TERTIAN, an old measure of capacity

containing 84 gallons.
TETRAEDRON, or Tetrahedron, in Geo

metry, one of the five regular or Platonic bodies

or solids, comprehended under four equila
teral and equal triangles. Sec Body.

If a denote the linear edge or side of a

tctraedron, b its whole superficies, c its soli

dity, r the radius of its inscribed sphere, and

R the radius of its circumscribing sphere;
then the general relation among all these

is expressed by the following equations, viz.

a —2r y/6=5R s/6= 1/ (ic yj.
b =24rV3= \ RV3=: aV3= 6VcV3.
e =8rV3=j7RV3=-,yiV2-^i>v/2A^3.
R=3r = J = t </2bs3 — 4 {/ \c S3.
r =-}R=VW6=tW2*V3 = \ V \cy/9.

See Hutton's Mensuration, p. 248, Sec, 2d
edition.

TETRAGON, in Geometry, a quadrangle,
or a figure having four angles. Such as a

square, a parallelogram, a rhombus, and a

trapezium.
A square is a regular tetragon; to which

figure the term more commonly applies.
TETRAGONISM, is used by some old

authors to denote the quadrature of the circle.
THALES, a celebrated Greek philoso

pher, and the first of the wise men of Greece,

born at Miletum about 640 years before

the Christian era. When he had acquired
the usual learning of his tionntry, he tra

velled into Asia and Egypt, to be instructed

in geometry, astronomy, and natural philoso

phy. On his return lie became a teacher of
youth, and among his disciples, who were
numerous, were Anaximander, Anaximenes,
and Pythagoras. Thalcs was the author of
the Ionian sect of philosophers; he was rec
koned, by the best historians, the father of
Greek philosophy, being the first that made

any researches into natural knowledge «nd
mathematics. He thought water was the

principle of which all bodies in the universe

are composed : that the world was the work
of God, whom he regarded as omniscient, and

beholding the secret thoughts in the heart of
man. He maintained that real happiness
consisted in health and knowledge: that the

most ancient of beings is God, because he is

uncreated: that nothing is more beautiful

than the world, because it is the work of God ;

nothing more extensive than space, quicker
than spirit, stronger than necessity, wiser than

time. He used to observe, that we ought
never to say that to any one which may be

turned to our prejudice ; and that we should
live with our friends as with persons that may
become our enemies. In geometry he was a

considerable inventor, as well as an improver,
particularly in triangles ; and all the writers

agree, that he was the first, even in Egypt,
who took the height of the pyramids by their
shadows. His knowledge and improvements
in astronomy were very considerable. Ha

divided the celestial sphere into five circlet
or zones; the arctic and antarctic circles, the
two tropical circles, and the equator. Ha
observed the apparent diameter of the sun,
which he made equal to half a degree ; and
formed the constellation of the Little Bear.
He observed the nature and course of eclipses,
and calculated them exactly; one in parti
cular, memorably recorded by Herodotus, as

it happened on a day of battle between tha
Medes and Lydians, which Thales had fore
told ; and he divided the year into 365 days.
He died at the age of ninety years, leaving
behind him an excellent character, as a ma
thematician, a philosopher, and moralist.

THAMMUZ, in Chronology, the tenth
month of the Jewish year, answering to our
June.

THEMIS, a name formerly given to the
third satellite of Jupiter.

THEODOLITE (from ttopcu, to tee, and
oSoc,way or distance), is an instrument employed
by surveyors for measuring angles, whereby
to compute the heights, distances, &c. of re
mote objects. There are various forms of
this instrument arising out of the successive
improvements of many eminent artists, but
the principle of its operation is the same in
all, and we shall, therefore, describe that of
Mr. Sisson, which is one of the most usual
construction.

This instrument is represented in Plate XI.
fig. 2. The three staffs which serve for its
support are screwed into bell-metal joints,
which are moveable between brass pillars,
fixed in a strong brass plate, in which round
the centre is fixed a socket with a ball move
able in it

,

and upon which the four screws
press, being intended to set the limb horizon
tal. Above this is another such plate, through
which these screws pass, and on which round
the centre is fixed a frustrum of a cone of bell
metal, whose axis (being connected with the
centre of the ball) is always perpendicular to
the limb, by means of a conical brass ferril
fitted to it

,

and upon which is fixed a com
pass box ; as also the limb, which is a strong
bell-metal ring, upon which are three move
able indexes ; in whose plate are fixed four
brass pillars, which joining at top, hold the
centre pin of the bell metal double sextant,
the double index of which is on the centre of
the same plate. Within the double sextant

is fixed a spiral level, and over it the telescope.
Both the vertical and horizontal limb, are
divided into degrees and smaller divisions,
and each furnished with a Vernier's scale, for
the more exact measurement of the angles,
the divisions being more or less minute in
different instruments.

In using the instrument, whether for hori
zontal or vertical angles, it must first be ren
dered perfectly horizontal by means of the
adjusting screws and spiral level ; then for
horizontal angles observing one of the objects
in the telescope, let it be brought to coincide
very exactly with the centre of the cross wires
of the object glass ; and having then set the
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horizontal limb atO, or 180, turn the telescope
towards the other object, and get it exactly
in the centre of the object glass as before ;

and the angle contained between the two
objects will be shown on the limb of the in
strument.

In measuring; vertical angles, after having
rendered the instrument horizontal as before
directed, set the vertical limb atO; then ele
vate the telescope till such time as the top
of the object is seen in the centre of the cross
vi ires; so shall the degrees, &c. cut on the
line be the measure of the angle of elevation
required.

THEODOSIUS, a celebrated mathema
tician, who flourished in the times of Cicero
and Ponipey ; but the time and place of his
birth are unknown. •

Theodosius chiefly cultivated that part of
geometry which relates to the doctrine of the
sphere, concerning which he published three
books. The first of these contains 22 pro
positions; the second 23; and the third 14;
all demonstrated in the pure geometrical
manner of the ancients. Ptolemy made great
use of these propositions, as well as all suc

ceeding; writers. These books w ere translated

by the Arabians, out of the original Greek,
info their own language. From the Arabic,
the work was again translated into Latin, and
printed at Venice, Rut the Arabic version
being very defective, a more complete edition
was published in Greek and Latin, at Paris,
1658, by John l ena, regius professor of as

tronomy. And \ itello acquired reputation
by translating Theodosius into Latin. This
author's works w ere also commented on and
illustrated by Clavius, lleleganius.and Guari-
Iius, aud lastly by De Chales, in his f'ursus
Mathcmaticus. I'ut that edition of Theo-
dositis's Spherics which is now most in use
was translated and published by the learned
I)r. Harrow, in the year 1676, illustrated
and demonstrated in a new and concise
method. By this author's account, Theo
dosius appears not only to be a great master
in this more difficult part of geometry, but
the first considerable author of antiquity who
has written on that subject.

THL< >N. ofAlexandria, a celebrated Greek
philosopher and mathematician, who flourish
ed in the 4th century, about the ycar380,in
the time of Theodosius the Great; but the
time and manner of his death arc unknown.
3 lis- genius aud disposition for the study of
philosophy were very eaily improved by close
application to all its branches; so that he ac

quired such proficiency in the sciences a.s to
render his name venerable in history, and to
procure him the honour of being president of
the famous Ali Nandrian school. One of his
pupils w as the admirable Ilypatia, his daugh
ter, w ho succeeded him in the presidency of
the school; a trust which, like himself, she
discharged with the greatest honour aud use
fulness.

THEOPHRASTUS, a celebrated Greek
philosopher, who flourished about 300 years

before the christian era, and taught philosophy
at Athens with great applause.

Theophrastus wrote many works, the prin
cipal of which are the following. 1. An ex
cellent moral treatise, entitled. Characters,

which, he says in the preface, he composed at

99 y ears of age. Isaac Casaubon hag written
learned commentaries on this small treatise.
It has been translated from the Greek into
French, by Bruyere; and it has also been
translated into English. 2. A curious Treatise
on Plants. 3. A Treatise on Fossils or Stones;
of which Dr. Hill has given a good edition,
with an English translation, and learned notes,

in 8vo.
THEOREM, in Geometry, is a proposition

in which some truth is proposed to be demon
strated, being thus distinguished from a pro
blem in which something is proposed to be

done. Proclus defines.
A Theorem, something which is proposed

to be demonstrated.
A Problem, something proposed to be done,

and
A Porism, something proposed to be in

vestigated.
GVomftiira/ Theorems, are sometimes di

vided into different classes, as
Local Thf.or.km, is that which relates to a

surface. As, that triangles of the same base

and altitude are equal.
Plane Theorem, is that which relates to a

surface that is either rectilinear or bounded
by the circumference of a circle. As, that all
angles in the same segment of a circle are

equal.
Solid Theorem, is that which considers a

space terminated by a solid line, that is, by
any of the three conic sections.

Theorem, in Algebra, is used sometimes to
denote a rule, particularly wheu that rule
is expressed by algebraical sy mbols, or formu
la? ; such as those given under the articles
Annuities, Interest, &c.

yl/^re6i«ieo/TiiEOREMs, have also particular
denominations, either from the subject to

w hich they relate, or the names of the authors
by w honi they w ere invented ; thus w e have the
B I No M l AL 7 '/

/

eorem , C o T F. s 's Theorem, G A l ' s s s

Theorem, Multinomial Theorem, Taylor's
Theorem, &c. for which see the respective
articles.

I avail myself of this opportunity of correct
ing an error into w hich I have fallen under
the article Binomial Theorem. It is stated
under that article, on the authority of nu

merous authors, that this celebrated theorem

is engraved upon its author's monument ; 1

have since been led to examine the monu
ment, aud cannot perceive that any thing of
the kind was ever represented upon it. at
least it is uot now to be seen, and there is no

appearance of its having been obliterated.
THEORY, a doctrine which terminates in

the sole speculation or consideration of its
object, without any view to the practice or

application of it.
To be learned in an art, &c. the theory is
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sn flicir nt ; to be a master of it

,

l>olh the theory
and practice are requisite.

Machines often promise very well in theory,
but fail in the praelice.

"We say theory of the moon, theory of the
rainbow , of the microscope, of the camera ob-
scnra, &c.

Theory of Numbers, is a modern branch
of analysis, which has for its object the inves
tigation of certain properties of numbers, such
as, that the sum of two odd squares cannot
make a square number; that every number is

composed of four or a le:-s number of squares;
tViat the sum of any number of the odd num
bers 1

, 3
,

5
,

7
, &c. is equal to the square of

the number of terms; that the sum of any
number of the natural cubes 1

,

8
, 27, Sec. is a

square number, and a great variety of similar
properties highly interesting lo the speculative
mathematician. See Numbkrs.

Theory of the Planets, &.e. is a system
or hypothesis, according to which astrono
mers explain the reasons of the phenomena
or appearances of them.

THERMOMETER, (from §s}lu,.:, heat,
and /Mtrfot, measure,) an instrument for mea
suring the degree of heat or cold in any body.
The invention of the thermometer, like that
of the telescope, and indeed most other useful
instruments, has been claimed by different
philosophers. Thus the invention is ascribed
to Cornelius Drebbct of Alcmar, about the
beginning of the 17th century, by his country
men Boerhaave (Chem. 1

,

p
. 152, 156), and

Mtissehciibrocck, (Introd. ad Phil. Nat. vol. ii.
p. 625) ; Fulgenzio, in his Life of Father Paul,
gives him the honour of the first discovery;
Vincenzio Viviani (Vit. de 1

' Galil. p. 67,
also Oper. di I i alii. pref. p

.

47) speaks of
Galileo as (he inventor of thermometers. Rut
Sanctorino (Com. in Galen. Art. Med. p. 736,
842; Com. in Avicen. Can. Fen. 1

,

p. 22, 78,

219) expressly assumes to himself this inven
tion: and Borclli (De Mot, Animal. 2 prop.

175) and Malpighi (Oper. Poslh. p. 30) as

cribe it to him without reserve. Upon which
Dr. Marline remarks, that these Florentine
academicians are not to be suspected of parti
ality in favour of one of the Patavinian school.

Rut whoever was the inventor, the lirst
form of this instrument for measuring the de
grees of heat and cold was the air-thermo
meter. It is a well known fact that air ex
pands with heat so as to occupy more space
than it does when cold, and that it is con
densed by cold so .is to occupy less space than
when warmed, and that this expansion and
condensation is greater or less according to
the degree of heat or cold applied. The prin
ciple then on which the air-thermometer was
constructed is very simple. The air was con
fined in a tube by means of some coloured
liquor; the liquor rose or fell according as the
air became expanded or condensed. What
the first" form of the tube was, cannot now
perhaps be well known; but the following
description of the air-thermometer will fully
explain its nature. It consists of a glass title,

aR e
, connected at one end

with a large glass ball. A, and
at the other end immersed in
an open vessel, or terminating
in a ball, de, wilh a narrow
orifice at d; which vessel or
ball contains any coloured li

quor that will not easily freeze.
Aquafortis tinged of a fine blue
colour with a solution of vitriol
or copper, or spirit of wine
tinged wilh cochineal, will
answer this purpose. Rut the
ball. A, must be first moderate

ly warmed, so that a part of
the air contained in it may be

expelled through the orifice,
d, and then the liquor pressed
by the weight of (he atmo
sphere w ill enter the ball, d e

,

and rise, for example, to the
middle of the tube at C, at a

mean temperature of the weather ; and in this
state the liquor b

y its weight, anil the air in
cluded in the ball. A, &c. by its elasticity,
will counterbalance the weight of the atmo
sphere. As the surrounding air becomes
warmer, the air in the ball and upper part of
the tube, expanding by heat, will drive the
liquor into the lower ball, and consequently
its surface will descend; on the contrary, as
the ambient air becomes colder, that in the
ball is condensed, and the liquor pressed by
(he weight of the atmosphere will ascend; so
that the liquor in the tube will ascend or
descend more or less according to the state
of the air contiguous to the instrument. To
the tube is affixed a scale of the same length,
divided upwards and downwards from the
middle, C, into 100 equal parts, by means of
w hich the ascent and descent of the liquor in
the tube, and consequently the variations in
the cold or heat of the atmosphere, may be

observed.
The air being found improper for measur

ing with accuracy the variations of heat and
cold according to the form of the
thermometer which was first adopt
ed, anolherfluid wasproposed about
(he middle of the seventeenth cen
tury by the Florentine Academy.
This fluid was spirit of wine, or
alcohol, as it is now generally
named. The alcohol being colour
ed, was inclosed in a very fine cy
lindrical glass tube previously ex
hausted of its air, having a hollow
ball at one end, A, and hermetically
sealed at flic other end, D. The
ball and tube are filled with rec
tified spirit of nine to a convenient
height, as to C, w hen the w eather

is of a mean temperature, which
may be done by inverting the tube
into a vessel of stagnant coloured
spirit, under a receiver of the air-
pump, or in any other way. When
the thermometer is properly filled, the end DYYJ

8
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in heated red-hot by a lamp, and then herme

tically sealed, leaving the included air of
about one-third of its natural density, to pre
vent the air which is in the spirit from divid
ing it in its expansion. To the tube is ap

plied a scale, divided from the middle, into
100 equal parts, upwards and downwards.
As spirit of wine is capable of a very con
siderable degree of rarefaction and condensa
tion by heat and cold, when the heat of the
atmosphere increases the spirit dilates, and
consequently rises in the tube ; and when the
heat decreases, the spirit descends, and the
degree or quantity of the motion is shown by
a scale.

This was evidently an improvement on the
air-thermometer, but was itself not free from
objections. The liquor could not easily be

obtained of the same strength, and hence dif
ferent tubes filled with it, when exposed to
the same degree of heat, would not cor
respond. Another defect was the want of
some fixed guide as a standard to commence
the graduation. Philosophers soon saw that
some fixed and unalterable point must be
found, by which all thermometers might be
accurately adjusted. Dr. Hallcy proposed
that thermometers should be graduated in
a deep pit, where the temperature in all
seasons was nearly the same. This how
ever could not generally be practised. He
thought of the boiling point of water, of
mercury, and of spirit of wine, but preferred
the latter. At length Sir Isaac Newton de
termined this important point, on which the
accuracy and valuo of the thermometer de

pends. He chose, as fixed, those points at
which water freezes and boils; the very
points which the experiments of succeed
ing philosophers have determined to be the
most fixed and convenient. Sensible of the
disadvantages of spirit of wine, he tried ano
ther liquor, which was homogeneous enough,
and capable of a considerable rarefaction,
several times greater than spirit of wine.
This was linseed oil. It has not been ob
served to freeze even in very great colds, and
it bears a heat very much greater than water
before it boils. With these advantages it was
made use of by Sir Isaac Newton, who dis
covered by it the comparative degree of heat
for boiling water, melting wax, boiling spirit
of wine, and melting tin; beyond which it
does not appear that this thermometer was
applied. The method he used for adjusting
the scale of this oil-thermometer was as fol
lows: supposing the bulb, when immerged in
thawing snow, to contain 10,000 parts, he
found the oil expand by the heat of the human
body so as to take up one thirty-ninth more
space, or 10,256 such parts ; and by the heat
of water boiling strongly 10,725; and by the
heat of melting tin 1 1,516. So t hat reckoning
the freezing point as a common limit between
heat and cold, he began his scale there, mark
ing it 0, and the heat of the human body he
made 12°; and consequently, the degrees of
heat being proportional to the degrees of rare

faction, or 250 : 725 : : 12 : 34, this number 54

will express the heat of boiling water ; and

by the same rule, 72 that of melting tin. ThU
thermometer was constructed in 1701. To
the application of oil as a measure of heat

and cold there are insuperable objections.
It is so viscid, that it adheres too strongly to

the sides of the tube. On this account it as

cends and descends too slowly in case of a

sudden heat or cold. In a sudden cold, so

great a portion remains adhering to the sides

of the tube after the rest has subsided, that

the surface appears lower than the correspond
ing temperature of the air requires. An oil
thermometer is therefore not a proper measure
of heat and cold. All the thermometers hi
therto proposed were liable to many incon
veniences, and could not be considered as

exact standards for pointing out the various
degrees of temperature. This led Reaumur
to attempt a new one, an account of which
was published in the year 1730 in the Me
moirs of the Academy of Sciences. This
thermometer was made with spirit of wine.
He took a large ball and tube, the- dimensions
and capacities of which were known ; he then

graduated the tube, so that the space from

one division to another might contain 1,000th

part of the liquor; the liquor containing 1,000

parts when it stood at the freezing point. He
adjusted the thermometer to the freezuuj
point by an artificial congelation of water;
then putting the ball of his thermometer and

part of the tube into boiling water, he ob

served whether it rose 80 divisions ; if it ex
ceeded these, he changed his liquor, and by
adding water lowered it, till upon trial it
should just rise 80 divisions ; or if the liquor,
being too low, fell short of 80 divisions, he

raised it by adding rectified spirit to it. The
liquor thus prepared suited his purpose, and

served for making a thermometer of any size,
whose scale would agree with his standard.
At length a different fluid was proposed, by
which thermometers could be made free from
most of the defects hitherto mentioned. This
fluid was mercury, and seems first to have
occurred to Dr. Halley, but was not adopted
by him on account of its having a smaller
degree of expansibility than the other fluids
used at that time.

The honour of this invention is generally
given to Fahrenheit of Amsterdam, who pre
sented an account of it to the Royal Society
of London in 1724. That we may judge the

more accurately of the propriety of employing
mercury, we will compare its qualities with
those of the fluids already mentioned, air,
alcohol, and oil. Air is the most expansible
fluid, but it does not receive nor part with its
heat so quickly as mercury. Alcohol does

not expand much by heat. In its ordinary
state it does not bear a much greater heat

than 175° of Fahrenheit; but when highly
rectified it can bear a greater degree of cold
than any other liquor hitherto employed aj>a

measure of temperature. At Hudson's Bay.
Mr. Mucuab, by a mixture of vitriolic acid
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and snow, made it to descend to 69° below 0

of Fahrenheit. There is an inconvenience,

however, attending the use of this liquor; it
is not possible to get it always of the same
degree of strength. An to oil, its expansion
is about 15 times greater than that of alcohol ;

it sustains a heat of 000°, and its freezing point
is so low that it has not been determined;
but its viscosity renders it useless.

Mercury is far superior to alcohol and oil,
and is much more manageable than air.
1. As far as the experiments already made
ran determine, it is of all the fluids hitherto
employed in the construction of thermome
ters, that which measures most exactly equal
difl'erences of heat by equal differences of its
bulk: its dilatations are, in fact, very nearly
proportional to the augmentations of heat
applied to it. 2. Of all liquids it is the most
easily freed from air. 3. It is fitted to mea
sure high degrees of heat and cold. It sus
tains a heat of 600° of Fahrenheit's scale, and
does not congeal till it falls 39 or 40° below 0.

4. It is the most sensible of any fluid to heat
and cold, even air not excepted. Count Rum-
ford found, that mercury was heated from the

freezing to the boiling point in 58', while
water took 2m 13', and common air 10m and

17'. 5. Mercury is a homogeneous fluid, and

every portion of it is equally dilated or con
tracted by equal variations of heat Any one
thermometer, made of pure mercury, is catcris

paribus, possessed of the same properties with
every other thermometer made of pure mer

cury. Its power of expansion is indeed about

six times less than that of spirit of wine, but
it is great enough to answer most of the pur
poses for which a thermometer is wanted.

The fixed points, whic h are now universally
chosen for adjusting thermometers to a scale,

and to one another, are the boiling and freez

ing water points. The boiling water point, it
is well known, is not an invariable point, but
varies some degrees according to the weight
and temperature of the atmosphere. In an

exhausted receiver, water will boil with a

heat of 98° or 100°; whereas, in Papin's di

gester, it will acquire a heat of 412°. Hence
it appears, that water will boil at a lower
point, according to its height in the atmo

sphere, or to the weight of the column of air

which presses upon it. In order to ensure

uniformity, therefore, in the construction of
thermometers, it is now agreed, that the bulb

of the tube be plunged in the water when it
boils violently, the barometer standing at 30

English inches, and the temperature of the

atmosphere 55°. A thermometer made in this

way, with its boiling point at 212°, is called,

by Dr. Horsley, Bird's Fahrenheit, because

Mr. Bird was the first person who attended to

the state of the barometer in constructing

thermometers.
As artists may be often obliged to adjust

thermometers under very different pressures
of the atmosphere, philosophers have been at

pains to discover a general rule which might

be applied on all occasions. M. de Luc,
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from a series of experiments, has given an

equation for the allowance on account of this
difference, in Paris measure, which has been
verified by Sir George Schuckburg ; also Dr.
Horsley, Dr. Maskelyne, and Sir George
Schuckburg, have adapted the equation and
rules to English measures, and have reduced
the allowances into tables, for the use of the
artists. Dr. Horsley's rule, deduced from D«
Luc's, is tli is:

99
. log. z — 92.804 = h.

8990000

Where h denotes the height of a thermometer
plunged in boiling water above the point of
melting ice, in degrees of Bird's Fahrenheit,
and z the height of the barometer in lOlhs of
an inch. From this rule he has computed the
following table, for finding the heights to
which a good Bird's Fahrenheit will rise,
when plunged in boiling water, in all states
of the barometer, from 27 to31 English inches ;

which will serve, among other uses, to direct
instrument-makers in making a true allow
ance for the effect of the variation of the ba
rometer, if they should be obliged to finish a

thermometer at a time when the barometer is
above or below 30 inches; though it is best
to fix the boiling point when the barometer it
at that height.

Equation of the Boiling Point.

Barometer. Equation. Difference.

31.0 + 1.57 0.78
30.5 + 0.79 0.79
30.0 0.00 0.80
29.5 — 0.80 0.82
29.0 — 1.62 0.83
28.5 — 2.45 0.85
28.0 — 3.31 0.86
27.5 — 4.16 0.88
27.0 — 5.04

The numbers in the first column of this

table express heights of the quicksilver in the
barometer, in English inches and decimal

parts : the second column shows the equation
to be applied, according to the sign prefixed,
to 212° of Bird's Fahrenheit, to find the true

boiling point for every such state of the ba

rometer. The boiling point, for all interme
diate states of the barometer, may be had,
with .sufficient accuracy, by taking propor
tional parts, by means of the third column of
differences of the equations.

Construction of Fahrenheit' sTliermomeler. —

The method of constructing Fahrenheit's
thermometer, which is now in general use in
this country, is the following: a small ball is

blown on the end of a glass tube, of an uniform

width throughout. The ball and part of the

tube are then to be filled with quicksilver,
which has been previously boiled to expel the

air. The open end of the tube is then to be

hermetically sealed. The next object is to
construct the scale. It is found, by experi
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mcnt, that melting snow, or freezing; water,
is always at tin; same temperature. If, there
fore, u thermometer he immersed in the one
or the other, (he quicksilver will always stand
at the same point. It has hcen observed, too,
that water hoils under the same pressure of
the atmosphere at the same temperature. A
thermometer, therefore, immersed in boiling
water, will uniformly stand at the same point.
Here, then, are two fixed points, from w hich
a seale may be constructed, by dividing the

intermediate space into equal parts, and carry
ing the same divisions as far above and below
Ihe two fixed points as may be wanted. Thus,
thermometers constructed in this way may be

compared together; for if they are accurately
made, and placed in the same temperature,
they will always point to the same degree on
the scale. The fluid, as we have sccu em
ployed, is quicksilver, and it is found to an
swer best, because its expansions are most
equable. The freezing point of I ahrenhcit's
thermometer is marked 3*2°, and the reason
of this is said to have been, that this artist
thought that he had produced the greatest
degree of cohl. In a mixture of snow and salt;
and the point at which the thermometer then
stood, in this temperature, was marked zero.
The boiling point, in this thermometer, is 212°,
and the intermediate space, between the boil
ing and freezing points, is therefore divided
into 180°. This is the thermometer that is
commonly used in llritain.

In determining the choice of tubes it is best

to have them exactly cylindric through their
whole length Capillary tubes are preferable
to others, because they require less bulbs, and
they are also less brittle, and more sensible.
Those of the most convenient size for common
experiments are such as have their internal
diameter about the fourth of a line ; and those
made of thin glass are better than others, as
the rise and fall of the mercury may he more
distinctly perceived. The length of nine inches
will serve for all common occasions; but for
particular purposes the length both of the
tubes anil of the divisions should be adapted
to the uses for which they are designed.

In determining the best size of the balls or
bulbs, it has been usual to compare new tubes
with such thermometers as are well propor
tioned. But M. Durand has proposed a
formula for finding the proportion which the
balls ought to bear to their respective tubes.
W ith this view he expresses the length of the
tube, measured in diameters of itself, by a;
the whole capacity of the ball and tube by e ;
the capacity of the fundamental interval, ex
pressed in Ihe same parts with the whole ca

pacity, by d ; the number of degrees of the
fundamental interval by m; the number of
oilier degrees which the seale is to contain,
besides those of the fundamental interval both
above anil below it

,

b
y n; and the diameter

of the ball measured in diameters of the tube

by6;a„W, = N/(?«x7_£^V 3 d x {m + u) /

For two cylinders having equal bases being

as their heights, m : n :: d : — , which is the
m

capacity of that part of Ihe tube which ex
ceeds tin' fundamental interval, to which add
ing d

,

that interval, we have the total capacity

of the tube — — + d
, or — — ^S. Subtract-

m m
ing this from c, we shall have the capacity of
., . „ dn + dm cm — dm — d »the ball — e 1 —

.

m m
If this quantity be divided by the capacity of
the tube, the quotient will show how often
the capacity of the hall contains that of the

tube ; and this quotient is = Cm

,— .1 dm + dn.

Consequently the ball is equal tu as many
cylinders, having a diameters of the tube, for
their respective height, and 1 diameter for the
base, as are contained in this last quotient ;

and, therefore, its cvlindric solidity expressed
in the cylindric solidities of the tube will bo

c m ■din — dn
-. But the diameter— a X t —j—

dm + rfrt

of this ball is equal to the base of the cylinder
in which it may be inscribed, and the solidity
of this cylinder is equal to | Ihe solidity of the
circumscribing sphere. Consequently the
solidity of this cylinder will be = | a x

cm — dm — dn , ,. ,

; ; ; and the diameter or its base,dm + ii »

equal to the diameter of the ball, will be —

'//, cm—dm—dn\ '//, cm ,\

Two unalterable points of temperature, nr.
the former where ice becomes water, and the
second where water becomes vapour, have
been universally adopted by the various con
structors of thermometers for the graduation
of those instruments; but the space between
them has been divided differently by different
persons, and this difference gives the different
names of thermometers, or rather of their gra
duations; such as Reaumur's thermometer,
Fahrenheit's thermometer, itc. Keaumur d

i

vides the space between the above-mentioned
two points into 80 equal parts or degrees;
placing the 0 at freezing, and the 80th degree
at the boiling point. Fahrenheit, as above
remarked, divides it into 180 degrees or equal
parts, but he places the 0 thirty-two degrees
below the freezing point; so that the freez
ing point is at 32, and the boiling point is at
212 degrees.

Other persons have adopted other division*,
which have been suggested by supposed ail-
vantages or fanciful ideas.

Most of those graduations are at present
out of use, but they are to be met with in

various, not very recent, publications; we
have therefore thought it necessary to set
them down in the following table, which con
tains: 1st. The name of the person or so
ciety that has used each particular division:
2dly. The degree which has been placed, b

y

each of them, agaiiut tjie frceaiug-poiiit ;
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3dly. The degree which ha. been placed

against the boiling-point ; and, 4thly. rhe

number of degrees lying between those two

points.

Fahrenheit's, which
generally used in Great

Britain
Reaumur's, whichis ge

nerally used in France ami

other parts of the conti

nent
Centigrade, or Celsius's

which has been used

chiefly in Sweden, hence

it is also called the Swe

dish thermometer. It has

been lately adopted bj
the French chemists, un

der the name of cen

tigrade thermometer
The Florentine thermo

meters, which were made

and used by the members

of the famous academy
del' Cimento, being some

of the first instruments o
f|

the sort, were vaguely gra

duated, some having a

great many more degrees
than others. But two o

f|

their most common gra

duations seem to be

The Parisian thcrmo

meter, viz. the ancienne

thermometre of the Aca
demy of Sciences, seems

to have been graduated
nearly thus

De la Hire's thermo

meter, which stood in the

observatory, at Paris above

60 years, was graduated
thus

A mo i it int's

Poleni's
De L' Isle's thermome

ter is graduated in an in

verted order
Sir Isaac Newton's.
Hales's
The Edinburgh ther

moun ter, formerly used

teems to have been gra

duated thus....; ......

3-2 212

80

100 100

111

180

80

< 20

U3i

25

174 154

81| 0»i

239

28

47^,

150

0
0

l£>9i
73

62^

0

34
1G3

47

214

17 If

21*
15

150

34
163

duced into the corresponding degrees on a;iy

of the others, by means of the following sim

ple theorems ; in which R signifies the degrees

on the scale of Reaumur, F those of Fahren

heit, and S those of the Swedish thermometer.

1
. To convert the degrees of Reaumur into

those of Fahrenheit ; -~ — + 32 — F.

4

2. To convert the degrees of Fahrenheit

into those of Reaumur ; — * - — R.

3. To convert the Swedish degrees into

those of Fahrenheit; —— + 32 = F.

5

4. To convert Fahrenheit's into Swedish ;

(F — 32) x 5'

= S.

These are the chief thermometers that have

been used in Europe ; and the temperatures

indicated by the principal of them may be re-

5. To convert Swedish degrees into those

of Reaumur;

S X - ~ R.

o

6. To convert Reaumur's degrees into the

centigrade ;

^-^
— — S.

1 n meteorological observations,
it is necessary to attend to the

greatest rise and fall of the ther

mometer, and therefore attempts

have been made to make them

mark the greatest degree of heat

and cold, in the absence of the

observer. We will notice one,

intended to show the greatest

degree of heat. A B, is a glass
tnbe, with a cylindrical bulb, B,
at the lower end, and capillary
at the other, over which there is

a fixed glass ball, C. The bulb,

and part of the tube, are tilled

with mercury, the top of which
shows the desrrees of heat. Tho

upper part of the tube, above the

mercury, is filled with spirit of
wine ; the ball, C, is likewise
filled with the same liquor, almost to the top

of the capillary tube. When the mercury

rises, the spirit of wine is also raised into tho

ball, C, which is so made that the

liquor cannot return into the

tube when tho mercury sinks; of
course, the height of the spirit iu
the ball, added to that in the

tube, will give the greatest degree

of heat. To make a new observa

tion, the instrument must be in
clined till the liquor in the ball
cover the end of the capillary
tube.

In 1782, Mr. Six proposed ano

ther self-registering thermometer.

It is properly a spirit of wine ther

mometer, though mercury is also

employed forsupporting an index:

a b is a thin tube of glass sixteen

inches long, and five-sixteenths

of an inch calibre: cde, and fgh
are smaller tubes, about one-twen-
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'0

tieth of an inch calibre. These three tubes are
filled with highly rectified spirit ofwine, except
the space between d and g, which is filled with
mercury. As the spirit of wine contracts or
expands in the middle tube, the mercury falls
or rises in the outside tubes. An index, such
as that represented in the annexed figure,
is placed on the surface, within each of
these tubes, so light as to float upon it :
it is a small glass tube, three-fourths of
an inch long, hermetically seated at
each end, and inclosing a piece of steel
wire nearly of its own length. At each
end, Im, of this small rube, a short tube
of black glass is fixed, of s\ich a diame
ter as to pass freely up and down within
either of the outside tubes of the ther
mometer, ce, or fit. From the upper
end of the index is drawn a spring of
glass to the fineness of a hair, and about
live-sevenths of an inch long ; which,
being placed a little oblique, presses
lightly against the inner surface of the
tube, ami prevents the index from de

scending when the mercury descends, jl
These indexes being inserted one into fM\\each of the outsido tubes, it is easy to I—»
understand how they point out the greatest
heat or cold that has happened in the observ
er's absence. When the spirit of wine in the
middle tube expands, it presses down the
mercury in the tube, hf, and consequently
raises it in the tube, ec; consequently, the
index on the left-hand tube is left behind, and
marks the greatest cold, and the index in the
right-hand tube rises, and marks the greatest
heat.

The common contrivance for a self-register
ing thermometer, now sold in most of the
London shops, consists simply of two thermo
meters, one mercurial, and the other of al
cohol, having their stems horizontal; the

it, in apparent contact with its interior surface;
but, on increase of temperature, the spirit
goes forward and leaves the index, which
therefore shows the minimum or temperature
since it was set. As these indexes merely
lie in the tubes, their resistance to motion is
altogether inconsiderable. The steel index is
brought to the mercury by applying a magnet
on the outside of the tube, and the other is
duly placed at the end of the column of al
cohol, by inclining the whole instrument

For an account of Mr. Keith's self-register
ing thermometers, see Gregory's Mechanics,
vol. ii. and Nicholson's Journal, vol. iii. 4to.
series.

Differential Thermometer. Professor
Leslie, the well-known author of a curious
and interesting treatise on heat, invented a
thermometer for indicating and measuring
very minute deferences of temperature, whkh
he calls the deferential thermometer. It

consists of two tubes, each terminating in a
small bulb of the same dimensions, joined bythe blow-pipe, and bent in the form of a U,
as in the above figure, a small portion ofdark coloured liquor having previously been
introduced into one of the balls, as for ex
ample, a solution of carmine in concentrated
sulphuric acid, which is generally preferred.By managing the included air with the heat of
the hand, this red liquor is made to stand at the
required point of the opposite tube. This Is thegero of a scale fastened to that tube, and divided
into equal parts above and below that point.The instrument is then fixed on a stand. It
is manifest that when the liquor is at rest, or
points at zero, the column is pressed in op
posite directions by two portions of air equalin elasticity, and containing equal portions of
caloric. Whatever heat, therefore, may be
applied to the whole instrument, providedand when the spirit retires, by depression of both bulbs receive it in the same degree, thetemperature, the index is carried along with liquor must remain at rest. But if the on«

former has for its index a small bit of mag-
netical steel wire, and the latter a minute
thread of glass, having its two ends formed
into small knobs, by fusion iu the flame of a
candle.

The magnetical bit of wire lies in the vacant
space of the mercurial thermometer, and is
pushed forward by the mercury whenever the
temperature rises, and pushes that fluid against
it; but when the temperature falls, and the
fluid retires, this index is left behind, and con
sequently shows the maximum. The other
index, or bit of glass, lies in the tube of tho
tpirit thermometer immersed in the alcohol:
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ball receive! the slightest excess of tempera- only a few peals will bo heard at any parti-
ture, the air which it contains will be pro- cular place during the whole season ; at other
portionally expanded, and will push the liquid times the storm will return at the interval of
against the air in the other bulb with a force three or four days, for a month, six weeks, or
varying as the difference between the tcm- even longer ; not that we have violent thunder
peratures of those two portions of air: thus in this country, directly vertical in any one
the equilibrium will be destroyed, and the place so frequently in any year, but in many
fluid will rise in the opposite tube. The de- seasons it will be perceptible that thunder-
grees of the scale through which it passes clouds are formed in the neighbourhood even
will mark the successive augmentations in the at these short intervals. Hence it appears,
temperature of the ball which is exposed to that during this particular period there must
the greatest heat; so that this instrument is. be some natural cause operating for the pro-
a balance of extreme delicacy for comparing duction of this phenomena, which does not
the temperatures of its two scales. take place at other times. This cannot be

Wheu thermometers are contrived to mea- the mere heat of the weather, for we have
sure very great degrees of heat by the ex- often a long tract of hot weather without any
pansions they produce in substances, or, on thunder; and besides, though not common,
the contrary, the expansions corresponding thunder is sometimes heard in the winter also,
to different temperatures, they are charac- As therefore the heat of the weather is com-
terised by the name of pyrometers ; descrip- man to the whole summer whether there be
tions of the principal of which may be seen thunder or not, we must look foj the causes of
under the word Pyrometer. it in those phenomena, whatever they arc,

THERMOSCOPE (&i»io« and novw.) An which are peculiar to the months of July,
instrument showing the changes happening in August, and the beginning of September,
the air with respect to heat and cold. The Now it is generally observed, that from the
word thermoscope is generally used indiffer- monthof April,aneastor south-east wind gene-
ently with that of thermometer, though there rally takes place, and continues with little inf or
is some difference in the literal import of the rup'tion till towards the end of June. At that
two; the first signifying an instrument that time, sometimes sooner and sometimes later,
shows, or exhibits, the changes of heat, &c. a westerly wind takes place ; but as the causes
to the eye : and the latter, an instrument that producing the east wind are not removed, the
measures those changes ; on which found a- latter opposes the westerly wind with its
tion the thermometer should be a more ac- whole force. At the place of meeting, there
curate thermoscope, &c. is naturally a most vehement pressure of the

THUNDER, the noise occasioned by the atmosphere, and friction of its parts against
explosion of a flash of lightning passing through one another; a calm ensues, and the vapours
the air; or it is that noise which is excited by brought by both winds begin to collect and
a sudden explosion of electrical clouds, which form dark clouds, which can have little mo-
are therefore called thunder-clouds. tion either way, because they are pressed

The rattling in the noise of thunder, which almost on all sides. For the most part, how-
makes it seem as if it passed through arches, ever, the west wind prevails, and what little
is probably owing to the sound being excited motion the clouds have is towards the east ;

among clouds hanging over one another, and whence the common notion in this country that
the agitated air passing irregularly between thunder-clouds move against the wind. But
them. this is by no means universally true ; for if the

The explosion, if high in the air, and re- west wind happens to be excited by any tem-
mote from us, will do no mischief ; but when porary cause before its natural period when it
near, it may, and has in a thousand instances should take place, the east wind will very
destroyed trees, animals, &c. This proxi- frequently get the better of it ; and the clouds,
mity, or small distance, may be estimated even although thunder is produced, will move
nearly by the interval of time between seeing westward. Yet in either case the motion is
the flash of lightning, and hearing the report so slow, that the most superficial observers
of the thunder, estimating the distance after cannot help taking notice of a considerable
the rate of 1 142 feet per second of time, or 3^ resistance in the atmosphere. When lightning
seconds to the mile. Dr. Wallis observes, acts with extraordinary violence, and breaks
that commonly the difference between the or shatters any thing, it is called a thunder-
two is about seven seconds, which, at the rate bolt, which the vulgar, to fit it for such effects,
above mentioned, gives the distance almost suppose to be a hard body, and even a stone,
two miles. But sometimes it comes in a se- But that we need not have recourse to a
cond or two, which argues the explosion very hard solid body to account for the effects corn-
near us, and even among us. And in such monly attributed to the thunderbolt, will be
cases the doctor assures us, he has sometimes evident to any one, who considers those of
foretold the mischiefs that happened. gunpowder, and the several chemical fulmi-

Although in this country thunder may nating powders; but more especially the as-
happen at any time of the year, yet the mouths tonishing powers of electricity, when only
of July and August arc those in which it may collected and employed by human art, and
almost certainly be expected ; but its time much more when directed and exercised in
of duration is very uncertain ; sometimes the course of nature.
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When we consider the known effects of

electrical explosions, and those produced by
lightning, we shall be at no loss to account
for the extraordinary operations vulgarly as

cribed to thunderbolts. And as stones and
bricks struck by lightning are often found in a

vitrified state, we may reasonably suppose, with
Becearia, that certain stones in the earth,
struck by the electric fluid, and bearing this
vitrified appearance, have given rise to the
vulgar idea of thunderbolts.

TIDES, two periodical motions of the wa
ters of the sea; called also the flux and reflux,
or I lie ebb and flow.

When the motion of the water is against
the wind, it is called a windward-tide ; when
wind and tide go the sama way, leeward-tide ;
when it runs very strong, it is called a tail
gate.

To tide it over or up into any place, is to
go in with the tide, either ebb or Hood, as

long as that lasts; then to stay at anchor all
the time of contrary tide; and thus to set in
again with the return of the next tide.

It is said to flow tide and half tide, allowing
six hours to a tide, when the tide runs three
hours in the offing longer than it does by the
shore ; but, by longer, is not meant its running
more hours; but that, ifilbehigh water ashore
at twelve, it will not be so in the offing till three.
An hour and a half longer makes tide and

quarter-tide, three-fourths of an hour longer
makes tide and half-quarter tide, 8tc.

The tides are found to follow periodically
the course of the sun and moon, both as to
time and quantity. And hence it has been

suspected, in all ages, that the tides were
somehow produced by the influence of these

lumiuarics. Thus, several of the ancients,
and among others, Pliny and Ptolemy, were

acquainted with the influence of the sun
and moon upon the tides; and Pliny says

expressly, that the cause of the ebb and

flow is iti the sun, which attracts the waters

of the ocean; and adds, that the waters rise
in proportion to the proximity of the moon
to the earth. It is, indeed, now well known,
from the discoveries of Sir Isaac Newton, that
the tides are caused by the gravitation of the
eurth towards the sun and moon. Indeed the
sagacious Kepler, long ago, conjectured this
to be the cause of the tides: " If," says he,
" the earth ceased to attract its waters towards
itself, all the water in the ocean would rise
and flow into the moon : the sphere of the
moon's attraction extends to our earth, and

draws up the water ;" Kepler, Introd. ad

Thoor. Mart. This surmise, for it was then
mi more, is now completely verified in the

theory laid down by Newton, and farther illus
trated by more modern mathematicians.

Phenomena of the Tints. 1. The waters

of the ocean alternately approach to, and re

cede from, our shores. This is produced by
an elevation and subsequent depression of the
surface of the ocean between determinate
limits, which are those of high water and low
water. The interval between two high waters

is about 12h 25', the half of the moon's daili
circuit round the earth ; so that we have t» 1

tides of flood and two of ebb in 24h 5C, a pe

riod which may be called a lunar day. The
gradual subsidence of the water is such, tha:

the square of the heights are nearly as the

squares of the times from high water. Hr
same may be said of the subsequent rise cf

the water in the next flood. The time of low

water is nearly half way between the two

hours of high water; not indeed exactly, for

it is observed at Brest and Rochfort, that the

flood-tide commonly takes 10 minutes less

than the ebb-tide.
2. The tides have a particular reference to

the position and phases of the moon ; for it is

always high water when the moon is on i
determinate point of the compass (S. W. nearly)
and the highest tides happen about the time
of the full or change. At Brest, where an

accurate register of the phenomena of the

tides was made about the beginning of the

last century, it was observed that the highest
tide happens about a day and a half after fall
or change. If the time of high water happen
at the very time of the new or fnll moon, the

third high water after that is the highest of
all : this is called the Spring-tide. From this
period the tides gradually decrease, until the

third high water after the moon's quadrature,
which is the lowest of all, and is called the

Neap-tide. After this the tides increase, until
the next spring-tide, and so on continually.
The higher the tide of flood rises, the lower
the ebb-tide generally sinks on that day.
The total magnitude of the tide is esti
mated by the difference of high water and
low water. At Brest the medium spring-tide
is about 19 feet, and the neap-tide about 9.

3. The tides have also a reference to the

distance of the moon from the earth, being so

much the greater as the moon is nearer. The
highest spring-tide happen when the moon is

in perigee; and the next spring-tide is the

smallest, because then the moon is nearly in
apogee. This makes a difference of 2$ feet

from the medium height of the spring-tide at

Brest, and therefore a difference of b\ feet

between the greatest and least.
4. The tides also depends on the sun's dis

tance, but not so much as on that of the moon.
In our winter the spring-tides are greater than

in summer, and the neap-tides smaller.
5. The tides depend very much upon the

position of the sun and moon in respect of the

equator. The phenomena, however, are more
intricate than those wo have already de

scribed.
6. All the phenomena are modified by the

latitude of the place of observation ; and some
happen in high latitudes, which are not at all
seen near the equator. In particular, when
the observer and moon are both on the same
side of the equator, the tide which happens
when the moon is above the horizon, is greater
than that which happens on the same day

when she is below it ; and the contrary happens
when the observer and the moon are on oppo
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site sides of the equator. If the observer's
distance from the pole be equal to the moon's
declination he will see but one tide in the day,
containing 12 hours flood, aud 12 hours ebb.

7. All the phenomena we have described
are greatly modilicd by local circumstances ;

such M the position of the shores, ^hc width
of the channels through which the waters
pass, the extent of the seas, winds, &c. inso
much, that frequently particular phenomena
cannot be distinguished from one another.

Theory of the Tides. If the earth were en
tirely fluid and quiescent, or if it were a solid
nucleus covered with a fluid, it is evident
that its particles, by their mutual attraction
towards each other, would form the whole
mass into a perfect sphere ; and if each of
these particles were to be acted upon with
equal forces by any external power, the only
effect resulting from such a power would be
to draw the earth from its supposed quiescent
state, its form still remaining that of an exact
sphere ; and this would be the case whatever
motion the earth took in consequence of that
action, viz. whether it were circular or recti
linear, for the action on each particle, accord
ing to this hypothesis, being the same motion
of each, resulting from this action, must be
equal; in which case, therefore, we should
have no tides.

Hilt from the well established theory of
universal gravitation we know, that the action
of a remote body, as the sun or moon, is not
the same upon the several parts of the earth,
but that this power decreases as the squares
of the distances of the several particles from the
centre of the sun or moon increase ; therefore
those parts of the fluid mass which are nearest
the moon, for example, are more attracted
than the centre, and these, again more than
those diametrically opposite the former. And
consequently if we were to suppose the earth
to be drawn towards the moon in consequence
of this unequal attraction, it is obvious that,
that part of the fluid nearest the moon would
fall quicker than its centre, and those parts
more remote would fall slower than the centre,
and consequently the mass on both these ac

counts would be protruded, and assume a

>ort of spherical figure.
Now the earth aud moon revolving about

their common centre of gravity, the motion
of each may be assimilated with the falling
of the one towards the other, as above sup
posed. For their natural tendency is to

proceed in the direction of the tangent of their
orbit, but they are constantly drawn from
this direction by their mutual attractions, and

may therefore be considered as falling con

stantly the one towards the other, and hence
we see the first cause of the motion of the
waters of the ocean, which will, however,

require a farther illustration.
It appears from what is staled above, and

it must be carefully observed, that it is not

the action of the moon itself, but the inequa
lities in that action, which causes any varia

tion from the spherical figure; and that, if

this action were the same in all its particlel
as in the central parts, and operating in the
same direction, no such change would ensue.

Let us now admit the parts of the earth to
gravitate towards its centre; then as this
gravitation far exceeds the action of the moou,
and much more exceeds the difference of her
actions on different parts of the earth, the
effect that results from the inequalities of
these actions of the moon, will be only a small
diminution of the gravity of those parts of
the earth which it endeavoured in the former
supposition to separate from its centre ; that
is, those parts of the earth which are nearest
to the moon, and those that are farthest from
her, will have their gravity toward the earth
somewhat abated ; to say nothing of the la
teral parts. So that supposing the earth fluid,
the columns from the centre to the nearest
and to the farthest parts must rise till by their
greater height they be able to balance the
other columns, whose gravity is less altered by
the inequalities of the moon's action. And
thus the figure of the earth must still be an
oblong spheroid.

Let us next consider the earth, instead of
falling toward the moou by its gravity, as

projected in any direction, so as to move round
the centre of gravity of the earth and moon :

it is evident that in this case, the several parts
of the fluid earth will still preserve their rela
tive positions ; and the figure of the earth will
remain the same as if it fell freely toward th«
moon ; that is, the earth will still assume a

spheroidal form, having its longest diameter
directed toward the moon.

From the above reasoning it appears, that
the parts of the earth directly under the moon,
as at II, and also the opposite parts at D, will
have the flood or high water at the same time ;

while the parts, at B and F, at 90° distance,
or where the moon appears in the horizon,
will have the ebbs or lowest waters at that
time.

K

Hence, as the earth turns round its axis

from the moon to the moon again in 24 hours

48 minutes, this oval of water must shift with
it ; and thus there will be two tides of flood

aud two of ebb in that time.
But it is farther evident, that by the motion

of the earth on her axis, the most elevated

part of the water is carried beyond the moon
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in the direction of the rotation. So that the
water continues to rise after it has passed di
rectly under the moon, though the immediate
action of the moon there begins to decrease,
and comes not to its greatest elevation till it
has got about half a quadrant farther. It con
tinues also to descend after it has passed at 90°
distance from the point below the moon, to a

like distance of about half a quadrant. The
greatest elevation therefore is not in the line
drawn through the centres of the earth and
moon, nor the lowest points where the moon
appears in the horizon, but all these about
half a quadrant removed eastward from these
points, in the direction of the motion of rota
tion. Thus in open seas, where the water
flows freely, the moon INI is generally past the
north and south meridian, as at p, when the
high water is at % and at n : the reason of
which is plain, because the moon acts with
the same force after she has passed the meri
dian, and thus adds to the libratory or waving
motion, which the water acquired when she

was in the meridian ; and therefore the time
of high water is not precisely at the time of
her coming to the meridian, but some time
after, &c.

Besides, the tides answer not always to the
same distance of the moon, from the meridian,
at the same places ; but are variously affected
by the action of the sun, which brings them
on sooner when the moon is in her first and
third quarters, and kecpj them back later
when she is in her second and forth ; because,
in the former case, the tide raised by the sun
alone would be earlier than the tide raised by
the moon, and in the latter case later.

2. We have hitherto adverted only to the
action of the moon in producing tides ; but it
is manifest that, for the same reasons, the
inequality of the sun's action on different parts
of the earth would produce a like effect, and
a like variation from the exact spherical figure
of a fluid earth. So that in reality there are
two tides every natural day from the action
of the sun, as there are in the lunar day from
that of the moon, subject to the same laws ;
and the lunar tide, as we have observed, is
somewhat changed by the action of the sun,
and the change varies every day on account
of the inequality between the natural and the
lunar day. Indeed the effect of the sun in
producing tides, because of his immense dis
tance, must be considerably less than that of
the moon, though the gravity toward the sun
be much greater: for it is not the action of
the sun or moon itself, but the inequalities in
that action, that have any effect ; the sun's
distance is so great, that the diameter of the
earth is but as a point in comparison with it

,

and therefore the difference between the sun's
actions on the nearest and farthest parts, be

comes vastly less than it would be if the sun
were as near as the moon. However, the
immense bulk of tho sun makes the effect still
sensible, even at so great a distance; and,
therefore, though the action of the moon has
the greatest share in producing the tides, the

action of the sun adds sensibly to it when
they conspire together, as in the full and

change of the moon, when they are nearly
in the same line with the centre of the earth,
and therefore unite their forces ; consequently,
in the syzygies, or at new and full moon, the
tides are the greatest, being what are called
the spring-tides. But the action of the sun
diminishes the effect of the moon's action in
the quarters, because the one raises the water
in that case where the moon depresses it ;

therefore the tides are the least in the qua
dratures, and arc called neap-tides.

Newton has calculated the effects of the
sun and moon respectively upon the tides,
from their attractive powers. The former he
finds to be to the force of gravity, as 1 to
12868200, and to the centrifugal force at the

equator as 1 to 44627. The elevation of the
waters by this force is considered by Newtoo
as an effect similar to the elevation of the

equatorial parts above the polar parts of the
earth, arising from the centrifugal force at
the equator ; and as it is 44527 times less, he

finds it be 24| inches, or 2 feet and \ an inch.
To find the force of the moon upon the

water, Newton compares the spring-tides at
the mouth of the river Avon, below Bristol,
with the neap-tides there, and finds the pro
portion as 9 to 5 ; whence, after several ne

cessary corrections, he concludes that the

force of the moon to that of the sun, in rais
ing the waters of the ocean, is as 4.4815 to 1 :

so that the force of the moon is able of itself
to produce an elevation of 9 feet 1{ inch,

and the sun and moon together may produce
an elevation of about 11 feet 2 inches, when
at their mean distances from the earth, or an
elevation of about 12} feet, when the moon is

nearest the earth. The height to which the
water is found to rise upon coasts of the open
and deep ocean, is agreeable enough to this
computation.

Dr. Horsley estimates the force of the moon
to that of the sun as 5.0469 to 1

, in bis edit,

of Newton's Princip. See the Princip. lib. 3
,

sec. 3
,

pr. 36 and 37 ; also Maclaurin's Dissert,

de Causa Physica Fluxus et Refluxus Maris
apud Phil. Nat. Princ. Math. Comment le

Scur et Jacquier, torn. iii. p. 272. And other
calculators make the ratio of the forces still

greater.
3. It must be observed that the spring-tides

do not happen precisely at new and full moon,

nor the neap-tides at the quarters, but a day

or two after, because, as in other cases, so in
this, the effect is not greatest or least when
the immediate influence of the cause is greatest

or least. As e. g. the greatest heat is not on

the solstitial day, when the immediate action
of the sun is greatest, but some time after.

That this may be more clearly understood, let

it be considered, that though the actions of
the sun and moon were to cease this momeut,

yet the tides would continue to have their

course for some time; for the water, where

it is now highest, would subside, and flow

down on the parts that are lower, till, by tli»
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motion of descent, being there accumulated
to too great a height, it would necessarily re
turn again to its first place, though in a less
measure, being retarded by the resistance
arising from the attraction of its parts. Thus
it would for some time continue in an agita
tion like (o that in which it is at present. The
waves of the sea, that continue after a storm
ceases, and every motion almost of a fluid,
may illustrate this.

4. The different distances of the moon from
the earth produce a sensible variation in the
tides. When the moon approaches the earth,
her action on every part increases, and the
differences of that action, on which the tides
depend, increase. For her action increases as

the squares of the distances decrease ; and
though the differences of the distances them
selves be equal, yet there is a greater dispro
portion betwixt the squares of less, <han the
squares of greater quantities; c. g. 3 exceeds
2 as much as 2 exceeds 1, but the square of
2 is quadruple of the square of 1, whilst the
square of 3 (viz. &) is little more than double
the square of 2 (viz. 4).

Thus it appears, that by the moon's ap
proach, her action on the nearest parts in
creases more quickly than her action on the
remote parts ; and the tides, therefore, in
crease in a higher proportion as the distances
of the moon decrease. Sir Isaac Newton
shows, that the tides increase in proportion
as the cubes of the distances decrease, so that
the moon, at half her present distance, would
produce a tide eight times greater.

The moon describes an ellipse about the
earth, and in her nearest distances produces
a tide sensibly greater than at her greatest
distance from the earth: and hence it is, that
two great spring-tides never succeed each
other immediately ; for if the moon be at her
nearest distance from the earth at the change,
she must be at her greatest distance at the
full, having in the intervening time finished
half a revolution; and, therefore, the spring
tide then will be much less than the tide at
the change was : and for the same reason, if
a great spring-tide happens at the time of full
moon, the tide at the ensuing change will be
less.

5. The spring-tides are greatest about the
time of the equinoxes, i.e. about the latter
end of March and September, and least about
the time of the solstices, t. e. toward the end
of June aud December ; and the neap-tides
are least at the equinoxes, and greatest at
the solstices; so that the difference betwixt
the spring and the neap-tides is much less
considerable at the solstitial than at the equi
noctial seasons. In order to illustrate and
evince the truth of this observation, it is ma
nifest, that if cither the sun or moon was in
the pole, they could have no effect on the
tides, for their action would raise all the wa ter
at the equator to the same height ; and any
place of the earth, in describing its parallel to
the equator, would not meet, in its course,
vr ith any part of the water more elevated than

another, so that there could be no tide in any
place.

6. The effect of the sun or moon is greatest
when in the equinoctial ; for then the axis of
the spheroidal figure, arising from their action,
moves in the greatest circle, and the water is
put into the greatest agitation ; and hence it
is that the spring-tides produced, when the
sun and moon are both in the equinoctial, are
the greatest of any, and the neap-tides are the
least of any about that time.

Hut the tides produced when the sun is in
either of the tropics, and the moon in either
of her quarters, are greater than those pro
duced when the sun is in the equinoctial, and
the moon in her quarters, because, in the first
case, the moon is in the equinoctial ; and, in
the latter case, the moon is in one of (he
tropics; and the tide depends more on the
action of the moon than on that of the sun, and
i«, therefore, greatest when the moon's action
is greatest.

However, it is necessary to observe, that
because the sun is nearer the earth in winter
than in summer, the greatest spring-tides are
after the autumnal, and before the vernal
equinox.

7. Since the greatest of the two fides hap
pening in every diurnal revolution of the moon
is that wherein the moon is nearest the zenith,
or nadir; for this reason, while the sun is in
the northern signs, the greater of the two
diurnal tides in our climates is that arising
from the moon above the horizon ; when the
sun is in the southern signs, the greatest is
that arising from the moon below the horizon.

In proof of this observation, let it be con
sidered, that when the moon declines from the
equator toward either pole, one of the greatest
elevations of the water follows the moon, and
describes nearly the parallel on the earth's
surface which is under that which the moon,
on account of the diurnal motion, seems to
describe ; and the opposite greatest elevation,
being antipodal to that, must describe a pa
rallel as far on the other side of the cqnator ;
so that while the one moves on the north side
of the equator, the other moves on the south
side of it, at the same distance. Now the
greatest elevation which moves on the same
side of the equator, with any place, will come
nearer to it than the opposite elevation, which
moves iu a parallel on the other side of the
equator; and therefore, if a place is on the
same side of the equator with the moon, the
day-tide, or that which is produced while tho
moon is above the horizon of the place, will
exceed the night-tide, or that which is pro
duced while the moon is under the horizon of
the place. It is the contrary if the moon is on
one side, and tho place on the other side of
the equator ; for then the elevation which is
opposite to the moon, moves on the same side
of the equator with the place, and, therefore,
will come nearer to it than the other eleva
tion. This difference will be greatest when
the sun and moon both describe the tropics;
because the two elevations iu that case de
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sci-ihc the opposite tropics, which arc the
farthest from each other of any two parallel
circles they can describe. Thus it is found,

bv observation, that the evening tides in the

summer exceed the morning tides, and the
morning tides in winter exceed the evening;
tides. The difference is found at Hrislol to

amount to fifteen inches, and at Plymouth to
one foot. It would be still greater, but that

a fluid always retains an impressed motion tor
some time ; so that the preceding tides affect

always those thai follow them. Upon Ihc
whole, w hile the moon has north declination,
the greatest tides in the nortliern hemisphere
are when she is above the horizon, and the

reverse while her declination is south.

Such are the general principles on which
these interesting phenomena depend. Hut it

may be expedient to touch upon a few of the
more particular appearances, which at first

sight appear to contradict some parts of the

preceding theory. Now, it is evident, that to

allow the tides their full motion, the ocean in
w Inch they ate produced ought to be extended

from east to west 00 degrees at least ; because
that is the distance between the places where
the waler is most raised and depressed by the
moon. ■Hence it appears that it is only in the

great oceans that such tides can be produced,
and why in the larger Pacific ocean they ex
ceed those in the Atlantic ocean. Hence
also it is obvious, why the tides are not so

preat in the torrid zone, between Africa and
America, w here the ocean is narrower, as in
the temperate zones on either side ; and hence
we may also understand why the tides are so

small in islands that are very far distant from
the shores. It is farther manifest that, in the
Atlantic ocean, the water cannot rise on one
shore but by descending on the other ; so that
at the intermediate islands it must continue
at a mean height between its elevations on
those two shore's. But when tides pass over
shoals, and through straits into bays of the
sea, their motion becomes more various, and
their height depends on many circumstances.

To be more particular. The tide that is
produced on the western coasts of Europe, in
the Atlantic, corresponds to the situation of
the moon already described. Thus it is high
water on the western coasts of Ireland, Por
tugal, and Spain, about the third hour after
tin* moon has passedthc meridian: from thence
it Hows into the adjacent channels, as it finds
the easiest passage. One current from it, for
instance, runs up by the south of England,
and another comes in by the north of Scot
land ; they take a considerable time to move
all this way, making always high water sooner
iu the places to which (he) first come ; and it
begins to fall at these places while the cur
rents are still going on to others that are far
ther distant in their course. As they return
they arc not able to raise the tide, because
the water runs faster oil than it returns, till,
by a new tide propagated from the open ocean,
the return of the current is stopped, and (he
w ater begins to rise again. The (idc propa

gated by the moon in the ficrman ocean,
when she is three hours past the meridian,
takes twelve hours to come from thence to
London bridge; so that when it is high water
Ihere. a new (idc is already come to its height
in the ocean ; and in some intermediate place
it must be low water at (he same time. Con
sequently when the moon has north decliua-
(ion, and w e should expect the tide at London
to be the greatest when the moon is above the
horizon, we find it is least; and the contrary
when she has south declination.

At several places it is high water three
hours before the moon comes to the meridian;
but that tide, which (he moon pushes as it
were before her, is only the tide opposite to
that which w as raised by her when she was
nine hours past the opposite meridian.

It would be endless to recount all the par
ticular solutions, which are easy consequences
from this doctrine ; as, why the lakes and seas,

such as the Caspian sea and the Mediter
ranean sea, the Black sea and the Baltic,
have little or no sensible tides : for lakes are

usually so small, that when the moon is ver
tical she attracts every part of (hem alike, so

that no part of the water can be raised higher
than another; and having no communication
with the ocean, it can neither increase nor
diminish their water, to make it rise and fall;
and seas that communicate by such narrow
inle(s, and are of so immense an extent, can

not speedily receive and empty wa(er enough
(o raise or sink their surface any thing sensibly.

Such arc the principal consequences dedii-
cible from the Newtonian theory; and, consi
dering the stale of science at the time in
which it was produced, it was certainly a

most wonderful effort of human genius. A
more intimate acquaintance, however, with
the solar system, and a more complete deve-
lopcmenl of the effects of motion and attrac
tion discovered by Newton, have enabled
stilisequcn( philosophers, as Maclaurin, Eider,
D'Alcmbert, Laplace, Sec. gradually to extend
and perfect (he (heory so admirably strnck
out by (be great Hritisli philosopher. Laplace
especially, in Mem. de I'Academie Par. for

1775, 1789, and 1700. and more fully iu the

MeVanique Celeste, has treated this subject
more completely than any of bis predecessors
in the same region of inquiry. To which
works we beg to refer the reader w ho is de

sirous of more particular information.
TIDE Dial, an instrument invented by Mr.

Ferguson for exhibiting (he s(a(e of (he (ides.

Tidk Tables, are tables showing the time of
high water at different places, as they happen
on the days of the full and change of (he moon.

TIERCE, an English measure of capacity,
containing 42 gallons, or the third part of a

pipe.
TIMBER Measnre, is the method em

ployed by artificers in measuring trees, joists,
beams, &.c. ; and as these always fall under

one or other of the regular solids w hich have

been already treated of nndcr the several ar

ticles, it would seem unnecessary to repeat
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here any rules for the mensuration of timber ;
but the fact is, that an erroneous rale has
been adopted by persons concerned in this
line of business, which common practice has
.so established, that it is rather to be wished
than expected, it should be replaced by some
other, either perfectly true, or approaching
towards the truth ; for according to the pre
sent rule a tree frequently contains one-fourth
more timber than it is estimated at, which at
the modern price of that article is a matter of
some importance, and merits the attention of
the timber grower, as well as the merchants.

The rule as it is at present employed, by
all persons concerned in the buying or selling
of limber, is as follows:

Multiply the square of the mean qitarter g irt,
or J circumference, by the length of the tree, for
the content ; which when the dimensions are
taken in feet, will be also feet ; and this divided
by 50, the number of feet in a load, will give the
number of loads.

Note 1. If the piece of timber is of the same
priit throughout, the girt any where taken is
the mean girt.

2. If the tree tapers regularly from one
end to the other, the girt taken in the middle
is accounted the mean girt ; or take half the
sum of the girts at the two ends for the same.

3. But if the tree do not taper regularly,
but is unequal, being thick in some places,
and small in others ; it is customary to take
several different dimensions, the sum of which
divided by the number of them is accounted
the mean girt. But when the tree is very
irregular, it is best to divide it into several
lengths, and to lind the content of each sepa
rately.

4. That part of a tree, or of the branches,
whose -J girt is less than 1 a foot, is not ac
counted timber.

5. It is usual to make a certain allowance
in girting a tree for the thickness of the bark,
which is generally one inch to every foot in
the girt. This practice, however, is unreason
able, and ought to be discouraged. Elm lim
ber is the only kind in which any allowance
is necessary, and even in this one inch out of
the whole girt is quite sufficient

As an example in the preceding rule, let it
be required to find the content of a tree, the
length of which is 9 feet 6 inches, and quarter
girt 3 feet G inches.

It if Decimals.
3-6
35

17 5
105

12-25

95

til 25
111)2 5

By Duodecimals.
3 — 6
3 — 0

10-
1-

-6
-9

12 — 3
9— a

110 — 3
6 — ix

feet 1lh 3 75 — content = feet 110 — 4*

Such is the rule commonly used by persons
concerned in buying and selling of timber,
on which we intend to make a few remarks,

in order to point out its inaccuracy, which is
not so generally known as it ought to be.
Suppose for instance we take a balk 24 feet
long, and a foot square throughout, and con
sequently its solidity 24 feet. Now if thin
piece of timber be slit exactly in two, from
end to end, making each piece 6 inches, or
\ a foot broad, and 12 inches, or a foot thick ;
it is evident that the true solidity of each
piece will be 12 feet. But by the quarter
girt method, they wonld amount to much
more ; for the false quarter girt being equal
to half the sum of the breadth and thickness
in this case will be 9 inches, or 1 of a foot ;
the square of which is -f^, and therefore x
24 =: 131 feet for the solidity of each part,
making the two pieces together 27 feet, in
stead of 24 feet, which is the true content.

Again, suppose this balk to be so cut, that
the breadth of the one piece may be only 4
inches, or 1 of a foot; and that of the other
8 inches, or | of a foot. Here the true con
tent of the less piece will be 8 feet, and that
of the greater 16 feet. But proceeding by
the other method, we have the quarter girt of
the less piece | of a foot, and of the other piece

£ of a foot. Whence the content of the less
piece will be found = £ x 24 = 10| feet,
instead of 8 feet ; and the content of the
greater piece will be 16J feet instead of Hi,
making the sum of the two 27^ feet, instead
of 24 feet. Farther, if the less piece be cut
only 2 inches broad, and consequently the
greater 10 inches, the true content of the
less piece would be 4 feet, and that of the
greater 20 feet. Whereas by the other method
the quarter girt of the less piece would be 7
inches, or T7r of a foot; and x 24 = 8|
feet, instead of 4 feet, for the content ; and
by the same method the content of the greater
piece would be 20£ feet, instead of 20, and
their sum 28£ feet, instead of 24.

Hence it is obvious, that the greater the
proportion is between the breadth and the
depth, the greater will be the error, by nsing
the false method ; and the sum of the two
parts, by the same method, is greater, as the
difference of the same two parts is greater ;
and consequently, the sum is least w hen the
two parts are equal to each other; or when
the balk is cut equally in two ; and finally,
when the sides of a piece of timber differ not
above an inch or two from each other, the
quarter girt may be used without any very
sensible error. To avoid therefore this incon
sistency in the result, the following method
should be employed, viz. Mtdtiply the length,
breadth, and depth contintuilly together, and the

product will be the true content in all cases of
this kind.

With regard to round timber the error is
of a different kind. We have seen in the
article Circle, that the area of a circle is
found by squaring the circumference and

multiplying that square by •07958, and there
fore, if a quarter of the circumference is used,
Ave must multiply its square by -07958 X 16 —

1-27328. Hence, to find the true content of
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a piece of cylindrical limber, we ought to
multiply the square of the quarter girt, by the
constant number T27328, and that product
bv the length; instead of which the constant
multiplier is omitted, and consequently the
solidity is returned about -p,75 parts less than
it is. But as the utmost accuracy is not ne
cessary in those cases, the following rule
might be used which is as simple as can be

desired. Mar. Multiply the square of | of the

mean girt by double the length for the content,
which is notfar from the truth.

Another error to which timber measure is
always subject, is the way in which the mean
girt is assumed in tapering trees, which, as we
have before stated, is done, either by lakiug
the girt in the middle, or half the sum of the
extreme girts, both of which arc equally false,
so obviously so that a tree of certain dimen
sions will measure more after a part of it has
been cut off than it did before. This being
the case it will not be amiss to show the ex-
tremeinaccuracyofthe method, and the lolly in
persisting in it by the solution of the follow
ing problems, which have been taken from
Dr. H niton's Mensuration.

Prop. 1. To And where a tapering timber
must be cut, so that the two parts measured
separately shall measure the most possible, or
be greater than if it were cut in any other two
parts, and greater than (he whole.

Put G — the greatest girt, g — the least
girt, x — the girt at the section, z — the
length of the part to be cut off, and L the
whole length of the timber. Then by similar
figures L:z::G — g : x — g; h«ncc x —

G-~eZ
+ g. But (5 +xf.z + (G + x)\

MJ

(L — z), is to be a maximum ; which being
put into fluxions and reduced gives z — \ L.

Therefore a tree being cut exactly in the
middle into parts, will measure more than if
it were cut in any other two parts, and more
than the whole tree. If a tree, of which the
greater girt is 14 feet, and less girt 2 feet, and
length 32 feet, be thus cut in two parts; the
measure of the two parts will exceed the mea
sure of lhe whole tree by 18 feet.

Prop. 1. To find where a tree must be cut,
so that the part next the greater end may
measure the greatest possible.

Here, by using the same notation as in tho

last problem, we have also, x ~
—-^

—— +g;
and (G + x)x. (L — x) a maximum, which

pnt into fluxions as before, gives z =r — £
G — g

x f L.
S

Therefore, from the greater girt, subtract
three times the less girl, and that difference
divided by the difference of the girts, and
multiplied by f of the whole length, will be
the length to be cut off.

Prop. 3. To find where a tree must be cut,
so that the part next the greater end may
measure the same as the whole tree before it
was cnt.

Using still the same notation, and writing
besides, > for the sum of the two girts, and i
for their difference ; we shall have i*L :
(L — z) (G 4- x)\ or substituting instead of x.

its value
G"

+ g, or ^ 4- g, we obtain

Z = T3* \ ^(4'a + d)~ 2* + d]
which length being cut off, the remaining
part will measure the same as the whole tree.

These results, which are the necessary con
sequence of the preceding rules, are so ob
viously incongruous and inconsistent that they
speak for themselves, and therefore require
no farther comment

TIME, a succession of phenomena in the
universe ; or a mode of duration, marked by
certain periods or measures, chiefly by the
motion and revolution of the sun. The idea
of time, in the general, Mr. Locke observes,
we acquire by considering any part of infinite
duration as set out by periodical measures:
the idea of any particular time, or length of
duration, as a day, an hour, &c. we acquire
first, by observing certain appearances at re
gular, and, seemingly, at equidistant periods.
Now, by being able to repeat those lengths or
measures of time as often as we will, we can
imagine duration where nothing really endures
or exists; and thus we imagine to-morrow,
next year, &.C. Some of the latter school-
philosophers define time to be the duration of
a thing whose existence is neither without
beginning nor end : by which time is dis
tinguished from eternity.

Time is distinguished into absolute and rela
tive.

Absolute Time, is time considered in itself,
and without any relation to bodies, or their
motions. This flows equally, t. e. never pro
ceeds faster or slower, but glides on in a
constant, equable tenor.

Relative Time, is the sensible measure of
any duration, by means of motion. For,
since that equable flux of time does not affect
our senses, nor is any w ay immediately cog
nizable thereby, there is a necessity for calling
in the help of some nearly equable motion to
a sensible measure, whereby we may deter
mine its quantity by the correspondency of
the parts of this with the former. Hence,
as we judge those times to be equal which
pass, while a moving body, proceeding with
nn equable velocity, passes over equal spaces;
so we judge those times to be equal which
flow while the sun, moon, and other lumi
naries, perform their revolutions, which, to
our senses, are equal. But since the flux of
time cannot be accelerated nor retarded,
whereas all bodies may move sometimes faster
and sometimes slower, and there is, perhaps,
no perfectly equable motion in all nature; it
appears, hence, to follow, that absolute time
should be something truly and really distinct
from motion. For let us suppose the heavens
and the stars to have remained without mo
tion from the very creation: does it hence
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follow, that the course of time would have
been at a stand? Or rather, would not the
duration of that quiescent stale have been
equal to the very time now elapsed?

Since absolute time is a quantity uniformly
extended, and, in its own nature, most simple,
it is hence represented by mathematicians, to
the imagination, under the most simple, sen
sible magnitudes, and particularly right lines
and circles, with which it bears a near analogy,
in respect of its genesis, similarity, &c.

It is not indeed necessary, that time should
be measured by motion ; any constant periodi
cal appearance in seemingly equidistant spaces,
as the freezing of water, the blowing of a plant,
&c. returning at set periods, might do as well.
In effect, Mr. Locke mentions an American
people, who count their years by the coming
and going away of birds.

Some authors distinguish time into astrono
mical and civil.

Astronomical !Time, is that measured by the
motion of the heavenly bodies only.

Civil Time, is the former time accommo
dated to civil uses, and formed and distin
guished into years, months, days, &c.

Astronomical Time, is
,

again, either ap
parent solar, or true; mean, or sidereal.

Apparent Solar Time, otherwise, (hough
improperly, called True Time, is that which is

estimated by the sun's passage over the me
ridian of any place, and which is sometimes
as much as Ifi minutes sooner or later than
that shown by a good clock. See Equation
of Time.

Mean Time, is the apparent solar time cor
rected according to the method described
under Equation' of Time. This mean time is

still not exactly the same as sidereal time,
the part added or subtracted still partaking of
the inequalities it is meant to correct; it ap
proaches, however, so near the truth, that no
error is to be feared, except in cases of the
most extreme delicacy.

Sidereal Time, is that which is estimated
by the passage of the same star over the me
ridian of any place, and which (except for
some trifling inequalities in the motion of the
stars, which astronomers are able to correct
when necessary) is the most exact measure
of time we are acquainted with, the most
accurate observations having never detected

in it any inequality, though it is suspected

it may be subject to some, which must,
however, if there be any, be extremely mi
nute.

Equation of Time. Sec Equation of Time.
Time Keepers, in a general sense, denote

instruments adapted for measuring time, being
otherwise called Chronometers.

TOD, a weight principally used in buying
and selling wool, it is equal to two stone or
28 pounds.

TOISE, a French measnrc containing two
French feet. See Foot.

TOPOGRAPHY, is a description of some
particular place or small tract of land, differ-

ing from geography as a part docs from a

whole.
TORNADO, a sudden and violent gust of

wind arising suddenly from the shore, and
afterw ards veering round all the points of the
compass like a hurricane ; these are very fre
quent on the coast of Guinea.

TORPEDO, the name of a fish possessing
an electric property, similar to what is de
scribed under the article Gymnotus.

TORR ENT, a violent stream of water rush
ing suddenly from mountains, &lc. and fre
quently making great ravages in the planes
below.

TORRICELEI (Eva vgeliste), a celebrat
ed Italian mathematician and philosopher,
was horn in 1008. lie studied under Castelli,
who had been a pupil of Galileo's, and under
whom he made great progress ; which being
made known to the latter, attracted the atten
tion and gained him the esteem and friendship
of that eminent philosopher; and it was agreed
betw een them that Torricelli should come and
reside with Galileo to assist him in the ad
justment of his papers, &c. for the press, which
his own great age and want of sight prevented
him from doing for himself. He did not long,
however, continue in this situation, his ve
nerable master dying about three months after
this arrangement was made. Torricelli was
about returning to Rome, hut the grand duke
engaged him to continue at Florence, making
him his own mathematician for the present,
and promising him the professor's chair as
soon as il should be vacant. Here he applied
himself intensely to the study of mathematics,
physics, and astronomy, making many im
provements, and some discoveries. Among
others, he greatly improved the art of making t

microscopes and telescopes ; and it is ge
nerally acknowledged that he first found out
the method of ascertaining the weight of the
atmosphere by a proportionate column of
quicksilver, the barometer being called from
him the Torricellian tube, and the experiment
with that tube the Torricellian experiment.
Great things would probably have been far
ther performed by him, if he had lived; but
he died, after a few days illness, in 1647, when
he was but just entered the 40th year of his
age. His principal work was entitled Opera
Geometrica, in 4to.

TORRICELLIAN Experiment, a famous
experiment made by Torricelli, by which he
demonstrated the pressure of the atmosphere,
in opposition to the doctrines of suction, &c.
which pressure he shew, was able to support
only a certain length ofmercury, or any other
fluid, in an inverted glass tube. See Air,
Atmosphere, Barometer. &c.

Torricellian Tube, Vacuum, &c. See
Tube, Vacuum, &c.

TORRID Zone, is the middle of the five
zones into which the earth is supposed to be
divided, extending to 33 i degrees on each
side of the equator. See /one.

TORSION, Force of, a term applied by
zz
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Couloinb in some of his experiments, to de

note the effort made by a thread which has

been twisted to untwist itself.
TOUCON, the American Goose, a southern

constellation. See Constellation.
TRACTION, in Mechanics, is the drawing

of one body towards another.
TRAJECTORY, a term generally used

for the path of any body moving cither in
a void, or in a medium which resists its mo

tion ; or even for any curve passing through a

given number of points. Thus Newton, Prin-
cip. lib. i. prob. 22, purposes to describe a tra-

jectorythat shall pass through live given points.
Trajkctory of a Comet, is its path or orbit,

or the line it describes in its motion. This
path was thought by Hevclius, in his Come-

tographia, to be very nearly a right line; but
Dr. Halley considers it to be, as it really is,
a very eccentric ellipsis; though its place
may often be well computed on the suppo
sition of its being a parabola. Newton, in
prop. 41 of his 3d book, shows how to deter
mine the trajectory of a comet from three
observations; and in his last prop, how to

correct a trajectory graphically described.
TRAMMELS, in Mechanics, an instrument

used by artificers to describe ellipses. See

Elliptic Compasses.

The engines for turning ovals are con
structed on the same principles with the tram
mels; the only difference being, that in the
latter the board is at rest and the pencil moves,
whereas in the latter the tool which supplies
the place of the pencil is at rest, and the
board moves agaiust it. See a demonstration
of the principal properties of those instruments
by Mr. Ludlam in the Phil. Trans, vol. Ixx.
p. 378, &c. or New Abridgment, vol. xiv.
p. 700-704.

TRANSACTIONS (Philosophical), are a
collection of the principal papers and matters
read before certain philosophical societies, as
the Royal Society of London, and the Royal
Society of Edinburgh. These Transactions
contain the several discoveries and histories
of nature and art, either made by the mem
bers of those societies, or communicated by
them from their correspondents, with the va
rious experiments, observations, &c. made by
them, or transmitted to them, &c.

The Philosophical Transactions of the Royal
Society of London were began in 1666, by
Mr. Oldenburg, the then secretary of that
society, and were continued by him till the
year 1677. They were then discontinued upon
his death, till January 1678, when Dr. Grew
resumed the publication of them, and con
tinued it for the months of December 1678,

and January and February 1679, after which
they were intermitted till January 1683.

During this last interval, however, they were
in some measure supplied by Dr. Hook's Phi
losophical Collections. They were also inter
rupted for three years, from December 1687
to January 1C91, beside other smaller inter
ruptions, amountiug to near a year and a half

more, before October 1695, since which time
the Transactions have been carried on re

gularly to the present day, with various de

grees of credit and merit.
Till the year 1752 these Transactions were

published in numbers quarterly, and the print
ing of them was always the single act of the
respective secretaries till that time ; but then
the society thought tit that a committee should
be appointed to consider the papers read be
fore them, and to select out of them such as

they should judge most proper for publication
in the future Transactions. For this purpose
the members of the council for the rime being
constitute a standing committee : they meet
on the first Thursday of every mouth, and no
loss than seven of the members of the com
mittee (of which number the president, or in
his absence a vice-president, is always to be

one) are allowed to be a quorum, capable of
acting in relation to such papers; and the

question with regard to the publication of any
paper, is always decided by the majority of
votes taken by ballot.

They are published annually, in two parts,
at the expense of the society; and each fel

low, or member, is entitled to receive one

copy gratis of every part published after his

admission into the society. For many years

past, the collection, in two parts, has made

one volume iu each year; and in the year
1812 the number of the volumes was 102.

There is also a very useful abridgment of
those volumes of the Transactions which were

published before the year 1752, when the

society began to publish the Transactions on

their own account. Those to the end of the

year 1700 were abridged, in three volumes, by

Mr. John Lowthorpe ; those from the year
1700 to 1720, were abridged, in 2 volumes, by

Mr. Henry Jones; and those from 1719 to

1733 were abridged, in 2 volumes, by Mr.
John Eames and Mr. John Marty u: Mr.
Martyn also continued the abridgment of those

from 1732 to 1744, in 2 volumes, and of those

from 1744 to 1750, in 2 volumes ; making in

all 11 volumes.
Another v ery valuable abridgment has been

recently published by Drs. Hutton, Shaw, and

Pearson, in 18 vols. 4to. with various notes,

critical, scientific, and biographical : and Dr.
Thomson has since given what may be re

garded as an abridged sketch of the Trans
actions in his very interesting History of the

Royal Society, in 1 vol. 4to.
The Royal Society of Edinburgh, instituted

in 1783, have also published 10 volumes of
their Philosophical Transactions, which are

deservedly held in the highest respect for the

importance of their contents.
The Society of Arts, &c. have likewise pub

lished about 30 volumes of Transactions in

8vo. abounding with mechanical inventions,

discoveries in chemistry, &c There are also

Transactions of the American Society, of the

Manchester Philosophical Society, of the Con

necticut Society. The Irish Academy, anil
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most of the foreign philosophical societies,

give to their Transactions the title of Me
moirs.

TRANSCENDENTAL, is a term applied
to any equation, curve, or quantity, which
cannot be represented or defined by an al

gebraical equation of a finite number of terms,
with numeral and determinate indices.

Transcendental Quantities, therefore, in
clude all exponential, logarithmic, and trigo
nometrical lines, because there is no finite

algebraical formula; by which these quantities
can be expressed.

Hence a', x*, log. x, sin. x, cos. x, tan . x, &c.
are transcendental quantities ; and any equation
into which such quantities enter, arc called
transcendental equations ; and every curve de
fined by such an equation is, for the same
reason, termed a transcendental curve.

Transcendental Equations, are, however,
sometimes defined to he such fluxional equa
tions as do not admit of finite algebraical
fluents, being only expressible by means of
some curve, logarithm, or infinite series; as
is the case in all those relating to the trigono
metrical lines as above stated ; thus y = fluent

of —T-^-——- and 1/
— fluent - — , &c.

y/{ax— x*)
3

s/(ax — xy
are, according to this definition, transcenden
tal equations.

And for the same reason any curve, of
which the equation is expressed by means of
such fluents, is a transcendental curve ; thus
the cycloid whose equation isy = v/(2ax —

ar1)

+ fluent of ————:-— is a transcendental
v/(2ax— x1)

curve; such also is the Catenary, Elastic
Curve, and several others, which will be found

under the respective articles. See also the

articles Exponential, Logarithms, &c. Hut
for a complete development of this interesting
branch of analysis, the reader should consult
Eider's Analysis Infinitorum, vol. i. ; and

Spence's Logarithmic Transcendents, 4to.
London, 1809.

TRANSFORMATION, in Geometry, is

nearly the same as reduction, being used to
denote the changing of any proposed figure
to a different one of equal surface or solidity.

Transformation of Equations, in Algebra,
is a method of changing an equation to another
form, but of equal value.

This is of various kinds, as 1. To transform
an equation to another whor* roots arc greater
or less than the roots of the proposed equa
tion. 2. To transform an equation to another
whose roots shall be some multiple or quotient
of the proposed equation. 3. To transform
an equation to another that shall want the

«ccond or any other term. 4. To transform
or change the signs of the roots of an equa
tion, from 4- to — , or from — to 4-, &c.

1. To transform an equation to another,
whose roots shall be greater or less than the

roots of the proposed equation.

Lctx" 4- 4- ix"~s + &c. =0
be any equation ; and let it be proposed to

transform it to another whose roots shall be
less than those of the above by a given quan
tity d.

Assume y to represent the unknown quan
tity of the new equation, and as this is to he
less than x by the quantity d, we have ;/ = x— rf

,

or x zz y 4- d; now substituting this value
for x, we obtain

x" zzyn + ndyn-l +

n.(n-l)

1 .2
«•-'= ay"~'+ a(n-l) dy—*+&A.
bxf'zz by-t+Stc.
Whence by adding together the co-efficients

of the like powers of y, wc have

n.(n — 1
)

nd )V + r 1.2 ( „-2
\)d(y

b y

4- &c.

for the equation required.
If the roots of the equation are to be in

creased, then w e must assume y ~x + d.

As an example, let it he proposed to increase
the roots of the equation x3 — 6x2 4

- Hi — 6

— 0
,

by unity, or I. Assume y zzx + 1
, or

x — y — 1 ; then
x3 —yl — 9y% + 3y — 1

— 6xz = — 6yz + I2y — 6

4- Hi — lly — 11
— C

, - — 6

by addition y
3 — 9yl + 26y —24 = 0

is the equation sought
2. To multiply or divide the roots of an

equation by any given quantity.
Let x" 4- «!"-' 4- bx*~' + &c. =: 0

be the proposed equation ; which is to be
transformed to another, whose roots shall be
some multiple of those above.

Assume y zz mx, m being the proposed

multiple; then x zz — , and substituting this
m

value for x in the proposed equation, we have

m» m* 1 m '

Or multiplying by to"

i/n + may"-' + mfbi/"
— " 4- &c. ~ 0;

which is an equation, whose roots are equal
to the given multiple to of the roots of the pro

posed equation. Hence we see, that to mul

tiply the roots of an equation by any quantity
to, it is only necessary to multiply the several
co-efficients; beginning at the first by the

terms of the geometrical progression 1
,

to, m*,
to1, m*, &c. observing only that if any term in
the original equation be wanting, it must bo

introduced in its proper place, having zero for
its co-efficient; thus

Let it be proposed to transform the equation
x* 4- 5i3 + 3x 4- 7 = 0

to another equation, whose roots are the

doubles of these roots.
Here, supplying the third term, which it

wanting,

proposed equat. x4 4
- 5.r34-Ox*4- 3x4- 7=0

geoin. series 12 4 H 16

y*+U)y' 4-24i/ + 112=0

Z Z 2
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which is the equation required, the unknown
quantity being changed from x to y merely
for the. sake of distinction.

When the roots of the equation are to be
divided by any quantity m, we must substitute

y = — , or x — my, and substituting this value

of x we have
wry" +om*-,y*-1 + bm—'y"-' + &c. = 0;

or, dividing by m",

y + iL „»-' + ~y'~' + &c. = 0;
m m

that is, we must divide tlie co-efficients by the
same series 1, m, m% m3, m+, &c.

3. In a similar way an equation may be
transformed to another, whose roots arc the
reciprocals of the roots of the first.

Let x* + ax" - 1 + bx—2 + &c. = 0

be the proposed equation ; and let it be re
quired to transform this to an equation, whose
roots shall be the reciprocals of these roots.

Assume y = -, or x = -, and substitute
* y

this value of x in the proposed equation; and
we have

h t ■+ b — !— ...u>, Si.c. " 0 ;
y»

T y-' y-»
or 1 + ay + by1 toy, &.c. = 0 ;

or, dividing by to, and inverting the order of
the equation,

y.... *y* + a-y + I -o,
to to to

the equation required.
That is, we must invert the order of the

co-efficients, and divide by the absolute quan
tity of the proposed equation ; observing here,
as in the preceding case, to supply any terms
of the equation that may be wanting, by pre
fixing a cipher to them for a co-efficient.

Transform the equation
A* + 3x3 + 2x + 4 = 0

to another w hose roots shall be the reciprocal
of these.

Here, supplying the deficient term, and

inverting the order of the co-efficients, we
have

4 + 2x + Ox1 + 3I5 + x*;
then dividing by 4, and introducing y, we
have

y*+lf + ly*+3-y + \=013 1
or y* -f - y5 + - y + - = 0, as required.

2 4 4

4. To change the signs of the roots of an
equation.

Let x* + a**-' + bx—' + cx—> + &c. = 0

be an equation, the signs of whose roots are
to be changed.

Assume y — — x, or x — — y, and sub
stitute this for x in the proposed equation ; so
shall the roots of the proposed equation be
changed as required.

Here it is obvious, that only the signs of
the odd powers of x will be changed, because
the even powers of a negative quantity have
tiie same signs as a posilive one; and since,

also, no change takes place in the value ofaff 1

equation, when all the signs of it are changed;
'

we may reduce what has been said above to I
the following general rule. To change tli»
signs of the roots of an equation, supply such
terms as arc wanting, and then change the
signs of all the even terms, viz. the 2d, 4tb.
6th, &.c. from the left hand; and the equation
will be transformed as required.

Let it be required to change the signs of
the roots of the equation,

xs — 3** + 7xz + 6x + 4 = a
First, supplying the third term, which is

wanting, the equation becomes
x5 — 3*+ + Ox' + 7x* + 6x + 4 = 0.

Changing the alternate terms, and writing
y for x, we have

y* + 3y + 0y3 — 7y* + 6y - - 4 = 0,
ory' + 3y — 7yl + 6y — 4 =0,
the equation sought.

5. To transform an equation to another that
shall waut the second, or any other term of
the equation.

Let x" + ax"-i + ix"-« 4- &c. rr 0,

be any equation which is to be transformed
into another that shall want any required
term.

Assume x — y + d, and substitute this
value for x, and we obtain

x- =y +ndy— ' + li^IL^d'y-t + fcc.

ax— ' = ay"-' + «(i»— l)d y-' + Scc.

bx"-'— b y-J + &c.

Now equate the co-efficient of that power
of y which is to be exterminate to zero, and
hence find the numerical value of d, which
substituted for d will give the equation re
quired.

As from the nature of the binomial theorem,
the second term involves the quantity d in only
the first degree, the third term in the second

degree, the fourth term in the third degree,
&c. it follows, that to exterminate the second
term, the equation will be a simple one, and
may therefore always be effected in rational
numbers ; but to exterminate the third term,
we must solve a quadratic ; and to extermi
nate the fourth, a cubic, and so on.

Thus in the above equation, to exterminate
the second term, we have

n d + a — 0, or d — —JL
n.

To exterminate the third term.

"("- l)d* + m(.n-l)d+b = n.

or

"

d* + 2°d=z^-.
Whcncerf = -^± v/

H V H1 IT »/
and so on for any other term. Sec Extermi
nation and Elimination. See also Mac-
laurin's Algebra, Simpson's Algebra, and

Uonii} castle's Treatise on the same subject
TRANSIT, in Astronomy, signifies the pas

sage of any planet over a fixed star, or the
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•«r»n ; and of the moon in particular, covering
or moving over any planet.

The transits of Mercury and Venus over
■Hxo sun's disc are very interesting phenomena,
wot merely by reason of their rare and singular
appearance, but because of their use in deter
mining the parallax of the sun, and thence
the real dimensions of the earth's orbit. Hence
the times when these transits are to be seen
have been very carefully computed.

The following are the days and years when
there was or w ill be transits of Mercury, from
The years 1763 to 1894 inclusive.

1753 May 5.
175(5 Nov. 6.
1 769 Nov. 9.
1776 Nov. 2.

1782 Nov. 12.
1786 May 5.

1789 Nov. 5.
1799 May 7.
1802 Nov. 8.
1815 Nov. 11.

1822 Nov. 4.

1832 .

1835 .

1845 .

1848 .

1861 .

1868 .

1878 .

1881 .

1891 .

. May
Nov.
May
Nov.

. Nov.

5.

7.

8.

9.
11.

.. Nov. 4.

.. May 5.

.. Nov. 7.
,. May 9.

1894 Nov. 10.

It appears from this table that the transits

of Mercury always occur either in May or
in November; but they happen much the
most frequently in the latter month. The
difference depends upon the position of the
elliptic projection of Mercury's orbit upon the
plane of the ecliptic. This ellipse is now so
placed that it presents to us its perihelion
during the winter, and its aphelion dining the
summer; and as it is very eccentric, Mercury
is much nearer the sun in the month of No
vember than in the month of May. Now if
we consider the luminous cone formed by the
visual rays drawn from the earth to the sun,
this cone is contracted in the vicinity of the
earth while it is enlarged near the sun, the
disc of which serves for its base : Mercury
ought therefore to cut it more readily when it
is near the sun than when it is rcmole from
it ; and, consequently, the transits of Mercury
ought to occur most frequently in the winter
part of the year.

The transit of Mercury, Nov. 8, 1802, was
observed at various places, at the times spe
cified below. The table also contains the
quantity of the reduction, and the effect of
parallax in longitude and latitude.

Paris....
|Gotha...

Utrecht

Leyden
Greenwich.!

Aoj-arentTime
MlObservation UediK-lion. Observations

reduced.
Longitudefrom

Greenwich.
Parallax
in Long.

Parallax
in Lai.

h. m. s. S. h. m. s. h. m. s. S. S.

0 7 34 — 17-398 0 7 16-6 0 9 24 3 0-9781 3-615
0 41 158 — 14-3 0 41 15 0 43 9-2 0-6348 3-771

0 18 40-5 — 168 0 18 23-7 0 20 31-4 0-8933 3-735

0 15 53 — 171 0 15 35-9 0 17 43-6 0-9238 3-727
23 58 11 — 18-7 23 57 52 3 11095 3653

Naineaof tl;e
Obwrvera.

Mean of all.
Baron Von Zach
4 M. Von Uteri-
\ haven Calkocn
M. Von Beack.
T. Firminger.

M. Von Zach observed the interior contact
only, which must be reduced by allowing
1™ 30* forrthe time between the contacts;
and reduced to apparent time it gives 0h 41m

15-8' for the time of observation.
The shortest distance of the centres, com

bined with the distance at the moment of the
egress, gives the middle of the transit at 21h

14m 28,6", and hence the time of apparent
conjunction at 21h 16m 2-1': but as the aber
ration of the sun is — 20"-2, and that of Mer
cury + 18"-35, the true conjunction took

place 6ra 35-3* sooner, or at 21h 9" 26-81 ap

parent time, when the sun's true place from
the mean equinox, by Mayer's tables, was 7"

16° 17' 13"-3, or 7* 16° 17' 8"-5, if we take
into account the correction to be made in the

tables which the Greenwich observations
make — 5" nearly. Hence the place of the
node is found to be 1' 15° 58' 56"-3.

Transits of Venus over the sun's disc

happen much less frequently than those of
Mercury, because Venus is more distant from
the sun. The following are all that have or
will occur between 1631 and 2110.

1631 Dec. 6.
1639 Dec. 4.

1761 June 5.

1769 June 3.

1874 Dec. 8.

1882 Dec. 6.
2004 June 7.

2109 Dec. 10.

Now the chief use of these conjunctions is
accurately to determine the sun's distance
from the earth, or his parallax, which astrono
mers have in vain attempted to find by various
other methods; for the minuteness of the
angles required easily eludes the nicest instru
ments. But in observ ing the ingress of Venus
into the sun, and her egress from the same,
the space of time between the moments of the
internal contacts, observed to a second of
time, that is, to -X of a second, or 4"' of an
arch, may be obtained by (he assistance of a
moderate telescope and a pendulum clock,
that is consistent with itself exactly for 6 or
8 hours. Now from two such observations
rightly made in proper places, the distance of
the sun within a .5001h part may be certainly
concluded, &c. See I'arallax.

Transit Instrument, in Astronomy, is a
telescope fixed at right angle! to a horizontal
axis , this axis being so supported that the
line of collimalion may move in the plane of
the meridian.

The axis, to the middle of which the tele
scope is fixed, should gradually taper toward
its ends, and terminate in cylinders well
turned and smoothed ; and a proper weight
or balance is put on the tube, so that it may
stand at any elevation when the axis rests on
the supporters. Two upright posts of wood
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or stone, firmly fixed at a proper distance, are
to sustain the supporters to this instrument ;

these supporters are two thick brass plates,
having well smoothed angular notches in their
upper ends, to receive the cylindrical arms of
the axis; each of the notched plates is con
trived to be moveable by a screw, which slides
them upon the surfaces of two other plates
immoveably fixed to the two upright posts :

one plate moving in a vertical direction, and
the other horizontally, they adjust the tele
scope to the planes of the horizon and meri
dian ; to the plane of the horizon, by a spirit
level hung in a position parallel to the axis,
and to the plane of the meridian, in the fol
lowing manner. Observe the times, by the
clock, when a circumpolar star, seen through
this instrument, transits both above and below
the pole; then if the times of describing the
eastern and western parts of its circuit be
equal, the telescope is then in the plane of
the meridian ; otherwise the notched plates
must be gently moved till the time of the
star's revolution is bisected by both the upper
and lower transits, taking care at the same
time that the axis keeps its horizontal po
sition.

When the telescope is thus adjusted, a

mark must be set up, or made, at a consider
able distance (the greater the better) in the
horizontal direction of the intersection of the
cross wires, and in a place where it can be

illuminated in the night-time by a lantern
near it

,

which mark, being on a fixed object,
will serve at all times afterwards to examine
the position of the telescope, by first adjusting
the transverse axis by the level.

To adjust a clock by the sun's transit over
the meridian, note the times by the clock,
when the preceding and following edges of
the sun's limb touch the cross wires: the dif
ference between the middle time and 12

hours, shows how much the mean, or clock
time, is faster or slower than the apparent
or solar time, for that day ; to which the equa
tion of time being applied, it will show the
time of mean noon for that day, by which the
clock may be adjusted.

TRANSMISSION, in Optics, is used to
denote the passage of the rays of light through
transparent bodies. See Transparency.

TRANSMUTATION, in Geometry. Sec
Transformation.

TRANSPARENCY, or Translucency, in
Physics, a qualify in certain bodies, by which
they nive passage to the rays of light.

The transparency of natural bodies, as glass,
water, air, &o. is ascribed by some authors to
the great number and size of the pores or inter
stices between the particles of those bodies.
Jhil this account is very defective; for the
most solid and opaque body in nature, that
we know of, contains a great deal more pores
than it does matter; surely a great deal more
than is necessary for the passage of so very
fine and subtle a body as light.

Aristotle, Dos Cartes', &c. make transpa
rency to consist in the straightness or rectilineal
direction of the pores ; by means of which,

say they, the rays can make their way through,
without striking against the solid parts, and
thus be reflected back again. But this ac
count, Newton shows, is imperfect ; the quan
tity of pores in all bodies being sufficient to
transmit all the rays that fall upon them,
however those pores be situated with respect
to each other.

The reason then why all bodies are not
transparent is not to be ascribed to their want
of rectilineal pores; but cither to the unequal
density of the parts, or to the pores being
filled with some foreign matters, or to their
being quite empty, by means of which the
rays, iu passing through, undergoing a great
variety of reflections and refractions, are per
petually diverted different ways, till at length
falling on some of the solid parts of the body,
they are extinguished and absorbed.

Thus cork, paper, wood, &c. are opaque ;

while glass, diamonds, &c. are transparent:
and the reason is, that in the neighbourhood
of parts equal in density with respect to each
other, in these latter bodies, the attraction
being equal on every side, no reflection or
refraction ensues : but the rays which entered
(he first surface of the body proceed quite
through it without interruption, those few
only excepted that chance to meet with the
solid parts: but in the neighbourhood of parts
that differ much in density, such as the parts
of wood and paper, both in respect of them
selves and of the air, or the empty space

in their pores; as the attraction is very un

equal, the reflections and refractions must be

very great ; and therefore the rays will not he

able to make their way through such bodies,
but will be variously deflected, and at length
quite stopped. This, at least, is the way in
which some modern writers have attempted
to account for this phenomena ; it does not,
however, strike us as being very Satisfactory.

TRANSPOSITION, in Algebra, is the

bringing any term of an equation over to the

other side of it, in which case the sign of the

quantity thus transposed must be changed,
fir. from plus to minus, or from minus to plus.

For example, if a + r —

b
, then transpos

ing a and changing its sign, we have x — b

— «; and if
,

on the other hand, we had x — «

— b
, then by transposition we have x — a+b.

This operation is performed in order to

bring all the known terms to one side of the

equation, and all those that are unknown on

the other side, whereby the value of these

last became determined. See Reduction
and Resolution of Equations.

TRANSVERSE Axis, or Diameter, in the

Conic Sections, \> the first or principal diameter

passing through both the foci of the curve.

See Conic Sections.
In the ellipse the transverse is the longest

of all the diameters, in the hyperbola it is the

shortest, and in the parabola it is like all the

other diameters, infinite in length.
TRAPEZIUM, in Geometry, a plane figure

contained under four right lines, of which

neither of the opposite sides are parallel. If

a quadrilateral have both its pairs of opposite
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sides parallel, it is called a parallelogram ; if
only one of its pairs of opposite sides are paral

lel, it is called a trapezoid ; and when neillier

pair are parallel, it is called a trapezium.

The trapezinm has several remarkable pro

perties, of which the following are the most

important :

1. Any three sides of a trapezium are greater

than the fourth side.

2. The sum of the four inward angles of a

trapezinm is equal to four right angles.

3. The diagonals of a trapezium divide it

into four proportional triangles; viz. a: b:\

e : d.

Fig. I. Fig. 2.

4. If the four sides of a trapezium A BCD.
be bisected in E, F, G, Jl, and the adjacent

points of bisection be joined, it will torm a

parallelogram E l'"G I T, the sides of which are

parallel to the corresponding diagonals of the

trapezium ; and the area of the former is equal

to half the area of the latter.

Also, AC1 + BD1 = 2EGl + 2FH1.
5. The sum of the four lines formed by the

intersection of the two diagonals of a tra

pezium, is less than the sum of any other four

lines drawn from a point within the trapezium

to its four angles.
6. The sum of the opposite angles of a tra

pezium, which can be inscribed in a circle, is

equal to two right angles, and if one side of

such a figure be produced, the external angle

is equal to the internal and opposite angle.

7. Also, in this case, the rectangle of its two

diagonals is equal to the sum of the rectan

gles of its opposite sides.

To find the Area of a Trapezium. —Let A B

CD be a trapezium, AC, BD its two diagonals,

and BF and DE two perpendiculars falling

npon AC.

Make A B = a, B C = b. D C = c. D A
=<£

the diagonal AC = S, BP = 8
", BF = p, ED

= p'; also the angle BGC = <P; then

1
. Area trapezium = 1 1 (p + p')-i 33'. sin. <

p
-

2. Area

3. Area

tan. |

If the trapezium be inscribable in a circle ;

then

4. Area trapezium — \/ | (s

— a
) (s — £
>

)

(« - e
) (i- d
)

J

where * is equal to half the sum of the four

sides of the figure.
5. Area —

(ab + cd) . sin. r ;

where r represent the angle included between

a and b
, or c and d. Another method of find

ing the area of a trapezium is given under the

article Polygonometry.
TRAPEZOID, a quadrilateral figure, hav

ing two of its opposite sides parallel ; the

area of which is equal to half a parallelogram,

whose base is equal to the snm of the two

parallel sides, and its altitude equal to the

perpendicular distance between them.
TRAVERSE, in Navigation, is the variation

or alteration of a ship's course occasioned by

the shifting of the winds, currents, &c. or a

traverse may be defined to be a compound

course, consisting of several courses and

distances. See Sailing.
TREPIDATION,inthcancientylrtro»wmy,

denotes a motion which in the Ptolomaic sys

tem was attributed to the firmament, in order

to account for several changes and motions

observed in the axis of the world, and for which

they could not account on any other principle.
TRET, in Commerce, is an allowance made

for waste, dust, &c. in various commodities,

at the rate of 4 pounds to every 104 pounds

purchased. See Tare and Tret.
TRIANGLE, (Latin, trianruhtm) in Geo

metry, a figure bounded by three sides, and

consequently containing' three angles, whence

it derives its name.
Triangles are of different kinds, us plane or

rectilinear, spherical and curvilinear.

A Plane or Rectilinear Triangle, is that

which is bounded by right lines.

A Spherical Triangle, is that which is
bounded by three arcs of great circles of the

sphere.

A Curvilinear Triangle, is that which is

bounded by any three curve Hues.

And each of these three distinct classes of

triangles receive other distinguishing deno

minations, according to the relation of their

sides and angles.
Of Plane Triangles. These are distin

guished as follows :

1
. An Equilateral Triangle, is that which

has its three sides equal, and consequently its

angles, whence it is sometimes also called an

equiangular triangle.
2. An Isosceles Triangle, is that which

has only two of its sides equal. The angles

at the base of an isosceles triangle are equal

to each other.

3. A Scalene or Oblique Triangle, is that

which has no two of its sides equal. This is

termed a scalene triangle with reference to its

sides; and oblique with regard to its angles.

Triangles also receive other denominations

with reference to their angles.
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4. A Right-angled Triangle, is that which

has a right angle. Here the side opposite the

light angle is called the hypothemue, and the
other two sides the base and perpetulicular, or
sometimes the legs.

5. An Oblique-angled Triangie, is that
which has not a right alible; and is either
acute or obtuse.

6. An ylciife-ang-WTRiANGLE, is that which
has three acute angles.

7. An 06(nsc-aM#7edTRIANGLE,is that which
has one obtuse angle.

8. Similar Triangles, are such as have the
angles of the one equal to the angles of the

nlhcr, each to each.
Some of tho principal properties of plane

triangles arc as follow :

1. The greater side of a triangle is opposite
tho greater angle, and the less side opposite
the less angle.

2. Any side of a triangle is less than the
sum, but greater than the difference of the
other two sides.

3. The sum of the three angles of a triangle
is equal to two right angles; and the external
angle formed by producing one of its sides is

equal to the sum of the two internal and

opposite angles.
4. In a light-angled triangle the square of

the hypothcuuMC is equal to the sum of the
squares of the other two sides.

5. (Jr more generally, if a, b, and e, repre
sent the three sides of a triangle, aud C the
angle contained by a and l>; then if

la' + t1 = «r\ the < C = 90°
v a1 + ab + b1 = c1, the < C — 120°

i o1 — ab + 61 = c1, the < C = 60°.
6. - If a perpendicular be let fall from the

vertical angle of a triangle upon the opposite
side or base, produced if necessary, then we
have

Fig. I. Fig. 2.

figure 1, AC1 = ATI1 + BC1 + 2AB . BD
figure 2, AC1 = AB1 + BC1 — 2AB . BD

and in both figures
AC1 — BCl = AD1 — DB1.

Also, if CI! be drawn (rom the vortex to
the middle of the base, then

AC1 + BC = 2AE1 + 3CE\
7. If AC: It be an isosceles triangle, and E

any point in its base, then
AC1, or BC = C E* + A E . EB.

8. In any triangle the rectangle >f any two
sides is equal to the rectangle of the perpen
dicular on the third side, and the diameter of
the circumscribing circle.

9. The square of a line bisecting any angle
of a triangle, together w ith the rectangle of
the segments of the opposite sides, is equal to

the rectangle of the two sides, including- thr
bisected angle.

10. Triangles, when their bases are eqnaj.
are to each other as their altitudes ; and when
their altitudes arc equal they arc to each
other as their bases; and when neither are
equal they are to each other in the compound
ratio of their bases and altitudes.

11. Similar triangles have their like sides
proportional, and their areas are to each other
as the squares of the like sides.

12. The line which bisects any angle of a

triangle divides the opposite side into two
segments, which are in proportion to the
adjacent sides.

13. The line which is drawn parallel to one
side of a triangle divide the other two sides
proportionally.

14. The three lines which bisect the three
angles of a triangle intersect in one common
point, as also do the three lines which bisect
the three sides perpendicularly; the former
point being the centre of the inscribed circle,
and the latter the centre of the circumscribing
one.

15. If perpendiculars be let fall from the
three angles of a triangle to the opposite sides

they will intersect in one common point ; as
will also the three lines drawn from the three

angles to the middle of the opposite side,

which latter point is the centre of gravity of
the triangle.

16. If through any point D within a triangle
ABC, three lines EF, G H, IK, be drawn

parallel to the three sides of the triangle; then
DE x<DK xDHzDGx DF x DI.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

17. And if through any point D three lines

be drawn from the three angles, as A L, B M,
CN; then

AN x BL xCM = AM x CL xBN.
18. In a right-angled triangle, the perpen

dicular let fall from the right angle to the

opposite side or base, is a mean proportional
between the segments of the base, and each

of the sides about the right angle is a mean

proportional between the base and the ad

jacent segment.
We might have carried this enumeration of

the geometrical properties of triangles to a

much greater extent ; Gregory St. Vincent

having written a folio volume on this subject

only. Landcn. in his " Lucubrations," has

also a great number of properties, particularly
of right-angled triangles.

There arc also several curious problems in

the Diophautinc Analysis relating to rigbt-

angled triangles; viz.
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1. The number which expresses the area of

a rational right-angled triangle cannot be
equal to a square number.

2. Let b represent the base of aright-angled
triangle, p the perpendicular, and h the hy-
pothenuse; then if we assume

b — r1 — sl, and p — 2rs, we shall have

that is, the triangle will be a rational one, r
and .v being assumed at pleasure.

3. Or if in the fraction ?'r* n or - — ,P — s1 2rs '

the numerator and denominator be taken for
the sides of a right-angled triangle it will be
a rational one. And as we may here give any
values to r and * at pleasure, we have, in the
first instance, by assuming r — s + I, and
taking successively

t = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, &c.
the following remarkable series; viz.

2rs _ s _
r'-i1 — ' +

2s + 1
~~

If 2f , 3J, 4$, &c.

each of which terms, reduced to an improper
fraction, will give the sides of a rational right-
angled triangle.

4. And in the second form, by making s—\,
aud r =: n + 2, it becomes
»•*— «* , 4« + 3 . ,— n H ■—-, and assuming, here2rs 4« + 4'

n zz 1,2,3, 4, &c.
we have this other scries,

1T» *TV JT5> °TJ>
which has the same property as the former.

To find the Area of a Triangle.—-Let a, b, c,
represent the three sides of the triangle ; A,
B, C, the angles opposite those sides respect
ively; p the perpendicular falling upon the
base b ; then

1. Area — \pb.
2. Area ~\ab. sin. C ~\ae . sin. B ~

\ be . sin. A.
Make a + b + c — s ; then

3. Areazix/ { **(i*-«)(i»-*)(t*-c) ]
4. Log. of area =: \ j log. \ s + log. ({s— a)

+ log. + log. ({# —

c)
]

For the trigonometrical solution of plane
triangles, see Trigonometry.

Of SphericalTRlAtiQLTLS. We have above
defined a spherical triangle to be that which

is formed by the intersecting arcs of three
great circles of a sphere. Spherical triangles
are divided into right angled, oblique, equila
teral, isosceles, scalene, Sac. the same as piano
triangles, and in the same cases, and there
fore require no separate definition. They are
also said to be quadrantal, when they have one
side a quadrant.

Two sides, or two angles, are said to be of
the same affection, when they are at the same
time either both greater or both loss than a
quadrant, or 90°; and of different alfections,
when one is greater than a quadrant, and one
Jess.

Splierieal Triangles have several useful
properties, of which the following are the most
important.

1
. In spherical triangles, as well as in plane

triangles, equal angles are subtended by equal
sides ; the greater angle is subtended by the
greater side; and the less angle by the less
side.

2. Any side er angle of a spherical triangle

is less than a semicircle, or 180°.
3. The sum of any two sides of a spherical

triangle is greater than the third side ; and
their difference is less than the third side.

4. The difference of any two sides of a

spherical triangle is less than a semicircle, or
180°; and the sum of the three sides is less
than 360°.

5. The sum of the three angles of any
spherical triangle, is greater than two right
angles, or 180s ; and less than six right angles,
or 540°.

C. The sum of any two angles of a spherical
triangle is greater than the supplement of the
third angle.

7. If the three sides of a spherical triangle
be equal to each other, the three angles will
also be equal ; and vice versa.

8. If any two sides of a spherical triangle
be equal to each other, their opposite angles
will also be equal ; and vice versa.

9. If the sum of any two sides of a spherical
triangle be equal to 180°, the sum of their
opposite angles will also be equal to 180°;
and vice versa.

10. If the three angles of a spherical triangle
be all acute, or all right, or all obtuse, (he
three sides will bo accordingly all less than
90°, or all equal to 90°, or all greater than 90° ;

and vice versa.
11. Half the sum of any two sides of a

spherical triangle, is of the same kind as half
the sum of their opposite angles ; or the sum
of any two sides is of the same kind, with
respect to 180°, as the sum of their opposite
angles.

To these may also be added the following
properties of the polar triangle, by which the
data in any case may be changed from sides
to angles, aud from angles to sides.

If the three arcs of great circles be described
from the angular points A, B, C, of any sphe
rical triangle A B C as poles, or at 90° distance
from them, the sides and angles of the new
triangle DEF, so formed, will be the supple
ments of the opposite angles and sides of the
other ; and vice versa.
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Thus I) E = 180° — 0 ; EF = 180° - A ;

FD — 180°— B ; and D = 180° — BO; E =
180°— AC; F — 180°— AB.

Also, A B = 180°— Pj BC = 180° — D;
AC = 180° — E; and A = 180° — FE;
B = 180° — FD; C = 180°— DE.

To find the Area of a Splicrical Triangle. —
The area, or surface, of a spherical triangle,
is equal to the difference between the sum of
its three angles, and two right angles, multi

plied by the radius of the sphere.
That is, putting A, B, C, for the three angles,

and R for the radius of the sphere ; then
1. Area of sphcr. trian. = Rx(A + B + C—

180°.)
2. Area is sq. degrees = R° x (A0 + B° +

C° — 180°)
where R — 670-2967795 degrees, viz. an arc

equal to the radius.
3. The area of any spherical triangle, which

is small with regard to the whole sphere, (such
as those used in gcodctical operations) is very
nearly equal to the area of a rectilinear trian
gle, of which the sides arc equal in length to
the former, and whose angles are each less
than the corresponding angles of the former,

by one-third of the spherical excess.
That is, if a, b, c, be the three sides of a

spherical triangle, and A, B, C, its three

angles ; if also we make A + B + C — 180

zz i ; then the area of this spherical triangle
will be equal to the area of the rectilinear
triangle, whose three sides are a, b, e, and
three angles A — { i, B — § i, C — } i.

The first of the above rules was discovered

by Albert Girard, and published by him in
his "Invention Nonvclle en l'Algcbre," 1629.

And the latter, which is extremely useful,
was first given by Eegendre in his Elements
of Geometry.

For the method of finding the spherical
excess, see Spherical Erects. And for the

trigonometrical solution of the several <-.»-■■s

of spherical triangles, see Spherical Trigo
nometry.

Triangle, in Astronomy, one of the 48

ancient constellations. See Constellation.
Triangle, is also the name of one of the

new southern constellations. See Constel
lation.

Arithmetical Triangle, is a kind of table

of numbers, arranged in the form of a triangle,
formerly employed in arithmetical calcula
tions; but it is now rendered useless by the

numerous improvements of modern times,

and therefore any minute description of it

seems useless. The curious reader, who is

desirous of farther particulars, may sec a de

scription of it and its uses in the Introduction
to I luttnn's Mathematical Tables. Sec also

the Mathematical Tracts of the same author,

and the article Machine Arithm ETIQUB, En
cyclopedic Mcthodiquc.

TRIANGULAR, relating to a triangle, as

triangular compasses, numbers, &c.

TRIANGULAR Compasses, are those which
have three legs, by means of which a triangle

may be taken on" at once, which renders them

very useful in the construction of maps,
charts, &c.

Triangular Numbers. See Polygonal
Numbers.

TRIBOMETER, the name given by Muss-
chenbroek to an instrument invented by him
for measuring the friction of metals.

TRIDENT, a term used by Des Cartes for
a particular kind of parabola employed by him
for the construction of eqoations of the sixth
degree.

TRIGON'.the same asTRi angle, which see.
Trigon, in Astronomy, the same as Trine.

See Aspect.
TRIGONAL Number. See Triangular

Number.
TRIG ONOMETR Y (from rt*ywo», triangle,

and (xtTfoT, measure), the art of measuring the
sides and angles of triangles, either plane or
spherical, or rather of determining certain
parts which arc unknown from others that are
given.

This is a science of the greatest importance
in almost every branch of mathematics, and
particularly in astronomy, navigation, survey
ing, dialling, &c. and has been accordingly
practised by mathematicians of all ages.

At what time trigonometry first began to
be cultivated as a science is extremely uncer
tain, no records having been left by the an
cients, which enable us to trace it to a higher
age than that of Hipparchus, who flourished
about 150 years before Christ, and who, we are
informed by Theon, wrote a work in twelve
books on the Chords of circular Arcs, which
from the nature of the title must evidently
have been a treatise on trigonometry. But
the earliest work on this subject extant, is
the Spherics of Theodosius, in which the
several propositions arc demonstrated after
the manner of Euclid ; and the next in order
to this, is a work by Menelaus, who flourished
about the middle of the first century after
Christ, and who is said to have written nine
books on this subject, but of which only three
have been transmitted down to our times:
the six that are lost consisted principally of
tables and the method of constructing them ;
which if we possessed them would, in all pro
bability, be rather a matter of curiosity than

utility. The earliest trigonometrical tables
of importance that we possess of the ancient*,
are those given by Ptolomy in his Almagest,
in which he adopts the sexagesimal division
of the radius, and the arc whose chord is
equal to the radius, each into sixty equal
parts, and then estimates all the other arcs by
sixtieths of that arc, and the chords by six
tieths of that chord.

From the time of Ptolomy, viz. abont the

beginning of the second century, nothing of
importance, except what we owe to his com
mentator Theon, was added td the science of
trigonometry, tilt about the close of the eighth
century after Christ, when the ancient method
of computing by chords was changed for that
of sines, an alteration first introduced into
this science by the Arabians, to whom we at*
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Also indebted for several axioms and theorems,
which arc at present considered as the foun
dation of the modern trigonometry ; but they
still continued the sexagesimal division, and
in this state it remained till Purbach, about
the middle of the fifteenth century, constructed
a table of sines to a division of the radius into
600000 equal parts, and computed them for
every ten minutes of the quadrant; and after
wards Regiomonlanus, the disciple and friend
of the latter, carried the computation to every
minute, dividing the radius into 1000000
equal parts; he also introduced the tangents
into trigonometry, and enriched it with many
theorems and precepts ; and but for the more
modern discovery of logarithms, his trigono
metry is little inferior to that of our times.

During the sixteenth century many new
tables were constructed, and others much im

proved in their form and arrangement by
Copernicus, Rheinold, Maurolycus, &c. ; but
Vieta is the author to whom we owe (he
greatest obligation for many important rules
and formulae on the chords, &c. of multiple
and submultiplc arcs, or angular sections,

as well as for extensive and accurate tables,
which in their arrangement diners little from
those of the present day.

We might also enumerate many other
writers about this time, or a little after, who
added considerably to this science ; such in
particular were Rheticus, Otho, Pitiscus,
Lansberg, Clavius, Van Ceulen, and some
others, but the discovery of logarithms early
in the seventeenth century -worked such a

complete change in this science, that any
particular detail of the trigonometrical writers
of the period above stated would, unless our
article admitted of greater detail, only serve
to exclude other more important matter. As
to the discovery of logarithms ; the particulars
of this have been already given under that
article; and we may therefore pass imme
diately to the improvements that this science
have undergone in the hands of later analysts;
whobymcansofamorc commodious algorithm,
and the resources of a ready and comprehen
sive calculus, unknown to their predecessors,
have greatly enlarged the boundaries of the
science, as well as simplified its rules and
processes.

These advantages, and the consequent dis
coveries which attended them, have chiefly
arisen from the new views of the subject that
had been opened to mathematicians, by the
theorems, first given by Vieta, for the chords
of the sums, differences, and multiples of arcs,
and their supplements; which, though left
without demonstration, and, in the latter case,
probably formed by induction from the law
of the terms, and their coefficients, have never
theless been the germ of most of the numerous
and elegant formulae which have since en
riched this branch of the subject

We are also, in this respect, no less in
debted to Napier, not only for his admirable

discovery of logarithms, but lor the new and
excellent analogies, w hich he introduced into

that part of the science relating to the solution
of spherical triangles, which still go by hi*
name, as likewise for his other well-known
rules called the five circular parts. See Cir
cular Parts.

Briggs also contributed much to the ad
vancement of this branch of the science, both
by the assistance that he afforded to the prac
tical calculator in many intricate and abstruse
computations, and by the numerous disco
veries and improvements of a higher kind,
with which his works abound.

The exponential formulae, also, for the sines
and cosines of arcs, wliich were first given by
De Moivre, have greatly contributed to the
progress of the analytical branch of this sub
ject, by abridging its operations, and shorten
ing the labour of investigation, iLagrange,
indeed, regards these formulae as one of the
greatest analytical discoveries of the seven
teenth century; and when we consider the
facility they afford in a great variety of cases,
it will scarcely be thought that he has over
valued them.

Many other improvements, of more or less
importance, have since been made, both in
the practical and theoretical branches of this
subject, by later writers ; but of these none
have proved of such general advantage to the
science as the substitution of the analytical
mode of notation in the place of the geome
trical, wliich useful change was first intro
duced by Euler; who, besides this simplifica
tion of the former methods, has developed
and extended in his numerous works almost
every part of trigonometrical analysis, which,
under his masterly hand, assumed the form of
a new science.

We have been indebted for many of the
preceding remarks to Bonnycastlc's "Trcatiso
on Plane and Spherical Trigonometry," a work
which has been repeatedly referred to in va
rious articles of the present work, and to
which we again refer the reader, who is de
sirous of making himself completely master
of this interesting branch of mathematical
science. We have also several other English
treatises on this subject by Emerson, Simpson,
Martin, &c. which, however, are not adapted
to the present state of the science ; but the
treatises of Woodhouse, Bridges, and Keith,
at least the second edition of the latter, are
conducted after the manner above described.
Of foreign works the most considerable is that
of Cagnoli, written originally in Italian, and
translated into French by M. Chomprd, in 4to.
in 1786; and a second edition, with improve
ments, has been lately published. This may
be considered a complete treatise on trigono
metry in all its branches.

Trigonometrical Definitions.— \n plane tri
gonometry every circle is supposed to bo
divided into 360 equal parts or degrees, every
degree into 60 minutes, and each minute into
60 seconds, and so on ; and the measure or
quantity of an angle is estimated by the num
ber of degrees, minutes, &c. contained in the
arc by which it is bounded ; the degrees being
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,cnofcd by a small °, the minutes by a dash,

the seconds by two dashes, and so on ; thus
70 decrees, Ifi minutes, 34 seconds, are de
noted by 70° 16' 34".

It may be observed, however, that the di
vision of the circle is perfectly arbitrary, and
that any other number might have been em
ployed instead of 360, and accordingly the
French writers have now adopted a different
division. They divide their circle into 400

equal parts, or the quadrant into 100 equal
parts, which they call degrees, and these
degrees are subdivided into lOths, lOOths,
lOOOths, Sec. and hence the measure of en
angle with them is expressed the same as

any other integral and decimal quantity, which
mode of division is so decidedly superior to
that which is commonly used, that it is much
to be regretted it is not more generally
adopted.

The complement of an arc or angle is what it
wants of 90°, or of a quadrant. And the suj>-

plement of an angle is what it wants of a semi
circle, or of 18(P. Thus, if an angle measures
60°, its complement is 40°, and its supplement
130°.

As to the several lines made use of in this
science they will be understood from the
annexed figure.

The sine, or right tine of an arc, is a line
drawn from one extremity of an are, perpen
dicular to the diameter which passes through
the other extremity. Thus, HF is the sine
of the arc AB, or of the supplemental arc
DDE.

The versed line of an are. is that part of the
diameter which is intercepted between the
arc and its sine; thus, A 1' is the versed sine

of the arc A B, and EF the versed sine of the
are ED B.

The ta/igeyf of an arc, is a line touching the
circle in one extremity of that arc, and
continued thence to meet a line drawn from
the centre through the other extremity of that
arc ; which last line is called the secant of the
same are. Thus AH is the tangent, and C If
the secant of the arc A B. Also, EI is the
tangent, and CI the secant of the supplemen
tal arc BDE. And this latter tangent and
secant are equal to the former, but are ac
counted negative, as being drawn in an op
posite or contrary direction to the farmer.

The cosine, cotangent, and cosecant of at

arc, are the sine, tangent, and secant of tli*

complement of that arc, the letters co being
only a contraction of the word complement
Thus, the arcs AB, BD, being the comple
ment of each other, the sine, tangent, and

secant of the one of these is respectively the

cosine, cotangent, and cosecant of the other.
Thus,

BF the sin. of AB, is the cos. of BD
BK the sin. of BD, is the cos. of AB
A H the tan. of AB, is the eotan. of BD
DL the tan. ol" BD, is the cotan. of AB

(.
' II the sec. of AB, is the cosec. of BD

C L the sec. of BD, is the cosec. of AB
FA the ver.s.ofAB, is the cover, s.of BD
DK the ver.s.ofBD, is the cover, s. of AB
The above are the principal definitions re

lating to plane trigonometry, at least so far
as concerns the practical operations in taking
heights, distances, surveying, &c. which is

the only part of it we can attempt to enter
into in this place. We shall, therefore, now
state a few other particulars necessary for a

student's information.
In every triangle there are six parts, rh.

three sides and three angles, any three of
which being given (except the three angles)
the others may be found ; and that either b

y

geometrical construction, arithmetical computa
tion, or by instrumental operation, riz. either

b
y

constructing the figure with the compasses,
and a scale of chords or other instrument for

measuring angles ; or by means of tables of
sines, tangents, fc.c. in which the computa
tions depend upon the proportionality of the
sides of similar triangles ; or lastly, by means
of a Gunler or other scale constructed for this

particular purpose, by which the results are

obtained by the proper application of a pair
of compasses to certain lines on the scale.
We can, however, only give here a slight
sketch of the arithmetical methods.

There are only three distinct cases in tri
gonometry, viz.

1
. When a side and its opposite angle are

two of the given parts.
2. When two sides and the angle included

between them are given.
3. When the three sides are given.

Case 1
. When a side and its opposite angle

are two o
f the given parts.

Then say :

As any one side
Is to any other given side,
.So i.

i the sine ol the angle opposite the

former
To the sine of the angle opposite the

latter.

This supposes two sides and one angle to

be given ; if two angles aud one side are giveu,
the proportion becomes,

As the sine of any angle
Is to the sine of any other angle.
So is the side opposite the former
To the side opposite the latter.
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Thus in the triangle ABC. Let A B, BC,

bud the < A be given :

C

then it will be, as

BC : AB :

or. sin. C —

sin. A : sin. C ;

\ B . sin. A
BC

or log. sin.C = log. sin. A + log. AB — log. BC.
Again, it

'

< A, < B, and side HC were
given, then

as sin. A : sin. B : : B C : AC ;

. „ sin. B . BC
or AC = ;

sin. A
or log. A C — log. BC + log. sin. B — sin. A.

It should he observed here, that the angle
found by the first of these analogies is ambi
guous, or Uncertain, viz. whether it be acute
or obtuse, unless its magnitude be such as to

l prevent the ambiguity ; for when this is not
the case, there will he two different triangles
which have the same three parts, but the other
three different in each, and there is nothing
in the abstract solution to determine which of
the two is the required one, but in any prac
tical case there will be always found some
circumstance or other to decide the question.
This will be understood from the annexed
figure, where there are two triangles, A BC,

ABC, in each of which the sides AB, BC,
or B C and the angle A are the same for both ;

and therefore the angle C determined by the
analogy may be either < BCA, or BC'A,
which are the supplements of each other, and
which two angles we ha\e shown in the de
finitions have always the same sine ; the
tabular sine, however, is always that belong
ing to the acute angle, and therefore when
the obtuse angle is required, the acute angle
must be subtracted from 180°, which will he

the obtuse angle. But if the angle A be a
right angle, or greater than a right angle, the
acute angle found by the table must be the
required angle; and therefore in this ease

there is no ambiguity. See Ambiguous Case.

Case 2. When two sides and their included
angle are the three given parts. Say :

As the sum of the given sides
Is to the difference of the same sides.

So is the tangent of half the sum of the
unknown angles.

Or the cotangent of half the given angle.
To the tangent of half the difference of the

same angles.
Then add half the sum to half the difference

for the greater angle, and subtract the latter
from the former for the less.

Knowing thus the three angles and one
side, the other sides will he found by Case 1

.

As an example, let the two sides AC and
CB, and the angle C be given ; say,

asAC + BC:AC — l!C::tan.i(A + B)
tan. |(A — B);

or tan. i(A-B) = M-WAnUA + W

' AC + UC
or log. tan.f(A— B) = log.tan. * (A + B) +

log.(AC — BC)— log.(AC + BC).
And having thus found the half sum, ami

half difference of the two angles, the angles
themselves, and consequently the other two
sides, w ill be readily determined.

Case 3. When the three sides o
f a triangle

are given to find the three angles.

C

Let fall a perpendicular from one of the
angles to the opposite side or base ; then say,

As the base
Is to the sum of the other two sides,
So is the difference of those sides
To the difference of the segments of the

base.
That is, in the above figure :

asAB:AC + BC:AC — BC:: AD — DB;

orAP-DB=(AC + "Cy^C-BC);A B

or log. (AD — D B) = log. (AC + BC) +

log. (A C - BD) — log. AB.
Add this half difference to the half sum for

the greater segment, and subtract it for the
less. Then in each of the triangles ADC,
BDC, there will be known two sides, and the
angle opposite to one of them, viz. the angles
at D, (these being both right angles) from
which the other angles will be found by
Case 1

.

These three theorems include every possible
case of plane triangles, but they admit of
simplification under certain states of the data,

particularly in right-angled triangles ; hut for
which we must refer to the writers on this
subject mentioned in the preceding part of
our article, and shall in this place slate a few
of the most useful analytical results, as de
duced from Table III. and IV. Cagnoli's
Trigonometry. In any triangle ABC, we
havo
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A 15

, BC.sin.C _ AC sin. C _
_ 7 sill. A sin. B

n c AC

AC

IiC

^-cos. B + sin. B . cot. C cos. A + sin. A . cot. C
AB .sin. B _ BC.sin. B _

sin. C sin. A
AT! JSC

•cos. A + sin. A . cot. B cos. C + sin. C . col. B
"

A C . sin. A A B . sin. A
sin. B sin. C

—

AC AB

Sin. A

Cos. A

Tan. A

Sin. B

Cos. B

Tan.B

Sin. C

Cos. C

s

tos. C + sin. C . cot. A cos. B + sin. B . cot. A*
BC . sin. C _ BC ■sin. B _

A li
—

AC
sin. (B + C) = sin. B . cos. C + cos. B . sin. C.t^AB'- BC'.sin.M:) _ ±y/(Af- BC*.sin.z B

AB ~~
AC

cos. (B + C)
— sin. B . sin. C — cos. B . cos. C.

BC .sin. C BC . sin. B
_ *■± ✓(A B* — BC1 . tin.1 C)

—
+^(AC — BC.sin.* B)

-tan.(B + C) = --^-I5 + ,!,,,C
tan. B . tan. C — l"

^
AC . sin. A _ AC. sin. C _

=
) BC AlT" -
"

sin.

-i

-{

(A + C) — sin. A . cos. C -f- cos. A . sin. C.
±V/(BCI — AC1. sin.1 A) _+^(Ali'-AC, sin.1 CI

BC AB
1

— cos. (A + C) = sin. A . sin. C — cos. A . cos. C.
AC. sin. A A C . sin. C

±S(BC*— AC*, sin.* A)
~

±^(A B1— AC1. sin.* C)- tan. (A + C) =
A + C

tan. A . tan. C — l'
A B . sin. A

BC
*in. (A + B) = sin. A . cos. B + cos. A . sin. B.
±V/(AC1— AB*.sin* B) _ ± ^(BC* — AB'. sin.*.*-)

AC BC
cos. (A + B) = sin. A . sin. B — cos. A . cos. B.

A B . sin. B A B . sin. A
Tan.C = \ ± v^(A C1 — A B1 . sin.1 B)

-
± ^(BC1 — A B1 . sin.1 A)(- ten. (A + B) ='»-•/

+
tan. A . tan. B — 1

In these formula* radius is taken equal to 1 ;
when this is not the case the radius R, or its
powers, must be introduced ; which is readily
done by writing such a power of R in the
several parts of the formula?, as will render all
the terms of it, when reduced to an equation,
of the same degree with regard to the number
of their factors; as for example, instead of

BC = AC
cos. C + sin. C . cos. A

we have, by introducing radius

BC_ AC.R1
cos. C . R + sin. C . cos. A

for this, when reduced to an equation, will
have all its parts composed of the same num
ber of factors, viz. three each.

For other trigonometrical formula; relating
to sines, tangents, &c. of tw o arcs, or of mul
tiple and submultiple arcs, see Sink and
Tangent.

S/jAenW Trigonometry, relates to the re
solution and calculation of the sides and angles
of spherical triangles, which are formed by the
intersection of three great circles of the sphere,
which, like plane triangles, consist of six
parts, rig. three sides and three angles. Se*
Spherical Triangle.

In plane trigonometry any three of the six
parts of a triangle being given, except the
three angles, the other parts may be found,
but in spherical trigonometry this exception
has not place, for any three of the six parts
being given, the rest may thence be deter
mined, the sides being measured or estimated
by degrees, minutes, Sec. the same as the
angles.

Spherical trigonometry is divided into right-
angled and oblique-angled, or the resolution
of right and oblique-angled spherical triangles.
When a spherical triangle has a right angle.
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it is called a right-angled spherical triangle,
and when one of its sides is equal to a qua
drant, or 90°, it is called a quadrantal triangle.

For the resolution of spherical triangles
there are various theorems and proportions,
which are similar to those in plane trigono
metry, by substituting the sines of sides in
stead of the sides themselves, when the pro-

portion respects sines, or tangents of the sides
for the sides, when the proportion respects
tangents, &c. All these proportions and
analogies are contained in the following tables,
from which is readily derived the solution of
all cases of right, and oblique-angled spherical
triangles.

TABLE I.

For the Solution of all the Cases of Right- Angled Splterical Triangles.

Given. Reared. | V1«. ol th. T.nM
| re^V°ar*K £„T^S*«5.

Angle opposite to S !,„„:„ — sin- Kivcn ,eS- I If the Kiven IeK- »e

the given leg. *"ssln- sin. nypoth. S less than 90°.
I. Angle adjacent to J Tlij „„. _tan. given leg. } If the things given be

the given leg. \ lls(05-
tall hypoth.

'
* of the same allection.Hypothenuse,

and one leg.
Other leg. htscos.=

cos" h> ',0'h-
. \ Idem.

« cos. given leg. 5

II.
Hypothenuse. X Its sin. = SI""

f\m" icg'
\ Ambiguous.I sin. given ang. '

One leg, and
its opposite

angle.

Other leg. \ Its sin. = tan »ivcn le* . \ Idem.
( tan. given ang. »

Other angle. \ Its sin. =°°S-
givon

\ Idem.
( cos. given leg. >

III. Hypothein.se. \^.=^^. } ^.^cfT
One leg, and
the adjacent

angle.

, 4 ,, . . . ) If the given leg. be
Other angle. | Itscos.rzcos.giv.leg. x sin. giv.ang. J less than 90°.
_ ,, , ( , . . ) If the given angle be
Other leg.

£
Itstan.=sin. giv. leg. tan. giv. aug. J less than 90°.

, ,. , St., ,i
1 It the things given be

Adjacent leg. \
Itstan.=tan. hyp. x cos. giv. ang. J ^Bk* affection.

IV.
Hypothenuse,
and one angle.

Leg. opposite to j Its ^ _sin. hyp. x sin. gjT. ang. |
"the Stan-uglebc

the given angle. < >
41ac"le-. .

( T. . cot. giv. angle i If the things given be
Other angle., \ It8tan-cos. hynothe.,.- * of like affection.

V.
( Ti -i } If the given legs, be

Hypothenuse. 1 Its cos.=rectan. cos. given legs. 1 of like affection.

The two legs. Either of the i T. . tan. opposite leg. 1 If the opposite leg.

angles. i ItslaU-sin. adjacent leg.' S be less than 90°.

VI.
The two
angles.

( , . . ) It the angles be ot
Hypothenuse. 1 Its cos. =rect. cot. given angles. 1 like affection.

Either of the legs. < Itj co3
opposite angle , If the opposite angle

(
'

sin. adjacent angle S De acute-

In working by the logarithms, the student must observe that when the resulting logarithm

is the log. of a quotient, 10 must be added to the index ; when it is the log. of a product,

10 must lie subtracted from the index. Thus when the two angles are given,

Log. cos. hypothen. = log. cos. one angle + log. cos. other angle — 10 ;

Log. cos. cither log. = log. cos. opp. angle — log. sin. adjac. angle + 10.

In a quadrantal triangle, if the quadrantal side be called radius, the supplement of th«

angle opposite to that side be called hypothenuse, the other sides be called angles, and their

opposite angles be called legs: then the solutions of all the cases will be as in this table;

njerely changing like for unlike in the determinations.
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TABLE II.

For the Solution of Oblique- Angled Spherical Triangles.

An angle or a side beings divided by a perpendicular, the first and second segments ;
dcnolcd by 1 seg. and 2 seg.

I.
Two

[angles
and

a side
oppo
site to
one ol
them.

II.
Two
side*

land anj

angle
oppo

site t(
one ol'

til cm.

Required. Valuesof theUuaumienrequired.

The side opp. ( By the common ) siues of ,eg are „ sines of jd
toothcranglc. ( analogy. )

Third side.

Third angle.

{
Le

t

fall a per. on^
Tan. 1 seg. of this side — cos. adj. angle x tan

the side con'
cd between
given angles. ) °" —

tan. ang. opp. given side

a per. on-\
contain- f

'ecn the /

iglcs. J

given side.

Sin. 2 seg. — sin. 1 seg. x tan. ang. adj. given side
|

Let fall a pcr.«s^
Cut- 1 *«•"»•ofthisang. = cos.giv.sidc x tau.adj.ang

Sin. 2 seg.
—

1 i' -
^s;„ o

sin. 1 seg. x cos. ang.opp.gh enside
cos. ang. adj. given side

The ang. opp.
to the other

side.

III.
Two
sides

mdthi
nclnd

|cd an

Rio.

Angle includ- C Let .
cd between < dicul

the giv. sides.

{ included

S Let fall a

1 dicular as

) By the common f.,. - .. . -.. . .. ,

^

analogy > Sines of sides arc as sines of their opposite angles

t fall a perpen-") Cot. 1 seg. an
ular from the >

e luded angle. jCos.2seg.=

ig. req. = tan. giv. ang. x cos. adj. side
cos. 1 seg. x tan. giv. sick- adj. giv. ai

tail, side opp. given angle.

Third side. pcrpen- f Tan. 1 seg. side rcq.^cos. giv. ang. x tan. adj. side

i before l<~. „ cos.l seg. x cos.sidcopn. giv. angle' I C os. 2 seg. —
r-; p— : i

—J cos. side adj. given angle.

given sides.

Tan. 1 seg. of div. side — cos. giv. ang. x tan.

„,,.,, .,„.., side opp. ang. sought.

f third angle. I 1 an. ang. sought = .
*

.
n

,. ,. ——- .' sin. "2 si c-, ot div. side.

An angle opp. C Let fall a perpenO
to one of the \ dicular from the \

s,d<>
■ou?ht-

'hird side.

sin. 2 seg. of div. side

{
Le

t fall a pcrpen- V1'3"- 1 seg. of div. side = cos. giv. ang. x tan.

dicular on one of > Kivc» side-

the given sides. \ f, . ■ , Ul _ cos, side not di v. x cos. 2 seg.B j ( QS SI(|C s0„gnt — .° cos. 1 seg. ot side divided.

It wo ad

ljacent
■angles.

Third angle.

i Let fall a

7 dicular ti

i of the p
i

V gle

■ Cot. 1 seg. of div. ang. — cos. giv. side x tan.

^ opp. side sought.

1 tan.giv.sid.xcos.lseg.div.an.

J lan.sidcsnught = -r .. . , . :—
cos. 2 seg. ol divided angle.

, . . . ( Let fall a perpen- )CotA sc>/
of dlv: a

IV. A side
o»p.Jdi , MIV{ opp. side sought

U sideltooneol thej lhird „jde>

|audthe>,ve" a"Sles- \ a" a pcrpcn--j Cot. 1 seg. div. ang. - cos. giv. side X tan. other
•:!■■«-liom one f

Riv> angle.
given an- ( cos.ang. not div. xsin.2seg.J COS.*""1" «""«rhl 2;. angle sought :— ; p -.—° sin. 1 seg. div. angle.

■ An anele b\( Let fl. f. be the sides ; a, n, c, the angles, 6 and c including the
,c

theSi.,eorco^V,,SleSUUgh>a"1/
=

fx+-6tC- ?,hen' • , • „ec sine of its half. ( sin, j A = y/ ""■•>**-*)-»n.(fr ~0 ,co, ,A= / wn.jrwii.ffa —
5S- sin. 6. sin. c sin.A.siu. c.

VI. . , ,. r Let s be the sum of the angles a, B, and c : and let B and c be ad-
The I >

slUe °.V «l«

) jacent to a the side required. Then,

.^f'^ha^1 " ts

| ^ sin. b. sin. c 1 v sin. b. sin. c
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TABLE III.

For the Solution of all the Cases of Oblique-Angled Spherical Triangles, by the Analogies
of Napier.

Required. Valuesof theTermBrequired.

By the common analogy,
site sides.

sines of angles as sines of oppo

Two angles,
ami one of their
opposite sides.

Side opposite
to the other
given angle

Tan ofits half—
ta" *diff s'v sides X sin" i sum opp' ans'cs

sin. \ diff. of those angles
tan. £sum giv. sides x cos. |sumopp. angles

cos. \ diii. of those angles.

(Third angle. j By the common analogy.

Third side.

itef

f

n.
Two sides,

and an

opposite angle.

Ang. opposite C
to the other < By the common analogy,
known side. C.

Cot. of its half =
ta" j(liH"-otllertwoa"g- xsin.jsnmgiv.sides

sin. \ dill, those sides.
tan, jsnm ofother2 ang x cos.f snmgiv. sides

cos. | dilf. of those sides.

Il'lurd side. j-By the common analogy.

Third angle. r

in.
Two sides,

and the
included angle.

C Tan. I their diff. = c»M giv- ang- x sin x diff. giv. sides

|The other two 1
" sin. J sum ot those sides.

angles.
^Tan.

j theirsum gg£ * I sides.
cos. £ sum of those sides.

Third side. j By the common analogy.

IV.
Two angles, and

the side
between them.

!_

. „ . tan. i giv. side x sin. i diff. giv. angles
Tan. i their diff. =: —V-—. tt— r-j* siu. \ sum ol those angles.

. , . tan. i giv. side X ens. I diff. giv. angles
Tan. i their sum = = =

Third angle. | By the common analogy.

■h giv-

cos. £.sum ol -those angles.

V.
The three sides.

Let fall a perpen. on the side adjacent to the angle sought.

Either of the j Tan.} sum or J diff. of 1 tan \ sn m x tan. \ diff. of the sides

angles. X the seg. of the base J tan. \ base

Cos. angle sought = tan. adj. scg. x cot. adj. side.

VI.
The three angles

. . Will be obtained bj limting its correspondent angle in a
bituer ot the } wincn |ias an jta ,,.irts supplemental to those of tin-

sides.
£ triangle whoso three angles are given.

For more on the subject of trigonometry, the render may consult the treatises by Simpson,.

Mauduitt, Cagnoli, Bounycastle, and Woodhouse. i
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TRILATERAL, three sided, a term ap

plied lo any figure of three sides.
TRILLION, in Arithmetic, according to

the English notation, is one million billions ;

but according to the French it is a thousand
billions, their billion itself being a thousand
million; so that with English arithinetieians

a trillion occupies the 19th place of figures, but
with the French only the 13th. See Billion.

TRIN E Aspect. See Aspect.

TRINE Dimension, three-fold dimcnsion,viz.

length, breadth, and thickness.
TRINODA, an aneientlauU measure equal

to three perches.
TRINOMIAL, in Algebra, any quantity

of three dimensions, as ar+aty + az; or a -j
-

b — c, &c. Sec Multinomial.
TRIONES, a name sometimes given to

the seven principal stars in Ursa Major.
TRIPARTITION, a division iiito three

equal parts. Sec Trisection.
TRIPLE, threefold, or multiplied by 3.

TRIPLICATE Ratio, the ratio of the cubes

of two quantities ; thus the ratio of a3 to i3 is

triplicate of the ratio of a to b
.

' TRISECTION, as the name imports, is the

division of any thing into three equal parts,

as a line, angle, &e.

Trisection of Angle, is a problem which
has engaged the attention of mathematicians

from the earliest period of authentic history ;

that is, the trisection of an angle geometri

cally, or w ith the ruler and compasses only,

being in (joint of difficulty, or rather perhaps
of impossibility, on a footing with the other

two celebrated ancient problems, viz. the du

plication of the cube, and the quadrature of
the circle. The ancients trisected an angle

by means of the conic sections, the conchoid,

See. several of which methods arc mentioned

by Pappus in his Mathematical Collections,

prop. 31, 32, 33, &c. Analytically the pro

blem involves no difficulty, for since the

siu. 3 a
— 3 sin. a — 4 sin.3 a,

wc have
sin.3 a — J'sin. a — — I sin. 3a

whence by Cardan's formula

sin. a = { sin. 3a + ✓(sin.1 3a —
1)}

sin. 3a- ✓(sin.1 3a— 1
)

\

TRISPAST, a term used by some old writers

for a machine consisting of a combination of
three pulleys.

TROCHLEA, the Latin word for Pulley,
w hich see.

TROCHOID (from i-po^oc, a wheel, am\ oJo.-,

like), is the same as cycloid, that term being
derived in a similar manner from xuxXof, a

ciWc. It is, however, by some authors, used
to denote exclusively the Prolate Cycloid.

TR( )N E Weight, an ancient Scottish weight,
the use of which is now forbidden by several
statutes.

TROPICS, in Astronomy and Geography,
arc two circles supposed to be drawn on each
side of the equinoctial, and parallel thereto.
That oji the north side of the line is called
tb« tropic of Cauccr, and the southern tropic

has the name of Capricorn, as passing tliroudi
the beginning of those signs. These are dis
tant from the equinoctial 23° 27' 46'. the mea
sure of the obliquity of the ecliptic. Tw>
circles drawn at the same distance from tin-
equator on the terrestrial globe, have t!»e

same names in geography, and they include
that space or part of the sphere which is

called the torrid zone, because the sun is, at
least, twice every year perpendicular over
every part of that zone.

TROY Weight, an English weight, used in
buying and selling gold, silver, and other
articles of jewelry. See Weights.

TRUMPET, the name of an instrument
used either for the purpose of being heard at

a great distance, or to apply to the ear, tor in
creasing sound, and rendering it distinct, the
former being called a speaking and the latter
a hearing trumpet.

Speaking Trumpet, is a tube of consider
able length, viz. from 0 feet to 12, and even
more, used for speaking with, to make the
voice heard to a greater distance. In a trum
pet of this kind the sound in one direction ii

supposed to be increased, not so much by its
being prevented from spreadiug all round, an

by the reflection from the sides of the trumpet.
The figure best suited for a speaking trumpet

is that which is generated by the rotation of
a parabola, about a line parallel to the axis.
The trumpet used at sea is an hollow instru
ment of copper, or of tinned iron plates. It

is open at both ends, and the narrow end is

shaped so as to go round the speaker's mouth,

and to leave the lips at liberty within it. The
edge of this narrow end is generally covered
with leather or cloth, in order that it may

more effectually prevent the passing of any

air between the trumpet and the face of the

speaker. The words which arc spoken through
a speaking trumpet may be heard much fur
ther and louder but not so distinctly, as with
out the trumpet. A speaking trumpet has

been applied to the mouth of a gun or

pistol, by which means the explosion has

been rendered audible at a vast distance.

Such contrivances it has been thought might

be used as signals iu certain cases.
Hearing Trumpet, is an iustrument to as

sist the hearing of persons who are deaf.

Instruments of this kind arc formed of tubes,

with a w ide mouth, and terminating in a small

canal, which is applied to the car. The form

of these instruments evidently shows how

they conduce to assist the hearing, for the

greater quantity of the weak and languid

pulses of the air being received and collected

by the large end of the tube, are reflected to

the small end, where they arc collected and

condensed ; thence entering the ear in this

condensed state, they strike the tympanum

with a greater force than they could natu

rally have done from the ear alone.
TRUNCATED Pyramid, or Cone, is used

to denote the bottom part of cither of those

solids when cut by a plane passing parallel

to its base. See Fri/strum.
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TSCHIRNHAUSEN (Ernfroy Walter),

an ingenious malhcinatician, Lord of Kil-
lingswald and Stolzenberb, in Lusatia, where
lie was born in 1651, and died in 1708, in the
57th year of Ins age. Tschirnhaiisen was author
of several papers in the Memoirs of the Aca
demy of Sciences ; but we are not aware of
any separate work that was published by him,

though he was often at the expense of print
ing the useful works of other ingenious men.

TUBE, a hollow cylinder, such as the tube
of the telescope, barometer, &c. The baro
metrical tube is frequently called the Torri
cellian tube, from Torricelli, its inventor.

Capillary Tube. See Capillary Tube.
TUN, an English measure of capacity, con

taining 2 pipes, or 4 hogsheads, or 252 gallons.
TWILIGHT, in Astronomy, is that faint

light which is perceived before the sun-rising,
and after sun-setting. The twilight is occa
sioned by the earth's atmosphere refracting
the rays of the sun, and reflecting them among
its particles.

The depression of the sun below the ho
rizon, at the beginning of the morning, and
end of the evening twilight, has been variously
stated, at different seasons, and by different
observers: by Alhazen it was observed to be
19°; by Tycho 17°; by Rothman 24°; bySte-
vinus 18°; by Cassiui 15°; by Riccioli, at
the time of the equinox in the morning 16°,
in the evening 20°^; in the summer solstice
in the morning 21u 25*, and in the winter
17° 15'. Whence it appears that the cause
of the twilight is variable; but on a medium,
about 18° of the sun's depression will serve
tolerably well for our latitude, for the begin
ning and end of twilight, and according to
which it is easy to compute the duration of
twilight for any latitude and declination.

To find the time of shortest twilight at any
given place, say as radius to the (sine of the
latitude, so is the tangent of 9° to the sine of
the sun's declination at the time required.
The declination of the sun and the latitude
of the place must be of contrary kinds. Hence
at about 51 or 52 degrees north latitude, the
twilight will be shortest at about the 2d or 3d
of March, and the 11th or 12th of October.

TWINKLING oftheStart, denotes that tre

mulous motion which is observed in the light
proceeding from the fixed stars, a phenomenon
which has called forth Various hypotheses and
theories, which it would be useless to enu
merate in this place, particularly as the prin
cipal cause is now acknowledged to arise
from the unequal refraction of light in conse
quence of inequalities and undulations in the
atmosphere.

This twinkling must be carefully distin
guished from the irradiations of remote lumi
nous objects seen under a small angle ; the
latter being very different in appearance, and
attributable to a very different cause.

Mr. Hassenfratz published an essay on this
siibjcctinAnn. deChim.vol.clxxii. from which
the following are the inferences:

1. That the figure of luminous objects
within the sphere of distinct vision is per
fectly distinguishable.

2. That these figures arc altered in propor
tion as we recede from this ; and that at a
great distance, w hen these objects are seen
under an angle of one or two minutes, they
appear surrounded with several irradiations,
two of which are in the direction of the eye
lids.

3. That these irradiations arc independent
of the figure of the luminous object, and are
produced by the organ perceiving them.

4. That these irradiations are occasioned
chiefly by the irregular figure of the surfaces
of the crystalline and cornea.

5. Lastly, that this irradiation is not well
distinguished, except in the dark, because the
iris having then a greater opening, the irradia
tion occasioned by the irregularity of the sur
faces of the crystalline and cornea becomes
more perceptible.

TYCHONIC System. See System.
TYMPAN, or Tympanum, in Mechanics,

a kind of wheel placed round an axis, or cy
lindrical beam, on the top of which are two
levers, for the more easily turning the axis in
order to raise weights, &c.

Tympanum of a Machine, is also used for a
hollow wheel, wherein one or more persons,
or other animals, walk to turn it

,

such as that
of some cranes, calenders, tkc.

n A 3
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\ , in the Koman notation, denotes 5, ami
•willi a line over it 5(100. See Notation.

VAC 1 1 M, in Physics, a spaee empty or
devoid of all matter.

It lias been the opinion of some philoso-
pliers, particularly the Cartesians, that nature
admits not a vacuum, huHliat the universe is

entire!) lull of matter; in consequence of which
opinion they were obliged to assert, that it

'

every tiling contained in a vessel could be
taken out or annihilated, the sides of that
vessel, however strong, would come together;
but this is contrary to experience, lor the
greatest part of the air may be drawn out of
a vessel by means of the air-pump, notw ith
standing which it will remain whole if its
sides arc strong enough to support the weight
of the incumbent atmosphere. Should it be
objected here, that it is impossible to extract
all the air out of a vessel, and there will not
be a vacuum on that account ; the answer is,
that since a very great part of the air that was
in the vessel be drawn out, as appears by the
more <piick descent of light bodies in a re
ceiver when exhausted of its air, there must
be some vacuities between the parts of the
remaining air, which is Ktiliic ient to constitute

a vacuum. Indeed to this it may be objected, b
y

a Cartesian, that those vacuities are filled with
materia lubtilii, which passes freely through
the sides of the vessel, and gives no resist
ance to the falling; but as the existence of
this materia subtilis can never be pro\ed, wc
arc not obliged to allow the objeotion, especi
ally since Sir Isaac Newton lias found that all
matter nli'ords a resistance nearly in proportion
to its density. There are many other arguments
to prove this, particularly the motions of the
planets and comets through the heavenly re
gion! without any sensible resistance; the dif
ferent weights of bodies of the same bulk, tuts.
All the parts of spaces, says Sir Isaac Newton,
are not equally full ; for if they w ere, the spe
cific gravity of the fluid which would fill the
region of the air, could not, by the exceeding
great density of its matter, give w ay to the spe
cific grav ity of quick-silver, gold, or any body,
how dense soever; whence neither these, nor
any other body, could descend in the air; for no
body can descend in a fluid, unless it be specifi
cally heavier than that fluid. But if a quantity
of matter may by rarefaction be diminished in a

given space, why may it not diminish in infini
tum? And if the solid particles of bodies are of
the same density, and cannot be rarefied, with
out leaving pores, there must be a vacuum.

Boilranum Vacilm, is used to express thai
approach towards a real vacuum, which ire
arrive at by means of the air-pump. Hence,

any thing put in a receiver so exhausted, is

said to be in vacuo ; and the experiments thus
carried on are said to be performed in mw,
or in vacuo Boileano. This term seems t»

have been intended to indicate that Boyle
was the first who produced such a vacuum,
an honour which himself has acknowledged
does not belong to him. See Air-Pump.

Torricellian Vacuum, is that made in tic

barometer tube, between the upper end and
the top of the mercury. This is perhaps never
a perfect and entire vacuum ; as all fluids arc
found to yield or to rise in clastic vapours,
on the removal of the pressure of the atmo

sphere. See Barometkr.
VALVR, in Hydraulics, Pneumatics, kc. is

a kind of lid or cover to a tube, vessel, or
orifice, contrived to open one w ay ; but which,

the more forcibly it is pressed the other way,
the closer it shuts the aperture, like the clajf-
per of a pair of bellows : so that it cither a

d

mits the entrance of a fluid into the tube or

vessel, and prevents its return, or permits il

to escape, ami prevents its re-entrance.
Valves are of great use in the air-pump, and

other w ind-machines; in which they are usu

ally made of pieces of bladder. In'liydranlic
engines, as the emboli or suckers of pumps,
they are mostly of strong leather, of a round

figure, and fitted to shut the apertures of the

barrels or pipes. Sometimes they are made
of two round pieces of leather enclosed be

tween tw o others of brass, having divers per
forations, which are covered with another piece
of brass, moveable upwards and downwards,

on a kind of axis, which goes through the

middle of them all. Sometimes they are made

of brass covered over with leather, and fur

nished with a fine spring, which gives war

upon a force applied against it ; but upon th«

removal of which the valve returns over the

aperture.

VANES, in Mathematical aud Philosophical
Instruments, are sights made to slide and move

upon cross staves, fore staves, quadrants.
Sec.

VANISHING Fractions, are fractions in

which, by giving a certain value to the vari

able quantity or quantities which enter into

them, both numerator and denominator be

come aero, and the fraction itself j.
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The idea of fractions of this kind first

originated about the year 17Q2, in a contest
between Varignon and Rolle, two French
mathematicians of considerable eminence,
concerning the principles of the Differential
Calculus, of which Rolle was a strenuous op-
poser. Amongst other arguments against the
truth of the doctrine, which bad been re
cently introduced, he proposed an example of
drawing a tangent to a certain curve, at the
point where the two branches intersect each
other ; and as the fractional expression for the

' snhtangent, according to that method, had
both its numerator and dctymiinator equal to
zero or 0, he regarded such a result as absurd,
and adduced it as a proof of the fallacy of this
mode of solution ; but the mystery was soon
after explained by John Bernoulli: and upon
the renewal of the dispute, still farther by
Saurin, who shew that the fraction in the case
here mentioned had a real value.

These fractions were also the cause of a vio
lent controversy between Waring and Powell,
in 1760, when those gentlemen were candi
dates for the mathematical professorship at
Cambridge. Waring maintaining that the

xf x
fraction ~, when x is 1, is equal to 4, and

x — I
Powell (or rather Mascres, who is commonly
supposed to have conducted the dispute on

. this side) (hat it w as — 0, or rather that it could
have no value whatever; and it must be ac
knowledged that the same difference of opi
nion relative to these kind of fractions still
exists in all its force. Woodhouse, in his
" Principles of Analytical Calculation," in
treating of these quantities, after assuming the

simple case of to find the value of it
x — a

when x — a, observes, the signification of this
expression is, that*1 — a% is to be divided by
x — a ; and the result of that division is x+a,
or putting x — a, it becomes a +a or 2 a. This
Tesult, however, he remarks, is no direct and
natural consequence arising from the prin
ciples of calculation ; but on the contrary it is
a result arbitrarily obtained, by extending a

rule, and observing a certain order, in the pro
cess of calculation.

x>- a»
To the question, what docs become

x — a

when x~a ; the obvious and logical answer

is - — , and the question is whether in this
x — a

form it will admit of any farther reduction.
It is true if we operate upon this quantity,
according to the rules laid down in other ap

parent similar cases, we shall obtain

— a -f a — 'la ; but lierc is evidently an ex
tension given to a rule beyond what was first
intended ; for this rule was instituted for ope
rating on real quantities, whereas in this case
we have employed it on quantities having no
value whatever, being in fact the division of 0
by 0, for which abstractedly no rule can be given

This, however, is not a case peculiar to these
fractions. It is to the same source we must
attribute the introduction of the negative sym
bol, and all the mysteries attendant upon it,
in as well as to every kind of imaginary quan
tity.
- In vol. i. p. 219, of Bonnycastlc's Treatise
of Algebra, we have the following rule for
lindiug the value of vanishing fractions.

1. If both the terms of the given fraction be
rational, divide each of them by their greatest
common measure ; then if the hypothesis which
is found to reduce the original expression to

the form
||

be applied to the result, it will.

give the true value of the fraction in the state
under consideration.

2. \\ hen any part of the fraction is irra
tional, observe what the unknown quantity is
equal to, when the numerator aud denomi
nator both vanish, and put it equal to that
quantity -f- and — i; then if this be substi
tuted for the unknown quantity, and the roots
of the surds be extracted to a sufficient num
ber of places, the result, when i is put equal to
0, will give the true value of the fraction.

From «hich rule the author obtains the fol
lowing results:

1. - — — la, when x — a
x — a

x xt
2. — 4, when j r 1

1 — x
„ b (r— y/nx) . , ,
3. —\b, when x — a

x — a

am
4.

'
mam~l, when x — a

x — a

&c. &c.
See lionny castle's Algebra, and Wood-

house's Principle of Analytical Calculation.
VAPOUR, in Meteorology, a thin humid

matter, which being ranBed to a certain de
gree by the action of heat, ascends to a height
in the atmosphere, where it is suspended until
it returns in the form of dew, rain, snow, &c.
See Evaporation.

VARIABLE Quantities, in Geometry and
Analysis, denote such as arc either continually
increasing or diminishing ; in opposition to
those which are constant, remaining always
the same. Thus, the abscisses and ordiuatcs
of au ellipsis, or other curve line, are variablo
quantities, because they vary or change their
magnitudes together. Some quantities may
be variable by themselves alone, while those
connected with them are constant: as the
abscisses of a parallelogram, w hose ordiuatcs
may be considered as all equal, and therefore
constant. The diameter of a circle and the
parameter of a conic section are constant,
while their abscisses are variable. Variablo
quantities are usually denoted by the last
le tters of the alphabet Z, y, x, while the con
stant ones are denoted by the first letters
a, b, c.

Ratio of Variable Quantities. — In the in
vestigation of the relation which varying and
dependent quantities bear to each other, the
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conclusions arc more readily obtained by ex
pressing; only two terms in each proportion
than by retaining; the four.

But though in considering; the variation of
Bach quantities, two terms only are expressed,
it will be necessary to keep constantly in
mind that lour are supposed, and that the
operations by which our conclusions are in
this case obtained arc in reality the operations
of proportionals.

1. One quantity is said to vary directly as
another, w hen their magnitudes depend w holly
upon each other, and in such a maimer, that
il'onc be changed, the other is changed in the
same proportion. Let A and It be mutually
dependent upon each other in such u way,
that if A be changed to any other value a, B
must be changed to another value b, such
that A : « : : li : h, then A is said to vary
directly as B, which is denoted by the symbol
or placed between the two quantifies. Thus,
for example, while the altitude of a triangle
remains constant, the area varies directly as
the base or the area (X base. For if the base
be increased or diminished, the area is in
creased or diminished in the same proportion.

2. One quantity is said to vary inversely as
another, w hen one cannot be changed in any
manner, but the reciprocal of the other is
changed in the same proportion. A varies

inversely as B, or A oc - if when A is changed

to a, B be changed to b in such a manner,

that A :«::?;: I or A : a : : b : B.

For example ; if the area of a triangle be
giv en, the base varies inversely as the perpen
dicular altitude.

I,ct A and a represent the altitudes, B and
b the bases of two triangles equal in area;
then

A X B a X b . T> .— —-— or A x B = a x b ;
•i

therefore, A : a : : b : B or A : J
B

3. One quantity is said to ran/ as two others
jointly, if when the former is changed in any
manner, the product of the other two are
changed in the same proportion. That is. A
varies as B and C jointly, or A or B C, when
A canNot be changed to a, but the product
B C must be changed to b c, such that A : a
:: DC: Ac. The area of a triangle for example,
varies as its base and perpendicular altitude
jointly. For let A, B, I' represent the area,
base, and perpendicular of one triangle; a, b,
p the same in another, then HI1- 2 A in the
lirst, and 4 p — 2a in the second, therefore
A BP- = — , or
« bp

A : a : : BP : bp.
,4. One quantity is said to vary directly as a

second, and inversely as a third, when the first
cannot be changed in any manner, but the
second multiplied by the reciprocal of the third,
is changed in the same proportion. That is

,

B B bA oc n when A : a : : - : A, B, C ; a, b,t.

C # C c

being corresponding values of the three quan
tities.

For example, the base of a triaiifflc varies
as the area directly, and the perjienflicnlax
altitude inversely. For as in the prcc-ediiuj

BP A
example -— — — , or multiplying both side*!

op a

by ? w e have ? = ^r— , whenceP 6 Pa

B:4::£:l• 1 P

The following are some of the principal pro
positions relating to the ratio of variable fpjao-
titics.

If A a B, and B oc C, then A oc C

If A or B, and B or i, then A or J

If AocB.andBo-O.thcnAiBoc ✓ABxC
If A oc B, and in is any given number, then

A oc mB

If A oc B; then A" oc B", or A" oc fi

ll" A a B, and Mam; then AM or am

If A a B C ; then B or ~ and

1
;

If AB hi constant ; then A or ^ and B OC -j
-

If A oc B and C oc D; then AC oc BD.
Wood's Algebra.

\ ARIATIONof the Moon, in Astronomy, is

the same as is otherwise called the lihration
of the moon, or it applies more particularly
to the third inequality of the moon's motion,
as explained under the article Liiirvtion.

Variation of Curvature, in Geometry, is

used for that inequality or change which
takes place in the curvature of all curves ex
cept the circle, by which their curvature is
more or less in different parts of them. And
this variation constitutes the quality of the
curvature of any line.

Sir Isaac Newton makes the index of the
inequality, or variation of curvature, to be
the ratio of the fluxion of the radius of cur-
Viiiture to the fluxion of the curve itself: and
Maclauriu, to avoid the perplexity that dif
ferent notions, connected with the same terms,
occasions to learners, lias adopted the same
definition; but he .suggests, that this ratio
givts rather the variation of the ray of curva
ture, ami that it might have been proper to
have measured the variation of curvature ra
ther b

j

the ratio of the fluxion of the curva
ture itself to the fluxion of the curve; so
that, the curvature being inversely as the ra
dius of curvature, and consequently its fluxion
n:i the fluxion of the radius itself directly, and
the square of the radius inversely, its varia
tion would have been directly as the measure
of it according to Newton's definition, and
inversely as the square of the radius of cur
vature.

According to this notion, it would ha\c
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been measured by the angle of contact con

tained by the curve and circle of curvature, in

the same manner iis the curvature-itself is mea

sured by the angle of contact contained by

the curve and tangent. The reason of this

remark may appear from this example : the

"variation of curvature, according to Newton's

explication, is uniform in the logarithmic

spiral, the tin \ ion of the radius of curvature in

this figure being always in the same ratio to

the fluxion of the curve ; and yet, while the

spiral is produced, though its curvature de

creases, it never vanishes; which must ap

pear a strange paradox to those who do not

attend to the import of Sir Isaac Newton's de

finition.
The variation of curvature at any point of

a. conic section is always as the tangent of

the angle contained by the diameter that

passes through the point of contact, and the

perpendicular to the curve at the same point;

or to the angle formed by the diameter of the

section, and of the circle of curvature. Hence

the variation of curvature vanishes at the ex-

tremeties of cither axis, and is greatest when

the acute angle, contained by the diameter

passing through the point of contact and the

tangent, is least.
When the conic section is a parabola, the

variation is as the tangent of the angle, con

tained by the right line drawn from the point

of contact to the focus, and the perpendicular

to the curve. See CURVATURE.

From Sir Isaac Newton's definition may be

derived practical rules for the variation of

curvature, as follows :

1. Find the radius of curvature, or rather its

fluxion ; then divide this fluxion by the fluxion

of the curve, and the quotient will give the

variation of curvature ; exterminating the

fluxions when necessary, by the equation of

the curve, or by expressing their ratio by help

of the tangent, or ordinate, or subnormal,

fcc.
z3 z3

2. Since —-,or — ;. (puttingi~l)denotcs
— *y —y

the radius of curvature of any curve r, whose

absciss is x, and ordinate )/ ; if the fluxion of

this is divided by z, and z and 'i arc exter
minated, the general value of the variation

vvdl come out ■ . . ■ — ; then, snh-

? . .!
stituting the values of if

,

y, y (found from the

equation of the curve) into this quantity, it

will give the variation sought.

Example. Let the curve be the parabola,

whose equation isoi = yx. Here then, 1y y

_-3« , 3«3 / *\ lO^fijf

+ K1+4?' «+
~

«'
the variation sought.

Variation or Declination of the Magnetic
Needle, is the distance of the magnetic from

n , •■_ —
".V _— ai — a, and if = — ! lirnce .'

/ —

, .. — 3a1 y _ 3<x3
and y --

2y»

— Therefore,
»y5

— 3yjy* + yd +.'/,)-_aj, j.;; *
1 4- '/

v

"-'-"-*-> ■ — - o
the true meridian in degrees measured upon

the horizon. Inclination is the angle which

the dipping needle makes with the horizon, as

measured on a vertical or azimuth circle. The
changes in the declination and inclination
may be represented by the words variation

and alteration respectively.
After the discovery of that most useful pro

perty of the magnet, or loadstone ; namely,

the giving hardened iron and steel a polarity,
the compass was for many years used without
knowing that its direction in anywise de

viated from the poles of the world ; and about

the middle of the sixteenth century, so certain

were some of its inflexibly pointing to the

north, that they treated with contempt the

notion of the variation, which about that time

began to be suspected. However, careful

observations soon discovered, that in England
and its neighbourhood, the needle poiutcd to

the eastward of the true north; but the quan

tity of this deviation being known, mariners

became as well satisfied as if the compass had

none, because they imagined that the true

course could be obtained by making allow

ance for the true declination.

From successive observations made after

wards, it was found that the deviation of the

needle from the north was not a constant

quantity, but that it gradually diminished ;

and at last, about the year 1658 or KJCO, it

was found at London that the needle pointed

due north, and has ever since been getting to>

the westward ; and now the declination is

more than 2i° to the westward of the north;

so that in any one place it may be suspected

the declination has a kind of libratory mo
tion, traversing through the north to unknown

limits eastward and westward. But the set

tling of this point must be left to time.

During the time of the said observations it

was also discovered that the declination of

the needle was different in different parts of

the world, it being west in some places when

it was cast in others; and in places where the

declination was of the same name, yet the

quantity of it greatly differed. It was there

fore found necessary, that mariners should

every day, or as often as they had opportunity,

make during their voyage proper observations

for an amplitude or azimuth ; whereby they

might be enabled to find the declination of

the compass in their present place, and thence

correct their courses.
The following tabic of declinations for dif

ferent times and places was given by Dr.

Halley, in No. 148 of the Philosophical Trans

actions, and is that on which he founded

his theory of the variation of the magnetic

needle.
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Oltei ved Declinations of the Needle in divert Places, and at divers Ti

London .

Long-from
Loudon.

Pari*..

(Jraniburg....
Copenhagen .

Dantzic
MoDtpelier ....

(Brest
Rome

Bayonne
Hudson's Bay
(n Hudson's

Straits
Baffin's Bay

Sir T. Smith
Sound

At Sea
At Sea
At Sea

ICape St. Au-
I gustinc

|Off the month >
of River Plate >

JCape r'rio
lintiance of 1

Magellan's >
Snails. )

West entrance)
of ditto J

0 0

2 25 e

13 Oc
12 63 c

19 Oe
4 Oe
4 2d w

13 Oe
1 20 w

79 40 »

57 Ow

80 Ow

51 SI n

48 51 n

>7 0 w

31 30 w

42 Ow

15 30 »

53 0 w

41 10 v.

08 0 w

75 Ow

54 n

41 n

23 n
37 Ii
e:i II

50 ii
30 n

0 n

61 0 11

7B 0 n

38 40 n
43 50 n
21 0 n

2tS 0 (

39 30 a

22 40 s

52 SO s

Yi.ir
f ol>

»erv*
i.

1580
1622
1634
1672
1683
1640
1666
1681
1674
164!''
1672
167'J
1674
1680
1681
I (,80

1668

1668

tfxili

1682
1602
1678

1670

1670

1670

1670

1670

Dedina
lion oh-
■er*cd.

15 e

Oe
5e

30 vt
30 vi

Oe
0

30 w
35 w
53 c
45 w

Ow
10 vi
45 «

0 w
20 w
15 w

29 30 vi

57 Ow

7 30 w
5 30 w
0 40 e

5 30 c

20 SO e

18 10 e

17 0 e

14 lOe

Baldivia
Cape Aguillas.,

At sea
\t sea
At sea

St. Helena
Isle Ascension.
Johanna
Mombasa
Zocatra
Aden, Mouth

of Red Sea

Diego Ruiz
A t sea
At sea
Bombay
Cape Comorin...
Ballasore
r'ort St. George.

West Point of
Java

At sea
I. St. Paul
At Van Deimen's
At New Zea

land
Three Kings

Isle in Ditto
I. Rotterdam in

the South Sea
Coast of New

Guinea
West Point

ditto

At London, Ihc declination,
in 1680 w as 11° 15' E.
in 1022
in 1034

in 1058

in 1072

in 1092

in 1728

in 1747

in 1780

(i

•I

(»

2
ii

11

17

22

0 K.
6 E.
0

30 W.
0 \v.

17 W.
40 W.
41 >V.

And in the month of July from 1790

downwards, as below
1790 . .23° 39' -0 \V
1791. ..23 30 -7

1793. ..23 ;'>0 o
1794.. .23 54 -4

1795 ..23 57 1

1790... 23 59 2
1797.. 24 0 -3

1798.. .24 0 0

1799.

1S00.

1801.

1802.

1803.

1804.

1805.

.24° 1-8 W.
24 3 0

.24

■21

■21

.24

21

1806.. .24 8 6

So thai the declination here, seems oscillat
ing about a limit.

According to Ihc observations of Mr. Can
ton for the year 1759 (Phil. Trans, vol. Ii.
p. 445), il appears that the diurnal variation
of declination increased from 7' b" in January,
to 13' 21

' in June, and decreased to about
0' 68" in December.

Mr. Gilpin found (Phil. Trans. 1806, part
ii.) by a wean of 12 years from 1793 to 1805,

that the declination appeared to increase or

go westward from the winter solstice to Ihc

vernal equinox, O 'HO; to diminish or go east

ward from the vernal equinox to the summer

solstice, l'*43; to incrca.se again from the

summer solstice to the autumnal equinox.
2' 43; and to decrease only 0/"14 from thence

to the w inter solstice.
Mr. Thomas I larding, in the Transactions

of Ihc KoyaJ Irish Academy, vol. iv. husgiven
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observations on the declination of the mag
netic needle at Dublin, which arc rather ex
traordinary, lie says the change in the de
clination :it that place is uniform. That from
the year 1657, in which the declination was
nothing (the same as at London in that year),
it has been going on at the medium rate of
12' 20" annually, and was in May 1791, 27°23'
west: exceeding that at Loudon by 3 or 4
degrees. W c know not whether observations
subsequent to 1791 favour the same result.

At Paris, according to Orontius Finasus,
the declination, in 1550 was 8° C £.

in 1640 — 3 0 £.
in 1660 — 0 0
in 1081 — 2 2 W.
in 1759 — 18 10 W.
in 1760 — 18 20 W.

From 1792 to 1794 — 21 54 W.
1798 — 22 15 W.
1799 — 22 0 W.
1800 — 22 12 W.
1801 — 22 1 W.
1802 — 21 45 W.
1803 — 21 59 W.
1804 — 22 15 W.

The ilrrli nations during this period appearing
obviously to vacillate between certain limits.

M. liurckardt, an ingenious French astro
nomer, invented a formula to represent the
magnetic declinations observed at Paris ; thus,
if t denote the number of years from 1663. the
tangent of the declination is 0'449 sin. (25' 7")
t + 0-0425 [sin. (50' 13"; tf + 0-0267 [sin.
(1° 40'20")<J+. It follows from this formula
that the eastern declination diminished from
1448, when it was at its maximum of 24° 10',

lo 1660 or 1663; when it was nothing at Paris.
Reckoning an equal period backward from
1448 gave 1233 for tiic earlier epoch when
there was no declination. A little before this
the invention of the mariner's compass is ge
nerally dated. According to llnrckardt's the
orem, the maximum of western declination at
Paris will be in the year 1831 ; though it
will not vary more than 20 minutes from that
time to 1878. We mention these as curious
results of this astronomer's formula; but would
by no means be understood as affirming their
accuracy.

According to Mr. James Robertson (Phil.
Tians. 1806), the magnetic declination at Ja
maica has uudergone no change since the year
1600, riz. for more than 140 years. Indeed, ob
servations prove abundantly that the variations
of the declination compared with one another
in different points of the globe, follow dilferent
relations. But there is a fact extremely wor
thy of attention, that has been remarked by
the celebrated l!all£, on the mere inspection
of tlx- table of declination published by Van
Swindcn, whose notice it had escaped. In
the table, three places are pointed out, where
the needle has experienced the greatest de-
elinatiou : and these are, first, in the middle
of the Indian ocean, from 10° to 15° of south
latitude, and from 82° to 87° of east longitude
(reckoning from the isle of Ferro), where the

variation, from the year 1700 to that of 1756,
was from 11° to 11° 15'. Secondly, in the
Ethiopian ocean, from 5° of north to 20° or
25° of south latitude, and in the interval of
10°, 15°, and 20°, of cast longitude ; the vari
ation relative to this space, during the same
period of time, was from 10° to 10° 45', prin
cipally under the line and to 5° southward.
Thirdly, at 50° north latitude, and between
17° of east and 10° of west longitude ; where
again in the same period, there was a varia
tion of from 1 lc to 11° 45'.

Looking at Van Swindell's table, Hall, per
ceived that these three places formed as it
were three centres, round which the numbers
indicating the quantities of variation insen
sibly decreased in proportion as we departed
from each centre ; so that we have here a new
order of observations, answering to the places
where the variation was least in the same
course of years.

These places are, first, the whole American
ocean, without including the gulf of Mexico,
that is to say, from the western point of Africa
to the farthest of the Bermuda islands. And
here also we must remark, that in the ocean
between Africa and North America, the vari
ation is much less towards the American than
towards the African coasts. Secondly, the
environs of the isle of Madagascar, and part
of the coast of Zangucbar. Thirdly, that part
of the ocean which is to the south and south
east of the Sunda islands, between those is
lands and New Holland. And lastly, in the
same sea, about the 4th degree of south lati
tude and the 97th of east longitude, that is,
in the middle of the spaeo compiised between
the western angle of New Holland and the
southern point of Africa. In all these dif
ferent places the declination of the needle has
not varied, during tiic whole fifty-six years,
so much as one degree, (Encyclop. Method.).

Dr. 11alley published in the last century a
theory of the variations of the compass. In
this work he supposes there are four magnetic
poles in the earth ; two of which are fixed and
two moveable, by which he explains the dif
ferent variation of the compass at different
times in the same place. But it is impossible
to apply exact calculations to so complicated
an hypothesis. M. Euler, son of the cele
brated geometrician of that name, has how
ever shown that two magnetic poles placed on
the surface of the earth will sufficiently ac
count for the singular figure assumed by the
lines which pass through all the points of
equal variation in the chart of Dr. llalley.

M. Kulcr first examines the case wherein
the two magnetic poles are diametrically op
posite ; second, he places them in the two op
posite meridians, but at unequal distances
from the poles of the world; third, he places
them in the same meridians, f inally, he con
siders them situated in two different meri
dians. These four cases may become equally
important; because, if it is determined that
there arc only two magnetic poles, and that
these poles change their situations, it may
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some time hereafter be discovered that tbey

pass through ail the different positions.
Since the needle of the compass ought al

ways to be in the plane which passes through
the place of observation and two magnetic

polos, the problem is reduced to the discovery
of the angle contained between this plane and
the plane of the meridian. M. Eulcr, after
having examined the different cases, finds that

they also express the earth's magnetism, re

presented in the chart published by Messrs.
Mountaine and Dodson in 1774, particularly
throughout Europe and North America, if
t!ic following principles are established.

Between the arctic pole and the magnetic

pole 14° 5.T.

Between the antarctic pole and the other
magnetic pole 2!>°23'.

633 18' the angle at the north pole, formed

by the meridian's passing through the two
magnetic poles.

250° the longitude of the meridian, which

passes over the northern magnetic pole.
As the observations which have been col

lected with regard to the v'ariation arc for the
most part loose and inaccurate.it is impossible
to represent them all with precision ; and the
great variations observed in the Indian ocean
seem to require, sajs M. Euler, that the three
first quantities should be 14, 35, and 65 de
grees.

In the Memoir of MM. Biot and Humboldt
" On the variations of the terrestrial magne
tism in different latiudes," the position of the

magnetic equator is determined from direct
observations. The inclination of the plane of
this circle to the astronomical equator is stated
to be 10 '58' 56", its occidental node on that
equator being at 120° 2' 5" longitude \V. from
Paris, the other node at 50° 57' 55" E. of Paris.
The points where the axis of the magnetic
equator pierces the earth's surface are, the
northern point at 79° V 4" N. lat. and 30° 2' 5"
\V. long, from Paris ; the southern point is
situated in the same latitude south, and 14'j°

67' 55" E. long, from Paris.
It would carry us far beyond our limits

were we to attempt to sketch the various
theories of terrestrial magnetism which have
been proposed : we must, therefore, refer to
Birch's History of the Royal Society, vol. iii.
131 ; Hallej. in Phil. Trail's. No. 148 ; C'auton,
in Phil. Trans, vols, xlviii. and li. ; ( avallo's
Magnetism, and I,oriiuer's Speculation to
ditto ; Montticla, llistoire des Matlieinatiqiies,
vol. iv. 610; and Gregory's translation of
Ilauv's Natural Philosophy," vol. ii. 105 — 130.

Calculus of \ ariations. is a particular cal
culus, by which having given an expression,
or function, ol two or more quantities of which
the ratio is expressed by a determinate l».w,
we find what this function must become, when
we suppose this law itself to experience an
infinitely small variation, occasioned by the
variation of one or more of the quantities by
which it is expressed.

This calculus oilers the only general and
frequently the only possible menu-; of solving

those problems generally termed isnperitr*
trical, and of which we have already give
some account under the articles Bracrvik
CHRONE and ISOPERIMETRY.

These problems took their rise from lb*

Bernoullis; but the general method of solu

tion or calculus of variations.' we owe exeis-
sively to Lagrange. John Bernoulli, in re

solving the " curve of swiftest descent," had

made two elements of the curve vary, by vary

ing the intermediate ordinate between uV

two drawn from the extremities of the an

And James Bernoulli, in the solution of fc

famous problems of lsoperimeters, supposed
an infinitely small arc to be divided into thrw

parts by two equidistant intermediate ordi-

nates, and making these vary he found At

position they ought to have, in order to an

swer the conditions of the problems, and hecc-

obtained his ultimate solution. But boti
these methods, though they do honour to the

genius and perseverance of their authors, de

pend more upon an extraordinary effort of the
mind, than upon any direct calculus wbica

should lead them to their end by a direct and

infallible process.
Eulcr indeed generalised the method of so

lution, which led him to the solution of a num

ber of elegant problems contained in hi-

learned work. " Methodus inveiiicmli linras

curvas," &c. which is a chef d'rntrre ofanalysis ;

but here the author still depended ii[>on cer

tain geometrical considerations, which it «a<

desirable to avoid, a defect which its author wa>

w ell aware of, anil w hich was finally removed
by Lagrange, Miscell. Turin, tout. ii. in a

paper w hich he calls a new method of deter

mining the maxima and minima of indefinite
integrals. But Killer resuming the subject
in the 10th volume ol the New Commentaries
of Petersburg, p. 61. called it the Calculus of

Variations, a name which has since been gene
rally adopted.

It is impossible, within the narrow limits of

this article, to enter into any explanation of
this calculus, we shall therefore only observe,

that here every problem requires us ultimately
to find the maximum or minimum of a for

mula, such as f/jd.r, where / is a function
of r with constant quantities; of x and y. or

of x, y and r, or of a greater number of vari

ables ; or Z may even contain certain integrals,

as /V, or integrals of integrals, as/V/r, &e.

the general solution of which, as we observed

above, we o\ve exclusively to Lagrange, al

though certain eases had been previously con

sidered, and some formube of solution already

established by Eulcr, in bis celebrated work,
" Methodus inveniendi curvas, &c." For a

more circumstantial account of the successive

improvements of this calculus, as well as for an

illustration of its principles, and application to

various problems, we refer the reader to Wood-
house's " Treatise on Isopcriinetrical Pro
blems, and the Calculus of Variations," 8vo.

1810. Sec also Lagrange's " Tlicorie des

I'oiietions Analytiques," and the " Lecoiissur
la Calcul des Fonc lions," of the same author.
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VARTGNOV (Peter), a celebrated French

mathematician, »a> horn at Caen, in 1654,
ami died suddenly in 1722, being then in his
69th year. He was by his father intended
for the church, but accident having thrown in
his way a copy of Euclid's Elements of Geo
metry, he became enamoured with the study
of the mathematics, which he pursued with
the greatest success. His works, which were
published separately, were,

1. Projet d'une Nouvelle Mcchanique, 4to.
Paris, 1087.

2. Des Nouvelles Conjectures sur la Pesan-
teur.

3. Nouvelle Mcchanique ou Statique,2 vols.
4to. 1725. Besides numerous papers pub
lished in the .Memoirs of the Academy of
Sciences, extending through almost all the
volumes to the time of his death, in 1722.

VAULT, in Architecture, an arched roof, so

constructed that the stones which form it
sustain each other.

Theory of Vaults. A semicircular arch or
vault, standing on two pedroits, or imposts,
and all the stones that compose them, being
cut, and placed in such manner as that their
joints or beds, being prolonged, do all meet in
the centre of the vault: it is evident that all
the stones must be in the form of wedges, i.e.
must be wider and bigger at top ; by means
of which they sustain each other, and mutu
ally oppose the cfldrt of their u eight, which
determines them to fall. The stone in the
middle of the vaults, which stands perpen
dicular to the horizon, and is called the key
of the vault, is sustained on each side by two
contiguous stones, just as by two inclined
pianos ; and, consequently, the clfort it makes
to fall is not equal to its weight. But still
that effort is the greater, as the inclined planes
are less inclined ; so that if they were infinitely
little inclined, i.e. if they were perpendicular
to the horizon as well as the key, it will tend
to fall with its whole weight, and would ac
tually fall but for the mortar. The second
stone, which is on the risrlit or left of the key
stone, is sustained by a third, which, by virtue
of the figure of the vault, is necessarily more
inclined to the second than the second is to
the first ; and consequently the second, in the
effort it makes to fall, employs a less part of
its weight than the first. For the same rea
son, the stones from the key-stone employ
still a less and less part of their weight to the
last; which, resting on a horizontal plane,
employs no part of its weight, or, which is the
.same thing, makes no effort at all, as being
entirely supported by the impost. Now, in
in vaults, a great point to be aimed at is, that
all the vonssoirs, or key-stones, make an

equal effort towards falling. To effect this,
it is visible, that as each (reckoning from the

key to the impost) employs still a less and

less part of its whole weight ; the first, for
instance, only employing one-half; the second,

one-third ; the third, one-fourth, &c. there is

no other way of making those different parts

equal, but by a proportionable augmentation
of the whole, i. e. the second stone must bo
heavier than the first, the third, than the se

cond, Sec. to the last, which should be infi
nitely heavy.

M. De la Hire demonstrates what that pro
portion is, in which the weight of the stones
of a semicircular arch must be increased to be
in equilibrio, or to tend with equal forces to
fall, which is the firmest disposition a vault
can have. The architects before him had no
certain rule to conduct themselves by, but
did all at random. Reckoning the degrees of
the quadrant of a circle, from the key-slone
to the impost, the extremity of each stone will
take up so much the greater arch as it is far
ther from the key.

M. De la Hire's rule is, to augment the
weight of each stone above that of the key
stone, as much as the tangent of the arch of
the stone exceeds the tangent of the arch of
half the key- Now the tangent of the last
stone of necessity becomes infinite, and of
consequence its weight should be so too ; but
as infinity has no place in practice, the rule
amounts to this, that the last stones should be

loaded as much as possible, that they may the
better resist the effort which the vault makes
to separate them; which is called the shoot or
drift of the vault. M. Parent has since de
termined the curve, or figure, which the cx-
trodos, or outside of a vault, whose intrados,
or inside, is spherical, must have, that all the
stones may be in equilibrio.

For more particular information on this
subject, the reader may advantageously con
sult Gregory's Mechanics, vol. i. ; the trea
tise on arches and vaults at the end of Bos-
sut's Mechanics ; Dr. Hutton's Treatise on
Bridges, &c. in the first vol. of his 8vo.
Trai ts, lately published; and M. Berard's
treatise, entitled Statique des Voutes.

VEADAR, in Chronology, the 13th month
of the Jewish ecclesiastical year, answering to
our March.

VECTIS, a term formerly used instead of
Lever.

VECTOR Radius. Sec Radius Vector.

VELIQL E, orVELic Centre. See Centre.
VELOCITY, or Swiftness, or Celerity,

in Mechanics, is that affection of motion, by
which a moving body passes a certain space
in a certain time. It is always proportional
to the space passed over in a given time when
the velocity is uniform, or constant during
that time.

Velocity, is either uniform or variable.
Uniform, or equal velocity, is that with which
a body passes always over equal spaces in
equal times. And it is variable, or unequal,
when the spaces passed over in equal times

are unequal ; in which case it is either acce

lerated or retarded velocity ; and this accele
ration, or retardation, may also be equal or

unequal, I i. uniform or variable, Sec. See

Acceleration and Motion.
Velocity is also cither absolute or rela
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five. Absolute Telocity is that we have hi
therto been considering, in which the velocity
of a body is considered simply in itself, or as

passing over a certain space in a certain time.
But relative or respective velocity is that
with which bodies approach to, or recede
from one another, whether they both move, or
one of them be at rest. Thus, if one body
move with the absolute velocity of two feet

per second, and another with that of six feet
per second ; then if they move directly to
wards each other, the relative velocity with
which they approach is that of eight feet per
second ; but if they move both the same way,
so that the latter overtake the former, then
the relative velocity with which that overtakes
it, is only that of four feet per second, or only
half of the former; and consequently it will
take double the time of the former before they
come in contact together.

Initial Velocity, the velocity with which
a body begins to move.

Virtual Velocity of a point solicited by
any force, is the element of the space which
it would describe in the direction of the power,
when the system is supposed to have under
gone an indefinitely small derangement.

Principle of Virtual Velocities, in Me
chanics, i.

s much employed by the foreign ma
thematicians, and is thus enunciated: if any
system whatever is solicited by powers in
Cquilibrio, and there be given to this system
any small motion, in virtue of which every
point describes an indefinitely small space, the
sum of the products of each power, multiplied
by the space that the point where it is applied
would describe, according to the direction of
the same power, will be always equal to zero ;

regarding as posit he the small spaces de
scribed in the sense of the powers ; and as

negative, those described in the opposite
sense.

This principle is due to Galileo. For its
history and demonstration, see Mechaniquc
de La Grange, p

. 8.
VENTILATOR, a machine by which the

noxious air of any close place, as an hospital,
gaol, ship, mine, &o. may be discharged and
changed for fresh air.

VENUS, the second planet of our system,
iu order from the sun, revolving between the
orbits of Mercury and the earth, her mean
distance being •723, that of the earth being
considered as unity ; whence her distance in
English miles is about 68 millions. She per
forms her sidereal revolution in '224 days, 16

hours, 49'll"-2, and her mean synodical re
volution in about 584 days.

The eccentricity of her orbit is '0068 ; half
the axis major being considered as unity,
which is the least eccentricity of all the pla
nets.

Her mean longitude, at the commence
ment of the present century, was in 0' 10°

44' 35", and the longitude of her perihelion
was, at the same time, in 4' 8° 37' 0

*

9. The
line of her apsides has a sidereal motion, con
trary to the order of the signs, of 4

' 27",8 in a

eentury. Bat, if referred to the ecliptic, this
motion will appear (on account of the preces
sion of the equinoxes) to proceed according
to the order of the signs at the rate of 47",4 in

a year, or 1° 19" 2",2 in a century.
Her orbit is inclined to the plane of the

ecliptic in an angle of 3° 23* 32",7 ; (which
angle decreases about 4",6 in a century); and

at the commencement of the present century

it crossed the ecliptic in 2" 14° 52' 38' ,9. But
the nodes have an apparent motion in longi
tude of 31",4 in a year, or 52' 20",2 in a cen
tury.

The rotation on her axis is performed in
23s 21' 7",2 ; but the inclination of her axis is

not known.
The diameter of Venus is 7702 miles : con

sequently she is nearly as large as the earth ;

and her mass, compared with that of the sun

considered as unity, is s t, her density

being 5||, that of water being 1
.

Venus is surrounded by an atmosphere, the

refractive powers of which differ very little
from those of our atmosphere.

As viewed from the earth, this is the most

brilliant of all the planets; and may some

times be seen with the naked eye at noon

day. She is known as the morning and even

ing star ; and never recedes far from the sun.

Her elmgation, or angular distance, varies

from 45° to 48°.
Her motion sometimes appears retrograde.

The mean are, which she describes in snch

case, is about 16° 12*; and her mean dura

tion is about 42 days. This retrogradation
commences, or finishes, when she is about

28° 48' distant from the sun.
Venus changes, her phases, like the moon,

according to her position with respect to the

sun and the earth ; which causes a very con

siderable difference in her brilliancy.
Her mean apparent diameter is 27",0; her

greatest apparent diameter is about 57",3.

Venus is sometimes seen to pass over the

sun's disc, which can happen only wheu she

is in her nodes, and when the earth is in the

same longitude ; consequently it can take

place only in the months of Juno or Decem

ber. Three of these transits have been a
l

ready observed: one in 1631), one in Jnne
1701, and one in June 1765*. There will not

be another till the 8th of December 1874.

See Parallax and Transit.
VENA Contracta, in Hydraulics, is nscil to

denote a contraction in the column of the

effluent water, issuing through an aperture in
the side or bottom of a vessel.

W hat is said under the article Discharge
of Fluids, of the velocity of the issuing stream,

is true only of the middle filament, which ex

periences no other retardation than what

arises from the resistance of the air, and the mu

tual adhesion of the several particles amongst

each other; but those particles which issue

nearer the edges of the aperture must neces

sarily experience a greater attrition, and

therefore suffer a greater retardation: hence

it follows that the mean velocity of the fluid
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is less than what the theory gives us, and that

as we shall show in about the ratio of 1 to */2.
Sir Isaac Newton, who examined every

subject with peculiar accuracy, found that at

the distance of about a diameter of the orifice

from it, the vein of effluent fluid experienced

a considerable contraction, viz. nearly as 1 :

v"2, whence he concluded that the velocity
of the water, after its exit from the aperture,

was increased in this proportion, the same

quantity passing in the same time through a

narrower space.
From the result of several experiments, as

to tho time of discharging different quantities

of water, he ascertained that the mean velo

city of the effluent column at the aperture,

was equal to that which a heavy body would

acquire in falling through half the height of
the vessel, whereas the theory gives it the

velocity due to the whole height, which agreed

with the velocity of the fluid at the distance

of about a diameter of the aperture, as above

stated. Therefore, in all questions relating

to this discharge of fluids through aper
tures, the area of the effluent fluid ought to

be taken less than the area of the aperture in
the ratio of 1 to >/2, and the velocity of this

contracted vein to be considered as that due

to the fall of a heavy body through the whole

height of the fluid. It must be observed, how

ever, that the ratio of the area of a section of
the contracted vein to that of the orifice is

not always the same, nor has either theory or

experiment been yet able to ascertain that

ratio in all cases, so that that stated above, viz.

1 : must only be considered as an ap

proximation, which is probably more general
in its application than any other that can be

given.
VERNIER, is a scale, or a division, well

adapted for the graduation of mathematical

instruments, so called from its inventor Peter
Vernier, a gentleman of Frauche Comte, who

communicated the discovery to the world in a

■mall tract, entitled La Construction, I'Usage,
et les Proprietcz du Quadrant Nouveau de

Mathematique, &c. printed at Brussels in
1631. This was an inprovement on the me

thod of division proposed by Jacobus Curtius,
printed by Tycho, in Clavins's Astrolabe, in
1593. Vernier's method of division or divid
ing plate, has been very commonly, though

erroneously, called by the name of Nonius ;

the method of Nonius being very different
from that of Vernier, and much less conve
nient.

When the relative unit of any line is so di
vided into many small equal parts, those parts
•nay be too numerous to be introduced, or if
introduced, they may be too close to one an
other to be readily counted or estimated ; for
which reason there have been various methods

contrived for estimating the aliquot parts of
the small divisions, into which the relative
Wit of a line may be commodiously divided ;

and among those methods, Vernier's has been

jnost justly preferred to all others. For the
history of this, and other inventions of a si-

milar nature. See Rohins's Math. Tracts, vol.,

ii. p. 265, Sec.

Vernier's method is derived from the fol

lowing principle. If two equal right lines, or
circular arcs, A, B, arc so divided, that the

number of equal divisions in B is one less

than the number of equal divisions of A, then

will the excess of one division of B above

one division of A be compounded of the ratios

of one of A to A, and of ono of B to B.
For let A contain 11 parts, then one of A to

A is as 1 to 11, or — . Let B contain lOparts,

then one of B to B is as 1 to 10, or Now

J I _ 11 — 10 _ 1 . J I
10 11

~~
10 x 11

—
10 x 11

~~
10

X IV
Or if B contains n parts, and A contains u

+ 1 parts; then - is one part ofB, and —-—

is one part of A. And -
»+ 1

1(n + 1) — n _ 1

n x a + 1 »
"

» + I"

The most commodious divisions, and their

aliquot parts, into which the degrees on tho

circular limb of an instrument may be sup

posed to be divided, depend on the radius of
that instrument.

Let R be the radius of a circle in inches,

and a degree to be divided into n parts, eacli

being -th part of an inch.

Now the circumference of a circle, in part*
of its diameter 2 R inches, is 3,1415926x2 R
inches.

Then 360° : 3,1415026 x 2 R : la :

3,1415926 , „ . .
_ — x 2 R inches.
<3o0

Or, 0,0174.5329 x R is the length of one
degree in inches.

Or, 0,01745329 x R x p is the length of 1°,

in nth parts of an inch.
But as every degree contains n times such

parts, therefore n = 0,01745329 x R X p.
The most commodious perceptible division

is i or — of an inch,
8 10

Example. Suppose an instrument of 30

inches radius, into how many convenient parts

may each degree be divided? How many of
these parts are to go to the breadth of the

vernier, and to what parts of a degree may an

observation be made by that instrument !

Now, 0,01745 x R = 0,5236 inches, the

length of each degree : and if p be supposed

of an inch for one division; thenabout
H

0,5236 xj>= 4,188 shows the number of such

parts in a degree. But as this number must

be an integer, let it be 4, each beiug 15': and

let the breadth of the vernier contain31 of those

parts, or 7*°, and be divided into 30 parts.

1 1.11
Here n = T; m = — : then

30 X"o =
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of a degree, or 30\ which is the least part

of a degree that instrument can show.

If n =: -, and m
~ — ; then - x — —

5 30 5 36

r—-— of a minute, or 20".
6 X 36

The following table, taken as examples in
the instruneuts commonly made from 3 inches
to 8 feet radius, shows the divisions of the

limb to nearest tenths of inches, so as to be

an aliquot of60's, and what parts of a degree

may be estimated by the vernier, it being di
vided into such equal parts, and containing
such degrees as their columns show.

Part in a Parts in Breadthof PirK observed.mcbea. dejrer. Ternicr. vtrnicr.

3 1 15 151 4' 0"
6 1 20 2<){- 3 0
0 o 20 101 1 30

12 2 24 12* 1 15

15 3 20 Ci
101

1 0
18 3 30 0 40
21 4 30 n 0 30
24 4 36 H 0 25
30 5 30 n 0 20
36 6 30 0 50
42 8 30 0 15

48 1) 40 H 0 10

60 10 36 3t7s 0 10

72 12 30 0 10

84 15 40 2f 0 6

96 15 60 4 0 4

By altering the number of divisions, either
in the degrees or in the vernier, or in both, a

angle can be observed to a different degree of
accuracy. Thus, to a radius of 30 inches if a

degree be divided into 12 parts, each being
five minutes, and the breadth of the vernier
be 21 such parts, or 1J°, and divided into 20111°
parts, then — x — = — = 15' : or taking

the breadth of the vernier 2171, and divided
1 1 1°

into 30 parts; then — x — = —— , or 10":
12 30 300

0r"il x \ ~
ooTt

~6 ' Hhero t,ie breadt,,

of the vernier is

VERSED Sine of an Arc, in Trigonometry,
is the part of the diameter intercepted be
tween the sine and the commencement of the
arc. See Trigonometry Definitions, and
the article Sine.

VERTEX of an Angle, in Geometry, is the

angular point, or the point where the legs or
sides of the angle meet.

Vebtex of a Figure, is the uppermost
point, or the vertex of the angle opposite to
the base.

Vertex of a Curve, is the extremity of the
axis or diameter, or it is the point where the

diameter meets the curve ; which is also fe I
vertex of the diameter.

Vertex of a Glass, in Optics, the sanaeu 1

its pole.
Vertex is also used in astronomy for tb- 1

point of the heavens vertically or perpendicn- J
iarlv over our heads, also called the zenith.

VERTICAL, something relating to tfc %
vertex or highest point. As,

Vertical Angles, in Geometry, are such %•

have the ir legs or sides continuations of each

other. See Angle.
Vertical Point, in Astronomy, is the sanv

with vertex, or zenith. — Hence a star is said

to be vertical, when it happens to be in thai

point which is perpendicularly over any place.
Vertical Circle, is a great circle of the

sphere, passing through the zenith and nadir
of a place. The vertical circles are also calkd
aziumths. The meridian of any place is a

vertical circle, viz. that particular one which
passes through the north or south point of uV
horizon. All the vertical circles intersect one

another in the zenith and nadir.
The use of the vertical circles is to esti

mate or measure the height of the stars. &f.
and their distances from the zenith, which is

reckoned on these circles ; and to find then-

eastern and western amplitude, by observinj
how many degrees the vertical, in which the

star rises or sets, is distant from the meridian.
Prime Vertical, is that vertical circle, or

azimuth, which passes through the poles of
the meridian; or which is perpendicular to

the meridian, and passes through the equinoc
tial points.

Prime Verticals, in Dialling. See Prime
Verticals.

Vertical of the Sun, is the vertical which
passes through the centre of the sun at am

moment of time. Its use is, in dialling, to

find the declination of the plane on which
the dial is to be drawn, which is done by ob

serving how many degrees that vertical is

distant from the meridian, after marking the

point or line of the shadow upon the plane at

any times.
Vertical Dial. See Dial.
Vertical Line, in Dialling, is a line in

any plane perpendicular to the horizon. This
is best found and drawn oh an erect and re
clining plane, by steadily holding up a string
and plummet, and then marking two points
of the shadow of the thread on the plane, a

good distance from one another, and drawing
a line through these marks.

Vertical Line, in Conies, is a line drawn
on the vertical plane, and through the vertex
of the cone.

Vertical Plane, in Conies, is a plane pass

ing through the vertex of a cone, and parallel
to any conic section.

Vertical Plane, in Perspective. See Per
spective.

VERTICITY, that property of the magnet

or of a needle touched with it, by which it
directs itself to some particular point, as its

pole. See Magnet.
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VKRl1, a name formerly applied to a par

ticular kind, or rather to a particular appear
ance, of a comet.

VESPER, one of the names formerly given
to the planet Venus.

VESTA, one of the four new planets dis
covered since the conimencent of the present
century. From their regularity observed in the
distances of the old planets from the sun, some
astronomers supposed that a planet existed
between the orbits of Jupiter and Mars. The
discovery of Ceres confirmed this happy con
jecture ; but the opinion which it seemed to
establish respecting the harmony of the solar
system, appeared to be completely overturned
by the discovery of Pallas and Juno. Dr.
Olbers, however, imagined that these small
celestial bodies were merely the fragments of
a large planet, which had been burst asunder
by some internal convulsion, and that several
more might yet be discovered between the
orbits of Mars and Jupiter. He therefore
concluded, that though the orbits of all these
fragments might be differently inclined to the
ecliptic, yet, as they must have all diverged
from the same* point, they ought to have two
common points of union, or two nodes in op
posite regions of the heavens through which
all the planetary fragments must sooner or
later pass. One of these nodes Dr. Olbers
found to be in Virgo, and the other in the
Whale, and it was actually in the latter of
these regions that Mr. Harding discovered
the planet Juno. With the intention, there
fore, of detecting other fragments of the sup
posed planet, Dr. Olbers examined thrice
every year, all the little stars in the opposite
constellations of the Virgin and the Whale,
till his labours were crowned with success on
the 29th March, 1807, by the discovery of a
new planet in the constellation Virgo, to which
he gave the name of Vesta.

As soon as this discovery was made known
in England, the planet was observed at Black-
heath, on the 26th April, 1807, by S. Groom-
bridge, Esq. an ingenious and active astro
nomer, who has successfully devoted his leisure
and his fortune to the advancement of astro
nomy. He continued to observe it with his
excellent astronomical circle, till the 20th
May, when, from its having ceased to become
visible on. the meridian, he had recourse to
equatorial instruments. On the 11th August,
Mr. Groombridge resumed his meridional ob
servations, from which he has computed part
of the elements of its orbit ; and he had the
good fortune to observe the ecliptic opposition
of the planet, on the 8th September, 1808, at
7h 30', in longitude 1 1» 15° 54' 26". His ob
servations were continued till the beginning
of November, 1808, and he expected to have
found the planet again at its opposition in
February, 1810; but from a continuance of
cloudy weather, and probably from errors in
the elements, he did not succeed.

The planet Vesta is of the fifth or sixth
magnitude, and may be seen in a clear even
ing by the naked eye. Its light U more in-

tense, pure, and white, than any of the other
three ; and it is very similar in its appearance
to the Gcorgium Sidus. It is not surrounded
with any nebulosity ; and even with a power
of 636, Dr. Herschel could not perceive its
real disc. The orbit of Vesta cuts the orbit
of Pallas, but not in the same place where it
is cut by that of Ceres.

According to the observations of Schroder,
the apparent diameter of Vesta is only 0.488
of a second, one half of what he found to be
the apparent diameter of the fourth satellite
of Saturn; and yet it is very remarkable that
its light is so intense, Schroeter saw it several
times with his naked eye,

M. Burckardt is of opinion, that Le Mon-
nier had observed this planet as a fixed star,
since a small star situated in the same place,
and noticed by that astronomer, has since
disappeared.

The following are the elements of the orbit
of Vesta, computed by Mr. Groombridge,
from his own observations.

Revolution 3' 6Q> 4>>

Place of perihelion 0. a0 0' 0"
Place of ascending node 3» 14° 38' 0"
Inclination of orbit 7° 8' 20"
Mean distance 2' 163

Eccentricity in parts ) n
of the earth's radius ]

v.waa

The following elements are given by Buck-
ardt in the Conuoisauce de Temps for 1809,
from tht most recent observations on the con
tinent.

Place of ascending node 3* 13° 1' 0"
Place of perihelion 8' <J° 42' 53"
Inclination of orbit 7° 8' 46'
Mean distance 2.373000
Eccentricity 0.093221

VIA Lactea, or Milky Way. See Galaxy.
Via Salts, the Sun's Way, is used sometimes

to denote the elliptic line or path described
bv the sun.

VIBRATION, in Mechanics, the regular
reciprocating motion of a body, as a pendulum,
musical chord, Sec. For the laws relating to
the vibrations of pendulums, see Pendulum
and Oscillation; and for what relates to
musical chords, sec Chord.

Vibration is also a term used by some
authors to explain certaiii natural phenomena.
Sensation, for instance, is supposed to be per
formed, by means of the vibratory motions of
the contents of the nerves, begun by external
objects, and thence propagated to the brain.

This doctrine -has been particularly illus
trated by Dr. Hartly, who has extended it
farther than any other writer, in establishing
a new theory of our mental operations.

The same ingenious author also applies
the doctrine of vibrations to the explanation
of muscular motion, which he thinks is per
formed in the same general manner as sensa
tion, and the perception of ideas. For a
particular account of his theory, and the ar

guments by which it is supported, see his
Observations on Man, vol. i.

The several sorts and rays of light, Newton
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crvnccivcs to make vibrations of divers mag
nitudes, which, according to those magnitudes,
excite sensations of several colours; much

after the same manner of air, according to

their several magnitude, excite sensations of
several sounds.

Heat, according to the same author, is only
an accident of light occasioned by the rays
putting a fine, subtile, ethereal medium, which
pervades all bodies, into a vibrativc motion,
which gives us that sensation.

From the vibrations or pulses of the same
medium, he accounts for the alternate fits of
easy reflexion, and easy transmission of the

rays.
In the Philosophical Transactions it is ob

served, that the butterfly into which the silk
worm is transformed, makes one hundred and
thirty vibrations or motions of its wings, in
one coition.

YIETA (FBANCist.avcry celebrated French
mathematician, was born in 1540 at Fontcuai,
or Fontcnai-le-Comte, in Lower Poitou, a

province of France, and died at Paris in 1603,

being the sixty-third year of his age. Among
other branches of learning in which he excel
led, he was one of the most respectable ma
thematicians of the sixteenth century, or in
deed of any age. His writings abound with
marks ofgreat originality, and the finest genius;
and his inventions and improvements in all

parts of the mathematics were very considera
ble. He was in a manner the inventor and in
troducer of specious algebra, in which letters
arc used instead of numbers, as well as of many
beautiful theorems in that science. He made
also considerable improvements in geometry
and trigonometry, llis angular sections are
a very ingenious and masterly performance :

by these he was enabled to resolve the pro
blem of A (Irian us Komauus, proposed to all
mathematicians, amounting to an equation of
the 45th degree. His Apollonius Callus,
being a restoration of Apollonius's tract on
Tangcncics, and many other geometrical
pieces to be found in iiis works, show the
finest taste and genius for true geometrical
speculations. He gave some masterly tracts
on trigonometry, both plane and spherical,
which may be found in the collection of his
works, published at Leyden in 1640, by
Schooten, besides another large and separate
volume in folio, published in the aullior's life
time at Paris in 1579, containing extensive
trigonometrical tables, with the construction
and use of the same, which arc particularly
described in the introduction to Huttou's
logarithms, To this complete treatise on tri
gonometry, plane and spherical, are subjoined
several miscellaneous problems and observa
tions, such as, the quadrature of the circle,
the duplication of the cube, &c. Computa
tions are here given of the ratio of the dia
meter of a circle to the circumference, and of
the length of the sine of one minute, both to
a great many places of figures.

Besides which it seems that he had com
posed another work, " Harmonicon Celeste,"

which was surreptitiously taken from father
Mcrscnnc, to whom it had been intrusted by
its author and irrecoverably lost.

VINCULUM, in Algebra, a mark .or cha
racter either drawn over, or including, or
some other way accompanying a factor, divi
sor, dividend, Ike. when it is compounded of
several letters, quantities, or terms, to connect
them together as one quantity, and show that
they are to be multiplied, or divided, &c. to
gether.

Vict a first used the bar or line over the

quantities, for a vinculum, thus a + b; and
Albert Girard the parenthesis thus (a + b).
Thus a + b x c, or (a + b) x c, denotes the

product off, and the sum a + b considered as

one quantity. Also -/a + b, or %/(a + t\
denotes the square root of the sum a + b.

Sometimes the mark : is set before a com
pound factor, as a vinculum, especially when
it is very long, or an infinite series ; thus 3a x
: 1 — 1x + 3*1 — 4*' + 5*', &c. though
the more usual method adopted by modern
algebraists is to include the expression, when
long, in a parenthesis ; thus

3a(l— 2X + 3I1 — 4X1 +6x»,8cc)
or if it should happen, as it frequently may,
that the quantity within the parenthesis con
sist itself of other parenthesis, then the out

ward one is made larger, or thus, j j
in order to distinguish the whole factor from
any of its parts ; thus

3a
|

1 + 3*(a + V) - 4**(a + V? + fee. \
V1NDEMIATRIX, a star of the third

magnitude in the constellation Virgo.
VIRGO, the Virgin, in Astronomy, the sixth

zodiacal constellation, denoted by the cha
racter it);. See Constellation and Sign.

VIRTUAL Focus. See Virtual Focus.
Virtual Velocity. See Velocity.
VIS, a Latin word, signifying force or

power ; adopted by writers on physics, to
express divers kinds of natural powers or
faculties.

The term vis is cither active or passive : the
it's activa is the power of producing motion ;

the vis passiea is that of receiving or losing it.
The vis activa is again subdivided into vis viva

and vis mortua.
Vis Absolut a, or Absolute Force, is that

kind of centripetal force which is measured
by the motion that would be generated by it
in a given body, at a given distance, and de
pends on the cfiicacy of the cause producing
it.

Vis Acceleratrix, or Accelerating Force, is
that centripetal force which produces an ac

celerated motion, and is proportional to the
velocity which it generates in a given time ;

or it is as the motive or absolute force directly,
and as the quantity of matter moved iuversely.

Vis Impressa, is defined by Newton to be
the action exercised on any body to change
its state, either of rest, or moving uniformly
in a right line..
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This force consists altogether in the action ;

and lias no place in the body after the action
is ceased: for the body perseveres in every
new state by the vis inertia; alone.

This vis impressa may arise from various
causes; as from percussion, pression, and cen
tripetal force.

Vis Inertia, or Power of Inactivity, in de
fined by Newton to be a power implanted in
all matter, by which it resists any change en
deavoured to be made in its state, that is, by
which it becomes difficult to alter its state,
cither of rest or motion.

This power then agrees with the vis re-
sistendi, or pow er of resisting, by which every
body endeavours, as much as it can, to per
severe iu its own state, whether of rest or
uniform rectilinear motion; which power is
still proportional to the body, or to the quan
tity of matter in it, the same as the weight or

gravity of the body; and yet it is quite dif
ferent from, and even independent of, the
force of gravity, and would be and act just
the same if the body were devoid of gravity.
Thus, a body by this force resists the same in
all directions, upwards or downwards, or ob

liquely; whereas gravity acts only downwards.
Bodies only exert this power in changes

brought on their state by some vis impressa,
or force impressed on them. And the exercise
of this power is, in different respects, both
resistance and impetus; resistance, as the
body opposes a force impressed on it to change
its state ; and impetus, as the same body en
deavours to change the state of the resisting
obstacle. Phil. Nat. Princ. Math. lib. 1.

The vis inertia;, the same great author else
where observes, is a passive principle, by
which bodies persist in their motion or rest,
and receive motion, in proportion to the force

impressing it, and resist as much as they are
resisted. Sec Resistance and Inertia.

Vis Matrix, or Moving Force of a centri
petal body, is the tendency of the w hole body
towards the centre resulting from the ten
dency of all the parts, and is proportional to
the motion which it generates in a given time ;

so that the vis motrix is to the vis accelcratrix
as the motion is to the celerity ; and as the
quantity of motion in a body is estimated by
the product of the velocity into the quantity
of matter, so the vis motrix, from the vis
accelcratrix, multiplied into the quantity of
matter.

The followers of Leibnitz use the term vis
motrix for the force of a body in motion in
the same sense as the Newtonians use vis
inertia? ; this latter they allow to be inherent
in a body at rest, but the former of vis motrix
a force inherent in the same body only while
in motion, which actually carries it from place
tu place, by acting upon it always with the
same intensity in every physical part of the
line which it describes.

Vis Motua, or Dead Force, a term used by
Leibnitz to denote the power of pressure in a

body at rest ; whereas

Vis Viva, or Living Force, is used by the
same author to denote the force or power o! a
body in motion.

VISIBLE, any thing that is an object ol
sight or vision, or any thing whereby the eye
is affected, so as to produce the sensation of
sight.

The Cartesians say that light alone is the
proper object of vision. But, according to
Newton, colour alone is the proper object of
sight; colour being that property of light by
which the light itself is visible, and by which
the images of opaque l>odies are painted on
the retina. Philosophers in general had for
merly taken for granted, that the place to
which the eye refers any visible object, seen
by reflection or refraction, is that in which the
visual ray meets a perpendicular from the ob
ject upon the reflecting or the refracting plane.
That this is the case with respect to plane
mirrors is universally acknowledged; and some
experiments with mirrors of other forms seem
to favour the same conclusion, and thus afford
reason for extending the analogy to all cases
of vision. If a right line be held perpen
dicularly over a convex or concave mirror, its
image seems to make one line with it. The
same is the case with a right line held per
pendicularly within water; for the part which
is within the water seems to be a continuation
of that which is without. But Dr. Barrow
called iu question this method of judging of
the place of an object, and thus opened anew
field of inquiry and debate in this branch of
science. This, with other optical investiga
tions, he published in bis Optical Lectures,
first printed in 1674. According to him, wo
refer every point of an object to the place
from w hich the pencils of light issue, or from
w hich they would have issued, if no reflecting
or refracting substance intervened. Pursuing
this principle, Dr. Barrow proceeded to in
vestigate the place in which the rays issuing
from each of the points of an object, and that
reach the eye after one reflection or refraction,
meet ; and he found that when the refracting
surface was plane, and the refraction was
made from a denser medium into a rarer,
those rays would always meet in a place be
tween the eye and a perpendicular to the
point of incidence. If a convex mirror be
used, the case will be the same ; but if the
mirror be plane, the rays w ill meet in the per*
peudieular, and beyond it, if it be concave.
He also determined, according to these prin
ciples, what form the image of a right line
will take when it is presented in different
manners to a spherical mirror, or when it is
seen through a refracting medium.

M. Bougucr adopts Barrow's general max
im, in supposing that we refer objects to the
place from which the pencils of rays seemingly
converge at their entrance into the pupil.
But when rays issue from below the surface
of a vessel of w ater, or any other refracting
medium, he finds that there are always two
different places of this seeming convergence :
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one of them of the rays which issue from it in

the same vertical circle, and therefore fall

with different degrees of obliquity upon the

surface of the refracting medium ; and another

of those that fall upon the surface with the

same degree of obliquity, entering the eye

laterally with respect to one another. He

says, sometimes one of these images is at

tended to by the mind, and sometimes the

other ; and different images may be observed

bv different persons. And he adds, that an

object plunged in water affords an example

of this duplicity of images.

From the principle above illustrated, several

remarkable phenomena of vision may be ac

counted for: as —That if the distance between

two visible objects be an angle that is insen
sible, the distant bodies will appear as if con

tiguous: whence, a continuous body, being

(he result of several contiguous ones, rf the

distances between several visible ones subtend

insensible angles, they will appear one conti

nuous body ; which gives a pretty illustration

of the notion of a continuum. Hence also

parallel lines, and long vistas, consisting of
parallel rows of trees, seem to converge more

and more the farther they are extended from

the eye ; and the roofs and floors of long ex

tended alleys seem, the former to descend,

and the latter to ascend, and approach each
other; because the apparent magnitudes of
their perpendicular intervals arc perpetually
diminishing, while at the same time we mis

take their distance. See Priestley's Light
and Colours.

The mind perceives the distance of visible

oujects, 1st, From the different configurations
of the eye, and the manner in which the rays
strike the eye, and in which the image is im

pressed upon it. For the eye disposes itself
differently, according to the different distances

it is to sec ; viz. for remote objects the pupil
is dilated, and the crystalline brought nearer
the retina, and the whole eye is made more

globons; on the contrary, for near objects,
the pupil is contracted, the crystalline thrust
forwards, and the eye lengthened. Again,
the distance of visible objects is judged of by
the angle the object makes ; from the distinct
or confused representation of the objects; and
from the briskness or feebleness, or the rarity
or density of the rays. To this it is owing,
ist. That objects which appear obscure or
confused are judged to be more remote ; a

principle which the painters make use of to
cause some of their figures to appear farther
distant than others on the same plane. 2d, To
this it is likewise owing that rooms whose
walls are whitened, appear the smaller; that
fields covered with snow, or white flowers,

appear less than when clothed with grass ;

that mountains covered with snow, in the
night-time, appear the nearer, and that opaque
bodies appear the more remote in the twilight.

The magnitude of visible objects is known
chiefly by the angle contained between two
lays drawn from the two extremes of the ob

ject to the centre of the eye. An object appear*
more or less large according to the angle ft

subtends ; or bodies seen under a greater angle,
appear greater ; and those under a less angb'.
Iess,&c. Hence the same thing appears greater
or less as it is nearer the eye, or farther off.

And this is called the apparent magnitude.
Bnt to judge of the real magnitude of an

object, we must consider the distance: for
since a near and a remote object may appear
under equal angles, though the magnitude*
be different, the distance must necessarily be

estimated, because the magnitude is great or

small according as the distance is. So that

the real magnitude is in the compound ratio
of the distance and the apparent magnitude ;

at least when the subtended angle, or apparent
magnitude, is very small; otherwise, the real

magnitude will be in a ratio compounded of
the distance and the sine of the apparent
magnitude, nearly, or nearer still its tangent.
Hence, objects seen under the same angle,

have their magnitudes in the same ratio as

their distances. The chord of an arc of a

circle appears of equal magnitude from every

point in the circumference, though one point
be vastly nearer than another. Or if the cy«

be fixed in any point in the circumference,

and a right line be moved round, so as its

extremes be always in the periphery, it will

appear of the same magnitude in every po
sition. And the reason is, because the angle

it subtends is always of the same magnitude.

And hence also, the eye being placed in ant

angle of a regular polygon, the sides of it will

all appear of equal magnitude ; being all equal
chords of a circle described about it. If th»

magnitude of an object directly opposite to

the eye be equal to its distance from the eye.

the whole object will be distinctly seen, or

taken in by the eye, but nothing more. And

the nearer you approach an object, the less

part you see of it. The least angle under

which an ordinary object becomes visible is

about one minute of a degree.
The figure of visible objects is estimated

chiefly from our opinion of the situation of

the several parts of the object. This opinion
of tho situation, &c. enables the mind to ap

prehend an external object under this or that

figure, more justly than any similitude of the

images in the retina, with the object, can;

the images being often elliptical, oblong. &c.

when the objects they exhibit to the mind ar«

circles, or squares, &c.
The laws ofvision, with regard to the figures

of visible objects, are, 1. That if the centre

of the eye be exactly in the direction of a

right line, the line will appear only as a point.
2. If the eye be placed in the direction of a

suiTrcc, it will appear only as a line. 3. If »

body be opposed directly towards the eye. so

as only one plane of the surface can radiate

on it, the body will appear as a surface. 4. A

remote arch, viewed by an eye in the same

plane with it, will appear as a right line.

6. A sphere, viewed at a distance, appears a
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circle. C. Angular figures, at a great distance,

usually appear round. 7. It Ihe eye look ob

liquely on the centre of a regular figure, or a

circle, the true figure will not be seen ; but
the circle will appear elliptical, &c.

VISION, the perception of external objects
as conveyed lo the brain by means of the
organs of sight.

We have under the article Eye endeavoured
to explain the construction and form of that
delicate organ, and the means by which ex
ternal objects are painted on the retina, but
how they are thence transmitted to the scn-
sorum in the brain is, it must be acknow
ledged, completely out of the reach of our
conception to determine. But that vision is
effected after the manner there described may
be, and has been, repeatedly demonstrated
from experiment.

Take for instance an ox's eye while it is
fresh, and having cut off the three coats from
the back part, quite to the vitreous humour,

put a piece of white paper over that part and
hold the eye towards any bright object, and

you will see an inverted image of the object
upon the paper.

If the form of the eye, the situation of the
several humours, and their respective sur
faces, remain unaltered, it is manifest that
tiiose rays only, which diverge from points at
a particular distance, can be collected upon
the retina. Thus if an image Q be formed

exactly, the image of S, a point farther from
the eye than Q, will be formed within the
eye ; therefore the rays which proceed from
tins point, will be diffused over some space
upon the retina, and if they are mixed with
(he rays which diverge from other points in
the object necessary to be distinguished from
the former, the vision will be indistinct. And
the rays which diverge from T, a point nearer
to the eye than Q, will, after refraction, con
verge to t, a point behind the retina; and in
this case also they will be diffused over some
space upon the retina, and the vision as before
will be indistinct.

By what change in the conformation of the

eye, we arc enabled to see objects distinctly
at different distances, is not fully ascertained;
but the effect itself is sufficiently manifest,

although authors differ as to the manner
in which it is produced. It is supposed by
iO'iie, that the general figure of ihe eye is
all. red ; that when the object to be viewed is
near, the length of the eye measured along
the axis, is increased by the lateral pressure
of external muscles ; and on the contrary,
when the object is remote, that the length of

the eye is diminished, by the relaxation of
that pressure. Others suppose the effect to
be produced by a change in the place, or
figure of the crystalline humour; some by an
alteration in the diameter of the pupil; while
others ascribe the effect to a change in the
curvature of the cornea.

Much stress cannot be laid upon the first
of these causes, as distinguished from the last,
since its existence is not proved by experi
ment ; and there is no necessity for recurring
to a bare hypothesis of this kind. With re
spect to the second, the ligamcntum ciliare
docs not appear sufficiently strong to produce
any considerable change in the form or si
tuation of the crystalline humour. And as it
is clearly ascertained, Phil. Trans, vol. Ixxxv.
that persons couched can see distinctly at
different distances, we must conclude that the
effect is not to be ascribed to any change in
this humour. As change in the aperture of
the pupil has some effect in rendering objects
distinct at different distances ; for if the eye
of a spectator be directed, first to a distant
object, and then to one which is nearer, the
diameter of the pupil is observed to decrease.

But the principal change by which the
effect is produced, seems to be an alteration
in the curvature of the cornea. In order to
show that such a change takes place, Mr.
Ramsden fixed the head of a spectator so
securely, that no deception could arise from
its motion, and directed him to look at a dis
tant object ; whilst the eye was in this situa
tion, he placed a microscope, in such a man
ner, that the wire, with which it was furnished,
apparently coincided with the outer surface
of the cornea ; and then directing the specta
tor to look at a nearer object, he found that
the cornea immediately projected beyond the
wire of the microscope. See Phil. Trans,
vol. Ixxxv. p. 16.

Now when the distance of an object is
diminished, supposing no alteration to take
place in the eye, the divergency of the ex
treme rays of the pencil incident upon the
pupil, is increased ; and therefore, if the image
of the object in the first situation be formed
upon the retina, in the latter it will be formed
behind it ; but an increase in the curvature of
the cornea will increase the convergency of
the refracted rays, or bring them sooner to n
focus ; and thus by a proper change in this
coat of the eye, the rays will again be brought
lo a focus upon the retina, and the object be
still seen distinctly. The least distance at
which objects can be seen distinctly by com-1

mon eyes, is about 7 or 8 inches. The greater
distance cannot be so easily or accurately
ascertained. It seems that the generality of
eyes are capable of collecting parallel rays
upon the retina, or so near to it, as to produce
distinct vision ; and thus, the greatest distance
at which objects can be distinctly viewed, is
unlimited. For this reason, in adopting op
tical instruments to common eyes, mm cal
culating their powers, we suppose the part*
to be so arranged, that the rays iu cae'f

3 B a
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pencil may, when they fall upon the cornea,

be parallel.
If the humours of the eye be too convex,

parallel rajs, and such pencils as diverge from

points at any considerable distance, are col

lected before they reach the retina; and ob

jects, to be seen distinctly, must be brought
nearer to the eye. This inconvenience may
be remedied by a concave glass, whose focal

length is so adjusted as to give the rays, pro
ceeding from a distant object, such a degree
of divergency as the eye requires. Wood's

Optics.
Divert or Simple Vision, is that which is

performed by direct rays, or by rays passing
directly from the object to ihc eye.

Reflected Vision, is that which is performed
by reflected rays, that is, by means of rays re
flected from mirrors or specula. See Mirror
and Kuflfxtion.

Refracted Vision, is that which is performed
by means of refracted rays; or rays turned
out of their direct course, by passing through
glass, or some other medium.

Seat of Vision, is that part of the eye on
which the image of different objects arc paint
ed, and thence conveyed to the brain. This
is a subject which has been much disputed by
philosophers, some referring it to one part and
some to another. According to what wc have
stated under the article Vision, the image of
objects are painted in an inverted order on
the retina, at the same time the mind per
ceives them in their proper erect posture ;

and different hypotheses have been invented
to account for this correction of position. Hut
in a small book lately published by Mr. G.
Horner, a new theory of vision is started, and
maintained with considerable ability and in
genuity, which goes to prove that the images
of objects are reflected back again from their
first position into an erect posture, and thence
conveyed to the brain, so that the construc
tion of the eye corresponds exactly with the
Gregorian telescope. See Eye.

VISUAL, relating to sight or seeing, as
visual angle, visual rays, &c.

Visum i. Angle, is the angle under which an
object is seen, or which it subtends at the
eye. See Apparent Magnitude.

Visual Rays, are rays of light conceived to
come from an object to the eye, and by which
it becomes visible.

V1TELLIO, or Vitttto, a Polish mathe
matician of the 13th century ; he was author
of a large Treatise on Optics, the best edition
of which is that of 1572. Vitellio was the
lirst optical writer of any importance amongst
the modern Europeans. Tie collected all that
had been given by Euclid, Archimedes, Pto-
loiny, and Alhazen, though his work is now
but of little use.

VITREOUS Humour of the Eye. See Eye.
VITRUVIUS (Marcus Vitruvius Pol-

Lio), ill Biography, a celebrated itoman ar
chitect, of whom however nothing is known
but what is to be collected from his ten books,
l>« Architcctura, still extant. In the preface

to the sixtli book, he writes that he was care
fully instructed in the whole circle of arts and
sciences; a circumstance which he speaks of
with much gratitude, laying it down as certain,
that no man can be a complete architect w itb-
out some knowledge and skill in every other
branch of knowledge. And in the preface to
the first book he informs us, that he was
known to Julius C;esar; that he was after
wards recommended by Octavia to her bro
ther Augustus Caesar; and that he was so

favoured and provided for by this emperor, ai
to be out of all fear of poverty as long as lie
might live. It is supposed that Vitrmius was

born either at Rome or Verona, but it is not
known which. His books of architecture are

addressed to Augustus Caesar, and not only
show consummate skill in that particular
science, but also a very uncommon genius
and natural abilities. The best edition of the
works of Vitruvius is that published at Am
sterdam in 1649. Perault gave an excellent
Prench translation of the same, and added
notes and figures: the first edition of which
was published at Paris iu 1673, and the se

cond, much improved, in 1684. Mr. William
Newton too, an ingenious architect, published
in 1780, &c. curious commentaries on Vitru
vius, illustrated with figures; to which is

added a description, with figures, of the mili
tary machines used by the ancients.

VIVIANI (Vincentio), a celebrated Ita
lian mathematician, was born at Florence in
1621 or 1622. and died iu 1703, at the ad

vanced age of 81 years.
Viviani was a disciple of the illustrious

Galileo, having studied under that great mas

ter for three years, viz. from the age of 17 to

20. His principal works are as follows:
1. He Maximis ct Minimis Geometries

Hhiuatio iu quintum Conicorum Apollonii
Perga-i, folio, 16W9.

2. I'.nodatio Problematum, &c.
3. He Locis Solidis secunda Bivinatio Gco-

metrica,&c. folio, 1673 ; 2d edition atFlorencc,
1701.

I'LLAGP of a Cask, in Gauging, is what it
w ants of being full.

ULTIMATE Ratios. To avoid both the

tcdiousncss of the ancients and the inaccuracy
of the moderns. Sir Isaac Newtou introduced
what he called the method of prime and ulti
mate ratios, the foundation of which is con

tained in the first lemma of the first book of

the Principia. Taking this first lemma for s
definition, it may be explained in the follow
ing manner.

Let there be two quantities, one fixed and

the other varying, so related to each other,

that first the varying quantity continually ap

proaches to the fixed quantity. Secondly,
that the varying quantity does never reach or

pass beyond that which is fixed. Thirdly, that

the varying quantity approaches nearer to the

fixed quantity than by any assigned difference,

then is such a fixed quantity called the limit
of the varying quantity ; or in a looser way of

speaking, the varying quantity may be said l«
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be ultimately equal to the fixed quantity.
These three properties may be otherwise ex
pressed mure distinctly thus. First, the dif
ference between the varying quantity, and
the fixed quantity, must continually decrease.
Secondly, this difference must never become
either nothing or negative. Thirdly, this dif
ference must become less in respect to the
fixed quantify than by any assigned ratio; or
the difference between the two quantities
must become a less part of the fixed quantity
than any fractional part that is assigned, how
small soever the fraction expressing such part
may be. Wherever these properties arc found,
the fixed quantity is called the limit of the
varying quantity, or the varying quantity is
said to be ultimately equal to the fixed quan
tity. This last phrase must not be taken in
an absolute literal sense, there being no ulti
mate state, no particular magnitude that is
the ultimate magnitude of such a varying
quantity. Under the word quantity in this
definition must be included not only numbers,
lines, Sec. but more especially ratios consi
dered as a peculiar species of quantity.

Magnitudes thus considered do not consist
of indivisible parts, but arc imagined generated
by motion. Lilies, for instance, are described,
and in their description are generated not by
the apposition of parts, but by the continual
motion of points, surfaces by the motion of
lines, solids by the motion of surfaces, angles
by the rotation of their sides, time by a con
tinual flowing, and so in other things. The
prime or ultimate ratios of magnitudes, thus
generated, are investigated by observing their
finite increments or decrements, and thence
finding the limits of the ratios of those variable
magnitudes ; not of the ratios to which the
magnitudes ever arrive, but those limits to
which the ratios of magnitudes perpetually
approach.

It has been asserted by some that quantities
cannot have a first and a last ratio.

Now, if they have not a first ratio, they
have not a second nor a third ratio, &c. ; there
fore they have no ratio in the time T. But in
the time T they arc quantities; and therefore
they must have a ratio ; that is, they have a
ratio, and they have not a ratio in the time '1';

which is absurd. Therefore they have a first
ratio.

They cease to exist at the end of the time
T, by supposition: therefore, after the end of
the time T they are nothing ; consequently, at
the end of the time T they have no ratio.
But in the timcT they had a ratio ; and after
the end of the time they have no ratio : there
fore they had a last ratio.

See Newton's Principia, lib. i.; Smith's
Fluxions; Ludlam on Ultimate Ratios, &c.

ULTRAMUNDANE, beyond the world, is
that part of the universe which is supposed to
be beyond the limits of our system. ,

I 1MBILICUS, or Umbilical Paint, the same
as Focus.

UMBRA. See Shadow.

UNDECAGON, a polygon of eleven sides.
See Polygon.

UNDULATORY Motion, is applied to de
note a motion in any fluid, by which its parts
are agitated like the waves of the sea, and is
particularly applied to the motion of the air
in the propagation of sound.

UNEVEN Number, or Odd Number, that
which cannot be divided intotvto equal in
tegral parts. See NUMBER.

UNGULA, is the bottom part cut off by a
plane passing obliquely through the base of a
cone or cylinder, being thus called from its re
semblance to the ungula or hoof of a horse,
&c.

The rules for measuring conical ami cylin
drical ungula will be found under the articles
Cone and Cylinder, aud their investigations
at p. 218 and 246, 2d edition of Hutton's
Mensuration.

UNICIA, the 12tfa part of a filing.
UNICLE, the same a;- co-efficients. See

CO-EFFICIENT.
UNJ CORN. Sec Monocf.kos.
UNIT, or Unit;/, is the representation of

any thing considered individually, without
regard to flic parts of which it is composed.

UNIVERSE, a collective term signifying
the assemblage of heaven and earth, with all
things in and upon them.

UNLIKE Quantities, in Algebra, are such
as are expressed by different letters or dif
ferent roots or powers of the same letter. Sco
Definitions, article Algebra.

UNLIMITED Problem, that which admits
of an indefinite number of solutions. See
Indeterminate Problem.

VOID Space. See Vacuum.
VOLCANO, (from Vulcanus, Latin, the god

of fire,) a burning mountain, hollow below,
and communicating, perhaps, with cavities
still deeper than its own, from which it is
supplied with fire, and ignited materials,
which it usually throws up, after uncertain
intervals, through one or more external aper
tures or spiracles.

Volcanoes constitute, without doubt, tin
most striking and formidable gcognostic phe
nomenon which nature has presented to our
view. They are not, indeed, so destructive
to the lives of the human race as earthquakes ;
but they offer to the eye something much
more terrific. Their number is very consider
able, nearly two hundred having been reckon
ed by different writers. There is an immense
range of them running from north fo south on
the continent of America, and occupying the
summits of many of the Andes, as well us of
the Mexican and California!] ridges. There
is also a considerable number which spread
along the eastern coast of Asia, and sprinkle
the Indian islands. Iceland alone contains
eight volcanoes. One of the loftiest is the Peak
of Teneriffc, though at present less Ircqucnt
in its eruptions than many others. Several
indeed of those that may perhaps be regarded
as the most ancient appear to have spent
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themselves altogether ; while others have
been rising, even in our own days, as it
.were to supply their plates. Among: the latter
we have a very interesting aeeount, in the
Phil. Trans, for 1708, of a volcano that hurst
out, for the first time, in the Archipelago,
near the islam! of Erini, in the beginning of
May in the preceding year, raising, at the
same time, a new island out of the bosom of
the deep. Similar eruptions, succeeded by
similar islands, have occurred in various in
stances, in the group of the Azores, and the
•Sicilian seas, and captain Tillard, of his ma
jesty's sloop Sabrina, has given a very valuable
description, in the Phil. Trans, for 1812, of a

Jike phenomenon, which took place no longer
since than June, 1811, in the vicinity of St.
Michael's: the island then thrown up having
been called by him Sabrina, after the name of
his ow n ship.

The two volcanoes with which we are best
acquainted are those of Etna and Vesuvius.
The former has been burning as far .back as
the records of European history extend. We .

have an account of an eruption during the
expedition of the Argonauts, which took place
at least twelve centuries before the com
mencement of the Christian era. The follow
ing dates of the most remarkable eruptions of
this volcano, to the middle of the seven
teenth eenturv, are taken from an artielo in
the Phil. Trans, for 1669.

47G years before Christ. Mentioned by
Thueydides.

40 years after Christ. During the reign of
Caligula.

812 y ears after Christ* During the reign of
Charlemagne.

1284, 1329, 1444, 1530. 1633, 1650.
'Die tw o writers who have chiefly signalized

themselves upon the phenomena of this and
the volcanoes in the neighbourhood are Sir
A\ illiam Hamilton and the Abbe Spallanzani.
To the former we are chiefly indebted for their
history and effects, and to the latter for their
possible causes and geognosy.

Lunar Volcanoes. As the moon has on
its sin face mountains and valleys in com
mon « ith the earth, some modern astronomers
have discovered a still greater similarity, viz.
that some of these arc really volcanoes, emit
ting fire as those on earth do. An appearance
of this kind was discovered some years ago
by Don Llloa in an eclipse of the sun. It
was a small bright spot like a star, near the
margin of the moon, and which be at that time
supposed to have lieon a hole with the sun's
Jight shining through it. Succeeding observ a
tions, however, have induced astronomers to
attribute appearances of this kind to the erup
tion of volcanic fire ; and Dr. Herschel has
particularly observed several cniptions of the
lunar volcanoes, the last of which he gives an
account of in the Phil. Tram, for 1787.
'• April 19, 10^ 36m, sidereal time. I perceive
(says he) three volcanoes in different places
j)f the dark part of the new moon. Two of

them are either already nearly extinct, »r
otherwise in a state of going to break out ;

which perhaps may be decided next luna
tion ; the third shows an actual eniptiou of
fire, or luminous matter. I measured the
distance of the crater from the northern limb
of the moon, and found it 8' 57-3" ; its light is
much brighter than the nucleus of the comet,
which M. Mcchain discovered at Paris the
10th of this mouth.

" April 20, 10h 2ra sidereal time. The vol
cano burns with greater violence than last
night. Its diameter cannot be less than 3"
by comparing it with that of the Georgian
planet : as Jupiter was near at hand, I turned
the telescope to his third satellite, and esti
mated the diameter of the burning part of the
volcano to be equal to at least twice that of
the satellite ; whence we may compute that
the shining or burning matter must be above
three miles in diameter. It is of an irregular-
round figure, and very sharply defined on the
edges. The other two volcanoes are much
farther tow ards the centre of the moon, and
resemble large, pretty faint nebula;, that are
gradually much brighter in the middle; but
no well defined luminous spot can be discern
ed in them. These three spots are plainly to
be distinguished from the rest of the marks
upon the moon ; for the reflection of the sun's
rays from the earth is, in its prcseiit situation,
sufficiently bright, with a ten feet reflector, to
show the moon's spots, even the darkest of
them ; nor did 1 perceive any similar pheno
mena last lunation, though I then viewed the
same places with the same instrument.

" The appearance of what I have called the
actual lire, or eruption of a volcano, exactly
resembled a small piece of burning charcoal
when it is covered by a very thiu coat of
white ashes, which frequently adhere to it
when it has been sometime united, and it has
a degree of brightness about as strong as that
with which such a coal would be seen to glow
in faint daylight. All the adjacent parts of
the volcanic mountain seemed to be faintly
illuminated by the eruption, and were gra

dually more obscure as they lay at a greater
distance from the crater. This eruption re

sembled much that which I saw on the 4th of
May, in the year 1783, but differed consider
ably in magnitude and brightness ; for the

volcano of the year 1783, though much brighter
than that which is now burning, was not

nearly so large in the dimensions of its erup
tion ; the former seen in the telescope resem

bled a star of the fourth magnitude as it

appears to the naked eye ; this, on the con

trary, shows a visible disc of luminous matter,

very different from the sparkling brightness

of star-light."
VOLTAISM, the same as Galvanism,

which see.
VORTEX, or Whirlwind, in Meteorology,

a sudden, rapid, violent motion of the air, in

circular whirling directions.
Vortex, is also used for an eddy or whirl-
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pool, or a body of water, in certain sea? and
livers, which runs rapidly round, forming a

sort of cavity in the middle.
Vortex, in the Cartesian Philosophy, is a

system or collection of particles of matter
moving the same way, and round the same
axis.

Such vortices are the grand machines by
which the Cartesians solved most of the mo
tions and other phenomena of the heavenly
bodies. And accordingly, the doctrine of these
vortices makes a great part of the Cartesian
philosophy. See Cartesian Philosophy.

VOUSSOIRS, Vault Stones, are the i stones
which form immediately the arch of a bridge,
vault, &c. being cut somewhat in the form of
a truncated pyramid, their underside forming
the intrados, to which their joints or cuds
should be every where in a perpendicular
direction.

The length of the middle voussoir, or key
stone, and which is the least of all, should be

about -f'jth or -j'^th of the span of the arch,
whence these stones should be made to in
crease in size all the way down to the impost ;

in order that they may the better sustain the
great weight which rests upon them without
being crushed or broken, and that they may
also bind the firmer together. Sec Akch.

URANIBURGH, the name given lo the ce

lebrated observatory of Tycho Brahe, founded
by him in the little island of Wecnen in the
Sound.

URANUS, Herschel, or Georginm Sidus,
the name of the new planet discovered by
Dr. Herschel the 13th of March, 1781.

From certain inequalities in the motion of
Jupiter and Saturn, which could not be ac
counted for from the mutual action of these
planets, it was inferred by some astronomers
that there existed beyond the orbit of Saturn
another planet, by whose action these irregu
larities were produced, which happy conjec
ture was confirmed by Dr. Herschel on the
day above stated, and which, in compliment
to his present majesty George III. he called
the Georgium Sidus, though on the continent
it is more commonly, for the sake of analogy,
called Uranus, and frequently the Herschel.
This new planet, which is supposed to have
been formerly observed as a small starby Flam-
stead, Mayer, and Le Monnier,and introduced
into their catalogues of the fixed stars, is si
tuated beyond the orbit of Saturn, at the dis
tance of 1800 million miles from the centre of
the solar system, and performs its sidereal re
volution about the sun in 83 years, 150 days,
and 18 hours. Its diameter is about 4f times
larger than that of the earth, being nearly
35112 English miles. When seen from the
.earth its apparent diameter, or the angle it

su'itends at the eye, is 3" 32"', and its menu
di meter, as seen from the sun, is 4". As the
distance of this planet from the sun is double
that of Saturn, it can scarcely be perceived
with the naked eye; when, however, the sky-
is serene, it appears like a fixed star of the
sixth magnitude with a bluish white light,
and a brilliancy between that of Venus and
the moon, but with a power of 200 or 300 its
disc is visible and well defined.

Uranus is attended by six satellites, all of
which were discovered by Dr. Herschel. The
first is 25"-5 distant from its primary, and re
volves round it in 5421h 25'. The second sa
tellite is 33"'9 distant from the planet, and
perforins its revolution in 8d 17111' 19". The
distance of the third satellite is 38"67, and
its periodic limclOd23h4'. The distance of the
fourth satellite is 44"-22, and the time of its
periodic revolution 13d llh 5' 1"'5. The dis
tance of the fifth satellite is 1' 28' -44, and its
revolution is completed in 38d lh 49'. The
sixth satellite is placed at the distance of
2' b6"-3S, from the primary, and will therefore
require 107d 16h 40' to complete one revo
lution.

The second and fourth of these satellites
were discovered by Dr. Herschel, on the 11th
of January, 1787; and the other four in tlx*

years 1790 and 1794; but their distances and
periodic times have not been so accurately
ascertained as the other two. It is a remark
able circumstance with regard to these satel
lites, that they all move in a retrograde order,
and in orbits all lying in the same plane and
almost perpendicular to the ecliptic.

According to Dr. Herschel's computation
they will be eclipsed in 1818, when they will
appear to ascend through the shadow of the
planet, in a direction almost perpendicular to
the plane of the ecliptic. Laplace supposes
that the first five satellites of this planet may
be retained in their orbits by the action of its
equator, and the sixth by the action of the
interior ones, and hence he concludes that
Uranus revolves about an axis very little in
clined to the ecliptic, and that the time of its
diurnal rotation cannot be much less than
that of Jupiter and Saturn.

Schroeter suspects, from the appearance of
the disc of this planet at particular times, that
considerable changes are going on in its atmo
sphere. See Herschel, Phil. Trans. 1781,1783,
1788; Schroeter, Lilienthalische Rcobachtun-
gen der neu entdeeken planetcn, Ceres, &c.
Laplace, Mcchaniquc Celeste, torn. iii.

URSA Major and Minor, the Great and
Little Bear, two northern constellations. See
Constellation.

VULFECULA et Anser, the For and
Goose. See Constellation.
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Waggoner, a popular name given to
the constellation Ursa Major.

WALES (WlLUAH), a respectable mathe
matician, who accompanied Cook in his first
voyage round the world, as astronomer, and
was afterwards appointed mathematical mas
ter at Christ's hospital. He was author of an
Account of Astronomical Observations in the
Southern Hemisphere, 4to. ; Remarks on
Forster's Account of Cook's Voyage ; Inquiry
into the Population of England and Wales j

Robertson's Elements of Navigation improv
ed ; an Essay on finding the Longitude by
'rime-keepers, &e. Wales died in 1799.

WALLIS (Dr. John), and eminent Eng
lish mathematician, was born at Ashl'ord. in
Kent, in 1616, and died at Oxford in 1703, in
the 88th year of his age. Dr. Wallis was the au
thor of several ingenious and learned works on
various branches of the mathematics, which
he collected and published, in 1657, in two
parts, entitled Mathesis Universalis, in 4lo. ;

and in 1658, Commerciuin Epistolieum de

Questionibus quibusdam Mathcmaticis nuper
habitum, in 4to. ; which was a collection of
letters written by many learned men, as I,ord
Frounkcr, SirKenelni Digby, Format, Schoo-
tcn, Wallis, and others.

In 1670 he published his Mechanica ; sive
de Motit, 4to. In 1676, he gave an edition of
Archimedis Syracusani Arenarius et Diincnsin
Cireuli : and, in 1682, he published from the
manuscripts, Claudii PtolcmaM Opui Harmo-
nicum, in Greek, with a Latin version and
notes ; to which he afterwards added. Ap
pendix de vctcrum Harmonica ad hodicrnam
comparata, &c.

In 1685, he published his History and Prac
tice ofAlgebra, in folio; a work full of learned
and useful matter. His Arithmetic of Infi
nites is also a book of genius and invention.
He had also numerous papers in the Philoso
phical Transactions, in almost every volume,
from the first to the twenty-fifth volume.

In 1697, the curators of the university press
at Oxford collected the doctor's mathematical
works, which had been printed separately,
pome in Latin, some in English, and pub
lished them all together in Latin, in three vo
lumes, folio, 1699.

WAKD (Seth), an Able English mathema
tician, was born in 1617, and died Bishop of
Salisbury in 1671. He was author of a phi
losophical Essay on the Being and Attributes

of God ; Exercitafio Epistolica in Hobbij
Philosophiam,8vo. ; an Idea of Trigonometry ;

Geometrical Astronomv, K-c.
WARGENTIN (Peter), a Swedish mstJie-

matician, was born in 1717. In this country
he is best known from his tables for comput
ing the eclipses of Jupiter's satellites. He
died at the Observatory at Stockholm iu
1783.

WARING (Edward'), a very eminent Eng
lish mathematician, was bom about the year
1735. He was author of many works on the
most abstruse branches of mathematics, and
considers himself as the inventor of 400 new-

propositions in various parts of analysis.
In 1762, he published his Miscellanea Ana-

lytica, and his Proprietates Algebraicaruni
Curvarum, in 1772; Mcditationes Algebraic.-e,
iu 1770; and the Mcditationes Analytic*, in
1776.

Besides which he published a variety of
papers in the Philosophical Transactions, viz.
vol. liii. p. 294, Mathematical Problems; liv.
193, New Properties in Conies; Iv, 143, two
Theorems in Mathematics ; lxix. Problems
concerning Interpolations ; 86, a General Re
solution of Algebraical Equations ; lxxvi. 80,

on Infinite Series; Ixxvii. 71, on Finding the
Values of Algebraical Quantities by Con

verging Scrieses, and demonstrating and ex

tending Propositions given by Pappus and
others; Ixxviii. 67, on Centripetal Forces;
ih. 588, on some Properties of the Sum of the
Divisors of Numbers ; lxxix. 166, on the Me
thod of Correspondent Values, &c. ; ib. 185,

on the Resolution of Attractive Powers ;

Ixxxi. 146. on Infinite Sericscs; l\xxiv.385—
415, on the Summation of those Scrieses whose

general term is a determinate function of?,
the distance of the term of the series. War
ing died in 1797.

WATER, a transparent fluid, without co
lour, smell, or taste ; in a very small degree
compressible ; when pure, not liable to spon
taneous change liquid in the common tem

perature of our atmosphere, assuming a solid
form at 32° Fahrenheit, and a gasscous at

212°, but returning unaltered to its liquid state

on resuming any degree of heat between these

points; it is capable of dissolving a greater
number of natural bodies than any other fluid
whatever, and especially those known by the
name of the saline; performing the most im

portant functions in the vegetable and animal
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Icingdoms, and entering largely into their
composition as a constituent part.

Water exists, therefore, in three different
states ; in the solid state, or state of ice, in
the liquid, and in the Mate of vapour or steam.
It assumes the solid form, as observed above,
when cooled down to the temperature of 32°,
in which state it increases its bulk, and hence
exerts a prodigious expansive force, owing
to the new arrangement of its particles, which
assume a crystalline form, the crystals cross
ing each other at an angle of 60° or 120°.

The specific gravity of ice is therefore less
than that of water. When ice is exposed to
a temperature above 32°, it absorbs caloric,
which then becomes latent and is converted
into a liquid state, or that of water. At the
temperature of 42°-6 water is at its maximum
of density; and according to some accurate
experiments upon water iu this state, a French
cubic foot of it weighs 70 pounds 223 grains
French, which is equal to 520462-9492 troy
grains. An English cubic foot, at the same tem
perature, weighs 437102-4946 grains troy. By
professor Robinson's experiments it is ascer
tained that a cubic foot of water, at the tem
perature of 55°, weighs 998-74 avoirdupoisc
ounces, of 437'5 grains troy each, or about 1J
ounce less than 1000 ounces avoirdupoisc,
which latter, however, is the usual estimate.

When water is exposed to the temperature
of 212D, it boils; and if this temperature be
continued the whole is converted into elastic
vapour or steam. In this state it expands
to about 1800 times its bulk, v ben in the state
of water, which shows what an astonishing
expansive force it must exert when it is con
fined ; and hence its application to the steam-
engine, of which it is the moving power.
See St f..\m- Engine.

WATRR-A/i/Z, an engine which is put in
motion by the action of water, of which there
are four kiuds : breast-mills, undershot-mills,
and mills with horizontal wheels . of which,
however, the latter kind is by far the least com
mon, being very disadvantageous and defi
cient in point of utility. In a breast-mill the

waterfalls down upon the wheel at rigbt an
gles to the float-boards or buckets placed all
round the wheel to receive it: if float-boards
are used, the water acts only by its impulse ;

but if buckets, it acts also by the weight of
water in' the buckets iu the under quadrant
of the w heel, which is considerable. In the
undershot wheel float-boards only are used,
and the wheel is turned merely by the force
of the current running under it, and striking
upon the boards. In the overshot wheel the
water is poured over the top, and thus acts
principally, though not altogether, by its

weight, for the fall upon the upper part can
not be very considerable, lest it should dash
the water out of the buckets. Hence it is
evident that an undershot wheel must require
a much larger supply of w ater than the other;
the breast-mill is next, unless the fall is very
great ; and an ovcrshot-niill the least

It was long believed that the float-hoard*
of an overshot wheel ons;bt to be so propor
tioned that when one of them was iu a vertical
position, or at the middle of its immersion,
the next board should be just entering tho
water; but it is now well known that the
more float-boards such a w heel has, the greater
and more uniform will be its effects. Accord
ing to the experiments made by M. Bossut
on this subject, a wheel furnished with 48
float-boards produced a much greater effect
than one furnished with 24 ; and the latter a
greater effect than one with 12, their immer
sion in the water being equal.

If a stream of water impinge on the float-
boards of an undershot wheel, and escape
from it the very instant after it has made its
impact, the quantity of water which actually
impinges against the wheel, will be to the
whole quantity which passes by it in a given
time, as the difference between the velocities
of the w ater and of the w heel to the absolute,
velocity of the water.

Let WH be the wheel, I
D A the stream of water,
and let the float-board >y
F first receive the im- 7 \
pact from the water at —|\v HI—
F, and quit it at C ; also \ jL
let D F be to F C as the ^\
absolute velocity of the / — i—*\
water, to the velocity of J
the float-board. Then A C F 8 1)
when F arrives at C, the particle at D will
have passed at F ; and taking D E = F C, all
the water in the space D E will pass by the
wheel without impinging against it : lor it
cannot impinge on the lloat l\ because that
float emerges from the water at <

.'
; neither

can it impinge on the subsequent float, be
cause it has already passed it. Therefore the
whole quantity of water which passes by the
wheel in a given time, is to (hat which actually
impinges against it

,

as D V to EF.
Cor. 1

.

Hence we may correct the mistake
of Mr. Waring, in his new doctrine of mills,
who lays it down as a fundamental principle,
that while the stream is invariable, whatever
be the velocity of the w heel, (he same number
of particles or quantity of the lluid must strike

it somewhere or other in a given time. See
vol. iii. of the Transactions of the American
Society, p. 144.

Cor. 2- The force of the impinging water is

as the square of the difference between the
velocities of the wheel and the water. For
the force is as the relative velocity into the
quantity of impinging matter, and the latter is

manifestly as the relative velocity ; therefore
the force will be as the square of the relative
velocity.

If YV be a weight fastened to a line which

is wound round the horizontal axis of an un
dershot water-wheel, A the altitude of a
column of water, equal to the force of the
impact of the water on the wheel, when the
wheel is quiescent; V the velocity with which
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the water impinges on the float-hoards, r the

velocity of the circumference of the wheel,

R the radius of the wheel, and r the radius of

the axle: then will the velocity of the wheel

. / wr
beu = V — V \/ _.

A 11

For the relative velocity with which the

water strikes the wheel is V — v; whence,

because the force of the stroke is as the square

of the relative velocity, we have V2 : (V — u)1

: : A : F, the force of (he water to t::rn the

wheel when the velocity is v ; and

F. = A(I^)".<"=V-W/E.
But the acceleration of the wheel will cease

when the force of the water to turn the wheel

is equal to the force of the weight which op

poses it ; that is,

4
that is, since — is

I R — wr, or F =
R

Hence substituting this value of F for it in

the preceding value of v, there results v — V

— V \/ -^-j^.
I°r the velocity of the wheel,

when its acceleration ceases.

This conclusion, it should be observed, is

time only on the hypothesis, that the water

escapes from the wheel as fast as it impinges.

Cor. 1. If the weight W vary, its momentum

will be the greatest possible when the wheel

has acquired its uniform velocity, if W ~

4 A R
9r

'

Cor. 2. The greatest momentum generated
4

in the ascending weight will be = — AV.

Cor. .3. When the momentum of the as

cending weight W is a maximum, that weight

will be £ of the weight, which would, if sus

pended from the axle, balance the force of
the stream.

Cor. 4. When the momentum of the as

cending weight is a maximum, the velocity

of the wheel will be ' of the absolute velocity

of the stream.
Cor. 0. When the uniform velocity of the

ascending weight \V is a maximum, the ra

dius of the wheel « ill be — i!££_
4A

For the radius of the wheel being H, and

that of the axle r, the uniform velocity of the

ascending weight will be found by multiply

ing V — V —— into the fraction — ; that

est effect is as t-AV;
27

constant, the effect is in a ratio compounded
of the force of impact, and the velocity of the
stream ; but the force of the impact is as the

quantity of water expended and velocity con
jointly; consequently the effect is as the

quantity of water expended, and the square
of the velocity ; or, if the velocity be given,
as the quantity of water expended.

Cor. 1. When the expense of water is the
same, the greatest effect will be as the square
of the velocity.

Cur. 2. The expense of water being the

same, the effect will be as the height of the

head of water.

For V = v/2?T, whence A ot V1.

Cor. 3. The aperture being the same, the

effect will be as the cube of the velocity.
For the effect is as Q (the quantity of water)

into V2 ; ami w hen the aperture is given Qac V,
whence, effect or.V3.

If all the water which passes by an under

shot wheel be supposed to impiuge against it,

the force of the stream will be simply in the

direct ratio of the relative velocity.
Because the number of particles which

strike the wheel in a given time is given,

whatever be the velocity of the wheel.

Cor. I. According to this hypothesis, r the

velocity of the wheel will be equal to V — V
tvr
A K'

For in this case, we have V : V — e : : A : F,
VF

whence ti V -

for F its value — , becomes v — V

which, by substituting

Xwr
R'

Cor. 2. Retaining the
AH'

hvpothesis, if*
a R

W vary its momentum will be '-r-^, when
2 K

it is a maximum. For sinee the uniform velo

city of the circumference of the wheel is =

V —
-jr^t which, multiplied into ^ , givct

X r V rJw
for the unifom velocity of the as-

hence its momentum is

AR
is, the velocity of to will

w r3

be =
l<

R'
V— V

y / wr
; which, supposing R variable, and

AR'

R AK
cending weight w ;

Xrw Vr2tel . . . . .
; which being a

make its Iluxion — 0, considering te as vari

able, whence results w ~ AJ*.
'ir

Cor. 3. On the same supposition, the velocity
of the wheel will be half the velocity of the

stream, when the effect is a maximum.

For, by cor 1. v — V — ——^ ; and in the

9wr case of the last cor. to —

making the fluxion = 0, gWes R =

If the velocity of the stream be given, the

greatest effect will be as the quantity of water

expended. For by cor. % last prop the great-

Putting this

for v in the former equation, it is transformed

v VARr.,,
t0B = V-2AR7=*V'

Cor. 4. Still retaining the same hypothesii<
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the greatest momentum generated in the as
cending weight, will be —

£ A V.
r VrFor \ V x — — -= is the uniform velocityR 2K

of the ascending weight ; and the weight
A Rmoved, to is by cor. 3 — ■—-. Consequently

Vr A R , ,
x —— r JAV, the momentum.

52R 2 r

In practice, the velocity of the wheel when
the machine is in its greatest perfection, will
be between one-third and one-half of the ve
locity of the stream. l,-or the water does not
all escape the instant after it has made the
impact, but is confined by the channel for
some time ; so that the succeeding water,
which would otherwise pass by the wheel in-
efficaciously, drives the confined water against
the float-boards, and therefore acts in the same
manner as if it actually impiuged against the
wheel. Experiments show, however, that
when the most work is done in a given time,
the velocity of the wheel is much nearer the
half (han the third of the velocity. See in
vol. li. of the Philosophical Transactions an
account of many interesting and important
experiments on this subject, of which also an
abstract is given in vol. i. of Gregory's Me
chanics, to which work we are indebted for
the present article, and to which the reader
is referred for farther information.

WATER-Powf. See Hydrometer.
WATER-Spottf, a remarkable kind of

meteor, consisting of a moving column or
pillar of water, called by the French trompe,
from its resemblance to the form of a speaking
trumpet.

Its first appearance is in the form of a deep
cloud, the upper part of which is white, and
the lower black. From the lower part of this
cloud there hangs, or rather falls down, what
is properly called the spout, resembling a
conical tube, largest at the top.

Under this tube is always observed a great
agitation of the water, flying up in the man
ner of a jet d'eau. For some yards above the
surface the water stands like a pillar or column,
from the extremities of which it spreads, and
goes ofT in a kind of mist or smoke. This
cone frequently descends as low as the middle
of the column, and continues for .sometime
contiguous to it, though frequently it only
points to it at some distance, either in a per
pendicular or in an oblique direction.

Frequently it can be scarcely distinguished
whether the cone or the column appears the
first, both rising suddenly against each other.
At other times the water boils up from the sea
to a great height, without any appearance of
a spout pointing to it in any direction ; indeed,
generally speaking, the boiling or flying up of
the water has the priority, this always pre
ceding its being formed into a column. For
the most part the cone does not appear hol
low till towards the end, when the sea-water
is violently thrown up along its middle, as

smoke up a chimney : soon after this, the
spout or canal breaks and disappears ; the
boiling up of the water, and even the pillar,
continuing to the last, and for some time af
terwards ; sometimes till the spout form itself
again, arid appear anew, which it will do se
veral times in a quarter of an hour. See a
description of several water-spouts by Mr.
Gordon, and by Dr. Stuart, in Phil Trans.
Abr. vol. vi. p. 103, &c.

M. de la Pryme, from a near observation of
two or three spouts in Yorkshire, described
in the Philosophical Transactions, num. 281,
or Abr. vol. iv. p. 106, concludes, that the
water-spout is nothing but a gyration of clouds
caused by contrary winds meeting in a point,
or centre; and there, where the greatest con
densation and gravitation is, falling down into
a pipe, or great tube, somewhat like Archi-
medes's spiral screw ; and in its working and
whirling motion, absorbing and raising the
water in the same manner as the spiral screw
does, and thus destroying ships, &c.

Thus, June (he 21st, he observed the clouds
much agitated above and driven together,
upon which they became very black, and
were hurried round; whence proceeded a
most audible whirling noise like that usually
heard in a mill. Soon after there issued a
long tube, or spout, from the centre of the
congregated clouds, in which he observed a
spiral motion, like that of a screw, by which
the water was raised up.

Again, August 15, 1687, the wind blowing
at the same time out of the several quarters,
created a great vortex and whirling among the
clouds, the centre of which every now and
then dropped down, in shape of a long thin
black pipe, in which he could distinctly behold
a motion like that of a screw, continually
drawing upwards, and screwing up, as it were,
wherever it touched.

In its progress it moved slowly over a
grove of trees, which bent under it like wands,
in a circular motion. Proceeding it tore off
the thatch from a barn, bent a huge oak tree,
broke one of its greatest limbs, and threw it
to a great distance. He adds, that whereas it
is commonly said, the water works and rises
in a column before the tube comes to touch
it; this is doubtless a mistake, owing to the
fineness and transparency of the tubes, which
do most certainly touch the surface of the
sea, before any considerable motion can be
raised in it ; but which do not become opaque
and visible, till after they have imbibed a con
siderable quantity of water.

The dissolution of water-spouts he ascribes
to the great quantity of water they have glut
ted ; which, by its weight, impeding their mo
tion, upon which their force and even exist
ence depends, they break, and let go their
contents, which so frequently prove fatal to
whatever is found beneath.

A notable instance of this may be seen in
the Philosophical Transactions (num. 363, or
Abr. vol. iv. p. 108) related by Dr. Richardson.
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A spout, in 1718, breaking on Emmot-moor,
near Coin, in Lancashire, the country was
immediately overflowed; a brook, in a few
minute*, rose six feet perpendicularly high ;

and the ground upon which the spout tell,
which was 66 feet over, was torn up to
the very rock, which was no less than 7 feet

deep ; and a deep gulf was made for above
half a mile, the earth being raised in vast

heaps on each side. Sec a description and
figure of a water-spout, with an attempt to
account for it

, in Franklin's Exp. and Obs.

p. 226, &c.
Signor Bcccaria has taken pains to show that

■water-spouts have an electrical origin. To
make this more evident, he first describes the
circumstances attending their appearance,
which are the following:

They generally appear in calm weather.
The sea seems to boil, and to send up a smoke
under them, rising in a hill towards the spout.
At the same time, persons who have been
near them have heard a rumbling noise. The
form of a water-spont is that of a speaking
trumpet, the wider end being in the clouds,
and the narrower end towards the sea.

The size is various, even in the same spout.
The colour is sometimes inclining to white,
and sometimes to blank. Their position is

sometimes perpendicular to the sea, some
times oblique ; and sometimes the spout itself

is in the form of a curve. Their continuance
is very various, some disappearing as soon as

formed, and some continuing a considerable
time. One that he had heard of continued a
whole hour. But they often vanish, and pre
sently appear again in the same place. The
very same things that water-spouts are at sea
arc some kinds of whirlwinds and hurricanes
by land. They have been known to tear up
trees, to throw down buildings, and make
caverns in the earth ; and in all these cases, to
scatter earths, bricks, stones, timber, &.c. to a

great distance in every direction. Great
quantities of water have been left, or raised
by them, so as to make a kind of deluge ; and
they have always been attended by a prodi
gious rumbling noise.

That these phenomena depend upon elec
tricity cannot but appear very probable from
the nature of several of them; but the con
jecture is made more probable from the fol
lowing additional circumstances. They gene
rally appear in mouths peculiarly subject to
thunder-storms, and are commonly preceded,
accompanied, or followed by lightning, rain,
or hail, the previous state of the air being
similar. Whitish or yellowish flashes of light
have sometimes been seen moving with pro
digious swiftness about them. And lastly, the
manner in which they terminate exactly re
sembles what might be expected from the
prolongation of one of the uniform protube
rances of electrified clouds, mentioned before,
towards the sea; the water and the cloud
mutually attracting one another: for they
suddenly contract themselves, and disperse

almost at once ; the cloud rising, and the
water of the sea under it falling to its level.
But the most remarkable circumstance, and
the most favourable to the supposition of their
depending on electricity, is, that they have
been dispersed by presenting to them sharp-
pointed knives or swords. This, at least, is

the constant practice of mariners, in many
parts of the world, where these water-spouts
abound, and he was assured by several of
them, that the method has often been un
doubtedly effectual.

The analogy between the phenomena of
water-spouts and electricity, he says, may be
made visible by hanging a drop of water to a

wire communicating with the prime conductor,
and placing a vessel of water under it. In
these circumstances, the drop assumes all the
various appearances of a water-spout, both in
its rise, form, and manner of disappearing.
Nothing is wanting but the smoke, which
may require a great force of electricity to be

come visible.
Mr. Wilekc also considers the water-spont

as a kind of great electrical cone, raised be

tween the cloud strongly electrified and the
sea or the earth, and he relates a very remark
able appearance which occurred to himself,
and which strongly confirms bis supposition.
On the 20th of July 1758, at three o'clock in
the afternoon, he observed a great quantity of
dust rising from the ground, and covering a
field, and part of the town in w hich he then
was. There was no wind, and the dust moved
gently towards the cast, where appeared a

great black cloud, which, when it was near iu
zenith, electrified his apparatus positively, and
to as great a degree as ever he had observed

it to be done by natural electricity. This
cloud passed his zenith, and went gradually
towards the west, the dust then following it,
and continuing to rise higher and higher till

it composed a thick pillar, in the form of a

sugar-loaf, and at length seemed to be in con
tact with the cloud. At some distauce from
this, there came, in the same path, another
great cloud, together with a long stream of
smaller clouds, moving faster than the pre
ceding. These clouds electrified his apparatus
negatively, and when they came near the

positive cloud, a flash of lightning was seen

to dart through the cloud of dust, the positive
cloud, the large negative cloud, and as far as

tho eye could distinguish, the whole train of
smaller negative clouds which followed it.
Upon this, the negative clouds spread very
much, and dissolved in rain, and the air was
presently clear of all the dust. The whole
appearance lasted not above half an honr.
See Priestley's Electr. vol. i. p. 438, Jtc.

This theory of water-spouts has been far
ther confirmed by the account which Mr.
Forstcr gives of one of them, in bis " Voyage
round the World," vol. i. p. 121 , &c. On the
coast of New Zealand he had an opportunity
of seeing several, one of which he has parti
cularly described. The water, he says, in a
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.space of fiRy or sixty fathoms, moved to

wards the centre, and there rising into vapour,
by the force of the whirling motion, ascended
in a spiral form towards the clouds. Directly
over the whirlpool, or agitated spot in the sea,
a. cloud gradually tapered into a long slender
tube, which seemed to descend to meet the

rising spiral, and soon united with it into a

straight column of a cylindrical form. The
water whirled upwards with the greatest vio
lence in the spiral, and appeared to leave a

hollow space in the centre ; so that the water
seemed to form a hollow tube, instead of a
solid column ; and that this was the case was
rendered still more probable by the colour,
which was exactly like that of a hollow glass
tube. After some time, this last column was
incurvatcd, and broke like the others ; and the

appearance of a flash of lightning, which at
tended its disjunction, as well as the hail
stones which fell at the time, seemed plainly
to indicate, that water-spouts either owe their
formation to the electric matter, or, at least,
that thev have some connection with it.

WAT ER-Wheel, the wheel of a water-mill,
on which the water acts as a first mover. See
Water- WiW and Wheel.

WAVE, in Physics, a volume of water ele
vated by the action of the wind, &c. upon its
surface, into a state of fluctuation, and accom

panied by a cavity. The extent from the bot
tom, or lowest point of one cavity, and across
the elevation, to the bottom of the next cavity,
is the breadth of the wave.

Waves are considered as of two kinds,
which may be distinguished from one another
by the names of natural and accidental waves.
The natural waves are those which are regu
larly proportioned in size to the strength of the
wind which produces them. The accidental
waves are those occasioned by the winds re
acting upon itself by repercussion from hills
or high shores, and by the dashing of the
waves themselves, otherwise of the natural
kind, against rocks and shoals ; by which
means those waves acquire an elevation much
above what they can have in their natural
state.

Motion of the Waves. This makes an article
in the Newtonian philosophy, that author

having explained their motions, and calculated
Ihcir velocity from mathematical principles,
similar to the motion of a pendulum, and to
the reciprocation of water in the two legs of
a bent aud inverted cyphon or tube.

His propositions concerning such canal, or
tube, is the forty-fourth of the second book of
his Principia, and is this: " If water ascend
and desccud alternately in the erected legs of
a canal or pipe ; and a pendulum be con
structed whose length, between the point of
suspension and the centre of oscillation, is
equal to half the length of the water in the
canal ; then the water will ascend and de
scend in the same time in which the pendu
lum oscillates." The author hence infers, in
prop. 40, that the velocity of waves U in the

subduplieate ratio of their breadths; and in
prop. 46, he proceeds to find the velocity of
waves, as follows: " Let a pendulum be con
structed whose length between the point of
suspension and the centrcof oscillation is equal
to the breadth of the waves, and in the time
that the pendulum will perform one single
oscillation the waves will advance forward
nearly a space equal to their breadth. That
which is called the breadth of the waves
being the transverse measure lying between
the deepest part of the hollows, or between
the tops of the ridges."

Let ABCDBF represent a stagnant water
ascending aud descending in successive waves.

Also let A, C, E, &c. be the tops of the

B D F

waves; and B, D, F, &c. the intermediate
hollows. Because the motion of the waves is
carried on by the successive ascent and de
scent of the water; so that the parts of it

,

as

A , C, E, &c. which arc highest at one time, be
come lowest immediately after, and because
the motive force, by which the highest parts de
sccud and the lowest ascend, is the weight of
the elevated water, that alternate ascent and
descent will be analogous to the reciprocal
motion of the water in the canal, and observe
the same laws as to the times of its ascent and
descent, and therefore (by prop. 44, above
mentioned), ifthc distances between the high
est places of the waves. A, C, E, and the
lowest, B, D, E, be equal to twice the length
of any pendulum, the highest parts. A, C, E,
will become the lowest in the time of one oscil
lation, aud in the time of another oscillation
will ascend again. Therefore between the
passage of each wave, the time of two oscilla
tions will intervene ; that is, the wave will dc-
scibc its breadth in the time that the pendu
lum will oscillate twice; but a pendulum of
four times that length, and which therefore is

equal to the breadth of the waves, will just
oscillate once in that time, Q. E. I.

" Corol. 1
. Therefore waves, whose breadth

is equal to 39$ inches or 3J£ feet, will advance
through a space equal to their breadth in one
second of time ; and therefore in one minute
they will go over a space of 196$ feet ; and in
an hour a space of 11737 feet nearly, or two
miles aud almost a quarter." Corol. 2. And the velocity of greater or
less waves will be augmented or diminished
in the subduplicate ratio of their breadth.

WAY-WISER. See Pedometer and Pe
rambulator.

WEATHER, denotes the state of the at

mosphere, with regard to heat and cold, dry
ness and moisture, wind, rain, hail, &c.

Mr. Kirwan, in vol. v. of the Transactions
of the Irish Academy, has laid down the fol

lowing rules, as the result of a careful cxaini
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nation of observations which hud been made

iu England, during a period of 112 yean.
1. When no storm has cither preceded or

followed the vernal equinox, the succeeding
summer is generally dry, or at least so, live

times out of six.
2. If a storm happen from an easterly point,

on the 19th, 20th, or 21st day of May, the en

suing summer will, four times in five, be also

dry. The same cveut generally takes place,
if a storm arise on the 25th, 26th, or 27th

days of March, in any point of the compass.
3. Should there be a storm, either at south

west, or at west-south-west, on the 19th, 20lli,
21st, or 22d of March, the following summer

is wet, five times out of six.
In England, if the winters and springs be

dry, they are mostly cold ; but, if moist, they
are generally warm : on the contrary, dry
summers and autumns are usually hot; ax

moist summers arc cold. Thus, if the humi

dity or dryness of a particular season be de
termined, a tolerably correct idea may be

formed respecting its temperature. To these

indications may be added the following max

ims ; which, being the result of observations

made by accurate inquirers, may so far be de

pended upon, as they will afford a criterion of
the mildness or severity, and of the drv ness or
moisture, of future seasons.

1. A moist autumn, succeeded by a mild
winter, is generally followed by a dry and cold

spring ; in consequence of which, vegetation
is greatly retarded.

2 Should the summer be uncommonly wet,

the succeeding winter will be severe ; because
the heat or warmth of the earth will be carried

off by such unusual evaporation. Farther,
wet summers are mostly attended with an in

creased quantity of fruit on the white-thorn
and dog-rose; nay, the uncommon fruitful-
ness of these shrubs is considered as the pre
sage of an intensely cold winter.

3. A severe winter is always indicated by
the appearance of cranes and other birds of
passage at an early period iu autumn ; because

they never migrate southwards, till the cold
season has commenced in the northern re

gions.
4. If frequent showers fall in the month of

September, it seldom rains iu May ; and the
reverse.

6. On the other hand, when the wind often
blows from the south-west, during either sum
mer or autumn ; when the air is unusually
cold for those seasons, both to our sensations,

and by the thermometer ; at the same time,
the mercury being low in the barometer; —

under these conditions, a profuse fall of rain
may be expected.

6. Great storms, rains, or other violent
commotions of the clouds, produce a kind of
crisis in the atmosphere ; so that they are
attended with a regular succession, either of
fine or of bad weather, for some months.

Lastly, an unproductive year mostly suc
ceeds a rainy winter; as a rough and cold

autumn prognosticates a severe winter. Se«
also the article Barometer.

WEATHER-GJbm. See Barometer and
Hygrometer.

WEDGE, one of the five mechanical pow ers,
or simple engines, being a geometrical wedge,
or very acute triangular prism, applied to
the splitting of wood, rocks, or raising great
weights.

The wedge is made of iron, or some other
hard matter, and applied to the raising of
vast weights, or separating large or very firm
blocks of wood or slone, by introducing the
thin edge of the wedge, and driving it in by
blows struck upon the back by hammers or
mallets.

The wedge is the most powerful of all the
simple machines, having an almost unlimited
advantage over all the other simple mechanical
powers i both as it may be made vastly thin,
in proportion to its height, in which consists its
own natural power; and as it is urged by tho
force of percussion, or of smart blows, which
is a force incomparably greater in a given
time than any mere dead weight or pressure,
such as is employed upon other machines.
And accordingly we find it produces effects
vastly superior to those of any other power
whatever ; such as the splitting and raising
the largest and hardest rocks; or even the
raising and lifting the largest ship, by driving
a wedge below it ; which a man can do by
the blow of a mallet.

To the wedge may be referred all edge-
tools, and tools that have a sharp point, in
order to cut, cleave, slit, split, chop, pierce,
bore, or the like ; as knives, hatchets, swords,
bodkins, &c.

Iu the wedge, the friction against the sides
is very great, at least equal to the force to be
overcome ; because the w edge retains any po
sition to which it is driven ; and therefore the
resistance is at least doubled by the friction.

Authors have been of various opinions con
cerning the principle from whence the wedge
derives its power. Aristotle considers it ai
two levers of the first kind, inclined towards
each other, and acting opposite ways. Guido
L'baldi, Mersenne, &c. will have ihem to be
levers of the second kind. But De Lanis
shows, that the wedge cannot be reduced to
any lever at all. Others refer the wedge to
the inclined j lane. And others again, with
De Stair, will hardly allow the wedge to have
any force at all in itself; ascribing much the
greatest part to the mallet which drives it.

The doctrine of the force of the wedge, ac
cording to some writers, is contained in this
proposition : " If a power directly applied to
the head of a wedge, be to the resistance to
be overcome, as the breadth of the back is to
the height; then the power will be equal to
the resistance ; and if increased, it will over
come it."

But Dcsaguliers has proved that, when the
resistance acts perpendicularly against the"
sides of the wedge, the power is to the whole
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resistance, as the thickness of the back is to
the length of both the sides taken together.
And the same proportion is adopted by Wallis
(Op. Math. vol. i. p. 1016); Keill (lotr. ad
Vcr. Pbys.); Gravesande (Elcm. Math. lib. i.

cap. 14), and by almost all the modern mathe
maticians. Gravesande, indeed, distinguishes
the mode in which the wedge acts, into two
cases, one in which the parts of a block of
wood, &c. are separated farther than the edge
has penetrated to, and the other in which they
have not separated farther. See the work
just mentioned : see also the Treatises on
Mechanics, by Emerson and Gregory, and
Ludlam's Essay on the Wedge.

WEIGH, or Wey, an old English weight
of 256 pounds avoirdupois.

WEIGHT, in Physics, a consequence of
gravity, being that quality in natural bodies,

by which they tend downwards or towards
the earth's centre. See Gravity, and Spe

cific Gravity.
WEIGHT, in Meclianics, denotes any thing

to be raised, sustained, or moved by a ma
chine, as distinguished from the power, or
that by which the machine is put in motion.

Weight, in Commerce, denotes a body of
a known weight, appointed by law to be the
standard of comparison between different

quantities of merchandise of certain descrip
tions ; the weight itself being usually of lead,
iron, brass, or other metal.

The great diversity of weights and mea
sures, in all nations, for different kinds of
commodities, has always been a just subject
of regret and complaint ; being the cause of
various disputes and deceptions, which it is

almost impossible to avoid under present cir
cumstances. And it is therefore much to be

wished, though, perhaps, little to be expected,
that one uniform system of weights should be

adopted as applicable to all kinds of sub
stances; an attempt at which was made in

France during the revolution, but which it
serins has been lately laid aside by an imperial
decree, in consequence of the repeated repre
sentations of people in trade ; so difficult is it
to overcome prejudices and customs long esta

blished, however advantageous the change

may be, when properly understood. See some

account of this system in the subsequent part
of this article, and under the article Mea
sure.

In the reign of King Richard I. it was

ordained, that there should be only one weight
and one measure throughout England ; and
in the Phil. Trans. No. 458, p. 457, we find an

account of the aualogy between English
weights and measures drawn up by Mr. Bar
low ; in which he states, that anciently the

cubic foot of water was assumed as a general
standard for all liquids. This cubic foot, of

62$lb. multiplied by 32, gives 20001bs. the

weight of a ton ; and hence 8 cubic feet of
water made a hogshead, and 4 hogsheads a

tun, or ton, in capacity and denomination, as

well as weight.

Dry measures were raised on the same
model. A bushel of wheat, assumed as a ge
neral standard for all sorts of grain, also
weighed 62i|bs. Eight of these bushels make
a quarter, and 4 quarters, or 32 bushels, a
ton. Coals were likewise sold by the chal
dron, supposed to weigh a ton, or 20001bs.
though in reality it probably weighs upwards
ofSOOOlbs.

This principle, though not sufficiently ac

curate in some cases, was extremely obvious,
and might have been improved so as to an
swer all the purposes of commerce ; but un
fortunately instead of rendering it more sim
ple it has been made infinitely more compli
cated by the different weights since intro
duced.

Modern Europeon Weights. — 1. English
weights. By the twenty-seventh chapter of
Magna Charta, the wxights all over England
are to be the same; but for different commo
dities, there are two different sorts, viz. troy
weight and avoirdupois weight. The origin
from which they are both raised, is a grain of
wheat gathered in the middle of the ear.

In troy-weight, twenty-four of these grains
make one pennyweight sterling; twentypenny-
weights make one ounce ; and twelve ounces
one pound.

By this weight we weigh gold, silver, jewels,
and liquors. The apothecaries also use the
troy pound, ounce, and grain; but they differ
from the rest in the intermediate divisions.
They divide the ounce into eight drachms ;
the drachm into three scruples, and the scru
ple into twenty grains.

In avoirdupois weight the pound contains
sixteen ounces, hut the ounce is less by near
one-twelfth than the troy ounce; this latter
containing 490 grains, and the former only
448. The ounce contains 16 drachms ; 80
ounces avoirdupois are only equal to 73
ounces troy ; and 17 pounds troy equal to 14

pounds avoirdupois.
By avoirdupois weight are weighed meat,

grocery wares, base metals, wool, tallow,
hemp, drugs, bread, &c.

Table of Troy Weight, as used by the Gold
smiths.

Grains.

24 | Pennyweight.

T80 [ 20 | Ounce.

|6760 | 240 | 12 1 Pound.

Grains.

Apothecaries.

20 Scruple.

60 3 | Drachm.

480 24 | 8 | Ounce.

5700 288 | 96 | 12 | Pound.
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Talle of Avoirdupois Weight.

Drum.

iTT Ounce.

256 Hi Pmiiicl.

7168 448 28 I Quarter.
28072 17:>2 11-2| 4 | Cwt.

573110 3.581(1 2240 1 8(1 | 20 | Ton.

Comparison between Troy and Avoirdupois
Weight.

175 troy pounds are equal to 144 avoirdupois
pounds.

175 troy ounces are equal to 192 avoirdupois
ounces.

1 troy pound contains .5760 grains.
1 avoirdupois pound contains 7000 grains.
I avoirdupois ounce contains {37} prams.
1 avoirdupois dram contains 27.8437.5 grs.
1 troy pound contains 13 oz. 2.651428576

drams avoirdupois.
1 avoirdupois lb. contains lib. 2oz. lldwts.

16 gr. troy.
Therefore the avoirdupois lb. is to the II).

troy as 175 to 144, and the avoirdu|>ois oz.
is to the troy oz. as 437£ is to 480.

Goldsmiths and jewellers, &c. have a par
ticular class of weights for gold and precious
stones, viz. carat and grain ; and for silver, the
pennyweight and grain. In the mint they
have also a peculiar subdivision of the troy
grain : thus, dividing

the grain into 20 mites,
the mite into 24 droits,
the droit into 20 pcriots,
the pcriot into 24 blanks.

The dealers in wool have likewise a parti
cular set of weights, viz. the sack, weigh, tod,
stone, and clove ; the proportions of which
arc as below ; viz.

the sack containing 2 weighs,
the weigh 6{ tods,
the tod 2 stones,
the stone 2 cloves,
the clove 7 pounds.

Also 12 sacks make a last, or 4308 pounds.

Farther,
.56 lb. of old hay, or 60 lb. new hay, make a

truss.
40 lb. of straw, make a truss.
36 trusses make a load of hay or straw.
141b. make a stone.
6 lb. of glass a stone.

Other nations have also certain weights pe
culiar to themselves : thus, Spain has its ar-
robas, containing 25 Spanish pounds, or one-
fourth of the common quintal : its quintal
macho, containing 150 pounds, or one-half of
the common quintal, or 6 arrobas ; its adarme,
containing one-sixteenth of its ounce. And
for gold, it has its castillan, or one-hundredth
of a pound; and its tomin, containing 12 grains,
or one-eighth of a castillan. The same are in
use in the Spanish West Indies.

Portugal has its arroba, containing 32 Lis
bon arratals, or pounds Savary also mentions
its faratclle, containing 2 Lisbon pounds ; and
its rottolis, containing about 12 pounds. And
for gold, its chego, containing four carats.
The same are used in the Portuguese East
Indies.

Italy, and particularly Venice, have their
migliaru. containing four mirrcs; the mirrc
containing 30 Venice pounds ; the saggio,
containing a sixth part of an ounce. Genoa
has five kinds of weights, viz. large weights,
whereby all merchandises are weighed at the
custom-house ; cash weights for piastres, and
other specie ; the cantara, or quintal, for the
coarsest commodities ; the large balance for
raw silks, and the small balance for the tine
commodities Sicilj has its rottolo, 32 and a
half pounds of Messina.

Germany, Flanders, Holland, the Ilansc-
towns, Sweden, Denmark, Poland, {sc. have
their schippondt. which, at Antwerp and
Hamburgh, is 300 pounds ; at Lubeck. 320;
and at Koningsbcrg, 400 pounds. In Sweden
the shippoudt for copper is 320 pounds : and
the shippondt for provisions 400 pounds. At
Riga and Revel, the schippondt is 400 pounds;
at Dantzic, 340 pounds ; iu Norway, 300
pounds; at Amsterdam, 300; containing 20
lyspondts, each weighing 15 pounds.

In Moscow, they weigh their large com
modities by the bercheroct. or berkewits, con
taining 400 of their pounds. They have also
the poet or poede, containing 40 pounds, or
one-tenth of the bercheroct.

In order to show the proportion of the sc-
veial weights used throughout Europe, we
shall add a reduction of them to one standard,
viz. the Loudon pound.

1. Proportion of the weights of the prin
cipal places of F.urope.

The 100 lb. of England, Scotland, and Ire-
laud, are equal to

lb. oz.
91 8 of Amsterdam, Paris, &c.
00 8 of Antwerp or lirahant.
88 0 of Kouen, the viscounty weight.

106 0 of Lyons, the city weight.
00 9 of Koehcllc.

107 11 of Toulouse and Upper Langucduc.
113 0 of Marseilles or Provence.
81 7 of Geneva.
93 5 of 1[amburgh.
89 7 of Frankfort, &c.
96 1 of Eeipsic, &c.

137 4 of Genoa.
132 II of Leghorn.
1.5!) 11 of Milan.
152 0 of Venice.
154 10 of Naples.
97 0 of Seville, Cadiz, &c.

104 13 of Portugal.
90 5 of Liege.

112 f of Russia.
107 i'j of Sweden.
89 1 of Denmark.
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Proportion of the Weights of several Places in

Europe compared with those of Amsterdam.

The 1001b. or Amsterdam, are equal to

lb.
106 of Antwerp.
100 of Bayonne and Paris.
95J of Bergen in Norway.

151 of Bologna.
103 of Bremen.
125 of Breslaw.
105 of Cadiz.
107 of Copenhagen.
97 of Dublin and Edinburgh.

109 of London.
114 of Madrid.
169 of Naples.
109 of Riga.
146 of Rome.
110 of Stettin.
182 of Venice.

Comparison of English and Foreign Weights.

English Weights.

Troy Weight.

lb. «i. dramt. scruple*, grains. grammes.

1 = 12 = 96 = 283 = 5760 = 372.96
1 = 8 = 24 = 480 = 31.08

1 = 3 = 60 = 3.885
1 = 20 = 1.395

1 = 0.06475

Avoirdupois Weight.

lb. oi. drams. grains. grammes.

1 = 16 = 256 = 7000 = 453.25
1 = 16 = 437.5 = 28.32

1 = 27 975= 1.81

German.

71 lbs. or grs. English troy = 74 lbs. or grs.
German apothecaries' weight.

1 oz. Nuremberg, medic. weight=7dr. 2sc.
9 grains English.

1 mark Cologne = 7 oz. 2 dwt. 4 gr. English
troy.

Dutch.
1 lb. Dutch = 1 lb. 3 oz. 16 dwt. 7 gr. Eng

lish Troy.
787$ lbs. Dutch = 1038 lbs. English troy.

Swedish Weights, used by Bergman and
Scheele.

The Swedish pound, which is divided like
the English apothecary, or troy, pound, weighs
6556 grains troy.

The kannc of pure water, according to
Bergman, weighs 42250 Swedish grains, and
occupies 100 Swedish cubic inches. Hence
the kanne of pure water weighs 48088.719444
English troy grains, or is equal to 189.9413
English cubic inches ; and the Swedish lon
gitudinal inch is equal to 1.238435 English
longitudinal inches.

From these data, the following rules are
deduced :

1. To reduce Swedish longitudinal inches
to English, multiply by 1.2384, or divide by
0.80747.

2. To reduce Swedish to English cubic
inches, multiply by 1.9, or divide by 0.5265.

3. To reduce the Swedish pound, ounce,
dram, scruple, or grain, to the corresponding
English troy denomination, multiply by 1. 1382,
or divide by 8786.

4. To reduce the Swedish kannes to Eng
lish wine pints, multiply by .1520207, or di
vide by 6.57804.

5. The lod, a weight sometimes used by
Bergman, is the 32d part of the Swedish
pound: therefore, to reduce it to the English
trov pound, multiply by .03557, or divide by
28.1156.

Correspondence of English Weights with those

used in Prance before the Revolution.

The Paris pound, poids de marc of Charle
magne, contains 9216 Paris grains : it is di
vided into 16 ounces, each ounce into 8 gros,
and each gros into 72 grains. It is equal to
7561 English troy grains.

The English troy pound of 12 ounces con
tains 5760 English troy grains, and is equal
to 7021 Paris grains.

The English avoirdupois pound, of 16

ounces, contains 7000 English troy grains,
and is equal to 8538 Paris grains.

Toreduce Paris grains to English"}
troy grains, divide by f , oiao

To reduce English troy grains to (
Paris grains, multiply by

*

To reduce Paris ounces to Eng--\
lish troy, divide by / .

015734To reduce English troy ounces l
to Paris, multiply by

'
Or the conversion may be made by means

of the following tables :

1. To reduce French to English Troy Weight.

The Paris pound = 7561 -\
The ounce = 472.6625 ( English
The gros = 59.0703 ( troy grains.
The grain = .8204 3

II. To reduce English Troy to Paris Weight.

The English troy pound of J _
12 ounces \

— 7«M.

The troy ounce = 585.0893
The dram of 60 grains = 73.1354
The pennyweight, or de- ) _

nier, of 24 grains J
—

The scruple of 20 grains = 24.3784
The grain = 1.2189y

III. To reduce English Avoirdupois to

Paris Weight.

The avoirdupois pound "j -v j
of 16 ounces, or 7000 \ = 8538. I *»

troy grains J f-g
= 533.6250 ) £

troy grains.
The ounce
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TABLE

Shewing the Comparison between French and

English Grains. ( Paid de Marc.)

Fr. fn. =■Eng. gn. Eni. sr». ~ Frenchgr*.

1 0.8203 1 1.2189
2 1.6407 2 2.4378
3 2.461 1 3 3.G568

4 3.2815 4 4.8757
5 4.1019 5 6.0947

6 4.9223 6 7.3136
7 5.7427 7 8.5325
8 G.5631 8 9.7515
9 7.3835 9 10.9701

10 8.203 10 12.189

20 16.407 20 24.378
30 24.61 1 30 36.508
40 32.815 40 48.757
30 41.019 50 60.947

60 49.223 60 73.136
70 57.427 70 85.325
80 05.031 80 97.515
00 73.835 90 109.704

100 82.03 100 121.89

200 1C1.07 200 243.78
300 216.11 300 365.68
400 328.15 400 487.57
500 410.19 500 609.47

600 492.23 600 731.36
TOO 574.27 700 853.25
800 656.31 800 975.15
900 738.35 900 1097.04

1000 820.3 1000 1218.9
2000 1640.7 2000 2437.8
3000 2461.1 3000 3656.8
4000 3281.5 4000 4875.7
5000 4101.9 5000 6094.7

6000 4022.3 6000 7313.6
7000 5742.7 7000 8532.5
8000 6563.1 8000 9751.5
90(H) 7383.5 9(KH) 10970.4

10000 8203.0 10000 12189.0

New French Weights.

Milligramme ... — .0154
Centigramme ... = .1544
Decigramme.... ~- 1 5444
Gramme = 15.4440 AK'Pl2KJ»?.
Decagramme... = 154.4402 = 6 0 5.65
Hecatogramme = 1544.4023 = 0 3 8.5
Kilogramme.... = 15444.0234 — 2 3 5
Myriogramme.. = 1514-10.2344 = 22 1 2

Wc have made a slight mention in the pre-
••ctling- part of this article of the French sys

tem of weights, as deduced from the metric
system of measures ; and although, as v.c
have observed above, this system is reported
to have been abandoned by the French go
vernment; yet the ingenuity employed in es
tablishing it, and the simplicity of it, when
once accurately determined, render it neces
sary for us to give the reader an idea of its
original construction.

On comparing the magnitude of the terres
trial arc, extending from Barcelona to Dun
kirk, as it was given by the operations of De-
lambcrt and Mechain, with that of the arc
measured in Peru about the year 1740, it was
concluded that the quadrant of the meridian,
situated towards the north pole, was 5130740
French toises ; and therefore that the metre,
or ten millionelh part of this, was 0-5130744)
toises, answering to about 39 37023 English
inches.

The unit of weight, which is called gramme.
is the absolute weight of the cube of the hun
dredth part of the metre of distilled water,
taken at its maximum of density, answering
to the temperature of 42° of Fahrenheit's
thermometer.

Lefebure Gincau was charged with every
thing that related to this observation, or ra
ther to this union of operations all extremely
delicate. The precision which he proposed
to attain, excluded at once a method which,
at first glance, appeared very simple, and
which consisted in taking a cubic vessel
whose side had a given ratio with the hun
dredth part of the metre, weighing it first
alone, and then weighing it again after it was
filled with distilled water. The difference be
tween the weights would give the weight of
the volume of water employed; but it may
be conceived, without entering into detail, thai
the result would be affected with various
errors, which it would be impossible either
to avoid or to appreciate.

Another method was therefore adopted,
susceptible of a much greater exactness : it
consisted in weighing specifically in the water
a hollow cylinder of copper, whose volume
had before been compared with that of ths
cube, whose side is the hundredth part of a
metre. The operation made known the weight
of the volume of distilled w ater, equal to that
of the cylinder, and thence was inferred th»
weight of the cube of the same water which
represented tho required unit. We trust it
will be gratifying to the reader if we here give
a detailed account of the process followed in
order to obtain that result.

The machine destined to measure the cy
linder had been constructed, with as much
care as judgment and ingenuity, by Fortin,
one of the most distinguished artists in Paris.
Without tarrying to give its description, it
will suffice to say, that it woidd render appre
ciable a difference equal to a two thousandth
or even a four thousandth of a line : this eva
luation was made by means of a lever, one of
whose arms is ten times longer than the
other: ; the w hole is so disposed that while the
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real differences, 'which it is the question to
determine, occasion in the smaller arm move
ments equal to those differences, the motions
of the larger arm which are decuple, and which
hence become perceptible, by means of a no
nius applied to the extremity of that arm,
show the two thousandth of a line measured
by the play of the shorter arm.

Notwithstanding all the attention of the
same artist in the fabrication of the cylinder,
the form of that solid was necessarily found to
be affected by a multitude of little inequalities,
which might have sensibly influenced the re

sult, had they been neglected ; for here an
error committed on either of the two dimen
sions of the cylinder ; that is, the height and
the diameter of the base, is, if we may so

speak, a cubic error, and not merely a linear
error, as in the determination of a simple dis
tance. The surface of (he body must there
fore be followed or traced in all its parts from
one point to another, and a sufficient number
of heights and of diameters must be mea
sured at different places, in the bases and of
the curve surface, to reduce the capacity of
the cylinder, which was the object of the
operation, to that of a perfectly regular cy
linder of equal volume. This operation ter
minated, the cylinder was weighed in the air,
employing a process as simple as ingenious,
which made the inconvenience disappear that
is occasioned by the almost inevitable in
equality between the arms of even the best
executed balances. The body to be weighed
was placed in one of the basins or scales, the
other basin being charged with any weights
whatever, till the beam of the balance became
horizontal. Afterwards the body was taken
from the first basin, and known weights sub
stituted for it nntil the beam had again as

sumed the horizontal position. It is evident
that the weight of this body is exactly repre
sented by the sum of the weights which have
been substituted for it, though it may happen
that this sum differs from that of the weights
on the other side, as a necessary consequence
of the faulty construction of the balance.

Besides, the weight of the cylinder in the
air ascertained by means of this procedure,
has the advantage of furnishing precisely the
same result as if it had been determined in a

vacuum. For first, the weights are substi
tuted for the cylinder, being of the same mat
ter as that body, their volume would be equal
to that of the solid part of the cylinder; and
under this relation the loss in the air will be

equal on both sides. But farther, there was
made in one of the bases of the cylinder a

little orifice, which established a communi
cation between the interior air, and that of
the atmosphere. It hence results, that at the
moment of the experiment the interior air was
of the same density as that which had been
displaced by the cylinder; the surrounding
air would therefore be in equilibrio with it
,

and thus the loss of weight was nothing in that
respect.

The cylinder was then weighed in the water,
and as the weight which kept it in equilibrio
was then solely sustained by the air, it was
requisite to estimate the small loss it expe
rienced in that fluid, as no longer common to
the cylinder immersed in the water. Regard
was also had to the little augmentation of
weight which was occasioned with respect to
the cylinder, by the air comprised within if*
Finally, the result was reduced to what would
have obtained in water taken at its maximum
of density, and it was found that the new unit
of weight, or the gramme, answered tol8-82715
grains of the old French weight, or 15-444
grains of English troy weight. Hatty's Phil.

Universal Standard ofWeight and Measure. —
It has been shown in the preceding article
that the French mathematicians have em
ployed for their standard of measure, the ten
millioneth part of a quadrant of the meridian,
contained bctweca the equator and north
pole ; and thence have deduced their unit or
standard of weight. This, however, is only
one of many different standards that have been
at different times proposed for this purpose ;

nor is it
,

we conceive, the best that might
have been adopted, being subject to this im
portant objection ; that it depends upon an
accurate measure of a quarter of a meridian
of the earth, which is obviously a very diffi
cult, not to say an impossible, task to per
form, particularly as there is every reason
to suppose that meridians differ essentially
amongst themselves. What therefore has
been said in approbation of this system in the
preceding article, must be understood as only
applying to the division according to the de
cimal scale, and not to the standard itself.

Amongst the various projects for a universal
measure (on which that of weight obviously
depends), there are indeed but few that deserve
any particular notice, except those that are
founded on experiments with pendulous bo
dies in some assumed position on the surface
of the earth, or on the mensuration of some
of the lines or circles measured on its surface
after the manner adopted by the French, and
which has been already explained. We have
therefore, in this place, only to attend to those
depending on the former principle, and of
these we shall only mention one or two of the
most plausible.

Huygens, in his " Horologium Oscillafo-
rium," was, as far as wc can ascertain, thi»
first who proposed the distance from the point
of suspension to the centre of oscillation, of a

pendulum vibrating seconds, as the length of

a universal standard yard, the third part of
which was to be denominated a horary foot,
to which all measures were to be referred.
This standard is liable to two objections ; for,
1st, it is not invariable, the length of a second's
pendulum, like the space descended in the
first second from quiescence, being different
at different distances from the equator. And
2dly, the difficulty of exactly measuring tho
distance from the point of suspension to the
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centre of oscillation is such, that it is probable
uo two measures would come to the same
result.

Several expedients were proposed after
this of M. llujgens, but none that deserved
any attention, until the year 1779, when a
Mr. Hatton, in consequence of a premium
ollered by a society of Arts and Manufactures,
" for obtaining invariable standards for weights
and measures communicable at all times and
to all nations," proposed a plan which con
sisted in the application of a moveable point
of suspension to one and the same pendulum,
in order to produce the full and absolute ef
fect of two pendulums, the difference of whose
lengths was the intended measure.

Here also the ratio of their lengths was
easily determined, from observing the number
of vibrations performed in a given time at
each point of suspension. Whence there
being tw o equations and two unknown quan
tities, the actual length of the pendulums
themselves, might be easily deduced by simple
algebraic rules. The late ingenious Mr.
Whitehurst much improved upon Mr. Hat-
ton's original notion, in his essay published in
1787, under the title of " An Attempt towards
obtaining invariable Measures of Length, Ca
pacity, and W eight, from the Mensuration of
Time," &o.

Mr. AY hitehurst's proposal is to obtain a
measure of the greatest length that conve
nience will permit, from two pendulums whose
vibrations arc in the ratio of 2 to 1, and whose
lengths coincide with the English standard
in whole numbers. His numbers were chosen
with considerable judgment and skill. On a

supposition that the length of the second's

pendulum in the latitude of London is 39'2
inches, the length of one vibrating 42 times
in a minute must be 80 inches; and that of
another vibrating 84 times in a minute must
be 20 inches ; their difference 00 inches, or
6 feet, in his standard measure. The differ
ence in the lengths of the two pendulums,
however, resulting from his experiments was
69-892 inches, instead of CO, the discrepancy
being occasioned by an error in the original
assumption of 39-2 inches instead of 39-128,
or 39f inches, as it is very nearly. Still Mr.
Whitehurst has accomplished a principal part
of his grand design, by showing how an in
variable standard may always be found for
the same latitude. But this is by no means
all that is wanted.

Perhaps the least objectionable' way would
be to take for the length of the metre the
length of a simple pendulum vibrating seconds
at the equator, at a certain height abov e the
surface of the sea, when the thermometer is
at a fixed medium temperature; the length
of the metre would then be about 39-027
English inches, instead of 39 37023, the metre
of the new French system. The magnitude
of the arc, the stere, the gramme, i».e. (or any
other terms we thought proper to introduce
for similar purposes), might have the same
relations to the metre as in the French system.

Thus should we possess a standard taken
from the gravitating force of the globe we
inhabit, and which might be safely considered
as invariable, so long as the constitution of the
earth and its time of rotation remains the same.

The material standard itself might be
chosen of some shape that should possess the
double advantage of being little affected by
changes of temperature, and being a pen
dulum whose distance between the point of
suspension and centre of oscillation, should
be exactly equal to a fixed dimension of the

pendulum that might readily be measured
with exactness. Such a body we have in aright-
angled cone, or one, the diameter of whose
base is equal to its altitude ; for when this
cone is suspended by its vertex as a centre of
motion, the centre of oscillation is in the
centre of its base ; and when it is suspended
by its base, the centre of oscillation coincides
with the vertex of the solid: the length of
the isochronous simple pendulum being iu
both cases equal to the altitude of the cone,

or to the diameter of its base. It will be

easy for any person who takes an interest in
these speculations to pursue the present hint.
Haiiy's Philos. vol. i.

WERST, a Russian measure of length,
equal to 3500 English feet.

WEST, one of the four cardinal points,
being that opposite to the east.

V\ EY. See Weigh.
WHALE, a constellation. See Cetcs.
WHEEL, in Mechanics, a simple machine,

consisting of a circular piece of wood, metal,

or other matter, which revolves on an axis.
This is otherwise called wheel and axle, or

axis iu peritrochio, as a mechanical power,
being one of the most frequent and usefal of

any. In this capacity of it, the wheel is a

kind of perpetual lever, and the axle another
lesser one; or the radius of the wheel and
that of its axle may be considered as the

longer and shorter arms of a lever, the centre
of the wheel being the fulcrum or point of

suspension. Whence it is, that the power of
this machine is estimated by this rule, as the

radius of the axle is to the radius of the wheel,

or as the circumference to the circumference,

so is any given power to the weight it will

sustain.
Wheels, as well as their axles, arc frequcntH

dented, or cut into teeth, and are then of use

upon innumerable occasions; as in jacks,
clocks, mill-work, &c. ; by which means they

are capable of moving and acting on ono

another, and of being combined together In

any extent; the teeth cither of the axle or

circumference working in those of other

wheels or axles; and thus, by multiplying the

power to any extent, an amazing effect is

produced.
To compute the power of a combination of

wheelt; the teeth of the axle of every wheel

acting on those in the circumference of the

ne\t following. Multiply contiuually toge

ther the radii of all the axles, as also the radii

of all the w heels ; then it will be, as the former
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product is to the latter product, so is a given
power applied to the circumference, to the
weight it can sustain. Thus, for example, in
a combination of five wheels and axles, to
find the weight a man can sustain, or raise,
whose force is equal to 160 pounds, the radii
of the wheels being 30 inches, and those of
the axles 3 inches.

Here 3 x 3x 3x 3x 3 = 243,
and 30 x 30 x 30 x 30 x 30 = 24300000,

therefore as 243 : 24300000 :: 150 : 150000001b.

the weight he can sustain, which is more than
6606 tons weight. So prodigious is the in
crease of power in a combination of wheels!

But it is to be observed, that in this, as well
as every other mechanical engine, whatever
is gained in power, is lost in time ; that is

,

the
weight will move as much slower than the
power, as the force is increased or multiplied,
which, in the example above, is 100000 times
slower.

Hence, having given any power, and the
weight to be raised, with the proportion be
tween the wheels and axles necessary to that
effect ; to find the number of the wheels and
axles. Or, having the number of the wheels
and axles given, to find the ratio of the radii
of the wheels and axles. Here, putting

p — the power acting on the last wheel,
w — the weight to be raised,
r — the radius of the axles,
R — the radius of the wheels,
n — the number of the wheels and axles ;

then, by the general proportion, as r" : It" : :

p : w ; therefore p R" = w r" is a general theo
rem, whence may be found any one of these
five letters or quantities, when the other four
are given. Thus, to find n the number of
wheels : we have first

5i= then » =
-

;<*•*»,r" p log. It. — log. r

And to find — , the ratio of the wheel to the
r

. . . . R V to
axle ; it is = v — •

r p

Wiz/er-WHEEL of a mill, is that which re

ceives the impulse of the stream by means of
its float boards.

Underthot Water-WHEELS, are those in
which the motion of the stream exceeds that
of the wheel, so that the fluid impels them
forward by its action against the float boards,
which arc immersed in it to a certain depth.
See W\TER-Mill.

Overshot Water-WHEEL, is that which con
sists of a frame of open buckets, so disposed
round the rim of the wheel as to receive the
water from its fall, in such a manner that one
side, is loaded with water while the other is

empty, in consequence of which the loaded
side descends, and empties its buckets, while
those on the other side revolve round and are
filled in their turn ; and by means of which a
uniform circular motion is produced.

Orffyreta't Wheel. See Orffyreus.
WHIRLING Table, a machine intended

to represent the several phenomena in phi
losophy and nature, as the principal laws of
gravitation, and of the planetary motions; for

a particular description of which see Fergu
son's Lectures on Mechanics, Iect. 2; and
Desagulier's Ex. Phil. vol. i. Iect. 5.

WHISTON (William), an ingenious Eng
lish mathematician and divine, was born in
1667, and died in 1752, upwards of 84 years
of age. He was author of numerous works
on philosophy and religion ; of the former, his
Theory of the Earth, and his Astronomical
Lectures, are the only ones which it is neces
sary to enumerate in this place ; but a com
plete list of all his works may be seen in Dr.
Huttons Math. Diet.

WHITEHURST (John), an ingenious
English mechanic and philosopher, was born in
the county of Chester in 1713, and died in
1788, in the 75th year of his age.

He published, in 1778, An Enquiry into the
Original State and Formation of the Earth ;

second edition in 1786; and a third in 1702.
In 1787, he published " An Attempt toward

obtaining Invariable Measures of Length, Ca
pacity, and Weight, from the Mensuration of
Time." His plan is to obtain a measure of the
greatest length that convenience will permit,
from two pendulums whose vibrations are in
the ratio of 2 to 1

,
and whose lengths coincide

nearly with the English standard in whole
numbers. The numbers which he has chosen
show much ingenuity. On a supposition that
the length of a second's pendulum, in the la
titude of London, is 39£ inches, the length of
one vibrating 42 times in a minute must be
80 inches ; and of another vibrating 84 times
in a minute must be 20 inches ; and their dif
ference 60 inches, or live feet, is his standard
measure. By the experiments, however, the
difference between the lengths of the two
pendulum rods was found to be only 59'892
inches, instead of 60, owing to the error in
the assumed length of the second's pendulum,
39^ inches being greater than the truth, which
ought to be 39| very nearly. By this experi
ment, Mr. Whitehurst obtained a fact, as ac
curately as may be in a thing of this nature,
viz. the difference between the lengths of
two pendulum rods whose vibrations arc
known ; a datum, whence may be obtained, by
calculation, the true lengths of pendulums,
the spaces through which heavy bodies fall in

a given time, and many other particulars re
lating to the doctrine of gravitation, the figure
of the earth, &c.

WILKINS (Dr. John), an ingenious and
learned English divine, was born in 1614.
He was one amongst the early members and
promoters of the Royal Society, and author of
several works on politics, religion, and phi
losophy ; the latter of which were, the " Ma
thematical and Philosophical Works" of the
Right Rev. John Wilkins, 8vo. 1708 ; and" An Essay towards a real Character and a

Philosophical Language," folio, 1688. Dr.
Wilkins died in 1672, in his 59th year.

WINCH, the bent handle employed for
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turning round wheels, and producing circular
motion.

WIND, a sensible current in the atmos

phere. The motions of the atmosphere are
subject in some degree to the same laws as
those of the denser tluids ; if we remove a
portion of water in a large reservoir, we see

the surrounding water flow in to restore the
equilibrium ; and if we impel in any direction,
a certain portion, an equal quantity moves in
a contrary direction from the same cause ; or
if a portion being rarefied by heat, or con
densed by cold, ascends in the one instance
and descends in the other, a counter-current
is the visible and natural result . and similar
effects are fouud to follow the same causes in
the atmospheric fluid.

Thus, no wind can blow, without a counter
or opposite current, nor can any wind arise,
without a previous derangement of the general
equilibrium ; the general causes of which may
be stated as follows :

1. The ascent of the air over certain tracts,
heated by the sun. 2. Evaporation causing
an actual increase in the volume of the at
mosphere. 3. i! .in. snow, &c. causing an
actual decrease in its volume by the destruc
tion of the vapour. Currents thus produced
may be permanent and general, extending
over a large portion of the globe ; periodical,
as in the Indian ocean; or variable, and as it
were occasional, or at least uncertain, as the
winds in temperate climates.

General or permanent winds blow always
nearly in the same direction. In the Atlantic
and Pacific oceans, under the equator, the
wind is almost always easterly; it blows, in
deed, in this direction, on both sides of the
equator to the latitude of 28 -1

.

More to the
northward of (he equator, the wind generally
blows between the north and east ; and the
farther north we proceed, we find the wind to
blow to a more northern direction; more to
the southward of the equator it blows between
the south and east ; and the farther to the
south, the more it comes in that direction.

Between the parallels of 28° and 40° south
latitude, in that tract w hich extends from 30°
west to 100° east longitude from London, the
wind is variable, but it most frequently blows
from between the N.VV. and 8.W. so that
the outw ard-bound East-India ships generally
run dow n their casting on the parallel of 3C°
south.

Navigators have given the appellation of
trade-w inds to these general winds.

Periodical Winds. —Those winds which
blow in a certain direction for a time, and at
certain stated seasons change, and blow for
an equal space of time from the opposite point
of the compass, .ire called monsoons. During
the months of April, May, June, July, August,
and September, the wind blows from south
ward over the whole length of the Indian
ocean, viz. between the parallels of 28° N. and
283S. latitude, and between the eastern coast
of Africa and the meridian which passes
Mirough the western part of Japan ; but in the

other months, October, November, December.
January, February, and March, the winds in
all the northern parts of the Indian ocean
shift round, aud blow directly contrary to the
course they held in the former six months.
For some days before and after the change,
there are calms, variable winds, and tremen
dous storms, with thunder, &c.

C'auset o
f the Wind. — Philosophers differ in

their opinions respecting the cause of these

periodical winds ; but a more probable theory
of the general trade-winds is, that they are
occasioned by the heat of the sun in the

regions about the equator, where the air is

heated to a greater degree, and consequently
rarefied more than in the more northern parts
of the globe. From this expansion of the air
in these tropical regions, the denser air, in

higher latitudes, rushes violently towards the

equator from both sides of the globe. By
this conflux of the denser air, without any
other circumstances intervening, a direct
northerly wind would be produced in the
northern tropic, and a southern one in the

other tropic . but as the earth's diurnal mo
tion varies the direct influence of the sun over
the surface of the earth, and as by that motion
this influence is communicated from cast to
west, an easterly wind would be produced if

this influence alono prevailed. On account of
the co-operation of these two causes at the

same time, the trade-winds blow naturally
from the N. E. on the north, and from the

S. F. on the south of the line, throughout the

whole year . but as the sun approaches nearer
the tropic of Cancer in our summer season,
the point towards which these winds arc di
rected will not be invariably the same, but

they w ill incline more towards the north in
that season, and more towards the south in
our winter.

The land and sea breezes in the tropical
climates may be considered as partial inter
ruptions of the general trade-winds; and the

cause of these it is not very difficult to explain.
From water being a better conducter of heat
than earth, the water is always of a more even

temperature. During the day, therefore, the

laud becomes considerably heated, the air

rarefied, and consequently in the afternoon a

breeze sets in from the sea, which is less

heated at that time than the land. On the

other hand, during the night the earth loses

its surplus heat, while the sea continues more

even in its temperature. Towards morning,
therefore, a breeze regularly proceeds from
the land towards the ocean, where the air is

warmer, and consequently more rarefied, than
on shore.

The cause of the monsoons is not so well
understood as that of the general trade-w inds;
but what has been just remarked suggests, at
least, a probable theory on the subject. It is

well known, that at the equator the changes
of heat and cold are occasioned by the diurnal
motion of the earth, and that the difference
between the heat of the day and the night is

almost all that is perceived in those tropical
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regions; whereas in tlie polar regions the
great vicissitudes of heat and cold are occa
sioned by the annual motion of the globe,
which produces the sensible changes of winter
and summer; consequently, if the heat of the
sun was the only cause of the variation of
the winds, the changes, if any, that would be
produced by those means in equatorial re
gions, ought to be diurnal only, but the
changes about the pole should be experienced
only once in six months. As the effects aris
ing from the heat of the sun upon the air
must be greater at the equator than at the
poles, the changes of the wind arising from
the expansion of the air by the sun's rays
must be more steady in equatorial than in
polar regions. The incontrovertible evidence
of navigators proves this trulh, that winds are
more variable towards the poles, and more
constant towards the equator. But in sum
mer, the continual heat, even in high lati
tudes, comes to be sensibly felt, and produces
changes on the wind, which arc distinctly
perceptible. In our own cold region, the
effects of the sun on the wind are felt during
the summer months ; for while (he weather
in that season of the year is fine, the wind
generally becomes stronger as the time of the
day advances, and dies away towards the
evening, and assumes that pleasing serenity
so delightful to our feelings. Such are the
diurnal changes of the wind in northern cli
mates. The annual revolution of the sun
produces still more sensible effects. The
prevalence of the western winds during sum
mer we may attribute to this cause, which is
still more perceptible in France and Spain ;

because the continent of land to the eastward,
being heated more than the waters of the
Atlantic ocean, the air is drawn, during that
season, towards the east, and consequently
produces a western wind.

But these effects are much more perceptible
in countries near the tropics than with us.
For when the sun approaches the tropic of
Cancer, the soil of Persia, Bengal, China, and
the adjoining countries, becomes so much
more heated than the sea to the southward of
those countries, that the current of the general
trade-wind is interrupted, so as to blow, at
that season, from the south to the north, con
trary to what it would do if no land was there.
But as the high mountains of Africa, during
all the year, are extremely cold, the low
countries of India, to the eastward of it

,

be

come hotter than Africa in summer, and the
air is naturally drawn thence to the eastward.
From the same cause it follows, that the trade-
wind in the Indian ocean, from April till Oc
tober, blows in a north-cast direction, contrary
to that of the general trade-wind in open seas

in the same latitude ; but when the sun retires
towards the tropic of Capricorn, these north
ern parts become cooler, and the general
trade-wind assumes its natural direction.

Having given the most obvious causes of
the periodical monsoons in the Indian seas, it

is necessary to observe, that no monsoon takes
place to the southward of the equator, except
in that part of the ocean adjoining to New
Holland. There the same causes concur to
produce a monsoon as in the northern tropic,
and similar appearances take place. From
October till April the monsoon sets in from
the N. W. to S. E. opposite to the general
course of the trade-wind on the other side of
the line ; and here also the general trade-wind
resumes its usual course during the other
months, which constitute the winter season
in these regions. It may not be improper to
conclude this account of the tropical winds,
by enumerating some of the principal inflec
tions of the monsoons.

Between the months of April and October
the winds blow constantly from W.S.W. in
all that part of the Indian ocean which lies
between Madagascar and Cape Comorin, and
in the contrary direction from October till
April, with some small variation in different
places ; but in the Bay of Bengal these winds
are neither so strong nor so constant as in tho
Indian ocean. It must also be remarked,
that the S. W. winds in those seas are more
southerly on the African side, and more west
erly on the side of India ; but these variations
arc not so great as to be repugnant to the
general theory. The cause of this variation
is, as was before intimated, that the moun
tainous lands of Africa arc colder than the
flatter regions of Arabia and Iudia; conse
quently the wind naturally blows from these
cold mountains, in the summer season, to
wards the warmer lands of Asia, which oc
casions those inflections of the wind to the
eastward during the summer months. The
peninsula of India lying so much farther to
the south than the kingdoms of Arabia and
Persia, adds greatly to this effect; becauso
the wind naturally draws towards them, and
produces that easterly variation of the mon
soon which takes place in this part of tho
ocean, while the sandy deserts of Arabia draw
the winds more directly northward, near tho
African coast. A similar chain of reasoning
will serve to explain any other inflections or
variations that may occur in the penisal of
books of travels, &c.

Variable Winds.— In the temperate zones
the direction of" the winds is by no means so
regular as between the tropics. Even in the
same degree of latitudo we lind them often
blowing in different directions at the same
time; while their changes are frequently so
sudden and so capricious, that to account for
them has hitherto been found impossible.
When winds are violent, and continue long,
they generally extend over a large tract of
country ; and this is more certainly the case
when they blow from the north or east than
from any other points. By the multiplica
tion and comparison of meteorological tables,
some regular connection between the changes
of the atmosphere in different places may, in
time, be observed, which may at lasf lead to a
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satisfactory theory of the winds. It is from
such tables chiefly, that the following facts
have been collected :

In Virginia, the prevailing winds arc be
tween the south-west, west, north, and north
west; the most frequent is the south-west,
which blows more constantly in June, July,
and August, than at any other season. The
north-west winds blow most constantly in
November, January, and February. At Ips
wich, in New England, the prevailing winds
are also between the south-west, west, north,
and north-east ; the most frequent is the north
west. But at Cambridge, in the same pro
vince, the most frequent wind is the south-east.
The predominant winds at New York are the
north and west; and in Nova Scotia north
west winds blow for three-fourths of the year.
The same wind blows most frequently at
Montreal in Canada ; but at Quebec the wind
generally follows the direction of the river
St. Lawrence, blowing either from the north
east or south-west. At Hudson's Bay west
erly winds blow for three-fourths of the year ;
the north-west wind occasions the greatest
cold, but the north and north-cast are the
▼chicles of snow.

It appears from these facts, that westerly
winds are most frequent over the whole east
ern coast of North America ; that in the south
ern provinces, south-west winds predominate ;
and that the north-west become gradually
more frequent as we approach the frigid zone.

In Egypt, during part of May, and during
June, July, August, and September, the wind
blows almost constantly from the north, vary
ing sometimes in June to the west, and in
July to the west and the cast; during part of
September, and in October and November,
the winds are variable, but blow more re

gularly from the cast than any other quarter ;
in December, January, and February, they
blow from the north, north-west, and west ;
towards the end of February they change to
the south, in which quarter they continue till
near the end of March ; during the last days
in March and in April, they blow from the
south-east, smith, and south-west, and at last
from the east ; and in this direction they con
tinue during a part of May.

In the Mediterranean the wind blows nearly
three-fourths of the year from the north;
about the equinoxes there is always an east
erly wind in that sea, which is generally more
constant in spring than in autumn. These
observations do not apply to the gut of Gib
raltar, where there are seldom any winds
except the east and the west. At Bastia, in
the island of Corsica, the prevailing wind is
the south-west.

In Syria the north wind blows from the au
tumnal equinox to November; during De
cember, January, and February, the winds
blow from the west and south-west; in March
they blow from the south, in May from the
east, and in June from the north. From this
,ncmtli to the autumnal equinox, the wind

changes gradually as the sun approaches ths
equator; first to the east, then to the south,
and lastly to the west. At Bagdad, the most
frequent winds are the south-west and north
west ; at Pekin, the north and the south ; at
Kamtschatka, on the north-east coast of Asia,
the prevailing winds blow from the west.

In Italy, the prevailing winds diner con
siderably according to the situation of the
places where the observations have been made:
at Rome and Padua, they are northerly, at
Milan easterly. All that we have been able
to learn concerning Spain and Portugal is,
that on the west coast of these countries, the
west is by far the most common wind, parti
cularly in summer; and that at Madrid the
wind is north-east for the greatest part of the
summer, blowing almost constantly from the
Pyrenean mountains. At Berne in Switz
erland, the prevailing winds are the north and
west ; at St. Gothard, the north-east ; at Lau
sanne, the north-west and south-west.

Father Cotte has given us the result of
observations made at 86 different places of
France ; from which it appears, that along the
whole south coast of that kingdom the wind
blows most frequently from the north, north
west, and north-cast ; on the west coast, from
the west, south-west, and north-west ; and on
the north coast from the south-west. That in
the interior parts of France, the south-west
wind blows most frequently in 18 places; the
west wind in 14; the north in 13; the south
in 6 ; the north-east in 4 ; the south-east in 2 ;

the east and north-west each of them one.

On the west coast of the Netherlands, as far
as Rotterdam, the prevailing winds are pro
bably the south-west, at least, this is the case
at Dunkirk and Rotterdam. It is probable
also, that along the rest of this coast, from the
Hague to Hamburgh, the prevailing winds
are the north-west, at least these winds are
most frequent at the Hague and at Franeker.
The prevailing wind at Delft is the south-east;
and at Breda, the north and the east.

In Germany, the east wind is most frequent
at Gottingen, Munich, Weissenfcls, Dussel-
dorf, Saganum, Erford, and at Bnda in Hun
gary; the south-east at Prague and Wurts-
burg; the north-east at Ratisbon; and the
west at Manheim and Berlin.

From an average of ten years of the register
kept by order of the Royal Society, it appears
that at London the winds blow in the follow
ing order:

Windi. Dt;t. WiDd*. Dtyf*

South-west 112 South-east 32
North-cast 58 East 26

North-west 50 South 18

West 53 North 16

It appears, from the same register, that the

south-west wind blows at an average more

frequently than any other wind during every
month of the year, and that it blows longest
in July and August ; that the north-east blows
most constantly during January, March, April,
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May, and June, and most seldom during Fe
bruary, July, September, and December ; and
that the north-west wind blows oftencr from
November to March, and more seldom during
September and October than any other months.
The south-west winds are also most frequent
at Bristol, and next to them are the north
east.

The following table of the winds at Lan
caster has been drawn up from a register kept
for seven years at that place :

Windi, Day*. Wind*. Daji.

South-west 92 South-east 35
North-east 67 North 30
South 51 North-west.... 26
West 41 East 17
The following table is an abstract of nine

years observations made at Dumfries by Mr.
Copland :

Winds. Days. Wind*. Davs.

South 82{ North 364
West 69 North-west.... 25*

East 68 South-cast 28J
South-west 50f North-east 14|
The following table is an abstract of seven

years observations made by Dr. Meek at

Cambuslang, near Glasgow :

Wind*. Daya. Windi. Days.

South-west 174 North-east 104

North-west 40 South-east.... 47

It appears from the register from which this

table was extracted, that the north-east wind
blows much more frequently in April, May,
and June, and the south-west in July, August,
and September, than at any other period.
The south-west is by far the most frequent
wind all over Scotland, especially on the west

coast. At Saltcoats, in Ayrshire, for instance,
it blows three-fourths of the year ; and along
the whole coast of Murray, on tho north-east
side ofScotland.it blows for two-thirds of the

year. East winds arc common over all Great

Britain during April and May; but their in
fluence is felt most severely on the eastern
coast.

The following table exhibits a view of the

number of days during which the westerly
and easterly winds blow in a year at different

parts of the island. Under the term westerly
are included the north-west, west, south-west,
and south ; the term easterly is taken in the
same latitude.

Yean of Places. Wi ad.
Ob»erv. Westerly. Easterly.

10

7
233
216
190
227.5

132
149

175

137.5
51

9
10 Branxholm, fifty-

four miles south- >

west of Berwick J
232 133

7
8 Hawkhill, near J

Edinburgh S

214

229.5

151

135.5

Mean 220.3 144.7

In Ireland the south-west and west are the
grand trade-winds, blowing most in summer,
autumn, and winter, and least in spring. The
north-cast blows most in spring, and nearly
double to what it docs in autumn and winter.
The south-east and north-west are nearly
equal, and arc most frequent after the south
west and west.

At Copenhagen the prevailing winds are
the east and south-east; at Stockholm, the
west and north. In Russia, from an average
of a register of 16 years, the winds blow from
November to April in the following order :

W. N.W. E. S.W. S. N.E. N. S.E.
Days 45 26 23 22 20 19 14 12
And during the other six months,

W. N.W. E. S.W. S. N.E. N. S.E.
Days 27 27 19 24 22 15 32 18

The west wind blows during the whole year
72 days ; the north-west 58 ; the south-west
and north 46 days each. During summer it
is calm for 41 days, and during winter for 21.
In Norway, the most frequent winds are the
south, the south-west, and south-east. The
wind at Bergen is seldom directly west, but
generally south-west or south-east; a north
west, and especially a north-cast wind, ar«
but little known there.

From the whole of these facts, it appears
that the most frequent winds on the south
coasts of Europe aro the north, the north-east,
and north-west; ami on the western coast,
the south-west: that in the interior parts
which lie most contiguous to the Atlantie
ocean, south-west winds arc also most fre
quent; but that easterly winds prevail in
Germany. Westerly winds are also most
frequent on the north-east coast of Asia.

It is probable that the winds arc more con
stant in the south temperate zone, which is
in a great measure covered with water, than
in the north temperate zone, where their di
rection must be frequently interrupted atid
altered by mountains and other causes.

M. Dc la Caille, who was sent thither by
the French king to make astronomical ob
servations, informs us, that at the Cape of
Good Hope the principal winds are the south
east and north-west; that other winds seldom
last longer than a few days ; and that the east
and north-east winds blow very seldom. The
south-east wind blows in most months of the
year, but chiefly from October to April ; the'

north-west prevails during the other six
mouths, bringing along with it rain, and tem
pests, and hurricanes. Between the Cape of
Good Hope and New Holland, the winds are
commonly westerly, and blow in the following
order: north-west, south-west, west, north.

In the Great South Sea, from latitude 30r
to 40° south, the south-east trade-wind blows
most frequently, especially when the sun ap

proaches the tropic of Capricorn; the wind
next to it in frequency is the north-west, and
next to that is the south-west. From south
latitudo 40° to 50°, the prevailing wind is the
north-west, and next the south-west From
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50° to 60°, the most frequent wind is also the
north-west, and next to it is the west.

Thus it appears that the trade-winds some
times extend farther into the south temperate
zone than thcirusual limits, particularly during
summer; that beyond their influence the winds

are commonly westerly, and that they blow

in the following order : north-west, south- west,
west.

Such is the present state of the history of
the direction of the winds. In the torrid zone

they blow constantly from the north-east on
the north side of the equator, anil from the
south-east on the south side of it. In the
north temperate zone they blow most fre

quently from the south-west; in the south

temperate zone from the north-west, chang
ing, however, frequently to all points of the
compass; and in the north temperate zone
blowing, particularly during spring, from the
north-cast.

Force and Velocity of the Wind.—As to the

velocity of the w ind, its variations are almost
infinite ; from the genllust breeze, to the hur
ricane which tears up trees and blows down
houses. It has been remarked, that our most
violent winds take place when neither the
heat nor the cold is greatest ; that violent
winds generally extend over a great tract of
country, and that they are accompanied by
sudden and great fulls in the mercury of the
barometer. The reason appears to be, that
violent winds succeed the precipitation in rain
of a large quantity of vapour, which previously-
constituted a part of the bulk of the atmo
sphere ; and this precipitation cannot take
place when the general temperature ap
proaches to either extreme. The wind is
sometimes very violent at a distance from the
earth, while it is quite calm at its surface.
On one occasion Lunardi went at the rate of
70 miles an hour in his balloon, though it was
quite calm at Edinburgh when he ascended,
and continued so during his whole voyage.
The same thing happened to Garncrin and
his companion in their aerostatic voyage to
Colchester; they having been carried from
London to Colchester, a distance of at least
CO miles, in three quarters of an hour, making
the velocity of the wind, at that time, 80
miles per hour, or 1} miles per minute. This
again may be illustrated by the motions of
dense fluids, which are always impeded in
the parts contiguous to the sides and bottom
of the vessels ; and the same thing happens in
tide-rivers, where the boatman, when he wishes
to proceed with the tide, commits himself to
the middle of the stream: but when he has
to strive against it

,

he keeps close to the
shore. It is, therefore, not the upper parts of
the atmosphere which are accelerated, but the
lower are retarded by friction against the
surface of the earth.

The following table, drawn up by Mr.
Smcaton, w ill give the reader a pretty precise
idea of the velocity of the wind iu different
circumstances :

f^our.

Fpi-tper
Second.

PerpendicularForrc on onevqqmreFool, in
Aroirdnpoi. PomxU»o<!Paru.

I 1.47 .005 Hardly perceptible.

2
3

2.93
4.4 044 }

"^ust PcrcePt'We.

4 5.87
7.33 1

*2
3

}

Gently P'easant.5

10

15

14.67

22.

492 t

1 107 \ P'easant> brisk.

20
25

29.34
36.67 JJ*j Very brisk.

30
35

44.01

51.34
4.429 1 „. , ..
6.027 \

H,brb vnnd-

40
45

58.68
66.01 a963 |

Very h'sh wind-

50 73.35 12.300 Storm or tempest
«n 88.02 17.715 Great storm.
80 117.36 31.490 Hurricane.

100 146.7

\ Hurricane that tears
49.200 > up trees, and carries

J liuildinss before it.

V>isn-0'age. Sec Anemometer.
WiND-Crim. See AiR-Gt/n.
WINDLASS, or Windlace, a particular

machine used for raising heavy weights, as

guns, stones, anchors, &c.
This is a very simple machine, consisting;

only of an axis or roller, supported horizontally
at the two ends by two pieces of wood and a

pulley : the two pieces of wood meet at top,
being placed diagonally so as to prop each
other; and the axis or roller goes through the

two pieces, and turns in them. The pulley is

fastened at top, where the pieces join. Lastly,
there are two staves or hand-spikes which go

through the roller, to turn it by; and the rope,
which comes over the pulley, is wound off and

on the same.
Windlass, in a ship, is an instrument, in

small ships placed upon the deck, just abaft

the foremast It is made of a piece of timber
six or eight feet square, in form of an axle-
tree, whose length is placed horizontally upon
two pieces of wood at the ends, and upon
which it is turned about by the help of hand
spikes put into holes made for that purpose.
This instrument serves for weighing anchors,
or hoisting of any weight in or out of tha

ship, and will purchase much more than any

capstan, and that without any danger to those

who heave: for if in heaving the windlass
about, any of the handspikes should happen to

break, the windlass would stop of itself, b
y

means of a catch for that purpose.
WINDMILL, a well known engine which

receives its motion from the impulse of the

wind ; the machinery of which docs not fall

within the nature of this work to describe, we

shall therefore merely stateherc a few principles
relating to the position, &e. of the sails, which

admits of pure mathematical investigation,
though it must be acknowledged notwith
standing, that the results thus obtained do

not in all cases, indeed but in very few, agree

with what have been determined from prac
tical experiments.
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Tirst, we may observe, that were the sails

set square upon their arms or yards, and per
pendicular to the axletree, or to the wind, no
motion would ensue, because the direct wind
would keep them in an exact balance. But
by setting them obliquely to the common
axis, like sails of a srnokejack, or inclined
like the rudder of a ship ; the wind, by strik
ing the surface of them obliquely, turns them
about. Now this angle which the sails are to
make with their common axis, or the degree
of weathering, as the mill-wrigbts call it, so as
that the wind may have the greatest effect, is
a matter of nice inquiry, and has occupied
the thoughts of the mathematician and artist.

In examining the compound motions of the
rudder of a ship, we find that the more it
approaches to the direction of the keel, or to
the course of the water, the more weakly this
strikes it; but on the other hand, the greater
is the power of the lever to turn the vessel
about. The obliquity of the rudder has, at
the same time, both an advantage and a dis
advantage. It has been a point of inquiry,
therefore, to find the position of the rudder
when the ratio of the advantage over the dis
advantage is the greatest. And M. Renau,
in his theory of the working of ships, has
found, that the best situation of the rudder is
when it makes an angle of about 55 degrees
with the keel.

The obliquity of the sails, with regard to
their axis, has precisely the same advantage
and disadvantage, with the obliquity of the
rudder to the keel. And M. Parent, seeking
by the new analysis the most advantageous
situation of the sails on the axis, finds it the
same angle of about 55 degrees. This ob
liquity has been determined by many other
mathematicians, and found to be more ac
curately 54° 44'. See Maclaurin's Fluxions,
p. 733; Simpson's Fluxions, prob. 17, p. 521.

This angle, however, is only that which
gives the wind the greatest force to put the
sail in motion, but not the angle which gives
the force of the wind a maximum upon the
sail when in motion : for when the sail has a

certain degree of velocity, it yields to the
wind ; and then that angle must be increased,
to give the wind its full effect. Maclaurin,
in his Fluxions, p. 734, has shown how to
determine this angle.

It may be observed, that the increase of
this angle should be different according to
the different velocities from the axletree to
the farther extremity of the sail. At the
beginning, or axis, it should be 54° 44' ; and
thence continually increasing, giving the vane
a twist, and so causing all the ribs of the vane
to lie in different planes.

It is farther observed, that the ribs of the
vane, or sail, ought to decrease in length
from the axis to the extremity, giving the
vane a curvilinear form; so that no part of
the force of any one rib be spent upon the
rest, but all move on independent of each
•ther. The twist above-mentioned, and the

diminution of the ribs, are exemplified in the
wings of birds.

As the ends of the sail nearest the axis
cannot move with the same velocity which
the tips or farthest ends have, although the
wind acts equally strong upon them both.
Ferguson's Lecture on Mechanics, p. 54, by
Brewster, suggests, that perhaps a better po
sition than that of stretching them along the
arms directly from the centre of motion, might
be to have them set perpendicularly across
the farther ends of the arms, and there ad
justed lengthwise to the proper angle: for in
that case both ends of the sails would move
with the same velocity ; and being farther from
the centre of motion they would have so
much the more power, and then there would
be no occasion for having them so large as

they are generally made ; which would render
them lighter, and consequently there would
be so much the less friction on the thick neck
of the axle, when it turns in the wall. Mr.
Smcaton (Phil. Trans. 1759), from his expe
riments with windmill sails, deduces several
practical maxims : as,

1. That when the wind falls upon a con
cave surface, it is an advantage to the power
of the whole, though every part, taken sepa
rately, should not be disposed to the best
advantage. By several trials he has found
that the curved form and position of the sails
will be best regulated by the numbers in the
following table.

Sitlh Parts of the Angle with tha Angle with the
Radiusor Sail*. Axis. Plane of Motion.

1 72° 18°
2 71 19
3 72 18 middle
4 74 16

5 771 12J
6 83 7 end

2. That a broader sail requires a greater
angle ; and that when the sail is broader at

the extremity, than near the centre, this shape
is more advantageous than that of a paral
lelogram.

3. When the sails, made like sectors of
circles joining at the centre or axis, filled up
about seven-eighths of the whole circular
space, the effect was the greatest.

4. The velocity of windmill sails, whether
unloaded or loaded, so as to produce a max
imum of effect, is nearly as the velocity of the
wind ; their shape and position being the
same.

5. The load at the maximum is nearly, but
somewhat less than as the square of the ve
locity of the wind.

6. The effects of the same sails at a max
imum, arc nearly, but somewhat less than, as

the cubes of the velocity of the wind.
7. In sails of a similar figure and position,

the number of turns in a given time, are re
ciprocally as the radius or length of the sail.

8. The effects of sails of similar figure and

position are as the square of their length.
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9. The velocity of the extremity of Dutch

mills as well as of the enlarged sails, in all
their usual positions, is considerably greater
than the velocity of the wind.

M. Parent, in considering what figure the
sails of a wind-mill should have, to receive
the greatest impulse from the wind, finds it
to be a sector of an ellipsis, whose centre is
that of the axletree of the mill ; and the less
semi-axis the height of 32 feet ; as for the
greater, it follows necessarily from the rule
that directs the sail to be inclined to the axis
in the angle of 56 degrees.

On this foundation he assumes four such
sails, each being a quarter of an ellipse ; which
he shows will receive all the wind and lose
none, as the common ones do. These four
surfaces, multiplied by the lever, with which
the wind acts on one of them, express the
whole power the wind has to move the ma
chine, or the whole power the machine has
when in motion.

A wind-mill with six elliptical sails, he
shews, would still have more power than one
with only four. It would only have the same
surface with the four ; since the four contain
the whole space of the ellipses, as well as the six.
Hut the force of the six would be greater than
that of the four in the ratio of 243 to 231 . If it
were desired to have only two sails each, being
a semi-ellipsis, the surface would be still the
same : but the power would be diminished by
near one-third of that with six sails ; because
the greatness of the sectors would much
shorten the lever, with which the wind acts.

The same author has also considered which
form, among the rectangular sails, will be most
advantageous ; i. e. that which shall have the
product of the surface by the lever of the
wind the greatest. The result of this inquiry
is, that the width of the rectangular sail should
be nearly double its length ; whereas, usually,
the length is made almost five times the
width.

The power of the mill, with four of these
new rectangular sails, M . Parent shows, will
be to the power of four elliptic sails, nearly as

13 to 23 1 which leaves a considerable advan
tage on the side of the elliptic ones ; and yet
the force of the new rectangular sails will still
be considerably greater than that of the com
mon ones.

M. Parent also considers what number of
the new sails will be most advantageous ; and
finds that the fewer the sails, the more surface
there will be, but the power the less. Farther,
the power of a wind-mill with six sails is de
noted by 14; that of another with four will be
as 13 ; and another with two sails will be de
noted by 9.

That, as to the common windmill, its power
still diminishes as the breadth of the sails is
smaller, in proportion to the length; and there
fore the usual proportion of 6 to 1 is exceed
ingly disadvantageous.

WINTER, one of the four seasons or quar
ters of the year. 1'his quarter commences on

the day when the sun's distance from the ze
nith of the place is the greatest, or when the
sun has the greatest declination on the con
trary side of the equator, viz. in northern la
titudes, when he has the greatest southern
declination ; and in southern latitudes when
he has the greatest northern declination ; and
it ends when he next crosses the equinoctial.

Winter, however, is sometimes understood
to mean one of the two principal divisions of
the year, viz. into summer and winter; and in
which ease it begins at the autumnal equinox,
and continues to the spring equinox, includ
ing an interval of 178 days, 18 hours, 29 mi
nutes.

WIT, or Witt (John de), the celebrated
pensioner of Holland, and one of the greatest
politicians of his time, was the son of Jacob de
Wit, burgomaster of Dort; he was born in 1623.

and hecame well skilled in civil law, politics,
mathematics, and other sciences ; and wrote a

treatise on the Elements of curved Lines,
published by Francis Schooten. Having
taken his degree of doctor of law, he travelled
into foreign courts, where he became esteem
ed for his genius and prudence. At his re
turn to his native country, in 1(550, he became
pensionary of Dort, then counsellor-pension
ary of Holland and West Friesland, inten-
dant and register of the fiefs, and keeper of
the great seal. He was thus at the head of
affairs in Holland; but his opposition to the
re-establishment of the office of stadtholder,
which he thought a violation of the freedom
and independence of the republic, cost him
his life, when the Prince of Orange's party
prevailed. He and his brother Cornelius were
assassinated by the populace at the Hague in
1674, aged 47.

WITCH, in the Higher Geometry, a curve
defined by the equation

a J (ax— i1)y=

A point in the curve may be thus obtained :
the semicircle ADC on the diameter AC being
given, the point M in the curve is such that
drawing M B perpendicular to the diameter
AC (B being in AC) to cut the circle in D,
it may be AB : BD :: AC: BM. Thiscurve
has two opposite, equal, and infinite branches,
to which a line drawn through A. perpendi
cular to the diameter A C of the circle, is an

asymptote.
WOLFF, or Wolpius, (Christian), an

eminent philosopher, was born at Breslau,
1679. At Jena university he made a most
extraordinary progress, and in 1702 he re

paired to Leipsic, where he opened his lec

tures by a famous dissertation, called Philo-
sophia practica universalis melhodo mathe-
matica conscripta. He was invited by the
universities of Giesscn and of Halle to accept
the professional chair of mathematics. He
went to Halle, 1707, and to his academical
honours was soon after added the title of
counsellor to the king of Prussia. In bis
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Latin oration on the morality of the Chinese,
in 1721, he spoke with such applause of their
philosophy and virtues, that the university
was offended, and not only his tenets were
reprobated, but he was, by the representation
of the body of divines, ordered to leave the
country in twenty-four hours. He retired to
CasscI, and became professor of mathematics
and philosophy at Marbourg, and counsellor to
the landgrave. The favourable opinion of the
learned atoned for the persecution of Halle
university, he was declared honorary professor
of the Petersburg academy of sciences, and
admitted a member of that of Paris, &c.
Prejudices at last passed away, and in 1741,
with some reluctance, he assumed the office of
privy counsellor, of vice-chancellor, and of
professor of the law of nature and of nations
in the university of Halle. He afterwards
was raised to the dignity of chancellor of the
university, and created a baron of the Roman
empire. This great man, whose whole life
was devoted to advance science and virtue,
died at Halle, of the gout in his stomach,
1754, aged 76. His works in Latin and Ger
man are more than sixty in number, the best
of which known are a Course of Mathematics,
2 vols. 4to. ; Philosophia Rationalis, sive Lo-
gica, 4to. ; a System of Metaphysics, 4to. ;

Jus Naturae, 8 vols. 4to. ; Horn Subsecivae
Magdeburg ; Dictionary on the Mathematics,
&c.

WREN (Sir Christopher), an eminent
English philosopher and mathematician, and
one of the most learned and celebrated archi
tects of his age, was born at Knoyle, in Wilt
shire, in 1632.

When very young he discovered a surpis-
ing genius for the mathematics, in which sci
ence he made great advances before he was
sixteen years of age. In 1657 he was made
professor of astronomy in Grcsham college,
London ; and his lectures, which were much
frequented, tended greatly to the promotion
of real knowledge. He proposed several me
thods by which to account for the shadows

returning backward ten degrees on the dial of
king Ahaz, by the laws of nature, One sub
ject of his lectures was upon telescopes, to
the improvement of which he had greatly con
tributed : another was on certain properties
of the air, and the barometer. In the year
1658 he read a description of the body and
different phases of the planet Saturn ; which
subject he proposed to investigate, while his
colleague, Mr. Rooke, then professor of geo
metry, was carrying on his observations upou
the satellites of Jupiter. The same year he

communicated some demonstrations concern-?
ing cycloids to Dr. Wallis, which were after
wards published by the doctor at the end of
his treatise upon that subject. About that
time also, he resolved the problem proposed
by Pascal, under the feigned name of John de
Montford, to all the English mathematicians ;

and returned another to the mathematicians
in France, formerly proposed by Kepler, and
then resolved likewise by himself, to which
they never gave any solution. In 1660, he
invented a method for the construction of
solar eclipses; and in the latter part of the
same year, he, with ten other gentlemen,
formed themselves into a society, to meet
weekly, for the improvement of natural and
experimental philosophy, being the founda
tion of the Royal Society ; of which learned
body he was chosen president, in 1680. Ho
died in 1723, at 91 years of age.

WRIGHT (Edward), an English mathe
matician, was born in Norfolk about the mid
dle of the 16th century, and died in 1610.
He was one of those who laboured to bring
the logarithmic tables of Napier and Bripgs
to perfection, and was the inventor of that
division of the meridian on which the Mer-
cator sailing is founded. He was also the
author of two works of navigation, the one
entitled, " The Correction of certain Errors
in Navigation," published in 1599 ; and the
other entitled " The Haven-finding Art," of
which the date is not mentioned.

X

XENOCRATES, a celebrated ancient Gre
cian philosopher, was born at Chalcedon in
•lie 95th Olympiad. At first he attached him
self to jEschincs, but afterwards became a

disciple of Plato, who took much pains in
cultivating his genius, which was naturally
heavy. As long as Plato lived, Xenocrates
was one of his most esteemed disciples ; after
his death he closely adhered to his doctrine ;
and, in the second year of the 110th Olympiad,
he took the chair in the academy, as the suc
cessor of Spcusippus.

Xenocrates was celebrated among the Athe
nians, not only for his wisdom, but for his vir
tues. He was an admirer of the mathema
tical sciences ; and was so fully convinced of
their utility, that when a young man, who
was unacquainted with geometry and astro
nomy, desired admission into the academy,
he refused his request, saying, that he was
not yet possessed of the handles of philoso
phy. In fine, Xenocrates was eminent both
for the purity of his morals and for his ac
quaintance with science, and supported tin*
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credit of the Platonic school by his lectures,

his writings, and his conduct. He lived to

the first year of the 116th Olympiad, or the

82d of his age, when he lost his life by acci

dentally falling, in the dark, into a reservoir of
water.

XENOPHANES, the founder of the Ele-
alic sect of philosophy among the Greeks,

was born at Colophon, probably about the

65th Olympiad, From some cause or other he

left his country early, and took refuge in

Sicily, where he supported himself by recit
ing, in the court of Hiero, elegiac and iambic

verses, which he had written in reprehension
of the thengonies of Hesiod and Homer.

From Sicily lie passed over into Magna Graecia,

where he took up the profession of philosophy,
and became a celebrated preceptor in the

Pythagorean school. Indulging, however, a

greater freedom of thought than was usual

among the disciples of Pythagoras, he ven

tured to introduce new opinions of his own,
and in many particulars to oppose the doc

trines of Epimcuides,Thalcs, and Pythagoras.
Xenophanes possessed the Pythagorean chair

of philosophy about seventy years, and lived

to the extreme age of a hundred years ; that
is, according to Euscbius, till the 81st Olym
piad. The doctrine of Xenophanes concern

ing nature is so imperfectly preserved, and ob

scurely expressed, that it is no wonder that it
has been differently represented by different
writers. Perhaps the truth is, that he held
the universe to be one in nature and substance,

but distinguished in his conception between
the matter of which all things consist, and that
latent divine force which, though not a dis
tinct substance, but an attribute, is necessarily
inherent in the universe, and is the cause of
all its perfection. Xenophanes was the au

thor of several poetical works, among which
are mentioned a poem on the foundation of
Colophon, some of the elegies above referred
to, and a treatise concerning nature ; all of
which, however, with the exception of a few

fragments, arc lost.
XENOPHON, an Athenian, son of Gryl-

lus, celebrated as a general, an historian, aud
a philosopher. In the school of Socrate; he
receiveil those precepts which afterwards so

eminently distinguished him. Being invited
by Pioxcnus, one of his intimate friends, to
accompany Cyrus the younger in an cxpedi-
tiou against his brother Artaxerxcs, king of
Persia, be previously consulted Socrates, who

strongly opposed it. Xenophon, however,
ambitious of glory, hastened with precipita
tion to Sardis, where he was introduced to the

young prince. In the army of Cyrus, Xeno
phon showed that he was a true disciple oF

Socrates. After the decisive battle in the

plains of Cunaxa, and the fall of Cyrus, the

prudence and vigour of his mind were called

into action. The ten thousand Greeks who

had followed the prince were now at the dis

tance of above 600 leagues from home, sur

rounded on every side by a victorious enemy,
without money, without provisions, and with

out a leader. Xenophon was selected from

among the officers to superintend the retreat

This celebrated retreat was at last happily
effected by the Greeks, who returned homo

after a march of 1156 parasangs, or leagues,

which was performed in 215 days, after an

absence of 15 months. He had no sooner re

turned from Cunaxa, than he sought new

honours in following the fbrtane of Agesilaas
in Asia, where he conquered with him in the

Asiatic provinces, as well as at the battle of

Coronaea. His fame, however, did not escjpe
the aspersions of jealousy : he was publicly
banished from Athens for accompanying Cyrus

against his brother ; and being now without

a home, he retired to Scillus, a small town in

the neighbourhood of Olympia. In (his soli

tary retreat, be dedicated his time to literary

pursuits ; but his peaceful occupations were

soon disturbed by a war which arose between

the Lacedaemonians and Elis. From the lat

ter place he retired to the city of Corinth,

where he died in the 90th year of his age, 359

years before the Christian era. The woiis of

Xenophon arc the Anabasis, the Cyropafdis,
his Hcllcnica, Memorabilia, besides other

tracts. The simplicity and the elegance of

Xenophon's diction have procured him the

name of the Athenian Muse, and the Bee of

Greece. His sentiments, as to the divinity

and religion, were the same as those of the

venerable Socrates.
The best editions of the works of Xeno

phon are those of Frankfort in 1674, and of

Oxford, in Greek and Latin, 5 vols.8vo. 1703.

His Cyropaedia, Anabasis, and Memorabilia

Socrutcs, have been published separately at

Oxford ; and there is a good translation of the

Cyropardia by Spelman.
XIPHIAS, in Astronomy, the Dorado, or

Sword-Fish. Sec Constellation.
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Yard, ait English measure of length, and
used also by several other European nations.

The English yard contains 3 feet, and is
equal

to 4-5tlt of the English ell, .

to 7-9th of the Paris ell,
fo 4-3d of the Flemish ell,
to 56-5th of the Spanish vasa or yard, i

YEAR, in Astronomy and Chronology, the
portion of time occupied by the sun in pass
ing over the twelve signs of the zodiac, and in
which is comprehended the several changes
of the seasons.

The mean solar year, according to the ob
servations of the best modern astronomers,
contains 365 days, 5 hours, 48 minutes, 48
seconds ; the quantity assumed by the authors
of the Gregorian calendar, is 365 days, 5 hours,
49 minutes ; but in the civil or popular account
the year contains 365 days, 6 hours, or ra
ther 365 days for three years in succession,
and every fourth year 366 days. See Bis
sextile.

The vicissitude of seasons seems to have
given occasion to the first institution of the
year. Man, naturally curious to know the
cause of their diversity, soon conjectured that
it depended upon the motion of the sun, and
therefore gave the name year to the space of
time in which that luminary seemed to per
form his whole course, by returning again to
the same point of its orbit.

According to the accuracy of their obser
vations, the year of some nations was more
perfect than that of others, but none of them
quite exact, nor whose parts did not shift with
regard to the parts of the sim's course.

According to Herodotus, it was the Egyp
tians who first formed the year, making it to
consist of 360 days, which they subdivided into
12 months, of 30 days each. Mercury Tris-
inegistur. added five days more to the account ;

and which form of the year Thales is said to
have instituted amongst the Greeks ; and
hence, with successive improvements, it has
bei>n handed down to the moderns.

The Solar Year is either astronomical or
civil.

The Astronomical Solar Year, is that which
is precisely determined by astronomical ob-
si nations, and is of two kinds, tropical and
sii /ureal, or astral.

Tropical or Natural\ far, is the time which
the sun, or rather the earth, employs in pass
ing through the 12 signs of the zodiac, and
which, as stated above, contains 365 days,

5 hours, 48 minutes, 48 seconds, which is the'

only natural year, because it always keeps the
same seasons in the same months.

Sidereal Year, or Astral Year, is the space
of time the sun takes in passing from any fixed
star, till his return to it again. This consists
of 365 days, 6 hours, 9 minutes, 11 seconds,
being 20 minutes, 29 seconds longer than the
true solar year.

Anomalistic Year, is the interval which is
occupied by the sun in passing from apogee to
apogee, or from perigee* to perigee : it is
greater than the sidereal year by the time re
quired to describe the annual progression of
the apogee. The length of the anomalistic
year is 365 days, 6 hours, 14 minutes, 1 se

cond.

Lunar Year, is the space of 12 lunar months.
Hence, from the two kinds of sy nodical lunar
months, there arise two kinds of lunar years ;

the one astronomical, the other civil.
Lunar Astronomical Year, consists of 12

lunar synodical months ; and therefore con
tains 354 days, 8 hours, 48 minutes, 38 se
conds, and is therefore 10 days, 21 hours,
0 minutes, 10 seconds shorter than the solar
year, A difference which is the foundation of
the epact.

Lunar Civil Year, is either common or em-
bolismic.

The Common Lunar Year, consists of 12
lunar civil mouths; and therefore contains
354 days. And

The Embolismic, or Intercalary Lunar Yea k ,

consists of 13 lunar civil months, and there
fore contains 384 days.

Thus far we have considered years and
months, with regard to astronomical princi
ples, upon which the division is founded. By
this, the various forms of civil years that have
formerly obtained, or that do still obtain, in
divers nations, arc to be examined.

Civil Year, is that form of the year which
every nation has contrived or adopted for com
puting their time by. Or the civil is the tro
pical year, considered as only consisting of a

certain number of whole days : the odd hours
and minutes being set aside, to render the

computation of time, in the common occa
sions of life, more easy. As the tropical year
is 365 days, 5 hours, 49 minutes, or almost
365 days, 6 hours, which is 365 days and a

quarter; therefore, if the civil year be made
365 days, every 4th year it must be 366 days,
to keep uearly to the course of the suu. A mi.
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hence the civil year is cither common or bis
sextile. Th«

Common Civil Year, is that consisting of
365 days; having seven months of 31 days
each, four of 30 days, and one of 28 days ; as

indicated by the following well-known me
morial verses:

Thirty days hath September,
April, Jnne, and November ;

February twenty-eight alone,
And all the rest have thirty -one.

Bissextile, or Leap Year, contains 366 days,
having one day extraordinary, called the in
tercalary, or bissextile diy, and takes place
every 4th year. This additional day to every
4th year was first introduced by Julius Ca-sar ;
who, to make the civil years keeps pace with
the tropical ones, contrived that the six hours
which the latter exceeded the former should
make one day in four years, and be added be
tween the 24th and 23d of February, which
was their 6th of the calends of March ; and
as they then counted this day twice over, er
had bis sexto calendas, hence the year itself
came to be called bis sextus, and bissextile.

However, among us, the intercalary day is
not introduced by counting the 23d of Febru
ary twice over, but by adding a day at the end
of that month, which therefore in that year
contains 29 days.

A farther reformation was made in the civil
year by pope Gregory.

The civil or legal year, in England, for
merly commenced on the day of the Annun
ciation, or 25 tli of March ; though the histo
rical year began on the day of the circumci
sion, or 1st of January ; on which day the
German and Italian year also begins. The
part of the year between these two terms was
usually expressed both ways ; as 1746-6, or
1744. But by the act for altering the style, the
civil year now commences with the 1st of Ja
nuary.

Ancient Roman Year. This was the lunar
year, which, as first settled by Romulus, con
tained only ten months, of unequal numbers
of days, in the following order : viz.

March 31; April 30; May 31 ; June 30;
Quintilis 31; Sextilis 30; September 30;
October 31; November 30; December 30;
in all 304 days ; which came short of the true
lunar year by 60 days ; and of the solar by 61

days. Hence, the beginning of Romulus's
year was vague, and unfixed to any precise
season ; to remove which inconvenience, that
prince ordered so many days to be added
yearly as would make the state of the heavens
correspond to the first month, without calling
them by the name of any month.

Numa Pompilius corrected this irregular
constitution of the year, composing two new
months, January and February, of the days
that were used to be added to the former
year. Thus Noma's year consisted of 12
months, of different days, as follow ; vix.

January 20; February 28; March 31;
April 29; May 31; June 29:
Quintilis 31 ; Sextilis 29 ; September 29
October 31; November 29; December 29;
in all 355 days ; therefore exceeding the quan
tity of a lunar civil year by one day ; that of a
lunar astronomical year by 15 hours, 11 mi
nutes, 22 seconds ; but falling short of the
common solar year by 10 days ; so that its be
ginning was still vague and unfixed.

Numa, however, desiring to have it begin
at the winter solstice, ordered 22 days to b.
intercalated in February every 2d year, 23

every fourth, 22 every 6th, and 23 every 8th
year.

But this rule failing to keep matters even,
recourse was had to a new way of interca
lating ; and instead of 23 days every 8th year,
only 15 were to be added. The care of thr
u-hole was committed to the pontifex ma.\
mus ; who, however, neglecting the trust, let
things run to great confusion. And thus the
Roman year stood till Julius Caesar reformed
it. See Calendar.

The Ancient Egyptian Year, called also
the year of Nabonassar, on account of the
epoeha of Nabonassar, is the solar year of
365 days, divided into 12 months of 30 days
each, besides five intercalary days added at
the end. The names, &c. of the months are
as follows: 1. Troth. 2. Paophi. 3. Athvr.
4. Chojac. 5. Tybi. 6. Mecheir. 7. Phanie-
noth. 8. Pharmuthi. 9. Pachon. 10. Pauni.
1 1. Fpiphi. 12. Mesori ; beside the vpiext
iTayojUSrai.

The Ancient Greek Year, was lunar; con
sisting of 12 months, which at first had 30 days
a-piece, then alternately 30 and 29 days, com
puted from the first appearance of the new
moon ; with the addition of an embolismic
month of 30 days every 3d, 5th, 8th. 11th, 14th.
16, and 19th year of a cycle of 19 yeais; in

order to keep the new and full moons to the

same terms or seasons of the year. Their year
commenced with that new moon, the full

moon nf which comes next after the summer
solstice. The order, &.C. of their months was

thus: 1. 'ExaTopffaum, containing 29 days. 2.

Mrj-aytiT>n'». 30. 3. Bon^fo/Awn, 29. 4. Mtxt-

fuxnTfipiwT, 30. 5. TTuaFj^iajr, 29. 6. Tlocuhxi,
30. 7. ra^nXwr, 29. 8. Ai6i^i«r, 30. 9. EXz

?>nC>X»tf»,30. 10. Mnvxw, 30. 11. ©ajyuAi*.,
29. 12. Exipo'Somv. 30.

'*Thc Ancient Jewish Year, is a lunar year,

consisting commonly of II months, whirli
alternately contain 30 and 29 days. It was

made to agree with the solar year, cither by

the adding of 11, and sometimes 12 days, at

the end of the year, or by an embolisniic
month. The names and quantities of the

months stand thus: 1. Nisan, or Abib,30days.
2. Jiar, or Zius, 29. 3. Siban, orSiwau,30
4. Thammuz. or Tammuz, 29. 5. Ab, 80

6. Elul, 29. 7. Tisri, or Ethanini, 30. 8. Mai
chesvam, or Bull. 29. 9. Cisleu, 30. 10. Te-
beth, 29. 11. Sabat, or Schebeth. 30. 12.

Adar, in the embolismic year, 30. Adar, in
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the common year, was but 29. Note, in the
defective year, Cislen was only 29 dsys ; and
in the redundant year, Marchesvam was 30.

The Persian Year, is a solar ye>r of about
365 days ; consisting of 12 months of 30 days
each, with five intercalary days added at the
«nd.

The Arabic, Mahometan, and Turkish Years,
•ailed also the year of the Hegira, is a lunar

year, equal to 354 days, 8 hours, and 48 mi
nutes, and consists of 12 months, which con
tain alternately 30 and 29 days.

The Hindoo Year differs from all these,
and is indeed different in different provinces
of India. The best account that we have of
it is by Mr. Cavendish, iu the Phil. Trans, of
the Royal Society of London for the year
1792.

Zenith, an Arabic word, used in astro
nomy to denote the vertical point of the hea
vens, or that point directly over our heads.
The zenith is called the pole of the horizon,
being 90° distant from every point of that
circle.

Zenith Distance, the arc intercepted be
tween any celestial object and the zenith,
being the same as the co-altitude of an ob
ject.

ZENO (Eleates), an eminent Grecian
philosopher, was born about 500 years before
Christ. He was a zealous friend of civil li

berty, and is celebrated for his courageous
and successful opposition to tyranny ; but the
inconsistency of the stories related by different
writers concerning him in a great measure
destroys their credit. He chose to reside in
his small native city of Elca rather than at
Athens, because it afforded freer scope to his
independent and generous spirit, which could
not easily submit to the restraints of autho
rity. It is related, that he vindicated tho
warmth with which he resented reproach, by
saying, " If I were indifferent to censure, I
should also be indifferent to praise." The in
vention of the dialectic art has been impro
perly ascribed to Zeno ; but there can be no
doubt that this philosopher, and other meta
physical disputants in the Eleatic sect, em
ployed much ingenuity and subtlety in exhi
biting examples of most ',

(

the logical arts,
which were afterwards reduced to rule by
Aristotle and others. If Seneca's account of
this philosopher deserves credit, he reached
the highest point of scepticism, and denied the
real existence of external objects.

Zeno, another Greek philosopher oT consi
derable eminence, was born at Citium in the
isle of Cyprus. He was founder of the Stoics,

a Beet which had its name from that of a por
tico at Athens, where Zeno was accustomed
to deliver his discourses. The father of our
philosopher was a merchant, but readily se
conded his son's inclinations, and devoted
him to the pursuits of literature. In the way
•i buiincss he bad frequent occasion to visit

Athens, where he purchased for his son several
of the most renowned works of the celebrated
Socratic philosophers. These Zeno read with
avidity, and determined to visit the city where
so much wisdom was found. Upon his first
arrival in Athens, going accidentally into the
shop of a bookseller, he took up the commen
taries of Xenophon, with the perusal of which
he was so much delighted, that he asked the
bookseller where he might meet with such
men. Crates, tho cynic philosopher, was at
that moment passing by ; the bookseller point
ed to him, and said, follow that man. He im
mediately became his disciple, but was soon
dissatisfied with his doctrine, and joined him
self to other philosophers, whose instructions
were more accordant to his way of thinking.
Zeno staid long with no master ; he studied
under all the most celebrated teachers, with

a view of collecting materials from various
quarters for a new system of his own. To
this [Polemo] alluded when he saw Zeno com
ing into his school ; " I am no stranger," said
he, " to your Phcnician arts, I perceive that
your design is to creep slily into my garden,
and steal away the fruit." From this period
Zeno avowed his intention of becoming the
founder of a new sect. The place which he
chose for his school was the painted porch,
the most famous in Athens. Zeno excelled
in that kind of subtle reasoning which was in
his time very popular. Hence his followers
were very numerous, and from the highest
ranks in society. Among these, was Anti-
gonus Genates, king of Macedon, who ear
nestly solicited him to go to his court. He
possessed so large a share of esteem among
the Athenians, that on account of his integrity,
they deposited the keys of their citadel in bis
hands; they also honoured him with a golden
crown and a statue of brass. He lived to the

age of 98, and at last, in consequence of an
accident, voluntarily put an end to his life.

ZETETIC Method, an old term for what
we now call analytic method. See Analysis
and Sythesis.

ZODIAC, in Astronomy, an imaginary rinf
3D
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or broad circle, in the heavens, in form of a

belt or girdle, within which the planets all
make their excursions. In the very middle
of it rnns the ecliptic, or path of the sun in
his annual course ; and its breadth, compre
hending the deviations or latitudes of the
earlier known planets, is by some authors ac
counted 16, some 18, and others 20 degrees.

The zodiac, cutting the equator obliqnely,
makes with it the same angle as the ecliptic,
which is its middle line, which angle, conti
nually varying, is now nearly equal to23°28/ ;

which is called the obliquity of the ecliptic,
and Constantly varies between certain limits
which it can never exceed. Sec Ecliptic
and Obliquity.

The zodiac is divided into 12 equal parts,
of 30 degrees each, called the signs of the
zodiac, being so named from the constella
tions which anciently occupied them. But the
stars having a motion from west to east, those
constellations do not now correspond to their
proper signs ; from whence arises what is call
ed the precession of the equinoxes. And there
fore when a star is said to be in such a sign of
the zodiac, it is not to be understood of that
constellation, but only of that dodecatemory
or 12th part of it.

Cossini has also observed a tract in the
heavens, within whose bounds most of the
comets, though not all of them, are observed
to keep, and which he therefore calls the zo
diac of the comets. This he makes as broad
as the other zodiac, and murks it with signs
or constellations, like that; as Antinous, Pe
gasus, Andromeda. Taurus, Orion, the Lesser
Dog, Hydra, the Centaur, Scorpion, and Sa-
gittary.

It is a curious fact, that the solar division of
the Indian zodiac is the same in substance
with that of the Greeks, and yet that it lias
not been borrowed cither from the Greeks or
the Arabians. The identity, or at least strik
ing similarity of the division is universally
known ; and Moutucla has endeavoured
to prove that the Bramins received it from
the Arabs. His opinion, wc believe, has been
very generally admitted; but in the second
volume of the Asiatic Researches, the accom
plished president. Sir William Jones, has proved
unanswerably, that neither of those nations
borrowed that division from the other ; that it
has been known among the Hindoos from
time immemorial ; and that it was probably
invented by the first progenitors of that race,
whom he considers as the most ancient of
mankind, before their dispersion.

The Greek zodiac originally contained only
eleven signs : the Scorpion in their zodiac oc
cupying the place of two. See MontueTa's
History of Mathematics, vol. i. p. 79.

ZODIACAL Light, a brightness some
times observed in the zodiac, resembling that
of the galaxy or milky way. It appears at
certain seasons, viz. towards the end of winter
and in spring, alter sunset, or before his ris
ing, in autumn and beginning of winter, re-■•

the form of a pyramid, lying length

ways villi its axis along the zodiac, its bast-

being placed obliquely with respect to the
horizon. This phenomenon was first described
and named by the cider Cassini, in 1683. It
was afterwards observed by Fatio, in 1684,
1685, aid 1686 ; also by Kirch and Eiminart,
in 1688, 1689, 1691. 1693, and 1694. See
Mairan, Suite des Mem. de l'Acad. Royale
des Sciences, 1731, p. 3.

The zodiacal light, according to Mairan. is
the solar atmosphere, a rare and subtile fluid,
either luminous by itself, or made so by the

rays of the sun surrounding its globe ; but in
a greater quantity, and more extensively,
about his equator, than any other part.

Mairin says, it may be proved from many
observations, that the sun's atmosphere some

times reaches as far as the earth's orbit, and
there meeting with our atmosphere, produces
the appearance of an aurora borealis.

The length of the zodiacal light varies some
times in reality, and sometimes in appearance
only, from various causes.

Cassini often mentions the great resem
blance between the zodiacal light and the tails
of comets. The same observation has been

made by Fatio ; and Euler endeavoured to

prove that they were owing to similar causes.

See " Decouverte de la Lumierc Celeste que

paroit dans le Zodiaque," art. 41. Lettre a

M. Cassini. printed at Amsterdam, in 1686.

Euler, in Mem. de l'Acad. dc Berlin, torn. 2.

This light seems to have no other motion
than that of the sun itself; and its extent
from the sun to its point is seldom less than

50 or 60 degrees in length, and more than 20

degrees in breadth ; but it has been known to

extend to 100 or 103°, and from 8° to 9°

broad.
It is now generally acknowledged, that the

electric fluid is the cause of the aurora bore
alis, ascribed by Mairan to the solar atmo

sphere, « hich produces (he zodiacal light, and

which is thrown off chiefly and to the greatest
distance from the equatorial parts of the sun,

by means of the rotation on his axis, and ex

tending visibly as far as the orbit of the earth,

where it falls into the upper regions of our

atmosphere, and is collected chiefly towards
the polar parts of the earth, in consequence
of the diurnal revolution, where it forms the

aurora borealis. Aud hence it has been sug

gested, as a probable conjecture, that the sun

may be the fountain of the electrical fluid, and

that the zodiacal light, and the tails of comets,

as well as the aurora borealis, the lightning,
and artificial electric ty, arc its various and

not very dissimilar modifications. Sec Biot
D'Astronomic Physique, art. 254; and Gre

gory's Translation of Haiiy's Philosophy, vol.

ii. art. 628.
ZONE, in Geography and Astronomy, a di

vision of the earth's surface, by means of pa

rallel circles, chiefly with respect to the degree

of heat in the different parts of that surface.
The ancient astronomers used the term

zone, to explain the different appearances of

the sun and other heavenly bodias, with th«
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length of the days and nights ; and tlie geo

graphers, as they used the climates, to mark
the situation of places; using the term cli
mate when they were able to be more exact,
and the term zone when less so.

The zones were commonly accounted five
in number ; one a broad belt round the mid
dle of the earth, having the equator in the very
middle of it, and bounded towards the north
and south by parallel circles passing through
the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn. This
they called the torrid zone, which they sup
posed not habitable, on account of its extreme
heat Though sometimes they divided this
into two equal torrid zones, by the equator,
one to the north, and the other south ; and
then (lie» whole number of zones was ac
counted six.

Next, fiom the tropics of Cancer and Ca
pricorn, to the two polar circles, were two
other spaces called temperate zones, as being
moderately warm ; and these they supposed
to be the only habitable parts of the earth.

Lastly, the two spaces beyond the tempe
rate zones, about either pole, bounded within
the polar circles, and having the poles in the
middle of them, are the two frigid or frozen
zones, and which they supposed not habi
table on account of the extreme cold there.

Hence, the breadth of the torrid zone is

equal to twice the greatest declination of the
snn, or obliquity of the ecliptic, equal to 46°56',
or twice 23° 28'. Each frigid zone is also of
the same breadth, the distance from the pole
to the polar circle being equal to the same ob-

FIXIS.

liquify 23° 28'. And the breadth of each tem
perate zone is equal to 43° 4', the complement
of twice the same obliquity.

The difference of zones is attended with a

great diversity of phenomena. 1. In the tor
rid zone, the sun passes through the zenith
of every place in it twice a year; making an
it were two summers in the year ; and the in
habitants of this zone are called amphiscians,
because they have their noon-day shadows
projected different ways in different times of
the year, northward at one season, and south
ward at the other.

2. In the temperate and frigid zones, the
sun rises and sets every natural day of 21
hours. Yet every where, but under the equa
tor, the artificial days are of unequal lengths,
and the inequality is the greater, as the place
is farther from the equator. The inhabitants
of the temperate zones are called heteroscians,
because their noon-day shadow is cast the
same way all the year round, viz. those in the
north zone toward the north pole, and those in
the south zone toward the south pole.

3. Within the frigid zones, the inhabitants
have their artificial days and nights extended
out to a great length ; the sun sometimes
skirting round a little above the horizon for
many days together; and at another season
never rising above the horizon at all, but mak
ing continual night for a considerable space of
time. The inhabitants of these zones are called
periscians, because sometimes they have their
shadows going quite round them in the space
of 24 hours.

WHI1TINOIIAM nd ROWLAND, Pilatan, Gonv.ll Street,Union.



ERRATA.

Hurt
U. col. 4, line 31, Maupertini (Maupcrtub) ; c. 7,

I. 67, hyperbole (hyperbola) ; c. 10.1. 44, Dol-

land (Dollond); c. 10, 1. 57, Pollus (Pollux).
{'. col. 16, line 40, Ac.nesia (Ac.nesi); c. 31,1.38,

Pantotoiga ( Pantologia); c. 3?, 1. SO, Dynam-

que (Dynaraiquc) ; I. S3, Movement (Mouve-

men).
D. col. 12, line 19, Montnlca(Monlnc)a); c. 11,1.4,

Wilden (Wilder); 1 7, Nicoles (Nicole); c. 19,

1. 4, dele (= 8 feet); c. SO, I. 27, 234 (284);

c. 27, 1. 15, fr. bol. Horseley (Horslev).
£. col. l,line 18 Rati ones (Ratinnis); c. 6, bottom

line, DAC (DAB); c. 20, 1. 19, Rediviui

(Redivivus); c. 2.3,1. 10, fr. bot. vols. (vol.3).

F. col. 4, line 48, Alter (Altar); c. IS, I. 4, aroint
(aci0f«oc); c. 17, I. 11, Arinariui (Armarium);

c. 31, 1. 20, Astrism (Asterism); c. 32, 1. 14,

Phuical ( PkifticaV).
r,. col. 10, line 29 and 34, Vester (Verta); c. 88,

I. 49, aurora (aurora;); c. 29, 1. 42, automatas

(automata).
I. col. 3, line 25, Disquisiooes (Disquisitiones) ;

c.22, 1. 16, invitantus(invitantur); 1. 2,fr. bot.

unque (nngue).

K. col. 6. line 36, year of Julian (Julian year);

col. 8, I. 46, demonstrations (denominations) ;

c. 12, 1. 57, Cafalla (Capella); c 15, 1. 20,

Infinitorem ( Infinitorum); c. 24, 1. 23, Al-
hazon (Alhazen); c 26, I. 1, fr. bot. curve-

lineal (curvilineal).
E. col. 5, I. 33, of (or) — Sn (Sx); c. 6, 1. 44, if

(of); c. 14, 1. 34, plant (plnnet); col. 16, 1. 50,

Schoolen(Scbooten); I. l,fr. bot. Witto Craig

(Wilt. Craig); c. 17,1. S8, 1750 (1T56).

M. col. 2, 1. 30, Mathcmatique.(Mathematiqiies) ;

I. SI, determinations (determination); Meri

dian (Meridien) ;"c. 10, 1. 50 and 54, product

(products); c. 14,1. 31, Rhronius (Rhonius);

c. 28, 1. 12 fr. bot. comets (cornet)* 1, 11,

movemens (mouveinens).

Ji. col. 1, line 1 fr. bot. Monluclar (Montucla);

c. 15,1. 3 fr. bot. dele (Robertson) ; c. 18,1.25,

Acturus (Arcturus); c. "J, I. 38, Capalla (Ca
pella); the same mistake occurs next page.

O. col. 28, line 6 fr. bot. cupsis (cuspis).

P. col. 5, line 12, dele (oblique) ; the rule does not

apply to the oblique surface; c. 15, I. 14,

Myer' (Myers1); c. 17, 1. 46, 1750 (1756).

Q. col. 4, line 9 fr. bot. Sterling (Stirling); r. 6,

1. 47, highest (the highest); c. 10,1.32, Bouger

(Bougtier); c. 19, 1. 4J, Uarly (Bailv).
S. col. 5, line 29, Cavello (Caval'lol ; I. SO, Mairne

(Nairne); c. 9, in the equations to the curve,

for C- ,a>,,,fr- bot> Mcmoires (Me

moirs); c. 12, I. 9 fr. bot. perameter (para
meter); c. 19,1.6, rquiescent (quiescent); c. 17,

29, and 17 fr. bot. different (riefl'crent); c. 2*,

1. 1 fr. bot. reduced a (reduced to a); c. 46,

I. 38, Eecroix (Lacroix).
T. col. 3, line 9 fr. bo:, nquus (equus) ; c. £0, 1. 15,

L L
«" («" ); 1. 17, a" (a"); c. 20, 1. 4, explosion

(expansion); c. 21,1. 7 fr. bot. x* (***) ; c.28,

1. 23, invested (inverted); 1. 16 fr. hot. object

is (objects are); 1. 11 fr. bot. Horner (Horn);
c. 29, 1. 7, factors (factors of); I. 22, dele

(such) ; c. 81, 1. 3, moneys (monies).
V. col. 7, line IS, Mobili (Mubilc); I. Si, corro-

■ive, add (menstrnum) ; e. 16, I. 20 fr. bot.

expression (expressions); c. 18, I. 10 fr. bot.
subititutes (substitute); Table of Fluents, I. 1,

=— -*•(*■- >*■= - x'\tonavA
n n y

e. 31, art. Focus, the line CFD is

omitted; in the fig. G (a).
X. col. 14, line 39 and 46, Columb (Coulomb) ,

c 27, 1. 14 fr. bot. contract (contact).
Y. col. 2, line 11, Alter (Altar); c. 7,1. 35, azoate

(azote); c. 14, 1. 16 fr. bot. Pilkington ; Pink.
ertoo); c. 21, 1. 34, Leisle (Leslie); c.32, 1. 15

fr. bot. dele (the velocity of).
Z. col. 16, line 37, art (act); c. 44, 1. 4, ij v*,

(r.xio;); c. 29, 1. 15, they (there).

AA.col. 17, line 35 and 36,
^

'8,1- IS,

dele(e/); c. 46,1. 14, hypothesis (hypotheses.)
BB. col. 7, line 9 fr. bot. Einmerson (Emerson):

c 13, 1. 18, 19, &c. dele (A); c. 11, 1. 1 fr.

bot. Incipiorum (Principiorum).
CC. col. 4, line 28, dele (Morgan); c. 5, 1. 10 fr.

bot. 17 (77); I. 36, dele (of) c 9, 1. 24, et

summationes (de summation*:) ; tbe same oc

curs c 11, I. 23 fr. bot. ; c. 16, 1. SI, et seq.

forp and r read ;<.'and o); I. 17, ivne (time);
c. 26, 1.4, his (her); c 29, 1.43, latitute (alti
tude): c.48, 1. 6 fr. bot. PW (PN).

DD.col. 29, line 5, finding the roots (finding the

limits of the roots); c.32,1. 44, AUE (ADB.)
EE. col. 4, line 1, >.oytf (Xojo;); a^iSpag (ajrf^of ) ;

c. 10, I. 1, fr. bot. or (a); c. 19,1. 46, Manns

et Avignon" (Marins" at Avignon) : c. 20,1. 2,

Catlet's(Callet's);c.47,l.U,ADEF(ADEB);
c. 29,1. 13, Bockles(Bockler).

FF. col. 26, line 20 fr. bot. dele (the); c. 30, 1. 24

fr. bot. of (or).
CO. col. Mine 18, BC (BG); I. 24, OB (AB);

I. 26, 2DB = BC (S DB X BC); c. 32, I. 3,

MoNTMOST (MOHTMORT).
HH.col. 29, I. 5, fr. bot. ; this work is not noe of

Newton's, though commonly given in tbe list

of his works.
I E col. 48, line 21, Ozahham (Otanam); c. 30,

1. 4, nobulosity (nebulosity); c 32, I. 10 fr.

bot. DG= DF (AG = AF).
KK.col. I, line 6, G (F).
LL. col. 7, line 23 fr. bot. Creswell (Crewwell);

c. 10, 1. 12, same (contrary) ; c. 16, 1. 27 and

38, Vester (Vesta); c. 4z, 1. 38, PlBnium

(Plenum).
MM.col. 28, line 7 fr. bot. Vaga (Vega>
N \. col. 9, line 4, 3, 4, for a (A); for m (»).

OO.col. 8, line 41, quadratrixes of Dinostrates are

the (are the quadratrixes of Dinostrates ac).

QQ. col. 16, 1. 17, 1634 (1682).
RR. col. 30, line-^3,' Sectionen Conicorum (Sec-

tionum Conic-arum).
TT. cou.3. lineS, dele (or); c. 13,1. 38, u (U)

c. 30, Ex. 1. 26 (20).
XX. col. 1, line 19, Be' to De" (BC'to er).
3 B col. 7, line 38, Horner (Horn). .

The words in the parenthesis are the c*rrp.tion»

of those which precede them.

The above method of arranging theer*ata haf

been found necessary in consequf rftt e work

not being paged. Tbe reader w

of reference in the front page of ■••■
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